Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Atterholt, Jim
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 6:29 PM
Brady Brookes
Fwd: Breck Walker / Mike Pence
DBW CV November 2016.doc; ATT00001.htm

I told Tracy to tell Senator Long we would pass this along:
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Tracy Mann <tracy.mann@iga.in.gov>
Date: November 29, 2016 at 3:19:51 PM EST
To: "Atterholt, Jim (jatterholt@gov.IN.gov)" <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: FW: Breck Walker / Mike Pence
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hello Jim,
Senator Long asked that I forward this (See below and the attached) to you and ask what you think we
should do with it. It’s a resume from Mr. Breck Walker who it appears is a friend of Vera Bradley’s Pat
Miller Do you know of anyone I should forward this to?
Thanks,

Tracy L. Mann
Office of the President Pro Tempore
Senator David Long
200 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
317-232-9416
Tracy.mann@iga.in.gov

From: Patricia Miller [mailto:patriciamiller7@outlook.com]
Sent: Friday, November 25, 2016 12:00 PM
To: Senate District16 <s16@iga.in.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Breck Walker / Mike Pence

David - our son, Matthew Miller, is trying to help his friend, Breck Walker, get his resume in
front of VP Elect Pence’s transition team. We know Breck through our son. As you can see by
his resume, he is a scholar, as well as possessing practical experience with security clearance. I
can well remember Gov. Daniel’s avalanche of resumes that

needed sifting through when building the Daniel’s team. Any help getting Breck Walker’s
resume at the top of one of those piles, would be greatly appreciated. Thanks, David, and happy
holidays to you and your family……a very interesting year for Indiana, and the country. Patricia
Miller, Vera Bradley Co-Founder

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Miller, Matthew - PBIG" <matthew.p.miller@ml.com>
Subject: Breck Walker / Mike Pence
Date: November 22, 2016 at 17:02:56 EST
To: Patricia Miller <patriciamiller7@outlook.com>
Mom,
Did you forward this resume to Pence’s team? Thanks for helping Breck. I suspect a
long-shot, but know he is very appreciative.
From: Breck Walker [mailto:breckwalker@comcast.net]
Sent: Saturday, November 12, 2016 6:12 PM
To: Miller, Matthew - PBIG <matthew.p.miller@ml.com>
Subject: Note for your Mom plus attached CV

Hi Pat,
I very much appreciate your very kind offer to forward my CV to Governor
Pence's team. As you may recall, I left a twenty year career as an
investment banker in 2002 and went into academia, receiving a PhD from
Vanderbilt's History Department in 2007 in the field of American foreign
relations. I taught in that field at the university level for six years and have
for the last three years been a contractor for the Office of the Secretary of
Defense Historians Office writing a book on the evolution of Pentagon
policy in the cyber field.
I would like to look into whether there might be a suitable and interesting
position with the incoming Trump administration in the area of foreign
relations. I know that there will be many more qualified people than me
seeking such positions. At the same time, I have a diverse and unusual
business and academic background and I hold existing security
clearances which taken together could prove to be of interest to some on
the transition team.
In any event, I very much appreciate your willingness to forward my
attached CV to Governor Pence's staff.
Best wishes to you and Mike, and hope to see you in Nashville one day
soon,

Breck Walker

This message, and any attachments, is for the intended
recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged,
confidential and/or proprietary and subject to important terms and
conditions available
at http://www.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not
the intended recipient, please delete this message.

Dr. Daniel Breck Walker
breckwalker@comcast.net
Cell (615)-972-7711
Qualifications Summary
Fourteen years in academia, teaching, writing and speaking on the history of American foreign
policy; Twenty years in the financial industry as an investment banker, including the last ten
managing the investment banking group of a leading regional securities firm; Graduate degrees in
business and law (Stanford) and history (Vanderbilt); Current security clearances from the
Department of Defense
Experience
Contract Historian, Office of the Secretary of Defense Historical Office, September 2013September 2016; Research topic: Evolution of Pentagon policy in the cyber security and cyber
warfare areas 1970s-early 2000s; Current TS/SCI security clearance
Professor of History, Semester at Sea Fall Semester 2015 (Europe and South America Voyage)
Academic Sponsor: University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
Courses on Comparable World Diplomacy
Professor of History, Semester at Sea Spring Semester 2013 (Asia and Africa Voyage)
Academic Sponsor: University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
Courses on Comparable World Diplomacy and World War II in Asia and Africa
Fellow, David Bruce Center for American Studies Fall Semester 2012
Keele University, Keele, Staffordshire, United Kingdom
Visiting Assistant Professor – History Department, Academic years 2007-2012
The University of the South – Sewanee, Tennessee
Various courses on the history of American diplomacy
KeyCorp, Nashville, Tennessee 2000-2002
Managing Director, Investment Banking
Assisted in an advisory position in setting up a regional office in Nashville
J.C. Bradford & Co., Nashville, Tennessee 1991-2000
Co-Head, Investment Banking
Managed one of the leading regional investment banking operations in terms of market share
Dean Witter, Inc., Dallas, Texas 1984-1991
Head of Energy Group, Investment Banking
Supervised a staff of 15 and worked in most financial product and services areas, including public
offerings, private placements, M&A advisory work, sale-leasebacks, royalty trusts, master limited
partnerships and the sale of oil and gas properties
Bateman, Eichler, Hill, Richards, Los Angeles, California 1981-1984
Vice President, Investment Banking
Primarily involved in managing stock and bond offerings for publicly traded independent oil and
gas companies

Societe des Bains de Mer, Monte Carlo, Monaco 1979-1981
Attache du Direction
Worked as Assistant to the President and involved in a number of projects from an organizational
and financial / budgeting perspective including setting up a marketing office in New York,
producing a series of television variety shows in conjunction with Fox Television, producing a
number of live musical shows as part of the company’s entertainment venue in Monte Carlo and
implementing various back office systems in connection with the management of the company’s
gaming operations
Academic Degrees
Vanderbilt University, PhD History, Summer 2007
MA History, Spring 2004
Dissertation:

“‘Yesterday’s Answers or Tomorrow’s Solutions’:
The Cold War Diplomacy of Cyrus Vance”

Stanford University, JD and MBA, Spring 1979
University of Texas, BBA, Spring 1975
Conference Presentations
“Between a Rock and a ‘Hard Choice’: Cyrus Vance in the Horn of Africa”
Society of Historians of American Foreign Relations, Annual Conference,
University of Kansas, June 2006
“Friends, But Not Allies: Cyrus Vance and the China Card”
Conference on U.S.-China Relations sponsored by the Institute for European, Russian & Eurasian Studies
George Washington University and the United States Department of State,
Washington, D.C., September 2006
“The Cold War Diplomacy of Cyrus Vance”
Triangle Institute for Security Studies - New Faces Conference
Duke University and North Carolina State University, September 2007
“The Carter Administration and the CSCE”
Conference on the first CSCE Follow-Up Meeting Belgrade, 1977-1978
Sponsored by the OSCE, Belgrade NGO Center, Republic of Serbia Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Woodrow International Center for Scholars
Belgrade, Serbia, March 2008
“Vance’s Lodestone: The SALT II Process”
Society of Historians of American Foreign Relations, Annual Conference,
Ohio State University, June 2008
Publications
Current Book Project: “The Last Wise Man – Cyrus Vance and the Cold War Policies of the Carter
Administration”

Book Review on “The Foreign Policy of Lyndon B. Johnson,” by Jonathan Colman
Journal of Cold War Studies (Fall 2012)
Book Review on “Kennedy vs. Carter: The 1980 Battle for the Democratic Party’s Soul,” by Timothy Stanley
Presidential Studies Quarterly (March 2011)
Book Review on “Nuclear Apartheid: The Quest for American Atomic Supremacy from World War II to the
Present,” by Shane J. Maddock
Diplomacy and Statecraft (September 2010)
“Friends But Not Allies” – Cyrus Vance and the Normalization of Relations with China
Diplomatic History (September 2009 issue)
“ ‘Neither Shy Nor Demagogic’ – The Carter Administration Goes to Belgrade”

in From Helsinki to Belgrade, eds. Vladimir and Milan Kosanovic (Fond Mihaila Zikica, 2008)
Book Review on “Jimmy Carter and the Horn of Africa,” by Donna Jackson
Diplomacy and Statecraft (March 2009 issue)
Encyclopedia of the Cold War (Routledge, 2008)
Two entries: Cyrus Vance, Committee on the Present Danger
Book Review on “Ho Chi Minh: From Revolutionary to Icon,” by Pierre Brocheux
Vietnam Magazine (October 2007)

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lloyd, Matthew
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 5:52 PM
Jessica Denson;Brooks, Kara D;Hodgin, Stephanie
RE: CHECKING IN: broadcast interview

Will let you know thanks
From: Jessica Denson [mailto:jdenson@wdrb.com]
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 10:55 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Hodgin, Stephanie; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: CHECKING IN: broadcast interview

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Just checking in to see if any possible dates or hours may have opened up on Gov. Pence’s calendar.
Again – we’d love to talk to him about his record in Indiana and what he hopes to accomplish as V.P.
Let me know if some opening come up,
Jessica

Jessica Denson | Executive Producer| Direct: 502-585-0863 | Mobile: 502-379-5339 | WDRB.com |
Twitter | Facebook |WDRB media | 624 W Muhammad Ali Blvd Louisville, KY 40203 | Email Address

From: Jessica Denson
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 2:44 PM
To: 'Brooks, Kara D'; Hodgin, Stephanie; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: broadcast interview

Thanks Kara for the response.
If it sweetens the pot any, we could give the interview to the networks. We’re an affiliate of Fox and CNN.
I’ve heard from a LOT of our southern Indiana viewers here who are excited about having a V.P. from Indiana.
We would love the opportunity to talk with Mike Pence and his wife about the future and what it means to have a
Hoosier as President Trump’s right hand man.
Let me know if something opens up over the next six weeks.
Jessica
From: Brooks, Kara D [mailto:kbrooks@gov.in.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 9:57 AM
To: Jessica Denson; Hodgin, Stephanie; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: broadcast interview

Hi Jessica,
The Governor is unavailable for a sit-down interview but if anything changes, I’ll let you know.
Thank you for the interest.
Kara Brooks
From: Jessica Denson [mailto:jdenson@wdrb.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2016 7:27 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Hodgin, Stephanie; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: broadcast interview

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hello –
Could you assist in scheduling a sit-down interview with Gov. Pence as he prepares to leave office and head to
Washington?
WDRB’s viewers include most of southern Indiana – Clark, Floyd, Harrison, Washington, Jackson and other counties.
It’s an exciting moment for Hoosiers to see their governor head to the White House – and become president of the
senate.
We could bring a crew to Indianapolis and could keep the interview with in a time limit that suits the Vice Presidentelect.
Please let me know what the next steps would be.
Many thanks in advance,
Jessica

Jessica Denson | Executive Producer| Direct: 502-585-0863 | Mobile: 502-379-5339 | WDRB.com |
Twitter | Facebook |WDRB media | 624 W Muhammad Ali Blvd Louisville, KY 40203 | Email Address

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Seema Verma <sverma@svcinc.org>
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 1:12 PM
Lloyd, Matthew
Fwd: Story on your nomination to serve as administrator of CMS

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Joyce Frieden <j.frieden@medpagetoday.com>
Date: Tue, Nov 29, 2016 at 12:32 PM
Subject: Story on your nomination to serve as administrator of CMS
To: "sverma@svcinc.org" <sverma@svcinc.org>
Dear Ms. Verma:
Hello! I write for MedPage Today, an independent medical news website for physicians. I understand that you have been
asked by president-elect Donald Trump to serve as the administrator of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. I am
writing a story about your selection and am hoping to get your answers to the following:
-- What would be your top two or three priorities for CMS if your nomination is confirmed?
-- Do you think CMS's move toward payment based on quality and outcomes is the right direction to go in, and if not, how
should physicians be paid under Medicare?
-- What are your thoughts on block-granting Medicaid — is that the best way to administer the program?
Any answers I could get by phone or email in the next few days would be most appreciated. Thank you very much for your
help!
--Joyce
Joyce Frieden
News Editor
MedPage Today
1250 Connecticut Ave. N.W.
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 230-6628 (direct/mobile)
(202) 292-2401 (fax)
www.medpagetoday.com
@joycefr
Company headquarters:
345 Hudson St.
New York, NY 10014

-Seema Verma
(317) 809-8536
"This message contains information which may be confidential. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for
the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information in it. If you have received
this message in error, please advise the sender at sverma@svcinc.org and delete the message."

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Seema Verma <sverma@svcinc.org>
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 11:22 AM
SVC Administration;Lloyd, Matthew
Kathy Horton
Re: Seema Verma

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
We are going to forward all of these to the Gov's office. Matt Lloyd for now. He will handle. They will likely
assign someone from the transition shortly.
On Tue, Nov 29, 2016 at 11:06 AM, SVC Administration <svc@svcinc.org> wrote:
Let me know if you want me to decline this as well.
Thanks,
Kathy
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Ann Marie Shambaugh <annmarie@youarecurrent.com>
Date: Tue, Nov 29, 2016 at 11:00 AM
Subject: Seema Verma
To: info@svcinc.org
Good morning,
I understand that Seema Verma has been tapped to head the centers for medicare and medicaid services in the
Trump administration. I had heard that she lives in Carmel and wanted to see if you could confirm that? Do
you know how I might be able to get in touch with her for a possible story for Current in Carmel?
Thanks for your help.
Ann Marie
-Ann Marie Shambaugh
To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft O ffice prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
Current Publishing

-SVC, Inc.
1 North Capitol Ave, Suite 444

Carmel and Zionsville Managing Editor
annmarie@youarecurrent.com | 317-225-8375
Office: 317-489-4444 | Fax: 317-818-0756
30 S. Range Line Road Carmel, IN 46032
http://www.youarecurrent.com

Indianapolis, IN 46204
This message may contain information of a private or confidential nature. Unless you are the addressee or their
authorized representative, you are prohibited from the use, copy or disclosure of this message or any
information contained therein. If you have received this message in error, please advise the sender
immediately at svc@svcinc.org and delete the message from your inbox and deleted items folders. Thank you!

-Seema Verma
(317) 809-8536
"This message contains information which may be confidential. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for
the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information in it. If you have received
this message in error, please advise the sender at sverma@svcinc.org and delete the message."

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Czarniecki, Cary (Lani)
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 9:11 AM
Johnson, Matt (GOV)
Lani
Resume Lani Czarniecki.pdf; Interest in Trump Pence.pdf; Trump Pence Cover Letter.pdf

Lani Czarniecki
Director of Intergovernmental Affairs
Office of Governor Mike Pence
765-623-2166
Lanicz@gov.in.gov

Trump/Pence
Transition Team

Office of Vice President Elect Michael R. Pence,
Thank you for this opportunity to submit my resume, interest, and this cover letter.
Please find all three in PDF format attached. If you have any questions or would like to speak
with me, please call anytime. My cell number is (765)623-2166.
Thank you for your consideration,
Lani Czarniecki
Director of Intergovernmental Affairs
Office of Governor Michael R. Pence

Please describe why you hope to be part of the President Elect’s administration:
President Elect Trump’s decision to choose Mike Pence as his Vice Presidential running mate serves as
the foundation for my desire to be part of his administration. I had the honor of working for Vice
President Elect Pence serving as his Congressional District Director beginning with his first term in 2000
as Congressman through his sixth and final term in 2012. Upon election as Governor of Indiana in 2012,
I became his Director of Intergovernmental Affairs the position I currently hold.
In addition to my close relationship with Vice President Elect Pence and my desire to continue serving
him, I am excited about the future of the USA and the vision, energy, and direction President Elect
Trump brings. It is obvious our nation needs a new course and our citizens have spoken. I want to be a
part of Making America Great Again and I am convinced with Donald Trump and Mike Pence leading the
way it can be accomplished.

CARY L. CZARNIECKI
P.O. Box 56 ♦ Pendleton, In 46064 ♦ (765) 623-2166 (C) (765) 623-1862 (H)
lanicz@lanicz.com

SENIOR LEADERSHIP PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR
DIRECTOR OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS ♦ CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT DIRECTOR ♦ VICE PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER
Senior Leader with extensive leadership experience in both the private business sector and public governmental sector. Offer unique leadership
expertise, gained within rapid-changing automotive industry, as well as federal and state public service environment. Strong interpersonal and
relationship building skills, having in-depth knowledge of how the business world works with astute knowledge of how government works at the local,
state, and federal level. An excellent business partner, coach and confidant working best behind the scenes in service and support role capacities.
Results oriented and bottom line driven. Demonstrated record of accomplishment in the execution and achievement of goals and objectives.
Visionary... Creative... Innovative... A Careful Risk Taker!
LEADERSHIP COMPETENCIES
 Loyalty
 Principle Centered
 Trustworthy
 Courage & Consideration
 Relationship Builder













Business Acumen
Strategic Planning
Accountability
Results Oriented
Entrepreneur

Servant Leader
Value of Diversity
Interpersonal skills
Abundance Mentality
Communication Skills







Constituent Focused
Problem Solver
Mentor/Coach
Mediator
Wisdom/Judgement

LEADERSHIP APPROACH
A servant leadership approach that is highly collaborative, seeking to serve, understands the value of diversity, and creates an environment where
people want to be involved, integral parts of the organization. A style that empowers people, generating an attitude of wanting to work, rather than
having to work, in an atmosphere where people have purpose and fulfilment.

CAREER EXPERIENCE
STATE OF INDIANA – MIKE PENCE GOVERNOR
DIRECTOR OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

2012 – PRESENT
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Became Director of Governmental Affairs upon the election of the Governor. In this capacity while building and maintaining relations with
key constituents of Governor Pence, I was instrumental in fostering strong relationships with Mayors, County Commissioners, City and
County Councils, State Legislators and other elected officials in Indiana.

Selected Achievements





Instrumental in achieving strong relationships with elected officials throughout the state of Indiana
Successfully provided advanced planning and logistical support for the Governors travels throughout the state involving external operations
Planned and provided hospitality services for all VIP’s, Dignitaries, Guest and Constituents visiting the Governor
Member of the Governor’s strategic planning team that development the various initiatives and action plans to address the needs of the state

2000 – 2012

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - CONGRESS
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT DIRECTOR – MIKE PENCE

STATE OF INDIANA

As campaign manager for Mike Pence’s successful election in 2000 asked to serve as the Congressmen’s District Director overseeing three
congressional offices and one mobile office. Served in this capacity throughout each of Congressmen Pence’s five additional re-elections.
Left this position when Congressmen Pence elected Governor in 2012.

Selected Achievements






Campaign Manager for Congressmen Pence’s first election as Congressmen
Built, staffed and managed Congressional district offices
Assisted in five successful re-election bids for Congress
Assisted in the successful election of Congressmen Pence in his bid for Governor of Indiana in 2012
Provided planning and logistical support in executing in-state meetings with constituents and elected officials

1
CARY L. CZARNIECKI
P.O. Box 56 ♦ Pendleton, In 46064 ♦ (765) 623-2166 (C) (765) 623-1862 (H)
lanicz@lanicz.com

DUKES TRUCK CENTER
GM & VOLVO HD TRUCK DEALERSHIP
VICE PRESIDENT & GENERAL M ANGER

1985 – 2000
Anderson, Indiana

As Vice President and General Manager of this forty employee Truck Dealership, I was responsible for managing and for corporate oversight
of sales, marketing, finance, service and parts of this multi-million dollar business.

Selected Achievements
 Began career in truck sales and was promoted to Sales Manager
 Promoted from Sales Manager to General Manager
 Promoted to Vice President of Corporation

PROFESSIONAL & COMMUNITY SERVICE
 Board of Directors Whites Residential and Family Services
 Precinct Committeeman – Madison County
 Madison Park Church of God Ministries
 Board of Trustees NACOG (Past Member)
 Plan Commission Member Anderson, Indiana (Past Member)
 Member of CASA – Court Appointed Special Advocates (Past Member)

2
CARY L. CZARNIECKI
P.O. Box 56 ♦ Pendleton, In 46064 ♦ (765) 623-2166 (C) (765) 623-1862 (H)
lanicz@lanicz.com

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Meadows, Brad
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 9:10 AM
Woods, Rachel;#All Lieutenant Governor's Office;Cummins, Jeffrey;Embree,
Duane;Dement, John;Sipe, Jacob;Rich, Jane;Rich, Jane;Rice, Zachary;Triol,
Shelley;Oakman, Jake;Meyer, Alexandra (Tourism);Childress, Colette;Crouch,
Matthew;Zarazee, Megan;Konyha, Bill;Schomacker, Geoff;Scott, Corrie;Philps,
Brian;Hughes, Brandi;Newman, Mark;McKinney, Ted;Rekeweg, Melissa;Bausman,
David;Butts, Tammy;Szydlyk, Noelle;Griffis, Andrew (DWD);Johnson, Kyle;Ensley,
Al;Springer, Shane;Gavelek, Benjamin J;Turner, Teresa;Welling, Kyleen (IHCDA);Patel,
Elizabeth C;Rich, Jane;Woods, Elizabeth;Zhang Sonera, Kevin A (Andre');Seger, Jordan
S;Lopez, Daniel (Danny);Jernigan, Heather;Deutsch, Andrea;Curry, Jill;Ripley, Susie;White,
Gerald;Vandeburg, Jennifer;Fiandaca, Ashlee;Schomacker, Geoff;Lemons, Marni;Gavin,
James (Jim);Wilson, Gregory L (Greg);Ferguson, Hannah;Warner, Robert (Bob);Cole,
Lisa;Basile, Joseph (Joe);'Banning, Mary';Lamb, Shelby;'Murray, Isabella';Brady,
Derick;Barnett, Paula (LG);Goodwin, Hannah A;Oakman, Jake;Wuellner, Mark (LG)
Turner, Teresa;Duncan, Emily (LG)
Morning Clips: November 29, 2016

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR’S FAMILY OF BUSINESS
AGRICULTURE
Business calendar
Fort Wayne Journal Gazette
The Indiana State Department of Agriculture will hold four trainings this winter – one locally – for Indiana
livestock producers interested in completing ...
Farm Notes
Palladium-Item
Indiana's bovine TB-free status is in jeopardy if testing isn't complete by the deadline set by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, state officials say.
Poultry donated to Hoosier food pantries
Batesville Herald Tribune
Ted McKinney, Director of the Indiana State Department of Agriculture, accepted the donation and was joined
by Paul Brennan, ISPA Executive Vice ...
During first year, Indiana Grown grows
Journal and Courier
Copper Moon Coffee recently joined Indiana Grown, a program started last year to help identify businesses that
grow or produce their products within ...
HOUSING
Milestone: City Demolishes 100th Blighted Home of 2016
Tristatehomepage.com
Milestone: City Demolishes 100th Blighted Home of 2016 ... this year between the state-funded Blight Elimination
Program and the city's newly-created ...
ICAP receives grant to build wheelchair ramps
The Courier Times

a $25,000 grant from the Indiana Housing and Community Development Agency (IHCDA) to help install
wheelchair ramps for local residents who…
Common Council gives final approval to northeast TIF district
Kokomo Tribune
and properties set to be benefited by the city’s blight elimination program. Approved previously by the Kokomo
Redevelopment Commission and…
COMMUNITY AND RURAL AFFAIRS
Bacon-wrapped goodness to benefit Next Act's fundraising efforts
Dubois County Free Press
... of 2016 that the Astra had been selected to receive $400,000 in historic preservation funding from the Indiana
Office of Community and Rural Affairs, ...
TOURISM
It's almost here: Indiana's 200th birthday.
Indianapolis Star
The free event will take place at the Indiana Farmers Coliseum at the ... The Indiana Office of Tourism
Development collected stories throughout the ...
IMM better than halfway to $250000 goal
messenger-inquirer
If the museum raises the whole amount, it would qualify for an additional $250,000 Destination Development
Grant from the Indiana Office of Tourism ...

GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
Pane aide cancels lobbying contract ahead of ban
IBJ
A key aide to Vice President-elect Mike Pence removed himself from the U.S. government's rolls of federal lobbyists
and canceled a lucrative lobbying contract with the state of Indiana days before Donald Trump's team announced it
will ban lobbyists from taking jobs with the administration.
*Subscription required, full text below
Governor-Elect Holcomb leading first international jobs mission to the U.K.
WBIW
Indiana Lt. Governor and Governor-elect Eric Holcomb will lead an Indiana delegation to the United Kingdom in
December, marking his first international jobs and economic development trade mission. The U.K. is Indiana's
largest European investor and second-largest global investor following Japan.
LEGISLATIVE
“Planets are aligned to get rid of handgun carry license
Indy Star
Gun rights advocates see the upcoming legislative session as their best shot yet to get rid of an Indiana law that
requires a license to carry handguns.
AROUND THE STATE
Indiana republicans in no hurry to make state superintendent job appointed
IBJ
Now that a Republican is heading into the state superintendent of public instruction's office in January, Indiana
lawmakers — Republicans and Democrats — might start singing a different tune about the powers of that office.
*Subscription required, full text below
Trump picks HIP architect

FW Journal Gazette
President-elect Donald Trump on Tuesday tapped the architect of Indiana’s Healthy Indiana Plan and HIP 2.0 as
Administrator of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Seema Verma has made millions in state
contracts with Indiana over the years through her national health care consulting company, SVCInc.
Indiana high court takes alcohol wholesaler case
IBJ
The Indiana Supreme Court has agreed to hear a case that could decide whether beer and wine wholesalers can
also be legally permitted to sell liquor in Indiana.
*Subscription required, full text below
Trump set to select HIP architect for federal position
Inside IN Business
The woman considered to be the architect of the state's Healthy Indiana Plan is expected to be nominated by
President-elect Donald Trump to be administrator of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Seema
Verma is founder and chief executive officer of Indianapolis-based health policy consulting company SVC Inc. and
previously served the administrations of former Governor Mitch Daniels and Vice President-elect Governor Mike
Pence. Trump says Verma and Georgia Congressman Tom Price, his intended nominee for secretary of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, "are the dream team that will transform our healthcare system for the
benefit of all Americans."
#Giving Tuesday participants span the state
Inside IN
Organizations and businesses throughout Indiana are looking to boost charitable contributions and volunteerism
through efforts surrounding #GivingTuesday. Global organizers say the movement drummed-up some $116
million last year and involved more than 700,000 people in 70 countries. In Indiana, nonprofits are using the day to
showcase themselves and the communities they serve. Indianapolis-based BidPal Inc. develops fundraising
software and has taken part in the program for the last three years.
State looks at ISTEP+ fallout
FW Journal Gazette
Indiana officials are considering whether schools should be spared for a second year from penalties based on poor
student scores on the state’s ISTEP+ standardized test.
Eli Lilly’s Alzheimer’s setback could mean layoffs
Indy Star
Eli Lilly and Co. is signaling that it could reduce staffing after disclosing that a once-promising treatment for
Alzheimer's disease failed a late-stage trial.
EDITORIAL
Thanks for giving
FW Journal Gazette
A New York City cultural center, the Belfer Center for Innovation & Social Impact at the 92nd Street Y, launched
Giving Tuesday to connect individuals, communities and organizations around the globe with the idea of
celebrating and encouraging giving. They picked the perfect date – following the consumer excess of Black Friday
and Cyber Monday – to remind us all the season means more than gifts to family and friends.
Pence isn’t clear on issues of transparency
Goshen News
You might consider it the ultimate irony that arguments put forth by lawyers for Indiana Gov. and Vice Presidentelect Mike Pence, a self-described champion of transparency, could end up having a crippling effect on the state’s
open records law.
Indiana high court takes alcohol wholesaler case
November 28, 2016

Olivia Covington
The Indiana Supreme Court has agreed to hear a case that could decide whether beer and wine wholesalers can
also be legally permitted to sell liquor in Indiana.
The justices granted transfer in the case of Indiana Alcohol and Tobacco Commission v. Spirited Sales last week
after Indiana Attorney General Greg Zoeller announced in late October that he would petition the high court to take
the case.
Zoeller first became involved in 2014 when the Indiana Alcohol and Tobacco Commission denied Spirited Sales’
application for a liquor wholesale permit. Spirited Sales is an affiliate of Monarch Beverage Co. Inc., Indiana’s
largest beer and wine wholesaler, and state law prohibits wine and beer wholesalers from also wholesaling liquor
as a protection against monopolies.
Spirited Sales took the issue to court, and Zoeller argued that the state agency had correctly applied the law. But
the Marion Superior Court overruled the ATC in August, so the agency was forced to grant a temporary permit to
Spirited Sales in late September.
After the Indiana Court of Appeals denied the state’s motion for a stay, Zoeller sought an emergency stay from the
Indiana Supreme Court and requested transfer at the same time.
Zoeller told Indiana Lawyer that he is pleased that the justices granted his motion for transfer and doing so will
bring much needed clarity to an important legal issue that has significant policy implications for the Indiana
Alcohol & Tobacco Commission.
Pence aide cancels lobbying contract ahead of ban
November 28, 2016
Associated Press
A key aide to Vice President-elect Mike Pence removed himself from the U.S. government's rolls of federal lobbyists
and canceled a lucrative lobbying contract with the state of Indiana days before Donald Trump's team announced it
will ban lobbyists from taking jobs with the administration.
Joshua Pitcock filed the necessary paperwork Nov. 14 and canceled a contract that had paid him $23,000 a month
to be the sole Washington lobbyist for Indiana, where Pence has been governor. Two days later, Trump's transition
team announced it will prohibit transition advisers and incoming officials from work as registered federal or state
lobbyists.
Pitcock, who has a formal role on Trump's transition team, did not respond to a message seeking comment. Pence
spokesman Matthew Lloyd confirmed Pitcock had canceled his contract with the state.
Pitcock has worked for Pence since he was a member of Congress and served at one point as Pence's chief of staff.
He was hired under contract to be Indiana's federal lobbyist once Pence took office as Indiana's governor in 2013
and has been paid a total of nearly $1 million in lobbying fees since then.
The Associated Press reported earlier this month that during the presidential campaign, Pitcock held a second paid
job with the Trump campaign and regularly traveled with Pence to political rallies across the country during
working hours. Legal and ethics experts said the unusual arrangement presented ethics concerns and could pose a
conflict of interest.
Pitcock and Pence's gubernatorial administration have said Pitcock was an independent contractor, which made
him exempt from ethics rules that apply to rank-and-file state employees. They said his lobbying contract with the
state explicitly allowed him to take on work for other clients, including the Trump campaign.
On Monday, another former Pence aide who works as a lobbyist in Indianapolis announced he was opening a new
office in Washington, D.C. William A. Smith, who worked for Pence when he was in Congress and served as his first
chief of staff in the Indiana governor's office, said his firm Sextons Creek was partnering with lobbying firm Fidelis
Government Relations. Smith said he will soon be taking on clients to work on federal and state issues.
Indiana Republicans in no hurry to make state superintendent job appointed
November 28, 2016
Scott Elliott, Chalkbeat Indiana
Now that a Republican is heading into the state superintendent of public instruction's office in January, Indiana
lawmakers — Republicans and Democrats — might start singing a different tune about the powers of that office.
The office has been the subject of dispute since 2012 when Democrat Glenda Ritz defeated Republican Tony
Bennett in a surprise upset, becoming the only Democrat elected to statewide office.

Since then, as Ritz clashed repeatedly with Gov. Mike Pence and other GOP lawmakers, Republicans have openly
questioned the role of Indiana’s state superintendent, suggesting the job should have less power and should be
appointed by the governor rather than elected.
During Ritz’s superintendency, GOP lawmakers passed a bill giving the Indiana State Board of Education the right
to choose its own leader rather than having the superintendent automatically assigned as board chair.
But in the weeks since Republican Jennifer McCormick blocked Ritz’s re-election bid, the GOP's resolve to limit the
state superintendent’s powers seems to have diminished.
There might also be changes on the other side of the aisle, where Democrats signaled their support for a strong
superintendent could waver.
At last Tuesday’s legislative Organization Day, House Speaker Brian Bosma, R-Indianapolis, said he’s advocated for
reducing the superintendent’s power “for 30 years” but that he didn’t think he’ll make that a priority for the next
legislative session beginning in January.
“I want to have a discussion with the superintendent-elect,” he said. “It’s probably not an issue for this session.
Perhaps next.”
For Democrats who were in office when Indiana had Democratic governors, the question of appointing the state
superintendent is a sticky one. Back then, Indiana had a Republican state superintendent and many Democrats
argued the governor should appoint that position in order to have consistency in education policymaking.
But with Ritz in the role and constantly crossing swords with Pence, Democrats defended her against calls to strip
power from her office.
Democratic House leader Sc“On balance I think people like more choices rather than fewer at the ballot box,” he
said. “I think we’ve had a system that has more or less functioned over a period of time. We shouldn’t change it
without a great deal of hesitation.”
Even so, Pelath said he wasn’t necessarily opposed to making the superintendent job appointed.
“I have an open mind,” he said. “I could be convinced either way.”
With McCormick in and Ritz out, there could be a lot of second guessing on key questions about her role and her
power.
Bosma was among a majority of Republicans who successfully backed a bill to change that longstanding rule,
instead allowing the 11 board members to pick their own leader. Democrats opposed the change, arguing that it
was a blatant attempt to take power away from the superintendent.
After fighting to give the board the option to choose someone besides the state superintendent as chair] — a right
that kicks in for the first time next year — Bosma declined to say whether he thinks the board members should
simply select McCormick for the role. “I have not made a determination on that,” he said.
Pelath said he still thinks the state superintendent should chair the board, even if it’s McCormick.
“That’s one you can’t have both ways,” he said. “I support the way that it was before the attacks on Superintendent
Ritz and the stripping of her abilities. If we’re going to have a state superintendent this person should be
empowered to do something about education.”
Bosma said he wants to let the changes the legislature made to the state board play out.
“I think the system we put into place has worked,” he said. “Is it perfect? Probably not. We’ll let the new
superintendent get her legs under herself first and get the Department of Education back on track, because I’m not
sure it is right now, and let the dust settle.”
ott Pelath of Michigan City said that’s why big changes, like taking away voters’ option to choose the state
superintendent, shouldn’t be made lightly.
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Pane aide cancels lobbying contract ahead of ban
IBJ
A key aide to Vice President-elect Mike Pence removed himself from the U.S. government's rolls of federal lobbyists
and canceled a lucrative lobbying contract with the state of Indiana days before Donald Trump's team announced it
will ban lobbyists from taking jobs with the administration.
*Subscription required, full text below
Governor-Elect Holcomb leading first international jobs mission to the U.K.
WBIW
Indiana Lt. Governor and Governor-elect Eric Holcomb will lead an Indiana delegation to the United Kingdom in
December, marking his first international jobs and economic development trade mission. The U.K. is Indiana's
largest European investor and second-largest global investor following Japan.
LEGISLATIVE
“Planets are aligned to get rid of handgun carry license
Indy Star
Gun rights advocates see the upcoming legislative session as their best shot yet to get rid of an Indiana law that
requires a license to carry handguns.
AROUND THE STATE
Indiana republicans in no hurry to make state superintendent job appointed
IBJ
Now that a Republican is heading into the state superintendent of public instruction's office in January, Indiana
lawmakers — Republicans and Democrats — might start singing a different tune about the powers of that office.
*Subscription required, full text below
Trump picks HIP architect
FW Journal Gazette
President-elect Donald Trump on Tuesday tapped the architect of Indiana’s Healthy Indiana Plan and HIP 2.0 as
Administrator of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Seema Verma has made millions in state
contracts with Indiana over the years through her national health care consulting company, SVCInc.
Indiana high court takes alcohol wholesaler case
IBJ
The Indiana Supreme Court has agreed to hear a case that could decide whether beer and wine wholesalers can
also be legally permitted to sell liquor in Indiana.
*Subscription required, full text below
Trump set to select HIP architect for federal position
Inside IN Business
The woman considered to be the architect of the state's Healthy Indiana Plan is expected to be nominated by
President-elect Donald Trump to be administrator of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Seema
Verma is founder and chief executive officer of Indianapolis-based health policy consulting company SVC Inc. and
previously served the administrations of former Governor Mitch Daniels and Vice President-elect Governor Mike
Pence. Trump says Verma and Georgia Congressman Tom Price, his intended nominee for secretary of the U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services, "are the dream team that will transform our healthcare system for the
benefit of all Americans."
#Giving Tuesday participants span the state
Inside IN
Organizations and businesses throughout Indiana are looking to boost charitable contributions and volunteerism
through efforts surrounding #GivingTuesday. Global organizers say the movement drummed-up some $116
million last year and involved more than 700,000 people in 70 countries. In Indiana, nonprofits are using the day to
showcase themselves and the communities they serve. Indianapolis-based BidPal Inc. develops fundraising
software and has taken part in the program for the last three years.
State looks at ISTEP+ fallout
FW Journal Gazette
Indiana officials are considering whether schools should be spared for a second year from penalties based on poor
student scores on the state’s ISTEP+ standardized test.
Eli Lilly’s Alzheimer’s setback could mean layoffs
Indy Star
Eli Lilly and Co. is signaling that it could reduce staffing after disclosing that a once-promising treatment for
Alzheimer's disease failed a late-stage trial.
EDITORIAL
Thanks for giving
FW Journal Gazette
A New York City cultural center, the Belfer Center for Innovation & Social Impact at the 92nd Street Y, launched
Giving Tuesday to connect individuals, communities and organizations around the globe with the idea of
celebrating and encouraging giving. They picked the perfect date – following the consumer excess of Black Friday
and Cyber Monday – to remind us all the season means more than gifts to family and friends.
Pence isn’t clear on issues of transparency
Goshen News
You might consider it the ultimate irony that arguments put forth by lawyers for Indiana Gov. and Vice Presidentelect Mike Pence, a self-described champion of transparency, could end up having a crippling effect on the state’s
open records law.
Indiana high court takes alcohol wholesaler case
November 28, 2016
Olivia Covington
The Indiana Supreme Court has agreed to hear a case that could decide whether beer and wine wholesalers can
also be legally permitted to sell liquor in Indiana.
The justices granted transfer in the case of Indiana Alcohol and Tobacco Commission v. Spirited Sales last week
after Indiana Attorney General Greg Zoeller announced in late October that he would petition the high court to take
the case.
Zoeller first became involved in 2014 when the Indiana Alcohol and Tobacco Commission denied Spirited Sales’
application for a liquor wholesale permit. Spirited Sales is an affiliate of Monarch Beverage Co. Inc., Indiana’s
largest beer and wine wholesaler, and state law prohibits wine and beer wholesalers from also wholesaling liquor
as a protection against monopolies.
Spirited Sales took the issue to court, and Zoeller argued that the state agency had correctly applied the law. But
the Marion Superior Court overruled the ATC in August, so the agency was forced to grant a temporary permit to
Spirited Sales in late September.
After the Indiana Court of Appeals denied the state’s motion for a stay, Zoeller sought an emergency stay from the
Indiana Supreme Court and requested transfer at the same time.
Zoeller told Indiana Lawyer that he is pleased that the justices granted his motion for transfer and doing so will
bring much needed clarity to an important legal issue that has significant policy implications for the Indiana
Alcohol & Tobacco Commission.

Pence aide cancels lobbying contract ahead of ban
November 28, 2016
Associated Press
A key aide to Vice President-elect Mike Pence removed himself from the U.S. government's rolls of federal lobbyists
and canceled a lucrative lobbying contract with the state of Indiana days before Donald Trump's team announced it
will ban lobbyists from taking jobs with the administration.
Joshua Pitcock filed the necessary paperwork Nov. 14 and canceled a contract that had paid him $23,000 a month
to be the sole Washington lobbyist for Indiana, where Pence has been governor. Two days later, Trump's transition
team announced it will prohibit transition advisers and incoming officials from work as registered federal or state
lobbyists.
Pitcock, who has a formal role on Trump's transition team, did not respond to a message seeking comment. Pence
spokesman Matthew Lloyd confirmed Pitcock had canceled his contract with the state.
Pitcock has worked for Pence since he was a member of Congress and served at one point as Pence's chief of staff.
He was hired under contract to be Indiana's federal lobbyist once Pence took office as Indiana's governor in 2013
and has been paid a total of nearly $1 million in lobbying fees since then.
The Associated Press reported earlier this month that during the presidential campaign, Pitcock held a second paid
job with the Trump campaign and regularly traveled with Pence to political rallies across the country during
working hours. Legal and ethics experts said the unusual arrangement presented ethics concerns and could pose a
conflict of interest.
Pitcock and Pence's gubernatorial administration have said Pitcock was an independent contractor, which made
him exempt from ethics rules that apply to rank-and-file state employees. They said his lobbying contract with the
state explicitly allowed him to take on work for other clients, including the Trump campaign.
On Monday, another former Pence aide who works as a lobbyist in Indianapolis announced he was opening a new
office in Washington, D.C. William A. Smith, who worked for Pence when he was in Congress and served as his first
chief of staff in the Indiana governor's office, said his firm Sextons Creek was partnering with lobbying firm Fidelis
Government Relations. Smith said he will soon be taking on clients to work on federal and state issues.
Indiana Republicans in no hurry to make state superintendent job appointed
November 28, 2016
Scott Elliott, Chalkbeat Indiana
Now that a Republican is heading into the state superintendent of public instruction's office in January, Indiana
lawmakers — Republicans and Democrats — might start singing a different tune about the powers of that office.
The office has been the subject of dispute since 2012 when Democrat Glenda Ritz defeated Republican Tony
Bennett in a surprise upset, becoming the only Democrat elected to statewide office.
Since then, as Ritz clashed repeatedly with Gov. Mike Pence and other GOP lawmakers, Republicans have openly
questioned the role of Indiana’s state superintendent, suggesting the job should have less power and should be
appointed by the governor rather than elected.
During Ritz’s superintendency, GOP lawmakers passed a bill giving the Indiana State Board of Education the right
to choose its own leader rather than having the superintendent automatically assigned as board chair.
But in the weeks since Republican Jennifer McCormick blocked Ritz’s re-election bid, the GOP's resolve to limit the
state superintendent’s powers seems to have diminished.
There might also be changes on the other side of the aisle, where Democrats signaled their support for a strong
superintendent could waver.
At last Tuesday’s legislative Organization Day, House Speaker Brian Bosma, R-Indianapolis, said he’s advocated for
reducing the superintendent’s power “for 30 years” but that he didn’t think he’ll make that a priority for the next
legislative session beginning in January.
“I want to have a discussion with the superintendent-elect,” he said. “It’s probably not an issue for this session.
Perhaps next.”
For Democrats who were in office when Indiana had Democratic governors, the question of appointing the state
superintendent is a sticky one. Back then, Indiana had a Republican state superintendent and many Democrats
argued the governor should appoint that position in order to have consistency in education policymaking.
But with Ritz in the role and constantly crossing swords with Pence, Democrats defended her against calls to strip
power from her office.

Democratic House leader Sc“On balance I think people like more choices rather than fewer at the ballot box,” he
said. “I think we’ve had a system that has more or less functioned over a period of time. We shouldn’t change it
without a great deal of hesitation.”
Even so, Pelath said he wasn’t necessarily opposed to making the superintendent job appointed.
“I have an open mind,” he said. “I could be convinced either way.”
With McCormick in and Ritz out, there could be a lot of second guessing on key questions about her role and her
power.
Bosma was among a majority of Republicans who successfully backed a bill to change that longstanding rule,
instead allowing the 11 board members to pick their own leader. Democrats opposed the change, arguing that it
was a blatant attempt to take power away from the superintendent.
After fighting to give the board the option to choose someone besides the state superintendent as chair] — a right
that kicks in for the first time next year — Bosma declined to say whether he thinks the board members should
simply select McCormick for the role. “I have not made a determination on that,” he said.
Pelath said he still thinks the state superintendent should chair the board, even if it’s McCormick.
“That’s one you can’t have both ways,” he said. “I support the way that it was before the attacks on Superintendent
Ritz and the stripping of her abilities. If we’re going to have a state superintendent this person should be
empowered to do something about education.”
Bosma said he wants to let the changes the legislature made to the state board play out.
“I think the system we put into place has worked,” he said. “Is it perfect? Probably not. We’ll let the new
superintendent get her legs under herself first and get the Department of Education back on track, because I’m not
sure it is right now, and let the dust settle.”
ott Pelath of Michigan City said that’s why big changes, like taking away voters’ option to choose the state
superintendent, shouldn’t be made lightly.
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HOLCOMB EXPECTS TRUMP TO ALTER LEGISLATIVE SESSION: Governor-elect Eric Holcomb is
advising members of the Indiana General Assembly to expect a potential “mid-course correction” in the
upcoming session after President-elect Donald Trump takes office. “We find ourself in this unique
situation where governors and legislative leaders are putting together their budgets all over the country
and we have to do that in January, of course,” Holcomb told Howey Politics Indiana in an exclusive
interview Sunday at Trader’s Point Creamery. “The president will be sworn in on Jan. 20 and he’ll have
some executive orders to tend to that will have an impact on our budgets. His legislative package, and
Congress’s will likewise will have implications to our own.” Holcomb continued, “You’ve got this president
elect who has spent a career in the private sector excelling and he didn’t get there without delegating
and hiring good people around him to get the job done. He’s got as his partner and vice president, a
Hoosier Mike Pence who understands instinctively that it’s governors who are people closest to citizens
who can better get the job done. I look for governors of both parties across the country to seize the day.
Those who seek to be leaders like Indiana has been despite Washington over the last eight years, we are
in a perfect position to help lead discussions and reforms in terms of health care delivery, in terms of
infrastructure projects and education, workforce training. We have the ability in Indiana to truly author
our third century in a way I think having a partner in Washington will allow us to catapult us far out in
front.” Holcomb added, “Having legislative leaders in the Statehouse who are like minded, having a
Congressional delegation who seek to be partners in pilot projects, the stars have aligned. When I talk
about stars, I’m talking about people who are stars in this process. We have the ability to do big, bold,
courageous things and shame on us if we don’t at the end of the day.” HPI asked Holcomb if he has a
“direct pipeline” to Pence. He responded, “He’s doing that from a states perspective. And he has excellent
relationships with the leaders on The Hill. It is this P-3, this public, private partnership that offers
something very unique which is good. Asked if he thinks Trump knows how he will govern, Holcomb said,
“I think Trump wants to solve problems and understands it’s going to take, just like it did to build his
company, it’s going to take partnerships to execute these plans. That’s the exciting part of this to get
feedback from the governors where the rubber meets the road. Again, shame on us leaders if we don’t
just recognize that, but author some of these solutions.”

HOLCOMB TO LEAD DELEGATION TO U.K.: Indiana Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb plans to lead an Indiana
delegation to the United Kingdom in December as part of an international jobs and economic
development trade mission (Associated Press). "My administration will work hard to foster relationships
with job creators and government leaders in the U.K. and new markets worldwide and build upon the
strong partnerships from which Hoosiers have already benefitted," says Holcomb in a statement. The trip
is scheduled Dec. 3-7. The cost is being covered through private donations to the Indiana Economic
Development Foundation. During the trip, Holcomb will meet with government officials in London as well
as potential investors in Indiana's top sectors, including advanced manufacturing. Holcomb also will meet
with executives of U.K. companies that operate in Indiana. Holcomb's office says the U.K. is Indiana's
largest European investor.

HOOSIER ELECTORS LIKELY TO VOTE TRUMP DESPITE PETITIONS: Close to five million
Americans have signed a Change.org petition asking Republican electors to vote for Hillary Clinton
instead of Donald Trump (Costello, Indiana Public Media). But in Indiana where Donald Trump won 57

percent of the vote, it's unlikely the state's 11 electors will vote for anyone other than Trump. Indiana's
11 electors will meet at the Indiana State House Dec. 19 to cast their votes for president. Indiana elector
Jeff Cardwell, who also serves as the Chairman of the Indiana Republican Party, says the state's electors
have received emails from across the country requesting they change their votes. Indiana's electors
aren't legally bound to vote for their party's candidate, as they are in 29 other states and the District of
Columbia.Trump won Indiana by more than 19 points. That's more than 500,000 people. Cardwell says
he will vote for Trump on Dec. 19 and expects the other 10 electors will do the same. Even if all 11
Hoosier electors vote for Hillary Clinton, Trump will still have the required 270 electors needed to secure
the presidency.

SUNDAY SUMS UP COMING TRUMP ADMINISTRATION: Sunday summed up what a Trump
presidency will probably look like after the inauguration on Jan. 20, 2017. The day began with a morning
tweetstorm mocking the recount effort by the Green Party’s Jill Stein (which Hillary Clinton’s lawyers later
joined) (Todd, Murray & Dann, NBC News). Hours later, a top Trump aide knifed one of the top choices
to be secretary of state, Mitt Romney. “People feel betrayed to think that Gov. Romney, who went out of
his way to question the character and the intellect and the integrity of Donald Trump … would be given
the most significant cabinet post of all,” former Trump campaign manager Kellyanne Conway said on
“Meet the Press” yesterday. Then, in the afternoon, Trump tweeted -- falsely -- that millions voted
illegally in the presidential election, and that he would have won the popular vote if you didn’t count
them. Not only did that make him seem like a sore winner, it legitimized the recount efforts out there (if
there’s voter fraud, shouldn’t there be a recount after all?), and it conveniently distracted from a bigger
story that day (the New York Times’ exposé on Trump’s conflicts of interest). So there’s your Trump
presidency in a nutshell. Thin-skinned rants. Feuding aides. Conspiracy theories. And all a distraction
from the bigger issues out there. There's one more consequence to the rants, feuds, and conspiracy
theories: They end up delegitimizing the media -- and the country's democracy. Think about it: Every
time Trump claims, without substantiation, that millions voted illegally, and every time the news media
call him out for it, that only delegitimizes the media among Trump's supporters.

TRUMP TO MEET WITH ROMNEY TODAY: President-elect Donald Trump is for now unswayed by the
extraordinarily public revolt by some of his top advisers and allies over the possible choice of Mitt
Romney as secretary of state and continues to see his foe as a serious contender for the diplomatic post,
several people briefed on the deliberations said Monday (Washington Post). Romney plans to have a
private dinner Tuesday with Trump, who is said to be intrigued by the notion of reconciling with one of
his fiercest Republican antagonists — even as he also weighs rewarding the loyalty of former New York
mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani with one of the administration’s most prized jobs or selecting a decorated
military officer in David H. Petraeus. Trump is looking for assurances that Romney, the 2012 Republican
presidential nominee who has championed a muscular and at times interventionist foreign policy, could
be trusted to defend and promote Trump’s markedly different worldview in capitals around the globe, the
people familiar with the president-elect’s deliberations said. Giuliani has openly campaigned for the job
and has told friends that he is likely to get it.

YOUNG AMONG TOP RECIPIENTS OF KOCH CASH: After indicating they would spend $889 million
to secure the White House and Congress in January, by July the Kochs were singing a different tune
(Armiak, PR Watch). They publicly refused to back Donald Trump and pledged to "focus on the Senate."
The bet paid off for the billionaire industrialists. The Center for Media and Democracy (CMD) has found
that the Kochs spent at least $39.42 million aiding 19 candidates for Senate during the 2016 election -

based on an analysis of campaign finance disclosures for candidates and Federal Election Commission
(FEC) filings from Koch-backed groups including Koch Industries, Inc., Political Action Committee
(KochPAC), Freedom Partners, Americans for Prosperity, Libre Initiative, Concerned Veterans for America
and Aegis Strategic. U.S. Rep. Todd Young (R-IN) received $2.44 million from the Koch brothers in his
victory over former Sen. Evan Bayh (D-IN). Unlike other Senate races, the Koch brothers only utilized
Americans for Prosperity (AFP) and Freedom Partners Action Fund in the state, according to PR Watch
research. In August, AFP launched a "Don't Bayh It" tour of seven cities to "educate" voters of his
"harmful" policies.

BILL SMITH GOING TO WASHINGTON: Gov. and Vice President-elect Mike Pence's former chief of
staff is headed to Washington D.C. -- to lobby the federal government (Kelly, Fort Wayne Journal
Gazette). Bill Smith left the governor's office in May 2014 to start a consulting firm expected to work with
the governor's political campaign for re-election. In fact, Pence's state campaign coffers paid Sextons
Creek LLC -- the firm started by Smith -- almost $262,000 from May 2014 through April 2016. According
to state campaign finance records, Pence is the only candidate who ever paid Sextons Creek for services.
Smith's company announced on social media Monday that it is "pleased to announce the opening of a
Washington, D.C. office this week. Through a new strategic partnership with Fidelis Government
Relations, Bill Smith and his team will now work with clients on state and federal matters." There is also a
picture posted of him sitting next to Pence on a plane. Last week Smith tweeted a photo of the two
standing on the airstairs on Trump Force 2 with the words, "It was a crazy ride... But politics aside, there
is much to be thankful for this Thanksgiving."

HOW THE KOCH BROS WON 2016: Charles Koch once likened the contest between Donald Trump
and Hillary Clinton to being asked to choose cancer or a heart attack (Politico). Now, Koch’s allies are
helping to launch Trump’s administration, giving Charles and his brother David potential inroads with a
president whose campaign they refused to support. The president-elect, in filling out his transition team
and administration, has drawn heavily from the vast network of donors and advocacy groups built by the
billionaire industrialist brothers, who have sought to reshape American politics in their libertarian image.
From White House Counsel Don McGahn and transition team advisers Tom Pyle, Darin Selnick and Alan
Cobb to Presidential Inaugural Committee member Diane Hendricks and transition-team executive
committee members Rebekah Mercer and Anthony Scaramucci, Trump has surrounded himself with
people tied to the Kochs. Names being considered include Koch Industries lobbyist Brian Henneberry and
former company spokesman Matt Lloyd, as well as Daniel Garza, who runs a Koch-backed nonprofit
called the LIBRE Initiative that courts Latinos, not to mention a handful of veterans of the Koch network’s
advocacy groups who worked on the Trump campaign — from top Pence adviser Marc Short and former
Trump campaign manager Corey Lewandowski to ex-campaign aides Stuart Jolly, Eli Miller, Scott
Hagerstrom, Charles Munoz and Matt Ciepielowski. Short is now helping Pence run the transition effort
and is expected to fill a senior role in the vice president’s office, as is Lloyd, who is working as a deputy
chief of staff in Pence’s gubernatorial office in Indiana and could not be reached for comment.

HPI DAILY ANALYSIS: There is now a Pence migration to Washington with Bill Smith and Matt Lloyd
joining Josh Pitcock, Marc Short and Marc Lotter who followed Gov. Pence to the Trump campaign last
summer. This sets the stage for a new, hybrid Holcomb administration. The incoming governor told HPI
on Sunday that a flood of resumes include some familiar faces, some old hands willing to come back to
serve, those who have served in other places and states and seek to return to Indiana, and new blood,
including those who have recently graduated or are about to do so. - Brian A. Howey

Trump45

TRUMP PICKS REP. PRICE TO HHS: President-elect Donald Trump has chosen Rep. Tom Price (RGa.), an orthopedic surgeon who has been one of Capitol Hill's fiercest critics of President Obama's health
care law, to be secretary of health and human services, a person briefed on the decision confirmed
Monday night (Washington Post). The public announcement of Trump's selection of Price, a six-term
congressman who chairs the House Budget Committee and is regarded as a policy wonk, is expected to
be made as early as Tuesday. Indiana Health Commissioner Dr. Jerome Adams interviewed with Trump.

PITCOCK CANCELS STATE LOBBYING CONTRACT: A key aide to Vice President-elect Mike Pence
removed himself from the U.S. government's rolls of federal lobbyists and canceled a lucrative lobbying
contract with the state of Indiana days before Donald Trump's team announced it will ban lobbyists from
taking jobs with the administration (Associated Press). Joshua Pitcock filed the necessary paperwork Nov.
14 and canceled a contract that had paid him $23,000 a month to be the sole Washington lobbyist for
Indiana, where Pence has been governor. Two days later, Trump's transition team announced it will
prohibit transition advisers and incoming officials from work as registered federal or state lobbyists.
Pitcock, who has a formal role on Trump's transition team, did not respond to a message seeking
comment. Pence spokesman Matthew Lloyd confirmed Pitcock had canceled his contract with the state.

CONWAY FADES FROM INNER CIRCLE: Kellyanne Conway’s Sunday broadsides against Mitt Romney
have exacerbated an increasingly strained relationship with Donald Trump and his senior advisers,
including son-in-law Jared Kushner, according to more than a half-dozen sources involved in the
transition efforts (Politico). Conway, who served as Trump’s campaign manager, has slowly receded from
the president-elect’s innermost circle — she is not included either in interviews with potential cabinet
nominees or in the deliberations over those candidates, said two people briefed on the matter. Conway,
49, has rejected an offer to be Trump’s White House communications director, and is now seen as
increasingly unlikely to take on a formal role inside the administration, according to a source familiar with
the transition process — which helps to explain why she has displayed little compunction about bucking
her boss in public. “Kellyanne is more likely to be working on the outside and she knows that,” said a top
Trump transition aide, “so I think she feels a little more liberated about opining.”

REPORTS TRUMP IRKED AT CONWAY: President-elect Donald Trump is "irritated" with top aide
Kellyanne Conway's public campaign against Mitt Romney's potential nomination as Secretary of State,
according to a source. The Trump source, who is familiar with the President-elect's thinking,
acknowledged the existence of an internal feud between Conway and chief of staff Reince Priebus,
specifically about the choice between Romney and former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani for the
nation's top diplomatic position. The strange feud playing out in public between Romney and Giuliani has
captured the attention of the nation in a way rarely seen after the election ends and the transition to the
White House begins. Conway told CNN that she has spoken to Trump several times, both yesterday and
today, and that he was not angry or irritated. Conway, who is in Trump Tower today, said Trump
understands that her comments about Romney come from a place of loyalty to the President-elect.

TRUMP, PENCE TO MEET CABINET CANDIDATES: President-elect Donald Trump will meet again
with Mitt Romney on Tuesday, sparking new rounds of speculation that Romney could land the Secretary
of State job even as senior Trump surrogates have attacked the 2012 GOP nominee ( Politico). Trump and
Vice President-elect Pence will also meet with the follow people on Tuesday, per a press pool report: Rep.
Marsha Blackburn, (R-Tenn.); Pete Hegseth, former of CEO Concerned Veterans of America; Marion
Blakey, president and CEO of Rolls Royce America; Sen. Bob Corker, (R-Tenn.); Rep. Mike McCaul, (RTexas); and Rep. Lou Barletta, (R-PA).

TRUMP MEETS WITH PETRAEUS: Donald Trump said Hillary Clinton’s use of a private server for
classified State Department emails made her unfit for high office. But that isn’t stopping him from
considering David Petraeus, who pleaded guilty to knowingly leaking secret government files — and lying
to the feds about it — for secretary of state (Politico). Trump’s hourlong meeting Monday with Petraeus,
a retired general and former CIA director, to discuss the Cabinet position is the latest in the presidentelect’s outreach to retired military leaders who have clashed with President Barack Obama on foreign
policy and national security.

WISCONSIN OKs SPEEDY RECOUNT: Wisconsin election officials pledged Monday they would oversee
a fast and fair recount of the presidential vote there, as they race to beat a federal deadline for getting it
done, but they declined a request to conduct the new tally by hand ( CNN). The Wisconsin Elections
Commission signed off on a breakneck pace that would have local officials coordinating the recount with
them this week and starting the actual recount near the end of the week. State officials must have their
new tally completed by December 13, according to federal law. Citing those speed concerns, the panel
shot down a request from former Green Party candidate Jill Stein that the ballots be counted by hand. "If
nothing else, this is going to give us a very good audit, it's going to re-assure Wisconsin voters that we
have a fair system, that we're not counting illegal votes," said Elections Commission chairman Mark
Thomsen.

TRUMP WINS MICHIGAN: Donald J. Trump was officially declared the winner of the presidential
election in Michigan on Monday amid calls for a recount there and in two other states (New York Times).
Mr. Trump, a Republican, defeated Hillary Clinton, his Democratic opponent, by 10,704 votes in the state,
or less than a quarter of a percentage point, the Michigan Board of State Canvassers announced, nearly
three weeks after the Nov. 8 election.

TRUMP VOTE FRAUD TWEET HAS STATES FUMING: President-Elect Donald Trump’s claim that
ballot fraud in certain parts of the country cost him the popular vote is not going over well in the states
he singled out (Fox News). Hillary Clinton’s total was swollen by millions of people voting illegally in the
Nov. 8 election, Trump said Sunday, citing New Hampshire, Virginia and California. Although Trump won
easily with electoral votes, unofficial totals have him trailing Clinton 64,654,483 votes to 62,418,820,
according to a Cook Political Report analysis Monday. “In addition to winning the Electoral College in a
landslide, I won the popular vote if you deduct the millions of people who voted illegally,” Trump tweeted
Sunday. Officials in those states insisted Monday that Trump’s claim of millions of illegal votes, including
ones allegedly cast by illegal immigrants, is unfounded. “Virginia’s election was well administered by our
133 professional local registrars, with help from hundreds of election officials and volunteers who worked
to guarantee a good experience for eligible Virginia voters," Virginia Commissioner of Elections Edgardo
Cortés told FoxNews.com. “The election was fair and all votes cast by eligible voters were accurately
counted.”
PROGRESSIVE GROUPS SEE SURGE IN SUPPORT AFTER ELECTION: Progressive groups in
Indianapolis - and those whose causes were targeted by President-elect Donald Trump throughout the
presidential campaign - say they are experiencing a big boost in new volunteers and donors since
Election Day (Colombo, Indianapolis Business Journal). Immigration groups, Planned Parenthood, the
American Civil Liberties Union and other groups say contributions are up - and so are people who want to
donate their time. "Our phones have been ringing off the hook, and we are getting inundated with emails
and social media posts," said Kelly Sharp, communications director at the ACLU of Indiana. The postelection surge is a welcome sign of support for liberals and those aligned with them, as Democrats
experienced a disappointing Election Day nationwide - failing to win the presidency and the U.S. Senate,
both of which seemed attainable - and in Indiana, where they lost the gubernatorial and U.S. Senate
races, and didn't manage to get out from under the thumb of supermajorities in the Legislature. The
groups also say it's a warning to President-elect Trump and Vice President-elect Mike Pence that there is
grass-roots momentum prepared to fight against Trump's more divisive campaign promises, from
deporting Mexicans living in the country illegally to banning Muslims from entering the country to
criminalizing abortion.

Congress

FARMERS WORK TO DEFINE 2017 AGENDA: Three weeks after the election, Hoosier farmers are
starting to define what they want to see in the next Farm Bill - a nearly trillion-dollar federal budget
package that funds the nation's agricultural and nutritional safety net (Ropeik, IPB News). Farmers at a
recent Indiana Farm Bureau forum were worried the Farm Bill might not even get reauthorized in 2018,

or that the Donald Trump administration might cut it down as part of an effort to reduce spending and
regulations. No Farm Bill would mean no money for many agriculture and food programs - including crop
insurance subsidies, conservation and food stamps. The Trump administration also promised to roll back
international trade deals that have historically benefited agriculture.

General Assembly

NO HURRY TO MAKE SUPERINTENDENT JOB APPOINTED: Now that a Republican is heading into
the state superintendent of public instruction's office in January, Indiana lawmakers - Republicans and
Democrats - might start singing a different tune about the powers of that office (Elliott, Chalkbeat). The
office has been the subject of dispute since 2012 when Democrat Glenda Ritz defeated Republican Tony
Bennett in a surprise upset, becoming the only Democrat elected to state wide office. Since then, as Ritz
clashed repeatedly with Gov. Mike Pence and other GOP lawmakers, Republicans have openly questioned
the role of Indiana's state superintendent, suggesting the job should have less power and should be
appointed by the governor rather than elected. But in the weeks since Republican Jennifer McCormick
blocked Ritz's re-election bid, the GOP's resolve to limit the state superintendent's powers seems to have
diminished. There might also be changes on the other side of the aisle, where Democrats signaled their
support for a strong superintendent could waver. At last Tuesday's legislative Organization Day, House
Speaker Brian Bosma, R-Indianapolis, said he's advocated for reducing the superintendent's power "for
30 years" but that he didn't think he'll make that a priority for the next legislative session beginning in
January. "I want to have a discussion with the superintendent-elect," he said. "It's probably not an issue
for this session. Perhaps next."

BUDGET DOUBTS LOOM OVER PRE-K, SCHOOL FUNDING: Indiana legislative leaders are
advocating a go-slow approach to expanding the state-funded preschool program and warning there
might be little money to boost school spending in the next state budget ( Associated Press). Top
Republican legislators are in line with GOP Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb's support for a slow growth. The size
of the budget is a key factor, given that state tax revenue growth has been slower than anticipated for
the past eight months and is 1.6 percent, or about $75 million, below projections for the fiscal year that
started July 1, according to the State Budget Agency. Republican House Speaker Brian Bosma said he
believed adding 5,000 children next year - a cost of about $20 million - could be reasonable, although
state funding should remain directed to low-income families. "You can't just jump into a universal
program until we're prepared to pay for that and the price tag is quite substantial," Bosma said.

GUN RIGHTS ADVOCATES OPTIMISTIC ON HANDGUN PERMITS: Gun rights advocates see the
upcoming legislative session as their best shot yet to get rid of an Indiana law that requires a license to
carry handguns (Cook, IndyStar). The controversial legislation failed to advance during the 2016 session,
but supporters think this time could be different after sweeping Republican victories on Election Day and
with a new, gun-friendly lawmaker overseeing the committee that acts as a gatekeeper on such bills. "I
think the planets are aligned this year," said Rep. Jim Lucas, a Seymour Republican who plans to file the
bill when lawmakers convene in January. He and other advocates of so-called "constitutional carry" including the powerful National Rifle Association - see licensing requirements and fees as unnecessary
impediments to the constitutional right to keep and bear arms. They want Indiana to join at least 11
other states that allow people to carry concealed handguns on their person or in their vehicles without a

permit. "I want to decriminalize our constitutional right to bear arms," Lucas said. "Our right to selfdefense shouldn't be controversial."

NEW LEADERSHIP FOR 3 KEY HOUSE COMMITTEES: Three significant Indiana House committees Public Policy, Utilities and Employment and Labor - will have new leadership next session (Smith, Indiana
Public Media). The Public Policy Committee deals with some controversial issues, including alcohol,
gaming, and abortion. New chair Rep. Ben Smaltz, R-Auburn, has served on Public Policy since he joined
the legislature in 2013. Political analyst Ed Feigenbaum says not to expect too many fireworks in Smaltz's
first year as chair. "Take kind of a breather this session and then sit down with all of the affected groups,
kind of see what the temperature in the room is," Feigenbaum says. Rep. Dave Ober, R-Albion, has never
served on the Utilities Committee but was tabbed to lead it, becoming a committee chair for the first
time. Feigenbaum predicts Ober won't be a rash decision-maker. "He's not somebody who's going to be
impulsive and intuitively favor one side or the other without investigating the facts," Feigenbaum says.
And though Rep. Doug Gutwein, R-Francesville, led the Employment and Labor Committee ever since
Republicans took the majority in 2011, he's been replaced with Rep. Heath VanNatter, R-Kokomo, who's
new to that committee. Feigenbaum says he doesn't know what to make of that move.

PRYOR ELECTED CHAIR OF BLACK LEGISLATIVE CAUCUS: State Rep. Cherrish Pryor (DIndianapolis), a member of the Indiana House since 2008, has been elected the new leader of the
Indiana Black Legislative Caucus (IBLC), according to a news release posted to the House Democratic
website (Howey Politics Indiana). Caucus members selected Pryor as the group's chair during an IBLC
organizational meeting on Tuesday. She succeeds State Sen. Lonnie Randolph (D-East Chicago) as leader
of the 13-member group.

State

GOVERNOR: HOLCOMB SCHEDULE - Lt. Governor Eric Holcomb's schedule November 29 - December
7: Tuesday, November 29 1:00 pm: Delivering remarks at the Indiana Association of County
Commissioners 2016 annual conference. 8787 Keystone Crossing, Indianapolis. 4:15 pm: Lt. Governor
Eric Holcomb will visit the fourth annual Governor's Adoption Fair. Statehouse. Wednesday, November
30- Friday, December 2: Attending the National Governors Association seminar for new governors.
Chantilly, Virginia. Saturday, December 3 - Wednesday, December 7: Leading an IEDC jobs mission to
the United Kingdom. IEDC will send additional details on the trip later this week.

GOVERNOR: PENCE ANNOUNCES APPOINTMENTS - Vice President-elect Governor Mike Pence
recently made appointments to various boards and commissions, his office announced in news release
yesterday (Howey Politics Indiana).

Indiana State Commission on Aging - Robert J. Bischoff [Dearborn County], reappointed to serve a
four-year term through Nov. 15, 2020

Ball State University Board of Trustees - Michael D. McDaniel [Marion County], appointed to
complete an unexpired four-year term through Dec. 31, 2017

Early Learning Advisory Committee - Lacey D. Kottkamp [Hamilton County], appointed to complete
an unexpired two-year term through Oct. 31, 2017

Education Employment Relations Board - Kimberly D. Jeselski [Marion County], appointed to
complete an unexpired four-year term through July 31, 2019

Law Enforcement Training Board - David W. Wantz [Marion County], appointed to serve a four-year term
through Nov. 15, 2020

State Museum & Historic Sites Corporation Board of Trustee - Kip E. Tom [Kosciusko County],
appointed to serve a three-year term through Nov. 15, 2019

Native American Indian Affairs Commission - Paul C. Strack [Allen County], appointed to complete
an unexpired four-year term through July 31, 2018

Occupational Safety Standards Commission - Luciano G. Mezzetta [Marion County], reappointed to
serve a three-year term through Nov. 15, 2019

President Benjamin Harrison Conservation Trust Project Committee - Kristopher M. Krouse
[Porter County], appointed to serve a two-year term through Nov. 15, 2018

State Workforce Innovation Council - Vincent T. Green [Allen County] and Stephanie M. Wells
[Marion County], appointed to serve a two-year term through Nov. 15, 2018

Vincennes University Board of Trustees - Reginald K. Henderson [Hamilton County], appointed to
serve a three-year term through Nov. 15, 2019

Indiana War Memorial Commission - Lawrence R. Long [Whitley County], appointed to serve a
three-year term through Nov. 15, 2019

White River State Park Development Commission - Laurie K. Vane [Marion County], appointed to
serve a four-year term through Nov. 15, 2020; and, Thomas E. Wheeler, II [Boone County] and Joe Bill
Wiley [Marion County], reappointed to serve a four-year term through December 31, 2020.

STATEHOUSE: FINAL MEETING OF ISTEP PANEL TODAY - Tuesday is the last state ISTEP panel
meeting, and members are expected to vote on a plan to overhaul the state's assessment system
(McInerny, Indiana Public Media). The group will submit this plan to the legislature as a recommendation.
During the 2016 General Assembly, lawmakers voted to get rid of the current ISTEP+ assessment. The
legislation also created the 23-person panel - educators, parents, legislators and other stakeholders - to
come up with a recommendation for its replacement. That panel met every month, since May, to craft a
recommendation before a Dec. 1 deadline. Though Nov. 29′s meeting is the last, it's not quite clear what
we can expect from the recommendation. When the group convened earlier in the month, members
brought different ideas and plans for what the test could look like. It reviewed them at the meeting but
no decisions were made. Chair and Indianapolis Public Schools principal Nicole Fama decided to have
those conversations via email. Tomorrow we'll have our first look at the products of those conversations.

STATEHOUSE: HILL NAMES DRUG HARDLINER AS CHIEF DEPUTY - The incoming Indiana
attorney general has named a persistent critic of the state's revamped criminal sentencing laws for a top
position in the office (Associated Press). Republican Attorney General-elect Curtis Hill on Monday
announced the selection of Dearborn-Ohio County Prosecutor Aaron Negangard as his chief deputy.
Negangard has spent the past 10 years as prosecutor for the two counties in southeastern Indiana. He's
been a leader of the Indiana Prosecuting Attorneys Council and has criticized the 2014 sentencing law
changes approved by the GOP-dominated Legislature as soft on drug dealers.

EDUCATION: STATE MAY SIDE STEP ISTEP PENALTIES - Indiana officials are considering whether
schools should be spared for a second year from penalties based on poor student scores on the state’s
ISTEP standardized test. The percentage of students with passing scores on the 2016 ISTEP dipped
statewide, which can hurt the A-F ratings of their schools and affect teacher evaluations, the Indianapolis

Star reported. The state had relief from federal accountability requirements last year that allowed schools
to keep teacher pay and A-F grades from dropping while students got used to the test. The U.S.
Department of Education hasn’t given similar protections this year. Incoming Indiana Superintendent of
Public Instruction Jennifer McCormick and top lawmakers said they’re studying the issue. McCormick has
previously said she supports not counting last spring’s ISTEP scores against schools so teachers, schools
and districts aren’t held accountable unfairly.

EDUCATION: IU ECHOES ‘RUN, HIDE FIGHT’ AFTER OSU - One minute separated two text
messages from Ohio State University’s emergency management and department of public safety
(Bloomington Herald-Times). The first, at 9:55 Monday morning: “Buckeye Alert! Emergency on
Columbus campus: More info soon. Shelter in place / be observant / take action as needed. Public Safety
responding.” The second, at 9:56 a.m.: “Buckeye Alert: Active shooter on campus. Run Hide Fight. Watts
Hall. 19th and College.” As details emerged Monday about the violence that unfolded on the Columbus,
Ohio, campus of about 60,000, officials reported the sounds of gunfire were from police. A male student
had plowed his car into a group of pedestrians, then got out and began stabbing people with a butcher
knife. At least 11 people were hurt, one critically, and the attacker was shot and killed by a police officer.
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security recommends people “run, hide, fight” in possible active
shooter situations. Indiana University, like many college campuses across the country, has adopted this
safety protocol, while reminding students that danger isn’t limited to gun violence. The same
recommendations apply for other weapons or improvised explosive devices.

DEVELOPMENT: $330M ANNOUNCEMENT TODAY IN CARROLL COUNTY - Officials are set to
make a major economic development announcement today in Carroll County (Brown, Inside Indiana
Business). Specific details have yet to be released, however, the Carroll County Economic Development
Corp. says it will involve a $350 million project that will result in nearly 250 jobs. A press conference is
scheduled for 11:00 a.m. in Camden. Representatives from the Carroll County EDC, the Indiana Economic
Development Corp., the Camden-Flora Rail Corridor Commission will join county and town officials for the
announcement.

ECONOMY: BUILDING PERMITS UP 8% IN OCTOBER - The Indiana Builders Association says
single-family building permits throughout the state rose 8 percent in October (Brown, Inside Indiana
Business). According to data from the U.S. Census Bureau and the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, 1,264 permits were issued last month, compared to 1,174 in the same month last year.
The IBA says permit numbers year-to-date are up 14 percent compared to the same period in 2015. The
number of permits issued in October were essentially even from the previous month. "Increased
economic improvement and consumer confidence are both factors that have played into the steady
advancement of new home sales this year, and we expect that trend will continue into 2017," said Rick
Wajda, chief executive officer of the IBA. "Ongoing job creation, rising incomes and attractive mortgage
rates are supporting demand in the housing market. These factors will help keep housing on a steady,
upward path in the months ahead."

ECONOMY: GM EMPLOYEES REACH OUT TO TRUMP TO SAVE JOBS - A pair of General Motors
employees in Kokomo are now reaching out to President-elect Donald Trump in an effort to save their
jobs (Rader, WTHR-TV). Trump promised during the campaign to help American workers stay employed

and they say their "hail Mary" is worth a try. Both workers asked that we not include their names and
faces because they say they don't want to get caught up in all the politics. It's a novel approach to a
situation a lot of Americans are dealing with. If they are on the verge of unemployment, what do they
want to do? They want to turn to the man who offered the campaign promise to make America great
again. So two GM employees decided to reach out to President-elect Trump and Vice President-elect Mike
Pence by using social media. They put together a video stating their case. Both have asked that their
identities not be revealed for different reasons. "Our goal is to not only save our own jobs but to save
everyone else's as well and not only ourselves. This whole layoff affects everybody in Kokomo and all
businesses are affected by this not just us workers," one worker stated. GM announced intentions to
layoff 166 employees by mid-2017.

ECONOMY: LILLY SETBACK COULD MEAN LAYOFFS - Eli Lilly and Co. is signaling that it could
reduce staffing after disclosing that a once-promising treatment for Alzheimer's disease failed a late-stage
trial (Briggs, IndyStar). In a major setback, Lilly disclosed Wednesday that the drug solanezumab did not
slow the progression of Alzheimer's disease in a clinical study of more than 2,000 patients. Analysts
estimate Lilly has spent hundreds of millions of dollars developing solanezumab and stood to earn billions
in sales if it had been successful. "The sola results will cause us to reevaluate staffing decisions made in
anticipation of positive results," Lilly spokeswoman Nicole Hebert said in an email. "Affected employees
will learn more as decisions are made." Hebert declined to provide more specific details but said "no
layoffs have been communicated."

JUDICIARY: MAGNUS-STINSON BECOMES LEAD FED JUDGE - Judge Jane E. Magnus-Stinson has
assumed the leadership role of chief judge of U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Indiana
(Wilson, Evansville Courier & Press). She is taking over the position from Judge Richard L. Young, of
Evansville, whose seven-year term in the role has ended. The federal court covers the southern twothirds of Indiana with divisions in Indianapolis, Terre Haute, Evansville and New Albany. Young will
continue to preside over the Evansville division as well as cases in Indianapolis and New Albany.

HEALTH: BLOOD SUPPLY HERE DANGEROUSLY LOW - The blood supply in Central Indiana is
dangerously low (WTHR-TV). The Indiana Blood Center says they will be unable to fill orders for "O"
negative blood" tomorrow and Wednesday. The Blood Center says platelet donors are also urgently
needed. The Blood Center says they are anticipating a higher demand from hospitals because of an
increase in elective surgeries at the end of the year.

ROADS: STRETCH OF I-65 TO BE NAMED AFTER RICK MOUNT - A stretch of Interstate 65 that
passes through Lebanon will be named in honor of Indiana basketball great Rick Mount ( Associated
Press). Signs will mark the interstate from mile marker 138 to mile marker 141 "Rick Mount Highway."
Mount grew up in Lebanon and was a standout high school player, being voted Indiana's Mr. Basketball
in his senior season. He went on to play at Purdue University, where he was a three-time All-American
and is the Boilermakers' all-time leading scorer.

Nation

PENTAGON: U.S. SYSTEMICALLY WIPING OUT ISIS LEADERS - For a man given to fiery rhetoric
and long-winded sermons, Abu Muhammad al-Adnani became oddly quiet during his last summer as the
chief spokesman for the Islamic State (Washington Post). The Syrian who exhorted thousands of young
Muslims to don suicide belts appeared increasingly obsessed with his own safety, U.S. officials say. He
banished cellphones, shunned large meetings and avoided going outdoors in the daytime. He began
sleeping in crowded tenements in a northern Syrian town called al-Bab, betting on the presence of young
children to shield him from the drones prowling the skies overhead. But in late August, when a string of
military defeats suffered by the Islamic State compelled Adnani to briefly leave his hiding place, the
Americans were waiting for him. A joint surveillance operation by the CIA and the Pentagon tracked the
39-year-old as he left his al-Bab sanctuary and climbed into a car with a companion. They were headed
north on a rural highway a few miles from town when a Hellfire missile struck the vehicle, killing both of
them. The Aug. 30 missile strike was the culmination of a months-long mission targeting one of the
Islamic State’s most prominent — and, U.S. officials say, most dangerous — senior leaders.

OHIO: 11 INJURED IN OSU TERROR ATTACK - An Ohio State student drove a car into a crowd
outside a classroom building Monday morning, then got out and slashed at people with a butcher knife,
sending 11 people to the hospital in what authorities said was a planned assault ( Washington Post).
University public safety officials identified the student as Abdul Razak Ali Artan, who neighbors said
belonged to a large Somali family living in Columbus. Authorities said they did not yet know what
motivated the attack but could not rule out the possibility of terrorism. Police responded swiftly to the
chaotic scene on campus Monday, and within a minute, a university police officer shot and killed Artan.
But it was hours before people understood the details of what had happened on the flagship campus, as
terrified witnesses described a crash, gunfire, stabbings and screaming students sprinting to find a hiding
place. It was yet another sign that universities, once thought of as peaceful havens, are vulnerable to
sudden, violent attacks.

TENNESSEE: FIRES THREATEN GATLINBURG, PIGEON FORGE, DOLLYWOOD - Fanned by strong
winds and the Southeast's worst drought in nearly a decade, at least 14 fires burned in and around
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, forcing evacuations from the popular tourist gateway and nearby communities
(CNN). "If you're a person of prayer, we could use your prayers," said Gatlinburg Fire Chief Greg Miller
said Monday evening as crews battled wind gusts of up to 70 mph. On Monday afternoon, a wildfire from
the Great Smoky Mountains National Park spread rapidly into communities around it. By early Tuesday,
emergency officials said about 100 homes were affected by the blaze. Flames blew into Gatlinburg,
scorching at least 30 buildings in the city, including a 16-story hotel and an apartment complex. The fire
was also near the edge of Dollywood, the theme park owned by Dolly Parton in Pigeon Forge.

Local

CITIES: NEW TERRE HAUTE BYPASS TO OPEN NEXT MONTH - Indiana highway officials say crews
are on pace to open a new bypass around Terre Haute by late December. State highway department
spokeswoman Debbie Calder tells the Terre Haute Tribune-Star that paving operations will continue
seven days a week on the four-lane Indiana 641 bypass until it is completed. The bypass running about
six miles to link Interstate 70 and U.S. 41 around the city's southeast side has been in the works for 13
years and beset by numerous delays. Calder says plans are to open the full bypass to traffic in mid to late
December. She says some construction work will remain, which might require daytime lane restrictions.

CITIES: NEW APTS FOR HOMELESS IN BLOOMINGTON - A new apartment complex in
Bloomington will provide long-term housing for people who've been homeless for an extended period of
time. It's the second of its kind in the city (Brosher, Indiana Public Media). City and non-profit leaders
gathered at the future site of the Crawford II apartments on South Henderson to celebrate the project's
groundbreaking Monday. Non-profit organization LifeDesigns is spearheading the $7.4 million project,
with support and funding from state, federal and private sources. The new complex will sit right next to
Crawford apartments, which started providing housing for the chronically homeless in 2013. It can house
up to 28 people. The Shalom Community Center provides services to those residents, helping them
address mental health issues, addiction and chronic diseases.

CITIES: KOKOMO APPROVES TIF DISTRICT ON NORTHEAST SIDE - The Kokomo Common
Council approved a resolution Monday for a new Tax Increment Finance district in the city's northeast
side (Myers, Kokomo Tribune). The council's unanimous decision on the district – referred to as the near
east side economic development area - was the final approval needed for the economic development
tool. "This is something we need because economic development is so important here for us, and the TIF
district will allow us to go on and expand and see what we can do," said council member Janie Young,
who sponsored the resolution. In effect, the TIF district would be centered on the Apperson Way
Apartments currently being constructed at the corner of Apperson Way and Jefferson Street and
properties set to be benefited by the city's blight elimination program.

CITIES: NASHVILLE COURTS SNOW TUBING FACILITY - A family hoping to open a snow tubing
and recreation facility is considering two different properties in Nashville (Wright, Indiana Public Media).
Dale Martyn and her family previously tried to open the business in Morgan County, but the board of
zoning appeals rejected their proposal in August after many community members voiced criticism. Some
worried the park would hurt property values, increase traffic, and cause too much noise. But, Martyn says
Nashville city officials are working with the family business. "They're very supportive of it, nothing like the
other county, where this county is really trying to help us, trying to give us different options and different
things that we can do," Martyn says. One of the properties is the former Ski World Property in Brown
County. Martyn says she expects her family will decide which property to buy within the next month.

CITIES: FORT WAYNE HIRES ARENA CONSULTANT - The Allen County-Fort Wayne Capital
Improvement Board on Monday morning heeded advice from city and county officials and hired
consultants to take a closer look at financial and legal aspects of a proposed downtown arena
(Rodriguez, Fort Wayne Journal Gazette). Board members approved budgets not to exceed $10,000 for
the financial work, to be done by Umbaugh Associates, a municipal consulting firm with Indiana offices in
Indianapolis and Mishawaka. The legal feasibility study, to cost no more than $9,000, went to Barnes &
Thornburg, which has an office in Fort Wayne. Steve Brody, who chaired the request for proposals
committee, said after the meeting the studies should provide deeper information to answer big questions
surrounding the proposed project such as how to pay for building the arena and, if it comes to pass, who
operates it and how it will generate revenue and cover any shortfalls. “There will be a gap (in financing),”
he said. “I can’t tell you what the gap will be, but that will take some collective thought about how that
gap will be filled.”

COUNTIES: WARRICK APPROVES ZONING FOR EGG FACILITY - A controversial egg production
facility in Warrick County took a step closer to reality Monday night (Hall, Evansville Courier & Press). The
Warrick County Board of Zoning Appeals voted 6-1 to approve a special use application by Prime Foods
Inc. to build a confined-feeding operation for laying hens. Board member Doris Horn voted against the
special use application. Prime Foods Inc. now will have to request a confined feeding permit from the
Indiana Department of Environmental Management, which oversees confined feeding facilities. "Way to
ruin our homes," residents said to the board after the vote came down, clapping sarcastically. The
proposed site of the facility is east of Indiana 61 between Kelly and Hart roads. Residents living near the
proposed site spoke at length against the facility during an October meeting that lasted 10 hours. Public
comment stretched into the early hours of the morning.

COUNTIES: MADISON TAKES STEPS TO AVOID RANSOMWARE ATTACK - Workers have spent
weeks restoring a central Indiana county government's computer system that was hacked by an unknown
group demanding a ransom payment. Madison County officials decided to pay the undisclosed ransom
following the Nov. 4 hacking that locked up county computers. Officials then received decryption keys to
unlock the files. Staffers have worked many hours of overtime restoring links between the computer
software and county files that were broken in the hacking attack, county information technology director
Lisa Cannon told the Anderson Herald Bulletin. Although Cannon wouldn't discuss the strain of
ransomware or explain how it was introduced to the county's computers, she said it wasn't from a
malicious email or fake website advertisement, which are the most common ways malicious software gets
on computers. Work has included adding more computer security and creating a backup system that
would make it much easier to recover from another ransomware or virus.

COUNTIES: DAVIESS TACKLES INFANT MORTALITY - Daviess County Health Department Nurse
Kathy Sullender said that when she was told Daviess County had one of the highest infant mortality rates
in the state she thought it had to be a mistake (Grant, Washington Times Herald). The rate was based on
statistics from 2010 to 2014 and during that time there had only been a handful of infant death
certificates issued in the county. Then she found out the statistics were not based on where the baby
died but where the mother listed as her address. Armed with the new information Sullender found a
different reality. During that time Daviess County had 531 births. Of the 28 deaths, 13 infants died in the
first month. The causes broke down to 17 died of congenital conditions, nine because of prematurity,
three through trauma or strangulation and two because of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. Authorities
report 53 of the mothers giving birth smoked and of those 28 deaths, four of the mothers smoked.

Sports

PURDUE FOOTBALL COACH SEARCH CONTINUES: As athletic director Mike Bobinski continues the
process of finding Purdue's next football coach, business as usual continued behind the scenes
(Baird, Lafayette Journal & Courier). Much of the weekend speculation focused on Western Michigan
coach P.J. Fleck. Some reports suggested Purdue had settled on Fleck, though none attached certainty to
that claim. Other reports, including a Twitter post by Western Michigan athletic director Kathy
Beauregard, said Fleck would not engage in negotiations with any teams until after the regular season.
Western Michigan is 12-0 and plays Ohio for the Mid-American Conference championship on Friday in
Detroit. Fleck has told one Purdue recruit with whom he has maintained contact that he does not plan to
leave Western Michigan.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Atterholt, Jim
Monday, November 28, 2016 6:13 PM
Brady Brookes
Fwd: Hendrickson Resume
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Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Hendrickson, Brandye" <bhendrickson@indot.IN.gov>
Date: November 28, 2016 at 2:39:40 PM EST
To: "Atterholt, Jim" <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Hendrickson Resume
Hi Jim. During our meeting earlier today, you mentioned that resumes of those interested in being
considered for DC opportunities had been forwarded to Josh Pitcock. I regret that I was not aware that
those were being collected and sent on, as I would be very excited to serve on the Trump-Pence
team. While I have no illusion that opportunities for me personally would be at the highest levels of the
federal government, I do believe that I have energy, skills and perspective that would bring value within
the administration. If you will be sending another round of resumes to Josh for consideration, I would
greatly appreciate it if you would include mine in that submittal. Thanks so much and I hope you enjoy a
well-deserved vacation. Brandye
Brandye Hendrickson
INDOT Commissioner
bhendrickson@indot.in.gov

BRANDYE HENDRICKSON
ENGAGED CEO ● PROACTIVE EXECUTIVE ● HR PROFESSIONAL
317.833.4878

brandye73@comcast.net

14348 Hammersley Drive ● Fishers, IN

CORE COMPETENCIES
Visionary Leadership
Business Acumen
Employee Development

●●●●●
●●●●
●●●●

Stakeholder Focus
Public Relations
Building Effective Teams

●●●●●
●●●●
●●●●●

CLIFTON STRENGTHSFINDER
1 Harmony

2 Activator

3 Maximizer

4 Communication

5 Positivity

EXPERIENCE
INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION-- CEO of 3500 employee organization with $2
billion annual budget, accountable for all aspects of State of Indiana’s transportation
infrastructure
 Contributing to state’s robust economic climate by improved
infrastructure condition ratings
 Implementing ongoing culture initiatives, driven by resultsbased expectations, enhancing agency-wide employee
engagement by 10 percent
 Strengthening agency credibility through stakeholder focus
and improved partnerships and communication
4.2015 – Present
 Driving efforts, in collaboration with the Indiana General
Assembly and Governor, to secure hundreds of millions of
Commissioner
dollars in state funding for transportation infrastructure
 Progressing state-wide construction program, improving
budgetary performance and project completion time
 Effectively developed and led crisis management plans
 Executed a $190 million matching grant program designed to
develop and improve infrastructure conditions in local
communities
 Optimized staffing parameters, maximizing personnel
effectiveness and establishing an increasingly efficient and
optimal workforce
 Initiated program reprioritization efforts through the analysis
9.2007 – 4.2015
and designation of investment dollars, further magnifying the
District Deputy
effective use of limited resources and assets
Commissioner
 Reduced district operating expenses by 13 percent between
2008 and 2013 through the realignment of human resources
and increased efficiencies in winter operations

BRANDYE HENDRICKSON
ENGAGED CEO ● PROACTIVE EXECUTIVE ● HR PROFESSIONAL
317.833.4878

brandye73@comcast.net

14348 Hammersley Drive ● Fishers, IN

INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
 Enhanced agency workforce through the implementation of
market salary matrices, improved succession planning, and a
targeted recruiting strategy
3.2006 – 9.2007
 Implemented a front-line cross-training system, further
Deputy Commissioner
maximizing seasonal workflow and enhancing professional
& HR Director
growth potential among personnel
 Constructed detailed employee manual, enhancing the
training and development of new employees
ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE
Benefits Administration Manager
Indiana State Personnel Department

9.2005 – 3.2006

HR Director
Indiana Department of Environmental Management

9.1999 – 9.2005

EDUCATION & PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS
Certified Professional (CP)
Society for Human Resource Management

2015

Professional in Human Resources (PHR)
Human Resources Certification Institute

2001

Bachelor of Arts – Communications
Indiana University – Bloomington, IN

OTHER THINGS TO KNOW
American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials—Board of Directors
Northview Church—Member, Pathfinder, First Touch Team Captain, Life Group Leader
Soccer Mom, Caribbean Cruise Expert, Foodie

LINKEDIN SKILLS AND ENDORSEMENTS
Policy * Government * Program Management * Strategic Planning * Management * Budgets
* Pubic Policy * Community Outreach * Public Speaking * Employee Relations * Community
Development * Policy Analysis * Human Resources * Internal Communications * Leadership

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lloyd, Matthew
Monday, November 28, 2016 5:47 PM
Lloyd, Matthew
FW: Inquiry for Gov. Mike Pence

From: Collin R Berend [mailto:berendc@student.clackamas.edu]
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 2:43 PM
To: Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Inquiry for Gov. Mike Pence

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hello Matt Lloyd,
My name's Collin Berend and I'm with the Clackamas Print, a student run newspaper for the Clackamas
Community College in Oregon City, Oregon. Due to Governor Mike Pence currently the Vice President-Elect, I
was very interested in looking at a future chance of interviewing him. Considering I'm with a small newspaper,
and going from where he is now to the seat behind President-Elect Donald J. Trump, I didn't think my chances
would be likely.
That said, I know that there is a vast social division in the country, currently, and my home city, Portland,
Oregon, having stood out because of the protests and riots. This has sparked my interest in wanting to talk to
Mike Pence, who I feel deserve more focus and appears more interesting in our countries politics than Donald
Trump, at the moment. And, knowing the students at my school, I think this would be amazing and hopefully
also reduce tension here in Oregon.
Is there a possibility to Interview the Governor in person, and if so, what do you require of me on my part?
Any answer would greatly be appreciated.
Best regards,
Collin Berend
The Clackamas Print Writer
Email: berendc@student.clackamas.edu
Cell: 971-717-1918

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jarmula, Ryan L
Monday, November 28, 2016 3:47 PM
Lopez, Daniel (Danny)
Resume
Ryan Lee Robert Jarmula RESUME 14NOV2016.doc

Danny –
Been a while since we last touched base. I’m sure you’ve got a lot on your plate, but hope all is well.
Atterholt recommended that in addition to submitting my information on the transition website I might also send you
my resume directly as you develop the Governor-elect’s team.
Sincerely,
Ryan Jarmula
Speechwriter
Governor Mike Pence

Ryan Lee Robert Jarmula
(219) 765-1569
Rjarmula@gmail.com
6158 Crittenden Ave Indianapolis, IN 46220

Professional Experience
Office of Governor Mike Pence, Speechwriter, August 2015 – Present
 Primary speechwriter responsible for developing remarks of the Governor:
o Includes speeches, policy announcements and “Head of State” type events
 Authored numerous op-eds and essays for publication in state and national newspapers and trade periodicals
on behalf of the Governor and cabinet members
 Developed quotes and talking points in conjunction with communications team to advance the strategic
objectives of the administration
 Coordinated with agency and policy principals on communications and messaging strategies
Donald J. Trump for President, Policy and Communications Advisor, August – November 2016
 Advised the campaign on numerous policy areas, including veteran and foreign policy
 Prepared written material including speeches, quotes and op-eds for the Presidential and Vice Presidential
candidates and national campaign surrogates
Office of Governor Mike Pence, Deputy OMB Policy Director and Governor’s Policy Director for Veterans
Affairs, January 2013 – August 2015
 Developed and advanced policy initiatives on tax, fiscal and veterans matters
 Drafted speeches, statements and recommended strategies on veterans issues
 Served as point of contact to legislators on veterans issues during session of Indiana General Assembly
 Oversaw strategic review of Indiana Department of Veterans Affairs
 Crafted budget for Indiana Department of Veterans Affairs to implement findings of strategic review
Office of U.S. Congressman Mike Pence IN-06, Legislative Correspondent, Legislative Assistant and Senior
Legislative Assistant, December 2008 – January 2013
 Drafted floor statements, speeches and Congressional Record remarks for Member
 Actively monitored Congressional proceedings and provided Member with voting updates and
recommendations
 Staffed Member at committee markups, hearings and in meetings and off-Hill engagements
 Drafted press releases for publishing on website and release to Indiana and national media
 Foreign Affairs issue assignment included House Foreign Affairs Committee, Anti-Semitism Caucus, Israel
Caucuses, Human Rights and Religious Liberty Caucuses
 Other issue assignments included Agriculture, Energy, Environment, Interior, Science, NASA, Technology
and Telecommunications
Office of U.S. Congressman Mike Pence IN-06, Staff Assistant, December 2007 - December 2008
 Daily DC Operations Supervisor in charge of fielding constituent phone calls, faxes and mail
 Constituent Services Coordinator (Tour, photos, flag requests)
 Managed volunteer interns in processing outgoing mail and leading guided Capitol tours

Education
Indiana University, Bloomington, IN
Bachelor of Arts, Major: Political Science
Graduated: May 1, 2007

---Other Work Experience:
The National Republican Senatorial Committee, Staff Assistant, July 2007 - December 2007
 Handled daily administrative tasks including handling constituent phone calls
 Scheduled times for Senators to make campaign calls and greeted them upon arrival
 Monitored various media sources for communications department
The Office of United States Senator Richard G. Lugar, Intern, Washington, DC January 2006- May, 2006
 Conducted research on various issues including foreign policy and energy
 Participated in Senate Committee meetings and hearings
 Organized office correspondence and incoming mail
 Participated in drafting press releases and statements released to news media
 Lead tours of Capitol grounds to constituents and guests
Illinois Republican Party, Intern, Chicago, Illinois, June 2005-August 2005
 Drafted and edited press releases in conjunction with press secretary
 Researched and answered press inquiries
 Participated in meetings with state party organizations and national party concerning strategy for Supreme Court
nominees and upcoming elections
 Invited to and attended Transportation Bill signing ceremony (August 10 th, 2005)
 Handled daily administrative tasks throughout the office

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Triol, Shelley
Monday, November 28, 2016 1:09 PM
Mantravadi, Adarsh V
RE: Wapo Arts Story

Thank you!
From: Mantravadi, Adarsh V
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 9:28 AM
To: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Wapo Arts Story
Here’s the story Lewis was quoted in. It’s positive on the Governor:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/theater_dance/forget-about-the-art-of-the-deal-how-will-trumpdeal-with-the-arts/2016/11/23/d0e9ffd2-b0f2-11e6-840f-e3ebab6bcdd3_story.html

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Triol, Shelley
Monday, November 28, 2016 1:09 PM
Lloyd, Matthew
FW: Wapo Arts Story

FYI.
From: Mantravadi, Adarsh V
Sent: Monday, November 28, 2016 9:28 AM
To: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Wapo Arts Story
Here’s the story Lewis was quoted in. It’s positive on the Governor:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/theater_dance/forget-about-the-art-of-the-deal-how-will-trumpdeal-with-the-arts/2016/11/23/d0e9ffd2-b0f2-11e6-840f-e3ebab6bcdd3_story.html

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kane, Kristen
Monday, November 28, 2016 12:49 PM
Tuggle, Jennifer
FW: Indiana Senate Immigration 775 page Report just released to the public November
2016

Another one for MRP folder.
Thanks,
Kristen
From: Mike Delph [mailto:sendelph@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, November 26, 2016 6:12 PM
To: Mike Delph <sendelph@gmail.com>
Cc: Governor Mike Pence <MPence@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Indiana Senate Immigration 775 page Report just released to the public November 2016

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Greetings from Indiana,
I wanted you to have a copy of the 775 page report from the Indiana Senate Select Committee on Immigration
Issues. We made no formal recommendations because of the election of Donald J. Trump as President of the
United States. I believe unlike his predecessors, President-elect Trump will lead on this issue and work to solve
it once and for all. As Chairman of the Committee, I was very surprised at some of the facts that came out. For
example, one third of ALL foreign born residents in Indiana are illegal immigrants. SOUTHCOM one of our 9
combatant commands within DOD put out an intel report weeks ago stating that in 2015 in excess of 30,000
individuals of known Sunni Muslim extremist views from Middle Eastern countries illegally entered our
southern border with Mexico through existing western hemisphere human smuggling syndicates. If you read
just my memo to the full Indiana Senate (attached to this email below), you will capture the big points raised
during this effort. As Chairman, I held 6 Committee meetings with subject matter experts from throughout the
United States. Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach was one of my first witnesses at my first hearing. I hope
you find this report helpful as you navigate the many policy options available to you in this area of both
immigration and national security. My main concern is the security and well being of the People of the State of
Indiana. And by extension, I am concerned of the potential existence of sleeper cell terrorist elements who have
illegally entered the USA awaiting orders to attack High Valuable Targets that are also soft targets advancing
their effort to inculcate fear and wipe western civilization from existence. They are indeed bad dudes and
dudettes that need to go away. Thanks in advance for your consideration of our work product here in Indiana.
Best regards,
Senator Mike Delph
State of Indiana (R-Carmel)
Chairman, Indiana Senate Select Commission on Immigration Issues
CC: Final Memo Indiana Senate Select Committee

Link to 775 page final report released November 2016, https://iga.in.gov/documents/b55e921c

Final Memo Indiana Senate Select Committee on I...

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mantravadi, Adarsh V
Monday, November 28, 2016 9:28 AM
Triol, Shelley
Wapo Arts Story

Here’s the story Lewis was quoted in. It’s positive on the Governor:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/theater_dance/forget-about-the-art-of-the-deal-how-will-trumpdeal-with-the-arts/2016/11/23/d0e9ffd2-b0f2-11e6-840f-e3ebab6bcdd3_story.html
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Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Katie Gilson, Staff Assistant
Office of Governor Mike Pence
KGilson@gov.in.gov
Phone: (317) 232-1198
Fax: (317) 232-3443

Gilson, Katie
Monday, November 28, 2016 9:13 AM
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PENCE, CONWAY SPLIT OVER ROMNEY: Appointing Mitt Romney as Secretary of State would be
viewed as a major betrayal by many supporters of President-elect Donald Trump, former Trump
campaign manager Kellyanne Conway told CNN on Sunday (Politico). “It’s just breathtaking in scope and
intensity,” Conway said of the opposition to Romney among Trump supporters. “Receiving deluge of
social media & private comms re: Romney Some Trump loyalists warn against Romney as sec of state,”
Conway wrote on Twitter on Thursday, linking to a POLITICO article about opposition to Romney. “I felt
compelled to come forward on behalf of the people who were weighing in,” Conway said of that tweet.
Speaking to Dana Bash on "State of the Union," she went on to say that she, too, had personal concerns
with Romney getting the job of top diplomat, and even took shots at Romney’s own run for president in
2012. “You know, Gov. Romney ran for the same office four years ago and lost spectacularly,” she said.
“Mitt Romney lost Michigan by 10 points, Donald Trump just won it.” Vice President-elect Mike Pence
told CBS’ “Face the Nation” last week that Romney is under “active and serious consideration” for the
post. The pro-Giuliani contingent – or more accurately the anti-Mitt cadre – led by incoming White House
senior strategist Steve Bannon and Trump campaign manager Kellyanne Conway, have argued forcefully
for rewarding a “loyal” campaign surrogate (Politico). Giuliani, they have argued, was one of the few
supporters who went on TV to defend the candidate in the aftermath of the “Access Hollywood” tape,
and the kind of anti-establishment figure Trump voters demand. The pro-Romney camp includes Pence
and incoming White House chief of staff Reince Priebus – who is less supportive of Romney than Pence
— who have both pressed Trump to reach out to mainstream Republicans in order to help convert
Trump's shaggy insurgency into a functional and more traditional West Wing.

CLINTON JOINS STEIN RECOUNT EFFORTS IN 3 STATES; TRUMP FUMES: Nearly three weeks
after Election Day, Hillary Clinton’s campaign said on Saturday that it would participate in a recount
process in Wisconsin incited by a third-party candidate and would join any potential recounts in two other
closely contested states, Pennsylvania and Michigan ( New York Times). The Clinton campaign held out
little hope of success in any of the three states, and said it had seen no “actionable evidence” of vote
hacking that might taint the results or otherwise provide new grounds for challenging Donald J. Trump’s
victory. But it suggested it was going along with the recount effort to assure supporters that it was doing
everything possible to verify that hacking by Russia or other irregularities had not affected the results. In
a post on Medium, Marc Elias, the Clinton team’s general counsel, said the campaign would take part in
the Wisconsin recount being set off by Jill Stein, the Green Party candidate, and would also participate if
Ms. Stein made good on her plans to seek recounts in Michigan and Pennsylvania. Mrs. Clinton lost those
three states by a total of little more than 100,000 votes, sealing her Electoral College defeat by Mr.
Trump. The Clinton campaign had assailed Mr. Trump during the election for refusing to say he would
abide by the results if he lost. On Saturday, Mr. Trump responded to the campaign’s decision to join the
recount with a statement calling the effort “ridiculous” and “a scam by the Green Party.” He suggested
that most of the money raised would not be spent on the recount. “The results of this election should be
respected instead of being challenged and abused, which is exactly what Jill Stein is doing,” Mr. Trump
said. In Wisconsin, Mr. Trump leads by 22,177 votes. In Michigan, he has a lead of 10,704 votes, and in
Pennsylvania, his advantage is 70,638 votes. Mr. Elias suggested in his essay that the Clinton campaign
was joining the recount effort with little expectation that it would change the result.

REPUBLICAN GOVERNORS, PENCE WANT TO KEEP EXPANDED MEDICAID: Former Arizona Gov.
Jan Brewer fought her own Republican party in the state Legislature for months to push through a
Medicaid expansion under the Affordable Care Act (Associated Press). That was three years ago. Now, as
an early Donald Trump supporter who has his ear, Brewer hopes one of the pillars of President Barack
Obama's health care law can be saved as Trump pushes to dump much of the overhaul. "I don't know
how much of that, and I mean it sincerely, is going to be affected," she told The Associated Press in an
interview. She said she's encouraging Trump's administration to look at Arizona's model because it is so
cost-effective. Vice president-elect Mike Pence told Republican governors meeting in Florida on Nov. 14
that Trump would replace traditional Medicaid funding to states with block grants that "encourage
innovation that better delivers health care to eligible residents," according to a statement from the Trump
transition team. Pence, Indiana's governor, expanded Medicaid in his state but got waivers from the
Obama administration to implement plans that kick healthy people off the program for six months if they
fail to pay premiums.

TRUMP, SANDERS KEEP PRESSURE ON CARRIER: Carrier Corp.'s plan to close its Indianapolis plant
continues to draw the attention of national leaders, including Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt.
(Lange, IndyStar). Sanders, a former Democratic presidential candidate, released a statement Saturday,
saying he will present legislation "to make sure that Donald Trump keeps his promise to prevent the
outsourcing of American jobs." Sanders statement focused specifically on Carrier's plan to ship 2,100 jobs
from Indiana to Mexico, and President-elect Trump's promise to stop the outsourcing during his
campaign. In his statement, Sanders mentioned the company "is not going broke," and made a profit of
$7.6 billion last year. Sanders' statement came just days after Trump tweeted he was "making progress"
in his attempts to convince the company to stay in Indiana. However, on Friday Chuck Jones, president of
president of United Steelworkers Local 1999, the union that represents many of Carrier's Indianapolis
workers said he would be "shocked" if anything was done. He also said he he had not heard anything
about the discussions between Carrier and Trump's administration.

STEELWORKERS’ JONES NOT OPTIMISTIC: A union leader says he's not very optimistic Presidentelect Donald Trump will succeed in keeping the makers of Carrier air conditioners from moving 1,400 jobs
from Indianapolis to Mexico (IBJ). Trump said in a tweet Thursday that he's "making progress" in talks
with Carrier to get the company to remain in the U.S. Carrier Corp. confirmed it's discussed the move
with the incoming administration, but had no additional comment Friday. United Steelworkers Local 1999
president Chuck Jones says that during the union's last meeting three months ago with the company,
Carrier representatives indicated they planned to proceed with the move to Mexico between mid-2017
and early 2019. Jones said Friday that he doesn't want the plant's workers to get their hopes up, but said
"some hope is better than none at all."

REPUBLICANS SEEK SLOWER PRE-K FUNDING: Indiana legislative leaders are advocating a go-slow
approach to expanding the state-funded preschool program and warning there might be little money to
boost school spending in the next state budget (Carden, NWI Times). The pre-K program was launched
in five of Indiana's 92 counties last year to widespread interest: Officials received applications for more
than double the 2,500 openings for low-income children that the $10 million in state funding allowed.
Top Republican legislators are in line with GOP Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb's support for a slow growth as
opposed to what his election rival, Democrat John Gregg, pushed during his campaign — adding 20,000
4-year-olds in the first year of a statewide program. The size of the budget is a key factor, given that
state tax revenue growth has been slower than anticipated for the past eight months and is 1.6 percent,

or about $75 million, below projections for the fiscal year that started July 1, according to the State
Budget Agency. Republican House Speaker Brian Bosma said he believed adding 5,000 children next year
— a cost of about $20 million — could be reasonable, although state funding should remain directed to
low-income families. "You can't just jump into a universal program until we're prepared to pay for that
and the price tag is quite substantial," Bosma said.

SMALTZ GETS HOUSE POLICY CHAIR: Rep. Ben Smaltz, R-Auburn, was promoted to chair the House
Public Policy Committee this week – a hot spot for any lawmaker (Fort Wayne Journal Gazette). That’s
because the committee handles some controversial topics, among them abortion, guns, gambling and
smoking. Smaltz has served on the committee for several years and is familiar with the workload. Smaltz
has earned the praise of Speaker Brian Bosma for his work on methamphetamine laws, which during the
first four months since enactment has created a 37% decrease in meth lab busts (Howey Politics
Indiana). The state pharmaceutical board has yet to adopt standards that would put teeth behind
legislation pushed by Smaltz and State Sen. Randy Head during the 2016 session.

NWI TIMES CALLS ON BUNCICH, SNYDER TO RESIGN: The NWI Times is calling on Lake County
Sheriff John Buncich, top aide Timothy Downs and Portage Mayor James Snyder to resign after both were
indicted earlier this month. In a Sunday editorial, the Times wrote: “All three men, charged in separate
cases and indictments, owe it to their constituents to resign now. Buncich also should immediately
relinquish his post as Lake County Democratic Party chairman. Remaining in the post as the federal case
unfolds will only continue to undermine his local party's reputation, already hobbled by the past felony
convictions of a host of politicians affiliated with local Democrats. Some lawyers and old-guard political
figures may argue that the felony bribery charges all three men face are merely accusations — that
they're all entitled to a trial by a federal jury of their peers. That argument discounts the distraction that
mounting a legal defense against federal felony charges will be to performing crucial duties of public
service. It also ignores the untenable reality of public officials trying to serve or govern when federal
grand juries have found alleged evidence of violating public trust. In nearly every case for decades,
indictments of Region political officials have led to convictions. That's because the U.S. attorney and
federal investigators don't tend to pursue cases unless there's solid evidence of a crime. In a separate
case, Snyder is charged with soliciting and receiving $12,000 in bribes in exchange for a towing contract
with the city of Portage and soliciting $13,000 in bribes to influence public contracts and a Portage
construction contract.”

MAYOR WINNECKE WARMS UP TO TRUMP: He wondered eight months ago whether he "could ever
be comfortable with Donald Trump" -- but now that Trump has been elected president, Evansville mayor
Lloyd Winnecke is bowing to the inevitable (Langhorne, Evansville Courier & Press). Winnecke, a
Republican like Trump, said last week that it's time to let election differences go. He acknowledged he
voted for Trump and his running mate, Indiana Gov. Mike Pence, but he did not praise the new
president. "It's time to govern. I think it's time to get behind the president of the United States. It's the
American way," Winnecke said after a public appearance. "Obviously, not everyone agrees with what
President-elect Trump stands for, but I think that the message that President Obama has put forth, I
think the message from Secretary Clinton, have both been spot-on. "The voters have spoken, and I think
it's incumbent upon the American citizens now to give the president-elect a chance to show how he can
help the country grow." Could Winnecke's lukewarm support of Trump come back to bite him inside
Republican circles if he ever seeks higher office? The mayor did say in July that he took calls from
members of the Republican State Committee to gauge his interest in running for governor after Pence

joined Trump's ticket. "It might" hurt Winnecke if he were trying to move up now, said Brian Howey,
publisher of Indianapolis-based newsletter Howey Politics Indiana. But Howey said how Winnecke's
stance is viewed will depend in large part on how Trump himself is viewed down the road. "Who knows
where Trump is going to be in one, two, four years from now? I've never seen a political figure have this
much of an open book," Howey said. "We don't know where his core values are because he kind of
flipped and flopped on just about every major issue he touched. I think everybody's going to be glued to
the set, watching to see what actually emerges here."

FIDEL CASTRO DIES AT AGE 90: Fidel Castro, the fiery apostle of revolution who brought the Cold
War to the Western Hemisphere in 1959 and then defied the United States for nearly half a century as
Cuba’s maximum leader, bedeviling 11 American presidents and briefly pushing the world to the brink of
nuclear war, died on Friday. He was 90 (New York Times). Cuban state television announced the death
but gave no other details. In declining health for several years, Mr. Castro had orchestrated what he
hoped would be the continuation of his Communist revolution, stepping aside in 2006 when a serious
illness felled him. He provisionally ceded much of his power to his younger brother Raúl, now 85, and two
years later formally resigned as president. Raúl Castro, who had fought alongside Fidel Castro from the
earliest days of the insurrection and remained minister of defense and his brother’s closest confidant, has
ruled Cuba since then, although he has told the Cuban people he intends to resign in 2018. Fidel Castro
had held on to power longer than any other living national leader except Queen Elizabeth II. He became
a towering international figure whose importance in the 20th century far exceeded what might have been
expected from the head of state of a Caribbean island nation of 11 million people. He wielded power like
a tyrant, controlling every aspect of the island’s existence. He was Cuba’s “Máximo Lider.” From atop a
Cuban Army tank, he directed his country’s defense at the Bay of Pigs. Countless details fell to him, from
selecting the color of uniforms that Cuban soldiers wore in Angola to overseeing a program to produce a
superbreed of milk cows. He personally set the goals for sugar harvests. He personally sent countless
men to prison. But it was more than repression and fear that kept him and his totalitarian government in
power for so long.

HPI DAILY ANALYSIS: The Trump/Pence transition took a fascinating twist over the long holiday
weekend as Gov. Mike Pence and his long-term pollster Kellyanne Conway are at an obvious split over
Mitt Romney going to the State Department. Pence is seeking to expand the Trump cabinet with
mainstream selections, and Conway is playing the loyalty card. MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough suggested this
morning that Trump is now “fuming” over Conway “going rogue.” Pence heads the transition team but
has yet to prevail in getting a Hoosier appointment. Now he finds himself in a conspicuous showdown
with his long-time associate. Or as Vox’s Ezra Klein tweeted over the weekend, “This Kellyanne Conway
thing makes a lot more sense if you assume Trump's aim is to humiliate Romney publicly as campaign
payback. First Trump makes Romney show he'll abandon his doubts and faithfully serve Trump, then he
disses him in public. Revenge politics.” Stay tuned for this high-powered poker hand. - Brian A. Howey

Trump45

TRUMP CALLS WISCONSIN RECOUNT A ‘SCAM’: President-elect Donald Trump said Sunday it’s
“sad” Hillary Clinton is joining an effort to force recounts of votes from the Nov. 8 election in up to three
crucial states (Associated Press). Trump tweeted part of Clinton’s concession speech, when she told
supporters they must accept that “Donald Trump is going to be our president,” and snippets from her
debate remarks, when she assailed the Republican nominee for refusing to say in advance that he would
accept the Election Day verdict. And it came on top of his saying it was a “scam” that Green Party
nominee Jill Stein was revisiting the vote count in Wisconsin, Michigan and Pennsylvania. Trump won
Wisconsin and Pennsylvania, and as of Wednesday, held a lead of almost 11,000 votes in Michigan, with
the results awaiting state certification Monday. Clinton joined the effort Saturday, with her campaign
attorney Marc Elias saying, “We intend to participate in order to ensure the process proceeds in a manner
that is fair to all sides.” Elias said Clinton would take the same approach in Pennsylvania and Michigan if
Stein were to follow through with recount requests in those states. “Hillary Clinton conceded the election
when she called me just prior to the victory speech and after the results were in,” Trump tweeted on
Sunday. “Nothing will change.”

TRUMP RELAYS BASELESS VOTE CHARGE: President-elect Donald Trump spent Sunday ridiculing
Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign for joining a recount effort in Wisconsin, ending his day on Twitter
by parroting a widely debunked conspiracy theory that her campaign benefited from massive voter fraud
(Washington Post). As his senior advisers engaged in an escalating feud over who the next secretary of
state should be, Trump focused publicly on Clinton’s tally of 64 million votes — more than 2 million
beyond what he garnered — by suggesting without evidence that millions of people illegally voted in the
election. “In addition to winning the Electoral College in a landslide, I won the popular vote if you deduct
the millions of people who voted illegally,” Trump tweeted late Sunday, one of more than 10 tweets on
the recount issue. That accusation — spread by conspiracy sites such as Infowars.com and discredited by
fact-checking organizations — gained traction among some far-right conservatives disappointed that
Trump lost the popular vote.

TRUMP TWITTER STORM: President-elect Donald Trump spent Sunday ridiculing Hillary Clinton’s
presidential campaign for joining a recount effort in Wisconsin, ending his day on Twitter by parroting a
widely debunked conspiracy theory that her campaign benefited from massive voter fraud ( Washington
Post). As his senior advisers engaged in an escalating feud over who the next secretary of state should
be, Trump focused publicly on Clinton’s tally of 64 million votes – more than 2 million more than he
garnered – by suggesting without evidence that millions of people illegally voted in the election. “In
addition to winning the Electoral College in a landslide, I won the popular vote if you deduct the millions
of people who voted illegally,” Trump tweeted late Sunday, one of more than 10 tweets on the recount
issue.

TRUMP DIVERSIFIES CABINET: President-elect Donald J. Trump moved swiftly on Wednesday to
diversify his cabinet and try to heal lingering rifts in the Republican Party, reaching out to Gov. Nikki R.
Haley of South Carolina and Betsy DeVos, a prominent Republican fund-raiser, both of whom opposed
him during the campaign, as well as Ben Carson, who challenged Mr. Trump for the Republican
nomination (New York Times). Ms. Haley, who was named ambassador to the United Nations, and Ms.
DeVos, who was named education secretary, would be the first women in Mr. Trump’s cabinet. Mr.
Carson, whose selection as secretary of housing and urban development is expected to be announced on
Friday, would be the first African-American. But none of these choices suggest a president-elect who is
reaching beyond reliably conservative precincts to fill his administration. Ms. Haley, 44, an IndianAmerican who is a rising star in Republican politics, pushed for the removal of the Confederate battle flag
from the South Carolina State House after the deadly church shooting in Charleston in June 2015. During
the Republican primary, she was a frequent and vocal critic of Mr. Trump and supported Senator Marco
Rubio of Florida.

DEVOS A VOUCHER CHAMPION: It is hard to find anyone more passionate about the idea of steering
public dollars away from traditional public schools than Betsy DeVos, Donald J. Trump’s pick as the
cabinet secretary overseeing the nation’s education system ( New York Times). For nearly 30 years, as a
philanthropist, activist and Republican fund-raiser, she has pushed to give families taxpayer money in the
form of vouchers to attend private and parochial schools, pressed to expand publicly funded but privately
run charter schools, and tried to strip teacher unions of their influence. A daughter of privilege, she also
married into it; her husband, Dick, who ran unsuccessfully for governor of Michigan a decade ago, is heir
to the Amway fortune. Like many education philanthropists, she argues that children’s ZIP codes should
not confine them to failing schools.

TRUMP OFFERED EDUCATION JOB TO FALWELL: Liberty University President Jerry Falwell Jr. says
President elect-Donald Trump offered him the job of education secretary, but that he turned it down for
personal reasons (Associated Press). Falwell tells The Associated Press that Trump offered him the job
last week during a meeting in New York. He says Trump wanted a four- to six-year commitment, but that
he couldn’t leave Liberty for more than two years. Falwell says he couldn’t afford to work at a Cabinetlevel job for longer than that and didn’t want to move his family, especially his 16-year-old daughter.

TRUMP HIRES McFARLAND: Donald Trump has selected K.T. McFarland to be his deputy national
security adviser, the president-elect's transition team announced (Politico). McFarland, a Fox News
analyst, served as an official in the Reagan White House. She also unsuccessfully ran for U.S. Senate in
New York in 2006. "In asking KT McFarland to become his Deputy National Security Advisor, Presidentelect Trump has brought to the top ranks of his Administration one of our country's most experienced,
informed, and wise foreign policy and national security experts" former Sen. Joe Lieberman said in a
release. "She is a woman of honor, compassion, and patriotism."

TRUMP NOT TAKING INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS: resident-elect Donald Trump has received two
classified intelligence briefings since his surprise election victory earlier this month, a frequency that is
notably lower — at least so far — than that of his predecessors, current and former U.S. officials said. A
team of intelligence analysts has been prepared to deliver daily briefings on global developments and
security threats to Trump in the two weeks since he won. Vice President-elect Mike Pence, by contrast,

has set aside time for intelligence briefings almost every day since the election, officials said. Officials
involved in the Trump transition team cautioned against assigning any significance to the briefing
schedule that the president-elect has set so far, noting that he has been immersed in the work of forming
his administration, and has made filling key national security posts his top priority. But others have
interpreted Trump’s limited engagement with his briefing team as an additional sign of indifference from
a president-elect who has no meaningful experience on national security issues and was dismissive of
U.S. intelligence agencies’ capabilities and findings during the campaign.

TRUMP TAX PLAN WOULD HIT SINGLE PARENTS: President-elect Donald Trump's proposals would
modestly cut income taxes for most middle-class Americans. But for nearly 8 million families -- including a
majority of single-parent households -- the opposite would occur: They'd pay more (Fox News). Most
married couples with three or more children would also pay higher taxes, an analysis by the nonpartisan
Tax Policy Center found. And while middle-class families as a whole would receive tax cuts of about 2
percent, they'd be dwarfed by the windfalls averaging 13.5 percent for America's richest 1 percent.
Trump's campaign rhetoric had promoted the benefits of his proposals for middle-income Americans.
"The largest tax reductions are for the middle class," said Trump's "Contract With the American Voter,"
released last month. The tax hikes that would hit single parents and large families would result from
Trump's plan to eliminate the personal exemption and the head-of-household filing status. These features
of the tax code have enabled many Americans to reduce their taxable income. "If you're a low- or
moderate-income single parent, you're going to get hurt," said Bob Williams, a fellow at the Tax Policy
Center.

ELECTION AUDIT WOULD BE PRACTICAL: After an election marred by hacker intrusions that
breached the Democratic National Committee and the email account of one of Hillary Clinton’s top
staffers, Americans are all too ready to believe that their actual votes have been hacked, too. Now those
fears have been stoked by a team of security experts, who argue that voting machine vulnerabilities
mean Clinton should demand recounts in key states (Greenburg, Wired). Dig into their argument,
however, and it’s less alarmist than it might appear. If anything, it’s practical. There’s no evidence that
the outcome of the presidential election was shifted by compromised voting machines. But a statistical
audit of electronic voting results in key states as a routine safeguard—not just an emergency measure—
would be a surprisingly simple way to ease serious, lingering doubts about America’s much-maligned
electoral security. “Auditing ought to be a standard part of the election process,” says Ron Rivest, a
cryptographer and computer science professor at MIT. “It ought to be a routine thing as much as a
doctor washing his hands.” On Wednesday, University of Michigan computer security researcher Alex
Halderman published a blog post arguing that Wisconsin, Michigan, and Pennsylvania should perform
recounts due to risks that the election was hacked.

Sunday Talk

PRIEBUS SUGGESTS STATE CANDIDATES EXPAND: Donald Trump has yet to nominate an
individual to lead the State Department -- and the pitch to be the highest-ranking Cabinet member has
become public for some. Trump chief of staff Reince Priebus added some names to the list of contenders
Sunday on NBC News’ “Meet the Press:” “I’m not sure who he’s going to select, but I do know that he’s
talking to the right people: Giuliani, General Keane, General [John] Kelly; he’s talked to Mitt Romney,

obviously.” CBS News has reported that one of the top contenders is Rudy Giuliani, the former New York
City mayor, but other possible picks include 2012 Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney, former
CIA Director David Petraeus, and Tennessee Sen. Bob Corker, among others.

PRIEBUS SUGGESTS CUBAN SANCTION ROLLBACK: President-elect Donald Trump is “absolutely”
willing to reverse the opening of diplomatic relations with Cuba, incoming chief of staff Reince Priebus
told "Fox News Sunday." In the wake of the death of longtime Cuban dictator Fidel Castro, Trump needs
to see “movement in the right direction” from the Cuban regime in order to maintain recently reestablished diplomatic relations with the island nation. “Repression, open markets, freedom of religion,
political prisoners — these things need to change in order to have open and free relationships,” Priebus
said. “There’s going to have to be some movement from Cuba in order to have relationship with the
United States.”

RUBIO DOESN’T BELIEVE RUSSIANS IMPACTED ELECTION: Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) said
Sunday that Russian meddling in the U.S. elections did not affect their outcome ( The Hill). “I do not
believe that in any way what they did ultimately changed the outcome of the election,” he told CBS
News’s “Face the Nation.” The Obama administration formally accused Russia of trying to interfere in the
U.S. elections in October, following a hack of Democratic National Committee emails. Rubio also said he
did not discuss Wikileaks during his reelection campaign because “it’s the work of a foreign intelligence
agency.”

RUBIO CALLS OBAMA RESPONSE TO CASTRO DEATH ‘PATHETIC’: President Obama's reaction to
the death of longtime Cuban leader Fidel Castro was "pathetic," Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) said Sunday
(The Hill). Rubio, the son of Cuban immigrants, blasted Obama for not mentioning those killed and
imprisoned under his regime. "Barack Obama is the president of the most powerful country in the world.
And what I called pathetic is not mentioning whatsoever in that statement the reality that there are
thousands upon thousands of people who suffered brutally under the Castro regime," Rubio said. "He
executed people. He jailed people for 20 to 30 years. The Florida Straits, there are thousands of people
who lost their lives fleeing his dictatorship. And not to acknowledge any of that in the statement, I felt
was pathetic, absolutely."

RUBIO EXPECTS TRUMP TO ROLL BACK CONCESSIONS: Sen. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.) said he thinks
President-elect Donald Trump will make rolling back concessions to the Castro regime a top priority
during his presidency (The Hill). "I am," the Florida senator said on NBC's "Meet The Press" in an
interview that aired Sunday when asked if he is convinced the issue is a top priority for the presidentelect. During his presidential campaign, Trump said he would reverse President Obama's "concessions" to
Cuba unless the Castro regime agreed to certain demands. "All of the concessions that Barack Obama
has granted the Castro regime were done through executive order, which means the next president can
reverse them," Trump said during a Miami rally in September. "And that, I will do, unless the Castro
regime meets our demands — not my demands, our demands."

TIM RYAN BLAMES DEM MESSAGE: Rep. Tim Ryan (D-Ohio) on Sunday said Democratic lawmakers
in the House understand the party needs "a new message and a new messenger" ( The Hill). "I think even
our members from the coastal areas recognize that we are not a national party right now," Ryan, who is
challenging House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.), said on "Fox News Sunday." "They understand
politics and I think they understand that this is about having a new message and a new messenger."
Ryan also said Democrats can't keep blaming their losses on communication issues. "We've been saying
it's a communication issue since 2010," Ryan said.

CONWAY CALLS TRUMP ‘GRACIOUS’ OVER CLINTON: Donald Trump is being "gracious" by not
prosecuting Hillary Clinton for her use of a private email server even though she is going along with an
effort to recount ballots in key swing states, a top aide to the president-elect said Sunday (The Hill). "This
is the president-elect's position right now, and I would say he's been incredibly gracious and
magnanimous to Secretary Clinton at a time when, for whatever reason, her folks are saying they will join
in a recount to try to somehow undo the 70 plus electoral votes that he beat her by," Kellyanne Conway
said on CNN's "State of the Union." "She congratulated him, and she conceded to him on election night,
and the idea that we are going to drag this our now when the president-elect has been incredibly
magnanimous to Clinton and the Obamas is pretty incredible." Jill Stein, the Green Party's 2016
presidential nominee, has raised money for a recount effort in Wisconsin, Pennsylvania and Michigan.
Stein filed for a recount in Wisconsin Friday, and Clinton's campaign indicated it would take part in the
efforts.

Campaigns

17 OF 20 SCHOOL REFERENDUMS PASS: Indiana school referendums are passing at higher rates
than before as all but three of the 20 ballot questions in this year’s primary and general elections were
successful (Associated Press). Voters said yes in November to raising taxes or keeping tax hikes in place
to support day-to-day operations and construction projects in nine of 10 cases, the Indianapolis Business
Journal reported. Some advocates said the referendums are a sign that Indiana’s schools aren’t being
funded adequately and taxpayers are willing to pay more. Others said it shows Indiana property tax caps
are having the intended effect of making voters directly responsible for tax hikes.

General Assembly

LONG VOWS TO FIX VAPE LAW: The Republican leader of the Indiana Senate said Tuesday that fixing
the state's controversial vaping law is a top priority in the next legislative session (IBJ). Lawmakers earlier
this year and in 2015 passed new rules that had the effect of dramatically reducing the number of players
in Indiana’s vaping and e-cigarette industry and creating a monopoly for a Lafayette security firm. Senate
President Pro Tem David Long, R-Fort Wayne, said the Senate will “aggressively try to fix that” once the
Legislature convenes in January. “We’re going to make sure that there’s not a monopoly in that area,”
Long said. “And to the extent there is, we’re going to eliminate that. It’s important for us to get it right.”
Lawmakers said the security firm rules they passed were intended to protect manufactured products—eliquids for use in electronic cigarettes—from tampering. In practice, the rules gave a single security
company—Lafayette-based Mulhaupt’s—the ability to choose which firms could operate in Indiana. And
the law change was championed by a Lafayette lawmaker, Sen. Ron Alting. IBJ reported in August that
the FBI was probing for possible corruption in the vaping law. And the law has also been the subject of
multiple lawsuits. But informed and reliable sources are telling Howey Politics Indiana that the probe will
not result in any criminal charges. Long said the monopoly for Mulhaupt’s was “inadvertent.”

REP. COOK GETS EDUCATION VICE CHAIR: State Rep. Tony Cook has been named as vice chairman
of the Education Committee of the Indiana House by Speaker Brian Bosma (de la Bastide, Anderson
Herald-Bulletin). Cook, R-Cicero, was elected by the precinct committeemen to complete the term of Eric
Turner, who resigned after winning re-election in 2014. District 32 includes portions of Madison County
and five other counties. In November, he defeated Democratic challenger Ryan Davis. Cook joins
Education Committee Chairman Rep. Robert Behning, R-Indianapolis, in the leadership position. It’s his
first leadership role within the Republican Party caucus in the Indiana House. “It was a pleasant surprise
to get into that leadership position,” Cook said Wednesday. Cook said there will be a lot of important
issues considered by the Education Committee since improvements to the state’s educational system are
a priority during the 2017 session. “Education funding will be difficult because the revenue projections
are not good,” he said.

CHAIRMAN BROWN VISITING GUBERNATORIAL GRAVES: One of the state’s top fiscal gurus has
spent the last year chasing history on his trusty Harley-Davidson (Kelly & Francisco, Fort Wayne Journal
Gazette). House Ways and Means Chairman Rep. Tim Brown, R-Crawfordsville, is finding – and visiting –
the gravestones of Indiana’s 46 deceased governors. So far he has 41 in the book. Brown said a
fundraiser got him interested in learning about Indiana’s past governors, and he is still enjoying traveling
with his wife, or sometimes alone, to various cemeteries. He takes a selfie at every stop. As Brown
narrates the pictures of the gravestones, he tells tidbits about the governors: One was in office only two
days, another married the daughter of a governor. Crown Hill Cemetery in Indianapolis is the final resting
place for the most former governors: 11. Some of the more recent governors have elaborate graves, but
others are literally a small stone in the grass with nary a word about their service. “Sometimes it takes an
hour walking around a cemetery to even find them,” Brown said. Out of Indiana’s 50 governors, four are
still living. Brown has five left to visit but only one in Indiana: Gov. Alvin Hovey, who took office in 1889
and was laid to rest in Mount Vernon. The other four are out-of-state, and Brown knows it will take a
little longer to visit those.

BALLARD, RICHARD PRESS STATE ON ENERGY NEEDS: Former Indiana mayors Graham Richard
and Greg Ballard know they have their work cut out for them (Kelly, Fort Wayne Journal Gazette). They
are leading an effort targeting Indiana for growth in secure, clean and affordable energy on behalf of
companies around the nation. Richard – who was the mayor of Fort Wayne for eight years – is CEO of

Advanced Energy Economy. The group is engaged in opening the regulatory scheme for alternative
energy in 27 states, with Indiana being the latest. “We are focusing on new technology and legislators
haven’t kept up with the opportunity in the marketplace,” he said. “We want to open up the markets and
make policy changes that allow that.” Advanced energy encompasses a broad range of products and
services including energy efficiency, demand response, energy storage, natural gas, electric generation,
solar, wind, hydro, nuclear, electric vehicles, biofuels and smart grids. Indiana lawmakers sometimes
haven’t been particularly favorable toward emerging energy technologies. More than three-fourths of
Indiana’s electricity generation is fueled by coal and nine of the state’s 10 largest power plants are coalfired, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration. Ballard – recruited by Richard to help –
said this is the opportunity to free and open the markets to allow technology to evolve instead of
protecting the coal industry. “On some level, some members of the Legislature just don’t know,” said
Ballard, a two-term Indianapolis mayor. “This is our opportunity to engage and teach them about where
this is all going and that businesses want clean energy.”

State

SUPREME COURT: JUSTICE RUCKER PREPARING TO RETIRE - The sole African-American justice
serving on the Indiana Supreme Court is likely to step down early next year (Carden, NWI Times). The
Times has learned that Justice Robert Rucker, a Gary native, has informally been advising lawyers and
judges in the Region and across the state to be prepared to apply if they’ve ever considered joining
Indiana’s five-member high court. Rucker, who turns 70 on Jan. 19, has not officially announced any
plans to resign the Supreme Court seat he’s held since 1999, and declined to comment for this story.
However, Chief Justice Loretta Rush recently acknowledged that she anticipates Rucker will choose to
end his court service in 2017.

RFRA: INDIANA MAN USES LAW TO DEFEND NO TAX PAYMENTS - An Indiana man accused of
not paying more than $1,000 in state income taxes says he can’t be found guilty of tax evasion because
he is protected by Indiana’s Religious Freedom Restoration Act (Washington Post). Rodney TymsBey, who argues that paying his state taxes imposes a burden on his religious beliefs, is the latest to use
the Indiana law to justify an alleged crime. Earlier this year, an Indianapolis mother accused of beating
her son used the law unsuccessfully to justify punishing a child. Signed into law last year by Gov. Mike
Pence (R), RFRA says the government must first prove a compelling interest before it intrudes on
someone’s sincerely held religious beliefs, and it must do so in the least restrictive way. Modeled after a
federal law that was enacted in 1993, the bill was met with nationwide backlash from those who believe
it would allow discrimination against the LGBT community. Tyms-Bey, who was charged in 2014 with
three counts of Class D felony tax evasion charges for not paying $1,042.82 in income taxes for 2012,
claims that RFRA unequivocally creates a defense for a crime — including the ones he’s accused of. He

argues that he can assert the law to protect himself from prosecution, much as defendants use alibi or
self-defense to defend themselves in criminal proceedings.

ENVIRONMENT: FEDERAL AUDIT BLASTS IOSHA - One of every five of the 38 compliance officer
positions at the Indiana Occupational Safety and Health Administration, or IOSHA, are currently vacant,
and its staffing issues could be contributing to the agency’s struggles with meeting its enforcement goals
(Indiana Public Media). A federal audit insinuates staffing problems are behind what it calls the agency’s
“consistently poor performance” in many crucial areas. Indiana is one of 22 states with its own OSHA
plan, and thus is subject to an annual audit from federal OSHA, called the Federal Annual Monitoring and
Evalution, or FAME, report. The latest FAME report covers the Indiana agency’s performance in 2015 and
states that, among other findings, IOSHA employees regularly entered complaints made at OSHA.gov into
its database haphazardly – or sometimes not at all. The report also alleges the agency didn’t meet an
annual inspection goal and consistently failed to investigate complaints in a timely matter—taking an
average of close to five weeks to initiate investigations. If the investigations set off alarm bells, IOSHA
follows up with an in-person inspection. In 2015, the report indicates it took IOSHA an average of 39
days to initiate an investigation. It took eight days to initiate the more formal inspection process.

ENVIRONMENT: STATE AGENCY HIDES AZBESTOS EMAILS - Some Indiana homeowners are
taking the state to court because of emails (Chapman, WTHR-TV). Specifically, emails with portions
blacked out that they claim are covering up critical information about asbestos in their neighborhood. 13
Investigates reveals why some say this is the latest in a disturbing trend toward government secrecy in
Indiana. The standoff between Goshen homeowners and the Indiana Department of Environmental
Management is part of a private federal lawsuit. While the state agency is not the target, attorneys say
IDEM's actions exposed an entire neighborhood and even high school students to asbestos. What's
contained in those emails could uncover the reasons why. Seven-thousand tons of asbestos-laced debris
was left in piles, blowing into the wind, exposing an entire neighborhood to cancer-causing material. The
United States EPA says it happened all under IDEM's watch and worse yet, a 20-year inspector within the
agency missed it.

EDUCATION: IU STUDENTS SEEK SANCTUARY CAMPUS - Students are calling on administrators to
declare Indiana University a sanctuary campus in response to comments President-elect Donald Trump
has made about deporting undocumented immigrants. IU is already doing some of the things they’re
asking for, but others would go against federal law and aren’t likely to get an endorsement from
administrators (Resch, Bloomington Herald-Times). The notion of a sanctuary campus generally refers to
limiting cooperation with immigration authorities’ deportation efforts. Earlier this month, students at
colleges and universities across the country participated in walk-outs and rallies in support of the
sanctuary campus movement. At IU, student group UndocuHoosier Alliance organized a rally at the
Sample Gates and delivered a petition with more than 1,000 signatures to the offices of IU
administrators. In addition to requests for financial support for students who are either undocumented or
participating in the federal Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program, the petition included three
demands that dealt with law enforcement.

MEDIA: ACTOR RON GLASS DIES - Ronald E. Glass, who broke into theater while a student at the
University of Evansville and later starred in the well-known television series “Barney Miller” and “Firefly,”

died Friday at age 71 (Evansville Courier & Press). Glass’ representative said the actor had recently
battled health problems. He died at his Los Angeles home. The Evansville native graduated from UE with
a double major in drama and literature. He had served as an at-large member of the UE Board of
Trustees since 2008. Long involved in philanthropy in Evansville, he was chairman of the Evansville
African American Museum national capital campaign and was a recipient of a key to the city.

MEDIA: FLORENCE HENDERSON DIES AT AGE 82 - Florence Henderson, who began her career as
an ingénue soprano in stage musicals in the 1950s but made a more lasting impression on television as
the perky 1970s sitcom mom on “The Brady Bunch,” died on Thursday in Los Angeles. She was 82 ( New
York Times). Her death was confirmed by David Brokaw, her publicist. He said that she died at CedarsSinai Medical Center and that her family said the cause was heart failure. “She was quite active until she
started not feeling well several days ago,” Mr. Brokaw said. “It was felt that she would just bounce back
from it.” Florence Agnes Henderson was born on Feb. 14, 1934, the youngest of Joseph and Elizabeth
Henderson’s 10 children, in Dale, Ind., near the Kentucky border. Her father was a sharecropper, and the
family struggled financially. Ms. Henderson recalled working from the age of 8, babysitting and cleaning
other people’s homes, and sometimes singing a folk or country song in exchange for groceries. She sang
23 times at the Indianapolis 500 and served as grand marshal this year.

Nation

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA SAYS ELECTION WASN’T HACKED - The Obama administration said it has
seen no evidence of hackers tampering with the 2016 presidential election, even as recount proceedings
began in Wisconsin. “We stand behind our election results, which accurately reflect the will of the
American people,” a senior administration official told POLITICO late Friday. “The federal government did
not observe any increased level of malicious cyber activity aimed at disrupting our electoral process on
election day,” the official added. “We believe our elections were free and fair from a cybersecurity
perspective.”

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA REACTS TO CASTRO DEATH - President Barack Obama reacted to the
death of Fidel Castro in a statement released by the White House Saturday morning, offering condolences
to his family and extending a hand of friendship to the Cuban people (Associated Press). “During my
presidency, we have worked hard to put the past behind us, pursuing a future in which the relationship
between our two countries is defined not by our differences but by the many things that we share as
neighbors and friends — bonds of family, culture, commerce, and common humanity,” Obama said,

highlighting his efforts to mend US-Cuba relations during the course of his presidency. “We know that
this moment fills Cubans — in Cuba and in the United States- – with powerful emotions, recalling the
countless ways in which Fidel Castro altered the course of individual lives, families, and of the Cuban
nation,” the statement said. “History will record and judge the enormous impact of this singular figure on
the people and world around him.” The President added, “Today, we offer condolences to Fidel Castro’s
family, and our thoughts and prayers are with the Cuban people. In the days ahead, they will recall the
past and also look to the future. As they do, the Cuban people must know that they have a friend and
partner in the United States of America.”

CUBA: RAUL CASTRO BRACES FOR PRESIDENT TRUMP - Fidel Castro once called George W. Bush
a “functional illiterate.” President Ronald Reagan was “the worst terrorist in the history of mankind,”
Castro said, with ideas “from the Buffalo Bill era” ( Washington Post). Castro thrived on confrontation with
U.S. leaders, and he almost surely would have enjoyed facing off against America’s next one. In his
statement Saturday on Castro’s death, President-elect Donald Trump denounced him as “a brutal
dictator,” and that’s the sort of dig that wouldn’t have gone unanswered in the past. But brinkmanship
and barb-throwing are not the forte of his successor, Raúl Castro, who replaced his elder sibling as
president a decade ago. Raúl Castro, 85, has refrained from criticizing Trump and even sent
congratulations after his win. Raúl Castro’s plans to secure the legacy of his brother’s 1959 Cuban
Revolution appear to be on a collision course with the incoming Trump administration, whose top
members said Sunday that Cuba would have to make significant “changes” in order for the normalization
path charted by President Obama to continue. Both Castros have long insisted they would never kneel to
American pressure. If tensions between Cuba and the United States ratchet up again under a Trump
presidency, it would be a new stress test for Raúl Castro and his quieter, more austere leadership style.

Local

CITIES: BLOOMINGTON FARES WELL ON CAPS - Bloomington has been lucky and has mostly
avoided any negative effects of property tax caps, city officials said ( Bloomington Herald-Times). The city
has seen one of the lowest impacts from property tax caps — which are set at 1 percent to 3 percent,
depending on the type of property, under the Indiana Constitution as amended in 2010 — among
Indiana’s most populous cities. Among the state’s top 30 municipalities in the most recent population
estimates, excluding Indianapolis, Bloomington had the second-to-lowest circuit breaker impact this year,
seeing just $228,000 in potential revenue lost to those caps. It also had the second-lowest portion of its
tax levy lopped away as a result of property tax caps, seeing less than 1 percent taken away in circuit
breaker credits, a figure that went as high as 45 percent in Gary and averaged 17.6 percent among those
cities and towns.

COUNTIES: MADISON RESTORES HACKED COMPUTER SYSTEM - Workers have spent weeks
restoring a central Indiana county government’s computer system that was hacked by an unknown group
demanding a ransom payment. Madison County officials decided to pay the undisclosed ransom following
the Nov. 4 hacking that locked up county computers. Officials then received decryption keys to unlock the
files. Staffers have worked many hours of overtime restoring links between the computer software and
county files that were broken in the hacking attack, county information technology director Lisa Cannon
told the Anderson Herald Bulletin. Although Cannon wouldn’t discuss the strain of ransomware or explain
how it was introduced to the county’s computers, she said it wasn’t from a malicious email or fake
website advertisement, which are the most common ways malicious software gets on computers. Work
has included adding more computer security and creating a backup system that would make it much
easier to recover from another ransomware or virus. “We have taken steps to stop it from happening
again,” Cannon said. “But we had what we thought were up-to-date safety precautions.”

COUNTIES: MONROE EXTENDS NEEDLE EXCHANGE - A southern Indiana county is extending a
needle-exchange program to prevent the spread of hepatitis C and HIV among intravenous drug users
(Indiana Public Media). Monroe County commissioners renewed an agreement this week with the
Bloomington-based nonprofit Indiana Recovery Alliance to run the program. The county has agreed to
pay $12,000. Monroe County won state approval in December 2015 to operate a needle exchange.
Needle exchanges provide clean syringes to IV drug users to prevent needle-sharing that spreads
diseases. Monroe County Health Commissioner Thomas Sharp says the county is still facing a hepatitis C
epidemic driven largely by injection-drug use. He says extending the needle exchange is the appropriate
response to a public health crisis.

COUNTIES: TIPPECANOE SEEKS EXCHANGE; ROSWARSKI CONCERNED - The Tippecanoe
County Commissioners voted in mid-November to endorse a plan to establish a syringe exchange and
services program aimed at reducing the spread of hepatitis C among intravenous drug users ( Indiana
Public Media). But Lafayette Mayor Tony Roswarski vented his frustrations after the vote. One by one,
doctors, addiction treatment professionals, researchers, church leaders and a captain from the Fort
Wayne police department stepped to the podium to tell the commissioners why Tippecanoe County
should create a syringe services program. Amid clinical data about the spread of hepatitis C and efficacy
of syringe exchanges came an emotional plea for action from county resident Rhonda Stein, who says her
25-year old son died four and-a-half years ago when he overdosed on prescription drugs that treat pain
and anxiety. “I find myself getting angry and frustrated when we continue to talk about the same issues
we discussed four years ago, meanwhile 188,000 more deaths have occurred.” “I find myself getting
angry and frustrated when we continue to talk about the same issues we discussed four years ago,
meanwhile 188,000 more deaths have occurred,” Stein says. But Lafayette Mayor Tony Roswarski and
Police Chief Pat Flannelly say they’re concerned a syringe services program would attract intravenous
drug users from other counties and negatively impact the neighborhood where it’s located.

Sports

IU WINS 4TH STRAIGHT OAKEN BUCKET: Facing the end of his career and an uncertain postseason
picture, Jacob Bailey stood in front of his teammates this week and made a request ( Bloomington HeraldTimes). "Hey," the Indiana offensive guard said, "I just want one more month." There were moments in
Saturday's regular season finale when it wasn't clear whether Bailey and his teammates would get it.
Turnovers and offensive inefficiency were once again hurdles that IU's offense forced itself to overcome
against a punchy Purdue team fighting on its last breath. But Indiana did, indeed, manage to overcome
those issues, and it was rewarded handsomely. Running back Devine Redding dove into the end zone for
the go-ahead score with five minutes remaining in the fourth quarter, while the defense held strong to lift
the Hoosiers to a 26-24 win over the Boilermakers on Saturday at Memorial Stadium. The victory clinches
bowl eligibility for IU (6-6), which retains possession of the Old Oaken Bucket for the fourth consecutive
season. "Come from behind to get the rival win, to get a win to get to six, have a meaningful game in
November," Wilson said. "When you don't play well, (it's good when you) still play good enough to win."
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LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR’S FAMILY OF BUSINESS
HOUSING
Wabash has its own plans for riverfront
Fort Wayne Journal Gazette
It would have paver stone walkways, gazebos and maybe an outfitter that ... funds from the Indiana Housing and
Community Development Authority.
Vermillion development pushed to 2017
Kokomo Perspective
Development of a $20-million assisted living facility hit a snag, but the ... tax credits from the Indiana Housing and
Community Development Authority, ...
For North Main merchants, short-term pain, long-term gain
Evansville Courier & Press (AP)
Street corridor. Huntingburg in 2014 received a grant from the Stellar Communities program, through the
Indiana Office of Community and…
Community building on southeast side brings hope, new ideas
Fortwaynehomepage
positive impact on the south side of Fort Wayne is our blight elimination program," says Director of Community
Development Greg Leatherman.
City targets 3 blighted homes for demolition
The Republic (AP)
by state grants. The demolitions are part of the Indiana Blight Elimination Program, which awarded the city
$760,000 in August 2014 to
COMMUNITY AND RURAL AFFAIRS
New and expanded manufacturing, health centers land in Shelby County
Indianapolis Business Journal

That fact might surprise outsiders—the largely rural county southeast of ... which is administered by Indiana's
Office of Community and Rural Affairs.

GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
LT. GOVERNOR
Holcomb leading trade mission to U.K.
Inside IN Business
Indiana Governor-elect Eric Holcomb will lead his first international economic development trade mission
beginning later this week to the United Kingdom. The Indiana Economic Development Corp. says the U.K. is
Indiana's largest European investor and second-largest global investor.
What will 2017 bring at the Statehouse?
Fox 59
The ceremonial ‘first day of school’ brought lawmakers old and new to the Statehouse Tuesday for the annual
Organization Day.
LEGISLATIVE
Bosma gives Nisly’s proposed abortion ban a cold reception
Indy Star
House Speaker Brian Bosma gave a cold reception Tuesday to a fellow Republican lawmaker's proposal to ban
abortion in Indiana.
Statehouse to become Habitat for Humanity construction zone
The Statehouse File
This spring lawmakers will set aside legislation and instead pick up hammers to build a Habitat for Humanity
house on the Statehouse lawn. “Homeownership is still truly the American dream,” Sen. Jean Breaux, DIndianapolis, said, “but it still continues to elude far too many Hoosiers.”
*Subscription required, full text below
AROUND THE STATE
Expanding pre-K more than money
IBJ
It was a proud moment for DayStar Director Lisa Bowling, who said she sees the profound academic impact of the
On My Way Pre-K program on the needy children who benefit—and the transformations in their families as
parents go back to work and school knowing their children are cared for during the day.
*Subscription required, full text below
It’s almost here: Indiana’s 200th birthday
Indy Star
The state’s Bicentennial Commission has been celebrating the state’s bicentennial all year with hundreds of local
events, a new Bicentennial Plazaat the Statehouse and a popular 3,200-mile torch relay through all 92 counties.
A second year of ISTEP protections?
Indy Star
Key Indiana leaders are exploring the possibility of giving schools a second year of reprieve from low ISTEP scores.
Trump tweets that he’s ‘making progress’ on keeping Carrier in Indy
IBJ
Thanksgiving was a working holiday of sorts for president-elect Donald Trump, who suggested on Twitter that he
was engaged in trying to prevent Carrier Corp. from moving jobs from Indianapolis to Mexico.
*Subscription required, full text below
Drugs linked to rising child abuse cases
FW Journal Gazette

Monroe County officials said drug addiction has driven the rise of child abuse and neglect cases in the area.
Indiana school referendums pass at higher rates than before
FW Journal Gazette
Indiana school referendums are passing at higher rates than before as all but three of the 20 ballot questions in
this year's primary and general elections were successful.
Federal Bureau OKs South Bend Casino
Inside IN Business
Plans for a more than $400 million casino in South Bend have received a key federal approval. In a letter to the
Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians, the Bureau of Indian Affairs says the band's proposal "best meets the
purpose" for acquiring nearly 166 acres in trust for the Four Winds-branded project.
Ex-mayor presses state on energy
FW Journal Gazette
Former Indiana mayors Graham Richard and Greg Ballard know they have their work cut out for them. They are
leading an effort targeting Indiana for growth in secure, clean and affordable energy on behalf of companies
around the nation.
Indy Near the top for tech job growth
Inside IN Business
A new report places Indianapolis among the top markets for high-tech job growth in North America. CBRE Inc. says
between 2013 and 2015, tech jobs grew at a nearly 28 percent clip. The figure puts Indy fifth overall, just ahead of
the Silicon Valley.
Gary native on Indiana Supreme Court soon could step down
NWI Times
The sole African-American justice serving on the Indiana Supreme Court is likely to step down early next year. The
Times has learned that Justice Robert Rucker, a Gary native, has informally been advising lawyers and judges in the
Region and across the state to be prepared to apply if they’ve ever considered joining Indiana’s five-member high
court.
Purdue taking part in lab glove recycling plan
FW Journal Gazette
Laboratories at Purdue University have recycled more than 5,000 pounds of lab gloves since fall 2014 as part of an
international program.
Libertarian lawyer enters fight against Indiana’s civil forfeiture law
Indy Star
Criminal defense attorney Jeff Cardella wears his beliefs on his sleeve, in the form of a pair of large, pastel yellow
"Don't Tread On Me" cuff links. In between explanations of his libertarian principles, the 34-year-old Cardella said
his clients may not always be the most sympathetic individuals, but they deserve their rights, too. Cardella filed a
federal class-action lawsuit this month, on behalf of Leroy Washington, whose vehicle was taken by police in
September. Washington was arrested and charged with resisting law enforcement, dealing in marijuana and
obstruction of justice.
EDITORIAL
Bangert: Why Mitch Daniels is silent on post-Trump election climate at Purdue
Indy Star
The list of names continued to grow over Thanksgiving break, as Purdue University professors and staffers signed
on to say they were behind students fretting that a post-election campus could turn ugly for minority students of
various kinds.
Visitation Set for Bob Chase
Inside IN Business

A public visitation is set Tuesday for legendary Fort Wayne broadcaster Bob Chase, who passed away last week.
The memorial will be at the Allen County War Memorial Coliseum, where Chase broadcast Fort Wayne Komets
games for more than 50 years.
Editorial: Go big on preschool
Indy Star
Governor-elect Eric Holcomb and members of the Indiana General Assembly will have a prime opportunity to help
improve student achievement across the state when the 2017 legislative session begins in a few weeks. They need
to seize it.
Chase and Fort Wayne: mutual admiration
FW Journal Gazette
Bob Chase’s influence on hockey and broadcasting transcended both his sport and his city. His sportscasting ability
was acknowledged by his peers, and the long reach of his radio station, WOWO-AM, made his voice familiar to fans
far and wide. But it was his choice to remain here and tell the Komets’ story through the decades that gradually
turned him from a talented broadcaster into a living legend.
Holcomb must put Indiana above GOP
Herald Tribune
During the campaign for governor, Republican Eric Holcomb noted that since he entered the race late -- in July,
after incumbent Mike Pence bowed out to join Donald Trump on the GOP presidential ticket -- he wasn't able to
fully develop a detailed gubernatorial plan for dealing with Indiana's many important public affairs issues.
Statehouse to become Habitat for Humanity construction zone
November 22, 2016 | Filed under: Across Indiana,Poverty,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Rachel Hoffmeyer
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — This spring lawmakers will set aside legislation and instead pick up hammers to build a Habitat
for Humanity house on the Statehouse lawn.
“Homeownership is still truly the American dream,” Sen. Jean Breaux, D-Indianapolis, said, “but it still continues to
elude far too many Hoosiers.”
In March legislators from both sides of the aisle, staff and other volunteers will build wall panels, which will then
be transported to a home site for a low-income Indiana family. Lawmakers are also launching a new and used tool
drive and hope to collect $30,000 to help build Habitat for Humanity homes.
The non-profit organization serves 75 of Indiana’s 92 counties and is among the top 10 home builders in the state.
Families involved in Habitat for Humanity take homeowner and financial classes before buying their homes with
zero interest loans. Most Habitat families have a mortgage payment that includes taxes and insurance for less than
$500 a month.
“We believe hard-working, low-income families need capital investment, not charity,” said Gina Leckron, state
director for Habitat for Humanity.
That investment made it possible for Natalie Snyder to move into her Muncie home several years ago. Snyder and
her daughter had moved into her parents’ home to get away from a difficult situation, but she wanted to provide
her daughter more stability.
With the help of the Habitat programs, Snyder now owns her home where her daughter has her own bedroom.
“It has given me the financial stability to get off of the programs, to be able to not have food stamps, to be able to
afford my own insurance,” she said.
Snyder’s story is part of a larger trend within families who purchase a Habitat for Humanity home. Wilder
Research studied hundreds of Habitat families in Minnesota last year and found before owning the home, 66
percent of the families used food stamps. After moving in, that dropped to 30 percent using food stamps.
“At Habitat, it is much more than housing,” Leckron said. “It enhances a family’s quality of life and it is an economic
engine in the state of Indiana.”
FOCUS: Expanding pre-K takes more than money

Recruiting good teachers, raising quality of programs among hurdles to giving more kids access to pre-K
November 26, 2016
Hayleigh Colombo
Gov. Mike Pence’s picture hangs in the hallway at DayStar Childcare and Infant Learning Center at East Washington
and Rural streets, where the governor signed into law Indiana’s preschool scholarship pilot program in March
2014.
It was a proud moment for DayStar Director Lisa Bowling, who said she sees the profound academic impact of the
On My Way Pre-K program on the needy children who benefit—and the transformations in their families as
parents go back to work and school knowing their children are cared for during the day.
“Our children leave here and they are ready for kindergarten,” Bowling said. “It’s amazing.”
But even as preschool advocates in Indiana are hopeful state legislators next year will increase investment in earlychildhood education for poor children across the state, challenges to expansion remain.
Most notable: creating or expanding existing highly rated child care programs, recruiting and retaining a welltrained preschool workforce, and funding infrastructure changes where needed.
DayStar, which has earned the second-highest rating on the state’s quality rating system, knows these challenges
well. Though Bowling sees a dearth of quality early-childhood education spots on the city’s near-east side, she said
“it would be very difficult for us to expand more” because of space limits and the high cost of setting up and staffing
new classrooms.
And her center is experiencing challenges when it comes to recruiting quality staff.
“I would advocate wholeheartedly that the program needs to expand, but there will be some issues and I think
addressing staffing is probably the biggest,” Bowling said.
Preschool advocates acknowledge those issues—which they’ve been trying to solve with private investment until
now—and say they hope the Indiana General Assembly addresses them.
The state’s On My Way Pre-K pilot operates in five counties, serving 1,585 children during the 2015-2016 school
year. A scholarship program operating only in Indianapolis and funded by the city and private donors served 715
children in 2015-2016. The two programs received 6,500 applications last year.
All IN 4 Pre-K, an alliance led by United Way of Central Indiana, wants the Legislature to expand the program to
serve 6,500 kids annually. That could cost$65 million a year, with part of that investment used to build up
infrastructure and the rest going directly to scholarships, according to Eli Lilly and Co.’s Michael O’Connor, who is
on the United Way executive committee.
United Way President Ann Murtlow said “now is the time” to expand the program and that she is “more optimistic
than I ever have been in our state’s willingness to do this.”
“Let’s do it as fast as we can,” she said. “We cannot afford not to invest in our children in this way.”
Though legislative leaders have all agreed that expanding access to preschool is a worthwhile goal, they are divided
on what’s possible given lower-than-expected state revenue forecasts.
Senate President Pro Tem David Long, R-Fort Wayne, said at a Nov. 21 event sponsored by the Indiana Chamber
that he will support a “cautious” expansion. House Speaker Brian Bosma said he wants to expand the pilot to “more
counties and more low-income students,” potentially doubling or tripling the size of the current pilot.
5,300 quality seats

Part of the state’s problem when it comes to gearing up for preschool is a relative dearth of high-quality seats
scattered throughout the state.
The state has about 5,300 open high-quality preschool seats that could serve children immediately, according to
the state’s advocates.
But serving kids beyond that will take time, Murtlow said, because quality matters—and is expensive. A seat is
considered high-quality if it meets certain standards on the state’s Paths to Quality System, which requires
facilities to meet health and safety requirements, provide appropriate learning spaces, and follow other guidelines.
“We know from other states that have rushed to get kids into pre-K but didn’t pay attention to quality that they
didn’t get the lasting benefits they wanted,” Murtlow said. “It’s very important for us to be balancing the two goals
so we are actually putting children into high-quality centers.”
It cost about $435,000 to create 586 new high-quality seats in the five counties involved in the On My Way Pre-K
pilot—about $750 per seat.
Private actors have been trying to help cover those costs.
Early Learning Indiana, an organization that has advocated for scholarship expansion across the state and also
operates its own preschool and day care centers, used a $22.5 million Lilly Endowment grant in 2014 to help at
least 400 providers across the state increase their ratings on the Paths to Quality System.
The All IN 4 Pre-K group has also made expanding across the state a priority. It plans to ask the Legislature to
eliminate matching requirements for counties to participate in state pre-K programs, because securing
philanthropic funding can be much harder in smaller Indiana communities.
Lessons from IPS
But the prospect of matching availability to demand is daunting—even just in Indianapolis.
Ask Indianapolis Public Schools Superintendent Lewis Ferebee, an advocate for increasing access to earlychildhood education options.
IPS, which accepts both On My Way Pre-K funding and Indy Preschool Program vouchers, has more than 800
children in its preschool—more than triple the amount it had enrolled in 2012. It still has spots unfilled on the fareast side—but is bursting at the seams elsewhere.
“Where we have space, we’ve maximized the number of 4-year-olds in that area,” Ferebee said. “Where we don’t
have space is where we have more students that need the experience.”
And parents seem to be understandably unwilling to put their 4-year-old on a bus across town to access an
available program, Ferebee said.
That’s a complicated problem to fix considering IPS can’t turn an underutilized middle or high school into a
preschool without expensive renovations.
Ferebee said lawmakers should consider that providing more funding for preschool needs to include helping
providers pay for those upgrades.
“The playgrounds are different,” Ferebee said. “The restrooms are different. There’s so much more you have to
provide for a high-quality experience … [like] dollars to buy the water table or other manipulatives to use in a
preschool program.”
To that end, the district has considered opening a preschool near downtown.

“This is the area that’s grown,” Ferebee said. “Do we take some of the space on some of the storefront properties
and create a preschool space for working families? Probably. But the funding that I’ve seen and heard discussed
doesn’t deal with converting that space to a preschool classroom. It’s just funding the teacher and maybe an
assistant.”
Teacher pay
Low pay for the preschool workforce—and a sector that’s not highly trained—is also a problem lawmakers will
have to reckon with.
The maximum state scholarship grant per student currently is $6,800. But providers are raising alarm bells about
their ability to recruit and retain enough qualified workers to satisfy demand if the scholarship program were to
expand.
Murtlow said it doesn’t help that there’s a pay disparity between preschool teachers in K-12 districts and at private
providers.
The median 2015 annual wages for a preschool teacher at an elementary or secondary school was $42,880 per
year, compared with $26,210 for preschool teachers at day care services, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
“Once a pre-K teacher actually gets the credentials they need to be in a very high-quality center, it is awfully
tempting for them to jump to the higher levels just because the pay difference is so significant,” Murtlow said.
Bowling said DayStar has experienced this competition.
“We are one of the lower-priced facilities for the quality of care because we want our neighbors to be able to afford
to come here,” Bowling said. “There’s not much left to give raises.”
There’s also a question about teacher quality. Just one of the three state-funded preschool programs—Early
Education Matching Grants—requires lead teachers to hold bachelor’s degrees. Many have associate’s degrees in
child development.
Other players are investing in trying to grow their own talent. Early Learning Indiana President Ted Maple, whose
facilities are highly rated, said his Day Early Learning centers struggle with recruiting but are trying to help its
associate-degreed employees increase their education.
“We’re facing a current and potentially growing gap in the workforce,” Maple said. “This is a challenge, but we are
thinking about how we can increase compensation and benefits. If and when expansion happens, we would love to
see attention to this.”•
Trump tweets that he's 'making progress' on keeping Carrier in Indy
November 24, 2016
Associated Press
Thanksgiving was a working holiday of sorts for president-elect Donald Trump, who suggested on Twitter that he
was engaged in trying to prevent Carrier Corp. from moving jobs from Indianapolis to Mexico.
"I am working hard, even on Thanksgiving, trying to get Carrier A.C. Company to stay in the U.S.," Trump tweeted.
"MAKING PROGRESS - Will know soon!"
The company, which has announced plans to move 1,400 jobs to Mexico from Indiana by 2019, confirmed
Thursday it "has had discussions with the incoming administration," but said there was "nothing to announce at
this time."
On the eve of the national holiday, the president-elect offered a prayer for unity after "a long and bruising"
campaign season.

"Emotions are raw and tensions just don't heal overnight," Trump said in a video message on social media. He
added, "It's my prayer that on this Thanksgiving we begin to heal our divisions and move forward as one country
strengthened by shared purpose and very, very common resolve."
Unity has emerged as a common theme during Trump's limited public appearances in the days since his stunning
general election victory, which followed a campaign season in which he rained extraordinary personal attacks on
his opponents in both parties, the media and his many Republican critics.
The scramble to shape his administration underway, Trump's team has simultaneously begun turning its attention
to raising tens of millions of dollars for festivities related to his Washington inauguration.
Trump, who vowed during the campaign to "drain the swamp" of special interests corrupting Washington, has set
$1 million donation limits for corporations and no limits for individual donors, according to an official on the
Presidential Inaugural Committee with direct knowledge of tentative fundraising plans. At the same time, Trump's
inaugural committee will not accept money from registered lobbyists, in line with his ban on hiring lobbyists for
his nascent administration.
Barack Obama set stricter limits on donations for his first inauguration, in 2009, holding individual donors to
$50,000 each and taking no money from corporations or labor unions, as well as none from lobbyists and some
other groups. Plenty of corporate executives, though, gave individually and often at the maximum amount. And he
opened the spigots for his 2013 inauguration, setting no limits on corporate or individual donations.
The new details, confirmed Thursday on the condition of anonymity because the official was not authorized to
disclose private deliberations, came as Trump gathered with family at his Palm Beach estate on Thanksgiving.
While Trump's fundraising plans have not been completed, he is expected to raise significantly more than the $43
million Obama raised for his 2013 inauguration. Taxpayers cover the cost of official activities such as the swearingin, but outside donations pay for the many related balls and parties.
Trump has focused most of his attention in the two weeks since his victory on building a White House team from
scratch.
He injected the first signs of diversity into his Cabinet-to-be on Wednesday, tapping South Carolina Gov. Nikki
Haley to serve as U.S. ambassador to the United Nations and charter school advocate Betsy DeVos to lead the
Department of Education. They are the first women selected for top-level administration posts. And Haley, the
daughter of Indian immigrants, would be his first minority selection after a string of announcements of white men.
The South Carolina governor has little foreign policy experience, yet Trump praised her as "a proven dealmaker."
DeVos, like Trump, is new to government but has spent decades working to change America's system of public
education.
Retired neurosurgeon Ben Carson on Wednesday said "an announcement is forthcoming" on his position, which
would make him the first black choice — possibly as secretary of housing and urban development. But he also
suggested he'd be thinking about it over the Thanksgiving holiday.
"I feel that I can make a significant contribution particularly to making our inner cities great for everyone," Carson
wrote on his Facebook page.
Trump is also expected to select billionaire investor Wilbur Ross Jr. to lead the Commerce Department, a senior
Trump adviser said on condition of anonymity because the adviser was not authorized to disclose internal
deliberations. The 78-year-old Ross, who is white, is chairman and chief strategy officer of private-equity firm W.L.
Ross & Co., which has specialized in buying failing companies.
The picks come as Trump works to dissociate himself from the alt-right, a movement of white supremacists who
continue to cheer his election. His first appointments included chief counselor Steve Bannon, who previously led a
website popular among the alt-right.
Trump on Thursday was with his family behind closed doors at Mar-a-Lago, his Palm Beach estate. He's spending
the Thanksgiving holiday there after a week of interviewing potential appointees in New York, punctuated by
announcements of members of his national security team.
He will be sworn into office in fewer than 60 days. Beyond his Cabinet, he must fill hundreds of high-level
administration posts.
Trump is expected to stay in Florida through the weekend.
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LT. GOVERNOR
Holcomb leading trade mission to U.K.
Inside IN Business
Indiana Governor-elect Eric Holcomb will lead his first international economic development trade mission
beginning later this week to the United Kingdom. The Indiana Economic Development Corp. says the U.K. is
Indiana's largest European investor and second-largest global investor.
What will 2017 bring at the Statehouse?
Fox 59
The ceremonial ‘first day of school’ brought lawmakers old and new to the Statehouse Tuesday for the annual
Organization Day.
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Bosma gives Nisly’s proposed abortion ban a cold reception
Indy Star
House Speaker Brian Bosma gave a cold reception Tuesday to a fellow Republican lawmaker's proposal to ban
abortion in Indiana.
Statehouse to become Habitat for Humanity construction zone
The Statehouse File
This spring lawmakers will set aside legislation and instead pick up hammers to build a Habitat for Humanity
house on the Statehouse lawn. “Homeownership is still truly the American dream,” Sen. Jean Breaux, DIndianapolis, said, “but it still continues to elude far too many Hoosiers.”
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It was a proud moment for DayStar Director Lisa Bowling, who said she sees the profound academic impact of the
On My Way Pre-K program on the needy children who benefit—and the transformations in their families as
parents go back to work and school knowing their children are cared for during the day.
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The state’s Bicentennial Commission has been celebrating the state’s bicentennial all year with hundreds of local
events, a new Bicentennial Plazaat the Statehouse and a popular 3,200-mile torch relay through all 92 counties.
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Key Indiana leaders are exploring the possibility of giving schools a second year of reprieve from low ISTEP scores.
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Thanksgiving was a working holiday of sorts for president-elect Donald Trump, who suggested on Twitter that he
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Drugs linked to rising child abuse cases
FW Journal Gazette
Monroe County officials said drug addiction has driven the rise of child abuse and neglect cases in the area.
Indiana school referendums pass at higher rates than before
FW Journal Gazette
Indiana school referendums are passing at higher rates than before as all but three of the 20 ballot questions in
this year's primary and general elections were successful.
Federal Bureau OKs South Bend Casino
Inside IN Business
Plans for a more than $400 million casino in South Bend have received a key federal approval. In a letter to the
Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians, the Bureau of Indian Affairs says the band's proposal "best meets the
purpose" for acquiring nearly 166 acres in trust for the Four Winds-branded project.
Ex-mayor presses state on energy
FW Journal Gazette
Former Indiana mayors Graham Richard and Greg Ballard know they have their work cut out for them. They are
leading an effort targeting Indiana for growth in secure, clean and affordable energy on behalf of companies
around the nation.
Indy Near the top for tech job growth
Inside IN Business
A new report places Indianapolis among the top markets for high-tech job growth in North America. CBRE Inc. says
between 2013 and 2015, tech jobs grew at a nearly 28 percent clip. The figure puts Indy fifth overall, just ahead of
the Silicon Valley.
Gary native on Indiana Supreme Court soon could step down
NWI Times
The sole African-American justice serving on the Indiana Supreme Court is likely to step down early next year. The
Times has learned that Justice Robert Rucker, a Gary native, has informally been advising lawyers and judges in the
Region and across the state to be prepared to apply if they’ve ever considered joining Indiana’s five-member high
court.
Purdue taking part in lab glove recycling plan
FW Journal Gazette
Laboratories at Purdue University have recycled more than 5,000 pounds of lab gloves since fall 2014 as part of an
international program.
Libertarian lawyer enters fight against Indiana’s civil forfeiture law
Indy Star
Criminal defense attorney Jeff Cardella wears his beliefs on his sleeve, in the form of a pair of large, pastel yellow
"Don't Tread On Me" cuff links. In between explanations of his libertarian principles, the 34-year-old Cardella said
his clients may not always be the most sympathetic individuals, but they deserve their rights, too. Cardella filed a
federal class-action lawsuit this month, on behalf of Leroy Washington, whose vehicle was taken by police in
September. Washington was arrested and charged with resisting law enforcement, dealing in marijuana and
obstruction of justice.
EDITORIAL
Bangert: Why Mitch Daniels is silent on post-Trump election climate at Purdue
Indy Star

The list of names continued to grow over Thanksgiving break, as Purdue University professors and staffers signed
on to say they were behind students fretting that a post-election campus could turn ugly for minority students of
various kinds.
Visitation Set for Bob Chase
Inside IN Business
A public visitation is set Tuesday for legendary Fort Wayne broadcaster Bob Chase, who passed away last week.
The memorial will be at the Allen County War Memorial Coliseum, where Chase broadcast Fort Wayne Komets
games for more than 50 years.
Editorial: Go big on preschool
Indy Star
Governor-elect Eric Holcomb and members of the Indiana General Assembly will have a prime opportunity to help
improve student achievement across the state when the 2017 legislative session begins in a few weeks. They need
to seize it.
Chase and Fort Wayne: mutual admiration
FW Journal Gazette
Bob Chase’s influence on hockey and broadcasting transcended both his sport and his city. His sportscasting ability
was acknowledged by his peers, and the long reach of his radio station, WOWO-AM, made his voice familiar to fans
far and wide. But it was his choice to remain here and tell the Komets’ story through the decades that gradually
turned him from a talented broadcaster into a living legend.
Holcomb must put Indiana above GOP
Herald Tribune
During the campaign for governor, Republican Eric Holcomb noted that since he entered the race late -- in July,
after incumbent Mike Pence bowed out to join Donald Trump on the GOP presidential ticket -- he wasn't able to
fully develop a detailed gubernatorial plan for dealing with Indiana's many important public affairs issues.

Statehouse to become Habitat for Humanity construction zone
November 22, 2016 | Filed under: Across Indiana,Poverty,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Rachel Hoffmeyer
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — This spring lawmakers will set aside legislation and instead pick up hammers to build a Habitat
for Humanity house on the Statehouse lawn.
“Homeownership is still truly the American dream,” Sen. Jean Breaux, D-Indianapolis, said, “but it still continues to
elude far too many Hoosiers.”
In March legislators from both sides of the aisle, staff and other volunteers will build wall panels, which will then
be transported to a home site for a low-income Indiana family. Lawmakers are also launching a new and used tool
drive and hope to collect $30,000 to help build Habitat for Humanity homes.
The non-profit organization serves 75 of Indiana’s 92 counties and is among the top 10 home builders in the state.
Families involved in Habitat for Humanity take homeowner and financial classes before buying their homes with
zero interest loans. Most Habitat families have a mortgage payment that includes taxes and insurance for less than
$500 a month.
“We believe hard-working, low-income families need capital investment, not charity,” said Gina Leckron, state
director for Habitat for Humanity.
That investment made it possible for Natalie Snyder to move into her Muncie home several years ago. Snyder and
her daughter had moved into her parents’ home to get away from a difficult situation, but she wanted to provide
her daughter more stability.
With the help of the Habitat programs, Snyder now owns her home where her daughter has her own bedroom.
“It has given me the financial stability to get off of the programs, to be able to not have food stamps, to be able to
afford my own insurance,” she said.

Snyder’s story is part of a larger trend within families who purchase a Habitat for Humanity home. Wilder
Research studied hundreds of Habitat families in Minnesota last year and found before owning the home, 66
percent of the families used food stamps. After moving in, that dropped to 30 percent using food stamps.
“At Habitat, it is much more than housing,” Leckron said. “It enhances a family’s quality of life and it is an economic
engine in the state of Indiana.”
FOCUS: Expanding pre-K takes more than money
Recruiting good teachers, raising quality of programs among hurdles to giving more kids access to pre-K
November 26, 2016
Hayleigh Colombo
Gov. Mike Pence’s picture hangs in the hallway at DayStar Childcare and Infant Learning Center at East Washington
and Rural streets, where the governor signed into law Indiana’s preschool scholarship pilot program in March
2014.
It was a proud moment for DayStar Director Lisa Bowling, who said she sees the profound academic impact of the
On My Way Pre-K program on the needy children who benefit—and the transformations in their families as
parents go back to work and school knowing their children are cared for during the day.
“Our children leave here and they are ready for kindergarten,” Bowling said. “It’s amazing.”
But even as preschool advocates in Indiana are hopeful state legislators next year will increase investment in earlychildhood education for poor children across the state, challenges to expansion remain.
Most notable: creating or expanding existing highly rated child care programs, recruiting and retaining a welltrained preschool workforce, and funding infrastructure changes where needed.
DayStar, which has earned the second-highest rating on the state’s quality rating system, knows these challenges
well. Though Bowling sees a dearth of quality early-childhood education spots on the city’s near-east side, she said
“it would be very difficult for us to expand more” because of space limits and the high cost of setting up and staffing
new classrooms.
And her center is experiencing challenges when it comes to recruiting quality staff.
“I would advocate wholeheartedly that the program needs to expand, but there will be some issues and I think
addressing staffing is probably the biggest,” Bowling said.
Preschool advocates acknowledge those issues—which they’ve been trying to solve with private investment until
now—and say they hope the Indiana General Assembly addresses them.
The state’s On My Way Pre-K pilot operates in five counties, serving 1,585 children during the 2015-2016 school
year. A scholarship program operating only in Indianapolis and funded by the city and private donors served 715
children in 2015-2016. The two programs received 6,500 applications last year.
All IN 4 Pre-K, an alliance led by United Way of Central Indiana, wants the Legislature to expand the program to
serve 6,500 kids annually. That could cost$65 million a year, with part of that investment used to build up
infrastructure and the rest going directly to scholarships, according to Eli Lilly and Co.’s Michael O’Connor, who is
on the United Way executive committee.
United Way President Ann Murtlow said “now is the time” to expand the program and that she is “more optimistic
than I ever have been in our state’s willingness to do this.”
“Let’s do it as fast as we can,” she said. “We cannot afford not to invest in our children in this way.”
Though legislative leaders have all agreed that expanding access to preschool is a worthwhile goal, they are divided
on what’s possible given lower-than-expected state revenue forecasts.

Senate President Pro Tem David Long, R-Fort Wayne, said at a Nov. 21 event sponsored by the Indiana Chamber
that he will support a “cautious” expansion. House Speaker Brian Bosma said he wants to expand the pilot to “more
counties and more low-income students,” potentially doubling or tripling the size of the current pilot.
5,300 quality seats
Part of the state’s problem when it comes to gearing up for preschool is a relative dearth of high-quality seats
scattered throughout the state.
The state has about 5,300 open high-quality preschool seats that could serve children immediately, according to
the state’s advocates.
But serving kids beyond that will take time, Murtlow said, because quality matters—and is expensive. A seat is
considered high-quality if it meets certain standards on the state’s Paths to Quality System, which requires
facilities to meet health and safety requirements, provide appropriate learning spaces, and follow other guidelines.
“We know from other states that have rushed to get kids into pre-K but didn’t pay attention to quality that they
didn’t get the lasting benefits they wanted,” Murtlow said. “It’s very important for us to be balancing the two goals
so we are actually putting children into high-quality centers.”
It cost about $435,000 to create 586 new high-quality seats in the five counties involved in the On My Way Pre-K
pilot—about $750 per seat.
Private actors have been trying to help cover those costs.
Early Learning Indiana, an organization that has advocated for scholarship expansion across the state and also
operates its own preschool and day care centers, used a $22.5 million Lilly Endowment grant in 2014 to help at
least 400 providers across the state increase their ratings on the Paths to Quality System.
The All IN 4 Pre-K group has also made expanding across the state a priority. It plans to ask the Legislature to
eliminate matching requirements for counties to participate in state pre-K programs, because securing
philanthropic funding can be much harder in smaller Indiana communities.
Lessons from IPS
But the prospect of matching availability to demand is daunting—even just in Indianapolis.
Ask Indianapolis Public Schools Superintendent Lewis Ferebee, an advocate for increasing access to earlychildhood education options.
IPS, which accepts both On My Way Pre-K funding and Indy Preschool Program vouchers, has more than 800
children in its preschool—more than triple the amount it had enrolled in 2012. It still has spots unfilled on the fareast side—but is bursting at the seams elsewhere.
“Where we have space, we’ve maximized the number of 4-year-olds in that area,” Ferebee said. “Where we don’t
have space is where we have more students that need the experience.”
And parents seem to be understandably unwilling to put their 4-year-old on a bus across town to access an
available program, Ferebee said.
That’s a complicated problem to fix considering IPS can’t turn an underutilized middle or high school into a
preschool without expensive renovations.
Ferebee said lawmakers should consider that providing more funding for preschool needs to include helping
providers pay for those upgrades.

“The playgrounds are different,” Ferebee said. “The restrooms are different. There’s so much more you have to
provide for a high-quality experience … [like] dollars to buy the water table or other manipulatives to use in a
preschool program.”
To that end, the district has considered opening a preschool near downtown.
“This is the area that’s grown,” Ferebee said. “Do we take some of the space on some of the storefront properties
and create a preschool space for working families? Probably. But the funding that I’ve seen and heard discussed
doesn’t deal with converting that space to a preschool classroom. It’s just funding the teacher and maybe an
assistant.”
Teacher pay
Low pay for the preschool workforce—and a sector that’s not highly trained—is also a problem lawmakers will
have to reckon with.
The maximum state scholarship grant per student currently is $6,800. But providers are raising alarm bells about
their ability to recruit and retain enough qualified workers to satisfy demand if the scholarship program were to
expand.
Murtlow said it doesn’t help that there’s a pay disparity between preschool teachers in K-12 districts and at private
providers.
The median 2015 annual wages for a preschool teacher at an elementary or secondary school was $42,880 per
year, compared with $26,210 for preschool teachers at day care services, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
“Once a pre-K teacher actually gets the credentials they need to be in a very high-quality center, it is awfully
tempting for them to jump to the higher levels just because the pay difference is so significant,” Murtlow said.
Bowling said DayStar has experienced this competition.
“We are one of the lower-priced facilities for the quality of care because we want our neighbors to be able to afford
to come here,” Bowling said. “There’s not much left to give raises.”
There’s also a question about teacher quality. Just one of the three state-funded preschool programs—Early
Education Matching Grants—requires lead teachers to hold bachelor’s degrees. Many have associate’s degrees in
child development.
Other players are investing in trying to grow their own talent. Early Learning Indiana President Ted Maple, whose
facilities are highly rated, said his Day Early Learning centers struggle with recruiting but are trying to help its
associate-degreed employees increase their education.
“We’re facing a current and potentially growing gap in the workforce,” Maple said. “This is a challenge, but we are
thinking about how we can increase compensation and benefits. If and when expansion happens, we would love to
see attention to this.”•
Trump tweets that he's 'making progress' on keeping Carrier in Indy
November 24, 2016
Associated Press
Thanksgiving was a working holiday of sorts for president-elect Donald Trump, who suggested on Twitter that he
was engaged in trying to prevent Carrier Corp. from moving jobs from Indianapolis to Mexico.
"I am working hard, even on Thanksgiving, trying to get Carrier A.C. Company to stay in the U.S.," Trump tweeted.
"MAKING PROGRESS - Will know soon!"

The company, which has announced plans to move 1,400 jobs to Mexico from Indiana by 2019, confirmed
Thursday it "has had discussions with the incoming administration," but said there was "nothing to announce at
this time."
On the eve of the national holiday, the president-elect offered a prayer for unity after "a long and bruising"
campaign season.
"Emotions are raw and tensions just don't heal overnight," Trump said in a video message on social media. He
added, "It's my prayer that on this Thanksgiving we begin to heal our divisions and move forward as one country
strengthened by shared purpose and very, very common resolve."
Unity has emerged as a common theme during Trump's limited public appearances in the days since his stunning
general election victory, which followed a campaign season in which he rained extraordinary personal attacks on
his opponents in both parties, the media and his many Republican critics.
The scramble to shape his administration underway, Trump's team has simultaneously begun turning its attention
to raising tens of millions of dollars for festivities related to his Washington inauguration.
Trump, who vowed during the campaign to "drain the swamp" of special interests corrupting Washington, has set
$1 million donation limits for corporations and no limits for individual donors, according to an official on the
Presidential Inaugural Committee with direct knowledge of tentative fundraising plans. At the same time, Trump's
inaugural committee will not accept money from registered lobbyists, in line with his ban on hiring lobbyists for
his nascent administration.
Barack Obama set stricter limits on donations for his first inauguration, in 2009, holding individual donors to
$50,000 each and taking no money from corporations or labor unions, as well as none from lobbyists and some
other groups. Plenty of corporate executives, though, gave individually and often at the maximum amount. And he
opened the spigots for his 2013 inauguration, setting no limits on corporate or individual donations.
The new details, confirmed Thursday on the condition of anonymity because the official was not authorized to
disclose private deliberations, came as Trump gathered with family at his Palm Beach estate on Thanksgiving.
While Trump's fundraising plans have not been completed, he is expected to raise significantly more than the $43
million Obama raised for his 2013 inauguration. Taxpayers cover the cost of official activities such as the swearingin, but outside donations pay for the many related balls and parties.
Trump has focused most of his attention in the two weeks since his victory on building a White House team from
scratch.
He injected the first signs of diversity into his Cabinet-to-be on Wednesday, tapping South Carolina Gov. Nikki
Haley to serve as U.S. ambassador to the United Nations and charter school advocate Betsy DeVos to lead the
Department of Education. They are the first women selected for top-level administration posts. And Haley, the
daughter of Indian immigrants, would be his first minority selection after a string of announcements of white men.
The South Carolina governor has little foreign policy experience, yet Trump praised her as "a proven dealmaker."
DeVos, like Trump, is new to government but has spent decades working to change America's system of public
education.
Retired neurosurgeon Ben Carson on Wednesday said "an announcement is forthcoming" on his position, which
would make him the first black choice — possibly as secretary of housing and urban development. But he also
suggested he'd be thinking about it over the Thanksgiving holiday.
"I feel that I can make a significant contribution particularly to making our inner cities great for everyone," Carson
wrote on his Facebook page.
Trump is also expected to select billionaire investor Wilbur Ross Jr. to lead the Commerce Department, a senior
Trump adviser said on condition of anonymity because the adviser was not authorized to disclose internal
deliberations. The 78-year-old Ross, who is white, is chairman and chief strategy officer of private-equity firm W.L.
Ross & Co., which has specialized in buying failing companies.
The picks come as Trump works to dissociate himself from the alt-right, a movement of white supremacists who
continue to cheer his election. His first appointments included chief counselor Steve Bannon, who previously led a
website popular among the alt-right.
Trump on Thursday was with his family behind closed doors at Mar-a-Lago, his Palm Beach estate. He's spending
the Thanksgiving holiday there after a week of interviewing potential appointees in New York, punctuated by
announcements of members of his national security team.
He will be sworn into office in fewer than 60 days. Beyond his Cabinet, he must fill hundreds of high-level
administration posts.
Trump is expected to stay in Florida through the weekend.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lloyd, Matthew
Monday, November 28, 2016 12:04 AM
Lloyd, Matthew
Fwd: Ken Vogel reaching out

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Ken Vogel <kvogel@politico.com>
Date: November 27, 2016 at 7:38:04 PM EST
To: "Lloyd, Matthew" <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Ken Vogel reaching out

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Thanks for the response.
Finishing story tonight.
Appreciate even a quickie comment. But no problem if not possible.
Sorry again for short notice.
From: Lloyd, Matthew [mailto:MLloyd@gov.IN.gov]
Sent: Sunday, November 27, 2016 7:16 PM
To: Ken Vogel <kvogel@politico.com>
Subject: Re: Ken Vogel reaching out
I can chat tomorrow if that works
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 27, 2016, at 12:38 PM, Ken Vogel <kvogel@politico.com> wrote:

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hey Matt:
Sorry to bother you over the Thanksgiving weekend, but I’m writing a story about all the
Koch allies who are working on the Trump transition or are being eyed for posts.
We heard your name bandied about as a likely candidate for a top post in the VP’s
office.
Can you tell me – on background or otherwise – whether you’re working on the
transition or are amenable to joining the administration, and/or why you think so many
Koch allies are either joining the team or talking about it.
Thanks – and hope you had a good Thanksgiving.
Ken

--Kenneth P. Vogel

POLITICO

202.731.1819
www.politico.com

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Triol, Shelley
Friday, November 25, 2016 3:53 PM
Brooks, Kara D
Re: Questions for Boston Herald on Carrier

Thanks!
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 25, 2016, at 3:28 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:
He emailed me as well. I'm directing to Lotter.
Kara Brooks
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 25, 2016, at 3:26 PM, Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov> wrote:
Have you heard anything?
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Dan Atkinson <dan.atkinson@bostonherald.com>
Date: November 25, 2016 at 2:27:29 PM EST
To: striol@gov.in.gov
Subject: Fwd: Questions for Boston Herald on Carrier
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT
open attachments or click links from unknown senders or
unexpected email. ****
Hello -- we're working on a story following President-elect
Trump's tweet that he's making progress at keeping Carrier from
moving its factory to Mexico. Do you have any further information
on any deals being struck to keep the plant in Indiana? Is the
governor's office also working with the President-elect on keeping
Carrier in state? And if a deal is struck, is that something you'd
look to replicate with other industries in order to keep their jobs
local? Working on this for 6 p.m., I can be reached at this e-mail
and 617-755-5567.

-Dan Atkinson

Reporter, Boston Herald
617-755-5567
dan.atkinson@bostonherald.com
@_danatkinson_

-Dan Atkinson

Reporter, Boston Herald
617-755-5567
dan.atkinson@bostonherald.com
@_danatkinson_

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brooks, Kara D
Friday, November 25, 2016 3:29 PM
Triol, Shelley
Re: Questions for Boston Herald on Carrier

He emailed me as well. I'm directing to Lotter.
Kara Brooks
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 25, 2016, at 3:26 PM, Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov> wrote:
Have you heard anything?
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Dan Atkinson <dan.atkinson@bostonherald.com>
Date: November 25, 2016 at 2:27:29 PM EST
To: striol@gov.in.gov
Subject: Fwd: Questions for Boston Herald on Carrier
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hello -- we're working on a story following President-elect Trump's tweet that
he's making progress at keeping Carrier from moving its factory to Mexico. Do
you have any further information on any deals being struck to keep the plant in
Indiana? Is the governor's office also working with the President-elect on keeping
Carrier in state? And if a deal is struck, is that something you'd look to replicate
with other industries in order to keep their jobs local? Working on this for 6 p.m.,
I can be reached at this e-mail and 617-755-5567.

-Dan Atkinson

Reporter, Boston Herald
617-755-5567
dan.atkinson@bostonherald.com
@_danatkinson_

-Dan Atkinson

Reporter, Boston Herald
617-755-5567
dan.atkinson@bostonherald.com
@_danatkinson_

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Triol, Shelley
Friday, November 25, 2016 3:27 PM
Brooks, Kara D
Fwd: Questions for Boston Herald on Carrier

Have you heard anything?
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Dan Atkinson <dan.atkinson@bostonherald.com>
Date: November 25, 2016 at 2:27:29 PM EST
To: striol@gov.in.gov
Subject: Fwd: Questions for Boston Herald on Carrier
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hello -- we're working on a story following President-elect Trump's tweet that he's making
progress at keeping Carrier from moving its factory to Mexico. Do you have any further
information on any deals being struck to keep the plant in Indiana? Is the governor's office also
working with the President-elect on keeping Carrier in state? And if a deal is struck, is that
something you'd look to replicate with other industries in order to keep their jobs local? Working
on this for 6 p.m., I can be reached at this e-mail and 617-755-5567.

-Dan Atkinson

Reporter, Boston Herald
617-755-5567
dan.atkinson@bostonherald.com
@_danatkinson_

-Dan Atkinson

Reporter, Boston Herald
617-755-5567
dan.atkinson@bostonherald.com
@_danatkinson_

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Smith, Victor P
Friday, November 25, 2016 3:24 PM
Brooks, Kara D
Re: Carrier talks

Call me
650-440-9330
Best Regards,
Victor P. Smith
Secretary of Commerce
State of Indiana
On Nov 25, 2016, at 3:21 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:
Got it. Thx.
Kara Brooks
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 25, 2016, at 2:25 PM, Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org> wrote:
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links
from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
We aren't discussing this with the media or confirming anything.
+Victor for awareness.
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 25, 2016, at 2:03 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:
Hi Jim & Josh--please see below. Do you know?
Kara Brooks
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Briggs, James" <James.Briggs@indystar.com>
Date: November 25, 2016 at 11:49:20 AM EST
To: "kbrooks@gov.in.gov" <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>,
"shodgen@gov.in.gov" <shodgen@gov.in.gov>, "striol@gov.in.gov"

<striol@gov.in.gov>
Subject: Carrier talks

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT
open attachments or click links from unknown senders or
unexpected email. ****
Hello,
CNBC is reporting that Gov. Pence is leading the Carrier talks that
Donald Trump tweeted about yesterday. Can you confirm the governor
is engaged in discussions with Carrier about keeping the company in
Indianapolis? If so, is that in his capacity as governor or vice presidentelect? Thanks
James Briggs
Reporter
The Indianapolis Star
Desk: 317.444.6307
Cell: 317.590.8472

Disclaimer
The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the
recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any
disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited
and may be unlawful.
This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast
Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more useful place for your
human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out more Click Here.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brooks, Kara D
Friday, November 25, 2016 3:23 PM
Dan Atkinson
Lloyd, Matthew;Hodgin, Stephanie
Re: Questions for Boston Herald on Carrier

Please contact mlotter@donaldtrump.com.
Kara Brooks
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 25, 2016, at 2:25 PM, Dan Atkinson <dan.atkinson@bostonherald.com> wrote:
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hello -- we're working on a story following President-elect Trump's tweet that he's making
progress at keeping Carrier from moving its factory to Mexico. Do you have any further
information on any deals being struck to keep the plant in Indiana? Is the governor's office also
working with the President-elect on keeping Carrier in state? And if a deal is struck, is that
something you'd look to replicate with other industries in order to keep their jobs local? Working
on this for 6 p.m., I can be reached at this e-mail and 617-755-5567.

-Dan Atkinson

Reporter, Boston Herald
617-755-5567
dan.atkinson@bostonherald.com
@_danatkinson_

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brooks, Kara D
Friday, November 25, 2016 3:22 PM
Pitcock, Josh
Atterholt, Jim;McGrath, Danielle;Triol, Shelley;Lloyd, Matthew;Smith, Victor P
Re: Carrier talks

Got it. Thx.
Kara Brooks
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 25, 2016, at 2:25 PM, Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org> wrote:
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links
from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
We aren't discussing this with the media or confirming anything.
+Victor for awareness.
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 25, 2016, at 2:03 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:
Hi Jim & Josh--please see below. Do you know?
Kara Brooks
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Briggs, James" <James.Briggs@indystar.com>
Date: November 25, 2016 at 11:49:20 AM EST
To: "kbrooks@gov.in.gov" <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>,
"shodgen@gov.in.gov" <shodgen@gov.in.gov>, "striol@gov.in.gov"
<striol@gov.in.gov>
Subject: Carrier talks

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT
open attachments or click links from unknown senders or
unexpected email. ****
Hello,

CNBC is reporting that Gov. Pence is leading the Carrier talks that
Donald Trump tweeted about yesterday. Can you confirm the governor
is engaged in discussions with Carrier about keeping the company in
Indianapolis? If so, is that in his capacity as governor or vice presidentelect? Thanks
James Briggs
Reporter
The Indianapolis Star
Desk: 317.444.6307
Cell: 317.590.8472

Disclaimer
The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the
recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any
disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited
and may be unlawful.
This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast
Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more useful place for your
human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out more Click Here.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>
Friday, November 25, 2016 2:25 PM
Brooks, Kara D
Atterholt, Jim;McGrath, Danielle;Triol, Shelley;Lloyd, Matthew;Smith, Victor P
Re: Carrier talks

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown
senders or unexpected email. ****
We aren't discussing this with the media or confirming anything.
+Victor for awareness.
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 25, 2016, at 2:03 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:
Hi Jim & Josh--please see below. Do you know?
Kara Brooks
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Briggs, James" <James.Briggs@indystar.com>
Date: November 25, 2016 at 11:49:20 AM EST
To: "kbrooks@gov.in.gov" <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>, "shodgen@gov.in.gov"
<shodgen@gov.in.gov>, "striol@gov.in.gov" <striol@gov.in.gov>
Subject: Carrier talks

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hello,
CNBC is reporting that Gov. Pence is leading the Carrier talks that Donald Trump
tweeted about yesterday. Can you confirm the governor is engaged in discussions with
Carrier about keeping the company in Indianapolis? If so, is that in his capacity as
governor or vice president-elect? Thanks
James Briggs
Reporter
The Indianapolis Star
Desk: 317.444.6307
Cell: 317.590.8472

Disclaimer
The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient and
others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or
taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.
This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in
Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in;
Security, archiving and compliance. To find out more Click Here.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brooks, Kara D
Friday, November 25, 2016 2:04 PM
Atterholt, Jim;McGrath, Danielle;Pitcock, Josh
Triol, Shelley;Lloyd, Matthew
Fwd: Carrier talks

Hi Jim & Josh--please see below. Do you know?
Kara Brooks
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Briggs, James" <James.Briggs@indystar.com>
Date: November 25, 2016 at 11:49:20 AM EST
To: "kbrooks@gov.in.gov" <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>, "shodgen@gov.in.gov" <shodgen@gov.in.gov>,
"striol@gov.in.gov" <striol@gov.in.gov>
Subject: Carrier talks

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hello,
CNBC is reporting that Gov. Pence is leading the Carrier talks that Donald Trump tweeted about
yesterday. Can you confirm the governor is engaged in discussions with Carrier about keeping the
company in Indianapolis? If so, is that in his capacity as governor or vice president-elect? Thanks
James Briggs
Reporter
The Indianapolis Star
Desk: 317.444.6307
Cell: 317.590.8472

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Atterholt, Jim
Thursday, November 24, 2016 2:41 AM
Tom Rose
Fwd: JCRC "Mazel Tov" Ltr to VP-Elect Pence

My response:
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Atterholt, Jim" <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>
Date: November 24, 2016 at 2:37:48 AM EST
To: Lindsey Mintz <lmintz@indyjcrc.org>
Cc: "Zach Bauer (zbauer@gov.in.gov)" <zbauer@gov.in.gov>, "Hawkins, Mark V"
<MarHawkins@gov.IN.gov>, "Morales, Cesar (Diego)" <DMorales@gov.IN.gov>, "Chris Crabtree
(CCrabtree@gov.IN.gov)" <CCrabtree@gov.IN.gov>, "Tuggle, Jennifer" <JTuggle@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Re: JCRC "Mazel Tov" Ltr to VP-Elect Pence
Thanks for reaching out Lindsey. We certainly appreciate you sharing the concerns of the JCRC. We are
hopeful that the recent election of President Elect Donald Trump and Vice President Elect Mike Pence
will help to quell any resurgence in anti-Semitism. As you know, their love for the Jewish people and the
state of Israel is boundless. Hope you and your family have a blessed Thanksgiving.
Jim Atterholt
Chief of Staff
Governor Mike Pence
jatterholt@gov.in.gov
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 23, 2016, at 11:12 PM, Lindsey Mintz <lmintz@indyjcrc.org> wrote:

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Dear Jim (et al),
On behalf of the Board of the Jewish Community Relations Council, I am honored to
send this congratulatory letter to Vice President-elect Pence. (The letter is inserted and
attached. Please look for the mailed hard copy which should arrive in the office early
next week.)
We appreciate how hectic a time this must be, and thank you in advance for any time
you’re able to give in delivering this letter, conveying our wishes for success, and
hopefully meeting with us in the coming weeks.
There’s certainly much to be thankful for this Thanksgiving, including the good work that
you and the rest of the staff do on behalf of your Hoosier constituents, including the
Jewish community.

Happy Thanksgiving, and all the best,
Lindsey Mintz
******************************************

Lindsey B. Mintz
Executive Director

Indianapolis Jewish Community Relations Council
(317) 926-2935 Office
(317) 402-8499 Cell/Text
lmintz@indyjcrc.org
www.indyjcrc.org
www.facebook.com/IndyJCRC
Address: Indiana Interchurch Center
1100 W. 42nd St. #240 ~ Indpls, IN 46208

Pursuing a Just Society & Secure Jewish Future
<image001.jpg>

<image003.jpg>

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Atterholt, Jim
Thursday, November 24, 2016 2:40 AM
Tom Rose
Fwd: Attached: JCRC "Mazel Tov" Ltr to VP-Elect Pence
image001.jpg; ATT00001.htm; image001.jpg; ATT00002.htm; image002.jpg;
ATT00003.htm; JCRC Ltr to VP-Elect Pence 2016.11.23.pdf; ATT00004.htm

Unbelievable.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Lindsey Mintz" <lmintz@indyjcrc.org>
To: "Atterholt, Jim" <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: "Hawkins, Mark V" <MarHawkins@gov.IN.gov>, "Morales, Cesar (Diego)" <DMorales@gov.IN.gov>,
"Tuggle, Jennifer" <JTuggle@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Attached: JCRC "Mazel Tov" Ltr to VP-Elect Pence

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Looks like I failed to actually attach the letter. My apologies.
************************************
Lindsey B. Mintz, Executive Director
Indianapolis Jewish Community Relations Council
(317) 402-8499 Cell/Text

November 23, 2016
Vice President-Elect Governor Michael Pence
200 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Judy Failer
PRESIDENT
Stephen Klapper, MD
VICE PRESIDENT
Gadi Boukai
VICE PRESIDENT
Jamie Rich
TREASURER
Miriam Dant
SECRETARY
Lindsey B. Mintz
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
David Sklar
DIRECTOR OF
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
Lauren Morgan
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
AFFILIATED
ORGANIZATIONS:
Amit Women
Bureau of Jewish
Education
Congregation
Beth-El Zedeck
Congregation
Beth Shalom
Congregation
Shaarey Tefilla
Etz Chaim Sephardic
Congregation
Hadassah
Hasten Hebrew Academy
of Indianapolis
Hooverwood
Indianapolis Hebrew
Congregation
Jewish Community
Center
National Council
of Jewish Women

CONSTITUENT
AGENCY OF THE:
Jewish Federation of
Greater Indianapolis
FOUNDING
MEMBER OF THE:
Jewish Council for
Public Affairs
INDIANAPOLIS JCRC
Indiana Interchurch Center
1100 W. 42nd St. #240
Indianapolis, IN 46208
www.indyjcrc.org
317.926.2935

Dear Governor Pence:
As the community relations arm of the organized Jewish community of greater Indianapolis representing the Jewish Federation of Greater Indianapolis and its constituent agencies, Jewish synagogues,
and Jewish membership organizations, the Jewish Community Relations Council would like to extend
our warmest congratulations to you on your election as the Vice President of the United States. As
you embark on this journey and conduct the nation’s business, we want to thank you for carrying the
voices of your Hoosier constituents with you to Washington D.C.
The Jewish community is grateful for your unwavering support for the State of Israel and her security,
both while you served as our Congressman and as our Governor – support that has undoubtedly made
a long-lasting and positive impact on Indiana and your Hoosier constituents. We believe that the work
we have done together here in Indiana during your time as Governor, including strengthening our
state’s economic relationship with the State of Israel and ensuring that Indiana will never allow the
movement to Boycott, Divest or Sanction Israel to flourish, has made Indiana a model state in our
nation, and highly respected by the national Jewish community. We look forward to working with you
and the Trump Administration to continue to strengthen the relationship between the United States
and the State of Israel, and to work for peace between Israelis and Palestinians.
A significant part of the JCRC’s mandate is to respectfully communicate the concerns of the Jewish
community to our elected officials. Which is why we must also convey that the Jewish community in
Indiana is currently experiencing a level of anxiousness and insecurity that is very concerning. Over
the past year, our community has felt an increasing presence of a resurgent anti-Semitism like no time
in recent memory, including the appearance of several swastikas in the weeks since the election, from
South Bend to Bloomington and from Richmond to Indianapolis.
The Jewish community, both in Indiana and through our national partner organizations, will be working every day, and hopes to work with you and President-elect Trump, to ensure that expressions of
bigotry are never allowed to become normalized. We hope that you and President-elect Trump will
speak out forcefully against acts of hate-based violence and discrimination, and will work to encourage
mutual respect and civil discourse.
With these things in mind, we are respectfully requesting an opportunity to meet with you or members of your staff in the coming weeks. We would be honored to discuss with you the priorities of the
national Jewish community, how we can continue to strengthen our country’s relationship with and
support of Israel, and how we might confront the challenges of 21st century anti-Semitism together.
Once again, Governor Pence, we extend our warmest “Mazel Tov!” to you and your family on this
immense accomplishment. We wish you success and fulfillment as you serve our country as Vice
President of the United States.
With respect,

Judith Failer
President

Lindsey Mintz
Executive Director

David Sklar
Director of Government Affairs

JCRC is the public affairs and community relations arm of the organized Jewish community. We build consensus on public affairs issues, and
translate these positions into community action and partnerships with civic leaders, public officials, and other faith & ethnic communities.
JCRC focuses on Israel advocacy, and acts in coalition with other groups advocating for human & civil rights and social & economic justice.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Atterholt, Jim
Thursday, November 24, 2016 2:38 AM
Lindsey Mintz
Zach Bauer (zbauer@gov.in.gov);Hawkins, Mark V;Morales, Cesar (Diego);Chris Crabtree
(CCrabtree@gov.IN.gov);Tuggle, Jennifer
Re: JCRC "Mazel Tov" Ltr to VP-Elect Pence

Subject:

Thanks for reaching out Lindsey. We certainly appreciate you sharing the concerns of the JCRC. We are hopeful that the
recent election of President Elect Donald Trump and Vice President Elect Mike Pence will help to quell any resurgence in
anti-Semitism. As you know, their love for the Jewish people and the state of Israel is boundless. Hope you and your
family have a blessed Thanksgiving.
Jim Atterholt
Chief of Staff
Governor Mike Pence
jatterholt@gov.in.gov
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 23, 2016, at 11:12 PM, Lindsey Mintz <lmintz@indyjcrc.org> wrote:

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Dear Jim (et al),
On behalf of the Board of the Jewish Community Relations Council, I am honored to send this
congratulatory letter to Vice President-elect Pence. (The letter is inserted and attached. Please look for
the mailed hard copy which should arrive in the office early next week.)
We appreciate how hectic a time this must be, and thank you in advance for any time you’re able to give
in delivering this letter, conveying our wishes for success, and hopefully meeting with us in the coming
weeks.
There’s certainly much to be thankful for this Thanksgiving, including the good work that you and the
rest of the staff do on behalf of your Hoosier constituents, including the Jewish community.
Happy Thanksgiving, and all the best,
Lindsey Mintz
******************************************

Lindsey B. Mintz
Executive Director

Indianapolis Jewish Community Relations Council
(317) 926-2935 Office
(317) 402-8499 Cell/Text
lmintz@indyjcrc.org
www.indyjcrc.org
www.facebook.com/IndyJCRC

Address: Indiana Interchurch Center
1100 W. 42nd St. #240 ~ Indpls, IN 46208

Pursuing a Just Society & Secure Jewish Future
<image001.jpg>

<image003.jpg>

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gilson, Katie on behalf of Govenor Scheduling
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 5:04 PM
Davis, Bridget M (GOV)
FW: Governor Scheduling Request:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

Inaugural Information Request
-----Original Message----From: Roger Conn [mailto:roger.cconn@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2016 1:32 PM
To: Govenor Scheduling
Subject: Governor Scheduling Request:
Contact Name
Roger Conn
Contact Phone
317-965-6882
Contact Email
roger.cconn@gmail.com
Name of Event
The 58th Presidential Inauguration
Date of Event
January 20, 2016
Time of Event
10:00 A.M.
Purpose of Event
The 58th Presidential Inauguration
Location
Washington, D.C.
Number of Attendees Expected
4
Additional Event Details
Dear Vice President Elect Pence,
I would like to secure tickets for the Presidential InaugurationJanuary 20, 2017.
I am a retired police chief from Carmel Indiana, and have worked as aRepublican Precinct Committee Chair for nearly 20
years.

Our address is 12487 Shadow Cove Way, Carmel, Indiana 46033.
There are four(4) in our party, My wife Mary Jane Coffing, my son,Jacob Conn, his handicapped twin sister Sydney and
me.
Contact phone number is 317-846-6012 (home) 317-965-6882 (cell) E-mail is roger.cconn@gmail.com
We worked Ham. Co. this past year getting you and our next greatpresident, Donald Trump elected. This would be a
great opportunityfor all of us, but most especially for our 16 year old son that hasbeen following local and National
politics for the past two years.
Thank you in advance for what ever you can do for us,
Roger C. Conn

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gilson, Katie on behalf of Govenor Scheduling
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 5:04 PM
Davis, Bridget M (GOV)
FW: Governor Scheduling Request:

Inaugural Information Request
-----Original Message----From: Roger Conn [mailto:roger.cconn@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2016 1:32 PM
To: Govenor Scheduling
Subject: Governor Scheduling Request:
Contact Name
Roger Conn
Contact Phone
317-965-6882
Contact Email
roger.cconn@gmail.com
Name of Event
The 58th Presidential Inauguration
Date of Event
January 20, 2016
Time of Event
10:00 A.M.
Purpose of Event
The 58th Presidential Inauguration
Location
Washington, D.C.
Number of Attendees Expected
4
Additional Event Details
Dear Vice President Elect Pence,
I would like to secure tickets for the Presidential InaugurationJanuary 20, 2017.
I am a retired police chief from Carmel Indiana, and have worked as aRepublican Precinct Committee Chair for nearly 20
years.
Our address is 12487 Shadow Cove Way, Carmel, Indiana 46033.

There are four(4) in our party, My wife Mary Jane Coffing, my son,Jacob Conn, his handicapped twin sister Sydney and
me.
Contact phone number is 317-846-6012 (home) 317-965-6882 (cell) E-mail is roger.cconn@gmail.com
We worked Ham. Co. this past year getting you and our next greatpresident, Donald Trump elected. This would be a
great opportunityfor all of us, but most especially for our 16 year old son that hasbeen following local and National
politics for the past two years.
Thank you in advance for what ever you can do for us,
Roger C. Conn

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Reed, Katie
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 11:28 AM
Kane, Kristen
FW: draft
trump-pence transition team response.doc

Here you go

Katie Reed
Constituent Services Representative
Office of Governor Mike Pence | State of Indiana
State House, Room 206
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
(317) 234-8955 | kreed@gov.in.gov

From: Triol, Shelley
Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2016 11:25 AM
To: Reed, Katie <KReed@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: draft
Thanks so much, Katie – I had legal review. They recommend the attached. Will that work?
From: Reed, Katie
Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2016 10:47 AM
To: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: draft
How’s this?

Katie Reed
Constituent Services Representative
Office of Governor Mike Pence | State of Indiana
State House, Room 206
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
(317) 234-8955 | kreed@gov.in.gov

STATE OF INDIANA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
State House, Second Floor
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Michael R. Pence
Governor

November 23, 2016
Mrs. Robbin D. Anderson
511 Stony Creek Circle
Noblesville, IN 46060-5424
Dear Mrs. Anderson:
Thank you for contacting Governor Pence. He appreciates the time you took to express
your views.
You have contacted the official office of Indiana Governor Mike Pence. Any questions
or comments you may have that pertain to the Governor's future role as Vice President of
the United States need to be submitted to the Trump/Pence Transition Team. You can
contact them online at www.greatagain.gov.
Again, thank you for contacting Governor Pence. He believes that it is an honor to serve
as Governor of Indiana and have the benefit of your perspective.
Sincerely,
Katie Reed
Constituent Services Representative
Office of the Governor

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Triol, Shelley
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 11:25 AM
Reed, Katie
RE: draft
trump-pence transition team response.doc

Thanks so much, Katie – I had legal review. They recommend the attached. Will that work?
From: Reed, Katie
Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2016 10:47 AM
To: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: draft
How’s this?

Katie Reed
Constituent Services Representative
Office of Governor Mike Pence | State of Indiana
State House, Room 206
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
(317) 234-8955 | kreed@gov.in.gov

STATE OF INDIANA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
State House, Second Floor
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Michael R. Pence
Governor

November 23, 2016
Mrs. Robbin D. Anderson
511 Stony Creek Circle
Noblesville, IN 46060-5424
Dear Mrs. Anderson:
Thank you for contacting Governor Pence. He appreciates the time you took to express
your views.
You have contacted the official office of Indiana Governor Mike Pence. Any questions
or comments you may have that pertain to the Governor's future role as Vice President of
the United States need to be submitted to the Trump/Pence Transition Team. You can
contact them online at www.greatagain.gov.
Again, thank you for contacting Governor Pence. He believes that it is an honor to serve
as Governor of Indiana and have the benefit of your perspective.
Sincerely,
Katie Reed
Constituent Services Representative
Office of the Governor

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Reed, Katie
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 11:24 AM
Kane, Kristen
FW: draft
trump-pence transition team response.doc

Waiting on approval from Shelley

Katie Reed
Constituent Services Representative
Office of Governor Mike Pence | State of Indiana
State House, Room 206
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
(317) 234-8955 | kreed@gov.in.gov

From: Reed, Katie
Sent: Wednesday, November 23, 2016 10:47 AM
To: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: draft
How’s this?

Katie Reed
Constituent Services Representative
Office of Governor Mike Pence | State of Indiana
State House, Room 206
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
(317) 234-8955 | kreed@gov.in.gov

STATE OF INDIANA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
State House, Second Floor
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Michael R. Pence
Governor

November 23, 2016
Mrs. Robbin D. Anderson
511 Stony Creek Circle
Noblesville, IN 46060-5424
Dear Mrs. Anderson:
Thank you for contacting Governor Pence. He appreciates the time you took to express
your views.
You have contacted the official office of the Governor of Indiana, Mike Pence. Due to
state and federal constitutional laws, any questions or comments you may have that
pertain to the Governor's future role as Vice President of the United States need to be
submitted to the Trump/Pence Transition Team. You can contact them online at
www.greatagain.gov.
Again, thank you for contacting Governor Pence. He believes that it is an honor to serve
as governor of Indiana and have the benefit of your advice.
Sincerely,
Katie Reed
Constituent Services Representative
Office of the Governor

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Reed, Katie
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 10:47 AM
Triol, Shelley
draft
trump-pence transition team response.doc

How’s this?

Katie Reed
Constituent Services Representative
Office of Governor Mike Pence | State of Indiana
State House, Room 206
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
(317) 234-8955 | kreed@gov.in.gov

STATE OF INDIANA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
State House, Second Floor
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Michael R. Pence
Governor

November 23, 2016
Mrs. Robbin D. Anderson
511 Stony Creek Circle
Noblesville, IN 46060-5424
Dear Mrs. Anderson:
Thank you for contacting Governor Pence. He appreciates the time you took to express
your views.
You have contacted the official office of the Governor of Indiana, Mike Pence. Due to
state and federal constitutional laws, any questions or comments you may have that
pertain to the Governor's future role as Vice President of the United States need to be
submitted to the Trump/Pence Transition Team. You can contact them online at
www.greatagain.gov.
Again, thank you for contacting Governor Pence. He believes that it is an honor to serve
as governor of Indiana and have the benefit of your advice.
Sincerely,
Katie Reed
Constituent Services Representative
Office of the Governor

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Meadows, Brad
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 9:01 AM
Woods, Rachel;#All Lieutenant Governor's Office;Cummins, Jeffrey;Embree,
Duane;Dement, John;Sipe, Jacob;Rich, Jane;Rich, Jane;Rice, Zachary;Triol,
Shelley;Oakman, Jake;Meyer, Alexandra (Tourism);Childress, Colette;Crouch,
Matthew;Zarazee, Megan;Konyha, Bill;Schomacker, Geoff;Scott, Corrie;Philps,
Brian;Hughes, Brandi;Newman, Mark;McKinney, Ted;Rekeweg, Melissa;Bausman,
David;Butts, Tammy;Szydlyk, Noelle;Griffis, Andrew (DWD);Johnson, Kyle;Ensley,
Al;Springer, Shane;Gavelek, Benjamin J;Turner, Teresa;Welling, Kyleen (IHCDA);Patel,
Elizabeth C;Rich, Jane;Woods, Elizabeth;Zhang Sonera, Kevin A (Andre');Seger, Jordan
S;Lopez, Daniel (Danny);Jernigan, Heather;Deutsch, Andrea;Curry, Jill;Ripley, Susie;White,
Gerald;Vandeburg, Jennifer;Fiandaca, Ashlee;Schomacker, Geoff;Lemons, Marni;Gavin,
James (Jim);Wilson, Gregory L (Greg);Ferguson, Hannah;Warner, Robert (Bob);Cole,
Lisa;Basile, Joseph (Joe);'Banning, Mary';Lamb, Shelby;'Murray, Isabella';Brady,
Derick;Barnett, Paula (LG);Goodwin, Hannah A;Oakman, Jake;Wuellner, Mark (LG)
Turner, Teresa;Duncan, Emily (LG)
Morning Clips: November 23, 2016

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR’S FAMILY OF BUSINESS
HOUSING
Filling up: Most of downtown Delphi vacancies now occupied as Stellar Communities projects near completion
Vincennes Sun Commercial (subscription)
Like most of the other buildings along the six blocks within the Stellar Communities focus area, it got some façade
work done to it…
Sigma Sleep Out raises donations for Muncie Mission
Ball State Daily
In an annual effort to raise awareness and donations for the homeless, ... 2015, according to Indiana Housing and
Community Development Authority.
State announces dates for Winter Assistance Program
Carroll County Comet
The Indiana Housing and Community Development Authority (IHCDA) has announced dates for the 2016-17
Winter Assistance Program through the Low Income Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP).
AGRICULTURE
Trade pact dead, Trump's USDA transition begins
The Packer
Sam Brownback, Indiana native and former Deputy Secretary of Agriculture ... and Indiana State Department of
Agriculture Director Ted McKinney.

GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR/FIRST LADY/LT. GOVERNOR
GOP looks to Pence as Trump’s point man on Capitol Hill
NPR

Pence recently met with House Republicans in a closed door session where, "He said, 'Most of you have my cell
phone,' which he found out after the election," laughed Rep. Lou Barletta, R-Pa., one of Trump's earliest allies in
Congress. "He wants to encourage us to continue to reach out to him," Barletta added.
What kept VP-elect Mike Pence’s plane from going onto highway
Indy Star
The National Transportation Safety Board says a plane that overran a runway at New York's LaGuardia Airport last
month while carrying Republican then-vice presidential candidate Mike Pence”floated” nearly halfway down the
7,000-foot-long landing strip before touching down.
Will Mike Pence change the history of the VP’s role
In Homeland Security
President-elect Donald Trump’s administration is coming together slowly. Only a few of his selections for top posts
have been named. Several of these candidates require Senate confirmation to assume their new jobs. Besides
Trump, the one official we know who will certainly be on the job from day one is his running mate Vice PresidentElect Mike Pence. But just how vital he will be to the new president is anybody’s guess. Unlike the presidency, the
Constitution makes few demands on the office of the vice president.
Indiana LGBT advocates ask Holcomb to take up civil rights
FW Journal Gazette
LGBT advocates delivered petitions with more than 5,000 signatures to incoming Indiana governor Eric Holcomb,
asking him to support civil rights protections based on gender identity and sexual orientation.
LEGISLATIVE
Organization Day proves hectic
FW Journal Gazette
The General Assembly gathered for Organization Day on Tuesday and it was more than just swearing in 150
lawmakers. One group pushed for an expansion of the state’s pilot pre-kindergarten program by bringing children
to the Statehouse and handing out lunches and snacks to lawmakers.
Significant turnover brings wave of new lawmakers
The Statehouse File
Organization Day has arrived at the Statehouse and newly-elected lawmakers are settling into their new roles.
*Subscription required, full text below
Organization Day: GOP, Dems sharpening focus
Inside IN Business
State legislative leaders are using today's Organization Day to set the tone for what promises to be an eventful
2017 General Assembly. Republicans will again have super-majorities in the House and Senate in a budget-writing
session that will also see Republican Eric Holcomb take the helm of the state as governor. Democrats and
Republicans will have differing views on what the top issues will be, but in interviews with Inside INdiana
Business, both House Speaker Brian Bosma (R-88) and Senate Minority Leader Tim Lanane (D-25) came to
common ground on education.
Holcomb transition team enjoys Pacers game at team’s expense
IBJ
The Indiana Pacers—who do hundreds of thousands of dollars in business with the state annually—hosted Gov.elect Eric Holcomb’s transition team in a suite at Monday night’s game versus the Warriors. Holcomb and Lt. Gov.elect Suzanne Crouch paid for their tickets, said transition spokesman Pete Seat. But other members of the
transition team—a who’s who of GOP policy and political leaders—attended using free tickets offered by Pacers
Sports & Entertainment Vice Chairman Jim Morris, who is also a member of the transition team, Seat said.
*Subscription required, full text below
AROUND THE STATE
Lilly Alzheimer’s drug fails in clinical study

Indy Star
A treatment for Alzheimer’s failed to slow mental decline in a widely anticipated study, ending hope that
researchers at Eli Lilly had finally found a drug that does more to help those suffering from the fatal, mind-robbing
disease.
Bluebridge Sharpens emplify focus with unit sales
Inside IN Business
The chief executive officer of Fishers-based mobile app engagement platform Bluebridge says the company is
selling off its church and tourism business units. Santiago Jaramillo says the $8 million deal will allow the company
to focus on its rapidly-growing employee engagement platform Emplify. He says Emplify is growing its annual
recurring revenue by more than 75 percent quarter over quarter, and has attracted customers including the NFL
Trust, Duke Realty and Which Wich. Bluebridge used a $3 million round of funding to launch Emplify over the
summer.
Big U.S. 31 Project complete
Inside IN Business
A new $10.8 million interchange project along U.S. 31 will be fully open by the end of the day Tuesday in Tipton
County. The work removes another traffic light on the busy corridor and is designed to better regulate car and
truck traffic moving between 31 and State Road 28. The intersection is the location of the Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles U.S. LLC Transmission plant in Tipton.
Vera Bradley Co-Founder Part of Boutique Hotel plans
Inside IN Business
A co-founder of Fort Wayne-based Vera Bradley Inc. (Nasdaq: VRA) is collaborating with an Oregon hotel company
on plans for a new boutique hotel in the city's downtown. Barbara Bradley Baekgaard and Provenance Hotels are
currently scoping out locations for a 120-room hotel with dining and meeting space to serve as "a nexus of the
community." Greater Fort Wayne Inc. President Eric Doden says the announcement "goes to the heart" of existing
talent attraction and retention efforts in the city.
East Chicago housing residents want lead testing
FW Journal Gazette
Residents of an East Chicago public housing building near a lead- and arsenic-polluted Superfund site said they
have tested positive for lead and want the entire building tested.
Indiana’s health commissioner meets with Trump
Indy Star
President-elect Donald Trump may be getting some medical advice from Indiana's state health commissioner. Dr.
Jerome Adams, who heads the Indiana State Department of Health, met with Trump on Monday in New York.
London calling: Indy airport pursuing nonstop flights to England
Indy Star
The Indianapolis Airport Authority is pursuing flights to Heathrow Airport in London to meet the demands of a
growing number of international travelers working in the Circle City.
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TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — Organization Day has arrived at the Statehouse and newly-elected lawmakers are settling into
their new roles.
“A lot of new faces. A lot of new energy. Diverse group from all parts of the state,” Senate President Pro Tem David
Long, R-Fort Wayne, said. “We’re lucky to have a talented group of new ones.”
Nine new senators and 12 new representatives were sworn into office during the ceremonial start to the legislative
session. A tenth senator, yet to be selected by a caucus, will be sworn into office at a later date to fill former Sen. Jim
Banks’ seat. Voters elected Banks to represent the 3rd District in Congress.

Among the new lawmakers is Rep. Earl Harris Jr., D-East Chicago, for whom serving in the House is the family
business. His father, Rep. Earl Harris Sr., held the same seat from 1982 until his death in 2015. His mother, Rep.
Donna Harris, finished her husband’s term through 2016 but decided not to run for re-election.
“Not only were my parents voted into this position, but I’m following in their footsteps,” Harris Jr. said. “That to me
means a lot, that the community has that faith in our family.”
Harris Jr. said his unique family history gives him connections and a better understanding of how the House works.
“My hope and thoughts and plans are — that background, that experience will help me in terms of making this
transition, in terms of helping me be more effective with it,” said Harris Jr.
Education is the top issue for Harris Jr., who worked with students at Indianapolis Public Schools in the video
production for 20 years before returning home to East Chicago. Education is also the top issue for House and
Senate leaders as well. Additionally, during the 2017 General Assembly lawmakers must pass a new budget, and
they plan on changing how roads and other infrastructure are funded.
Republicans hold a 41-9 majority in the Senate and they have 70 of the 100 seats in the House, which means the
GOP can form a quorum for conducting business in both chambers even if Democrats don’t show up. That would
have been useful in the past when Democrats boycotted House business over labor issues.
Long said he is excited to work with the newly-elected senators.
“Twenty percent turnover in the Senate, a body that used to turn over a glacial pace, is pretty significant,” he said.
The new legislative session starts on Jan. 3 for the Senate and Jan. 4 for the House.
Holcomb transition team enjoys Pacers game at team's expense
November 22, 2016
Lesley Weidenbener
The Indiana Pacers—who do hundreds of thousands of dollars in business with the state annually—hosted Gov.elect Eric Holcomb’s transition team in a suite at Monday night’s game versus the Warriors.
Holcomb and Lt. Gov.-elect Suzanne Crouch paid for their tickets, said transition spokesman Pete Seat. But other
members of the transition team—a who’s who of GOP policy and political leaders—attended using free tickets
offered by Pacers Sports & Entertainment Vice Chairman Jim Morris, who is also a member of the transition team,
Seat said.
He said those transition team members are “private citizens and therefore nothing applies to them,” meaning no
state laws or ethics rule prevent members of the group from accepting gifts.
That’s true. State ethics rules prohibit employees or “special state appointees” from accepting gifts, entertainment,
food or travel from people who want something from the agency they are representing. But members of the
transition team fall into a different category.
Although they are appointed to perform a service for the incoming governor—a list of duties that include
recommending political appointments and changes in state government structure and planning inauguration
activities—they are doing so through a not-for-profit called Next Level Indiana Inc.
State law and ethics rules don’t address the activities of transition team members or the not-for-profit groups set
up for them. But former state lawmaker David Orentlicher, an ethicist at the Indiana University School of Law, said
they should.
He said the Legislature should consider writing ethics rules for transition teams.
“Whether at the national or local level, transition teams can have a big impact in terms of setting the course for the
administration,” he said. And he called the situation with the Holcomb transition team “worrisome.”
“It raises the same concerns as do gifts to state employees,” Orentlicher said. “It may not violate the letter of the
law but it does the spirit. These rules are about trying to prevent influence by people who have business before the
government.”
The Indiana Economic Development Corp. has a $1.4 million, two-year contract with the Pacers to put advertising
in Bankers Life Fieldhouse. Holcomb, as governor, will serve as IEDC chairman. In addition, the Indiana Criminal
Justice Institute has had several contracts over the years with the Pacers to promote traffic-safety messages. The
governor appoints the institute’s director.
Holcomb, who is currently lieutenant governor, and Crouch, who is currently state audtior, paid for their tickets
“out of an abundance of caution," Seat said. But he said there was no reason for the 16 members of the transition
team—including former Lt. Gov. Becky Skillman, Indiana Energy Association President Emeritus Ed Simcox and
incoming Chief of Staff Earl Goode—to pay for their tickets.
Gerry Lanosga, president of the Indiana Coalition for Open Government, said the transition team’s acceptance of a
free suite from the Pacers “doesn’t seem like a huge issue.”

“But ideally, it would be the kind of thing to avoid,” he said. “Ideally, there wouldn’t be any of this sort of thing
going on. There would just be zero ... especially when you’re starting a new administration.”

Pacers spokesman Bill Benner did not return a call seeking comment.
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GOP looks to Pence as Trump’s point man on Capitol Hill
NPR
Pence recently met with House Republicans in a closed door session where, "He said, 'Most of you have my cell
phone,' which he found out after the election," laughed Rep. Lou Barletta, R-Pa., one of Trump's earliest allies in
Congress. "He wants to encourage us to continue to reach out to him," Barletta added.
What kept VP-elect Mike Pence’s plane from going onto highway
Indy Star
The National Transportation Safety Board says a plane that overran a runway at New York's LaGuardia Airport last
month while carrying Republican then-vice presidential candidate Mike Pence”floated” nearly halfway down the
7,000-foot-long landing strip before touching down.
Will Mike Pence change the history of the VP’s role
In Homeland Security
President-elect Donald Trump’s administration is coming together slowly. Only a few of his selections for top posts
have been named. Several of these candidates require Senate confirmation to assume their new jobs. Besides
Trump, the one official we know who will certainly be on the job from day one is his running mate Vice PresidentElect Mike Pence. But just how vital he will be to the new president is anybody’s guess. Unlike the presidency, the
Constitution makes few demands on the office of the vice president.
Indiana LGBT advocates ask Holcomb to take up civil rights
FW Journal Gazette
LGBT advocates delivered petitions with more than 5,000 signatures to incoming Indiana governor Eric Holcomb,
asking him to support civil rights protections based on gender identity and sexual orientation.
LEGISLATIVE
Organization Day proves hectic
FW Journal Gazette
The General Assembly gathered for Organization Day on Tuesday and it was more than just swearing in 150
lawmakers. One group pushed for an expansion of the state’s pilot pre-kindergarten program by bringing children
to the Statehouse and handing out lunches and snacks to lawmakers.
Significant turnover brings wave of new lawmakers
The Statehouse File
Organization Day has arrived at the Statehouse and newly-elected lawmakers are settling into their new roles.
*Subscription required, full text below
Organization Day: GOP, Dems sharpening focus
Inside IN Business
State legislative leaders are using today's Organization Day to set the tone for what promises to be an eventful
2017 General Assembly. Republicans will again have super-majorities in the House and Senate in a budget-writing
session that will also see Republican Eric Holcomb take the helm of the state as governor. Democrats and
Republicans will have differing views on what the top issues will be, but in interviews with Inside INdiana
Business, both House Speaker Brian Bosma (R-88) and Senate Minority Leader Tim Lanane (D-25) came to
common ground on education.

Holcomb transition team enjoys Pacers game at team’s expense
IBJ
The Indiana Pacers—who do hundreds of thousands of dollars in business with the state annually—hosted Gov.elect Eric Holcomb’s transition team in a suite at Monday night’s game versus the Warriors. Holcomb and Lt. Gov.elect Suzanne Crouch paid for their tickets, said transition spokesman Pete Seat. But other members of the
transition team—a who’s who of GOP policy and political leaders—attended using free tickets offered by Pacers
Sports & Entertainment Vice Chairman Jim Morris, who is also a member of the transition team, Seat said.
*Subscription required, full text below
AROUND THE STATE
Lilly Alzheimer’s drug fails in clinical study
Indy Star
A treatment for Alzheimer’s failed to slow mental decline in a widely anticipated study, ending hope that
researchers at Eli Lilly had finally found a drug that does more to help those suffering from the fatal, mind-robbing
disease.
Bluebridge Sharpens emplify focus with unit sales
Inside IN Business
The chief executive officer of Fishers-based mobile app engagement platform Bluebridge says the company is
selling off its church and tourism business units. Santiago Jaramillo says the $8 million deal will allow the company
to focus on its rapidly-growing employee engagement platform Emplify. He says Emplify is growing its annual
recurring revenue by more than 75 percent quarter over quarter, and has attracted customers including the NFL
Trust, Duke Realty and Which Wich. Bluebridge used a $3 million round of funding to launch Emplify over the
summer.
Big U.S. 31 Project complete
Inside IN Business
A new $10.8 million interchange project along U.S. 31 will be fully open by the end of the day Tuesday in Tipton
County. The work removes another traffic light on the busy corridor and is designed to better regulate car and
truck traffic moving between 31 and State Road 28. The intersection is the location of the Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles U.S. LLC Transmission plant in Tipton.
Vera Bradley Co-Founder Part of Boutique Hotel plans
Inside IN Business
A co-founder of Fort Wayne-based Vera Bradley Inc. (Nasdaq: VRA) is collaborating with an Oregon hotel company
on plans for a new boutique hotel in the city's downtown. Barbara Bradley Baekgaard and Provenance Hotels are
currently scoping out locations for a 120-room hotel with dining and meeting space to serve as "a nexus of the
community." Greater Fort Wayne Inc. President Eric Doden says the announcement "goes to the heart" of existing
talent attraction and retention efforts in the city.
East Chicago housing residents want lead testing
FW Journal Gazette
Residents of an East Chicago public housing building near a lead- and arsenic-polluted Superfund site said they
have tested positive for lead and want the entire building tested.
Indiana’s health commissioner meets with Trump
Indy Star
President-elect Donald Trump may be getting some medical advice from Indiana's state health commissioner. Dr.
Jerome Adams, who heads the Indiana State Department of Health, met with Trump on Monday in New York.
London calling: Indy airport pursuing nonstop flights to England
Indy Star
The Indianapolis Airport Authority is pursuing flights to Heathrow Airport in London to meet the demands of a
growing number of international travelers working in the Circle City.
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INDIANAPOLIS — Organization Day has arrived at the Statehouse and newly-elected lawmakers are settling into
their new roles.
“A lot of new faces. A lot of new energy. Diverse group from all parts of the state,” Senate President Pro Tem David
Long, R-Fort Wayne, said. “We’re lucky to have a talented group of new ones.”
Nine new senators and 12 new representatives were sworn into office during the ceremonial start to the legislative
session. A tenth senator, yet to be selected by a caucus, will be sworn into office at a later date to fill former Sen. Jim
Banks’ seat. Voters elected Banks to represent the 3rd District in Congress.
Among the new lawmakers is Rep. Earl Harris Jr., D-East Chicago, for whom serving in the House is the family
business. His father, Rep. Earl Harris Sr., held the same seat from 1982 until his death in 2015. His mother, Rep.
Donna Harris, finished her husband’s term through 2016 but decided not to run for re-election.
“Not only were my parents voted into this position, but I’m following in their footsteps,” Harris Jr. said. “That to me
means a lot, that the community has that faith in our family.”
Harris Jr. said his unique family history gives him connections and a better understanding of how the House works.
“My hope and thoughts and plans are — that background, that experience will help me in terms of making this
transition, in terms of helping me be more effective with it,” said Harris Jr.
Education is the top issue for Harris Jr., who worked with students at Indianapolis Public Schools in the video
production for 20 years before returning home to East Chicago. Education is also the top issue for House and
Senate leaders as well. Additionally, during the 2017 General Assembly lawmakers must pass a new budget, and
they plan on changing how roads and other infrastructure are funded.
Republicans hold a 41-9 majority in the Senate and they have 70 of the 100 seats in the House, which means the
GOP can form a quorum for conducting business in both chambers even if Democrats don’t show up. That would
have been useful in the past when Democrats boycotted House business over labor issues.
Long said he is excited to work with the newly-elected senators.
“Twenty percent turnover in the Senate, a body that used to turn over a glacial pace, is pretty significant,” he said.
The new legislative session starts on Jan. 3 for the Senate and Jan. 4 for the House.
Holcomb transition team enjoys Pacers game at team's expense
November 22, 2016
Lesley Weidenbener
The Indiana Pacers—who do hundreds of thousands of dollars in business with the state annually—hosted Gov.elect Eric Holcomb’s transition team in a suite at Monday night’s game versus the Warriors.
Holcomb and Lt. Gov.-elect Suzanne Crouch paid for their tickets, said transition spokesman Pete Seat. But other
members of the transition team—a who’s who of GOP policy and political leaders—attended using free tickets
offered by Pacers Sports & Entertainment Vice Chairman Jim Morris, who is also a member of the transition team,
Seat said.
He said those transition team members are “private citizens and therefore nothing applies to them,” meaning no
state laws or ethics rule prevent members of the group from accepting gifts.
That’s true. State ethics rules prohibit employees or “special state appointees” from accepting gifts, entertainment,
food or travel from people who want something from the agency they are representing. But members of the
transition team fall into a different category.
Although they are appointed to perform a service for the incoming governor—a list of duties that include
recommending political appointments and changes in state government structure and planning inauguration
activities—they are doing so through a not-for-profit called Next Level Indiana Inc.
State law and ethics rules don’t address the activities of transition team members or the not-for-profit groups set
up for them. But former state lawmaker David Orentlicher, an ethicist at the Indiana University School of Law, said
they should.
He said the Legislature should consider writing ethics rules for transition teams.
“Whether at the national or local level, transition teams can have a big impact in terms of setting the course for the
administration,” he said. And he called the situation with the Holcomb transition team “worrisome.”

“It raises the same concerns as do gifts to state employees,” Orentlicher said. “It may not violate the letter of the
law but it does the spirit. These rules are about trying to prevent influence by people who have business before the
government.”
The Indiana Economic Development Corp. has a $1.4 million, two-year contract with the Pacers to put advertising
in Bankers Life Fieldhouse. Holcomb, as governor, will serve as IEDC chairman. In addition, the Indiana Criminal
Justice Institute has had several contracts over the years with the Pacers to promote traffic-safety messages. The
governor appoints the institute’s director.
Holcomb, who is currently lieutenant governor, and Crouch, who is currently state audtior, paid for their tickets
“out of an abundance of caution," Seat said. But he said there was no reason for the 16 members of the transition
team—including former Lt. Gov. Becky Skillman, Indiana Energy Association President Emeritus Ed Simcox and
incoming Chief of Staff Earl Goode—to pay for their tickets.
Gerry Lanosga, president of the Indiana Coalition for Open Government, said the transition team’s acceptance of a
free suite from the Pacers “doesn’t seem like a huge issue.”
“But ideally, it would be the kind of thing to avoid,” he said. “Ideally, there wouldn’t be any of this sort of thing
going on. There would just be zero ... especially when you’re starting a new administration.”
Pacers spokesman Bill Benner did not return a call seeking comment.
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BOSMA HIGHLIGHTS NORMANDY INVADER TO DESCRIBE HEROISM: Inspiring his fellow
lawmakers with the heroic tale of a Bronze Star Hoosier Normandy invader, the now five term Speaker of
the House Brian Bosma laid out his plan for the upcoming session in his leadership acceptance speech
(Thomas Curry, Howey Politics Indiana). Bosma called the problems facing Indiana “a great challenge
and a great opportunity” for the 120th General Assembly and that the leadership shown by the selfless
acts of D-Day soldiers provides an example to Indiana lawmakers. “What we do in comparison is easy,
don't forget that.” Bosma had the family of Julius “Rusty” Houck, who was killed by German machine gun
fire as his 101st Airborne Division D Company sought to disable the final of fifth big gun bombarding
Omaha Beach, in the gallery and presented them with American and French flags from Bosma's trip to
Normandy earlier in the year. Acknowledging the divisive language of the election cycle, Bosma said
Indiana's leaders “need to refocus” and “ leave that rhetoric and hurt behind.” Continuing, he said that as
lawmakers they “have not to be concerned about your self, be concerned about others” in the upcoming
session. Bosma emphasized that the chamber would “not be distracted” by the social issues that plagued
the election year. Echoing the remarks he made at Monday's Indiana Chamber of Commerce Legislative
preview event, Bosma said that a comprehensive infrastructure plan focused on the future would be a
top priority this year. “We need to view this as an investment ... to craft a solution for the next
generation” said Bosma. “For too long have we kicked it down the line, the time is now.” The Speaker
cited that a quarter of all of Indiana's bridges are in poor condition and that 15% of Indiana's roads share
the same poor rating. “We are the crossroads of America, we need roads that work.” On the docket this
cycle will also be a battle on the budget, education reforms, and public safety issues. Bosma noted that
the budget is “something we just have to get right.” At the Chamber event, Bosma signaled that the
leadership is looking at increasing taxes in order to pay for the upcoming budget. “All the 'budget-teers'
tell us caution is in order when it comes to this year” said Bosma. On education, the Speaker said that
Indiana should “concentrate on putting money in the classroom” and that he expects to see expansion of
the pre-K program rolled out last year. In attendance were students from that pilot program and Bosma
pointed to them saying they require help in order for them to “help us help you” in the future. Keeping
up the effort on Indiana's drug problems, the Speaker said that the legislature needs to do more on the
issue. While Bosma said that the drug problem is more under control than this time last year, he noted
that the meth problem in particular still has a lot of work needed.

BOSMA NOT INTERESTED IN ‘BUYING A LAWSUIT’: House Speaker Brian Bosma gave a cold
reception Tuesday to a fellow Republican lawmaker's proposal to ban abortion in Indiana (Cook &
Schneider, IndyStar). "I don’t think we should buy a lawsuit, personally," Bosma said, referring to the
almost certain prospect that the measure would be challenged in court and ruled unconstitutional. Backed
by a group of such activists, Rep. Curt Nisly, R-Goshen, last week proposed a ban on all forms of abortion
in Indiana. He also wants prosecutors to be able to bring criminal charges against those who participate
in the procedure. Nisly confirmed to IndyStar on Tuesday morning that he plans to file the legislation. He
contends that the U.S. Supreme Court erred in its landmark 1973 Roe v. Wade decision, which effectively
established a woman’s right to an abortion before viability of the fetus. He and many evangelical
conservatives hope that Trump's promise to appoint anti-abortion justices to the bench will upend more
than 40 years of precedent. But Bosma, R-Indianapolis, expressed reservations about the idea, though he
added that he hasn't formed a final opinion. "I don’t think we’re in the business of getting way ahead of
the curve so we can be a test case that’s going to cost the state money," he said while speaking with

reporters Tuesday afternoon. "I very much so understand the approach of those who advocate it. It’s
been tested and not been effective elsewhere."

PRESIDENT LONG FOCUSED ON 3 ISSUES: Senate President Pro Tempore David Long shared the
views expressed by Speaker Bosma and focused on the three priorities of the budget, infrastructure and
education (Howey Politics Indiana). Some of Long's language paralleled Bosma's, especially when it came
to the infrastructure plan which he said “needs to last for the next generation.” While his remarks were
much briefer than the Speakers, he emphasized the importance of “good leadership and doing it right.”
Long said that while it will be a “tough fight” to get a strong budget, it remains critical to keep that goal
in mind.

ALARMING RISE IN CHILDREN NEEDING SERVICES IN VIGO: A startling increase in the number
of neglected and abused children receiving court intervention in their young lives is part of a recently
released 2015 report on Vigo County court statistics (Ligg, Terre Haute Tribune-Star). For the sixth
straight year, the number of Children In Need of Services - or CHINS - has grown substantially. The
number has jumped from 110 youths ages newborn to 18 years in 2010 to a record 383 juveniles in
2015.The upward trend will continue for 2016. The number of CHINS cases had already reached 358 as
of Sept. 30. It is expected to approach 500 by year's end. "We are averaging 40 new cases per month,"
said David Bolk, long-time judge of Vigo Circuit/Superior Court 3 as he talked about some of the statistics
that jump out at him in the 2015 court data.

TRUMP ABRUPTLY SHIFTS ON CAMPAIGN PROMISES: President-elect Donald Trump abruptly
abandoned some of his most tendentious campaign promises Tuesday, saying he does not plan to
prosecute Hillary Clinton for her use of a private email system or the dealings of her family foundation;
has an “open mind” about a climate-change accord from which he vowed to withdraw the United States;
and is no longer certain that torturing terrorism suspects is a good idea (Washington Post). The billionaire
real estate developer also dismissed any need to disentangle himself from his financial holdings, despite
rising questions about how his global business dealings might affect his decision-making as president.
“The law’s totally on my side. The president can’t have a conflict of interest,” Trump told editors and
reporters of the New York Times during an hour-long interview. “In theory, I could run my business
perfectly and then run the country perfectly. There’s never been a case like this.” Trump further sought
to distance himself from a small, far-right movement known for its embrace of racist and anti-Semitic
rhetoric that has celebrated Trump’s election. “I don’t want to energize the group, and I disavow the
group,” he said of the alt-right. His stance on Clinton, the former secretary of state, was a jarring pivot
from the campaign, during which he called her “Crooked Hillary” and threatened during one of their
debates to put his Democratic opponent in jail. At his rallies and during the Republican convention,
Trump’s supporters would regularly chant, “Lock her up!” But Tuesday, he said: “I don’t want to hurt the
Clintons. I really don’t. She went through a lot and suffered greatly in many different ways.” Asked
whether that meant he had ruled out appointing a special prosecutor, as he had said he would, Trump
said: “It’s just not something that I feel very strongly about.” Trump also shifted position on climate
change, saying he believes there is “some connectivity” between human activity and rising global
temperatures. In 2012, he had brushed off that idea as a Chinese hoax, tweeting: “The concept of global
warming was created by and for the Chinese in order to make U.S. manufacturing non-competitive.”
Asked whether he plans to withdraw the United States from the 2015 Paris climate accord, he said he is
keeping “an open mind to it.” Trump, however, has repeatedly said the agreement is bad for U.S.
businesses.

TRUMP MEETS WITH STATE HEALTH COMMISSIONER: President-elect Donald Trump met with
Indiana State Health Commissioner Dr. Jerome Adams Monday evening (McKinney, WRTV). According to
a release, they talked about improving doctor-patient relationships, challenges with Obamacare, and
ideas for improved health care policies. Trump said he met with, "potential leaders being considered for
positions inside the Trump-Pence Administration," and that Adams is being considered. Dr. Adams told
RTV6, "The opportunity to share Hoosier Health successes and challenges with the President-elect was a
tremendous honor, but I otherwise have no further comment at this time. My focus is on ensuring we
finish Governor Pence's tenure strong, and get Governor-elect Holcomb's administration off on the right
foot." Adams has been the state's health commissioner since October 2014. He was appointed to the
position by Gov. Mike Pence.

TRUMP DISAVOWS WHITE NATIONALIST GROUP: President-elect Donald Trump said today that
he condemned the alt-right group who was seen yelling “Hail Trump” and engaging in anti-Semitic
behavior during a conference over the weekend – saying the movement is not something he wants to
“energize” (ABC News). In a video taken by The Atlantic, attendees of the white nationalist National
Policy Institute (NPI) conference this weekend were seen yelling “Hail Trump” and giving Nazi salutes.
Trump denounced the group in an hour-long sit-down interview with The New York Times at the
newspaper’s Manhattan headquarters. He also told The Times that the alt-right movement is “not a group
I want to energize. And if they are energized, I want to look into it and find out why.” “I condemn them.
I disavow, and I condemn,” he told The Times.

COMPUTER EXPERTS URGE CLINTON TO RECOUNT 3 STATES: Hillary Clinton's campaign is being
urged by a number of top computer scientists to call for a recount of vote totals in Wisconsin, Michigan
and Pennsylvania, according to a source with knowledge of the request (CNN). The computer scientists
believe they have found evidence that vote totals in the three states could have been manipulated or
hacked and presented their findings to top Clinton aides on a call last Thursday. The scientists, among
them J. Alex Halderman, the director of the University of Michigan Center for Computer Security and
Society, told the Clinton campaign they believe there is a questionable trend of Clinton performing worse
in counties that relied on electronic voting machines compared to paper ballots and optical scanners,
according to the source. The group informed John Podesta, Clinton's campaign chairman, and Marc Elias,
the campaign's general counsel, that Clinton received 7% fewer votes in counties that relied on electronic
voting machines, which the group said could have been hacked. Their group told Podesta and Elias that
while they had not found any evidence of hacking, the pattern needs to be looked at by an independent
review. There were widespread concerns about hacking ahead of this month's election, including the
Obama administration accusing Russia of attempting to breach voter registration data. But election
officials and cybersecurity experts said earlier this month that it is virtually impossible for Russia to
influence the election outcome. A former Clinton aide declined to respond to questions about whether
they will request an audit based on the findings.

CLINTON LEAD NOW OVER 2 MILLION VOTES: Hillary Clinton’s lead over Donald Trump in the
popular vote surpassed 2 million Wednesday morning, according to Dave Wasserman of the
nonpartisan Cook Political Report (Politico). Clinton has garnered 64,223,958 votes, compared to Trump’s
62,206,395 votes. By Nov. 15, the Democratic nominee’s advantage had crossed the 1-million mark and
ballooned to 1.5 million by Sunday. Despite Clinton’s lead in the popular vote, it was Trump who

prevailed on Election Day by clinching 270 Electoral College votes. Trump told New York Times reporters
Tuesday he would “rather do the popular vote” and was “never a fan of the Electoral College,” according
to Maggie Haberman, who was live-tweeting Trump’s comments during the interview session.

INDY CONSULATE TELLS MEXICAN NATIONALS TO REMAIN CALM: The Mexican consulate in
Indianapolis issued a video message to Mexican residents not born in the United States asking them to
remain calm amid fears of immigration following this year's election (Sanchez, WRTV). The video begins
with a graphic in Spanish which reads "Estamos Contigo" which in English means "We are With You." The
message is delivered by Javier Abud Osuna, who oversees the Mexican consulate on the south end of
Indianapolis. In his message, he asks people to remain calm during these uncertain times making an
inference to the new presidential administration which intends to crackdown on illegal immigration. Abud
tells those seeing the video that there could be immigration actions as soon as February that could
impact people. He says people with questions should contact the Consulate at 317-761-7600 and ends
his statement by saying "You are not alone. We are with you."

HPI DAILY ANALYSIS: Final thoughts for this week. Will Gov-elect Eric Holcomb grow a beard? Would
he want to out-beard House and Senate leadership? No. 2: Donald Trump is morphing away from key
campaign promises (i.e. “lock her up, lock her up”). Some of this is good, but it will be fascinating over
the next year where he ends up. I’m not sure there’s any core there. No. 3: Trump needs to denounce
white nationalists not just before New York Times reporters and editors, but in a public forum. No. 4: I
am thankful for having you, my subscribers, finding value in what we do here. I am thankful to be living
in America. It is still great but can be much greater. - Brian A. Howey

Trump45

3 ELECTORS WON’T VOTE FOR TRUMP: at least three electors have pledged to not vote for Trump
and to seek a "reasonable Republican alternative for president through Electoral College," according to a
statement Wednesday from a group called the Hamilton Electors, which represents them ( CNN). "The
Founding Fathers created the Electoral College as the last line of defense," one elector, Michael Baca,
said in a statement, "and I think we must do all that we can to ensure that we have a reasonable
Republican candidate who shares our American values."

TRUMP SELECTS GOV. HALEY FOR U.N. AMBASSADOR: South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley has
accepted Donald Trump's offer to be his ambassador to the United Nations, a source familiar with the
president-elect's transition process confirmed to NBC News on Wednesday (WTHR-TV). Haley, 44, is a
two-term governor. She initially backed Trump rivals Sen. Marco Rubio and then Sen. Ted Cruz during the
GOP battle for a White House nominee. She is the first woman in the state's history to hold the role and
only the nation's second Asian-American governor. The daughter of immigrants from India, Haley served
three terms in South Carolina's State House before winning the governorship in 2010 and again in 2014.
Haley's limited foreign policy experience is likely to draw scrutiny during Senate confirmation hearings for
the Cabinet-level position.

ROMNEY FRONTRUNNER FOR STATE: President-elect Donald Trump is leaning toward asking former
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney to be his secretary of state, according to people familiar with the
deliberations (Fox News). The next U.S. president is also likely to name retired Marine Gen. James Mattis
to serve as secretary of defense in his administration, and South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley is the leading
candidate to be the next ambassador to the United Nations, the people said. Delaying Mr. Trump’s
decision about secretary of state is an internal tug of war between supporters of Mr. Romney, and those
urging the selection of former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani. A third group is pressing the president-elect
to keep searching for candidates.

TRUMP DOESN’T WANT TO PROSECUTE CLINTON: President-elect Donald Trump on Tuesday
appeared to back away from his campaign trail vow to pursue criminal charges against former rival Hillary
Clinton over her email server and family foundation, with a senior Trump adviser saying his White House
will not seek a criminal investigation (Washington Post). Hours later, Trump himself said he was no
longer committed to prosecuting Clinton, telling editors and reporters at the New York Times that he
doesn’t “want to hurt the Clintons, I really don’t. She went through a lot and suffered greatly in many
different ways.” But Trump’s comments were less definitive about his intentions than those made by his
former campaign manager, Kellyanne Conway, earlier in the day. Asked if he had ruled out a prosecution
of the former first lady, Trump said “it’s just not something that I feel very strongly about,’’ according to
a tweet from Mike Grynbaum, a media writer for the Times.

TRUMP VIOLATES ‘SELF-DEALING’ BAN: President-elect Donald Trump’s charitable foundation has
admitted to the IRS that it violated a legal prohibition against “self-dealing,” which bars nonprofit leaders
from using their charity’s money to help themselves, their businesses or their families. The admission was
contained in the Donald J. Trump Foundation’s IRS tax filings for 2015, which were recently posted online
at the nonprofit-tracking site GuideStar. A GuideStar spokesman said the forms were uploaded by the
Trump Foundation’s law firm, Morgan, Lewis and Bockius. The Washington Post could not immediately
confirm if the same forms had actually been sent to the IRS. In one section of the form, the IRS asked if
the Trump Foundation had transferred “income or assets to a disqualified person.” A disqualified person,
in this context, might be Trump — the foundation’s president — or a member of his family or a Trumpowned business. The foundation checked “yes.”

CARSON UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR HUD: Retired neurosurgeon Ben Carson said on Tuesday
that he'd had multiple "offers on the table" for positions in the incoming Trump administration, including
secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban Development ( Politico). "I would say that was one of

the offers that is on the table," the retired neurosurgeon told Fox News' Neil Cavuto of the possibility that
he is being considered for the the top job at HUD.

CONWAY SAYS GIULIANI MAY GET INTELLIGENCE POST: Former New York City Mayor Rudy
Giuliani could “possibly” be the next director of national intelligence, Donald Trump’s senior adviser
Kellyanne Conway said Tuesday morning (Politico). Director of national intelligence is the latest addition
to a list of jobs for which Giuliani’s name has been floated, which also includes secretary of state and
attorney general, the latter of which the former mayor has said he will not be. Conway said during an
appearance on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” that she last spoke to Giuliani on Sunday at Trump’s Bedminster
golf club in New Jersey. Giuliani has been relatively public about his desire to hold a position in Trump’s
administration, first making his case that there's “probably nobody that knows the Justice Department
better than me,” and apparent pitch for the job of attorney general. The former mayor later said at a
Wall Street Journal event for CEOs that “I won’t be attorney general” but suggested that he might be the
best man for the job of secretary of state, a position that has yet to be filled.

TRUMP NOW OPEN TO CLIMATE CHANGE, HUMAN CONNECTION: Donald Trump seemed to
acknowledge that humans contribute to climate change Tuesday in a meeting with New York
Times reporters, moving closer to widely held scientific opinion but away from the Republican Party line
(Politico). He is keeping an “open mind” when it comes to climate issues, he said. “I think there is some
connectivity” between human activity and climate change, Trump said in the meeting according to New
York Times reporter Maggie Haberman, who was present at the meeting. Trump has previously aligned
himself more closely with those who deny human contributions to climate change, telling The Washington
Post in March: “I am not a great believer in man-made climate change. I’m not a great believer.” But
Trump’s position on the issue has changed before. In 2009, Trump signed an open letter to President
Barack Obama urging legislative action to combat climate change.

TRUMP MEETS WITH NYT: In a wide-ranging hourlong interview with reporters and editors at The
New York Times — which was scheduled, canceled and then reinstated after a dispute over the ground
rules — Mr. Trump was unapologetic about flouting some of the traditional ethical and political
conventions that have long shaped the American presidency. He said he had no legal obligation to
establish boundaries between his business empire and his White House, conceding that the Trump brand
“is certainly a hotter brand than it was before.” Still, he said he would try to figure out a way to insulate
himself from his businesses, which would be run by his children. He defended Stephen K. Bannon, his
chief strategist, against charges of racism, calling him a “decent guy.” And he mocked Republicans who
had failed to support him in his unorthodox presidential campaign. He displayed a jumble of impulses,
many of them conflicting. He was magnanimous toward Mrs. Clinton, but boastful about his victory. He
was open-minded about some of his positions, uncompromising about others.

TRUMP CHANGES POSITION ON TORTURE: On the issue of torture, Mr. Trump suggested he had
changed his mind about the value of waterboarding after talking with James N. Mattis, a retired Marine
Corps general, who headed the United States Central Command ( New York Times). “He said, ‘I’ve never
found it to be useful,’” Mr. Trump said. He added that Mr. Mattis found more value in building trust and
rewarding cooperation with terrorism suspects: “‘Give me a pack of cigarettes and a couple of beers, and
I’ll do better.’” “I was very impressed by that answer,” Mr. Trump said. Torture, he said, is “not going to

make the kind of a difference that a lot of people are thinking.” Mr. Trump repeated that Mr. Mattis was
being “seriously, seriously considered” to be secretary of defense. “I think it’s time, maybe, for a
general,” he said.

TRUMP PRAISES OBAMA AT NYT: President-elect Donald Trump praised President Barack Obama
during a meeting with New York Times reporters Tuesday, describing his meeting with Obama in glowing
terms and winking at what the two discussed (Politico). "I had a great meeting with President Obama,"
Trump said, according to Times reporter Maggie Haberman who was present at the meeting. “I didn't
know if I’d like him. I probably thought that maybe I wouldn’t, but I did. I really enjoyed him a lot,”
Trump said, according to Mike Grynbaum, another reporter who was present. “He did tell me what he
thought were the biggest problems, in particular one problem," Trump said, though he did not identify
that problem, per Haberman’s account. The White House confirmed Tuesday that Obama and Trump
have spoken since their initial meeting.

TRUMP, OBAMA PHONE CALL: President Obama has spoken with President-elect Donald Trump at
least once since their joint meeting at the White House earlier this month, CBS News has learned. “As
President-elect Trump indicated in the Oval Office, he was hoping that he would have the opportunity to
consult with President Obama over the course of this transition,” White House press secretary Josh
Earnest said in a Tuesday briefing. “President Obama has committed to a smooth transition and as a
result, they’ve spoken at least once since their Oval Office meeting.”

TRUMP VOWS TO PROTECT 1ST AMENDMENT: President-elect Donald Trump vowed that reporters
would be "happy" with his stewardship of the First Amendment under his presidency, despite past
promises to make it easier to sue them ( New York Times). "I think you’ll be happy, I think you’ll be
happy,” Trump told New York Times reporters, editors and columnists gathered at the newspaper's Times
Square headquarters on Tuesday. On the campaign trail, Trump promised to "open up the libel laws,"
whose standards usually protect news organizations and their journalists, particularly when it comes to
public figures. The United States has no federal libel laws. "One of the things I'm going to do if I win, and
I hope we do and we're certainly leading. I'm going to open up our libel laws so when they write
purposely negative and horrible and false articles, we can sue them and win lots of money," Trump said
in February. "We're going to open up those libel laws. So when The New York Times writes a hit piece
which is a total disgrace or when The Washington Post, which is there for other reasons, writes a hit
piece, we can sue them and win money instead of having no chance of winning because they're totally
protected.”

Campaigns

DANIELS WON’T COMMENT ON ELECTION: Purdue University President Mitch Daniels said the
university administration will not issue a letter to the campus regarding the presidential election results
(Lafayette Journal & Courier). "There's not going to be a statement commenting on the election. I think it
would be highly inappropriate," he said at a University Senate meeting Monday, adding that he doesn't
want to set a precedent for responding to politics. Daniels said Purdue's nondiscrimination policy is clear

and that if there is ever a breach in the policy, then the university will be quick to act. His stance on the
matter was in response to a faculty member, Laurel Weldon, who asked whether the university had plans
to release a statement given the "challenges on campus" since Nov. 8.

ALLEN COUNTY DEMOCRAT SUES ELECTION BOARD: A legal challenge to the Allen County Election
Board's finding that a dead candidate won a seat on County Council landed in Allen Circuit Court today
(Rodriguez, Fort Wayne Journal Gazette). Democrat Palermo (Pal) Galindo, the fourth top vote-getter,
contends he should have been named a winner for one of the three contested at-large seats because
Republican Roy Buskirk died prior to the election and therefore was no longer a valid candidate. Galindo
is suing the election board, the two other winning Republicans, Robert A. Armstrong and Eric Tippmann,
and Buskirk, who died Nov. 4 of cancer. Also listed as defendants are Morrison Agen and David
Christopher Roach, the other two Democratic candidates. "The death of Roy Buskirk created a ballot
vacancy," the petition filed by Fort Wayne attorneys James Fenton and Patrick Proctor states. "The
county chairman of Mr. Buskirk's political party did not follow the procedure set forth in (a section of
state election law) for filling the vacancy" so "the third candidate certified as elected should have been
Galindo as elected," the petition says. The election board on Monday formally certified the election of
Buskirk to state election officials by a vote of 2-1. The Democrat on the three-person board, Fort Wayne
attorney Tim Pape, voted against the certification and did not sign the document forwarded to state
officials.

General Assembly

SEN. LONG ON 2017 BUDGET SESSION: Members of the Indiana Senate met yesterday at the
Statehouse for the General Assembly's Organization Day, the official first day of the 2017 legislative
session, stated a news release distributed by the office of Senate President Pro Tempore David Long
(Howey Politics Indiana). Organization Day provides an opportunity for senators to meet with fellow
legislators and staff to begin formal discussions on topics likely to be addressed this session. This will be
what's commonly called a "long session," which means the General Assembly will be crafting a state
budget bill to fund state government services for the next two years. "Senate Republicans are ready to
get to work on the major issues facing our state," Long said. "This session, we will build on our track
record of responsible fiscal management by passing another balanced budget. We will also work to craft
a long-term road-funding plan, support our local schools, replace the outdated ISTEP exam with a new
test, and fight the illegal drug abuse that is hurting our communities." In keeping with Senate tradition,
Sen. Long, upon being reelected by his colleagues to serve as Senate President Pro Tempore, kicked off
the legislative session with remarks from the Senate floor. Long urged his colleagues to uphold the
Senate's longstanding tradition of vigorous but respectful debate as they conduct the business that
Hoosiers elected them to do. Legislative discussions will continue informally in November and December

before Senators return to the Statehouse Jan. 3, when the session will reconvene. By law, the 2017
session must conclude no later than April 29.

NEW WAVE OF LAWMAKERS: Organization Day has arrived at the Statehouse and newly-elected
lawmakers are settling into their new roles (Stahly, Statehouse File). "A lot of new faces. A lot of new
energy. Diverse group from all parts of the state," Senate President Pro Tem David Long, R-Fort Wayne,
said. "We're lucky to have a talented group of new ones." Nine new senators and 12 new representatives
were sworn into office during the ceremonial start to the legislative session. A tenth senator, yet to be
selected by a caucus, will be sworn into office at a later date to fill former Sen. Jim Banks' seat. Voters
elected Banks to represent the 3rd District in Congress. Republicans hold a 41-9 majority in the Senate
and they have 70 of the 100 seats in the House, which means the GOP can form a quorum for
conducting business in both chambers even if Democrats don't show up. That would have been useful in
the past when Democrats boycotted House business over labor issues. Long said he is excited to work
with the newly-elected senators. "Twenty percent turnover in the Senate, a body that used to turn over a
glacial pace, is pretty significant," he said.

NISLY SAYS ABORTION SHOULD BE STATE ISSUE: An Indiana lawmaker proposing to ban abortion
in the state says it’s an issue that should be up to the states to decide (WRTV). State Representative Curt
Nisly said the Supreme Court doesn’t have jurisdiction when it comes to abortion, and that court was
wrong in its ruling of “Roe vs. Wade.” Nisly hopes the newly reshaped U.S. Supreme Court under
Republican President-elect Donald Trump will back his proposal. But he says his “Protection at
Conception” bill has been in the works for a long time and he would have brought it forward regardless of
the results of this year’s elections. “It’s been many years since we addressed that, and science has come
a long way. So it’s time to allow our laws to catch up with scientific knowledge of when life begins,” said
Nisly.

LEGISLATORS TO BUILD HABITAT HOME: Indiana lawmakers and Habitat for Humanity are raising
private money to help construct a home for a low-income family (WISH-TV). A bipartisan group of
legislative leaders announced Tuesday that the money will be raised through a new and used tool drive,
as well as by soliciting donations. Lawmakers plan on constructing wall panels for the home on the south
lawn of the statehouse in March. The panels will then be transported to the site of a home, where they
will be installed. Habitat for Humanity is a non-profit group that relies on volunteers to help build homes
for low income people. The non-profit says homes are sold at an “affordable” price with an interest-free
mortgage to people who are accepted into the program.

Congress

DONNELLY CALLS FOR PASSAGE OF MINERS ACT BEFORE END OF YEAR: U.S. Senator Joe
Donnelly (D-IN) and a bipartisan group of Senators sent a letter late Monday to leaders in the U.S.
Senate and U.S. House of Representatives calling for consideration and passage of the Miners Protection
Act before the end of the year (Howey Politics Indiana). According to a news release posted to the
senator's official website, the bipartisan Miners Protection Act, which Donnelly has continuously

supported, would protect the health and pension benefits of thousands of American miners, including
more than 4,500 retired Hoosier miners. Without action, their benefits are at risk. The letter said, in part,
"This bill is simple - it is the continuation of a longstanding commitment by our government to lifetime
health and retirement benefits for our miners… The Miners Protection Act is a responsible, bipartisan
solution to an immediate problem… We strongly encourage you to pass the Miners Protection Act of 2016
(S. 1714) by the end of this year."

CARSON CO-SPONSORS 'NO RELIGIOUS REGISTRY ACT': Late yesterday afternoon, U.S. Rep.
Andre Carson published the following tweet: "Proud to co-sponsor the 'No Religious Registry Act' to
prohibit the govt from setting up a registry that classifies ppl based on religion" ( Howey Politics Indiana).
The act, H.R. 6382, was introduced by Rep. Suzan DelBene (D-WA), stated "To prohibit the collection of
information and the establishment or utilization of a registry for the purposes of classifying certain United
States persons and other individuals on the basis of religious affiliation, and for other purposes." Eight
representatives, all Democrats, had signed as co-sponsors by end of day yesterday.

State

GOVERNOR: FREEDOM INDIANA PETITITONS HOLCOMB - LGBT rights group Freedom Indiana
wants Governor-elect Eric Holcomb to push for anti-discrimination protections for lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender Hoosiers (Brandon Smith, Indiana Public Media). The group delivered more than 6,000
petitions and letters to Holcomb, urging him to act. During the gubernatorial campaign, Holcomb said
LGBT rights were not a focus of his because there was no agreement on the issue. House Speaker Brian
Bosma says LGBT rights is an issue in which there's no political middle ground. "People in Indiana feel
very strongly about some of these core issues and they don't agree on them today," Bosma says. "So to
force a solution that makes one side or the other side a winner or loser is a very difficult situation and
probably not right for Hoosiers." Freedom Indiana campaign manager Chris Paulsen says she knows
LGBT rights are unlikely in 2017. In a statement, Holcomb spokesperson Pete Seat says LGBT rights will
not be part of the governor-elect's 2017 agenda. Instead, Seat says Holcomb's focus is on the economic
and community development and education.

ECONOMY: RV INDUSTRY RIDES RECORD SALES INTO LOUISVILLE SHOW - The recreational
vehicle industry has a lot to give thanks for this Thanksgiving (Quiggle, Elkhart Truth). With sales and
revenue numbers that are blowing old records out of the water, the industry is expecting an even better
year in 2017. With all that in mind, RV dealers, manufacturers, executives and owners are getting ready

to converge on Louisville, Ky., for the biggest RV trade show of the year. Going from next Monday to
Dec. 1, the National RV Trade Show is expected to draw thousands from around the world to see the
new technology and products being offered in the upcoming year. Headlining this year's show will be
keynote speaker Chesley "Sully" Sullenberger, who is best known for saving the lives of 155 on the
airplane he was piloting when he safely guided the craft into the Hudson River in New York City as it was
crashing, according to the Recreation Vehicle Industry Association.

SUPREME COURT: IMMIGRANT CASE HEARD - The attorney for a Mexican man who's seeking lost
future earnings for a workplace back injury told Indiana's high court Tuesday that his client's immigration
status is irrelevant and could sway jurors to rule against him in his civil suit (Callahan, Associated Press).
Noe Escamilla's attorney said the case involving his client, who entered to the United States illegally with
his parents at age 15, should turn on the future earnings his injury cost him, and not immigration issues.
Attorney Timothy Devereux told the state Supreme Court that allowing into evidence Escamilla's
immigration status could lead a jury to rule against him. He said immigration issues involve "a politicallycharged debate" that can sway jurors. "This is an issue that once someone hears it, many times their
eyes gloss over and they stop considering the other facts," Devereux told the justices.

POLLUTION: DEAL PROPOSED IN 3-STATE SUIT VS. US STEEL - A proposed settlement has been
announced in a 2012 pollution lawsuit brought by the federal government, Illinois, Indiana and Michigan
against U.S. Steel Corporation (Associated Press). The Department of Justice says in a Tuesday
statement that, as part of a settlement, U.S. Steel would reduce pollution at three iron and steel plants in
the Midwest - in Gary, Indiana; Ecorse, Michigan; and Granite City, Illinois. The settlement filed in
Hammond-based U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Indiana is subject to final approval by a
judge. U. S. Steel would spend nearly $2 million on seven environmental projects. That includes removing
light fixtures in schools containing toxic chemicals. It also commits to spending $800,000 on removing
contaminated transformers at its Gary and Ecorse facilities. It'll pay a $2.2 million civil penalty.

FARMING: LAND VALUES, CROP PRICES COULD STABILIZE BY 2019 - Indiana's record soybean
harvest and near-record corn harvest are all but complete (Ropeik, Indiana Public Media). Now, the cash
crop market may slowly be making its way out of a low-earning period, says Purdue University
agricultural economist Chris Hurt. But this year's large harvest couldn't save Indiana producers' profit
margins. With commodity prices at 10-year lows and farming costs remaining high, the state's
approximately $500 million in agricultural earnings will still fall short of better years. Those high yields are
part of what's pulled prices down. They're also lowering farmland values, which are set to complete a 20
percent drop from 2014 highs by the end of next year. But Hurt says that's not as bad as it sounds - it's a
moderation, not a crash. And as for commodity prices, he says farmers will cut back corn and wheat
acreage next year to offset the cheapening effects of oversupply, planting more soybeans instead. "But
we think it's going to be about 2019 before they can really get back to a breakeven situation, where their
total cost of production is basically covered by the prices they receive in the marketplace," he says.

ECONOMY: HOLIDAY FOOD PRICES LOWER THIS YEAR - A professor of agricultural economics at
Purdue University says most of the traditional meal items will cost less this holiday season (Brown, Inside
Indiana Business). Ken Foster says overall food prices are down about 2.3 percent compared to last year.

Purdue says animal products including meats, poultry and eggs are down 6 percent, followed by dairy
products such as milk, yogurt, cheese and ice cream, which are down 2 percent.

ECONOMY: TRW AUTOMOTIVE TO LAYOFF 65 IN LAFAYETTE - Michigan-based TRW Automotive
U.S. LLC is planning to lay off 65 employees from two facilities in Lafayette (Brown, Inside Indiana
Business). In a notice to the state, the company says one of the plants will be closed as a result. The
layoffs, which are expected to be permanent, will take place Jan. 15, according to the company. The
affected employees work at TRW's plants at 800 Heath Street and 4820 Dale Drive in Lafayette. The Dale
Drive facility is expected to close. TRW did not state a specific reason for the layoffs, however TAA
benefits are made available to workers who are displaced when production is moved out of the country.

INFRASTRUCTURE: OHIO RIVER BRIDGE TOLLS BEGIN NEXT MONTH - Tolling is expected to
begin in December on three Ohio River bridges - the Kennedy, Lincoln and the unnamed East End bridge
(Winer, Louisville Courier-Journal). RiverLink spokeswoman Mindy Peterson said tolling could start before
the East End bridge is open, which officials say will be in the second half of December. She said there is
no exact date yet for either the start of tolling or the East End bridge's opening. But Peterson did say
more than 20,800 RiverLink accounts have been created. And the most-affected will be commuters who
live in Jeffersonville and other cities in Clark County, which is where RiverLink data show the most
transponders have been registered. "Tolls are like a user fee," Peterson said. "If you use the bridges, you
see the benefits of the projects and they (commutes) should be dramatically improved by" year's end.

EDUCATION: IU STUDENT A RHODES SCOLAR - Indiana University senior Morgan Mohr has been
named a 2017 Rhodes Scholar. She is one of 32 U.S. college students to win the prestigious academic
award that provides full financial support for the pursuit of a degree or degrees at Oxford University in
the United Kingdom. This year, about 2,500 students applied for the scholarships ( Bloomington HeraldTimes). Mohr is majoring in political science, history and feminist policy through the individualized major
program. She has a 3.97 grade-point average and serves on the Board of Aeons, a panel of student
leaders that advises the university president on policies affecting students. She plans to graduate this
spring and study comparative social policy at Oxford. She intends to pursue a career in law and public
policy. Mohr was the valedictorian for the class of 2013 at Kokomo High School and came to IU as a
Wells Scholar, which is the university’s most prestigious scholarship.

SPORTS: NCAA ORDERS NOTRE DAME TO VACATE FOOTBALL WINS - The NCAA announced
Tuesday that it has ordered Notre Dame to vacate all 21 victories from the 2012-13 seasons, including
the 12-0 run that vaulted the Fighting Irish into the national title game against Alabama, because a
former student athletic trainer committed academic misconduct by doing substantial course work for two
players and impermissibly helped six others (Coyne, Associated Press). The school ripped the NCAA for its
decision to strip the wins, which included the best season of coach Brian Kelly's tenure in charge of the
storied program. The school said it would appeal and The Rev. John Jenkins, the university president,
said the NCAA has never before vacated the records of a school that had no involvement in the
underlying academic misconduct. He also noted the NCAA has since voted to change the rule that
brought this case under NCAA jurisdiction rather than leaving it individual schools. Read the university's
entire response here. The Division I Committee on Infractions panel put Notre Dame on probation for a

year and ordered a $5,000 fine, penalties the school agreed with. There were no bowl or scholarship
punishments.

WEATHER: FAIR WEATHER THIS THANKSGIVING - The National Weather Service is predicting
Wednesday's rain will taper off overnight, leaving Central Indiana dry, but with some cloud cover
(Hays, IndyStar). No rain and certainly no snow are expected this year, he said.

Nation

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA GRANTS CLEMENCY FOR 79 - President Obama granted commutations to
another 79 federal drug offenders Tuesday, pushing the number of inmates he has granted clemency
past 1,000 (Washington Post). Obama’s historic number of commutations was announced as
administration officials are moving quickly to rule on all the pending clemency applications from inmates
before the end of the year. The Trump administration is not expected to keep in place Obama’s initiative
to provide relief to nonviolent drug offenders. “The President’s gracious act of mercy today with his latest
round of commutations is encouraging,” said Brittany Byrd, a Texas attorney who has represented
several inmates who have received clemency since Obama’s initiative began in 2014. “He is taking
historic steps under his groundbreaking clemency initiative to show the power of mercy and belief in
redemption. Three hundred and forty two men and women were set to die in prison. The President
literally saved their lives.”

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA AWARDS 21 MEDALS OF FREEDOM - The 21 men and women who stood
awaiting the nation’s highest civilian honor Tuesday in the White House East Room represented Barack
Obama’s particular vision of the United States: one where pioneering scientists, groundbreaking
performers, crusading activists and unconventional artists chart America’s destiny (Washington
Post). President Obama has not stinted on handing out the Presidential Medal of Freedom during his time
in office: He has bestowed it on at least 114 individuals, more than any of his predecessors. Nearly half
of the latest honorees were artists, actors or musicians, including singer Bruce Springsteen, actor Robert
Redford and “Saturday Night Live” producer Lorne Michaels. But there were also computer engineers and
famous architects, as well as what the president called “rabble rousers” and philanthropists. Striking a
nostalgic tone at the end of the ceremony, the president said: “So, just on a personal note, part of the
reason why these events are so special to me is because everybody on this stage has touched me in a
very powerful, personal way, in ways that they probably couldn’t imagine.”

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA APPROVAL AT 7 YEAR HIGH - President Barack Obama’s approval rating is
at a seven-year high, according to a CNN/ORC national poll released Wednesday. Obama enjoys a postelection approval rating of 57 percent, his highest mark since September 2009, when his approval rating
sat at 58 percent.

OVERTIME PAY RULE: COURT GRANTS NATIONWIDE INJUNCTION - A federal judge on Tuesday
blocked a new rule making make millions more Americans eligible for overtime pay, indefinitely pushing
back the Dec. 1 effective date while he weighs a challenge to the requirement (Davisdon, USA Today).
The decision by U.S. District Judge Amos Mazzant in the Eastern District of Texas to grant a preliminary
injunction affects an estimated 4.2 million workers who were to be newly eligible for time-and-a-half
wages for each hour they put in beyond 40 a week. The rule, released by the Labor Department in May,
would nearly double the threshold at which executive, administrative and professional employees are
exempt from overtime to $47,476 from $23,660. Twenty-one states [including Indiana] challenged the
overtime expansion, arguing that Congress never intended to set any salary threshold for the exemptions
or to allow the threshold to be raised every three years, as the Labor Department's rule specifies.

DOW JONES: AVERAGE CLOSES ABOVE 19,000 - The Dow Jones industrial average closed above
19,000 for the first time as a post-election rally drives indexes further into record territory (Associated
Press). Tuesday's gain marked the sixth record high close for the index of 30 blue chip stocks since the
presidential election two weeks ago. Discount store chains led the way higher after strong earnings.
Burlington Stores surged 16 percent and Dollar Tree gained 8 percent. Health care companies slumped,
however, after weak earnings from medical device maker Medtronic. The Dow rose 67 points, or 0.3
percent, to 19,023. Other indexes also closed at records. The Standard & Poor's 500 index rose 4 points,
or 0.2 percent, to 2,202. The Nasdaq added 17 points, or 0.3 percent, to 5,386. Small-company stocks
continued to outperform the market.

NORTH CAROLINA: GOVERNORS RACE TO RECOUNT - Almost two weeks after the election, North
Carolinians still don't know who their next governor will be. And with each passing day, the situation is
growing more — not less — convoluted and heated (Washington Post). The Democratic challenger to
Gov. Pat McCrory (R) claimed victory on election night with a 4,000-vote lead out of 4.2 million votes
cast. As provisional and absentee ballots have been counted, the lead of Roy Cooper (D), currently the
state’s attorney general, has grown to at least 6,600 votes (his campaign says it’s more like 8,900 votes).
But McCrory, at risk of becoming the first North Carolina governor to lose reelection, isn't going down
without a fight. On Tuesday, he officially asked for a recount, on top of the dozens of other challenges
his campaign has filed to vote results across the state, challenges that have yet to present any evidence
of the kind of wide-scale voter fraud that would swing the election by thousands of votes back to him.

MICHIGAN: POLICE OFFICER SHOT - A Michigan college police officer was released from surgery
and is fighting for his life after being shot in the head while on patrol near campus Tuesday night and a
person of interest was arrested (Fox News). The Wayne State University officer was identified as 29-yearold Colin Rose, a five-year veteran of the department who works in the canine unit. Detroit Police Chief

James Craig was on duty when he radioed to say he was investigating possible thefts of navigation
systems from cars and SUVs, and was about to speak to someone apparently on a bike.

Local

CITIES: RESIDENTS SUE FORMER EAST CHICAGO COMPANIES - A group of East Chicago
residents last week filed a lawsuit against a group of companies that once operated in the city and seen
as responsible for contamination in the Calumet neighborhood, asking for $100 million in damages
(Lyons, Post-Tribune). The lawsuit, filed in Lake County Superior Court, alleges that a number of
companies, including Atlantic Richfield, DuPont and DuPont and the Chemours Co., all contributed to the
contamination of the Calumet neighborhood, which includes the West Calumet Housing Complex. The
group of plaintiffs includes more than 250 individuals, many of them children, who lived at the West
Calumet Housing Complex. The lawsuit stated the plaintiffs are the victims of decades of "negligent,
recklessness and intentional release of dangerously large amounts of toxins into the environment." The
plaintiffs claim despite knowledge of the contamination, nothing was done to warn the residents of the
danger it posed to them. "This lawsuit is the beginning of the culmination in seeking the justice these
unfortunate families deserve," Alvarez said. Alvarez said the lawsuit filed last week will soon include
government entities.

CITIES: RICHMOND REVISITS MAYOR, CLERK RAISES - In an effort to give raises to the mayor
and city clerk, the Richmond Common Council is reconsidering an ordinance it originally rejected last
month (Sheeley, Richmond Palladium-Item). The ordinance sets the annual compensation of all elected
city officials, including common council members, common council president, Richmond Power & Light
board members, Richmond Power & Light board chairman, the mayor and the city clerk. Council
members originally voted 8-1 to reject the 2017 elected officials salary ordinance because it included the
same 2 percent raise the city budgeted for its employees and most council members said they didn't
want a raise. On Monday night, council members agreed to Council member Clay Miller's request that the
ordinance be reconsidered and added to the meeting agenda.

CITIES: INDY AIRPORT PURSUES NONSTOP TO HEATHROW - The Indianapolis Airport Authority
is pursuing flights to Heathrow Airport in London to meet the demands of a growing number of
international travelers working in the Circle City (Tuohy, IndyStar). About 360 daily travelers, including
employees from local corporations such as Eli Lilly and Co. and Cummins, take overseas flights from
Indianapolis to Europe, Asia and Africa. But to get there, they must catch connecting flights in Chicago or

East Coast cities to take them across "the pond." Airport officials said the time is right to offer nonstop
flights from America's Crossroads to Europe. "Indy is home to a number of businesses that have a global
presence that could potentially benefit from the efficiency and convenience of a London flight," airport
spokeswoman Stephanie McFarland said in an email. The London route "would provide a gateway from
Indianapolis into Europe, Eastern Europe, the Middle East, Asia," McFarland said.

CITIES: YORKTOWN UP IN ARMS OVER $143K SURPLUS - The town of Yorktown is currently in a
$143,000 surplus that officials can't account for after a State Board of Accounts audit
(Ohlenkamp, Muncie Star-Press). Auditors found "incomplete" financial records, indicating serious errors
in balancing the financial books at the end of every month according to a recent report. During the
monthly council meeting on Monday at the Yorktown Police Station, council members expressed
frustration with the circumstance. "It's important to this council that we maintain transparency," Council
President Rich Lee told members of the public at the start of the discussion. To be clear, town officials
reaffirmed after the meeting on Monday that the accounting issues had nothing to do with fraud or theft.
It isn't the first time that Yorktown's books haven't matched, either. In 2013 the Indiana State Board of
Accounts found that certain accounts had reporting errors or activity on accounts was not included in
final statements.

CITIES: 17-ACRE SOLAR FARM CONSIDERED IN GREENFIELD - A 17-acre solar panel farm could
be constructed on the city's west side (Quinn , Greenfield Reporter). The Indiana Municipal Power Agency
is in the process of purchasing the plot of land off Windswept Road, north of the Sawmill subdivision,
from the city of Greenfield to construct a 11,030-panel solar farm. The power agency, which provides
wholesale power to the city, would pay $10,000 per acre for the land, currently an undeveloped grass lot.
That agreement was recently approved by the city council. The proposal to construct a solar panel farm
is slated to go before the plan commission Dec. 12 for approval, where nearby landowners will be able to
address the commission and ask questions about the project.

CITIES: SHELBYVILLE GIVES PARK TO BOY SCOUTS - Roger Shaw Park will soon have a new
owner (Walker, Shelbyville News). The Shelbyville Board of Works voted to give the park to the Boy
Scouts of America. Located on County Road 600 North, just west of Morristown Road along the Little Blue
River, the park was given to the city in 1981, according to Shelbyville City Attorney Trent Meltzer. Mayor
Tom DeBaun said when the city did an assessment of its operations, Roger Shaw Park just didn't fit into
the long-term plans. "There were some liability concerns," he said, along with other problems related to
unauthorized uses, such as trash and so on, the mayor added. So the city decided to divest itself of the
20-acre park. But there is a restriction on the deed, Meltzer said.

COUNTIES: CHAOS AT HENRY COUNCIL MEETING - A meeting turned to chaos Tuesday night
when a controversial wind-turbine ordinance was up for recommendation (WTHR-TV). A man who was in
the packed room shared video of the commotion with Eyewitness News. He said the committee did not
allow public comment, and voted to approve a proposal that would decrease the minimum distance
between a wind turbine and the nearest home.

COUNTIES: HANCOCK HEROIN PROTOCOL OFFERS REHAB - Heroin addiction has been called a
scourge (Brilliant, WTHR-TV). It's been called an epidemic. But rarely do we hear about solutions.
Officials in Hancock County are trying to change that. They've got a new approach to the heroin problem
called a "heroin protocol." It trades some jail time and required rehab instead of a prison sentence. "The
idea for us is not to criminalize addiction but to hold people accountable to their behaviors associated
with it," explained Amy Ikerd with the Hancock County Probation Department. The so-called "heroin
protocol"- a pilot program in Hancock County - required Andrew Mercer to spend 90 days behind bars.
But instead of sending him to prison, a judge ordered him to rehab. He's allowed to leave to see his
family. Emergency responders are also seeing an impact. Overdose calls in Greenfield are down by more
than half compared to last year.

COUNTIES: HOWARD FUNDS $1.3M TO RENVOATE OLD JAIL - The Howard County Council
unanimously approved a $1.3 million allocation Tuesday to renovate the county's old jail, which officials
now expect to transition into a work release facility by the first part of 2018 (Myers, Kokomo Tribune).
Tuesday's allocation, which will provide money from the economic development income tax fund, allows
officials to move forward with a plan law enforcement personnel say could lower population figures within
the overcrowded county jail. The council's decision comes just months after a similar proposal was voted
down by a 4 to 3 margin, with some council members at the time expressing concern that the old jail's
renovation could become a money pit. However, council members were much more amenable Tuesday to
the Howard County Board of Commissioners' plan for work release at the old jail on Berkley Road.

COUNTIES: DEKALB RESTRICTS USE OF DRONES - The DeKalb County Commissioners have passed
an ordinance restricting the use of drones above any county-owned, leased, or operated property, rightof-way or easement (KPC News). The ordinance takes effect immediately. Violating it would be an
infraction with a fine of up to $150.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brooks, Kara D
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 5:21 PM
Brookes, Brady
McGrath, Danielle;Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov);Atterholt, Jim;Pitcock, Josh;Triol, Shelley;Lloyd,
Matthew
RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 4:30 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov); Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:42 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov); Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:08 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: McGrath, Danielle <DMcGrath@gov.IN.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>; Atterholt, Jim
<jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew
<MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 2:49 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov); Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 22, 2016, at 2:17 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:29 PM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:19 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 9:37 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 7:59 PM

To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Re: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 6:49:43 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 21, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:35 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brookes, Brady; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh
Cc: Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Media Question

From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:17 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Thanks, Kara.
Steph Wang and I are doing a story about Indiana being an example of what could occur
at the national level in terms of education policy i.e. vouchers/charter school
growth…that sort of thing.

It’s running for the weekend, but needing to get it done by Wednesday.
Chelsea
From: Brooks, Kara D [mailto:kbrooks@gov.in.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:14 AM
To: Schneider, Chelsea; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question
Hi Chelsea,
I’ll work on this for you. What is your angle? What is your deadline?
From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:13 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
All,
I was wondering if you all had a timeline of what Gov. Pence considers his biggest
accomplishments in terms of education policy.
Thanks,
Chelsea

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Brookes, Brady
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 4:30 PM
Brooks, Kara D
McGrath, Danielle;Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov);Atterholt, Jim;Pitcock, Josh;Triol, Shelley;Lloyd,
Matthew
Re: Media Question
Final Education Timeline.docx

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:42 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov); Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:08 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: McGrath, Danielle <DMcGrath@gov.IN.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>; Atterholt, Jim
<jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew
<MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 2:49 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov); Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 22, 2016, at 2:17 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:29 PM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:19 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 9:37 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 7:59 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Re: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 6:49:43 PM

To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 21, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:35 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brookes, Brady; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh
Cc: Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Media Question

From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:17 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Thanks, Kara.
Steph Wang and I are doing a story about Indiana being an example of what could occur
at the national level in terms of education policy i.e. vouchers/charter school
growth…that sort of thing.
It’s running for the weekend, but needing to get it done by Wednesday.
Chelsea
From: Brooks, Kara D [mailto:kbrooks@gov.in.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:14 AM
To: Schneider, Chelsea; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question

Hi Chelsea,
I’ll work on this for you. What is your angle? What is your deadline?
From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:13 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
All,
I was wondering if you all had a timeline of what Gov. Pence considers his biggest
accomplishments in terms of education policy.
Thanks,
Chelsea

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brooks, Kara D
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 4:23 PM
Triol, Shelley;Brookes, Brady
McGrath, Danielle;Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov);Atterholt, Jim;Pitcock, Josh;Lloyd, Matthew
RE: Media Question

From: Triol, Shelley
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 4:21 PM
To: Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov); Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:42 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>
Cc: McGrath, Danielle <DMcGrath@gov.IN.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>; Atterholt, Jim
<jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew
<MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:08 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: McGrath, Danielle <DMcGrath@gov.IN.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>; Atterholt, Jim
<jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew
<MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 2:49 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D

Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov); Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 22, 2016, at 2:17 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:29 PM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:19 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 9:37 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 7:59 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley

<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Re: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 6:49:43 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 21, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:35 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brookes, Brady; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh
Cc: Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Media Question

From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:17 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Thanks, Kara.
Steph Wang and I are doing a story about Indiana being an example of what could occur
at the national level in terms of education policy i.e. vouchers/charter school
growth…that sort of thing.
It’s running for the weekend, but needing to get it done by Wednesday.

Chelsea
From: Brooks, Kara D [mailto:kbrooks@gov.in.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:14 AM
To: Schneider, Chelsea; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question
Hi Chelsea,
I’ll work on this for you. What is your angle? What is your deadline?
From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:13 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
All,
I was wondering if you all had a timeline of what Gov. Pence considers his biggest
accomplishments in terms of education policy.
Thanks,
Chelsea

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Triol, Shelley
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 4:21 PM
Brookes, Brady;Brooks, Kara D
McGrath, Danielle;Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov);Atterholt, Jim;Pitcock, Josh;Lloyd, Matthew
RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:42 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>
Cc: McGrath, Danielle <DMcGrath@gov.IN.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>; Atterholt, Jim
<jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew
<MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:08 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: McGrath, Danielle <DMcGrath@gov.IN.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>; Atterholt, Jim
<jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew
<MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 2:49 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov); Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 22, 2016, at 2:17 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:29 PM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:19 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 9:37 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 7:59 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Re: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 6:49:43 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 21, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:35 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brookes, Brady; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh
Cc: Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Media Question

From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:17 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Thanks, Kara.
Steph Wang and I are doing a story about Indiana being an example of what could occur
at the national level in terms of education policy i.e. vouchers/charter school
growth…that sort of thing.
It’s running for the weekend, but needing to get it done by Wednesday.
Chelsea
From: Brooks, Kara D [mailto:kbrooks@gov.in.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:14 AM
To: Schneider, Chelsea; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question
Hi Chelsea,
I’ll work on this for you. What is your angle? What is your deadline?

From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:13 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
All,
I was wondering if you all had a timeline of what Gov. Pence considers his biggest
accomplishments in terms of education policy.
Thanks,
Chelsea

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Triol, Shelley
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 4:21 PM
Brookes, Brady;Brooks, Kara D
McGrath, Danielle;Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov);Atterholt, Jim;Pitcock, Josh;Lloyd, Matthew
RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:42 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>
Cc: McGrath, Danielle <DMcGrath@gov.IN.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>; Atterholt, Jim
<jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew
<MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:08 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: McGrath, Danielle <DMcGrath@gov.IN.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>; Atterholt, Jim
<jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew
<MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 2:49 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov); Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 22, 2016, at 2:17 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:29 PM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:19 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 9:37 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 7:59 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Re: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 6:49:43 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 21, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:35 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brookes, Brady; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh
Cc: Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Media Question

From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:17 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Thanks, Kara.
Steph Wang and I are doing a story about Indiana being an example of what could occur
at the national level in terms of education policy i.e. vouchers/charter school
growth…that sort of thing.
It’s running for the weekend, but needing to get it done by Wednesday.
Chelsea
From: Brooks, Kara D [mailto:kbrooks@gov.in.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:14 AM
To: Schneider, Chelsea; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question
Hi Chelsea,
I’ll work on this for you. What is your angle? What is your deadline?

From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:13 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
All,
I was wondering if you all had a timeline of what Gov. Pence considers his biggest
accomplishments in terms of education policy.
Thanks,
Chelsea

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Brookes, Brady
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:42 PM
Brooks, Kara D
McGrath, Danielle;Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov);Atterholt, Jim;Pitcock, Josh;Triol, Shelley;Lloyd,
Matthew
RE: Media Question
DRAFT_Education_updated.docx

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:08 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: McGrath, Danielle <DMcGrath@gov.IN.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>; Atterholt, Jim
<jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew
<MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 2:49 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov); Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 22, 2016, at 2:17 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:29 PM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:19 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 9:37 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 7:59 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Re: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 6:49:43 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 21, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:35 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brookes, Brady; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh
Cc: Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Media Question

From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:17 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Thanks, Kara.
Steph Wang and I are doing a story about Indiana being an example of what could occur
at the national level in terms of education policy i.e. vouchers/charter school
growth…that sort of thing.
It’s running for the weekend, but needing to get it done by Wednesday.
Chelsea
From: Brooks, Kara D [mailto:kbrooks@gov.in.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:14 AM
To: Schneider, Chelsea; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question
Hi Chelsea,
I’ll work on this for you. What is your angle? What is your deadline?
From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:13 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
All,
I was wondering if you all had a timeline of what Gov. Pence considers his biggest
accomplishments in terms of education policy.
Thanks,
Chelsea

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brooks, Kara D
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:08 PM
Brookes, Brady
McGrath, Danielle;Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov);Atterholt, Jim;Pitcock, Josh;Triol, Shelley;Lloyd,
Matthew
RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 2:49 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov); Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 22, 2016, at 2:17 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:29 PM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 1:19 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Tuesday, November 22, 2016 9:37 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brooks, Kara D; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Media Question

From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 7:59 PM
To: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>; Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick
(Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Pitcock, Josh <jpitcock@sso.org>; Triol, Shelley
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>; Lloyd, Matthew <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Re: Media Question

From: Brookes, Brady
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 6:49:43 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: McGrath, Danielle; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Media Question

On Nov 21, 2016, at 6:31 PM, Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov> wrote:

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:35 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Brookes, Brady; Atterholt, Jim; Pitcock, Josh
Cc: Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Media Question

From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:17 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Thanks, Kara.
Steph Wang and I are doing a story about Indiana being an example of what could occur
at the national level in terms of education policy i.e. vouchers/charter school
growth…that sort of thing.
It’s running for the weekend, but needing to get it done by Wednesday.
Chelsea
From: Brooks, Kara D [mailto:kbrooks@gov.in.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:14 AM
To: Schneider, Chelsea; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Question
Hi Chelsea,
I’ll work on this for you. What is your angle? What is your deadline?
From: Schneider, Chelsea [mailto:Chelsea.Schneider@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 11:13 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Question

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
All,
I was wondering if you all had a timeline of what Gov. Pence considers his biggest
accomplishments in terms of education policy.
Thanks,
Chelsea

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Reed, Katie
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 2:02 PM
Triol, Shelley
Emailing: view_eml_2

Constituent email from a high school student at Park Tudor. I used to
send this to Jenny Tuggle. Not sure who to send to now but thought it was
encouraging. Pass along to whomever, should you feel led.
Thanks,
Katie Reed
Email Viewer
[Message] [Details] [Attachments] [Headers] [Source]
HTML
From: "Web Form Poster" <mdwyer@parktudor.org>
Date: 11/1/2016 12:01:58 PM
To: "webform@gov.IN.gov" <webform@gov.IN.gov>
Cc:
Subject: Contact Form: other
Governor Pence,
My name is Michael Dwyer. I'm a Junior at Park Tudor High School and if by chance this letter reaches you,
I'd like to wish both you and Mr. Trump luck in these last few days. You have been someone I have looked up
to since I met you in DC some years ago and I write you for the sake of voicing what I feel is not heard at my
school. My school has a tendency to swing Democrat, which makes it hard for my voice to be heard. As much
as I respect the competing party, I fear this new generation of democrats knows very little about what is truly
going on in our world. My classmates and out of state friends, Republican and Democrat alike, succumb to
ignorant name calling and focus on the petty details of this election. They resort to humiliating those who
disagree with them, yet say that we are the monsters or that they are the victims. These very people are in fact
choosing to seek out political arguments but they are not prepared to defend themselves whatsoever. They
have no facts to back up their accusations nor do they argue valid or significant topics yet they still feel that
quantity trumps over quality. Now not for a second will I begin to act like I hold any intellectual superiority
over them or that my party is better, but I will say that I am afraid of where this country is heading. If Hillary
is elected, I’m afraid our national anthem is going to have to be changed because "Land of the Free" will be
a laughable claim. I'm only 16, turning 17 in December, which leaves me unable to vote in this election but I
know that come 2020 I'll be behind you Governor. Thank you for all you've done, not only for Indiana but for
the good of the country. I hope someday I can lead by your example.
[Close]

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brooks, Kara D
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 12:57 PM
Lloyd, Matthew
Triol, Shelley
FYI-Gov Education Story

This is the story the Star is planning to duplicate.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/pence-accomplished-what-trump-wants-for-national-educationvouchers-and-charters/2016/11/11/41857930-a75a-11e6-8fc0-7be8f848c492_story.html
Kara Brooks
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mike Pence
317-232-1622 (Office)
317-941-9214 (Mobile)
kbrooks@gov.in.gov

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Meadows, Brad
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 9:00 AM
Woods, Rachel;#All Lieutenant Governor's Office;Cummins, Jeffrey;Embree,
Duane;Dement, John;Sipe, Jacob;Rich, Jane;Rich, Jane;Rice, Zachary;Triol,
Shelley;Oakman, Jake;Meyer, Alexandra (Tourism);Childress, Colette;Crouch,
Matthew;Zarazee, Megan;Konyha, Bill;Schomacker, Geoff;Scott, Corrie;Philps,
Brian;Hughes, Brandi;Newman, Mark;McKinney, Ted;Rekeweg, Melissa;Bausman,
David;Butts, Tammy;Szydlyk, Noelle;Griffis, Andrew (DWD);Johnson, Kyle;Ensley,
Al;Springer, Shane;Gavelek, Benjamin J;Turner, Teresa;Welling, Kyleen (IHCDA);Patel,
Elizabeth C;Rich, Jane;Woods, Elizabeth;Zhang Sonera, Kevin A (Andre');Seger, Jordan
S;Lopez, Daniel (Danny);Jernigan, Heather;Deutsch, Andrea;Curry, Jill;Ripley, Susie;White,
Gerald;Vandeburg, Jennifer;Fiandaca, Ashlee;Schomacker, Geoff;Lemons, Marni;Gavin,
James (Jim);Wilson, Gregory L (Greg);Ferguson, Hannah;Warner, Robert (Bob);Cole,
Lisa;Basile, Joseph (Joe);'Banning, Mary';Lamb, Shelby;'Murray, Isabella';Brady,
Derick;Barnett, Paula (LG);Goodwin, Hannah A;Oakman, Jake;Wuellner, Mark (LG)
Turner, Teresa;Duncan, Emily (LG)
Morning Clips: November 22, 2016

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR’S FAMILY OF BUSINESS
HOUSING
November 21, 2016 | Muncie Continues Fight Against Blight
Muncie Journal (press release)
Administered by the Indiana Housing and Community Development Authority (IHCDA), the goal of the BEP is not
just to demolish abandoned homes...
Christine Hite can’t wait until winter comes
Gary 411
Hite is retired and every winter signs up for the Low Income Heating Assistance Program (LIHEAP),
administered by the Northwest Indiana Community Action Corp. with NIPSCO…

GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR/FIRST LADY/LT. GOVERNOR
Pence’s legal team argues to keep email secret
Indy Star
Two Indiana Appeals Court judges took issue with key arguments made by the Pence administration Monday, as it
tries to keep an email sent to Gov. Mike Pence secret. The judges challenged the governor's argument that the
judiciary branch had no authority in the matter, and that the email — sent to 30 recipients in various states — was
protected by attorney-client privilege.
Former Daniels chief of serve same role for Holcomb
The Statehouse File
Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb added Earl Goode to his future administration Monday.
*Subscription required, full text below
Holcomb Taps Goode for Chief of Staff
Inside IN Business

Governor-elect Eric Holcomb has added former Governor Mitch Daniels' ex-chief of staff to his administration. Earl
Goode, who will serve in the same role under Holcomb, currently serves as co-chair of the nonprofit transition
team preparing the Lieutenant Governor to take the top state office in January. Holcomb also named Agency
Review Leaders, who are tasked with assessing the necessities and progress of executive agencies.
Court hears arguments over Pence, white paper
F W Journal Gazette
The Indiana Court of Appeals heard arguments Monday on whether Gov. Mike Pence should be able to hide
documents related to an immigration lawsuit against President Barack Obama.
Pence attorneys argue against Indiana release of document
IBJ
Lawyers for Indiana Governor and Republican Vice President-elect Mike Pence argued in court Monday that the
state's judicial branch has no authority to require him to comply with Indiana's public records law.
*Subscription required, full text below
Indiana Gov. –elect Eric Holcomb names chief of staff
Indy Star
Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb on Monday announced a longtime chief of staff for former Gov. Mitch Daniels will return to
the role for his administration. The naming of Earl Goode as Holcomb’s chief of staff is the latest example of the
incoming governor’s strong ties to Daniels. Goode served as Daniels’ chief of staff for more than six years and is coleading Lt. Gov. Holcomb’s 16-member transition board.
LEGISLATIVE
Road funding and new taxes are 2017
Indy Star
Indiana's top lawmakers agree that paying for state roads will be a top priority during the upcoming legislative
session — and that tax increases will likely be part of the solution. "It’s inevitable we have to find some new
sources of money, no question about it," Senate President Pro Tem David Long said Monday during a legislative
preview event hosted by the Indiana Chamber of Commerce.
Indiana Senate leader says tax or fee hike coming for roads
FW Journal Gazette
The Indiana state Senate's leader says some sort of tax or fee increase is inevitable in order to boost funding for
road and bridge projects.
Indiana lawmakers at statehouse Tuesday to plan for session
FW Journal Gazette
Indiana lawmakers are set to return to the Statehouse to make preparations for the upcoming legislative session.
The session won't begin in earnest until January. But every year lawmakers gather in November for Organization
Day, which will be held this year on Tuesday.
AROUND THE STATE
Indiana utility watchdog Stippler set to retire
IBJ
David Stippler, Indiana’s official advocate for utility customers, who often pushes back against utilities that want to
raise rates, plans to retire Jan. 1 after 11 years in office. A replacement will be named by incoming Gov. Eric
Holcomb. Stippler, 69, who carries the title Indiana Utility Consumer Counselor, said Monday he submitted his
resignation to state officials last week. He directs 50 people and oversees a budget of $6.8 million. He was
originally appointed as consumer counselor by Gov. Mitch Daniels in 2008. He was reappointed by Gov. Mike Pence
in 2013.
*Subscription required, full text below
Infrastructure, Pre-K among chamber priorities
Inside IN Business

The Indiana Chamber of Commerce says long-term funding for infrastructure and pre-k education are among its
top priorities for the 2017 legislative session. Chief Executive Officer Kevin Brinegar says the chamber could
support raising fuel taxes and charging fees for alternative fuel vehicles to "ensure that every user pays their fair
share." On early childhood education, Brinegar says his hope is that "disadvantaged youngsters take priority for
the state's limited dollars." The chamber outlined its priorities today in Indianapolis at its annual Legislative
Preview.
IACED announces ‘more authentic and approachable’ brand
Inside IN Business
A statewide economic development organization has a new identity. The Indiana Association for Community
Economic Development has rebranded as Prosperity Indiana. The organization launched the new brand as part of
its 30th anniversary celebration.
EDITORIAL
Swarens: VP-elect Mike Pence, ‘Hamilton’ and 2 Americas
Indy Star
I want to thank the Broadway cast of “Hamilton” for helping to settle my world over the weekend. Ever since
Donald Trump’s hostile takeover of the Republican Party and the conservative movement, and certainly after his
election to the White House two weeks ago, I’ve felt out of tune and out of step. The old script no longer rang true.
Then I saw the news reports of a liberal actor standing on a New York stage lecturing a conservative from the
Midwest and suddenly everything made sense once again. “Conservatives win election; liberals heckle” could be a
headline from my youth in the ‘80s…So please, progressives, keep ridiculing those of us on the right. We’ll concede
you the stage and the screen. We’ll console ourselves with the White House, House and Senate.
Tully: Will Bosma keep the Statehouse sane in 2017?
Indy Star
Indiana House Speaker Brian Bosma said something near the end of my interview with him the other day that has
stuck with me. It’s something I thought about a few days after he said it, when one of the Republican House
members that Bosma leads proposed a complete ban on abortion.
Indiana utility watchdog Stippler set to retire
November 21, 2016
John Russell
David Stippler, Indiana’s official advocate for utility customers, who often pushes back against utilities that want to
raise rates, plans to retire Jan. 1 after 11 years in office. A replacement will be named by incoming Gov. Eric
Holcomb.
Stippler, 69, who carries the title Indiana Utility Consumer Counselor, said Monday he submitted his resignation to
state officials last week. He directs 50 people and oversees a budget of $6.8 million. He was originally appointed as
consumer counselor by Gov. Mitch Daniels in 2008. He was reappointed by Gov. Mike Pence in 2013.
His job is to represent the interests of utility customers who pay for $14 billion worth of utility rates each year. His
office has been involved in all major utility rate cases and expansions, often challenging the rates being sought by
utilities. Earlier this year, his office reached a settlement with Duke Energy Corp. that will mitigate rate increases
that have resulted from construction of a power plant in Edwardsport.
Under state law, the consumer counselor is appointed by the governor for a term of four years. The counselor is
required to be a practicing attorney with knowledge and experience to practice in utility regulation proceedings.
Before he led the OUCC, Stippler practiced law with the Indianapolis firm of Bingham McHale and served as inhouse corporate counsel with Ameritech Corp. and SBC Communications. He is a 1973 graduate of the Indiana
University School of Law in Indianapolis. He lives in Carmel.
Pence attorneys argue against Indiana release of document
November 21, 2016
Associated Press
Lawyers for Indiana Governor and Republican Vice President-elect Mike Pence argued in court Monday that the
state's judicial branch has no authority to require him to comply with Indiana's public records law.

The civil case before Indiana's Court of Appeals was brought by Indianapolis attorney William Groth, who sued the
Pence administration in 2015 after it denied his request for a document related to the efforts of Republican
governors to stop President Barack Obama's immigration executive order.
Pence has long presented himself as a champion of a free press and the First Amendment. On the campaign trail, he
aggressively criticized Democrat Hillary Clinton for refusing to release emails sent from a private server she
maintained while secretary of state. Earlier this year, he vetoed a bill that some say would have limited public
access to police records at private colleges and universities in Indiana.
But, in other cases, the Pence administration in a number of cases has argued against the public release of emails
and other documents that could shed light on his tenure as governor. In some cases, the administration has
withheld documents, delayed responses or flatly denied public records requests filed by The Associated Press and
other news organizations.
On Monday, Pence attorney Joseph Chapelle told the judges that the separation of powers established under the
state's constitution should prevent the court system from forcing Pence and his immediate staff to comply with the
open records law if they are sued.
"An inquiry into the personal papers of the governor, in this situation, would intermeddle with the affairs with of
the governor's office. He's different than other state agencies," said Chapelle, who added that such an exemption
"only applies to the governor and his immediate staff."
The appellate court took up the case after a lower court ruled that Pence did not have to turn over a document
sought by Groth that was authored by the chief-of-staff to now-Texas Gov. Greg Abbott. The document outlined
legal arguments for the GOP's successful challenge to Obama's immigration executive order.
Pence's administration released 57 pages of emails to Groth, a Democrat. But it declined to provide the attached
document, which Abbott's staff had emailed to many Republican governors while trying to recruit other states to
join the legal challenge, according to court documents.
Pence's attorneys argue that the governor's office acted within its rights by refusing to release the document,
which they say is a "work product" that is "deliberative" in nature and also protected by attorney client privilege.
But Pence's attorneys also argued that an Indiana Supreme Court ruling that effectively exempted the state's
General Assembly from releasing emails should also apply to them.
The state's highest court ruled in April that that it could not order the Legislature to release lawmakers' email
correspondence because it would violate the state constitution's separation of powers between the legislative and
judicial branches of government.
A ruling in the case against Pence is not expected immediately. But government watchdog groups say that if the
courts ultimately agree with that interpretation, the Indiana governor's office would police itself when it comes to
the release of public records, seriously weakening the law by limiting the ability to sue for records.
Appeals Court Judge Edward W. Najam, Jr. aggressively questioned Pence's attorney, asking Chapelle if he could
point to a specific passage in the state's open records law that exempted Pence.
"No, your honor," Chapelle replied.
Spokeswoman Kara Brooks said the release of public records is not the only way to judge the transparency of the
Pence administration.
"We provide information to reporters and the public daily by answering questions, providing statements, press
releases, and other non-confidential and deliberative documents," Brooks said in an emailed statement. "Any time
we withhold documents or redact information, we provide statutory justification and requirements that explain
the reason behind withholding the information."
Former Daniels chief to serve same role for Holcomb
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Staff Report
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb added Earl Goode to his future administration Monday.
Goode, who is currently the co-chair of Holcomb’s transition team, will serve as his chief of staff come Jan. 9. Goode
served as Mitch Daniels’ chief of staff for over six years. He was also president for several GTE Telephone Co.
affiliates.
“Earl’s steady hand and voice of reason will be a valuable asset to me and our team as we work to take Indiana to
the next level,” Holcomb said in a statement.
In addition, Holcomb announced a group who will review state agencies and give recommendations to those on the
transition board.

Agency Review Team Leaders
Steve Boyce, Director-External Affairs, AT&T; Former Chief of Staff, Lt. Gov. Becky Skillman (Johnson County)
State Department of Agriculture, Office of Community & Rural Affairs, and Housing and Community Development
Authority
Dave Frick, Former Executive Vice President, Chief Legal & Administrative Officer, WellPoint (Marion County)
Department of Child Services
David Holt, Vice President-Operations & Business Development, Conexus (Marion County)
Department of Transportation
Beverly Gard, Former Indiana State Senator (Hancock County)
Jeff Knight, Executive Vice President & Chief Legal Counsel, Old National Bancorp (Vanderburgh County)
Department Environmental Management and Department of Natural Resources
Ryan Kitchell, Executive Vice President & Chief Administrative Officer, IU Health; Former Director, Office of
Management & Budget, State of Indiana (Marion County)
Family and Social Services Administration
Rob Carter, Executive Director of Risk Management & Security, Ivy Tech (Clay & Marion County)
Allison Karns, Public Safety Policy Director, Office of Governor Mike Pence (Marion County)
Public Safety
Michael Huber, President & CEO, Indy Chamber; Former Deputy Commissioner, Department of Administration,
State of Indiana (Marion County)
Department of Administration, State Personnel Department and Office of Technology
Brian Burdick, Managing Partner, Barnes & Thornburg; Former Deputy Treasurer of State, State of Indiana
(Marion County)
Office of Management & Budget, Indiana Finance Authority, Department of Revenue and Department of Workforce
Development
Anne Valentine, Vice President, Student Experience & Customer Experience, Ivy Tech; Former Legislative
Director, Bureau of Motor Vehicles, State of Indiana (Marion County)
Alfonso Vidal, President, Vidal Plastics (Vanderburgh County
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GOVERNOR/FIRST LADY/LT. GOVERNOR
Pence’s legal team argues to keep email secret
Indy Star
Two Indiana Appeals Court judges took issue with key arguments made by the Pence administration Monday, as it
tries to keep an email sent to Gov. Mike Pence secret. The judges challenged the governor's argument that the
judiciary branch had no authority in the matter, and that the email — sent to 30 recipients in various states — was
protected by attorney-client privilege.
Former Daniels chief of serve same role for Holcomb
The Statehouse File
Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb added Earl Goode to his future administration Monday.
*Subscription required, full text below
Holcomb Taps Goode for Chief of Staff
Inside IN Business
Governor-elect Eric Holcomb has added former Governor Mitch Daniels' ex-chief of staff to his administration. Earl
Goode, who will serve in the same role under Holcomb, currently serves as co-chair of the nonprofit transition
team preparing the Lieutenant Governor to take the top state office in January. Holcomb also named Agency
Review Leaders, who are tasked with assessing the necessities and progress of executive agencies.
Court hears arguments over Pence, white paper
F W Journal Gazette
The Indiana Court of Appeals heard arguments Monday on whether Gov. Mike Pence should be able to hide
documents related to an immigration lawsuit against President Barack Obama.
Pence attorneys argue against Indiana release of document
IBJ
Lawyers for Indiana Governor and Republican Vice President-elect Mike Pence argued in court Monday that the
state's judicial branch has no authority to require him to comply with Indiana's public records law.
*Subscription required, full text below
Indiana Gov. –elect Eric Holcomb names chief of staff
Indy Star
Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb on Monday announced a longtime chief of staff for former Gov. Mitch Daniels will return to
the role for his administration. The naming of Earl Goode as Holcomb’s chief of staff is the latest example of the
incoming governor’s strong ties to Daniels. Goode served as Daniels’ chief of staff for more than six years and is coleading Lt. Gov. Holcomb’s 16-member transition board.
LEGISLATIVE
Road funding and new taxes are 2017
Indy Star
Indiana's top lawmakers agree that paying for state roads will be a top priority during the upcoming legislative
session — and that tax increases will likely be part of the solution. "It’s inevitable we have to find some new
sources of money, no question about it," Senate President Pro Tem David Long said Monday during a legislative
preview event hosted by the Indiana Chamber of Commerce.

Indiana Senate leader says tax or fee hike coming for roads
FW Journal Gazette
The Indiana state Senate's leader says some sort of tax or fee increase is inevitable in order to boost funding for
road and bridge projects.
Indiana lawmakers at statehouse Tuesday to plan for session
FW Journal Gazette
Indiana lawmakers are set to return to the Statehouse to make preparations for the upcoming legislative session.
The session won't begin in earnest until January. But every year lawmakers gather in November for Organization
Day, which will be held this year on Tuesday.
AROUND THE STATE
Indiana utility watchdog Stippler set to retire
IBJ
David Stippler, Indiana’s official advocate for utility customers, who often pushes back against utilities that want to
raise rates, plans to retire Jan. 1 after 11 years in office. A replacement will be named by incoming Gov. Eric
Holcomb. Stippler, 69, who carries the title Indiana Utility Consumer Counselor, said Monday he submitted his
resignation to state officials last week. He directs 50 people and oversees a budget of $6.8 million. He was
originally appointed as consumer counselor by Gov. Mitch Daniels in 2008. He was reappointed by Gov. Mike Pence
in 2013.
*Subscription required, full text below
Infrastructure, Pre-K among chamber priorities
Inside IN Business
The Indiana Chamber of Commerce says long-term funding for infrastructure and pre-k education are among its
top priorities for the 2017 legislative session. Chief Executive Officer Kevin Brinegar says the chamber could
support raising fuel taxes and charging fees for alternative fuel vehicles to "ensure that every user pays their fair
share." On early childhood education, Brinegar says his hope is that "disadvantaged youngsters take priority for
the state's limited dollars." The chamber outlined its priorities today in Indianapolis at its annual Legislative
Preview.
IACED announces ‘more authentic and approachable’ brand
Inside IN Business
A statewide economic development organization has a new identity. The Indiana Association for Community
Economic Development has rebranded as Prosperity Indiana. The organization launched the new brand as part of
its 30th anniversary celebration.
EDITORIAL
Swarens: VP-elect Mike Pence, ‘Hamilton’ and 2 Americas
Indy Star
I want to thank the Broadway cast of “Hamilton” for helping to settle my world over the weekend. Ever since
Donald Trump’s hostile takeover of the Republican Party and the conservative movement, and certainly after his
election to the White House two weeks ago, I’ve felt out of tune and out of step. The old script no longer rang true.
Then I saw the news reports of a liberal actor standing on a New York stage lecturing a conservative from the
Midwest and suddenly everything made sense once again. “Conservatives win election; liberals heckle” could be a
headline from my youth in the ‘80s…So please, progressives, keep ridiculing those of us on the right. We’ll concede
you the stage and the screen. We’ll console ourselves with the White House, House and Senate.
Tully: Will Bosma keep the Statehouse sane in 2017?
Indy Star
Indiana House Speaker Brian Bosma said something near the end of my interview with him the other day that has
stuck with me. It’s something I thought about a few days after he said it, when one of the Republican House
members that Bosma leads proposed a complete ban on abortion.
Indiana utility watchdog Stippler set to retire
November 21, 2016

John Russell
David Stippler, Indiana’s official advocate for utility customers, who often pushes back against utilities that want to
raise rates, plans to retire Jan. 1 after 11 years in office. A replacement will be named by incoming Gov. Eric
Holcomb.
Stippler, 69, who carries the title Indiana Utility Consumer Counselor, said Monday he submitted his resignation to
state officials last week. He directs 50 people and oversees a budget of $6.8 million. He was originally appointed as
consumer counselor by Gov. Mitch Daniels in 2008. He was reappointed by Gov. Mike Pence in 2013.
His job is to represent the interests of utility customers who pay for $14 billion worth of utility rates each year. His
office has been involved in all major utility rate cases and expansions, often challenging the rates being sought by
utilities. Earlier this year, his office reached a settlement with Duke Energy Corp. that will mitigate rate increases
that have resulted from construction of a power plant in Edwardsport.
Under state law, the consumer counselor is appointed by the governor for a term of four years. The counselor is
required to be a practicing attorney with knowledge and experience to practice in utility regulation proceedings.
Before he led the OUCC, Stippler practiced law with the Indianapolis firm of Bingham McHale and served as inhouse corporate counsel with Ameritech Corp. and SBC Communications. He is a 1973 graduate of the Indiana
University School of Law in Indianapolis. He lives in Carmel.
Pence attorneys argue against Indiana release of document
November 21, 2016
Associated Press
Lawyers for Indiana Governor and Republican Vice President-elect Mike Pence argued in court Monday that the
state's judicial branch has no authority to require him to comply with Indiana's public records law.
The civil case before Indiana's Court of Appeals was brought by Indianapolis attorney William Groth, who sued the
Pence administration in 2015 after it denied his request for a document related to the efforts of Republican
governors to stop President Barack Obama's immigration executive order.
Pence has long presented himself as a champion of a free press and the First Amendment. On the campaign trail, he
aggressively criticized Democrat Hillary Clinton for refusing to release emails sent from a private server she
maintained while secretary of state. Earlier this year, he vetoed a bill that some say would have limited public
access to police records at private colleges and universities in Indiana.
But, in other cases, the Pence administration in a number of cases has argued against the public release of emails
and other documents that could shed light on his tenure as governor. In some cases, the administration has
withheld documents, delayed responses or flatly denied public records requests filed by The Associated Press and
other news organizations.
On Monday, Pence attorney Joseph Chapelle told the judges that the separation of powers established under the
state's constitution should prevent the court system from forcing Pence and his immediate staff to comply with the
open records law if they are sued.
"An inquiry into the personal papers of the governor, in this situation, would intermeddle with the affairs with of
the governor's office. He's different than other state agencies," said Chapelle, who added that such an exemption
"only applies to the governor and his immediate staff."
The appellate court took up the case after a lower court ruled that Pence did not have to turn over a document
sought by Groth that was authored by the chief-of-staff to now-Texas Gov. Greg Abbott. The document outlined
legal arguments for the GOP's successful challenge to Obama's immigration executive order.
Pence's administration released 57 pages of emails to Groth, a Democrat. But it declined to provide the attached
document, which Abbott's staff had emailed to many Republican governors while trying to recruit other states to
join the legal challenge, according to court documents.
Pence's attorneys argue that the governor's office acted within its rights by refusing to release the document,
which they say is a "work product" that is "deliberative" in nature and also protected by attorney client privilege.
But Pence's attorneys also argued that an Indiana Supreme Court ruling that effectively exempted the state's
General Assembly from releasing emails should also apply to them.
The state's highest court ruled in April that that it could not order the Legislature to release lawmakers' email
correspondence because it would violate the state constitution's separation of powers between the legislative and
judicial branches of government.
A ruling in the case against Pence is not expected immediately. But government watchdog groups say that if the
courts ultimately agree with that interpretation, the Indiana governor's office would police itself when it comes to
the release of public records, seriously weakening the law by limiting the ability to sue for records.

Appeals Court Judge Edward W. Najam, Jr. aggressively questioned Pence's attorney, asking Chapelle if he could
point to a specific passage in the state's open records law that exempted Pence.
"No, your honor," Chapelle replied.
Spokeswoman Kara Brooks said the release of public records is not the only way to judge the transparency of the
Pence administration.
"We provide information to reporters and the public daily by answering questions, providing statements, press
releases, and other non-confidential and deliberative documents," Brooks said in an emailed statement. "Any time
we withhold documents or redact information, we provide statutory justification and requirements that explain
the reason behind withholding the information."
Former Daniels chief to serve same role for Holcomb
November 21, 2016 | Filed under: Elections,Quick reads,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
Staff Report
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb added Earl Goode to his future administration Monday.
Goode, who is currently the co-chair of Holcomb’s transition team, will serve as his chief of staff come Jan. 9. Goode
served as Mitch Daniels’ chief of staff for over six years. He was also president for several GTE Telephone Co.
affiliates.
“Earl’s steady hand and voice of reason will be a valuable asset to me and our team as we work to take Indiana to
the next level,” Holcomb said in a statement.
In addition, Holcomb announced a group who will review state agencies and give recommendations to those on the
transition board.
Agency Review Team Leaders
Steve Boyce, Director-External Affairs, AT&T; Former Chief of Staff, Lt. Gov. Becky Skillman (Johnson County)
State Department of Agriculture, Office of Community & Rural Affairs, and Housing and Community Development
Authority
Dave Frick, Former Executive Vice President, Chief Legal & Administrative Officer, WellPoint (Marion County)
Department of Child Services
David Holt, Vice President-Operations & Business Development, Conexus (Marion County)
Department of Transportation
Beverly Gard, Former Indiana State Senator (Hancock County)
Jeff Knight, Executive Vice President & Chief Legal Counsel, Old National Bancorp (Vanderburgh County)
Department Environmental Management and Department of Natural Resources
Ryan Kitchell, Executive Vice President & Chief Administrative Officer, IU Health; Former Director, Office of
Management & Budget, State of Indiana (Marion County)
Family and Social Services Administration
Rob Carter, Executive Director of Risk Management & Security, Ivy Tech (Clay & Marion County)
Allison Karns, Public Safety Policy Director, Office of Governor Mike Pence (Marion County)
Public Safety
Michael Huber, President & CEO, Indy Chamber; Former Deputy Commissioner, Department of Administration,
State of Indiana (Marion County)
Department of Administration, State Personnel Department and Office of Technology
Brian Burdick, Managing Partner, Barnes & Thornburg; Former Deputy Treasurer of State, State of Indiana
(Marion County)
Office of Management & Budget, Indiana Finance Authority, Department of Revenue and Department of Workforce
Development
Anne Valentine, Vice President, Student Experience & Customer Experience, Ivy Tech; Former Legislative
Director, Bureau of Motor Vehicles, State of Indiana (Marion County)
Alfonso Vidal, President, Vidal Plastics (Vanderburgh County
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HOLCOMB NAMES GOODE COS: Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb turned to one of the longest serving chiefs of
staff in Indiana history to lead his administration when he announced the selection of Earl Goode Monday
morning (Howey Politics Indiana). Goode took the helm of Gov. Mitch Daniels administration in his
second year from Harry Gonso, serving nearly six and a half years until the governor’s second term
expired in 2013. Holcomb served as Goode’s deputy from 2005 until he was named campaign manager
for the governor’s 2008 reelection campaign. He returned to the administration after the 2008 election
before Daniels named him Republican state chairman. Holcomb described Goode’s appointment as the
“most important” one he will make. With Goode seated next to him at today’s transition team meeting at
Banker’s Life Fieldhouse, Holcomb added, “I’m thankful to select Earle Goode, having already served as
chief of staff, his intellect and insights will be valuable.” Goode, who prided himself for rarely speaking to
the news media, worked deftly behind the scenes in what is recognized as one of the most successful
modern gubernatorial administrations. He was asked about coming back to serve his former deputy. “I
never dreamed I’d work again,” Goode said, adding that he was returning to the Statehouse “to do
everything I can to make this administration a success.” Holcomb lauded Goode’s “perspectives and
accomplishments.” “This is a new day," said Holcomb, who met with 32 other Republican governors
which he described as "chomping at the bit to take the lead on many fronts" with President-elect Trump
and vice president-elect Mike Pence. Holcomb was asked about the bankrupt Gary schools and State Rep.
Curt Nisly’s coming legislation to criminalized abortion providers and women who undergo the procedure.
Holcomb said, “I will squarely be focused on our legislative agenda. That’s what I’ll be focused on.”
Spokesman Pete Seat told the press afterwards that Holcomb will not be commenting on most pending
bills. “Unless it’s on his agenda, he won’t say.”

GENERAL ASSEMBLY LEADERS FIND INFRASTRUCTURE COMMON GROUND: There appears to
be bipartisan support for a coming 10-year infrastructure plan, legislative leaders said at the Indiana
Chamber of Commerce’s annual preview session (Thomas Curry, Howey Politics Indiana). “We are the
crossroads of America, we need roads that work,” said Speaker Brian Bosma, who pushed an extensive
plan during the 2016 session. Senate President David Long argued that money for improving roads will
be an issue and said “it’s inevitable that we find some new sources of money.” He noted that increasing
gas and road taxes may be possible as “technology has outpaced our laws. Cars are going much further
on a tank of gas than before.” House Minority Leader Scott Pelath agreed it need to be a priority and said
it “would go a long way to helping job creation in my part of the state.” New revenue streams through
taxes was also brought up on smoking and cigarette law questions. While the leaders said they were
reluctant to go forward with this tax, they acknowledged that smokers cost employers more in health
insurance and that each time the smoking tax is raised, the number of smokers goes down. The
possibility of a “services tax” was also brought up but the panel noted that while services are the
economy of the future that it would be “extremely difficult” to sell the public on this measure. “This
something we can look at later on,” Long said. Lawmakers agreed education and pre-K needed to be
addressed but they are unsure how to go forward on the issue. “We have to proceed with caution” said
Bosma. “Each 2,500 students is another $10 million dollar burden on our economy.” Bosma went on
further to explain that it would depend how the state fiscal budget turned out, which is due for release in
December. Senate Minority Leader Tim Lanane disagreed with his Republican counterparts and said he
“would like to address this issue more aggressively.” Gubernatorial nominee John Gregg and Democrats
had been pushing for statewide pre-k during the election but it looks unlikely in the Republican controlled
Statehouse. The Chamber shared its top priorities with Statehouse leadership, which included creating a

comprehensive infrastructure plan, education issues as well as the health problems of drinking water and
potentially raising the smoking age and tax. The chamber also shared the “long shot priorities” of a
statewide energy policy as well tackling social issues brought about by the RFRA bill.

GOP LEADERS DODGE SOCIAL ISSUES: Near the end of the Chamber event, the moderator asked
what the legislators opinions were on social issues such as transgender rights ( Howey Politics Indiana). It
was tactically dodged by all participants in the panel with President David Long saying, “We will wait to
see how the Supreme Court rules on this issues.” Rep. Pelath took the question a different way and said
“many people feel persecuted and afraid after the language of the election cycle. It is our job as
legislators to fix that.” Asked about the proposed bill by Rep. Curt Nisly that would outlaw abortion,
Speaker Bosma told reporters afterwards that “We will not be distracted by social issues this cycle. There
are real issues to address. It maybe what you are focusing on but we are focused on the real issues.”
“There’s obviously a bomb tossed out there that was announced by Rep. Nisly,” Long said ( NWI Times).
“People are always going to propose legislation. Whether it has a chance of seeing daylight or not
depends on a lot of factors.” Bosma said there’s little he can do to stop Nisly’s proposal from being filed.
“There are some cultural issues for which there is no reasonable political accommodation,” Bosma said.
“We are always going to disagree about issues like abortion, marriage and perhaps even a hate crimes
law. My commitment is not to get distracted on these issues.”

SOURCES SAY VAPE PROBE ENDS: Informed and reliable sources familiar with the FBI investigation
concerning Indiana’s vape law tell Howey Politics Indiana that no charges will result. At least two
legislators and several lobbyists were interviewed by the FBI as well as Evan McMahon, an e-liquid
producer and leader of Hoosier Vapers, a consumer and industry organization that opposes the law, the
IndyStar reported in August. The law was passed in 2015 then amended during the 2016 session. The
FBI does not confirm or deny the status of investigations.

DONNELLY TO OPPOSE ANY EFFORT TO PRIVATIZE MEDICARE: The office of U.S. Sen. Joe
Donnelly dispatched an email to media early yesterday afternoon announced the Indiana Democrat "will
oppose any effort to privatize Medicare" (Howey Politics Indiana). "... discussions already are under way
by some in Congress to privatize Medicare," the release stated, noting more than 1.1 million Hoosiers are
enrolled in the federal health insurance program for people who are 65 or older, certain younger people
with disabilities, and people with End-Stage Renal Disease. Donnelly stated, "Let me say unequivocally to
you now: I have fought to protect Medicare for this generation and for future generations. I have
opposed efforts to privatize Medicare in the past, and I will oppose any effort to privatize Medicare or
turn it into a voucher program in the future. If my colleagues have pragmatic ideas that strengthen
Medicare, reduce the costs of care, crack down on waste, fraud and abuse, count me in, but if they want
to phase out Medicare, or privatize the system, count me out."

ODDS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION INCREASE: The increasing dominance of Republicans
inside statehouses across the nation has spurred talk that a constitutional convention -- the very meeting
that crafted the US Constitution -- could be more than just a Hail Mary thrown to conservatives
(LoBianco, CNN). Conservative groups and Republican lawmakers have been planning for the possibility
for years, although it picked up steam three years ago after a group of state lawmakers met at George
Washington's Mount Vernon estate, just outside Washington. The requirement that 34 state legislatures

approve of any convention has long seemed too high a hurdle. But a series of surprise wins for
Republicans in statehouses across the country on Election Night -- including taking control of both
legislative chambers in 32 states -- has put the possibility within reach. Despite the long odds, a group of
lawmakers -- mostly Republicans -- have been meeting since 2013 to come up with guidelines to prevent
total chaos. That group, The Assembly of State Legislatures, approved a detailed package of rules this
year -- outlining everything from who would lead the group to how proposals would be debated.

INDIANA HOSPITAL CEO WARNS 'THINGS MAY CHANGE RAPIDLY': The chief executive officer
of a rural Indiana hospital says employers and employees should brace for changes to the Affordable
Care Act, advising Hoosiers to "be nimble and realize that things may change rapidly" (Dick, Inside
Indiana Business). But Greene County General Hospital CEO Brenda Reetz doesn't expect Obamacare to
necessarily receive a radical makeover. "I don't think we're going to see a grand day when everything
changes overnight," said Reetz, during an interview on Inside Indiana Business Television. "I think it will
be a gradual transition where we see things swap in and out, depending on how they are working." Reetz
said the medical device tax will attract a lot of attention. She also said there are elements of the ACA that
"are truly good," like coverage for pre-existing conditions and the fact that more people now have access
to insurance. At the state level, she points to Healthy Indiana 2.0 as a positive reform that is providing
access to health coverage for Hoosiers who live at or near the poverty level. But Reetz added health care
reform has also led to a "narrowing of networks" that has squeezed out some rural hospitals and health
care providers and made it difficult for patients to access health care close to home.

4 POLICE OFFICERS SHOT IN ONE DAY: Four police officers have been shot within a 24-hour span
across four cities, adding to what has become a violent year for members of law enforcement ( ABC
News). Of the shootings, authorities have labelled two as being targeted attacks. One of the attacks took
place in San Antonio, where a 20-year veteran of the force was killed, and the other took place in St.
Louis, where a 46-year-old sergeant was shot twice in the head during an ambush but is expected to
survive. The other two incidents Sunday, which took place in Florida and Missouri, were not believed to
be targeted shootings. The National Law Enforcement Fund, an organization that tracks police officer
deaths, said that the total number of fatalities this year has increased by 16 percent. Firearms-related
deaths of officers are up 67 percent, the data show. Targeted shootings of police officers, as well as
recorded videos of police shooting victims, have regularly made headlines this year, leading to debates
and protests on both sides of America's fractured political landscape. President-elect Donald Trump
referred to himself as the "law and order candidate" throughout his campaign for president, and
frequently addressed the subject of targeted police shootings during rallies and campaign stops.

HPI DAILY ANALYSIS: This could be a political trivia question. In two runs for executive office in 2012
and 2016, Mike Pence did not win a majority of the popular vote. Confusing winning an election as a
mandate can lead to political consequences. Gov. Pence acted like he had a mandate despite winning
49% of the vote in 2012 that led him to sign controversial social legislation that made his reelection bid
precarious. Trump threw him a political lifeline and their upset victory on Nov. 8 has rebooted Pence into
new power. That upset appears to have unleashed some of the dark impulses that were beneath the
surface. Here in Indiana, we’ve witnessed KKK and Nazi symbols on a Bloomington trail and Democratic
headquarters, and a Bean Blossom church, while Latino students have been harassed in Pence’s
hometown of Columbus. Trump has urged Americans to “stop it.” That may not be enough. Pence now
faces a real opportunity to reach out to Americans in, perhaps, his first major post-election speech, to call

for an end to this type of intolerance. He can set a new tone in a nation that is obviously roiled by the
coarseness and insensitivity of the campaign we just endured. - Brian A. Howey

Trump45

TRUMP ANNOUNCES DAY ONE ACTIONS: President-elect Donald Trump released a recorded video
message to the nation Monday evening, in which he outlined several executive actions he plans to take
on his first day in office (Politico). “I am going to issue our notification of intent to withdraw from the
Trans-Pacific Partnership,” Trump began, vowing to withdraw from the trade agreement with 11 other
countries that was pushed by President Barack Obama. Trump said he will instead negotiate bilateral
trade deals that “bring jobs and industry” back to the country. Trump also promised to "cancel job-killing
restrictions on the production of American energy — including shale energy and clean coal,” though he
did not specify which restrictions he planned to eliminate. This step would create "many millions of highpaying jobs," he said. Trump vowed to “formulate a rule which says that for every one new regulation,
two old regulations must be eliminated,” repeating a proposal he made near the end of the election.
Notably absent from Trump’s announcement: His campaign promise to build a wall along America's
southern border with Mexico.

TRUMP WON’T PROSECUTE CLINTON: President-elect Donald Trump won’t seek a special prosecutor
for Hillary Clinton, MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” reported today. A source told them that Trump said Clinton
“has been through enough.”

PENCE POTENTIAL IMPACT ON U.S. EDUCATION: President-elect Donald Trump is continuing to
name his choices for top cabinet positions, with 60 days until he assumes the Oval Office, but one role
that's still up in the air is Secretary of Education (Balonen-Rosen, Indiana Public Media). Sure, there are
rumors who it could be, including former Indiana superintendent Tony Bennet and U.S. Rep. Luke
Messer, but there's no official announcement yet. As it stands, Trump doesn't have much of a record on
education for us to look at. But Vice President-elect and Indiana Gov. Mike Pence, who now heads the
transition, does. A lengthy one. "I suspect that vice president-elect Pence is going to have enormous
weigh over the transition process," says Mike Casserly, executive director of Council of Great City
Schools, which represents over 60 urban school systems. "The policies and positions and philosophies
that he has espoused in Indiana are not unique to the Trump positions."

HOOSIER EXPORTERS WARY OF TRUMP POLICIES: Officials for Cummins Inc., the Columbusbased maker of diesel engines, say the negative talk about trade during the presidential campaign was
prompted by a myth that free trade is bad for domestic companies (Schoettle, Indianapolis Business
Journal). The numbers seem to contradict Trump's notion. The value of exported goods from Indiana
rose from $22.9 billion in 2009 to a record $35.6 billion in 2014 before tailing off a bit to just below $34
billion last year, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. During the same time, the number of Indiana
manufacturing jobs has increased 21 percent, to 515,100. "Cummins for sure thinks free and fair trade is
good. It's good for our country and it's good for our employees," said Cathy Van Way, Cummins
executive director of government relations. "We grow because we have access to global markets. Ninetyfive percent of the world's consumers do not live in the U.S." While Van Way said Cummins officials have
their eye on Trump's trade policies, they're in no rush to judgment. "We're in the same position as a lot
of other [manufacturers]," she said. "We're waiting with interest to see how it all unfolds." Several
Indiana manufacturers are optimistic that Trump's actual trade policies will be less bombastic than his
campaign rhetoric, and are hopeful that his business experience will lead him to see that global free trade
has far more positives than negatives.

TRUMP LAMBASTS MEDIA EXECS, PERSONALITIES: President-elect Donald Trump met Monday
with television news executives and some well-known TV journalists and repeatedly told them the
campaign reporting about him was “unfair” and “dishonest” (Washington Post). Participants in the
meeting at Trump Tower in New York described it as a contentious but generally respectful gathering.
But if the media elite attended in hopes of improving relations with the forthcoming Trump
administration, that wasn’t quite in the cards. The president-elect specifically called out reporting by CNN
and NBC that he deemed unfair, according to four people who attended the meeting, all of whom spoke
on the condition of anonymity because the meeting was off the record. (The ground rules prevented the
networks from reporting the very story they were part of.) Instead of striking a harmonious tone to build
rapport following the election, Trump was combative, participants said. In a calm and deliberate voice, he
told the group sitting around a conference table that they had failed to provide their viewers with fair and
accurate coverage, and told them they failed to understand him or his appeal to millions of Americans.

MEDIA GROUP WHO MET WITH TRUMP: The group included some of the top news media figures
that Trump had aimed barbs at during the campaign, including “Meet the Press” anchor Chuck Todd; ABC
News anchors George Stephanopoulos and David Muir; CNN’s Wolf Blitzer and Erin Burnett; ABC
correspondent Martha Raddatz; “NBC Nightly News” anchor Lester Holt; and a CBS News contingent that
included Norah O’Donnell, Charlie Rose, John Dickerson and Gayle King. Among the network news
executives present were CNN Worldwide Chairman Jeff Zucker, NBC News President Deborah Turness,
MSNBC President Phil Griffin, ABC News President James Goldston, and the four top executives from Fox
News, Bill Shine, Jack Abernethy, Jay Wallace and Suzanne Scott.

TRUMP SPOKESMAN COOL TO COMEY: A spokesman for President-elect Donald Trump pointedly
declined to back embattled FBI Director James Comey on Monday, saying Trump would meet with the
nation’s top law enforcement officer “at some point.” ( Washington Post). “There hasn’t been any official
statement with regard to Director Comey,’’ Trump spokesman Jason Miller said during the transition
team’s daily briefing. Asked if Trump would seek the resignation of Comey, who played a controversial

role in the presidential campaign’s final days, Miller said only: “I would imagine that at some point, the
two will meet.”

TRUMP DOWN TO 2 FOR TREASURY: President-elect Donald Trump has narrowed the field of
candidates for Treasury secretary to Steven Mnuchin and Jonathan Gray, multiple sources tell CNN.
Mnuchin, 53, is a former Wall Street exec turned Hollywood producer. And Gray, 46, is a billionaire in
charge of real estate for the Blackstone private equity firm. Both Mnuchin and Gray would be seen as
political moderates. Gray is a registered Democrat and Mnuchin has contributed to both parties. Last
week, Trump's first picks for senior positions were seen as very conservative.

FEC CITES 1,000 TRUMP CAMPAIGN FILING ERRORS: The Federal Election Commission is asking
the campaign of Donald Trump to correct more than 1,000 errors in its latest financial filing (CNN). The
FEC determined that the Trump campaign accepted close to 1,100 donations, which amounted to roughly
$1.3 million, that violated one of a handful of campaign finance laws. In some cases, the Trump
campaign accepted donations from groups that had not registered properly with the FEC. But in the
majority, donors blew right past legal donation limits, the commission wrote in a letter to the Trump
campaign sent Monday. Larry Noble of the Campaign Legal Center said the FEC letter is fairly routine.

TRUMP, PENCE ATTEND CHURCH: The congregation of Lamington Presbyterian Church gave
President-elect Donald Trump a standing ovation following the Sunday morning worship service ( Fox
News). The New York Post reports that worshippers told Trump to "follow his heart." “I just told him that
I hope he understands the country supports him and not to be distracted by the noise,” said church
member Jim Tiesei. The enthusiastic welcome was far different than the one Vice President-elect Mike
Pence received at "Hamilton the Musical." Pence was heckled and then publicly shamed by the cast. The
Post reported that Trump's ovation at the church was "rousing."

PENCE TO SPEND THANKSGIVING IN MISSISSIPPI WITH SON: President-elect Donald Trump will
head to Mar-a-Lago, his club in Palm Beach, Florida, for Thanksgiving, while Vice President-elect Mike
Pence plans to spend the holiday in Mississippi (Politico). Sean Spicer, the Republican National
Committee’s communications director, told reporters on Monday morning’s transition update call that
Trump may leave for Florida on Tuesday afternoon or Wednesday morning, and intends to spend
Thanksgiving there. He said the transition team will have updates later on when he plans to return.
Asked what Trump will do while in Florida, spokesman Jason Miller said the transition team has not
released a schedule and said that Trump also intends to spend time with family. "Hopefully eating some
turkey," Miller said. Pence will travel to Mississippi, where his son, Michael, a lieutenant in the Marine
Corps, is stationed, Miller said on the call.

TRUMP APPROVAL SOARS: Donald Trump’s popularity is rising in the days since his election,
according to a new POLITICO/Morning Consult poll of registered voters. Forty-six percent of voters now
have a very favorable or somewhat favorable opinion of the president-elect. Twelve percent have a
somewhat unfavorable opinion and 34 percent have a very unfavorable opinion of him. It’s a dramatic
uptick since the election. Trump’s favorability has grown 9 points, 37 percent to 46 percent, compared to

a Morning Consult poll right before the election -- while his unfavorability has dropped 15 points, from 61
percent to 46 percent.

53% EXPECT TRUMP TO DO A GOOD JOB IN CNN POLL: Two weeks after Election Day, most
Americans say President-elect Donald Trump will ultimately do a good job as president, though fewer
approve of the way he's handled the transition so far, according to a new CNN/ORC Poll. A narrow
majority (53%), say they think Trump will do a very or fairly good job as president, and 40% say they
have a lot of confidence in Trump to deal with the economy, a share that outpaces the percentage who
had that much confidence in Barack Obama, George W. Bush, Bill Clinton or Ronald Reagan ahead of
their first inaugurations.

ACTOR WON’T APOLOGIZE TO PENCE: Brandon Victor Dixon, the "Hamilton" actor who delivered the
show’s message to Vice President-elect Mike Pence following a performance last week, said Monday
morning that the cast will not be meeting Donald Trump’s demand for an apology because “there is
nothing to apologize for” (Politico). Dixon, who plays Aaron Burr in the current production, said he did not
write the statement he delivered to Pence but that it was crafted by the show’s director, producer and
creator, Lin-Manuel Miranda. Dixon added that he and the current cast were given the opportunity to edit
it and that he did not know why he had specifically been asked to deliver the message. He did say that
"Hamilton" is an "inherently American story told by the definition of, you know, the American community.
We are men, women of different creeds, colors and orientations.” As such, Dixon said, “the resonant
nature of the show throughout the world, throughout the global community, demands that we make
statements when there are important issues, I think, facing us as a community.”

CONWAY DEFENDS TRUMP TWEETS: Donald Trump’s senior adviser Kellyanne Conway said Monday
that her boss’ Twitter outburst against the Broadway musical "Hamilton" is no indication that the
president-elect's focus is drifting away from the work of his transition team ( Politico). Instead, Conway
said, media coverage of the Manhattan billionaire’s feud with the smash hit show is proof that reporters
have not learned their lesson about what truly matters to Americans. “Why do you care?” Conway asked
CNN’s Chris Cuomo during an active back-and-forth on the network’s “New Day” morning show. “In other
words, who is to say that he can't do that, make a comment, spend five minutes on a tweet and making
a comment and still be the president-elect?”

SCOTT BROWN MAY GET VA JOB: President-elect Donald Trump is considering former Massachusetts
Sen. Scott Brown to lead the Department of Veterans Affairs, Brown confirmed Monday ( CBS News).
Brown, who served more than 30 years in the National Guard, told reporters outside Trump Tower in
New York after meeting with Mr. Trump that he’s “not competing with anybody” but believes he’s the
right man for the job. “I think I’m the best person but there are some tremendous people out there,” he
said.

CHRISTIE SAYS HE’LL SERVE OUT HIS TERM: Gov. Chris Christie said on Monday night that he does
not plan to accept a job in President-elect Donald Trump’s administration, declaring on his monthly radio
show, “I’m serving the rest of my term” (Politico). The remarks by the governor, who was among the first

mainstream Republicans to support Trump’s candidacy, were his most definitive yet on the subject and
come a day after he met with the president-elect at his golf club in Bedminster.

REP. GABBARD MEETS WITH TRUMP: Rep. Tulsi Gabbard (D-Hawaii) said she and President-elect
Donald Trump had a frank conversation at the Trump Tower on Monday about American policy abroad
and the need to avoid any escalations that could lead the nation into war (Politico). “I felt it is important
to take the opportunity to meet the President-elect now before the drumbeats of war that neocons have
been beating drag us into an escalation of the war to overthrow the Syrian government,” Gabbard said in
a statement.

MILLER CALLS TRUMP TOWER SECURITY ‘UNPRECEDENTED’: Securing the area around
President-elect Donald Trump’s New York City residence is being called an “unprecedented challenge.”
Roadblocks, concrete barriers and police officers now surround Trump Tower, a skyscraper on Fifth
Avenue in one of the busiest parts of Manhattan (CBS News). “The biggest challenge is trying to blend
the two things that we have to make work as a police department: one is securing the president of the
United States when he’s in New York, or right now, the president-elect. And the other is, doing it on what
could be a very regular basis, at what we consider practically the center of the earth, which is 57th Street
and Fifth Avenue,” said John Miller, NYPD’s deputy commissioner of intelligence and counterterrorism and
former CBS News senior correspondent.

ISIS EYES MACY’S PARADE: In addition the president-elect’s security, John Miller has his eyes on the
Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade on Thursday (CBS News). On Nov. 11, the ISIS propaganda magazine,
“Rumiyah,” suggested the parade would be an “excellent target” for a terror attack. The magazine
features a “Just Terror Tactics” section focused on vehicular attacks, pointing to the July 16 truck attack
in Nice, France, which killed 86 and injured 434. “I think what you’re seeing here is that [ISIS] is still
struggling with complex external attacks in the U.S., or their ability to launch them,” Miller said. “But
what they’re asking anybody who’s following their propaganda to do, is something low-tech, low-cost and
potentially high impact. So the idea of renting a big truck and ramming it into crowds is something that
they find attractive.”

Campaigns

INDIANA DEMOCRATS FACE LOW POINT: Indiana Democrats saw their hopes for a resurgence
dashed under the weight of Donald Trump's landslide victory and Republicans gaining complete control of
the state's government (Davies, Associated Press). It's a low point that casts doubt on former Sen. Evan
Bayh and two-time gubernatorial candidate John Gregg as future candidates and leaves Democrats
hamstrung when U.S. Sen. Joe Donnelly will be up for re-election in 2018. Leaders point to Trump and
Gov. Mike Pence's 19 percentage-point victory in Indiana over Democrat Hillary Clinton as a margin that
proved too much for other Democratic candidates to overcome. Gregg came closest statewide, but lost to
Republican Lt. Gov. Eric Holcomb by 6 percentage points even while running nearly 200,000 votes ahead
of Clinton. "That's a pretty big lift to try to do more than that," said Donnelly, whose seat will likely be
targeted by Republicans in two years. Going forward, state and national Democrats ought to embrace

positions similar to Sanders' on protecting jobs from leaving the country and cutting the influence of Wall
Street, said Indianapolis City-County Council member Zach Adamson, who was a Sanders delegate at the
Democratic National Convention.

VIGO JUDGE RECOUNT: On Friday, Candidate Raeanna Moore filed for a recount for the Division One
judge race in Vigo County (WTHI-TV). This will be a manual recount of over 40,000 votes. Judge Joe
Trout from Clay County has been appointed to execute the process. According to the Vigo County Clerk’s
Office, Trout has until Wednesday to appoint a committee.

IU RESEARCHERS EXAMINE FAKE NEWS DEVELOPMENT: IU faculty and students in media-related
fields said they think regulation of fake news by social media outlets and increased media literacy
education among social media users are important in combating the effects of fake news (Mack, Indiana
Daily Student). Giovanni Luca Ciampaglia, an assistant research scientist at the IU Network Science
Institute who studies misinformation and the diffusion of viral memes on social media, said Facebook's
claims have been met with skepticism by many and the point is not how much fake news is on the
website but how much exposure it gets. "Facebook relies on the community to flag fake news, but to be
flagged it must first be presented to people," Ciampaglia said. Ciampaglia said fake news stories that are
intended to mislead people tend to get hundreds of thousands of shares while accurate information
sources lag behind. The ability of fake news outlets to create websites that look professional is what he
said makes spread of misinformation easy. "Most of what we've seen in the industry of fake news is
based on the idea that people really want to get information from a diverse set of sources, but they can
get deceived in the process," Ciampaglia said.

General Assembly

GOP LEADERS SHRUG OFF PROPOSED ABORTION BILL: Republican legislative leaders Monday
shrugged off questions about potential legislation banning all abortion. And all four caucus leaders say
their focus is on other issues (Smith, Indiana Public Media). A House Republican lawmaker promised to
author legislation that would classify any abortion as murder in Indiana. Senate President Pro Tem David
Long called it a "bomb thrown out there" and says controversial issues like that are authored every year.
"Whether that has a chance of seeing daylight or not just depends on a lot of factors - the appetite of
your caucus on whether you really want to talk about that," Long says. House Speaker Brian Bosma
repeatedly emphasizes that his caucus won't be focused on the potential abortion bill. "You know, no bills
have been filed in the House yet so who even knows if it's going to be filed? As I said earlier today, my

focus is going to be on infrastructure, a responsible budget, pre-kindergarten, some public safety issues this is where our time is going to be focused," Bosma says. House and Senate Democratic leaders urged
their GOP colleagues to avoid such hot-button issues.

LONG SAYS TAX OR FEE HIKE COMING FOR ROADS: The Indiana state Senate's leader says some
sort of tax or fee increase is inevitable in order to boost funding for road and bridge projects
(Davies, Associated Press). Republican Senate President Pro Tem David Long said Monday the state's
gasoline tax should be indexed to increase with inflation. But he was noncommittal about what other
steps lawmakers should take. Republican Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb and legislative leaders say they want a
decision on a long-term infrastructure funding increase to be a main topic of the General Assembly
session that starts in January. GOP senators earlier this year balked at a plan from House Republicans to
increase the state's gasoline and cigarette taxes to fund highway projects. Holcomb hasn't backed any
specific funding plan, saying all proposals should be considered.

SOLIDAY HONORED BY CHAMBER: State Rep. Ed Soliday, R-Valparaiso, was named "Small Business
Champion" Monday by the Indiana Chamber of Commerce (NWI Times). The annual award recognizing
lawmakers who improve Indiana's business climate for small employers was presented to Soliday for his
successful efforts in enacting a $1 billion short-term infrastructure spending plan, without raising taxes,
during the 2016 legislative session. "With the small business community employing more than half of all
Hoosier workers, it is imperative that steps are taken to ensure its success," said Kevin Brinegar, chamber
CEO. "(Soliday) understands how vital small businesses are to the state's economy."

HEALTH: LAWMAKERS URGED TO RAISE CIG TAXES, LEGAL AGE - A coalition of Indiana health
and business professionals is asking lawmakers to raise the cigarette tax and the legal smoking age with
the goal of improving the health of Hoosiers (Hoffmeyer, Statehouse File). "If Indiana was a patient, we
would say that she in critical condition," Anthem President Rob Hillman said. In addition to increasing the
cigarette tax by $1.50 per pack, the newly-formed Alliance for a Healthier Indiana is talking to lawmakers
about reinvesting that money into cessation programs. They also want to raise the smoking age from 18
to 21 and repeal legislation that gives smokers protections with their employers. Indiana ranks 44th worst
in the percentage of smokers. While much of the country is improving in their smoking statics, Indiana is
not, Community Health Network President and CEO Bryan Mills said. The alliance plans to tackle other
health issues as Indiana ranks 44th worst in obesity and 36th worst in infant mortality, but the leaders
are starting with tobacco. The state's low health rankings also are making businesses interested in
moving to or growing their facilities here hesitate. Kevin Brinegar, president and CEO of the Indiana
Chamber of Commerce, said businesses with facilities in multiple states tell him that Indiana is the most
expensive in terms of health care.

Congress

MESSER SUGGESTS TITLE 1 FUNDS TO PAY FOR SCHOOL CHOICE: U.S.Rep. Luke Messer, an
Indiana Republican who founded the Congressional School Choice Caucus and is friends with [VicePresident-elect Mike] Pence, suggested in an interview that some of the money for Mr. Trump's school
choice program could come from Title 1, a $15 billion education program for low-income schools (Saul,
New York Times). But critics say letting Title 1 money follow students to higher-income schools outside
their neighborhoods, referred to in education speak as Title 1 portability, would take money away from
public schools. Teachers unions have opposed the idea of expanding funding for charter schools. "There
is a real question about resources being drained from public education," said Randi Weingarten, the
president of the American Federation of Teachers.

ROKITA TALKS OBAMACARE, IMMIGRATION: U.S. Rep. Todd Rokita sat down with residents of
Tippecanoe County on Monday afternoon to listen to their questions and concerns regarding political
issues at the forefront after the November elections (Ellison, Lafayette Journal & Courier). One of the big
issues on many Americans' minds currently is the future of their health care, and Rokita said Republicans
know the path to fix it. "In our replacement plan, we would keep certain parts of Obamacare... but there
is still a big controversy right now regarding should government be involved to this extent," he said.
Rokita said he has spoken with members of President-elect Donald Trump's team regarding Trump's 100day plan as well as a first-day plan, which involves "executive orders starting to walk back regulations."
"They are on it," Rokita said regarding Trump's team. "I think they are ahead of the previous transition's
schedules in a lot of respects." Community members asked Rokita to talk about where he sees America's
stance on immigration policy going, but Rokita said he hasn't heard any more on the topic than what has
been reported in recent news. "I think Republicans and the unified government that House Speaker Paul
Ryan has talked about is for a secure border," Rokita said. "We believe in a sovereign nation."

DEMOCRATS GIRD FOR MEDICARE FIGHT: Top Democrats are starting to line up against any efforts
by the Republican-controlled Congress to privatize Medicare, a long-sought goal of House Speaker Paul
Ryan (King, Washington Examiner). House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi told the Washington Post on
Monday that any effort to privatize Medicare would unify Democrats. She gave an example of 2005, when
President George W. Bush was re-elected and pushed to partially privatize Social Security. "At that time,
we committed to each other that we would be unified and disciplined," Pelosi told the Post. "Bush had
just been elected. He gave us an opportunity by saying he would partially privatize Social Security." She
added that if Republicans choose to try to privatize Medicare, the effort would clearly highlight
differences between the two parties.

LUGAR TO GIVE FOREIGN POLICY OUTLOOK DEC. 3 AT UINDY: As foreign policy became a
leading issue in the 2016 presidential race, one of America’s most respected voices on international
affairs returns to the University of Indianapolis to share his insights on current issues around the world
Dec. 3. Former U.S. Sen. Richard Lugar will deliver the keynote address Saturday, December 3, at the
40th annual Lugar Symposium for Tomorrow’s Leaders, presented by UIndy’s Richard G. Lugar Academy.

The event will draw more than 400 select high school juniors from throughout the state for a morning
program and afternoon group discussion sessions on pressing public issues. The public is invited to
attend the 10 a.m. opening program – including Lugar’s address, which he has often cited as his most
important annual public speech – will be open free to the general public. This year, the statesman plans
to focus his talk on America’s role in the world in the 21st century.

State

GOVERNOR: APPEALS COURT HEARS PENCE EMAIL ARGUMENTS - Lawyers for Indiana Gov. and
Vice President-elect Mike Pence are fighting to keep private the contents of e-mails between him and
lawyers hired by the state (Brilliant, WTHR-TV). An Indiana district Court of Appeals held a hearing on
the matter on the third floor of the statehouse that lasted just about an hour. It will be up to the appeals
court either uphold a lower court ruling... or decide the Governor indeed, needs to make public the
contents of a number of emails. All of this stems from a lawsuit the Pence administration filed with a
group of other states opposing immigration policy of the Obama administration. The governor hired a
private law firm to handle Indiana's portion of that lawsuit. But how much did that cost? That amount
isn't being made public and other details of email correspondence are also being kept secret. The
Indianapolis lawyer who is suing the governor says this is about principal. "The principal is transparency
in our state government. If you heard what Governor Pence's lawyers said, if his constitutional argument
were to be accepted, all of the governor's emails would be unavailable to members of the media and to
citizens. It reminds me, and I'm going to give up my age, but it reminds me of the position Nixon took
during the dispute on the Pentagon papers. It's chilling, frankly," said plaintiff Bill Groth. A Marion County
court ruled in favor of the Pence administration, which is why this case ended up at the Indiana Court of
Appeals. That court is expected to make a decision in the next 70 days.

GOVERNOR: LIFE SCIENCES FIRM BRINGING 31 JOBS TO INDY - Cryogenic Solutions, a medical
equipment repair service provider, announced plans today to expand in Indianapolis to accommodate the
operations of its recent acquisition - New York-based Inventory Solutions, the governor's office recently
announced (Howey Politics Indiana). The company will invest $1 million to double its footprint at 1936 S.
Lynhurst Drive, leasing an additional 15,000 square feet. Cryogenic Solutions acquired Inventory
Solutions, a national supplier of refurbished respiratory products, earlier this year and plans to move the
new operations to its expanded 30,000-square-foot building in Indianapolis. As part of its growth,
Cryogenic Solutions plans to create up to 31 new Indiana jobs, with plans to relocate some of the 15 fulltime employees who are located in New York. The Indiana Economic Development Corporation offered
Cryogenic Solutions Inc. up to $215,000 in conditional tax credits based on the company's job creation
plans. These tax credits are performance-based, meaning until Hoosiers are hired, the company is not
eligible to claim incentives. The city of Indianapolis supports the project in partnership with Develop Indy,
a business unit of the Indy Chamber.

GOVERNOR: PENCE NAMES NEW HAMMOND CITY JUDGE - Gov. Mike Pence named former
business owner Amy Jorgensen the new Hammond City Court judge on Monday, a decision criticized by
the city's mayor (NWI Times). Jorgensen is the former owner and operator of seven Sylvan Learning
Centers in Northwest Indiana and Chicago, according to a resume she provided The Times of Northwest
Indiana. Jorgensen said Monday in an email she sold her remaining interest in the tutoring centers in

December 2015, but she remains a consultant for the new owners. In January, Jorgensen was appointed
chairwoman of the St. John Republican Party, but she said Monday she resigned from that position.
Jorgensen will replace longtime jurist Jeffrey Harkin, who died in April. Gerald P. Kray was appointed the
pro tem judge on April 26.

STEEL: ANTITRUST CLAIM THROWN OUT - A judge has thrown out an antitrust claim against China
by U.S. Steel (Ropeik, IPB News). It's the latest twist in the Northwest Indiana steel giant's months-long
bid to ban Chinese steel imports. International Trade Commission administrative judge Dee Lord rejected
the Pittsburgh-based company's antitrust complaint against China. But it's not the only trade case that
U.S. Steel has in the works with the ITC. Spokeswoman Sarah Cassella says they're still pursuing
allegations that China stole trade secrets and illegally avoided paying tariffs in order to flood the U.S.
market with cheap imports. And the ITC agreed in August to increase those tariffs. Still, Cassella says in
an email that U.S. Steel is "shocked and disappointed" by Lord's move to reject their antitrust claim. She
calls it an "unusual turn" and says they might ask the ITC to review the decision. As those cases
continue, American steel production is up 5 percent from this time last year. Steel mills around the Great
Lakes and Northwest Indiana make up 38 percent of that production, more than any other region.

EDUCATION: FACULTY VOTES 'NO CONFIDENCE' IN IPFW CHANCELLOR - Amid controversial
program closures at Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne, faculty leaders there passed a
resolution of "no confidence" in Chancellor Vicky Carwein on Monday (Holden, Lafayette Journal &
Courier). The IPFW faculty senate passed the measure in a 27-12 vote, with 5 members abstaining. The
resolution said Carwein has overseen declining enrollment and revenue but hasn't taken strategic steps to
address the issues, and instead relied on "nonstrategic cuts of convenience." In the past five years, Fort
Wayne has experienced a 16 percent decrease in enrollment, according to enrollment data. The school
currently is operating on a $3 million deficit. Last month, university leaders announced plans to eliminate
or restructure several programs and departments that had historically low enrollment numbers. Three
departments - women's studies, philosophy and geology - were recommended to be eliminated by Jan. 1.

Nation

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA GIVING FINAL MEDALS OF FREEDOM - President Barack Obama will be
handing out his final round of the Presidential Medal of Freedom on Tuesday. Obama is planning to honor
several giants in the entertainment and sports industries. The Medal of Freedom is the nation’s highest
award given to civilians. “The Presidential Medal of Freedom is not just our nation’s highest civilian honor

– it’s a tribute to the idea that all of us, no matter where we come from, have the opportunity to change
this country for the better. From scientists, philanthropists, and public servants to activists, athletes, and
artists, these 21 individuals have helped push America forward, inspiring millions of people around the
world along the way,” Obama said. The following people will be receiving the award: Kareem AbdulJabbar, Elouise Cobell, Ellen DeGeneres, Robert De Niro, Richard Garwin, Bill and Melinda Gates, Frank
Gehry, Margaret H. Hamilton, Tom Hanks, Grace Hopper, Michael Jordan, Maya Lin, Lorne Michaels, Newt
Minow, Eduardo Padrón, Robert Redford, Diana Ross, Vin Scully, Bruce Springsteen and Cicely Tyson.

ENVIRONMENT: POLAR SEA ICE THIN - As extraordinarily warm temperatures continue in the Arctic
— temperatures tens of degrees Fahrenheit above normal for this time of year in some locations — Arctic
sea ice, a key indicator of the overall state of this system, seems to be responding in kind ( Washington
Post). It is kind of unbelievable: On Nov. 19, the extent of Arctic sea ice was nearly 1 million square
kilometers lower (8.633 million vs 9.504 million) than it was on that date during the prior record low year
of 2012, according to data from the National Snow and Ice Data Center. On Nov. 20, the gap widened
further, with 8.625 million square kilometers in 2016 versus 9.632 million in 2012. This is happening in a
time of year when ice is supposed to be spreading across the polar ocean — yet instead, it is flat or even
declining a little lately.

Local

CITIES: INDY HOSPITALS HAVE HIGH INFECTION RATES - Two Indianapolis teaching hospitals
are among the worst in the nation when it comes to preventing bacterial infections in some of their
sickest patients, according to a report published online Monday by Consumer Reports (IndyStar).
Eskenazi Health and Indiana University Health’sDowntown hospitals, which comprise its academic medical
center, fell in the list of 31 worst performers at preventing central-line infections during a five-year period
from 2011 to 2015. The report includes nearly 2,000 hospitals nationwide. Medical officials at both
institutions acknowledged that their rates could improve but said that they have made progress in the
past year.

CITIES: BLOOMINGTON FIREFIGHTERS TO GET BACK PAY - Nearly all of Bloomington’s
firefighters and some recent retirees will be receiving a combined total of $235,000 in retroactive
overtime wages (Banta, Bloomington Herald-Times). Those payments follow a change in the overtime
payment structure after it became clear the city no longer could use what’s known as the “fluctuating
work week” method. That method puts workers with fluctuating hours, such as firefighters, on a salary

that pays them a weekly rate whether they work 40 hours or not in a week. In that system, overtime is
not paid at 1.5 times the hourly rate, but at half the hourly rate to take into account the weeks when
there is full compensation for less than a full complement of hours. That method had been negotiated
into contracts and been in use for several decades, according to city officials. “Legal rulings have clarified
the fluctuated workweek calculation method can only be used in certain circumstances,” city Corporation
Counsel Philippa Guthrie said during a news conference Monday afternoon, adding that Bloomington’s fire
department does not meet the requirements to use that method.

CITIES: JEFFERSONVILLE RAISES BUILDING HEIGHT LIMIT - In the interest of preventing
stagnation in downtown Jeffersonville, the city council approved a new zoning district that in part raises
the maximum residential building height to 100 feet (Beilman, News & Tribune). It was a change almost
universally contested by downtown residents who spoke at the council meeting and preceding workshop
Monday. They don't believe eight-story multi-family structures are appropriate for the historic area. "I
don't think it's change we're opposed to," resident Beverly Knight said. "I think it's making sure it's the
correct changes and what fits into our neighborhood and what's the best thing for us. What we urge you
to do is listen to everyone in our area." But keeping the height limit at 40 feet will cause Jeffersonville to
lose out on new developments and thus fall behind in its period of growth, Planning and Zoning Director
Nathan Pruitt said. "The vibrancy of downtown is at stake," Pruitt told the council.

CITIES: EAST CHICAGO SENIORS WANT BUILDING TESTED FOR LEAD - John B. Nicosia Senior
Building residents say they are testing positive for lead and now want the entire building tested
(Cross, NWI Times). Much of local, state and federal officials' focus the past summer and fall has been on
the EPA's lead- and arsenic-polluted Superfund site — the West Calumet Housing Complex, Carrie Gosch
Elementary School and sections of the city east of the complex. But Sherlene Lowe, a longtime Nicosia
resident, said residents at Nicosia - including herself - have tested positive for lead. The East Chicago
Housing Authority's high-rise building, 4720 Railroad Ave., sits northwest of the Superfund site. Weber
Insulation Co. operated many years ago at 4821 Railroad Ave., where workers "transformed heavy,
misshapen metal chunks, known as lead slag, into soft fibre to be used for insulation," according to the
Calumet Region Historical Guide, published in 1939. "We have seniors. We have people who are
handicapped. We need someone to come in here and get everyone tested," said Lowe, president of the
building's Resident Council.

CITIES: INDY SEEKS TO CLAW BACK $380K FROM REXNORD - Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett
has begun the process of clawing back $380,675 in tax incentives granted to Rexnord Corp. as the firm
prepares to fold its local operations and move the work to Mexico (Orr, Indianapolis Business Journal).
Milwaukee, Wisconsin-based Rexnord, which operates a bearings plant in Indianapolis, said last month
that it had "tentatively decided" to move Indianapolis production to an existing Rexnord facility in
Monterrey, Mexico. Last week, Rexnord reached a decision to close the west-side Indianapolis plant.
Representatives of United Steelworkers Local 1999, which represents most of the 350 or so employees at
the Indianapolis facility, say Rexnord informed them on Nov. 13, after rejecting the union's ideas for
cutting costs at the plant. In light of that news, Hogsett is asking Rexnord to repay $380,675 in tax
savings that the company claimed under a 2009 incentives agreement. Hogsett made the request in the
form of a letter to Rexnord.

CITIES: COURT HALTS BROWNSBURG ANNEXATION PLAN - A Marion County Court has stopped
an annexation by the town of Brownsburg, finding that while key parts of Indiana's annexation statute
are vague, the municipality did not show that the land it wants to annex had an urban character, nor that
it was needed for future development (Odendahl, The Indiana Lawyer). Special Judge Heather Welch of
Marion Superior Court Civil Division issued the order last week following a bench trial that was held in
September. She ruled the annexation cannot proceed because Brownsburg did not meet requirements of
Indiana Code 36-4-3-13(b) and (c). The statute provisions require the land targeted for annexation to be
at least 60 percent subdivided and be set for development in the "reasonably near future." However, in a
footnote, Welch pointed out the law does not define "subdivision" or "reasonably near future." Clearly
defining these terms, she wrote, would not only make the statute more precise but also promote
uniformity in judicial decisions and assist counsel in knowing the exact criteria. Brownsburg adopted an
ordinance in July 2013 to annex 4,400 acres north of the community.

CITIES: MUNCIE ACKNOWLEDGES $92K IN LEGAL FEES - The city of Muncie on Monday
acknowledged what more than $92,000 of the more than $160,000 in legal fees paid to an Indianapolis
law firm was spent on (Roysdon, Muncie Star Press). The city's response to an information request from
The Star Press did not have any details of the $92,431 paid to Ice Miller except that the fees were paid
"to Ice Miller for representation in the Cheesman and Shroyer cases." The Cheesman case is a dispute
between the city and Gretchen Cheesman, a longtime city employee terminated in early 2016 who later
said she would reveal details of misconduct by city officials if her status was changed from terminated to
resigned and if her benefits were restored. The Shroyer case is a lawsuit filed in U.S. District Court by
Shroyer Brothers, a local contracting firm that claimed to have been shut out of city demolition work in
favor of Muncie Building Commissioner Craig Nichols, whose firms have been paid hundreds of thousands
of dollars by the city. The Shroyers sued over a $20,000 bond that the city did not release to the owners
of a former northeastside motel so the owners could pay Shroyer Brothers.

CITIES: BLOOMINGTON TO PAY FIREFIGHTERS UNPAID OVERTIME - The city of Bloomington
owes its firefighters $235,000 in overtime payments (Saliby, Indiana Public Media). City officials
announced Monday Bloomington no longer meets conditions to use a method for calculating overtime
called "the fluctuating workweek." The city had been advised to use the method by the federal
government several decades ago, but recently, eligibility has changed. City Controller Jeff Underwood
says the city has been working to adjust incorrect payments made over the past two years. "When we
realized that it went to a different calculation, we updated the spreadsheet that we use to calculate the
overtime to be in compliance with this method," he says. Officials say the issue came to light during a
review.

CITIES: NO PROGRESS ON INDY HOMELESSNESS IN 10 YEARS - In the past decade, Indianapolis
has made virtually no progress in solving the problem of homelessness in the city (Slone, Indianapolis
Recorder). Now, social services agencies are re-evaluating their approaches. Alan Witchey, executive
director of the Coalition for Homelessness Intervention and Prevention (CHIP), said his organization's
data shows small changes in homelessness numbers over the past 10 years, including an increase in the
number of people accessing emergency homeless shelters and a slight decrease in homelessness in total.
But the numbers of unsheltered homeless people and families experiencing homelessness have not
changed. Though 27 percent of the city's total population is Black, African-Americans account for 51
percent of the homeless population. Kay Wiles, director of HealthNet's Homeless Initiative Program (HIP),
said 62 percent of her organization's 3,500 clients in 2015 were Black.

COUNTIES: DELAWARE BATTLE WITH 911 CONTINUES - A long-running dispute between the
Delaware County commissioners and the city-county 911 supervisory board has so far this year touched
on who can levy discipline against dispatchers and who has access to meetings of the board
(Roysdon, Muncie Star Press). Now the two sides are in a dispute over if and when a fired dispatcher can
return to work. In the middle is Julie Cline, fired from her job as a 911 dispatcher in July but reinstated
by the commissioners - with back pay - in October. But Cline still hasn't returned to her job and said
Monday that, without a steady paycheck, she's depending on public assistance to provide for her
children. "I just want to go back to work," Cline told The Star Press. "I love my job. I'm not asking for
anything but to work for it.”

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brooks, Kara D
Monday, November 21, 2016 1:26 PM
Morrissey, Brenda;Triol, Shelley
FW: Washington Post

FYI
From: Edgers, Geoff [mailto:Geoff.Edgers@washpost.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 1:24 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Subject: RE: Washington Post

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hey Kara,
I talked to Lewis Ricci, Getty director James Cuno, philanthropist David Bohnett (based in Los Angeles) Smithsonian
Secretary David Skorton and anticipate talking to others, including the NEA.
I think where Karen Pence fits in… She was described as an arts educator and supporter and so I see explaining that to
our readers as helpful and useful.
Does that help?
Best, Geoff
From: Brooks, Kara D [mailto:kbrooks@gov.in.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 1:12 PM
To: Edgers, Geoff
Subject: RE: Washington Post
Hi Geoff,
I’ll get back to you. In the meantime, what is your angle? Who else are you interviewing for the story? What’s your
deadline and when will you file?
Thanks,
Kara Brooks
From: Edgers, Geoff [mailto:Geoff.Edgers@washpost.com]
Sent: Monday, November 21, 2016 12:38 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Subject: Washington Post

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Kara,

I’m doing a piece on what arts leaders are thinking as the Trump administration prepares to take office and wondered if
you had a media contact for Karen Pence. I’ve heard she’s quite a supporter of the arts.
Best, Geoff
Geoff Edgers
National Arts Reporter
The Washington Post
geoff.edgers@washpost.com
617-763-1537

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Martin Obst <mobst45@hotmail.com>
Monday, November 21, 2016 1:04 PM
'Nick Kulb'
Brooks, Kara D
RE: Inaugural Events & Galas

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Nick, thanks so much for reaching out. I have forwarded your information to the CEO of the Presidential Inaugural
Committee, and someone should be in contact shortly.
Sincerely,
Marty Obst
From: Nick Kulb [mailto:nickk@beckonentertainment.com]
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 2:28 PM
To: Mobst45@hotmail.com
Cc: Brooks, Kara D <kbrooks@gov.in.gov>
Subject: Inaugural Events & Galas

To Whom It May Concern,
As per Kara Brooks, I am emailing you as it pertains to the upcoming Inauguration and surrounding events.
First, I wanted to congratulate you on the history win last week! I was a fan of Donald Trump’s since day one,
and was simply amazed to see him, and the RNC win the election with such an amazing mandate.
Secondly, I wanted to reach out in the event the RNC and/or the Transition team are currently seeking support
as it relates to entertainment, major music talent acquisition and logistical management. I have been producing
major events for the last 16 years, including events for the RGA, Brexit, along with Fortune 500 companies.
I am attaching copy of my corporate deck, which provides more detailed overview. I am willing to do whatever
I can to assist your team.
I wish you all the best and nothing but success.
Best,
-Nick Kulb
Beckon Entertainment, Inc.
C: 615.812.5301
W: www.beckonentertainment.com
Talent Acquisition | Major Music Event Management | Live Show Logistical Operations

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Meadows, Brad
Monday, November 21, 2016 8:49 AM
Woods, Rachel;#All Lieutenant Governor's Office;Cummins, Jeffrey;Embree,
Duane;Dement, John;Sipe, Jacob;Rich, Jane;Rich, Jane;Rice, Zachary;Triol,
Shelley;Oakman, Jake;Meyer, Alexandra (Tourism);Childress, Colette;Crouch,
Matthew;Zarazee, Megan;Konyha, Bill;Schomacker, Geoff;Scott, Corrie;Philps,
Brian;Hughes, Brandi;Newman, Mark;McKinney, Ted;Rekeweg, Melissa;Bausman,
David;Butts, Tammy;Szydlyk, Noelle;Griffis, Andrew (DWD);Johnson, Kyle;Ensley,
Al;Springer, Shane;Gavelek, Benjamin J;Turner, Teresa;Welling, Kyleen (IHCDA);Patel,
Elizabeth C;Rich, Jane;Woods, Elizabeth;Zhang Sonera, Kevin A (Andre');Seger, Jordan
S;Lopez, Daniel (Danny);Jernigan, Heather;Deutsch, Andrea;Curry, Jill;Ripley, Susie;White,
Gerald;Vandeburg, Jennifer;Fiandaca, Ashlee;Schomacker, Geoff;Lemons, Marni;Gavin,
James (Jim);Wilson, Gregory L (Greg);Ferguson, Hannah;Warner, Robert (Bob);Cole,
Lisa;Basile, Joseph (Joe);'Banning, Mary';Lamb, Shelby;'Murray, Isabella';Brady,
Derick;Barnett, Paula (LG);Goodwin, Hannah A;Oakman, Jake;Wuellner, Mark (LG)
Turner, Teresa;Duncan, Emily (LG)
Morning Clips: November 21, 2016

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR’S FAMILY OF BUSINESS
AGRICULTURE
Want to study livestock industry? Apply for grant
Daily Journal
A grant is available for non-profit organizations that want to study the Indiana livestock industry. The Indiana
State Department of Agriculture is ...
ISDA hosts trainings for livestock producers
The Rushville Republican
INDIANAPOLIS – The Indiana State Department of Agriculture (ISDA) will hold four trainings this winter for
Indiana livestock producers interested in ...
IDP Excited to Launch Annual Indiana Dairy Forum
Farmer's Exchange
IDP Excited to Launch Annual Indiana Dairy Forum ... director of the Indiana State Department of Agriculture,
pointed out that rural America was largely ...
COMMUNITY AND RURAL AFFAIRS
Indiana Main Street Adds Winamac
Inside INdiana Business
The Indiana Office of Community and Rural Affairs has added the town of Winamac to the Indiana Main Street
Program. The town becomes the second ...
Indiana faces up to $8.5 billion funding gap for wastewater and drinking water infrastructure
IUPUI Newsroom
INDIANAPOLIS -- The yearlong study was sponsored by the commission and the Indiana Office of Community
and Rural Affairs…
HOUSING
City working toward northeast TIF district
Goshen News

“The point of this is to be able to leverage the investments from [The Whitsett Group and Company] and the effects
of the blight elimination program to ...
First look at Historic Whitlock Place
Journal Review
There are 54 apartments in the refurbished and historic building formerly known ... and the Indiana Housing and
Community Development Authority.

GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR/FIRST LADY/LT. GOVERNOR
Pence says no need for apology after ‘Hamilton’ jeers, lecture
Fox News
Vice President-elect Mike Pence spoke publicly Sunday for the first time about the mixed reception he received
while attending a performance of the musical “Hamilton,” saying he doesn’t want an apology from the Broadway
cast and that the audience’s boos and cheers “is what freedom sounds like.”
Pence: I ‘wasn’t offended’ by Hamilton message
The Hill
Vice President-elect Mike Pence said Sunday he "wasn't offended" after the cast of the Broadway hit "Hamilton"
called for the Indiana governor to uphold the country's values in a personal message after a show.
Indiana Democrats face low point after election losses
IBJ
Indiana Democrats saw their hopes for a resurgence dashed under the weight of Donald Trump's landslide victory
and Republicans gaining complete control of the state's government. Leaders point to Trump and Gov. Mike
Pence's 19 percentage-point victory in Indiana over Democrat Hillary Clinton as a margin that proved too much for
other Democratic candidates to overcome. Gregg came closest statewide, but lost to Republican Lt. Gov. Eric
Holcomb by 6 percentage points even while running nearly 200,000 votes ahead of Clinton.
*Subscription required, full text below
LEGISLATIVE
Indiana on course for massive infrastructure funding gap
Inside IN Business
With the General Assembly days away from its official start, a new study is projecting a state funding gap as high as
$8.5 billion needed to cover wastewater and drinking water projects over the next 20 years. The research from the
Indiana Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations says state and local governments could experience
annual shortfalls ranging between $326 million and $423 million, if current spending on projects stays where it is.
AROUND THE STATE
Legal fenced hunting starts
FW Journal Gazette
It’s the first white-tailed deer season for Indiana’s high-fenced facilities since lawmakers legalized them this year.
And the new paperwork, inspections and regulations have begun without a hitch. “It’s been a very smooth
transition,” said Dr. Shelly Chavis, field veterinarian for the Indiana Board of Animal Health. “Just knowing it’s legal
has put everyone at ease. They know we aren’t going to shut them down tomorrow.” So far, nine entities have been
licensed by the board as a “Captive Cervidae Hunting Preserve.” They are in Whitley, Huntington, Boone, Marshall,
Harrison, Kosciusko, Blackford, Miami and Decatur counties.
Hoosiers have room to move up volunteering ‘ladder’
Inside IN Business
New statistics from the Corporation for National and Community Service show volunteer services contributed by
Hoosiers in 2015 valued at $3.1 billion. Indiana ranks 25th in the United States in terms of volunteer participation,
which Serve Indiana State Service Director Marc McAleavey says gives Indiana room to "move up the ladder."
Indianapolis ranked 10th among the country's largest metropolitan areas for its rate of volunteerism.

Is GOP flexing muscles for Christian conservatives?
Indy Star
When a Republican lawmaker from Goshen said this week he would propose a bill to outlaw abortion, skeptics
raised questions about whether it would survive a court challenge.
Federal grand jury indicts Lake County sheriff
Indy Star
A federal grand jury has indicted a northwestern Indiana sheriff, his top deputy and a mayor, accusing them of
collecting bribes in return for contracts for towing and other services, a prosecutor announced Friday.
Judge’s ruling lets 2 religious groups’ lawsuit go forward
FW Journal Gazette
A lawsuit over Indiana’s Religious Freedom Restoration Act can move forward, a judge ruled this week. Hamilton
Superior Court Judge Steve Nation issued an opinion Wednesday denying dismissal of the case. He included no
language explaining his ruling.
Star employees stage short walkout to protest Gannett decisions
IBJ
About two-dozen employees at The Indianapolis Star conducted a brief walkout Friday afternoon in downtown
Indianapolis to express their displeasure at recent management decisions and demands by owner Gannett Co.
*Subscription required, full text below
Officials face bribery charges
FW Journal Gazette
A federal grand jury has indicted a northwestern Indiana sheriff, his top deputy and a mayor, accusing them of
collecting bribes in return for contracts for towing and other services, a prosecutor announced Friday.
EDITORIAL
Crucial context
FW Journal Gazette
Gov. and Vice President-Elect Mike Pence has generally been a champion of open government. In March, when he
vetoed House Enrolled Act 1022, which sought to shield police departments at private colleges and universities from
having to disclose more than a bare minimum of information, Pence summarized his reasons eloquently.
Indiana Democrats face low point after election losses
November 20, 2016
Associated Press
Indiana Democrats saw their hopes for a resurgence dashed under the weight of Donald Trump's landslide victory
and Republicans gaining complete control of the state's government.
It's a low point that casts doubt on former Sen. Evan Bayh and two-time gubernatorial candidate John Gregg as
future candidates and leaves Democrats hamstrung when U.S. Sen. Joe Donnelly will be up for re-election in 2018.
Leaders point to Trump and Gov. Mike Pence's 19 percentage-point victory in Indiana over Democrat Hillary
Clinton as a margin that proved too much for other Democratic candidates to overcome. Gregg came closest
statewide, but lost to Republican Lt. Gov. Eric Holcomb by 6 percentage points even while running nearly 200,000
votes ahead of Clinton.
"That's a pretty big lift to try to do more than that," said Donnelly, whose seat will likely be targeted by Republicans
in two years.
Clinton paid little attention to Indiana this year; Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders beat her in the May primary.
Going forward, state and national Democrats ought to embrace positions similar to Sanders' on protecting jobs
from leaving the country and cutting the influence of Wall Street, said Indianapolis City-County Council member
Zach Adamson, who was a Sanders delegate at the Democratic National Convention.
Indiana Democrats have too often run as "diet Republicans" in hoping to appeal for crossover votes rather than
building up their own base of support, Adamson said.
"You win once or twice with that sort of philosophy—and I think it is more luck than anything—then you sort of
adopt it as a way of doing business," he said.

Who Democrats might turn to as future statewide candidates is unclear.
Bayh had been the most successful Democrat in modern history with his two terms as governor and two landslide
elections to the U.S. Senate. But he lost by 10 percentage points to Republican Todd Young after facing a barrage of
attack ads that questioned Bayh's residency in Indiana and his lucrative business dealings since leaving the Senate
six years ago.
Meanwhile, Gregg's campaign raised a record of more than $17 million, only to see him lose to Holcomb by a wider
margin than he did in his 2012 race against Pence.
The only Democrat leading a state government office, state schools Superintendent Glenda Ritz, was ousted by
Republican Jennifer McCormick. The party also fell short of gaining influence in the Legislature, picking up a single
seat in the Indiana House, where Republicans will have a 70-30 majority, and losing one seat in the state Senate,
where the GOP now has a 41-9 margin.
Mayors in some of the state's largest cities are Democrats—Indianapolis, Fort Wayne and South Bend—but none
has run successfully statewide before.
Indiana House Democratic leader Scott Pelath of Michigan City is trying to look forward to the 2018 elections as a
referendum on Republicans under a Trump presidency, saying "the tide washes in and the tide washes out."
Republicans will likely target Donnelly's hold on the U.S. Senate seat as he is one of five Democratic senators up for
election in 2018 in states where Trump won by double-digit margins.
Donnelly seems intent on continuing to cultivate a nonpartisan image, highlighting his work trying to halt
companies from moving Indiana factory jobs out of the country—a topic he says he's willing to work on with
Trump.
During the week after the election, he held a news conference about plans for building a memorial in Washington
honoring veterans of the 1991 Persian Gulf war and attended to a Farm Bureau festival in southwestern Indiana's
Posey County.
"I don't win my elections in Washington by talking," Donnelly said. "Any success we have is by being on the ground
here in Indiana 'cause there's a whole lot more wisdom in Poseyville than in Washington, D.C."
Star employees stage short walkout to protest Gannett decisions
November 18, 2016
IBJ Staff
About two-dozen employees at The Indianapolis Star conducted a brief walkout Friday afternoon in downtown
Indianapolis to express their displeasure at recent management decisions and demands by owner Gannett Co.
The Indianapolis NewsGuild, which represents newsroom and custodial employees at The Star, said Gannett
management is threatening to eliminate five journalists if the guild does not go along with the company’s decision
to outsource The Star’s copy editors.
Late last month, Gannett said it planned to eliminate The Star’s entire copy editing staff and move those duties to a
central copy desk in Louisville. The move would eliminate seven jobs in Indianapolis, although two of the staff
members would be moved to other positions.
Two members of The Star's reporting staff were also laid off as part of a larger effort by Gannett to trim 2 percent
of its workforce. The layoffs were the seventh round of job reductions at the newspaper in the past eight years.
The guild thinks the copy editor strategy is a “bad idea” because of its potential impact on the quality of the local
newspaper, but said management is playing hardball in negotiations about the issue.
“Gannett has told the Guild that if we don’t agree to their demand by Nov. 30, it will lay off five more Star
journalists—and still move ahead with plans to outsource the copy editors,” the guild said in a posting on its
website. “That’s how it’s gone so far with Gannett during these contract talks—demands, deadlines and threats.
Not negotiations. So we’re pushing back.”
The walkout lasted about 15 minutes. The employees gathered on Georgia Street, across Meridian Street from the
newpaper's entrance, and listened to Guild President Robert King give a short talk about contract negotiations.
King said the Gannett is unwilling to give the five copy editors who are losing their jobs two weeks of severance for
each year of service, up to a maximum of 52 weeks, which is what the guild is seeking.
“Yet, in the reality of the Gannett executive, it’s acceptable to give the CEO a golden parachute of $23 million,” the
guild said on its website.
Gannett is offering the copy editors one week of pay per year of service and sixth months of COBRA coverage, the
guild said.
King said the guild is also upset at the wages being paid to custodial workers at the Indianapolis printing plant,
who took a 10 percent pay cut in 2009 and haven’t had a raise in more than four years.

King said some of the workers have been with the company for 15 years but make only $10.85 an hour. He said one
worker told him she makes ends meet with trips to the food pantry.
The guild is seeking a 3 percent raise for remaining employees for the next three years, plus a minimum wage of at
least $15 per hour for the custodial staff. Management has rejected most of that proposal, the guild said.
The guild represents roughly 75 employees at The Star, down from 120 in 2011.

Jeff Taylor, a Gannett vice president and its Midwest regional editor, did not immediately respond to a
phone message from IBJ seeking comment.
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GOVERNOR/FIRST LADY/LT. GOVERNOR
Pence says no need for apology after ‘Hamilton’ jeers, lecture
Fox News
Vice President-elect Mike Pence spoke publicly Sunday for the first time about the mixed reception he received
while attending a performance of the musical “Hamilton,” saying he doesn’t want an apology from the Broadway
cast and that the audience’s boos and cheers “is what freedom sounds like.”
Pence: I ‘wasn’t offended’ by Hamilton message
The Hill
Vice President-elect Mike Pence said Sunday he "wasn't offended" after the cast of the Broadway hit "Hamilton"
called for the Indiana governor to uphold the country's values in a personal message after a show.
Indiana Democrats face low point after election losses
IBJ
Indiana Democrats saw their hopes for a resurgence dashed under the weight of Donald Trump's landslide victory
and Republicans gaining complete control of the state's government. Leaders point to Trump and Gov. Mike
Pence's 19 percentage-point victory in Indiana over Democrat Hillary Clinton as a margin that proved too much for
other Democratic candidates to overcome. Gregg came closest statewide, but lost to Republican Lt. Gov. Eric
Holcomb by 6 percentage points even while running nearly 200,000 votes ahead of Clinton.
*Subscription required, full text below
LEGISLATIVE
Indiana on course for massive infrastructure funding gap
Inside IN Business
With the General Assembly days away from its official start, a new study is projecting a state funding gap as high as
$8.5 billion needed to cover wastewater and drinking water projects over the next 20 years. The research from the
Indiana Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations says state and local governments could experience
annual shortfalls ranging between $326 million and $423 million, if current spending on projects stays where it is.
AROUND THE STATE
Legal fenced hunting starts
FW Journal Gazette
It’s the first white-tailed deer season for Indiana’s high-fenced facilities since lawmakers legalized them this year.
And the new paperwork, inspections and regulations have begun without a hitch. “It’s been a very smooth
transition,” said Dr. Shelly Chavis, field veterinarian for the Indiana Board of Animal Health. “Just knowing it’s legal
has put everyone at ease. They know we aren’t going to shut them down tomorrow.” So far, nine entities have been
licensed by the board as a “Captive Cervidae Hunting Preserve.” They are in Whitley, Huntington, Boone, Marshall,
Harrison, Kosciusko, Blackford, Miami and Decatur counties.
Hoosiers have room to move up volunteering ‘ladder’
Inside IN Business
New statistics from the Corporation for National and Community Service show volunteer services contributed by
Hoosiers in 2015 valued at $3.1 billion. Indiana ranks 25th in the United States in terms of volunteer participation,
which Serve Indiana State Service Director Marc McAleavey says gives Indiana room to "move up the ladder."
Indianapolis ranked 10th among the country's largest metropolitan areas for its rate of volunteerism.

Is GOP flexing muscles for Christian conservatives?
Indy Star
When a Republican lawmaker from Goshen said this week he would propose a bill to outlaw abortion, skeptics
raised questions about whether it would survive a court challenge.
Federal grand jury indicts Lake County sheriff
Indy Star
A federal grand jury has indicted a northwestern Indiana sheriff, his top deputy and a mayor, accusing them of
collecting bribes in return for contracts for towing and other services, a prosecutor announced Friday.
Judge’s ruling lets 2 religious groups’ lawsuit go forward
FW Journal Gazette
A lawsuit over Indiana’s Religious Freedom Restoration Act can move forward, a judge ruled this week. Hamilton
Superior Court Judge Steve Nation issued an opinion Wednesday denying dismissal of the case. He included no
language explaining his ruling.
Star employees stage short walkout to protest Gannett decisions
IBJ
About two-dozen employees at The Indianapolis Star conducted a brief walkout Friday afternoon in downtown
Indianapolis to express their displeasure at recent management decisions and demands by owner Gannett Co.
*Subscription required, full text below
Officials face bribery charges
FW Journal Gazette
A federal grand jury has indicted a northwestern Indiana sheriff, his top deputy and a mayor, accusing them of
collecting bribes in return for contracts for towing and other services, a prosecutor announced Friday.
EDITORIAL
Crucial context
FW Journal Gazette
Gov. and Vice President-Elect Mike Pence has generally been a champion of open government. In March, when he
vetoed House Enrolled Act 1022, which sought to shield police departments at private colleges and universities from
having to disclose more than a bare minimum of information, Pence summarized his reasons eloquently.
Indiana Democrats face low point after election losses
November 20, 2016
Associated Press
Indiana Democrats saw their hopes for a resurgence dashed under the weight of Donald Trump's landslide victory
and Republicans gaining complete control of the state's government.
It's a low point that casts doubt on former Sen. Evan Bayh and two-time gubernatorial candidate John Gregg as
future candidates and leaves Democrats hamstrung when U.S. Sen. Joe Donnelly will be up for re-election in 2018.
Leaders point to Trump and Gov. Mike Pence's 19 percentage-point victory in Indiana over Democrat Hillary
Clinton as a margin that proved too much for other Democratic candidates to overcome. Gregg came closest
statewide, but lost to Republican Lt. Gov. Eric Holcomb by 6 percentage points even while running nearly 200,000
votes ahead of Clinton.
"That's a pretty big lift to try to do more than that," said Donnelly, whose seat will likely be targeted by Republicans
in two years.
Clinton paid little attention to Indiana this year; Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders beat her in the May primary.
Going forward, state and national Democrats ought to embrace positions similar to Sanders' on protecting jobs
from leaving the country and cutting the influence of Wall Street, said Indianapolis City-County Council member
Zach Adamson, who was a Sanders delegate at the Democratic National Convention.
Indiana Democrats have too often run as "diet Republicans" in hoping to appeal for crossover votes rather than
building up their own base of support, Adamson said.
"You win once or twice with that sort of philosophy—and I think it is more luck than anything—then you sort of
adopt it as a way of doing business," he said.

Who Democrats might turn to as future statewide candidates is unclear.
Bayh had been the most successful Democrat in modern history with his two terms as governor and two landslide
elections to the U.S. Senate. But he lost by 10 percentage points to Republican Todd Young after facing a barrage of
attack ads that questioned Bayh's residency in Indiana and his lucrative business dealings since leaving the Senate
six years ago.
Meanwhile, Gregg's campaign raised a record of more than $17 million, only to see him lose to Holcomb by a wider
margin than he did in his 2012 race against Pence.
The only Democrat leading a state government office, state schools Superintendent Glenda Ritz, was ousted by
Republican Jennifer McCormick. The party also fell short of gaining influence in the Legislature, picking up a single
seat in the Indiana House, where Republicans will have a 70-30 majority, and losing one seat in the state Senate,
where the GOP now has a 41-9 margin.
Mayors in some of the state's largest cities are Democrats—Indianapolis, Fort Wayne and South Bend—but none
has run successfully statewide before.
Indiana House Democratic leader Scott Pelath of Michigan City is trying to look forward to the 2018 elections as a
referendum on Republicans under a Trump presidency, saying "the tide washes in and the tide washes out."
Republicans will likely target Donnelly's hold on the U.S. Senate seat as he is one of five Democratic senators up for
election in 2018 in states where Trump won by double-digit margins.
Donnelly seems intent on continuing to cultivate a nonpartisan image, highlighting his work trying to halt
companies from moving Indiana factory jobs out of the country—a topic he says he's willing to work on with
Trump.
During the week after the election, he held a news conference about plans for building a memorial in Washington
honoring veterans of the 1991 Persian Gulf war and attended to a Farm Bureau festival in southwestern Indiana's
Posey County.
"I don't win my elections in Washington by talking," Donnelly said. "Any success we have is by being on the ground
here in Indiana 'cause there's a whole lot more wisdom in Poseyville than in Washington, D.C."
Star employees stage short walkout to protest Gannett decisions
November 18, 2016
IBJ Staff
About two-dozen employees at The Indianapolis Star conducted a brief walkout Friday afternoon in downtown
Indianapolis to express their displeasure at recent management decisions and demands by owner Gannett Co.
The Indianapolis NewsGuild, which represents newsroom and custodial employees at The Star, said Gannett
management is threatening to eliminate five journalists if the guild does not go along with the company’s decision
to outsource The Star’s copy editors.
Late last month, Gannett said it planned to eliminate The Star’s entire copy editing staff and move those duties to a
central copy desk in Louisville. The move would eliminate seven jobs in Indianapolis, although two of the staff
members would be moved to other positions.
Two members of The Star's reporting staff were also laid off as part of a larger effort by Gannett to trim 2 percent
of its workforce. The layoffs were the seventh round of job reductions at the newspaper in the past eight years.
The guild thinks the copy editor strategy is a “bad idea” because of its potential impact on the quality of the local
newspaper, but said management is playing hardball in negotiations about the issue.
“Gannett has told the Guild that if we don’t agree to their demand by Nov. 30, it will lay off five more Star
journalists—and still move ahead with plans to outsource the copy editors,” the guild said in a posting on its
website. “That’s how it’s gone so far with Gannett during these contract talks—demands, deadlines and threats.
Not negotiations. So we’re pushing back.”
The walkout lasted about 15 minutes. The employees gathered on Georgia Street, across Meridian Street from the
newpaper's entrance, and listened to Guild President Robert King give a short talk about contract negotiations.
King said the Gannett is unwilling to give the five copy editors who are losing their jobs two weeks of severance for
each year of service, up to a maximum of 52 weeks, which is what the guild is seeking.
“Yet, in the reality of the Gannett executive, it’s acceptable to give the CEO a golden parachute of $23 million,” the
guild said on its website.
Gannett is offering the copy editors one week of pay per year of service and sixth months of COBRA coverage, the
guild said.
King said the guild is also upset at the wages being paid to custodial workers at the Indianapolis printing plant,
who took a 10 percent pay cut in 2009 and haven’t had a raise in more than four years.

King said some of the workers have been with the company for 15 years but make only $10.85 an hour. He said one
worker told him she makes ends meet with trips to the food pantry.
The guild is seeking a 3 percent raise for remaining employees for the next three years, plus a minimum wage of at
least $15 per hour for the custodial staff. Management has rejected most of that proposal, the guild said.
The guild represents roughly 75 employees at The Star, down from 120 in 2011.
Jeff Taylor, a Gannett vice president and its Midwest regional editor, did not immediately respond to a phone
message from IBJ seeking comment.
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HOLCOMB TO MAKE APPOINTMENTS TODAY: Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb will be making personnel and
transition team appointments at noon today at Banker’s Life Fieldhouse ( Howey Politics Indiana).

HALE VOWS TO STAY INVOLVED IN POLICY, POLITICS: Still rocked by the stunning defeat of
Democratic gubernatorial nominee John Gregg, running mate Christina Hale vowed to stay involved in
policy and political matters in Indiana. Asked in an exclusive interview Thursday with Howey Politics
Indiana if that could include a 2020 gubernatorial candidacy, Hale responded, “Absolutely, yes. I love
Indiana and want to make sure that not only does our public discussion stay relevant, but we’re planning
for future generations. Indiana is falling behind in some many areas. We had a vision for success, not
just to get reelected in four years, but to set up prosperity for the next 10 years.” The Indianapolis
Democrat said that while she is planning her next steps professionally, she added, “This experience
makes me more determined to have Indiana teed up for the future. We talked about issues that really
matter. Why are we worried about what could happen tomorrow when we have outrageous problems
today, like one third of our girls who are sexually assaulted by the time they are teenagers, often my
adults in their own homes? Today most kids have a portal to the Internet and are exposed to people with
dangerous and ill intentions. Our laws aren’t in place to deal with this.” Hale said the ticket expected to
defeat Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb on Nov. 8, but by mid evening realized they were going to be swamped
by the Trump/Pence tidal wave. Donald Trump forged a 525,000 plurality in in the state, though the
Gregg/Hale ticket carved out split tickets, losing to Holcomb by 164,000 votes. “This has been such a
strange political year,” she said. “We never took anything for granted. It was clear from the beginning
that anything could happen. No one thought Evan Bayh would come back and run for a Senate seat he
gave away. Everyone thought he’d help the ticket. Then we had Mike Pence ending up as vice president.”
She compared the election cycle to the last episode of the “Bob Newhart Show” where the comedian
woke up from a dream with Suzanne Pleshette in bed. “I woke up and I was running for lieutenant
governor and the Cubs were in the World Series,” Hale said with a smile.

TRUMP APPOINTS 3 HARDLINERS: President-elect Donald Trump on Friday signaled his intention to
deliver on his hard-line campaign promises on immigration policy, voting rights, policing and domestic
surveillance of Muslims and others suspected of terrorist ties by tapping a trio of staunch conservatives
for senior national security roles in his administration ( Washington Post). Trump announced that he plans
to nominate Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.) as attorney general and Rep. Mike Pompeo (R-Kan.) as CIA
director, while also choosing retired lieutenant general Michael T. Flynn as his White House national
security adviser. Trump’s selections were greeted with widespread applause by his core supporters and
other Republicans. But Democrats and civil rights advocates denounced Sessions and Flynn for their
controversial records, portending a potentially messy Senate confirmation process for Sessions, a 20-year
veteran of the chamber. The announcements came as Trump is weighing his choices for two of the
Cabinet’s highest- profile posts: secretary of state and secretary of defense. He retreated Friday
afternoon to his golf club at Bedminster, N.J., where he intends to spend the weekend with working
sessions with his staff and visitors, including 2012 GOP presidential nominee Mitt Romney.

“HAMILTON” CAST READS STATEMENT TO PENCE: Mike Pence was elected vice president by a
coalition of mostly white voters nostalgic for what they thought of as the good old days in America and
galvanized by promises to deport millions of undocumented immigrants (Rucker, Washington Post). On
Friday night, Pence came face-to-face with a symbol of the new America: A hit musical called “Hamilton”
that celebrates the principles of the nation’s founding but reimagines the revolutionary period with
multiracial actors playing the statesmen and the contributions of immigrants central to the story. As he
took his seat in New York’s Richard Rogers Theatre, Pence heard an impassioned, sustained boo. He sat
through a performance celebrating the country’s multiculturalism. And when the show was over and he
headed for the exits, the cast was not quite finished. “We, sir, we are the diverse America who are
alarmed and anxious that your new administration will not protect us, our planet, our children, our
parents, or defend us and uphold our inalienable rights, sir,” said Brandon Victor Dixon, the actor who
played Aaron Burr, reading a statement the cast members had drafted together. “But we truly hope this
show has inspired you to uphold our American values and work on behalf of all of us. All of us,” he
continued. The remarkable moment crystallized the cleavage wrought by a toxic presidential campaign, in
which millions of aggrieved white Americans propelled Donald Trump and Pence to the White House and
left millions of others — blacks and Latinos, gays and lesbians, Muslims and Jews — fearful of what might
become of their country. “It was this collision of two different Americas and two different visions and two
different sets of experiences, happening at once, and happening in a rather dramatic way,” said Peter
Wehner, a former speechwriter to President George W. Bush and a fellow at the Ethics and Public Policy
Center.

TRUMP LASHES OUT AT ‘HAMILTON” CAST: “Our wonderful future V.P. Mike Pence was harassed
last night at the theater by the cast of Hamilton, cameras blazing. This should not happen! The Theater
must always be a safe and special place. The cast of Hamilton was very rude last night to a very good
man, Mike Pence. Apologize! The cast and producers of Hamilton, which I hear is highly overrated,
should immediately apologize to Mike Pence for their terrible behavior.” - President-elect Donald Trump in
a Twitter storm on Saturday after the “Hamilton” cast read a statement to Vice President-elect Mike
Pence Friday night asking the new administration to “work on behalf all of us.”

PENCE REACTS TO ‘HAMILTON’ CAST: Pence was asked to react to comments directed at him by a
Hamilton cast member on Friday night who said Americans “are alarmed and anxious” about the Trump
administration. “I wasn’t offended by what was said,” Pence said. “I’ll leave it to others whether that was
the appropriate venue to say it.” "I just want to reassure anyone — anyone including the actor who
spoke that night — that President-elect Donald Trump is going to be president of all the people," Pence
said on CBS. Pence, in his first public statements about the aftermath, called the production a "great
show" and insisted that his family "really enjoyed being there."

LAKE SHERIFF BUNCICH, AIDE INDICTED: A U.S. attorney indicted Lake County Sheriff John
Buncich Friday on public corruption charges. Buncich and Tim Downs, Buncich’s chief of police and
second in command, are charged with wire fraud. Buncich also is charged with receiving bribes. They
face prison terms of up to 20 years if convicted. U.S. marshals arrested and escorted Buncich and Downs
into a federal courtroom about 10:30 a.m. Buncich initially appeared nervous, but later regained his
composure and winked at two supporters in the audience. The rest of the courtroom was filled with
federal agents and media. Buncich, 70, Downs, 65, and William “Willie” Szarmach pleaded not guilty to a
five-count indictment alleging they deprived the public of honest government services. A judge
magistrate ordered them to surrender their passports and personal firearms. They are free on bond

(Dolan, NWI Times). Buncich is accused of receiving more than $30,000 in bribes from towing firms
wanting work from county police. Szarmach owns and operates CSA Towing in Lake Station. Authorities
arrested Szarmach Friday in Hobart. The government asked for him to be detained pending trial, which is
now set for Jan. 17, but could be delayed. Szarmach will appear in a detention hearing Tuesday. The
indictment alleges that between February 2014 and last month Buncich set in motion a scheme to enrich
himself and Buncich Boosters, his political campaign committee. The government alleges the sheriff has
sole authority in Lake County to designate towing companies his officers can use to remove cars from the
public streets. County records indicate that between 10 and 12 firms removed more than 7,000 vehicles
in the past two years. The indictment lists seven bribes over the last two years, the last being $7,500
paid Sept. 2.

PORTAGE MAYOR SNYDER INDICTED: Federal officials on Friday announced a bevy of public
corruption charges against Northwest Indiana officials, including Portage Mayor James Snyder; William
Szarmach of Chase Street Auto in Lake Station; and John Cortina of Kustom Auto Body in Portage (PostTribune). Snyder and Cortina, named in a separate indictment, were charged with bribery. Capp said the
mayor solicited money from Cortina and "Individual A" and gave them a towing contract for Portage.
Snyder allegedly accepted $13,000 in connection with a Board of Works contract and obstructed tax laws
for by impeding the government's collection of personal taxes he owed and payroll taxes owed by his
mortgage business, First Financial Trust Mortgage LLC. "Individual A" voluntarily offered to provide
information to federal authorities, Capp said, adding that the decision by "Individual A" to step forward
was critical for the investigation. Snyder surrendered to federal authorities Friday afternoon, officials said.
He was released on a $20,000 unsecured bond. If he attends all of his hearings, Snyder will owe no
money. If he misses any, he will have to pay the $20,000 and faces arrest. Snyder also was ordered to
turn over his passport and any firearms to federal authorities. Snyder declined to comment after his
hearing, but his lead attorney, Thomas Kirsch, of the law firm Winston and Strawn, said they were
surprised by the indictment, "particularly so because these charges are meritless."

REP. NISLY APOLOGIZES FOR TWEET: Indiana Rep. Curt Nisly, a Republican who lives south of
Goshen, apologized Friday after causing a stir on Twitter (Quiggle, Elkhart Truth). On Wednesday, he
retweeted a meme of apparent Donald Trump foes with the words "Democrats haven't been this angry
since we freed their slaves" overlayed on it. Late Friday afternoon he apologized saying, "I apologize for
recently sharing an inappropriate tweet and I have since deleted it. It was a mistake and I didn't mean to
offend anyone." Nisly said Wednesday that he planned to file a controversial Protection at Conception bill
that would effectively criminalize abortion in the state. If the bill were to pass, prosecutors would
potentially be able to charge women or those involved in abortions, like doctors, with murder, wrongful
death or other charges determined by each individual case. Nisly could not immediately be reached for
comment on this story. He represents District 22, which covers southern Elkhart County and the northern
half of Kosciusko County.

DRAMATIC INCREASE IN MONROE CHINS CASES: An abusive parent. Severe mental health
problems. Alcoholism. There are a number of different ways children can find themselves removed from
their parents’ care. But with the growth of children in need of services cases, more commonly known as
CHINS cases, there is one common factor that local officials see driving the increase
(Rollins, Bloomington Herald-Times). “The reality right now is to a large extent we’ve got a lot of people
using heroin and methamphetamine who are not capable of caring for their children when they are using
drugs,” Monroe Circuit Court Judge Stephen Galvin said. “That is not the sole reason we become

involved, but that certainly, I would say, accounts for the increase in the number of cases. And this is a
huge increase.” Galvin said the red folders with CHINS cases now no longer fit in one file cabinet drawer.
Instead, they take up multiple shelves and spots on desks in the judge’s office. Galvin said the number of
CHINS cases has practically doubled over the past three years, adding that he expects the number of
cases to exceed 300 by the end of the year.

HPI DAILY ANALYSIS: Whether it was appropriate for the “Hamilton” cast to make their public appeal
to Vice President-elect Mike Pence on Friday night is up for debate. But the way Pence handled it (“this is
what freedom sounds like”) was much more astute than the way Donald Trump did with his Twitter
diatribe. Trump could have used the event to his advantage, but ranted instead. - Brian A. Howey

Trump45

CLINTON POPULAR VOTE EDGE NOW 1.6M: As of Saturday, November 19, Hillary Clinton’s total
popular vote count came to 63,541,056, with Donald Trump’s total coming to 61,864,015, meaning that
the former Secretary of State had increased her lead to 1.67 million votes. According to nonpartisan Cook
Political Report, Clinton now has 48 percent of the popular vote, as compared to Trump's 46.7 percent.

CABINET SELECTIONS NEAR: President-elect Donald Trump said Sunday that he had “made a couple
of deals” after spending the weekend meeting with a long list of potential administration appointees but
he did not reveal any more picks (Associated Press). Trump and the vice president-elect, Gov. Mike
Pence, did drop some hints. Pence said that Mitt Romney was “under active and serious consideration” to
become the nation’s next secretary of state. Trump said retired Marine Corps Gen. James Mattis was an
“impressive” prospect for defense secretary. “I think we have some really incredible people going to be
working for the country,” Trump said Sunday evening. “We really had some incredible meetings. You’ll be
hearing about them soon.” Among the visitors to the white-pillared clubhouse Sunday were Kansas
Secretary of State Kris Kobach, billionaire investor Wilbur Ross and retired Marine Gen. John Kelly, the
former commander of U.S. Southern Command.

CBS CALLS GIULIANI ‘FRONTRUNNER’ FOR STATE: Former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani
remains the top contender to be the secretary of state in Donald Trump’s incoming Cabinet , CBS
News’ Major Garrett reports. Sunday’s meeting in Bedminster, New Jersey between the president-elect
and Giuliani, a longtime Trump loyalist, will be the final one before the decision is made. Giuliani, 72,
lacks both federal government and foreign policy experience, but the former Republican mayor and
federal prosecutor has curried Mr. Trump’s favor for his strong law-and-order stances.

TRUMP FAMILY TO MOVE TO WHITE HOUSE AFTER SCHOOL YEAR: President-elect Donald Trump
will live in the White House, he said Sunday, ending speculation about whether he might opt to stay in
New York City and reside in Trump Tower or at one of his other properties ( Politico). His wife, Melania,
and 10-year-old son, Barron, will likely join him after Barron finishes the school year this spring, Trump
added. “Yes, White House,” Trump told reporters when asked about where he will live, per a pool report.
Asked about plans for Melania and Barron to move to Washington, Trump added: “Very soon. After he’s
finished with school."

TRUMP, ROMNEY MEET: Donald Trump met with Mitt Romney, once a fierce critic of the presidentelect who is now being floated as a potential pick for secretary of state, on Saturday afternoon, setting
aside the friction between the two men and signaling a willingness by Trump to entertain different points
of view on foreign policy (Washington Post). Romney appeared to warmly shake hands with Trump, each
man gripping the arm of the other, as he arrived at Trump’s New Jersey golf course. The two exchanged
pleasantries, with Trump placing his hand on Romney’s back, and disappeared behind a large brown door
with Vice President-elect Mike Pence. After the meeting, which lasted for more than an hour, Romney
said the men had a “very thorough and in-depth discussion” regarding “the various theaters in the world
where there are interests of the United States of real significance.” Romney said that he and Trump
exchanged views and that he looks forward to the new administration. Trump said of the meeting: “It
went great.”

MEETS WITH GIULIANI, CHRISTIE: After Trump and Pence attended services at nearby Lamington
Presbyterian Church in Bedminster, they began back-to-back meetings with a dozen people, including
New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, who was ousted as chairman of Trump’s transition team; former New
York mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani; and Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach, an immigration hard-liner.
Trump spokesman Jason Miller said “there definitely is a possibility” that more Cabinet announcements
could be made Monday (Washington Post).

TRUMP IMPRESSED BY MAD DOG MATTIS: President-elect Donald Trump on Sunday morning called
retired Marine General James Mattis "impressive," fueling speculation he could be tapped as secretary of
defense (Politico). Trump met with Mattis on Saturday, as he held a series of meetings at his Bedminster
golf resort with people who could be brought into his administration, including Mitt Romney. "General
James 'Mad Dog' Mattis, who is being considered for Secretary of Defense, was very impressive
yesterday. A true General's General!" Trump tweeted Sunday morning.

TRUMP EYES RHEE FOR EDUCATION: President-elect Donald Trump will meet Saturday with Michelle
Rhee, a Democrat and former District of Columbia public schools leader who is considered in the running
for secretary of education (Fox News). Rhee will meet with Trump, a Republican, at his golf club in
Bedminster, N.J., where he is also meeting with former GOP presidential nominee Mitt Romney,
purportedly being considered for secretary of state. Jason Miller, Trump communications director,
confirmed the Rhee meeting Saturday morning with FoxNews.com. Like Trump, Rhee has been a
supporter of school choice, backing some public money for charter schools while the D.C. schools
chancellor from 2007 to 2010.

KUSHNER A STEADYING HAND: In the chaos that often seems to surround Mr. Trump — the churn of
advisers, the Twitter wars with reporters, the daily uncertainty over who is making decisions — Mr. Jared
Kushner has emerged as the closest thing to a steadying influence, injecting optimism, playing down
controversies and reinforcing Mr. Trump’s perceptions, worldview and instincts ( New York Times). In an
ever-shifting organization chart of friends and advisers, Mr. Kushner, 35, has been the lone constant.
Raised by one family that prizes loyalty above all else, he married into another. And he is well acquainted
with Mr. Trump’s personality type, with his own father a volatile real estate magnate. Now, there is talk
of his following Mr. Trump into the White House. What some may see as Mr. Kushner’s greatest liabilities
as an adviser — his lack of political experience, policy expertise or familiarity with the ways of
Washington — the president-elect views as his greatest strength: a single-minded devotion without a
competing agenda.

TRUMP SETTLES FRAUD CASE: In what New York's attorney general called a "stunning reversal,"
president-elect Donald Trump agreed Friday to settle fraud cases involving Trump University for $25
million (Washington Post). The cases involved a lawsuit by New York state and two class actions suits in
California against the university, which promised to reveal Trump's real estate investing "secrets" to
people who enrolled in the courses. New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman, who filed suit against
Trump two years ago for what he called "his phony university," said the president-elect agreed to settle
the lawsuits for $25 million and pay an additional $1 million in penalties to the state of New York for
violating state education laws. The deal does not require Trump to acknowledge wrongdoing. "Today's
$25 million settlement agreement is a stunning reversal by Donald Trump and a major victory for the
over 6,000 victims of his fraudulent university," Schneiderman said in a statement. Trump's defense team
said the decision was made to settle so that years of potential litigation could be avoided. “This would
have gone on for a long, long time and would have been a very significant distraction,” said Daniel M.
Petrocelli, the lead attorney who represented Trump in the case.

SPEED BUMP FOR $1 TRILLION TRUMP INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN: It was supposed to be a big,
beautiful infrastructure bill. But President-elect Donald Trump’s pitch for a $1 trillion upgrade of the
nation’s roads, bridges, tunnels and airports is already running into potholes as it meets reality in
Washington (Politico). The overwhelming sticking point, as always, is how to pay for it. Trump's advisers
are so far floating the same kinds of financing schemes that Congress has batted around for years with
little success, including proposals to lure private investors or reap a revenue windfall through an overhaul
of the tax code. Key lawmakers say they’re in the dark on how Trump’s plan would work — with some
conservatives simply hoping that his call for massive tax breaks will provide an economic jolt that makes
the hard spending decisions easier. Democrats, meanwhile, are split on whether to cooperate with Trump
on his plan. Hillary Clinton adviser Ron Klain denounced it Friday as a "trap" that would provide "a

massive corporate welfare plan for contractors" without necessarily spurring any new infrastructure
spending.

TRUMP LASHES OUT AT SNL: "Saturday Night Live" has once again got under President-elect Donald
Trump's skin (Politico). On Sunday morning Trump tweeted: "I watched parts of @nbcsnl Saturday Night
Live last night. It is a totally one-sided, biased show — nothing funny at all. Equal time for us?" During
Saturday night's cold opening of the show, Alec Baldwin reprised his role as the president-elect The
sketch showcased a clueless Trump who had to Google ISIS and reevaluate the promises he made on the
campaign trail, such as building a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border.

McCAIN VOWS ‘NO WATERBOARDING’: A leading Republican voice on national security matters said
Saturday he doesn’t care what President-elect Donald Trump says, the United States will not reinstate
waterboarding (Washington Post). Sen. John McCain of Arizona, chairman of the Armed Services
Committee, said at the Halifax International Security Forum that any attempt to bring back harsh
interrogation techniques such as waterboarding, which simulates drowning, would quickly be challenged
in court. “I don’t give a damn what the president of the United States wants to do or anybody else wants
to do. We will not waterboard. We will not do it,” McCain said to applause during a panel discussion.

SCHUMER SAYS GOP WILL ‘RUE THE DAY’ OVER REPEAL: Democratic Sen. Chuck Schumer of New
York is threatening political payback if congressional Republicans and President-elect Donald Trump try to
undo President Barack Obama’s major legislative achievements ( CBS News). “They will rue the day” they
repeal Obama’s health care law, Senate Democrats’ leader-in-waiting told The Associated Press in an
interview in his office on Friday. “It’s a political nightmare for them. They’ll be like the dog that caught
the bus.” Mr. Trump, after meeting with Obama, said he’d like to keep popular pieces of the six-year-old
law, including the requirement to extend coverage to people with pre-existing conditions and the
provision allowing young adults to stay on their parents’ health plans until age 26.

TRUMP EXPECTED TO TREAT MEDIA DIFFERENTLY: During his campaign for the White House,
Donald Trump has called for “opening up” libel laws so he can more easily sue news organizations. Those
news organizations whose coverage he said was unfair were added to a blacklist and banned from his
campaign events. That list included The Washington Post, The Des Moines Register and Politico, all of
which have won multiple Pulitzer Prizes for their reporting (Reschke, Bloomington Herald-Times). On
Twitter, Trump has claimed The New York Times, one of the most prestigious news organizations in the
world, knowingly writes lies and never calls to fact check. He has called out individual reporters at his
rallies who were then harassed by his supporters. And now, he’s going to be president. “It’s very clear
this administration will have a different relationship with the news media than previous ones,” said Gerry
Lanosga, professor at the Indiana University Media School. “The best thing for the press is to treat it like
any other presidency,” said Anthony Fargo, director of the Center for International Media Law and Policy
Studies at IU.

LaPORTE TOWN FLIPS FOR TRUMP: It's a bright, sunny day, particularly for late November in
Indiana, and Steve Hand has moseyed down the street to chat with a friend working in the yard

(Black, South Bend Tribune). The retired 76-year-old has lived in this southern LaPorte County town for
most of his life. Hand's parents were among the first drawn to the now-empty World War II munitions
plant that in 1940 inspired the U.S. government to create the modest community. So Hand, who says
he's a registered Democrat in a county and a precinct that has for decades leaned heavily Democratic,
voted for Donald Trump. And he voted against Hillary Clinton. She lies about everything, he says. And
she and the current administration have proven unsupportive to police officers and veterans — two
groups Hand defends, as a former volunteer deputy and a veteran in a family of former soldiers. He read
about Clinton's stances against veterans on Facebook, he says, although he knows you can't believe
everything you read there. Although Trump has seemed to ease off a few of his campaign pledges since
the election, such as promises to repeal Obamacare and build a wall along Mexico, "he's not perfect,"
Hand says. "Nobody is." "You've got a right to change your mind," he says. "Everybody's got a right to
change their mind." Voters in the Kingsford Heights precinct certainly did. In 2012, 60 percent of voters
in the precinct cast their ballots for President Barack Obama. Four years later, Hand's was one of 458
votes — nearly 56 percent — for Trump. The numbers were similar in the neighboring precinct of
Kingsbury, where 58 percent of voters backed Obama four years ago. But this year, the precinct saw a
dramatic flip: 61 percent of voters backed Trump.

WHITE NATIONALIST ‘AWAKENING’: For years, they have lurked in the web’s dark corners, masking
themselves with cartoon images and writing screeds about the demise of white culture under ominous
pseudonyms. But on Saturday, in the wake of Donald J. Trump’s surprising election victory, hundreds of
his extremist supporters converged on the capital to herald a moment of political ascendance that many
had thought to be far away (New York Times). In the bowels of the Ronald Reagan Building and
International Trade Center, three blocks from the White House, members of the so-called alt-right
movement gathered for what they had supposed would be an autopsy to plot their grim future under a
Clinton administration. Instead, they celebrated the unexpected march of their white nationalist ideas
toward the mainstream, portraying Mr. Trump’s win as validation that the tide had turned in their fight to
preserve white culture. “It’s been an awakening,” Richard B. Spencer, who is credited with coining the
term alt-right, said at the gathering on Saturday. “This is what a successful movement looks like.”

Sunday Talk

PENCE PUSHES OBAMACARE REPEAL: President-elect Donald Trump will prioritize repealing
President Barack Obama's landmark healthcare law right "out of the gate” once he takes office, VicePresident elect Mike Pence said Sunday (Politico). Quick action to eliminate the Affordable Care Act of
2010 would set up an immediate showdown with congressional Democrats. The Democratic leader in the
Senate, Chuck Schumer, said on Sunday: “We're not going to repeal or help him (Trump) repeal
Obamacare.” Speaking on "Fox News Sunday," Vice President-elect Mike Pence said Trump’s team is

working with Republicans in Congress “to move an aggressive agenda.” “Decisions have been made by
the president-elect that he wants to focus out of the gate on repealing Obamacare and beginning the
process of replacing Obamacare with the kind of free-market solutions that he campaigned on,” Pence
said. “From there we will work on issues ranging from ending illegal immigration, reviving our economy
through tax reform, rebuilding the military, restoring the infrastructure of this country,” he said.

PENCE PROMISES ETHICS REFORM: Speaking on "Face the Nation" on CBS, Pence declined to affirm
that lobbyists will not serve in Trump’s administration. Trump, who campaigned on the notion that he
would "drain the swamp" in Washington, drew fire last week for initially including lobbyists on his
transition team (Politico). “I can tell your viewers that the president-elect is determined to move ethics
reform in the next year in the Congress,” Pence said. “A lot of people want to see us drain the swamp.
They want to see fundamental ethics reform. That’s going to happen starting Jan. 20.” Pence also
reiterated Trump’s commitment to dismantling the Affordable Care Act of 2010. Trump and Republican
leaders in Congress have agreed “repealing Obamacare will be the first priority in a session that will be
characterized by tax reform, rebuilding the military, infrastructure and ending illegal immigration,” Pence
said.

PENCE SAYS ROMNEY UNDER CONSIDERATION: Separately, Pence said Trump and Mitt Romney, a
staunch opponent during the campaign, had a “warm and a substantive exchange” on Saturday ( Politico).
“I know he’s under active consideration to be the Secretary of State,” Pence said.

PRIEBUS RESPONDS TO TRUMP U. SETTLEMENT: Donald Trump's incoming chief of staff defended
his new boss' decision to pay $25 million to settle Trump University lawsuits, saying the President-elect
simply wanted to put those lawsuits to rest before taking the oath of office. In an interview Sunday
with CNN's Jake Tapper, Reince Priebus, currently the Republican National Committee chairman, noted
that Trump did not admit wrongdoing in the settlement announced Friday. "When the presidency hits
you, and it's at your front door and you realize that you are president of the United States for all
Americans, there are some things that are important to you and some things that you decide," Priebus
said. "Look, let's move on, we're not admitting wrongdoing, and let's just start leading this country
without distraction.

PRIEBUS DENIES RELIGION REGISTRY: The Donald Trump administration will not impose a registry
based on religion, his soon-to-be chief of staff said Sunday (The Hill). Reince Priebus dismissed any talk
that Trump was considering a "Muslim registry." Asked by Chuck Todd on "Meet the Press" if he would
rule out a registry for Muslims, Priebus responded: "Look, I'm not going to rule out anything." "But ...
we're not going to have a registry based on a religion. But what I think what we're trying to do is say that
there are some people, certainly not all people, Chuck, there are some people that are radicalized and
there are some people that have to be prevented from coming into this country."

PRIEBUS SAYS GIULIANI UNDER CONSIDERATION: Republican National Committee Chairman
Reince Priebus said early Sunday that Rudy Giuliani is still being considered for secretary of State in
President-elect Donald Trump's administration (The Hill). "But we’re also talking to a lot of others and

you see the list today, folks coming in -- obviously Rudy Giuliani’s come in,” Priebus told ABC’s “This
Week.” “We’ve talked to Nikki Haley ... and many others for all of these positions,” he added.

SCHUMER CITES ‘LACK OF ECONOMIC MESSAGE’: Sen. Chuck Schumer (R-N.Y.) said Sunday that
the Democrats did not have a “bold economic message” in their platform during the presidential
election (The Hill). “We did not have a strong, bold economic message,” Schumer told ABC’s “This
Week." “We sort of nibbled around the edges ... . That's what we need and that's what I aim to do as
leader. We're going to have a very, very strong and bold economic platform and message,” he added.
Reflecting on Hillary Clinton’s loss to Donald Trump, Schumer emphasized the need for Democrats to hold
Trump accountable to the promises he made “to the blue-collar worker.” “We shouldn't just do a little
thing about college, we should make college affordable for everybody and make sure that everyone gets
out of college debt-free. We need dramatic change in the trade laws,” he said.

ELLISON DOESN’T WANT TRUMP FOCAL POINT: Rep. Keith Ellison (D-Minnesota), who’s running to
be the next chairman of the Democratic National Committee, said Sunday that Democrats should oppose
President-elect Donald Trump -- but not make him the “focal point” of their national message going
forward (CBS News). “I would say to Democrats, we-- we should not make Donald Trump the focal point
of all of our energy,” he said. “We need to make the people, the average worker -- day American, who
we are fighting for and make that crystal clear every single day.” Ellison, outlining his plans at the DNC if
he’s elected the next chairman, said the party needs to be “seen to be democratic” -- a reference to the
concerns that the DNC favored Hillary Clinton over Bernie Sanders during the 2016 Democratic primary.
“We’ve got to make sure that the Democratic Party is not just Democratic but seen to be democratic,” he
said. “That means we’ve got to have systems in place to make sure that everybody who participates in a
primary is perceived to have an equal shot with everybody else.”

HAYDEN SAYS U.S. NEED TO PUSH AT IRAN: Former CIA Director Michael Hayden said early Sunday
that the Obama administration is held hostage by the Iran nuclear agreement. “We don’t push back on
Iran in a whole lot of other places,” Hayden told ABC’s “This Week.” Hayden, a critic of the Iran deal, said
United States foreign policy in the next administration should push back against Iran in Iraq, Syria, and
the Gulf states. “If the Iranians want to walk away from the deal, fine,” he added.

SCHIFF WANTS ROMNEY AT STATE: Democratic Rep. Adam Schiff (Calif.) said on Sunday that he
would "love" Mitt Romney as secretary of State, adding that he would be surprised if Donald Trump
picked him (The Hill). The president-elect is reportedly considering the 2012 GOP nominee to be his
secretary of State, but Schiff said it's just another "head fake" from Trump. "In this new world, I would
love Mitt Romney at the State Department. I think he would be a consummate diplomat. I think he could
come up to speed on foreign policy issues but I think it's a total head fake," Schiff said on CNN's "State of

the Union."

INGRAHAM SAYS SHE’S TALKING WITH TRUMP: Conservative radio host Laura Ingraham on
Sunday acknowledged she is being considered to serve as White House press secretary in a Donald

Trump administration (The Hill). Ingraham said Sunday she has spoken with the president-elect. "It's an
intriguing idea," she said on "Fox News Sunday."

Campaigns

HALE PAYS TRIBUTE TO GREGG: Christina Hale paid tribute to Democratic gubernatorial nominee
John Gregg (Howey Politics Indiana). “I appreciate my running mate John Gregg for his leadership,
intensity and intellect,” she said. “It was a big risk but he stepped up to the challenge because he wanted
to do good things for people. I admire that. We need people to step up and John Gregg is one of those
people.” During his concession speech on Election Night, Gregg left no doubt that Hale is the future of
the Democratic Party. “She gave up her seat, because she wanted to serve,” he said of the two-term
House Democrat. “She is the real deal and she has a bright future. I know we’ll see her in the arena
again soon.”

HILL SAYS RACE ‘NOT A FACTOR’: He's African-American. And Republican. And Curtis Hill, currently
the Elkhart County prosecutor, will be the state's next attorney general (Vandenack, Elkhart Truth). He
understands that his race, for some, is of note. Republicans, after all, have had a tough time compared to
Democrats in drawing the support of people of color, let alone successful candidates for office. What's
more, north-central Indiana isn't a heavily urbanized area like Indianapolis or Chicago, with large pools of
minorities to support other minority candidates. "But that's not been a factor for me," Hill said. The color
of his skin didn't really come up in his campaign and wasn't something that seemed to matter one way or
another. "I'd like to believe that we're at a point in 2016 where there are just people. There are Hoosiers.
There are Americans," he said. Hill, who is in his fourth term as Elkhart County prosecutor, appears to
become the first African-American Republican elected to statewide office, the third black attorney general
and one of just a handful of African-Americans ever to hold an elective statewide post in Indiana.

LOTTER PAID BY TRUMP, HOLCOMB CAMPAIGNS: Marc Lotter traveled nonstop alongside Gov.
Mike Pence the last few months as he traversed the country in his vice presidential bid (Kelly &
Francisco, Fort Wayne Journal Gazette). And Lotter, his press secretary, was paid $23,600 by the TrumpPence campaign since Aug. 23, according to campaign finance reports. But while he was handling
national press inquiries for Pence, he was also getting paid by Lt. Gov. Eric Holcomb’s campaign for
governor back in Indiana. Lotter made $7,500 a month in August, September and October from the state
campaign. The total brings him to more than $46,000 in just three months from the two races – slightly
less than the median household income for Indiana for an entire year. Lotter did not return several
messages seeking comment about his role with the Holcomb campaign. Holcomb spokesman Pete Seat
simply said “he helped provide senior-level continuity and counsel in the transition between the
campaigns.” Lotter previously worked for Pence’s gubernatorial re-election campaign, but Holcomb was
tapped as the nominee in July.

WRITE-IN NAMES IN VANDERBURGH COUNTY: About 1 of out 73 votes cast for president were for
a write-in candidate locally. It's the most write-in candidates in the presidential race than the last several
elections combined together for Vanderburgh County (Evans, Evansville Courier & Press). Notable write-in

votes: Evansville Mayor Lloyd Winnecke; Giant Meteor; Alien Overlord; In God We Trust, the country's
official motto; ex-Daily Show host Jon Stewart; Guns N Roses frontman and native Hoosier Axl Rose;
Captain America; "The Ghost of Paul Wellstone," the apparition of the Minnesota senator killed in a plane
crash in 2002; and Abraham Lincoln. Most of the write-in candidates wouldn't have won locally even if
they earned majority votes. In Indiana, a write-in candidate must file official paperwork with election
officials to have write-in ballots count. The Courier & Press confirmed that Mr. Snuffleupagus, Tonight
Show host Jimmy Fallon and most others did not file those official documents. There were 15 official
write-in candidates in Indiana. Topping the list was Green Party

MELCHER’S DEFEAT ENDS 25-YEAR CAREER: Steve Melcher could feel the ground moving under his
feet on Election Day, with radio reports that Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump was bringing
out new voters (Langhorne, Evansville Courier & Press). Some people would have called that good news.
But Melcher saw his 25-year career as a local Democratic officeholder going up in smoke, done in by
voters galvanized by Trump and by an opponent who had already claimed the scalps of three Democratic
officeholders. And that's exactly what happened. Melcher lost his seat on the Vanderburgh County Board
of Commissioners to Cheryl Musgrave -- and it wasn't particularly close. Musgrave, also a veteran of the
local political scene, got 56 percent of the vote to Melcher's 44 percent. Now, after 17 years on the
Evansville City Council and another eight as a commissioner, Melcher is looking at a life on the outside
looking in. And he's looking at a life that will be, well, new. "I look at it as probably a blessing. All my
stress should be going away now.”

General Assembly

ORGANIZATION DAY AT NOON TUESDAY: Newly elected and returning members of the Indiana
General Assembly, along with their families and friends, will gather Tuesday at the Statehouse for the
ceremonial opening of the 2017 legislative session (Carden, NWI Times). The centerpiece of the
Organization Day meeting of the 100-member House and 50-member Senate is the formal swearing-in of
lawmakers who won their seats in the elections held two weeks ago. The Legislature will adjourn
Tuesday afternoon and not return to the Statehouse until the first week of January. In the meantime,
representatives and senators will be working with the nonpartisan Legislative Services Agency to craft
their proposals for new laws that will be debated, amended and possibly enacted during the four-month
regular session that runs until April 29. Loretta Rush, the chief justice of Indiana, who lived in Munster as
a child, will administer the oath of office to legislators shortly after noon Region time in the House and
12:30 p.m. in the Senate on Tuesday.

BOSMA WILL BE REELECTED, LAY OUT PLANS: After officially taking office, the 70 Republican
representatives then are expected to elect state Rep. Brian Bosma, R-Indianapolis, to a fifth term as
House speaker. The 30 Democrats likely will assent to his leadership after he garners a majority ( NWI
Times). Bosma will preside over chamber debates, assign members and legislation to committees and
negotiate proposals with the Senate and the governor. The speaker also traditionally outlines his goals for
the session on Organization Day. Bosma is expected to urge action on a long-term infrastructure funding
plan, passage of a balanced budget, continued education reforms and possibly changes to Indiana’s
legislative redistricting process. The lieutenant governor is the Senate’s presiding officer. Though
legislative business is set to be overseen by state Sen. David Long, R-Fort Wayne, who almost assuredly

will retain the post of Senate president that he’s held since 2007. Republicans control 41 seats in the
Senate; Democrats have just nine senators.

SOCIAL CONSERVATIVES FEELING NEW POWER: Republicans own Indiana politics, but within such
a broad coalition there are competing factions looking to push their pet issues to the fore. When a
Republican lawmaker from Goshen said this week he would propose a bill to outlaw abortion, skeptics
raised questions about whether it would survive a court challenge (IndyStar). Still, the intent to introduce
the bill may signal something broader — a newfound optimism on the part of Christian conservatives,
who may sense an opportunity to successfully push forward their agenda. Prior to the General Election,
Christian conservatives had been dealt a series of blows — from the Supreme Court's decision on samesex marriage to a backlash and subsequent modification of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act. But
consider this: Hoosiers provided the GOP with an across-the-board landslide. Indiana Republicans now
hold the governor’s seat and all statewide elected offices. Republican super majorities in the General
Assembly — a 70-30 advantage in the House; a 41-9 advantage in the Senate — are as lopsided as
they’ve been in generations. Gov. Mike Pence, the man who has famously proclaimed he is a Christian
first, a conservative second and a Republican third, is now Vice President-elect Mike Pence. And almost
immediately, that role was given added prominence when Pence was selected by President-elect Donald
Trump to lead the president's transition team. And, finally, there is the election of Trump, who might very
well change the makeup of the U.S. Supreme Court. Trump has pledged to appoint pro-life judges, at
least drawing into question the future of Roe v. Wade and rights and protections currently afforded to
members of the LGBT community. The moment is not lost on Monica Boyer. "It’s go big or go home,”
said Boyer, a tea party activist and ardent supporter of faith and values issues. “We’re going to be
watching very closely. Our job is to hold them accountable for what they ran on.”

CHAMBER HONORS REP. LEONARD: The Indiana Chamber of Commerce awarded its highest honors
Tuesday night, including an award for an area legislator (Fort Wayne Journal Gazette). Rep. Dan
Leonard, R-Huntington, was named Government Leader of the Year. “Each of the award winners is
working to enhance not only their industries or regions, but the entire state of Indiana. They are working
to make Indiana a better place to work and live,” Indiana Chamber President and CEO Kevin Brinegar
said. “The lasting achievements made by our honorees will impact our state far beyond 2016.” The
Indiana Chamber’s annual dinner featured Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist George F. Will as keynote
speaker to the crowd of nearly 1,500 at the Indiana Convention Center in downtown Indianapolis.

Congress

VISCLOSKY MEETS WITH EAST CHICAGO RESIDENTS: U.S. Rep. Pete Visclosky, D-Merrillville, met
Sunday with more than a dozen residents living in the USS Lead Superfund site, who said they’re afraid
the current cleanup won’t fully address contamination and are frustrated by the lack of a cohesive
response by various government officials ( NWI Times). Visclosky said he understood their frustrations,
asked some of them to document their concerns for his office and planned to contact the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. However, he told the group assembled in zone 3 resident Maritza
Lopez’s back room he couldn’t make any promises. Rosa Maria Rodriguez, a member of We the People of
East Chicago, said residents are concerned because Mayor Anthony Copeland is seeking $8 million in

funding to demolish the West Calumet Housing Complex when many of the residents’ health and safety
needs have not been met. “That is putting the cart before the horse,” she said.

State

GOVERNOR: HOLCOMB LAUDS OHIO RIVER PARK, BRIDGE - Four decades of discussion, three
and a half years of construction and more than a billion dollars . An electronic traffic sign displayed in the
Lincoln Lot at Waterfront Park in Louisville said it all — "We made it." Kentucky and Indiana officials
joined for a celebration at the park Friday in honor of the momentous occasion that was the completion
of the downtown crossing portion of the Ohio River Bridges Project (Beilman , News & Tribune). Behind
them, six lanes of the new Lincoln Memorial Bridge carried northbound traffic and six lanes of newly
improved Kennedy Bridge carried southbound traffic. "We all know … residents who for years and years
and years — decades in fact — who never thought it could be done," Ind. Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb said.
"We’ve just proven once again that this is no longer talk."

ECONOMY: JOBLESS RATE FALLS TO 4.4% - The state’s seasonally-adjusted unemployment rate
dipped one-tenth of a percentage point, to 4.4 percent, in October as private-sector employment grew by
3,400 jobs, the Indiana Department of Workforce Development said Friday (Indianapolis Business
Journal). Indiana’s labor force —which is composed of both employed and unemployed-but-willing-towork residents—has grown by 83,409 workers in the past year. That growth has helped push the state’s
total labor force to more than 3.3 million, the state said. Private-sector employment in Indiana has grown
by 26,900 this year. Monthly gains were seen in the categories of Private Education & Health Services
(3,600), Trade, Transportation & Utilities (800) and Leisure & Hospitality (400). Declines were seen in
Professional & Business Services (-700), Manufacturing (-600) and Financial Services (-400). Indiana’s
labor-force participation rate—the percentage of the state’s population that is either employed or actively
seeking work—was at 65 percent in October, remaining well above the national rate of 62.8 percent.
Among Indiana’s neighboring states, Michigan was behind Indiana in October with a jobless rate of 4.7
percent, followed by Ohio (4.9 percent), Kentucky (5.1 percent) and Illinois (5.6 percent).

MEDIA: INDYSTAR EMPLOYEES HAVE BRIEF WALKOUT - About two-dozen employees at The
Indianapolis Star conducted a brief walkout Friday afternoon in downtown Indianapolis to express their
displeasure at recent management decisions and demands by owner Gannett Co. ( Indianapolis Business
Journal). The Indianapolis NewsGuild, which represents newsroom and custodial employees at The Star,
said Gannett management is threatening to eliminate five journalists if the guild does not go along with

the company’s decision to outsource The Star’s copy editors. “Gannett has told the Guild that if we don’t
agree to their demand by Nov. 30, it will lay off five more Star journalists—and still move ahead with
plans to outsource the copy editors,” the guild said in a posting on its website. “That’s how it’s gone so
far with Gannett during these contract talks—demands, deadlines and threats. Not negotiations. So we’re
pushing back.” The walkout lasted about 15 minutes. The employees gathered on Georgia Street, across
Meridian Street from the newpaper's entrance, and listened to Guild President Robert King give a short
talk about contract negotiations. “Yet, in the reality of the Gannett executive, it’s acceptable to give the
CEO a golden parachute of $23 million,” the guild said on its website.

EDUCATION: 2 NOTRE DAME STUDENTS RHODES SCHOLARS - Two University of Notre Dame
seniors have been selected as Class of 2017 Rhodes Scholars (South Bend Tribune). They are: Christa
Grace Watkins, of Milroy, Ind., and Alexis Doyle, of Los Altos, Calif. They are among 32 Americans
announced Sunday as winners of the scholarships, selected from a pool of 882 candidates endorsed by
their colleges and universities. The Rhodes Scholarship is an international postgraduate award for
students to study at the University of Oxford. Both women will begin their studies at Oxford in October
2017.

HUNTING: FENCED DEER FACILITIES UP - It’s the first white-tailed deer season for Indiana’s highfenced facilities since lawmakers legalized them this year (Kelly, Fort Wayne Journal Gazette). And the
new paperwork, inspections and regulations have begun without a hitch. “It’s been a very smooth
transition,” said Dr. Shelly Chavis, field veterinarian for the Indiana Board of Animal Health. “Just knowing
it’s legal has put everyone at ease. They know we aren’t going to shut them down tomorrow.” So far,
nine entities have been licensed by the board as a “Captive Cervidae Hunting Preserve.” They are in
Whitley, Huntington, Boone, Marshall, Harrison, Kosciusko, Blackford, Miami and Decatur counties.

Nation

WHITE HOUSE: BRIEF OBAMA/PUTIN MEETING - President Obama spoke privately Sunday with
Russian President Vladimir Putin during an international summit in Peru ( Fox News). The world leaders
spoke during a break in a roundtable discussion at the APEC Summit meeting. Obama, who leaves office
in January, was seen saying “OK,” then shaking hands with Putin before returning to his seat. White
House sources told Fox News the leaders talked informally for about four minutes. They said Obama
urged Putin to uphold his country’s commitments under the so-called Minsk agreements, which attempts
to stop the military fighting between pro-Russian rebels and Ukrainian forces along the Russia-Ukraine

border. Obama also purportedly talked to Putin about international diplomatic efforts to stop the
bloodshed and destruction in Syria’s years-long civil war.

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA MAY REMOVE NSA DIRECTOR - President Obama is considering removing
Admiral Mike Rogers as head of the National Security Agency, according to multiple news reports ( CBS
News). It was first reported Saturday that top intelligence officials, including Defense Secretary Ash
Carter and Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, have expressed “frustration” at Rogers’
handling of the fight against ISIS and at the repeated loss of classified information from within the
agency. Rogers, a career intelligence official who was appointed to his post two years ago, is under
consideration by President-elect Donald Trump for a number of positions in his administration, including
director of national intelligence. Officials with knowledge of the situation told the New York Times that
Mr. Obama’s potential removal of Rogers is not related to the fact that Mr. Trump is considering him for
his administration.

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA SEES ‘RISING TRADE TENSIONS’ - President Barack Obama predicted in
Peru Saturday that a Trump presidency won't result in "major changes in policy" for the US-Latin America
relationship, though he conceded that tensions are likely to rise on the subject of trade ( CNN). But,
Obama told the audience at the Young Leaders of the Americas Initiative, once the incoming
administration looks at how trade relationships are working, "they'll determine that it's actually good for
both the United States and our trading partners," though he said "modifications" are possible. Obama
also gave the same advice to Latin America that he gave to European leaders earlier this week,
cautioning the audience to not "assume the worst" on what a Trump presidency could mean for policies
but to "wait until the administration is in place." Obama was addressing a town hall audience and
discussed the importance of democracy in the wake of the election, saying that democracy means "the
outcomes of elections don't always turn out the way you would have hoped." "Democracy is more than
just elections," Obama told the YLAI, a program that supports young entrepreneurs created by Obama in
2015.

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA MAY RESPOND TO TRUMP - President Obama is rethinking his plans to
withdraw from the political arena after he leaves office next year, hinting to friends and supporters that
he wants to add his voice to the shellshocked Democratic activists and elected officials who are now
angrily vowing to oppose Donald J. Trump’s presidency (New York Times). White House aides say they
expect the president to try to refrain from criticism during the transition because of his belief in the
importance of a courteous and dignified transfer of power. But while the president holds out hope that he
might influence Mr. Trump, he has made it clear that once out of office he will not remain silent if Mr.
Trump goes too far in undoing his legacy. “I’m going to be constrained in what I do with all of you until I
am again a private citizen,” Mr. Obama, who will be living a few miles from the White House next year,
told a meeting this past week of Organizing for Action, the group that maintains his political movement.
“But that’s not so far off.”

MILITARY: FAMILY OF SLAIN U.S. SOLDIER BOOED ON FLIGHT - The father of an Army soldier
killed in Afghanistan says he and his family were booed as they flew to meet his son’s body coming home
(Fox News). Sgt. John Perry, 30, was killed in a suicide attack at Bagram Airfield on Saturday, along with
Pfc. Tyler Iubelt and two American contractors. Stewart Perry told KOVR-TV his son stopped the suicide

bomber short of his target and may have saved hundreds of lives. Perry told the Army Times the booing
took place on an American Airlines flight that landed in Phoenix Monday. Perry and his family were flying
from Sacramento to Dover Air Force Base. The captain told everyone to remain seated to let the Perry
family leave first to make their connection. “When he made that announcement, there was some hissing
and some booing behind us,” Perry told the Army Times.

OPIOIDS: IMPACTING 20% OF TODDLERS: An alarming new study shows the opioid epidemic is
impacting more than just adults—it’s hitting people even as young as toddlers (Associated Press). The
new study published in the Journal of the American Medical Association’s Pediatric Publication looked at
more than 13,000 hospital discharge records. Specifically, it examined opioid poisonings for kids ages 1
to 19. Here’s what they found over the last 16 years: Overall, hospitalizations for opioid poisoning
increased 165%, 140% increase in kids ages 15 to 19. 205% increase in kids ages 1 to 4. Local health
experts blame the rise on adults being careless about where they leave medication. Vidant Chief of
Emergency Services Dr. Ted Delbridge says he’s not surprised by these findings. “The number of
prescriptions for opioid medications has increased fourfold over the last 15 years or so. And there have
always been accidental overdoses in toddlers and young children. So it just stands to reason that if you
put that much more medication out in the marketplace, that the exposure potentially to children is going
to increase also,” Dr. Delbridge said.

TEXAS: SAN ANTONIO PD OFFICER KILLED - A San Antonio police officer was shot and killed while
writing a traffic ticket, a shooting that officials indicated appeared to be a targeted attack ( ABC News).
San Antonio Police Chief William McManus told the press that while the officer was writing a ticket,
someone pulled up behind the squad car, stepped out of his vehicle and shot the officer twice, once in
the head. The shooter then drove off. "It's always difficult, especially in this this day and age, where
police are being targeted across the country," McManus said.

MISSOURI: ST. LOUIS COP AMBUSHED - The suspect in an ambush-style shooting of a St. Louis
police officer has been killed in a shootout with police, the St. Louis Police Department said early Monday
(ABC News). Earlier in the night, a St. Louis police sergeant was shot twice in the head while sitting in his
patrol car in what the police chief called a targeted ambush. The officer is in critical condition but is
expected to survive, officials say.

World

MERKEL TO SEEK FOURTH TERM: Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany, under siege domestically
and widely seen as a pillar of Western liberalism, will stand for a fourth term next year, German news
media said on Sunday (New York Times). Since the election of Donald J. Trump as president in the
United States, speculation had mounted that Ms. Merkel would bow to pressure to stand for election
again and uphold liberal values in a world transformed by Mr. Trump’s victory and Britain’s vote last
summer to leave the European Union. Ms. Merkel’s decision was reported by the DPA news agency and
the Süddeutsche Zeitung and Frankfurter Allgemeine newspapers; all of them cited unnamed sources in
the leadership of her Christian Democratic party, which was meeting on Sunday afternoon. Ms. Merkel,

62, has served 11 years as chancellor. She is the first woman and the first leader raised in Communist
East Germany to hold the post.

Local

CITIES: ELWOOD MAYOR JONES HAS CANCER - Elwood Mayor Todd Jones isn’t going to let a
recent diagnosis of Hodgkin’s lymphoma affect his ability to lead the city ( Anderson Herald-Bulletin).
Jones released a letter on the city’s Facebook page Friday saying he had been diagnosed with the rare
cancer and would begin treatment soon. “It is important just to let our citizens know I do have a
temporary illness and we just need to go through the treatment,” he said. Hodgkin’s lymphoma is a
cancer of the lymphatic system, which is an integral part of the immune system, according to the Mayo
Clinic. In the disease, cells in the lymphatic system grow abnormally and could spread outward.

CITIES: BLOOMINGTON RENAMES ‘COLUMBUS DAY’ & GOOD FRIDAY - The city of Bloomington,
Indiana, has renamed Good Friday and Columbus Day because the names imply a cultural insensitivity,
according to the Bloomington Herald-Times. The new, more politically-correct names will help make the
holidays more inclusive, the mayor said. The change was made Friday by Mayor John Hamilton, who sent
a memo to city employees. "We are terrifically proud of our diverse workforce at the city," Hamilton
wrote. "That diversity makes us stronger and more representative of the public we proudly serve. These
updated names for two days of well-merited time off is another way we can demonstrate our
commitment to inclusivity." The Herald-Times reports that "all city employees receive paid time off for
Columbus Day, a federal holiday ... and Good Friday, the Friday before Easter Sunday. In the future, the
city will be calling these paid days off 'Fall Holiday' and 'Spring Holiday.'"

CITIES: NO PLANS FOR SOUTH BEND’S HALL OF FAME BUILDING - When JSK Development
announced plans in 2015 to buy the former College Football Hall of Fame for a new hotel project, it
seemed like a good deal for taxpayers who were tired of paying for the city-owned building
(Blasko, South Bend Tribune). The building had been vacant for more than two years, and proposals to
redevelop it — from a Bible museum, to a casino, to a culinary center, to an “experiential marketing” hub
— had gone nowhere. Finally, the building would be put back into use and start contributing to the tax
base. But the hotel deal, at least as far as the former museum is concerned, has been shelved. And the
latest proposal for the building involves a rock climbing gym. It’s certainly not how officials imagined it
back in 2015. The city owed about $3 million on the vacant, 52,000-square-foot building at the time, and

it had been paying about $100,000 per year to maintain the structure since the hall left for Atlanta in
2012.

CITIES: EAST CHICAGO COUNCIL DOESN’T PASS LOAN ORDINANCE - The City Council has failed
to approve on first reading an ordinance that would have authorized the issuance of temporary loan tax
anticipation warrants to make up for a shortage in the city’s general fund ( NWI Times). City Corporation
Counsel Joseph Allegretti called the matter an “annual exercise” and said the purpose of the warrants is
to borrow money to meet an expected shortfall in between the tax draws of June and December. “The
anticipated deficit prior to the June tax draw is estimated to be $4.5 million, which is the amount the city
intends to borrow from this state Bond Bank program,” Allegretti said.

COUNTIES: FLOYD JUDGES SUE FOR PAY RAISES - Floyd County judges have sued the county in
hopes of securing 28 percent increases for the majority of county court reporters (DePompei, News &
Tribune). Floyd County Superior Court No. 1 Judge Susan Orth spoke on behalf of the county's judges at
a council meeting in August and requested raises for 18 court employees. The request included bumping
salaries up to $42,746 from $30,600 for 14 employees, and from $34,407 for four employees. The judges
asked that the new salaries be retroactively dated July 1, 2016. After at least an hour of discussion,
council voted 4-2 (with one abstention) to move a total of $103,513.50 from the rainy day fund to the
general fund, with the intention that the money would be appropriated to 2016 court staff line items at
the following council meeting. Judges were asked to return to council the following month so that the
appropriations could be advertised as required by law. But at that next meeting, on Sept. 13, council
members voted 3-3 against the pay raises. Councilman Cam Wright was absent.

Sports

PURDUE NEARS FOOTBALL COACH PICK: Purdue's football season has entered its final week — and
its search for a head coach likely has as well (Lafayette Journal & Courier). Athletic director Mike Bobinski
told the Journal & Courier earlier this month he hoped to name a coach "as close to the end of the
regular season as we possibly can." According to a report from 24/7 Sports last week, former LSU coach
Les Miles and current Western Michigan coach P.J. Fleck are the "focal points" of the Purdue search,
citing multiple industry sources. The report went on to say Miles is telling Purdue and other suitors that
he plans to bring current Alabama assistants Steve Sarkisian and Mike Locksley along on his offensive
staff. Miles was in Ann Arbor for the Michigan-Indiana game on Saturday. He told The Detroit News he
planned to coach again, but didn't say if that would happen as early as next season. “I have no idea, I
have to be honest,” Miles said. “I can tell you this: I’m looking for a school, an AD, a president that wants
to invest in their kids and lock arms and go win a championship.”

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Atterholt, Jim
Friday, November 18, 2016 6:24 PM
Brady Brookes
Fwd: Resume
A. Copeland Resume.pdf; ATT00001.htm

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Copeland, Arvin" <acopeland@dhs.IN.gov>
Date: November 18, 2016 at 1:47:30 PM EST
To: "Atterholt, Jim" <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Resume
Good afternoon Jim. It has been an honor working for Governor Pence. I look forward to a potential
opportunity in the Trump, Pence administration. I am quite familiar with FEMA and believe I could serve
well in an executive position. My wife and I sold our home and we are prepared for travel and
change. Thank you for consideration, Regards Arvin
Arvin E. Copeland
Director
Response and Recovery Division
Indiana Department of Homeland Security
Desk: (317) 238-1756
email: acopeland@dhs.in.gov

Arvin Copeland
15332 Mystic Rock Dr., Carmel IN 46033
Cell: 317-650-3930-anncope8@gmail.com

November 17, 2016

RE: FEMA Manager Position

Dear Search Committee:
I have worked in the public safety field for over thirty years. My leadership experience in firefighting, emergency

management and as an elected official makes me a strong candidate to serve in FEMA leadership. The past ten years
working as the Director of Emergency Response and Recovery for the Indiana Department of Homeland Security has
provided me with the unique opportunity to work closely with government leaders across the United States. I hold a secure

clearance allowing me to participate in highly classified discussions. This, along with eleven years of experience working
and collaborating with FEMA, has provided me with the in-depth knowledge and understanding necessary to hold a high
level position within FEMA.

As mayor of Wabash, Indiana, I worked with a diverse community of residents. My open door policy afforded all residents
the opportunity to provide input and voice concerns regarding their safety and well-being. I presided over all city council
meetings which were open to the public. This allowed transparency and understanding of all policy decisions.
As a career firefighter and fire chief, I obtained many skill sets and fire master certifications to include building code
enforcement, tactics, emergency management, arson investigation and emergency medical technician instructor. The
schedule of a firefighter provided time for a second job. I worked sixteen years in home construction and remodeling which

provides me with an advanced understanding of ail types of building construction and reading of blueprints. I also have a
strong understanding of the impact a disaster has on human lives, homes and businesses.

I have attached my professional experience for your review. If given the opportunity to interview for a leadership position, I
will personally illustrate my commitment of service.
My enclosed resume outlines my experience and skills. I look forward to taking the next steps with you.

Sincerely,

Arvin Copeland
317-650-3930
anncope8@gmail.com

Arvin Copeland
15332 Mystic Rock Dr., Carmel IN 46033
Cell: 317-650-3930 -anncope8@gmail.com

Executive Profile
Director of Response and Recovery for the Indiana Department of Homeland Security. Working with government
leaders and emergency responders in 92 counties providing resources to mitigate life safety issues. Administering a
budget of approximately 1 00 million dollars a year to rebuild infrastructure, homes and businesses. Serving as the
Governor's Authorized Representative while working with FEMA. Developing scopes of work for damage incurred
during disasters and negotiating funding to rebuild. Management of 55 staff members.

Mayor of the City of Wabash Indiana. The development of a new Industrial Park with addition of four new industries.
Created strategic alliances with organization leaders to effectively align with and support key business initiatives.
Establishing an open door policy for better communication and transparency for all 1 5,000 residents. Overseeing
budgets and yearly salary negotiations of approximately 175 employees.

Fire Chief of Wabash Fire Department. Establishment of the first Paramedic service in the City of Wabash enhancing
life saving measures. In addition with Code Enforcement, Arson Investigation, and Advanced Emergency technician.

Skill Highlights

Leadership/communication skills
Business operations organization
Budgeting expertise
Negotiations expert

Employee relations
Self-motivated

Customer-oriented

Core Accomplishments

Operations Management:

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Managed Indiana State Disaster Relief fund for disaster damage for communities and homeowners.
Directed all functions during Indiana's worst disaster in history with approximately 2 billion dollars of
aggregated damage.
Development of Industrial Park for the City of Wabash.
Established the Storm Water Utility board to repair the City of Wabash's faulty storm drains.
Created a walking path and wildlife preserve for the City of Wabash.
Maintained a fiscally balanced budget in all four years as Mayor of Wabash.
As Fire Chief spearheaded a Paramedic service for the City of Wabash.
Served as Project Manager for a $500,000 fire station renovation, saving the taxpayers several thousand
dollars.

Professional Experience

Director of Response and Recovery

April 2008 to Current
Department of Homeland Security for the State of Indiana - Indianapolis, IN
Administrative Director
March 2005 to April 2008
Homeland Security for Hamilton County - Noblesville, IN
Project Manager
January 2004 to March 2005
Kellam's Construction - Wabash, IN
Mayor
January 2000 to December 2003
City of Wabash - Wabash, IN

Fire Chief
June 1995 to December 1999
City of Wabash - Wabash, IN
Fire fighter
March 1980 to May 1995
City of Wabash - Wabash, IN

Education

Bachelor of Science: Management, 2004
Indiana Wesleyan University - Marion, IN, United States

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gilson, Katie on behalf of Govenor Scheduling
Friday, November 18, 2016 4:21 PM
Davis, Bridget M (GOV)
FW: Congratulations on Election

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Inaugural information request
Katie Gilson, Staff Assistant
Office of Governor Mike Pence
KGilson@gov.in.gov
Phone: (317) 232-1198
Fax: (317) 232-3443

-----Original Message----From: Rabbi Aryeh Spero [mailto:rabbispero@yahoo.com]
Sent: Sunday, November 13, 2016 3:08 PM
To: Govenor Scheduling
Subject: Congratulations on Election
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or
unexpected email. **** ________________________________
Dear Scheduler and the entire Staff:
Congratulations on Governor Pence's and Donald Trump's victory. It sounds SO good, and I'm sure all of you hand a big
hand in making this outcome possible. I first met Congressman Pence, and later Karen, over 10 years ago in D.C. and
when he would visit NYC. This is such a wonderful and well deserved elevation. My wife and I would love to come to the
Inauguration.
Sincerely,
Rabbi A. Spero
330-452-6480

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gilson, Katie on behalf of Govenor Scheduling
Friday, November 18, 2016 4:21 PM
Davis, Bridget M (GOV)
FW: Congratulations on Election

Inaugural information request
Katie Gilson, Staff Assistant
Office of Governor Mike Pence
KGilson@gov.in.gov
Phone: (317) 232-1198
Fax: (317) 232-3443

-----Original Message----From: Rabbi Aryeh Spero [mailto:rabbispero@yahoo.com]
Sent: Sunday, November 13, 2016 3:08 PM
To: Govenor Scheduling
Subject: Congratulations on Election
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or
unexpected email. **** ________________________________
Dear Scheduler and the entire Staff:
Congratulations on Governor Pence's and Donald Trump's victory. It sounds SO good, and I'm sure all of you hand a big
hand in making this outcome possible. I first met Congressman Pence, and later Karen, over 10 years ago in D.C. and
when he would visit NYC. This is such a wonderful and well deserved elevation. My wife and I would love to come to the
Inauguration.
Sincerely,
Rabbi A. Spero
330-452-6480

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gilson, Katie on behalf of Govenor Scheduling
Friday, November 18, 2016 4:14 PM
Davis, Bridget M (GOV)
FW: Governor Scheduling Request:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Information inauguration request
Katie Gilson, Staff Assistant
Office of Governor Mike Pence
KGilson@gov.in.gov
Phone: (317) 232-1198
Fax: (317) 232-3443

-----Original Message----From: LETICIA [mailto:leticiaamazon@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2016 6:54 PM
To: Govenor Scheduling
Subject: Governor Scheduling Request:
Contact Name
LETICIA
Contact Phone
310-717-6725
Contact Email
leticiaamazon@yahoo.com
Name of Event
YOUR INAUGURATION
Date of Event
JAN
Time of Event
Purpose of Event
INAUGURATION; (MY FIREMAN FIANCE) & I ARE SUPPORTERS AND WOULD LIKE TOLET YOU KNOW HOW EXCITED WE
ARE FOR YOU & MR. TRUMP!!CONGRATULATIONS!!
MY FIANCE HAS SAVED MANY LIVES, &IN THE UNIT #105 CHEMICAL SPECIALUNIT. IT WOULD BE HIS DREAM TO ATTEND
THE INAUGURATION. IF THERE ISANY WAY POSSIBLE IT WOULD BE OUR HONOR TO SUPPORT YOU & MR. TRUMP.

16632 MOORBROOK AVE.
CERRITOS, CA 90703.
LETICA VILLARREAL
Location
Number of Attendees Expected
Additional Event Details

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gilson, Katie on behalf of Govenor Scheduling
Friday, November 18, 2016 4:14 PM
Davis, Bridget M (GOV)
FW: Governor Scheduling Request:

Information inauguration request
Katie Gilson, Staff Assistant
Office of Governor Mike Pence
KGilson@gov.in.gov
Phone: (317) 232-1198
Fax: (317) 232-3443

-----Original Message----From: LETICIA [mailto:leticiaamazon@yahoo.com]
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2016 6:54 PM
To: Govenor Scheduling
Subject: Governor Scheduling Request:
Contact Name
LETICIA
Contact Phone
310-717-6725
Contact Email
leticiaamazon@yahoo.com
Name of Event
YOUR INAUGURATION
Date of Event
JAN
Time of Event
Purpose of Event
INAUGURATION; (MY FIREMAN FIANCE) & I ARE SUPPORTERS AND WOULD LIKE TOLET YOU KNOW HOW EXCITED WE
ARE FOR YOU & MR. TRUMP!!CONGRATULATIONS!!
MY FIANCE HAS SAVED MANY LIVES, &IN THE UNIT #105 CHEMICAL SPECIALUNIT. IT WOULD BE HIS DREAM TO ATTEND
THE INAUGURATION. IF THERE ISANY WAY POSSIBLE IT WOULD BE OUR HONOR TO SUPPORT YOU & MR. TRUMP.
16632 MOORBROOK AVE.
CERRITOS, CA 90703.
LETICA VILLARREAL

Location
Number of Attendees Expected
Additional Event Details

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gilson, Katie on behalf of Govenor Scheduling
Friday, November 18, 2016 3:02 PM
Davis, Bridget M (GOV)
FW: Governor Scheduling Request:

Please pass this along to the appropriate person.
-Katie
Katie Gilson, Staff Assistant
Office of Governor Mike Pence
KGilson@gov.in.gov
Phone: (317) 232-1198
Fax: (317) 232-3443

-----Original Message----From: Seth Hulse [mailto:shulse@jcsc.org]
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2016 10:37 AM
To: Govenor Scheduling
Subject: Governor Scheduling Request:
Contact Name
Seth Hulse
Contact Phone
812-346-5588
Contact Email
shulse@jcsc.org
Name of Event
Presidential Inauguration
Date of Event
01/20/2017
Time of Event
Unknown
Purpose of Event
The Jennings County High School Color Guard (quasi military) fromNorth Vernon would like to congratulate Vice
President (elect) Penceby participating in any function of his choosing before, during orafter the inaugeration. We met
and performed for Mr. Pence at thisyear's opening ceremony for the Rolling Thunder motorcycle ride fromthe
Indianapolis War Memorial to the Vietnam Wall.

Location
Wherever Mr. Pence decides.
Number of Attendees Expected
Unknown
Additional Event Details
The students and coaching staff of the Jennings County High SchoolColor Guard wish Mr. Pence and Mr. Trump God's
blessings.
Thank you,
Seth and Cathy Hulse

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gilson, Katie on behalf of Govenor Scheduling
Friday, November 18, 2016 2:22 PM
Kane, Kristen;Reed, Katie
FW: Governor Scheduling Request:

Would you be able to reach to Teresa?
Katie Gilson, Staff Assistant
Office of Governor Mike Pence
KGilson@gov.in.gov
Phone: (317) 232-1198
Fax: (317) 232-3443

-----Original Message----From: Teresa Price [mailto:teresaann67@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 09, 2016 3:10 AM
To: Govenor Scheduling
Subject: Governor Scheduling Request:
Contact Name
Teresa Price
Contact Phone
765-395-7078
Contact Email
teresaann67@hotmail.com
Name of Event
Meeting
Date of Event
Any day or time
Time of Event
Special needs children
Purpose of Event
I would like to meet with Governor Pence to discuss the future ofchildren with special needs.
I am a huge supporter of the Trump/Pence campaign but haven't seenanything regarding the education of children with
special needs andhave a child with a rare genetic syndrome and would like to know whatwill happen to her under the
repeal of Obama care (which I'm veryhappy will be gone).
Location

Number of Attendees Expected
1
Additional Event Details
Thank you so much,
Teresa Price, concerned mother of a child with special needs.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Anderson, Christopher M
Friday, November 18, 2016 12:54 PM
Gilson, Katie
APRA Records
Production Letter - Kathleen Casey re Staff emails - Batch 2.pdf; Casey Responsive
Records - Trump 1.pdf; Casey Responsive Records - Trump 2.pdf; Casey Responsive
Records - Trump 3.pdf

Katie,
Could you please send the following?
Christopher M. Anderson
Assistant General Counsel
Office of Governor Mike Pence
200 West Washington Street
State House, Room 206
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 233-5764
Canderson@gov.in.gov

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail transmission may contain deliberative, confidential or other legally privileged information that is not subject to public disclosure
under Ind. Code §5-14-3-4(b). It is intended only for use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the
employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this electronic message in error, please immediately notify us by telephone, and delete the message from your system. Dissemination
of this electronic message or any of its contents to persons other than the individual or entity to which it is addressed shall not constitute a waiver of any privilege
recognized by law.

STATE OF INDIANA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
State House, Second Floor
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Michael R. Pence
Governor

November 18, 2016

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL ONLY
kcasey@americanbridge.org
Kathleen Casey
American Bridge 21st Century
455 Massachusetts Avenue
Suite 280
Washington, DC 20001

Re: Public Records Request
Dear Ms. Casey:
This correspondence is in regard to your request for the following:
1. Ingoing-And-Outgoing Email Correspondence between the Office of the
Indiana Governor from February 29, 2016 through the present. I am
requesting all incoming-and-outgoing email correspondence between specific
employees of the Indiana Office of the Governor and the following and email
addresses with the suffixes hotmail.com, gmail.com, yahoo.com, aol.com, or
msn.com. The following individuals within the Office of the Governor should
be searched:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Governor Mike Pence
Lieutenant Governor Eric Holcomb
Matt Lloyd: Deputy Chief of Staff
Danny Lopez: Chief of Staff to the Lieutenant Governor
Jim Atterholt: Chief of Staff to the Governor
Mark Ahearn: Legal Counsel
Shelley Triol: Communications Director
Josh Pitcock: Washington Representative
Marilee Springer: Former Deputy Chief of Staff
Danielle McGrath: Deputy Chief of Staff for Legislative Affairs
John Hill: Deputy Chief of Staff
Ryan Streeter: Senior Policy Director

The following search terms should be included in this search:

Public Records Request
November 18, 2016
Page 2
-Private
-Email
-Personal Account
-Trump
-Donald Trump
I have enclosed with this letter the second batch of public records that are
responsive to your request. We are producing these after a good faith and thorough
review of our records. As a courtesy, we have provided these records to you free of
charge. We are continuing to search for additional responsive records and will send any
responsive records as we locate them.
In determining which records to produce in response to any Access to Public
Records Act request this office takes into consideration the deliberative process privilege
which is defined in the Indiana Code as “intra-agency or interagency advisory or
deliberative material, including material developed by a private contractor under a
contract with a public agency, that are expressions of opinion or are of a speculative
nature, and that are communicated for the purpose of decision making.” Ind. Code § 514-3-4(b) (6). Pursuant to Indiana law, we are withholding material that falls under the
deliberative process privilege.
If you have any questions regarding these records, please do not hesitate to
contact our office.
Sincerely,

Shelley Triol
Communications Director
Office of Governor Mike Pence

Anderson, Christopher M
Triol, Shelley

From:
Sent:

Tuesday, July 19, 2016 12:51 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Lloyd, Matthew

Subject:

FW: INPRS & the Gov

Categories:

Responsive

From: Hutson, Jeffrey
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 10:50 AM
To: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.lN.gov>
Subject: INPRS & the Gov

Shelley: FYI ... Wanted to make sure you were aware of these. - Thanks, Jeff

Why Mike Pence Should Resign as Indiana's Governor
Author: Dan Primack

Posted on: Jul 18, 2016 03:38 PM

speaking, that means Pence cannot raise money from covered employees at any investment advisor

doing business with the $30 billion Indiana Public Retirement System, which currently has more
than 200 such contracts, including with firms like Colony Capital, whose founder and CEO Tom
Barrack will be speaking this...

Link | http://fortune.eom/2016/07/18/mike-pence-should-resign-as-indiana-governor/j
Trump VP pick raises legal questions for some Wall Street donors
Posted on: Jul 17, 2016 11:18 PM

as vendors in the Indiana Public Retirement System's 2015 annual report. A Securities and

Exchange Commission rule sets limits on contributions to political candidates who control investment
decisions, either directly or indirectly. The "pay to play" rule was put in place in 2010 after a series of
scandals in...

Link | http://www.ibj.com/articles/59525-trump-vp-pick-raises-legal-questions-for-some-wall-street-donorsl

l

Anderson, Christopher M
Triol, Shelley

From:
Sent:

Monday, July 18, 2016 12:05 PM

To:

Triol, Shelley

Cc:

Johnson, David

Subject:

Trump's past in Indiana: 'a lot of bling and bluster'

Categories:

Responsive

Trump's past in Indiana: 'a lot of bling and bluster'
April 9, 2016
Hayleigh Colombo
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Trump leaves court in 1999 after testifying in a suit brought by two Hoosiers who charged he cheated them out of
ownership interests in a Gary riverboat casino. (AP photo)
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Trump leaves court in 1999 after testifying in a suit brought by two Hoosiers who charged he cheated them out of
ownership interests in a Gary riverboat casino. (AP photo)

Donald Trump the presidential candidate is bombastic, outlandish and has a penchant for making grand
promises—"I'll build a great, great wall. . ."— that might be too good (or awful, depending on your sensibilities)
to be true.

To some observers in Indiana, Trump's behavior on the campaign trail resembles their interactions with him
during a storied business history in Indiana, namely as owner of a casino in Gary and would-be operator of
another in French Lick.

Though Trump's business dealings in Indiana happened years ago, Ed Feigenbaum, a longtime observer of
Indiana's gambling industry, said the way Trump approached his two casino deals here is a "microcosm" of his
behavior on the campaign trail.

"It's probably a good indication as to what he'd be like as president," said Feigenbaum founder of INGroup,
which publishes several public policy newsletters. "He came in with a lot of bling and bluster, invested
everything he said he would and then some, he got into a little bit of friction with investors and partners, and in
the end he left the state at the right time for him, having made a whole lot of money."

Trump's first venture in Indiana—opening a casino along Gary's lalcefront—started with sweeping aspirations
and promises.

•

Trump said his $153 million ship—"the most beautiful gaming boat I've ever seen," he boasted—was the
beginning of a new era for Gary, which had long faced a sagging economy.
"I could' ve done a less expensive boat," Trump told Crain's Chicago Business at the time. "I could' ve bought a
used boat. But I really wanted it to be the finest of its kind. I like to go first class. It's the only way I do
business."

He called it "the beginning of the end of those rough times" for Gary and, at first, the Trump casino ruled.
Nearly 140,000 gamblers dropped $107 million there in the first three weeks, according to the Times of
Northwest Indiana.

But after a glitzy start, the Trump boat had trouble competing for customers with other casinos in The Region.
In 2006, Tramp left town altogether, selling the boat to one of his rivals.
3

,
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iHughes

"Running for president, he's saying a lot of things he's uninformed about and he'll never deliver on, and that's
the same thing he did in Gary," said Chuck Hughes, a former Gary city council member who now runs the
city's chamber of commerce.
Trump claimed at the time that he would bring Gary clout and national prominence. And Trump's Miss USA
pageant was hosted in 2001 and 2002 in Gary, which the city thought would boost its stature.
But Hughes said the pageant ended up being a drain on taxpayers. News reports from the time said the city

spent a total of $3 .4 million over two years as host.
"Trump came in with his thoughts of grandeur," Hughes said. "The city of Gary had to pay for everything—for
the contestants to go on shopping sprees in Chicago along Michigan Avenue and trips to the [Chicago Bulls']
United Center. That was a major disaster."
Ultimately, said Jenny Reske, a longtime employee at the Indiana Gaming Commission, Trump fulfilled his
duties to the state as far as the Gary casino is concerned.
"He was a licensee in good standing the entire time he was here," Reske said.
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'Very bad blood'

But in typical Trump fashion, he also made a few enemies along the way.
Partnering early on with two well-known Indiana businessmen—Bill Mays and Louis Buddy Yosha—led to a
lawsuit, with Mays and Yosha alleging Trump had broken a contract that was supposed to give them 1 percent
stakes in the Trump casino.

A judge initially awarded Mays and Yosha $1.4 million in damages, but found that Trump was not personally
responsible. An appeals court later reversed the decision, finding that "Mays and Yosha were essentially
seeking millions for almost nothing because for a time they thought they were going to get exactly that, millions
for almost nothing."

Feigenbaum said there was "very bad blood" between Trump and Mays and Yosha after that.
Then there was Trump's longtime feud with another prominent Donald: the late Donald H. Barden, who owned
the Gary Majestic Star casino right next to Trump's boat on Lake Michigan's Buffington Harbor.
4

Tramp and Barden "never got along from the start," said Ernie Yelton, former executive director of the Indiana
Gaming Commission.

The two Donalds were essentially competing for the same business, and were sometimes forced to work
together by state regulators.

Feigenbaum

Their bitter disagreement over the terms of the initial real estate deal to secure the site where both boats ended
up locating almost killed Tramp's Gary casino altogether.
Regulators chewed out Tramp and Barden after a "disastrous" meeting in 1995, saying they would kill the
proposals if the two couldn't find a way to cut down the animosity and work together.
"The name-calling, accusations, umbrage, and general pettiness veritably flew around the auditorium, to almost
everyone's surprise, providing a rare public peek at the kind of business dealings that almost always transpire
only behind closed doors," Feigenbaum wrote at the time.
In some ways, the rivalry between Tramp and Barden was destined.

The two had drastically different backgrounds. Trump was the son of a real estate tycoon. Barden grew up poor,
and started his first business with a mere $500 in savings.

"It was primarily about customers, but I don't think anyone could quarrel that egos were involved," said
Hughes, the former Gary councilor. "Trump is Trump. Do I have to say more?"

In November 2005, Trump sold his Gary casino to his rival, Barden's Majestic Casino LLC, for $253 million.
Having a go at French Lick

Trump came knocking again for Indiana casino business in 2004, vying against Larry Bird and a Chicago-area
casino industry executive to develop a casino in French Lick.

Trump once again proposed a grand vision: spending $108 million to build a riverboat next to the historic
French Lick Springs Hotel, renovating both it and the nearby historic West Baden Springs Hotel. As a flourish,
he enlisted golfing legend Fuzzy Zoeller to build golf courses nearby.
The Gaming Commission signed off on the project in the summer of 2004, and Trump promised to finish

building the casino by 2006. But financial analysts warned at the time about the viability of Tramp's casino
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Just months later, it suffered a major blow. Trump Hotels & Casino Resorts Inc. filed for bankruptcy protection
in November 2004, hoping to reorganize under a mountainous $1.8 billion in debt.
Though state gambling regulators assured the public the bankruptcy wouldn't affect the French Lick project,
then-incoming Gov. Mitch Daniels had other ideas.

Daniels, who had recently been elected, asked his Gaming Commission appointee—Ernie Yelton—to review
Trump's proposal as job No. 1.

"It was financial fitness," Daniels told IBJ. "He'd been bankrupt already a time or two and that particular
enterprise looked shaky to people."

Yelton hired Indianapolis bankruptcy attorney Michael Hile to assist him in what he described as "peeling back
layers of an onion" of Trump's company.

"The most troubling," the Louisville Courier Journal reported at the time, "was Trump's intention to use its
casino properties, including the Orange County project, as collateral for a multimillion-dollar loan—money that

would be used primarily to refurbish the company's flagship Trump Taj Mahal casino in Atlantic City, N.J."
Yelton said it became clear that "we probably weren't an important element in the new Trump Corp. going
forward."

The state terminated negotiations on the contract in early March 2005.

Yelton said he agreed to the Trump team's request to put out a press release saying Trump had decided the
company no longer wanted to proceed in French Lick.
Scott Butera, who was Trump Hotels president at the time, cited "onerous tax burdens" as the reason for pulling
out of French Lick and said a tax court decision found Trump owed the state $18 million in back taxes for its
Gary casino.

Daniels has since joked that he is one of the only people who can claim to have "fired" Trump, one of Trump's
catchphrases. But he said the two never had any personal interactions.
"It wasn't quite like that, but it's a good line," Daniels said.

Yet observers said there were no hard feelings between Trump and the state when the French Lick deal died.

"It was almost a relief to Donald Trump that he didn't have to go through with the proposal in French Lick,"
Feigenbaum said. "I think he was starting to see some of the writing on the wall."
Bloomington-based medical-device maker Bill Cook, who died in 201 1, ended up renovating the two French
Lick hotels and—with a partner—built the nearby casino, which opened in 2006. Cook was said to have spent
$34 million of his own money on the project.

"Looking back, it was a win for us and it was a win for Trump," Yelton said. "He started lessening his interest
in gaming at that point. His involvement is very limited now."
'At least he was trying'

7

Several people familiar with Trump's business dealings here remembered him as generous and professional— putting
aside his feud with Barden, of course.
Reske, the former Gaming Commission employee, said Trump came in regularly to meet with regulators to "get
feedback on how his operation was running and how his top-level executives were doing."

"He was very hands-on," Reske said.
Yelton said he didn't have any interaction with Trump until about a month after the state and Trump ended the French
Lick deal.

Trump called to thank him, Yelton said, for treating Trump's Indiana team well during the inquiry into the company's
finances.

Then Trump invited Yelton to Florida to play golf with him on his course. Yelton didn't take him up on it.

"He was a true gentleman," Yelton said. "It was a very, very courteous call."
Despite Trump's colorful history here, Yelton said it's unlikely that most Indiana voters would think about the casino
stories when casting their votes.

"It's a distant memory now," he said.
But down in the French Lick area, Orange County GOP Chairman Jack Hinkle said he thinks Indiana residents remember
The Donald for his grand vision.
"People here love Donald Trump," Hinkle said. "They loved what he was going to come here and do. Things didn't work
out, but at least he was trying. At least he had an interest in our small community and he was going to try for us."*
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Triol, Shelley

Sent:

Thursday, July 14, 2016 7:21 AM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Re: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials for when

Subject:

the time comes to paint the official portrait of Governor Pence
Responsive

Categories:

Will look into it!
Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 13, 2016, at 11:16 PM, Atterholt, Jim <iatterholt(5)gov.lN.gov> wrote:

I think you have an eye for this type of thing?©©©©©©
Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 13, 2016, at 8:50 PM, Triol, Shelley <STriol(5)gov.lN.gov> wrote:

Jim - I have no idea how this process works - do you know?
If not, I can research it - not a problem.

From: Tim Jones - Rushworth Fine Art fmailto:timi(5)michelerushworth.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 6:47 PM

To: Atterholt, Jim <iatterholt(a)gov.lN.gov>; Triol, Shelley <STriol(5>gov.lN.gov>
Cc: Governor Mike Pence <MPence(5)gov.lN.gov>

Subject: RE: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials
for when the time comes to paint the official portrait of Governor Pence

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email.
•kkkk

kkkk

Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol,
I am following up on my email from this past January 27 and more recently
March 16 (both emails are below), to inquire whether there are any plans to
honor Governor Pence at the end of his term as Governor with a possible official
portrait painting. I understand that is among the finalists to be considered as
Donald Trump's running mate, and if chosen, he would not be running again for
the governor's office. I reached out to the two of you because normally we work
with either the Chief of Staff of the Communications Director for these sorts of
projects.

In my initial email, I gave a thumbnail summary of Michele Rushworth's
qualifications and experience as a nationally renowned portraitist. Hopefully if
you scroll down to my initial email you can see a screen capture of two of
9

Michele's recent portraits - Governor Christine Gregoire (Washington) and
Governor Kenny Guinn (Nevada). You can see more of her official portraits at
this page of her website: http://michelerushworth.com/official2. asp and you can
you read comments from some of her portrait clients
here: http://michelerushworth.com/comments2.asp
If there are no plans to honor the governor with a portrait painting, or if a portrait

artist has already been selected, could you please let me know so that I don't
bother you further?

But if there are plans to honor Governor Pence in this manner and a portraitist
has not yet been chosen, I would appreciate knowing the steps required to
submit Michele Rushworth's credentials for consideration. She is among the
most highly respected portrait painters in the country and has been
commissioned to paint the official portraits of governors, US Cabinet Secretaries,
United States Congressmen, senior Pentagon officials, federal and state
supreme court judges and other senior level governmental officials. You can see
a partial list of some of her governmental subjects by scrolling down to first email

I sent at the bottom of this thread..
I would be happy to mail a physical packet of portrait samples if this would be
helpful in further evaluating her capabilities and painting style. Just let me know
to whom I should send such a packet of materials, and the mailing address to
send it to.
Finally, if neither of you is the appropriate person to whom I should be reaching
out about a possible portrait honoring Governor Pence, could one of you point
me to the appropriate point of contact about this possibility? Thank you very
much.
Tim Jones
Manager

Michele Rushworth Fine Art
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
PH: 425-681-5106
Email: TimJ@MicheleRushworth.com
http://www. MicheleRushworth . com
From: Tim Jones |mailto:timi@michelerushworth.com1
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 3:13 PM
To: 'Jatterholt@gov.in.gov' <Jatterholt@gov.in.gov>; 'Striol@gov.in.gov'
<Striol(5>gov.in.gov>
Cc: 'Mpence@gov.in.gov' <Mpence@gov.in.gov>
Subject: RE: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials
for when the time comes to paint the official portrait of Governor Pence

Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol
I am following up on my email from January 27, 2016 (below) in which I
presented Michele Rushworth's credentials for consideration in the event there
are any eventual plans to honor Governor Pence at some point for his service as

Governor of the state of Indiana. Would you mind sharing with me whether
Governor Pence has already selected a portrait artist for his eventual portrait?
(Or has it already been painted?) Assuming he has not yet selected an artist and
if there are eventual plans to honor Governor Pence with an official portrait
10

painting, I wanted to submit Michele Rushworth's credentials for possible
consideration.
In my previous email, I gave a thumbnail summary of Michele Rushworth's
qualifications and experience as a nationally renowned portraitist. I am not sure
whether my previous email reached you or not, as it contained in the body of the
email a screen capture showing two of her recent portraits - Governor Christine
Gregoire (Washington) and Governor Kenny Guinn (Nevada). You can see more
of her official portraits at this page of her website:
http://michelerushworth.com/official2.asp and you can you read comments from
some of her portrait clients here: http://michelerushworth.com/comments2.asp

Michele Rushworth is among the most highly respected portrait painters in the
country. She has been commissioned to paint the official portraits of governors
US Cabinet Secretaries, United States Congressmen and many other senior
level governmental officials. You can see a partial list of some of her
governmental subjects by scrolling down to the previous email I sent you.
I would be happy to mail a physical packet of portrait samples if this would be
helpful in further evaluating her capabilities and painting style. Just let me know
to whom I should send such a packet of materials, and the mailing address to
send it to.

If neither of you is the appropriate person to whom I should be reaching out
about a possible portrait honoring Governor Pence, could one of you point me to
the appropriate point of contact about this possibility? And if you happen to know
for a certainty that the Governor has already selected another portrait artist, or
has already had his portrait completed, could you let me know so that I don't
bother you further? Thank you very much.
Respectfully,
Tim Jones
Manager
Michele Rushworth Fine Art

Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
PH: 425-681-5106

Email: TimJ@MicheleRushworth.com
http://www.MicheleRushworth.com

From: Tim Jones [mailto:timi(S)michelerushworth.com1
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 4:22 PM

To: 'Jatterholt(5)gov.in.gov' <Jatterholt(5)gov.in.gov>; 'Striol(5)gov.in.gov'
<Striol(S)gov.in.gov>

Cc: 'Mpence(a)gov.in.gov' <Mpence(5)gov.in.gov>

Subject: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials for
when the time comes to paint the official portrait of Governor Pence

Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol <image002.jpg>,
I came across your names as the Chief of Staff and Communications Director,
respectively, for Governor Mike Pence. If neither of you is the correct point of
contact that I should be working with regarding the following request, I would
it

appreciate if you could point me to the appropriate person on Governor Pence's
staff for this inquiry. Thank you..

I understand that Governor Pence will be running for re-election this fall for the
Governor's office of Indiana. I am aware that it is a longstanding tradition in most
states that a Governor is typically honored with an official portrait painting usually when their tenure as Governor is nearing its end, but often arrangements
for this portrait are made several months - or several years - in advance of such
a transition. And when they are seeking a portrait painting to be commissioned,
typically we are directed to work with their Chief of Staff or Communications
Director to coordinate the logistics of such a portrait.
Would you mind sharing with me whether Governor Pence has already selected
a portrait artist for his eventual portrait? (Or has it already been painted?)
Assuming he has not yet selected an artist and if there are eventual plans to
honor Governor Pence with an official portrait painting, I wanted to
submit Michele Rushworth's credentials for possible consideration. Michele
Rushworth has been selected to paint nine governors' portraits, as well as
numerous senior level leaders of the federal government and the United States
Military, and members of Congress. To the right you can see two of her recent
portraits - Governor Christine Greqoire (Washington) and Governor Kenny Guinn
(Nevada). You can see more of her official portraits here and you can also read
comments from some of her portrait subjects here.
In addition to Governor Gregoire and Governor Guinn, Michele Rushworth was
selected to paint the official portraits of several prominent governors, senior level
military officials, federal judges and other high-level governmental honorees,
including the following:
United States Secretary of Commerce, Gary Locke, Washington, D.C.
(She also did his official portrait as Governor of Washington)

The Honorable Michael Sullivan, Governor, State of Wyoming and U.S.
Ambassador to Ireland

The Honorable James Geringer, Governor, State of Wyoming
Congressman Doc Hastings, Chairman, House Committee on Natural
Resources
Air Force Chief of Staff, Norton A. Schwartz, Pentagon
United States Coast Guard Commandant Admiral Thad Allen
Washington, D.C.
United States Coast Guard Commandant Robert Papp, Washington,
D.C.
All of the above portraits can be seen on Ms. Rushworth's website here. (Once
there click on the image to enlarge, then click on the magnifying glass icon to
enlarge image to full screen.)
Michele Rushworth's work has been featured in national publications, including
Barron's and American Artist Magazine, which wrote about her, "Michele
Rushworth is one of the most reputable professional portraitists today." She has
been a professional artist for over twenty-five years. She specializes in painting
commissioned portraits in oils of high-profile government leaders and other
distinguished leaders within their community.
Here are just a few comments from some of her clients.
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•

"Michele has an amazing talent of making the people on her canvas come
alive. I was so pleased and so touched by her portrait of me. She is not
only a delightful person to work with, but made the entire process
thoroughly pleasant and comfortable." - Gary Locke, Governor of
Washington State, Secretary of Commerce and Ambassador to China

•

"I can't think of anything I would change. [My husband] Mike likes it.
Please let Michele know how pleased we are and that we are really
looking forward to the unveiling". - Christine Gregoire, Governor of
Washington State

•

"This is a portrait that I am very proud of and exceedingly pleased with. It
says exactly what I wanted it to say. I cannot imagine anyone producing a
better pictorial image of my "legacy." - Jim Gibbons, Governor of
Nevada

•

"Your portrait is magnificent! You have exceeded my exceptionally high
expectations, and while I might be accused of bias, I think it is your best
work to date. You've made a simple sailor look dignified. Thank you." Admiral Robert F. Papp, Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard

•

"Your portrait is truly outstanding and is by far the best portrait of a
Commandant ever. It really took my breath away. Congratulations on
creating such an excellent and stunning work of art." -- MaryAnn Bader,
Office of Public Affairs for Admiral Thad Allen, Commandant, United
States Coast Guard

•

"We are very pleased with the two portraits Michele Rushworth painted
for us. She is a pleasant and efficient person, as well as an excellent
artist." — Donald Petersen, former CEO, Ford Motor Company

•

"I wanted to call and tell you how pleased we are at the outcome... I had
a number of my colleagues in the House of Representatives tell me it was
the best, not one of the best but THE best portrait that they'd seen. We
are very pleased." - Congressman Richard "Doc" Hastings, Chairman,
U.S. House of Representatives Natural Resources Committee

•

"Michele, I enjoyed meeting you and I certainly did enjoy the painting that
you created for Edgar Martinez. I thought it was magnificent. Hopefully
there will be a time when you can do more work for Major League
Baseball." - Bud Selig, Commissioner of Major League Baseball

You can see many more examples of her professional portraits at her website,
MicheleRushworth.com. You can also download a four-page online brochure with
samples of her work, as well as a partial list of clients here.

Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, I look forward to the possibility of setting up a call with
Michele Rushworth and either of you, or whoever you feel is the logical person
she should be talking with to discuss this possibility of honoring Governor Pence
with a portrait painting.
Respectfully,
Tim Jones
13

Michele Rushworth
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils

Tim Jones
Manager
Michele Rushworth Fine Art

Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
PH: 425-681-5106
Email: TimJ@MicheleRushworth.com

http://www.MicheleRushworth.com
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Triol, Shelley

Sent:

Thursday, March 31, 2016 1:56 PM

To:

'Gherardi, James'

Subject:

RE: Request

Categories:

Responsive

Joe Frank - he's with the campaign.

From: Gherardi, James [mailto:JGherardi@fox59.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 1:54 PM

To: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.lN.gov>
Subject: RE: Request
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

•kifk-k

Is that Matt or Kara?

James Gherardi

1
ISQLS.V? BSGAGCAST PAfiTKSR

OF THE INDIANAPOLIS OOLTS

Reporter
6910 Network Place - Indianapolis, IN 46278

317.677.1527 direct | 317.771.4475 cell

O

jgherardi@fox59.eom | fox59.com | CBS4lndy.com

From: Triol, Shelley rmailto:STriol@aov.IN.aov1
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 1:29 PM
To: Gherardi, James
Subject: RE: Request
Hello, James - please contact the campaign about this.
Thanks.

From: Gherardi, James [mailto:JGherardi@fox59.com1
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 10:27 AM

To: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.lN.gov>
Subject: FW: Request
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

•k-k-k-k

Shelley,

Received Matt's out of office email and am forwarding you our request...
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Thanks!

WMI

.•

James Gherardl
Reporter

K
J
vj

6910 Network Race - Indianapolis, IN 46278

317.677.1527 direct | 317,771,4475 cell

oftheInwwSmism™

jgherardi@fox59.com | fox59.com | CBS4lndy.com

From: Gherardi, James
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 10:25 AM
To: 'kbrooks@gov.in.gov'; 'mlloyd@gov.in.gov'
Cc: Spehler, Dan; Smith, Matthew; McGarvy, Sean
Subject: Request
Kara and Matt,

I wanted to see if we could get a statement from the Governor on Donald Trump's remarks last night regarding
punishing women who have an abortion.
The Governor obviously is very pro-life and opposes abortion vehemently, as demonstrated by signing HEA1337 into law
this year.

Does the Governor agree with Mr. Trump's remarks? Does he still stand by his statement that he would support the

republican nominee regardless of who it is?
If you'd like to call me, I can be reached at (317)677-4897
Thanks,

James Gherardi

James Gherardl

.1 )

Reporter

?. CD:
SaCiUSiW BROADCAST PASTThSR

OF THE INDIA NAFOU5 COLTS

6910 Neiwork Place - Indianapolis, IN 46278

o

317.677.1527 direct | 317.771.4475 cell
jgherardi@foxS9.com | fox59.com | CBS4Indy.com
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Triol, Shelley

Sent:

Thursday, March 31, 2016 10:31 AM

To:

Brooks, Kara D

Subject:

FW: Request

Categories:

Responsive

See below.

From: Gherardi, James [mailto:JGherardi@fox59.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 10:27 AM
To: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.lN.gov>

Subject: FW: Request
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.
Shelley,

Received Matt's out of office email and am forwarding you our request...
Thanks!

James Gherardi

FOX

4
ttCXUMS

PA3TKSH f

\

OF THE INDIANAPOLIS COLTS 1^1

Reporter

6910 Network Race - Indianapolis, IN 46278

31 7.677. 1 527 direct 1 3 1 7.771.4475 cell
jgherardi@fox59.com | fox59.com | CBS4lndy.com

From: Gherardi, James
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 10:25 AM
To: 'kbrooks@gov.in.gov'; 'mlloyd@gov.in.gov'
Cc: Spehler, Dan; Smith, Matthew; McGarvy, Sean
Subject: Request
Kara and Matt,

I wanted to see if we could get a statement from the Governor on Donald Trump's remarks last night regarding
punishing women who have an abortion.

The Governor obviously is very pro-life and opposes abortion vehemently, as demonstrated by signing FIEA1337 into law
this year.

Does the Governor agree with Mr. Trump's remarks? Does he still stand by his statement that he would support the
republican nominee regardless of who it is?
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If you'd like to call me, 1 can be reached at (317)677-4897
Thanks,

James Gherardi

James Gherardi
•T

o

OfOIjSiWBBaA&CASTRtfrrHKR/ \
OF THE INDIANAF0LI5 COLTS

Reporter
6910 Network Race - Indianapolis, IN 46278

317.677,1527 direct | 317.771.4475 cell
jgherardi@fox59.com | fox59.com | CBS4lndy.com
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2016 5:50 PM

To:

#AII Governor's Office

Subject:

FYI - Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate
Governor John Kasich

Categories:

Responsive

FYI - we're sending the below release in the next few minutes. Thanks!
NOT FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 26, 2016
Contact: Kara Brooks
KbrooksPgov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Governor John Kasich
Governor Pence's third meeting with presidential candidates
Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with Ohio Governor John Kasich today. Last week Governor Pence met with presidential candidates Donald
Trump and Senator Ted Cruz.

"Governor Pence is pleased to welcome Governor John Kasich back to the Hoosier state, just as he did with Donald
Trump and Senator Ted Cruz. They had a cordial and substantive conversation about the need for a change of leadership
in Washington D.C. and the need to reduce the burden the federal government is placing on job creators and working
families."
###

n * i2
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Govother <govother-bounces@lists.in.gov> on behalf of Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Thursday, April 21, 2016 6:01 PM

<SHodgin@gov.in.gov>
Subject:

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential

Candidate

Senator Ted Cruz
Attachments:

ATT00001.txt

Categories:

Responsive

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 21, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks

kbrooks(5)gov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Senator Ted Cruz

Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with Senator Ted Cruz at the Governor's Residence today. Governor Pence met with Donald Trump yesterday
and will be meeting with Governor John Kasich next week.

"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Senator Cruz to the Hoosier state. The Governor touted Indiana's economic
progress and pro-growth economic policies while noting the creation of more than 130,000 new private sector jobs since
he took office. He stressed his desire to have a partner in the White House who will help advance policies on the federal
level that will enable states like Indiana to build on this progress. Governor Pence firmly believes that by addressing
these issues on the national level, Indiana can build on its recent momentum and continue to be a great place to live,
work and raise a family."

###
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Thursday, April 21, 2016 5:56 PM

To:

#AII Governor's Office

Subject:

FYI - Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate
Senator Ted Cruz

Categories:

Responsive

FYI - we're sending the below release in the next few minutes. Thanks!
NOT FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 21, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks
kbrooks(a)gov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Senator Ted Cruz
Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with Senator Ted Cruz at the Governor's Residence today. Governor Pence met with Donald Trump yesterday
and will be meeting with Governor John Kasich next week.

"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Senator Cruz to the Hoosier state. The Governor touted Indiana's economic
progress and pro-growth economic policies while noting the creation of more than 130,000 new private sector jobs since
he took office. He stressed his desire to have a partner in the White House who will help advance policies on the federal
level that will enable states like Indiana to build on this progress. Governor Pence firmly believes that by addressing
these issues on the national level, Indiana can build on its recent momentum and continue to be a great place to live,
work and raise a family."
###
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Govother <govother~bounces@lists.in.gov> on behalf of Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 2:46 PM

Subject:

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential

<SHodgin@gov.in.gov>

Candidate

Donald Trump
Attachments:

ATT00001.txt

Categories:

Responsive

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 20, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks
kbrooks(5)gov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Donald Trump

Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with presidential candidate Donald Trump at the Governor's Residence. Trump requested the meeting with
Governor Pence. Previously, Governor Pence said he is willing to meet with all three Republican presidential candidates
when they come to Indiana ahead of Indiana's May 3 primary.

"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Mr. Trump back to Indiana and hear firsthand his plans for the country. The
Governor was also grateful for the opportunity to describe Indiana's economic success and expressed his desire to have
a partner in the White House who will help advance pro-growth economic policies, reduce burdensome regulation and
curb the size and scope of government. With more than 130,000 new private sector jobs created since he took office,
Governor Pence believes addressing these issues is critical in order for Indiana to continue to be a great place to live,

work and raise a family."

###
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Anderson, Christopher M
Hodgin, Stephanie

From:
Sent:

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 2:37 PM

To:

#AII Governor's Office

Subject:

FYI - Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate
Donald Trump

Categories:

Responsive

FYI - we're sending the below release in the next few minutes. Thanks!
NOT FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 20, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks
kbrooks(a>gov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Donald Trump
Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with presidential candidate Donald Trump at the Governor's Residence. Trump requested the meeting with

Governor Pence. Previously, Governor Pence said he is willing to meet with all three Republican presidential candidates
when they come to Indiana ahead of Indiana's May 3 primary.

"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Mr. Trump back to Indiana and hear firsthand his plans for the country. The
Governor was also grateful for the opportunity to describe Indiana's economic success and expressed his desire to have
a partner in the White House who will help advance pro-growth economic policies, reduce burdensome regulation and
curb the size and scope of government. With more than 130,000 new private sector jobs created since he took office,
Governor Pence believes addressing these issues is critical in order for Indiana to continue to be a great place to live,
work and raise a family."
###
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Govother <govother-bounces@lists.in.gov> on behalf of Hodgin, Stephanie
<SHodgin@gov.in.gov>

Sent:

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 11:03 AM

Subject:

Governor Pence to Host Meeting with Presidential Candidate Donald

Attachments:

ATT00001.txt

Categories:

Responsive

Trump Today

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 20, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks

Kbrooks(cOgov.in.gov

Governor Pence to Host Meeting with Presidential Candidate Donald Trump Today

Indianapolis - Today, Governor Mike Pence will host a private meeting with presidential candidate Donald Trump at the
Governor's Residence. Trump requested the meeting with Governor Pence. Previously, Governor Pence said he is willing
to meet with all three Republican presidential candidates when they come to Indiana ahead of Indiana's May 3 primary.
Details below.

Wednesday, April 20:
1:00 p.m. EST -Governor Pence to host private meeting with presidential candidate Donald Trump

*Media are welcome to shoot B-roll and still shots only from outside the Governor's Residence. There will be no
interviews. Members of the media must arrive at the Governor's Residence no later than 11:45 a.m. to allow time for

a Secret Service security sweep, and should enter through the 46th Street entrance at the Residence. All members of
the media must present a valid media credential upon arrival. Parking will be available on-site.
Governor's Residence - 4750 N. Meridian St., Indianapolis, IN

###
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Tuggle, Jennifer

Sent:

Monday, July 18, 2016 12:26 PM

To:

'Bruce Butgereit'

Subject:

RE: Scheduling request

Categories:

Responsive

Hi Bruce,

Thank you for your note and thank you so much for your patience. Unfortunately, I cannot confirm his attendance at

this time. I don't want to hold things up on your end for scheduling so go ahead and proceed without him, however, if
we find out he is able to attend, perhaps we can work him into the program.
Thank you for understanding,
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

(3 * <2*
From: Bruce Butgereit [mailto:historyremembered@comcast.net]
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2016 3:56 PM
To: Govenor Scheduling
Subject: Scheduling request
kkkk

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

kkkk

Greetings,

I had submitted a request to see if Governor Pence would be able to attend a Bicentennial Legacy Project dedication event
in Dyer, IN on Saturday, September 17, 2016. Although I have not heard anything regarding the possibility of his
attendance, today's events and his running as Vice-President with Trump would seem to indicate that he will not.
Can this be verified?
Thank you,

Bruce B. Butgereit

1

Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Lloyd, Matthew

Sent:

Thursday, February 11, 2016 12:34 PM

Cc:

Parr, Riley; Triol, Shelley; Hodgin, Stephanie; Clift, Mckenzie C
Brookes, Brady; Schilb, Veronica J; Schlake, Josh; Goodwin, Nicholas R

Subject:

RE: Bosma Media Avail

Categories:

Responsive

To:

Nice work
v. helpful

From: Parr, Riley

Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2016 12:28 PM
To: Lloyd, Matthew; Triol, Shelley; Hodgin, Stephanie; Clift, Mckenzie C
Cc: Brookes, Brady; Schilb, Veronica J; Schlake, Josh; Goodwin, Nicholas R
Subject: Bosma Media Avail

All,
Below are my notes from Bosma's media availability this morning.
Brandon, Public Radio: What are the chances of SB 280 going anywhere in the House?

I don't know at this point. I have not talked to Tim Brown about it. Redevelopment districts already reach out
to their local school corporations now, so we would just be codifying existing practices.
?: Appropriations was not too enthusiastic on your roads plan this morning— any comments?
There are two very different plans out there, and I think we can work for common ground. This discussion is
-

about the difference between long and short-term funding. We need to be looking a decade out, not just past
the next election. We do that in every other part of government, and HB 1001 seeks to do that with roads.
Sheila: Long said that adding the tax cut is like apples and oranges, and that the tax hike is a big hurdle.
That does not surprise me. Part of the reason for adding the tax cut was to make it more attractive, and it did
for some of our members.

: Are you less likely to compromise because it is your bill?
Not at all. We should let the politics work themselves out.
?: There has been some talk about Todd Young, that even if he is a little short, we should let the voters decide by
allowing him on the ballot.

-

Requirements should be met, unless there is a very good reason not to do so. I do not really know the
circumstances in this case, so it is really up to the Election Commission.

Brandon: Is 500 signatures/district too high a hurdle?
No, that should be able to be met. Only having 501 is way too close.
?: What are your thoughts on Holcomb as the pick for LG?
He will be a great LG, just like Sue is.
Cook: What will he bring to Holcomb's re-election?
He's a link to the Daniels' administration and brings a grassroots organization.
-

: What will he bring to state government, since he doesn't have any experience with agencies?

-

He's been an advisor to those who have run them, so he knows what he's doing. He has big shoes to fill, but will
do so very well.

Angela Buchman: Are you open to a special session?

-

Our goal is to complete everything within the next couple of weeks.
l

?: Was the Holcomb pick a way for MRP to manipulate the Senate race?

-

I'm not going to answer that. I think it will have some effect.

?: Will it help bridge the two wings of the party?

-

I'm not sure what you mean by wings. I don't know if it will have that effect. MRP is very probusiness. Indiana's economy is doing great things because of the work Republicans have done.

?: MRP has said he would support Trump if he is the nominee. Would you?
I will support whoever the Republican nominee is. They would surround themselves with good advisors.
?: What do you think about the meth bills?
-

Smaltz bill is very good. There is room to work since there is broad support for all the House and Senate
bills. I'm not sure if Smaltz bill can be combined with the pharmacist cross-examination.

?: Will the prescription proposals come back?
-

If we do a good job this year, and I believe we will, then there will not be a need for that.

2

Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Brooks, Kara D

Sent:

Monday, April 18, 2016 5:11 PM

To:

Lloyd, Matthew

Cc:

Triol, Shelley

Categories:

Responsive

Looks like TV stations know how to get information. ..they contacted the appropriated person. ©
http://www.wthr.com/storv/31747061/trump-possiblv-coming-to-indianapolis-this-week

Kara Brooks
Press Secretary

Office of Governor Mike Pence
317-232-1622 (Office)

317-941-9214 (Mobile)
kbrooks@gov.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Tina Elliott <telliott@indianarha.org>

Sent:

Tuesday, July 26, 2016 12:39 PM

To:

Tuggle, Jennifer

Subject:

RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

Attachments:

Leadership Seminar Agenda 2016.pdf

Categories:

Responsive

****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

Jenny,

I wanted to give you an updated agenda for the Leadership Seminar to be held on August 25, and we are anxious to hear
the big announcement.

Please continue to keep me informed. Thank you.

A T

K U K a L

^na
Community Relations Director

HEALTH

Indiana Rural Health Association
2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240

association

Terre Haute, IN 47803

Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602

™

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.org

fl
Get FREE Help to Quit
Indiana Tobacco Quitiine

Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!
Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.

IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer [mailto:JTuggle@gov.IN.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 9:48 AM
To: Tina Elliott <telliott@indianarha.org>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

Hi Tina,

1

Thank you for your note. I appreciate your understanding. I will do my best to get you an answer just as quickly
as I
possibly can. Please know we are working on it.
Thanks!

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

3
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From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott@indianarha.orql
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 9:45 AM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Jennifer,
I'm assuming Governor Pence has other things to do than to speak at our Leadership Seminar. Is that correct?
I sure am
pulling for the Trump/Pence train!! I They will be such a good team for our country.
What should we do about the 10:00 to 11:00 time slot? Should be fill it with the GOP candidate whenever that
person is
named? Would Pence still want to come and speak? I need to follow your lead.
Thank you for your great communication with me, and I look forward to hearing from you.

Tina Elliott

RURAL

HEALTH
association

Community Relations Director
Indiana Rural Health Association

2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803

Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222
Fax: 812/232-8602

™

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.org

1-.' 4 1
Get FREE Help to Quit

Indiana Tobacco Quitline
Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.
IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.
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From: Tuggle, Jennifer [mailto:JTuggle(5)gov.lN.govl
Sent: Wednesday, July 6, 2016 9:45 AM

To: Tina Elliott <telliott(5)indianarha.org>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
Perfect! Thank you 1 1

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

Wi¥&
From: Tina Elliott rmailtoTelliotttaindianarha.orql
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 9:44 AM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

•kkkk

That will work fine. Thank you I

IHflSjLdl
RURAL

HEALTH
association

Tina Elliott
Community Relations Director

Indiana Rural Health Association
2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803

Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222
Fax: 812/232-8602

™

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.org

hi ]
Get FREE Help to Quit
Indiana Tobacco Quitline

Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.

IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer [mailto:JTuggle(5)gov.lN.gov1
Sent: Wednesday, July 6, 2016 9:43 AM

To: Tina Elliott <telliott@indianarha.org>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
3

Thanks! Let me know if lOam-llam works for your schedule.
Thank you,
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence
i;

From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott@indianarha.ora1

Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 6:46 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer; Kelso, Don - IRHA
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M

Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****

Yes, yiu sre correct. It is not a debate. They will have separate time slots.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message

From: "Tuggle, Jennifer" <JT uggle@gov.IN.gov>
Date: 7/5/16 5:29 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: Tina Elliott <telliott@indianarha.org>, Don Kelso <dkelso@indianarha.org>
Cc: "Craig, Lindsey M" <LCraig@,gov.IN.gov>

Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
Tina,

Can you just confirm this is not a debate format? They will have different time slots, correct?
Also, we are holding lOam-llam. Would that time slot work?
Thank you!
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

IF

ill ••

From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott@indianarha.ora1

Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 4:49 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer; Kelso, Don - IRHA
4

Cc: Craig, Lindsey M
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
•kifk-k

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.
Sure. I will go ahead and ask for John Gregg's availability in the meantime and let you know his plans. We're trying to
post the agenda as soon as possible because people are waiting to register.

LI:ji: ..sal

Tina Elliott

Community Relations Director

R II R A I. Indiana Rural Health Association

HEALTH
ASSOC] ATI on

2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803
Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602

W

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.org

Get FREE Help to Quit
Indiana Tobacco Quitline

Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.

IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle. Jennifer [mailto:JTuggle(5)gov.lN.gov1
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2016 4:47 PM

To: Tina Elliott <telliott(5)indianarha.org>; Don Kelso <dkelso(5)indianarha.org>
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M <LCraig(5)gov.lN.gov>

Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
Hi Tina,

Thank you so much for your note! We have several key folks out of the office right now due to the holiday— is there any
way that I could buy just a few more days on this?
I really appreciate your help.
Thank you,
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence
HZjfs
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kfgg|/
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From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott@indianarha.oral

Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 3:05 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer; Kelso, Don - IRHA
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.

Jennifer,

Well, it's July 5; and we at the Indiana Rural Health Association are anxious to send a confirmed agenda to our
membership for the August 25 Leadership Seminar at The Palms in Plainfield, Indiana. Do you have the Governor's
schedule so that I might block his time first before contacting John Gregg's office?
Tina Elliott

Community Relations Director

R 1 1 R A I . Indiana Rural Health Association
2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240

HEALTH

Terre Haute, IN 47803

ASSOC i AT i o x

Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602
Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.org

m
Get FREE Help to Quit
Indiana Tobacco Quitline

Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8663)
Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.
IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer [mailto:JTuggle(5)gov.lN.gov1
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2016 2:20 PM

To: Tina Elliott <telliott(5)indianarha.org>; Don Kelso <dkelso@indianarha.org>
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M <LCraig(5)gov.lN.gov>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

Thanks Tina I We should know by then. I will make a note on my calendar but just to be safe, can you reach out to me a

couple of days prior to July 1st?
Thank you so much!!
-jenny

jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

13"
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From: Tina Elliott ["mailto:telliott(Q)indianarha,orql
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2016 2:15 PM

To: Tuggle, Jennifer; Kelso, Don - IRHA
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M

Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

Is July 1 an appropriate time frame? If it could be sooner, we will be able to post an agenda. If July 1 is the date, then
we will wait to make an agenda public. Thank you.
Tina Elliott

LULii:

Community Relations Director

R LI R A I . Indiana Rural Health Association
HEALTH
A ssoc i AT i o n

2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803
Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602

If Email: telliott@indianarha.org
* www.indianaruralhealth.org

Get FREE Help to Quit
Indiana Tobacco Quitline

Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.

IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer fmailto:JTuggle(a)gov.lN.govl
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2016 1:59 PM

To: Tina Elliott <telliott(5)indianarha.org>; Don Kelso <dkelso(a)indianarha.org>
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M <LCraig(a>gov.lN.gov>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
Tina and Don,

Thank you so much for all your help with this. The form was great and gave us the details we needed. Right now we're
holding this event- tell me your drop dead date of when you would need to know one way or the other if the Governor is
able to attend? I want to make sure to make that date...
Thank you again!!
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

7
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From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott(a)indianarha.ora1
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2016 1:47 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M

Subject: Governor's Appearance Request Form

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. •kkk-k
Jenny,

Attached please find a request form for the Governor's appearance for a Governor candidate debate at the Indiana Rural
Health Association's Leadership Seminar on August 25, 2016. I look forward to hearing from you regarding his
availability when you have an opportunity. Thank you.

Tina Elliott

Community Relations Director

R li R A L Indiana Rural Health Association

HEALTH
A 8 so € 1ATI o N

2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803
Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602

Wr

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.org

Get FREE Help to Quit
Indiana Tobacco Quitline
Call 1-800-QUIT-NQW (1-800-784-8669)

Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.
IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.
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Indiana Rural Health Association
Leadership Seminar
Thursday, August 25, 2016

The Palms
2353 East Perry Road
Plainfield, Indiana

Registration, Continental Breakfast, and Exhibitor Networking

Welcome

8:30 to 8:55 a.m.

8:55 a.m.

Tom Liddell, IRHA Board President
Building, Motivating, and Rewarding a Winning Team
Dave Jakielo
Seminars & Consulting, Pittsburgh, PA

Congressman Todd Young

9:00 to 10:00 a.m.

10:00 to 11:00 a.m.

Representing the 9th District of Indiana

GOP Candidate for Governor (TBA)

11:00 a.m. to noon

Lunch and Exhibitor Networking

Noon to 1:00 p.m.

John Gregg, Democratic Gubernatorial Candidate

1:00 to 2:00 p.m.

This program is funded in part by a grant awarded to the Indiana State Department of Health, State Office of Rural Health
(SORH) Flex funding Grant Number HR54RH00042.
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Indiana State
Department of Health

Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Pavlik, Jennifer L

Sent:

Monday, July 25, 2016 1:07 PM

To:

Tuggle, Jennifer

Subject:

RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

Categories:

Responsive

Yes they should fill with the Gov candidate. I will delete thanks!

From: Tuggle, Jennifer
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 10:03 AM
To: Pavlik, Jennifer L
Subject: FW: Governor's Appearance Request Form

FYI (this is for the August 25th meeting). I wrote her back and said I would be in touch with her as soon as possible. I
would've said go ahead and proceed without him but sounds like she is unsure of what route to take and wants our
direction...

Thank you,

-j
From: Tina Elliott [ mailto:telliott(S)indianarha.orql
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2016 9:45 AM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.
Jennifer,

I'm assuming Governor Pence has other things to do than to speak at our Leadership Seminar. Is that correct? I sure am
pulling for the Trump/Pence train!!! They will be such a good team for our country.
What should we do about the 10:00 to 11:00 time slot? Should be fill it with the GOP candidate whenever that person is
named? Would Pence still want to come and speak? I need to follow your lead.
Thank you for your great communication with me, and I look forward to hearing from you.

A T

K U K A L

HEALTH
association

Elliott
Tina
Community Relations Director
Indiana Rural Health Association
2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803

Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222
Fax: 812/232-8602

™

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.org

l

f
Get FREE Help to Quit

Indiana Tobacco Quitline
Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.

IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer [mailto:JTuggle@gov.lN.gov1

Sent: Wednesday, July 6, 2016 9:45 AM
To: Tina Elliott <telliott@indianarha.org>

Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

Perfect! Thank you!!

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

n* V^5P/
From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott@indianarha.orq1
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 9:44 AM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
kkkk

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. kkkk

That will work fine. Thank you!

tiillllSliB
RURAL

HEALTH
ASSOCIATION

Tina Elliott

Community Relations Director
Indiana Rural Health Association

2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803

Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602

™

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.org

f
Get FREE Help to Quit
2

Indiana Tobacco Quitline
Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.
IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer fmailto:JTuggie(5)gov.lN.govl
Sent: Wednesday, July 6, 2016 9:43 AM
To: Tina Elliott <telliott(5)indianarha.org>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

Thanks! Let me know if lOam-llam works for your schedule.
Thank you,
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

n 1

03k —
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From: Tina Elliott [mailto:telliott@indianarha.orql
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 6:46 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer; Kelso, Don - IRHA
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

Yes, yiu sre correct. It is not a debate. They will have separate time slots.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message

From: "Tuggle, Jennifer" <JTuggle@gov.IN.gov>
Date: 7/5/16 5:29 PM (GMT-05:00)

To: Tina Elliott <telliott@indianarha.org>, Don Kelso <dkelso@,indianarha.org>
Cc: "Craig, Lindsey M" <LCraig@gov.IN.gov>

Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
Tina,

Can you just confirm this is not a debate format? They will have different time slots, correct?
Also, we are holding lOam-llam. Would that time slot work?
3

Thank you!
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

13*

y

From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott(Q)indianarha.orql
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 4:49 PM

To: Tuggle, Jennifer; Kelso, Don - IRHA
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
"k-k-k-k

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****

Sure. I will go ahead and ask for John Gregg's availability in the meantime and let you know his plans.
We're trying to
post the agenda as soon as possible because people are waiting to register.

Tina Elliott
Off

n

a

i
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Community Relations Director

Indiana Rural Health Association
2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240

Terre Haute, IN 47803
Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602

W

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.org

Get FREE Help to Quit

Indiana Tobacco Quitline
Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8663)
Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.
IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer fmailto:JTuggle(a>gov. IN.gov l
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2016 4:47 PM

To: Tina Elliott <telliott(5)indianarha.org>; Don Kelso <dkelso(5)indianarha.org>
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M <LCra ig@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
Hi Tina,

4

Thank you so much for your note! We have several key folks out of the office right now due to the holiday— is there any
way that I could buy just a few more days on this?
I really appreciate your help.

Thank you,
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

IT
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From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott(a)indianarha.ora1
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 3:05 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer; Kelso, Don - IRHA
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
kick-k

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

kkkk

Jennifer,

Well, it's July 5; and we at the Indiana Rural Health Association are anxious to send a confirmed agenda to our
membership for the August 25 Leadership Seminar at The Palms in Plainfield, Indiana. Do you have the Governor's
schedule so that I might block his time first before contacting John Gregg's office?

r

.-,"1

Tina Elliott
Community Relations Director

R LI R A 1. Indiana Rural Health Association

HEALTH

2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803

A ssoc i ATI o n

Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602

W
"

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
vvww.indianaruralhealth.org

Get FREE Help to Quit
Indiana Tobacco Quitline

Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!
Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.

IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer fmailto:JTuggle(5)gov.lN.gov1
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2016 2:20 PM

To: Tina Elliott <telliott(a)indianarha.org>: Don Kelso <dkelso@indianarha.org>

5

Cc: Craig, Lindsey M <LCraig@gov.lN.gov>

Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
Thanks Tina! We should know by then. I will make a note on my calendar but just to be safe, can you reach out to me a

couple of days prior to July 1st?
Thank you so much!!
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

3#«
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From: Tina Elliott \ mailto:telliott@indianarha.orq1
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2016 2:15 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer; Kelso, Don - IRHA
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

Is July 1 an appropriate time frame? If it could be sooner, we will be able to post an agenda. If July 1 is the date, then
we will wait to make an agenda public. Thank you.
Tina Elliott
Community Relations Director

R I I R A 1, Indiana Rural Health Association

HEALTH
ASSOC I AT I o n

2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803
Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602

W
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Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.org

Get FREE Help to Quit
Indiana Tobacco Quitline
Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.

IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer [mailto:JTuggle@gov.IN.govl
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2016 1:59 PM

To: Tina Elliott <telliott(5>indianarha.org>; Don Kelso <dkelso@indianarha.org>

6

Cc: Craig, Lindsey M <LCra iR@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
Tina and Don,

Thank you so much for all your help with this. The form was great and gave us the details we needed. Right now we're
holding this event- tell me your drop dead date of when you would need to know one way or the other if the Governor is
able to attend? I want to make sure to make that dateThank you again!!
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence
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From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott(5)indianarha,oral
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2016 1:47 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M
Subject: Governor's Appearance Request Form
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.
Jenny,

Attached please find a request form for the Governor's appearance for a Governor candidate debate at the Indiana Rural
Health Association's Leadership Seminar on August 25, 2016. I look forward to hearing from you regarding his
availability when you have an opportunity. Thank you.
Tina Elliott

Community Relations Director

R II R A I . Indiana Rural Health Association

HRAl.TH
ASSOCIATION'

2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803
Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602

W

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.0r2

an
Get FREE Help to Quit
Indiana Tobacco Quitline

Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!
Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.

IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.
7
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Courtney Cook <ccook@alec.org>

Sent:

Wednesday, July 20, 2016 2:37 PM

To:

Tuggle, Jennifer

Cc:

Michael Bowman; Jeff Lambert

Subject:

RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16

Categories:

Responsive

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

Hi Jenny,

Thank you for letting me know! We do have him listed in our program so we would love to have him speak at any time
he is available.

Would he be available any day July 27-July 29? Fingers crossed! ©
Thank you!
Courtney

From: Tuggle, Jennifer [mailto:JTuggle@gov.IN.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 1:05 PM
To: Courtney Cook <ccook@alec.org>
Cc: cvlprotection@cox.net; Michael Bowman <mbowman@alec.org>

Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16
' Hi Courtney,

Governor Pence will be traveling with Mr. Trump all next week and unfortunately will no longer be able to give opening
remarks. Thank you for understanding.
Sincerely,
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

leFrom: Courtney Cook rmailto:ccook@alec.orql
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 11:44 AM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer
Cc: cvlprotection@cox.net: Michael Bowman
Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16

9
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This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. kkkk

Hi Jenny,

I just wanted to touch base with you on the below. We wanted to be sure we had everything confirmed for the
Governor and his visit at our meeting next week. I know that things have changed quite a bit since we last chatted so I
wanted to make sure we are still on schedule for everything. ©

Thank you!
Courtney

Courtney Cook, CMP
Director of Events
571-482-5003
ccook@alec.ora
2900 Crystal Drive, Sixth Floor
Arlington, VA 22202

J3LECI

American

Legislative
Exchange

Council

UM!?60C0*£RhMENT« FREE MUSKETS * fCDEftALISM

Upcoming Meetings:

2016 Annual Meeting -July 27-29, 2016 - Indianapolis, Indiana

2016 States and Nation Policy Summit - November 30 - December 2, 2016 - Washington, D.C.
2017 Spring Task Force Summit - May 5, 2017 - Charlotte, North Carolina
The American Legislative Exchange Council is a S01(c)3 nonprofit organization and is the largest nonpartisan, voluntary membership organization of
state legislators in the United States dedicated to the principles of limited government, free markets and federalism. The Council is governed by

state legislators who comprise the National Board of Legislators and is advised by the Private Enterprise Advisory Council, a group of private,
foundation and think tank members.

Website | Facebook | Twitter | Slog

From: Courtney Cook

Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2016 8:56 AM
To: 'Tuggle, Jennifer' <JTuggle(5)gov,IN.gov>
Cc: cvlprotection@cox.net: Michael Bowman <mbowman(5)alec.org>

Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16
Hi Jenny,

Hope you are doing well (and aren't too crazy! ©)! We are so excited that Governor Pence will be joining us to speak at
our Annual Meeting! As a reminder, we have him scheduled to speak on Wednesday, July 27 at our Plenary Lunch
session from 11:30am to 1:30pm. I will send over a detailed timeline of the lunch in the next week.
I have attached our speaker logistics form that will help us determine any needs Governor Pence might have. I have also
cc'd our Director of Security, Jeff Lathan. He will be in touch to help with any security needs for the Governor.
Lastly, I have also cc'd Michael Bowman. He is our VP of Policy and will be able to help with any questions on the
presentation from the Governor.
to

If you have any questions for me, please let me know, Happy to help!
Best,

Courtney

Courtney Cook, CMP
Director of Events
571-482-5003
ccook@alec.org
2900 Crystal Drive, Sixth Floor
Arlington, VA 22202
American

jTIL/Ijv/

Legislative
Exchange
Council

LI-WIIEC GOVERhMENT* FREE MAflXOS ' FEDERALISM

Upcoming Meetings:

2016 Annual Meeting - July 27-29, 2016 - Indianapolis, Indiana
2016 States and Nation Policy Summit - November 30 - December 2, 2016 - Washington, D.C.
2017 Spring Task Force Summit - May 5, 2017 - Charlotte, North Carolina
The American Legislative Exchange Council is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization and is the largest nonpartisan, voluntary membership organization of
state legislators in the United States dedicated to the principles of limited government, free markets and federalism. The Council is governed by
state legislators who comprise the National Board of Legislators and is advised by the Private Enterprise Advisory Council, a group of private,
foundation and think tank members.
Website | Facebook | Twitter | Blog

From: Tuggle, Jennifer fmailto:JTugg!e(5>gov.lN.govl
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2016 12:33 PM

To: Courtney Cook <ccook@alec.org>

Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16

That helps a ton! Our contact is Vicki Parker and her phone number is 233-2202. If for some reason she can't help you,
she will definitely be able to tell you who can!!
Thank you!!
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence
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From: Courtney Cook rmailto:ccook(a)alec.orq1
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2016 12:31 PM

To: Tuggle, Jennifer

Subject: RE; Annual Meeting 7/27/16

ll

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. kic-k-k
Thank you! Great, I will pull that info from the website.
That makes total sensel We are looking at mental health issues. Do you have someone who covers that?

Thank you again for your help. I appreciate it so much!
Best,
Courtney

Courtney Cook, CMP
Director of Events

571-482-5003
ccook@alec.orq
2900 Crystal Drive, Sixth Floor
Arlington, VA 22202

AILECI

American
U*Olslfi|iyf.

Exchange

Council

UMIFEO GOVERNMENT" FREE MWXTTS « FtOEfWIISW

Upcoming Meetings:

2016 Annual Meeting -July 27-29, 2016 - Indianapolis, Indiana
2016 States and Nation Policy Summit - November 30 - December 2, 2016 - Washington, D.C.
2017 Spring Task Force Summit - May 5, 2017 - Charlotte, North Carolina
The American Legislative Exchange Council is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization and is the largest nonpartisan, voluntary membership organization
of
state legislators in the United States dedicated to the principles of limited government, free markets and federalism. The Council is governed by

state legislators who comprise the National Board of Legislators and is advised by the Private Enterprise Advisory Council, a group of private,
foundation and think tank members.

Website | Facebook | Twitter | Bloe

From: Tuggle, Jennifer [mailto:JTuggle@gov.IN.gov1
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2016 12:03 PM
To: Courtney Cook <ccook@alec.org>

Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16
Hi Courtney!

I would just be sending you exactly what's on the website so just pull it from there 1 1

I'm happy to give you a contact! Healthcare is pretty broad though- anything more specific you can tell me? What area
of healthcare?? Just that we have several folks around here that deal with it in certain ways
let me know and I will
give you a name and phone number!

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence
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From: Courtney Cook [mailto:ccook@aiec.orql
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2016 12:00 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer
Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or dick links from
****
unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

Hi Jennifer,

Hope you are doing well! I wanted to see if you would be able to send me over a head shot and bio that we could use for
the governor. (Happy to pull it off the website if you would like me to use that.)
Also, hoping you can help me with a quick request, can you provide me the contact in your office who handles your
healthcare issues? My healthcare director had some questions about a local group in Indy and I thought they might be
able to chat. Any help would be great!
Thank you!

Best,
Courtney

Courtney Cook, CMP
Director of Events
571-482-5003
ccook@alec.orq

2900 Crystal Drive, Sixth Floor
Arlington, VA 22202
American

J3LECI

legislative
Exchange
Council

UMIIEOCOVLRtiMCW" FREE MWMETS • ftBEfMLISM

Upcoming Meetings:

2016 Annual Meeting - July 27-29, 2016 - Indianapolis, Indiana
2016 States and Nation Policy Summit - November 30 - December 2, 2016 - Washington, D.C.

2017 Spring Task Force Summit - May 5, 2017 - Charlotte, North Carolina
The American Legislative Exchange Council is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization and is the largest nonpartisan, voluntary membership organization of
state legislators in the United States dedicated to the principles of limited government, free markets andfederalism. The Council is governed by
state legislators who comprise the National Board of Legislators and is advised by the Private Enterprise Advisory Council, a group of private,
foundation and think tank members.
Website | Facebook | Twitter | Blog

From: Tuggle, Jennifer fmailto:JTuggle(5)gov.lN.gov1
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:39 AM
To: Courtney Cook <ccook(5)alec.org>

Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16
13

Hi Courtney- thank you so much for sending the form! We would like to confirm Governor Pence for keynoting this
event! I have put it on the calendar. I'm sure we will be in touch closer to the event.
Thank you again for all your help with this! Looking forward to July!
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence
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From: Courtney Cook J mailto:ccook@alec.oral
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:12 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer

Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16
kkkk

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. kkkk

Hi Jennifer,

Please find attached the advance form. If you have any questions or need additional information, please let me know.
Happy to put it together for you.

Thanks so much!
Best,

Courtney

Courtney Cook, CMP
Director of Events
571-482-5003
ccook@alec.orq

2900 Crystal Drive, Sixth Floor
Arlington, VA 22202

JTLECI

American
L#gi«Ja|ive
Exchange

Council

LiMIIEOCOVtRNMEW • OKE MVWI1S » FEDERALISM

Upcoming Meetings:
2016 Spring Task Force Summit - May 6, 2016

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

2016 Annual Meeting -July 27-29, 2016 - Indianapolis, Indiana
2016 States and Nation Policy Summit - November 30 - December 2, 2016 - Washington, D.C.
The American Legislative Exchange Council is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization and is the largest nonpartisan, voluntary membership organization of
state legislators in the United States dedicated to the principles of limited government, free markets and federalism. The Council is governed by

state legislators who comprise the National Board of Legislators and is advised by the Private Enterprise Advisory Council, a group of private,
foundation and think tank members.

Website | Facebook | Twitter | Bloe
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From: Tuggle, Jennifer fmailto:JTuggle(a>gov.lN.gov1
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2016 10:47 AM

To: Courtney Cook <ccook(a)alec.org>

Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16
Good morning Courtney,

Again I want to thank you for your patience!! Would you mind filling out the attached Advance Form and returning to
me? Just need a few more details. Thank you for your help!!
Flave a great day!
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

O
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From: Tuggle, Jennifer
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 3:38 PM
To: 'Courtney Cook'

Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16

Hi Courtney!! Thank you so much for your note, I apologize I am just now responding!! We are tracking this and trying
to make it work. I will give you an answer one way or the other just as soon as I can— thank you SO much for all your
patience!!

Thank you again,
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

It
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From: Courtney Cook f mailto:ccook@alec.orql
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2016 9:30 AM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer
Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16
•k-fck-k

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

•kkkk

Hi Jenny,

15

Hope all is well! We spoke to Senator Jim Buck this week and he mentioned that he spoke with the Governor who
expressed interest in our keynote opportunity at our Annual Meeting. I wanted to touch base and see if you had an
update on confirming him for our upcoming ALEC Annual Meeting.

Thank you so much! Hope you have a great Easter weekend!
Best,

Courtney

Courtney Cook, CMP
Director of Events
571-482-5003
ccook@alec.org

2900 Crystal Drive, Sixth Floor
Arlington, VA 22202

T3LECI

American
Legislative
Exchange

Council
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Upcoming Meetings:
2016 Spring Task Force Summit - May 6, 2016 - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
2016 Annual Meeting -July 27-29, 2016 - Indianapolis, Indiana
2016 States and Nation Policy Summit - November 30 - December 2, 2016 - Washington, D.C.
The American Legislative Exchange Council is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization and is the largest nonpartisan, voluntary membership organization
of
state legislators in the United States dedicated to the principles of limited government, free markets and federalism. The Council is
governed by
state legislators who comprise the National Board of Legislators and is advised by the Private Enterprise Advisory Council, a group of private,
foundation and think tank members.

Website | Facebook | Twitter | Bloe

From: Tuggle, Jennifer f mailto:JTuggle@gov.IN.gov1
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2016 2:27 PM

To: Courtney Cook <ccook(5?alec.org>

Subject: Annual Meeting 7/27/16
Hi Courtney,

I wanted to reach out to you regarding the letter we received inviting Governor Pence to deliver the keynote address at
the upcoming annual meeting in July. We are interested in this event but need a few more details. Can you send some

more specifics about the event/times? Just wanted to get a feel for the schedule and when he would be speaking. Until
we have more details we can't confirm him, just reaching out for more information at this point.
Thank you,
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Governor Mike Pence

Sent:

Tuesday, July 19, 2016 3:46 PM

To:

Tuggle, Jennifer

Subject:

FW: Request for Governor Attendance and Participation - - September 9th, 2016

Attachments:

Request to Gov.7-12-2016.docx

Categories:

Responsive

Invitation below.

Thanks,
Kristen

From: Kathryn Nickey [mailto:kaynquilter@att.net]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 3:56 PM
To: Governor Mike Pence <MPence@gov.lN.gov>
Cc: Vanessa Burkhart <vwburkhart@aol.com>; Elaine Sholty <elainesholty@att.net>; Jennifer Capps
<jecapps@yahoo.com>

Subject: Request for Governor Attendance and Participation - - September 9th, 2016

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ick-k-k
Hello,
As discussed on the phone, our DAR chapter would be delighted if Governor Pence could participate in the Bicentennial

Rededication of the National Road Monument on Washington Street, south side of the courthouse on September 9th. At
the original dedication in 1916, then Governor Samuel Ralston along with Mayor Charles Bookwalter both participated.
Please find attached all of the particulars with some comments from the 1916 program. Please let me know if you need
any additional information. Our chapter person will be presenting the particulars about the making of the monument,
purposes, etc. Michael Flowers, Executive Director of the Indiana National Road Foundation will be commenting on the
historical aspects of the National Road, and Mayor Joe Hogsett, if available, will be making a welcome and commending
the activities of the DAR and as yet undefined particulars.
Best Regards

Kay Nickey
Chair, Historic Preservation and Member
Bicentennial Events Planning Committee
Caroline Scott Harrison Chapter - NSDAR

317-574-9134 (H)
317-670-6035 (C)
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INVITATION AND REQUEST FOR PROGRAM PARTICIPATION OF GOVERNOR MIKE PENCE
REDEDICATION OF THE NATIONAL ROAD MONUMENT

ATIONAL SOCIETY
GIVEN TO THE STATE OF INDIANA -OCTOBER 1916 BY THE CAROLINE SCOTT HARRISON CHAPTER-N
DAUGHTERS OFTHE AMERICAN REVOLUTION DURING THE INDIANA CENTENNIAL
EVENT DATE:

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 2016, TIME 1-3 PM

LOCATION;

STATEHOUSE
SOUTH LAWN, INDIANA STATEHOUSE. IN EVENT OF BAD WEATHER INSIDE IN ONE OF THE

ATRIUMS (Hopefully South)
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN
SPONSOR ORGANIZATION; CAROLINE SCOTT HARRISON CHAPTER, NATIONAL SOCIETY,

REVOLUTION. ADDRESS IS 4635 N. ILLINOIS ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IN

CONTACT PERSON/CHARGE - KAY NICKEY, CHAIR, HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMITTEE
- 233-3116
STATEHOUSE CONTACT PERSON IS TRACY JONES - DIRECTOR OF EVENTS AND TOURS

PHONES: home-l

cell

Flowers,
OTHER INVITEES/PARTICIPANTS -Mayor Joe Hogsett; Center Township Trustee Eugene Akers; Michael
Historic Preservation
Executive Director, Indiana National Road Foundation; Indiana Historical Society, DNR, Indianapolis
Commission, and DAR OFFICERS..

In 1916, then Governor
Request for Greetings and appreciation for the historic work of the DAR/Background Info:.
forward thinking
Ralston commended the Caroline Scott Harrison chapter for their high degree of civic virtue, and
events,— the
historic
two
activities. The monument-then also a fountain, would serve as a constant reminder of

He stated
building of the Old Trails Road (National Road) and the 100th anniversary of Indiana's admission to the Union.
Jefferson
that The Old Trails, or National Road, connects us with our earliest American history in that Thomas

early statesmen.
introduced his famous resolution of 1806 looking to its construction, showing the wonderful vision of
continue to honor this
The Daughters of the American Revolution, with direct connection to the American Revolution,
and gift to the State of
heritage in this Bicentennial year by repairing, cleaning and rededicating this beautiful monument
Preservation and
Indiana so that many generations to come will appreciate the work of the early pioneers. Historic
Patriotism are two of the three main focuses of the DAR, the other being education.

that all citizens can be
Here - might mention many other Bicentennial activities that are taking place around the State so
the unfolding of the
a part in the historic anniversary. In 1916 there was a pageant at Riverside Park demonstrating
the state.
birth of Indiana. Gov. Ralston also made remarks about yhe birth of the State Parks System throughout

the monument
LENGTH OF REMARKS- BRIEF - NO MORE THAN 5-10MINUTES. -May also participate in the unveiling of
which will be draped with a flag flown over Mt, Vernon.

most likely not be
We realize that if Gov Pence is selected as the Vice Presidential running mate to Mr. Trump, he would
substitute.
able to attend and participate. In which case we would be happy to have the Lt. Governor or other suitable

Kay Nickey

Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Pavlik, Jennifer L

Sent:

Tuesday, July 19, 2016 12:52 PM

To:

Tuggle, Jennifer

Subject:

Re: Annual Meeting 7/27/16

Categories:

Responsive

Please let her know that MRP will be traveling with mr trump all next week and unfortunately no longer able to give
opening remarks and delete. Also please delete the governor ride. I have alerted Mike Neal. Thanks!
Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 19, 2016, at 12:00 PM, Tuggle, Jennifer <JTuggle(S)gov.lN.gov> wrote:

This is for the ALEC meeting on Wed of next week- do you want me to go ahead and tell her it won't
work?

From: Courtney Cook fmailto:ccook@alec.orq1
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2016 11:44 AM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer
Cc: cvlprotection@cox.net: Michael Bowman
Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click

links from unknown senders or unexpected email.
Hi Jenny,

I just wanted to touch base with you on the below. We wanted to be sure we had everything confirmed
for the Governor and his visit at our meeting next week. I know that things have changed quite a bit

since we last chatted so I wanted to make sure we are still on schedule for everything. ©
Thank you!
Courtney

Courtney Cook, CMP

Director of Events
571-482-5003
ccook@alec.orq

2900 Crystal Drive, Sixth Floor
Arlington, VA 22202
<image005.png>

Upcoming Meetings:

2016 Annual Meeting - July 27-29, 2016 - Indianapolis, Indiana
2016 States and Nation Policy Summit - November 30 - December 2, 2016 - Washington, D.C.

2017 Spring Task Force Summit - May 5, 2017 - Charlotte, North Carolina
l

The American Legislative Exchange Council is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization and is the largest nonpartisan, voluntary
membership organization of state legislators in the United States dedicated to the principles of limited government, free
markets and federalism. The Council is governed by state legislators who comprise the National Board of Legislators and is

advised by the Private Enterprise Advisory Council, a group of private, foundation and think tank members.
Website | Facebook | Twitter | Bloe

From: Courtney Cook

Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2016 8:56 AM

To: 'Tuggle, Jennifer' <JTuggle(5>gov.lN.gov>
Cc: cvlprotection@cox.net: Michael Bowman <mbowman(5)alec.org>

Subject: RE: Annual Meeting 7/27/16
Hi Jenny,

Hope you are doing well (and aren't too crazy! ©)! We are so excited that Governor Pence will be joining
us to speak at our Annual Meeting! As a reminder, we have him scheduled to speak on Wednesday, July
27 at our Plenary Lunch session from 11:30am to 1:30pm. I will send over a detailed timeline of the
lunch in the next week.

I have attached our speaker logistics form that will help us determine any needs Governor Pence might

have. I have also cc'd our Director of Security, Jeff Lathan. He will be in touch to help with any security
needs for the Governor.

Lastly, I have also cc'd Michael Bowman. He is our VP of Policy and will be able to help with any
questions on the presentation from the Governor.

If you have any questions for me, please let me know. Happy to help!
Best,
Courtney

Courtney Cook, CMP
Director of Events

571-482-5003
ccook@alec.orq
2900 Crystal Drive, Sixth Floor
Arlington, VA 22202

<image005.png>

Upcoming Meetings:
2016 Annual Meeting - July 27-29, 2016 - Indianapolis, Indiana

2016 States and Nation Policy Summit - November 30 - December 2, 2016

Washington, D.C.

2017 Spring Task Force Summit - May 5, 2017 - Charlotte, North Carolina
The American Legislative Exchange Council is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization and is the largest nonpartisan, voluntary
membership organization of state legislators in the United States dedicated to the principles of limited government, free
markets and federalism. The Council is governed by state legislators who comprise the National Board of Legislators and is
advised by the Private Enterprise Advisory Council, a group of private, foundation and think tank members.

Website | Facebook | Twitter | Blog
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<ALEC - VIP Speaker Form- AM 16.docx>
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Tina Elliott <telliott@indianarha.org>

Sent:

Monday, July 18, 2016 9:45 AM

To:

Tuggle, Jennifer

Subject:

RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

Categories:

Responsive

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.
Jennifer,

I'm assuming Governor Pence has other things to do than to speak at our Leadership Seminar. Is that correct? I sure am
pulling for the Trump/Pence train!!! They will be such a good team for our country.
What should we do about the 10:00 to 11:00 time slot? Should be fill it with the GOP candidate whenever that person is
named? Would Pence still want to come and speak? I need to follow your lead.
Thank you for your great communication with me, and I look forward to hearing from you.

at

R Li R A L

HEALTH
association

Tina
Community Relations Director
Indiana Rural Health Association
2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Ter re Haute, IN 47803

Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222
Fax: 812/232-8602

™

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
wwvv.indianaruralhcalth.org

' T 1
Get FREE Help to Quit
Indiana Tobacco Quitiine
Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.
IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer [mailto:JTuggle@gov.IN.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 6, 2016 9:45 AM
To: Tina Elliott <telliott@indianarha,org>

Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

4

Perfect! Thank you!!

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence
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From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott(a)indianarha.orq1
Sent: Wednesday, July 06, 2016 9:44 AM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

That will work fine. Thank you!

Tina Elliott

K Li K A L

HEALTH
association

Community Relations Director
Indiana Rural Health Association
2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803

Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222
Fax: 812/232-8602

™

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.org

[ r] 1
Get FREE Help to Quit

Indiana Tobacco Quitline

Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!
Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.
IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer !mailto:JTuggle(5)gov.lN.govl
Sent: Wednesday, July 6, 2016 9:43 AM

To: Tina Elliott <telliott(a)indianarha.org>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

Thanks! Let me know if lOam-llam works for your schedule.
Thank you,
-jenny

5

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

n * ,i%
From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott@indianarha.oral
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 6:46 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer; Kelso, Don - IRHA
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M

Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. kkkk

Yes, yiu sre correct. It is not a debate. They will have separate time slots.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

Original message

From: "Tuggle, Jennifer" <JTuggle@gov.IN.gov>
Date: 7/5/16 5:29 PM (GMT-05:00)

To: Tina Elliott <tellion Yindianarha.org>. Don Kelso <dkelso@,indianarha.org>
Ce: "Craig, Lindsey M" <LC'rai g@ gov . IN. gov>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
Tina,

Can you just confirm this is not a debate format? They will have different time slots, correct?
Also, we are holding lOam-llam. Would that time slot work?
Thank you!
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

~

Kir

y

From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott@indianarha.ora1
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 4:49 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer; Kelso, Don - IRHA
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
kkkk

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
6

Sure. I will go ahead and ask for John Gregg's availability in the meantime and let you know his plans. We're trying to
post the agenda as soon as possible because people are waiting to register.
Tina Elliott

Community Relations Director

R I f R A I « Indiana Rural Health Association

HEALTH

2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803

association

Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602

(r

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
wwvv-indianaruralhealth.org

Get FREE Help to Quit
Indiana Tobacco Quitline

Call 1-800-QUIT-NQW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!
Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.
IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer rmailto:JTuggle(5>gov.llM.govl
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2016 4:47 PM

To: Tina Elliott <telliott@indianarha.org>; Don Kelso <dkelso(5)indianarha.org>
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M <LCraig(5)gov.lN.gov>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

Hi Tina,

Thank you so much for your note! We have several key folks out of the office right now due to the holiday— is there any
way that I could buy just a few more days on this?
I really appreciate your help.
Thank you,
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

m-

IS
\

From: Tina Elliott ["mailto:telliott@indianarha.orql
Sent: Tuesday, July 05, 2016 3:05 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer; Kelso, Don - IRHA

Cc: Craig, Lindsey M
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

7

****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.

Jennifer,
Well, it's July 5; and we at the Indiana Rural Health Association are anxious to send a confirmed agenda to our
membership for the August 25 Leadership Seminar at The Palms in Plainfield, Indiana. Do you have the Governor's
schedule so that I might block his time first before contacting John Gregg's office?
Tina Elliott
Community Relations Director

R II R A I . Indiana Rural Health Association

HEALTH

2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803

association

Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602
Email: telliott@indianarha.org

www.indianaruralhealth.org
r

.

Get FREE Help to Quit

Indiana Tobacco Quitline

Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1 -800-784-8669)
Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.
IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer [mailto:JTuggle@gov.lN.gov1
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2016 2:20 PM
To: Tina Elliott <telliott@indianarha.org>; Don Kelso <dkelso@indianarha.org>

Cc: Craig, Lindsey M <LCraig@gov.lN.gov>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form

Thanks Tina I We should know by then. I will make a note on my calendar but just to be safe, can you reach out to me a

couple of days prior to July 1st?
Thank you so much!!
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

From: Tina Elliott [mailto:teiliott@indianarha.orqJ
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2016 2:15 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer; Kelso, Don - IRHA
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
8

****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

•k -kick

Is July lan appropriate time frame? If it could be sooner, we will be able to post an agenda. If July 1 is the date, then
we will wait to make an agenda public. Thank you.

E-r-:

.roT]

Tina Elliott

Community Relations Director

R 11 R A I

HEALTH
A SSOC l ATI o N

Indiana Rural Health Association
2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803
Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602

W

*

Email: teliiott@indianarha.org

www.indianaruralhealth.org

Get FREE Help to Quit
Indiana Tobacco Quitline

Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)
Do it today!
Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.
IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.

From: Tuggle, Jennifer fmailto:JTuggle@gov.lN.govl
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2016 1:59 PM

To: Tina Elliott <telliott@indianarha.org>; Don Kelso <dkelso@indianarha.org>
Cc: Craig, Lindsey M <LCraig@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Governor's Appearance Request Form
Tina and Don,

Thank you so much for all your help with this. The form was great and gave us the details we needed. Right now we're
holding this event- tell me your drop dead date of when you would need to know one way or the other if the Governor is
able to attend? I want to make sure to make that dateThank you again!!
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

13
From: Tina Elliott rmailto:telliott(a)indianarha.orql
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2016 1:47 PM
To: Tuggle, Jennifer
9

Cc: Craig, Lindsey M

Subject: Governor's Appearance Request Form
•kkkk

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. kkkk

Jenny,

Attached please find a request form for the Governor's appearance for a Governor candidate debate at the Indiana Rural
Health Association's Leadership Seminar on August 25, 2016. i look forward to hearing from you regarding his
availability when you have an opportunity. Thank you.

Tina Elliott
i -w

f

f

|T

*

i
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HEALTH
ASsoC I aTIon

Community Relations Director
"

Indiana Rural Health Association
2901 Ohio Blvd., Suite 240
Terre Haute, IN 47803
Phone: 812/478-3919, ext. 222

Fax: 812/232-8602

Email: telliott@indianarha.org
www.indianaruralhealth.org

Get FREE Help to Quit

Indiana Tobacco Quitline
Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW (1-800-784-8669)

Do it today!

Check out upcoming IRHA events by clicking here.
IRHA is an organizational member of the National Rural Health Association.
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

~ capri kendall ~ <xlntmommy@aol.com>

Sent:

Friday, July 15, 2016 4:28 PM

To:

Tuggle, Jennifer; XLNTMOMMY@aol.com

Subject:

Re: RSVP State House ceremony/11 AM Aug 8, 2016

Categories:

Responsive

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
****
unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

Jenny,

I am sure at this juncture you are being innudated with congratulations for the Gov
being chosen as a VP running mate with future President Trump.
What an exciting time!

Congratulations ! What a terrific team they will make in the WH..!

The reason for this email is to touch base as you had mentioned Governor Pence had
scheduling for the date of Aug 8, 2016, when we will be having our ceremony at the
State House.

Though private information, I want to let you know we are thrilled to have an officiant !
One of the justices has agreed, and we will impart that information into general
knowledge in about 2 weeks, but for now, we are asking to keep it private, for that short
time.

However, if Gov Pence has a change in schedule, I would like to extend and invitation
for him to come make an appearance, also if you, yourself would like to consider it.
We will be on the second floor "mezzanine" by the rotunda .. and close to where the
bust of "Edgar D. Whitcomb" is located in the south wing .. youare welcomed to please
come and partake .. and again, if the Governor experiences a change in scheduling
plans, we would love it if he would make an appearance ..!
Again, since the "VP" announcement, I am apprehensive this email might get "lost"
among the many, so I will re-visit this request "just in case" in about 2 weeks time.
Again, relay our Congratulations to the Governor ..! This is a wonderful time for the
state of Indiana, and for furthering the economic recovery of my country ..!

u

all the best,

~ capri kendall ~
SFL Vox-Over, APBA Hosting Florida Keys/Key West, On-Air Radio Personality (WKIZ,
WFYN, WWUS, WHS), WMBE/Indy-Zone, UPN affliate.

Original Message—
From: Tuggle, Jennifer <JTuggle@govJN.gov>
To: 'xlntmommy@aol.com' <xlntmommy@aol.com>
Sent: Wed, Jun 15, 2016 9:48 am
Subject: RSVP

Good morning Ms. Kendall,
First, let me say thank you so much for the creative and fun package you sent to the Governor asking him to officiate

your wedding! What a fun booklet. It is obvious you are a special couple! Thank you for putting so much time and

thought into it. I am so sorry but the Governor has previously scheduled commitments on the 8th that conflict. I know
that is disappointing but I'm sure you can understand his schedule. Please hear our deepest congratulations on your
special day, I know that it will be awesome!!
Thank you again for the invitation.
Sincerely,
-jenny

Jenny Tuggle
Scheduler | Office of Governor Mike Pence

il

,*53fe, TT
V
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Govother <govother-bounces@lists.in.gov> on behalf of Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2016 6:02 PM

Subject:

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential

Attachments:

ATT00001.txt

Categories:

Responsive

<SHodgin@gov.in.gov>

Candidate

Governor John Kasich

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 26, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks

Kbrooks(5>gov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Governor John Kasich
Governor Pence's third meeting with presidential candidates
Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with Ohio Governor John Kasich today. Last week Governor Pence met with presidential candidates Donald
Trump and Senator Ted Cruz.

"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Governor John Kasich back to the Hoosier state, just as he did with Donald
Trump and Senator Ted Cruz. They had a cordial and substantive conversation about the need for a change of leadership
in Washington D.C. and the need to reduce the burden the federal government is placing on job creators and working
families."
###

[jj * '^i • •
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Mike Christoffersen <mike@adifwi.com>

Sent:

Thursday, July 21, 2016 5:07 PM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Subject:

FW: News Article and Information about Bernie

Attachments:

SunTime Article.pdf; Bernie Background for Mike.docx

Categories:

Responsive

'k'k'k'k

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
****
unknown senders or unexpected email.

Thank you for returning my call this afternoon. The attached email is about the Korean War Vet. I think this issue could
be a good one for the road to the White House. There is much more than just helping a vet.

From: Mike Christoffersen [mailto:mike@adifwi.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 4:56 PM
To: mike@adifwi.com
Subject: FW: News Article and Information about Bernie

'TKi&c
Architectural Designs, Inc.
607 Airport North Office Park
Fort Wayne, IN 46B25-6706

www.mike@adifwi.com

From: Mike Christoffersen [mailto:mike@adifwi.coml
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 4:30 PM
To: 'communications@mikepence.com'; 'jatterholt@gov.in.gov1
Cc: 'beckybossov@att.net'
Subject: FW: News Article and Information about Bernie
Mike Pence,

First of all I want to thank you for a great speech last night. But I have a much bigger reason for contacting you.
My sister who lives in Marietta GA has an issue that needs someone in high places to solve. Her father-in-law who lives
on the north side of Chicago is a Korean War veteran who suffered injuries and has been on disability ever since the
war. His family has been trying to get him the needed medical help from the VA and it has been a nightmare for
them. He is losing his battle to survive by the day. My sister has attached an article about him for you to read. She has
much more about Bernie that she can share with you.
After hearing Newt's and your speeches last night I had a thought that I believe could help in your road to the White
House.

Bernie Bossov is an injured Korean War veteran, he is Jeush, a Chicago democrat, a father and a grandfather. Look at all
the reasons for showing the voting public you really care about all Americans. If you were able to help him through the
i

VA red tape I know that would get a lot of attention from the media. My sister has been working with the Chicago
media to get help for Bernie but it has not moved the VA to resolve his needs. She is even trying to get the Illinois

Senator's to help and is planning on meeting with them the first week of August. Think about how you could use this to
show that the Trump team is for everyone and how it would play with those undecided voters. It would be great if you
could get there before Senator Dick Durbin heard about it. Make it an American fight not a democrat fight.

Unlike myself, my sister (Becky Bossov) is a democrat, but we both agree that Congress has been passing the buck when
it comes to the treatment of veterans by the VA. I think that helping Bernie out with his struggle with the VA could go a
long way changing the thinking of non-Republican's. I know that my sister would be very grateful to talk with you and fill

you in on all that they have been trying to do to help Bernie. She has told me that Bernie's medical file is over 17" thick
so there is a lot to work with.

I first met you when I worked on David Mcintosh's campaign and have been a supporter ever since. You and I met in
Washington almost every spring while you were in the House. I copied Jim Atterholt on this because Jim and I had a
meeting earlier this year in Indy with Dennis Kruse. I hopped he may have some influence getting this to your attention
soon.

I look forward to a response from you on this opportunity to advance the cause to make America GREAT again!
Your friend,

Architectural Designs, Inc.
607 Airport North Office Park
Fort Wayne, IN 46825-6706

Office

260-497-9590

Cell

260-466-9433

www.mikeiS)adifwi.com

From: Rebekah Bossov f mailto:beckvbossov@att.nefj
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 2:03 PM
To: Mike Christoffersen; Linda Christoffersen
Subject: News Article and Information about Bernie

Mike
Thanks for offering to help us make Bernie's story heard. His is only one of many stories about our

forgotten veterans who struggle everyday to receive benefits earned for service to their country. If
passing his story along can aid in him receiving the veterans benefits that for his brave service to his
country we would be very grateful. Attached is the story about Bernie that was published in the

SunTimes in 2013. 1 have also attached a summary about Bernie and his remarkable endurance in
fighting PTSD and over 50 surgeries since returning from Korea in 1951.
I hope that in sending this to Mike Pence, we get some assistance.

Love Becky
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BY WILLIAM A. BALTZ

0

ne military historian called it "the cen-

fray's nastiest little war." On June 25,.
1950, seven divisions of elite North Ko-

rean communist troops invaded the fledgling

'democracy of South Korea with the intention

of conquering their southern neighbor and

ally ofthe United States in threeweeks.
Three years and three weeks later —

when the United Nations, China and North
Korea signed an armistice ending the Korean

War — U.S. casualties amounted to 33,529
killed, 103,284 wounded and 7,140 taken prisoner. Millions of civilians had perished. '
American soldiers were dubbed "the
walking wounded" because they were
patched up in the field and sent back into

battle — a savage existence where everchanging front fines, hand-to-hand combat,

merciless artillery barrages, amputations

from frostbite and death from dysentery
were commonplace.

Sixty years after the armistice signing on
July 27, 1953, the walking wounded remains
an apt description for Bernard Bossov, 83, of
Wilmette, and other American veterans who
continue to battle physical and emotional

we fought and what we did."

EfiW

Bossov, lake so many other Korean -finj

War veterans, feels his sacrifice has

HSj

been overlooked.
After winning World War H most

j|!Bj
§b1|

raising families and enjoying the

states that war crimeseommitted by

a result, the Korean War raged on
largely unnoticed — except by the

^5
^5
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thousands of American soldiers who
endured captivity, torture, amputations from frostbite, merciless
artillery barrages, dysentery and
massive onslaughts of Chinese cornmunist troops,

an

|g|B|

depression, war and sacrifice. Television news was in its infancy. As

V
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Because of veterans like Bossov,

South Korea was saved from a ghastly fate. A 1954 U.S. Senate report
the North Korean Army "constituted

pw'S

good life after years of economic
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Americans in the 1950s were busy. •- Bgg

one of the most heinous and barbaric

H| epochs in recorded history."
__^
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Today, Bossov attends therapy
sessions at the Captain James A.

Lovell Federal Health Center in
North Chicago for veterans suffering

plgg from post-traumatic stress disorder,

gij^j

An accomplished pianist, he also

jpB .plays for veterans in treatment. His •
flegjj hands, however, are severely bruised

Mia from thrashing in bed caused by
Bernard Bossov | sherie f. presta photo

• Bossov was a forward observer

ber of 1951 — virtually deaf from artillery

in the 37th Field Artillery Battalion. During-

barrages, numb in both legs from frostbite,

ferocious battles such as Kunu-ri, Chipyong-

racked by tortuous neck and back pain that

ni, the May Massacre and Bloody Ridge
he received two severe concussions — one

would eventually compress his frame more
than seven excruciating inches — people

when his truck was blown off a road and

could not comprehend what he had been

plunged 200 feet down a mountain and
another from an exploding shell — as well
as a bullet wound and parasites from eating
potatoes scavenged while missing in action,

through.
"Civilians were told it was a police action
and thought, how bad could it be?" he said.
He went on to have four major surgeries
to repair broken discs in his spine. Screws

trauma caused by the war. 'T can handle the

Six times he fought to the death in hand-to-

pain and the nightmares," Bossov says, "but

hand combat.

worse is that people might forget how well

jjg|§3

When Bossov returned-home in Octo-

and bolts keep turn together, and he wears a
neck brace.

nightmares of war and atrocities.
Constant pain has not dampened

his joie de vivre. He is happy to tell
his story about "how well we fought and
what we did." It is as though, once again, he

has been ordered to hold-his position. "And
I will," he says with the same resolve that
earned bim a drawer full of medals.
•
So, when you see a veteran wearing a
Korean War cap, say "thank you." As Bossov
says, 'A heartfelt thank you means more

than all the medals in the world "

William A. Baltz is 'an independent writer
whofrequently writes about veterans.

Bernie's story is much like many other veterans who came home from Korea. He picked up his
life, got married and raised four sons and worked more than one job to support his family and

put his sons through college. He nevertalked about his experiences and the medals he

.

received for his injuries received during his service for his country in Korea. It was only in July
of 2013 that his wife and sons knew the entire story of his time in Korea. Below is a paragraph
from an article written about him in July of 2013. The entire article is attached.
Bernie was a forward observer in the 37th Field Artillery Battalion. During ferocious battles such
as Kunu-ri, Chipyong-ni, the May Massacre and Bloody Ridge he received two severe concussion
- one when his truck was blown off a road and plunged 200 feet down a mountain and another
from an exploding shell as well as a bullet wound and parasites from eating potatoes scavenged

while missing in action. Six times he fought to the death in hand-to hand combat
Since returning from Korea, Bernie has had over 50 operations for the injuries he received and
has suffered from "Night Terrors", what we now know and refer to as PTSD. Several years ago
when his physical disabilities were beginning to impact his ability to continue working and

support his family, Bernie applied for disability benefits as a veteran. After a long frustrating
process, he was given 30% disability due to his PTSD, but nothing for his physical disabilities.
Some of our challenges over the years is that Bernie's records were destroyed in a fire that
occurred in St Louis several years ago.

This last year with the assistance of a Vietnam Vet who helps other veterans, we compiled and
prepared.all of the documentation that was needed to request for his benefits to be increased.
The file that is over 17" that contains history of all his surgeries, doctor evaluations both
physical and mental was hand delivered to the VA Regional Office in Milwaukee in February (we
were told it would be processed into the system faster). As of May we had not heard anything
and nothing had been entered into his portal. After much" research and assistance we found
that his file had been forwarded to the VFW in Chicago. The file has since been transferred to
the VA Regional Office in Chicago. We are in the process of submitting yet more forms to
request that his file be expedited.

Bernie is 86 years old and in failing health. He was hospitalized in April and then again in May

and has since been placed in a long term care facility as his wife can no longer take care of him
at home. They have no assets and barely make it on social security and Bernie's disability.
As a decorated veteran, who willing gave to his country we are only asking for him to be given
the benefits he deserves.

Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hill, John (GOV)

Sent:

Sunday, July 17, 2016 9:33 AM

To:

Atterhoit, Jim

Subject-

FW: VICE PRESIDENT MIKE PENCE

Categories:

Responsive

Thought you
From a friend of mine when I was in US DOT, he represents all the private trucking companies in the US.
might pass along as appropriate.

John
Sent from my Windows Phone

From: Gary Petty

Sent: 7/16/2016 21:48
To: Hilt. John (GOV)
Subject: VICE PRESIDENT MIKE PENCE

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.
John Hill

Deputy Chief of Staff
Office of Governor Mike Pence
State of Indiana

Dear John—

in reaching out to you
As more than a few years have passed since we last were in touch, please forgive my presumption

have
and sharing my thoughts, f feel honored to have known you during the time of your engagement with NPTCand
positions
thought of you often in admiration and respect over the past several years during your advancement to key
spirit
the
in
following
the
accept
will
you
with Governor Pence. In the context of our past relationship, I trust
intended.
facing our
Mr. Pence on Hannity last night spoke with commanding strength and expert knowledge on major issues
s in his life,
country. At the same time, he spoke proudly and openly of his Christian faith and trust in God as guidingforce
of
as inspiration for his willingness to accept the call to serve as our country's next Vice President. His message
"Christian,

conservative, Republican" -in that order—was just absolutely perfect to hear at last from a national leader.
heart,
Governor Pence's speech following Mr. Trump's introduction today struck mystic chords of memory in my
recalling

power
Sunday School and Vacation Bible School teachers in my early life. His sentiments declaring God's redemptive
informed
in the years
by Christian belief in shaping his life, his family, and his work on behalf of Indiana, and our country's future
ahead,

were as a great surge of fresh air in the political atmosphere.

l

It feels almost as if God now has summoned in the person of Mike Pence—taken from good and true Midwestern
American

stock of o!d~a reborn voice to help save American in this time of great stress and threat.
Mike's talk to a hometown Indiana crowd late this afternoon as he got off the plane left me inspired and impressed
with
every word.

What a great testimony of faith by example, humility, decency, and profoundly exceptional leadership strength
he brings
to the
challenges which lie ahead forthe United States of America!

With kind regards and best wishes,
Gary

Gary Petty | President & CEO
National Private Truck Council
950 N. Glebe Road | Arlington, VA 22203-4183

(703)838-8876 | f (703)683-1217 j Rpettv@nptc.org
Visit NPTC online at www.nptc.ore | Mark your calendar for NPTC 2016: April 24-26, 2016 in Cincinnati!
NOTICE: The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is intended by the National Private
Truck Council forthe use of the named

individual or entity to which it is directed. It may contain information that is privileged or otherwise confidential.
It is not intended for transmission
to, or receipt by, anyone other than the named addressee. Please notify us if you received this transmission
in error.
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Jim Ray <ejamesray@yahoo.com>

Sent:

Friday, July 15, 2016 12:41 PM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Subject:

Congratulations from friend Jim Ray

Categories:

Responsive

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.
Jim,. Congratulations to you and Governor Pence on his being named as Donald Trump's VP running
mate. This is a wise choice and due, in no small part, to your leadership and influence as Chief of
Staff. Whether you remain in Indiana or transition to DC with the new administration (anticipating victory), I
wish you much success and Godspeed. Thank you for your service. Jim Ray
Sentfrom my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID

l

Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Carrie Nightman <carriehightman@gmail.com>

Sent:

Friday, July 15, 2016 11:20 AM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Subject:

Fwd: Trump picks Pence to be running mate

Categories:

Responsive

•k-k**

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. kkk*

Jim,
Interesting development. What does this mean for you?

Hope all is well.
Carrie
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:
From: "Tribune Alert" <chicagotribune@e.chicagotribune.com>
Date: July 15, 2016 at 10:03:33 AM CDT

To: carriehi ghtman@gm ail .com
Subject: Trump picks Pence to be running mate
Reply-To: "Tribune Alert" <support-

b8715h7bibuggmauk5xpgbvsr40sf7@e.chicagotribune.com>

m.
Ef

BREAKING NEWS ALERT
July 15, 2016

Donald Trump announces Mike Pence will be his
running mate on Twitter
Donald Trump tweeted Friday morning that he has offered Indiana Gov. Mike Pence a place
on his presidential ticket, choosing the hoosier to be his vice presidential running mate over

former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich and current New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie.
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Alex Beinstein <alex.beinstein@gmail.com>

Sent:

Friday, July 15, 2016 10:50 AM

To:

Atterhoit, Jim

Subject:

Fwd: Gienwood Post Editorial on Leaving the GOP due to anti-Semitism

Categories:

Responsive

****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click Sinks from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****

Dear Mr. Atterhoit,
Mr. Pence seems like a very good man. I hope he acts in a way that wants me to rejoin the GOP.
Alex

Begin forwarded message:
From: alex beinstein <alex.beinstein@gmail.com>
Date: July 14, 2016 at 4:41:29 AM MDT
To: undisclosed-recipients:;
Subject: Gienwood Post Editorial on Leaving the GOP due to anti-Semitism

http://wvAy.postindependent.com/opinion/letter-leaving-gop-for-now/

Letter: Leaving GOP for now
•

Article

•

Comments (0)

As both the Huffmgton Post and Montrose Daily Press wrote about this week, Donald Trump's latest
despicable tweet caused me to withdraw from the Republican Party.
Last Saturday, the Trump campaign put out a tweet indulging in an age-old stereotype: Rich Jews are
responsible for all of the world's problems. This particular tweet featured a Star of David, $100 bills,
and the provocative line: Hillary Clinton is the most corrupt candidate ever. The inference is that the

Jewish people are responsible for her corruption. In fact, that's exactly how former KKK leader
4

David Duke interpreted the tweet. He later put out his own tweet with a similar design, adding a list
of seven wealthy "Zio-Tribalists" who have funded Hillary Clinton's campaign.
This hit home in a very personal and visceral way. I have personally walked the grounds of
Auschwitz, the deadliest of all of the Nazi concentration camps. My grandfather lost most of his
family during the Holocaust. And I've been subjected to anti-Semitism my whole life. I just could
not bear any longer my party being silent about Trump's horrendous and horrific comments.
There is hope for my party. Speaker Paul Ryan did say, "anti-Semitic images [have] got no place in a

presidential campaign." And I admire the speaker for his words. But I still don't feel he and the party
have been sufficiently sympathetic. Paul Ryan is proud to say he is Irish-Catholic. Well, if Trump
insinuated JoeBiden is unqualified to be vice president because of his ethnicity, I don't think Ryan
would've taken 72 hours to respond. In fact, I don't think he'd be able to support Trump any longer.
And that's my exact point, an attack on one minority group is an attack on all minority groups.
First it is the Jews, but as with Hitler, he also went after blacks and gays and gypsies. How will pro-

Catholic Trump supporters feel if he makes fun of Catholics for all being unintelligent followers of
the pope? I could go on and on with different kinds of these examples. But when Trump makes fun
of Hispanics, we should all feel Hispanic. When Trump makes fun of Jews, we should all feel
Jewish. And if Trump were to make fun of all Catholics, we should all feel Catholic.
The greatest irony is the GOP was founded by Abraham Lincoln. Yes, Honest Abe, the president
who condemned the 19th century "Know-Nothing" movement that tried to prohibit Catholic
immigration to America, the president who condemned Ulysses S. Grant's anti-Semitism, the
president, who yes, beautifully and courageously gave, in the end, the blacks their freedom.
The Republican Party is supposed to be the party of tolerance and inclusion. As a recent candidate
for Congress, I cannot tell you how many Lincoln dinners I just attended. What's the point of these if
the GOP refuses to live by the principles of its founder? It's the equivalent of a Christian ignoring
everything Christ said and did in the four Gospels — the religion, or in this case a political party,
ceases to have any more meaning.

In the final analysis, I ask all powerful Republican officials to revisit the words and wisdom of our
1 6th president. Make me want to rejoin the GOP. Make other good, tolerant Americans want to join
the GOP. Make Abraham Lincoln himself proud.

In his first inaugural, Lincoln ended with, "I am loath to close. We are not enemies, but friends. We
must not be enemies. Though passion may have strained it must not break our bonds of affection.
The mystic chords of memory, stretching from every battlefield and patriot grave to every living
heart and hearthstone all over this broad land, will yet swell the chorus of the Union, when again
touched, as surely they will be, by the better angels of our nature."
Surely, in a post-Trump era, we will, I hope, be lifted up by the better angels of our nature.

Alex Beinstein

Carbondale
5

alexanderbeinstein.com
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Jackson, David M <dmjackso@usatoday.com>

Sent:

Thursday, July 14, 2016 6:38 PM

To:

AtterhoJt, Jim

Subject:

USA Today

Categories:

Responsive

****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

David Jackson here - can you confirm the Pence selection? Or at least the phone call between Trump and the
governor? Thanks.
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hank Cooper <hcooper@ara.com>

Sent:

Thursday, July 14, 2016 3:28 PM
JD Miniear; Cindy Noe

To:
Cc:

Cynthia Ayers; Karns, Allison; Atterholt, Jim; Hill, John (GOV); Cohen, Chuck; Czarniecki,
Cary (Lani); danny.kelley@iga.in.gov; Carter, Doug; gaffney@securefreedom.org; House
District 65; Hill, John (GOV); lesley.crane@iga.in.gov; Petro, Lori; French, Mark;
mmaassel@indianaenergy.org; Scott Barker; Jim Merritt; Tyler Campbell;
awitmeier@misoenergy.org; bruce@indianacoal.com; Karns, Allison; Schmidt, Daniel W;
Shields, Eric; Greg Garrison; Peter Pry

Subject:

RE: EMP Task Force Summary 07/14/16

Categories:

Responsive

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links
from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Re. Pence ...

http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/trump-pence-vicepresident/2016/07/14/id/738648/?ns mail uid=1561463&ns mail iob=1677862 07142016&
s=ai&dkt nbr=6rvg4cze

From: JD Miniear [mailto:jdminiear@gmaii.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 11:09 PM
To; Cindy Noe

.

Cc: Cynthia Ayers; Hank Cooper; akarns@gov.in.gov; Jim Atterholt; John Hill; ccohen@isp
.in.gov; Lani Czarniecki;
danny.ke!Iey@iga. in.gov; dcarter@isp.in.gov; gaffney@securefreedom.org; h65@in.gov; Hill,
John (GOV);
lesley.crane@iga.in,gov; ipetro@isp.in.gov; mfrench@isp.in.gov; mmaassel@indianaenergy.org;
Scott Barker; Jim Merritt;
Tyler Campbell; awitmeier@misoenergy.org; bruce@indianacoai.com; ctrexler@gov.in.gov;
dschmidt@gov.in.gov;
eshields@iedc.in.gov; Greg Garrison; Peter Pry
Subject: EMP Task Force Summary 07/14/16

Thursday, July 14th at 3:00 pm

Teleconference number CALL 712-775-7031

101624388#

1 ) Ambassador Hank Cooper July 1 2. 201 6—Micro Grids and Nuclear Power Solutions
:

"An electromagnetic (EM) attack (nuclear electromagnetic pulse [EMP] or non-nuclear
EMP [e.g., high-power microwave, HPM]) has the potential to degrade or shut down
portions of the electric power grid important to the DoD. . .. Restoring the commercial grid
from the still functioning regions may not be possible or could take weeks or months. "
Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) Press Release, June 24, 2016

8

This welcome statement of the critical issue that High Frontier email messages have
emphasized for the past four years was included in the announcement of a Small
Business Research (SBIR) contract with Instant Access Networks, LLC (IAN) and its
subcontractors as of March 28, 2016 entitled, "Accelerating Society-wide EMP Protection
of Critical Infrastructure and Micro-grids Click here for the full DTRA press release.

2) Congress should probe email policy beyond Hillary:

But there are more important matters, potentially more profoundly injurious to U.S.
national security, Congress should be investigating. Beyond the most sensitive top
secrets, there is a category of state secret that constitutes the crown jewels:
What is the President thinking?
What is the Secretary of State thinking?

What are White House advisors thinking?

Technically the views and thought processes of the president and his administration may
not be classified, unless formally written down in a classified Presidential Decision
Directive or State Department Memo, and may even be a matter of public record.
However; it is invaluable to hostile foreign governments and terrorists to know for sure the
private views and thinking of the president, his secretary of state, and top cabinet
These most crucial of all secrets, that were compromised by Hillary Clinton, may be
termed "ultra-secrets" after the World War II code-breaking project that penetrated the
mind of Hitler and his General Staff. According to books like "The Ultra Secret" and other
studies on breaking Nazi Germany's Enigma cipher, compromise of this highest-level
intelligence had catastrophic consequences for Hitler's war effort.
3) Wisconsin Grid Safety Roundtabie:

Green Bay, Wisconsin: Recent attacks and solar storm events have underscored the
vulnerable nature of the U.S. electric power grid to physical attacks, cyber-attacks,
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) attack, geomagnetic solar storm events. At present, more
than eleven comprehensive studies have detailed the serious consequences of these
high-impact threats. Specifically, during this period of increased solar storm activity and
growing unpredictability amongst geopolitical rivals, the U.S. electric power grid's

vulnerability to high-impact threats are a clear and present danger to physical, economic,
and societal fabric in Wisconsin and the United States more generally.
4) We will continue to send out EMP Task Force Summaries each week and now we have
a repository for these summaries aiong with links to information on protecting the electric

gridwhich can be found on the iNRA website under the EMP tab.
In addition we urge our readers to check out the website for Dr. Peter Pry's EMP Task

Force on National and Homeland Security.
Our next teleconference is to be on July 14th at 3 pm using phone number and

meeting ID 712-775-7031 101624388#
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Anderson, Christopher M
Triol, Shelley

From:
Sent:

Thursday, July 14, 2016 7:21 AM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Subject:

Re: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials for when
the time comes to paint the official portrait of Governor Pence

Categories:

Responsive

Will look into it!
Sent from my iPhone
On Jul 13, 2016, at 11:16 PM, Atterholt, Jim <latterhoit@gov,iN,gov> wrote:

I think you have an eye for this type of thing?©©©©©©
Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 13, 2016, at 8:50 PM, Triol, Shelley <STrioi(a)gov.lN.gov> wrote:
Jim - 1 have no idea how this process works - do you know?
If not, I can research it - not a problem.

From: Tim Jones - Rushworth Fine Art rmailto:timi@michelerushworth.coml
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 6:47 PM
To: Atterholt, Jim <iatterholt(5>gov.lN.gov>; Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.lN.gov>
Cc: Governor Mike Pence <MPence@gov.lN.gov>
Subject: RE: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials
for when the time comes to paint the official portrait of Governor Pence

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email.
****

Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol,
I am following up on my email from this past January 27 and more recently
March 16 (both emails are below), to inquire whether there are any plans to
honor Governor Pence at the end of his term as Governor with a possible official
portrait painting. I understand that is among the finalists to be considered as
Donald Trump's running mate, and if chosen, he would not be running again for
the governor's office. I reached out to the two of you because normally we work
with either the Chief of Staff of the Communications Director for these sorts of
projects.

In my initial email, I gave a thumbnail summary of Michele Rushworth's
qualifications and experience as a nationally renowned portraitist. Hopefully if
you scroll down to my initial email you can see a screen capture of two of
li

Michele's recent portraits - Governor Christine Gregoire (Washington) and
Governor Kenny Guinn (Nevada). You can see more of her official portraits at
this page of her website: http://michelerushworth.com/official2.asp and you can
you read comments from some of her portrait clients
here: http://michelerushworth.com/comments2.asp

If there are no plans to honor the governor with a portrait painting, or if a portrait
artist has already been selected, could you please let me know so that I don't
bother you further?
But if there are plans to honor Governor Pence in this manner and a portraitist
has not yet been chosen, I would appreciate knowing the steps required to

submit Michele Rushworth's credentials for consideration. She is among the
most highly respected portrait painters in the country and has been
commissioned to paint the official portraits of governors, US Cabinet Secretaries,
United States Congressmen, senior Pentagon officials, federal and state
supreme court judges and other senior level governmental officials. You can see
a partial list of some of her governmental subjects by scrolling down to first email
I sent at the bottom of this thread..
I would be happy to mail a physical packet of portrait samples if this would be
helpful in further evaluating her capabilities and painting style. Just let me know
to whom I should send such a packet of materials, and the mailing address to
send it to.
Finally, if neither of you Is the appropriate person to whom I should be reaching
out about a possible portrait honoring Governor Pence, could one of you point
me to the appropriate point of contact about this possibility? Thank you very
much.
Tim Jones

Manager
Michele Rushworth Fine Art
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
PH: 425-681-5106
Email: TimJ@MicheleRushworth.com
http://www.MjcheleRushworth.com
From: Tim Jones [mailto:timi@michelerushworth.coml

Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 3:13 PM
To: 'Jatterholt@gov.in.gov' <Jatterholt@gov.in,gov>: 'Strioi@gov.in.gov'
<Striol@gov.in.gov>
Cc: 'Mpence@gov.in,gov' <Mpence@gov.in.gov>
Subject: RE: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials
for when the time comes to paint the official portrait of Governor Pence

Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol,
I am following up on my email from January 27, 2016 (below) in which I
presented Michele Rushworth's credentials for consideration in the event there
are any eventual plans to honor Governor Pence at some point for his service as

Governor of the state of Indiana. Would you mind sharing with me whether
Governor Pence has already selected a portrait artist for his eventual portrait?
(Or has it already been painted?) Assuming he has not yet selected an artist and
if there are eventual plans to honor Governor Pence with an official portrait
12

painting, I wanted to submit Micheie Rushworth's credentials for possible
consideration.
In my previous email, I gave a thumbnail summary of Micheie Rushworth's
qualifications and experience as a nationally renowned portraitist. I am not sure
whether my previous email reached you or not, as it contained in the body of the
email a screen capture showing two of her recent portraits - Governor Christine
Gregoire (Washington) and Governor Kenny Guinn (Nevada). You can see more
of her official portraits at this page of her website:
http://michelerushworth.com/official2.asp and you can you read comments from

some of her portrait clients here: http://michelerushworth.com/comments2.asp
Micheie Rushworth is among the most highly respected portrait painters in the
country. She has been commissioned to paint the official portraits of governors,
US Cabinet Secretaries, United States Congressmen and many other senior
level governmental officials. You can see a partial list of some of her
governmental subjects by scrolling down to the previous email I sent you.

I would be happy to mail a physical packet of portrait samples if this would be
helpful in further evaluating her capabilities and painting style. Just let me know
to whom I should send such a packet of materials, and the mailing address to
send it to.

If neither of you is the appropriate person to whom I should be reaching out
about a possible portrait honoring Governor Pence, could one of you point me to
the appropriate point of contact about this possibility? And if you happen to know
for a certainty that the Governor has already selected another portrait artist, or
has already had his portrait completed, could you let me know so that I don't
bother you further? Thank you very much.
Respectfully,

Tim Jones
Manager
Micheie Rushworth Fine Art
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
PH: 425-681-5106
Email: TimJ@MicheleRushworth.com
httpil/www. MicheleRushworth. com

From: Tim Jones fmaiito:tirni@michelerushworth.com1
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 4:22 PM
To: 'Jatterholt@gov.in.gov' <Jatterholt@gov.in.gov>: 'Striol@gov.in.gov'
<Striol@gov.in.gov>
Cc: 'Mpence@gov.ln.gov' <Mpence@gov.m.gov>

Subject: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, submission of Micheie Rushworth's credentials for
when the time comes to paint the official portrait of Governor Pence
Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol <image002.jpg>,

I came across your names as the Chief of Staff and Communications Director,
respectively, for Governor Mike Pence. If neither of you is the correct point of
contact that I should be working with regarding the following request, 1 would
13

appreciate if you could point me to the appropriate person on Governor Pence's
staff for this inquiry. Thank you..
I understand that Governor Pence will be running for re-election this fall for the
Governor's office of Indiana. I am aware that it is a longstanding tradition in most
states that a Governor is typically honored with an official portrait painting usually when their tenure as Governor is nearing its end, but often arrangements
for this portrait are made several months - or several years - in advance of such
a transition. And when they are seeking a portrait painting to be commissioned,
typically we are directed to work with their Chief of Staff or Communications
Director to coordinate the logistics of such a portrait.

Would you mind sharing with me whether Governor Pence has already selected
a portrait artist for his eventual portrait? (Or has it already been painted?)
Assuming he has not yet selected an artist and if there are eventual plans to
honor Governor Pence with an official portrait painting, I wanted to
submit Michele Rushworth's credentials for possible consideration. Michele
Rushworth has been selected to paint nine governors' portraits, as well as
numerous senior level leaders of the federal government and the United States
Military, and members of Congress. To the right you can see two of her recent
.

portraits - Governor Christine Greaoire (Washington) and Governor Kenny Guinn
(Nevada). You can see more of her official portraits here and you can also read
comments from some of her portrait subjects here.
In addition to Governor Gregoire and Governor Guinn, Michele Rushworth was
selected to paint the official portraits of several prominent governors, senior level
military officials, federal judges and other high-level governmental honorees,
including the following:
United States Secretary of Commerce, Gary Locke, Washington, D.C.
(She also did his official portrait as Governor of Washington)
The Honorable Michael Sullivan, Governor, State of Wyoming and U.S.
Ambassador to Ireland
The Honorable James Geringer, Governor, State of Wyoming
Congressman Doc Hastings, Chairman, House Committee on Natural
Resources
Air Force Chief of Staff, Norton A. Schwartz, Pentagon
United States Coast Guard Commandant Admiral Thad Allen,
Washington, D.C.
United States Coast Guard Commandant Robert Papp, Washington,
D.C.
All of the above portraits can be seen on Ms. Rushworth's website here. (Once
there click on the image to enlarge, then click on the magnifying glass icon to
enlarge image to full screen.)
Michele Rushworth's work has been featured in national publications, including
Barron's and American Artist Magazine, which wrote about her, "Michele
Rushworth is one of the most reputable professional portraitists today." She has
been a professional artist for over twenty-five years. She specializes in painting
commissioned portraits in oils of high-profile government leaders and other
distinguished leaders within their community.
Here are just a few comments from some of her clients:
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"Micheie has an amazing talent of making the people on her canvas come
alive. I was so pleased and so touched by her portrait of me. She is not
only a delightful person to work with, but made the entire process
thoroughly pleasant and comfortable." - Gary Locke, Governor of
Washington State, Secretary of Commerce and Ambassador to China
•

"I can't think of anything I would change. [My husband] Mike likes it.
Please let Micheie know how pleased we are and that we are really
looking forward to the unveiling". - Christine Gregoire, Governor of
Washington State

•

"This is a portrait that I am very proud of and exceedingly pleased with. It
says exactly what I wanted it to say. I cannot imagine anyone producing a
better pictorial image of my "legacy." - Jim Gibbons, Governor of
Nevada

•

"Your portrait is magnificent! You have exceeded my exceptionally high
expectations, and while I might be accused of bias, I think it is your best
work to date. You've made a simple sailor look dignified. Thank you." AdmiraJ Robert F. Papp, Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard

•

"Your portrait is truly outstanding and is by far the best portrait of a
Commandant ever. It really took my breath away. Congratulations on
creating such an excellent and stunning work of art." - MaryAnn Bader,
Office of Public Affairs for Admiral Thad Allen, Commandant, United
States Coast Guard

•

"We are very pleased with the two portraits Micheie Rushworth painted
for us. She is a pleasant and efficient person, as well as an excellent
artist." —Donald Petersen, former CEO, Ford Motor Company

•

"I wanted to call and tell you how pleased we are at the outcome... I had
a number of my colleagues in the House of Representatives tell me it was
the best, not one of the best but THE best portrait that they'd seen. We
are very pleased." - Congressman Richard "Doc" Hastings, Chairman,
U.S. House of Representatives Natural Resources Committee

•

"Micheie, I enjoyed meeting you and I certainly did enjoy the painting that
you created for Edgar Martinez. I thought it was magnificent. Hopefully
there will be a time when you can do more work for Major League
Baseball." - Bud Selig, Commissioner of Major League Baseball

You can see many more examples of her professional portraits at her website,
MicheleRushworth.com. You can also download a four-page online brochure with
samples of her work, as well as a partial list of clients here.
Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, I look forward to the possibility of setting up a call with
Micheie Rushworth and either of you, or whoever you feel is the logical person
she should be talking with to discuss this possibility of honoring Governor Pence
with a portrait painting.
Respectfully,
Tim Jones
15

Michele Rushworth

,

Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils

Tim Jones
Manager
Micheie Rushworth Fine Art
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
PH: 425-681-5106
Email: TimJ@MicheleRushworth.com
http://www.MicheleRushworth.com
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Tim Jones - Rushworth Fine Art <timj@michelerushworth.com>

Sent:

Wednesday, July 13, 2016 6:47 PM

To:

Atterhoit, Jim; Triol, Shelley

Cc:

Governor Mike Pence

Subject:

RE: Mr. Atterhoit and Ms. Triol, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials for when
the time comes to paint the official portrait of Governor Pence

Categories:

Responsive

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.

iejcick

Mr. Atterhoit and Ms. Triol

I am following up on my email from this past January 27 and more recently March 16 (both emails are below),
to inquire whether there are any plans to honor Governor Pence at the end of his term as Governor with a
possible official portrait painting. I understand that is among the finalists to be considered as Donald Trump's
running mate, and if chosen, he would not be running again for the governor's office. I reached out to the two
of you because normally we work with either the Chief of Staff of the Communications Director for these sorts
of projects.

In my initial email, I gave a thumbnail summary of Michele Rushworth's qualifications and experience as a
nationally renowned portraitist. Hopefully if you scroll down to my initial email you can see a screen capture of
two of Michele's recent portraits - Governor Christine Gregoire (Washington) and Governor Kenny Guinn
(Nevada). You can see more of her official portraits at this page of her website:
http://michelerushworth.com/official2.asp and you can you read comments from some of her portrait clients
here: http://michelerushworth.com/comments2.asp

If there are no plans to honor the governor with a portrait painting, or if a portrait artist has already been
selected, could you please let me know so that I don't bother you further?
But if there are plans to honor Governor Pence in this manner and a portraitist has not yet been chosen, I
would appreciate knowing the steps required to submit Michele Rushworth's credentials for consideration. She
is among the most highly respected portrait painters in the country and has been commissioned to paint the
official portraits of governors, US Cabinet Secretaries, United States Congressmen, senior Pentagon officials,
federal and state supreme court judges and other senior level governmental officials. You can see a partial list
of some of her governmental subjects by scrolling down to first email I sent at the bottom of this thread..

I would be happy to mail a physical packet of portrait samples if this would be helpful in further evaluating her
capabilities and painting style. Just let me know to whom I should send such a packet of materials, and the
.

mailing address to send it to.

Finally, if neither of you is the appropriate person to whom I should be reaching out about a possible portrait
honoring Governor Pence, could one of you point me to the appropriate point of contact about this possibility?
Thank you very much.
Tim Jones
Manager
Michele Rushworth Fine Art
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
PH: 425-681-5106
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Email: TimJ@MicheleRushworth.com
http://www. MicheleRushworth.com

From: Tim Jones [mailto:timj@micheierushworth.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 3:13 PM
To: 1Jatterhoit@gov. in.gov' <Jatterholt@gov.in.gov>; 'Striol@gov.in.gov' <Striol@gov.in.gov>
Cc: 'Mpence@gov.in.gov' <Mpence@gov.in.gov>

Subject: RE: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Trio!, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials for when the time
comes to
paint the official portrait of Governor Pence

Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Trio!,

! am following up on my emai! from January 27, 2016 (below) in which I presented Michele Rushworth's
credentials for consideration in the event there are any eventual plans to honor Governor Pence at some
point
for his service as Governor of the state of Indiana. Would you mind sharing with me whether Governor
Pence
has already selected a portrait artist for his eventual portrait? (Or has it already been painted?) Assuming
he
has not yet selected an artist and if there are eventual plans to honor Governor Pence with an official
portrait
painting, I wanted to submit Michele Rushworth's credentials for possible consideration.
In my previous email, I gave a thumbnail summary of Michele Rushworth's qualifications and experience
as a
nationally renowned portraitist. I am not sure whether my previous email reached you or not, as it contained
in
the body of the email a screen capture showing two of her recent portraits - Governor Christine Gregoire

(Washington) and Governor Kenny Guinn (Nevada). You can see more of her official portraits at this page
of
her website: http://michelerushworth.com/official2.asp and you can you read comments from some of
her
portrait clients here: http://micheSerushworth.com/comments2.asp

Michele Rushworth is among the most highly respected portrait painters in the country. She has been
commissioned to paint the official portraits of governors, US Cabinet Secretaries, United States Congressme
n
and many other senior level governmental officials. You can see a partial list of some of her governmenta
l
subjects by scrolling down to the previous email I sent you.
I would be happy to mail a physical packet of portrait samples if this would be helpful in further evaluating
her
capabilities and painting style. Just let me know to whom I should send such a packet of materials, and
the
mailing address to send it to.

If neither of you is the appropriate person to whom 1 should be reaching out about a possible portrait honoring
Governor Pence, could one of you point me to the appropriate point of contact about this possibility? And
if you
happen to know for a certainty that the Governor has already selected another portrait artist, or has already
had his portrait completed, could you let me know so that I don't bother you further? Thank you very much.
Respectfully,
Tim Jones
Manager
Michele Rushworth Fine Art
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
PH: 425-681-5106
Email: TimJ@MicheleRushworth.com
http://www. MicheleRushworth. com

From: Tim Jones fmailto:timi@micheierushworth.coml
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 4:22 PM
To: 'Jatterhoit@gov.in.gov' <Jatterholt@gov.in.gov>: 'Strioi@gov.in.gov' <Striol@gov.?n.gov>
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Cc: 'Mpence@gov.in.gov' <Mpence@gov.in.gov>
Subject; Mr. Atterhoit and Ms. Triol, submission of Micheie Rushworth's credentials for when the time comes to paint
the official portrait of Governor Pence

Mr. Atterhoit and Ms. Trio!

&
/

3

TheHonofable Kenny C. Guinn

The Honorable Christine Gregoire

Governor, State ofNevada

Governor State of Washington

Official Portrait (Oil an canvas, 48" x 32")

Official Portrait (Oil oh canvas, 44"x 30")
mm

mmmm

I came across your names as the Chief of Staff and Communications Director, respectively, for Governor Mike
Pence. If neither of you is the correct point of contact that I should be working with regarding the following
request, I would appreciate if you could point me to the appropriate person on Governor Pence's staff for this
inquiry. Thank you..
i understand that Governor Pence wiii be running for re-election this fall for the Governor's office of Indiana. I
am aware that it is a longstanding tradition in most states that a Governor is typically honored with an official
portrait painting - usually when their tenure as Governor is nearing its end, but often arrangements for this
portrait are made several months - or several years - in advance of such a transition. And when they are
seeking a portrait painting to be commissioned, typically we are directed to work with their Chief of Staff or
Communications Director to coordinate the logistics of such a portrait.

Would you mind sharing with me whether Governor Pence has already selected a portrait artist for his eventual
portrait? (Or has it already been painted?) Assuming he has not yet selected an artist and if there are eventual
plans to honor Governor Pence with an official portrait painting, I wanted to submit Michele
19

Rushworth's credentials for possible consideration. Micheie Rushworth has been selected to paint nine
governors' portraits, as well as numerous senior level leaders of the federal government and the United States
Military, and members of Congress. To the right you can see two of her recent portraits - Governor Christine

Gregoire (Washington) and Governor Kenny Guinn (Nevada). You can see more of her official portraits
here and you can also read comments from some of her portrait subjects here.
In addition to Governor Gregoire and Governor Guinn, Micheie Rushworth was selected to paint the official
portraits of several prominent governors, senior level military officials, federal judges and other high-level
governmental honorees, including the following:
United States Secretary of Commerce, Gary Locke, Washington, D.C. (She also did his official
portrait as Governor of Washington)
The Honorable Michael Sullivan, Governor, State of Wyoming and U.S. Ambassador to Ireland
The Honorable James Geringer, Governor, State of Wyoming

Congressman Doc Hastings, Chairman, House Committee on Natural Resources
Air Force Chief of Staff, Norton A. Schwartz, Pentagon
United States Coast Guard Commandant Admiral Thad Allen, Washington, D.C.
United States Coast Guard Commandant Robert Papp, Washington, D.C.
All of the above portraits can be seen on Ms. Rushworth's website here. (Once there click on the image to
enlarge, then click on the magnifying glass icon to enlarge image to full screen.) —

Micheie Rushworth's work has been featured in national publications, including Barron's and American Artist
Magazine, which wrote about her, "Micheie Rushworth is one of the most reputable professional portraitists
today." She has been a professional artist for over twenty-five years. She specializes in painting commissioned
portraits in oils of high-profile government leaders and other distinguished leaders within their community.
Here are just a few comments from some of her clients:

•

"Micheie has an amazing talent of making the people on her canvas come alive. I was so pleased and
so touched by her portrait of me. She is not only a delightful person to work with, but made the entire
process thoroughly pleasant and comfortable." - Gary Locke, Governor of Washington State,
Secretary of Commerce and Ambassador to China

•

"I can't think of anything I would change. [My husband] Mike likes it. Please let Micheie know how
pleased we are and that we are really looking forward to the unveiling". - Christine Gregoire,
Governor of Washington State

•

"This is a portrait that 1 am very proud of and exceedingly pleased with. It says exactly what I wanted it
to say. I cannot imagine anyone producing a better pictorial image of my "legacy." - Jim Gibbons,
Governor of Nevada

•

"Your portrait is magnificent! You have exceeded my exceptionally high expectations, and while I might
be accused of bias, i think it is your best work to date. You've made a simple sailor look
dignified. Thank you." - Admiral Robert F. Papp, Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard

•

"Your portrait is truly outstanding and is by far the best portrait of a Commandant ever. It really took my
breath away. Congratulations on creating such an excellent and stunning work of art." - MaryAnn
Bader, Office of Public Affairs for Admiral Thad Allen, Commandant, United States Coast Guard

•

"We are very pleased with the two portraits Micheie Rushworth painted for us. She is a pleasant and
efficient person, as well as an excellent artist." —Donald Petersen, former CEO, Ford Motor Company

•

"I wanted to call and tell you how pleased we are at the outcome... I had a number of my colleagues in
the House of Representatives tell me it was the best, not one of the best but THE best portrait that
20

they'd seen. We are very pleased." - Congressman Richard "Doc" Hastings, Chairman, U.S. House
of Representatives Naturaf Resources Committee

•

"Micheie, I enjoyed meeting you and 1 certainly did enjoy the painting that you created for Edgar
Martinez. I thought it was magnificent. Hopefully there will be a time when you can do more work for
Major League Baseball." - Bud Selig, Commissioner of Major League Baseball

You can see many more examples of her professional portraits at her website, MicheIeRushworth.com. You
can also download a four-page online brochure with samples of her work, as well as a partial list of
clients here.
Mr. Atterhoit and Ms. Triol, I look forward to the possibility of setting up a call with Micheie Rushworth and
either of you, or whoever you feel is the logical person she should be talking with to discuss this possibility of
honoring Governor Pence with a portrait painting.
Respectfully,
Tim Jones

Micheie Rushworth
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils

Tim Jones
Manager
Micheie Rushworth Fine Art
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
PH: 425-681-5106
Email: TimJ@MicheleRushworth.com
http://www. MicheleRushworth. com
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Anders TVEGARD <anders_tvegard@hotmail.com>

Sent:

Tuesday, July 12, 2016 8:06 AM

To:

Atterhoit, Jim

Subject:

Autograph - NORWAY

Categories:

Responsive

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
****
unknown senders or unexpected email.

k-ffk-k

Hello from the land of the midnight sun!

This is Anders Tvegard writing you from Oslo, Norway. ! apologize for contacting you directly like this but being being the
governor's chief of staff I have to give it a try.

Since 1985 i've been collecting autographs of world leaders and prominent persons. I have still not succeeded in getting a
signed photo of Governor Pence. His office has earlier sent me a facsimile/autopen of his autograph.

Being a serious collector I would like to have an authentic signature. I realize high officials receive a bunch of letters and similar
requests for autographs. Some make exceptions from their practice, and through aides and advisors I have received dedicated
handwritten photos from President Obama, Vice President Biden, Secretary Clinton, Mr Trump and so on; people that usually
send out autopenned greetings or facsimiles.
You may see parts of my collection online: aoo.al/GeXAif
a
i would highly appreciate if you can facilitate so that my request for an authentic signatures reaches the governor. I can send
consider
to
your
for
easier
it
makes
that
else
anything
or
envelope,
stamped
self-addressed
a
with
photo for him to sign together
my request.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely yours,
Anders Tvegard
Tuengen Alle 14C

0374 OSLO
Norway
(or US address valid until! October: Anders Tvegard, 2000 M Street NW, Suite 890, Washington DC 20036)
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

jhill@thehginc.com

Sent:

Sunday, July 10, 2016 1:19 PM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Subject:

FW: News Alert: Buzz builds around Pence for Trump's VP

Categories:

Responsive

AAA*

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.
•k'k'k-k

You probably saw this but I suspected last week's visit to Capitol Hill by D.T. would result in clamoring from MRP's

former colleagues to pick him as VP. it did.
From: The Hill [mailto:alerts@news.thehill.comj
Sent: Sunday, July 10, 2016 10:42 AM
To: Subscriber

Subject: News Alert: Buzz builds around Pence for Trump's VP

V
View in your browser

01^
i;
0pi

0P*

Buzz builds around Pence for Trump's VP
Republican lawmakers, some of whom have close ties with Indiana Gov. Mike
Pence from the more than a decade he spent in the House, say the battleground
state governor could be instrumental in helping Trump develop the relationships he
needs in Washington.
Read the full story here

0

011

0*

Did a friend forward you this email?

J Sign up for News Alerts
2

&

a

Privacy Policy | Manage Subscriptions | Unsubscribe | Email to a friend j Sign Up for Other Newsletters
The Hill 1625 K Street, NW 9th Floor, Washington DC 20006
©2016 Capitol Hill Publishing Corp., a subsidiary of News Communications, Inc.
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Wernert, Dr. John J.

Sent:

Saturday, July 09, 2016 10:19 AM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Subject:

Re: Activated Contract - SVC

Categories:

Responsive

Gods will be done!
You and the Gov can count on me. ERIN would love to move to DC area!

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 9, 2016, at 10:09 AM, Atterholt, Jim <iatterholt@gov.lN,gov> wrote:
We honestly don't know. My guess is Trump takes the weekend to make a final decision and we hear
early next week.
Sent from my iPhone
On Jul 9, 2016, at 9:02 AM, Wernert, Dr. John J. <Dr.John.Wernert@fssa.in.gov> wrote:
... " and upward?"

Will there be a big announcement Tuesday? The Washington crowd is blowing up our

phones with Trump/ Pence predictions.
JJW

Sent from my IPhone
On Jul 9, 2016, at 8:59 AM, Atterholt, Jim <iatterholt@gov.lN.gov> wrote:

Excellent John—thanks for your patience. As the Gov likes to sayonward!!!!

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 9, 2016, at 8:57 AM, Wernert, Dr. John J.

<Dr.John. Wernert@fssa.in.gov> wrote:
Danielle and Jim,

New SVC contract has been activated and SVC staff
were successfully moved to the third floor of IGCS
yesterday afternoon. Thank you for your support to

accomplish this.

4

John
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Coleman-Knight, Barbara"
<Barbara.Coleman-Knight(5>f5sa. IN.gov>
To: "Wernert, Dr. John J."
<Dr.John.Wernert@fssa.in.eov>
Cc: "Bowling, Paul"

<Paul.Bowiing(5)fssa.lN.gov>
Subject: FW: Activated Contract - SVC
Dr. Wernert:
For your information, the SVC contract

has been activated.

Thank you,

From: Contract Status

Sent: Friday, July 08, 2016 2:57 PM
To: sverma@svcing.org

Cc: Coleman-Knight, Barbara
<Barbara.Coleman-

Knight(5)fssa.lN.gov>: Ankenbruck,
Brenda

<Brenda.Ankenbruck@fssa.iN.gov>
Subject: Activated Contract

Please note: if your contract includes

an "Insurance" clause, per contract
requirement, please send a copy of
your Certificate of
Insurance electronically to
InsuranceDocuments.FSSA@fssa.I
N.gov", by Fax to 317-234-1962, or

by mail to Family Social Service
Administration, 402 W. Washington
Street, W353, MS 57, Indianapolis,
IN 46204

Attached is an electronic scanned
copy of your contract with the State
of Indiana - FSSA.
For all inquiries please contact
contraet.status@fssa.in.gov.

5

For all claims related issues please
send an email to
claimsinfo@fssa.in.gov

Confidentiality Notice:
This
communication, including any
attachments, may contain
confidential or privileged
information. If you have received
this communication in error, please

notify the sender by reply e-mail and
destroy all copies of the message and
any attachments; do not copy or
further transmit the message or any
attachments.

<SVC, Inc. 29-14-LF-1758 AM3.pd£>
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hill, John (GOV)

Sent:

Sunday, July 03, 2016 7:07 PM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Subject:

RE: The Cheat Sheet for 7-3-2016

Categories:

Responsive

Thanks Jim. FYi, I'm back in Indy.
Sent from my Windows Phone
From: Atterhoit, Jim

Sent: 7/3/2016 17:18

To: Pavlik. Jennifer L: Czarniecki. Carv (Lani): Lloyd, Matthew: Triol, Shelley; Ahearn, Mark: Brookes, Brady; McGrath,
Danielle: Vincent, Micah; Hill. John (GOV)
Subject: Fwd: The Cheat Sheet for 7-3-2016

Pretty accurate except they did play golf.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message;

From: "Abdul-Hakim Shabazz" <abdul@,indvpolitics.org>
To: 'Abdul-Hakim Shabazz" <attvabdul@gmaifcom>
Subject: The Cheat Sheet for 7-3-2016

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

****

Hey TCS Subscribers,

We spent the last 48 hours on the phone trying to get as much scoop as we could on the Donald
Trump-Mike Pence V.P. Dance. Here's what we have so far. We may have more later
today. If we do, we'll shoot it over to you. Happy 4th of the July!!!
And don't forget, the Cheat Sheet is made possible in part by...

The Indiana Conference of Mayors and their Trust Local campaign
The smail business law firm of Thrasher. Buschmann and Voelkel
Downtown Comics, your place to escape!
IvvTech Community College
iLab. Independent Software Quality and Testing Assurance!
Indv Eleven.

Nickv Blaine's Cocktail and Cigar Lounge
PoiiticalBank.Com
Institute for Quality Education
Soupremacv
Associated Builders and Contractors of Indiana
7

And whenever you need a break from politics, swing by the Antelope Club. 615 N. Delaware in downtown Indy.

Abdul-Hakim Shabazz
Editor/Publisher

IndvPolitics.Orq
317-727-1250
@lndyPoliticsOrg

8

Anderson, Christopher M
Vincent, Micah

From:

Sent:

Sunday, July 03, 2016 6:42 PM

To:

Atterhoit, Jim

Cc:

Pavlik, Jennifer L; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Lloyd, Matthew; Trio!, Shelley; Ahearn, Mark;
Brookes, Brady; McGrath, Danielle; Hill, John (GOV)

Subject:

Re: The Cheat Sheet for 7-3-2016

Categories:

Responsive

Who won?
Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 3, 2016, at 4: 18 PM, Atterhoit, Jim <i atterholt@gov .IN. gov> wrote:
Pretty accurate except they did play golf.
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "Abdul-Hakim Shabazz" <abdul@indvpolitics.org>
To: "Abdul-Hakim Shabazz" <attvabdul@gmail.com>
Subject: The Cheat Sheet for 7-3-2016

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open
attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email.

****•

Hey TCS Subscribers,

We spent the last 48 hours on the phone frying to get as much scoop as we could
on the Donald Trump-Mike Pence V.P. Dance. Here's what we have so far. We

may have more later today. If we do, we'll shoot it over to you. Happy 4th of the
July!!!
And don't forget, the Cheat Sheet is made possible in part by...

The Indiana Conference of Mayors and their Trust Local campaign.
The small business law firm of Thrasher. Buschmann and Voelkel
Downtown Comics, your place to escape!
Iw Tech Community College
ILab, independent Software Quality and Testing Assurance!
Indv Eleven.
Nickv Blaine's Cocktail and Cigar Lounge
PoliticalBank.Com
Institute for Quality Education
Soupremacv
Associated Builders and Contractors of Indiana

9

And whenever you need a break from politics, swing by the Antelope Club. 615 N. Delaware in

downtown Indy.

Abdul-Hakim Shabazz
Editor/Publisher

IndvPolitics.Om
317-727-1250
@lndyPo!iticsOrg
<The Cheat Sheet for 7-3-2016.pd£>
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

DeLaCuetara, Ines <Ines.DeLaCuetara@abc.com>

Sent:

Thursday, June 30, 2016 5:22 PM

To:

Atterhoit, Jim

Subject:

Gov pence aware he is being vetted?

Categories:

Responsive

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or

unexpected email.

Hi Jim,

I work for ABC and we are trying to match reports that gov Pence is aware he is being vetted to be Trump's VP. Can you
confirm that please?
Thanks,
Ines
202 578 2562

Sent from my iPhone
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hill, John (GOV)

Sent:

Wednesday, June 22, 2016 9:03 AM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Subject:

FW: Monday Uniform Request

Importance:

High

Categories:

Responsive

Jim: Are you aware of this? I'm also hearing that Ms. Clinton will attend at some point. I've not cleared MRP
on this.

From: Bilkey, Matt
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 8:47 AM
To: #ISP SUPT PRIMARY STAFF <ISP$UPTPRIMARYSTAFF@isp.lN.gov>: #ISP MAJ SUBORDINATE CMDRS
<jSPMAJSUBORDINATECMDRS@isp.lN.gov>: #ISP SUPT PERSONAL STAFF <#lSPSUPTPERSONALSTAFF@isp.iN.gov>

Cc: Nichols, Mike <MNichols@isp.IN.gov>: Travis, David P. <DTravis@isp.lN.gov>: Treon, Terry <TTreon@isp.lN,gov>
Subject: Monday Uniform Request

importance: High
All,

There is a good possibility that this coming Monday, June 27th, Donald Trump is going to attend the Mayors Conference
in Indianapolis. IMPD is lead but i am asking that you and your staff be available and in uniform in case we are needed
on short notice. While this is unlikely it is necessary to support IMPD should they need it.
Thanks, Matt

Matt Bilkey, Major
Indiana State Police
A/C Staff Operations
mbllkev@isp.in.gov
765-437-0046
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Clift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Tuesday, June 07, 2016 12:44 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,
John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Triol, Shelley; Vincent,

Subject:

Micah; Pitcock, Josh; Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmula, Ryan L
FYI [Clip] AP - Gov. Mike Pence says comments made by Donald Trump about the
Mexican heritage of an Indiana-born judge were "inappropriate."

Categories:

Responsive

Gov. Mike Pence savs comments made bv Donald Trump about the Mexican heritage of an Indiana-born judge were
"inappropriate."

Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS — Indiana Gov. Mike Pence says comments made by presumptive Republican presidential nominee
Donald Trump about the Mexican heritage of an Indiana-born judge were "inappropriate."
The Republican governor rebuked Trump on Tuesday, saying it's not ever appropriate to question the impartiality of

judges based on their ethnic backgrounds.
U.S. District Judge Gonzaio Curiel is overseeing a civil case brought against Trump University. Trump says Curiel cannot
be impartial because his parents were born in Mexico and Trump wants to build a wall along the border.
Curiel was born in East Chicago and graduated from Indiana University's Maurer School of Law in Bloomington.
Pence also says he's focused on his own re-election bid and doesn't think he must respond to every development in the
presidential race.

McKenzie Clift
Communications Specialist

Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926

mclift(5)gov.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Kate.RaiveJy@amwater.com on behalf ofAldie.Warnock@amwater.com

Sent:

Tuesday May 31, 2016 10:08 AM

Subject:

Daily Water Industry Report - May 31, 2016

Attachments:

Daily Water Industry Report - May 31, 2016.html

Categories:

Responsive

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

'k'&ie'k

American Water would like to share with you the following Daily Water Industry Report, a brief summary of important
industry news with links to the full articles. We hope you will find this report useful in staying abreast of the latest
information on water and wastewater challenges, solutions, policies and regulations.
If you do not wish to receive this report on a daily basis, please let me know.
Thank you.

Aldie Warnock
Senior Vice President, External Affairs, Communications and Public Policy
American Water
Aldie.warnock@amwater.com
724-331-9545

This daily water industry report is being provided by.American Water
Tuesday, May 31, 2016

Industry News
Illinois lawmakers propose study of lead in state water
WAND-TV (via Associated Press), May 30, 2016

linois lawmakers are commissioning a report from the state's Environmental Protection Agency in an effort to better monitor lead levels in state water

upplies...£More)
IQJ

Water scarcity calls for mindful business practices
TreenBiz, May 31, 2016
This story originally appeared in IW Financial]

ihether an enterprise makes cars, food or electronics, water is important to its everyday operations. Even when businesses don't use water directly in their
roduction processes, it still plays a major role in the global supply chain for virtually all products.. .{More)
loj

3

Congress Weighs Help To Pay Escalating Household Water Bills
Circle of Blue, May 31, 2016
By Brett Walton

Midwest lawmakers propose new direction for water affordability.
Responding to a string of contamination and drinking water emergencies in the Great Lakes region, a group of lawmakers is leading
a campaign in Congress
o make it easier for poor people to gain access to clean and affordable drinking water... f More")
To

St. Paul Replacing Every Lead Pipe With Copper
Water Online, May 30, 2016
By Sara Jerome

>t. Paul, MN, is trying to replace all its lead pipes with copper in a project teat will not be finished for another two decades... (More")
To

How do we share California water, a diminishing resource?
San Francisco Chronicle (California), May 28, 2016
:ongressional battles over California water have intensified, unleashing a surge of mostly divisive and ill-advised federal legislation.
On Friday, presumptive
Republican Party presidential nominee Donald Trump even dived into the fray at his Fresno rally when he declared, "There is nodrought,"
accusing state
vater officials of denying water to farmers to save a 3-inch fish.. .{Motel
To

Drought hasn't lifted, but California's water restrictions just did
The Washington Post, May 28, 2016
By Darryl Fears
'hey told Vince Calcagno to cut his water use by more than a third last year as the desert summer loomed with its 112-degree
highs. He stood near the

;wimming pool in his pretty back yard off a Palm Springs golf course and wondered, "How am I going to make this work?",..{Morel
To

Media Intelligence

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or
entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender. Please note
that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent

those of American Water Works Company Inc. or its affiliates. The recipient should check this email and any
attachments for the presence of viruses. American Water accepts no liability for any damage caused by any
virus transmitted by this email.
American Water Works Company Inc., 1 025 Laurel Oak Road, Voorhees, NJ 08043 www.amwater.com
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

JD Miniear <jdminiear@gmail.com>

Sent:

Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:27 AM

To:

Cindy Noe

Cc:

Cynthia Ayers; Hank Cooper; Karns, Allison; Atterhoit, Jim; Hilf, John (GOV); Cohen,
Chuck; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); danny.kelley@iga.in.gov; Carter, Doug;
gaffney@securefreedom.org; House District 65; Hill, John (GOV);
iesley.crane@iga.in.gov; Petro, Lori; French, Mark; mmaassel@indianaenergy.org; Scott
Barker; Jim Merritt; Tyler Campbell; awitmeier@misoenergy.org;
bruce@indianacoal.com; Karns, Allison; Schmidt, Daniel W; Shields, Eric; Greg Garrison;
Peter Pry

Subject:

EMP Task Force Summary 05/05/16

Categories:

Responsive

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
****
unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

Thursday, May 5th at 3:00 pm
Teleconference number CALL 712-775-7031

101624388#

1 ) Ambassador Hank Cooper May 3, 2016—Fix the Grid, From the Bottom Up!:

A growing number of Americans are concerned that the once highly classified threat from
an electromagnetic pulse is still not being addressed, even though the Pentagon has
known about it for a half-century and most essential matters were made public in the 2008
EMP Commission report. Our civil infrastructure was never hardened, except for
communication systems to assure connectivity from the President to our strategic forces

I am midstream in a series of conferences in Texas, Indiana, Louisiana, and Alabama,
hosted by various concerned citizens in each of those states. Briefings are being provided
by members of the Secure the Grid Coalition, who seek to end America's existential threat
to all Americans posed by threats to the electric power grid. The Coalition includes the
Center for Security Policy, High Frontier, the EMP Task Force for National and Homeland
Security, the EMP Special Interest Group (SIG) of InfraGard, and several others.
My own personal view is that we will never have confidence that the entire grid can be
hardened and maintained in a hardened configuration — rather it is most prudent to
assure that fully-tested viable electric power source Islands " be assured and become the
basis for restoring the rest of the grid as quickly as possible.
Anyway, that is our objective with the Lake Wyfie Pilot Study in York County, SC and
Gaston and Mecklenburg Counties, NC. I will keep you posted of our progress.

I also made this promise to folks in Indianapolis at JD Minieads National Security
Summit last Saturday. They are particularly interested because Duke Energy also
provides a significant portion of their electricity in Indiana .
2) Dr. Peter Pry television interview on EMP hosted by the Daily Ledger

A single nuclear weapon detonated at high altitude could black out our grid for an entire
year.. We know this is why Iran wanted the bomb as well as North Korea.. Russia, China ,
Iran and North Korea all have military doctrines on how to take us down using
EMP. . Their ultimate cyber weapon is a nuclear EMP attack.
3) We want to thank everyone who helped with and attended our National Security
Summit last Saturday at the Indiana War Memorial. Special appreciation goes to our great
presenters: Frank Gaffney, Dr. Peter Pry, Ambassador Hank Cooper, Cynthia Ayers,
Clare Lopez, Trevor Loudon, Kevin Freeman, Congressman Marlin Stutzman, IN-5

Congressional Candidate Steve MacKenzie, IN for Trump Deputy Director Cody Reynolds
and the special music talents of Lydia Abbot.
Due to time constraints we were not able to show Patrea Patrick's EMP trailers but we
want to thank her and we will include them in our next EMP Summary Letter.
Cindy Noe and I felt the event was the strongest and most comprehensive conference on
our nation's security we have seen in Indiana in our life times.
As it turns out one of the great take aways from our summit was we were able to continue
to bridge with the Donald Trump campaign about critical national security issues such as
EMP and protecting our grid.

Once again our heartfelt thanks goes out to the speakers who came to Indianapolis
bearing gifts of wisdom and inspiration for all who were in attendance.
Our next teleconference is to be on May 5th at 3 pm using phone number and
meeting ID 712-775-7031 101624388#
Compiled by JD Miniear and Cindy Noe

Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hill, John (GOV)

Sent:

Friday, April 29, 2016 11:16 AM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Subject:

FW: Cruz endorsement.

Categories:

Responsive

I am very disappointed.

FYI

From: Tandra Johnson [mailto:tsj@tandrasjohnson.com3
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2016 11:09 AM

To: Hill, John (GOV) <jhill@gov.in.gov>
Subject: Cruz endorsement, i am very disappointed.

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.
John

If it is true, I am very disappointed that Governor Pence has chosen to endorse Ted Cruz.
I strongly believe that Mr. Trump is the man that can lead this Country with strength and conviction and will make this
Country great again.
I wanted you to know my opinion so that Governor Pence will know.
Lastly, I have not forgotten about the Governor's Drug Task force. My work schedule has not allowed me to attend
recently.

I look forward to seeing you again.
Sincerely,
Tandra

Tandra S. Johnson, LLC

529 West Jefferson Blvd.
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46802
TEL (260)424-3050
CELL (260) 341-5968
FAX (260)424-3057

Web Site: www.tandrasiohnson.com
Email: tsi@tandrasiohnson.com
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From:

Govother <govother-bounces@lists.in.gov> on behalf of Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2016 6:02 PM

<SHodgin@gov.in.gov>
Subject:

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential

Candidate

Governor John Kasich
Attachments:

ATT00001.txt

Categories:

Responsive

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 26, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks
Kbroo ks@eov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Governor John Kasich

Governor Pence's third meeting with presidential candidates
Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with Ohio Governor John Kasich today. Last week Governor Pence met with presidential candidates Donald
Trump and Senator Ted Cruz.

"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Governor John Kasich back to the Hoosier state, just as he did with Donald
Trump and SenatorTed Cruz. They had a cordial and substantive conversation about the need for a change of leadership
in Washington D.C. and the need to reduce the burden the federal government is placing on job creators and working

families."

###
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2016 5:50 PM

To:

#AII Governor's Office

Subject:

FYI - Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate
Governor John Kasich

Categories:

Responsive

FYI - we're sending the below release in the next few minutes. Thanks!

NOT FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 26, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks
Kbrooks(5>gov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Governor John Kasich
Governor Pence's third meeting with presidential candidates
Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor

Pence met with Ohio Governor John Kasich today. Last week Governor Pence met with presidential candidates Donald
Trump and Senator Ted Cruz.

"Governor Pence is pleased to welcome Governor John Kasich back to the Hoosier state, just as he did with Donald
Trump and Senator Ted Cruz. They had a cordial and substantive conversation about the need for a change of leadership
in Washington D.C, and the need to reduce the burden the federal government is placing on job creators and working
families."
###

Aw
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Clift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2016 4:15 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,
John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Vincent, Micah;
Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmuia, Ryan L; Pitcock, Josh

Subject:

FYI [Gip] National Review - Governor Pence, It's Time to Take a Stand

Categories:

Responsive

Governor Pence. It's Time to Take a Stand
National Review -The Editors

The stakes of next week's Republican primary contest in Indiana could not be much higher. A Ted Cruz victory could
make it all but impossible for Donald Trump to secure the nomination outright. A Trump victory could make it all but
impossible for him not to. A coordinated, all-out anti-Trump effort of the sort seen in Wisconsin is in order. And that
means that, like Scott Walker in the Badger State, Indiana governor Mike Pence needs to step up.
Until now, Pence has been sitting on the sidelines in his home state, ostensibly disinclined to get entangled in a national
race while facing a reelection battle for his own seat. But the case for Pence's backing Cruz seems straightforward.
Pence is a reform-oriented, constitutional conservative who has been willing to buck his party's leadership in the name
of principle: As a first-term congressman in 2001, he voted against No Child Left Behind; two years later, he defied the
Bush administration on Medicare Part D. Additionally, he has long been an outspoken social conservative. He is, in a
word, a tea partier who predated the Tea Party. Ted Cruz was arguably the most Pence-like candidate in the field all
along, and is certainly so now. And, of course, Cruz is the only non-Trump candidate with a plausible path to the
nomination.

Furthermore, as a matter of self-interest, staying out of the race is unlikely to redound to Pence's benefit. It's almost
certain that a significant number of Republican voters — exit polls in some states have suggested almost 40 percent —
would stay home rather than vote for a Trump ticket in November, and those are voters Pence will need. The number of
Trump voters who will not turn out for a non-Trump ticket is likely to be much lower. And there's not much evidence
that other anti-Trump governors — Walker, or Massachusetts's Charlie Baker, who said in March that he would not vote
for Trump in a general election — are suffering their constituents' wrath.
And thinking even longer-term, should Republicans win back the White House this year, it's not unrealistic to think that
Pence could be a candidate for still higher office. He will not be remembered fondly for, by dint of inaction, helping to
cede his state — and the 2016 GOP primary — to a populist who shares few of Pence's principles and who, if current
polls are any indication, would likely lose the White House, perhaps badly.
Wisconsin showed that a coordinated campaign behind Ted Cruz - one that includes elected officials - can help him
immensely. Governor Pence should exhibit the leadership that conservatives have come to expect from him.

McKenzie Clift
Communications Specialist

Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926

mciiftffigov. in.gov
4
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From:

Lloyd, Matthew

Sent:

Monday, April 25, 2016 4:52 PM

To:

Reed, Katie; Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim

Cc:

Pavlik, Jennifer L

Subject:

RE: Governor's endorcement

Categories:

Responsive

I think it's fine for you to tell them "Governor Pence met with Cruz and Trump last week and is planning on meeting with
Kasich tomorrow but has not made an endorsement"
If they ask if he will or when he will you can tell them you don't know.

From: Reed, Katie

Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 4:17 PM
To: Ahearn, Mark; Lloyd, Matthew; Atterholt, Jim
Cc: Pavlik, Jennifer L

Subject: Governor's endorcement
I am receiving a handful of calls from people, some constituents/some out of state calls, providing their preference on
who Governor Pence should endorse in the election. Some are asking who he plans to endorse. My response at this
time is, "Unless the Governor makes a public statement I would not be able to comment." And that works fine. My
question to you, Do you want this information as it comes in? Should I keep a list and send it daily/hourly?
Thanks,

Constituent Services Representative
Office of Governor Mike Pence | State of Indiana
State House, Room 206

Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
(317) 234-8955 | Kreed@qov.in.qov

y
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hill, John (GOV)

Sent:

Monday, April 25, 2016 3:29 PM
Lloyd, Matthew; Carter, Doug; Atterholt, Jim; Goodwin, Stewart; McGrath, Danielle;

To:

Karns, Allison
Subject:

RE: Presidential/Candidate Visits

Categories:

Responsive

Doug gave us an update this afternoon (preliminary) but Trump will be in Fort Wayne, this Wednesday at 7pm.

From: Lloyd, Matthew
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2016 3:23 PM

To: Carter, Doug <DCarter@jsp.ll\l.gov>; Atterholt, Jim <jatterho!t@gov.lN.gov>; Goodwin, Stewart
<sgoodwin@iwm.lN.gov>; McGrath, Danielle <DMcGrath@gov.iN.gov>; Karns, Allison <AKarns@gov.IN.gov>; Hill, John
(GOV) <jhill@gov.in.gov>

Subject: RE: Presidential/Candidate Visits
Any update on this?

From: Carter, Doug

Sent: Sunday, April 24, 2016 8:48 PM

To: Atterholt, Jim; Goodwin, Stewart; McGrath, Danielle; Karns, Allison; Lloyd, Matthew; Hill, John (GOV)
Subject: Fwd: Presidential/Candidate Visits

This is the most recent update we have that I received minutes ago. Anything we do will be in support of the Secret
Service of which currently only Trump, Clinton and Sanders have. Senator Cruz is protected by a private company and
Governor Kasich has a protection detail by the OHP.

More to come.

Doug

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Treon, Terry" <TTreon@isp.lN.gov>
Date: April 24, 2016 at 8:28:42 PM EDT

To: "Carter, Doug" <DCarter@isp.IN.gov>. "French, Mark" <MFrench@isp.lN.gov>. "Price, Danny"
<DPrice@isp.lN.gov>, "Robbins, Gary" <GRobbins@isp. IN.gov>. "Schroder, Ed" <ESchroder@isp.lN.gov>,
"Kopinski, Keith A." <KKopinski@isp.lN.gov>. "Priest, Robert" <RPriest@isp.lN.gov>, "Burke, Robert"
<RBurke@isp.lN.gov>. "Kelly, Jeremy" <JKellv2@isp.IN.gov>, "Tomson, Michael"
<MTomson@isp.(N.gov>. "Casto, Anthony" <ACa sto @ isp. I N.gov>. "Chrisman, Tyler"
<tchrisman@isp.lN.gov>. "Bailey, Brian" <BBailev@isp.iN,gov>. "Allen, Jason" <JAIien@isp.lN.gov>.
"Jones, Dan (ISP-Putnamville)" <DJones4@isp.lN.gov>. "Mischier, Matt" <MMischier@isp.!N.gov>.
"Snider, Mike" <MSnider@isp.iN.gov>. "Hobson, Kevin (ISP)" <KHobson@isp.lN.gov>, "Elam, Donna"
<DEIam@isp. IN.gov>. "Tow, Mark" <MTow@isp.lN.gov>. "CULLER, COREY" <CCULLER@isp.iN.gov>.
"WALKER, BRIAN" <BWALKER@isp.lN.gov>, "Delello, Tony" <TDeieilo@isp.lN.gov>, "Smith, George"
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<GSMITH2@isp.jN.gov>, "Hager, Chris" <CHager@isp.lN.gov>, "Havens, Kent" <KHavens@isp.lN.gov>.
"Stockdale, Rick" <RStockdale@isp. 1N.eov>, "Whitaker, Steve" <SWhitaker@isp.lN.gov>, "Pratt,
Christopher S. (Scott)" <CPratt@isp.IN.gov>, "Dungan. Jim" <JDungan@isp.iN.gov>. "Tret, James"
<JTret@isp.iN.gov>. "Mundy, Brad" <BMundv@isp. IN.gov>, "McKee, Tom" <TMcKee@isp. IN.gov>,
"Dunkle, Greg" <GDunkle@isp.lN.gov>, "Bucher, Paul" <PBucher@isp.lN.gov>, "Yoho, Jeff"

<JYoho@isp.(N.gov>
Cc: "O'Connor, Pat" <PO'Connor@isp.lN.gov>. "Travis, David P." <DTravis@isp.lN.gov>, "Nichols, Mike"
<MNichols@isp.iN.gov>, "Dalton, William" <WDaiton@isp.gN.gov>. "Bilkey, Matt"
<MBilkev@isp.!N.gov>. "Bundy, Clint" <CBundv@isp.lN.gov>. ISP Operations Center
<ISPOperationsCenter@isp.jN.gov>. "Lambert, Chris" <CLambert@isp.lN.gov>. "Wade, Dennis"
<DWade@isp.lN.gov>, "Knox, Tony" <TKnox@isp.lN.gov>. "Scott, Anthony" <AScott@isp.iN.gov>,
"Paul.Dvorak@usss.dhs.gov" <Paug.Dvorak@usss.dhs.gov>. "Payne, Jeff" <JPavne@isp.jN.gov>.
"Harshman, Dana" <DHarshman@isp.iN,gov>
Subject: Re: Presidential/Candidate Visits
Commanders

The latest information from the USSS.
Tuesday, 26 April

Hillary Clinton rally in Fort Wayne (location TBD, possibly the Coliseum)
Wednesday, 27 April
Donald Trump rally. Location TBD, Terre Haute is now less than 10% chance. Rally possibly being held in
Indianapolis. Potential venue walk throughs are scheduled for tomorrow AM, hope to have location in
the afternoon. Unknown if he will overnight in Indianapolis or move to Evansville. Rally scheduled for
Thursday, 28 April is still on track.

Wednesday, 27 April
Bernie Sanders rally in Lafayette, followed by rally in Bloomington.
Saturday, 30 April
Former President Bill Clinton is still scheduled to attend events in Kokomo and Fort Wayne. The events

are thought to be Town Hall/Private Residence visits, no large scale venues.
We will continue to stay in contact with the USSS and provide any additional information as we receive
it.

Respectfully,

Terry Treon, Sergeant
Indiana State Police

On Apr 22, 2016, at 4:56 PM, Treon, Terry <TTreon@isp.IN.gov> wrote:

Commanders

The following information regarding campaign visits surrounding the upcoming

Indiana primary is being sent as situational awareness only. Details for each
event, and the level of department involvement, have not been confirmed.

Wednesday, 27 April
8

Donald Trump visiting Hulman Field, Terre Haute

Traveling to Evansville (location TBD) for overnight stay
Thursday, 28 April
Donald Trump rally in Evansville (location TBD)
Saturday, 30 April

Former President Bill Clinton visiting Kokomo (location TBD)
Traveling to Fort Wayne for rally (location TBD)

We will continue to stay in contact with the USSS and will share any information
as it becomes available.

Respectfully,
Terry Treon, Sergeant

Indiana State Police
Strategic Planning Office
8620 East 21st Street

Indianapolis, IN 46219
317-899-8506 (Office)

317-517-8737 (Cell)
Ttreon(a)iSD.in.aov

"There is no limit to the amount of good you can do if you do not
care who gets the credit " -Ronald Reagan
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Govother <govother-bounces@lists.in.gov> on behalf of Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Thursday, April 21, 2016 6:01 PM

<SHodgin@gov.in.gov>
Subject:

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential

Candidate

Senator Ted Cruz
Attachments:

ATT00001.txt

Categories:

Responsive

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 21, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks
kbrooks@gov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Senator Ted Cruz
Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with Senator Ted Cruz at the Governor's Residence today. Governor Pence met with Donald Trump yesterday

and will be meeting with Governor John Kasich next week.
"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Senator Cruz to the Hoosier state. The Governor touted Indiana's economic
progress and pro-growth economic policies while noting the creation of more than 130,000 new private sector jobs since
he took office. He stressed his desire to have a partner in the White House who will help advance policies on the federal
level that will enable states like Indiana to build on this progress. Governor Pence firmly believes that by addressing
these issues on the national level, Indiana can build on its recent momentum and continue to be a great place to live,

work and raise a family."

###

-{*2
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Clift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Tuesday, April 19, 2016 4:03 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,
John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Triol, Shelley; Vincent,
Micah; Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmula, Ryan L; Pitcock, Josh

Subject:

FYI [Tweets] Gov. Pence to meet with Trump

Categories:

Responsive

I
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JSjj JUST IN. Gov. Pence to meet with Donald Trump ahead of rally at Indiana State
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Donald Trump to make appearance at Indiana State Fairgrounds We...

INDIANAPOLIS. Ind. (April 18. 2016)- State campaign officials for Donald
Trump confirm the GOP presidential candidate will he In Indianapolis We...
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gov pence will meet with Donaki Trump ahead of rally at Indiana state
Fairgrounds vw»d.
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Security heightened ahead of Donald Thimp rally at Indiana State F„.

INDIANAPOLIS {April 59, 20 16) - Federal and local law enforcement are
preparing for Donald Trump's campaign slop in Indianapolis Wednesday
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McKenzie Clift
Communications Specialist

Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926
mclift@gov.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Clift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Tuesday, April 19, 2016 12:27 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,

John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Triol, Shelley; Vincent,
Micah; Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmula, Ryan L; Pitcock, Josh; Goodwin, Nicholas R
Subject:

FY! [Tweets] Immigration committee rally

Categories:

Responsive

Mary Milz @MaryWTHR 13m13 minutes ago

A group concerned about possible immigration reform, at statehouse for noon news conference

m
Ei

m
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»

Zach Osowski @Zach_Osowski 3m3 minutes ago

Prior to immigration reform committee, protest going on from undocumented youth alliance. They are opposed to
cmte

I

i
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 1m1 minute ago

A Senate study committee on immigration will hold its first meeting at 1pm. I'll be covering it.
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Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 31s32 seconds ago
Prior to the meeting, the Indiana Undocumented Youth Alliance and its allies are speaking out against the
committee

p

Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 16s17 seconds ago
The alliance says the committee is paving the way for anti-immigrant policies
Zach Osowski @Zach_Osowski 27s27 seconds ago
Group is specifically upset about presence of Kris Kovach, who they say is behind stiff anti immigration policies in
Arizona & Alabama
Zach Osowski @Zach_Osowski 9s9 seconds ago

Kovach is the Kansas Secretary of State and is linked to Donald Trump, specifically Trump's border wall plan

Mckenzie Clift

Communications Specialist
Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926

mciift(5>gov.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Morales, Cesar (Diego)

Sent:

Monday, April 18, 2016 3:46 PM

To:

Lloyd, Matthew; Jarmula, Ryan L; Brooks, Kara D; Triol, Shelley; Paviik, Jennifer L;

Cc:

Atterholt, Jim

Subject:

RE; Events for this week!

Categories:

Responsive

Czarniecki, Cary (Lani)

Thank you, sir! Actually, I didn't know about this event at the state fairgrounds. Not a problem, since we don't do any political
work during office hours. However, if by going there people may get the perception that we were attending a political event, I
will not risk it and respectfully decline. So you let me know please what you think.
I should have used personal. I mentioned to you because the magnitude of the event, just in case media picks it up etc. That's
all!

Respectfully,
Diego

From: Lloyd, Matthew
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2016 2:43 PM

To: Morales, Cesar (Diego) <DMorales@gov.lN.gov>; Jarmula, Ryan L <RJarmu!a@gov.in.gov>; Brooks, Kara D
<kbrooks@gov.in.gov>; Triol, Shelley <STrio!@gov.lN.gov>; Paviik, Jennifer L <JPavlik@gov.lN.gov>; Czarniecki, Cary
(Lani) <LaniCz@gov.lN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.lN.gov>
Subject: RE: Events for this week!
Thanks Diego.

I'm sure you are aware by now that Trump is holding a rally at the fairgrounds Wed. That may impact the veterans
event.

Also, I'm sure you are tremendously humbled to be able to welcome a foreign dignitary to Washington. At some point

I'd appreciate you letting us all know what "mostly personal" means.

From: Morales, Cesar (Diego)
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2016 1:13 PM

To: Lloyd, Matthew; Jarmula, Ryan L; Brooks, Kara D; Triol, Shelley; Paviik, Jennifer L; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim
Subject: RE: Events for this week!
Thank you, Matt.

l.It is a job fair to hire Veterans. According to organizers they coordinated with both Gov and LG office hoping both of them
or at least one of them can come. You have to ask Jenn or Nancy Keterman on this.
I know MRP has done this before. I get invited as well, since I'm an Infantryman Veteran HOOHA!
2. Yes, it is in DC. This is mostly personal, however, since I'm connected with the office I notified you, just in case. Very
humbling to get an invitation from President Morales office.
Respectfully,
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Diego

From: Lloyd, Matthew
Sent: Monday, April IS, 2016 12:46 PM

To: Morales, Cesar (Diego) <DMorales@gov.IN.gov>; Jarmuia, Ryan L <Rjarmula@gov.in.gov>: Brooks, Kara D
<kbrooks@gov.in.gov>: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.lN.gov>: Pavlik, Jennifer L <JPavlik@gov.IN.gov>: Czarniecki, Cary

(Lani) <LaniCz@gov. IN.gov>
Cc: Atterholt, Jim <iatterholt@gov.lN.gov>
Subject: RE: Events for this week!

Thanks for this, Diego.
Two questions: what is operation hire a hoosier veteran? Is this something gov was asked to attend and couldn't?

Also
When you say you're welcoming the president of Guatemala at the embassy, what do you mean? The Embassy in DC?

From: Morales, Cesar (Diego)
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2016 11:45 AM

To: Jarmuia, Ryan L; Brooks, Kara D; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani)
Cc: Atterholt, Jim
Subject: Events for this week!

Dear all,
Below some public events for this week:
Monday, April 18th:
- "Chimarrao Day in Indiana." It's an annual event for the Brazilian community (Briefly share my experiences in Brazil during
the event here in Indy this evening)
Tuesday, April 19th:
- Indy Rotary (In charge of hospitality and announcements)
Wednesday, April 20th:

- "Operation Hire a Hoosier Veteran" at State fairground (Only attending/representing)
Thursday, April 21st:
- Indianapolis Naturalization Ceremony (Give brief remarks & read letter of MRP, you have copy of letter and remarks)
Friday, April 22nd:
- Welcoming, meet & greet the President of the country of Guatemala to the United States, the honorable President Morales
(Event will be at 8pm at the Embassy)
Respectfully,
Diego
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Anderson, Christopher M
Abdui-Hakim Shabazz <attyabdui@gmaii.com>

From:

Sent:

Monday, April 18, 2016 3:06 PM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Subject:

Re: Trump Rally

Categories:

Responsive

****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.
Thanks...

On Mon, Apr 1 8, 2016 at 3:04 PM, Atterholt, Jim <iatterholt@gov,in.gov> wrote:
FYI:
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Pavlik, Jennifer L" <JPavlik@gov,IN.gov>

Date: April 18, 2016 at 1:12:58 PMEDT

To: "Hill, John (GOV)" <ihill@gov.in.gov>, "Atterholt, Jim" <jatterholt@,gov.IN.gov>, "Triol,
Shelley" <STriol@gov.IN.gov>. "Lloyd, Matthew" <MLlovd@ gov . IN. go v>. "Brooks, Kara D"
<kbrooks@,gov.in. gov>
Subject: FW: Trump Rally

From: Hoye, Cindy
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2016 12:54 PM
To: Andre Lacy fabiacv@idiltd.com): Bid Leininger; Leigh Riley Evans; McKinney, Ted; Matthew
Rekeweg fmarekeweo@dow.com): martin.Qrain@yahoo.com: Bruce Everhart; Dana Huber
('dhuber@huberwinerv.com): Beth Bechdol; Jim Merritt fiwmerritt49@Qmaii.com): Cherry, Rep; Pavlik,
Jennifer L
Cc: Berkery, Mike

Subject: Trump Rally

Commissioners

Wednesday, we are renting the Elements Financial Blue Ribbon Pavilion for a Donald Trump
Rally. It is full price rental. The doors will open at Noon and the Rally starts at 3pm. The SS is
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handling all logistics with security etc. Mike Berkeiy is handling as our point person. They
should be announcing this publicly today.

Cindy

Cynthia C. Hoye, CFE

Executive Director | Indiana State Fair Commission
Indiana State Fairgrounds & Event Center
1202 East 38th Street III Indianapolis, IN 46205
O/F (317) 927-7501

Abdul, Esq.
"My job is to comfort the afflicted and afflict the comforted."

E.K. Hornbeck, "Inherit the Wind"
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email (including attachments) is covered by the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. sec. 2510-2521, is confidential and may contain attorney-client

materials and/or attorney work product, legally privileged and protected from disclosure. This email is intended
only for the addressee(s) named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
interception, retention, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited and
will subject you to compensatory and punitive damages. If you have received this transmission in error, please
immediately call us at (317) 727-1250, delete the transmission from all forms of electronic or other storage, and
destroy all hard copies. Any unauthorized dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is
strictly prohibited. Do not forward this transmission. We do not waive attorney-client or work product
privilege by the transmission of this message.

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with U.S. Treasury Department Regulations, we are
now required to advise you that, unless otherwise expressly indicated, any federal tax advice contained in this
communication, including any attachments, is not intended or written by us to be used, and cannot be used, by
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anyone for the purpose of avoiding federal tax penalties that may be imposed by the federal government or for
promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax-related matters addressed herein.
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Clift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Thursday, March 10, 2016 12:04 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterhoit, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,
John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Pitcock, Josh; Triol,
Shelley; Vincent, Micah; Jarmula, Ryan L; Hodgin, Stephanie; Seema Verma; McGuffee,
Tyler Ann

Subject:

FY! [Tweets] House on HIP 2.0

Categories:

Responsive

Tony Cook @indystartony 28m28 minutes ago
House taking up codification of HIP 2.0

Tony Cook @indystartony 27m27 minutes ago

Rep. Charlie Brown questioning the rush to codify. "It wouldn't have to do with tying hands of next governor?" he
asks.

Tony Cook @indystartony 26m26 minutes ago

Rep. Charlie Brown just called Rep. Tim Brown "my brother from another mother."
Tony Cook @indystartony 24m24 minutes ago
Minority Leader Peiath calls HIP 2.0 a Medicaid expansion with a "Hoosierific appearance"
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 10m10 minutes ago

House debating a conference committee report on a bill to codify HIP 2.0.
Tony Cook @indystartony 10m10 minutes ago

Rep. Ed Clere, R: "The fact is, this is a Medicaid expansion under Obamacare and we're putting it into code."
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 1 1 ml 1 minutes ago
Conference cmte report removed some changes House made to bill. @tbrownmdrep says any changes to HIP 2.0
need to be negotiated w/feds
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 10m10 minutes ago

GOP Rep. Matt Lehman says codifying HIP 2.0 helps ensure it can't be taken away on a whim
Tony Cook @indystartony 10m10 minutes ago
Clere opposes codifying HIP 2.0, fears it would prevent making positive changes to it. "HIP 2.0 is great. HIP 3.0

could be even better."
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 10m10 minutes ago
But GOP Rep. Ed Clere says the bill is premature. Says HIP 2.0 is still in demonstration process, may need
changes.

Kevin Rader @KevinWTHR 9m9 minutes ago
Rep Ed Clere (R) says lawmakers should vote against SB 165 the Healthy Indiana Plan.
Kevin Rader @KevinWTHR 9m9 minutes ago
20

Debate in the House currently over the Healthy Indiana Plan.
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 9m9 minutes ago

Clere: if you oppose Obamacare, you should oppose bill. HIP 2.0 is Obamacare. It's Indiana's iteration, but it's still
Medicaid expansion
Kevin Rader @KevinWTHR 7m7 minutes ago

Rep Ed Delaney (D) says 90% of money for HIP 2.0 is coming from Washington. 10% from Indiana.
Kevin Rader @KevinWTHR 6m6 minutes ago

Rep Tim Brown (R) says Washington DC money comes from all of us. Says this is not Medicaid. 94% satisfaction.
Expanded providers.
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 5m5 minutes ago

.@tbrownmdrep: HIP 2.0 isn't Medicaid. Most people don't like Medicaid. Customer satisfaction of HIP 2.0 is >90%
Kevin Rader @KevinWTHR 5m5 minutes ago

Rep Brown cont. This program is designed much different than Medicaid. "What if Trump or Cruz is President or for
heavens sakes Sanders."
Kevin Rader @KevinWTHR 4m4 minutes ago

conference committee report on SB 165. ..the Healthy Indiana Plan passes 65-35.
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 4m4 minutes ago

.@tbrownmdrep: give us the upper hand in negotiating w/feds in the future. Give us strength in negotiations.
Tony Cook @indystartony 3m3 minutes ago

House passes HIP 2.0 codification by a 65-35 vote. Senate still has to act, I believe.
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 3m3 minutes ago

House approves conference cmte report on SB165, codifying HIP 2.0 by a vote of 65-35. Senate must now approve
to send it to governor
Tony Cook @indystartony 2m2 minutes ago

Rep. Tim Brown says codifying HIP 2.0 gives state the ability to negotiate with strength with feds.

McKenzie Clift
Communications Specialist

Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926

mciift(5)gov.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
Charlie Goodman <chfgoodman@gmail.com>

From:
Sent:

Friday, March 04, 2016 4:33 AM

To:

Governor Mike Pence; Atterholt, Jim; Senate District 16; House District 9

Subject:

Fwd: Fwd: Indiana's response to the needs of Hoosier citizens

Categories:

Responsive

****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution, DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

FYI

urgent

Subject:Indiana's response to the needs of Hoosier citizens
Datc:Wed, 2 Mar 2016 16:59:01 -0500
From: Charlie Goodman <chfgoodman@gmail.com>

Reply-To :chfgoodman@gmail.com
Organizationrindiana Tree Alliance
To:Governor Mike Pence <mpence@Gov. IN. go v>. Atterholt, Jim <iatterholt@gov.IN.gov>.
Senator David Long <S16@,in.gov>. Representative Brian c. Bosma <h88@,in.gov>. Senator

Tim Lanane <S25@in.gov>, Representative Scott Pelath <H9@in.gov>

Governor Mike Pence

Jim Atterholt, chief of staff
Senator David Long, President Pro tern
Representative Brian Bosma
Senator Tim Lanane

Representative Scott Pelath

Gentleman:
Hundreds, perhaps thousands of senior citizens have become the unintended victims of the fear of doctors to
prescribe

pain medication out of fear of existing state and federal laws. This unfounded fear seems to be based upon a
misunderstanding
of the number of cases the A/G has undertaken to stop the illegal dispensing of controlled medications.
Renown physicians from across the state and the country have suggested that education is the best cure for this
kind of problem.

Indiana is apparently one out of two states which does not have state oversight of continuing education for all
our medical providers and nurses
Yes Indiana's boards as a whole do require continuing education but their is no oversight of the curriculum
22

itself.. ..I tried to get an amendment to H/B 1278 but ran out of time
I choose to wait til the results of super
Tuesday presidential races came in
for over forty years I have worked at the polls and have lived through
many presidential races
this year is quite different
as many across the nation have stated that this year,
this presidential race will be quite Historical.. .never before in U.S. has a candidate posed a risk of spiting the
parties so badly
Should Donald Trump become the GOP standard bearer.. ..the GOP and the Democrat's will
see thousands in every state leave their party... spiting their vote has always been possible yet from my own
years at the polls few seem to choose this option
.journalists nationwide have voice their
concerns
experienced politicians are voicing similar warnings
personally
as yet I do not like either

party's candidate ...I feel Trump will help destroy the GOP as we know it today and possibly give birth to a third
party.. .what happens at the presidential level will affect all state races.

Here in Indiana many feel this year's race will be a much closer race and every vote is critical...

Consider this what age group Historically is the most likely to show up and vote

the RHSWer

is the
Seniors

so why not improve your Indiana's image with the seniors

a move that will not cost anyone

anything .... Thousands of seniors feel health care is critical yet they are today caught between the laws to
suppress drug abuse and the need as they age to have access to the appropriate pain medication
this problem
is real... yet it may be too late to address it this session
then their is the problem of senior abuse.. .go to a nursing home and see for your self... I was a guardian for many
years and recently as a patient...! will never go back even if it costs me my life.
Two choices are still left....
(A) attach to one of the bills remaining an amendment to allow the PLA to have oversight of continuing
education

(B) create a summer study committee to address all those issues dealing with the health care of senior
citizens.. ..and ask seniors

now to submit ideas and concerns and then ask every senator and representative to urge their constituents to
respond.

show Hoosiers you all care.

The alternate:: the wrong message that we don't care.. .or we don't have time to deal with our seniors
Because I care.. .Charlie Goodman both as a long time lobbyist there at the statehouse but now also as a patient
who understands

and cares

I can't come down there as easy as I just experienced a very bad accident ( fall)

Sunday where I had

badly dislocated my shoulder and torn many ligaments and tendons.. .my arm was attached to
my body and held
together only by skin and muscle

therefore for a 6-8 weeks I can't drive.. .but I will find a

driver if I can help

...yes it is that important
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Anderson, Christopher M
Charlie Goodman <chfgoodman@gmail.com

From:
Sent:

Friday, March 04, 2016 4:23 AM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Subject:

meet with governor????

Categories:

Responsive

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or
unexpected email.

****

Jim....

can you arrange just 5-10 minutes with Mike

I can't simply come down and hope as for a while I will need someone

to drive me downtown. ..had a serious accident ...badly dislocated my right shoulder and tore many ligaments and
tendons when I fell down rather hard

respond by e-mail just learned my phone was out for several days triggering a

nurse and the police to be sent to my home late last night.. .will be in touch ATT this am
Don't know what has happened ...been in Bed most of the time since the fall. ..on strong pain meds recovery will be 6-10
weeks maybe much sooner if I can help it.. .still can get around but driving is out for now
seeing Mike is very important while the folks are still in session
expressed about Donald Trump

the shoulder is very sore yet

with all the bad feelings over RFRA and the feelings

Mike's reelection will be rather tough so he needs all the help he can get

seniors he cares about them is critical as these folks are the ones to show up each election and vote

Charlie Goodman

I can and will come down as soon as you can arrange it
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showing

Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Ciift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Tuesday, February 16, 2016 2:00 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterhoit, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,
John (GOV); Lioyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Triol, Shelley; Vincent,
Micah; Pitcock, Josh; Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmula, Ryan L

Subject:

FYI [Clip] Indy Star - Tuily: Looking for calm amid a Supreme Court vacancy

Categories:

Responsive

Tullv: Looking for calm amid a Supreme Court vacancy
The Indianapolis Star - Matthew Tuily

We've all pretty much given up on Washington, D. C. Or at least the idea of Congress and the president taking on big
issues. But a Supreme Court vacancy makes even clearer how bad things have gotten.
Amid ail the rhetoric, I went looking this week for a rational reaction to the sudden vacancy on the United States

Supreme Court. I hoped to find it in the words of Republican Sen. Dan Coats of Indiana, that old-guard conservative who
I've come to view as a thoughtful and serious, if endangered species, of a politician.

Coats is in the final year of his Senate term and he is not seeking reelection. Surely, i thought, in the wake of Justice
Antonin Scalia's death Indiana's senior senator would be a voice for calm and deliberation in a chamber once known as

"the world's most deliberative body." He has, after all, worked to prevent D.C. gridiock, arguing from his fiercely
conservative perch that compromise is still possible.

His first statement following Scalia's death set the right tone. It honored the late justice's "brilliant legal mind' and
"remarkable legacy" while steering ciear of politics. Two days later, though, Coats joined the chorus of obstructionists.
in a statement that seemed to rule out the possibility that any nominee could be confirmed by the Republican Senate,
Coats noted that the nation "is in the middle of a highly consequential presidential election" and, thus, "the American
people should determine their next Supreme Court justice by their votes in November."
He was half-right.

The American people in 2016 should indeed use their votes to determine who gets to fill Supreme Court vacancies. But

that should be about vacancies that occur after the electron, not nine months before it. The election should be about the
future, not about trying to block the present.

Am I the only one who sees this issue as being about something as simple as accepting election results — even those you
dislike?

Coats' statement said more to me than the political fluff of Ted Cruz, Donald Trump and so many other candidates.
Coats is on his way out and has nothing to lose, after all. He's a deeper thinker than so many other politicians. So when

even he joins those calling for an arbitrary delay in something as basic as filling a seat on the nation's highest court, it's a
safe bet that's what is going to happen.

Still, it's a nonsensical position that seems to forget that presidential terms are four years long and that voters already
had their say on this when they reelected President Obama. It seems to me that most people who cast ballots in 2012
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probably took American history back in junior high school and were aware of the fact that presidents fill vacancies to the
Supreme Court.

But from presidential candidates to Twitter commentators, conservatives have called for year-long delay in the
appointment of the ninth Supreme Court justice. The appointment, they say, is too important to hand to the president
of the United States in an election year. Some have been more blunt, making clear that they simply don't want a
president they dislike to get another pick.

Hey, to heck with something as arbitrary as democracy.
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Many, of course, argue that Democrats on Capitol Hill would be using the same obstructionist strategy if the roles were

reversed. Perhaps. Others note that Obama as a senator voted against President Bush's Supreme Court nominees. True.
But there's a difference between voting against a nominee and refusing to have a debate about one.
Bottom line: There's plenty of time this year for a serious and hard-fought debate over a Supreme Court nominee. There

is plenty of time for the Senate to do its job. If it does, or if at least attempts to do so, it could help dispel the notion that
our political system is so broken that it can no longer function in the most basic of ways.
1 don't expect Donald Trump and Ted Cruz to lead Washington out of this mess. But I'm still hoping that Sen. Coats will
reject all the rhetoric and serve as a much-needed voice of reason.

McKenzie Ciift

Communications Specialist
Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926
mclift(5>gov. in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Clift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Monday, February 15, 2016 6:13 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,

John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Triol, Shelley; Vincent,
Micah; Pitcock, Josh; Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmula, Ryan L
Subject:

FYI [Clip] RTV 6 - Carrier: Company did not receive $5M in federal stimulus funds

Categories:

Responsive

Carrier: Company did not receive $5M in federal stimulus funds
RTV 6 - Brady Gibson, Paris Lewbel

INDIANAPOLIS -- Carrier, the company that announced it will move 1,400 jobs from Indianapolis to Mexico, said they

were awarded, but did not receive more than $5 million for its Indianapolis facility from President Obama's stimulus
plan.

The Department of Energy awarded Carrier $5.1 million in clean energy tax credits in December 2013.
The announcement said the money would allow Carrier to "expand production at its Indianapolis facility to meet
increasing demand for its eco-friendly condensing gas furnace product line."
The Advanced Energy Manufacturing Tax Credit was part of President Obama's 2009 stimulus package, formally known
as the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.

The tax credit "has been instrumental in helping Carrier's Indianapolis manufacturing facility accelerate production of

our high-efficiency gas furnace line," John Gibbons, director of Carrier's residential product and platform strategy, said
at the time.

However, on Monday, a spokesperson for Carrier said the company has not received and will not claim the $5.1 million
federal tax credit. A statement said they are evaluating other grants and credits that have been awarded and will not
retain or claim any credits for obligations that have not been met.

Carrier announced February 10 it plans to close its Indianapolis facility and move the production to Mexico, eliminating
1,400 jobs in the city.

Video of the announcement has sparked outrage around the country, including a tweet from Republican presidential
front-runner Donald Trump.

The Indiana Economic Development Council announced it is reviewing up to $200,000 in job training grants to Carrier,
and may seek to force the company to repay some or all of it.

Sen. Joe Donnelly said in a statement Monday that the company should return the federal tax credit:

"I spoke with a Carrier executive late iast week and called on the company to return the federal tax credit. I let him know
that the tax credit they received was contingent upon job creation in the United States, and that hard working
taxpayers, especially the 2,100 Hoosiers who learned last week they will lose their jobs, will expect that money back.
Carrier indicated that they intended to meet their obligations, and I intend to hold them to that."
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McKenzie Clift
Communications Specialist

Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926
mclift(5)gov. in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Tuesday, November 24, 2015 10:04 AM

To:

Vincent, Micah; Ahearn, Mark; Trioi, Shelley; Brooks, Kara D; Jarmula, Ryan L; Clift,
Mckenzie C; Atterholt, Jim; McGrath, Danielle; Brookes, Brady; Pitcock, Josh; Hill, John
(GOV); Crabtree, Chris; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); McGuffee, Tyler Ann; Karns, Allison

Subject:

[Clip] Washington Post - ACLU sues Indiana Gov. Mike Pence, demands state accept

Syrian refugees
Categories:

Responsive

ACLU sues Indiana Gov. Mike Pence, demands state accept Syrian refugees

The Washington Post - Michael Miller
First came the war, with its bullets and bombs, so the young Syrian couple fled across the border into Jordan and
became refugees.
Then came four long, lean years of limbo as they struggled to find a new home for themselves and their baby boy.

Finally, the family of three received permission to immigrate to the United States. Their new home would be a place

called Indiana, they were told. They did their research on the Midwestern state, even making friends with other refugees
headed that way. With its motto of "The Crossroads of America/' Indiana seemed a welcoming place.

Until it officially wasn't.
"In the wake of the horrific attacks in Paris, effective immediately, I am directing all state agencies to suspend the
resettlement of additional Syrian refugees in the state of Indiana pending assurances from the federal government that
proper security measures have been achieved," Gov. Mike Pence (R) announced on Nov. 16.

"Why did they bring us if they didn't want us?" the father of the Syrian family told the New York Times.
"We felt rejected," he added. "We were depressed. How could that be the freedoms that we hear about?"

Pence was joined by more than 25 other governors — all Republican expect for one — in barring Syrian refugees from

their states. GOP presidential candidate Donald Trump called accepting Syrian asylum seekers "insane." President
Obama, meanwhile, shot back on Twitter that "Slamming the door in the face of refugees would betray our deepest
values. That's not who we are. And it's not what we're going to do."

On Monday, the political debate deepened when the American Civil Liberties Union announced it was suing Pence for
his decision.

In a lawsuit filed in federal court on behalf of Exodus Refugee Immigration, the nonprofit that had planned to help the

Syrian family of three resettle in Indiana, the ACLU claimed that Pence's decision to bar Syrian refugees violated the
Constitution, the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the federal government's exclusive authority over immigration.
"This lawsuit is calling out Governor Pence on his unconstitutional bluff," Judy Rabinovitz, deputy legal director of the
ACLU's immigrants' rights project, said in a news release. "He does not have the power to pick and choose between

which lawfully admitted refugees he is willing to accept. Singling out Syrian refugees for exclusion from Indiana is not
only ethically wrong, it is unconstitutional. Period."
1

Pence had not commented on the lawsuit as of early Tuesday morning, however, he defended his decision to bar Syrian
refugees from Indiana in a Nov. 19 op-ed.

Citing "gaps" in past screening of refugees and reports that at least one of the gunmen involved in the Nov. 13 attack on

Paris "exploited the European Union's refugee system to gain entrance to France," Pence wrote he was suspending "the
resettlement of Syrian refugees in Indiana until the federal government implements proper security measures."
"Indiana and the United States must continue to serve as a safe harbor for refugees from around the world," he also

wrote in the op-ed. "However, unless and until the federal government addresses the security gaps acknowledged by
the FBI and Department of Homeland Security with regard to refugees from Syria, as governor 1 will continue to put the
safety and security of Hoosiers first."

For the Syrian family of three that arrived to New York City's Kennedy International Airport the day after the governor's
announcement, Pence's decision was the latest in a long line of setbacks. Luckily, this one wouldn't last four years.

instead, within hours they were offered sanctuary in nearby Connecticut, where Gov. Dannel P. Malioy (D) greeted
them.

But for Exodus Refugee Immigration, the problems were only beginning. According to the nonprofit's lawsuit, Exodus
was already expecting 19 other Syrian refugees in Indiana "in the next few weeks or months."
Unlike the family of three, these 19 refugees will resettle in Indiana, the lawsuit warns.
"Exodus Refugee Immigration has been notified that these families will be placed with Exodus Refugee Immigration for

resettlement in Indiana despite the Governor's order that State agencies suspend assistance to these refugees," the suit
says.

As the lawsuit notes, the United States Constitution gives the federal government power over immigration. That means

that Pence can order state agencies not to assist the refugees by withholding assistance — such as job training, English
classes, Medicaid or food stamps — but Indiana can't keep out the refugees once they are legally admitted to the
country.

Withholding these services may violate Indiana's agreement with the federal government to provide such services in
exchange for which it receives federal funds. Whether Indiana can legally deny such services depends on state law and

the terms of the federal contract, Stephen Legomsky, a Washington University of St. Louis law professor and former
chief counsel of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services in the Obama administration, told USA Today.
Even if Indiana isn't violating its agreement with the federal government, to deny aid to refugees from one country "is
most likely a constitutional violation" of equal protection guarantees and "the exclusivity of the federal power to set
immigration policy," Legomsky said.
Pence's decision isn't just unfair, it's also pricey, according to the lawsuit.

"Exodus Refugee Immigration had expended both staff time and resources in preparing for the Syrian refugee family

who did not come to Indiana," the suit complains. "These resources were necessarily diverted from other projects and
from assisting other refugees."

Since the non-profit has vowed to help resettle other Syrian refugees, it fears it will unfairly shoulder similarly costs in
the future unless Pence's directive is overturned by the federal court.

"Once these Syrian families are placed here in Indiana, the Governor has indicated that state agencies, including the
Family and Social Services Administration, will refuse to assist the refugees," according to the lawsuit. "When this
2

occurs, Exodus Refugee Immigration will be required to expend both additional staff time and organizational resources
to make up for the monies and services that will not be provided by the State of Indiana and its agencies to the
refugees."

As the legal standoff plays out in Indiana and, possibly, other states as well, the Syrian family of three in Connecticut is
thankful to finally have a home where they feel "very welcomed."

"You have to imagine that people are in Syria, the bombs are failing on them, they can't live in their homes, they leave,
they live in Jordan, and it's still difficult for them," the father told the New York Times. "And then they find this
opportunity to live a better life and they take it. That's what people have to recognize."

As for the gubernatorial U-turn that threw a final twist into their four-year journey to America, the family of refugees
does not appear to bear any grudge.

"One person's decision, the governor's decision, doesn't reflect all of Indiana's decision," the father told the Times.
"Maybe the governor is going to reflect and find in himself that he had made a mistake and come back and see the
lightStephanie Hodgin
Deputy Press Secretary

Office of Governor Michael R. Pence

shodgin(5)gov.in.gov
Office: 317-233-4721

V
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Maya MacGuineas, Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget

<bounce@bounce.myngp.com> on behalf of Maya MacGuineas, Committee for a
Responsible Federal Budget < info@crfb.org >
Sent:

Monday, June 27, 2016 8:01 AM

To:

McGrath, Danielle

Subject:

Promises and Price Tags: A Fiscal Guide to the 2016 Election

Categories:

Responsive

Jck'&'k

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

Jt'kie'k

i
Committee fok a Resi'O.nsiiile Fedl

Promises and Price Tags: A Fiscal Guide to the 2016 Election
June 27, 2016
Read our full report.
Our new report, "Promises and Price Tags: A Fiscal Guide to the 2016 Election." was previewed on CBS's

Face the Nation yesterday. The analysis represents the first comprehensive, in-depth study on the presidential
campaign platforms of candidates Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump.
The full report, available on our website, analyzes and compares the fiscal implications of every major policy put
forward by the candidates, including their impacts on spending, revenue, and the nation's growing national debt.
With debt at post-war record-high levels and continuing to grow unsustainably, the report finds that neither
candidate would reverse course - and Donald Trump would dramatically worsen the nation's fiscal outlook, it also
finds that if the candidates stick by their plans, substantial (and in some cases unachievable) spending cuts, tax

increases, or economic growth would be needed to put the debt on a sustainable path - especially under Donald
Trump's polices.

Read our full report.

Debt Under Candidates' Proposals (Percent of GDP)
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Anderson, Christopher M
Maya MacGuineas, Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget

From:

<bounce@bounce.myngp.com> on behalf of Maya MacGuineas, Committee for a
Responsible Federal Budget <info@crfb.org>
Monday, June 27, 2016 8:01 AM

Sent:
To:

McGrath, Danielle

Subject:

Promises and Price Tags: A Fiscal Guide to the 2016 Election

Categories:

Responsive

****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from

unknown senders or unexpected email.

****

Committee roit a Rcsro.xsiiiLE Feder/i
Ml

Promises and Price Tags: A Fiscal Guide to the 2016 Election
June 27, 2016
Read our full report.

Our new report, "Promises and Price Tags: A Fiscal Guide to the 2016 Election." was previewed on CBS's
Face the Nation yesterday. The analysis represents the first comprehensive, in-depth study on the presidential
campaign platforms of candidates Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump.
The full report, available on our website, analyzes and compares the fiscal implications of every major policy put
forward by the candidates, including their impacts on spending, revenue, and the nation's growing national debt.
With debt at post-war record-high levels and continuing to grow unsustainably, the report finds that neither
candidate would reverse course - and Donald Trump would dramatically worsen the nation's fiscal outlook. It also
finds that if the candidates stick by their plans, substantial (and in some cases unachievable) spending cuts, tax
increases, or economic growth would be needed to put the debt on a sustainable path - especially under Donald
Trump's polices.
Read our full report.

Debt Under Candidates' Proposals (Percent of GDP)
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The 201 6 election provides an important platform for a national discussion over how to address our mounting debt
and move towards more sustainable fiscal policy. Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump have both highlighted the need
for fiscal responsibility on the campaign trail. But do their proposals add up?

Read our full report.

For more information, contact Patrick Newton, press secretary, at newton@crfb.ora.

Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Gift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Tuesday, June 07, 2016 12:44 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterhoit, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,
John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Triol, Shelley; Vincent,
Micah; Pitcock, Josh; Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmula, Ryan L

Subject:

FYI [Clip] AP - Gov. Mike Pence says comments made by Donald Trump about the

Mexican heritage of an Indiana-born judge were "inappropriate."
Categories:

Responsive

Gov. Mike Pence says comments made by Donald Trump about the Mexican heritage of an Indiana-born judge were
"inappropriate."
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Indiana Gov. Mike Pence says comments made by presumptive Republican presidential nominee
Donald Trump about the Mexican heritage of an Indiana-born judge were "inappropriate."
The Republican governor rebuked Trump on Tuesday, saying it's not ever appropriate to question the impartiality of
judges based on their ethnic backgrounds.
U.S. District Judge Gonzalo Curiel is overseeing a civil case brought against Trump University. Trump says Curiel cannot
be impartial because his parents were born in Mexico and Trump wants to build a wall along the border.
Curiel was born in East Chicago and graduated from Indiana University's Maurer School of Law in Bloomington.
Pence also says he's focused on his own re-election bid and doesn't think he must respond to every development in the
presidential race.

McKenzie Ciift

Communications Specialist
Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926

mclift@eov.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget <bounce@bounce.myngp.com> on behalf
of Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget <info@crfb,org>

Sent:

Monday, May 02, 2016 2:51 PM

To:

McGrath, Danielle

Subject:

Adding Up Secretary Clinton's Campaign Proposals So Far

Categories:

Responsive

****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email.
****

Committee for a Responsible Fede
(l!

®

Adding Up Secretary Clinton's Campaign Proposals So Far
May 2, 2016
Read the analysis.
Democratic presidential candidate and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton has proposed numerous new
policies that would increase spending and expand tax breaks along with other policies that would increase taxes and
reduce certain spending.
Using independent estimates from the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), the non-partisan Tax Policy Center
(TPC), and others, we estimate that Secretary Clinton's proposals would cost $1.8 trillion over a decade with
interest, and they would be nearly fully paid for with $1 .6 trillion of offsets - primarily from taxes on high earners.

The $200 billion shortfall from Secretary Clinton's proposals would be more than fully covered by the $275 billion of
revenue from business tax reform that the Clinton campaign has called for but has not yet provided enough detail for
us to credit.
Though Secretary Clinton's policies would not substantially add to current law debt levels, it would keep debt at
post-war record-high and rapidly growing levels. Under Secretary Clinton's proposals, debt held by the public would
climb from 74 percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at the end of last year to 86 percent of GDP by 2026.
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Costs and Savings Under Clinton's Campaign Proposals
$ 2.0

Trillions, 10-year
...
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$1.8 trillion

Revenue*

$1.6 trillion
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Source: Committeefor a Responsible Federal Budget
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Since the 201 6 presidential campaign began, the Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget has analyzed
several campaign proposals through our Fiscal FactCheck project. This analysis of Secretary Clinton's policies is
our fourth full assessment of a candidate's proposals available on their campaign's website (Read our analysis of
the policies put forth by Senator Ted Cruz. Donald Trump, and Senator Bemie Sanders). We aimed to assess all
major policy proposals on www.HillaryClinton.com as of May 2, 2016, incorporating comments and details provided
by representatives of the campaign. We excluded smaller initiatives and those with too little detail to assess.
Secretary Clinton may support additional policy changes that are not listed on her website or have onfy been alluded
to but not specified. We intend to follow up with further analyses of the candidate's plans, including updates to our
analysis of Secretary Clinton's proposals, as more details are added to all the candidates' websites. Estimates
provided in this analysis are both rough and rounded.
It is encouraging that Secretary Clinton has outlined specific offsets for her new proposals. By our estimates, these
savings would cover nearly all the new costs (and may more than fully cover the costs once the campaign releases

specifics for business tax reform). Paying for new initiatives is an important and necessary step to ensuring the
nation's fiscal health does not further deteriorate.
While Secretary Clinton would not worsen the fiscal situation, she also unfortunately does not offer concrete
proposals for improving it. As under current law, under Secretary Clinton's proposals the national debt would ascend
from 74 percent of GDP at the end of last year - already a record high other than the period around World War II to 86 percent of GDP by 2026. Secretary Clinton also has not set aside money for sequester relief, even though the
campaign has put forward the goal of reversing both the automatic defense and non-defense cuts, known as
"sequester." If full discretionary sequester relief were enacted without offsetting the cost, the debt would climb even
higher to about 90 percent of GDP.

In order to pay for sequester relief and put debt on a more sustainable path, Secretary Clinton would need to
propose significant additional tax increases and/or spending cuts. By ruling out many changes to Social Security as
well as tax increases on those making less than $250,000, Secretary Clinton has made this task far more difficult.
Even so, given that her proposals are largely paid for, it remains possible for Secretary Clinton to offer a viable
deficit reduction plan, and we encourage her to do so.
The Budgetary Impact of Secretary Clinton's Proposals
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Secretary Clinton's campaign website includes a long list of new policy proposals, factsheets, briefings, and
backgrounders. The recommendations with significant costs or revenue loss include:

Enact "New College Compact." Read our explainer here.
Expand the Affordable Care Act ("Obamacare").
Repeal the Cadillac Tax on high-cost health insurance plans.
Expand early childhood education.
Increase infrastructure spending. Read our explainer here.
Expand paid family leave and enact related policies.
Invest in energy and research.
Support economic revitalization and increase funding for veterans.
Meanwhile, the recommendations with significant savings or revenue include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limit the value of tax breaks to the 28 percent bracket.
Reform capital gains taxation.
Enact a minimum tax, surtax, and other tax increases on high earners. Read our explainer here.
Increase various business taxes.
Impose a fee on financial institutions.
Reduce prescription drug costs and allow for a "public option." Read our explainer on her prescription drug
plan here.

•

Enact immigration reform.

Each of these policies is described in detail in Appendix I.
In addition to these policies, Secretary Clinton has called for ending the automatic discretionary sequester in
conjunction with "smart reforms in both defense and non-defense spending." She has also called for expanding
Social Security benefits for "those who need it most and who are treated unfairly by the current system," including
widows and caretakers, while extending the program's solvency through tax increases on higher earners. Neither
recommendation includes policy detail. In our assessment based on the campaign website and discussions with
campaign representatives, these represent goals rather than proposals. Full proposals may be released at some
future time, at which point we will assess their fiscal impact.
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Secretary Hillary Clinton's Campaign Proposals, As Featured on Her Campaign
Website
10-Year Cost / Savings
Major Initiative

{)

Enact "New College Compact"

$0.35 trillion

Expand the Affordable Care Act ("Obamacare")

$0.30 trillion

Repeal the Cadillac Tax on high-cost health insurance plans

$0.10 trillion

Expand early childhood education

$0.10 trillion

Increase infrastructure spending

$0.30 trillion

Expand paid family leave and enact related policies

$0.35 trillion

Invest in energy and research

$0.10 trillion

Support economic revitalization and increase funding for veterans

$0.15 trillion

Other proposals

t

lllte

$1.75 trillion

Limit the value of tax breaks to the 28 percent bracket

-$0.40 trillion

Reform capital gains taxation

-$0.10 trillion

Enact a minimum tax, surtax, and other tax increases on high

-$0.50 trillion

earners

Increase various business taxes

-$0.15 trillion

Impose a fee on financial institutions

-$0.10 trillion

Reduce prescription drug costs and allow for a "public option"

-$0.25 trillion

Enact immigration reform

-$0.10 trillion

Subtotal, Savings

-$1.60 trillion

Net, Costs and Savings

$0.15 trillion

Net interest

$0.05 trillion

Budgetary Impact of Secretary Clinton's Major Proposals

$0.20 trillion

Memo: impact with claimed revenue from unspecified business

$0.15 trillion

tax reform

*Likely to cost or save less than $50 billion over ten years.
TThis category includes smaller proposals that do not individually cost or save more than $50 billion. For
the purposes of this analysis, we have excluded these proposals, but they could have additional costs or
savings depending on their implementation.

By our estimate, Secretary Clinton's new costs will total roughly $1 .8 trillion over a decade - including nearly $1 .55
trillion of new spending, less than $0.2 trillion of tax breaks, and $0.05 trillion in interest. These costs would be
largely offset by about $1.3 trillion of tax increases, $0.2 trillion of spending reforms, and $0.1 trillion of savings from
immigration reform. In total, this would increase the debt by about $200 billion over the next decade, an increase
that would be more than offset by the $275 billion of revenue the campaign has called for generated from business
tax reform but not yet specified enough details to count.

A full explanation of our cost estimates, including a discussion of several policies we were unable to incorporate into
our analysis, is available in Appendix II.
Attaining Fiscal Sustainability under Secretary Clinton's Plans
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Secretary Clinton deserves credit for not only committing to pay for all new initiatives, but largely meeting this goal.
However, by not setting aside any substantial savings for deficit reduction, Secretary Clinton would still allow debt to
grow significantly as a share of the economy, from about 74 percent of GDP at the end of last year - already the
highest in U.S. history other than around World War II - to 86 percent of GDP by 2026. In only a few years, under
Secretary Clinton's policies and under current law, debt would grow to twice its average over the last half-century of
roughly 40 percent of GDP; and it would continue to grow unsustainably after that.
Were Secretary Clinton to repeal the discretionary spending sequester without offsets (she has set forth the goal of
repealing sequester but not yet identified offsets), debt would grow even higher - to about 90 percent of GDP by
2026.

Debt-to-GDP Under Clinton's Campaign Proposals
Percent of GDP
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——"Clinton Policies

90%
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Source: Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget.

In order to meet her goal of fully reversing the discretionary sequester while also stabilizing the debt-to-GDP ratio
Secretary Clinton would need to identify over $4 trillion in additional budget savings (including interest) over 10
years. Achieving this level of savings on top of the offsets Secretary Clinton has already proposed would require
aggressive tax increases or spending cuts, particularly since she has ruled out increasing taxes on households
making less than $250,000 as well as a variety of potential Social Security changes. For example, to stabilize the
debt and repeal the sequester, Secretary Clinton could:
•

Increase tax rates on households above $250,000 by about 23 percentage points, pushing the top
combined federal tax rate to 70 percent on incomes above $5 million (which would be close to or
above the revenue maximizing level).

•

Adopt all the tax increases and mandatory savings in President Obama's budget (including those like oil and
cigarette taxes that impact households making less than $250,000 per year), while raising tax rates by 12

percentage points on households making more than $250,000, which would move the top rate to 59
percent on incomes above $5 million.
•

Apply an across-the-board 5 point tax increase on all households, including households making less than

•

$250,000.
Reduce mandatory spending on programs such as Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, and food stamps
with an 11 percent across-the-board cut.

•

Reduce mandatory spending while exempting Social Security with a 19 percent across-the-board cut.
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•

Adopt all the tax increases and mandatory savings in President Obama's budget and then reduce
mandatory spending other than Social Security by 9 percent across the board.

Faster economic growth could also make it easier for Secretary Clinton to stabilize the debt and pay for the
sequester. Based on CBO's estimates of the effect of the 2013 Senate-passed immigration bill and the
macroeconomic feedback analysis from the Tax Foundation (which estimates that Secretary Clinton's tax increases
would reduce the size of the economy by 1 percent over a decade),we determined that annual real economic growth
of about 3.1 percent would be sufficient to pay for sequester repeal and stabilize the debt at last year's level (74
percent of GDP). This is significantly higher than the 2.1 percent growth projected under current law, and would
be unlikely to materialize given historical precedent, productivity trends, the aging population, and the impact
Secretary Clinton's tax increases would have on long-term economic growth.

Clinton Would Need $4 Trillion to Stabilize the Debt
As Examples, This Savings Could Be Generated By:

Cuts to All Mandatory Spending

Raising Tax Rates On the Wealthy*

i
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Conclusion

Secretary Clinton should be commended for not only committing to pay for her new initiatives but for offering serious
and specific proposals that woufd more or less achieve this goal. However, with debt at post-war record high levels
and projected to grow unsustainably, simply remaining on our current course is not enough. Secretary Clinton would
need over $4 trillion of deficit reduction to simply replace the sequester and stabilize the debt at its current high
levels. So far she has proposed over $1 .5 trillion of savings, and yet does not dedicate even a fraction of it to putting
the debt on a more sustainable path.
Ultimately, a mixture of spending cuts, tax increases, and entitlement reform is likely to be necessary in order to
grow the economy and fix the debt for future generations. We hope Secretary Clinton will pursue these policies
going forward, putting new ideas on the table rather than simply taking ideas off. Paying for new initiatives is a good
start, but much more must be done.

Read the analysis.
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For more information, contact Patrick Newton, press secretary, at newton@crfb.org.

Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget
1900 M Street NW
Suite 850
Washington DC 20036 United States
If you believe you received this message in error or wish to no longer receive email from us, please unsubscribe.
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Govother <govother-bounces@lists.in.gov> on behalf of Hodgin, Stephanie
<SHodgin@gov.in.gov>

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2016 6:02 PM

Subject:

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential

Attachments:

ATT00001.txt

Categories:

Responsive

Candidate

Governor John Kasich

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 26, 2016
Contact: Kara Brooks
Kbrooks@gov.in.gov
Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Governor John Kasich
Governor Pence's third meeting with presidential candidates

Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with Ohio Governor John Kasich today. Last week Governor Pence met with presidential candidates Donald
Trump and Senator Ted Cruz.

"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Governor John Kasich back to the Hoosier state, just as he did with Donald
Trump and Senator Ted Cruz. They had a cordial and substantive conversation about the need for a change of leadership
in Washington D.C. and the need to reduce the burden the federal government is placing on job creators and working
families."
###
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2016 5:50 PM

To:

#AII Governor's Office

Subject:

FYI - Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate

Governor John Kasich
Categories:

Responsive

FYI - we're sending the below release in the next few minutes. Thanks!
NOT FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 26, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks

Kbrooks(5)gov, jn.gov
Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Governor John Kasich
Governor Pence's third meeting with presidential candidates
Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with Ohio Governor John Kasich today. Last week Governor Pence met with presidential candidates Donald
Trump and SenatorTed Cruz.

"Governor Pence is pleased to welcome Governor John Kasich back to the Hoosier state, just as he did with Donald
Trump and SenatorTed Cruz. They had a cordial and substantive conversation about the need for a change of leadership
in Washington D.C. and the need to reduce the burden the federal government is placing on job creators and working
families."
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2016 5:42 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Hill, John (GOV); Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Vincent, Micah; McGrath,
Danielle; Brookes, Brady; Atterholt, Jim; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Pitcock, Josh; Lloyd, Matthew;
Brooks, Kara D; Jarmula, Ryan L; Clift, Mckenzie C

FYI - Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate

Subject:

Governor John Kasich

Responsive

Categories:

FYI - we're sending the below statement shortly. Thanks!
NOT FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 26, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks
Kbrooks@gov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Governor John Kasich
Governor Pence's third meeting with presidential candidates

Indianapolis -Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor

Pence met with Ohio Governor John Kasich today. Last week Governor Pence met with presidential candidates Donald
Trump and Senator Ted Cruz.

"Governor Pence is pleased to welcome Governor John Kasich back to the Hoosier state, just as he did with Donald

Trump and Senator Ted Cruz. They had a cordial and substantive conversation about the need for a change of leadership
in Washington D.C. and the need to reduce the burden the federal government is placing on job creators and working
families."

###
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Clift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Tuesday, April 26, 2016 4:15 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,
John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Vincent, Micah;

Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmuia, Ryan L; Pitcock, Josh
Subject:

FYI [Clip] National Review - Governor Pence, It's Time to Take a Stand

Categories:

Responsive

Governor Pence, It's Time to Take a Stand
National Review -The Editors
The stakes of next week's Republican primary contest in Indiana could not be much higher. A Ted Cruz victory could
make it all but impossible for Donald Trump to secure the nomination outright. A Trump victory could make it all but
impossible for him not to. A coordinated, all-out anti-Trump effort of the sort seen in Wisconsin is in order. And that
means that, like Scott Walker in the Badger State, Indiana governor Mike Pence needs to step up.
Until now, Pence has been sitting on the sidelines in his home state, ostensibly disinclined to get entangled in a national
race while facing a reelection battle for his own seat. But the case for Pence's backing Cruz seems straightforward.
Pence is a reform-oriented, constitutional conservative who has been willing to buck his party's leadership in the name
of principle: As a first-term congressman in 2001, he voted against No Child Left Behind; two years later, he defied the
Bush administration on Medicare Part D. Additionally, he has long been an outspoken social conservative. He is, in a
word, a tea partier who predated the Tea Party. Ted Cruz was arguably the most Pence-like candidate in the field all

along, and is certainly so now. And, of course, Cruz is the only non-Trump candidate with a plausible path to the
nomination.

Furthermore, as a matter of self-interest, staying out of the race is unlikely to redound to Pence's benefit. It's almost

certain that a significant number of Republican voters — exit polls in some states have suggested almost 40 percent —
would stay home rather than vote for a Trump ticket in November, and those are voters Pence will need. The number of
Trump voters who will not turn out for a non-Trump ticket is likely to be much lower. And there's not much evidence
that other anti-Trump governors — Walker, or Massachusetts's Charlie Baker, who said in March that he would not vote
for Trump in a general election —• are suffering their constituents' wrath.

And thinking even longer-term, should Republicans win back the White House this year, it's not unrealistic to think that
Pence could be a candidate for still higher office. He will not be remembered fondly for, by dint of inaction, helping to
cede his state — and the 2016 GOP primary — to a populist who shares few of Pence's principles and who, if current
polls are any indication, would likely lose the White House, perhaps badly.

Wisconsin showed that a coordinated campaign behind Ted Cruz - one that includes elected officials - can help him
immensely. Governor Pence should exhibit the leadership that conservatives have come to expect from him.

McKenzie Clift
Communications Specialist
Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926
mclift(5>gov.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Goodwin, Stewart

Sent:

Sunday, April 24, 2016 8:46 PM

To:

Atterholt, Jim

Cc:

McGrath, Danielle; Carter, Doug; Johnson, Matt (GOV); Hill, John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew

Subject:

Re: Event

Categories:

Responsive

Copy Chief. We went through this in 2008 and 2012. Everyone gets equal treatment. Will keep the team informed and
contact you for advice if anything potentially controversial comes up. No surprises.

J. Stewart Goodwin Brig Gen USAF (Ret)
Executive Director, Indiana War Memorials Commission

Work 317 232 7616

Cell 317 502 5372

Email sgoodwin@iwm.in.gov
> On Apr 24, 2016, at 8:32 PM, Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov> wrote:
>

> General,
>

> As long as we treat Senator Cruz's campaign like any other organization and it works for your schedule this should be
fine. They should pay any and all fees and follow procedures that any other group would have to comply with.
Certainly, there are going to be unique security procedures that we would want to support. As I understand it, Trump's
campaign paid all appropriate fees when he was at the State Fairgrounds. Thanks for keeping us informed.
>

> Jim
>

> Sent from my iPhone
>

» On Apr 24, 2016, at 8:05 PM, McGrath, Danielle <DMcGrath@gov.lN.gov> wrote:
»

» + John Hill
»

» Thanks, General Goodwin
»

» Sent from my iPhone
»

»> On Apr 24, 2016, at 8:00 PM, Goodwin, Stewart <sgoodwin@iwm.lN.gov> wrote:
»>

»> Just contacted by Cruz people about a possible event in our Auditorium this Thursday AM. The site they had went

away. Their words. They are supposed to get back to me first thing tomorrow. Will advise soonest.
»>

»> J. Stewart Goodwin Brig Gen USAF (Ret) Executive Director, Indiana
»> War Memorials Commission
»>

»> Work 317 232 7616
16

»> Cell 317 502 5372

»> Email sgoodwin@iwm.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Atterholt, Jim

Sent:

Sunday, April 24, 2016 8:32 PM

To:

McGrath, Danielle

Cc:

Goodwin, Stewart; Carter, Doug; Johnson, Matt (GOV); Hill, John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew

Subject:

Re: Event

Categories:

Responsive

General,

As long as we treat Senator Cruz's campaign like any other organization and it works for your schedule this should be
fine. They should pay any and all fees and follow procedures that any other group would have to comply with.
Certainly, there are going to be unique security procedures that we would want to support. As I understand it, Trump's
campaign paid all appropriate fees when he was at the State Fairgrounds. Thanks for keeping us informed.
Jim

Sent from my iPhone
> On Apr 24, 2016, at 8:05 PM, McGrath, Danielle <DMcGrath@gov.lN.gov> wrote:
>

> + John Hill
>

> Thanks, General Goodwin
>

> Sent from my iPhone
>

» On Apr 24, 2016, at 8:00 PM, Goodwin, Stewart <sgoodwin@iwm.lN.gov> wrote:
»

» Just contacted by Cruz people about a possible event in our Auditorium this Thursday AM. The site they had went
away. Their words. They are supposed to get back to me first thing tomorrow. Will advise soonest.
»

» J. Stewart Goodwin Brig Gen USAF (Ret) Executive Director, Indiana
» War Memorials Commission
»

» Work 317 232 7616
» Cell 317 502 5372
» Email sgoodwin@iwm.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Govother <govother-bounces@lists.in.gov> on behalf of Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Thursday, April 21, 2016 6:01 PM

Subject:

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential

Attachments:

ATT00001.txt

Categories:

Responsive

<SHodgin@gov.in.gov>

Candidate

Senator Ted Cruz

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 21, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks
kbrooks@gov.in.gov
Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Senator Ted Cruz

Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with Senator Ted Cruz at the Governor's Residence today. Governor Pence met with Donald Trump yesterday
and will be meeting with Governor John Kasich next week.

"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Senator Cruz to the Hoosier state. The Governor touted Indiana's economic
progress and pro-growth economic policies while noting the creation of more than 130,000 new private sector jobs since
he took office. He stressed his desire to have a partner in the White House who will help advance policies on the federal
level that will enable states like Indiana to build on this progress. Governor Pence firmly believes that by addressing

these issues on the national level, Indiana can build on its recent momentum and continue to be a great place to live,
work and raise a family."
mtt

sn
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Thursday, April 21, 2016 5:56 PM

To:

#AII Governor's Office

FYI - Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate

Subject:

Senator Ted Cruz

Categories:

Responsive

FY! - we're sending the below release in the next few minutes. Thanks!
NOT FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 21, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks
kbrooks(5>gov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Senator Ted Cruz
Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor

Pence met with Senator Ted Cruz at the Governor's Residence today. Governor Pence met with Donald Trump yesterday
and will be meeting with Governor John Kasich next week.

"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Senator Cruz to the Hoosier state. The Governor touted Indiana's economic
progress and pro-growth economic policies while noting the creation of more than 130,000 new private sector jobs since
he took office. He stressed his desire to have a partner in the White House who will help advance policies on the federal
level that will enable states like Indiana to build on this progress. Governor Pence firmly believes that by addressing
these issues on the national level, Indiana can build on its recent momentum and continue to be a great place to live,
work and raise a family."
###
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Thursday, April 21, 2016 5:30 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Vincent, Micah; Brookes, Brady; McGrath, Danielle; Hill,
John (GOV); Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Pavlik, Jennifer L; Pitcock, Josh; Lloyd, Matthew;
Brooks, Kara D; Triol, Shelley; Jarmula, Ryan L; Clift, Mckenzie C

Subject:

FYI - Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate
Senator Ted Cruz

Categories:

Responsive

FYI - sending the below release shortly. Thanks!

NOT FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 21, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks
kbrooks(a)gov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Senator Ted Cruz

Indianapolis -Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with Senator Ted Cruz at the Governor's Residence today. Governor Pence met with Donald Trump yesterday

and will be meeting with Governor John Kasich next week.
"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Senator Cruz to the Hoosier state. The Governor touted Indiana's economic

progress and pro-growth economic policies while noting the creation of more than 130,000 new private sector jobs since
he took office. He stressed his desire to have a partner in the White House who will help advance policies on the federal
level that will enable states like Indiana to build on this progress. Governor Pence firmly believes that by addressing
these issues on the national level, Indiana can build on its recent momentum and continue to be a great place to live,

work and raise a family."

###

2

Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Govother <govother-bounces@iists.in.gov> on behalf of Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 2:46 PM

Subject:

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential

<SHodgin@gov.in.gov>

Candidate

Donald Trump
Attachments:

ATT00001.txt

Categories:

Responsive

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 20, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks

kbrooks@gov.jn.gov
Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Donald Trump

Indianapolis - Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with presidential candidate Donald Trump at the Governor's Residence. Trump requested the meeting with
Governor Pence. Previously, Governor Pence said he is willing to meet with all three Republican presidential candidates
when they come to Indiana ahead of Indiana's May 3 primary.

"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Mr. Trump back to Indiana and hear firsthand his pfans for the country. The
Governor was also grateful for the opportunity to describe Indiana's economic success and expressed his desire to have
a partner in the White House who will help advance pro-growth economic policies, reduce burdensome regulation and
curb the size and scope of government. With more than 130,000 new private sector jobs created since he took office,
Governor Pence believes addressing these issues is critical in order for Indiana to continue to be a great place to live,
work and raise a family."

mtt
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 2:37 PM

To:

#AII Governor's Office

Subject:

FYI - Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate
Donald Trump

Categories:

Responsive

FYI - we're sending the below release in the next few minutes. Thanks!

NOT FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 20, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks
kbrooks(a)gov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Donald Trump

Indianapolis -Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor
Pence met with presidential candidate Donald Trump at the Governor's Residence. Trump requested the meeting with
Governor Pence. Previously, Governor Pence said he is willing to meet with all three Republican presidential candidates
when they come to Indiana ahead of Indiana's May 3 primary.

"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Mr. Trump back to Indiana and hear firsthand his plans for the country. The
Governor was also grateful for the opportunity to describe Indiana's economic success and expressed his desire to have
a partner in the White House who will help advance pro-growth economic policies, reduce burdensome regulation and
curb the size and scope of government. With more than 130,000 new private sector jobs created since he took office,
Governor Pence believes addressing these issues is critical in order for Indiana to continue to be a great place to live,
work and raise a family."

###
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 1:40 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Vincent, Micah; McGrath, Danielle; Brookes, Brady; Hill,
John (GOV); Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Pavlik, Jennifer L; Pitcock, Josh; Lloyd, Matthew;
Brooks, Kara D; Trioi, Shelley; Jarmula, Ryan L; Ciift, Mckenzie C
FYI - Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate

Subject:

Donald Trump

Categories:

Responsive

FYI - we'll be sending the below statement from Kara shortly. Thanks!
NOT FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 20, 2016
Contact: Kara Brooks
kbrooks@gov.in.gov

Governor Pence Spokeswoman Statement on Meeting with Presidential Candidate Donald Trump
Indianapolis -Spokeswoman for Governor Mike Pence, Kara Brooks, issued the following statement after Governor

Pence met with presidential candidate Donald Trump at the Governor's Residence. Trump requested the meeting with
Governor Pence. Previously, Governor Pence said he is willing to meet with all three Republican presidential candidates
when they come to Indiana ahead of Indiana's May 3 primary.

"Governor Pence was pleased to welcome Mr. Trump back to Indiana and hear firsthand his plans for the country. The
Governor was also grateful for the opportunity to describe Indiana's economic success and expressed his desire to have
a partner in the White House who will help advance pro-growth economic policies, reduce burdensome regulation and
curb the size and scope of government. With more than 130,000 new private sector jobs created since he took office,
Governor Pence believes addressing these issues is critical in order for Indiana to continue to be a great place to live,
work and raise a family."
###
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Govother <govother-bounces@lists.in.gov> on behalf of Hodgin, Stephanie
<SHodgin@gov,in.gov>

Sent:

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 11:03 AM

Subject:

Governor Pence to Host Meeting with Presidential Candidate Donald

Attachments:

ATT00001.txt

Categories:

Responsive

Trump Today

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

April 20, 2016

Contact: Kara Brooks

Kbrooks(S)gov. in.gov

Governor Pence to Host Meeting with Presidential Candidate Donald Trump Today

Indianapolis -Today, Governor Mike Pence wili host a private meeting with presidential candidate Donald Trump at the
Governor's Residence. Trump requested the meeting with Governor Pence. Previously, Governor Pence said he is willing
to meet with all three Republican presidential candidates when they come to Indiana ahead of Indiana's May 3 primary.
Details below.

Wednesday, April 20:

1:00 p.m. EST - Governor Pence to host private meeting with presidential candidate Donald Trump

*Media are welcome to shoot B-roll and still shots only from outside the Governor's Residence. There will be no
interviews. Members of the media must arrive at the Governor's Residence no later than 11:45 a.m. to allow time for

a Secret Service security sweep, and should enter through the 46th Street entrance at the Residence. All members of
the media must present a valid media credential upon arrival. Parking will be available on-site.

Governor's Residence - 4750 N. Meridian St., Indianapolis, IN

###
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Gift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Tuesday, April 19, 2016 4:03 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,
John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Triol, Shelley; Vincent,
Micah; Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmula, Ryan L; Pitcock, Josh

Subject:

FYI [Tweets] Gov. Pence to meet with Trump

Categories:

Responsive

Don Sp-hl-vi

F.OX99 News J-rOXW

2m

Fairgrounds tomorrow

m

\

I
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. {April 18, 2016)- State campaign officials for Donald

Trump confirm the GOP presidential candidate will be in Indianapolis We.,,
toxr>9 com
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Eg QBS4lnCfy !."Cyry-!l'fiv
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Gov Pence will meet v/iih Donald Trump ahead of rally at Indiana State

m Fairgrounds Wed . confirms @mattsmlth_news

;

JLT

i

' *

Security heightened ahead of Donald Trump rally at Indiana State F„.

INDIANAPOLIS {April 19, 2016) - Federal and local law enforcement are
preparing for Donald Trump's campaign stop m Indianapolis Wednesday ,

tT-i-

0 *

McKenzie Clift
Communications Specialist
Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926

mclift@gov.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Clift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Tuesday, April 19, 2016 12:27 PM

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,

To:

John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Triol, Shelley; Vincent,
Micah; Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmula, Ryan L; Pitcock, Josh; Goodwin, Nicholas R
Subject:

FYI [Tweets] Immigration committee rally

Categories:

Responsive

Mary Milz @MaryWTHR 13m13 minutes ago

A group concerned about possible immigration reform, at statehouse for noon news conference

m
K

-J
ki

I

*4.

i
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i":® .

Zach Osowski @Zach_Osowski 3m3 minutes ago

Prior to immigration reform committee, protest going on from undocumented youth alliance. They are opposed to
cmte
B
-*v, ,

i!

i

\

Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 1m1 minute ago

A Senate study committee on immigration will hold its first meeting at 1pm. I'll be covering it.

9

Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 31s32 seconds ago
Prior to the meeting, the Indiana Undocumented Youth Alliance and its allies are speaking out against the
committee

E

It#

j

Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 16s17 seconds ago
The alliance says the committee is paving the way for anti-immigrant policies
Zach Osowski @Zach_Osowski 27s27 seconds ago
Group is specifically upset about presence of Kris Kovach, who they say is behind stiff anti immigration policies in

Arizona & Alabama
Zach Osowski @Zach_Osowski 9s9 seconds ago

Kovach is the Kansas Secretary of State and is linked to Donald Trump, specifically Trump's border wall plan

McKenzie Clift
Communications Specialist
Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926

mcliftffigov.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Gift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Thursday, March 10, 2016 12:04 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,
John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Pitcock, Josh; Triol,
Shelley; Vincent, Micah; Jarmula, Ryan L; Hodgin, Stephanie; Seema Verma; McGuffee,
Tyler Ann

Subject:

FYI [Tweets] House on HIP 2.0

Categories:

Responsive

Tony Cook @indystartony 28m28 minutes ago

House taking up codification of HIP 2.0
Tony Cook @indystartony 27m27 minutes ago

Rep. Charlie Brown questioning the rush to codify. "It wouldn't have to do with tying hands of next governor?" he
asks.
Tony Cook @indystartony 26m26 minutes ago

Rep. Charlie Brown just called Rep. Tim Brown "my brother from another mother."
Tony Cook @indystartony 24m24 minutes ago

Minority Leader Pelath calls HIP 2.0 a Medicaid expansion with a "Hoosierific appearance"
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 10m10 minutes ago

House debating a conference committee report on a bill to codify HIP 2.0.
Tony Cook @indystartony 10m10 minutes ago

Rep. Ed Clere, R: "The fact is, this is a Medicaid expansion under Obamacare and we're putting it into code."
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 11m11 minutes ago
Conference cmte report removed some changes House made to bill. @tbrownmdrep says any changes to HIP 2.0
need to be negotiated w/feds
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 10m10 minutes ago

GOP Rep. Matt Lehman says codifying HIP 2.0 helps ensure it can't be taken away on a whim
Tony Cook @indystartony 10m10 minutes ago

Clere opposes codifying HIP 2.0, fears it would prevent making positive changes to it. "HIP 2.0 is great. HIP 3.0
could be even better."
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 10m10 minutes ago

But GOP Rep. Ed Clere says the bill is premature. Says HIP 2.0 is still in demonstration process, may need
changes.

Kevin Rader@KevinWTHR 9m9 minutes ago

Rep Ed Clere (R) says lawmakers should vote against SB 165 the Healthy Indiana Plan.
Kevin Rader @KevinWTHR 9m9 minutes ago
u

Debate in the House currently over the Healthy Indiana Plan.
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 9m9 minutes ago

Clere: if you oppose Obamacare, you should oppose bill. HIP 2.0 is Obamacare. It's Indiana's iteration, but it's still
Medicaid expansion
Kevin Rader @KevinWTHR 7m7 minutes ago
Rep Ed Delaney (D) says 90% of money for HIP 2.0 is coming from Washington. 10% from Indiana.
Kevin Rader @KevinWTHR 6m6 minutes ago

Rep Tim Brown (R) says Washington DC money comes from all of us. Says this is not Medicaid. 94% satisfaction.
Expanded providers.
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 5m5 minutes ago

.@tbrownmdrep: HIP 2.0 isn't Medicaid. Most people don't like Medicaid. Customer satisfaction of HIP 2.0 is >90%
Kevin Rader @KevinWTHR 5m5 minutes ago

Rep Brown cont. This program is designed much different than Medicaid. 'What if Trump or Cruz is President or for
heavens sakes Sanders."
Kevin Rader @KevinWTHR 4m4 minutes ago
conference committee report on SB 165. ..the Healthy Indiana Plan passes 65-35.
Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 4m4 minutes ago

.@tbrownmdrep: give us the upper hand in negotiating w/feds in the future. Give us strength in negotiations.
Tony Cook @indystartony 3m3 minutes ago
House passes HIP 2.0 codification by a 65-35 vote. Senate still has to act, I believe.

Brandon J. Smith @brandonjsmith5 3m3 minutes ago
House approves conference cmte report on SB165, codifying HIP 2.0 by a vote of 65-35. Senate must now approve

to send it to governor
Tony Cook @indystartony 2m2 minutes ago
Rep. Tim Brown says codifying HIP 2.0 gives state the ability to negotiate with strength with feds.

Mckenzie Clift
Communications Specialist
Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926
mclift(5>gov. in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Schmidt, Daniel W

Sent:

Monday, March 07, 2016 9:54 AM

To:

McGrath, Danielle; Triol, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew

Subject:

Fwd: Public Records Request

Attachments:

IN - Dept. Environmental Management.pdf; ATT00001.htm

Categories:

Responsive

FYI
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:

From: "Snemis, Donald (IDEM)" <DSnemis@idem.lN.qov>
Date: March 7, 2016 at 9:27:28 AM EST
To: "Schmidt, Daniel W" <DSchmidt@aov.lN.qov>
Cc: "Comer, Carol" <CComer@idem.lN.aov>. "PIGOTT, BRUNO" <BPIGOTT@idem.lN.aov>
Subject: FW: Public Records Request

Dan: FYI we received this from the Democrat National Committee.

Donald M. Snemis
Deputy Chief of Staff and General Counsel
Indiana Department of Environmental Management
Office (317) 234-9581
Cell (317) 652-3012

From: IDEM FILEROOM
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 7:16 AM

To: Arango, Courtney; DeWester, Samantha E; Snemis, Donald (IDEM); Louks, Douglas
Cc: Madison, Yolonda M
Subject: FW: Public Records Request

The attached public records request is from the Democratic national committee and is asking for any
records involving Donald Trump and/or any of his his organizations.
Sincerely,

Faith A. Campbell
Program Director 2
IDEM-Office of Records Management

Phone. (317)234-8489
Email. Fcampbel@idem.IN.gov
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From: Researchlnfo rmailto:ResearchInfo@dnc,oral
Sent: Monday, February 29, 2016 8:07 PM
To: IDEM FILEROOM

Subject: RE: Public Records Request

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email.
Dear Freedom of Information Act/ Open Records Officer,
Please see the attached letter as our Public records request.
Thank you

From: IDEM FILEROOM rmailto:IDEMFILEROOM@idem.IN.aovl
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2016 6:46 AM
To: Researchlnfo
Cc: IDEM FILEROOM

Subject: RE: Public Records Request
Dear Requestor,

Please complete the attached state form 55542 for all of your public records request and send it to the
IDEMFILEROOM@idem.in.Rov . We will then send you and acknowledgment and begin working on your
requests.

Thank you for your understanding.

Sincerely,

Faith A. Campbell
Program Director 2

IDEM-Office of Records Management
Phone. (317}234-8489
Email. Fcampbel@idem.iN.Rov

From: Researchlnfo [mailto:ResearchInfo@dnc.orQl
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2016 2:18 PM
To: IDEM FILEROOM

Subject: Public Records Request
****

This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email.
* ft A ft

Dear Freedom of Information / Open Records Officer:
Pursuant to the Indiana Access to Public Records Act §§5-14-3-1 , and all other applicable state
and federal statutes, I request from your department / agency (and all divisions and agencies
under your jurisdiction), al! publicly available documents including, but not limited to:

14

•

Any and all records (including but not limited to: incoming or outgoing communications such
as letters, written requests, memos, telephone records, and electronic correspondence;
reports; complaints, investigations, or violations; applications or forms; records of meetings
or appearances on schedules or calendars) held by your department (and all divisions and
agencies under your jurisdiction) in which any of the following individuals or entities are
named as a recipient, sender or otherwise referenced in the body, title or subject line of the
document:
1)
2)

3)

Donald J. Trump
Any of the following entities:
•
Trump Organization
•
Trump Hotels & Casino Resorts (and any of its subsidiaries)
•

Trump Entertainment Resorts

•

Trump, Inc.

•

Trump Marina Resort

•

Trump Indiana, Inc.

Executives and officers of the Trump Organization or any of its affiliates, including but
not limited to:
•
Donald Trump Jr.
•

Allen Weisselberg

•

Jim Petrus

•

Cathy Glosser

•

Ivanka Trump

•

Eric Trump

•

George Ross

•

Carolyn Kepcher

•

Eric Danziger

•

Matthew Calamari

•

Michael Cohen

•

Andy Weiss

•

David Orowitz

•

Lawrence Glick

•

Alan Garten

•

George Soriai

4) Any other representatives or organizations acting on behalf of any of the aforementioned
individuals or entities, including but not limited to lobbyists, legal counsel and advisors.
5)

•

Any contact with your agency from the following email domains:
•

@trumporq.com

•

@donaldtrump.com

Any and all public records requests filed with your department / agency (and all divisions
and agencies under your jurisdiction) mentioning Donald J. Trump, The Trump Organization
or any of the aforementioned individuals or entities.

If this request would generate a substantial number of documents, I would prefer to have an
index of the documents. Of course, this request for an index does not preclude us from later
requesting any or all of the documents included in the index. Additionally, I request that the
information I seek be provided, if possible, in an electronic format via a personal computer disk
or CD-ROM.

I understand that there might be costs associated with this request. I would request a waiver of
fees and ask for you to contact either of us by telephone before making copies if this request will
be in excess of $50.

I would appreciate your communicating with us by email at Researchlnfo@dnc.org or by
telephone at (202) 863-8049, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. If
all or any part of this request is denied, please cite the specific exemption which you believe
15

justifies your refusal to release the information and inform us of your agency's administrative
appeal procedures available to me under the law. I look forward to your timely reply.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
Please send all copies to:
Lauren Dillon
430 S Capitol Street SE

Washington, DC 20003

Sincerely,

Lauren Dillon
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:

REQUEST FOR PUBLIC RECORD
Stele Form S554Z (3-14)

INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Date (month, day, year)

(5/aA/soiw
Name

Firm/Organization

Address (number and street)

-

State

City _

ZIP Code

50SS5
Telephone number (Business, Home, etc.)

E-mail Address "
L<3

M-

Identify In detail the records/documents that you are requesting: (Use additional pages if necessary)

a

- •.

.•

F

Maii/Fax/E-mail your request to:
IDEM Public Records Office
Indiana Government Center North, Room 1207
100 North Senate Avenue, MC 50-07
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Telephone Number: (317) 232-8667
Fax Number: (317) 233-6647
E-mail Address: IDEMFjLEROQM@idem.IN.gov

Please note:

There is no charge associated with requests of less than 100 pages of records.
Copying fees:

There is not a fee for inspection of records or viewing of records within the Virtual File Cabinet (VFC).
Records obtained through the Public Records Office (PRO) could be subject to copy fees.

•

Requests for Disclosure of Public Records:
Guidelines

General Rule: All records of a public agency are public records and must be disclosed upon request, unless
the request falls under an exception provided by the Access to Public Records Act (APRA) of Indiana

(codified In Indiana Code 5-14-3). A public agency must state that a record falls under an identified APRA
exception In order to withhold a specific record.

All requests: The APRA requires that all requests for inspection or copying of public records must identity
those records with "reasonable particularity." This means a request must include a description of a record of
enough detail to allow agency staff to locate and produce the requested record.

Response bv Aaencv: The APRA requires a public agency to respond to requests within a specified time.

Important Note: This response does not mean that the requested record must be produced at that
time. First, the agency must, at a minimum, acknowledge receipt of a request. Second, the
record(s), if disclosable, must be produced within a "reasonable time" after the request is received.

Records that do not exist: Under the APRA, an agency is not required to create any record(s) in response to

a request. An agency is only required to disclose existing records.

Copy fees: Public agencies may charge fees for copies. No fees may be charged for inspection.

Indiana Department of Environmental Management
Office of Records Management
100 North Senate Avenue
IGCN 1207
Indianapolis, IN 46204
February 29, 2016

Dear Freedom of Information / Open Records Officer:
Pursuant to the Indiana Access to Public Records Act §§5-1 4-3-1 , and all other applicable state
and federal statutes, I request from your department / agency (and all divisions and agencies
under your jurisdiction), all publicly available documents including, but not limited to:

•

:

Any and all records (including but not limited to: incoming or outgoing communications such
as letters, written requests, memos, telephone records, and electronic correspondence;
reports; complaints, investigations, or violations; applications or forms; records of meetings
or appearances on schedules or calendars) held by your department (and all divisions and
agencies under your jurisdiction) in which any of the following individuals or entities are
named as a recipient, sender or otherwise referenced in the body, title or subject line of the
document:
1)

Donald J. Trump

2)

Any of the following entities:
•

•

3)

-Trump Organization -

—

-

Trump Hotels & Casino Resorts (and any of its subsidiaries)

•

Trump Entertainment Resorts

•

Trump, Inc.

•

Trump Marina Resort

•
Trump Indiana, Inc.
Executives and officers of the Trump Organization or any of Its affiliates, including but
not limited to:
Donald Trump Jr.

Allen Weisselberg
Jim Petrus

Cathy Glosser
Ivanka Trump

Eric Trump
George Ross

Carolyn Kepcher
Eric Danziger
Matthew Calamari
Michael Cohen

Andy Weiss
David Orowitz
Lawrence Glick
Alan Garten
George Soriai

;

4)
5)

Any other representatives or organizations acting on behalf of any of the aforementioned
individuals or entities, including but not limited to lobbyists, legal counsel and advisors.
Any contact with your agency from the following email domains:
•
•

•

@trumporg.com
@donaldtrump.com

Any and all public records requests filed with your department / agency (and all divisions
and agencies under your jurisdiction) mentioning Donald J. Trump, The Trump Organization,
or any of the aforementioned individuals or entities.

if this request would generate a substantial number of documents, I would prefer to have an
index of the documents. Of course, this request for an index does not preclude us from. later
requesting any or all of the documents included in the index. Additionally, I request that the
information I seek be provided, if possible, in an electronic format via a personal computer disk
or CD-ROM.
I understand that there might be costs associated with this request. I would request a waiver of
fees and ask for you to contact either of us by telephone before making copies if this request will
be in excess of $50.
I would appreciate your communicating with us by email at Researchlnfo@dnc.ora or by
telephone at (202) 863-8049, rather than by mail, if you have questions regarding this request. If
all or any part of this request is denied, please cite the specific exemption which you believe
justifies your refusal to release the information and inform us of your agency's administrative
appeal procedures available to me under the law. I look forward to your timely reply.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
Please send all copies to:
Lauren Dillon
430 S Capitol Street SE
Washington, DC 20003

Sincerely,

Lauren Dillon

Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Clift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Thursday, February 25, 2016 4:37 PM

To:

Schilb, Veronica J; Brookes, Brady; Goodwin, Nicholas R; Schlake, Josh; McGrath,

Danielle; Parr, Riley; Vincent, Micah; Trioi, Shelley; Lloyd, Matthew; Hodgin, Stephanie;
Jarmula, Ryan L; Brooks, Kara D
Subject:

RE: Bosma & Pelath Media Avail Notes - 2/25/16

Categories:

Responsive

Tweets from avails Katie Heinz @katieheinz6 52m52 minutes ago

House Speaker Bosma on Senate GOP road $$ plan: "It's unfortunate that people aren't wiling to look at the long
term." @rtv6 @lndyThisWeek
James Gherardi @JamesGherardi 51m51 minutes ago

Speaker @Brian_Bosma explains how @!NHouseGOP road funding is more long term than a plan w/o as many tax
increases

111

1

James Gherardi @JamesGherardi 49m49 minutes ago

,@Brian_Bosma says it's clear @GovPencelN supports a road funding plan that would only last through the next
election cycle, not long term

crisis @lndyThisWeek @rtv6

l

James Gherardi @JamesGherardi 40m40 minutes ago

.@Brian_Bosma leaves door open for possibility of session ending w/o passage of roads funding bill. 2016 was
dubbed "transportation session"

Katie Heinz @katieheinz6 13m13 minutes ago
Bosma on Senate plan: "It's very clear that he wants a program that only goes through the Governor's term and
doesn't go beyond that." @rtv6
Kevin Rader @KevinWTHR 8m8 minutes ago
Speaker Bosma says Gov Pence & the Senate's roads plan gets through the next election says his plan will help the
next generation.
James Gherardi @JamesGherardi 20m20 minutes ago
House Minority Leader Scott Pelath thanks Senate for a "common sense" road funding bill

L

McKenzie Clift
Communications Specialist
Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
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Speaker Bosma Media Avail 2/25/16
Speaker Bosma

-

338 hours left. Much work left to accomplish.

-

PSE coming to close conclusion.

-

Brush fires seem to be being stomped out (Tesla, etc.)

-

More to do on roads. Hopeful parties will come to long term solution.

Abdul - What tax increases can you expect from Senate and GOV?
Unfortunate that folks aren't willing to look at long term. Circulated charts which show current funding,

needed funding, and what each of the two programs address. Clear that 333 is a 3-4 year program and ours

is continuing. Hope to get people on the same page. If it can't happen, sure there will be further discussion.
RCI as leverage?

-

*

No. Bill has some difficulty. Caucus not on board last year but voted based on leadership. Told our caucus

would spend $84M. Increased by admin unilaterally. Back when they voted for it, every community had
opportunity to share, now selected.

HB 1002 looks a like different today. What do you think about that?
Doesn't plan on agreeing to those changes. Move for leverage on other bills. One of few education initiatives
that passed House with unanimous support.
Reinstitute program or scale back?
-

As envisioned.

High cost attached?

-

No cost as it sits today. Appropriation would come next year. Passage of the bill now would allow CHE to
enact rules to implement program and have 2017 entrants if funded next year.

Where is Senate seeking leverage?

-

All kinds of things. Bosma on bill has something to do with it.

How involved is MRP on road funding/
Involved in discussions. Clear he wants a program that funds only next Gov's term. Encouraging MRP to
take a longer term look and address next generation.

Kenley said that infrastructure issue is not a crisis. Agree?
No, should be acting now. Their program responsibly funds 3-4 years. Fine program but temporary. Now is

the time to make adjustments to current funding with gas prices they way they are.

Tesla hearing - Mahan & Buck mentioned the public has been giving nasty responses. Holdman also mentioned this
on loan sharking. More than usual and why?
Asking the wrong guy. Haven't seen anything close to RTW debate. Some folks just don't know how to
communicate without a lot of passion.

Road funding - Sen. Long and Sen. Kenley have argued that House plan is not long term - declining source of
revenue?

It is a long term plan, not necessarily permanent. In 2021, gas tax receipts will decline. They haven't
considered the fact that every year of delay exacerbates the problem. Roads are in less repair and bridges
in worse condition in that year. Exponential impact.
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What is your reaction to AFP involvement in HIP 2,0 discussion?
-

Interesting development. Hasn't formulated opinion yet. No additional thoughts.

RC1 - Might see some movement on Monday? Out of W & M?
Will see what happens Monday. Dr. Brown is working on it Will see what we can do. Have to convince our
members that it benefits the state, not just regions.
Daily fantasy sports bill recommitted - why?
-

Wants Dr. Brown to look the issue over.

House Judiciary Monday is going to do a strip and insert on Med Mai - big shift at last second - proper way to go
about this?
Not first choice, but it is an important issue. State has enjoyed tremendous med mal insurance rates which
date back to Doc Bowen and Sen. Bosma. Legislators concerned that courts may decide to overturn
program. Have been working for 3+ years to get most vocal parties on the same page. Taking one last stab

at it. Want issue alive for conference committee. Not optimal but important for Hoosiers.
Senate amended 313 into 1337 - 313 never had a public hearing in the House?
Difficulty. Senate had informed us they would take that action. Used to happen all the time when IGA
divided. Time left to sort through the issue.
Early end of the session - already doing conf. committee maneuvering?
-

Yes, we've undertaken a lot this session. Lots of issues out there for a short session.

How much of this is policy and how much is politics?
-

That's what you write about, Abdul. A few things are just being leveraged. Others may have an opinion that
an action taken by the House is posturing, but it in fact may be serious policy difference. Not a lot of
posturing, but some.

Any possibility of no roads bill?
-

Of course there is. Parties will have to come together and get ourselves in the same spot. Opportunity to

fail.
Question about fantasy sports.

-

Still determining if it is a game of skill or chance. Uncertain if in a position to call it a final product.

Under IGC, reporting of taxes, no political contributions, child support - not gaming?
-

Treating it like gaming, but not calling it gaming. Need to look at it.

If 1002 is not back on track you'd like to see it, will you reintroduce it next year?
No doubt. It's a great program with a lot of support from different perspective.
You said ISTEP is a damaged brand. New committee - rebranding effort or overhaul?

-

Hopes it is a serious overhaul. Need to look at options, especially off the shelf options.

Off the shelf national test- counter to state specific standards?
-

Yes, but there may be a test with a supplement. Not predisposed to a solution.

One of those tests could be PARC - would you support that?

-

Supports the experts giving options. Complicated stuff.

How do you feel about Tesla?
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Not on radar until 48 hours ago. No strong opinion, but thinks they were shooting from the hip in setting
regulations without studying it. Cutting edge economic model - need to look at this before shutting it down.
Pleased that the Senate went back to the House version.

Controversial issues - seems there's lots of legislation to create monopolies.
Interesting connection of dots. With vaping and chickens, more of a health issue. Not because you are a
small operator. These were issues that need some regulatory oversight.
Should chickens be allowed to vape?

-

Vaping guys coming up with a new flavor - uninspected chicken.

Sunshine week - are you going to comply with email and schedule request?

-

Maintaining tradition. Our schedules and communication with constituents are confidential work product.
Courts have upheld that. Opening of constituent mail would chill open communication with legislators.
Personal details of other Hoosiers not the business of media. Keeps a unified schedule that includes law
firm clients. Can follow me around if you want.

Endorsing any candidates yet?

-

No, My candidates keep dropping out 1-2 candidates he thinks would be great Once I endorse, put
pressure on 70 other House Republicans.

Is Donald Trump next president?
-

Looking more and more like that.

Sad about anyone who dropped out?

-

Jeb Bush. He's been here and taken an interest in Indiana. Chris Christie would have been an interesting
nominee as well - he tells it like it is.

Does John Kasich have any chance?
-

Not catching hold. Unique experience.

Leader Pelath Media Avail 2/25/16
Leader Pelath

Long and eventful week.

Thanks and congrats to Senate colleagues on work on infrastructure, All agree need a reinvestment in
state's roads and bridges. Don't agree we need to take money away from working class to fix this problem.

Senate realized we have money in reserves and other streams of revenue. Opportunity for bipartisan and
widely supported infrastructure package, and hopefully something MRP can embrace.
Negative side - we have to embrace the civil rights discussion here in Indiana. Also important economic
issue. If we don't leave old-fashioned Indiana, businesses will leave or not come here. Had two votes on
narrow civil rights matters today - [1) pharmacists making decisions on PSE enforcement and (2] charter
schools. That was turned down somewhat flippantly. Two problems here - people aren't voting the way I
think they should, and there seems to be a lingering amount of personal discomfort with discussion issue at
all. Weakness of their argument exposed, because if these entities do not discriminate, what is to be feared
with enshrining these policies in state law? Two hills to go over - comfort level with the topic and tenor of
debate.

Do no harm with respect to education. Still seeing voucher expansion legislation moving. Need to judge
change that has been made already.

Need to address matter of major corporations taking flight from Indiana. Have to look at what we are going
to do to help employees who have been left behind. Have to send a message to unpatriotic corporate

leaders to leave the USA for selfish and profit-based reasons - should not be rewarding those people. Will
see language about not allowing corporate income tax cuts for corporations who are leaving.
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What are your thoughts on the possibility that a road funding mechanism may not happen?
-

I think there is very little excuse for nothing to happen. Really doesn't think that this deal is hard to put

together. Income tax reserves for local units of government - easy. Okay with phase in. Moving sales tax for
gasoline to road funds - easy. Good, significant ideas that would be supported in both chambers. Can make
changes without reaching into working class wallets again. Only issue is - are people willing to admit they

didn't get their perfect idea when they wanted it? Willing to set egos aside?
Does our infrastructure situation constitute a crisis?

-

1-65 was an economic dilemma for Indiana. Road caving in on Ohio River. Problems along 1-70 now. 1
believe it is nearing a crisis. Opportunity to keep it from being a full blown crisis. Nothing around us will get
one bit better until we take a few common sense steps in this building. Supports what Senate did this week.

Why is short term solution acceptable?
-

Not a short term solution. Moving sales tax on gasoline is permanent. Not critical of MRP's bonding idea allows long term flexibility. Will have different leaders in the years ahead. Chance to take a bold first step if
we are willing to take a pragmatic view.

Should MRP get additional RCI money and should there be strings attached?
-

Up to them. Noticed a lot of cranky faces on the floor today. There has clearly been some
miscommunication between Gov's office and legislative leadership. Thinks aspects of RCI is laudable.
Democrats will judge this based on empirical evidence - is it achievable? Does it make sense?

What have Dems on Ways and Means said?
-

They are listening. What will it be packaged in with?

You could play spoiler in this.
-

Observed that House and Senate R's disagree sometime and happy to settle disputes.

Concerned about bicentennial funding?
-

Some members are concerned. Some initiatives that Dems were excited about. Will be up to what
Republicans are able to live with. May have overestimated what they could get from cell tower leasing.
Hopes this gets worked out.

Sunshine week - email and schedule request - will you comply?
-

Staff is working on it and reviewing the request. Will consult with Speaker. My emails are very, very boring.
Answers most of them myself. There are institutional implications.

Veronica Schilb
Assistant Legislative Director
Office of Governor Mike Pence
317-232-4566
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Speaker Bosma Media Avail 2/25/16
Speaker Bosma

338 hours left. Much work left to accomplish.
PSE coming to close conclusion.
Brush fires seem to be being stomped out (Tesla, etc.)

More to do on roads. Hopeful parties will come to long term solution.
Abdul - What tax increases can you expect from Senate and GOV?

-

Unfortunate that folks aren't willing to look at long term. Circulated charts which show current funding,

needed funding, and what each of the two programs address. Clear that 333 is a 3-4 year program and ours
is continuing. Hope to get people on the same page. If it can't happen, sure there will be further discussion.
RCI as leverage?

-

No. Bill has some difficulty. Caucus not on board last year but voted based on leadership. Told our caucus
would spend $84M. Increased by admin unilaterally. Back when they voted for it, every community had
opportunity to share, now selected.

HB 1002 looks a like different today. What do you think about that?

-

Doesn't plan on agreeing to those changes. Move for leverage on other bills. One of few education initiatives
that passed House with unanimous support.

Reinstitute program or scale back?
-

As envisioned.

High cost attached?

-

No cost as it sits today. Appropriation would come next year. Passage of the bill now would allow CHE to
enact rules to implement program and have 2017 entrants if funded next year.

Where is Senate seeking leverage?

-

All kinds of things. Bosma on bill has something to do with it.

How involved is MRP on road funding/

-

Involved in discussions. Clear he wants a program that funds only next Gov's term. Encouraging MRP to
take a longer term look and address next generation.

Kenley said that infrastructure issue is not a crisis. Agree?

-

No, should be acting now. Their program responsibly funds 3-4 years. Fine program but temporary. Now is
the time to make adjustments to current funding with gas prices they way they are.
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Tesla hearing - Mahan & Buck mentioned the public has been giving nasty responses. Holdman also mentioned this
on loan sharking. More than usual and why?
-

Asking the wrong guy. Haven't seen anything close to RTW debate. Some folks just don't know how to
communicate without a lot of passion.

Road funding - Sen. Long and Sen. Kenley have argued that House plan is not long term - declining source of
revenue?

It is a long term plan, not necessarily permanent. In 2021, gas tax receipts will decline. They haven't
considered the fact that every year of delay exacerbates the problem. Roads are in less repair and bridges
in worse condition in that year. Exponential impact.
What is your reaction to AFP involvement in HIP 2.0 discussion?
-

Interesting development Hasn't formulated opinion yet. No additional thoughts.

RCI - Might see some movement on Monday? Out of W & M?
-

Will see what happens Monday. Dr. Brown is working on it. Will see what we can do. Have to convince our
members that it benefits the state, not just regions.

Daily fantasy sports bill recommitted - why?
-

Wants Dr. Brown to look the issue over.

House Judiciary Monday is going to do a strip and insert on Med Mai - big shift at last second - proper way to go
about this?
Not first choice, but it is an important issue. State has enjoyed tremendous med mal insurance rates which
date back to Doc Bowen and Sen. Bosma. Legislators concerned that courts may decide to overturn
program. Have been working for 3+ years to get most vocal parties on the same page. Taking one last stab
at it. Want issue alive for conference committee. Not optimal but important for Hoosiers.

Senate amended 313 into 1337 - 313 never had a public hearing in the House?
-

Difficulty. Senate had informed us they would take that action. Used to happen all the time when IGA
divided. Time left to sort through the issue.

Early end of the session - already doing conf. committee maneuvering?

-

Yes, we've undertaken a lot this session. Lots of issues out there for a short session.

How much of this is policy and how much is politics?
-

That's what you write about, Abdul. A few things are just being leveraged. Others may have an opinion that
an action taken by the House is posturing, but it in fact may be serious policy difference. Not a lot of
posturing, but some.

Any possibility of no roads bill?
-

Of course there is. Parties will have to come together and get ourselves in the same spot. Opportunity to

fail.
Question about fantasy sports.
-

Still determining if it is a game of skill or chance. Uncertain if in a position to call it a final product.

Under IGC, reporting of taxes, no political contributions, child support - not gaming?
-

Treating it like gaming, but not calling it gaming. Need to look at it.

If 1002 is not back on track you'd like to see it, will you reintroduce it next year?
-

No doubt. It's a great program with a lot of support from different perspective.
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You said ISTEP is a damaged brand. New committee - rebranding effort or overhaul?
Hopes it is a serious overhaul. Need to look at options, especially off the shelf options.
Off the shelf national test- counter to state specific standards?
-

Yes, but there may be a test with a supplement. Not predisposed to a solution.

One of those tests could be PARC - would you support that?
-

Supports the experts giving options. Complicated stuff.

How do you feel about T esla?

-

Not on radar until 48 hours ago. No strong opinion, but thinks they were shooting from the hip in setting
regulations without studying it. Cutting edge economic model - need to look at this before shutting it down.
Pleased that the Senate went back to the House version.

Controversial issues - seems there's lots of legislation to create monopolies.

-

Interesting connection of dots. With vaping and chickens, more of a health issue. Not because you are a
small operator. These were issues that need some regulatory oversight.

Should chickens be allowed to vape?

-

Vaping guys coming up with a new flavor - uninspected chicken.

Sunshine week - are you going to comply with email and schedule request?

-

Maintaining tradition. Our schedules and communication with constituents are confidential work product.
Courts have upheld that. Opening of constituent mail would chill open communication with legislators.
Personal details of other Hoosiers not the business of media. Keeps a unified schedule that includes law
firm clients. Can follow me around if you want.

Endorsing any candidates yet?

-

No. My candidates keep dropping out. 1-2 candidates he thinks would be great. Once I endorse, put
pressure on 70 other House Republicans.

Is Donald Trump next president?

-

Looking more and more like that.

Sad about anyone who dropped out?

-

Jeb Bush. He's been here and taken an interest in Indiana. Chris Christie would have been an interesting
nominee as well - he tells it like it is.

Does John Kasich have any chance?
-

Not catching hold. Unique experience.

Leader Pelath Media Avail 2/25 / 16
Leader Pelath
Long and eventful week.

Thanks and congrats to Senate colleagues on work on infrastructure, All agree need a reinvestment in

state's roads and bridges. Don't agree we need to take money away from working class to fix this problem.
Senate realized we have money in reserves and other streams of revenue. Opportunity for bipartisan and
widely supported infrastructure package, and hopefully something MRP can embrace.
Negative side - we have to embrace the civil rights discussion here in Indiana. Also important economic
issue. If we don't leave old-fashioned Indiana, businesses will leave or not come here. Had two votes on
narrow civil rights matters today - (1] pharmacists making decisions on PSE enforcement and (2) charter
schools. That was turned down somewhat flippantly. Two problems here - people aren't voting the way I
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think they should, and there seems to be a lingering amount of personal discomfort with discussion issue at
all. Weakness of their argument exposed, because if these entities do not discriminate, what is to be feared
with enshrining these policies in state law? Two hills to go over - comfort level with the topic and tenor of
debate.
Do no harm with respect to education. Still seeing voucher expansion legislation moving. Need to judge
change that has been made already.
Need to address matter of major corporations taking flight from Indiana. Have to look at what we are going
to do to help employees who have been left behind. Have to send a message to unpatriotic corporate
leaders to leave the USA for selfish and profit-based reasons - should not be rewarding those people. Will
see language about not allowing corporate income tax cuts for corporations who are leaving.

What are your thoughts on the possibility that a road funding mechanism may not happen?
-

I think there is very little excuse for nothing to happen. Really doesn't think that this deal is hard to put
together. Income tax reserves for local units of government - easy. Okay with phase in. Moving sales tax for
gasoline to road funds - easy. Good, significant ideas that would be supported in both chambers. Can make
changes without reaching into working class wallets again. Only issue is - are people willing to admit they

didn't get their perfect idea when they wanted it? Willing to set egos aside?
Does our infrastructure situation constitute a crisis?
-

1-65 was an economic dilemma for Indiana. Road caving in on Ohio River. Problems along 1-70 now. I
believe it is nearing a crisis. Opportunity to keep it from being a full blown crisis. Nothing around us will get
one bit better until we take a few common sense steps in this building. Supports what Senate did this week.

Why is short term solution acceptable?

-

Not a short term solution. Moving sales tax on gasoline is permanent. Not critical of MRP's bonding idea allows long term flexibility. Will have different leaders in the years ahead. Chance to take a bold first step if
we are willing to take a pragmatic view.

Should MRP get additional RCI money and should there be strings attached?
-

Up to them. Noticed a lot of cranky faces on the floor today. There has clearly been some
miscommunication between Gov's office and legislative leadership. Thinks aspects of RCI is laudable.
Democrats will judge this based on empirical evidence - is it achievable? Does it make sense?

What have Dems on Ways and Means said?
-

They are listening. What will it be packaged in with?

You could play spoiler in this.
-

Observed that House and Senate R's disagree sometime and happy to settle disputes.

Concerned about bicentennial funding?
-

Some members are concerned. Some initiatives that Dems were excited about. Will be up to what
Republicans are able to live with. May have overestimated what they could get from cell tower leasing.
Hopes this gets worked out.

Sunshine week - email and schedule request - will you comply?
-

Staff is working on it and reviewing the request. Will consult with Speaker. My emails are very, very boring.

Answers most of them myself. There are institutional implications.

Veronica Schilb
Assistant Legislative Director
Office of Governor Mike Pence
317-232-4566
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Speaker Bosma

338 hours left. Much work left to accomplish.
PSE coming to close conclusion.
Brush fires seem to be being stomped out (Tesla, etc.]

More to do on roads. Hopeful parties will come to long term solution.
Abdul - What tax increases can you expect from Senate and GOV?

-

Unfortunate that folks aren't willing to look at long term. Circulated charts which show
current funding, needed funding, and what each of the two programs address. Clear that
333 is a 3-4 year program and ours is continuing. Hope to get people on the same page. If it
can't happen, sure there will be further discussion.

RCI as leverage?

-

No. Bill has some difficulty. Caucus not on board last year but voted based on leadership.
Told our caucus would spend $84M. Increased by admin unilaterally. Back when they voted
for it, every community had opportunity to share, now selected.

HB 1002 looks a like different today. What do you think about that?
-

Doesn't plan on agreeing to those changes. Move for leverage on other bills. One of few
education initiatives that passed House with unanimous support.

Reinstitute program or scale back?
-

As envisioned.

High cost attached?

-

No cost as it sits today. Appropriation would come next year. Passage of the bill now would
allow CHE to enact rules to implement program and have 2017 entrants if funded next year.

Where is Senate seeking leverage?

-

All kinds of things. Bosma on bill has something to do with it.

How involved is MRP on road funding/

-

Involved in discussions. Clear he wants a program that funds only next Gov's term.
Encouraging MRP to take a longer term look and address next generation.

Kenley said that infrastructure issue is not a crisis. Agree?

-

No, should be acting now. Their program responsibly funds 3-4 years. Fine program but
temporary. Now is the time to make adjustments to current funding with gas prices they
way they are.

Tesla hearing - Mahan & Buck mentioned the public has been giving nasty responses. Holdman also
mentioned this on loan sharking. More than usual and why?

-

Asking the wrong guy. Haven't seen anything close to RTW debate. Some folks just don't
know how to communicate without a lot of passion.

Road funding - Sen. Long and Sen. Kenley have argued that House plan is not long term - declining
source of revenue?
-

It is a long term plan, not necessarily permanent. In 2021, gas tax receipts will decline. They
haven't considered the fact that every year of delay exacerbates the problem. Roads are in
less repair and bridges in worse condition in that year. Exponential impact.

What is your reaction to AFP involvement in HIP 2.0 discussion?
-

Interesting development. Hasn't formulated opinion yet. No additional thoughts.

RCI - Might see some movement on Monday? Out of W & M?

-

Will see what happens Monday. Dr. Brown is working on it. Will see what we can do. Have
to convince our members that it benefits the state, not just regions.

Daily fantasy sports bill recommitted - why?
-

Wants Dr. Brown to look the issue over.

House Judiciary Monday is going to do a strip and insert on Med Mai - big shift at last second proper way to go about this?
-

Not first choice, but it is an important issue. State has enjoyed tremendous med mal
insurance rates which date backto Doc Bowen and Sen. Bosma. Legislators concerned that

courts may decide to overturn program. Have been working for 3+ years to get most vocal
parties on the same page. Taking one last stab at it. Want issue alive for conference
committee. Not optimal but important for Hoosiers.

Senate amended 313 into 1337 - 313 never had a public hearing in the House?
-

Difficulty. Senate had informed us they would take that action. Used to happen all the time
when IGA divided. Time left to sort through the issue.

Early end of the session - already doing conf. committee maneuvering?
-

Yes, we've undertaken a lot this session. Lots of issues out there for a short session.

How much of this is policy and how much is politics?

-

That's what you write about, Abdul. A few things are just being leveraged. Others may have
an opinion that an action taken by the House is posturing, but it in fact may be serious
policy difference. Not a lot of posturing, but some.

Any possibility of no roads bill?
-

Of course there is. Parties will have to come together and get ourselves in the same spot
Opportunity to fail.

Question about fantasy sports.
-

Still determining if it is a game of skill or chance. Uncertain if in a position to call it a final

product.
Under IGC, reporting of taxes, no political contributions, child support - not gaming?

-

Treating it like gaming, but not calling it gaming. Need to look at it.

If 1002 is not back on track you'd like to see it, will you reintroduce it next year?
-

No doubt. It's a great program with a lot of support from different perspective.

You said ISTEP is a damaged brand. New committee - rebranding effort or overhaul?

-

Hopes it is a serious overhaul. Need to look at options, especially off the shelf options.

Off the shelf national test- counter to state specific standards?

-

Yes, but there may be a test with a supplement. Not predisposed to a solution.

One of those tests could be PARC - would you support that?

-

Supports the experts giving options. Complicated stuff.

How do you feel about Tesla?

-

Not on radar until 48 hours ago. No strong opinion, but thinks they were shooting from the
hip in setting regulations without studying it. Cutting edge economic model - need to look at
this before shutting it down. Pleased that the Senate went back to the House version.

Controversial issues - seems there's lots of legislation to create monopolies.
-

Interesting connection of dots. With vaping and chickens, more of a health issue. Not

because you are a small operator. These were issues that need some regulatory oversight
Should chickens be allowed to vape?

-

Vaping guys coming up with a new flavor - uninspected chicken.

Sunshine week - are you going to comply with email and schedule request?

-

Maintaining tradition. Our schedules and communication with constituents are confidential
work product. Courts have upheld that. Opening of constituent mail would chill open
communication with legislators. Personal details of other Hoosiers not the business of

media. Keeps a unified schedule that includes law firm clients. Can follow me around if you
want.

Endorsing any candidates yet?

-

No. My candidates keep dropping out. 1-2 candidates he thinks would be great. Once I
endorse, put pressure on 70 other House Republicans.

Is Donald Trump next president?
-

Looking more and more like that.

Sad about anyone who dropped out?

-

Jeb Bush. He's been here and taken an interest in Indiana. Chris Christie would have been an
interesting nominee as well - he tells it like it is.

Does John Kasich have any chance?

-

Not catching hold. Unique experience.

Leader Pelath Media Avail 2/25 / 16

Leader Pelath
Long and eventful week.
Thanks and congrats to Senate colleagues on work on infrastructure, All agree need a
reinvestment in state's roads and bridges. Don't agree we need to take money away from
working class to fix this problem. Senate realized we have money in reserves and other
streams of revenue. Opportunity for bipartisan and widely supported infrastructure
package, and hopefully something MRP can embrace.
Negative side - we have to embrace the civil rights discussion here in Indiana. Also
important economic issue. If we don't leave old-fashioned Indiana, businesses will leave or
not come here. Had two votes on narrow civil rights matters today - [1] pharmacists

making decisions on PSE enforcement and [2] charter schools. That was turned down
somewhat flippantly. Two problems here - people aren't voting the way I think they should,
and there seems to be a lingering amount of personal discomfort with discussion issue at all.
Weakness of their argument exposed, because if these entities do not discriminate, what is
to be feared with enshrining these policies in state law? Two hills to go over - comfort level
with the topic and tenor of debate.
Do no harm with respect to education. Still seeing voucher expansion legislation moving.
Need to judge change that has been made already.
Need to address matter of major corporations taking flight from Indiana. Have to look at
what we are going to do to help employees who have been left behind. Have to send a
message to unpatriotic corporate leaders to leave the USA for selfish and profit-based

reasons - should not be rewarding those people. Will see language about not allowing
corporate income tax cuts for corporations who are leaving.

What are your thoughts on the possibility that a road funding mechanism may not happen?
-

I think there is very little excuse for nothing to happen. Really doesn't think that this deal is

hard to put together. Income tax reserves for local units of government - easy. Okay with
phase in. Moving sales tax for gasoline to road funds - easy. Good, significant ideas that
would be supported in both chambers. Can make changes without reaching into working
class wallets again. Only issue is - are people willing to admit they didn't get their perfect
idea when they wanted it? Willing to set egos aside?

Does our infrastructure situation constitute a crisis?
-

1-65 was an economic dilemma for Indiana. Road caving in on Ohio River. Problems along I70 now. I believe it is nearing a crisis. Opportunity to keep it from being a full blown crisis.

Nothing around us will get one bit better until we take a few common sense steps in this
building. Supports what Senate did this week.

Why is short term solution acceptable?
-

Not a short term solution. Moving sales tax on gasoline is permanent. Not critical of MRP's
bonding idea - allows long term flexibility. Will have different leaders in the years ahead.
Chance to take a bold first step if we are willing to take a pragmatic view.

Should MRP get additional RCI money and should there be strings attached?

Up to them. Noticed a lot of cranky faces on the floor today. There has clearly been some
miscommunication between Gov's office and legislative leadership. Thinks aspects of RCI is
laudable. Democrats will judge this based on empirical evidence - is it achievable? Does it
make sense?

What have Dems on Ways and Means said?

-

They are listening. What will it be packaged in with?

You could play spoiler in this.

-

Observed that House and Senate R's disagree sometime and happy to settle disputes.

Concerned about bicentennial funding?
-

Some members are concerned. Some initiatives that Dems were excited about. Will be up to
what Republicans are able to live with. May have overestimated what they could get from
cell tower leasing. Hopes this gets worked out.

Sunshine week - email and schedule request - will you comply?
-

Staff is working on it and reviewing the request. Will consult with Speaker. My emails are
very, very boring. Answers most of them myself. There are institutional implications.

Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Hodgin, Stephanie

Sent:

Thursday, February 18, 2016 5:56 PM

Atterholt, Jim; Ahearn, Mark; Vincent, Micah; McGrath, Danielle; Brookes, Brady; Hill,

To:

John (GOV); Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Pavlik, Jennifer L; Pitcock, Josh; Lloyd, Matthew;
Brooks, Kara D; Triol, Shelley; Jarmula, Ryan L; Ciift, Mckenzie C
Subject:

[Clip] Tax Justice Blog - United Technologies' Long History of Avoiding Taxes

Categories:

Responsive

United Technologies' Long History of Avoiding Taxes

Tax Justice Blog - Matt Gardner, Executive Director of The Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy (ITEP)
Indiana-based Carrier Corporation and its parent, United Technologies (UTX), are drawing the well-deserved ire of

presidential candidate Donald Trump after announcing that Carrier will move 2,100 jobs from Indiana to Mexico next
year. Indiana Governor Mike Pence reportedly is assigning part of the blame for Carrier's move to our nation's "high
federal corporate tax rates."

But a quick look at United Technologies' taxpayer profile suggests that the company is already quite adept at avoiding
federal income taxes. Over the past fifteen years, the company has enjoyed $38 billion in U.S. pretax income and has
paid a federal tax rate averaging just 10.3 percent during that period—which means that the company is consistently
finding ways to shelter more than two-thirds of its U.S. profits from federal taxes.

Indiana Senator Joe Donnelley and Governor Pence are sensibly upset that Carrier raked in federal and state tax
incentives for job creation before announcing this move. And United Technologies has benefitted, big-time, from the
largesse of the federal government in the past: the company was the seventh largest federal contractor in 2014,
enjoying almost $6 billion of federal contracts in that year alone. Even more troubling to Governor Pence should be the
fact that last year, the company didn't pay even a dime of state income taxes on its $2.7 billion in U.S. profits.
If this move seems profoundly unpatriotic, it shouldn't be surprising: United Technologies has been more aggressive
than almost all other Fortune 500 corporations in shifting its profits, on paper, into foreign jurisdictions. The company

now claims to hold a staggering $29 billion of its profits abroad—that's one out of every three dollars the company has
earned over the past fifteen years. The company's limited financial disclosures make it impossible to know how precisely
much of these profits have been assigned to UTX's tax haven subsidiaries in the Cayman Islands, Luxembourg, or
Gibraltar— or whether the company has paid any tax on these offshore profits.

If Carrier and UTX go ahead with their plans to shift thousands of jobs to Mexico, the local economic effect on Hoosiers
will be potentially devastating. But the company's long history of avoiding federal and state income taxes makes it clear
that this move wouldn't be driven by our tax laws.

Stephanie Hodgin
Deputy Press Secretary

Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
shodgin(5)gov.in.gov
Office: 317-233-4721
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Clift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Tuesday, February 16, 2016 2:00 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,
John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Paviik, Jennifer L; Triol, Shelley; Vincent,
Micah; Pitcock, Josh; Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmuia, Ryan L

Subject:

FYI [Clip] Indy Star - Tully: Looking for calm amid a Supreme Court vacancy

Categories:

Responsive

Tullv: Looking for calm amid a Supreme Court vacancy
The Indianapolis Star - Matthew Tully

We've all pretty much given up on Washington, D. C. Or at least the idea of Congress and the president taking on big
issues. But a Supreme Court vacancy makes even clearer how bad things have gotten.

Amid all the rhetoric, I went looking this week for a rational reaction to the sudden vacancy on the United States
Supreme Court. I hoped to find it in the words of Republican Sen. Dan Coats of Indiana, that old-guard conservative who
I've come to view as a thoughtful and serious, if endangered species, of a politician.

Coats is in the final year of his Senate term and he is not seeking reelection. Surely, I thought, in the wake of Justice
Antonin Scalia's death Indiana's senior senator would be a voice for calm and deliberation in a chamber once known as
"the world's most deliberative body." He has, after all, worked to prevent D.C. gridlock, arguing from his fiercely
conservative perch that compromise is still possible.

His first statement following Scalia's death set the right tone. It honored the late justice's "brilliant legal mind' and
"remarkable legacy" while steering clear of politics. Two days later, though, Coats joined the chorus of obstructionists.

In a statement that seemed to rule out the possibility that any nominee could be confirmed by the Republican Senate,
Coats noted that the nation "is in the middle of a highly consequential presidential election" and, thus, "the American

people should determine their next Supreme Court justice by their votes in November."
He was half-right.

The American people in 2016 should indeed use their votes to determine who gets to fill Supreme Court vacancies. But
that should be about vacancies that occur after the election, not nine months before it. The election should be about the
future, not about trying to block the present.

Am I the only one who sees this issue as being about something as simple as accepting election results — even those you
dislike?

Coats' statement said more to me than the political fluff of Ted Cruz, Donald Trump and so many other candidates.
Coats is on his way out and has nothing to lose, after ail. He's a deeper thinker than so many other politicians. So when

even he joins those calling for an arbitrary delay in something as basic as filling a seat on the nation's highest court, it's a
safe bet that's what is going to happen.

Still, it's a nonsensical position that seems to forget that presidential terms are four years long and that voters already
had their say on this when they reelected President Obama. it seems to me that most people who cast ballots in 2012
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probably took American history back in junior high school and were aware of the fact that presidents fill vacancies to the
Supreme Court.

But from presidential candidates to Twitter commentators, conservatives have called for year-long delay in the
appointment of the ninth Supreme Court justice. The appointment, they say, is too important to hand to the president

of the United States in an election year. Some have been more blunt, making clear that they simply don't want a
president they dislike to get another pick.
Hey, to heck with something as arbitrary as democracy.

then you need to shoot an email to Gov. Mike Pence's office.
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appointment, only partisanship would keep you from arguing the same thing about Pence.

Many, of course, argue that Democrats on Capitol Hill would be using the same obstructionist strategy if the roles were
reversed. Perhaps. Others note that Obama as a senator voted against President Bush's Supreme Court nominees. True.
But there's a difference between voting against a nominee and refusing to have a debate about one.

Bottom line: There's plenty of time this year for a serious and hard-fought debate over a Supreme Court nominee. There
is plenty of time for the Senate to do its job. If it does, or if at least attempts to do so, it could help dispel the notion that
our political system is so broken that it can no longer function in the most basic of ways.

I don't expect Donald Trump and Ted Cruz to lead Washington out of this mess. But I'm still hoping that Sen. Coats will
reject all the rhetoric and serve as a much-needed voice of reason.

McKenzie Clift
Communications Specialist
Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926

mclift@gov.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M

From:

Clift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Monday, February 15, 2016 6:13 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,
John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Paviik, Jennifer L; Trio!, Shelley; Vincent,

Micah; Pitcock, Josh; Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmula, Ryan L
Subject:

FYI [Clip] RTV 6 - Carrier: Company did not receive $5M in federal stimulus funds

Categories:

Responsive

Carrier: Company did not receive $5M in federal stimulus funds
RTV 6 - Brady Gibson, Paris Lewbe!

INDIANAPOLIS - Carrier, the company that announced it will move 1,400 jobs from Indianapolis to Mexico, said they

were awarded, but did not receive more than $5 million for its Indianapolis facility from President Obama's stimulus
plan.

The Department of Energy awarded Carrier $5.1 million in clean energy tax credits in December 2013.
The announcement said the money would allow Carrier to "expand production at its Indianapolis facility to meet
increasing demand for its eco-friendly condensing gas furnace product line."

The Advanced Energy Manufacturing Tax Credit was part of President Obama's 2009 stimulus package, formally known
as the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.

The tax credit "has been instrumental in helping Carrier's Indianapolis manufacturing facility accelerate production of

our high-efficiency gas furnace line," John Gibbons, director of Carrier's residential product and platform strategy, said
at the time.

However, on Monday, a spokesperson for Carrier said the company has not received and will not claim the $5.1 million
federal tax credit. A statement said they are evaluating other grants and credits that have been awarded and will not
retain or claim any credits for obligations that have not been met.

Carrier announced February 10 it plans to close its Indianapolis facility and move the production to Mexico, eliminating
1,400 jobs in the city.

Video of the announcement has sparked outrage around the country, including a tweet from Republican presidential
front-runner Donald Trump.

The Indiana Economic Development Council announced it is reviewing up to $200,000 in job training grants to Carrier,
and may seek to force the company to repay some or all of it.

Sen. Joe Donnelly said in a statement Monday that the company should return the federal tax credit:
"I spoke with a Carrier executive late last week and called on the company to return the federal tax credit. I let him know
that the tax credit they received was contingent upon job creation in the United States, and that hard working
taxpayers, especially the 2,100 Hoosiers who learned last week they will lose their jobs, will expect that money back.
Carrier indicated that they intended to meet their obligations, and I intend to hold them to that."
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McKenzie Clift
Communications Specialist

Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926
mcliftffigov.in.gov
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Anderson, Christopher M
From:

Clift, Mckenzie C

Sent:

Tuesday, February 09, 2016 3:06 PM

To:

Ahearn, Mark; Atterholt, Jim; Brookes, Brady; Brooks, Kara D; Czarniecki, Cary (Lani); Hill,
John (GOV); Lloyd, Matthew; McGrath, Danielle; Pavlik, Jennifer L; Triol, Shelley; Vincent,
Micah; Pitcock, Josh; Hodgin, Stephanie; Jarmula, Ryan L

Subject:

FYI [Clip] Indy Star - Tuily: Gov. Mike Pence — Indiana's king of drama

Categories:

Responsive

Tully: Gov. Mike Pence — Indiana's king of drama
The Indianapolis Star - MatthewTully

The Pence administration has been a lot of things. But it has not been boring. From RFRA to Just IN, to a switch in running
mates, Gov. Mike Pence has an often unitential flair for the dramatic.

You have to give Gov. Mike Pence this much: His administration hasn't been boring.

Hurt by missteps and misplaced priorities? Definitely. Divisive at times? Oh, yeah. But boring? Nope. Not even close.
So here we are, less than nine months before Election Day — an Election Day that will determine whether the struggling

governor gets a second term — and he's replacing his eminently qualified and impressive lieutenant governor with a
savvy political operative who until Sunday afternoon was running for the U.S. Senate.

In other words: More drama for Team Pence.

In a Statehouse room crowded with staffers and reporters Tuesday afternoon, Pence said goodbye to Lt. Gov. Sue

Ellspermann with smiles and parting words that suggested nothing was unusual about a shake-up of this magnitude. He
and Ellspermann hugged uncomfortably, saying nice things about each other but looking like a couple trying to put on a
good show for the children as they announced their divorce.

Ellspermann, Pence said, "did a phenomenal job serving the people of Indiana." And then he introduced her
replacement, former Indiana Republican Party Chairman Eric Holcomb.

The move sends all sorts of messages and makes a few things clear.

First, while it appears that Indiana will gain if Ellspermann indeed takes over the critical job of Ivy Tech president, her
departure from the Statehouse will be an equally big loss. The governor's office has been driven too often by politics and
ideology, and there was some comfort in knowing that an accomplished businesswoman and rational academic leader
was serving in the administration, particularly since she seemed to shake her head at so many of the silly games that
come with politics.

Quite honestly, if there isn't room for Ellspermann on the Pence team, that helps explain why the team has had so many
problems. And, please, let's not kid ourselves. Lieutenant governors don't seek new jobs, and governors don't bless such
searches, if the relationship is solid. (Ellspermann, in one telling moment Tuesday, deftly dodged a question about her

comfort with elements of the Republican governor's social agenda.)
Second, by selecting Holcomb as his running mate Pence sent a clear message about how endangered his political career
is. It's important to note that Holcomb's most important political asset is his deep connection to Republican activists and
6

party officials across the state. Sen. Dan Coats, who won the 2010 GOP primary with only 39 percent of the vote, wisely
hired Holcomb to serve as his Indiana-based chief of staff, charging him with strengthening Coats' then-shaky ties to tea
party activists, local officeholders and other key GOP groups.

Holcomb is an impressive guy, and his message during his now-abandoned Senate campaign was intriguing. Just two
weeks ago he talked to me at length about his hope to address big issues by bringing diverse voices together and, in this
time of empty and often irrational politics, "to approach complex issues in a practical way." (Confession: In this era of

Trump, I'm a sucker for any Republican who uses the word "practical.")
But Holcomb's history is ail about massaging the partisan faithful, and it says something when a sitting governor picks as
his running mate someone to help shore up the base. It shows the depth of the hole Pence is in.

Holcomb has strong ties to both social conservatives and veterans of the Mitch Daniels administration — two groups
that Pence must rally in order to win this year. In a state that leans Republican, having a unified GOP could be enough.

So the move makes political sense.
More than anything, though, swapping out one lieutenant governor for another is a reminder of just how much soap

opera drama has infiltrated the Pence administration.

It's funny, in a way. Here's Mike Pence, a guy who looks and sounds as mild-mannered as can be. A don't-rock-the-boat
kind of politician. A play-it-safe governor who comes to the legislature every year with the most modest of agendas. Yet,
he has repeatedly found himself swirling in major controversies, sometimes emerging as the unlikely poster politician for
hot-button national issues.

The drama follows him. He's like that relative we ail have whose life seems to be in constant upheaval. There's always
something.

While scores of Republican leaders around the nation embraced religious freedom laws, Pence became the focal point
of the debate. In that case, it was probably because one of his supporters made clear the bill was about discrimination.
And, of course, there was the infamously tone-deaf bill-signing photo.
Earlier this year, as many state leaders called for an expanded state civil rights law, Pence courted even more drama by
promising to address the matter in his State of the State Address. That speech was a dud and left many accusing Pence

of punting on an issue after working so hard to build up expectations.
Then there was the governor's "Just IN" news service, which became a national joke and a symbol of taxpayer-funded
political propaganda last year. More drama ensued.
As it did when Pence spiked a bipartisan federal preschool grant application in 2014, fought with his own party overtax
cuts in 2013, and when he inserted himself into national issues such as Planned Parenthood funding and the Iran nuclear
dear.

Drama. Drama. Drama.

Now comes this change at the highest level of his administration. A move that once again makes you wonder whether
this governor will ever find solid footing.

Sure, plenty of governors have had strained relationships with their lieutenant governors. That's understandable; the
nature of the relationship essentially guarantees conflict. But most find a way to work through it.
Not Pence.
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So, there he was on Tuesday. A few months after replacing one communications team with another he was now
replacing one lieutenant governor with another, it's always something.

It was big news. It was a big change. But, in a way, it was just another day in the life of Mike Pence — Indiana's king of
drama.

McKenzie Clift
Communications Specialist

Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
Office: 317-234-8926
mclift@gov.in.RQv
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Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wall, Kathryn E
Friday, November 18, 2016 11:28 AM
Anderson, Christopher M;Craig, Lindsey M;Johnson, David;Karns, Allison;McGuffee, Tyler
Ann;Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov);Schmidt, Daniel W;Anderson, Christopher M;Goodwin,
Nicholas R;Johnson, Matt (GOV);Mcadam, Justin L;Mantravadi, Adarsh V
Brookes, Brady;McGrath, Danielle
RE: Agency Accomplishments [Assistance Needed]
NonCabinet Successes_General_2015.pdf; Cabinet Successes_General_2015.pdf; ATC
Successes Document_General_2015.pdf; Insert Agency Name.docx

All:
As a reference point and to get the ball rolling, here are the list of successes I compiled from all
agencies in 2015.
Thanks,
Katie
From: McGrath, Danielle
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 11:01 AM
To: Wall, Kathryn E <KWall@gov.IN.gov>; Anderson, Christopher M <CAnderson@gov.in.gov>; Craig, Lindsey M
<LCraig@gov.IN.gov>; Johnson, David <DJohnson@gov.IN.gov>; Karns, Allison <AKarns@gov.IN.gov>; McGuffee, Tyler
Ann <TaMcGuffee@gov.IN.gov>; Mcgrew, Patrick (Gov) <PaMcgrew1@gov.IN.gov>; Schmidt, Daniel W
<DSchmidt@gov.IN.gov>; Anderson, Christopher M <CAnderson@gov.in.gov>; Goodwin, Nicholas R
<NiGoodwin@gov.IN.gov>; Johnson, Matt (GOV) <MatJohnson@gov.IN.gov>; Mcadam, Justin L
<JMcadam@gov.IN.gov>; Mantravadi, Adarsh V <AMantravadi@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Brookes, Brady <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Agency Accomplishments [Assistance Needed]
Policy Team –
Please see the attached template for the purpose of identifying agency accomplishments. I’d like for each of you to sit
down/call your agencies to identify their top 5 accomplishments over the last four years. These should be agency-specific
and not necessarily related to just policy. Also, no need to address legislative issues. If you recall, agencies completed a
similar exercise a little over a year ago. If some of those examples still apply, feel free to use them but make sure to
capture the last year if there have been other significant achievements.
I would like to have this completed by Friday, December 2 nd and sent back to me and Brady. If you have questions or need
assistance with narrowing down the list, please let me know.
Thank you,
Danielle
-------------------------------------------------------Danielle McGrath, APR
Deputy Chief of Staff
Legislative Affairs/Executive Branch Agencies
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Phone: 317-234-5339
Email: DMcGrath@gov.in.gov

[Insert Agency Name] Accomplishments
1. [Issue/Policy Name]
a. Background on the issue:
b. Summary of accomplishment:
c. Other interesting facts and figures:
2. [Issue/Policy Name]
a. Background on the issue:
b. Summary of accomplishment:
c. Other interesting facts and figures:
3. [Issue/Policy Name]
a. Background on the issue:
b. Summary of accomplishment:
c. Other interesting facts and figures:
4. [Issue/Policy Name]
a. Background on the issue:
b. Summary of accomplishment:
c. Other interesting facts and figures:
5. [Issue/Policy Name]
a. Background on the issue:
b. Summary of accomplishment:
c. Other interesting facts and figures:

Alcohol & Tobacco Commission
David Cook-Chairman

 Source investigation program—was implemented with the assistance of the
National Liquor Law Enforcement Association (NLLEA). ISEP was one of forty
(40) applicants for a $25,000 grant to implement the program, and was one of two
agencies nationwide to receive the grant. Implementation included notifying law
enforcement agencies in Indiana, including the coroners, of our availability to
assist with fatal vehicle crashes where the primary causation factor is the
consumption of alcohol by drivers. ISEP assists by helping to determine whether
the drivers were served alcohol-by-alcohol permit establishments when they were
clearly intoxicated. Once that determination is made, the establishments are
charged administratively, and the investigation can be used in any criminal or civil
action. To date, ISEP has conducted 46 investigations and filed 13 administrative
violations with the Alcohol and Tobacco Commission prosecutor, and two (2)
cases are pending.
 Temporary Beer and Wine permits—the issuing of these permits was moved from
the central office to the district offices as a way to improve customer service. The
permits require final authorization by ISEP. This change has improved customer
service and reduced postage costs. Likewise, the ATC financial officer has
worked with the Treasurer’s Office to establish accounts in local banks, so the fees
collected at the district offices can be deposited in accordance with the policies
established by State Board of Accounts.
 Fast Track program—this collaboration with the ATC prosecutor allows officers
to submit investigative reports through the chain-of-command requesting that an
administrative case be expedited due to the serious violations and to enhance the
awareness of problem bars. The program also enables the tracking of problem
bars, which if there is just cause, the ATC can be petitioned by the prosecutor to
revoke permits. Likewise, the expedited adjudication process allows the Local
Alcoholic Beverage Boards to receive violation information that can be considered
when the annual renewal hearings occur.
 Human Trafficking—ISEP has partnered with the Attorney General’s Office to
ensure that the adult entertainment establishments that have alcoholic beverage
permits comply with the statutory requirements for posting the posters and the
keeping the proper documentation on the employees that may be from other
countries. We are looking to assign one officer, at least part-time, to the Human
Trafficking Task Force to assist with any investigations related to human
trafficking, especially with regard to those associated with alcohol permit
locations. Additionally, at the last statewide meeting, the training session was
dedicated to providing information as to what evidence is needed to successfully

Alcohol & Tobacco Commission
David Cook-Chairman

prosecute a human trafficking case and what behaviors need to be recognized
when officers are interviewing to potential victims.
 Counterfeit Merchandise—ISEP has conducted three successful counterfeit
merchandise investigations in Franklin, Marion and Wabash counties, which
resulted in the seizure of thousands of items, i.e., clothing, purses, shoes, DVD’s,
etc. The potential loss to legitimate businesses that manufacture the authentic
merchandise was in excess of $4.5M, and it is unknown as to the amount of sales
tax revenue the state would have lost. In Franklin County, fifteen (15) people
were arrested some of whom were in the country illegally. In 2014, we dedicated
an entire statewide training session to learning how to identify counterfeit
merchandise. We partnered with Advance Investigative Services (AIS) for the
training, and they have assisted the agency with the investigations. We have
conducted public awareness programs to help people and businesses to identify
counterfeit merchandise.
 A significant partnership is the one ISEP has with FSSA. FSSA receives federal
funding for the Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment grant (SAPT) for
programs directly related to substance abuse prevention and treatment. The
funding for FFY 2015 is $32,038,656—a requirement for this grant is that the
State of Indiana keep the Retailer Violation Rate (non-compliance rate of alcohol
and tobacco sales to minors) below twenty percent (20%). If the rate increases to
more than 20%, there is a forty percent (40%) penalty incurred by the state, which
would result in a loss of $12,815,462. We have kept the non-compliance rate well
under ten percent (10%) consistently during this period. More specifically, we
have kept it between 5.2% and 8%. The programs that we use to ensure
compliance are the Survey for Alcohol Compliance (SAC), Stop Underage
Drinking and Sales to Minors (SUDS) and Cops-In-Shops (CIS).
 In order to comply with a mandatory P25 upgrade to the agency police radios,
which would have cost between $50K and $75K, we used internal assets to
complete the upgrade/reprogramming that saved the state approximately
$30K. Additionally, we worked the radio vendor on a trade-in program to replace
outdated radios that were not P25 compatible. This had to be submitted and
approved by December 31, 2014, and by doing so, we saved the taxpayers
$86,500. Therefore, the total savings for completing this mandatory project was in
excess of $110,000.
 Marion County is the busiest and there are more complex issues that we must
address. The following notes the accomplishments specific to Marion County:

Alcohol & Tobacco Commission
David Cook-Chairman

o The district commander meets monthly to discuss upcoming events
throughout Indianapolis to ensure the temporary permit applicants are
following the procedures and alcoholic beverage laws.
o The district participates in the Indianapolis Downtown Bar meetings hosted
by the Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department. The meetings are
quarterly and the discussions include issues pertaining to the
bars/restaurants downtown. ISEP created a pamphlet of frequently asked
questions and common violations that are cited. The pamphlets were
distributed at a meeting and by email.
o The district commander meets quarterly with the Broad Ripple Bar
Association and the Broad Ripple Village Association to discuss concerns
and issues with businesses in the village.
o The district participates in the Collaborative Law Enforcement Agency
Network (CLEAN), which involves area law enforcement agencies in
Marion County. This effort targets businesses (bars) and offenders that are
frequent law violators and refuse to comply with the alcoholic beverage
code.
o The district commander participates in meetings that pertain to all major
events, i.e., NCAA, Indianapolis 500, Brickyard 400, and Lucas Oil
Stadium, to ensure compliance with the laws and to enhance public safety.
o The district was instrumental with assisting the Indiana State Fair Board
with establishing guidelines pertaining to the sale of alcohol during the
state fair.
 ISEP relocated the quartermaster section to Indianapolis, so it is centrally
located. This reduces the drive time and distance for officers who need to replace
or to acquire new equipment.
 The agency has been involved at the request of the state police and local
authorities with helping tackle the heroin problems in Fayette and Miami
counties. In Fayette County, the task force operations resulted in the arrest of
approximately 150 persons for the distribution, possession and sale of heroin and
other illegal substances.
 We continue the successful programs that were implemented before the Pence
administration took office, specifically, the Intensified College Enforcement (ICE)
program. This program is important to public safety, because its specific focus is
on underage drinking on and around college campuses. Successes of the program
include reducing the number of alcohol related illness admissions to hospitals,
specifically, Indiana University Bloomington, as well as, reducing the number of
alcohol related vehicle crashes involving serious injury or death among young
adults ranging in age from 18-25 years. It includes education programs that
inform young adults as to the hazards of binge drinking and emphasizes the legal

Alcohol & Tobacco Commission
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age for alcohol consumption in Indiana. Likewise, the department continues to
conduct Alcohol Awareness programs in order to ensure that every effort is made
to educate young people as to the hazards of irresponsible alcohol
consumption. First year results indicated a reduction of fatal vehicle crashes by
approximately 54% in the six (6) college communities targeted. Additionally, the
admissions to the Bloomington hospital for alcohol related illnesses (poisoning)
among young adults was reduced by nearly 60%. We plan to further improve
upon those results by reducing the crashes and hospital admissions by an
additional six-percent (6%) during the upcoming school year.
 We implemented a program that recognizes retail establishments (bars,
restaurants, etc.) when are found to be in compliance during a Survey for Alcohol
Compliance (SAC) inspection. If personnel at the permit location refuses to sell
an alcoholic beverage to a SAC youth (a person between the ages of 18 and 20 ½
years), the establishment is given a certificate generated by the officers indicating
they passed the inspection. This program has been quite popular, and has
enhanced the relationship between the department and the industry.
 The agency participated in the Bartholomew County Sheriff’s Youth Camp, which
resulted in the sheriff expressing his appreciation for our participation. Likewise,
the agency participates annually in the IUPUI Public Safety Day, which allows us
to reach out for potential applicants, as well as, educating the public as to the
mission of ISEP. Additionally, since excise officers frequently encounter persons
in possession of counterfeit identifications, we presented a seminar to the staff of
Ivy Tech Community College—at their request—to educate the staff as to what
they need to observe for when checking identifications during certification exams
they proctor.
 There has been an increase in the illegal production of alcohol, and the agency has
been successful at seizing several stills. The illegal production of alcohol is not
only illegal, but it can be detrimental to public health. The improper distilling of
alcohol can result in the product becoming methanol (wood alcohol) rather than
ethanol, which can be consumed.

Pence Administration
Cabinet Agency Successes
2013-Present

Bureau of Motor Vehicles
Kent Abertnathy—Commissioner
Completed privatization of license plate production (moved from Pen Products to ITI, a Fort
Wayne company)
o Created one stop shop for license plate production
o Better controls and cost efficiency – estimated cost savings of $14M over 5 year life
cycle
o Reduced turnaround time in delivering plates to customers
Transitioned Driver Examiners to Customer Service Representative II (CSR II)
o Cross trained 60 driver examiners to newly created CSR II position
o Improved productivity and efficiency in branches
o Increased amount of drive tests agency can perform
o Allowed new CSR II to perform branch transactions when not conducting drive
tests, relieving work load on branch staff and improving visit times
o Targeted to expand to all 132 branch locations
Auto Test terminals in branches
o Currently installed in 106 of 132 branches
o Replaced written tests – improving productivity and accuracy of grading
o Allowed agency to issue the knowledge test in 11 languages
Established backup credential production site in Winchester
o Serves as backup and disaster recovery site
o Capable of producing same volume of credentials as primary site in Indianapolis
o Exercised monthly to ensure smooth transfer of work if needed
Birth Certificate verification system
o Automatic verification of birth certificates with ISDH for Indiana residents
o Automated highest volume identity verification document
o Provides positive verification to deter identity theft

Commission on Higher Education
Teresa Lubbers—Commissioner

Reducing Excess Credits: Credit Creep Reform and Degree Maps
Legislation in 2012 called into question a practice known as “credit creep” – adding classes to degree
requirements slowly over time that left students without a reasonable path to on-time completion.
Historically, baccalaureate programs required 120 credits and associate programs required 60. In
2012, 90 percent of academic programs in Indiana exceeded this threshold. While the legislation
passed before 2013, the implementation of the legislation occurred over the next two years. The
results were dramatic. Now, 90 percent of programs fall within the 60 or 120 credit limit. This
means that Hoosier students are now required to take roughly 170,000 fewer credits and are saving
$35.4 million per year in tuition. Students also now receive degree maps (championed by Governor
Pence himself) that ensure a student knows what courses to take and when to take them, with a
guarantee that the course will be available to them when they need it. This will ensure that students,
who now have a shorter path to completion, are able to follow that path, reducing the number of
unneeded credits they take due to poor advising, self-advising or course unavailability.

Remediation Redesign Reform
Traditional remediation for students deemed not college-ready by a placement exam includes a series
of courses, often taken over multiple semesters, that a student must take to be able to enroll in
college-level math or English courses. Success rates for the course sequence itself are poor, but even
lower are the success rates of these remedial students in the first college-level course. Ivy Tech
piloted several different, innovative approaches to remediation and found one that clearly outpaced
the rest in success rates. The “co-requisite” approach places students directly into the college-level
course with wrap-around academic support. Following the successful pilot, this approach has
replaced traditional remediation within the Ivy Tech system statewide.

Financial Aid Reforms
Indiana is the 7th most generous state in the nation for need-based financial aid to help
economically disadvantaged Hoosiers attend college. Indiana is also the first to create an early
promise scholarship program (now celebrating its 25th anniversary) that boosts the college
aspirations of low-income families in middle school with the promise of fully paid tuition at a public
college. These programs have been reformed in recent years to ensure that the promise of college
access is matched with support for college completion. For the 21st Century Scholars early promise
program, students now go through a programs through their four years of high school to help them

plan, prepare and pay for college. They must achieve a higher high school GPA than in the past to
receive the scholarship. And for both the Scholars program and the state’s other need-based aid
programs, students must complete enough credits to stay on track for on-time graduation to keep
receiving the same amount of financial aid.
These incentives have, after only one year, proven to significantly increase performance within our
financial aid population. See
http://www.in.gov/che/files/2015_Indiana_Financial_Aid_Reform_13015_Pages.pdf for more
information.

Outcomes Based Funding (also called Performance Funding)
Indiana has been a national leader in outcomes based funding. Indiana began to pay for outputs in
lieu of enrollment and inflation adjustments in 2003, with the creation of the research support
incentive. Over the past 12 years Indiana has remained committed to outcomes based funding.
During the recession beginning in 2008, the state’s commitment to paying for what it values was
illuminated by the use of a base reallocation to continue to pay for outcomes during times when new
funds were not available. Outcomes are now based on seven metrics supported by the Commission,
the General Assembly and the Governor. Indiana is seeing dramatic increases in on-time
completion, overall completion, Pell eligible completion, and STEM degree completion due to the
policy decisions to pay for outcomes.
The Indiana budget signed by Governor Pence for the 2015-2017 biennium continues the
commitment to paying for what we value by increase the percentage of overall operating funds
dedicated to outcomes from 6% in 2015 to 6.5% in 2017.

Streamlined Transfer Pathways
Transfer students in Indiana, like the rest of the nation, face additional challenges to on-time and
cost-effective degrees because (1) credits do not always transfer and (2) even if they do, institutions
have differing degree requirements so the transferred credits often only count as electives. This may
have been even more prevalent in the past in Indiana because unlike many states, we have seven
separate public institutions and various regional campuses within those seven that all had different
requirements and transfer policies. This was first tackled through the statutory creation of a Core
Transfer Library, which would guarantee that like courses would be accepted for transfer by all
public colleges and universities. However, that only addressed the first issue. Legislation in 2012
sought to address the second by creating a statewide Transfer Core of 30 credits that, once
completed, transfers as a block to any public institution and fulfills that institution’s core
requirement. Building on that momentum, 2013 legislation created Transfer Pathways of 60 credits
that guarantee that a student completing an associate degree at Ivy Tech or Vincennes University

will start in junior standing if they pursue a related baccalaureate degree at any of Indiana’s public
institutions. Students starting school in Fall 2013 were the first to have the benefit of the Transfer
Core, and students starting Fall 2015 will have the benefit of the Transfer Pathways.

Department of Child Services
Mary Beth Bonaventura—Director

Child Support Performance:

In Indiana, the Title IV-D Child Support Program is administered by the DCS Child
Support Bureau and is carried out locally by the county prosecutor's offices, the
county clerks' offices, and the courts. Each state’s IV-D program is evaluated and
scored annually by the U.S. Office of Child Support Enforcement based on
performance measures in five categories: support order establishment, current support
collections, cases paying on arrears, paternity establishment, and cost effectiveness.

Indiana’s Title IV-D Child Support Program serves nearly 300,000 children, and the
Child Support Bureau, working in conjunction with county prosecutors and clerks
across the state, collects almost $1 billion annually in child support. For every dollar
spent to operate the program, $5.69 in child support was collected. These continued
improvements to Indiana’s child support program helps get more money to Hoosier
children and families.

Indiana’s IV-D program performance has significantly improved over time. In FFY
2003, IV-D was ranked 35th. In 2013, we achieved a national ranking of 10th. For
FFY 2014, the most recent year recorded, Indiana’s IV-D program ranked 9th
preliminarily. Indiana is now performing above the national average in 4 out of the 5
categories, and in the 5th category, Indiana is within 1% of the national average.

Adoption Assistance:

DCS offers adoption assistance to families who adopt eligible children from the
state’s foster care system. One form of assistance is the State Adoption Subsidy (SAS),
a monthly payment to parents of children who meet special needs requirements as
defined by state and federal law. The per diem helps provide adoptive parents with
financial resources to meet the child’s needs until age 18.
Prior to SFY 2015, adoptive families were placed on a waiting list until funding for the
program could be secured. Beginning July 1, 2014, DCS was authorized to provide
funding for state subsidies for all children on the waitlist, as well as any children who
became eligible during SFY 2015. As of July 1, 2014, DCS had approximately 1,500
children on the SAS waitlist. Since the Governor authorized funding the state
subsidies, DCS has entered payment status with the majority of families on the SAS
waitlist and will continue to initiate payments as updated information is received from
adoptive parents of eligible children.
To continue SAS past SFY 2015, the Department requested additional funding from
the General Assembly. House Enrolled Act 1001, the biennial budget bill, allocated
$22.6 million over the biennium to fully fund the program in SFY 2016/2017 and
continue SAS for more than 1,600 Hoosier children. Moreover, DCS has streamlined
and improved the adoption subsidy negotiation process to make it easier for adoptive
families to access this benefit.

Staff Increases and Recruitment/Retention Efforts:

Since 2013, DCS has created an additional 459 Family Case Manager (FCM) positions
and 92 FCM supervisor positions. In an effort to continually improve the agency,
DCS recognizes that its most critical area of focus must be its staff. DCS is seeking to
not only recruit new, qualified staff, but also to reduce turnover to retain a stable
workforce.

Since 2013, DCS has engaged in a number of recruitment and retention efforts, such
as enhancing the new worker training curriculum to provide better hands-on
experience and mentoring support for incoming FCMs, refining the supervisor
training curriculum to provide additional leadership and coaching training, partnering
with the National Child Welfare Workforce Institute and the Indiana University
School of Social Work, and hiring a dedicated DCS recruiter for FCM positions, who
will focus on refining the Department’s long and short-term hiring strategies and
recruitment efforts.

In 2015, DCS engaged Deloitte Consulting to conduct a field workload analysis to
better understand Indiana’s workload concerns, and to analyze how specific aspects of
operations may be furthering or inhibiting its ability to meet its caseload standards.
Deloitte recommended several specific process and practice improvements to support
quality case management, and DCS is currently working on implementing these
recommendations to better serve children and families.

Additionally, DCS recently launched a new Employee Assistance Program benefit to
promote employee wellness, offering employees three free, face-to-face counseling
sessions per issue by a licensed therapist. This benefit is available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week to all DCS employees and their household members, regardless of
insurance coverage.

Electronic Invoicing:

Several years ago, issues regarding invoice denials and timeliness to payment were
brought to the Department’s attention by service providers. Providers expressed
frustration because invoices were routinely denied for a variety of reasons, which
meant providers had to resubmit invoices, often multiple times before an invoice was
processed for payment. This process resulted in long lag times between when an

invoice was originally submitted and the time a provider received payment. For
example, a claim submitted with errors in June for May services would typically be
denied and re-billed in July, likely resulting in payment in August or possibly
September (i.e. there was typically a 3 to 4-month lag time between service delivery
and payment by DCS following a denial).

Providers indicated that these long lag times between the date of service delivery and
date of payment were starting to impact service delivery. DCS convened a provider
workgroup to better understand the concerns and brainstorm solutions to address
them. As DCS worked with providers, it determined that many of the delays were
caused by inefficiencies in the paper invoice process. The solution was an e-invoicing
system – KidTraks e-Invoicing provides a streamlined process whereby submission of
a signed paper invoice is no longer necessary. Payment timeline is generally faster, as
mail delivery time is eliminated, as is the need for re-entry of invoice information by
DCS staff. This process also allows providers an automated mechanism to
systematically check for valid invoice information on the front-end, so that invalid
information can be corrected prior to actual submission. Therefore, the number of
denials and the resulting need for re-billing is significantly reduced.

Prior to implementation of KidTraks e-Invoicing, payment timeline averaged 48 days
from invoice date to date of payment. During the transitional months into eInvoicing, average payment time peaked at 53 days for paper invoices, while eInvoices averaged 38 days. Since July 2013, as more providers have been using eInvoicing, overall payment timeline has averaged 42 days, with the most recent
payments averaging 35 days, which is the minimum payment timeframe for payment
from the State of Indiana. Late fees paid by DCS have dropped significantly, from
approximately $330,000 in SFY 2011 to $5,109 in SFY 2015 – a huge cost savings to
the State.

Denials have similarly declined, peaking at 18,000 invoice lines denied in August 2012,
down to 5,000 lines denied in September 2013. That number will continue to decline
as more providers continue to use e-Invoicing for more of their invoices. The most

recent data indicates approximately 75% of invoices are currently submitted via eInvoicing.

Specialized Foster Care for Older Youth (Collaborative Care):

Collaborative Care is a voluntary older youth foster program designed to transition
youth out of the child welfare system and into successful adulthood. Collaborative
Care is designed to allow older youth to receive case management support and
services after age 18, and the program has specially-trained Collaborative Care Case
Managers (3CMs). Collaborative Care looks past the idea of solely providing
independent living services to older youth, pulling together two essential elements of
becoming an emerging adult – building upon existing skill sets and developing
supportive social networks. This program was designed to support youth-adult
partnerships during the case planning, implementation, and monitoring process.

Youth receive continued support from DCS while completing school or starting a
career. Youth are eligible to sign up for Collaborative Care at age 17.5 and must be
employed, participating in a job training program, or attending school or a vocational
certification program. DCS can assist with rent and utilities, clothing allowances,
health insurance, and building support networks. DCS can also ensure that services
(such as therapy or counseling) are continued while youth are enrolled in
Collaborative Care.

Since the program’s creation in 2012, DCS has received national recognition for
Collaborative Care. In 2015, Director Bonaventura was invited to speak at the White
House to celebrate this program’s successes. Additionally, in 2014 and 2015, 401 DCS
youth graduated from high school.

Child Abuse & Neglect Hotline:

Since 2013, DCS has created 4 new Hotline locations in Blackford, Lawrence,
Vanderburgh, and St. Joe Counties, in addition to the Marion County location.
Statewide, the Hotline received 187,475 reports in 2013 and 198,684 reports in 2014, a
6% increase. As reports continue to rise, Hotline performance in speed of answer
continues to improve. The average speed of answer for law enforcement callers (who
have a special dial-in code) improved from 28 seconds to 20 seconds from 2013 to
2014. For non-law enforcement callers, the speed of answer improved from 1 min. 19
seconds in 2013 to 32 seconds in 2014. Indiana’s Hotline receives national attention
because of its high performance, and other states regularly contact DCS to learn more
about our practice.

Service Mapping:

It is vitally important that the Department has an appropriate service array available to
help stabilize families. While the availability of evidence-based services has increased
significantly in recent years, DCS still has service gaps in some areas, particularly in
addressing the needs of children with severe developmental or intellectual disabilities,
or complex mental health needs. One of the most important developments as a result
of the Title IV-E Waiver is Service Mapping.

DCS is in the fortunate position, as a result of the Title IV-E Waiver, of being able to
greatly enhance its community based service array. DCS has chosen to do this by
enhancing the service array with multiple evidence-based practice models. With this
expansion, the service array has become too complex to utilize traditional service
referral methods, thus necessitating a more complex system of making referrals.
Service mapping provides an electronic service consultant, allowing even

inexperienced FCM to make quality service decisions. The system reduces the use of
cookie cutter services, by utilizing assessment and other information to recommend
services for families based on their individual circumstances, improving the chances
for positive outcomes.

Service mapping ensures that children and families are referred for the appropriate
evidence-based services based on their individually identified needs. As of July 2015,
service mapping is now being utilized throughout the entire state to help meet the
unique needs of children and families.

Department of Homeland Security
David Kane—Director
Local fire departments throughout Indiana turn to State Fire Marshal investigators – who work in
the IDHS Division of Fire and Building Safety – for help in determining how suspicious fires
started. From the beginning of January of 2013 through the end of June 2015, a total of 377 fires
were found to have been set intentionally. In that same time period, IDHS conducted 1,325 Fire
Investigations in All of Indiana’s 92 Counties, Investigating $146.5 Million in Damage.
Established in 2013 by Governor Mike Pence, the Indiana Secured School Grant Fund provides $27
million, which will be awarded over four funding cycles as matching funds, to qualified schools and
school systems to conduct threat assessments, and to hire and train school resource officers. Also,
the grant funds may be used to purchase equipment that restricts access to schools and that
expedites notification of first responders. The grants are managed by IDHS, and in fiscal years 2014
and 2015 assisted 79 percent of Indiana students. During the most recent funding cycle, fiscal year
2015, 234 school corporations and 29 charter schools received Funding to Make Hoosier Schools
More Safe, More Secure.
Over the last two and a half years, IDHS has obtained, and has managed, a significant amount of
federal assistance to help Hoosier communities prepare for disasters and generally improve
community safety. Through four federal programs – the Emergency Management Performance
Grant, the Hazardous Materials Emergency Preparedness Program, the State Homeland Security
Grant Program, and the Urban Area Security Initiative − Hoosier Communities Have Received
More Than $34 Million in Preparedness and Prevention Grants.
IDHS has established a single, coordinated process for statewide hazard assessment, gap analysis,
grants management, and program evaluation. The process involves a standardized methodology for
identifying and analyzing hazards and threats, and assessing response capabilities. The IDHS
approach has been identified as a national best practice by FEMA and the National Domestic
Preparedness Consortium, and is the First Preparedness Cycle Program in the United States.
IDHS is responsible for certifying firefighters, fire officers, fire vehicle operators and fire inspectors,
to name just a few of the agency’s 40 certification categories. Other categories include aircraft crash
rescuers, hazardous materials responders, and water rescue technicians. All told, from Jan. 1, 2013,
to June 30, 2015, IDHS has Certified 23,889 Firefighters, Hazmat Responders and Rescuers.
IDHS helps ensure that emergencies in Indiana will be handled effectively and efficiently. Statewide
emergency training programs cover emergency management, incident command systems, advanced
incident responses and management, and executive crisis management. From July 2013 to June

2015, IDHS Provided Emergency Preparedness and Response Training to More Than 55,000
Responders.
With the volume of Bakken Crude Oil transported by train through the state, a need was identified
for local first responder education in the case of derailment or accident. IDHS Staff Has Trained
1,077 Local First Responders in Tactics for Responding to a Train Derailment Involving Oil.
Since April of 2013, an intense focus on quality has permeated throughout the firefighter training
efforts of IDHS. The new Quality Assurance Program has resulted in outreach efforts that have
resulted in Indiana having more qualified training instructors and more quantitatively measured
performance levels than ever before. The program fosters increased coaching, education, leadership
and mentoring for instructors and evaluators, resulting in Enhanced Quality Assurance in Firefighter
Training.
Preparedness for natural and man-made emergencies is a key part of IDHS’s work. The agency
delivers many preparedness messages throughout the year – before, during and after disasters strike.
For example, IDHS helps Hoosiers get prepared for earthquakes. Yes, even as far away as Indiana is
from California, our state can be struck by a major earthquake, particularly, but not exclusively,
along the New Madrid Fault. IDHS helps lead statewide efforts to get Hoosier citizens, schools and
businesses to take part in an annual program called The Great ShakeOut, which raises awareness
about earthquakes and what individuals should do if one occurs. About 500,000 Hoosiers (more
than in any other Midwestern state over a multi-year period) participate annually in the earthquake
drill known as The Great Central U.S. ShakeOut.
Since 2013, 253 applications were made for various federal disaster relief, preparedness and
mitigation funds managed by IDHS. Over that period, Hoosier Communities Received nearly $10.7
Million in Federal Assistance.
IDHS works to obtain federal assistance, when warranted, for damage caused by disasters. One type
of such assistance comes in the form of low-interest loans to Hoosiers from the United States Small
Business Administration. As just one example, in 2014, IDHS Obtained $248,000 in Low Interest
SBA Loans to Help Seven Counties Recover from Tornado and Straight-Line Wind Damage.
The certification of emergency medical responders, technicians and vehicle operators is a key
responsibility of IDHS. Since January of 2013, IDHS has certified 10 auto extraction experts, 75
EMT instructors, 512 advanced emergency medical technicians, 951 emergency vehicle operators,
and 1,456 emergency medical responders. Also in that time period, IDHS has Certified 857
Paramedics and 4,171 Emergency Medical Technicians.
In times of disaster or emergency, children can be particularly vulnerable, perhaps especially when
their parents have to be away at work. IDHS recognized this challenge and did something about it.

Thanks to the leadership of IDHS, in 2013 Indiana became one of the first states to develop and
distribute a comprehensive Preparedness Guide for Child Care Providers, And Was the Most
Comprehensive of Any Other Known Product, Involving Many Other Agencies and Organizations.
When appropriate, Indiana first responders are willing to share their skills and courage with those in
need in other states. In 2013, building on previous experiences such as sending responders to help in
the aftermath of Superstorm Sandy, IDHS coordinated the deployment of two responder teams to
assist colleagues battling 65,000 acres of Alaskan Wildfires. Also in 2013, IDHS coordinated the
deployment of six responders to the Aspen fire in California, an effort further demonstrating
Hoosiers’ willingness to work in Emergency Partnerships with Other States.
The Emergency Operations Center of IDHS is up and running 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
and can be in immediate contact with emergency managers and first responders statewide, should
the need arise. Staffing of the center increases as emergency levels increase. The center monitors
emergency situations caused by nature or people, and directs state resources to affected areas. The
always-alert professionals of the Emergency Operations Center exemplify The Constant Vigilance
and Quick Response of IDHS.
IDHS maintains a Web page that’s one of the most used on the in.gov website. Indiana citizens now
also can download the free Indiana Travel Advisory app for iPhone and Android mobile devices.
Available since December of 2014, the app provides county-specific travel updates and alerts. The
innovative use of technology to protect and inform Hoosiers is manifested by the More Than 10.5
Million Website Page Views since November 2013 and, for the App, Nearly 1.3 Million “Taps” to
Access Information Since December of 2014.
IDHS developed and implemented a statewide plan and 10 regional plans for transitioning survivors
from short-term emergency shelters to long-term and permanent housing following a disaster. As
part of this effort, IDHS established procedures for coordinating the activities of state and local
agencies, community and faith-based volunteer organizations, property management companies, real
estate companies, and home builders to Address the Housing and Social Service Needs of Disaster
Survivors.
Local investigative agencies turn to IDHS for assistance with challenging emergency situations. One
prominent incident for which the IDHS Division of Fire and Building Safety provided investigative
assistance in 2015, although the investigation is not complete, is the Stage Collapse at Westfield
High School.
Promotion and sales of the Secure Indiana license plate raise funds for first responder equipment
and training, as well as public safety college scholarships, throughout the state. The funds are
managed by the Indiana Homeland Security Foundation. These funds come voluntarily from

Hoosiers, and are used to help make all Hoosiers safer. Since 2013, the foundation has awarded
More Than $1.1 Million in Foundation Grants to Local Emergency Management, Emergency
Medical, Fire and Law Enforcement Agencies and Organizations.
A crucial but perhaps not very well-known part of the work done by IDHS is ensuring that
amusement rides at fairs, carnivals and other public events are as safe as possible. Over the last 30
months, IDHS has Conducted 2,151 Amusement Ride Inspections.
IDHS established, for the first time at the state-level, Recovery Support Functions and identified
lead state agencies to coordinate the complex mission of long-term community recovery following a
major disaster. Community planning, capacity building, economic recovery, health and social
services restoration, infrastructure restoration, and natural and cultural resource recovery are
included in IDHS Long-Term Recovery Planning.
An earthquake simulator, funded by IDHS and operated by the Indiana Geological Survey and
Indiana University, has been an innovative tool used to shake Hoosiers out of complacency about
the threat of earthquakes. The IU/IDHS earthquake simulator program is being used as a model for
the Central United States Earthquake Consortium. Since 2013, 7,303 Hoosiers Have “Ridden” the
Earthquake Simulator at 65 Public Events.
In July of 2014, IDHS participated in Vibrant Response, one of the largest multi-agency training
exercises ever to occur in North America. The exercise has been conducted annually for a number
of years. IDHS led the exercise’s first-ever Joint Information Center for dissemination of
information; and the JIC received high marks from federal evaluators. The national-level exercise
was hosted by U.S. Army North, and involved about 5,500 military, law enforcement and civilian
personnel in Vibrant Response 2014.
Thanks to IDHS’ seeking out and managing of federal grant dollars, the state has a key disaster
management capability that other states don’t. It’s a unit that can operate for two weeks in an area
that, due to a disaster such as an earthquake, lost access to communications, power, plumbing and
food. The unit is called IBEAM (Indiana Building Emergency Assessment and Monitoring) and it
consists of architects and engineers who assess damaged buildings to determine if they are
structurally safe for people to enter. In 2014, IBEAM training consisted of a tabletop session, a drill
and full-scale exercise involving an earthquake scenario. A key feature of the unit’s technical
capacity is the Solar- and Wind-Powered IBEAM Communications Trailer for Internet, Phone and
Radio Connections in a Devastated Area.
Ensuring that public structures – such as businesses, schools and stadiums – are safe for Hoosiers is
a key function of IDHS. Over the last 30 months, IDHS has reviewed 2,904 building code variance

applications and conducted construction plan reviews that led to 25,831 Construction Design
Releases.
The building plan review process has undergone major improvements in terms of using e-filing
processes. The improvements brought the percentage of Building Plan Review Projects Filed Online
Up From 70 Percent Three Years Ago to 87 Percent Now.
Variance applications can now be submitted online to the Fire Prevention and Building Safety
Commission. The system has increased efficiency and made it easier for commission members to see
variance information before and during commission meetings. What’s more, costs of postage and
printing have been reduced by the Online Variance System.
A key recent development involving IDHS was the establishment of a new system to foster more
standardized and uniform training for firefighters, emergency medical personnel and other public
safety professionals throughout the state. The new approach, signed into law by Governor Mike
Pence, went into effect July 1, 2015, and is called the Indiana Fire and Public Safety Training
Academy System.
IDHS developed and implemented the Readiness Training Identification and Preparedness Planning
initiative. The program established a standardized, statewide process for identifying and prioritizing
training and exercise needs for local and state public safety agencies. IDHS worked in partnership
with Louisiana State University and Texas A&M University to develop this Statewide Training and
Exercise Needs Assessment.
Indiana recently received two highly competitive federal grants to purchase training props for
Hoosier firefighters. The funds allowed the state to purchase, for the first time ever, car-fire props
and to add to the number of propane-tank-fire props, and other training equipment, used to ensure
the state’s firefighter trainers can conduct more training sessions that simulate real-world emergency
settings. The grants of $277,000 in 2013 and $163,000 in 2014 mean that IDHS recently has
obtained Nearly a Half Million Dollars in FEMA Assistance To Firefighters Grants.
Hoosiers going up and down in elevators and on escalators are safer thanks to another little-known,
but vital safety review function of IDHS. Over the last 30 months, IDHS has Inspected 26,941
Elevators and Escalators.
Since the beginning of 2013, IDHS has issued 1,391 Fireworks Permits.

IDHS inspects venues for safety. As a result, the agency has issued 9,360 Amusement and
Entertainment Permits Over the Last 30 Months.
The scope of IDHS’ responsibility for inspecting public buildings to help Hoosiers be as safe
indoors as possible is illustrated by the following number of inspections taking place since the
beginning of 2013: 21,924 Buildings. This Includes 5,598 Childcare Provider Locations; 3,051
Hospitals and Healthcare Facilities; and 2,826 Schools.
In June of 2015, IDHS personnel participated in an earthquake simulation drill at Muscatatuck
Urban Training Center. Participants in the National Guard-led exercise, which simulated an 8.4magnitude earthquake and was dubbed United Front, included representatives of the Israeli armed
forces, who also met with IDHS representatives in Indianapolis. Overall, about 500 people took part
in the exercise, with 55 employees of IDHS participating in United Front Training with National
Guard and the Israeli Military.
IDHS led Indiana’s participation in a June 2014 earthquake simulation exercise called CAPSTONE14. The exercise, which involved eight states and took three years to coordinate, focused on
Recovery Training for Simulated Earthquakes along the New Madrid Fault Line and in the Wabash
Valley Seismic Zone.
As part of the ongoing public outreach efforts of IDHS, an educational partnership was formed
between the agency’s public information office and the Journalism and Public Relations Department
at Indiana University – Purdue University Indianapolis. IUPUI students take part in both drills and
real-world communication efforts under the guidance of IUPUI faculty and IDHS public
information officers. The innovative outreach program received national attention in Oklahoma City
in February of 2015 during an IDHS/IUPUI Partnership Presentation at the National Tornado
Summit.
IDHS participated in a series of large-scale controlled fires to assist a federal agency in conducting
research that could lead to improved safety for firefighters and improved arson investigations. The
research focused on flow path ventilation and hose failures in intense heat. Four abandoned
apartment units near Indianapolis were used in August of 2014 for the Research Burns with the U.S.
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.
IDHS was among the state agencies contributing a great deal of time and expertise in the spring of
2015 as the number of HIV cases in Scott County spiked to unprecedented levels. In response to the
extremely high number of news media and citizen inquiries about the situation, IDHS activated and
managed a 24/7 Joint Information Center for the Scott County HIV Emergency – At 62 Days, the
Longest IDHS JIC to Date.

In 2015, IDHS began offering training for non-medically trained responders, such as law
enforcement officers, who may have to assist victims of emergencies in critical seconds before
medical help arrives. Rather than using mannequins, real people acting injured, scared and combative
are part of the IDHS’ new Tactical Medical Training and Bleeding Control Using Role-playing
Disaster “Victims.”
IDHS assists local law enforcement and emergency management professionals in many ways, some
less well-known than others, though still critically important. For example, IDHS assisted in 2015
Searches for a Missing Person in Rush County and a Missing Plane in Boone County.
IDHS coordinates the work of Local Emergency Planning Committees, which work to identify
hazardous materials storage sites and transportation routes throughout Indiana. As of the summer of
2015, IDHS had 88 Local Emergency Planning Committees Identifying Hazardous Material Sites
and Routes, and Planning for Any Emergencies.
IDHS has participated in cross-border exercises with the states of Ohio and Illinois, and supported
numerous local disaster exercises, including the 2015 deployment at the Gary-Chicago International
Airport of the IDHS Disaster Portable Mortuary Unit for a Mass Fatality Exercise.
In August of 2013, IDHS joined other state agencies and first responders from Allen County in an
exercise with the U.S. Navy. The exercise dealt with the hypothetical shipment of spent nuclear fuel
from Navy yards on the east coast to Idaho. The event, which took place in Fort Wayne, included
the City of Fort Wayne, Town of New Haven, Allen County, the State of Indiana agencies and
Norfolk Southern Railroad. This was part of the Radiation Transportation Response Exercise with
the U.S. Navy Nuclear Propulsion Program.
IDHS teams up in many ways with county emergency management agencies. A key area of statecounty cooperation involves helping to ensure that mostly lower income Hoosiers have access to
National Weather Service alerts. In 2014 alone, IDHS provided 9,000 All-Hazards Weather Radios
for EMA Distribution in Hoosier Counties.
Indiana is now in alignment with national standards for emergency medical services. IDHS has
implemented the National Education Standard for Four Levels of EMS Certification.
Thanks to online efficiencies in how IDHS conducts firefighter testing, postage costs have been
reduced by half. Also, automatic grading has reduced staff time required to evaluate the exams.
More Than 50 Percent of Firefighter Training Tests Are Now Taken Online.

IDHS supported Indiana University in conducting Active Shooter Drills on Five IU Campuses.
Through the assistance of IDHS, more than $5 Million Has Been Awarded to Support Emergency
Management Agencies in 90 Hoosier Counties and More Than $3.3 Million to Build and Maintain
Emergency Preparedness Infrastructure at the County Level.
In 2013, IDHS provided basic firefighter training to inmates at the Indiana State Prison in Michigan
City. The program served the dual purpose of improving fire safety inside the prison and providing
skills inmates can use to give back to their communities upon release. IDHS teamed up with the
Indiana Department of Correction to Provide 48 Hours of Firefighter Training to 11 Prison
Inmates.
In 2014, IDHS succeeded in getting its Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan Approved by FEMA, Enabling
Indiana to Receive Consideration for Federal Funding.
IDHS works to obtain federal funding for planning and preparation in Hoosier communities before
disasters happen. For example, IDHS obtained more than $3.9 Million to update Multi-Hazard
Mitigation Plans for 48 Indiana Counties and for the State, to Acquire Flood-Threatened Properties
in Fort Wayne, and to Construct a Safe Room in an Elementary School in Salem.
IDHS experts helped with scriptwriting and served as interview subjects for a Flood Awareness
Documentary That Won a Regional Emmy Award.
In response to severe storms and flooding in 2013, IDHS awarded $829,967 to 187 Hoosiers from
State Disaster Relief Fund, the Largest Disbursement in the Fund’s Existence.
Even when damage does not meet levels required for financial assistance, IDHS works to help
Hoosier communities facing hard times caused by severe weather. For example, in 2014 IDHS
Closely Coordinated with Volunteer Organizations to Help Ensure the Needs of Flash Flood
Victims in Blackford and Jay Counties Were Met.
In 2014, much of Indiana was hit by extremely cold temperatures and record snowfalls, forcing
Hoosiers to endure a long, hard, damaging winter. In response to damage, snow removal, general
safety and life-saving actions related to that harsh winter, IDHS Public Assistance Program so far
has obtained approximately $9.3 Million in FEMA Funds for the Brutal Winter of 2014 to Help 30
Hoosier Counties.

Not only did IDHS help obtain millions of federal dollars to help in recovery from the effects of the
harsh 2014 winter, but at the same time its Public Assistance Program staff worked to create more
streamlined and efficient processes to save the state money. For the first time, the staff managed the
disaster relief process by mostly digital rather than print means. This paperless approach to
document management Saved Indiana Thousands of Dollars in Copying, Printing and Staff Time.
Since 2013, IDHS has obtained federal Hazard Mitigation Grant Program funds of more than $2.6
Million for community projects such as installing warning sirens, updating hazard prevention plans,
and acquiring 52 individual homes To Help Hoosiers During Dangerous Events.
Training firefighters and fire officers is yet another key function of IDHS. Since 2013, IDHS has
Trained, at Various Levels and In a Number of Specialties, 5,106 Firefighters; 1,956 Instructors;
1,097 Officers, and 328 Driver/Operators.
To enhance accuracy, efficiency and speed of local damage assessments, IDHS Provided Damage
Assessment Training to 232 People Across the State Since 2013, Mostly in County Emergency
Management Agencies.

Department of Natural Resources
Cameron Clark—Director


Our Division of Reclamation has received a national award each of the last two years, for
abandoned mine land projects (attached). Not that the 2015 award isn’t impressive in its own
rights, but the 2014 award has a huge cost savings component by working with an active
mine in the area.



The Division of Historic Preservation and Architecture, the Division of Nature Preserves
and the Division of State Parks created and dedicated Indiana’s first underwater nature
preserve in 2013. The J.D. Marshall Preserve was created in honor of the ship of the same
name that was built in 1891 and was lost in 1911 in Lake Michigan, just offshore from
Indiana Dunes State Park. It is now open to recreational divers. The effort received the
Society of Innovators of Northwest Indiana award in 2014. Also of note for the Division of
Historic Preservation and Architecture, that division received the first ever “National
Cultural Resources Stewardship and Partnership Award from the National Parks Service for
the completing a statewide survey and documentation of historic buildings. (attached)



Through the work of the Division of Water the Department received 2 awards at the
Association of Dam Safety Officials annual conference in 2013. We received the 2013
Midwest Region Award of Merit where DNR was recognized for leading by example in its
efforts to upgrade its dams and implement Incident and Emergency Action Plans (IEAP).
We also received the 2013 National Award of Merit for our production our outreach booklet
“Living with Dams: Know Your Risks”.



Since Governor Pence took office in 2013, the Bicentennial Nature Trust has completed 80
land protection projects encompassing more than 7,500 acres across the state. BNT projects
have protected new lands for local parks, recreational trails, land trusts, as well as state parks,
forests, fish and wildlife areas, and nature preserves. The match ratio for approved projects
currently stands at $1 : $1:30—well above the $1 : $1 match requirement of the program.
Born out of the BNT, the DNR created established five new Conservation Areas statewide
to serve as signature projects of the Bicentennial Nature Trust. These Conservation Areas
represent a new model of partner-intensive, large-landscape conservation. Each
Conservation Area functions as an alliance of public and private land owners with a shared
vision of multi-disciplined resource management. Benefits include:
— Enhancing quality of life by expanding opportunities for outdoor recreation that
increase Indiana’s appeal to prospective employers and encourage healthy lifestyles;
— Creating a significant conservation destination that benefits tourism;
— Enhancing air and water quality in the region;
— Protecting habitat and providing wildlife corridors in a fragmented landscape.
o Bicentennial Legacy Conservation Area (Whitewater Valley): Announced by Gov.
Pence in October 2013. The Bicentennial Legacy Conservation Area includes the East

Branch of the Whitewater River in Wayne and Union Counties, generally following the
Greenville Treaty Line of 1795. The area includes deep ravines, large forest blocks, and
several rare and endangered species. The river valley already boasts several statededicated nature preserves, offering an existing matrix of protected lands to expand
upon. Partners include Cope Environmental Center, Whitewater Valley Land Trust, and
The Nature Conservancy.
o Cedar Creek Conservation Area: Proposed by ACRES Land Trust, the Cedar Creek
Conservation Area covers 20 river miles of Cedar Creek running from Auburn in
DeKalb County to the creek’s confluence with the St. Joseph River in northern Allen
County. More than 1,300 acres of diverse habitat are already protected within the
corridor, offering an excellent framework to build upon. Cedar Creek is a popular
canoeing, kayaking, and fishing destination, and has been designated one of only three
Natural, Scenic, and Recreational River Systems in the state.
o Beanblossom Creek Conservation Area: Proposed by Sycamore Land Trust, the
Beanblossom Creek Conservation Area runs from Lake Lemon westward to
Beanblossom Creek’s confluence with the White River, near Gosport. The corridor
connects two state-dedicated nature preserves, national wildlife refuge property, and
state forest land. The floodplain along the creek is known habitat for ten species listed
as threatened or endangered.
o Ohio River Glades Conservation Area: Proposed by The Nature Conservancy in
partnership with the Harrison and Floyd County Parks Departments, the Ohio River
Glades Conservation Area covers the steep ridges along the Ohio River extending from
New Albany in Floyd County, to the southern tip of Harrison County. The area is
known for its many glades, where exposed siltstone has created natural openings in the
forest home to extremely rare plant communities and several endangered species. The
large bluffs overlooking the Ohio River feature large blocks of Chestnut Oak and
Virginia Pine forest. The area includes numerous state dedicated nature preserves and
other protected lands, offering a strong framework to build upon.


The Prophetstown State Park Aquatic Center was dedicated by Governor Pence in July,
2013. The first of its kind on state property, it’s a state-of-the-art outdoor aquatic facility
featuring multiple water activities. The facility was constructed with a low-profile to blend
smoothly with the prairie landscape of the park. This design feature is important because
Prophetstown State Park is located where the Tippecanoe River meets the Wabash near the
town of Battle Ground northeast of Lafayette. The park's landscape has been shaped by ice
from glaciers, moving water, fire and human hands that helped maintain the vast tall prairie
grass. Native American people hunted and lived along the two rivers for thousands of years.

Department of Correction
Bruce Lemmon-Commissioner
On February 27, 2013, members of my Executive Staff and I presented to Governor Pence
the Department of Correction’s plan to go from Good to Great. During the course of that
meeting the Governor outlined two specific undertakings he wanted the Department to
accomplish: (1) Develop a facility that was devoted to faith-based programming and
spiritual development; and (2) Develop a facility for lower-risk offenders that were
sentenced to prison for the first time, so they do not associate with more hardened and
serious offenders. The IDOC has accomplished both of these objectives, and more. This
report outlines the significant accomplishments made within the IDOC from January 2013
to the present.
Governor’s Objectives Accomplished:
In October of 2014, the governor attended the open house of Indiana’s first facility devoted
to those sent to prison for the first time. This “First Time Offender Program” is located at
the newly dubbed Heritage Trail Correctional Facility in Plainfield. At this facility, inmates
are afforded programming designed to change their criminal behavior and allow them to
address their addiction, in an environment more conducive to rehabilitation. This Facility
recently underwent an audit by an independent auditor for the American Correctional
Association and was found in compliance with 100% of mandatory standards, and 99.72%
of non-mandatory correctional standards.
By April 2014, the Branchville Correctional Facility had changed its mission to incorporate
a therapeutic community model throughout the facility, creating an environment in which
faith and character development is embraced. This expanded faith and character building
programming is being evaluated by Baylor University Research Staff. The expansion of this
facility positions Indiana as the state with the highest percentage of prison inmates
engaged in faith-based rehabilitative programming in the country.
Obtaining meaningful employment is one of the primary factors that determine whether a
person leaving prison stays out. That is why the Department was directed to include, as a
Key Performance Indicator (KPI), a measure that tracks the percentage of qualified inmates
that obtain employment within six months of their release from prison. The initial report
of this KPI in 2013 showed that 58.9% attained employment within six months of release.
With the focus of employment in mind, IDOC Parole Services worked with released
offenders, and as of July 2015, this rate of employment is a record high 79.1%.
Other Agency Accomplishments:
 Over the course of the last three sessions of the General Assembly leaders of all
three branches of government developed what some describe as the most sweeping
changes to criminal laws and sentencing code in Indiana’s history. For Indiana’s
most serious criminals, it is the Department’s job to implement these changes in

felony classifications, changes in the amount and the way credit time applies,
changes in periods of incarceration, changes in the way the Department funds local
correctional partners, and more. The Department formed several working groups to
oversee the many changes and are working to ensure that all new laws will be
implemented without delay.


In addition to their criminal history, a major impediment to securing employment
for those being released from prison is lack of marketable job skills, and lack of a
diligent work ethic. To address this roadblock and reduce the likelihood that
offenders will return to prison, the Department accomplished several objectives. It
successfully proposed a change in law that expands vocational educational
opportunities for lower-security inmates. The Department’s Prison Industries
Division (PEN) added career development centers at many facilities and parole
district offices to help returning inmates develop a law-abiding career-minded
outlook. PEN also greatly expanded the number of people inside and outside the
agency that are trained Offender Workforce Development Specialists, and Indiana’s
IDOC now has more inmates engaged in the U.S. Department of Labor’s
Apprenticeship Program than any other state in America.



Indiana law required young people waived to the adult criminal justice system to be
treated as adults. In certain cases, both the courts and the Department were
concerned about placing very young people convicted of crimes (those between the
ages of 12 and 18) in an adult prison. Working with the courts, the Department
successfully proposed a change in law that allows certain kids convicted of crimes to
be confined in a juvenile facility, and later either transferred to an adult setting or
released before they reach the age of majority.



The Department accomplished several goals with respect to Indiana’s veterans.
IDOC developed a partnership with the Department of Veterans Affairs and the U.S.
Army to help recruit qualified candidates to the corrections profession through a
program called the “Partnership for Youth Success (PaYS) program. This program
expedites the job application and interview process for reservists and soldiers reentering the workforce following their term of service. The Department also
enhanced a program especially designed for veterans that find themselves in prison.
This Indiana Veterans Education and Transition (INVET) program was relocated to
the Edinburgh Correctional Facility on the grounds of Camp Atterbury. Being
located within a military community allows the inmates in this program to develop a
law-abiding value system within an atmosphere of honor and discipline.



Through negotiations with Indiana Protection Advocacy Services and the American
Civil Liberties Union of Indiana, the Department has transformed mental health
services provided to inmates in segregation within Indiana’s prisons. Changes have
been made to the Department’s policies, practices, and facilities so that today, these
inmates are afforded more extensive counseling and treatment, they reside in an
enhanced environment that is more conducive to treatment, staff are better trained,
and protocols and practices have been amended to better address this specialized
population.



The Department developed and implemented the first performance-based formula
for community corrections. This formula, which itself will develop over time, gauges
a county community correction program’s effectiveness at diverting lower-risk
people from prison and offering them rehabilitative opportunities. High performing
counties become a model for others to follow, while the deficiencies of
underperforming programs can be identify and addressed.



With a change in law supporting the effort, beginning July 1, 2015, IDOC is
developing a new program whose mission will be to ensure that all qualified
inmates are enrolled in HIP2.0 or other health plan as they are released from
confinement. This will improve continuity of care for those needing health care,
mental health treatment, and addictions recovery as they transition back to the
community.



The Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative (JDAI) is a program designed to
provide options other than state juvenile detention, for Indiana’s youth that engage
in delinquent acts. In partnership with Indiana’s juvenile courts, the Department
has successfully worked to expand the JDAI program, and transform it from a pilot
program to one that is growing in counties across the state.



The Department observed that several inmates who were deprived significant credit
time for major violations of prison rules were able to maneuver through rules and
policy to gain much of that credit time back with little effort. The Department
significantly changed its disciplinary policy to reduce the likelihood that noncompliant offenders will qualify for restoration of their credit time, and to increase
both the time and effort it takes for any offender to qualify for any restoration of
credit time.



To boost facility efficiency the Department consolidated administration of the
relatively small Chain-o-Lakes Work Camp with the much larger Miami Correctional
Facility.



IDOC has been a leader in innovative green prison solutions. IDOC received an
award from the National Institute of Corrections, as part of their Green Prisons
Challenge. At the national Green Corrections Symposium it was announced that the
Indiana Department of Correction and the Branchville Correctional Facility won the
award for “New Corrections Concepts,” for a video presentation that was submitted
which highlighted their “Green and Giving Back” efforts.



There are national standards for high performing juvenile correctional facilities
called PbS (Performance-based Standards). Scoring a 3 on this four-point scale is
considered a satisfactory rating, with four being exemplary. Indiana began
participating in this program in 2008, and has improved incrementally. Within the
past two years, all four state-operated juvenile detention facilities at some point
attained level 4 rating. All four have also been certified compliant with American
Correctional Association standards.



Three years ago Indiana’s Sex and Violent Offender Registry was being threatened
by a loss in federal funding support, and a lack of a written agreement that outlined
the responsibilities of the Department and county sheriffs, with third-party
contractors who maintain the registry platform. These issues have been resolved
and a contract is now in place, to insure that the vitality of Indiana’s Sex and Violent
Offender Registry is maintained moving forward.

Significant Events Hosted by the Department:
 Next Month, DOC is the host agency for the American Correctional Association’s
summer conference in Indianapolis. This week-long national event will bring
hundreds of people to Indianapolis to attend educational workshops that cover a
wide array of correctional topics.


For the first time, Indianapolis hosted the four-day National Correctional Industries
Association annual conference at the Westin in Indianapolis. This organization
includes scores of representatives from across the country, and strives to improve
the employability of those incarcerated.



The Department hosted the annual conference of the Midwest Directors’ of the
Association of State Correctional Administrators. Current and past state
correctional administrators from around the Midwest convened for three days to
listen to presentations on best practices and common issues within the field of
corrections.



Indianapolis was the host city of a meeting of the National Corrections Technology
Association. The CTA brings together IT professionals from local, state and federal
corrections to leverage collaboration and understanding of the applications of
technology in the field of corrections



Indiana hosted the Greening Prison Conference in Indianapolis, attended by
correctional staff from across the country. The multi-day event included a tour of
Department facilities so that participants to see first hand some of the eco-friendly
practices being incorporated into prison operations.

Indiana Department of Labor
Rick Ruble—Commissioner
1. Best workplace injury rate in Indiana state history (2013).
2. Best construction industry workplace injury rate in Indiana state history (2013).
3. Best workplace injury rate in Indiana state history (again in 2014).
4. Best construction industry workplace injury rate in Indiana state history (again in 2014).
5. Third most successful OSHA cooperative programs (VPP, SHARP, Partnerships, Alliances)
in the nation.
6. Received a national award recognizing innovation in safety consultation in 2015 (fourth time
we have won this award).
7. Received a national award recognizing exceptional customer service in 2015 (third time we
have won this award).
8. Completely clean financial audits. No irregularities.

Department of Revenue
Andrew Kossack—Commissioner


Implemented New Programs to Protect Taxpayers and the State from Identify Theft and Tax
Fraud:
o In a survey of state departments of revenue, Indiana is named a leader in “combating
state-level tax refund fraud.”
o Since January of 2014, Indiana has stopped 96,216 fraudulent refund returns worth more
than $114.5 million. In addition, nearly 50,000 fewer returns were filed in 2015
compared to 2014, which indicates fewer attempts to file fraudulent refunds in
Indiana. Those 50,000 filings would be worth an estimated $72.5 million (in addition to
the $114.5 million).
o Since January of 2014, 237,939 taxpayers have successfully completed the three-minute
Identity Confirmation quiz, which helped ensure the department disbursed taxpayer
refunds to taxpayers rather than fraudsters.
o The department received numerous “thank you” letters from taxpayers who appreciated
the efforts to safeguard their identities.



Simplified the Tax Code for Individuals and Businesses:
o Conducted Governor Mike Pence’s Tax Simplification and Competitiveness Conference in
June of 2014, which brought together a number of local, national, and international tax and
economics experts. A Final Report details a number of tax simplification legislative and
policy recommendations.
o The Indiana General Assembly enacted a number of these recommendations during its
2015 legislative session in two bills: Senate Enrolled Act 441 and House Enrolled Act 1472.
Among other changes, the legislation:
 Eliminates almost 20 unique credits, deductions, and add-backs to the definition of
adjusted gross income, all of which needlessly complicated the tax code and
narrowed the tax base.
 Repeals Indiana’s “throwback” rule for corporate income taxes, which will increase
Indiana’s attractiveness as a manufacturing hub.
 Expands Indiana’s sales tax exemption for the production of tangible personal
property, which will eliminate a common source of confusion and complexity for
taxpayers and reduce tax pyramiding by narrowing the “double-direct” test.
 Is projected to be revenue neutral.



Streamlined and Simplified the Tax Filing Process for Businesses:
o Completed and successfully deployed an upgrade of the INtax business portal, which
collects more than $7 billion in revenue annually in comparison to $4.6 billion in 2012.

o More Electronic Filing Options for Taxpayers:
 Currently, more than 96% of business trust taxes are reported and paid
electronically. This is an increase of over 50% since the beginning of FY2013.
 Provided the capability for businesses to file their S-corporations (IT-20S) returns
electronically. Now more than 15% of S-Corp returns are filed electronically.
 Provided taxpayers associated with special taxes (cigarette, alcohol, and other
tobacco products) the ability to file electronically.
o Nation-Leading Services to Motor Carriers:
 The International Registration Plan for trucking companies and other motor carriers
now processes 10 of the top national trucking carriers in the United States and more
than 300,000 vehicles per year, the most of any state.
 The Motor Carrier Services Division implemented online registration renewals for
motor carriers, which allows renewals from any location 24 hours per day, seven
days per week.


Improved Compliance with Tax Laws and Regulations:
o Annual Collections of Owed Taxes Increased by More Than $100 Million: Over the past
two years, the department has increased the collection of unsatisfied tax liabilities by
68%, from $176 million during fiscal year 2013 to $256 million in 2014 and finally $295
million in 2015.
o Pursued Civil and Criminal Actions Against Noncompliant Taxpayers: The department’s
Special Investigations Unit has referred 40 civil cases to the Office of Attorney General
to seek restraining orders against businesses and individuals with unpaid tax liabilities. To
date, 14 court orders restraining businesses have been granted. SIU has also referred
criminal cases regarding 22 businesses and individuals to nine different prosecutors. The
referrals have resulted in numerous arrests and one conviction to date.
 The most significant and noteworthy case in this area of SIU’s operation is the El
Rodeo case. SIU partnered with the Tippecanoe and Marion County
Prosecutor’s Offices in a two-year investigation, which ultimately led to
responsible officers of El Rodeo pleading guilty to felony charges and paying
criminal restitution of approximately $1.86 million.
o Implemented a New Compliance Management System (CMS):
 The individual non-filer program has resulted in additional tax collections of
approximately $30 million since mid-2014, and ongoing improved individual
taxpayer compliance of approximately $25 million per year.
 An audit case management and workpaper system replaces an antiquated,
unsupported program/process, resulting in 10% improved efficiencies through
integration. This will allow for 10% additional business audits, which on average
translates to an additional $6 million per year.

Department of Veterans Affairs
Jim Brown—Director
The Indiana Department of Veterans Affairs is focused on aiding and assisting Hoosier veterans and
qualified family members or survivors who are eligible for benefits or advantages provided by
Indiana and the U.S. government.
Indiana has always had a proud legacy of veterans willing to serve their country – and we have a
great team in place at IDVA to serve to you.
Here are the top five achievements since January 2013:
1. IDVA undertook an assessment of operations which resulted in the identification of several
findings and recommendations. Addressing these findings and recommendations have
helped find certain efficiencies and changes of processes for the betterment of the Agency.
a. Also as a result of the assessment, program needs were identified in the Governor’s
biennial budget which was signed May 7, which included significant new resources in
the Indiana Department of Veterans Affairs’ efforts to serve Hoosier veterans.
i. The budget increases funding to:
1. The Indiana Women’s Veterans Program
2. Essential technology upgrades
3. Staffing support (hiring more staff to help provide services our
veterans)
4. Improved State and County Veteran Service Officer (CVSO) training
and support for improved IDVA outreach to connect veterans with
benefits
5. Educational opportunities, employment, training and care
ii. The budget for Fiscal Years 2016 and 2017 more than doubles existing
funding for the IDVA to improve staffing to better help those who have
served our country. Because of this, IDVA is hiring additional state service
officers to complement CVSOs and fill in any gaps in service for Hoosier
veterans seeking assistance in employment and benefits.
2. During the First Regular Session of the 118th General Assembly (2013), Governor Pence
signed into law House Enrolled Act 1387, a bill designed to improve the services Hoosier
Veterans receive from County Veteran Service Officers (CVSOs). HEA 1387 requires that
CVSOs attend a course and become accredited to represent veterans. Accreditation training
and certification better enables these service officers to advocate on behalf of Hoosier
Veterans. The legislation also creates a grant program to reimburse counties for training
expenses, computer equipment and software.
a. We now have 70 accredited CVSO’s with 21 pending applications for approval. This
means that 79% of Indiana counties now have accredited CVSO’s. We are also at
70+ VetraSpec Claims management accounts assigned. Further, almost half of the
counties have utilized the funds to upgrade or purchase needed computer
equipment.
b. In addition, IDVA is progressing consistently at improving dollar expenditures to
our veterans. The results of House Enrolled Act 1387 are reflected in the U.S.

Department of Veterans Affairs Geographic Distribution of Expenditures (GDX)
report indicating total expenditures to Indiana veterans of $1.9 billion in FY11, $2.0
billion in FY12, $2.47 billion in FY13, and $2.66 billion in FY14. (That is an
increase of $685 million per year to Hoosier veterans from FY11 to FY14!) The
GDX report also indicates Indiana improved in national ranking from 48th to 43rd
during that same period, which directly demonstrates the success of HEA 1387.
3. Governor Pence in 2014 signed into law the unanimously passed SEA 354, which
established the Hoosier Women Veterans Program to serve the needs of the more than
33,000 women veterans in Indiana. Governor Pence announced on January 12, 2015, that
the Indiana Department of Veterans Affairs hired Senior Master Sergeant Laura McKee as
Indiana’s Women Veteran Coordinator. McKee will be at each of the previously mentioned
Community Outreach events to discuss issues with female veterans.
4. IDVA is holding eleven Community Outreach Events throughout the state this year
where the staff takes its show on the road and offers “one-stop shopping” opportunities for
veterans, active duty members and their dependents. At these events, participants can
connect with needed services, learn how to develop a resume, receive interview preparation
guidance, introduce themselves to prospective employers and meet with Indiana Women’s
Veteran Coordinator Laura McKee.
a. At various Outreach events and through its employment services, IDVA has helped
connect more than 800 veterans seeking employment with full-time, goodpaying jobs in just the past eight (8) months.
b. We will be announcing many more Veteran Community Outreach Events in the next
18 months along with Veterans Rallies at cities throughout Indiana. In 2016, when
Indiana observes its Bicentennial, many communities will be hosting festivals related
to Indiana’s celebration of 200 years of Statehood. We will post the locations and
dates where you can find our booth and staff at select events.
5. IDVA continues to take care of our Hoosier Veterans:
a. IDVA manages the Indiana Veterans’ Home in West Lafayette. In 2013, the
Home was rated a 2 Star facility by Nursing Home Compare (Medicare/Medicaid).
In June 2015 Nursing Home Compare rated the Indiana Veterans’ Home a 5 Star
facility, further indicating we are committed to serving our veterans in the best
possible way.
b. IDVA administers the Military Family Relief Fund for the families of deployed or
formerly deployed Indiana National Guard members and members of the Selected
Reserves. All military members and veterans who served on or after September 11,
2001, may be eligible to receive a onetime emergency grant. The emergency grants
may be used by the families for needs such as food, housing, utilities, medical
services, transportation and other essential family support expenses that have
become difficult to afford. Grants up to $2,500 may be awarded. IDVA has
distributed more than $1.4 million to needy veterans and families in FY 2015.
c. IDVA also offers additional assistance to veterans and family members in need of
counseling, employment and training services thanks to a $2 million Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) grant that will pay for these services. IDVA
has distributed more than $120 thousand in TANF Assistance since May 2015.

Family & Social Services Administration
Dr. John Wernert—Secretary
You requested the Top 5 Successes of FSSA since 2013. I would emphasize that we have instituted a
smooth and successful transition of leadership at the agency – moving to higher provider
engagement and a clinical focus. In addition, we have some significant milestone achievements;
1) Successful waiver approval and implementation of HIP 2.0. A national model of consumerdirected Medicaid reform. We now have over 310,000 low income Hoosiers covered under
this landmark program.
2) On my way Pre-K – another significant accomplishment of the Governor providing $10m
annual support to a needed Pre-K program for low income Hoosier children. Successfully
rolled out in 5 counties, and we continue to build provider capacity state-wide. Demand
from citizens is high.
3) Implementation of Enterprise Data Warehouse which allows strong data analysis and
decision support for modernizing our Medicaid program.
4) Development and implementation of the Systems Integration Council of our State Operated
facilities (State Mental Hospitals). Moving these independent hospitals in to mindset and
operational mode of working as a system to gain efficiencies and standardization of clinical
and administrative policies. A major piece of this work is the planning and development of a
feasibility study to build a new Neurodiagnostic Institute to provide state of the art
evaluation and treatment services for our state. This new institute would also replace the
decaying facility at LaRue Carter State Hospital here in Indianapolis. The RFI to determine a
clinical partner is complete and the feasibility study is being prepared for presentation to
State Budget Agency in December 2015.
5) DDRS and FSSA completed the closure of the last 3 large ICF facilities (Intermediate Care
Facilities -Nursing homes for Hoosiers with Developmental Disabilities). 75% of these
patients were successfully placed in homes/community based services. 25% went in to group
homes and a very few went in to other nursing homes. This demonstrates Indiana’s
commitment to de-institutionalization of our citizens with intellectual disabilities.

Indiana Department of Environmental Management
Carol Comer—Commissioner
1. IDEM implemented a new customer friendly electronic wastewater certification examination
process in partnership with Ivy Tech.
2. IDEM implemented a system to allow electronic submission of federally required Discharge
Monitoring Reports (saves time, postage and paper).
3. IDEM is second best in the nation in Title V (air) permitting (behind New Mexico which
has 1/4th the number Indiana permitted sources).
4. IDEM is the best in the nation in NPDES (water) permitting with 0 backlog.
5. IDEM worked with the City of Gary to expedite remediation work to allow the timely
completion of the extension of the runway for the Gary Airport.

Indiana Department of Administration
Jessica Robertson—Commissioner

Electronic Contracting

Roadmap Goal: Increasing Private Sector Employment
In support of Executive Order 13-02, IDOA and IOT partnered to migrate the State’s contracting
process to electronic. Implementation of PeopleSoft’s Supplier Contract Module (SCM) in concert
with deploying an electronic signature enabled end to end paperless contracting. The end result
reduced the total approval process an average of 4 business days, created efficiencies in the
operations of state government and created savings for state agencies.
The project met the following key objectives:


Interacting and contracting with the agencies, collaborators and supplier community through
PeopleSoft, rather than emails, phone calls and paper



Creating a repository and transparency for state contracting, negotiations, internal/external
collaborations and approval timeframes



E-signatures eliminated the need to transition to paper records management for contract
execution

Implementation addressed existing challenges and provided some key service improvement

successes such as:


Understanding the agency’s contracting needs and creating faster approvals of contracts. Previously
paper contracts could be misplaced, lost and not tracked to specific approvers. The new
process identifies actual individuals rather than agencies which provides detailed transparency and
accountability of approvers.



Development of Standard Contract documents, templates and library that reduce the time in
contract development for agencies. The previous process had templates but there were
multiple user errors in using the wrong one. The new process hosts a library of the most
recent template and warns users if deleting or eliminating mandatory clauses.



Analyzing the workflow/approval process and collaboration needs of each agency and
incorporated into the system. Previously, paper or multiple emails regarding the same
contract could potentially cause confusion. The new process keeps track of versions and
allows review and collaboration between internal and external users before finalization.



Understanding the approvers needs and review process; previously paper was reviewed and
template changes were harder to compare. SCM allows redline comparisons in the system.



Value-add mobility and telecommuting service was recognized by staffs who are frequently
working outside of the standard office setting.



Overall Indiana created efficiency through electronic contracts with faster approvals and greater
transparency of negotiations and internal collaborations.

The State achieved both soft and hard savings in addition to improved compliance and efficiency
with SCM.


Efficiencies
o Reduction in approval timeframes
o Immediate detection of errors and missing information, minimizing the return of
contracts and corresponding delays and costs
o Ability to identify trends in the contract request process including clauses frequently
altered and develop effective alternative clauses
o Quickly transfer workload to fluctuating volumes or staffing needs
o Improved reporting capabilities
o Capture noncontract-related documents, such as insurance certificates, clearance
checks, etc.



Risk Mitigation
o Compare edited documents and quickly identify changes
o Wizards that auto populate data from the procurement request into the contract
o Standardization contract templates and clauses
o Financial and contract documents are tied providing improved visibility and the
creation of electronic audit trails for risk and process compliance
o Automated enforcement of internal policies, such as required approvals

o Reduced fraud risk, as contracts that are electronically submitted and verified for
signature authenticity maintain their integrity as secure images.
o Automated management of the contract life cycle providing advance notice of
renewals through email and established end user dashboards.
o Capture of electronic signatures for internal and external parties provides a more
secure execution of contracts reducing the risk to both the State and suppliers


Financial Savings
o Elimination of paper and reduction in printer supplies to physically print contracts
and attachments for routing/signature
o Elimination of scanning of paper contracts to allow access via the state’s
transparency portal as CSM has an auto interface to the portal
o Elimination of courier fees, a significant expense for some suppliers

The savings below represent only three agencies that have utilized SCM for the majority of FY2015;
as Indiana continues to roll out the remaining 178 agencies; the paper savings will account for an
average of 10%. Additionally, scanning of contracts will cease since SCM contracts go directly to the
transparency portal which creates an average of $37,000 in savings annually.

Indiana Veteran Business Enterprise

Roadmap Goal: Increasing Private Sector Employment
Executive Order 13-04 established an Indiana veteran owned business enterprise (IVBE) goal of at
least three percent of state contract spend for the procurement of goods and services for the state of
Indiana.

Subcontracting Awards
Fiscal Year

Contract
Value

3% Goal
Target

Actual
Committed
Dollars to
IVBE

Achieved Committed %

July 2014 - June 2015

$401,202,306

$12,036,069

$15,819,227

3.94%

July 1 2013 – June 30,
2014

$193,372,102

$5,801,163

$8,077,033

4.18%

(Goal 3%)

Prime Awards
Fiscal Year

Contracts Awarded Direct to IVBE

July 2014 - June 2015

$2,022,091

July 1 2013 – June 30, 2014

$529,138

Total Awards
Fiscal Year

% Achieved

Subcontracting
Committed
Award Dollars

Prime
Awarded
Dollars

Grand Total of
Awarded Dollars to
IVBE

July 1 2014 – June 30, 2015 3.94%

$15,819,227

$2,022,091

$17,841,319

July 1 2013 – June 30, 2014 4.18%

$8,077,033

$529,138

$8,606,170

Savings Achieved

Roadmap Goal: Increasing Private Sector Employment
IDOA’s continually strives to increase dollar savings for the State through efficient use of lease
space, procurement solicitations and contract negotiations.
Procurement Savings - Savings generated through strategic sourcing. This number represents
agency specific solicitations as well as Quantity Purchase Agreement (QPA) savings.
Calendar
Year

Spend

$ Strategic
Sourcing Saved

Strategic Rebate
Sourcing
Savings
Cost
Avoidance
$

Total
Vendor
Managemen Savings
t Additional
(SS+RB+VM)
Savings

CY2015

$257,154,097

$30,521,452

$1,034,003 $604,797.43 $5366.74

CY2014

$343,386,100

$57,725,362

-

CY2013

$432,454,981

$34,807,304

$5,660,673 $1,021,974

$32,165,619

$674,046.04 $2,051,492.24 $60,450,900.28
$4,489,951

$34,807,304

Lease Savings - Savings achieved through efficient use of lease space. (previous lease rate*sq
footage – new lease rate*square footage)

Metric

CY13

CY14

CY15

Cost per Sq Foot of Leased
Office Space

$13.45

$13.30

$13.27

Total Leased Space

2,334,572

2,270,676

2,273,549

Total Cost of Leased Space

$31,400,000 $30,200,000

Savings achieved through
efficient use of lease
space/contract negotiations

0
$1,200,000

$30,170,000

$1,230,000

Fleet Savings - Savings achieved through centralization and reduction of state fleet services.

Metric

CY13

CY14

CY15

Number of Fleet Vehicles

10,458

10,166

9,725

Eliminated Number of Vehicles

0

292

733

Reassigned Under-utilized
Vehicles

0

40

65

Savings Achieved Through
Vehicle Elimination

0

$5,256,0000 $13,194,000

Savings Achieved Through
Reassignment

0

$160,000

$260,000

Parking Facility Management

Roadmap Goal: Increasing Private Sector Employment
IDOA partnered with an outside vendor to manage the State’s parking operations. Partnering with
an outside vendor allows IDOA to capture the expertise of a private parking management company
that has operations throughout North America. The outside parking management company will
reduce our labor costs/expenses and also capture substantial additional revenue through marketing
efforts never pursued while parking operations remained in house.
The parking management agreement started on July 1, 2015.
Based off of budgeted plans for parking operations, as well as actual performance from first two
months under new management, we project an increase in parking revenues as well as a 20%
decrease in operating expenses compared to last year. We anticipate annual net profit to increase by
over $600k compared to last year.
Metric

Actual CY14

Projected CY15

Total Annual Parking Revenue

$1,197,362.15

$1,697,000

Total Annual Parking Expenses

$790,478.68

$632,574.30

Net Income

$406,883.47

$1,064,787.70

Annual Net Income Per Spot

$66.72

$174.62

Indiana Economic Development Corporation
Jim Schellinger—President
Business Development/Marketing:


Exceeded deal targets each year/shifting focus on wage growth
o 778 projects
o 64,000 projected new jobs
o $10.5 billion projected capital investment
o GE Aviation a landmark, transformative win



Successful marketing campaigns under “A State That Works” theme across many media,
leading to legitimate new leads



Non-stop flights on the uptick, initiated in part by IEDC’s deal with United Airlines for San
Francisco service

Policy:


2013 Transparency legislation/Launch of IEDC Transparency Portal
o turned potentially damaging legislation into a win for the Administration



2015 Regional Cities Initiative

Entrepreneurship:


Re-launch of SBIR/STTR matching program through 21st Century Fund



Stabilization of relationship with Elevate Ventures; new leadership

Indiana Finance Authority
Dennis Bassett—Director
1. Closed $93M Bond transaction for captital improvement projects at the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
2. Restructured $400M of Lucas Oil Stadium/Indiana Convention Center Bonds
and eliminated risk associated with Swap Agreements by $106 Million through
transferring variable rate debt to fixed rate debt at favorable market rates.
3. Awarded Second P3 project for Section 5 of I-69.
4. Navigated Bankruptcy of Indiana Toll Road Concessionaire and worked with
various parties in finding a replacement Concessionaire with IFM.
5. Since 2013, the IFA’s State Revolving Fund Loan Program provided financial
assistance to 96 Indiana utilities for their wastewater and drinking water
infrastructure needs. The aggregate amount of loans provided was in excess of
$681 Million and the discounted interest rates provided over $200 Million in
savings to the participating utilities when compared to their alternative funding
options. The IFA’s Brownfield Program assisted with the liability clarification
to enable the redevelopment of two sites in Noblesville, IN for a new facility
for Crown Equipment Co. that resulted in over $50 Million in private
investment; more than 250 jobs proposed; and in excess of $30 Million in new
property taxes created.

Indiana Department of Transportation
Brandye Hendirckson—Commissioner

INDOT Accomplishments 2013-2015
Taking Care of What We Have – Finishing What We Started – Planning for the Future
August, 2015

Capital Program












Completed Major Moves Projects
o 2013 – US 231 Tippecanoe County; SR 25 Hoosier Heartland; I-69 & 116th Street; US 31
Kokomo
o 2014 – Milton Madison Bridge; US 31 Plymouth to South Bend; I-465 & I-65 Marion
County
o 2015 (to be open) – I-65 & Worthsville Road; I-69 Section 4 Crane to Bloomington; US
31 Hamilton County
Construction Contracts – Preservation Shift
o Increase in number of contracts due to preservation initiative; Smaller contract amounts
due to smaller preservation projects and initial shift from large Major Moves added
capacity projects (complete table pg. 3)
2013 2014 2015
# Contracts
218
290
358
$ Value (millions)
$867.8 $716.3 $709.7
Major Moves 2020 Projects
o Awarded to date: I-65 County Line Road to Southport Road & Main St Greenwood to
County Line Road, added travel lanes; I-65 Whiteland Road to Main Street & SR 44 to
Whiteland Road, added travel lanes; I-65 Old SR 311 to Memphis Road, added travel
lanes
Practical Design/Open Roads
o Implemented 2014, Open Roads deviates from our traditional rigid code-based system of
design standards and tailors design solutions and construction methods to deliver specific
results – those that are necessary, not because the design manual says so. Open Roads
encourages innovation and flexibility, and requires more information and a higher level
of analysis when defining and selecting the most appropriate solution to a particular
problem. Reduced project costs result in opportunities to reinvest dollars to expand and
accelerate development, design and delivery of other state projects for overall system
improvement.
Operations
Bridge Maintenance – Increased man-hours spent by 19%, even though total manpower was
reduced 4%
Pavement Maintenance – Increased pavement preservation lane miles by 18%,
accomplished with only 1% increase in total cost
Polar Vortex Winter - Significant increases in FY14 winter over five year average

Man Hours
Miles Serviced
Salt Usage (STN)
Diesel Usage (GAL)











FY14
525,862
8,789,907
446,417
2,216,124

5 yr average
311,376
5,257,571
295,141
1,463,779

FY14 vs. 5 yr average
169%
167%
151%
151%

Vegetation Management
o Implemented comprehensive strategy that maintains our roadsides in better condition
while costing less; received 25% fewer mowing complaints in CY15 over CY14
P3 Projects
Ohio River Bridges, East End Crossing
o Construction began 5/30/2013 with WVB East End Partners selected Preferred Developer
 Bridge tower foundations completed; Utica-Sellersburg Road bridge open to traffic;
tunnel excavation and initial liner complete
o Spring 2015, Kapsch Traffic Com IVHS, Inc. selected as Toll System Provider
o Anticipated completion late 2016
I-69, Section 5 – 21 miles Bloomington to Martinsville
o 10/15/2013 RFP – 4 teams submitted proposals, I-69 Development Partners selected
Preferred Developer
o Construction began fall, 2014
 Tree clearing complete; Rockport Road/That Road open to traffic; utility relocations
ongoing
o Anticipated completion late 2016
Hoosier State
10/2013 – Passenger Rail Investment and Improvement Act ended federal support for certain
Amtrak routes of less than 750 miles. Indiana was first in the nation to seek competing
proposals from independent providers as allowed by the Act.
8/2015 – Long-term agreements signed with Amtrak, Iowa Pacific and local partners through
6/30/2017
1st round trip Sunday, 8/2/2015
People





Agency Culture Shift
o CORE 4 Values – Introduced Respect, Teamwork, Accountability, Excellence – Core
behaviors that all employees, as an organization, will support, promote and exhibit to
achieve agency results
o ACT 1 – Accountability, Continuous Improvement and Talent – All employee training
conducted 10/2014 supporting the culture of continuous improvement, manage and
develop our talent for future growth
Employee Engagement Survey – Begun in 2013, annual survey to capture employees’
feedback regarding employee development, advancement opportunities, performance





management and overall work environment; employee participation in the survey increasing
each year
CODE 5 – Program designed to improve our leadership and support our efforts to be
employer of choice while creating common leadership language; help our leaders become
more strategic and less tactical
Leadership Competencies – Specifically reflect what a leader at INDOT should look like;
used for development purpose for any employees wishing to become a leader at INDOT
Individual Development Plan – Employee development plans and achievements tracking
document used for growth development of individual employees

Revenue
Debt Service
Operations
P3
Major New
Preservation
Contingency
2020 Trust Fund
LPA/MPO

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2014
1626.7
104.9
407.4
302.6
194.8
495.1
13.1
247.2

2015
2106.0
$ 108.4
$ 424.2
$ 290.6
$ 144.3
$ 545.5
$
$ 219.2
$ 221.0

2016
2113.3
$ 103.6
$ 462.1
$ 194.7
$ 136.6
$ 843.1
$ 32.5
$ 167.7
$ 221.0

2017
1824.3
$ 111.0
$ 454.5
$ 153.0
$ 45.5
$ 977.7
$ 32.5

2018
1710.1
$ 173.9
$ 465.5
$ 66.9
$ 24.5
$ 819.7
$ 32.5

2019
1717.9
162.8
476.5
66.3
45.0
650.3
32.5

$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 221.0

$ 221.0

$ 221.0

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2020
1619.2
144.5
483.4
67.0
5.0
691.8
32.5
221.0

Office of Information Technology
Paul Baltzell










Management and Performance Hub
o IOT assisted in creating the program
o Automated KPI data from cabinet-level agencies providing a real-time view of
agency performance
o Infant mortality study
o Recidivism study
Project Success Center
o A project management office, keeps track of all IOT and other major technology
projects within the state.
o PM training to executives, managers and some team leads
o Developed a PM website with guidelines and tools to submit project requests
o One of the Good-to-Great goals
Mobile app development
o IOT has a dedicated mobile app development team
o Has written four apps each for Android and Apple devices since inception in Fall
2014 (IN.gov, DNR, DOE and Travel Advisory)
o Saved thousands of dollars over out-sourcing development. (Yearly salary of IOT’s
iOS developer was less than the quote we received to develop one app)
o One of the Good-to-Great goals
GIS awareness
o All 92 counties now providing data back to the state
o Publication of the broadband availability map
o Enterprise contract to use GIS tools
o One of the Good-to-Great goals
PeopleSoft expansion
o Implemented e-contracting module
 Allows for electronic signatures, reducing contract processing from up to 30
days down to less than one day.
o Hyperion
 Helps with planning, development and administration of state budget
 Replaced older system and has direct interface with PeopleSoft accounting
system
 Allows for standard and ad hoc reports
o Purchasing Card
 Allows greater transparency on purchases with an itemized list
 Better ability to manage and approve purchases
 Automated reconciliation of payments
o PeopleSoft expansion was one the Good-to-Great goals

Indiana State Police
Superintendent Doug Carter
Agency Accomplishments

January 2013 to Present

Operations / Investigations


Field Enforcement / Field Investigations – Reintegration of Field Investigators under the
Command of Area Captains to ensure continuity of mission and better interaction with
uniformed Troopers and the communities they serve.


Advanced training was provided to a core group of detectives and crime scene
technicians along with updates to our policies for the investigation of use of force
incidents. Our program is now the accepted standard across the state and we
routinely are the lead agency for police action shootings for nearly every agency.



We have dedicated resources and personnel across the state to assist local and county
agencies that have been inundated with heroin. To date, ongoing efforts are
underway in the following communities--Connersville, Scottsburg, Fulton/Miami
County and LaPorte County.



Safe Schools Initiative – Troopers throughout Indiana continue to expand the statewide
school safety program as evidenced in the ISP Trooper Walk through Program, Threat
Assessment Training and the Unarmed Response to an Active Shooter Program. In this
process, the department has developed a strong relationship with the Indiana Department of
Education, the Indiana Department of Homeland Security and other governmental agencies
to coordinate training and safety consulting services to a variety of public and private entities
across Indiana. The focus of services provided centers on the safety and welfare of the
nation’s most valuable resource - our children. This innovative model for school safety has
been provided to over 3,000 Indiana educators, daycare providers, elected officials and
business professionals.



ISP Operations Center - The Indiana State Police created a 24/7 operations center that
monitors and coordinates statewide operations and resources. The Operation Center
provides resource allocation and tracking as well as real-time situational awareness for the
Superintendent of the Indiana State Police and other state agencies. The mission of the
Operations Center is to enhance of the communications between General Headquarters, the
field, the public and other agencies in need of police services on a twenty-four (24) hour,
seven (7) day a week basis. The main goal is resource and information support for the field
to ensure they can safely, effectively and efficiently provide services to the citizens and
visitors of the state of Indiana.



Research and Development - The Indiana State Police created a unit devoted to research and
development of equipment, vehicles and intellectual concepts related to the Department and
police profession. This unit works closely with our Fiscal, Logistics and Training units to
ensure the operational needs of the Department are met. This unit has played an integral
part in selecting uniforms, boots, weapons, training programs and equipment.



Explosive Ordnance Disposal Squad – Reorganization of the existing unit to a smaller
dedicated work group. This reorganization reduces the manpower by one third while
increasing the operational availibity of this critical service. The addition of three explosive
detection dogs brining the department total to six. This filled a recognized need of
communities around the state to provide support for explosive detection.



Dive Program - The Indiana State Police Dive Team recently reorganized from 50 personnel
to 20, operating in three regional Squads (north, central, and south). Some of the goals of
this reorganization are to increase technical proficiency and capabilities of the ISP Dive
Team in underwater investigations, reduce the impact experienced by our Districts resulting
from increases in training and operational commitments of their personnel, and to create a
sustainable model for the high cost of operating a Dive Team.



Acquisition of Tactical Support Vehicles - In November of 2014 the Indiana State Police
procured a 2015 Lenco Bearcat utilizing Burns Harbor Port Security Grant monies, as well
as a refurbished 2002 Bearcat purchased and delivered utilizing a Dearborn County
Community Foundation Grant. These two acquisitions bring a total of three such vehicles
into state inventory. These vehicles provide ISP and other requesting agencies with mobile
ballistic protection. These vehicles can carry a full SWAT squad into unsecured areas where
there are imminent threats to the public or our Troopers. They may also be used to carry
EOD units, robotics, hostage negotiators, search cameras, chemical munitions, perform
officer down rescues, and carry equipment. This acquisition was necessary to fill a safety
void in ISP Special Operations. Police response to critical incidents across the United States
are ever evolving with societal changes and technological advances. Armored vehicles,
strategically placed across the State, are mission critical assets. They have proven their worth
on multiple occasions where our units were engaged with gunfire and at numerous standoffs
with known armed suspects. They are a safer way to do business for the public, police, and
for the suspects.



Acquisition of a second cyber forensic vehicle allowing ISP to now deploy one north and
south. These vehicles allow for on-scene forensic triage, on-scene interviews, and better
evidence collection for digital media devices.



ISP K-9 Program - The Indiana State Police has claimed responsibility for the financial cost
of the Departments K9 program. Prior to this administration the program was supported
through the financial donations of individuals and corporations. The Indiana State Police
recognized the need to take responsibility for the program and remove the burden of
sustainability from individual officer’s ability to fundraise to support their K9 partner. The
Department embarked in a lengthy training process to certify three K9 trainers allowing our

program to provide in house training to the highest of standards at a lower cost. The
Department has added and trained 15 new K9 teams.


Primary Duty Weapon Transition - The Indiana State Police transitioned the entire
Department from Glock .45 duty weapons to the Sig Sauer P227 .45 duty weapon. The
Glock pistol had demonstrated reliability issues and had a short term operational deployment
lifespan. After an extensive research and testing process the Sig Sauer P227 .45 pistol was
selected to be the primary duty weapon of the Indiana State Police. This weapon
demonstrated exceptional reliability, accuracy and serviceability after which 1,622 were
acquired through a trade in/purchase. It is expected that the Sig Sauer P227 will be a
“Career Gun” that can be serviced though routine intervals and serve an officer for the
length of his career.

Laboratory


The ISP Laboratory continues to maintain its accreditation by the American Society of
Crime Laboratory Directors/Laboratory Accreditation Board (ASCLD/LAB) and is
accredited to ISO 17025 standards.



The Laboratory Division’s Polygraph Unit achieved accreditation from the Polygraph Law
Enforcement Accreditation (PLEA) Board in 2014, and as such became the first fully
accredited polygraph unit in Indiana.



We currently have six Laboratory Division personnel selected to participate as members of
various committees within the Organization of Scientific Area Committees (OSAC) that is
part of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) mandate towards
establishing consistent scientific procedures and protocols that will eventually be used by all
crime labs in the country. No other state crime lab is as represented on these committees as
is the Indiana State Police, which is a reflection of the high regard for our laboratory system.



The Laboratory Division, in cooperation with the Indiana Department of Administration,
has nearly completed a two-year, very detailed and comprehensive capital improvement
needs assessment project on the current and projected facility needs for the three regional
laboratory facilities so as to properly plan to ensure that the crime lab needs of the criminal
justice system in Indiana can continue to be met in the coming years, particularly as it relates
to touch DNA.

Communications and Information
 Establishment of the Criminal Records Incidents Management Exchange (CRIME) –
Utilizing existing infrastructure (Law Enforcement Agencies’ records management systems
as well as the state’s MPH Center) to provide statewide crime statistics for data driven
enforcement as well as information for the public. This program is currently in the proof-ofconcept stage.


Revamping of the Handgun Carry Permit Program – Due to an upsurge in handgun carry
permits after a mass shooting on the east coast, the permit program managed by ISP faced a
tremendous backlog with the majority of applications taking approximately one hundred and

ten (110) days for processing. On average ISP received sixty four thousand (64,000)
applications a year, however in 2013 the number jumped up to approximately one hundred
and eleven thousand (111,000) applications. By the end of the year the backlog was
eliminated and in 2014 a new system was developed to include a modernized card style
permit in place of the traditional paper version. The new electronic application process
simplifies the process for typical turn around for an application not requiring criminal history
research is now only three to five business days.


ISP datacenter space utilization and repurposing – ISP had one of the last standalone
datacenters in state government outside of the large center managed by the Indiana Office of
Technology (IOT). With upkeep costs to include power consumption and fire suppression
equipment it made sense to relocate the existing servers to the IOT datacenter for a total
cost savings of approximately $30K a year. The space was reutilized for office and meeting
space.



Improved Limited Criminal Histories (LCH) – Indiana is one of twenty three (23) states that
offer an in-state limited criminal history report. This report is utilized for many organizations
who cannot afford a fingerprint based national criminal history check and do not qualify for
the fee exemption. In 2014 with a partnership between ISP and the Indiana Office of
Technology (IOT) the LCH program was improved with enhanced algorithms to ensure a
higher percentage of accurate matching of name and date of birth to the criminal history. In
addition the new system will provide a benefit for the entire program through record
improvement by including court dispositions when not available. All of this is an effort to
provide a better product to the customer at the lower price point they are expecting.



Electronic Criminal Histories - At one time approximately twenty thousand (20,000) square
feet of floor space at the Indiana State Police Headquarters was filled with shelving units
holding approximately two million (2M) criminal history files. The completion of the project
occurred in late 2014 making Indiana’s criminal history repository one of the few in the
nation now fully electronic. Cost savings to the state include elimination of maintenance of
the paper files as well as the work hours required to physically pull a file to research. Besides
improved efficiencies at a reduced cost, ISP was able to return the approximately twenty
thousand (20,000) square feet of floor space back to the Indiana Department of
Administration (IDOA) for reuse by other state agencies for an additional fiscal impact
reduction through the elimination of the need to lease office space.

Logistics


Fleet Reduction - Initiated a campaign to clean up the process of de-commissioning and
retiring vehicles. According to the CAFR report, ISP had 2,080 vehicles and 120 trailers on
June 30, 2013. Today that number is 1,728 vehicles and 117 trailers. A reduction of 365
vehicles which equates to a 17.6% reduction in our fleet!



Critical Parts NAPA Acquisition Program - Implementation of the ‘Critical Parts NAPA’
Acquisition Program. This program was initiated in August 2013 and this effort dramatically
reduced the on-hand inventory of automotive parts at GHQ and all satellite district
mechanic locations across the state. This program also helped to expedite the process of
critical automotive repair parts. Prior to this program, commissions would be out of service
for days or weeks awaiting parts to place them back into service. That process now is
measured in minutes or hours. We have worked diligently with our partners in Fiscal and
NAPA to make this a reality.



Testing and Evaluation Process for an investigative / administrative Vehicle - The testing
and evaluation process to develop an Investigative / administrative vehicle to integrate into
the fleet. These efforts yielded the Ford Taurus as the most effective and practical vehicle
for the Department and resulted in a cost savings of $4,400 per vehicle (cost of the Dodge
Charger compared to the Ford Taurus). By implementing an investigative / administrative
vehicle program for police personnel who work in said capacity, this will allow us to stretch
our vehicle funding resulting in the Department being able to purchase 20 more patrol
Chargers during this fiscal cycle, as well as reduce our high mileage vehicles.

Fiscal


Overtime pay for mission critical incidents is now available for troopers and civilian
personnel.



ISP has entered into a partnership with the FBI to provide major improvements to the
department’s Pendleton Range. The cost of these improvements, estimated at approximately
$1.7 million, will be funded by the FBI. ISP will continue to retain ownership of the range.

Human Resources






Established a full time Recruiting Section in 2013 that has positively contributed to staffing
successful Recruit Academies.
 73rd Recruit School appointed 47 Troopers on May 1, 2014
 74th Recruit School appointed 42 Troopers on December 23, 2014
 75th Recruit Academy began June 28, 2015 with 57 Recruits. This class was seated
with eight females, which is the highest number of females to ever begin a Recruit
Academy.
Internship Program - The internship program has been recognized by other states as a
model. This program was formally recognized for excellence by the University of Southern
Indiana for being the 2014 Internship Employer of the Year. Additionally, the internship is
a very effective recruiting tool by immersing students fully into the Department culture. As
a result, to date, without exception every intern that later became a Recruit has graduated
and is now a Trooper.
Hiring Processes for Capitol Police Section (CPS) and Motor Carrier Inspectors (MCI)
 CPS 20 selection process to fill 8 CPS Officer vacancies on July 17, 2013.














CPS 21 selection process to fill 13 CPS Officer vacancies on March 24, 2014.
CPS 22 selection process to fill 11 CPS Officer vacancies on November 12, 2014.
CPS 23 selection process to fill 4 CPS Officer vacancies on July 20, 2015.
MCI hiring process placed 5 new MCI’s September 1, 2014.
 A new hiring practice was piloted where retiring Troopers were recruited to
be MCI’s.
 This seamlessly allowed the retiree, now MCI, to begin work almost
immediately affording the ISP to save tremendous time, training, med/psych
testing and other expensive resources already invested.
Effective July 1, 2015, 13 analysts in the Fusion Center were converted from contracted
employees to full-time ISP employees aiding to further stabilize the Fusion Center.
Heart Initiative 2014 – A confidential two-phase program to promote cardiac health and to
promote a healthy lifestyle, free of charge for each employee. Phase #1 consisted of a Blood
Screen for all participants, and Phase #2 consisted of a Heart Scan for participants meeting
specific criteria.
 In 2014, a total of 869 employees participated in Phase #1.
 In 2015 – 209 employees have completed Stage #1 (Blood testing). An estimated
150 are eligible for Stage #2 this year.
In cooperative effort with Treasurer of State Kelly Mitchell, the ISP Pension Plan Trustee,
the Plan has undergone a strategic reinvestment restructuring that has proven effective in
unstable markets.
The ISP Health Care Plan was fully HCRA/ACA compliant to include a new highdeductible plan option in the as part of ongoing Affordable Care Act compliance.
Development of a cultural diversity training curriculum that is applicable to both law
enforcement and civilian groups. Development of a cultural diversity training curriculum
that is applicable to both law enforcement and civilian groups.

State Budget Agency
Brian Bailey—Director


Allowed Hoosiers to keep more of their own money through income tax cut, corporate tax
cut, and inheritance tax elimination



Maintained AAA credit rating



Achieved honestly balanced budgets in FY13, FY14, and FY15 despite revenue shortfalls of
$168.8M (FY14) and $79.6M (FY15)



Reduced head count below the mark at the end of the Daniels Administration (December
2012—28,300 vs. July 2015—28,087)



Achieved second-highest state reserve levels ever (nominal dollars) in FY15

State Personnel Department
Denny Darrow—Director
1) Launch of the Invest In Your Health Wellness Initiative (HumanaVitality partnership,
statewide wellness effort, Statehouse Market, CDHP Wellness plan that ties
consumerism/accountable employee engagement into health premium and HSA incentives
for employees)
2) Opening of the IU Health and Wellness Center on the government center campus
3) Launch of Castlight (2013 Winner of the Governor’s Innovation Award)
4) Worker’s Compensation Program and Return to Work Program– Lowest level of employees
on disability claims and workplace injuries
5) Launch of a more client focused partnership – SPD centralization 2.0
a. Firmly outline SPD services provided to client agencies
b. Launch value added services – Succession Planning, Competency Management, and
performance management programs)
c. Launch of Workforce Planning Metrics (to be completed end of Q3, 2015)
d. Enhance quality of SPD service delivery (software and HR system upgrades to be
completed in late 2016)
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Arts Commisssion

Agency Head

Lewis Ricci

Accomplishments
Statewide Grants to Not-for-Profit and Public Arts Organizations and Arts Providers. The IAC had one of its most successful years ever
in FY2015 providing approximately 370 grants totaling nearly $3M, providing funds that leverage private and local support in 72
counties. In FY 2013 and FY 2014 similar pools of grant monies generated approximately $9M annually in direct matching funds.
Also in both of those years cumulative attendance for organizations and projects supported by IAC funds was approximately 10
million, roughly one and a half times the population of the state. Grant making took place with the assistance of 11 regional partners
in the state, which act as local, IAC hubs providing small and large communities, organizations of various sizes and artists with
facilitated access to IAC grants, programs and resources.
Statewide Education in Best Practices and Advancement for Artists, Communities and Arts Organizations. Since 2013 the IAC has
sponsored or produced 46 capacity building opportunities for individual artists, organizations and communities, helping to advance
expertise in business practices and entrepreneurship; organizational planning, operations and outcomes; community and economic
development; and cultural development and creative place making. Approximately 5,000 registrants attended the workshops and
colloquia. Partners for these opportunities included the University of Notre Dame, Hanover College, Ball State University, Indiana
University School of Public and Environmental Affairs, Indiana University Maurer School of Law, Arts Midwest, the arts commissions
of the states of Kentucky, Michigan and Ohio, the Joyce Foundation, and numerous local not-for-profit organizations. This educational
effort placed Indiana small business artists and organizations in an improved position to be successful, even during a time of
economic recession and recovery. Indeed, 22% of our organizational grantees who receive operating support from the IAC were able
to significantly advance their financial positions in 2014 as documented by our most recent grant application process.
Arts and Economic Development Community Consultancies and the Indiana Cultural District Program. In 2014, the IAC provided 10
consultancies to communities of various sizes across Indiana to help plan for viable economic, cultural and community development
strategies. Communities who had participated in one of the aforementioned educational opportunities produced by the IAC qualified
for an up-to 60 hour on site consultancy service, facilitated by expert planning professionals. Communities planned for arts and
community centers, cultural trails, and cultural districts, among other economic strategies. This was the second round of a program
which began in 2010. 2014 communities included Lawrence, Westfield, Decatur, Evansville, Madison, Terre Haute, Shelbyville,
Zionsville, Nashville and Muncie. Also, the IAC’s Cultural District Program, an officially legislated designation, expanded in 2014 to
now have six communities: Carmel, Lafayette/West Lafayette, Bloomington, Nashville, Columbus and Madison. For more information
on the Cultural District Program visit http://www.in.gov/arts/culturaldistricts.htm.
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Arts Commisssion (2)

Lewis Ricci

Accomplishments
Launching of the IAC’s Bicentennial Initiatives. With the support of the Indiana Bicentennial Committee and Bicentennial
Ambassador, First Lady Karen Pence, the IAC launched a number of major initiatives to help celebrate Indiana’s 200th birthday. These
include:
a. Indiana Masterpieces Grant Program – Grants for Indiana arts organizations to produce or present opportunities showcasing the
best of Indiana’s cultural and artistic legacy, launched for the FY2016 and 2017 years.
b. Arts in the Parks Grant Program – Grants to bring artists and arts providing organizations into the state’s 32 state parks and a
number of state forests in cooperation with the Indiana Department of Natural Resources. This legacy project will award
approximately 300 grants annually and will actively connect local communities and artists to their nearby state parks. The launch
celebrates the state’s 200th anniversary, the parks system’s 100th anniversary, and the IAC’s 50th anniversary.
c. Bicentennial Project Grant Recognition – Available for all IAC’s annual project grant recipients in FY 2015, 2016, and 2017.
d. Call for Artists – The IAC is in a consulting role to manage the selection of artists for three pieces of public art: the bicentennial
commemorative medal, and two major works of public art as part of the Bicentennial Plaza.
e. A Commemorative Governor’s Arts Awards – As part of the state’s and IAC anniversaries the IAC is mounting a special edition of the
awards in April 2016.
PACE (Partnering Arts, Communities and Education) Initiative. The Commission’s recently created PACE program was developed to
assist and enable elementary schools and artists/arts organizations in establishing long-term, in-depth, measureable and sustainable
partnerships for the purpose of impacting student growth and achievement through extended and connected arts and literacy
experiences. The program targets schools performing below the state average passing rate on spring 2015 state standardized
assessments in English/Language Arts and Math and having a Free/Reduced Meal rate above 55%. We currently have four pilot
schools in South Bend, Terre Haute and Michigan City, with another two to be added in FY2016. Eventually, the Commission would
like to have a participating school in each of the state’s 92 counties.
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Board of Animal
Health

Accomplishments
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI): In 2015 highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) spread rapidly in commercial poultry
operations throughout the Upper Midwest. One case of HPAI was diagnosed in backyard poultry in Indiana. BOAH responded to the
Indiana HPAI positive diagnosis quickly. Within 24 hours of the diagnosis, BOAH euthanized the infected flock and ensured the
carcasses were disposed of safely. BOAH contacted every premises within a three kilometer radius around the index flock and tested
all poultry flocks in the zone for HPAI. BOAH contacted all poultry owners within a ten kilometer zone around the index flock and
provided information on HPAI. BOAH completed trace in and trace out investigations and tested all flocks that provided birds to the
index flock. BOAH enacted emergency rules to protect against HPAI. BOAH is currently working on a permanent rulemaking related to
HPAI. BOAH worked with commercial poultry operations on HPAI prevention and permits to move birds and poultry products. BOAH
worked with Indiana Department of Natural Resources on wild bird surveillance activities. To date there have been no further HPAI
diagnosis in Indiana. BOAH continues to work with other state agencies and the federal government in preparation for HPAI
prevention, surveillance, response and recovery. BOAH has hosted multiple meetings with state agencies, such as Homeland Security,
Agriculture, Environmental Management, Health and Natural Resources to coordinate HPAI planning. This activity is ongoing.
Swine Enteric Coronavirus Diseases (SECD): In 2013 Indiana experienced some of the nation’s first known cases of porcine epidemic
diarrhea (PED), a disease of swine caused by a swine enteric coronavirus (SEC). This disease was previously not known to exist in the
United States. The virus causes severe mortality in young pigs, disrupting swine farming operations and the pork supply. BOAH
Bret D. Marsh, worked with farmers and veterinarians on strategies and tactics to control the disease. The Indiana State Veterinarian participated in
DVM
a national working group of industry, state and federal leaders striving to combat the disease. BOAH has and will continue to work
with pork producers to help reduce the costs associated with these new coronavirus diseases in swine.
Agency Head

Animal Disease Traceability and Technology: USDA established new national standards for animal disease traceability in a regulation
finalized in 2013. To meet these standards and the requirements established by other states and countries for commerce in their
borders, BOAH undertook a review of all BOAH statutes and rules governing the identification and movement of livestock and poultry
into and within Indiana. BOAH worked with representatives of all of the livestock and poultry farming organizations and the livestock
markets to adopt changes to Indiana rules governing identification and movement of livestock and poultry. The rule changes became
effective in calendar year 2015. Changes will improve the quality of identification applied to animals and the documentation
associated with movements, eliminate outdated and unnecessary requirements, clarify standards and further support the use of new
technology. The improvements that will happen in the coming years will better prepare Indiana to conduct an efficient and effective
disease control and eradication effort and protect trade channels for Indiana animals and animal products. BOAH continues to work
towards fully implementing the animal disease traceability requirements.
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Board of Animal
Health (2)

Accomplishments
Meat and Poultry Inspection: BOAH completed a lengthy process to obtain USDA FSIS approval to operate a Cooperative Interstate
Shipment (CIS) program as a part of the state meat and poultry inspection program. Meat and poultry products produced by stateinspected meat plants may only be sold within the state of Indiana. Implementation of the CIS program will allow approved stateinspected meat plants to sell their meat and poultry products across state lines. USDA approved BOAH for the CIS program. BOAH has
and will continue to work with USDA and interested state inspected plants to obtain approval for specific Indiana meat plants to
operate under the CIS program. The first Indiana CIS approved establishments are now shipping product interstate. BOAH faced a
challenge of finding replacements for nearly one-half of the meat and poultry program staff in the last three years due to retirements
and other turnover. BOAH created and began implementing in 2015 a recruitment differential program for the meat inspector
position. This program has already improved recruiting success for the meat inspector position. BOAH made progress in improving
training of inspection personnel. BOAH made substantial progress towards the goal of getting each inspector trained through the
Bret D. Marsh,
USDA FSIS Inspection Methods course, an essential tool in training inspectors for modern food safety practices and a requirement for
DVM
inspectors working in plants participating in the interstate shipment (CIS) program.
Agency Head

Dairy Inspection: The Dairy Program implemented a risk-based inspection program for dairy farm milking facilities, providing more
inspection for facilities with recurring violations and fewer inspection visits to facilities with sufficient inspection histories. The goal
of the program is to improve compliance with sanitation standards and reduce the number of facilities that fail FDA survey
inspections. This effort is ongoing and has led to a decrease in the number of farms that require more frequent inspections. BOAH
faced a challenge of finding replacements for nearly one-half of the dairy inspection program staff in the last year due to retirements
and other turnover. BOAH created and began implementing in 2015 a recruitment differential program for dairy inspector positions.
This program has already improved recruiting success for the dairy division.
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Agency Head
Funding for a new and appropriate archives facility

Commission on Public
Records

EERB

Housing & Community
Development
Authority

Implementing software that aids with records retention, the Archives first on-line catalog, records center inventory, and provide
agency access to holdings
Jim Corridan
Completing a comprehensive inventory of the Archives collections
Entered in to an agreement to digitize birth, death and marriage records with Ancestry.com. It is the largest digitization project ever
undertaken by the State with more than 20,000,000 images.
Rebranding of the Indiana Commission on Public Records to the Indiana Archives and Records Administration
Agency has become more transparent through the data collection using GateWay.
Agency has for the first time collected all Collective Bargaining Agreements from K-12 Public Schools and made them available to all
stakeholders on GateWay.
Patrick Mapes
Agency has successfully settled all open collective bargaining for all K-12 schools as statutorily required.
Agency has collected bargaining data on all K-12 Public Schools for the first time.
Agency has developed guidance and practitioners guides on how to bargain in the Public School K-12 setting.
The creation and implementation of the statewide Blight Elimination Program. Awarded $75 million to rural and urban communities
to demolition an estimated 4,000 single family vacant and abandoned homes by December 2016.
In August 2014 we implemented a Lean Daily Management System that promotes a continuous improvement environment. At the
core are 10 minute daily team huddles at primary visual display boards, Kaizen Action Sheets, Rapid Improvement Events. Attached is
a report from last year and quick overview.
In 2013 & 2014 IHCDA was recognized with national awards from the National Council of State Housing Agencies: 2014: Legislative
Advocacy – State Advocacy: Taking action against blighted, vacant, and abandoned properties & Rental Housing – Multifamily
Management: Indiana Compliance Working Group. 2013: Homeownership – Home Improvement and Rehabilitation
J. Jacob Sipe
In 2014, IHCDA had a record breaking single family lending year. We provided over $265 million loans to more than 2,500 Hoosier for
affordable homeownership. At the end of the first 6 months of 2015, IHCDA is exceeding the amount of lending done last year at this
same time.
The creation of My Community, My Vision. The My Community, My Vision program invited high school student groups to submit
essays outlining ideas for enhancing the development and quality of life in their home communities through their local research and in
consultation with local officials and civic leaders. IHCDA partnered with Ball State University’s Department of Urban Planning to work
with five high school student groups to develop a community plan that would attract and maintain their future leaders.
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Department of
Financial Institutions

Tim Berry

Accomplishments
In June 2015 the Department of Financial Institutions met the rigorous standards of re-accreditation from both the Conference of
State Bank Supervisors and the National Association of State Credit Union Supervisors.
In the past three years we have converted 14 banks and credit unions to state chartered. A state chartered credit union means that
they will now pay both state sales and financial institutions taxes, whereby national chartered credit unions are state tax exempt.
In each year in excess of $1.3 million has been returned to consumers as consumer credit examinations have found inappropriately
charged fees and interest.
Achieving academic success with an increase in our students’ iRead3 results
Improvement in communication with our parents via the new student information system (Skyward)

Building a strong collaborative partnership with the Indiana Chapter of Black Deaf Advocates and Parent/Teacher/Counselor
Indiana School for the
David Geeslin III Organization
Deaf
Increase in a more diversified staff
Revamping our current buildings to become more energy efficient

Indiana State Fair
Commission

Renovation and reopening of the iconic Coliseum on the Fairgrounds. Coupled with maximizing use with securing a minor league
hockey team, NCAA Division One Basketball team with IUPUI, 10 High School graduations returning and hosting several national
livestock shows back in the Indiana Farmers Coliseum. Additionally, securing funding for our capital campaign for the project with
94% complete to goal of raising $10m to off-set some of the bond debt. Reimagining how our business works with a major event
facility and a professional staff to operate it.
Cindy Hoye

Securing funding to mitigate deferred maintenance on the Fairgrounds – thanks to OMB, Legislature and the Governor.
Hosting the largest attendance during a Indiana State Fair in recent record keeping – 978,000 in 2013.
Completing our Path 2017 – our road map or Strategic Plan for four years of growth and development. This lists all our goals and
hopes for accomplishments.
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Accomplishments
Improved access to the Voluntary Exclusion Program - Previously, problem gamblers who wished to enroll for the Voluntary Exclusion
Program, which allows patrons to self-exclude from Indiana casinos, had to sign up with an IGC employee at either the IGC office in
Indianapolis or one of the casino locations. Now, problem gamblers can enroll in the program through a problem gambling treatment
provider recognized by DHMA.
Enhanced and streamlined licensing procedures - The IGC revamped its processes and procedures for occupational licensees. For
licensees that are working on a temporary badge and still undergoing an investigation to ensure suitability for licensure, we have
created a Committee to review applications and created a standard procedure for disclosed or undisclosed criminal arrests or tax
issues. The IGC also revised our processes for annual renewals of occupational licensees with permanent licenses. Previously,
licensees were only investigated during their initial investigation at hiring. Now, licensees will undergo a full investigation with
fingerprint submissions every three years to ensure ongoing compliance and suitability with all IGC statutes and rules.

Indiana Gaming
Commission

Busted a seven-figure illegal gambling operation - The Gaming Control Division’s investigation successfully lead to the federal
prosecution of 10 individuals for operation of an illegal gambling business in 2013 and 2014. The case involved a network of over 20
sports bookies. The IGC worked with the FBI and brought down a network that had been in operation for 20 years. The ringleader,
Terry Crofford, made approximately $1,000,000 in illegal profits from the operations. There are still 10 additional individuals that are
Sara Gonso Tait
facing state charges.
Expanded transparency of local money from gaming - The IGC, with the consultation of Indiana University, created the Local
Development Agreement (“LDA”) Portal on the Indiana Gateway for Government Units website. The Portal allows Indiana citizens to
easily search, view and analyze LDA payment information. These payments totaled approximately $90 million in 2014.
Modernized regulatory framework for new technology - 2013 Senate Enrolled Act 528 authorized a new form of gambling in Indiana,
limited mobile gaming. The IGC received its first request for a pilot program at Indiana Grand. Recognizing that limited mobile
gaming was new to Indiana and most comparable jurisdictions, the IGC undertook the task of writing a new chapter in the
Administrative Code. The new regulations are comprehensive and were written with the help of Gaming Laboratories International,
the foremost leader in the analysis of new gaming technology. Emergency rules are currently in effect and the final rule is making its
way through the promulgation process. These new rules will ensure that mobile gaming is strictly regulated within an appropriate
modernized framework, while continuing to ensure the highest levels of integrity in gaming in Indiana.
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Accomplishments
Historical Marker Program (IC 4-23-7.2-11): This Historical Marker program has been an element of the Historical Bureau’s outreach
since the 1940s. The majority of these markers reflect local history topics; in the 1990s, IHB began producing markers with more
research and content. Under Governor Mitch Daniels, the Historical Marker Program experienced a major change; IHB marker topics
had to demonstrate at least statewide significance. Research/annotated texts are now being added to our web presence to provide
accurate information about Indiana history to a world-wide audience.
We have installed markers across the state to commemorate people, places, events, and organizations that have had a significant
impact on Indiana and the nation. We have expanded the content and accuracy of the marker collection, including the history of
African Americans, American Indians, women, and other underrepresented groups. Many of these topics are lacking among earlier
existing state markers.

Indiana Historical
Bureau

Pamela J.
Bennett

Marker Repair and Review Programs: Along with the installation of new State Historical Markers, we have worked with groups and
individuals across the state to improve the condition of our existing historical markers, many of which were installed as far back as
the mid-1940s. With help from individual volunteers, school classes, and others, many markers have been repainted and repaired to
restore them to excellent condition.
Indiana Historical Bureau Book Shop – located in Room 130, Indiana State Library Building (IC 4-23-7.2-7)
The IHB Book Shop has significantly increased the selection of books and other merchandise over the past few years. With a change in
staff, IHB Book Shop revenue and outreach events have increased over the past two years, making us more visible in the community
and in the State Complex. Funds generated from the Shop help to employ interns from the IUPUI public history program. Events such
as book signings and sidewalk sales have increased our
presence in the field and allowed us to inform the public about our mandated Historical Marker program and other history-related
projects. With the placement of the new 2016 Visitor/Education Center on the east end of the first floor of the State Library Building,
we expect to further increase our visibility and revenue through collaboration.
Social Media: We have increased our digital presence with our blog and Facebook posts. Staff creates engaging blog posts for the
public based on in-depth research conducted as part of the Historical Marker program. Posts often draw parallels between current
events and Indiana history topics. We are steadily increasing Facebook followers by sharing informative posts from the Indiana
Bicentennial Commission and other local history blogs, as well as our own research topics. Through social media we have successfully
engaged the public with our research and knowledge of Indiana history.
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Multi-Year Black history project: Working over several years with Jamal Smith, Governor’s Office/Civil Rights Commission, and the
Indiana Black Legislative Caucus, the Historical Bureau led a team of historians, artists, and others to select an artist to create busts of
two significant African American Hoosiers. On January 16, 2014, the busts of Julia Carson and James Hinton (first African American
legislator) were unveiled as part of the Martin Luther King annual commemoration. Special backdrops and reading rails were
designed for two niches in the State House to display the busts; Carson is on the third floor, northeast corner. Hinton is on the second
floor, southeast corner.

Indiana Historical
Bureau (2)

Pamela J.
Bennett

Commemorations: The Historical Bureau began as the Indiana Historical Commission, headed by Governor Samuel Ralston in 1915 to
commemorate the Centennial of Statehood. Its history of service to the state included production of the extensive series of books—the
Indiana Historical Collections, and educational programs and materials. In April 1925, the Commission became the Indiana Historical
Bureau, part of the Indiana Library and Historical Department, as it remains today with a successful partnership. On March 19, 2015,
the Indiana General Assembly adopted House Concurrent Resolution No. 46 for our 100th Anniversary. As we approach the
bicentennial of statehood in 2016, it is fitting that we are working with the 2016 Commission members and staff and assisting with
promotion and service on several committees.

Law Enforcement
Training Board

Rusty
Goodpaster

Completed a Job Task Analysis which validates our curriculum for our Basic Training Courses. There were only minor changes needed
so it verifies we are doing the right things.
We have trained 1,042 new police officers in our Basic Course to include 89 ISP troopers
We have had 16,388 occasions that officers have attended classes or utilized our facilities.
We have had our subjects/courses in our Library of on-line training successfully completed on 12,084 occasions.
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Accomplishments
For the first time in its 25-year history, the Hoosier Lottery exceeded $1 billion in sales for FY ’14. In FY ’15, the Lottery set another
YOY record with approximately $1.04 billion in total sales. These milestones were achieved June 28, 2014 and June 17, 2015
In FY ’14, the Hoosier Lottery transferred a record $251 million to the State of Indiana to support beneficiaries, including existing
pension and retirement funds established for Indiana teachers and local police and firefighters, along with the Build Indiana Fund,
which primarily is used to reduce Hoosiers’ motor vehicle excise tax. For FY ’15, transferred revenues to the State of Indiana are
anticipated to reflect approximately $243 million.

Lottery Commission of
Indiana

Sarah Taylor

In late CY ’12, the State Lottery Commission of Indiana (“Commission”) and GTECH Indiana, LLC entered a 15-year integrated services
agreement for the primary purpose of outsourcing certain Lottery functions, such as sales, marketing and product distribution to
increase total Lottery sales and transfers to the State of Indiana. After two consecutive years of achieving record sales, it was apparent
the original “bid net income” (BNI) – loosely defined as the net income amount that would be returned to the State of Indiana for a
given fiscal year – would not be achieved without continued maximum shortfall penalty payments from the provider, and that process
was not sustainable over the life of the contract. Therefore, the parties successfully negotiated a proposed amendment to the
integrated services agreement. At the end of FY ’15, the Commission unanimously adopted a resolution authorizing the execution of
an amendment to the existing integrated services agreement. The amendment reflects the Commission’s intent to continue its
contractual relationship with GTECH Indiana in a manner that takes into account changes to the lottery market that could not
reasonably have been anticipated prior to the execution of the integrated services agreement in late CY ’12. The “minimum net
income” (MNI superseded BNI) for FY ’16 is now $270 million.
From FY ’13-15, the Hoosier Lottery has recognized an approximate 23 percent increase in scratch-off (instant) net issued sales.
From CY ’13 to present, the Hoosier Lottery has received numerous industry awards and distinguished certifications, including the
World Lottery Association’s Level 3 Certification to promote responsible gaming and corporate social responsibility, the “Batchy”
Award for excellence in marketing/advertising from the National Association of State and Provincial Lotteries (NASPL), the Public
Gaming Research Institute’s FY ’14 “Sharon Sharp Good Causes” award, in recognition of the Hoosier Lottery’s increase in net income
to the State—the biggest YOY increase of any U.S. lottery, and the 2014 Indianapolis Addy award for the viral video, Where The Money
Goes “Firefighter” beneficiary message.
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The Indiana Office of Small Business and Entrepreneurship (OSBE) was established. In June 2013, (OSBE) was established by
executive order and codified during the 2014 legislative session. OSBE reports to the Lieutenant Governor and houses the Indiana
Small Business Development Center (ISBDC), the Indiana Procurement Technical Assistance Center (PTAC), Launch Indiana, the
Indiana Small Business Ombudsman, Indiana Companies to Watch, the Young Entrepreneurs Program, as well as hosted the inaugural
Indiana Entrepreneurship Week during the week of June 14, 2015.
OSBE reports high economic impact return-on-investment. All OSBE programs are accountable for recording validated measurable
outcomes. For example, every dollar invested in the ISBDC results in over $30 of new capital raised by ISBDC clients. Jobs clients
create, which are validated to prove OSBE’s assistance, cost the office $2,000 per job—where the typical state tax incentive costs the
state $6,000-$9,000.

Office of Small
Business &
Entrepreneurship

Jacob Schpok

We’re building a stronger entrepreneurial ecosystem. In 2014, OSBE established Launch Indiana in partnership with Launch Fishers.
Last year, Launch Indiana provided business consulting to 45 businesses resulting in $4 raised in new capital. In 2015, the General
Assembly added a $1M annual line item to the OSBE budget to build out the Launch Indiana program. Starting this year, Launch
Indiana will also provide entrepreneurial support to K-12 educators and economic developers.
The Small Business Ombudsman saves entrepreneurs time and money by promptly answering questions regarding government
operations and business acumen. To date, small businesses that have utilized the Ombudsman’s services have saved more than
$150,000. Furthermore, in seeing a need for a centralized resource, interactions with state agencies and entrepreneurs have been
recorded to compile an online toolkit available October, 2015. This will provide answers to frequently asked questions on state
services, relating specifically to starting and growing businesses.
Community Entrepreneurship Initiative (CEI) helps cities and county leaders throughout Indiana prepare to grow small business in
their area. Through a partnership between OSBE and the Office of Community and Rural Affairs (OCRA), the CEI program has engaged
more than 45 communities since its inception in 2014. Twenty of those communities report follow on activity to attract and retain
entrepreneurs in their area. Indiana cities like Dunkirk and Nashville have developed a carefully calculated roadmap to create jobs
and bring more capital infusion into their communities.
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Accomplishments
Due to the successful creation of PLA’s new controlled substance (opioid prescribing) rules, the Medical Licensing Board was named
the best board in the nation by Administrators in Medicine. These rules helped reduce the number of opioid prescriptions dispensed
to patients by 762,652 - a reduction of 5.6% over a year. Usage of the INSPECT program is up as well, stressing the importance of
continuing to promote the program as a highly effective tool to combat substance abuse. Other successful policy changes including:
reducing the agency’s highest application fee (Home Inspector Licensing Board - $450) to levels similar to that of other professions;
creation of the Healthcare Volunteer Registry; and creation of the Voluntary Self Certification Registry. We also modified an agency
policy regarding renewals into statute to extend a licensee’s renewal time from 60 to 90 days and also created a grace period of 90
days for new applicants to avoid being doubled “taxed” from unnecessary renewals.

PLA exceeded budget reversions for FY 2013 (8.24%), FY 2014 (8.36), and is on target to exceed again for FY 2015 (11.01%).
Nick Rhoad
PLA’s continued participation with the DEA in drug take-back programs which results in removing multiple tons of prescription drugs
from improper circulation.
Improved customer service levels by reducing abandoned calls from last year by 1.71% despite an antiquated phone system, however,
we have identified a new phone system to further improve our customer service and will still meet our targeted budget reversion for
this fiscal year.
PLA and all board web pages were completely overhauled bringing easier access, consistency, and transparency of information to
licensees and consumers.
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Accomplishments
A reduction almost to zero of the number of SEAC decisions on judicial review. My predecessor helped get SEAC’s rate of appeal down
from about 50% to about 10%. Since my tenure began last August, only 2 of the more than 100 cases filed have been appealed.

A quicker turnaround time for all orders. Before 2013, motions and other SEAC-related inquires would languish for weeks on end
before a response was sent. Since my arrival, I have, in almost every circumstance, ruled on every routine case-related motion
(preliminary case management orders, etc.) within 5 business days, but usually get them out within 3 business days after receipt.

State Employees
Appeals Commission

Gabe Paul

SEAC is starting to move towards an electronic filing system for all cases. While the infrastructure is not currently in place, I have
strived to use email as much as possible when communicating to the Parties. I have also encouraged litigants to use email as well,
since it usually elicits a much faster response from me.
A reduction in supply costs. Before 2013, SEAC’s paper and other supply costs were more than they should have been. Since my
arrival, I have made a concerted effort to reduce the use of paper by sending some communications via e-mail. I am starting a small
pilot project soon with SPD in which all case-related notices will only be sent electronically. If successful, I will roll this out to other
state agencies. Additionally, I have been using file folders with metal 2-hole punch clips, which has greatly reduced the amount of
clutter. Since I receive a lot of appeals, this makes it much easier for me to keep track of every case-related material. Previously only
legal sized loose leaf manila folders were used, which led to lots of clutter.
The use of law clerks has really helped me with both the caseload and the processing of items. I previously shared an admin with the
Office of Environmental Adjudication, but since last fall, SEAC has employed its own law clerk, who is able to both help me with cases,
as well as act in an administrative capacity as well. Currently the clerk works part time, about 30-32 hours a week, but it is my hope
that a full time clerk position can be restored to SEAC. I involve my clerk in all of the day to day affairs of SEAC, and encourage him to
apply the skills he’s learned in law school to help me decide cases.
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Thomas King

Accomplishments
InVision Fundraising Campaign - Raised $13,254,112 for capital improvements to the museum and 11 historic sites around the state
to have all of these venues in good condition for the 2016 Bicentennial and the decade to follow. $7,217,812 of the amount raised is
from private donations and $1,391,300 is from federal grants. The remaining $4,645,000 is from State Capital Appropriations and a
special Bicentennial Fund set up to match the first $2 million in cash received from private sector giving. Another $2 million-to-$3
million is expected to be raised that is eligible for another $2 million matching appropriation in the current budget. This will result in
a final total of $18 million-to-$20 million for the campaign. The original goal was $15.7 million. In addition, an additional $1 million
planned gift was pledged that is not counted in the above total because it will not be received until the donor’s death.
Major Renovations - The success of the InVision Campaign has allowed the Indiana State Museum to begin renovation of its core
exhibits on the 1st and 2nd floors of the museum, break ground on a $3.2 million Visitor Center at the Levi Coffin State Historic Site in
Fountain City, restore the formal gardens (using private philanthropic funds) at the T.C. Steel State Historic Site in Nashville and shore
up the foundation of the First State Capital Building and improve the grounds around it in Corydon. In addition, all of the other State
Historic Sites will receive display cases and other improvements to allow them to better interpret their particular venue, as well as
house displays of Indiana history from the Indiana State Museum’s collection.
Free Field Trips for Hoosier Students – $75,000 has been raised from private donors for operating funds to allow any K-through-12
student in Indiana to visit the Indiana State Museum or State Historic Site for free. The Indiana State Museum and Historic Sites
address 180 of the State’s K-through-12 academic standards. 50,000 students are served annually through this program.
Exhibit Production – Nineteen exhibits about science or Indiana history and/or culture have been produced since 2013. They are:
Star Wars, Fearless Furniture, Eternal James Dean, The Lincolns: An American Family, Ice-Age Giants: The Mystery of Mammoths and
Mastodons, Science on the Edge (New Harmony), The Fiery Trail: Memorial Prints from the Civil War, Style, Elegance and Wit: The
Art of James Spencer Russell, NASA Space Station, Gallery 431, American Spirits: The Rise and Fall of Prohibition, William Forsyth,
Celebration Crossing (redesigned holiday exhibit), So Costly a Sacrifice: Lincoln and Loss, Art Meets News: The Work of
Photojournalist Bill Foley, 19 Stars: Quilts of Indiana’s Present and Past, Painter of the Indiana Dunes: The Art of Frank V. Dudley,
Amazing Maize and Rad Science: Skatepark Physics. Nearly 2 million Hoosiers or visitors to the State will have visited the museum or
one of the historic sites since 2013.
Doing More With Less - All of the above has been accomplished while absorbing over $1 million in reversions since 2013 from the
appropriated budget and other increased costs from the State. Another $1.3 million was absorbed from 2011 to 2013. While the cost
cuts might be viewed by some as an accomplishment, it must be recognized that the InVision campaign (#1 above) is disguising the
eventual negative impact of these cuts on the operation of the museum and historic sites. It is not likely that the level of fundraising
success of the last two years within the private sector can be sustained without indication from the State of Indiana through its level of
funding that it wants to continue educating its citizens and visitors about the natural and cultural history of Indiana.
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Accomplishments
The denial of Duke Energy’s 7-year infrastructure (TDSIC) plan: The OUCC argued for the plan to be denied in its entirety because it
lacked line-item breakdowns and other details that are required by law and necessary to allow for a meaningful review of the utility’s
cost estimates. Duke Energy’s plan also included a number of projects that were beyond the scope of the 2013 TDSIC law and would
more appropriately be recoverable in a general base rate case. The IURC rejected Duke Energy’s request, resulting in nearly $1.9
billion in consumer savings. (May 2015)
Resolving Indiana Michigan Power’s (I&M’s) clean coal technology cost issues: I&M proposed a $1.4 billion environmental compliance
plan for its Rockport generating facility, including $866 million in costs that could have been recovered from Indiana customers. The
OUCC researched the plan, recommended denial, and identified less costly alternatives for I&M to install clean coal technology while
fulfilling EPA consent decree requirements. Ultimately, the OUCC and I&M worked collaboratively to develop a settlement agreement
to address Rockport’s needs, saving Indiana ratepayers $608 million from the original request. (November 2013)
Settling I&M’s proposed cost recovery through its PJM tracker: The OUCC, industrial customers, and I&M resolved a highly technical
case involving I&M’s recovery of regional transmission costs through rates. The agreement resulted in consumer savings of nearly $80
million along with equitable cost-sharing terms between ratepayers and shareholders for three years. (October 2014)

Utility Consumer
Counselor (OUCC)

A. Dave Stippler
Collaboration within state government: The OUCC partnered with the Governor’s office, IDEM, the IURC, OED, and the DNR in
assessing the potential impact of new EPA proposed carbon emission rules called the Clean Power Plan (CPP). The OUCC worked
diligently to provide factual information to help the administration in assessing the new rules and their anticipated impact on Indiana.
On December 1, 2014, in an unprecedented approach, IDEM, OED, the OUCC, the IURC, and DNR submitted joint comments to the
EPA’s proposed CPP, urging the withdrawal of those rules while calling for extensive modifications to those rules. (June-December
2014)
Major savings for customers of the state’s largest investor-owned water utility: The OUCC negotiated a settlement agreement in
Indiana American Water Company’s (IAWC’s) most recent rate case, limiting the rate increase to only one-fourth of the amount
requested by the utility and resulting in $14.5 million in annual ratepayer savings. The agreement, which has received IURC approval,
includes additional benefits such as a moratorium on any new general rate case filing by IAWC until 2018. (January 2015)
Honorable Mention: Outside the hearing room, OUCC staff won the State Personnel Department’s 10th annual Paddle Battle in 2014
while also winning the 2014 SPD Steps Challenge. The OUCC has also increased its contributions to the State Employees Community
Campaign (SECC), with 84 percent of the staff participating.
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Utility Regulatory
Commission (IURC)

Agency Head

Carol Stephan

Accomplishments
The IURC is a fact-finding body that hears evidence in cases filed before it and makes decisions in the form of Orders based on the
evidence presented in those cases. An advocate of neither the public nor the utilities, the IURC is required by state statute to make
decisions that balance the interests of all parties to ensure the utilities provide safe and reliable service at just and reasonable rates.
Over the last several years, the IURC has handled a number of high profile and highly complex cases. Of the many petitions filed with
IURC to review, it has issued more than 980 Orders since 2013. In 2014 and 2015, the IURC held a total of 18 field hearings in
docketed cases, often travelling throughout the state to afford individual ratepayers the opportunity to address the Commission with
their concerns.
In two separate proceedings, the IURC has approved the implementation of two new area code overlays to provide the necessary area
code relief for southern and central Indiana. In July 2013, the Commission approved the overlay for area code 812 covering southern
Indiana, and in April 2015, the Commission approved the overlay for area code 317 which covers the Indianapolis area. By selecting
the overlay, as opposed to an area code split, consumers and businesses were able to keep their existing telephone numbers while
demand for new numbers is fulfilled by using the new area code. The IURC, the Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor, and the
industry provided numerous types of customer education and outreach materials, such as news releases, direct mail communications,
text messages, radio and television interviews, and social media notices so that customers were well aware of the change. The 812
area code overlay was successfully implemented without any problems reported to the IURC. The 317area code overlay is currently
on a 13-month implementation schedule.
The IURC’s Pipeline Safety Division’s primary mission is to ensure the safe and reliable operation of Indiana’s intrastate pipeline
transportation system. This is accomplished largely through inspections, but the division also provides training, outreach programs,
enforcement through injunctions and monetary sanctions, and investigations of pipeline accidents. Since 2013, the Pipeline Safety
Division has conducted more than 1,600 inspections. The Pipeline Safety Division is also responsible for tracking and investigating all
alleged violations of the state’s Indiana 811 law and is active in a variety of damage prevention efforts. As of today’s date, the
Commission has approved the $745,450 in civil penalties for 811 violations.
The IURC’s Consumer Affairs Division provides dispute resolution services through reasonable and timely determinations for
customers of jurisdictional utilities, in accordance with Indiana Code, Indiana Administrative Code, and Commission approved tariffs.
The type of issues handled by the division includes extension of service and credit, deposits, billing, termination of service, customer
rights, and utility responsibilities. Since 2013, IURC’s Consumer Affairs Division have answered more than 34,000 calls from
consumers.
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Utility Regulatory
Commission (IURC) (2)

Carol Stephan

Accomplishments
The Commission has worked with other Indiana state agencies, as well as neighboring states, on regional and federal issues affecting
Indiana utilities and ratepayers. These activities include:
• Monitoring and participating in the appropriate stakeholder processes at the two regional transmission organizations (RTOs) that
Indiana electric utilities participate in, Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) and PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (PJM);
•Participating in the regional state committees for each RTO, the Organization of MISO States (OMS) and the Organization of PJM
States, Inc. (OPSI);
•Monitoring and submitting filings at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC);
•Monitoring and submitting filings at the Federal Communications Commission (FCC); and
•Participating in various committees and meetings of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC).
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J. Stewart
Goodwin

Accomplishments
In the Spring of 2013 we noticed a large number of the trees in our parks were dying. Many of these trees were very large with
diameters exceeding 3 feet. The trees died of Ash Borer Disease and the drought of 3 years ago. We started the removal process later
that year with the Department of Corrections Forestry and IWM teams combined effort removed a total of 148 trees and stumps. By
using State assets tens of thousands of dollars were saved during removal. Another aspect to consider is the safety factor. The IWM
does not have the equipment to safely do what the DOC accomplished flawlessly.
We partnered with the Indiana Hardwood Lumberman's Association for donations, Purdue University who completed the design
layout, and Keep Indianapolis Beautiful with tree donations along with their volunteers to plant and stake replacement trees on 1 Nov
2014. The cost of this entire project to the State will be negligible due to the donated trees/removal services. The total estimate of
completing this project approaches $200,000 if we had to utilize private contractors. There are approximately 100 species of trees
that are native to Indiana of which 75 will grow in Central Indiana. So when we planted the new trees we established a living
laboratory in the parks that will allow the children to view them in one location. This is just another innovative idea that offers one
more incentive to visit our properties.
This project is another example of great intra agency cooperation between the DOC, Purdue, and the IWM. We simply could not
manage the 24 acres of downtown property daily at the pristine level expected without the DOC residents. The icing on the cake is
when we ask for assistance with special projects, such as the tree/stump removal/design work, we receive professional and cost
effective results from the DOC, the City of Indianapolis and Purdue University with great savings to Hoosier taxpayers.

In the fall of 2013 in conjunction with the Indiana War Memorials Foundation we established the “Honor our Heroes Brick Program.
The purpose was to sell bricks as a fund raising project that would be placed around the Soldiers and Sailors Monument to honor US
Veterans from all conflicts. The proceeds are directed towards programs to promote the IWM properties and refresh our Museums.
To date over 1,300 bricks have been placed around the Monument.
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Accomplishments
In late 2013 we became involved with several funeral homes and HOSPICE agencies in Central Indiana by honoring Veterans with a
short ceremony just prior to their passing. The ceremony includes a presentation of a certificate and a challenge coin to
commemorate and thank them for their service to our country. These items are provided by the funeral homes and the HOSPICE
organizations. The service member’s military papers are provided before the ceremony so we can be knowledgeable of their past
service. The families and their caregivers are invited as we reminisce and celebrate their service to our country. Many times the
families purchase bricks that we place around the Monument to document their service. If the service member is capable we often
have the families bring the member to the Circle so they may watch the brick installation. This program has brought many families to
visit our Museums and we have received numerous letters thanking us for honoring their relative. We often hear from the families
they learned new stories about their Veteran from the experience. To date, we have accomplished over 50 such ceremonies. We
believe this is good will to our organization that is priceless and is integral to our mission statement, “Honoring Hoosier Veterans is
our mission and our passion.

War Memorials
Commission (2)

J. Stewart
Goodwin

In 2013 we saw the beginning of our marketing program to increase attendance come to fruition. In 2005, approximately 100 events
hosting 150 K visitors to the properties were the norm. The first year we conducted over 500 events attended by over 1 million
patrons was in 2013. We stepped up our community relations program which includes educational speeches to service organizations,
educational institutions, fraternal and veterans groups. Additionally, we intensified our efforts to bring more tours to our two
Museums by reaching out to additional school groups and the home school community. Prior to 2013 attendance in the IWM Museum
averaged between 80K and 140K visitors. In 2014, 181K patrons passed through those same doors. The increase in the number of
events has driven citizens to our Museums. The plan was to increase the utilization of the properties with the intent to educate more
Hoosiers about our storied military history and provide green space for them to enjoy civic events. Sometimes we have to remind
ourselves we are not in the event business, however the numbers prove we are reaching more citizens with education and community
support.
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War Memorials
Commission (3)

J. Stewart
Goodwin

Accomplishments
The IWM Museum consists of 30,000 square feet and was built in the mid 1990’s. Since 2005 we have made several adjustments to the
exhibits but it was not until 2013 that we began in earnest the project to refresh the Museum and construct some critical additions.
An example of this is as follows:
A. Sammy Davis Exhibit-Indiana’s only living Medal of Honor Recipient
B. Senator Richard Lugar, Governor Ed Whitcomb, and Governor Joe Kernan- Hoosiers with storied military careers who served in
senior public service positions.
C. James Kasler, Colonel USAF Ret-Hoosier Veteran listed as the10th most decorated US Veteran in the history of our nation.
D. Company D Rangers, 151Infantry Regt. Indiana National Guard-most decorated
US Army unit in the Vietnam conflict with
over 500 awards.
E. A local HAM radio club installed 27 audio systems to enhance exhibits in the Museum.
F. Added the Agriculture Development Team exhibit displaying the Indiana National Guard educating Afghanistan farmers on crop
improvement techniques.
G. Completely reorganized our research library
H. Total reorganization of our artifact inventory accountability document
I. Rebuilt the military patch display cases for the Vietnam exhibit
J. The following Indiana Battle Flags from the Mexican and Civil Wars are historically significant and have been conserved from 2013
to the present:
-1st Indiana Heavy Artillery, Civil War-Indianapolis
-5th Indiana Regiment-Mexican War
-9th Indiana Regiment, Civil War-LaPorte
-11th Indiana Regiment, Civil War-Indianapolis
-15th Indiana Regiment, Civil War-Lafayette/Tipton County
K. Total transformation of our artifact storage areas
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Accomplishments
Since the Park is not enclosed by a fence with gates and turnstiles, exact total attendance is impossible to count. Well over 3 million
visitors are counted each year, by entering one of our attractions, events, or concerts. Our attractions include: the Indianapolis Zoo,
White River Gardens, the Indiana State Museum, the IMAX Theater, Victory Field (home to the Indy Indians), the Eiteljorg Museum,
the NCAA Hall of Champions, and The Lawn. Anecdotally, our staff has observed a significant increase in the number of visitors who
are walking, running, biking, picnicking, playing, etc. throughout the Park. We estimate that we will welcome more than 4 million
people, from around the world, this year.
The number of concerts at The Lawn at White River State Park has increased from an annual average of 8-12 in the early 2010s to the
2015 total of 20! This results in significant increases in total attendance and revenues.

White River State Park

Robert Whitt

The number of special events throughout the Park has increased from an annual average of around 80 in the early 2010s to the 2015
total of over 140! Once again, this results in significant increases in both attendance and revenues. In early April, we hosted the
hugely successful NCAA Final Four March Madness Music Festival. This 3-day event drew nearly 100,000 people from across the U.S.

Awareness about the Park has dramatically increased, as measured by online activity. Annual WRSP website visits have risen, from
approximately 30,000 in the early 2010s to over 115,000 this year. Social media friends/followers/likes have grown from around
8,000 to over 60,000, between 2012 and 2015.
The White River State Park Foundation was formed earlier this year. This new 501(c)3 organization allows the Park to raise
additional private funds for special projects, events, and other initiatives. Many granting institutions will only contribute to 501(c)3
entities.
Honorable Mention: 90% and above customer satisfaction ratings.
In national studies done by the Workers’ Compensation Research Institute, Indiana is recognized as the 2nd most efficient workers’
Worker's Comp Board Linda Peterson
comp agency.
of Indiana
Hamilton
Our state gets workers back on the job quicker than any other state and the cost to an employer to defend a work comp claim in
Indiana is lower than all but one other state.
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Attached separately in email
CJI
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Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Triol, Shelley
Friday, November 18, 2016 11:02 AM
Anderson, Christopher M
RE: Possible Docs for next DNC batch

Good to go, then, yes? (and thank you!)
From: Anderson, Christopher M
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2016 10:40 AM
To: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: RE: Possible Docs for next DNC batch
Regarding your comments below:
Liebelson batch 1: contact info is redacted.
Liebelson batch 2: Talked to John, he has no concerns about this going public.
Christopher M. Anderson
Assistant General Counsel
Office of Governor Mike Pence
(317) 233-5764

From: Triol, Shelley
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2016 1:15 PM
To: Anderson, Christopher M <CAnderson@gov.in.gov>
Subject: RE: Possible Docs for next DNC batch
Just IN – Good to go.
Liebelson Responsive Records Batch One:
Pg 59 middle of the page - the Statehouse Contact person’s (Tracey Jones) home phone is listed; and it appears as if at
the bottom of the page, Kay Nickey’s home address is listed.
Liebelson Responsive Records Batch 2
Re: Pages 16+ and Pages 49+ (teleconference information) - not sure what this is about – should John Hill review? I do
not know whether this is possibly deliberative given it seems, at least initially, to be a topic that shouldn’t be disclosed
publicly?
Liebelson Responsive Records Batch 3 – Good to go.
RGA Responsive Records – Good to go.
Colts Suite Records – Good to go.

From: Anderson, Christopher M
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2016 3:51 PM
To: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Possible Docs for next DNC batch
These records are from the following prior requests:
Michael Mirer – Just IN
Liebelson – Trump docs
Corey – RGA records
Bob Segall – Colts records
Christopher M. Anderson
Assistant General Counsel
Office of Governor Mike Pence
200 West Washington Street
State House, Room 206
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 233-5764
Canderson@gov.in.gov

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail transmission may contain deliberative, confidential or other legally privileged information that is not subject to public disclosure
under Ind. Code §5-14-3-4(b). It is intended only for use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the
employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this electronic message in error, please immediately notify us by telephone, and delete the message from your system. Dissemination
of this electronic message or any of its contents to persons other than the individual or entity to which it is addressed shall not constitute a waiver of any privilege
recognized by law.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wall, Kathryn E
Friday, November 18, 2016 11:00 AM
McGrath, Danielle
2015 Agency Successes
NonCabinet Successes_General_2015.pdf; Cabinet Successes_General_2015.pdf; ATC
Successes Document_General_2015.pdf

Do you want me to share these with all Policy Directors? It’ll be important to update them, as I
know DWD has had many more accomplishments since this was done.

_______________________________

Katie Wall
Workforce Policy Director
Office of Governor Mike Pence
317.234.8894 | kwall@gov.in.gov

Alcohol & Tobacco Commission
David Cook-Chairman

 Source investigation program—was implemented with the assistance of the
National Liquor Law Enforcement Association (NLLEA). ISEP was one of forty
(40) applicants for a $25,000 grant to implement the program, and was one of two
agencies nationwide to receive the grant. Implementation included notifying law
enforcement agencies in Indiana, including the coroners, of our availability to
assist with fatal vehicle crashes where the primary causation factor is the
consumption of alcohol by drivers. ISEP assists by helping to determine whether
the drivers were served alcohol-by-alcohol permit establishments when they were
clearly intoxicated. Once that determination is made, the establishments are
charged administratively, and the investigation can be used in any criminal or civil
action. To date, ISEP has conducted 46 investigations and filed 13 administrative
violations with the Alcohol and Tobacco Commission prosecutor, and two (2)
cases are pending.
 Temporary Beer and Wine permits—the issuing of these permits was moved from
the central office to the district offices as a way to improve customer service. The
permits require final authorization by ISEP. This change has improved customer
service and reduced postage costs. Likewise, the ATC financial officer has
worked with the Treasurer’s Office to establish accounts in local banks, so the fees
collected at the district offices can be deposited in accordance with the policies
established by State Board of Accounts.
 Fast Track program—this collaboration with the ATC prosecutor allows officers
to submit investigative reports through the chain-of-command requesting that an
administrative case be expedited due to the serious violations and to enhance the
awareness of problem bars. The program also enables the tracking of problem
bars, which if there is just cause, the ATC can be petitioned by the prosecutor to
revoke permits. Likewise, the expedited adjudication process allows the Local
Alcoholic Beverage Boards to receive violation information that can be considered
when the annual renewal hearings occur.
 Human Trafficking—ISEP has partnered with the Attorney General’s Office to
ensure that the adult entertainment establishments that have alcoholic beverage
permits comply with the statutory requirements for posting the posters and the
keeping the proper documentation on the employees that may be from other
countries. We are looking to assign one officer, at least part-time, to the Human
Trafficking Task Force to assist with any investigations related to human
trafficking, especially with regard to those associated with alcohol permit
locations. Additionally, at the last statewide meeting, the training session was
dedicated to providing information as to what evidence is needed to successfully
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prosecute a human trafficking case and what behaviors need to be recognized
when officers are interviewing to potential victims.
 Counterfeit Merchandise—ISEP has conducted three successful counterfeit
merchandise investigations in Franklin, Marion and Wabash counties, which
resulted in the seizure of thousands of items, i.e., clothing, purses, shoes, DVD’s,
etc. The potential loss to legitimate businesses that manufacture the authentic
merchandise was in excess of $4.5M, and it is unknown as to the amount of sales
tax revenue the state would have lost. In Franklin County, fifteen (15) people
were arrested some of whom were in the country illegally. In 2014, we dedicated
an entire statewide training session to learning how to identify counterfeit
merchandise. We partnered with Advance Investigative Services (AIS) for the
training, and they have assisted the agency with the investigations. We have
conducted public awareness programs to help people and businesses to identify
counterfeit merchandise.
 A significant partnership is the one ISEP has with FSSA. FSSA receives federal
funding for the Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment grant (SAPT) for
programs directly related to substance abuse prevention and treatment. The
funding for FFY 2015 is $32,038,656—a requirement for this grant is that the
State of Indiana keep the Retailer Violation Rate (non-compliance rate of alcohol
and tobacco sales to minors) below twenty percent (20%). If the rate increases to
more than 20%, there is a forty percent (40%) penalty incurred by the state, which
would result in a loss of $12,815,462. We have kept the non-compliance rate well
under ten percent (10%) consistently during this period. More specifically, we
have kept it between 5.2% and 8%. The programs that we use to ensure
compliance are the Survey for Alcohol Compliance (SAC), Stop Underage
Drinking and Sales to Minors (SUDS) and Cops-In-Shops (CIS).
 In order to comply with a mandatory P25 upgrade to the agency police radios,
which would have cost between $50K and $75K, we used internal assets to
complete the upgrade/reprogramming that saved the state approximately
$30K. Additionally, we worked the radio vendor on a trade-in program to replace
outdated radios that were not P25 compatible. This had to be submitted and
approved by December 31, 2014, and by doing so, we saved the taxpayers
$86,500. Therefore, the total savings for completing this mandatory project was in
excess of $110,000.
 Marion County is the busiest and there are more complex issues that we must
address. The following notes the accomplishments specific to Marion County:
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o The district commander meets monthly to discuss upcoming events
throughout Indianapolis to ensure the temporary permit applicants are
following the procedures and alcoholic beverage laws.
o The district participates in the Indianapolis Downtown Bar meetings hosted
by the Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department. The meetings are
quarterly and the discussions include issues pertaining to the
bars/restaurants downtown. ISEP created a pamphlet of frequently asked
questions and common violations that are cited. The pamphlets were
distributed at a meeting and by email.
o The district commander meets quarterly with the Broad Ripple Bar
Association and the Broad Ripple Village Association to discuss concerns
and issues with businesses in the village.
o The district participates in the Collaborative Law Enforcement Agency
Network (CLEAN), which involves area law enforcement agencies in
Marion County. This effort targets businesses (bars) and offenders that are
frequent law violators and refuse to comply with the alcoholic beverage
code.
o The district commander participates in meetings that pertain to all major
events, i.e., NCAA, Indianapolis 500, Brickyard 400, and Lucas Oil
Stadium, to ensure compliance with the laws and to enhance public safety.
o The district was instrumental with assisting the Indiana State Fair Board
with establishing guidelines pertaining to the sale of alcohol during the
state fair.
 ISEP relocated the quartermaster section to Indianapolis, so it is centrally
located. This reduces the drive time and distance for officers who need to replace
or to acquire new equipment.
 The agency has been involved at the request of the state police and local
authorities with helping tackle the heroin problems in Fayette and Miami
counties. In Fayette County, the task force operations resulted in the arrest of
approximately 150 persons for the distribution, possession and sale of heroin and
other illegal substances.
 We continue the successful programs that were implemented before the Pence
administration took office, specifically, the Intensified College Enforcement (ICE)
program. This program is important to public safety, because its specific focus is
on underage drinking on and around college campuses. Successes of the program
include reducing the number of alcohol related illness admissions to hospitals,
specifically, Indiana University Bloomington, as well as, reducing the number of
alcohol related vehicle crashes involving serious injury or death among young
adults ranging in age from 18-25 years. It includes education programs that
inform young adults as to the hazards of binge drinking and emphasizes the legal
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age for alcohol consumption in Indiana. Likewise, the department continues to
conduct Alcohol Awareness programs in order to ensure that every effort is made
to educate young people as to the hazards of irresponsible alcohol
consumption. First year results indicated a reduction of fatal vehicle crashes by
approximately 54% in the six (6) college communities targeted. Additionally, the
admissions to the Bloomington hospital for alcohol related illnesses (poisoning)
among young adults was reduced by nearly 60%. We plan to further improve
upon those results by reducing the crashes and hospital admissions by an
additional six-percent (6%) during the upcoming school year.
 We implemented a program that recognizes retail establishments (bars,
restaurants, etc.) when are found to be in compliance during a Survey for Alcohol
Compliance (SAC) inspection. If personnel at the permit location refuses to sell
an alcoholic beverage to a SAC youth (a person between the ages of 18 and 20 ½
years), the establishment is given a certificate generated by the officers indicating
they passed the inspection. This program has been quite popular, and has
enhanced the relationship between the department and the industry.
 The agency participated in the Bartholomew County Sheriff’s Youth Camp, which
resulted in the sheriff expressing his appreciation for our participation. Likewise,
the agency participates annually in the IUPUI Public Safety Day, which allows us
to reach out for potential applicants, as well as, educating the public as to the
mission of ISEP. Additionally, since excise officers frequently encounter persons
in possession of counterfeit identifications, we presented a seminar to the staff of
Ivy Tech Community College—at their request—to educate the staff as to what
they need to observe for when checking identifications during certification exams
they proctor.
 There has been an increase in the illegal production of alcohol, and the agency has
been successful at seizing several stills. The illegal production of alcohol is not
only illegal, but it can be detrimental to public health. The improper distilling of
alcohol can result in the product becoming methanol (wood alcohol) rather than
ethanol, which can be consumed.

Pence Administration
Cabinet Agency Successes
2013-Present

Bureau of Motor Vehicles
Kent Abertnathy—Commissioner
Completed privatization of license plate production (moved from Pen Products to ITI, a Fort
Wayne company)
o Created one stop shop for license plate production
o Better controls and cost efficiency – estimated cost savings of $14M over 5 year life
cycle
o Reduced turnaround time in delivering plates to customers
Transitioned Driver Examiners to Customer Service Representative II (CSR II)
o Cross trained 60 driver examiners to newly created CSR II position
o Improved productivity and efficiency in branches
o Increased amount of drive tests agency can perform
o Allowed new CSR II to perform branch transactions when not conducting drive
tests, relieving work load on branch staff and improving visit times
o Targeted to expand to all 132 branch locations
Auto Test terminals in branches
o Currently installed in 106 of 132 branches
o Replaced written tests – improving productivity and accuracy of grading
o Allowed agency to issue the knowledge test in 11 languages
Established backup credential production site in Winchester
o Serves as backup and disaster recovery site
o Capable of producing same volume of credentials as primary site in Indianapolis
o Exercised monthly to ensure smooth transfer of work if needed
Birth Certificate verification system
o Automatic verification of birth certificates with ISDH for Indiana residents
o Automated highest volume identity verification document
o Provides positive verification to deter identity theft

Commission on Higher Education
Teresa Lubbers—Commissioner

Reducing Excess Credits: Credit Creep Reform and Degree Maps
Legislation in 2012 called into question a practice known as “credit creep” – adding classes to degree
requirements slowly over time that left students without a reasonable path to on-time completion.
Historically, baccalaureate programs required 120 credits and associate programs required 60. In
2012, 90 percent of academic programs in Indiana exceeded this threshold. While the legislation
passed before 2013, the implementation of the legislation occurred over the next two years. The
results were dramatic. Now, 90 percent of programs fall within the 60 or 120 credit limit. This
means that Hoosier students are now required to take roughly 170,000 fewer credits and are saving
$35.4 million per year in tuition. Students also now receive degree maps (championed by Governor
Pence himself) that ensure a student knows what courses to take and when to take them, with a
guarantee that the course will be available to them when they need it. This will ensure that students,
who now have a shorter path to completion, are able to follow that path, reducing the number of
unneeded credits they take due to poor advising, self-advising or course unavailability.

Remediation Redesign Reform
Traditional remediation for students deemed not college-ready by a placement exam includes a series
of courses, often taken over multiple semesters, that a student must take to be able to enroll in
college-level math or English courses. Success rates for the course sequence itself are poor, but even
lower are the success rates of these remedial students in the first college-level course. Ivy Tech
piloted several different, innovative approaches to remediation and found one that clearly outpaced
the rest in success rates. The “co-requisite” approach places students directly into the college-level
course with wrap-around academic support. Following the successful pilot, this approach has
replaced traditional remediation within the Ivy Tech system statewide.

Financial Aid Reforms
Indiana is the 7th most generous state in the nation for need-based financial aid to help
economically disadvantaged Hoosiers attend college. Indiana is also the first to create an early
promise scholarship program (now celebrating its 25th anniversary) that boosts the college
aspirations of low-income families in middle school with the promise of fully paid tuition at a public
college. These programs have been reformed in recent years to ensure that the promise of college
access is matched with support for college completion. For the 21st Century Scholars early promise
program, students now go through a programs through their four years of high school to help them

plan, prepare and pay for college. They must achieve a higher high school GPA than in the past to
receive the scholarship. And for both the Scholars program and the state’s other need-based aid
programs, students must complete enough credits to stay on track for on-time graduation to keep
receiving the same amount of financial aid.
These incentives have, after only one year, proven to significantly increase performance within our
financial aid population. See
http://www.in.gov/che/files/2015_Indiana_Financial_Aid_Reform_13015_Pages.pdf for more
information.

Outcomes Based Funding (also called Performance Funding)
Indiana has been a national leader in outcomes based funding. Indiana began to pay for outputs in
lieu of enrollment and inflation adjustments in 2003, with the creation of the research support
incentive. Over the past 12 years Indiana has remained committed to outcomes based funding.
During the recession beginning in 2008, the state’s commitment to paying for what it values was
illuminated by the use of a base reallocation to continue to pay for outcomes during times when new
funds were not available. Outcomes are now based on seven metrics supported by the Commission,
the General Assembly and the Governor. Indiana is seeing dramatic increases in on-time
completion, overall completion, Pell eligible completion, and STEM degree completion due to the
policy decisions to pay for outcomes.
The Indiana budget signed by Governor Pence for the 2015-2017 biennium continues the
commitment to paying for what we value by increase the percentage of overall operating funds
dedicated to outcomes from 6% in 2015 to 6.5% in 2017.

Streamlined Transfer Pathways
Transfer students in Indiana, like the rest of the nation, face additional challenges to on-time and
cost-effective degrees because (1) credits do not always transfer and (2) even if they do, institutions
have differing degree requirements so the transferred credits often only count as electives. This may
have been even more prevalent in the past in Indiana because unlike many states, we have seven
separate public institutions and various regional campuses within those seven that all had different
requirements and transfer policies. This was first tackled through the statutory creation of a Core
Transfer Library, which would guarantee that like courses would be accepted for transfer by all
public colleges and universities. However, that only addressed the first issue. Legislation in 2012
sought to address the second by creating a statewide Transfer Core of 30 credits that, once
completed, transfers as a block to any public institution and fulfills that institution’s core
requirement. Building on that momentum, 2013 legislation created Transfer Pathways of 60 credits
that guarantee that a student completing an associate degree at Ivy Tech or Vincennes University

will start in junior standing if they pursue a related baccalaureate degree at any of Indiana’s public
institutions. Students starting school in Fall 2013 were the first to have the benefit of the Transfer
Core, and students starting Fall 2015 will have the benefit of the Transfer Pathways.

Department of Child Services
Mary Beth Bonaventura—Director

Child Support Performance:

In Indiana, the Title IV-D Child Support Program is administered by the DCS Child
Support Bureau and is carried out locally by the county prosecutor's offices, the
county clerks' offices, and the courts. Each state’s IV-D program is evaluated and
scored annually by the U.S. Office of Child Support Enforcement based on
performance measures in five categories: support order establishment, current support
collections, cases paying on arrears, paternity establishment, and cost effectiveness.

Indiana’s Title IV-D Child Support Program serves nearly 300,000 children, and the
Child Support Bureau, working in conjunction with county prosecutors and clerks
across the state, collects almost $1 billion annually in child support. For every dollar
spent to operate the program, $5.69 in child support was collected. These continued
improvements to Indiana’s child support program helps get more money to Hoosier
children and families.

Indiana’s IV-D program performance has significantly improved over time. In FFY
2003, IV-D was ranked 35th. In 2013, we achieved a national ranking of 10th. For
FFY 2014, the most recent year recorded, Indiana’s IV-D program ranked 9th
preliminarily. Indiana is now performing above the national average in 4 out of the 5
categories, and in the 5th category, Indiana is within 1% of the national average.

Adoption Assistance:

DCS offers adoption assistance to families who adopt eligible children from the
state’s foster care system. One form of assistance is the State Adoption Subsidy (SAS),
a monthly payment to parents of children who meet special needs requirements as
defined by state and federal law. The per diem helps provide adoptive parents with
financial resources to meet the child’s needs until age 18.
Prior to SFY 2015, adoptive families were placed on a waiting list until funding for the
program could be secured. Beginning July 1, 2014, DCS was authorized to provide
funding for state subsidies for all children on the waitlist, as well as any children who
became eligible during SFY 2015. As of July 1, 2014, DCS had approximately 1,500
children on the SAS waitlist. Since the Governor authorized funding the state
subsidies, DCS has entered payment status with the majority of families on the SAS
waitlist and will continue to initiate payments as updated information is received from
adoptive parents of eligible children.
To continue SAS past SFY 2015, the Department requested additional funding from
the General Assembly. House Enrolled Act 1001, the biennial budget bill, allocated
$22.6 million over the biennium to fully fund the program in SFY 2016/2017 and
continue SAS for more than 1,600 Hoosier children. Moreover, DCS has streamlined
and improved the adoption subsidy negotiation process to make it easier for adoptive
families to access this benefit.

Staff Increases and Recruitment/Retention Efforts:

Since 2013, DCS has created an additional 459 Family Case Manager (FCM) positions
and 92 FCM supervisor positions. In an effort to continually improve the agency,
DCS recognizes that its most critical area of focus must be its staff. DCS is seeking to
not only recruit new, qualified staff, but also to reduce turnover to retain a stable
workforce.

Since 2013, DCS has engaged in a number of recruitment and retention efforts, such
as enhancing the new worker training curriculum to provide better hands-on
experience and mentoring support for incoming FCMs, refining the supervisor
training curriculum to provide additional leadership and coaching training, partnering
with the National Child Welfare Workforce Institute and the Indiana University
School of Social Work, and hiring a dedicated DCS recruiter for FCM positions, who
will focus on refining the Department’s long and short-term hiring strategies and
recruitment efforts.

In 2015, DCS engaged Deloitte Consulting to conduct a field workload analysis to
better understand Indiana’s workload concerns, and to analyze how specific aspects of
operations may be furthering or inhibiting its ability to meet its caseload standards.
Deloitte recommended several specific process and practice improvements to support
quality case management, and DCS is currently working on implementing these
recommendations to better serve children and families.

Additionally, DCS recently launched a new Employee Assistance Program benefit to
promote employee wellness, offering employees three free, face-to-face counseling
sessions per issue by a licensed therapist. This benefit is available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week to all DCS employees and their household members, regardless of
insurance coverage.

Electronic Invoicing:

Several years ago, issues regarding invoice denials and timeliness to payment were
brought to the Department’s attention by service providers. Providers expressed
frustration because invoices were routinely denied for a variety of reasons, which
meant providers had to resubmit invoices, often multiple times before an invoice was
processed for payment. This process resulted in long lag times between when an

invoice was originally submitted and the time a provider received payment. For
example, a claim submitted with errors in June for May services would typically be
denied and re-billed in July, likely resulting in payment in August or possibly
September (i.e. there was typically a 3 to 4-month lag time between service delivery
and payment by DCS following a denial).

Providers indicated that these long lag times between the date of service delivery and
date of payment were starting to impact service delivery. DCS convened a provider
workgroup to better understand the concerns and brainstorm solutions to address
them. As DCS worked with providers, it determined that many of the delays were
caused by inefficiencies in the paper invoice process. The solution was an e-invoicing
system – KidTraks e-Invoicing provides a streamlined process whereby submission of
a signed paper invoice is no longer necessary. Payment timeline is generally faster, as
mail delivery time is eliminated, as is the need for re-entry of invoice information by
DCS staff. This process also allows providers an automated mechanism to
systematically check for valid invoice information on the front-end, so that invalid
information can be corrected prior to actual submission. Therefore, the number of
denials and the resulting need for re-billing is significantly reduced.

Prior to implementation of KidTraks e-Invoicing, payment timeline averaged 48 days
from invoice date to date of payment. During the transitional months into eInvoicing, average payment time peaked at 53 days for paper invoices, while eInvoices averaged 38 days. Since July 2013, as more providers have been using eInvoicing, overall payment timeline has averaged 42 days, with the most recent
payments averaging 35 days, which is the minimum payment timeframe for payment
from the State of Indiana. Late fees paid by DCS have dropped significantly, from
approximately $330,000 in SFY 2011 to $5,109 in SFY 2015 – a huge cost savings to
the State.

Denials have similarly declined, peaking at 18,000 invoice lines denied in August 2012,
down to 5,000 lines denied in September 2013. That number will continue to decline
as more providers continue to use e-Invoicing for more of their invoices. The most

recent data indicates approximately 75% of invoices are currently submitted via eInvoicing.

Specialized Foster Care for Older Youth (Collaborative Care):

Collaborative Care is a voluntary older youth foster program designed to transition
youth out of the child welfare system and into successful adulthood. Collaborative
Care is designed to allow older youth to receive case management support and
services after age 18, and the program has specially-trained Collaborative Care Case
Managers (3CMs). Collaborative Care looks past the idea of solely providing
independent living services to older youth, pulling together two essential elements of
becoming an emerging adult – building upon existing skill sets and developing
supportive social networks. This program was designed to support youth-adult
partnerships during the case planning, implementation, and monitoring process.

Youth receive continued support from DCS while completing school or starting a
career. Youth are eligible to sign up for Collaborative Care at age 17.5 and must be
employed, participating in a job training program, or attending school or a vocational
certification program. DCS can assist with rent and utilities, clothing allowances,
health insurance, and building support networks. DCS can also ensure that services
(such as therapy or counseling) are continued while youth are enrolled in
Collaborative Care.

Since the program’s creation in 2012, DCS has received national recognition for
Collaborative Care. In 2015, Director Bonaventura was invited to speak at the White
House to celebrate this program’s successes. Additionally, in 2014 and 2015, 401 DCS
youth graduated from high school.

Child Abuse & Neglect Hotline:

Since 2013, DCS has created 4 new Hotline locations in Blackford, Lawrence,
Vanderburgh, and St. Joe Counties, in addition to the Marion County location.
Statewide, the Hotline received 187,475 reports in 2013 and 198,684 reports in 2014, a
6% increase. As reports continue to rise, Hotline performance in speed of answer
continues to improve. The average speed of answer for law enforcement callers (who
have a special dial-in code) improved from 28 seconds to 20 seconds from 2013 to
2014. For non-law enforcement callers, the speed of answer improved from 1 min. 19
seconds in 2013 to 32 seconds in 2014. Indiana’s Hotline receives national attention
because of its high performance, and other states regularly contact DCS to learn more
about our practice.

Service Mapping:

It is vitally important that the Department has an appropriate service array available to
help stabilize families. While the availability of evidence-based services has increased
significantly in recent years, DCS still has service gaps in some areas, particularly in
addressing the needs of children with severe developmental or intellectual disabilities,
or complex mental health needs. One of the most important developments as a result
of the Title IV-E Waiver is Service Mapping.

DCS is in the fortunate position, as a result of the Title IV-E Waiver, of being able to
greatly enhance its community based service array. DCS has chosen to do this by
enhancing the service array with multiple evidence-based practice models. With this
expansion, the service array has become too complex to utilize traditional service
referral methods, thus necessitating a more complex system of making referrals.
Service mapping provides an electronic service consultant, allowing even

inexperienced FCM to make quality service decisions. The system reduces the use of
cookie cutter services, by utilizing assessment and other information to recommend
services for families based on their individual circumstances, improving the chances
for positive outcomes.

Service mapping ensures that children and families are referred for the appropriate
evidence-based services based on their individually identified needs. As of July 2015,
service mapping is now being utilized throughout the entire state to help meet the
unique needs of children and families.

Department of Homeland Security
David Kane—Director
Local fire departments throughout Indiana turn to State Fire Marshal investigators – who work in
the IDHS Division of Fire and Building Safety – for help in determining how suspicious fires
started. From the beginning of January of 2013 through the end of June 2015, a total of 377 fires
were found to have been set intentionally. In that same time period, IDHS conducted 1,325 Fire
Investigations in All of Indiana’s 92 Counties, Investigating $146.5 Million in Damage.
Established in 2013 by Governor Mike Pence, the Indiana Secured School Grant Fund provides $27
million, which will be awarded over four funding cycles as matching funds, to qualified schools and
school systems to conduct threat assessments, and to hire and train school resource officers. Also,
the grant funds may be used to purchase equipment that restricts access to schools and that
expedites notification of first responders. The grants are managed by IDHS, and in fiscal years 2014
and 2015 assisted 79 percent of Indiana students. During the most recent funding cycle, fiscal year
2015, 234 school corporations and 29 charter schools received Funding to Make Hoosier Schools
More Safe, More Secure.
Over the last two and a half years, IDHS has obtained, and has managed, a significant amount of
federal assistance to help Hoosier communities prepare for disasters and generally improve
community safety. Through four federal programs – the Emergency Management Performance
Grant, the Hazardous Materials Emergency Preparedness Program, the State Homeland Security
Grant Program, and the Urban Area Security Initiative − Hoosier Communities Have Received
More Than $34 Million in Preparedness and Prevention Grants.
IDHS has established a single, coordinated process for statewide hazard assessment, gap analysis,
grants management, and program evaluation. The process involves a standardized methodology for
identifying and analyzing hazards and threats, and assessing response capabilities. The IDHS
approach has been identified as a national best practice by FEMA and the National Domestic
Preparedness Consortium, and is the First Preparedness Cycle Program in the United States.
IDHS is responsible for certifying firefighters, fire officers, fire vehicle operators and fire inspectors,
to name just a few of the agency’s 40 certification categories. Other categories include aircraft crash
rescuers, hazardous materials responders, and water rescue technicians. All told, from Jan. 1, 2013,
to June 30, 2015, IDHS has Certified 23,889 Firefighters, Hazmat Responders and Rescuers.
IDHS helps ensure that emergencies in Indiana will be handled effectively and efficiently. Statewide
emergency training programs cover emergency management, incident command systems, advanced
incident responses and management, and executive crisis management. From July 2013 to June

2015, IDHS Provided Emergency Preparedness and Response Training to More Than 55,000
Responders.
With the volume of Bakken Crude Oil transported by train through the state, a need was identified
for local first responder education in the case of derailment or accident. IDHS Staff Has Trained
1,077 Local First Responders in Tactics for Responding to a Train Derailment Involving Oil.
Since April of 2013, an intense focus on quality has permeated throughout the firefighter training
efforts of IDHS. The new Quality Assurance Program has resulted in outreach efforts that have
resulted in Indiana having more qualified training instructors and more quantitatively measured
performance levels than ever before. The program fosters increased coaching, education, leadership
and mentoring for instructors and evaluators, resulting in Enhanced Quality Assurance in Firefighter
Training.
Preparedness for natural and man-made emergencies is a key part of IDHS’s work. The agency
delivers many preparedness messages throughout the year – before, during and after disasters strike.
For example, IDHS helps Hoosiers get prepared for earthquakes. Yes, even as far away as Indiana is
from California, our state can be struck by a major earthquake, particularly, but not exclusively,
along the New Madrid Fault. IDHS helps lead statewide efforts to get Hoosier citizens, schools and
businesses to take part in an annual program called The Great ShakeOut, which raises awareness
about earthquakes and what individuals should do if one occurs. About 500,000 Hoosiers (more
than in any other Midwestern state over a multi-year period) participate annually in the earthquake
drill known as The Great Central U.S. ShakeOut.
Since 2013, 253 applications were made for various federal disaster relief, preparedness and
mitigation funds managed by IDHS. Over that period, Hoosier Communities Received nearly $10.7
Million in Federal Assistance.
IDHS works to obtain federal assistance, when warranted, for damage caused by disasters. One type
of such assistance comes in the form of low-interest loans to Hoosiers from the United States Small
Business Administration. As just one example, in 2014, IDHS Obtained $248,000 in Low Interest
SBA Loans to Help Seven Counties Recover from Tornado and Straight-Line Wind Damage.
The certification of emergency medical responders, technicians and vehicle operators is a key
responsibility of IDHS. Since January of 2013, IDHS has certified 10 auto extraction experts, 75
EMT instructors, 512 advanced emergency medical technicians, 951 emergency vehicle operators,
and 1,456 emergency medical responders. Also in that time period, IDHS has Certified 857
Paramedics and 4,171 Emergency Medical Technicians.
In times of disaster or emergency, children can be particularly vulnerable, perhaps especially when
their parents have to be away at work. IDHS recognized this challenge and did something about it.

Thanks to the leadership of IDHS, in 2013 Indiana became one of the first states to develop and
distribute a comprehensive Preparedness Guide for Child Care Providers, And Was the Most
Comprehensive of Any Other Known Product, Involving Many Other Agencies and Organizations.
When appropriate, Indiana first responders are willing to share their skills and courage with those in
need in other states. In 2013, building on previous experiences such as sending responders to help in
the aftermath of Superstorm Sandy, IDHS coordinated the deployment of two responder teams to
assist colleagues battling 65,000 acres of Alaskan Wildfires. Also in 2013, IDHS coordinated the
deployment of six responders to the Aspen fire in California, an effort further demonstrating
Hoosiers’ willingness to work in Emergency Partnerships with Other States.
The Emergency Operations Center of IDHS is up and running 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
and can be in immediate contact with emergency managers and first responders statewide, should
the need arise. Staffing of the center increases as emergency levels increase. The center monitors
emergency situations caused by nature or people, and directs state resources to affected areas. The
always-alert professionals of the Emergency Operations Center exemplify The Constant Vigilance
and Quick Response of IDHS.
IDHS maintains a Web page that’s one of the most used on the in.gov website. Indiana citizens now
also can download the free Indiana Travel Advisory app for iPhone and Android mobile devices.
Available since December of 2014, the app provides county-specific travel updates and alerts. The
innovative use of technology to protect and inform Hoosiers is manifested by the More Than 10.5
Million Website Page Views since November 2013 and, for the App, Nearly 1.3 Million “Taps” to
Access Information Since December of 2014.
IDHS developed and implemented a statewide plan and 10 regional plans for transitioning survivors
from short-term emergency shelters to long-term and permanent housing following a disaster. As
part of this effort, IDHS established procedures for coordinating the activities of state and local
agencies, community and faith-based volunteer organizations, property management companies, real
estate companies, and home builders to Address the Housing and Social Service Needs of Disaster
Survivors.
Local investigative agencies turn to IDHS for assistance with challenging emergency situations. One
prominent incident for which the IDHS Division of Fire and Building Safety provided investigative
assistance in 2015, although the investigation is not complete, is the Stage Collapse at Westfield
High School.
Promotion and sales of the Secure Indiana license plate raise funds for first responder equipment
and training, as well as public safety college scholarships, throughout the state. The funds are
managed by the Indiana Homeland Security Foundation. These funds come voluntarily from

Hoosiers, and are used to help make all Hoosiers safer. Since 2013, the foundation has awarded
More Than $1.1 Million in Foundation Grants to Local Emergency Management, Emergency
Medical, Fire and Law Enforcement Agencies and Organizations.
A crucial but perhaps not very well-known part of the work done by IDHS is ensuring that
amusement rides at fairs, carnivals and other public events are as safe as possible. Over the last 30
months, IDHS has Conducted 2,151 Amusement Ride Inspections.
IDHS established, for the first time at the state-level, Recovery Support Functions and identified
lead state agencies to coordinate the complex mission of long-term community recovery following a
major disaster. Community planning, capacity building, economic recovery, health and social
services restoration, infrastructure restoration, and natural and cultural resource recovery are
included in IDHS Long-Term Recovery Planning.
An earthquake simulator, funded by IDHS and operated by the Indiana Geological Survey and
Indiana University, has been an innovative tool used to shake Hoosiers out of complacency about
the threat of earthquakes. The IU/IDHS earthquake simulator program is being used as a model for
the Central United States Earthquake Consortium. Since 2013, 7,303 Hoosiers Have “Ridden” the
Earthquake Simulator at 65 Public Events.
In July of 2014, IDHS participated in Vibrant Response, one of the largest multi-agency training
exercises ever to occur in North America. The exercise has been conducted annually for a number
of years. IDHS led the exercise’s first-ever Joint Information Center for dissemination of
information; and the JIC received high marks from federal evaluators. The national-level exercise
was hosted by U.S. Army North, and involved about 5,500 military, law enforcement and civilian
personnel in Vibrant Response 2014.
Thanks to IDHS’ seeking out and managing of federal grant dollars, the state has a key disaster
management capability that other states don’t. It’s a unit that can operate for two weeks in an area
that, due to a disaster such as an earthquake, lost access to communications, power, plumbing and
food. The unit is called IBEAM (Indiana Building Emergency Assessment and Monitoring) and it
consists of architects and engineers who assess damaged buildings to determine if they are
structurally safe for people to enter. In 2014, IBEAM training consisted of a tabletop session, a drill
and full-scale exercise involving an earthquake scenario. A key feature of the unit’s technical
capacity is the Solar- and Wind-Powered IBEAM Communications Trailer for Internet, Phone and
Radio Connections in a Devastated Area.
Ensuring that public structures – such as businesses, schools and stadiums – are safe for Hoosiers is
a key function of IDHS. Over the last 30 months, IDHS has reviewed 2,904 building code variance

applications and conducted construction plan reviews that led to 25,831 Construction Design
Releases.
The building plan review process has undergone major improvements in terms of using e-filing
processes. The improvements brought the percentage of Building Plan Review Projects Filed Online
Up From 70 Percent Three Years Ago to 87 Percent Now.
Variance applications can now be submitted online to the Fire Prevention and Building Safety
Commission. The system has increased efficiency and made it easier for commission members to see
variance information before and during commission meetings. What’s more, costs of postage and
printing have been reduced by the Online Variance System.
A key recent development involving IDHS was the establishment of a new system to foster more
standardized and uniform training for firefighters, emergency medical personnel and other public
safety professionals throughout the state. The new approach, signed into law by Governor Mike
Pence, went into effect July 1, 2015, and is called the Indiana Fire and Public Safety Training
Academy System.
IDHS developed and implemented the Readiness Training Identification and Preparedness Planning
initiative. The program established a standardized, statewide process for identifying and prioritizing
training and exercise needs for local and state public safety agencies. IDHS worked in partnership
with Louisiana State University and Texas A&M University to develop this Statewide Training and
Exercise Needs Assessment.
Indiana recently received two highly competitive federal grants to purchase training props for
Hoosier firefighters. The funds allowed the state to purchase, for the first time ever, car-fire props
and to add to the number of propane-tank-fire props, and other training equipment, used to ensure
the state’s firefighter trainers can conduct more training sessions that simulate real-world emergency
settings. The grants of $277,000 in 2013 and $163,000 in 2014 mean that IDHS recently has
obtained Nearly a Half Million Dollars in FEMA Assistance To Firefighters Grants.
Hoosiers going up and down in elevators and on escalators are safer thanks to another little-known,
but vital safety review function of IDHS. Over the last 30 months, IDHS has Inspected 26,941
Elevators and Escalators.
Since the beginning of 2013, IDHS has issued 1,391 Fireworks Permits.

IDHS inspects venues for safety. As a result, the agency has issued 9,360 Amusement and
Entertainment Permits Over the Last 30 Months.
The scope of IDHS’ responsibility for inspecting public buildings to help Hoosiers be as safe
indoors as possible is illustrated by the following number of inspections taking place since the
beginning of 2013: 21,924 Buildings. This Includes 5,598 Childcare Provider Locations; 3,051
Hospitals and Healthcare Facilities; and 2,826 Schools.
In June of 2015, IDHS personnel participated in an earthquake simulation drill at Muscatatuck
Urban Training Center. Participants in the National Guard-led exercise, which simulated an 8.4magnitude earthquake and was dubbed United Front, included representatives of the Israeli armed
forces, who also met with IDHS representatives in Indianapolis. Overall, about 500 people took part
in the exercise, with 55 employees of IDHS participating in United Front Training with National
Guard and the Israeli Military.
IDHS led Indiana’s participation in a June 2014 earthquake simulation exercise called CAPSTONE14. The exercise, which involved eight states and took three years to coordinate, focused on
Recovery Training for Simulated Earthquakes along the New Madrid Fault Line and in the Wabash
Valley Seismic Zone.
As part of the ongoing public outreach efforts of IDHS, an educational partnership was formed
between the agency’s public information office and the Journalism and Public Relations Department
at Indiana University – Purdue University Indianapolis. IUPUI students take part in both drills and
real-world communication efforts under the guidance of IUPUI faculty and IDHS public
information officers. The innovative outreach program received national attention in Oklahoma City
in February of 2015 during an IDHS/IUPUI Partnership Presentation at the National Tornado
Summit.
IDHS participated in a series of large-scale controlled fires to assist a federal agency in conducting
research that could lead to improved safety for firefighters and improved arson investigations. The
research focused on flow path ventilation and hose failures in intense heat. Four abandoned
apartment units near Indianapolis were used in August of 2014 for the Research Burns with the U.S.
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.
IDHS was among the state agencies contributing a great deal of time and expertise in the spring of
2015 as the number of HIV cases in Scott County spiked to unprecedented levels. In response to the
extremely high number of news media and citizen inquiries about the situation, IDHS activated and
managed a 24/7 Joint Information Center for the Scott County HIV Emergency – At 62 Days, the
Longest IDHS JIC to Date.

In 2015, IDHS began offering training for non-medically trained responders, such as law
enforcement officers, who may have to assist victims of emergencies in critical seconds before
medical help arrives. Rather than using mannequins, real people acting injured, scared and combative
are part of the IDHS’ new Tactical Medical Training and Bleeding Control Using Role-playing
Disaster “Victims.”
IDHS assists local law enforcement and emergency management professionals in many ways, some
less well-known than others, though still critically important. For example, IDHS assisted in 2015
Searches for a Missing Person in Rush County and a Missing Plane in Boone County.
IDHS coordinates the work of Local Emergency Planning Committees, which work to identify
hazardous materials storage sites and transportation routes throughout Indiana. As of the summer of
2015, IDHS had 88 Local Emergency Planning Committees Identifying Hazardous Material Sites
and Routes, and Planning for Any Emergencies.
IDHS has participated in cross-border exercises with the states of Ohio and Illinois, and supported
numerous local disaster exercises, including the 2015 deployment at the Gary-Chicago International
Airport of the IDHS Disaster Portable Mortuary Unit for a Mass Fatality Exercise.
In August of 2013, IDHS joined other state agencies and first responders from Allen County in an
exercise with the U.S. Navy. The exercise dealt with the hypothetical shipment of spent nuclear fuel
from Navy yards on the east coast to Idaho. The event, which took place in Fort Wayne, included
the City of Fort Wayne, Town of New Haven, Allen County, the State of Indiana agencies and
Norfolk Southern Railroad. This was part of the Radiation Transportation Response Exercise with
the U.S. Navy Nuclear Propulsion Program.
IDHS teams up in many ways with county emergency management agencies. A key area of statecounty cooperation involves helping to ensure that mostly lower income Hoosiers have access to
National Weather Service alerts. In 2014 alone, IDHS provided 9,000 All-Hazards Weather Radios
for EMA Distribution in Hoosier Counties.
Indiana is now in alignment with national standards for emergency medical services. IDHS has
implemented the National Education Standard for Four Levels of EMS Certification.
Thanks to online efficiencies in how IDHS conducts firefighter testing, postage costs have been
reduced by half. Also, automatic grading has reduced staff time required to evaluate the exams.
More Than 50 Percent of Firefighter Training Tests Are Now Taken Online.

IDHS supported Indiana University in conducting Active Shooter Drills on Five IU Campuses.
Through the assistance of IDHS, more than $5 Million Has Been Awarded to Support Emergency
Management Agencies in 90 Hoosier Counties and More Than $3.3 Million to Build and Maintain
Emergency Preparedness Infrastructure at the County Level.
In 2013, IDHS provided basic firefighter training to inmates at the Indiana State Prison in Michigan
City. The program served the dual purpose of improving fire safety inside the prison and providing
skills inmates can use to give back to their communities upon release. IDHS teamed up with the
Indiana Department of Correction to Provide 48 Hours of Firefighter Training to 11 Prison
Inmates.
In 2014, IDHS succeeded in getting its Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan Approved by FEMA, Enabling
Indiana to Receive Consideration for Federal Funding.
IDHS works to obtain federal funding for planning and preparation in Hoosier communities before
disasters happen. For example, IDHS obtained more than $3.9 Million to update Multi-Hazard
Mitigation Plans for 48 Indiana Counties and for the State, to Acquire Flood-Threatened Properties
in Fort Wayne, and to Construct a Safe Room in an Elementary School in Salem.
IDHS experts helped with scriptwriting and served as interview subjects for a Flood Awareness
Documentary That Won a Regional Emmy Award.
In response to severe storms and flooding in 2013, IDHS awarded $829,967 to 187 Hoosiers from
State Disaster Relief Fund, the Largest Disbursement in the Fund’s Existence.
Even when damage does not meet levels required for financial assistance, IDHS works to help
Hoosier communities facing hard times caused by severe weather. For example, in 2014 IDHS
Closely Coordinated with Volunteer Organizations to Help Ensure the Needs of Flash Flood
Victims in Blackford and Jay Counties Were Met.
In 2014, much of Indiana was hit by extremely cold temperatures and record snowfalls, forcing
Hoosiers to endure a long, hard, damaging winter. In response to damage, snow removal, general
safety and life-saving actions related to that harsh winter, IDHS Public Assistance Program so far
has obtained approximately $9.3 Million in FEMA Funds for the Brutal Winter of 2014 to Help 30
Hoosier Counties.

Not only did IDHS help obtain millions of federal dollars to help in recovery from the effects of the
harsh 2014 winter, but at the same time its Public Assistance Program staff worked to create more
streamlined and efficient processes to save the state money. For the first time, the staff managed the
disaster relief process by mostly digital rather than print means. This paperless approach to
document management Saved Indiana Thousands of Dollars in Copying, Printing and Staff Time.
Since 2013, IDHS has obtained federal Hazard Mitigation Grant Program funds of more than $2.6
Million for community projects such as installing warning sirens, updating hazard prevention plans,
and acquiring 52 individual homes To Help Hoosiers During Dangerous Events.
Training firefighters and fire officers is yet another key function of IDHS. Since 2013, IDHS has
Trained, at Various Levels and In a Number of Specialties, 5,106 Firefighters; 1,956 Instructors;
1,097 Officers, and 328 Driver/Operators.
To enhance accuracy, efficiency and speed of local damage assessments, IDHS Provided Damage
Assessment Training to 232 People Across the State Since 2013, Mostly in County Emergency
Management Agencies.

Department of Natural Resources
Cameron Clark—Director


Our Division of Reclamation has received a national award each of the last two years, for
abandoned mine land projects (attached). Not that the 2015 award isn’t impressive in its own
rights, but the 2014 award has a huge cost savings component by working with an active
mine in the area.



The Division of Historic Preservation and Architecture, the Division of Nature Preserves
and the Division of State Parks created and dedicated Indiana’s first underwater nature
preserve in 2013. The J.D. Marshall Preserve was created in honor of the ship of the same
name that was built in 1891 and was lost in 1911 in Lake Michigan, just offshore from
Indiana Dunes State Park. It is now open to recreational divers. The effort received the
Society of Innovators of Northwest Indiana award in 2014. Also of note for the Division of
Historic Preservation and Architecture, that division received the first ever “National
Cultural Resources Stewardship and Partnership Award from the National Parks Service for
the completing a statewide survey and documentation of historic buildings. (attached)



Through the work of the Division of Water the Department received 2 awards at the
Association of Dam Safety Officials annual conference in 2013. We received the 2013
Midwest Region Award of Merit where DNR was recognized for leading by example in its
efforts to upgrade its dams and implement Incident and Emergency Action Plans (IEAP).
We also received the 2013 National Award of Merit for our production our outreach booklet
“Living with Dams: Know Your Risks”.



Since Governor Pence took office in 2013, the Bicentennial Nature Trust has completed 80
land protection projects encompassing more than 7,500 acres across the state. BNT projects
have protected new lands for local parks, recreational trails, land trusts, as well as state parks,
forests, fish and wildlife areas, and nature preserves. The match ratio for approved projects
currently stands at $1 : $1:30—well above the $1 : $1 match requirement of the program.
Born out of the BNT, the DNR created established five new Conservation Areas statewide
to serve as signature projects of the Bicentennial Nature Trust. These Conservation Areas
represent a new model of partner-intensive, large-landscape conservation. Each
Conservation Area functions as an alliance of public and private land owners with a shared
vision of multi-disciplined resource management. Benefits include:
— Enhancing quality of life by expanding opportunities for outdoor recreation that
increase Indiana’s appeal to prospective employers and encourage healthy lifestyles;
— Creating a significant conservation destination that benefits tourism;
— Enhancing air and water quality in the region;
— Protecting habitat and providing wildlife corridors in a fragmented landscape.
o Bicentennial Legacy Conservation Area (Whitewater Valley): Announced by Gov.
Pence in October 2013. The Bicentennial Legacy Conservation Area includes the East

Branch of the Whitewater River in Wayne and Union Counties, generally following the
Greenville Treaty Line of 1795. The area includes deep ravines, large forest blocks, and
several rare and endangered species. The river valley already boasts several statededicated nature preserves, offering an existing matrix of protected lands to expand
upon. Partners include Cope Environmental Center, Whitewater Valley Land Trust, and
The Nature Conservancy.
o Cedar Creek Conservation Area: Proposed by ACRES Land Trust, the Cedar Creek
Conservation Area covers 20 river miles of Cedar Creek running from Auburn in
DeKalb County to the creek’s confluence with the St. Joseph River in northern Allen
County. More than 1,300 acres of diverse habitat are already protected within the
corridor, offering an excellent framework to build upon. Cedar Creek is a popular
canoeing, kayaking, and fishing destination, and has been designated one of only three
Natural, Scenic, and Recreational River Systems in the state.
o Beanblossom Creek Conservation Area: Proposed by Sycamore Land Trust, the
Beanblossom Creek Conservation Area runs from Lake Lemon westward to
Beanblossom Creek’s confluence with the White River, near Gosport. The corridor
connects two state-dedicated nature preserves, national wildlife refuge property, and
state forest land. The floodplain along the creek is known habitat for ten species listed
as threatened or endangered.
o Ohio River Glades Conservation Area: Proposed by The Nature Conservancy in
partnership with the Harrison and Floyd County Parks Departments, the Ohio River
Glades Conservation Area covers the steep ridges along the Ohio River extending from
New Albany in Floyd County, to the southern tip of Harrison County. The area is
known for its many glades, where exposed siltstone has created natural openings in the
forest home to extremely rare plant communities and several endangered species. The
large bluffs overlooking the Ohio River feature large blocks of Chestnut Oak and
Virginia Pine forest. The area includes numerous state dedicated nature preserves and
other protected lands, offering a strong framework to build upon.


The Prophetstown State Park Aquatic Center was dedicated by Governor Pence in July,
2013. The first of its kind on state property, it’s a state-of-the-art outdoor aquatic facility
featuring multiple water activities. The facility was constructed with a low-profile to blend
smoothly with the prairie landscape of the park. This design feature is important because
Prophetstown State Park is located where the Tippecanoe River meets the Wabash near the
town of Battle Ground northeast of Lafayette. The park's landscape has been shaped by ice
from glaciers, moving water, fire and human hands that helped maintain the vast tall prairie
grass. Native American people hunted and lived along the two rivers for thousands of years.

Department of Correction
Bruce Lemmon-Commissioner
On February 27, 2013, members of my Executive Staff and I presented to Governor Pence
the Department of Correction’s plan to go from Good to Great. During the course of that
meeting the Governor outlined two specific undertakings he wanted the Department to
accomplish: (1) Develop a facility that was devoted to faith-based programming and
spiritual development; and (2) Develop a facility for lower-risk offenders that were
sentenced to prison for the first time, so they do not associate with more hardened and
serious offenders. The IDOC has accomplished both of these objectives, and more. This
report outlines the significant accomplishments made within the IDOC from January 2013
to the present.
Governor’s Objectives Accomplished:
In October of 2014, the governor attended the open house of Indiana’s first facility devoted
to those sent to prison for the first time. This “First Time Offender Program” is located at
the newly dubbed Heritage Trail Correctional Facility in Plainfield. At this facility, inmates
are afforded programming designed to change their criminal behavior and allow them to
address their addiction, in an environment more conducive to rehabilitation. This Facility
recently underwent an audit by an independent auditor for the American Correctional
Association and was found in compliance with 100% of mandatory standards, and 99.72%
of non-mandatory correctional standards.
By April 2014, the Branchville Correctional Facility had changed its mission to incorporate
a therapeutic community model throughout the facility, creating an environment in which
faith and character development is embraced. This expanded faith and character building
programming is being evaluated by Baylor University Research Staff. The expansion of this
facility positions Indiana as the state with the highest percentage of prison inmates
engaged in faith-based rehabilitative programming in the country.
Obtaining meaningful employment is one of the primary factors that determine whether a
person leaving prison stays out. That is why the Department was directed to include, as a
Key Performance Indicator (KPI), a measure that tracks the percentage of qualified inmates
that obtain employment within six months of their release from prison. The initial report
of this KPI in 2013 showed that 58.9% attained employment within six months of release.
With the focus of employment in mind, IDOC Parole Services worked with released
offenders, and as of July 2015, this rate of employment is a record high 79.1%.
Other Agency Accomplishments:
 Over the course of the last three sessions of the General Assembly leaders of all
three branches of government developed what some describe as the most sweeping
changes to criminal laws and sentencing code in Indiana’s history. For Indiana’s
most serious criminals, it is the Department’s job to implement these changes in

felony classifications, changes in the amount and the way credit time applies,
changes in periods of incarceration, changes in the way the Department funds local
correctional partners, and more. The Department formed several working groups to
oversee the many changes and are working to ensure that all new laws will be
implemented without delay.


In addition to their criminal history, a major impediment to securing employment
for those being released from prison is lack of marketable job skills, and lack of a
diligent work ethic. To address this roadblock and reduce the likelihood that
offenders will return to prison, the Department accomplished several objectives. It
successfully proposed a change in law that expands vocational educational
opportunities for lower-security inmates. The Department’s Prison Industries
Division (PEN) added career development centers at many facilities and parole
district offices to help returning inmates develop a law-abiding career-minded
outlook. PEN also greatly expanded the number of people inside and outside the
agency that are trained Offender Workforce Development Specialists, and Indiana’s
IDOC now has more inmates engaged in the U.S. Department of Labor’s
Apprenticeship Program than any other state in America.



Indiana law required young people waived to the adult criminal justice system to be
treated as adults. In certain cases, both the courts and the Department were
concerned about placing very young people convicted of crimes (those between the
ages of 12 and 18) in an adult prison. Working with the courts, the Department
successfully proposed a change in law that allows certain kids convicted of crimes to
be confined in a juvenile facility, and later either transferred to an adult setting or
released before they reach the age of majority.



The Department accomplished several goals with respect to Indiana’s veterans.
IDOC developed a partnership with the Department of Veterans Affairs and the U.S.
Army to help recruit qualified candidates to the corrections profession through a
program called the “Partnership for Youth Success (PaYS) program. This program
expedites the job application and interview process for reservists and soldiers reentering the workforce following their term of service. The Department also
enhanced a program especially designed for veterans that find themselves in prison.
This Indiana Veterans Education and Transition (INVET) program was relocated to
the Edinburgh Correctional Facility on the grounds of Camp Atterbury. Being
located within a military community allows the inmates in this program to develop a
law-abiding value system within an atmosphere of honor and discipline.



Through negotiations with Indiana Protection Advocacy Services and the American
Civil Liberties Union of Indiana, the Department has transformed mental health
services provided to inmates in segregation within Indiana’s prisons. Changes have
been made to the Department’s policies, practices, and facilities so that today, these
inmates are afforded more extensive counseling and treatment, they reside in an
enhanced environment that is more conducive to treatment, staff are better trained,
and protocols and practices have been amended to better address this specialized
population.



The Department developed and implemented the first performance-based formula
for community corrections. This formula, which itself will develop over time, gauges
a county community correction program’s effectiveness at diverting lower-risk
people from prison and offering them rehabilitative opportunities. High performing
counties become a model for others to follow, while the deficiencies of
underperforming programs can be identify and addressed.



With a change in law supporting the effort, beginning July 1, 2015, IDOC is
developing a new program whose mission will be to ensure that all qualified
inmates are enrolled in HIP2.0 or other health plan as they are released from
confinement. This will improve continuity of care for those needing health care,
mental health treatment, and addictions recovery as they transition back to the
community.



The Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative (JDAI) is a program designed to
provide options other than state juvenile detention, for Indiana’s youth that engage
in delinquent acts. In partnership with Indiana’s juvenile courts, the Department
has successfully worked to expand the JDAI program, and transform it from a pilot
program to one that is growing in counties across the state.



The Department observed that several inmates who were deprived significant credit
time for major violations of prison rules were able to maneuver through rules and
policy to gain much of that credit time back with little effort. The Department
significantly changed its disciplinary policy to reduce the likelihood that noncompliant offenders will qualify for restoration of their credit time, and to increase
both the time and effort it takes for any offender to qualify for any restoration of
credit time.



To boost facility efficiency the Department consolidated administration of the
relatively small Chain-o-Lakes Work Camp with the much larger Miami Correctional
Facility.



IDOC has been a leader in innovative green prison solutions. IDOC received an
award from the National Institute of Corrections, as part of their Green Prisons
Challenge. At the national Green Corrections Symposium it was announced that the
Indiana Department of Correction and the Branchville Correctional Facility won the
award for “New Corrections Concepts,” for a video presentation that was submitted
which highlighted their “Green and Giving Back” efforts.



There are national standards for high performing juvenile correctional facilities
called PbS (Performance-based Standards). Scoring a 3 on this four-point scale is
considered a satisfactory rating, with four being exemplary. Indiana began
participating in this program in 2008, and has improved incrementally. Within the
past two years, all four state-operated juvenile detention facilities at some point
attained level 4 rating. All four have also been certified compliant with American
Correctional Association standards.



Three years ago Indiana’s Sex and Violent Offender Registry was being threatened
by a loss in federal funding support, and a lack of a written agreement that outlined
the responsibilities of the Department and county sheriffs, with third-party
contractors who maintain the registry platform. These issues have been resolved
and a contract is now in place, to insure that the vitality of Indiana’s Sex and Violent
Offender Registry is maintained moving forward.

Significant Events Hosted by the Department:
 Next Month, DOC is the host agency for the American Correctional Association’s
summer conference in Indianapolis. This week-long national event will bring
hundreds of people to Indianapolis to attend educational workshops that cover a
wide array of correctional topics.


For the first time, Indianapolis hosted the four-day National Correctional Industries
Association annual conference at the Westin in Indianapolis. This organization
includes scores of representatives from across the country, and strives to improve
the employability of those incarcerated.



The Department hosted the annual conference of the Midwest Directors’ of the
Association of State Correctional Administrators. Current and past state
correctional administrators from around the Midwest convened for three days to
listen to presentations on best practices and common issues within the field of
corrections.



Indianapolis was the host city of a meeting of the National Corrections Technology
Association. The CTA brings together IT professionals from local, state and federal
corrections to leverage collaboration and understanding of the applications of
technology in the field of corrections



Indiana hosted the Greening Prison Conference in Indianapolis, attended by
correctional staff from across the country. The multi-day event included a tour of
Department facilities so that participants to see first hand some of the eco-friendly
practices being incorporated into prison operations.

Indiana Department of Labor
Rick Ruble—Commissioner
1. Best workplace injury rate in Indiana state history (2013).
2. Best construction industry workplace injury rate in Indiana state history (2013).
3. Best workplace injury rate in Indiana state history (again in 2014).
4. Best construction industry workplace injury rate in Indiana state history (again in 2014).
5. Third most successful OSHA cooperative programs (VPP, SHARP, Partnerships, Alliances)
in the nation.
6. Received a national award recognizing innovation in safety consultation in 2015 (fourth time
we have won this award).
7. Received a national award recognizing exceptional customer service in 2015 (third time we
have won this award).
8. Completely clean financial audits. No irregularities.

Department of Revenue
Andrew Kossack—Commissioner


Implemented New Programs to Protect Taxpayers and the State from Identify Theft and Tax
Fraud:
o In a survey of state departments of revenue, Indiana is named a leader in “combating
state-level tax refund fraud.”
o Since January of 2014, Indiana has stopped 96,216 fraudulent refund returns worth more
than $114.5 million. In addition, nearly 50,000 fewer returns were filed in 2015
compared to 2014, which indicates fewer attempts to file fraudulent refunds in
Indiana. Those 50,000 filings would be worth an estimated $72.5 million (in addition to
the $114.5 million).
o Since January of 2014, 237,939 taxpayers have successfully completed the three-minute
Identity Confirmation quiz, which helped ensure the department disbursed taxpayer
refunds to taxpayers rather than fraudsters.
o The department received numerous “thank you” letters from taxpayers who appreciated
the efforts to safeguard their identities.



Simplified the Tax Code for Individuals and Businesses:
o Conducted Governor Mike Pence’s Tax Simplification and Competitiveness Conference in
June of 2014, which brought together a number of local, national, and international tax and
economics experts. A Final Report details a number of tax simplification legislative and
policy recommendations.
o The Indiana General Assembly enacted a number of these recommendations during its
2015 legislative session in two bills: Senate Enrolled Act 441 and House Enrolled Act 1472.
Among other changes, the legislation:
 Eliminates almost 20 unique credits, deductions, and add-backs to the definition of
adjusted gross income, all of which needlessly complicated the tax code and
narrowed the tax base.
 Repeals Indiana’s “throwback” rule for corporate income taxes, which will increase
Indiana’s attractiveness as a manufacturing hub.
 Expands Indiana’s sales tax exemption for the production of tangible personal
property, which will eliminate a common source of confusion and complexity for
taxpayers and reduce tax pyramiding by narrowing the “double-direct” test.
 Is projected to be revenue neutral.



Streamlined and Simplified the Tax Filing Process for Businesses:
o Completed and successfully deployed an upgrade of the INtax business portal, which
collects more than $7 billion in revenue annually in comparison to $4.6 billion in 2012.

o More Electronic Filing Options for Taxpayers:
 Currently, more than 96% of business trust taxes are reported and paid
electronically. This is an increase of over 50% since the beginning of FY2013.
 Provided the capability for businesses to file their S-corporations (IT-20S) returns
electronically. Now more than 15% of S-Corp returns are filed electronically.
 Provided taxpayers associated with special taxes (cigarette, alcohol, and other
tobacco products) the ability to file electronically.
o Nation-Leading Services to Motor Carriers:
 The International Registration Plan for trucking companies and other motor carriers
now processes 10 of the top national trucking carriers in the United States and more
than 300,000 vehicles per year, the most of any state.
 The Motor Carrier Services Division implemented online registration renewals for
motor carriers, which allows renewals from any location 24 hours per day, seven
days per week.


Improved Compliance with Tax Laws and Regulations:
o Annual Collections of Owed Taxes Increased by More Than $100 Million: Over the past
two years, the department has increased the collection of unsatisfied tax liabilities by
68%, from $176 million during fiscal year 2013 to $256 million in 2014 and finally $295
million in 2015.
o Pursued Civil and Criminal Actions Against Noncompliant Taxpayers: The department’s
Special Investigations Unit has referred 40 civil cases to the Office of Attorney General
to seek restraining orders against businesses and individuals with unpaid tax liabilities. To
date, 14 court orders restraining businesses have been granted. SIU has also referred
criminal cases regarding 22 businesses and individuals to nine different prosecutors. The
referrals have resulted in numerous arrests and one conviction to date.
 The most significant and noteworthy case in this area of SIU’s operation is the El
Rodeo case. SIU partnered with the Tippecanoe and Marion County
Prosecutor’s Offices in a two-year investigation, which ultimately led to
responsible officers of El Rodeo pleading guilty to felony charges and paying
criminal restitution of approximately $1.86 million.
o Implemented a New Compliance Management System (CMS):
 The individual non-filer program has resulted in additional tax collections of
approximately $30 million since mid-2014, and ongoing improved individual
taxpayer compliance of approximately $25 million per year.
 An audit case management and workpaper system replaces an antiquated,
unsupported program/process, resulting in 10% improved efficiencies through
integration. This will allow for 10% additional business audits, which on average
translates to an additional $6 million per year.

Department of Veterans Affairs
Jim Brown—Director
The Indiana Department of Veterans Affairs is focused on aiding and assisting Hoosier veterans and
qualified family members or survivors who are eligible for benefits or advantages provided by
Indiana and the U.S. government.
Indiana has always had a proud legacy of veterans willing to serve their country – and we have a
great team in place at IDVA to serve to you.
Here are the top five achievements since January 2013:
1. IDVA undertook an assessment of operations which resulted in the identification of several
findings and recommendations. Addressing these findings and recommendations have
helped find certain efficiencies and changes of processes for the betterment of the Agency.
a. Also as a result of the assessment, program needs were identified in the Governor’s
biennial budget which was signed May 7, which included significant new resources in
the Indiana Department of Veterans Affairs’ efforts to serve Hoosier veterans.
i. The budget increases funding to:
1. The Indiana Women’s Veterans Program
2. Essential technology upgrades
3. Staffing support (hiring more staff to help provide services our
veterans)
4. Improved State and County Veteran Service Officer (CVSO) training
and support for improved IDVA outreach to connect veterans with
benefits
5. Educational opportunities, employment, training and care
ii. The budget for Fiscal Years 2016 and 2017 more than doubles existing
funding for the IDVA to improve staffing to better help those who have
served our country. Because of this, IDVA is hiring additional state service
officers to complement CVSOs and fill in any gaps in service for Hoosier
veterans seeking assistance in employment and benefits.
2. During the First Regular Session of the 118th General Assembly (2013), Governor Pence
signed into law House Enrolled Act 1387, a bill designed to improve the services Hoosier
Veterans receive from County Veteran Service Officers (CVSOs). HEA 1387 requires that
CVSOs attend a course and become accredited to represent veterans. Accreditation training
and certification better enables these service officers to advocate on behalf of Hoosier
Veterans. The legislation also creates a grant program to reimburse counties for training
expenses, computer equipment and software.
a. We now have 70 accredited CVSO’s with 21 pending applications for approval. This
means that 79% of Indiana counties now have accredited CVSO’s. We are also at
70+ VetraSpec Claims management accounts assigned. Further, almost half of the
counties have utilized the funds to upgrade or purchase needed computer
equipment.
b. In addition, IDVA is progressing consistently at improving dollar expenditures to
our veterans. The results of House Enrolled Act 1387 are reflected in the U.S.

Department of Veterans Affairs Geographic Distribution of Expenditures (GDX)
report indicating total expenditures to Indiana veterans of $1.9 billion in FY11, $2.0
billion in FY12, $2.47 billion in FY13, and $2.66 billion in FY14. (That is an
increase of $685 million per year to Hoosier veterans from FY11 to FY14!) The
GDX report also indicates Indiana improved in national ranking from 48th to 43rd
during that same period, which directly demonstrates the success of HEA 1387.
3. Governor Pence in 2014 signed into law the unanimously passed SEA 354, which
established the Hoosier Women Veterans Program to serve the needs of the more than
33,000 women veterans in Indiana. Governor Pence announced on January 12, 2015, that
the Indiana Department of Veterans Affairs hired Senior Master Sergeant Laura McKee as
Indiana’s Women Veteran Coordinator. McKee will be at each of the previously mentioned
Community Outreach events to discuss issues with female veterans.
4. IDVA is holding eleven Community Outreach Events throughout the state this year
where the staff takes its show on the road and offers “one-stop shopping” opportunities for
veterans, active duty members and their dependents. At these events, participants can
connect with needed services, learn how to develop a resume, receive interview preparation
guidance, introduce themselves to prospective employers and meet with Indiana Women’s
Veteran Coordinator Laura McKee.
a. At various Outreach events and through its employment services, IDVA has helped
connect more than 800 veterans seeking employment with full-time, goodpaying jobs in just the past eight (8) months.
b. We will be announcing many more Veteran Community Outreach Events in the next
18 months along with Veterans Rallies at cities throughout Indiana. In 2016, when
Indiana observes its Bicentennial, many communities will be hosting festivals related
to Indiana’s celebration of 200 years of Statehood. We will post the locations and
dates where you can find our booth and staff at select events.
5. IDVA continues to take care of our Hoosier Veterans:
a. IDVA manages the Indiana Veterans’ Home in West Lafayette. In 2013, the
Home was rated a 2 Star facility by Nursing Home Compare (Medicare/Medicaid).
In June 2015 Nursing Home Compare rated the Indiana Veterans’ Home a 5 Star
facility, further indicating we are committed to serving our veterans in the best
possible way.
b. IDVA administers the Military Family Relief Fund for the families of deployed or
formerly deployed Indiana National Guard members and members of the Selected
Reserves. All military members and veterans who served on or after September 11,
2001, may be eligible to receive a onetime emergency grant. The emergency grants
may be used by the families for needs such as food, housing, utilities, medical
services, transportation and other essential family support expenses that have
become difficult to afford. Grants up to $2,500 may be awarded. IDVA has
distributed more than $1.4 million to needy veterans and families in FY 2015.
c. IDVA also offers additional assistance to veterans and family members in need of
counseling, employment and training services thanks to a $2 million Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) grant that will pay for these services. IDVA
has distributed more than $120 thousand in TANF Assistance since May 2015.

Family & Social Services Administration
Dr. John Wernert—Secretary
You requested the Top 5 Successes of FSSA since 2013. I would emphasize that we have instituted a
smooth and successful transition of leadership at the agency – moving to higher provider
engagement and a clinical focus. In addition, we have some significant milestone achievements;
1) Successful waiver approval and implementation of HIP 2.0. A national model of consumerdirected Medicaid reform. We now have over 310,000 low income Hoosiers covered under
this landmark program.
2) On my way Pre-K – another significant accomplishment of the Governor providing $10m
annual support to a needed Pre-K program for low income Hoosier children. Successfully
rolled out in 5 counties, and we continue to build provider capacity state-wide. Demand
from citizens is high.
3) Implementation of Enterprise Data Warehouse which allows strong data analysis and
decision support for modernizing our Medicaid program.
4) Development and implementation of the Systems Integration Council of our State Operated
facilities (State Mental Hospitals). Moving these independent hospitals in to mindset and
operational mode of working as a system to gain efficiencies and standardization of clinical
and administrative policies. A major piece of this work is the planning and development of a
feasibility study to build a new Neurodiagnostic Institute to provide state of the art
evaluation and treatment services for our state. This new institute would also replace the
decaying facility at LaRue Carter State Hospital here in Indianapolis. The RFI to determine a
clinical partner is complete and the feasibility study is being prepared for presentation to
State Budget Agency in December 2015.
5) DDRS and FSSA completed the closure of the last 3 large ICF facilities (Intermediate Care
Facilities -Nursing homes for Hoosiers with Developmental Disabilities). 75% of these
patients were successfully placed in homes/community based services. 25% went in to group
homes and a very few went in to other nursing homes. This demonstrates Indiana’s
commitment to de-institutionalization of our citizens with intellectual disabilities.

Indiana Department of Environmental Management
Carol Comer—Commissioner
1. IDEM implemented a new customer friendly electronic wastewater certification examination
process in partnership with Ivy Tech.
2. IDEM implemented a system to allow electronic submission of federally required Discharge
Monitoring Reports (saves time, postage and paper).
3. IDEM is second best in the nation in Title V (air) permitting (behind New Mexico which
has 1/4th the number Indiana permitted sources).
4. IDEM is the best in the nation in NPDES (water) permitting with 0 backlog.
5. IDEM worked with the City of Gary to expedite remediation work to allow the timely
completion of the extension of the runway for the Gary Airport.

Indiana Department of Administration
Jessica Robertson—Commissioner

Electronic Contracting

Roadmap Goal: Increasing Private Sector Employment
In support of Executive Order 13-02, IDOA and IOT partnered to migrate the State’s contracting
process to electronic. Implementation of PeopleSoft’s Supplier Contract Module (SCM) in concert
with deploying an electronic signature enabled end to end paperless contracting. The end result
reduced the total approval process an average of 4 business days, created efficiencies in the
operations of state government and created savings for state agencies.
The project met the following key objectives:


Interacting and contracting with the agencies, collaborators and supplier community through
PeopleSoft, rather than emails, phone calls and paper



Creating a repository and transparency for state contracting, negotiations, internal/external
collaborations and approval timeframes



E-signatures eliminated the need to transition to paper records management for contract
execution

Implementation addressed existing challenges and provided some key service improvement

successes such as:


Understanding the agency’s contracting needs and creating faster approvals of contracts. Previously
paper contracts could be misplaced, lost and not tracked to specific approvers. The new
process identifies actual individuals rather than agencies which provides detailed transparency and
accountability of approvers.



Development of Standard Contract documents, templates and library that reduce the time in
contract development for agencies. The previous process had templates but there were
multiple user errors in using the wrong one. The new process hosts a library of the most
recent template and warns users if deleting or eliminating mandatory clauses.



Analyzing the workflow/approval process and collaboration needs of each agency and
incorporated into the system. Previously, paper or multiple emails regarding the same
contract could potentially cause confusion. The new process keeps track of versions and
allows review and collaboration between internal and external users before finalization.



Understanding the approvers needs and review process; previously paper was reviewed and
template changes were harder to compare. SCM allows redline comparisons in the system.



Value-add mobility and telecommuting service was recognized by staffs who are frequently
working outside of the standard office setting.



Overall Indiana created efficiency through electronic contracts with faster approvals and greater
transparency of negotiations and internal collaborations.

The State achieved both soft and hard savings in addition to improved compliance and efficiency
with SCM.


Efficiencies
o Reduction in approval timeframes
o Immediate detection of errors and missing information, minimizing the return of
contracts and corresponding delays and costs
o Ability to identify trends in the contract request process including clauses frequently
altered and develop effective alternative clauses
o Quickly transfer workload to fluctuating volumes or staffing needs
o Improved reporting capabilities
o Capture noncontract-related documents, such as insurance certificates, clearance
checks, etc.



Risk Mitigation
o Compare edited documents and quickly identify changes
o Wizards that auto populate data from the procurement request into the contract
o Standardization contract templates and clauses
o Financial and contract documents are tied providing improved visibility and the
creation of electronic audit trails for risk and process compliance
o Automated enforcement of internal policies, such as required approvals

o Reduced fraud risk, as contracts that are electronically submitted and verified for
signature authenticity maintain their integrity as secure images.
o Automated management of the contract life cycle providing advance notice of
renewals through email and established end user dashboards.
o Capture of electronic signatures for internal and external parties provides a more
secure execution of contracts reducing the risk to both the State and suppliers


Financial Savings
o Elimination of paper and reduction in printer supplies to physically print contracts
and attachments for routing/signature
o Elimination of scanning of paper contracts to allow access via the state’s
transparency portal as CSM has an auto interface to the portal
o Elimination of courier fees, a significant expense for some suppliers

The savings below represent only three agencies that have utilized SCM for the majority of FY2015;
as Indiana continues to roll out the remaining 178 agencies; the paper savings will account for an
average of 10%. Additionally, scanning of contracts will cease since SCM contracts go directly to the
transparency portal which creates an average of $37,000 in savings annually.

Indiana Veteran Business Enterprise

Roadmap Goal: Increasing Private Sector Employment
Executive Order 13-04 established an Indiana veteran owned business enterprise (IVBE) goal of at
least three percent of state contract spend for the procurement of goods and services for the state of
Indiana.

Subcontracting Awards
Fiscal Year

Contract
Value

3% Goal
Target

Actual
Committed
Dollars to
IVBE

Achieved Committed %

July 2014 - June 2015

$401,202,306

$12,036,069

$15,819,227

3.94%

July 1 2013 – June 30,
2014

$193,372,102

$5,801,163

$8,077,033

4.18%

(Goal 3%)

Prime Awards
Fiscal Year

Contracts Awarded Direct to IVBE

July 2014 - June 2015

$2,022,091

July 1 2013 – June 30, 2014

$529,138

Total Awards
Fiscal Year

% Achieved

Subcontracting
Committed
Award Dollars

Prime
Awarded
Dollars

Grand Total of
Awarded Dollars to
IVBE

July 1 2014 – June 30, 2015 3.94%

$15,819,227

$2,022,091

$17,841,319

July 1 2013 – June 30, 2014 4.18%

$8,077,033

$529,138

$8,606,170

Savings Achieved

Roadmap Goal: Increasing Private Sector Employment
IDOA’s continually strives to increase dollar savings for the State through efficient use of lease
space, procurement solicitations and contract negotiations.
Procurement Savings - Savings generated through strategic sourcing. This number represents
agency specific solicitations as well as Quantity Purchase Agreement (QPA) savings.
Calendar
Year

Spend

$ Strategic
Sourcing Saved

Strategic Rebate
Sourcing
Savings
Cost
Avoidance
$

Total
Vendor
Managemen Savings
t Additional
(SS+RB+VM)
Savings

CY2015

$257,154,097

$30,521,452

$1,034,003 $604,797.43 $5366.74

CY2014

$343,386,100

$57,725,362

-

CY2013

$432,454,981

$34,807,304

$5,660,673 $1,021,974

$32,165,619

$674,046.04 $2,051,492.24 $60,450,900.28
$4,489,951

$34,807,304

Lease Savings - Savings achieved through efficient use of lease space. (previous lease rate*sq
footage – new lease rate*square footage)

Metric

CY13

CY14

CY15

Cost per Sq Foot of Leased
Office Space

$13.45

$13.30

$13.27

Total Leased Space

2,334,572

2,270,676

2,273,549

Total Cost of Leased Space

$31,400,000 $30,200,000

Savings achieved through
efficient use of lease
space/contract negotiations

0
$1,200,000

$30,170,000

$1,230,000

Fleet Savings - Savings achieved through centralization and reduction of state fleet services.

Metric

CY13

CY14

CY15

Number of Fleet Vehicles

10,458

10,166

9,725

Eliminated Number of Vehicles

0

292

733

Reassigned Under-utilized
Vehicles

0

40

65

Savings Achieved Through
Vehicle Elimination

0

$5,256,0000 $13,194,000

Savings Achieved Through
Reassignment

0

$160,000

$260,000

Parking Facility Management

Roadmap Goal: Increasing Private Sector Employment
IDOA partnered with an outside vendor to manage the State’s parking operations. Partnering with
an outside vendor allows IDOA to capture the expertise of a private parking management company
that has operations throughout North America. The outside parking management company will
reduce our labor costs/expenses and also capture substantial additional revenue through marketing
efforts never pursued while parking operations remained in house.
The parking management agreement started on July 1, 2015.
Based off of budgeted plans for parking operations, as well as actual performance from first two
months under new management, we project an increase in parking revenues as well as a 20%
decrease in operating expenses compared to last year. We anticipate annual net profit to increase by
over $600k compared to last year.
Metric

Actual CY14

Projected CY15

Total Annual Parking Revenue

$1,197,362.15

$1,697,000

Total Annual Parking Expenses

$790,478.68

$632,574.30

Net Income

$406,883.47

$1,064,787.70

Annual Net Income Per Spot

$66.72

$174.62

Indiana Economic Development Corporation
Jim Schellinger—President
Business Development/Marketing:


Exceeded deal targets each year/shifting focus on wage growth
o 778 projects
o 64,000 projected new jobs
o $10.5 billion projected capital investment
o GE Aviation a landmark, transformative win



Successful marketing campaigns under “A State That Works” theme across many media,
leading to legitimate new leads



Non-stop flights on the uptick, initiated in part by IEDC’s deal with United Airlines for San
Francisco service

Policy:


2013 Transparency legislation/Launch of IEDC Transparency Portal
o turned potentially damaging legislation into a win for the Administration



2015 Regional Cities Initiative

Entrepreneurship:


Re-launch of SBIR/STTR matching program through 21st Century Fund



Stabilization of relationship with Elevate Ventures; new leadership

Indiana Finance Authority
Dennis Bassett—Director
1. Closed $93M Bond transaction for captital improvement projects at the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
2. Restructured $400M of Lucas Oil Stadium/Indiana Convention Center Bonds
and eliminated risk associated with Swap Agreements by $106 Million through
transferring variable rate debt to fixed rate debt at favorable market rates.
3. Awarded Second P3 project for Section 5 of I-69.
4. Navigated Bankruptcy of Indiana Toll Road Concessionaire and worked with
various parties in finding a replacement Concessionaire with IFM.
5. Since 2013, the IFA’s State Revolving Fund Loan Program provided financial
assistance to 96 Indiana utilities for their wastewater and drinking water
infrastructure needs. The aggregate amount of loans provided was in excess of
$681 Million and the discounted interest rates provided over $200 Million in
savings to the participating utilities when compared to their alternative funding
options. The IFA’s Brownfield Program assisted with the liability clarification
to enable the redevelopment of two sites in Noblesville, IN for a new facility
for Crown Equipment Co. that resulted in over $50 Million in private
investment; more than 250 jobs proposed; and in excess of $30 Million in new
property taxes created.

Indiana Department of Transportation
Brandye Hendirckson—Commissioner

INDOT Accomplishments 2013-2015
Taking Care of What We Have – Finishing What We Started – Planning for the Future
August, 2015

Capital Program












Completed Major Moves Projects
o 2013 – US 231 Tippecanoe County; SR 25 Hoosier Heartland; I-69 & 116th Street; US 31
Kokomo
o 2014 – Milton Madison Bridge; US 31 Plymouth to South Bend; I-465 & I-65 Marion
County
o 2015 (to be open) – I-65 & Worthsville Road; I-69 Section 4 Crane to Bloomington; US
31 Hamilton County
Construction Contracts – Preservation Shift
o Increase in number of contracts due to preservation initiative; Smaller contract amounts
due to smaller preservation projects and initial shift from large Major Moves added
capacity projects (complete table pg. 3)
2013 2014 2015
# Contracts
218
290
358
$ Value (millions)
$867.8 $716.3 $709.7
Major Moves 2020 Projects
o Awarded to date: I-65 County Line Road to Southport Road & Main St Greenwood to
County Line Road, added travel lanes; I-65 Whiteland Road to Main Street & SR 44 to
Whiteland Road, added travel lanes; I-65 Old SR 311 to Memphis Road, added travel
lanes
Practical Design/Open Roads
o Implemented 2014, Open Roads deviates from our traditional rigid code-based system of
design standards and tailors design solutions and construction methods to deliver specific
results – those that are necessary, not because the design manual says so. Open Roads
encourages innovation and flexibility, and requires more information and a higher level
of analysis when defining and selecting the most appropriate solution to a particular
problem. Reduced project costs result in opportunities to reinvest dollars to expand and
accelerate development, design and delivery of other state projects for overall system
improvement.
Operations
Bridge Maintenance – Increased man-hours spent by 19%, even though total manpower was
reduced 4%
Pavement Maintenance – Increased pavement preservation lane miles by 18%,
accomplished with only 1% increase in total cost
Polar Vortex Winter - Significant increases in FY14 winter over five year average

Man Hours
Miles Serviced
Salt Usage (STN)
Diesel Usage (GAL)











FY14
525,862
8,789,907
446,417
2,216,124

5 yr average
311,376
5,257,571
295,141
1,463,779

FY14 vs. 5 yr average
169%
167%
151%
151%

Vegetation Management
o Implemented comprehensive strategy that maintains our roadsides in better condition
while costing less; received 25% fewer mowing complaints in CY15 over CY14
P3 Projects
Ohio River Bridges, East End Crossing
o Construction began 5/30/2013 with WVB East End Partners selected Preferred Developer
 Bridge tower foundations completed; Utica-Sellersburg Road bridge open to traffic;
tunnel excavation and initial liner complete
o Spring 2015, Kapsch Traffic Com IVHS, Inc. selected as Toll System Provider
o Anticipated completion late 2016
I-69, Section 5 – 21 miles Bloomington to Martinsville
o 10/15/2013 RFP – 4 teams submitted proposals, I-69 Development Partners selected
Preferred Developer
o Construction began fall, 2014
 Tree clearing complete; Rockport Road/That Road open to traffic; utility relocations
ongoing
o Anticipated completion late 2016
Hoosier State
10/2013 – Passenger Rail Investment and Improvement Act ended federal support for certain
Amtrak routes of less than 750 miles. Indiana was first in the nation to seek competing
proposals from independent providers as allowed by the Act.
8/2015 – Long-term agreements signed with Amtrak, Iowa Pacific and local partners through
6/30/2017
1st round trip Sunday, 8/2/2015
People





Agency Culture Shift
o CORE 4 Values – Introduced Respect, Teamwork, Accountability, Excellence – Core
behaviors that all employees, as an organization, will support, promote and exhibit to
achieve agency results
o ACT 1 – Accountability, Continuous Improvement and Talent – All employee training
conducted 10/2014 supporting the culture of continuous improvement, manage and
develop our talent for future growth
Employee Engagement Survey – Begun in 2013, annual survey to capture employees’
feedback regarding employee development, advancement opportunities, performance





management and overall work environment; employee participation in the survey increasing
each year
CODE 5 – Program designed to improve our leadership and support our efforts to be
employer of choice while creating common leadership language; help our leaders become
more strategic and less tactical
Leadership Competencies – Specifically reflect what a leader at INDOT should look like;
used for development purpose for any employees wishing to become a leader at INDOT
Individual Development Plan – Employee development plans and achievements tracking
document used for growth development of individual employees

Revenue
Debt Service
Operations
P3
Major New
Preservation
Contingency
2020 Trust Fund
LPA/MPO

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2014
1626.7
104.9
407.4
302.6
194.8
495.1
13.1
247.2

2015
2106.0
$ 108.4
$ 424.2
$ 290.6
$ 144.3
$ 545.5
$
$ 219.2
$ 221.0

2016
2113.3
$ 103.6
$ 462.1
$ 194.7
$ 136.6
$ 843.1
$ 32.5
$ 167.7
$ 221.0

2017
1824.3
$ 111.0
$ 454.5
$ 153.0
$ 45.5
$ 977.7
$ 32.5

2018
1710.1
$ 173.9
$ 465.5
$ 66.9
$ 24.5
$ 819.7
$ 32.5

2019
1717.9
162.8
476.5
66.3
45.0
650.3
32.5

$
$
$
$
$
$

$ 221.0

$ 221.0

$ 221.0

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2020
1619.2
144.5
483.4
67.0
5.0
691.8
32.5
221.0

Office of Information Technology
Paul Baltzell










Management and Performance Hub
o IOT assisted in creating the program
o Automated KPI data from cabinet-level agencies providing a real-time view of
agency performance
o Infant mortality study
o Recidivism study
Project Success Center
o A project management office, keeps track of all IOT and other major technology
projects within the state.
o PM training to executives, managers and some team leads
o Developed a PM website with guidelines and tools to submit project requests
o One of the Good-to-Great goals
Mobile app development
o IOT has a dedicated mobile app development team
o Has written four apps each for Android and Apple devices since inception in Fall
2014 (IN.gov, DNR, DOE and Travel Advisory)
o Saved thousands of dollars over out-sourcing development. (Yearly salary of IOT’s
iOS developer was less than the quote we received to develop one app)
o One of the Good-to-Great goals
GIS awareness
o All 92 counties now providing data back to the state
o Publication of the broadband availability map
o Enterprise contract to use GIS tools
o One of the Good-to-Great goals
PeopleSoft expansion
o Implemented e-contracting module
 Allows for electronic signatures, reducing contract processing from up to 30
days down to less than one day.
o Hyperion
 Helps with planning, development and administration of state budget
 Replaced older system and has direct interface with PeopleSoft accounting
system
 Allows for standard and ad hoc reports
o Purchasing Card
 Allows greater transparency on purchases with an itemized list
 Better ability to manage and approve purchases
 Automated reconciliation of payments
o PeopleSoft expansion was one the Good-to-Great goals

Indiana State Police
Superintendent Doug Carter
Agency Accomplishments

January 2013 to Present

Operations / Investigations


Field Enforcement / Field Investigations – Reintegration of Field Investigators under the
Command of Area Captains to ensure continuity of mission and better interaction with
uniformed Troopers and the communities they serve.


Advanced training was provided to a core group of detectives and crime scene
technicians along with updates to our policies for the investigation of use of force
incidents. Our program is now the accepted standard across the state and we
routinely are the lead agency for police action shootings for nearly every agency.



We have dedicated resources and personnel across the state to assist local and county
agencies that have been inundated with heroin. To date, ongoing efforts are
underway in the following communities--Connersville, Scottsburg, Fulton/Miami
County and LaPorte County.



Safe Schools Initiative – Troopers throughout Indiana continue to expand the statewide
school safety program as evidenced in the ISP Trooper Walk through Program, Threat
Assessment Training and the Unarmed Response to an Active Shooter Program. In this
process, the department has developed a strong relationship with the Indiana Department of
Education, the Indiana Department of Homeland Security and other governmental agencies
to coordinate training and safety consulting services to a variety of public and private entities
across Indiana. The focus of services provided centers on the safety and welfare of the
nation’s most valuable resource - our children. This innovative model for school safety has
been provided to over 3,000 Indiana educators, daycare providers, elected officials and
business professionals.



ISP Operations Center - The Indiana State Police created a 24/7 operations center that
monitors and coordinates statewide operations and resources. The Operation Center
provides resource allocation and tracking as well as real-time situational awareness for the
Superintendent of the Indiana State Police and other state agencies. The mission of the
Operations Center is to enhance of the communications between General Headquarters, the
field, the public and other agencies in need of police services on a twenty-four (24) hour,
seven (7) day a week basis. The main goal is resource and information support for the field
to ensure they can safely, effectively and efficiently provide services to the citizens and
visitors of the state of Indiana.



Research and Development - The Indiana State Police created a unit devoted to research and
development of equipment, vehicles and intellectual concepts related to the Department and
police profession. This unit works closely with our Fiscal, Logistics and Training units to
ensure the operational needs of the Department are met. This unit has played an integral
part in selecting uniforms, boots, weapons, training programs and equipment.



Explosive Ordnance Disposal Squad – Reorganization of the existing unit to a smaller
dedicated work group. This reorganization reduces the manpower by one third while
increasing the operational availibity of this critical service. The addition of three explosive
detection dogs brining the department total to six. This filled a recognized need of
communities around the state to provide support for explosive detection.



Dive Program - The Indiana State Police Dive Team recently reorganized from 50 personnel
to 20, operating in three regional Squads (north, central, and south). Some of the goals of
this reorganization are to increase technical proficiency and capabilities of the ISP Dive
Team in underwater investigations, reduce the impact experienced by our Districts resulting
from increases in training and operational commitments of their personnel, and to create a
sustainable model for the high cost of operating a Dive Team.



Acquisition of Tactical Support Vehicles - In November of 2014 the Indiana State Police
procured a 2015 Lenco Bearcat utilizing Burns Harbor Port Security Grant monies, as well
as a refurbished 2002 Bearcat purchased and delivered utilizing a Dearborn County
Community Foundation Grant. These two acquisitions bring a total of three such vehicles
into state inventory. These vehicles provide ISP and other requesting agencies with mobile
ballistic protection. These vehicles can carry a full SWAT squad into unsecured areas where
there are imminent threats to the public or our Troopers. They may also be used to carry
EOD units, robotics, hostage negotiators, search cameras, chemical munitions, perform
officer down rescues, and carry equipment. This acquisition was necessary to fill a safety
void in ISP Special Operations. Police response to critical incidents across the United States
are ever evolving with societal changes and technological advances. Armored vehicles,
strategically placed across the State, are mission critical assets. They have proven their worth
on multiple occasions where our units were engaged with gunfire and at numerous standoffs
with known armed suspects. They are a safer way to do business for the public, police, and
for the suspects.



Acquisition of a second cyber forensic vehicle allowing ISP to now deploy one north and
south. These vehicles allow for on-scene forensic triage, on-scene interviews, and better
evidence collection for digital media devices.



ISP K-9 Program - The Indiana State Police has claimed responsibility for the financial cost
of the Departments K9 program. Prior to this administration the program was supported
through the financial donations of individuals and corporations. The Indiana State Police
recognized the need to take responsibility for the program and remove the burden of
sustainability from individual officer’s ability to fundraise to support their K9 partner. The
Department embarked in a lengthy training process to certify three K9 trainers allowing our

program to provide in house training to the highest of standards at a lower cost. The
Department has added and trained 15 new K9 teams.


Primary Duty Weapon Transition - The Indiana State Police transitioned the entire
Department from Glock .45 duty weapons to the Sig Sauer P227 .45 duty weapon. The
Glock pistol had demonstrated reliability issues and had a short term operational deployment
lifespan. After an extensive research and testing process the Sig Sauer P227 .45 pistol was
selected to be the primary duty weapon of the Indiana State Police. This weapon
demonstrated exceptional reliability, accuracy and serviceability after which 1,622 were
acquired through a trade in/purchase. It is expected that the Sig Sauer P227 will be a
“Career Gun” that can be serviced though routine intervals and serve an officer for the
length of his career.

Laboratory


The ISP Laboratory continues to maintain its accreditation by the American Society of
Crime Laboratory Directors/Laboratory Accreditation Board (ASCLD/LAB) and is
accredited to ISO 17025 standards.



The Laboratory Division’s Polygraph Unit achieved accreditation from the Polygraph Law
Enforcement Accreditation (PLEA) Board in 2014, and as such became the first fully
accredited polygraph unit in Indiana.



We currently have six Laboratory Division personnel selected to participate as members of
various committees within the Organization of Scientific Area Committees (OSAC) that is
part of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) mandate towards
establishing consistent scientific procedures and protocols that will eventually be used by all
crime labs in the country. No other state crime lab is as represented on these committees as
is the Indiana State Police, which is a reflection of the high regard for our laboratory system.



The Laboratory Division, in cooperation with the Indiana Department of Administration,
has nearly completed a two-year, very detailed and comprehensive capital improvement
needs assessment project on the current and projected facility needs for the three regional
laboratory facilities so as to properly plan to ensure that the crime lab needs of the criminal
justice system in Indiana can continue to be met in the coming years, particularly as it relates
to touch DNA.

Communications and Information
 Establishment of the Criminal Records Incidents Management Exchange (CRIME) –
Utilizing existing infrastructure (Law Enforcement Agencies’ records management systems
as well as the state’s MPH Center) to provide statewide crime statistics for data driven
enforcement as well as information for the public. This program is currently in the proof-ofconcept stage.


Revamping of the Handgun Carry Permit Program – Due to an upsurge in handgun carry
permits after a mass shooting on the east coast, the permit program managed by ISP faced a
tremendous backlog with the majority of applications taking approximately one hundred and

ten (110) days for processing. On average ISP received sixty four thousand (64,000)
applications a year, however in 2013 the number jumped up to approximately one hundred
and eleven thousand (111,000) applications. By the end of the year the backlog was
eliminated and in 2014 a new system was developed to include a modernized card style
permit in place of the traditional paper version. The new electronic application process
simplifies the process for typical turn around for an application not requiring criminal history
research is now only three to five business days.


ISP datacenter space utilization and repurposing – ISP had one of the last standalone
datacenters in state government outside of the large center managed by the Indiana Office of
Technology (IOT). With upkeep costs to include power consumption and fire suppression
equipment it made sense to relocate the existing servers to the IOT datacenter for a total
cost savings of approximately $30K a year. The space was reutilized for office and meeting
space.



Improved Limited Criminal Histories (LCH) – Indiana is one of twenty three (23) states that
offer an in-state limited criminal history report. This report is utilized for many organizations
who cannot afford a fingerprint based national criminal history check and do not qualify for
the fee exemption. In 2014 with a partnership between ISP and the Indiana Office of
Technology (IOT) the LCH program was improved with enhanced algorithms to ensure a
higher percentage of accurate matching of name and date of birth to the criminal history. In
addition the new system will provide a benefit for the entire program through record
improvement by including court dispositions when not available. All of this is an effort to
provide a better product to the customer at the lower price point they are expecting.



Electronic Criminal Histories - At one time approximately twenty thousand (20,000) square
feet of floor space at the Indiana State Police Headquarters was filled with shelving units
holding approximately two million (2M) criminal history files. The completion of the project
occurred in late 2014 making Indiana’s criminal history repository one of the few in the
nation now fully electronic. Cost savings to the state include elimination of maintenance of
the paper files as well as the work hours required to physically pull a file to research. Besides
improved efficiencies at a reduced cost, ISP was able to return the approximately twenty
thousand (20,000) square feet of floor space back to the Indiana Department of
Administration (IDOA) for reuse by other state agencies for an additional fiscal impact
reduction through the elimination of the need to lease office space.

Logistics


Fleet Reduction - Initiated a campaign to clean up the process of de-commissioning and
retiring vehicles. According to the CAFR report, ISP had 2,080 vehicles and 120 trailers on
June 30, 2013. Today that number is 1,728 vehicles and 117 trailers. A reduction of 365
vehicles which equates to a 17.6% reduction in our fleet!



Critical Parts NAPA Acquisition Program - Implementation of the ‘Critical Parts NAPA’
Acquisition Program. This program was initiated in August 2013 and this effort dramatically
reduced the on-hand inventory of automotive parts at GHQ and all satellite district
mechanic locations across the state. This program also helped to expedite the process of
critical automotive repair parts. Prior to this program, commissions would be out of service
for days or weeks awaiting parts to place them back into service. That process now is
measured in minutes or hours. We have worked diligently with our partners in Fiscal and
NAPA to make this a reality.



Testing and Evaluation Process for an investigative / administrative Vehicle - The testing
and evaluation process to develop an Investigative / administrative vehicle to integrate into
the fleet. These efforts yielded the Ford Taurus as the most effective and practical vehicle
for the Department and resulted in a cost savings of $4,400 per vehicle (cost of the Dodge
Charger compared to the Ford Taurus). By implementing an investigative / administrative
vehicle program for police personnel who work in said capacity, this will allow us to stretch
our vehicle funding resulting in the Department being able to purchase 20 more patrol
Chargers during this fiscal cycle, as well as reduce our high mileage vehicles.

Fiscal


Overtime pay for mission critical incidents is now available for troopers and civilian
personnel.



ISP has entered into a partnership with the FBI to provide major improvements to the
department’s Pendleton Range. The cost of these improvements, estimated at approximately
$1.7 million, will be funded by the FBI. ISP will continue to retain ownership of the range.

Human Resources






Established a full time Recruiting Section in 2013 that has positively contributed to staffing
successful Recruit Academies.
 73rd Recruit School appointed 47 Troopers on May 1, 2014
 74th Recruit School appointed 42 Troopers on December 23, 2014
 75th Recruit Academy began June 28, 2015 with 57 Recruits. This class was seated
with eight females, which is the highest number of females to ever begin a Recruit
Academy.
Internship Program - The internship program has been recognized by other states as a
model. This program was formally recognized for excellence by the University of Southern
Indiana for being the 2014 Internship Employer of the Year. Additionally, the internship is
a very effective recruiting tool by immersing students fully into the Department culture. As
a result, to date, without exception every intern that later became a Recruit has graduated
and is now a Trooper.
Hiring Processes for Capitol Police Section (CPS) and Motor Carrier Inspectors (MCI)
 CPS 20 selection process to fill 8 CPS Officer vacancies on July 17, 2013.














CPS 21 selection process to fill 13 CPS Officer vacancies on March 24, 2014.
CPS 22 selection process to fill 11 CPS Officer vacancies on November 12, 2014.
CPS 23 selection process to fill 4 CPS Officer vacancies on July 20, 2015.
MCI hiring process placed 5 new MCI’s September 1, 2014.
 A new hiring practice was piloted where retiring Troopers were recruited to
be MCI’s.
 This seamlessly allowed the retiree, now MCI, to begin work almost
immediately affording the ISP to save tremendous time, training, med/psych
testing and other expensive resources already invested.
Effective July 1, 2015, 13 analysts in the Fusion Center were converted from contracted
employees to full-time ISP employees aiding to further stabilize the Fusion Center.
Heart Initiative 2014 – A confidential two-phase program to promote cardiac health and to
promote a healthy lifestyle, free of charge for each employee. Phase #1 consisted of a Blood
Screen for all participants, and Phase #2 consisted of a Heart Scan for participants meeting
specific criteria.
 In 2014, a total of 869 employees participated in Phase #1.
 In 2015 – 209 employees have completed Stage #1 (Blood testing). An estimated
150 are eligible for Stage #2 this year.
In cooperative effort with Treasurer of State Kelly Mitchell, the ISP Pension Plan Trustee,
the Plan has undergone a strategic reinvestment restructuring that has proven effective in
unstable markets.
The ISP Health Care Plan was fully HCRA/ACA compliant to include a new highdeductible plan option in the as part of ongoing Affordable Care Act compliance.
Development of a cultural diversity training curriculum that is applicable to both law
enforcement and civilian groups. Development of a cultural diversity training curriculum
that is applicable to both law enforcement and civilian groups.

State Budget Agency
Brian Bailey—Director


Allowed Hoosiers to keep more of their own money through income tax cut, corporate tax
cut, and inheritance tax elimination



Maintained AAA credit rating



Achieved honestly balanced budgets in FY13, FY14, and FY15 despite revenue shortfalls of
$168.8M (FY14) and $79.6M (FY15)



Reduced head count below the mark at the end of the Daniels Administration (December
2012—28,300 vs. July 2015—28,087)



Achieved second-highest state reserve levels ever (nominal dollars) in FY15

State Personnel Department
Denny Darrow—Director
1) Launch of the Invest In Your Health Wellness Initiative (HumanaVitality partnership,
statewide wellness effort, Statehouse Market, CDHP Wellness plan that ties
consumerism/accountable employee engagement into health premium and HSA incentives
for employees)
2) Opening of the IU Health and Wellness Center on the government center campus
3) Launch of Castlight (2013 Winner of the Governor’s Innovation Award)
4) Worker’s Compensation Program and Return to Work Program– Lowest level of employees
on disability claims and workplace injuries
5) Launch of a more client focused partnership – SPD centralization 2.0
a. Firmly outline SPD services provided to client agencies
b. Launch value added services – Succession Planning, Competency Management, and
performance management programs)
c. Launch of Workforce Planning Metrics (to be completed end of Q3, 2015)
d. Enhance quality of SPD service delivery (software and HR system upgrades to be
completed in late 2016)
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Arts Commisssion

Agency Head

Lewis Ricci

Accomplishments
Statewide Grants to Not-for-Profit and Public Arts Organizations and Arts Providers. The IAC had one of its most successful years ever
in FY2015 providing approximately 370 grants totaling nearly $3M, providing funds that leverage private and local support in 72
counties. In FY 2013 and FY 2014 similar pools of grant monies generated approximately $9M annually in direct matching funds.
Also in both of those years cumulative attendance for organizations and projects supported by IAC funds was approximately 10
million, roughly one and a half times the population of the state. Grant making took place with the assistance of 11 regional partners
in the state, which act as local, IAC hubs providing small and large communities, organizations of various sizes and artists with
facilitated access to IAC grants, programs and resources.
Statewide Education in Best Practices and Advancement for Artists, Communities and Arts Organizations. Since 2013 the IAC has
sponsored or produced 46 capacity building opportunities for individual artists, organizations and communities, helping to advance
expertise in business practices and entrepreneurship; organizational planning, operations and outcomes; community and economic
development; and cultural development and creative place making. Approximately 5,000 registrants attended the workshops and
colloquia. Partners for these opportunities included the University of Notre Dame, Hanover College, Ball State University, Indiana
University School of Public and Environmental Affairs, Indiana University Maurer School of Law, Arts Midwest, the arts commissions
of the states of Kentucky, Michigan and Ohio, the Joyce Foundation, and numerous local not-for-profit organizations. This educational
effort placed Indiana small business artists and organizations in an improved position to be successful, even during a time of
economic recession and recovery. Indeed, 22% of our organizational grantees who receive operating support from the IAC were able
to significantly advance their financial positions in 2014 as documented by our most recent grant application process.
Arts and Economic Development Community Consultancies and the Indiana Cultural District Program. In 2014, the IAC provided 10
consultancies to communities of various sizes across Indiana to help plan for viable economic, cultural and community development
strategies. Communities who had participated in one of the aforementioned educational opportunities produced by the IAC qualified
for an up-to 60 hour on site consultancy service, facilitated by expert planning professionals. Communities planned for arts and
community centers, cultural trails, and cultural districts, among other economic strategies. This was the second round of a program
which began in 2010. 2014 communities included Lawrence, Westfield, Decatur, Evansville, Madison, Terre Haute, Shelbyville,
Zionsville, Nashville and Muncie. Also, the IAC’s Cultural District Program, an officially legislated designation, expanded in 2014 to
now have six communities: Carmel, Lafayette/West Lafayette, Bloomington, Nashville, Columbus and Madison. For more information
on the Cultural District Program visit http://www.in.gov/arts/culturaldistricts.htm.
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Arts Commisssion (2)

Lewis Ricci

Accomplishments
Launching of the IAC’s Bicentennial Initiatives. With the support of the Indiana Bicentennial Committee and Bicentennial
Ambassador, First Lady Karen Pence, the IAC launched a number of major initiatives to help celebrate Indiana’s 200th birthday. These
include:
a. Indiana Masterpieces Grant Program – Grants for Indiana arts organizations to produce or present opportunities showcasing the
best of Indiana’s cultural and artistic legacy, launched for the FY2016 and 2017 years.
b. Arts in the Parks Grant Program – Grants to bring artists and arts providing organizations into the state’s 32 state parks and a
number of state forests in cooperation with the Indiana Department of Natural Resources. This legacy project will award
approximately 300 grants annually and will actively connect local communities and artists to their nearby state parks. The launch
celebrates the state’s 200th anniversary, the parks system’s 100th anniversary, and the IAC’s 50th anniversary.
c. Bicentennial Project Grant Recognition – Available for all IAC’s annual project grant recipients in FY 2015, 2016, and 2017.
d. Call for Artists – The IAC is in a consulting role to manage the selection of artists for three pieces of public art: the bicentennial
commemorative medal, and two major works of public art as part of the Bicentennial Plaza.
e. A Commemorative Governor’s Arts Awards – As part of the state’s and IAC anniversaries the IAC is mounting a special edition of the
awards in April 2016.
PACE (Partnering Arts, Communities and Education) Initiative. The Commission’s recently created PACE program was developed to
assist and enable elementary schools and artists/arts organizations in establishing long-term, in-depth, measureable and sustainable
partnerships for the purpose of impacting student growth and achievement through extended and connected arts and literacy
experiences. The program targets schools performing below the state average passing rate on spring 2015 state standardized
assessments in English/Language Arts and Math and having a Free/Reduced Meal rate above 55%. We currently have four pilot
schools in South Bend, Terre Haute and Michigan City, with another two to be added in FY2016. Eventually, the Commission would
like to have a participating school in each of the state’s 92 counties.
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Board of Animal
Health

Accomplishments
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI): In 2015 highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) spread rapidly in commercial poultry
operations throughout the Upper Midwest. One case of HPAI was diagnosed in backyard poultry in Indiana. BOAH responded to the
Indiana HPAI positive diagnosis quickly. Within 24 hours of the diagnosis, BOAH euthanized the infected flock and ensured the
carcasses were disposed of safely. BOAH contacted every premises within a three kilometer radius around the index flock and tested
all poultry flocks in the zone for HPAI. BOAH contacted all poultry owners within a ten kilometer zone around the index flock and
provided information on HPAI. BOAH completed trace in and trace out investigations and tested all flocks that provided birds to the
index flock. BOAH enacted emergency rules to protect against HPAI. BOAH is currently working on a permanent rulemaking related to
HPAI. BOAH worked with commercial poultry operations on HPAI prevention and permits to move birds and poultry products. BOAH
worked with Indiana Department of Natural Resources on wild bird surveillance activities. To date there have been no further HPAI
diagnosis in Indiana. BOAH continues to work with other state agencies and the federal government in preparation for HPAI
prevention, surveillance, response and recovery. BOAH has hosted multiple meetings with state agencies, such as Homeland Security,
Agriculture, Environmental Management, Health and Natural Resources to coordinate HPAI planning. This activity is ongoing.
Swine Enteric Coronavirus Diseases (SECD): In 2013 Indiana experienced some of the nation’s first known cases of porcine epidemic
diarrhea (PED), a disease of swine caused by a swine enteric coronavirus (SEC). This disease was previously not known to exist in the
United States. The virus causes severe mortality in young pigs, disrupting swine farming operations and the pork supply. BOAH
Bret D. Marsh, worked with farmers and veterinarians on strategies and tactics to control the disease. The Indiana State Veterinarian participated in
DVM
a national working group of industry, state and federal leaders striving to combat the disease. BOAH has and will continue to work
with pork producers to help reduce the costs associated with these new coronavirus diseases in swine.
Agency Head

Animal Disease Traceability and Technology: USDA established new national standards for animal disease traceability in a regulation
finalized in 2013. To meet these standards and the requirements established by other states and countries for commerce in their
borders, BOAH undertook a review of all BOAH statutes and rules governing the identification and movement of livestock and poultry
into and within Indiana. BOAH worked with representatives of all of the livestock and poultry farming organizations and the livestock
markets to adopt changes to Indiana rules governing identification and movement of livestock and poultry. The rule changes became
effective in calendar year 2015. Changes will improve the quality of identification applied to animals and the documentation
associated with movements, eliminate outdated and unnecessary requirements, clarify standards and further support the use of new
technology. The improvements that will happen in the coming years will better prepare Indiana to conduct an efficient and effective
disease control and eradication effort and protect trade channels for Indiana animals and animal products. BOAH continues to work
towards fully implementing the animal disease traceability requirements.
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Board of Animal
Health (2)

Accomplishments
Meat and Poultry Inspection: BOAH completed a lengthy process to obtain USDA FSIS approval to operate a Cooperative Interstate
Shipment (CIS) program as a part of the state meat and poultry inspection program. Meat and poultry products produced by stateinspected meat plants may only be sold within the state of Indiana. Implementation of the CIS program will allow approved stateinspected meat plants to sell their meat and poultry products across state lines. USDA approved BOAH for the CIS program. BOAH has
and will continue to work with USDA and interested state inspected plants to obtain approval for specific Indiana meat plants to
operate under the CIS program. The first Indiana CIS approved establishments are now shipping product interstate. BOAH faced a
challenge of finding replacements for nearly one-half of the meat and poultry program staff in the last three years due to retirements
and other turnover. BOAH created and began implementing in 2015 a recruitment differential program for the meat inspector
position. This program has already improved recruiting success for the meat inspector position. BOAH made progress in improving
training of inspection personnel. BOAH made substantial progress towards the goal of getting each inspector trained through the
Bret D. Marsh,
USDA FSIS Inspection Methods course, an essential tool in training inspectors for modern food safety practices and a requirement for
DVM
inspectors working in plants participating in the interstate shipment (CIS) program.
Agency Head

Dairy Inspection: The Dairy Program implemented a risk-based inspection program for dairy farm milking facilities, providing more
inspection for facilities with recurring violations and fewer inspection visits to facilities with sufficient inspection histories. The goal
of the program is to improve compliance with sanitation standards and reduce the number of facilities that fail FDA survey
inspections. This effort is ongoing and has led to a decrease in the number of farms that require more frequent inspections. BOAH
faced a challenge of finding replacements for nearly one-half of the dairy inspection program staff in the last year due to retirements
and other turnover. BOAH created and began implementing in 2015 a recruitment differential program for dairy inspector positions.
This program has already improved recruiting success for the dairy division.
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Funding for a new and appropriate archives facility

Commission on Public
Records

EERB

Housing & Community
Development
Authority

Implementing software that aids with records retention, the Archives first on-line catalog, records center inventory, and provide
agency access to holdings
Jim Corridan
Completing a comprehensive inventory of the Archives collections
Entered in to an agreement to digitize birth, death and marriage records with Ancestry.com. It is the largest digitization project ever
undertaken by the State with more than 20,000,000 images.
Rebranding of the Indiana Commission on Public Records to the Indiana Archives and Records Administration
Agency has become more transparent through the data collection using GateWay.
Agency has for the first time collected all Collective Bargaining Agreements from K-12 Public Schools and made them available to all
stakeholders on GateWay.
Patrick Mapes
Agency has successfully settled all open collective bargaining for all K-12 schools as statutorily required.
Agency has collected bargaining data on all K-12 Public Schools for the first time.
Agency has developed guidance and practitioners guides on how to bargain in the Public School K-12 setting.
The creation and implementation of the statewide Blight Elimination Program. Awarded $75 million to rural and urban communities
to demolition an estimated 4,000 single family vacant and abandoned homes by December 2016.
In August 2014 we implemented a Lean Daily Management System that promotes a continuous improvement environment. At the
core are 10 minute daily team huddles at primary visual display boards, Kaizen Action Sheets, Rapid Improvement Events. Attached is
a report from last year and quick overview.
In 2013 & 2014 IHCDA was recognized with national awards from the National Council of State Housing Agencies: 2014: Legislative
Advocacy – State Advocacy: Taking action against blighted, vacant, and abandoned properties & Rental Housing – Multifamily
Management: Indiana Compliance Working Group. 2013: Homeownership – Home Improvement and Rehabilitation
J. Jacob Sipe
In 2014, IHCDA had a record breaking single family lending year. We provided over $265 million loans to more than 2,500 Hoosier for
affordable homeownership. At the end of the first 6 months of 2015, IHCDA is exceeding the amount of lending done last year at this
same time.
The creation of My Community, My Vision. The My Community, My Vision program invited high school student groups to submit
essays outlining ideas for enhancing the development and quality of life in their home communities through their local research and in
consultation with local officials and civic leaders. IHCDA partnered with Ball State University’s Department of Urban Planning to work
with five high school student groups to develop a community plan that would attract and maintain their future leaders.
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Department of
Financial Institutions

Tim Berry

Accomplishments
In June 2015 the Department of Financial Institutions met the rigorous standards of re-accreditation from both the Conference of
State Bank Supervisors and the National Association of State Credit Union Supervisors.
In the past three years we have converted 14 banks and credit unions to state chartered. A state chartered credit union means that
they will now pay both state sales and financial institutions taxes, whereby national chartered credit unions are state tax exempt.
In each year in excess of $1.3 million has been returned to consumers as consumer credit examinations have found inappropriately
charged fees and interest.
Achieving academic success with an increase in our students’ iRead3 results
Improvement in communication with our parents via the new student information system (Skyward)

Building a strong collaborative partnership with the Indiana Chapter of Black Deaf Advocates and Parent/Teacher/Counselor
Indiana School for the
David Geeslin III Organization
Deaf
Increase in a more diversified staff
Revamping our current buildings to become more energy efficient

Indiana State Fair
Commission

Renovation and reopening of the iconic Coliseum on the Fairgrounds. Coupled with maximizing use with securing a minor league
hockey team, NCAA Division One Basketball team with IUPUI, 10 High School graduations returning and hosting several national
livestock shows back in the Indiana Farmers Coliseum. Additionally, securing funding for our capital campaign for the project with
94% complete to goal of raising $10m to off-set some of the bond debt. Reimagining how our business works with a major event
facility and a professional staff to operate it.
Cindy Hoye

Securing funding to mitigate deferred maintenance on the Fairgrounds – thanks to OMB, Legislature and the Governor.
Hosting the largest attendance during a Indiana State Fair in recent record keeping – 978,000 in 2013.
Completing our Path 2017 – our road map or Strategic Plan for four years of growth and development. This lists all our goals and
hopes for accomplishments.
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Accomplishments
Improved access to the Voluntary Exclusion Program - Previously, problem gamblers who wished to enroll for the Voluntary Exclusion
Program, which allows patrons to self-exclude from Indiana casinos, had to sign up with an IGC employee at either the IGC office in
Indianapolis or one of the casino locations. Now, problem gamblers can enroll in the program through a problem gambling treatment
provider recognized by DHMA.
Enhanced and streamlined licensing procedures - The IGC revamped its processes and procedures for occupational licensees. For
licensees that are working on a temporary badge and still undergoing an investigation to ensure suitability for licensure, we have
created a Committee to review applications and created a standard procedure for disclosed or undisclosed criminal arrests or tax
issues. The IGC also revised our processes for annual renewals of occupational licensees with permanent licenses. Previously,
licensees were only investigated during their initial investigation at hiring. Now, licensees will undergo a full investigation with
fingerprint submissions every three years to ensure ongoing compliance and suitability with all IGC statutes and rules.

Indiana Gaming
Commission

Busted a seven-figure illegal gambling operation - The Gaming Control Division’s investigation successfully lead to the federal
prosecution of 10 individuals for operation of an illegal gambling business in 2013 and 2014. The case involved a network of over 20
sports bookies. The IGC worked with the FBI and brought down a network that had been in operation for 20 years. The ringleader,
Terry Crofford, made approximately $1,000,000 in illegal profits from the operations. There are still 10 additional individuals that are
Sara Gonso Tait
facing state charges.
Expanded transparency of local money from gaming - The IGC, with the consultation of Indiana University, created the Local
Development Agreement (“LDA”) Portal on the Indiana Gateway for Government Units website. The Portal allows Indiana citizens to
easily search, view and analyze LDA payment information. These payments totaled approximately $90 million in 2014.
Modernized regulatory framework for new technology - 2013 Senate Enrolled Act 528 authorized a new form of gambling in Indiana,
limited mobile gaming. The IGC received its first request for a pilot program at Indiana Grand. Recognizing that limited mobile
gaming was new to Indiana and most comparable jurisdictions, the IGC undertook the task of writing a new chapter in the
Administrative Code. The new regulations are comprehensive and were written with the help of Gaming Laboratories International,
the foremost leader in the analysis of new gaming technology. Emergency rules are currently in effect and the final rule is making its
way through the promulgation process. These new rules will ensure that mobile gaming is strictly regulated within an appropriate
modernized framework, while continuing to ensure the highest levels of integrity in gaming in Indiana.
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Accomplishments
Historical Marker Program (IC 4-23-7.2-11): This Historical Marker program has been an element of the Historical Bureau’s outreach
since the 1940s. The majority of these markers reflect local history topics; in the 1990s, IHB began producing markers with more
research and content. Under Governor Mitch Daniels, the Historical Marker Program experienced a major change; IHB marker topics
had to demonstrate at least statewide significance. Research/annotated texts are now being added to our web presence to provide
accurate information about Indiana history to a world-wide audience.
We have installed markers across the state to commemorate people, places, events, and organizations that have had a significant
impact on Indiana and the nation. We have expanded the content and accuracy of the marker collection, including the history of
African Americans, American Indians, women, and other underrepresented groups. Many of these topics are lacking among earlier
existing state markers.

Indiana Historical
Bureau

Pamela J.
Bennett

Marker Repair and Review Programs: Along with the installation of new State Historical Markers, we have worked with groups and
individuals across the state to improve the condition of our existing historical markers, many of which were installed as far back as
the mid-1940s. With help from individual volunteers, school classes, and others, many markers have been repainted and repaired to
restore them to excellent condition.
Indiana Historical Bureau Book Shop – located in Room 130, Indiana State Library Building (IC 4-23-7.2-7)
The IHB Book Shop has significantly increased the selection of books and other merchandise over the past few years. With a change in
staff, IHB Book Shop revenue and outreach events have increased over the past two years, making us more visible in the community
and in the State Complex. Funds generated from the Shop help to employ interns from the IUPUI public history program. Events such
as book signings and sidewalk sales have increased our
presence in the field and allowed us to inform the public about our mandated Historical Marker program and other history-related
projects. With the placement of the new 2016 Visitor/Education Center on the east end of the first floor of the State Library Building,
we expect to further increase our visibility and revenue through collaboration.
Social Media: We have increased our digital presence with our blog and Facebook posts. Staff creates engaging blog posts for the
public based on in-depth research conducted as part of the Historical Marker program. Posts often draw parallels between current
events and Indiana history topics. We are steadily increasing Facebook followers by sharing informative posts from the Indiana
Bicentennial Commission and other local history blogs, as well as our own research topics. Through social media we have successfully
engaged the public with our research and knowledge of Indiana history.
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Multi-Year Black history project: Working over several years with Jamal Smith, Governor’s Office/Civil Rights Commission, and the
Indiana Black Legislative Caucus, the Historical Bureau led a team of historians, artists, and others to select an artist to create busts of
two significant African American Hoosiers. On January 16, 2014, the busts of Julia Carson and James Hinton (first African American
legislator) were unveiled as part of the Martin Luther King annual commemoration. Special backdrops and reading rails were
designed for two niches in the State House to display the busts; Carson is on the third floor, northeast corner. Hinton is on the second
floor, southeast corner.

Indiana Historical
Bureau (2)

Pamela J.
Bennett

Commemorations: The Historical Bureau began as the Indiana Historical Commission, headed by Governor Samuel Ralston in 1915 to
commemorate the Centennial of Statehood. Its history of service to the state included production of the extensive series of books—the
Indiana Historical Collections, and educational programs and materials. In April 1925, the Commission became the Indiana Historical
Bureau, part of the Indiana Library and Historical Department, as it remains today with a successful partnership. On March 19, 2015,
the Indiana General Assembly adopted House Concurrent Resolution No. 46 for our 100th Anniversary. As we approach the
bicentennial of statehood in 2016, it is fitting that we are working with the 2016 Commission members and staff and assisting with
promotion and service on several committees.

Law Enforcement
Training Board

Rusty
Goodpaster

Completed a Job Task Analysis which validates our curriculum for our Basic Training Courses. There were only minor changes needed
so it verifies we are doing the right things.
We have trained 1,042 new police officers in our Basic Course to include 89 ISP troopers
We have had 16,388 occasions that officers have attended classes or utilized our facilities.
We have had our subjects/courses in our Library of on-line training successfully completed on 12,084 occasions.
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Accomplishments
For the first time in its 25-year history, the Hoosier Lottery exceeded $1 billion in sales for FY ’14. In FY ’15, the Lottery set another
YOY record with approximately $1.04 billion in total sales. These milestones were achieved June 28, 2014 and June 17, 2015
In FY ’14, the Hoosier Lottery transferred a record $251 million to the State of Indiana to support beneficiaries, including existing
pension and retirement funds established for Indiana teachers and local police and firefighters, along with the Build Indiana Fund,
which primarily is used to reduce Hoosiers’ motor vehicle excise tax. For FY ’15, transferred revenues to the State of Indiana are
anticipated to reflect approximately $243 million.

Lottery Commission of
Indiana

Sarah Taylor

In late CY ’12, the State Lottery Commission of Indiana (“Commission”) and GTECH Indiana, LLC entered a 15-year integrated services
agreement for the primary purpose of outsourcing certain Lottery functions, such as sales, marketing and product distribution to
increase total Lottery sales and transfers to the State of Indiana. After two consecutive years of achieving record sales, it was apparent
the original “bid net income” (BNI) – loosely defined as the net income amount that would be returned to the State of Indiana for a
given fiscal year – would not be achieved without continued maximum shortfall penalty payments from the provider, and that process
was not sustainable over the life of the contract. Therefore, the parties successfully negotiated a proposed amendment to the
integrated services agreement. At the end of FY ’15, the Commission unanimously adopted a resolution authorizing the execution of
an amendment to the existing integrated services agreement. The amendment reflects the Commission’s intent to continue its
contractual relationship with GTECH Indiana in a manner that takes into account changes to the lottery market that could not
reasonably have been anticipated prior to the execution of the integrated services agreement in late CY ’12. The “minimum net
income” (MNI superseded BNI) for FY ’16 is now $270 million.
From FY ’13-15, the Hoosier Lottery has recognized an approximate 23 percent increase in scratch-off (instant) net issued sales.
From CY ’13 to present, the Hoosier Lottery has received numerous industry awards and distinguished certifications, including the
World Lottery Association’s Level 3 Certification to promote responsible gaming and corporate social responsibility, the “Batchy”
Award for excellence in marketing/advertising from the National Association of State and Provincial Lotteries (NASPL), the Public
Gaming Research Institute’s FY ’14 “Sharon Sharp Good Causes” award, in recognition of the Hoosier Lottery’s increase in net income
to the State—the biggest YOY increase of any U.S. lottery, and the 2014 Indianapolis Addy award for the viral video, Where The Money
Goes “Firefighter” beneficiary message.
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The Indiana Office of Small Business and Entrepreneurship (OSBE) was established. In June 2013, (OSBE) was established by
executive order and codified during the 2014 legislative session. OSBE reports to the Lieutenant Governor and houses the Indiana
Small Business Development Center (ISBDC), the Indiana Procurement Technical Assistance Center (PTAC), Launch Indiana, the
Indiana Small Business Ombudsman, Indiana Companies to Watch, the Young Entrepreneurs Program, as well as hosted the inaugural
Indiana Entrepreneurship Week during the week of June 14, 2015.
OSBE reports high economic impact return-on-investment. All OSBE programs are accountable for recording validated measurable
outcomes. For example, every dollar invested in the ISBDC results in over $30 of new capital raised by ISBDC clients. Jobs clients
create, which are validated to prove OSBE’s assistance, cost the office $2,000 per job—where the typical state tax incentive costs the
state $6,000-$9,000.

Office of Small
Business &
Entrepreneurship

Jacob Schpok

We’re building a stronger entrepreneurial ecosystem. In 2014, OSBE established Launch Indiana in partnership with Launch Fishers.
Last year, Launch Indiana provided business consulting to 45 businesses resulting in $4 raised in new capital. In 2015, the General
Assembly added a $1M annual line item to the OSBE budget to build out the Launch Indiana program. Starting this year, Launch
Indiana will also provide entrepreneurial support to K-12 educators and economic developers.
The Small Business Ombudsman saves entrepreneurs time and money by promptly answering questions regarding government
operations and business acumen. To date, small businesses that have utilized the Ombudsman’s services have saved more than
$150,000. Furthermore, in seeing a need for a centralized resource, interactions with state agencies and entrepreneurs have been
recorded to compile an online toolkit available October, 2015. This will provide answers to frequently asked questions on state
services, relating specifically to starting and growing businesses.
Community Entrepreneurship Initiative (CEI) helps cities and county leaders throughout Indiana prepare to grow small business in
their area. Through a partnership between OSBE and the Office of Community and Rural Affairs (OCRA), the CEI program has engaged
more than 45 communities since its inception in 2014. Twenty of those communities report follow on activity to attract and retain
entrepreneurs in their area. Indiana cities like Dunkirk and Nashville have developed a carefully calculated roadmap to create jobs
and bring more capital infusion into their communities.
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Accomplishments
Due to the successful creation of PLA’s new controlled substance (opioid prescribing) rules, the Medical Licensing Board was named
the best board in the nation by Administrators in Medicine. These rules helped reduce the number of opioid prescriptions dispensed
to patients by 762,652 - a reduction of 5.6% over a year. Usage of the INSPECT program is up as well, stressing the importance of
continuing to promote the program as a highly effective tool to combat substance abuse. Other successful policy changes including:
reducing the agency’s highest application fee (Home Inspector Licensing Board - $450) to levels similar to that of other professions;
creation of the Healthcare Volunteer Registry; and creation of the Voluntary Self Certification Registry. We also modified an agency
policy regarding renewals into statute to extend a licensee’s renewal time from 60 to 90 days and also created a grace period of 90
days for new applicants to avoid being doubled “taxed” from unnecessary renewals.

PLA exceeded budget reversions for FY 2013 (8.24%), FY 2014 (8.36), and is on target to exceed again for FY 2015 (11.01%).
Nick Rhoad
PLA’s continued participation with the DEA in drug take-back programs which results in removing multiple tons of prescription drugs
from improper circulation.
Improved customer service levels by reducing abandoned calls from last year by 1.71% despite an antiquated phone system, however,
we have identified a new phone system to further improve our customer service and will still meet our targeted budget reversion for
this fiscal year.
PLA and all board web pages were completely overhauled bringing easier access, consistency, and transparency of information to
licensees and consumers.
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Accomplishments
A reduction almost to zero of the number of SEAC decisions on judicial review. My predecessor helped get SEAC’s rate of appeal down
from about 50% to about 10%. Since my tenure began last August, only 2 of the more than 100 cases filed have been appealed.

A quicker turnaround time for all orders. Before 2013, motions and other SEAC-related inquires would languish for weeks on end
before a response was sent. Since my arrival, I have, in almost every circumstance, ruled on every routine case-related motion
(preliminary case management orders, etc.) within 5 business days, but usually get them out within 3 business days after receipt.

State Employees
Appeals Commission

Gabe Paul

SEAC is starting to move towards an electronic filing system for all cases. While the infrastructure is not currently in place, I have
strived to use email as much as possible when communicating to the Parties. I have also encouraged litigants to use email as well,
since it usually elicits a much faster response from me.
A reduction in supply costs. Before 2013, SEAC’s paper and other supply costs were more than they should have been. Since my
arrival, I have made a concerted effort to reduce the use of paper by sending some communications via e-mail. I am starting a small
pilot project soon with SPD in which all case-related notices will only be sent electronically. If successful, I will roll this out to other
state agencies. Additionally, I have been using file folders with metal 2-hole punch clips, which has greatly reduced the amount of
clutter. Since I receive a lot of appeals, this makes it much easier for me to keep track of every case-related material. Previously only
legal sized loose leaf manila folders were used, which led to lots of clutter.
The use of law clerks has really helped me with both the caseload and the processing of items. I previously shared an admin with the
Office of Environmental Adjudication, but since last fall, SEAC has employed its own law clerk, who is able to both help me with cases,
as well as act in an administrative capacity as well. Currently the clerk works part time, about 30-32 hours a week, but it is my hope
that a full time clerk position can be restored to SEAC. I involve my clerk in all of the day to day affairs of SEAC, and encourage him to
apply the skills he’s learned in law school to help me decide cases.
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Thomas King

Accomplishments
InVision Fundraising Campaign - Raised $13,254,112 for capital improvements to the museum and 11 historic sites around the state
to have all of these venues in good condition for the 2016 Bicentennial and the decade to follow. $7,217,812 of the amount raised is
from private donations and $1,391,300 is from federal grants. The remaining $4,645,000 is from State Capital Appropriations and a
special Bicentennial Fund set up to match the first $2 million in cash received from private sector giving. Another $2 million-to-$3
million is expected to be raised that is eligible for another $2 million matching appropriation in the current budget. This will result in
a final total of $18 million-to-$20 million for the campaign. The original goal was $15.7 million. In addition, an additional $1 million
planned gift was pledged that is not counted in the above total because it will not be received until the donor’s death.
Major Renovations - The success of the InVision Campaign has allowed the Indiana State Museum to begin renovation of its core
exhibits on the 1st and 2nd floors of the museum, break ground on a $3.2 million Visitor Center at the Levi Coffin State Historic Site in
Fountain City, restore the formal gardens (using private philanthropic funds) at the T.C. Steel State Historic Site in Nashville and shore
up the foundation of the First State Capital Building and improve the grounds around it in Corydon. In addition, all of the other State
Historic Sites will receive display cases and other improvements to allow them to better interpret their particular venue, as well as
house displays of Indiana history from the Indiana State Museum’s collection.
Free Field Trips for Hoosier Students – $75,000 has been raised from private donors for operating funds to allow any K-through-12
student in Indiana to visit the Indiana State Museum or State Historic Site for free. The Indiana State Museum and Historic Sites
address 180 of the State’s K-through-12 academic standards. 50,000 students are served annually through this program.
Exhibit Production – Nineteen exhibits about science or Indiana history and/or culture have been produced since 2013. They are:
Star Wars, Fearless Furniture, Eternal James Dean, The Lincolns: An American Family, Ice-Age Giants: The Mystery of Mammoths and
Mastodons, Science on the Edge (New Harmony), The Fiery Trail: Memorial Prints from the Civil War, Style, Elegance and Wit: The
Art of James Spencer Russell, NASA Space Station, Gallery 431, American Spirits: The Rise and Fall of Prohibition, William Forsyth,
Celebration Crossing (redesigned holiday exhibit), So Costly a Sacrifice: Lincoln and Loss, Art Meets News: The Work of
Photojournalist Bill Foley, 19 Stars: Quilts of Indiana’s Present and Past, Painter of the Indiana Dunes: The Art of Frank V. Dudley,
Amazing Maize and Rad Science: Skatepark Physics. Nearly 2 million Hoosiers or visitors to the State will have visited the museum or
one of the historic sites since 2013.
Doing More With Less - All of the above has been accomplished while absorbing over $1 million in reversions since 2013 from the
appropriated budget and other increased costs from the State. Another $1.3 million was absorbed from 2011 to 2013. While the cost
cuts might be viewed by some as an accomplishment, it must be recognized that the InVision campaign (#1 above) is disguising the
eventual negative impact of these cuts on the operation of the museum and historic sites. It is not likely that the level of fundraising
success of the last two years within the private sector can be sustained without indication from the State of Indiana through its level of
funding that it wants to continue educating its citizens and visitors about the natural and cultural history of Indiana.
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Accomplishments
The denial of Duke Energy’s 7-year infrastructure (TDSIC) plan: The OUCC argued for the plan to be denied in its entirety because it
lacked line-item breakdowns and other details that are required by law and necessary to allow for a meaningful review of the utility’s
cost estimates. Duke Energy’s plan also included a number of projects that were beyond the scope of the 2013 TDSIC law and would
more appropriately be recoverable in a general base rate case. The IURC rejected Duke Energy’s request, resulting in nearly $1.9
billion in consumer savings. (May 2015)
Resolving Indiana Michigan Power’s (I&M’s) clean coal technology cost issues: I&M proposed a $1.4 billion environmental compliance
plan for its Rockport generating facility, including $866 million in costs that could have been recovered from Indiana customers. The
OUCC researched the plan, recommended denial, and identified less costly alternatives for I&M to install clean coal technology while
fulfilling EPA consent decree requirements. Ultimately, the OUCC and I&M worked collaboratively to develop a settlement agreement
to address Rockport’s needs, saving Indiana ratepayers $608 million from the original request. (November 2013)
Settling I&M’s proposed cost recovery through its PJM tracker: The OUCC, industrial customers, and I&M resolved a highly technical
case involving I&M’s recovery of regional transmission costs through rates. The agreement resulted in consumer savings of nearly $80
million along with equitable cost-sharing terms between ratepayers and shareholders for three years. (October 2014)

Utility Consumer
Counselor (OUCC)

A. Dave Stippler
Collaboration within state government: The OUCC partnered with the Governor’s office, IDEM, the IURC, OED, and the DNR in
assessing the potential impact of new EPA proposed carbon emission rules called the Clean Power Plan (CPP). The OUCC worked
diligently to provide factual information to help the administration in assessing the new rules and their anticipated impact on Indiana.
On December 1, 2014, in an unprecedented approach, IDEM, OED, the OUCC, the IURC, and DNR submitted joint comments to the
EPA’s proposed CPP, urging the withdrawal of those rules while calling for extensive modifications to those rules. (June-December
2014)
Major savings for customers of the state’s largest investor-owned water utility: The OUCC negotiated a settlement agreement in
Indiana American Water Company’s (IAWC’s) most recent rate case, limiting the rate increase to only one-fourth of the amount
requested by the utility and resulting in $14.5 million in annual ratepayer savings. The agreement, which has received IURC approval,
includes additional benefits such as a moratorium on any new general rate case filing by IAWC until 2018. (January 2015)
Honorable Mention: Outside the hearing room, OUCC staff won the State Personnel Department’s 10th annual Paddle Battle in 2014
while also winning the 2014 SPD Steps Challenge. The OUCC has also increased its contributions to the State Employees Community
Campaign (SECC), with 84 percent of the staff participating.
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Utility Regulatory
Commission (IURC)

Agency Head

Carol Stephan

Accomplishments
The IURC is a fact-finding body that hears evidence in cases filed before it and makes decisions in the form of Orders based on the
evidence presented in those cases. An advocate of neither the public nor the utilities, the IURC is required by state statute to make
decisions that balance the interests of all parties to ensure the utilities provide safe and reliable service at just and reasonable rates.
Over the last several years, the IURC has handled a number of high profile and highly complex cases. Of the many petitions filed with
IURC to review, it has issued more than 980 Orders since 2013. In 2014 and 2015, the IURC held a total of 18 field hearings in
docketed cases, often travelling throughout the state to afford individual ratepayers the opportunity to address the Commission with
their concerns.
In two separate proceedings, the IURC has approved the implementation of two new area code overlays to provide the necessary area
code relief for southern and central Indiana. In July 2013, the Commission approved the overlay for area code 812 covering southern
Indiana, and in April 2015, the Commission approved the overlay for area code 317 which covers the Indianapolis area. By selecting
the overlay, as opposed to an area code split, consumers and businesses were able to keep their existing telephone numbers while
demand for new numbers is fulfilled by using the new area code. The IURC, the Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor, and the
industry provided numerous types of customer education and outreach materials, such as news releases, direct mail communications,
text messages, radio and television interviews, and social media notices so that customers were well aware of the change. The 812
area code overlay was successfully implemented without any problems reported to the IURC. The 317area code overlay is currently
on a 13-month implementation schedule.
The IURC’s Pipeline Safety Division’s primary mission is to ensure the safe and reliable operation of Indiana’s intrastate pipeline
transportation system. This is accomplished largely through inspections, but the division also provides training, outreach programs,
enforcement through injunctions and monetary sanctions, and investigations of pipeline accidents. Since 2013, the Pipeline Safety
Division has conducted more than 1,600 inspections. The Pipeline Safety Division is also responsible for tracking and investigating all
alleged violations of the state’s Indiana 811 law and is active in a variety of damage prevention efforts. As of today’s date, the
Commission has approved the $745,450 in civil penalties for 811 violations.
The IURC’s Consumer Affairs Division provides dispute resolution services through reasonable and timely determinations for
customers of jurisdictional utilities, in accordance with Indiana Code, Indiana Administrative Code, and Commission approved tariffs.
The type of issues handled by the division includes extension of service and credit, deposits, billing, termination of service, customer
rights, and utility responsibilities. Since 2013, IURC’s Consumer Affairs Division have answered more than 34,000 calls from
consumers.
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Utility Regulatory
Commission (IURC) (2)

Carol Stephan

Accomplishments
The Commission has worked with other Indiana state agencies, as well as neighboring states, on regional and federal issues affecting
Indiana utilities and ratepayers. These activities include:
• Monitoring and participating in the appropriate stakeholder processes at the two regional transmission organizations (RTOs) that
Indiana electric utilities participate in, Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) and PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (PJM);
•Participating in the regional state committees for each RTO, the Organization of MISO States (OMS) and the Organization of PJM
States, Inc. (OPSI);
•Monitoring and submitting filings at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC);
•Monitoring and submitting filings at the Federal Communications Commission (FCC); and
•Participating in various committees and meetings of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC).
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Goodwin

Accomplishments
In the Spring of 2013 we noticed a large number of the trees in our parks were dying. Many of these trees were very large with
diameters exceeding 3 feet. The trees died of Ash Borer Disease and the drought of 3 years ago. We started the removal process later
that year with the Department of Corrections Forestry and IWM teams combined effort removed a total of 148 trees and stumps. By
using State assets tens of thousands of dollars were saved during removal. Another aspect to consider is the safety factor. The IWM
does not have the equipment to safely do what the DOC accomplished flawlessly.
We partnered with the Indiana Hardwood Lumberman's Association for donations, Purdue University who completed the design
layout, and Keep Indianapolis Beautiful with tree donations along with their volunteers to plant and stake replacement trees on 1 Nov
2014. The cost of this entire project to the State will be negligible due to the donated trees/removal services. The total estimate of
completing this project approaches $200,000 if we had to utilize private contractors. There are approximately 100 species of trees
that are native to Indiana of which 75 will grow in Central Indiana. So when we planted the new trees we established a living
laboratory in the parks that will allow the children to view them in one location. This is just another innovative idea that offers one
more incentive to visit our properties.
This project is another example of great intra agency cooperation between the DOC, Purdue, and the IWM. We simply could not
manage the 24 acres of downtown property daily at the pristine level expected without the DOC residents. The icing on the cake is
when we ask for assistance with special projects, such as the tree/stump removal/design work, we receive professional and cost
effective results from the DOC, the City of Indianapolis and Purdue University with great savings to Hoosier taxpayers.

In the fall of 2013 in conjunction with the Indiana War Memorials Foundation we established the “Honor our Heroes Brick Program.
The purpose was to sell bricks as a fund raising project that would be placed around the Soldiers and Sailors Monument to honor US
Veterans from all conflicts. The proceeds are directed towards programs to promote the IWM properties and refresh our Museums.
To date over 1,300 bricks have been placed around the Monument.
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Accomplishments
In late 2013 we became involved with several funeral homes and HOSPICE agencies in Central Indiana by honoring Veterans with a
short ceremony just prior to their passing. The ceremony includes a presentation of a certificate and a challenge coin to
commemorate and thank them for their service to our country. These items are provided by the funeral homes and the HOSPICE
organizations. The service member’s military papers are provided before the ceremony so we can be knowledgeable of their past
service. The families and their caregivers are invited as we reminisce and celebrate their service to our country. Many times the
families purchase bricks that we place around the Monument to document their service. If the service member is capable we often
have the families bring the member to the Circle so they may watch the brick installation. This program has brought many families to
visit our Museums and we have received numerous letters thanking us for honoring their relative. We often hear from the families
they learned new stories about their Veteran from the experience. To date, we have accomplished over 50 such ceremonies. We
believe this is good will to our organization that is priceless and is integral to our mission statement, “Honoring Hoosier Veterans is
our mission and our passion.

War Memorials
Commission (2)

J. Stewart
Goodwin

In 2013 we saw the beginning of our marketing program to increase attendance come to fruition. In 2005, approximately 100 events
hosting 150 K visitors to the properties were the norm. The first year we conducted over 500 events attended by over 1 million
patrons was in 2013. We stepped up our community relations program which includes educational speeches to service organizations,
educational institutions, fraternal and veterans groups. Additionally, we intensified our efforts to bring more tours to our two
Museums by reaching out to additional school groups and the home school community. Prior to 2013 attendance in the IWM Museum
averaged between 80K and 140K visitors. In 2014, 181K patrons passed through those same doors. The increase in the number of
events has driven citizens to our Museums. The plan was to increase the utilization of the properties with the intent to educate more
Hoosiers about our storied military history and provide green space for them to enjoy civic events. Sometimes we have to remind
ourselves we are not in the event business, however the numbers prove we are reaching more citizens with education and community
support.
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War Memorials
Commission (3)

J. Stewart
Goodwin

Accomplishments
The IWM Museum consists of 30,000 square feet and was built in the mid 1990’s. Since 2005 we have made several adjustments to the
exhibits but it was not until 2013 that we began in earnest the project to refresh the Museum and construct some critical additions.
An example of this is as follows:
A. Sammy Davis Exhibit-Indiana’s only living Medal of Honor Recipient
B. Senator Richard Lugar, Governor Ed Whitcomb, and Governor Joe Kernan- Hoosiers with storied military careers who served in
senior public service positions.
C. James Kasler, Colonel USAF Ret-Hoosier Veteran listed as the10th most decorated US Veteran in the history of our nation.
D. Company D Rangers, 151Infantry Regt. Indiana National Guard-most decorated
US Army unit in the Vietnam conflict with
over 500 awards.
E. A local HAM radio club installed 27 audio systems to enhance exhibits in the Museum.
F. Added the Agriculture Development Team exhibit displaying the Indiana National Guard educating Afghanistan farmers on crop
improvement techniques.
G. Completely reorganized our research library
H. Total reorganization of our artifact inventory accountability document
I. Rebuilt the military patch display cases for the Vietnam exhibit
J. The following Indiana Battle Flags from the Mexican and Civil Wars are historically significant and have been conserved from 2013
to the present:
-1st Indiana Heavy Artillery, Civil War-Indianapolis
-5th Indiana Regiment-Mexican War
-9th Indiana Regiment, Civil War-LaPorte
-11th Indiana Regiment, Civil War-Indianapolis
-15th Indiana Regiment, Civil War-Lafayette/Tipton County
K. Total transformation of our artifact storage areas
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Accomplishments
Since the Park is not enclosed by a fence with gates and turnstiles, exact total attendance is impossible to count. Well over 3 million
visitors are counted each year, by entering one of our attractions, events, or concerts. Our attractions include: the Indianapolis Zoo,
White River Gardens, the Indiana State Museum, the IMAX Theater, Victory Field (home to the Indy Indians), the Eiteljorg Museum,
the NCAA Hall of Champions, and The Lawn. Anecdotally, our staff has observed a significant increase in the number of visitors who
are walking, running, biking, picnicking, playing, etc. throughout the Park. We estimate that we will welcome more than 4 million
people, from around the world, this year.
The number of concerts at The Lawn at White River State Park has increased from an annual average of 8-12 in the early 2010s to the
2015 total of 20! This results in significant increases in total attendance and revenues.

White River State Park

Robert Whitt

The number of special events throughout the Park has increased from an annual average of around 80 in the early 2010s to the 2015
total of over 140! Once again, this results in significant increases in both attendance and revenues. In early April, we hosted the
hugely successful NCAA Final Four March Madness Music Festival. This 3-day event drew nearly 100,000 people from across the U.S.

Awareness about the Park has dramatically increased, as measured by online activity. Annual WRSP website visits have risen, from
approximately 30,000 in the early 2010s to over 115,000 this year. Social media friends/followers/likes have grown from around
8,000 to over 60,000, between 2012 and 2015.
The White River State Park Foundation was formed earlier this year. This new 501(c)3 organization allows the Park to raise
additional private funds for special projects, events, and other initiatives. Many granting institutions will only contribute to 501(c)3
entities.
Honorable Mention: 90% and above customer satisfaction ratings.
In national studies done by the Workers’ Compensation Research Institute, Indiana is recognized as the 2nd most efficient workers’
Worker's Comp Board Linda Peterson
comp agency.
of Indiana
Hamilton
Our state gets workers back on the job quicker than any other state and the cost to an employer to defend a work comp claim in
Indiana is lower than all but one other state.
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Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anderson, Christopher M
Friday, November 18, 2016 10:40 AM
Triol, Shelley
RE: Possible Docs for next DNC batch

Regarding your comments below:
Liebelson batch 1: contact info is redacted.
Liebelson batch 2: Talked to John, he has no concerns about this going public.
Christopher M. Anderson
Assistant General Counsel
Office of Governor Mike Pence
(317) 233-5764

From: Triol, Shelley
Sent: Thursday, November 03, 2016 1:15 PM
To: Anderson, Christopher M <CAnderson@gov.in.gov>
Subject: RE: Possible Docs for next DNC batch
Just IN – Good to go.
Liebelson Responsive Records Batch One:
Pg 59 middle of the page - the Statehouse Contact person’s (Tracey Jones) home phone is listed; and it appears as if at
the bottom of the page, Kay Nickey’s home address is listed.
Liebelson Responsive Records Batch 2
Re: Pages 16+ and Pages 49+ (teleconference information) - not sure what this is about – should John Hill review? I do
not know whether this is possibly deliberative given it seems, at least initially, to be a topic that shouldn’t be disclosed
publicly?
Liebelson Responsive Records Batch 3 – Good to go.
RGA Responsive Records – Good to go.
Colts Suite Records – Good to go.

From: Anderson, Christopher M
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2016 3:51 PM
To: Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Possible Docs for next DNC batch
These records are from the following prior requests:
Michael Mirer – Just IN

Liebelson – Trump docs
Corey – RGA records
Bob Segall – Colts records
Christopher M. Anderson
Assistant General Counsel
Office of Governor Mike Pence
200 West Washington Street
State House, Room 206
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 233-5764
Canderson@gov.in.gov

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail transmission may contain deliberative, confidential or other legally privileged information that is not subject to public disclosure
under Ind. Code §5-14-3-4(b). It is intended only for use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the
employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this electronic message in error, please immediately notify us by telephone, and delete the message from your system. Dissemination
of this electronic message or any of its contents to persons other than the individual or entity to which it is addressed shall not constitute a waiver of any privilege
recognized by law.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Hodgin, Stephanie
Friday, November 18, 2016 9:59 AM
Gilson, Katie
FW: Indiana Legislative Insight, 11/21/16 -- Next issue: December 19
A2016nl47.pdf

From: Ed Feigenbaum
Sent: Friday, November 18, 2016 9:55:24 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)
To: INGroup
Subject: Indiana Legislative Insight, 11/21/16 -- Next issue: December 19

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
No newsletter next three weeks: next issue -- December 19

Your newsletter is attached for you to download.
Please bear in mind that this is copyrighted material, and must be treated as a normal paper copy of the
newsletter should be treated. Under federal law, this newsletter may not be electronically forwarded, and copies
may not be made unless arrangements exist with the publisher to purchase the rights to make or forward
additional copies.

Copyright infringement is a serious crime, and can have expensive implications.
Your newsletter is attached in .pdf format. To access it, you must have Adobe Acrobat Reader 3.0 (or higher)
software, the universal program used to view documents in a .pdf format. To download Adobe Acrobat Reader
at no charge, please visit the Adobe website at http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep.html

11/21/16
Volume 28, No. 47
Box 383 Noblesville, IN 46061-0383
317/817-9997
FAX 317/817-9998

Your
D.C. seating chart for 2017
Expect musical chairs as Rep. Walorski shoots for Ways & Means

With U.S. Rep. Todd Young (R) set to move across the Rotunda to the U.S.
Senate, Indiana will be without a seat on the House Committee on Ways and
Means. Hoosier Republican lawmakers are lobbying to ensure that the state
does not lose a slot on that panel going forward . . . but you might be a bit
surprised at who is being advanced for that “A” committee vacancy that not
only offers the chance to directly impact tax law and policy, but also raise
oodles of campaign cash from outside Indiana’s borders.
Then-U.S. Rep. Chris Chocola (R) served briefly on the committee in the
middle of the last decade, Indiana’s first member on the panel since the
retirement of then-U.S. Rep. Andy Jacobs, Jr. (D), a long-time Ways and Means
domo and subcommittee chair, after the 2006 election.

Now, all of the Republican
members of the Hoosier
No newsletter next three weeks
congressional delegation have
Next issue: December 19
united behind U.S. Rep.
Jackie Walorski (R), signing
an undated letter (back in
July) to the members of the body largely responsible for committee
assignments, the Steering Committee. U.S. Rep. Luke Messer (R), a member of
the House leadership team, is one of the members of the group, and he’ll be
carrying the water for Rep. Walorski — and perhaps more, as we’ll outline later.
The delegation reiterates Indiana’s loss of a slot on the tax-writing panel, the
importance of manufacturing and agriculture (as well as medical device
manufacturing) to Indiana and those Hoosier industries to the nation, and
asks that Rep. Walorski be tabbed for the vacancy.

As we understand it, this is a post that Rep. Walorski has been coveting since
Rep. Young announced his Senate candidacy, and it was born out of her work
as chair of the House Committee on Agriculture Subcommittee on Nutrition.
This panel has been working with a big component of the anti-poverty agenda
of now-Speaker Paul Ryan (R) (from his time as chair of Ways and Means):
food stamps, and moving people from entitlement programs into the working
world. Much of the Ryan anti-poverty initiative would have to pass through
Ways and Means, and will likely be back on the table in 2017.
The delegation didn’t note this background in the Steering Committee letter,
but did remind the members that “Jackie brings a unique story, trusted voice,
and strong work ethic that would serve this Committee as it explores solutions
to the complex problems before it. She built a proven track record in the
Indiana State House as a reliable vote for former Governor Mitch Daniels’
turnaround agenda that has carried over into her time in the U.S. Congress.”
Team Jackie has been circulating baseball cards serving up similar reasons as
to why she should land one of the open Ways and Means slots. The unique
marketing tool heavily emphasizes her role as a communicator, citing her
numerous cable news appearances on assorted issues and delivering the weekly
Republican address. The cards also specifically refer to her ability to speak
“passionately about poverty and opportunity.”
For more, please see the following page . . .

Go figure (we can’t!)

Raw vote totals fascinating; perplexing
The unofficial raw vote
November 8 are fascinating:
AG
Pres
USS
SOPI
Gov
SOPI
Gov
USS
Pres
AG

Curtis Hill (R)
Donald Trump (R)
Todd Young (R)
Jennifer McCormick (R)
Eric Holcomb (R)
Glenda Ritz (D)
John Gregg (D)
Evan Bayh (D)
Hillary Clinton
Lorenzo Arredondo (D)

totals

from

1,642,555
1,556,122
1,422,962
1,420,075
1,396,409
1,238,685
1,234,500
1,157,645
1,036,426
993,183

What should strike you right off the bat is
that every Republican candidate who ran
statewide exceeded the vote total of every
Democrat. Even the lowest-polling
Republican topped the leading Democrat.
The next thing of interest to us was that
downballot candidates led both party slates,
attorney general in the case of Republicans,
and superintendent of public instruction and
governor for the Democrats . . . not the
respective party candidates for president or
for U.S. Senate, despite the gobs of money
spent in, and attention devoted to, those
particular contests.

Fewer votes were cast for the GOP candidate
for governor than for any other Republican
on the ticket, yet he still won handily.
Curtis Hill, Jr. (R), an African American
Republican who had never run for office
outside of Elkhart County, led all candidates
with a record number of votes for any
candidate in any election ever in Indiana —
more than for a Daniels, Lugar, Bayh, etc. At
the same time, a retired Hispanic judge from
the state’s second-largest Lake County
running for AG as a Democrat was the lowest
statewide vote-getter.
Even Jennifer McCormick (R), an unknown
school superintendent from East Central
Indiana out-polled her party’s candidate for
governor, despite her Democratic incumbent
opponent leading the Democratic slate.
The difference between the leading and lowest
GOP vote-getter was 246,146, compared to a
virtually identical 245,502 for Democrats.

November 21, 2016/2

Unspoken, but an important consideration: All three of the
sitting female Republican members of the Committee on Ways
and Means are either formally running or considering seeking
their respective home state governor’s offices in 2018.

December 14, 2016

Indiana Convention Center — Indianapolis
The 25th annual Bingham Greenebaum Doll LLP
Legislative Conference, presented in cooperation
with INGroup, will feature presidential historian and
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Doris Kearns
Goodwin as its 2016 keynote speaker. She will
present “How Did We Get Here? A Historical
Perspective on Our Wild 2016 Election” during the
luncheon. Advanced reserved luncheon tables are
available.
Approved for Indiana CLE
8.0 General | 1.0 Ethics
For 25 years, the conference has brought together
thought leaders, elected officials, policy advisors,
business leaders and professionals to discuss
important topics facing Indiana as the new legislative
session approaches.
Be sure to check out the LegCon agenda now
available on the conference website to see how we’ve
continued to bring you timely and relevant policy
components.
Discounted pricing for the BGD LegCon in
association with INGroup, which takes place at the
Indiana Convention Center on December 14, is
available for INGroup newsletter subscribers.
Register for LegCon now . . .

There is, of course, no assurance that the context, her
experience, the major marketing effort, and delegation letter
will land her the coveted spot, but the fact that U.S. Rep. Todd
Rokita (R) was among those signing the request is telling. He
had indicated interest in a seat on the panel as a freshman, and
then later pushed for the assignment only to see it go to Rep.
Young. That he has opted to devote his attention to work on
education, budget, and transportation is important.

Rep. Rokita, the current chair of the House Committee on
Education and the Workforce Subcommittee on Early
Childhood, Elementary, and Secondary Education, is already
within sniffing distance of the full panel’s chairmanship (no
member of his Class of 2010 has yet ascended to a committee
chair), and would be the only returning chair among the four
subcommittees, all under a new committee chair. That gives
him an opportunity to perhaps move to the chair of the
Subcommittee on Higher Education and Workforce Training
as the higher ed reauthorization plays out.

But as chair of the K-12 panel, he co-authored the ESEA
Reauthorization, the Every Student Succeeds Act, and he took
a chance in September by quickly commending what was then
still a controversial Donald Trump (R) on his $20 billion block
grant school choice plan . . . and Rokita would be in a good
position to advance that program from the K-12 chair,
potentially earning him some major chits from the White
House on what would be a ‘bigly’ deal for the incoming
president (and which would also likely help Trump politically
with the African American community if it is framed as “the
civil rights issue of our time,” as we’ve heard it referred to).
Yet the higher ed panel could fit as an intriguing piece of a
jigsaw puzzle involving a broader Hoosier political landscape
of sorts.

As all this played out, an unopposed Rep. Messer was re-elected
by House Republicans Tuesday as chair of the Republican
Policy Committee for the 115th Congress. That same day,
POLITICO.com’s Morning Education reported that Rep.
Messer, “a longtime school-choice proponent — says he’s open
to serving as Education secretary” in the Trump
Administration. ‘I don’t know if I’m being considered, but I
certainly would be open to the possibility of serving,’ Messer,
who is in the running to serve as chair of the House education
subcommittee that oversees K-12 issues, told POLITICO. ‘I’m
excited by Mr. Trump’s bold education proposals and would
love to do whatever we can to make sure those proposals
become a reality.’ ”

https://www.bgdlegal.com/legcon/

There is a solid chance that Rep. Rokita moves to the Higher
Education subcommittee and Rep. Messer takes over the K-12
panel . . . and such a Messer move makes sense in the even
bigger national education debate picture.
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The Associated Press nationally wrote Wednesday that “School
voucher programs in the nation’s capital and Vice
President-elect Mike Pence’s home state of Indiana could serve
as a blueprint for a Trump administration plan to use public
money to enable disadvantaged students to attend the public
or private school of their choice.”

Recall that we told you Rob Goad, who worked for Rep.
Messer on school choice issues, took leave this Fall to oversee
education choice issues for the Trump presidential campaign.
Rep. Messer, who was president of School Choice Indiana, a
post from which he spearheaded an effort that expanded
educational options for thousands of Hoosier children, and
then founded the Congressional School Choice Caucus after
his election to Congress, will be in a good position to work on
Education and Workforce to help advance that Trump school
choice agenda with Rep. Rokita.

Rep. Messer would not be barred from a subcommittee chair
by his leadership post on the Policy Committee (U.S. Rep.
Virginia Foxx (R-NC), who is the likely new full committee
chair, was a subcommittee chair even while she served as
secretary of the Republican Conference), and leadership might
even encourage a Messer foray into a new substantive policy role.
Intriguingly, in a House Republican Conference photo
capturing Vice President-elect Mike Pence (R) joyfully taking
a selfie with the caucus Thursday afternoon, the eight-member
first row is largely comprised of leadership, and includes Rep.
Messer, as well as Rep. Foxx — with Rep. Walorski standing
next to her.

As for Rep. Hollingsworth, we’re hearing he is open to a
number of appointments but most interested in serving on the
coveted House Committee on Financial Services, where Rep.
Messer serves and U.S. Rep. Marlin Stutzman (R) is preparing
to exit. His business and (Wharton) financial background may
serve him well on such a panel, and if he promises to tithe big
to the National Republican Congressional Committee, he could
be moved up a notch or two on the “nice” column of
leadership’s naughty or nice list. But leaders also like to use this
committee as a means to help lawmakers without a natural
fundraising base build up their campaign kitties, so he could be
passed over in favor of a loyal member with more service that
leadership wants to help become more campaign self-sufficient.

IN Politics

Federal Office Races . . .

! Having fulfilled its purpose (to elect his son to Congress
from CD 09), Tennessee’s Joe A. Hollingsworth, Jr. last week
closed out his Indiana Jobs Now Political Action Committee,
eliminating any hope by any other Hoosier Republicans that he
could use it as a vehicle to funnel some contributions to other
Indiana Republicans. During the period from October 20 to
its shutdown on November 16, the one-man PAC raised
$453,419.13 and spent $513,344.25 (including $17,500 on
polling in the final nine days), largely on independent
expenditures. For the entire cycle, the Trey-centric PAC raised
$1,456,419.13 and spent the exact same amount, with every
penny it raised (including $211,419.13 in November) coming
from the senior Hollingsworth.

Our sister newsletter, INDIANA EDUCATION INSIGHT, takes a
deep dive this week into the prospect of Rep. Messer leading State Office Races . . .
the higher ed panel, and his possible agenda there.
! Democrats are still high on former Rep. Christina Hale (R),
their 2016 lieutenant governor nominee, as a potential future
We think that it’s about an even chance that Reps. Rokita and gubernatorial candidate in a universe with a dearth of proven
Messer would remain where they are in terms of committee Democrats under the age of 50 . . . but the history of losing LG
and leadership roles . . . but even if that is the case, each will nominees doesn’t offer her much hope. In the past 40+ years,
also probably have some additional help in working issues only one losing candidate for lieutenant governor re-emerged
near and dear to their respective hearts on the education panel, as a candidate for governor, and that was sitting then-Marion
and Rokita will still be active on fiscal issues as vice chair of County prosecutor Steve Goldsmith (R), eight years later in his
the House Budget Committee (and, as it stands now, on the second term as Indianapolis mayor.
House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure,
where he is the sole Hoosier on the majority side).
Year
Losing LG Nominee
Later Office Run
2016
Hale (D)
Should Rep. Walorski land the Ways and Means job (when she 2012 Simpson (D)
left the Indiana House, she was serving on committees dealing 2008 Oxley (D)
with social services and public policy), look for one of the two 2004 Davis (D)
2000
Clark (R)
Re-elected Senate 2002
freshmen to take over some of her current assignments.
1996
Witwer (R)
U.S. Rep.-elect Jim Banks (R), a Naval Reserve officer who 1992 Green (R)
Won Indpls mayor 1991, 1995
served in Afghanistan, would be a great fit on the House 1988 Goldsmith (R)
Lost governor (general) 1996
Committee on Armed Services and Committee on Veterans’
Lost AG (nomination) 1988
Affairs, and an Ag assignment might be appropriate given 1984 DeLaney (D)
1980
Peterson
(D)
what would be Rep. Walorski’s departure and the prior service
Lost Senate 1978
on that panel by Banks’ predecessor. Those committees would 1976 Teague (D)
1972
Bodine
(D)
Won
Senate 1974
be more in line with Banks’ background and district than the
Lost CD 03 1982
other new Indiana House member, U.S. Rep.-elect Trey 1968 Beatty (D)
Hollingsworth (R).
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Legislative Races . . .

! Add a pair of Grant County residents to the roster of those
who plan to compete for the SD 17 vacancy. Joining
Huntington County business owner Andy Zay (R) will be Ann
Vermilion (R), administrative director of community outreach
and medical staff at Marion General Hospital (her husband
was just elected to a third term on the Marion Community
Schools school board); and Darren Reese (R), former director
of development for the City of Marion.

! At press time Friday, there was speculation about a major
imminent Lake County Democratic Party (and government)
shake-up, undertow of a major federal public corruption probe.
! Shelby County Republican Party Chair J.R. Showers will not
seek re-election next year after 10 years in the post.

! In late October, all the required signatures were acquired for
approval of a contract of not more than $15,000 with Jackson
Group, LLC of Indianapolis for a one-month contract to
provide data-entry services to digitize information contained on
IN Presidential Race . . .
October pre-election hard-copy campaign finance reports filed
! Should you be counting or care, among write-in candidates with the state under a seven-day turnaround for uploading to
for president in Indiana, Jill Stein (G) earned 2,409 votes, the campaign finance database. This vendor has performed the
while next in line was the Castle/Bradley Constitution Party same work before, and its 2016 price is the same as 2014.
ticket at 680 votes. Tom Hoefling, founder and national chair
of America’s Party, was next with 95 votes. Denny Carroll Q The vendor will earn $8 per page for each 20-line CFA-4
Jackson, mayor of Milton, Kentucky (just across the bridge Summary Sheet, and 95¢ per line for each CFA-4 Schedule form
from Madison), and a social studies teacher at Switzerland (and will charge the state $155 per computer for use of 10
County High School, managed to post 58 votes, 40 of them in computers and almost $2,000 in project management fees).
Jefferson County. None of the other write-in hopefuls While not all candidates or committees are required to file
generated at least 50 votes.
online, services such as pdffiller.com offer the ability to
complete the forms and submit them to the state electronically
should the legislature opt to require such filing.
IN Political News . . .
! Since your favorite newsletter has been covering Evan Bayh
(D) since his final days as secretary of state, we thought that a ! Hoosier James Bopp, Jr. is lead counsel for the Republican
look at his raw vote numbers over the years might be an Party of Louisiana and two local Republican committees who
filed an appeal last week to the Supreme Court of the United
interesting political coda:
States in their case challenging McCain-Feingold restrictions on
traditional state and local political party activities. They appeal
U.S. Senate
Bayh 2016* 1,157,645*
from Republican Party of Louisiana, et al. v. Fed’l Election
U.S. Senate
Bayh 2004* 1,496,976*
Comm’n, No. 15-cv-01241 (CRC-SS-TSC), a ruling by the U.S.
U.S. Senate
Bayh 1998
1,012,244
District Court for the District of Columbia and for the Federal
Governor
Bayh 1992* 1,382,151*
Election Commission. The Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of
Governor
Bayh 1988* 1,138,574*
2002 (McCain-Feingold) allows for such district court rulings
Secretary of State Bayh 1986
828,494
to be appealed directly to the Supreme Court.
Q While his largest vote totals came, not surprisingly, in
Q The ruling was authored by Judge Sri Srinivasan of the
presidential election years (denoted above by an asterisk), he U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit,
rang up his two largest vote totals in years when Republicans apparently sitting by designation. Judge Srinivasan, widely
won the presidential vote in Indiana (and one of those, in rumored as a potential Supreme court nominee if the
1992, there was a Hoosier Republican on the national ticket). Democrats had won the White House, had been pro bono
Despite the larger number of voters overall, his 2016 vote total counsel for the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
was the lowest he had garnered since his initial 1988 and other organizations that filed an amicus brief in the
gubernatorial win. Bayh also posted fewer votes in his 2016 Supreme Court supporting the challenge to the Indiana Voter
loss than the 1,281,181 votes that U.S. Sen. Joe Donnelly (D) ID law, and co-authored a piece for Slate in 2008 slamming the
earned in his 2012 win, as a Republican won the presidential Indiana Voter ID law as neither sensible nor fair.
vote in Indiana (but more than the 1,133,621 votes that
Donnelly’s losing opponent, then-state treasurer Richard Q The Republican party committees challenge a ban on using
Mourdock (R) collected.
so-called “soft money” for activities, such as voter registration,
voter identification, GOTV, and public communications
! Barnes & Thornburg’s Bob Grand — originally a 2016 Jeb! promoting a party and its issues that the parties assert are
bundler — will serve as one of 17 finance vice chairs for the integral to the their work and largely involve state elections.
Trump/Pence inaugural committee.
The political parties also challenge what they consider to be
onerous fundraising and reporting requirements for doing such
! Reuters finds that “From January through mid-October this activities. They contend the restrictions violate the First
year, 381,318 people used the online [voter registration] system Amendment because these traditional activities are carried out
in Indiana, nearly three times as many as in 2012.” Don’t look independent of candidates, and the Supreme Court has long
for the online option to lessen in popularity going forward, of held that independent activity poses no risk of corrupting
course, as millennials and those who follow will expect to be candidates, obviating the sole reason the government may
able to perform just about any function online.
regulate such activity allowed under the First Amendment.
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Q Bopp believes that state and local political parties “are
now at a severe disadvantage compared to super-PACs” that
may receive unlimited contributions, including from
corporations and unions, because courts have determined that
“their independent activities pose no risk of corrupting
candidates, due to their independence. But state and local
political parties cannot do anything similar. This lawsuit aims
to liberate them from those shackles.”

IN Brief

IN Federal Circles . . .

! “In one of his first moves” as new chair of the presidential
transition team, the Wall Street Journal reported Wednesday,
Vice President-elect Mike Pence (R) “ordered the removal of all
lobbyists from the transition team, said one transition team
member with knowledge of the decisions,” and a “Christie
associate” told CNN “the so-called ‘purge’ focused only on
lobbyists [and] it makes sense that Pence would want some of
his own people involved now that he is running the effort.”

! U.S. Sen. Dan Coats (R) teams up with a native Hoosier,
U.S. Sen. Mark Warner (D-VA) to introduce the “Protecting
Access to Diabetes Supplies Act.” The bill would help to
ensure that all Medicare beneficiaries have access to their
preferred brand of Diabetes Test Strips (DTS), “regardless of
whether they receive Medicare benefits,” explains Sen. Coats.
“Diabetes patients deserve the right to choose what products
will best help them manage this disease. Our legislation will
improve quality and access for all diabetes patients.” Since
establishment of the National Mail Order program for
Diabetic Testing Supplies in July 2013, the Medicare mail
order market has developed differently than the Medicare
retail market and non-Medicare mail order and retail markets.
The Department of Health and Human Services inspector
general found many of the most commonly purchased DTS
brands are no longer available to beneficiaries via Medicare
mail order suppliers. The Coats-Warner bill would strengthen
consumer protections by ensuring beneficiaries are informed
of their rights to obtain their preferred products and by
preventing auto-refills of unwanted products. The measure
would also ensure that suppliers seeking to supply diabetes test
strips have demonstrated an ability to obtain the products
included in their bids, and it reinforce HHS authority to
terminate suppliers who fail to comply with their bid terms
. . . Sen. Coats delivered his 53rd Waste of the Week speech on
the Senate floor Thursday, examining identity theft tax refund
fraud, which has resulted in the Internal Revenue Service
paying criminals $23 billion between 2011 and 2014. He called
for the IRS data security system to be updated to comply with
the federal government’s own security standards. According to
the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration, three
different federal agencies have data security requirements for
the federal government, and the IRS data system doesn’t fully
comply with any of them. Government Accountability Office
officials testified in April that almost 100 recommendations
that GAO has made to the IRS to improve data security have
not been implemented, and most date back more than a year.
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! U.S. Sen. Joe Donnelly (D) partners with U.S. Sen. John
Boozman (R-AR) on a bipartisan resolution aimed at honoring
veterans of Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm with a
national memorial in Washington, D.C. on a prominent area
near the National Mall and other war memorials.

! U.S. Rep. Todd Rokita (R), tells Eric Shawn of Fox News’
America’s News HQ November 13 he looks forward to working
with a Trump Administration. “We’ve been trying to get things
to the President’s desk for years, and now we have a real
opportunity,” he explains, adding “the last thing we should do
is be bashful. We need to be bold right now, and I’m going to
enjoy partnering with Mr. Trump and Mr. Pence to get all that
stuff done.” As for the new chief of staff, the President-elect
“couldn’t have made a better choice,” especially for message
formulation. About strategist Steve Bannon, Rep. Rokita says
that critics are just upset that Bannon is a conservative, and will
help advance the Trump agenda with House conservatives.
Speaking to the massive proposed transportation infrastructure
program, Rep. Rokita acknowledges that it “may have to be
phased in over time. What we are committed to do is making
sure that it’s paid for. So whether that’s reducing some of our
social entitlement program outlays, reforming those so that
they’re around for the next generation .... so if we reform those
programs there’s more than enough money to do everything
else that needs to be done. Infrastructure is an investment.”

! U.S. Rep. Luke Messer (R), chair of the House Republican
Policy Committee, persuaded colleagues to back his proposal to
change House GOP rules, making the conference more
responsive to rank-and-file members. Rep. Messer’s rule will
require committee chairs to hold a hearing on a measure within
30 legislative days if it is cosponsored by a majority of the
Republican Conference, and the cosponsors include one-third
of the Republican committee members. This would ensure that
popular legislative proposals have a guaranteed path forward in
the legislative process to become law. Previously, a committee
chair or other key member could kill a proposal regardless of
the support it had from conference members — even if it was
supported by over half of the conference. Rep. Messer, who has
expressed his frustration about House rules that limit the ability
of members to influence floor actions, unlike rules he operated
under in the Indiana General Assembly, says “Congress must be
directly responsive to the people it serves [and] remove the
barriers that prevent good ideas from succeeding. We can
empower the American people by empowering their
representatives in Congress to drive results.” He adds that “For
the first time, the American people will be able to directly
influence whether a policy idea moves forward by picking up
the phone and urging their representatives’ support.” Messer
also authored a rule amendment adopted by House
Republicans to improve conference culture and constructive
policy discussion by preventing personal attacks during debate.
! U.S. Rep. André Carson (D) is among House members who
signed a Tuesday letter asking President-elect Donald Trump
(R) to rescind his White House staff appointment of Steve
Bannon, blaming Bannon of having “repeatedly and
aggressively pushed stories that promote anti-Semitism,
xenophobia, and racism.”
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IN State Circles . . .

! Your road funding road map should become a bit clearer
next week when the Funding Indiana’s Roads for a Stronger
Safer Tomorrow Task Force convenes on November 30 to
approve a set of recommendations (or at least a framework) for
infrastructure priorities, funding, and scheduling.

Q Some were critical of panel members opting to work out
some of the funding solutions privately (you can expect
recommendations for some big-ticket tax and fee hikes)
because they did not want the components to become political
pawns as the election approached (particularly as the
Democratic gubernatorial team pushed a bonding and trust
fund and surplus spend-down, and the legislative infrastructure
thought leader Rep. Ed Soliday (R), suddenly seemed in
danger). However, that decision to wait actually looks
appropriate in a broader context now, given the resounding
Democratic defeat; Rep. Soliday surviving a potential political
crash landing and getting a go-around from the issue not being
used against him at home; and the Trump victory portending
an infrastructure investment program that could rival the
Obama Administration economic stimulus program that
allowed the Daniels Administration to avoid budget disaster
and increase investment in education in tough times. There
may also be some impetus now to wait to see what Trump
proposals, such as an infrastructure bank, might be enacted.
Q You should also note that Sen. Mike Crider (R) is the new
chair of the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and
Transportation, a big responsibility as he kicks off his second
term. While you can expect the heavy lifting to be done by
Rep. Soliday in his House panel, Sen. Crider served on the
interim panel and is intimately familiar with the issues and
options, though more from the policy and practical side than
the fiscal details. Given the differences between the House and
the Senate (or, more accurately, between Senate and House
Republicans) on transportation funding options in the last
session, Sen. Crider is likely to play a more important role in
this debate than you might assume given the Soliday
preeminence on the issue and the close collaboration between
House and Senate fiscal leaders. Sen. Crider also may have
racked up more miles on rural roads during his lengthy tenure
with the Department of Natural Resources (in those big green
machines!) than any of his colleagues, and he’s acutely aware
that agricultural interests have recently floated some numbers
suggesting that just bringing rural roads up to par would be a
$6 billion task . . . and he’s calling for “large-scale thinking.”

! When lawmakers fill the transportation infrastructure needs,
they can turn their attention to Indiana’s wastewater and
drinking water infrastructure. The 20-year statewide funding gap
for such needs is estimated to be between $6.5 billion and $8.5
billion, according to estimates by the Indiana University Public
Policy Institute in a new study by the Indiana Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (and folks in
Muncie and East Chicago under boil orders last week; in
Nappanee where sewer rates doubled overnight this month, can
relate; and in Munster and Whiting, where Hammond water
supply rates are in dispute). Between 2005-14, local governments
invested approximately $4.5 billion in combined wastewater
and drinking water infrastructure, IACIR finds. If spending
levels remain at the same level, state and local governments will
face an annual shortfall between $326 million and $423 million
to meet the infrastructure capital needs identified in the report.

Q In addition to the funding gap, the study, Financial Needs
for Water and Wastewater Infrastructure in Indiana (2015-2034),
finds that the 20-year statewide capital needs for wastewater and
drinking water are $15.6 billion and $17.5 billion respectively.
Indiana also has major needs in all water-infrastructure silos:
combined sewer overflows, wastewater, septic systems, storm
water conveyance and management, and drinking water . . . and
significant capital needs are found in all 92 counties.

! The Indiana Hospital Association, Indiana State Medical
Association, Indiana Chamber of Commerce, Community
Health Network, and Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield in
Indiana team up to form the Alliance for a Healthier Indiana,
a coalition of health care professionals, advocates, community
and business leaders from across the state that will work toward
improving the overall “shameful”health status in Indiana. The
coalition will target everything from obesity and infant
mortality to smoking rates and drug deaths, and will seek to
improve public health funding. Expect to hear the message that
beyond the health of individual Hoosiers, these public health
concerns affect Indiana businesses, our state’s economy, health
care costs, and our national reputation.

Q Look for the main focus in 2017 to be on tobacco use, the
primary cause of preventable Hoosier deaths, and the coalition
will be seeking a $1.50 per pack hike in the cigarette excise tax,
a move that would slide Indiana across the tax spectrum from
having the 15th lowest cigarette tax nationally at $0.995 to the
13th highest, at $2.495. This would be higher than the rates of
any of our surrounding states (although the highest combined
state-local tax rate is $6.16 in Chicago). Tobacco-Free Kids finds
the average national tax rate to be $1.65 per pack as of August
Q One big-ticket item now moving along: the Indiana 1, 2016. The Alliance also will push to repeal the “Smoker’s Bill
Department of Transportation and its Kentucky counterpart of Rights” and raise the smoking age to 21.
have selected a project team to begin conceptual work on a
new I-69 Ohio River Crossing that will connect the Robert D. ! In ESPN, Inc., et al., v. Univ. of Notre Dame Police Dep’t, No.
Orr Highway south of Evansville to the Pennyrile Parkway 71S05-1606-MI-359, Justice Mark Massa authors a unanimous
south of Henderson, Kentucky (and allow Kentuckians to opinion of the Indiana Supreme Court holding that the
swim across the Ohio River in shade). Parsons Transportation University of Notre Dame Police Department (NDPD) is not
Group, Inc., one of the world’s largest engineering and a “public agency” subject to the Access to Public Records Act
construction firms, is being tasked with ascertaining the best (APRA), overturning a Court of Appeals decision holding that
route for the connection, and then present preliminary designs the department “was acting as a governmental entity by
and conduct the requisite environmental review.
exercising a governmental function.”
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Q The Supremes find instead NDPD “acts under the control
of the trustees, who may expand and constrict its power at
will, and free from government interference. We therefore
cannot find that the Department meets the plain language of
APRA’s statutory directive, that the law enforcement agency
be ‘of any level of government.’ It is an ‘agency or department’
of the University, not of the State of Indiana.” The Court
further found that “a grant of arrest powers enabling
university police departments to keep order on their private
campuses does not transform those officers or the trustees who
oversee them into public officials and employees subject to
APRA.” In HEA 1019-2016 (the police bodycam law) private
university PDs are designated as public agencies going forward.

Q Along with granting the change in the area’s designation
status, EPA is also approving Indiana’s PM2.5 maintenance plan
for the Louisville area as a revision to the Indiana state
implementation plan (SIP) as meeting CAA requirements. EPA
is approving the 2008 emissions inventory for primary PM2.5,
nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur dioxide (SO2), volatile organic
compounds (VOC)m and ammonia as satisfying CAA
requirements for a comprehensive, current emission inventory.
Finally, EPA finds adequate and is approving 2015 and 2025
primary PM2.5 and NOX motor vehicle emissions budgets
(MVEBs) for the Louisville area. These MVEBs will be used in
future transportation conformity analyses for the area. These
actions were proposed for approval in EPA’s initial action on
July 11, 2013. EPA received no comments in response to the
Q What you might find just as interesting as the rationale above proposals.
and conclusion in this nationally watched case is a footnote
addressing the doctrine of legislative acquiescence that you will ! The Indiana Office of Technology’s Indiana Information
want to keep in mind when you watch time pass after the Sharing and Analysis Center (IN-ISAC) is seeking some
Public Access Counselor or the Attorney General issue an background information regarding security monitoring for
official opinion. Justice Massa notes that the University of public sector entities that will allow it to eventually select a
Notre Dame Police Department also cited “the doctrine of vendor for such services. IN-ISAC was launched in October
legislative acquiescence to support its argument that it is not 2015 with the opening of the State of Indiana’s Security
subject to APRA,” and that between 2003 and 2011, the Public Operations Center (SOC). The initial thought was that IN-ISAC
Access Counselor concluded in three separate opinions that would have the ability to provide services to local/county
private university police departments were not public agencies governments and K-12 and Higher Education institutions. The
under APRA. “The Department claims that, because the first phase of the project was for IN-ISAC SOC to provide
legislature has not acted to supersede these opinions, despite security monitoring services to the State of Indiana. The second
amending APRA in some manner nearly every session, this phase of the project was for IN-ISAC to develop and publish
Court should accept that interpretation. ESPN, however, Security Awareness and Training material. The third phase of
contends that the Counselor’s opinions are insufficient to
invoke reliance because they are merely advisory and the project is to expand these services to the other public
non-binding. Although the Counselor’s opinions are sectors with in Indiana “because of the interactions they have
non-binding, we note that they serve a vital government with State systems. This is a sector that has a variety of different
service. Our legislature established the Counselor to provide IT infrastructures and are at various stages of maturity. Because
advice and interpretations regarding Indiana’s public access of this fact the IN-ISAC is looking to create a pilot program to
laws, including APRA, and has vested the Counselor with the evaluate a security solution or system.” As a result, IN-ISAC
specific power ‘to issue advisory opinions.’ [citation omitted] requires a security solution or system that will allow the
We find the Department’s argument reasonable that the Security Operations Center to provide security monitoring
legislature is acutely aware of the advisory opinions issued services to various public sector entities like local/county
from an office it created. However, because we find in favor governments, K-12 school districts, or higher education
of the Department, we need not dwell on the legislature’s institutions.
silence with respect to those opinions in this instance.”
! Look for the Family and Social Services Administration to
! Rep. Curt Nisly (R) plans to introduce a measure that promulgate a rule to clarify the provider types that are
would prohibit abortions after conception without exception, permitted to order Medicaid therapy services.
effectively criminalizing the procedure for women who choose
to abort. Read between the lines and watch the body language ! Don’t expect any change from Indiana’s electric utilities
of lawmakers and others involved in the process, and it’s clear even if the Trump Administration rolls back clean air rules
that many do not want — or expect — the matter to go beyond making it easier for utilities to burn coal for power. Industry
perhaps an informational committee hearing.
insiders explain to us that: (1) most, if not all, long-term
investment decisions have already been put in place based upon
! The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is granting future assumptions, those did not involve coal, and there is no
Indiana’s request to redesignate, under the Clean Air Act way to shift those plans on the proverbial dime; (2) the cost
(CAA), the State of Indiana portion of the Louisville (Madison factor has caused many utilities to shift to natural gas as a
Township in Jefferson County and Clark and Floyd counties) cheaper fuel, and this market-based approach is what the new
nonattainment area to attainment of the 1997 annual standard administration would favor anyway; and (3) outside of Indiana,
for fine particulate matter (PM2.5). EPA determined that the many major utilities are under pressure from institutional
Louisville area has attained the 1997 annual standard, and shareholders to cut emissions nationally so as to reduce the
proposed on July 11, 2013, with a supplemental proposal on impact on global warming, and this won’t change regardless of
June 23, 2016, to approve Indiana’s predesignation request.
the attitude of who might be in charge of government.
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! The Indiana Department of Administration is casting about
for a vendor that can satisfy the State’s need to provide quality
travel services for all state agencies at a competitive price. The
State is exploring various avenues for adding value, reducing
costs, and increasing productivity in the Division of Travel
Management within the Department of Administration, and
exploring various scenarios to meet the travel needs of the
State. To reduce costs and increase data management, the State
is interested in updating the current travel process. To cut the
overwhelming amount of paper and ink used on physical
forms, the State hopes to move to a paperless system used for
the approval process and on the back end of the process with
reporting. The State will be using the PeopleSoft travel module
to handle the approval process and to capture all the travel
transactions (air, hotel, vehicle, travel card). Due to the
reduction in the amount of travel transactions as a whole, the
State believes it no longer needs a full time on-site travel
manager, provided by the travel agent. The State’s plan moving
forward is to contact the travel agency to obtain a quote for a
trip, and once it is approved by the agency and IDOA, the
travel agent will be instructed to book the trip, with the
itinerary forwarded to IDOA and the traveler. Frequent
travelers may begin booking trips for themselves using the
online tool provided by the travel agent. The tool will also be
used when the traveler requires a simple reservation.

Q Sales and use taxes, overall angering taxes, and corporate
taxes were all underperformed projections for October, with
only individual income taxes finishing above target, $7.9
million (1.7%) above the monthly estimate and $25.5 million
(5.8%) above revenue in October 2015. Sales tax collections
have now missed the forecast on the negative side of the ledger
in 20 of the past 22 months.

! Indiana becomes the 20th state to add a “Right to Hunt
and Fish” constitutional amendment, and does so
overwhelmingly, with 2.39 million Hoosiers voting in favor
(82.2%) to only 516,728 (17.8%) opposed. Perhaps because
Public Question 1 led the ballot, even listed above the
presidential candidates, 2.91 million people voted on the issue,
compared to the 2.73 million total who chose to vote in the
presidential contest, next in line on the ballot.

Q We’re still losing more Hoosiers than we gain in new
residents to sun-belt states, and to the three states bordering the
Pacific Ocean in the continental United States. There were
4,354 Floridian households moving into Indiana during 201314, while 6,708 Hoosier households fled to the Sunshine State.

Q In 2015, the State’s estimated annual volume of travel
expenses booked through the current travel agent — including
air, car, and hotel transactions and management fees — was
$1.03 million. The State also estimates international travel
accounts totaled $50,000 in 2015.

Q In case you’re wondering, when the constitutional
amendment imposing a property tax cap was Public Question
1 in 2010 (a non-presidential year), it was approved by 72% of
the voters, (1.12 million votes) while 28% (438,687)
disapproved of the caps being added to the Constitution.

IN the Economy

! October revenue collections fell about $17.9 million (1.5%) below the December 17, 2015 forecast, marking the
eighth consecutive month (and each month of the current
fiscal year) in which revenue has lagged expectations. For the
first one-third of the current fiscal year, revenue collections are
down by about $75.7 million (- 1.6%) from the projections.
October collections were, however, $56.7 million (5.1%) above
revenue in October 2015, and for July - October, collections
are $192.2 million (4.2%) ahead of the bottom line as of
October 2015.
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! Indiana experienced a net out-migration of about 5,000
households according to an analysis of the most recent
Internal Revenue Service data (for calendar years 2013 to 2014)
by the Indiana Business Research Center at the Indiana
University Kelley School of Business. The analysis shows that
over the 2013-14 biennium:
•
•
•
•
C

Almost 92,200 households moved within Indiana
Just short of 60,400 Hoosier households moved out of state
55,600 households moved into Indiana from another state
More than 800 Indiana households moved outside the country
Indiana gained 600 households from other nations

Q Overall, 21 states had net in-migration into Indiana, led by
Illinois and followed by two other of our neighboring states.
Cook County, Illinois had the largest out-migration to Indiana
(4,192 households) while Lake County enjoyed the largest inmigration from Illinois (4,145 households). The bulk of the
Illinois out-migration to Indiana came from border counties
and the Chicago suburbs outside Cook County. Indiana border
counties benefited from the Illinois outflow, but many
households also settled in the North Central area and
Indianapolis and the donut counties in addition to Monroe
and Tippecanoe counties.

Net Migration into Indiana
State
Households
Illinois
2,666
Michigan
290
Kentucky
221
New York
197
Pennsylvania
74
New Jersey
65
Ohio
58
Arkansas
50
Oklahoma
47
Wisconsin
45

Indiana’s Net Out-migration
State
Households
Florida
- 2,354
Texas
- 1,814
California
- 583
Colorado
- 583
Tennessee
- 448
Georgia
- 444
Arizona
- 429
South Carolina - 323
Washington
- 315
Oregon
- 230

Q The numbers may be down when the IU team looks at the
next set of data, because tables released Wednesday by the U.S.
Census Bureau reveal that the percentage of Americans moving
over a one-year period fell to an all time low (11.2%) in 2016.

! Medical payments per workers’ compensation claim in
Indiana changed only minimally from 2013 to 2014, a sharp
contrast to the increases of the prior nine years, according to a
new study by the Workers Compensation Research Institute
(WCRI).
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
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Q Before the recent flattening, Indiana’s medical payments
per claim had been growing faster than in most of the 17
other states WCRI examined, according to the study
CompScope™ Medical Benchmarks for Indiana, 17th Edition.

Q WCRI observes that while prices and utilization by nonhospital providers increased, hospital outpatient payments per
claim fell, likely related to the fee schedule imposed by HEA
1320-2014. That measure enacted a hospital fee schedule with
reimbursement set at 200% of Medicare rates in an attempt to
control hospital costs. The data in WCRI’s study reflect up to
nine months of experience after the fee schedule took effect
and may provide an early look at the post-fee-schedule
experience. Before the recent trend, Indiana’s medical
payments per claim were rising faster than the typical state
studied. Our medical payments per claim remained higher
than the typical state studied, but WCRI attributes the main
cause for that as higher and growing prices, as was the case in
other states with no price regulation.
Q “The regulatory cost of doing business in Illinois remains
the highest in the Midwest for workers’ compensation,
according to the 2016 Oregon Workers’ Compensation
Premium Rate Ranking study,” Illinois Policy touts, while
Indiana ranks 50th, and the Illinois rate of average workers’
compensation costs as a percentage of payroll rate is 112%
higher than that of Indiana. In manufacturing, the most recent
premium rate for equipment- and machine-repair
manufacturing workers in Illinois were 164% higher than
those in Indiana. Given that Indiana has been so active in
promoting logistics and distribution center jobs, it is
interesting to find that “Long-distance truck driving is another
industry where employers have a significant financial incentive
to locate their drivers outside of Illinois. Workers’
compensation costs for long-distance truck drivers in Illinois
are 47 percent higher than the average of surrounding states.
Illinois employers can save nearly 5 percent on total payroll
costs by moving to an average state like Wisconsin, and can
save nearly 10 percent on total payroll costs by moving to
Indiana. This is more than enough to make an employer
choose a different state, all else being equal.”

!
The Indianapolis News Guild reports that IndyStar
“Management’s latest contract proposal to the Guild has come with
a threat — agree to their demands to outsource the Copy Editing work
[by November 30] and abandon our proposals or they’ll lay off five
more people .... there are five (5) new jobs in jeopardy in addition to
those of five (5) copy editors. What those additional jobs are isn’t
clear” . . . Rexnord confirms that the contemplated move of 350
production jobs from Indianapolis to Mexico will occur . . . some 160
employees are slated to lose their jobs at Kokomo’s GM Components
Holdings when that facility shuts down semiconductor production by
mid-2017 . . . even as it makes another major new investment in
equipment at the massive facility, as many as 80 salaried employees
are expected to be terminated by the BP Whiting Refinery along with
an undisclosed number of contract workers . . . the Elkhart Truth
reports that “Beacon Health System, the parent company of Elkhart
General Hospital and Memorial Hospital in South Bend, will lay off
about 70 employees due to increasing health care costs ....”
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! Optum, the health services and innovation business unit of

UnitedHealth Group, plans to add 105 customer service representative
and pharmacy technician jobs across its two Jeffersonville sites . . .
Ohio Valley Precast, a manufacturer of precast concrete products, plans
to establish operations in Clark County. With its growth, the company
plans to invest $12 million to construct and equip a new facility in
Charlestown that will serve as the first Indiana operation for the
company, a subsidiary of Lexington, Kentucky-based Bristol Group.
OVP expects to create up to 80 high-wage jobs by 2022 to support
increased production of precast concrete components in the industrial,
commercial, and civil construction sectors. The company will build an
initial 35,000 square-foot facility by the second quarter of 2017, and
plans to nearly double that footprint over the next five years with the
help of up to $625,000 in performance-based tax credits and up to
$50,000 in training grants from the Indiana Economic Development
Corporation. The Clark County Council approved additional tax
incentives . . . in Cass County, LMC Workholding and Myers Spring
each receive five-year business personal property tax abatements from
the Logansport City Council for $1,257,900 and $1.9 million
respectively in new equipment investments . . . AJ Machine, Inc., a
designer and builder of custom gauges, fixtures, tooling, special
machines, and automated equipment in Columbia City, receives a 10year property tax abatement from the Whitley County Council for an
investment of $1 million in an expansion project that will include a
new 14,900 square-foot facility accommodating both office and
manufacturing space that will mean almost 15 new jobs over the next
five years . . . Rightway Fasteners, Inc., a provider of a wide variety of
fasteners to the automotive industry, seeks a business personal property
tax abatement from the Columbus City Council for a planned $3.9
million investment in new zinc-plating equipment that should help it
add 20+ jobs in Bartholomew County over the next three years . . . the
Marshall County Council designates an economic revitalization area
to help freight shipping and trucking company Faulkner Fabricating
in Bourbon receive a set of new 10-year property tax abatements for a
proposed investment of $960,000 in a 24,000 square-foot addition and
another $216,000 in equipment that should mean five new full-time
jobs . . . Tsuchiya Group North America, a supplier of plastic molded
components, printed/formed graphics, and traded products for the
automotive and transportation markets, plans to invest $9.2 million to
construct a new headquarters and R&D center in downtown
Bloomington in an expansion of its Indiana operations. The new
facility will serve as its first North America engineering and design
center, and should add almost 20 new jobs to the local payroll by 2020.
IEDC offers TASUS Corporation up to $300,000 in performance-based
tax credits, and up to $43,750 in training grants. The City of
Bloomington will offer additional incentives . . . Cook Group, Inc.
plans an investment of $16.6 million in an expansion of its
Indianapolis medical research and development facility on 7.7 acres in
the growing 16th Street biotech area, expecting to create more than 80
jobs over the next five years . . . HomeAdvisor, an online home
improvement marketplace, plans to expand operations in the home of
competitor Angie’s List (which recently retrenched), investing $1.9
million to more than double its Indiana footprint with more office
space in downtown Indianapolis, expecting to create up to 170 jobs by
2017. IEDC offers HomeAdvisor, Inc., up to $1.25 million in
performance-based tax credits . . . in Elizabeth, Horseshoe Casino
Southern Indiana will invest $13 million in a full renovation of all 503
guest rooms and 45 suites as well as the hotel lobby that begins just
after Thanksgiving and is slated for completion in April 2017 . . .
Cryogenic Solutions, a medical equipment repair service provider,
plans to invest $1 million to double its footprint in Indianapolis by
moving to a 30,000 square-foot building with new office and service
space, expecting to create more than 30 new jobs, in part by relocating
some New York employees. IEDC offers Cryogenic Solutions Inc. up
to $215,000 in performance-based tax credits.
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IN Transition

! Ron Christian, executive vice president external affairs, and
chief legal officer and corporate secretary for Vectren
Corporation in Evansville, is formally elected to chair the
! Your 2017-18 Senate Majority leadership team consists of: Indiana Chamber of Commerce board of directors for 2017.
President Pro Tempore — Sen. David Long (R)
Assistant President Pro Tempore — Sen. Sue Glick (R)
Majority Floor Leader — Sen. Brandt Hershman (R)
Majority Floor Leader Emeritus — Sen. Joe Zakas (R)
Ass’t Majority Floor Leader, Communications — Sen. Randy Head (R)
Ass’t Majority Floor Leader, Parliamentary Affairs — Sen. Rod Bray (R)
Majority Caucus Chair — Sen. Jim Merritt (R)
Ass’t Majority Caucus Chair — Sen. Jim Tomes (R)
Ass’t Majority Caucus Chair — Sen. Chip Perfect (R)
Majority Whip — Sen. Ryan Mishler (R)
Ass’t Majority Whip — Sen. Erin Houchin (R)

Q New 2017-18 Senate Committee chairs include:

Civil Law — Sen. Randy Head (R)
Commerce and Technology — Sen. Mark Messmer (R)
Environmental Affairs — Sen. Doug Eckerty (R)
Ethics — Sen. Liz Brown (R)
Health and Provider Services — Sen. Ed Charbonneau (R)
Homeland Security and Transportation — Sen. Mike Crider (R)
Judiciary — Sen. Rod Bray (R)
Local Government — Sen. Jim Buck (R)
Veterans Affairs and the Military — Sen. Mike Delph (R)

! The Indiana Association for Community Economic
Development (IACED) celebrates its 30th anniversary by
unveiling its new brand, Prosperity Indiana.

IN Court

! The Indiana Supreme Court annual report for FY 2016 was
released last week, and there are some interesting tidbits to be
found among the 60 pages.

Q As for the Supreme Court itself, the justices heard oral
arguments in 65 cases and handed down 85 majority opinions
after reading thousands of pages of briefs. In 2015-2016, 83% of
Court opinions were unanimous. The Court issued 99 final
orders in attorney discipline cases, and 24 judges faced
disciplinary action from the Judicial Qualifications
Commission.

Q By the end of the fiscal year, 250 courts in 56 counties
maintained records in the Odyssey online case management
system. There were also 1,031 mediators registered in the
! POLITICO.com’s Morning Education reported not only statewide registry.
that U.S. Rep. Luke Messer (R) is open to serving as secretary
of education, but despite his well-documented role as a Q More than 1.3 million new cases were filed in Indiana trial
national architect of Common Core standards, former Indiana courts in 2015, and 218,845 cases included an individual who
superintendent of public instruction Tony Bennett (R), also went to court without a lawyer. An interpreter was used in
a former Florida commissioner of education, is also said to be 13,747 trial court cases. There were 1,160 civil and criminal jury
on the early long list of potential education secretary trials, and 232 murder cases were filed in trial courts.
candidates.
Q Cities, towns, townships, counties, and the state spent
! Look for former Department of Natural Resources chief $473 million to operate the courts, while filing fees, court costs,
Kyle Hupfer, the chief administration officer and general user fees, and fines generated $175 million in revenue.
counsel for IMMI in Westfield after a stint as a partner at
Frost Brown Todd, to become chief of staff to the new
No newsletter next three weeks
governor. He also served as treasurer for the 2016 Holcomb
Next issue: December 19
campaigns for U.S. Senate, lieutenant governor, and governor.
! Indiana Department of Correction Commissioner Bruce
Lemmon will retire effective November 30 after 40 years of
service with IDOC.

IN the Lobby

! Josh Pitcock’s Pitcock Consulting LLC files a federal lobby
termination on Tuesday for its work on behalf of the State of
Indiana, reporting payment of $30,000 during the partial 2016
fourth quarter in which Pitcock, the sole registered lobbyist,
was on the road with the Trump/Pence campaign (the firm
reported $70,000 during the full 2015 fourth quarter, as it had
for each full quarter during which it was retained by the
Governor’s Office).
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LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR’S FAMILY OF BUSINESS
COMMUNITY AND RURAL AFFAIRS
Development site awarded Silver tier status
Greenfield Daily Reporter
“The State of Indiana and OCRA created this program to partner with communities who are working to further
opportunities for attracting businesses to ...
Indiana faces up to $8.5 billion funding gap for wastewater and drinking water infrastructure
IUPUI Newsroom
INDIANAPOLIS -- The 20-year statewide funding gap for Indiana ... Bill Konyha, executive director of the Office of
Community and Rural Affairs, said ...
Putnam County Gets in on Cultural Trail
Inside INdiana Business
A self-guided tour of shopping, dining and arts destinations throughout parts of central Indiana has expanded. The
Rural Routes to Main Street ...
HOUSING
Wabash Riverfront to get facelift
Wabash Plain Dealer (subscription)
The Wabash Riverfront in Wabash could be treated to a total makeover in the upcoming months thanks to a new
grant program set up by the Indiana Housing and Community Development Agency (IHCDA).

GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR/FIRST LADY/LT. GOVERNOR
VP-elect Mike Pence encouraged after visit on Capitol Hill
Fox News-Radio
Pence tells House GOP to get ready for sweeping legislation

IBJ
Vice President-elect Mike Pence told House Republicans in a closed-door meeting Thursday to be ready to move a
lot of legislation next year.
*Subscription required, full text below
Pence advises House Republicans to ‘buckle up’
PBS
Vice President-elect Mike Pence has a simple message for House Republicans about the incoming administration
and next year: “Buckle up.” That’s the word from lawmakers who attended Thursday’s closed-door meeting with
the Indiana governor. Congressman Daniel Webster of Florida said Pence told Republicans the next year won’t be
the slow process they’re used to. With an all-Republican government led by Donald Trump, the GOP intends to
dismantle much of President Barack Obama’s record, from his health care law to environmental rules to cuts in
domestic programs.
Pence emails embroiled in records suit
FW Journal Gazette
For the past year and a half, Indiana Gov. Mike Pence has been mired in a legal dispute over government
transparency as his lawyers fight to withhold the contents of an email that some say should be considered public
record.
LEGISLATIVE
Coats presses Medicare on diabetes test strips
FW Journal Gazette
Sens. Dan Coats, R-Ind., and Mark Warner, D-Va., have introduced legislation they said will ensure that Medicare
recipients have access to various brands of test strips used to monitor the blood-sugar levels of diabetics.
AROUND THE STATE
Health leaders want to raise cigarette tax, smoking age
The Statehouse File
A coalition of Indiana health and business professionals is asking lawmakers to raise the cigarette tax and the legal
smoking age with the goal of improving the health of Hoosiers. “If Indiana was a patient, we would say that she in
critical condition,” Anthem President Rob Hillman said.
*Subscription required, full text below
Salesforce’s billionaire CEO who once blasted Mike Pence urges investors to move on
Inside IN Business
Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff and vice president elect Mike Pence don't always see eye to eye. Benioff
famously went to war with Pence last year when the Indiana governor signed a law that would have potentially
allowed business owners to refuse to serve people based on their religious beliefs. Benioff threatened to move
Salesforce out of Indiana, where it's the largest tech employer, and eventually got Pence to change the law.
RFRA ‘fix’ lawsuit can proceed in court
Indy Star
Conservatives overcame the first hurdle in their lawsuit that aims to overturn the "fix" to Indiana's Religious
Freedom Restoration Act and four city ordinances that protect lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people from
discrimination.
Count of Indiana homeless shows dip
Indy Star
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development estimates nearly 6,000 people in Indiana were homeless
this year.
Ballard, Richard Push advanced energy benefits
Inside IN Business

Former mayors of the state's two largest cities will lead the Indiana efforts for a national business group focused
on non-traditional energy industries. Former Fort Wayne Mayor Graham Richard is chief executive officer of the
national Advanced Energy Economy organization, while former Indianapolis Mayor Greg Ballard will serve as
senior fellow for Indiana Advanced Energy Economy. A new study published by Indiana AEE says 48,000 jobs in
the state are tied to advanced energy businesses.
Hair products maker Kenra leaving after 88 years in Indy
IBJ
Kenra Professional LLC, a hair products company founded in Indianapolis in 1929, will be leaving the city for the
Los Angeles area in mid-2017, the company disclosed this week.
*Subscription required, full text below
Medical-equipment repaid firm investing $1M, adding up to 31 jobs
IBJ
Cryogenic Solutions Inc., an Indianapolis-based company that repairs home health care equipment, said Friday
morning that it is investing $1 million to double its Indianapolis footprint, a move that's expected to create up to 31
Hoosier jobs.
*Subscription required, full text below
Pence tells House GOP to get ready for sweeping legislation
November 17, 2016
Bloomberg News
Vice President-elect Mike Pence told House Republicans in a closed-door meeting Thursday to be ready to move a
lot of legislation next year.
“We’re going to move an agenda” focused on rebuilding the military and improving the economy, the Indiana
governor told reporters after the meeting.
In his remarks to House Republicans, Pence talked about how he and the new administration wanted members to
“buckle up,” and get ready for a speedy start on policy. He also solicited suggestions for candidates to fill
administration posts.
“Donald Trump is a man of action and we’re counting on you,” Pence said, according to Ways and Means Chairman
Kevin Brady. The Texas Republican said that Pence mentioned a tax overhaul and Obamacare, but didn’t get into
specifics.
Pence, a former House member himself, returned to the U.S. Capitol on Thursday to visit with House Republicans,
and he plans to meet later with top Democratic leaders in the House and Senate.
Pence’s closed-door meeting with Speaker Paul Ryan and other House Republicans reflected his vital role helping
President-elect Trump forge a relationship with Congress. His visit was squeezed in even as Pence is overseeing
the building of a Trump administration, a transition effort seen as marked by infighting.
‘Going fantastic’
Pence didn’t mention Trump’s campaign promise to build a wall on the Mexican border, according to Rep. Lou
Barletta of Pennsylvania. But Pence said the transition is "going fantastic" and that Trump is methodically selecting
his Cabinet positions, Barletta said.
Rep. Chris Collins of New York, who was appointed by the transition team as its congressional liaison, said Pence
also told lawmakers one of Trump’s top priorities was taking a deep dive through President Barack Obama’s
executive orders.
“We applaud that,” he said. “He will be reversing many of them.”
Pence was introduced at the meeting by Ryan, who noted that the vice president-elect was very much at home,
given his House background. Ryan pointed to the chair that Pence once sat in as House Republican conference
chairman, where current chairwoman Cathy McMorris Rodgers of Washington was sitting.
Help wanted
At one point, he emphasized that the administration wanted to work directly with rank-and-file members, as well
as with Republican leaders in Congress.
"He also did say if any of us knew of any individuals that we ought to be looking at for an administration job, to
please share it with us," said Rep. Glenn Thompson of Pennsylvania.

As he ended his comments, Pence said, "Pray for the president, pray for his family, pray for our conference, and
pray for the country," according to Rep. Dave Reichert of Washington. Newly elected House Republican Conference
vice chairman Doug Collins of Georgia, a pastor, got up and led a prayer.
Pence was with Trump last week at the U.S. Capitol, as well, for initial meetings with Ryan and Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell. Later Thursday, he is to meet with House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi and then Senate
Minority Leader-elect Chuck Schumer, separately.
Pence had been selected by Trump to be his running mate, in part, to appeal to establishment and conservative
Republicans, including those in Congress, many of whom he had served with there. The Indiana governor was first
elected to the House in 2000.
Pence, who left Congress at the end of 2010, was chairman from 2005 to 2006 of the Republican Study Committee,
a key bloc of House conservatives. He also served as House Republican conference chairman in 2009-2010.
In 2006, he sought to become the top Republican, as minority leader, but lost to John Boehner of Ohio. Many of his
former colleagues still in the House, and Pence is seen as having close relationships with many of them.
Health leaders want to raise cigarette tax, smoking age
November 17, 2016 | Filed under: Health,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Rachel Hoffmeyer
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — A coalition of Indiana health and business professionals is asking lawmakers to raise the
cigarette tax and the legal smoking age with the goal of improving the health of Hoosiers.
“If Indiana was a patient, we would say that she in critical condition,” Anthem President Rob Hillman said.
In addition to increasing the cigarette tax by $1.50 per pack, the newly-formed Alliance for a Healthier Indiana is
talking to lawmakers about reinvesting that money into cessation programs. They also want to raise the smoking
age from 18 to 21 and repeal legislation that gives smokers protections with their employers.
Indiana ranks 44th worst in the percentage of smokers. While much of the country is improving in their smoking
statics, Indiana is not, Community Health Network President and CEO Bryan Mills said.
The alliance plans to tackle other health issues as Indiana ranks 44th worst in obesity and 36th worst in infant
mortality, but the leaders are starting with tobacco.
“Compounding all this is the fact that Indiana has been ranked 48th in spending on public health which is one of
the ways that you get at the health of a population,” Doug Leonard, president of the Indiana Hospital Association.
The state’s low health rankings also are making businesses interested in moving to or growing their facilities here
hesitate. Kevin Brinegar, president and CEO of the Indiana Chamber of Commerce, said businesses with facilities in
multiple states tell him that Indiana is the most expensive in terms of health care. With nearly a quarter of Hoosiers
smoking, businesses lose $3.17 billion in productivity losses and nearly $3 billion in annual health care costs.
Part of the alliance’s plan, repealing the Smoker’s Bill of Rights, would allow companies to screen potential hires
for tobacco use and allow smokers to be charged higher insurance premiums.
Previous attempts to remove the Smoker’s Bill of Rights have failed. A push during the 2016 legislative session to
raise the tobacco tax by $1 also failed. Under the 2016 plan, the money generated by a higher tax was a part of the
plan to fund road improvements.
But Mills said with a new wave of leadership at the Statehouse during a budget session, the likelihood of the plan
succeeding is high.
“The bottom line is if you look at the healthiness of our state as compared to other states, unfortunately it’s
embarrassing,” Mills said, “and it’s embarrassing year, after year, after year.”
Medical-equipment repair firm investing $1M, adding up to 31 jobs
November 18, 2016
IBJ Staff
Cryogenic Solutions Inc., an Indianapolis-based company that repairs home health care equipment, said Friday
morning that it is investing $1 million to double its Indianapolis footprint, a move that's expected to create up to 31
Hoosier jobs.
The move follows the 16-employee company's recent acquisition of New York-based Inventory Solutions, whose
operations are being consolidated into Indianapolis. Inventory Solutions employed 15 at its headquarters, some of
whom are expected to relocate to Indianapolis.

"Cryogenic Solutions could have relocated its operations to New York, but is instead choosing to grow and create
jobs in Indiana because of the benefits of doing business in a state that works," Gov. Mike Pence said in a prepared
statement.
Founded in 2008, Cryogenic Solutions repairs a broad range of medical equipment, including oxygen tanks, oxygen
concentrators, nebulizers, suction and apena monitors.
To accommodate the additional jobs, Cryogenic Solutions is expanding its offices at 1936 S. Lynhurst Drive from
15,000 square feet to 30,000 square feet.
In addition to growing Cryogenic's repair revenue, the acquisition takes the Indianapolis company into a new
business: the purchase of excess inventory from home medical equipment dealers, wholesalers and manufacturers.
Cryogenic expects to begin hiring additional equipment technicians, purchasers and sales representatives in early
2017.
The Indiana Economic Development Corp. offered Cryogenic Solutions up to $215,000 in tax credits based on the
company’s job-creation plans. The credits are performance-based, meaning the company cannot claim them until
workers are hired.
Hair products maker Kenra leaving after 88 years in Indy
November 18, 2016
Susan Orr
Kenra Professional LLC, a hair products company founded in Indianapolis in 1929, will be leaving the city for the
Los Angeles area in mid-2017, the company disclosed this week.
Kenra produces and markets professional-grade shampoos and other hair-care products. Its headquarters is at 22
E. Washington St. in downtown Indianapolis, where it has a 40-person sales and marketing office.
Connecticut-based Henkel Corp. acquired Kenra, along with three other professional beauty brands, in 2014.
Now, Henkel plans to consolidate all four brands into a new North American beauty care hair professional
headquarters tthat will be in the Los Angeles area.
Henkel spokeswoman Natalie Violi said the Indianapolis employees learned the news Thursday, and all will be
offered the chance to keep their jobs if they’re willing to move.
“Everybody has been invited to relocate to the Los Angeles area. We’re hoping everybody says yes,” Violi said.
Joining Kenra in the new headquarters will be Schwarzkopf Professional, which has an office in Culver City,
California; Alterna Holdings Corp., which has an office in New York City; and Sexy Hair Concepts LLC, which has an
office in the Chatsworth area of Los Angeles.
Kenra products aren't sold at mass market retailers but are popular with stylists. Celebrity hairstylist Michael Silva
used Kenra Professional products to create Kim Kardashian's wet-look style at this year's MTV Video Music
Awards ceremony, and stylist Christine Symonds used them on actress Kaley Cuoco at the People's Choice Awards.
Kenra, originally known as Kenra Inc., was founded in 1929 to sell one product, a wax depilatory. The late Henry
Meyers (1909-2001) bought the company in 1959, and Kenra started making hair-care products in 1960.
Members of the Meyers family retained ownership of Kenra until 2007, when Canada-based Imperial Capital
Group purchased the company.
TSG Consumer Partners LLC, a consumer-products investment firm which has offices in both San Francisco and
New York, acquired Kenra in 2010.
TSG sold Kenra—along with Sexy Hair and Alterna—to Henkel in 2014 for $370 million. At the time, the companies
had combined annual revenue of about $190 million, mostly through hair salons.
Henkel operates three divisions: laundry and home care, beauty care, and adhesives. Its parent company is Henkel
AG & Co. KGaA, which is based in Germany. Henkel has about 50,000 employees worldwide, including about 8,000
around North America.
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Chair pair affair . . . or just hot air?
Indiana poised to wield mega education influence in Washington

We’re picking up signals that Hoosiers may be poised to chair two of the four
subcommittees of the U.S. House Committee on Education and the
Workforce during the upcoming 115th Congress.
U.S. Rep. Todd Rokita (R), who currently chairs the Subcommittee on Early
Childhood, Elementary, and Secondary Education (the K-12 subcommittee),
and U.S. Rep. Luke Messer (R), re-elected to leadership Tuesday as chair of
the Republican Policy Committee for the 115th Congress, are both said to be
under consideration to chair the Subcommittee on Higher Education &
Workforce Training.
If Rokita ends up moving over to the Higher Ed panel, Messer would take his
place as chair of the K-12 subcommittee.

If geography were no concern, Reps. Messer and Rokita landing atop both
education subcommittees would be a slam dunk. That both are in the mix for
what may be a shot somewhere between a three-pointer and a lay-up speaks
to the depth that Indiana has developed on its education bench.
As all of this was percolating, POLITICO also reported that Rep. Messer is
a leading candidate to join the Trump administration in a cabinet-level
position as Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education.

“I don’t know if I’m being considered, but I certainly would be open to the
possibility of serving,” Messer told POLITICO. “I’m excited by Mr. Trump’s
bold education proposals and would love to do whatever we can to make sure
those proposals become a reality.”
If Rep. Messer, the past president of School Choice Indiana and the founder
of the Congressional School Choice Caucus, doesn’t move to the executive
branch, he’ll be in an excellent position to help advance the Trump school
choice agenda with Rep. Rokita.

A top policy staffer in Messer’s congressional office, Rob Goad, took leave
earlier this Fall to join the Trump campaign to help develop its vision for
educational choice. The campaign planned to devote an entire week of the
campaign to publicly rolling out its education agenda, but the education
week never fully materialized, in part because the candidate inevitably veered
off script during his public appearances and also because he proved generally
uninterested in the details of many policy areas that didn’t come to him
intuitively or relate to his business experience.

Rep. Rokita could be the only returning chair among the four subcommittees
of Education and Workforce. As chair of the K-12 panel for the past two
years, he co-authored the re-authorization of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) — known as the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) —
with the outgoing full panel chair, and was an early and vocal supporter of
the controversial Trump proposal for a $20 billion school choice block grant.

Former Indiana and Florida state school superintendent Tony Bennett (R)
was mentioned as another possible candidate for U.S. Secretary of Education
during an event held at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C. But
given Trump team proclivities, Bennett’s friendship with former Florida Gov.
Jeb Bush (R-FL) and his national role in developing the Common Core
principles could be a disqualifier.
For more, please see the following page . . .

McCormick upsets Ritz

Repubs win big and control everything

Dr. Jennifer McCormick (R), superintendent
of the Yorktown Community Schools in
Delaware County, takes office January 9 as
your next state superintendent of public
instruction.
She will be the fourth person to hold the
position in the past 10 years (following a 16
year run by Dr. Suellen Reed(R)) and is likely
the youngest state super in Indiana history.

Dr. McCormick was carried to victory by the
huge Trump wave that engulfed the Midwest.
Her win represents neither an endorsement
nor repudiation of any particular educational
ideology. She campaigned on a promise to
ratchet down the political rhetoric and
improve the communication and
management of the Indiana Department of
Education. She proposes to meet with
stakeholders to review school funding issues,
revisit the requirement that educator
evaluations be tied to high-stakes testing
results, revise the accountability system to deemphasize letter grades, grow broadband
capacity, and expand pre-kindergarten. She is
a firm believer in school choice. She will seek
to be a bridge-builder, even as she assumes a
more pro-teacher attitude than most in her
party. She will also be in charge of the
implementation of the Every Student
Succeeds Act (ESSA).

Dr. McCormick clobbered her opponent,
winning 82 of 92 counties, compared to 53
that Superintendent of Public Instruction
Glenda Ritz (D) won in 2012 (Tony Bennett
(R) won 65 in 2008). McCormick attracted
53.4% of the statewide vote, a slightly higher
share than the 52.8% for Ritz four years ago
and the 51.0% for Dr. Bennett in 2008. The
state superintendent-elect received 1.42
million votes, more than any Democrat on
the statewide ticket (and more than
Governor-elect Eric Holcomb(R)), and
exceeding the 1.33 million for Ritz in 2012
and 1.29 million for Bennett in 2008. Ritz
received 94,000 fewer votes in 2016 compared
to 2012.
McCormick captured 65% of the vote in 17
counties. Four years ago, Ritz reached the
65% threshold in a sole county (Lake). Out
of 41 rural counties in Indiana, Ritz won
only two in 2016 (Perry and Vermillion),
down from the 26 rural counties she won in
2012.
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Hoosier Kevin Chavous, a Wabash College alum, and an
African American former elected Democratic official in the
District of Columbia now with the American Federation of
Children, has also been touted for the national post.
Even if nothing resembling what we’ve just described pans
out, Indiana should still come out ahead with Vice Presidentelect Mike Pence (R) expected to play an influential role in
building bridges with Congress and governors. Trump has
already entrusted the presidential transition process to
Governor Pence.
Should Rep. Messer end up in the Higher Ed chair when the
music stops, expect him to prioritize student affordability,
financial aid modernization, and student debt reduction.

He would seek to allow federal student financial aid to
support micro-credentials, competency-based programs, and
innovative programs like coding boot camps that don’t
necessarily lead to a two-year degree.
With input from a pilot program at Purdue University, he
would likely also look for opportunities to encourage colleges
and universities nationwide to adopt Income Share
Agreements as a vehicle for reducing student debt.

Rep. Messer would also likely unveil a creative proposal to
leverage the tax code to reduce student indebtedness. Akin to
a 401-K, college graduates could set aside a portion of their
pre-tax income to pay down their student debt, and their
employer could then match that amount and write it off on
their taxes as a business expense.

In recent months, Rep. Messer has also been at the forefront
of efforts in the U.S. House to ensure that students and
veterans enrolled in ITT Technical Institute when the forprofit school closed down are able to maintain access to
federal student aid and complete their higher education
aspirations at another institution.
Also worth watching on the higher education docket: Shares
of Navient have skyrocketed since election day on predictions
that the Trump Administration will undo the reforms
enacted under the Obama Administration that ended the role
of banks in originating federal student loans.

The next Congress is expected to take up the re-authorization
of the Higher Education Act, which expired at the end of
2013 but has since been extended. Looming as part of that
debate is a battle over the existing federal ban on a studentlevel higher education data tracking system.
On K-12 issues, Rep. Messer has been the leading advocate in
the U.S. House for “Title I portability,” the concept of
converting Title I funding into a voucher so the dollars
follow students when they change schools. The proposal was
not included in the final version of the Every Student
Succeeds Act.
Rep. Messer is also continuing to collaborate with U.S. Rep.
Jared Polis (D-CO) to overcome resistance from leading
technology companies for new student data privacy
protections.
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While serving in the Indiana House, Messer led the charge to
raise the high school drop out age from 16 to 18, an issue
that he remains passionate about. He also authored
legislation requiring high schools to offer a minimum of two
dual credit and two Advanced Placement courses.
This entire education committee scenario is part of a bigger
picture that we outline more globally in our sister newsletter,
INDIANA LEGISLATIVE INSIGHT, this week. That newsletter
also delves a bit deeper into the internal politics of Rokita
and Messer bids for chairs (and what Rokita remaining as K12 chair would mean) . . . and takes an expanded look at the
coming influence that Indiana’s delegation will have on the
115th Congress, including details on which member is in line
to join the powerful Committee on Ways and Means, the
national tax-writing panel.

IN Elementary & Secondary Ed

! Voters in seven communities approved nine school
referenda tax increases on November 8. Two communities
asked for and received a double referenda for construction
and operations. All but one school district had proposed a
referendum in the past; and voter support grew in each of
these districts on the second go-around.
Q The lone defeat came in the Gary Community School
Corporation — the district that could least afford a loss —
where voters narrowly defeated a 47.5¢ tax increase that
would have generated about $8 million annually to fund
general school operations. The local superintendent and
school board continue to butt heads with the state-appointed
financial advisor over additional personnel cuts and building
closures, and talk of a state takeover is brewing. “We will be
okay through the end of December. After that, I don’t know
what’s going to happen,” the state consultant tells the Times
of Northwest Indiana. Outgoing Sen. Earline Rogers (D) of
Gary explained to the paper that Senate Committee on
Appropriations Chair Luke Kenley (R) of Noblesville has
offered to work with the City of Gary to help. “I don’t know
exactly what it will say, but there may be some language
about school closings and a working relationship between the
school corporation and the city government and how they
can share services, things like snow removal,” Rogers said.
Q M.S.D. of Washington Township voters approved a pair
of tax increases — a $185 million construction project and a
$45 million operating referendum. The operating referendum
renews a levy first approved in May 2010 and tacks on an
additional three cents. The average homeowner will pay an
additional $315 a year in property taxes. This was the largest
construction referenda on the ballot in Indiana since 2009,
and was approved even as voters there also backed tax hike
for local mass transit.

Q The School City of Mishawaka prevailed on both of its
requests — a $13 million capital projects plan and a $12.6
million operating referendum. Three years ago voters rejected
a $28 million construction referendum. More than two-thirds
(68%) said no in November 2013, but this time more than
70% said yes to both proposals. These are the first school
referenda to be approved in St. Joseph County.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
publisher’s permission violates federal law!
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Q Voters approved an 18¢ tax hike raising $500,000 per
year for the Northeast Dubois County School Corporation.
This was the only community on the November 8 slate that
had not previously asked for a referendum. Recall that we
had told you earlier this year that the school board delayed
holding a May referendum vote because of the financial stress
that local farmers were already under due to a major outbreak
of Avian Flu problem at area turkey farms. The
postponement may have helped earn the district some local
goodwill. School employees have taken a pay cut here for five
consecutive years and have not seen a pay raise in six years.
The district anticipates spending 40% of the money on
eliminating the general fund deficit, 35% on extracurricular
and coaching salaries, and 25% on staff retention,
recruitment, and development. Superintendent Bill
Hochgesang explained, “If you eliminate programs, those
students will leave. And the next year more programs have to
be eliminated and the cycle continues. The whole idea behind
the referendum is to save our programs, to be able to
continue to offer what we currently offer and not get into
this downward cycle.”

Q In the Westfield-Washington Schools, 81.3% approved
renewing the operating referendum at three cents less than
the level initially approved in November 2010. Back then just
54% of the electorate approved. The district would have had
to cut $5.5 million if the request had failed. Since November
2009, Hamilton County school corporations are a perfect 12
for 12 in approved referenda requests.
Q Voters in the Clinton-Central School Corporation agreed
to pay an additional 15 cents per year toward district
operations. The rural school district lost a construction
referendum in 2009 when a whopping 85.8% said no (which
remains the largest margin of defeat ever for a construction
project). This year’s operating referenda garnered 64%
support.

Q In the Monroe County Community School Corporation,
81.8% approved the renewal of an operating referendum of
11.5 cents, down from the 14¢ level approved by voters in
November 2010. This constitutes the seventh-highest level of
voter support for any school referenda since 2008. The 2010
referendum passed with 61% support. The pro-referendum
political action committee reported raised $52,000.

Q The New Albany Floyd County Consolidated School
Corporation will move forward with an $87 million
construction project ($136 million if you include interest)
after 53.4% of the electorate voted yes. The project price tag
is $7 million higher than the proposal that voters defeated in
May 2015. Since 2009, school corporations located in
counties that border Kentucky are batting .333 — three for 10
in approving referenda.

IN General . . .

! A new poll by McLaughlin & Associates (10/16-18; 600
likely Indiana voters; margin of error ± 4.0%) released by the
Indiana chapter of PublicSchoolOptions.org finds that
Indiana voters overwhelmingly (85%) oppose closing local
schools based on state standardized test scores alone,
regardless of party affiliation or ideological leaning.
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Q “These results should help guide legislators and
education officials as they consider drafting charter school
reform legislation that could have a broad impact on the
state’s public charter schools,” according to the Indiana
chapter of PublicSchoolOptions.org, a group that supports
charter schools, online schools, magnet schools, and open
enrollment policies. The poll found that 90% of voters
believe students who are succeeding should not be forced to
leave their school just because other students are
under-performing. A total of 67% of voters view ISTEP
unfavorably. A vast majority (75%) believe new students in a
school should not be included in school evaluations until
they have attended a full year. Among a list of choices, the
most important indicators of a school’s quality according to
respondents are teacher quality (32%) and curriculum and
academic programs (30%). Student performance on
standardized tests ranks near the bottom: school environment
(11%), safety and security (9%), student performance on
standardized tests (8%), and parental satisfaction (5%). The
poll also found that 80% prefer evaluating schools based on
how well the school helps individual students improve. Only
15% favor a system that measures the average standardized
test scores for the whole student population of a school each
year. When a public school has done poorly on state
standardized tests over multiple years, 7% of voters said the
public school should be closed versus 93% that said the
school should be kept open and given additional assistance.
! The ISTEP+ embargo has been lifted: 66.1% of students in
grades 3-8 passed English/Language Arts, 58.9% passed math,,
and 51.6% passed both sections, down from 53.5% in 2015.

Q For grade 10, 59% passed English/Language Arts, 34.6%
passed math, and a mere 32.2% passed both sections. The
grade 10 results are not comparable to prior years because
they measure for the first time the percentage of students
meeting college and career ready benchmarks.

IN Administration . . .

! The Wabash City Schools and the M.S.D. of Wabash
County boards of education will meet in joint executive
session to discuss consolidation. The Manchester Community
Schools have also been invited.

Q The Wabash City Schools explained, “The climate of our
state has been to have schools compete for resources. We do
not foresee this climate to change. However, we believe that,
united, we will be stronger to compete with other counties or
regions within our state. Our goal is not for one district to
take over another district; instead, our goal is to investigate
the potential unification of our districts to create a stronger
educational system for the benefit of all of our children.”

IN Budgets & Finance . . .

! The financial situation in the Muncie Community Schools
continues to rapidly deteriorate. Monthly deficits in the
General Fund began in October and have been getting worse.
MCS is on track to end the year with a deficit in excess of
$12 million. The district is working with consultants to
reduce administrative expenditures, improve the efficiency of
the school transportation operation, and increase
outsourcing, but school leaders are looking to the State for
emergency assistance.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
publisher’s permission violates federal law!
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Q The Muncie Star Press reports, “735 students are currently
living in the MCS district but choosing to go elsewhere in the
county. That’s about 13 percent of the Muncie Schools’
current enrollment.” The Liberty-Perry School Corporation
takes the most students from Muncie — 268. Muncie enrolls
just over 100 students who transfer-in from surrounding
school corporations.
! Teachers in the School Town of Griffith are not pleased
with the growing class sizes and have asked administrators to
do better at forecasting enrollment increases. Teachers say the
district needs to hire more special instructors to teach
gymnastics, art, and physical education. According to the
Times of Northwest Indiana, “the lack of special teachers
means 5-year-olds have to spend the whole day in the same
classroom without breaking the monotony by visiting other
rooms for the 30-minute special classes.”
! The Washington Community Schools Board approves a
package assembled by Umbaugh & Associates that will see the
school corporation go to market with $1.52 million in bonds
in December to purchase buses (likely at least 12 such used
vehicles) and pay for them over a six-year period.

IN School Choice . . .

! Another charter school closure: the New Community
School board of trustees votes to permanently close down the
Lafayette school on December 31 due to declining enrollment
and increased debt. Students are welcome to stay through the
last day of classes on December 9, but the wind-down has
been chaotic as students leave to begin their transition to new
schools and teachers resign. The principal also resigned at the
end of October. The board has been unable to pay some of
its vendors, including its janitorial service, so the school has
not been cleaned on a regular schedule. Rent hasn’t been paid
since April. The school’s charter with Ball State University
was slated to expire on June 30, 2017.

! Enrollment at the Thea Bowman Leadership Academy in
Gary has declined by about 100 students from one year ago.
“We went through a six- to nine-month period where it
wasn’t even clear if the school was going to be open,”
explains attorney Tony Walker, a former members of the
State Board of Education and a member of the Thea
Bowman Board of Directors. “We were quite happy that we
probably only did suffer a decline in the neighborhood of
100 kids despite all the negative media and instability.” Trine
University, the school’s authorizer, sends analysts twice a
month to evaluate the teachers and the school’s overall
academic rigor, and regularly shares this feedback with the
Thea Bowman school board. “What they are adding to the
overall operation of this enterprise is phenomenal,” says
Walker. He and Michael Suggs, chair of the Thea Bowman
Board of Directors, traveled to China in November to
establish sister relationships with schools in Beijing and
Nanjing. Thea Bowman has 60 to 80 students each year
studying Chinese language through a Confucius Institute
partnership with Valparaiso University.

! The City of Anderson enters into a one-year agreement
with the Anderson Preparatory Academy to allow APA
students to ride city buses to school.
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Q A similar deal is already in place between the city and the
Anderson Community School Corporation.

! Hayleigh Colombo reports for the Indianapolis Business
Journal that the Ace Preparatory Academy that opened this
Fall on the city’s northside has met only a fraction of its firstyear enrollment goal, forcing the school to eliminate seven
staff members, cut all budgeted staff bonuses, reduce the
school’s contribution to the employee retirement plan, and
renegotiate the contract of the school leader (a former
Indiana teacher of the year).

! The Mind Trust’s Grow Great Schools fundraising effort
aims to raise $32 million by 2019 to provide an additional
7,500 students within IPS boundaries the opportunity to
attend great public schools. The Mind Trust will seek to
incubate education innovators to launch great schools, invest
in proven teacher development pipelines, and build civic
awareness around education change. Honorary campaign cochairs are Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett (D) and former
mayors Greg Ballard (R), Bart Peterson (D), and Steve
Goldsmith (R). In 2016, Bloomberg Philanthropies, the Laura
and John Arnold Foundation, and the Michael & Susan Dell
Foundation invested $14 million in The Mind Trust.

Q Members of the Grow Great Schools campaign cabinet are:

• John Ackerman, Managing Partner, Cardinal Equity Partners
• Ryan Brady, Philanthropic Advisor to the Glick Funds, Director
of Stewardship, Central Indiana Community Foundation
• Rodney Byrnes, VP, Real Estate and Development, Strategic
Capital Partners, LLC
• Molly Chavers, Executive Director, Indy Hub
• Al Hubbard, Chairman, Partner, E&A Companies
• Maggie Lewis, Indianapolis City-County Council President
• Rob MacPherson, VP for Development & Philanthropic Services,
Central Indiana Community Foundation
• Rose Mays, Professor Emerita, Indiana University School of
Nursing
• Mark Miles, CEO, Hulman & Company
• John Mutz, former lieutenant governor, retired Lilly Endowment
president
• Rob Smith, Senior Director, Corporate Responsibility, Eli Lilly &
Company and President, Lilly Foundation
• Jasmin Shaheed-Young, Director of Corporate and Community
Relations, Keystone Construction

IN Contracts & Compensation . . .

! The East Allen County Schools adopts a one-year teacher
contract — the first new agreement for EACS since the
collective bargaining changes went into effect in 2010.
! The Muncie Teachers Association files a second unfair
labor practice complaint against the Muncie Community
Schools alleging that administrators have not been
transparent in sharing financial information. The two parties
have yet to agree to an employment contract for last school
year because negotiations have been stayed due to the first
unfair labor practice complaint. Teachers are still operating
under a status quo contract from 2014-15.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
publisher’s permission violates federal law!
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! Because budget issues preclude raises, the DeKalb County
Central United School District school board instead approves
a one-time 2.5% stipend for all DeKalb Central employees.
! A new one-year contract agreement between the Sheridan
Education Association and the Sheridan Community Schools
provides $6,000 for 2015-2016 per participating teacher
toward the family or single premiums for the medical and
dental insurance policy.

! The Cannelton Classroom Teachers Association and the
Cannelton City Schools agree that a $6,192 annual
contribution toward health insurance premiums will be made
for full-time employees on a single plan, and for a family
plan premium, the district will provide another $848.
! The Mt. Vernon Community School Corporation school
board approves a six percent increase to employee insurance
premiums as of January, boosting individual monthly
premium costs from $25 to $36, while family plans could see
hikes of as much as $100 per month.

! The Muncie Community Schools school board approves
a change in insurance coverage that will see MCS no longer
contribute toward premiums for some retirees (affecting more
than 140 people now), and lower the amount it contributes
toward premiums for more than 150 nonunion staffers,
including administrators.

Q The Muncie Star Press reports Thursday that “The biggest
change will be for single health insurance plans, in which
employees will go from paying $29 per paycheck to $113,
covering about 25 percent of the plan,” according to
Superintendent Steven Baule. “The changes will save around
$2 million over the course of 2017, Baule said. That is
important because the district was initially planning to take
out another $10 million loan next year, like past years, but
will only be approved for $7.8 million .... Benefits make up
a large chunk of the total budget, about 21 percent. Before
Tuesday, benefits were projected to cost MCS $12 million in
2016. Currently, MCS pays 96 percent of a single health
insurance plan for teachers, or about $10,000 per plan ....”

IN Programs & Curriculum . . .

! The New Albany Floyd County Consolidated School
Corporation plans to consider opportunities for expanding
the number of students who participate in and complete the
International Baccalaureate program. Only seven students in
the class of 2015 completed the IB diploma, and six did so in
2016, raising questions among the more fiscally conservative
board members as to whether the outlay for the program is
justified, reports the Louisville Courier-Journal. “Don Hossler,
an emeritus professor at Indiana University Bloomington
who also serves as Senior Scholar at the University of
Southern California’s Center for Enrollment Research, Policy
and Practice said that IB is ‘one of the new gold standards for
academic rigor’ in high schools, and it’s something college
admissions officers look at, especially at highly selective
colleges. Beyond test scores, grades and class rank when
considering an applicant, admissions officers look at ‘high
school contextual factors’ like the number of AP courses the
student’s high school offers, the number of students the high
school sends to a 4-year college and whether the school offers
IB ....”
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! High school athletic departments are livid at the Big Ten
Conference for its decision to schedule six Friday night
conference games beginning with the 2017 season.
Indianapolis Star sports columnist Greg Doyel opined, “How
do you think high schools fund their non-revenue sports?
They fund them with the money they make on Friday night
football. Those $5 tickets. That $1 soda. Those 75-cent
Snickers. It adds up. It won’t add as high now. Not with the
Big Ten televising games on 36 Friday nights over the next six
years, giving football fans around the Midwest another outlet,
an easier outlet, to get their football fix on Friday night.”
One hall of fame football coach told Doyel, “Some high
schools can make enough money on one Friday night to
support two or three other sports for the whole year.”

! Princeton, Boonville, and Mount Vernon high schools
expressed interest in leaving the Big Eight Conference to join
the Pocket Athletic Conference, apparently to get away from
Big Eight powerhouse Jasper High School. However, the PAC
athletic directors have decided not to expand at this time,
preserving the status quo for now in southwestern Indiana.
! Student mentors from Goshen College have been leading
a weekly coding club since October for about 30 students at
Goshen Middle School. The students are learning to code
using Raspberry Pi computers. The program is supported by
a grant from Google.

! The Indiana Economic Development Corporation approves
Regional Cities Initiative funding of just over $500,000 for
the Signature School in Evansville to expand its Science
Center.

IN Policy . . .

! The South Henry School Corporation will now stock
naloxone kits on site after hearing about how the
Bartholomew Consolidated School Corporation used the
medication to successfully revive a student who had
overdosed on prescription drugs.

! American flag decals donated by the Rotary Club of
Michigan City are now displayed on all school buses in the
Michigan City Area Schools.

! The Plymouth Community Schools forms a Blue Ribbon
Committee to develop solutions for teen suicide prevention,
intervention, and support.

IN Referenda. . .

! The West Lafayette Community School Corporation
schedules two public input meetings in early December to
talk about renewing the 43¢ general fund referendum that
66% of voters approved in May 2010.
! In preparation for a possible construction referendum, the
Westfield-Washington Schools schedules a series of five focus
group meetings in November and December.

IN Construction & Facilities . . .

! Preliminary plans in the Hamilton Southeastern Schools
call for construction of a new elementary school to begin in
late 2017 or early 2018.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
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! The Oak Hill United School Corporation receives a
Common School Fund grant for $1.495 million for work at
the junior/senior high including wastewater maintenance,
pool renovation, HVAC replacement, music and art area
improvements, and roof, restrooms, and lighting upgrades.
! The East Allen County Schools awards a contract to
Fetters Construction, Inc. for $1.4 million in improvements
at three schools. Heritage Junior-Senior High School will gain
new bleachers, a press box, scoreboard, and lights; Leo
Elementary School will receive a new secured entrance; and
the auditorium will be renovated at Leo Junior-Senior High
School.

! The Monroe-Gregg Grade School Building Corporation
sells $8.52 million in first mortgage bonds payable under the
terms of a lease agreement with the Monroe-Gregg School
District. The proceeds will be used to renovate and improve
Monrovia Middle School and Monrovia High School.
Construction should begin in April and wrap up by July
2018. By the time the bonds are fully paid back in January
2013, the district will have paid $5.1 million in interest.
! The Wawasee Community School Corporation schedules
a hearing on November 29 to approve proposed construction
projects, including renovations to the high school
auditorium, improvements to the planetarium, and an
expansion of space for the welding program through the
Wawasee Area Career and Technical Cooperative.

! The South Montgomery Community School Corporation
school board votes 5-1 to move forward with a $33 million
renovation project.
! Carmel High School is projected to undergo more than
$15 million in renovations each year in 2017, 2018, and 2019.

! Opponents of the $13.5 million facility improvement plan
proposed by the South Dearborn Community School
Corporation have asked the county for a petitionremonstrance to allow residents to directly decide whether the
project should move forward. Critics are most concerned
about the plans for a 36,000 square-foot Activity Center
featuring three basketball courts and an indoor track and the
synthetic field turf.
! WLFI-TV In Lafayette reports Thursday that the Lafayette
School Corporation “continued to discuss a $98 million
renovation plan Wednesday night. The renovation calls for a
brand new building for Glen Acres Elementary School and
significant upgrades and additions at Tecumseh Junior High
School and Jeff High School. Administrators also want to
turn the Lafayette Life Facility into a career academy where
students can take culinary, engineering and robotics classes.”
Look for renovations to start by next Fall and be completed
by 2021.

IN Transition . . .

! Dave Sturgeon, director of education initiatives, will fill
in as superintendent of the Yorktown Community Schools
beginning in January, when Dr. Jennifer McCormick (R)
leaves the post to become superintendent of public
instruction.
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! The Fayette County School Corporation Board of School
Trustees on Tuesday named FCSC Assistant Superintendent
Scott Collins, a Connersville native, as the corporation’s new
superintendent beginning February 1, when long-time leader
Russell Hodges steps down as super. The trustees also chose
Maplewood Elementary School Principal Kim Corsaro, who
has an 18-year history with FCSC, to success Collins as
assistant superintendent.

! North Putnam Community School Corporation
Superintendent Dan Noel told his school board last week
that he plans to retire effective January 30, 2017. Look for the
Indiana School Board Association to assist in the search for
a successor.
! The Southwest Parke School Corporation names Philip T.
Harrison as the new superintendent. He is a former South
Vermillion music teacher and principal at South Vermillion
High School. He previously served as superintendent of
schools in Sidell, Illinois and as assistant professor at St.
Mary-of-the-Woods College.

! The Union County-College Corner Joint School Board
chooses former Superintendent Lynn Sheets as interim
superintendent following the resignation of Zach Rozelle.
Sheets also is the local superintendent for the College Corner,
Ohio, school district, whose students attend Union County
schools. He served as Union County’s superintendent from
2007-2010, and will work at least six days, but not more than
nine days, per month at $550 per day as a contract employee.
! Eddie Melton formally steps down from the State Board
of Education following his election to the Indiana Senate.

! Long-time Chief Academic Officer Ermalene Faulkner
submits her resignation from the Muncie Community
Schools.

IN Government . . .

! Here are your General Election results for superintendent
of public instruction across the past four elections:
2016
2012
2008
2004

Republican

1,420,075 (53.4%)
1,190,716 (47.2%)
1,294,833 (51.0%)
1,317,612 (56.1%)

Democrat

1,238,685 (46.6%)
1,332,755 (52.8%)
1,243,693 (49.0%)
962,400 (40.1%)

! A very reasonable plan: Eight panelists have put forth
joint recommendations for consideration by the Panel to
Study Alternatives to the ISTEP Program as the group
prepares to meet for the final time on November 29 to vote
on recommendations for improving the assessment system.
The plan calls for consolidating the summative exam into a
single administration window, eliminating technologyenhanced test items, eliminating IREAD-3, eliminating
separate social studies tests, eliminating Accuplacer, allowing
the open-ended writing component of the summative exam
to be graded by Indiana Master Teachers, end-of-course
assessments aligned to the 9th grade standards, replacing the
Graduation Qualifying Exam with college and career ready
measures, and state per-pupil funding for locally chosen
formative assessments.
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Q Bluffton High School Principal Steve Baker, one of the
eight who developed the proposed plan, says surveys by the
Indiana Association of School Principals have shown that
principals clearly prefer end-of-course assessments at the high
school level. ECAs never suffered from same administrative
and implementation problems that plagued the ISTEP, Baker
noted. But he also elaborated that if Indiana were to adopt an
off-the-shelf test, “we are at their mercy. We don’t own those
tests. With the end-of-course assessments, we created the tests,
we still have them, and we can change them anytime.”
Blackford Community Schools Superintendent Scott Croner
explains that the past few years of owning the ISTEP test has
been extremely turbulent. “We should get out of the testing
business,” Croner said. “We can save the state a tremendous
amount of money” by choosing an off-the-shelf test.

Q Superintendent of Public Instruction Glenda Ritz (D)
explains that Indiana moved away from the end-of-course
assessments in order to be able to measure growth from
middle school to high school and because not every student
needs algebra. Ritz supports a ninth grade exam patterned on
the grades 3-8 test. “If it’s not tied to a single math course, it
allows kids to have more freedom in selecting courses,” she
said. Michelle McKeown explains that for the purpose of a
graduation qualifying exam, an end-of-course assessment
would be more fair than a domain-based test. As kids get
older, they are more likely to take different math classes at
different grades. Some students will take algebra in seventh
grade or eighth grade, but others may not take it until tenth
grade. “When you have a domain-based test, you assume they
all take the same level of math the same year, and frankly,
that doesn’t meet the needs of all kids,” said Dr. McKeown.

! State Board of Education Vice Chair Cari Whicker asks
her Board colleagues to consider adding a measure of school
climate to the A-F accountability system to meet the
requirement of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) that
schools be rated on at least one non-academic indicator.
Tripod Education Partners, a company based in
Massachusetts, presented information about its researchvalidated student survey products to SBOE at the November
business meeting. Tripod has developed the “7 Cs of Effective
Teaching” and the “School Climate Index.” The seven Cs are
care, confer, captivate, clarify, consolidate, challenge, and
classroom management. Research by the Gates Foundation
found that classrooms in which students rated their teachers
higher on the Seven Cs tended also to produce greater average
student achievement gains. Tripod surveys are used
system-wide in school districts in Pittsburgh, Grand Rapids,
and Tulsa, and in every school in Hawaii. Tripod believes
schools should not be graded on the measured scores but
instead should be rated on the quality of their efforts to use
such measures formatively for the improvement of teaching
and learning. Board member Dr. David Freitas questioned
the reliability and validity of using surveys to provide
feedback from students.

Q When SBOE members proposed addressing his concern
by soliciting the input of the SBOE’s Technical Advisory
Committee, Superintendent of Public Instruction Glenda
Ritz (D) intervened and said the matter should instead be
vetted by her re-constituted Accountability Review panel. The
Tripod surveys start at a cost of about $30 per classroom.
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! The Indiana Department of Education receives approval
from the U.S. Department of Education so that the calculator
issues related to the 2015 Spring ISTEP administration will
not have any negative impact. Along the way, many
superintendents we have heard from express concern that
they have been left completely in the dark.

! The State Board of Education approved recommendations
from the Data Reporting Committee (DRC) for reducing the
reporting burdens currently imposed on local school districts.
The approved recommendations include: change the Fall
student count date to the first business day in October and
the Spring count date to the first Monday in February,
eliminate the collection of average class sizes, eliminate the
requirement that annual performance reports be published in
a local newspaper, eliminate the duplicate reporting of
financial information to multiple state agencies, consolidate
the multiple versions of the annual performance report (APR)
statute into a single unified APR, work with the Indiana
Office of Technology to create a solution that allows the data
a school nurse enters into the Indiana Department of
Education database to transfer into the Department of
Health’s CHIRP immunization database (“That’s a huge
issue,” noted a hopeful Superintendent of Public Instruction
Glenda Ritz (D)), and eliminate redundant personnel data
collections by sharing data with the Indiana Public
Retirement System. The Data Reporting Committee, chaired
by Assistant State Superintendent Danielle Shockey, plans to
meet again in December.
! The State Board of Education votes to table the proposed
creation of an Executive Committee consisting of five
members: the Superintendent of Public Instruction; the State
Board member appointed by the Speaker of the House the
State Board member appointed by the Senate President Pro
Tem; and two gubernatorial-appointed State Board members
nominated and voted on by the State Board as a whole. A
State Board of Education staff member would chair the panel.
The executive committee would serve as a venue for delving
more deeply into education policy issues and for meeting
with stakeholder groups.
Q “I don’t believe in the concept of a smaller group of the
board making recommendations to the full board,” said
Superintendent of Public Instruction Glenda Ritz (D).
“You’ll have five members on here, which is almost a
majority right from the start.” Ritz added, “This could be like
having two separate boards. To me its adding layers that we
shouldn’t have.” Ritz added, “I support tabling it until you
have your next superintendent because I think she should
weigh in.” Superintendent Ritz drew a distinction between the
ad hoc subcommittees that the State Board has previously
convened to study specific issues and this proposal for a
standing committee with a broad mission. She also noted that
the full State Board of Education can hold separate study
sessions if needed. The Executive Committee proposal was
brought forward by SBOE member Dr. Byron Earnest.
! The State Board of Education adopts a resolution at its
November meeting expressing strong support for expanding
pre-kindergarten and calling for a continued focus on quality,
the development of a mixed-delivery system, and assistance
targeted to the most high-need four-year-olds.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
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Q The State Board’s emphasis on the most high-risk
children jives with the message of the Senate Majority Caucus.
On Wednesday, Sen. Doug Eckerty (D) of Muncie, a member
of the Senate Committee on Appropriations, described
universal pre-kindergarten to a Prosperity Indiana (formerly
Indiana Association for Community Economic Development)
conference as fiscally “a back-breaking exercise.”
! The State Board of Education votes to allow the Indiana
Department of Education to apply a one-year fix to the A-F
accountability rule for high schools to account for the change
from the end-of-course assessments to the grade 10 ISTEP.

Q Because Spring 2016 marked the first-year of administering
the grade 10 ISTEP in lieu of the end of course assessments,
no growth data exists at the high school level to plug into the
A-F matrix. The current rule calls for growth to count for 20
points toward a high school’s final letter grade. The rule also
provides that when no growth data exists, those 20 points will
be re-assigned based on the school’s overall performance on
the test. The absence of growth data, and the resulting
increased reliance on overall performance, would have a
major detrimental impact on high school letter grades. To
avoid the drop in letter grades and ensure that they accurately
reflect what’s happening in high schools, IDOE and SBOE
staff jointly recommended a one-year fix, which the Board
approved at its November meeting. As a result of the change,
the 20 points for growth will be re-distributed as follows: 5
points to the performance domain and 15 points to be split
evenly between graduation rate and indicators of
college/career readiness (CCR). As a result of the change,
overall performance will account for 25% of the final A-F
grade and graduation/CCR will account for the other 75
percent. Preliminary letter grades based on the one-year fix
were to be distributed to schools following the meeting. “I do
think this is an extenuating circumstance,” says SBOE Vice
Chair Cari Whicker. “I don’t like the idea of having another
excuse, but there’s no growth to calculate, and I believe
growth is important.” If no adjustments were to be made,
“There will be a lot of upset high school people,” warned
Superintendent of Public Instruction Glenda Ritz (D). Ritz
elaborated, “Last year grades 3-8 were held harmless. It did
not apply to high schools really. Now (high schools) have had
their first time to give the test. So it’s only right that we make
sure we are addressing that issue for high schools as well.”
Q The Indiana Department of Education proposed a
similar adjustment for elementary and middle schools, but
SBOE staff felt that they couldn’t acquiesce in a joint
recommendation.
! Don’t forget: For the first time in January, the
superintendent of public instruction will no longer
automatically be chair of the State Board of Education.

! The Decoding Dyslexia group will ask the General
Assembly next year to pass a law requiring teachers to receive
training on dyslexia.

! Fred Klipsch, chair of Hoosiers for Quality Education,
spoke to business and policy leaders in Oklahoma this month
about the role of political action committees and campaign
contributions in advancing conservative policy ideas.
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Q “Since 2004, Indiana has enacted a wide range of
education reforms, including vouchers, charter school
expansion, merit pay and more,” writes the editorial board of
The Oklahoman. “Those policy efforts have been
complemented by serious campaign activity. Klipsch said
education reformers in Indiana now spend between $800,000
and $1.2 million on legislative races each cycle, backing
pro-reform candidates. That money has allowed reformers to
match and counter the campaign funding provided by
status-quo groups, particularly Indiana's teachers unions. In
almost every race where reformers have gone head-to-head
with status-quo forces, Klipsch said the reform candidate has
won. Such results don’t go unnoticed by politicians. He
stressed that political activity remains vital even when
Republicans win supermajorities, as is currently the case in
Indiana. Once Republicans gained strong control, Indiana
teachers’ unions simply started recruiting status-quo
candidates to run as Republicans in primaries.”
Q The Oklahoman editorial page concludes, “Klipsch’s
observations ring true in Oklahoma. Republican
supermajorities in the Legislature have produced too little of
substance in recent years. Indiana’s experience suggests the
solution isn’t to expect legislators to suddenly become bold,
but for the private sector to ensure politicians see political
‘bravery’ as their only option.”

IN Courts & Conduct . . .

! The Indianapolis Public Schools disciplines five employees
at Longfellow Middle School for failing to follow the
administrative guidelines for reporting inappropriate
employee sexual conduct to the police and Child Protective
Services. School staff learned of an allegation on November
7, but the school waited to notify authorities until November
10. The incident in question involves a middle school teacher
who students allegedly observed viewing pornographic images
on his computer during the school day.

! The Anderson Community Schools board votes to fire
boys basketball coach Phillip Washington following his July
arrest on suspicion of driving while intoxicated, even though
his trial won’t begin until November 22. He has been
retained as a teacher, but that could change if he is convicted.
! Racial tensions in schools are rising in the wake of the
presidential election. In the Bartholomew Consolidated
School Corporation, administrators responded aggressively to
the harassment and bullying of Hispanic students, who were
told by some classmates to “go back home” and “go build
that wall.” “Our school system will not tolerate actions that
demonstrate a lack of understanding and respect for our
differences,” writes Superintendent Jim Roberts in a letter to
the Columbus community, which is the hometown of Vice
President-elect Mike Pence (R). “Regardless of our political
leanings, it is imperative that we address each other in a civil
manner, openly communicate, and actively demonstrate
respect and appreciation.”

Q Norwell High School students chanted “Build that wall”
during a girls basketball game on November 8 against Wayne
High School. The Norwell principal immediately put a stop
to the chant, and it did not happen again, reported the Fort
Wayne Journal Gazette.
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Q Noblesville Schools Superintendent Beth Niedermeyer
sent home a letter to parents explaining that “Last week, like
many other schools around the country, we saw a significant
increase in student behavioral issues. Specifically, election
rhetoric being used in a way that was inappropriate and
disrespectful to other students. Those incidents were handled
on a case-by-case basis, but I wanted to make all parents aware
of this concerning situation.”

! Charges have been filed in Gibson County Circuit Court
against four juveniles in connection to hazing allegations
involving the football team at Wood Memorial High School.

! Kisha Nuckols, the former teacher’s aide and substitute
teacher at Mount Vernon High School who pleaded guilty to
child seduction and confessed to having inappropriate sexual
relationships with multiple students, avoids jail time. A judge
sentenced her to two years of home detention and two years
of probation, and she must register as a sex offender for ten
years after she completes her sentence. Principal Scott Shipley
stands trial in December for not immediately reporting the
sexual misconduct allegations.

! Perhaps the biggest winner of Election Day: Hanover
College, which will see the third Hanover grad to run for vice
president on a major party ticket become the second to win
and serve, following Democrat Thomas A. Hendricks, an
1841 graduate, who was elected vice president under Grover
Cleveland in 1884. And come January 20, member
institutions of the Independent Colleges of Indiana will have
accounted for graduating more elected vice presidents since
1968 than all Ivy League institutions combined.

! A math teacher at North Newton Junior-Senior High
School has resigned after the Gary Post-Tribune reported that
she instructed her class to stand up, one by one, and tell a 13year-old male student why they don’t like him.

! Judge Jane Magnus-Stinson of the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of Indiana revokes a previous ruling by
a judge magistrate and orders Vigo County Sheriff’s Deputy
Frank Shahadey held in a correctional facility while he awaits
trial for bribery and theft for allegedly taking kickbacks from
a vendor for the Vigo County School Corporation. Shahedy
served as a liaison between the sheriff and the schools. His
wife, Paula Shahadey, has resigned from her position as
secretary at Terre Haute South Vigo High School after
authorities said recorded phone conversations suggest she was
in on the scheme. She has not been arrested or charged.
! Park Tudor School in Indianapolis enters into a deferred
prosecution agreement with the Office of the U.S. Attorney
for the Southern District of Indiana related to its handling of
the investigation into former basketball coach Kyle Cox, who
was sentenced to 14 years behind bars for preying on a
15-year-old female student. Park Tudor agrees that it failed to
immediately report an allegation of child abuse as required by
law and agrees that the former head of school, how
committed suicide earlier this year, “made false and
misleading statements” to a police detective regarding his
knowledge of the case. The deferral agreement requires Park
Tudor to cooperate fully with the government, disclose all
non-privileged information the USAO requests, and make
staff available for interviews, discussions, and testimony.

Q Park Tudor responded with a statement that read in part:
“Over the past several months, Park Tudor has reviewed and
modified our policies and procedures and trained our entire
faculty, staff and Board on child abuse prevention. In
addition, the school continues to work closely with former
Federal Appellate Court Judge John Tinder on additional
student-safety measures. We will continue to do all that we
can to ensure the safety and security of our entire
community. We cannot undo the past. But we hope that our
ongoing efforts and commitment to strengthening our
student safety polices will both contribute to the healing
process and continue to rebuild trust in our school.”
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IN Higher Education
IN General . . .

! IUPUI launches its first-ever major digital and television
advertising campaign. TV ads will target Indiana markets and
Chicago cable. Two spots began airing the day after the
election.

Q Vice President-elect Mike Pence (R) was also the third
Hanover College alumnus to serve as Indiana’s governor, and
he will be succeeded by another Hanover alum, Lieutenant
Governor Eric Holcomb (R), giving Hanover successive
elected governors and its fourth graduate to lead the state.

Q Don’t forget the Indiana University McKinney School of
Law, either. When Governor Pence takes office as vice
president (following in the footsteps of Dan Quayle (R)), the
former Indiana University School of Law - Indianapolis will
have sent twice as many of its alums to the vice presidency
than Ivy League law schools since at least the 1940s; and no
other law school would be responsible for educating more
vice presidents since at least the 1940s.

! The American Bar Association Section of Legal Education
and Admissions to the Bar issued a public censure of the
Valparaiso University School of Law last week for failing to
comply with accreditation requirements related to
maintaining high admissions standards. ABA orders the
school to submit a plan for specific remedial actions by
December 15. The law school has also been told to turn over
admissions data and its admissions methodology for the Fall
2017 entering class. Valpo Law must provide to all admitted
students and publish prominently on its website a statement
advising of the censure and the specific remedial actions the
school must take. Valpo has two years to fully comply.
Q Valpo law dean Andrea Lyon, who took over in 2013,
notes that the data upon which ABA relied was collected
from 2006 to 2013, and she has since implemented stricter
admissions standards, and points to the school’s recent
downsizing of faculty to better align itself to the new smaller
and smarter cadre of students.

Q Dean Lyon replaced long-time Dean Jay Conison, who
left to join the for-profit Charlotte School of Law. Ironically,
Dean Conison’s Charlotte venture was the only other law
school placed on ABA probation Tuesday, and for largely the
same reasons related to admissions standards and curriculum.
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Q The National Law Journal reports Thursday that “The
ABA has now publicly sanctioned three law schools for
violating admissions rules since August, unusual moves
considering such actions historically are rare. Ave Maria
School of Law is the other campus that has run afoul of the
rules.” As Valpo has cut its class size in half and tightened its
standards, Dean Lyon laments to NLJ, “Part of what
Valparaiso is about is giving opportunity to diverse student
groups, and that means we place less emphasis on the LSAT
than, perhaps, some other places do. The ABA tells us that
they want us to have diversity–economic, racial, religious. At
the same time, they’re telling us [to boost student credentials].
It gets complex.”
! The freshman-to-sophomore retention rate at Wabash
College was a record 91.5% this year. This includes 90% (27)
of the students who participated in the first year of the
Wabash Liberal Arts Immersion Program. This Summer’s
program included 35 students.

IN Rankings . . .

! Ivy Tech Community College awarded more associate
degrees than any other two-institution in the country for the
fourth year in a row, according to Community College Week.
Ivy Tech also awarded the most two-year certificates and
ranked sixth for one-year certificates.

! Purdue University enrolls the eighth-largest international
student population in the country, according to annual Open
Doors report. Purdue ranked 24th for study abroad
participation — its first time ever cracking the top 25.

Q Indiana University Bloomington enrolled the 17th-most
international students in 2015-2016 and ranked tenth for
study abroad participation. Among baccalaureate institutions,
DePauw University ranked sixth for study abroad, and Taylor
University ranked eighth.

! What has Ivy Tech Community College President Sue
Ellspermann been up to during her first 100 days in office?
As the school prepares to launch a year-long strategic
planning process beginning in January, Dr. Ellspermann and
her staff have been exploring new competency-based degree
programs, saving students money by promoting open source
course materials, rolling out the Achieve Your Dream
program to additional employers, expanding Project Early
Success, strengthening counseling and tutoring services,
doubling the private foundation fundraising goals, and
collaborating with the Indiana Commission for Higher
Education and the Indiana Department of Workforce
Development to align training to regional occupational
demand . . . and solons are favorably taking notice.

Q Ivy Tech produces 20,000 student completions annually
and has set a goal of increasing that to 50,000 completions
per year . . . even as Fall enrollment sank by seven percent
compared to a year ago. In the span of five years, enrollment
at Ivy Tech has plunged by 35 percent. On the other hand,
5,000 students who had been out of Ivy Tech for two years
returned this Fall, an increase of 28% compared to a year ago.
! Vincennes University’s system-wide enrollment rebounded
slightly this Fall after a two percent drop in the prior year.
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Q The majority of the growth is attributed to the 20.9%
expansion of the Early College and Early College Career and
Technical Education programs. Enrollment at the Vincennes
campus sank year-over-year by 6.0%, while enrollment at the
Jasper campus fell by five percent.

! Best College Reviews ranks Indiana University Bloomington
11th on its list of the “Most Beautiful Campuses in
Autumn.” The University of Notre Dame comes in at 18, and
Hanover College places 49th.

IN Administration . . .

! IUPUI Chancellor Nasser Paydar has tasked Paul
Halverson, dean of the Fairbanks School of Public Health, to
lead a campus-wide effort aimed at improving the health of
all Hoosiers by tapping into the resources and expertise of
the IUPUI campus in nursing, public health, health
rehabilitation sciences, medicine, and other areas of
distinction.
! Purdue University President Mitch Daniels traveled to
Bangalore, India, and Taipei, Taiwan, from October 22-28 to
raise money toward the $2 billion Ever True fundraising
campaign. He also announced the new Dr. Reddy’s
Laboratories-Purdue Doctoral Fellowship, which will fund a
five-year program supporting two fellows annually from India
to work on their doctorates at Purdue.

IN Programs & Policy . . .

! Purdue University chooses Deltak Wiley to bring its
online instruction to scale. During the 2015-2016 academic
year, Purdue offered 113, 119, and 172 fully online courses
during the Fall, Spring, and Summer sessions, respectively, an
18% overall increase from the 2014-2015 academic year. A
total of 10,632 Purdue students enrolled in at least one online
course last year, with 4,044 students taking more than one.

! The University of Notre Dame and Balkh University in
Mazari Sharif city in Afghanistan cooperatively develop a
master’s program in finance and accountancy for students at
Balkh. Faculty from Balkh University and the Stayer Center
for Executive Education of Notre Dame’s Mendoza College
of Business will work together to develop the graduate
curriculum over the next two years. The Stayer Center will
direct the academic side of the project, and the Notre Dame
Initiative for Global Development will coordinate the
program and oversee all logistics, including use of Notre
Dame facilities and staff overseas. The process for developing
the master’s program will consist of five working meetings
held alternately in India and at Notre Dame’s Global
Gateway in Rome, as well as numerous virtual meetings.

! Trine University will add men’s and women’s bowling
teams beginning in 2017. Thunder bowlers will use the
six-lane alley in the MTI Center, set to open in January 2018.
Trine will seek final approval for the $13.3 million facility
from the Angola Plan Commission in December.
! The funeral service education program at Vincennes
University has been re-accredited for seven years by the
American Board of Funeral Service Education’s Committee
on Accreditation. The seven-year renewal is the longest
allowed by the accreditation panel.
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! Vincennes University will change the name of its English
as a Second Language program for foreign students to
English as an Additional Language. The course curriculum
has also been updated for the program, which currently
enrolls 20 students from 13 different countries.

! Indiana University will offer a dual-degree master’s
program with the Australian National University in arts
administration and museum and heritage studies. Graduates
will receive a Master of Arts Administration from the IU
School of Public and Environmental Affairs and a Master of
Museum and Heritage Studies from the College of Arts and
Social Sciences at ANU.

! Purdue University plans to double the undergraduate
enrollment in the School of Nursing over the next three
years. The expansion will include the hiring of 30 new faculty
members. Of the 100 additional students admitted each year,
40 will be first-year students, 30 will be Purdue students who
change their major or other transfer students, and 30 will be
part of the second-degree accelerated program.
! The University of Southern Indiana Board of Trustees
approves a Bachelor of Science degree in Health Informatics
and Information Management.

! Indiana Wesleyan University begins offering a 10% tuition
discount to veterans who have exhausted or are no longer
eligible for their Post 9/11 GI Bill benefits.
! Indiana University Kokomo pledges a $1,000 scholarship
for each eighth grader who participates in the Wabash
County Promise program that encourages families to save for
college with a 529 account. Fourteen counties fully
participate in Promise Indiana, and another 25 are exploring
pilot participation for 2017.

IN Gifts & Fundraising . . .

! Wabash College has completed the transition of its
endowment management to an outsourced investment
manager, Strategic Investment Group, hoping to reverse
recent declines that saw the value of the endowment fall from
$355 million to $315 million.

! Vincennes University’s Automotive Technology and
Collision Repair programs received new tool box sets and car
parts donated by Ruxer Ford Lincoln of Jasper. The
dealership also made a financial contribution to fund
textbooks for students in the programs for one year.
! Trine University receives a $1 million gift from Larry
Refiners and Judy Reiners of Tulsa, Oklahoma, toward the
construction of the MTI Center, which will open in January
2018. Larry Reiners joined the Board of Trustees in 2009 and
currently chairs the Academic Affairs and Student Services
Board Committee and serves on the Executive Committee.
The Reiners Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering and the Reiners Residence Hall at Trine
University are named in honor of the couple’s commitment.
! Purdue University renames the School of Chemical
Engineering after alumnus Charles D. Davidson in
recognition of his $20 million gift.
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! Ivy Tech Community College Richmond renames its
agriculture lab and advanced manufacturing center after Paul
Lingle and Pat Lingle. The couple made a gift toward a
student emergency fund to provide monetary relief to
students who would otherwise drop out due to unforseen life
circumstances; student scholarships for life sciences; an
endowed scholarship for the advanced manufacturing and
advanced automation & robotics technology programs; and
equipment needs and future technology lab renovations.
! The University of Notre Dame had the 12th largest college
endowment last year ($8.6 billion), according to the National
Association of College and University Business Officers.

Q Purdue University’s $2.4 billion endowment ranked 34th
nationally, while Indiana University’s $2 billion endowment
ranks 45th. Earlham College boasts the second-largest
endowment in Indiana among private schools at $406 million
(ranking 203rd nationally).

IN Construction & Facilities . . .

! IUPUI initiates an external market demand study to
document the need for future campus residence halls. North
Hall, the first traditional residence hall ever built at IUPUI,
opened this Fall and is already full.
! Indiana University Northwest is launching a fundraising
initiative to equip its new Arts and Science building, slated to
open in mid-2017. The NiSource Charitable Foundation has
agreed to match all gifts to the initiative at 100% up to
$25,000. Construction on the $45 million, three-story
building is about two-thirds complete.

! Purdue University opens a new 820 square-foot food
product development laboratory paid for by Skidmore Sales
and Distributing. The laboratory includes industrial cooktops
and steamers donated by Cargill Inc. and Maple Leaf Farms.
Keystone Architecture, Inc. completed the project, which was
designed with guidance from corporate chefs.
! The South Bend Tribune reports that Indiana University
South Bend is considering turning a vacant block on campus
into a Sustainability Showcase to demonstrate the tiny house
movement and examples of how agriculture and gardening
can be integrated into urban designs.

IN Research & Technology . . .

! The Indiana University School of Education’s Center for
Research on Learning and Technology receives a $1.23
million grant from the National Science Foundation to use
the video game “Crystal Island: Ecosystems” to teach
environmental science to middle school students.
! Purdue University and three university partners receive a
$3.5 million grant from the National Science Foundation to
establish a new enterprise to be known as the Midwest
Innovation Corps Node (I-Corps™), a network to connect
academic researchers in the field of entrepreneurship. The
I-Corps™ program is a seven-week intensive course designed
to show scientists and engineers how to commercialize their
research and avoid creating products that no one wants.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
publisher’s permission violates federal law!
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IN Transition . . .

! David Alan Bathe, chancellor of the Ivy Tech Community
College campuses in Lafayette, Kokomo, and Logansport, is
one of four finalists to be the next president of Jackson State
Community College.
! Julie Foster, president of the Elkhart campus of Ivy Tech
Community College, is one of five finalists for the position
of chancellor of Baton Rouge Community College.

! Benjamin Hunter will leave his current position as
executive director of public safety, community relations and
government affairs at Butler University to become the new
superintendent of public safety overseeing the IU system.

Q Before serving two terms as a Republican member of the
Indianapolis-Marion County City-County Council from
2008-2015, Hunter worked as a police officer in Indianapolis
and as an officer for IUPD at IUPUI after graduating with a
political science degree from IUPUI.

! Jeff Lochowicz joins Purdue University Northwest as
executive director of admissions after previously serving as
senior assistant dean of admissions at Marquette University.

! Steven Sturman leaves Valparaiso University where he had
been serving as senior major gifts officer to become the next
vice chancellor for university advancement at Indiana
University South Bend. Previously, he was vice president for
advancement at Antioch College and a senior development
officer at The Culver Educational Foundation.

! Richard Kolbe has been named the new dean of the Judd
Leighton School of Business and Economics at Indiana
University South Bend. He comes from Northern Kentucky
University where he served as dean of the Haile/US Bank
College of Business. He also served as associate dean for
faculty at the College of Business at Kent State University.

! Diondraie Robertson has been appointed director of
multicultural affairs at Vincennes University. His most recent
positions include serving as a doctoral admissions advisor for
Colorado Technical University and as the dean of
students/assistant principal for Charter Schools USA in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.

! Beverly J. Davenport, interim president at the University
of Cincinnati and a former vice provost for faculty affairs at
Purdue University, is a finalist to be the next Knoxville
chancellor in the University of Tennessee system.

! Huntington University appoints Tanner Babb as the new
associate academic dean. He is currently in his seventh year
as associate professor of psychology.

IN Government . . .

! Rep. Holli Sullivan (R) of Evansville, a member of the
House Committee on Ways and Means, attended a two-day
workshop in October hosted by the Lumina Foundation on
the outcomes-based higher education funding policies in
Indiana, Ohio, and Tennessee.
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! The Indiana Commission for Higher Education has been
running television, radio, and digital ads for the Next
Generation Teacher Scholarship program. The application
period opened November 1 and closes December 31.

IN Courts & Conduct . . .

! In ESPN, Inc., et al., v. Univ. of Notre Dame Police Dep’t,
No. 71S05-1606-MI-359, the Indiana Supreme Court holds
that the University of Notre Dame Police Department is not
a “public agency” subject to the Access to Public Records Act
(APRA), overturning a Court of Appeals decision holding
that the department “was acting as a governmental entity by
exercising a governmental function.” That means that a 2014
request for UND police records by ESPN did not have to be
fulfilled by the University.
Q The Supremes find instead the UND police department
“acts under the control of the trustees, who may expand and
constrict its power at will, and free from government
interference. We therefore cannot find that the Department
meets the plain language of APRA’s statutory directive, that
the law enforcement agency be ‘of any level of government.’
It is an ‘agency or department’ of the University, not of the
State of Indiana.” The Court further found that “a grant of
arrest powers enabling university police departments to keep
order on their private campuses does not transform those
officers or the trustees who oversee them into public officials
and employees subject to APRA.”

Q But going forward, such requests just might have to be
produced, because in HEA 1019-2016 (the police body camera
law) private university police departments are designated as
public agencies . . . legislation that was signed by Governor
Mike Pence (R) even as he was vetoing HEA 1022, which
would have allowed private university police departments to
withhold information that was not required to be released
under federal law. You may recall that the Governor’s veto
message stated that “Limiting public access to police records
in a situation where private university police departments
perform a government function is a disservice to the public
and an unnecessary barrier to transparency.”

Q Expect this entire issue of private university PDs as
public agencies to be revisited in the 2017 session, with Rep.
Pat Bauer (D) of South Bend, a Notre Dame alum, at the
forefront.
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GOVERNOR/FIRST LADY/LT. GOVERNOR
VP-elect Mike Pence encouraged after visit on Capitol Hill
Fox News-Radio
Pence tells House GOP to get ready for sweeping legislation
IBJ
Vice President-elect Mike Pence told House Republicans in a closed-door meeting Thursday to be ready to move a
lot of legislation next year.
*Subscription required, full text below
Pence advises House Republicans to ‘buckle up’
PBS
Vice President-elect Mike Pence has a simple message for House Republicans about the incoming administration
and next year: “Buckle up.” That’s the word from lawmakers who attended Thursday’s closed-door meeting with
the Indiana governor. Congressman Daniel Webster of Florida said Pence told Republicans the next year won’t be
the slow process they’re used to. With an all-Republican government led by Donald Trump, the GOP intends to
dismantle much of President Barack Obama’s record, from his health care law to environmental rules to cuts in
domestic programs.
Pence emails embroiled in records suit
FW Journal Gazette
For the past year and a half, Indiana Gov. Mike Pence has been mired in a legal dispute over government
transparency as his lawyers fight to withhold the contents of an email that some say should be considered public
record.
LEGISLATIVE
Coats presses Medicare on diabetes test strips
FW Journal Gazette
Sens. Dan Coats, R-Ind., and Mark Warner, D-Va., have introduced legislation they said will ensure that Medicare
recipients have access to various brands of test strips used to monitor the blood-sugar levels of diabetics.
AROUND THE STATE
Health leaders want to raise cigarette tax, smoking age
The Statehouse File
A coalition of Indiana health and business professionals is asking lawmakers to raise the cigarette tax and the legal
smoking age with the goal of improving the health of Hoosiers. “If Indiana was a patient, we would say that she in
critical condition,” Anthem President Rob Hillman said.
*Subscription required, full text below
Salesforce’s billionaire CEO who once blasted Mike Pence urges investors to move on
Inside IN Business
Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff and vice president elect Mike Pence don't always see eye to eye. Benioff
famously went to war with Pence last year when the Indiana governor signed a law that would have potentially
allowed business owners to refuse to serve people based on their religious beliefs. Benioff threatened to move
Salesforce out of Indiana, where it's the largest tech employer, and eventually got Pence to change the law.

RFRA ‘fix’ lawsuit can proceed in court
Indy Star
Conservatives overcame the first hurdle in their lawsuit that aims to overturn the "fix" to Indiana's Religious
Freedom Restoration Act and four city ordinances that protect lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people from
discrimination.
Count of Indiana homeless shows dip
Indy Star
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development estimates nearly 6,000 people in Indiana were homeless
this year.
Ballard, Richard Push advanced energy benefits
Inside IN Business
Former mayors of the state's two largest cities will lead the Indiana efforts for a national business group focused
on non-traditional energy industries. Former Fort Wayne Mayor Graham Richard is chief executive officer of the
national Advanced Energy Economy organization, while former Indianapolis Mayor Greg Ballard will serve as
senior fellow for Indiana Advanced Energy Economy. A new study published by Indiana AEE says 48,000 jobs in
the state are tied to advanced energy businesses.
Hair products maker Kenra leaving after 88 years in Indy
IBJ
Kenra Professional LLC, a hair products company founded in Indianapolis in 1929, will be leaving the city for the
Los Angeles area in mid-2017, the company disclosed this week.
*Subscription required, full text below
Medical-equipment repaid firm investing $1M, adding up to 31 jobs
IBJ
Cryogenic Solutions Inc., an Indianapolis-based company that repairs home health care equipment, said Friday
morning that it is investing $1 million to double its Indianapolis footprint, a move that's expected to create up to 31
Hoosier jobs.
*Subscription required, full text below
Pence tells House GOP to get ready for sweeping legislation
November 17, 2016
Bloomberg News
Vice President-elect Mike Pence told House Republicans in a closed-door meeting Thursday to be ready to move a
lot of legislation next year.
“We’re going to move an agenda” focused on rebuilding the military and improving the economy, the Indiana
governor told reporters after the meeting.
In his remarks to House Republicans, Pence talked about how he and the new administration wanted members to
“buckle up,” and get ready for a speedy start on policy. He also solicited suggestions for candidates to fill
administration posts.
“Donald Trump is a man of action and we’re counting on you,” Pence said, according to Ways and Means Chairman
Kevin Brady. The Texas Republican said that Pence mentioned a tax overhaul and Obamacare, but didn’t get into
specifics.
Pence, a former House member himself, returned to the U.S. Capitol on Thursday to visit with House Republicans,
and he plans to meet later with top Democratic leaders in the House and Senate.
Pence’s closed-door meeting with Speaker Paul Ryan and other House Republicans reflected his vital role helping
President-elect Trump forge a relationship with Congress. His visit was squeezed in even as Pence is overseeing
the building of a Trump administration, a transition effort seen as marked by infighting.
‘Going fantastic’
Pence didn’t mention Trump’s campaign promise to build a wall on the Mexican border, according to Rep. Lou
Barletta of Pennsylvania. But Pence said the transition is "going fantastic" and that Trump is methodically selecting
his Cabinet positions, Barletta said.

Rep. Chris Collins of New York, who was appointed by the transition team as its congressional liaison, said Pence
also told lawmakers one of Trump’s top priorities was taking a deep dive through President Barack Obama’s
executive orders.
“We applaud that,” he said. “He will be reversing many of them.”
Pence was introduced at the meeting by Ryan, who noted that the vice president-elect was very much at home,
given his House background. Ryan pointed to the chair that Pence once sat in as House Republican conference
chairman, where current chairwoman Cathy McMorris Rodgers of Washington was sitting.
Help wanted
At one point, he emphasized that the administration wanted to work directly with rank-and-file members, as well
as with Republican leaders in Congress.
"He also did say if any of us knew of any individuals that we ought to be looking at for an administration job, to
please share it with us," said Rep. Glenn Thompson of Pennsylvania.
As he ended his comments, Pence said, "Pray for the president, pray for his family, pray for our conference, and
pray for the country," according to Rep. Dave Reichert of Washington. Newly elected House Republican Conference
vice chairman Doug Collins of Georgia, a pastor, got up and led a prayer.
Pence was with Trump last week at the U.S. Capitol, as well, for initial meetings with Ryan and Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell. Later Thursday, he is to meet with House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi and then Senate
Minority Leader-elect Chuck Schumer, separately.
Pence had been selected by Trump to be his running mate, in part, to appeal to establishment and conservative
Republicans, including those in Congress, many of whom he had served with there. The Indiana governor was first
elected to the House in 2000.
Pence, who left Congress at the end of 2010, was chairman from 2005 to 2006 of the Republican Study Committee,
a key bloc of House conservatives. He also served as House Republican conference chairman in 2009-2010.
In 2006, he sought to become the top Republican, as minority leader, but lost to John Boehner of Ohio. Many of his
former colleagues still in the House, and Pence is seen as having close relationships with many of them.
Health leaders want to raise cigarette tax, smoking age
November 17, 2016 | Filed under: Health,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Rachel Hoffmeyer
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — A coalition of Indiana health and business professionals is asking lawmakers to raise the
cigarette tax and the legal smoking age with the goal of improving the health of Hoosiers.
“If Indiana was a patient, we would say that she in critical condition,” Anthem President Rob Hillman said.
In addition to increasing the cigarette tax by $1.50 per pack, the newly-formed Alliance for a Healthier Indiana is
talking to lawmakers about reinvesting that money into cessation programs. They also want to raise the smoking
age from 18 to 21 and repeal legislation that gives smokers protections with their employers.
Indiana ranks 44th worst in the percentage of smokers. While much of the country is improving in their smoking
statics, Indiana is not, Community Health Network President and CEO Bryan Mills said.
The alliance plans to tackle other health issues as Indiana ranks 44th worst in obesity and 36th worst in infant
mortality, but the leaders are starting with tobacco.
“Compounding all this is the fact that Indiana has been ranked 48th in spending on public health which is one of
the ways that you get at the health of a population,” Doug Leonard, president of the Indiana Hospital Association.
The state’s low health rankings also are making businesses interested in moving to or growing their facilities here
hesitate. Kevin Brinegar, president and CEO of the Indiana Chamber of Commerce, said businesses with facilities in
multiple states tell him that Indiana is the most expensive in terms of health care. With nearly a quarter of Hoosiers
smoking, businesses lose $3.17 billion in productivity losses and nearly $3 billion in annual health care costs.
Part of the alliance’s plan, repealing the Smoker’s Bill of Rights, would allow companies to screen potential hires
for tobacco use and allow smokers to be charged higher insurance premiums.
Previous attempts to remove the Smoker’s Bill of Rights have failed. A push during the 2016 legislative session to
raise the tobacco tax by $1 also failed. Under the 2016 plan, the money generated by a higher tax was a part of the
plan to fund road improvements.
But Mills said with a new wave of leadership at the Statehouse during a budget session, the likelihood of the plan
succeeding is high.
“The bottom line is if you look at the healthiness of our state as compared to other states, unfortunately it’s
embarrassing,” Mills said, “and it’s embarrassing year, after year, after year.”

Medical-equipment repair firm investing $1M, adding up to 31 jobs
November 18, 2016
IBJ Staff
Cryogenic Solutions Inc., an Indianapolis-based company that repairs home health care equipment, said Friday
morning that it is investing $1 million to double its Indianapolis footprint, a move that's expected to create up to 31
Hoosier jobs.
The move follows the 16-employee company's recent acquisition of New York-based Inventory Solutions, whose
operations are being consolidated into Indianapolis. Inventory Solutions employed 15 at its headquarters, some of
whom are expected to relocate to Indianapolis.
"Cryogenic Solutions could have relocated its operations to New York, but is instead choosing to grow and create
jobs in Indiana because of the benefits of doing business in a state that works," Gov. Mike Pence said in a prepared
statement.
Founded in 2008, Cryogenic Solutions repairs a broad range of medical equipment, including oxygen tanks, oxygen
concentrators, nebulizers, suction and apena monitors.
To accommodate the additional jobs, Cryogenic Solutions is expanding its offices at 1936 S. Lynhurst Drive from
15,000 square feet to 30,000 square feet.
In addition to growing Cryogenic's repair revenue, the acquisition takes the Indianapolis company into a new
business: the purchase of excess inventory from home medical equipment dealers, wholesalers and manufacturers.
Cryogenic expects to begin hiring additional equipment technicians, purchasers and sales representatives in early
2017.
The Indiana Economic Development Corp. offered Cryogenic Solutions up to $215,000 in tax credits based on the
company’s job-creation plans. The credits are performance-based, meaning the company cannot claim them until
workers are hired.
Hair products maker Kenra leaving after 88 years in Indy
November 18, 2016
Susan Orr
Kenra Professional LLC, a hair products company founded in Indianapolis in 1929, will be leaving the city for the
Los Angeles area in mid-2017, the company disclosed this week.
Kenra produces and markets professional-grade shampoos and other hair-care products. Its headquarters is at 22
E. Washington St. in downtown Indianapolis, where it has a 40-person sales and marketing office.
Connecticut-based Henkel Corp. acquired Kenra, along with three other professional beauty brands, in 2014.
Now, Henkel plans to consolidate all four brands into a new North American beauty care hair professional
headquarters tthat will be in the Los Angeles area.
Henkel spokeswoman Natalie Violi said the Indianapolis employees learned the news Thursday, and all will be
offered the chance to keep their jobs if they’re willing to move.
“Everybody has been invited to relocate to the Los Angeles area. We’re hoping everybody says yes,” Violi said.
Joining Kenra in the new headquarters will be Schwarzkopf Professional, which has an office in Culver City,
California; Alterna Holdings Corp., which has an office in New York City; and Sexy Hair Concepts LLC, which has an
office in the Chatsworth area of Los Angeles.
Kenra products aren't sold at mass market retailers but are popular with stylists. Celebrity hairstylist Michael Silva
used Kenra Professional products to create Kim Kardashian's wet-look style at this year's MTV Video Music
Awards ceremony, and stylist Christine Symonds used them on actress Kaley Cuoco at the People's Choice Awards.
Kenra, originally known as Kenra Inc., was founded in 1929 to sell one product, a wax depilatory. The late Henry
Meyers (1909-2001) bought the company in 1959, and Kenra started making hair-care products in 1960.
Members of the Meyers family retained ownership of Kenra until 2007, when Canada-based Imperial Capital
Group purchased the company.
TSG Consumer Partners LLC, a consumer-products investment firm which has offices in both San Francisco and
New York, acquired Kenra in 2010.
TSG sold Kenra—along with Sexy Hair and Alterna—to Henkel in 2014 for $370 million. At the time, the companies
had combined annual revenue of about $190 million, mostly through hair salons.

Henkel operates three divisions: laundry and home care, beauty care, and adhesives. Its parent company is Henkel
AG & Co. KGaA, which is based in Germany. Henkel has about 50,000 employees worldwide, including about 8,000
around North America.
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pushed Obama to over 50% popularbeen prevailing in both the House
ity. The President (and his family)
and Senate, there needs to be an
were also what conservatives had
acknowledgement that voters prefer
always thought Bill Cosby was, a realconservative Republican policies and
life example of an American dad (and
tend to prefer the incumbents over
family) that happened to be Africanthe opposition. Speaker Paul Ryan and American and a role model that sucSenate Majority Leader Mitch Mccess in American can come regardless
Connell endure a lot of abuse but are
of your background. Furthermore, in
positioned rather well; they expressed
the critical first week after the Trump
their concerns about President-elect
victory, the President stood nearly
Trump but did not totally abandon
alone among national Democrats as a
him. They control the legislative
towering reminder of the importance
branch to the degree that it can be
of a smooth transition of power, this
controlled. President Trump will now
with a man who had questioned his
be heavily dependent upon senators
citizenship.
he personally attacked, including John
National winner: Bernie
McCain, Lindsay Graham, Ben Sasse,
Sanders and the Socialist wing of
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the Democrats. Elizabeth Warren is set up to be the new
Bernie. The general feeling in the left wing of the Democrat Party is that Bernie would have defeated Trump if he
hadn’t been cheated out of the nomination. This faction
will be almost as important to Republicans as Democrats.
“Socialists” will replace “Clinton” as the new voter mobilization word. Selecting leftist, Muslim-American Congressman Keith Ellison would cement that socialist trend, with
the goal of also highlighting not just white liberal socialists from the East Coast. The question is this: After years
of calling every liberal a “socialist” will it work as a scare
word when faced with the real thing (though actually
American socialist politicians are sort of “socialism lite.”)
National loser: Evangelical conservatism as a
political movement. The political evangelical movement
is now deeply divided. Many, many church leaders were
shocked that so many Christian leaders not only voted for
Trump, but defended him. They will likely step back from
direct politics for the foreseeable future stressing religion,
not politics. Evangelical Mike Pence as vice president is
emerging as a likely power in critical administration staffing and policy decisions, but the evangelical political dominance within the Republican Party has been destroyed.
Donald Trump buried the issues related to gay marriage.
Not that many years ago Dr. James Dobson was blasting
gambling. This election he was pushing a casino man for

president. Jerry Falwell and others who backed Trump
seemed morally lost. “Success” trumped character. Abortion is the last moral issue standing, in part because it was
not identified as primarily evangelical.    
National losers: Small government conservatives. Donald Trump the nationalist is more statist than any
of the Bush family. To be honest, I am more like Trump on
certain economic issues (i.e. trade, business support) that
resulted in me getting primary opponents every election
but, compared to Trump, I’m a libertarian.
Media Winners: Brian Howey, Megyn Kelly, Jeffrey Lloyd, Chris Wallace, and especially social media.
Media Losers: The Big Three TV networks, Fox
News, pollsters, the top 100 daily newspapers (only the
Las Vegas Review Journal endorsed Trump and he lost that
state).
Biggest media winner: Brad Parscale. His media
coverage will explode, just as it did about the Obama digital world advances. He ran Trump’s alternative strategy of
messaging. His firm in San Antonio had proven success in
brand management. He demonstrated it could translate to
politics. Check out the article in Wired magazine. v
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aides in the “Bridgegate” scandal in the final week of the
campaign, perhaps eclipsing FBI Director James Comey’s
stunning letter that pulled the Hillary Clinton email scab off
in public view for the final time. It might have blunted the
surging tidal wave that would not only propel Trump, but
Pence and Holcomb into office.
Trump would carry Indiana 57.2 to 37.9% for
Hillary Clinton and 4.9%
for Libertarian Gary Johnson, a 525,000 plurality
that swamped Gregg, Senate nominee Evan Bayh
and Supt. Glenda Ritz, and
propelled Trey Hollingsworth
to a 14% victory in what had
been a drum-tight 9th CD
race. It would help Holcomb
to a 164,000-vote plurality over Gregg (51.4% to
45.4%) in a tossup race we deemed him to be a slight
favorite based on the final WTHR/Howey Politics Indiana
Poll, and potentially bolstered by the Trump surge most
didn’t know was unfolding beneath our feet in its final,
stunning magnitude.
In CNN exit polling data, Trump won the 21%
of Hoosiers making their decision in the final week by a
51-36% margin over Clinton. A Trump/Christie ticket could
have easily ended up creating a President-elect Clinton

Holcomb campaign was riding high on endorsements from
Pence and legislative leaders and expressing sheer confidence he had the nomination in the bag. But he didn’t.
That wouldn’t be secured until a second ballot on July 26.
These cascading events have profoundly reshaped
the political contours of Indiana
and American politics. They
have obliterated the political and
media industries, from polling
to social media, to get-out-thevote mechanisms. It has thrust
Vice President-elect Pence into
the role of a Washington power
center. His addition to the Trump
ticket over the mogul billionaire’s
first choice, New Jersey Gov.
Chris Christie, may have not only
saved the Trump candidacy, but lifted that of Holcomb,
who now will extend the GOP Statehouse winning streak
to four terms, while rendering Indiana Democrats into
historic oblivion.
Had Pence not boarded that flight to Teterboro
at the behest of then-Trump campaign manager Paul
Manafort and son-in-law Jared Kushner to secure the
prize, a Trump/Christie ticket would have resulted. It
would have been roiled in the conviction of two Christie

Souder is a former Republican congressman from
Indiana.
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and Governor-elect John Gregg.

up against the hard deadline of having to withdraw from
his gubernatorial nomination by noon that Friday.
CNN reported that it was Manafort who sent word
Flight to Teterboro
for
Pence
to get on the private plane late Thursday afterThe drama over Pence joining the Trump ticket
noon
July
15, setting the final stage into motion. Trump
began as rumors in late June that
obfuscated the process, telling
the Pence campaign and gubernaradio host Michael Savage that he
torial offices initially denied, then
hadn’t made a final decision. After
downplayed. When he golfed with
the cable networks showed Pence
Trump in New Jersey over the 4th of
exiting the jet in New Jersey, Trump
July weekend, it all ticked into high
was telling Fox News Thursday night
gear. Then came Tuesday, July 13,
he hadn’t made a “final, final deciwhen Trump flew into Indianapolis
sion.”
for a Columbia Club fundraiser and
By Friday morning, early cable
then the Pence veep “audition” at
reports
had Trump agitated by leaks
Westfield’s Grand Park. The two
from
Indiana
that Pence was in.
then dined in the Capital Grill at the
Some
reported
he felt “boxed in.”
Conrad, with Trump’s itinerary having
CNN
reported
the
Pence team was
him leaving shortly thereafspooked,
but
the governor
ter.
remained
calm
“convinced
We now know from
that
Trump
would
keep his
CNN, New York Times and
word.”
New York Post reports that
Even boarding that private
Manafort and Kushner, seekjet
to New Jersey could have
ing to head off Trump’s first
been
devastating to Pence’s
choice of Christie, concocted
career.
Had Trump pulled the
the “mechanical troubles”
nomination,
he would have
with the Trump jet, keeping
had
to
return
to Indiana with
the billionaire in Indianapolis
epic
egg
on
his
face,
explaining
why
an extra night. He spent the night
he
was
seeking
another
nomination
at the Conrad, the scene later in
while in a tossup race with Gregg. If
the day finding Newt Gingrich, Jeff
Trump had changed his mind after
Sessions, and Sean Hannity milling
Pence resigned the ticket at noon
around the lobby. Trump, his adult
Friday, he would have been a man
children, and the Pences breakfasted
without a nod.
at the Governor’s Residence that
The official Trump/Pence line is
Wednesday morning. Trump then
that
once the offer had been tenwould fly to California.
dered
by Trump, it was a bona fide.
Later in the day, the Pence
But
it
was
Holcomb who revealed the
team grew confident the prize was
fact
that
Pence
was, for a time, twisthis. Pence was signaling to his team
ing
in
the
wind.
Holcomb told FOX59
that he had a “premonition” he was
he
learned
that
Pence
would be the
in. They were replicating U.S. Sen.
GOP
vice
presidential
nominee
when
Dan Quayle’s conspicuous midTrump
tweeted
it
out
shortly
before
summer 1988 strategy to get into the
11 a.m. Friday, July 15. The two
view of Vice President George H.W.
Pence arriving at Teterboro on July 14, the Trump
Bush, culminating with a solid inter- tweet on July 15 that he Pence was on the ticket, would officially announce the ticket
that Saturday at Trump Tower before
view with David Brinkley on ABC’s
and Pence accepting the nomination. (HPI Photo
Pence and family celebrated his good
“This Week” the Sunday before the
by Randy Gentry)
fortune at a Manhattan Chili’s.
Republican National Convention that
But
the
good
fortune was really Trump’s. Pence
Bush himself watched. Two days later, Quayle was plucked
has
emerged
as
a
stabilizing
force on the ticket that has
out of a humid New Orleans crowd for his journey into
been
buffeted
by
everything
from
overweight beauty
destiny.
queens,
criticism
of
Gold
Star
mothers,
to Billy Bush’s
Pence, in the eyes of Manafort and Kushner, was
obscene
Access
Hollywood
video
and
Trump’s
ribald coma “safe” choice, a bridge to Congress and the conservative
ments
that
gave
Pence
pause
in
October.
It
was
Pence
evangelicals. As Trump vacillated, then delayed the anwho
would
spend
the
final
two
weeks
of
the
campaign,
nouncement due to a terror attack in France, Pence was
urging Republicans to “come home,” after some 25 per-
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cent of sitting governors and members of Congress either
refused to endorse or said they wouldn’t vote for the billionaire.
In two fateful days in mid-July, Pence seized his
prize and altered history in profound fashion.

the campaign pushed that Holcomb had up to 16 votes
when Monday, July 25, rolled up, but other insiders were
describing the process as “fluid.” Committee members
seemed to be concentrating on the “electability” question.
Some were pushing for a Brooks/Holcomb ticket, a combination that would be the best of the top two choices.
And then came Tuesday, July 26. The ultimate
Holcomb’s ultimate rise
confirmation
that Holcomb didn’t have it sewed up came
Ten days after the Pence drama concluded, Holwhen
the
first
ballot took almost an hour. Former legislacomb found himself at historic crossroads. Never before
tor
Mitch
Harper
was in the room and tweeted out sensahad just 22 people held an Indiana gubernatorial nominational
news;
the
first
ballot ended in up 11 for Holcomb,
tion in their hands. Holcomb had gone from a third place
nine
for
Brooks
and
two
for Rokita. At least one Holcomb
U.S. Senate candidate, to Pence’s lieutenant governor in
vote
didn’t
materialize.
State
Sen. Jim Tomes would drop
March after Sue Ellspermann resigned, to this point on the
out
on
the
second
ballot.
precipice of a 100-day campaign.
Chairman Jeff Cardwell comHolcomb had the big
menced
the second ballot almost immemomentum. He had nominated
diately,
but
sources in the room tell HPI
Pence at the Republican National
that
in
the
brief
interlude between the
Convention on national TV. He
two
ballots,
Dan
Dumezich was in an
spent much of the week at the
intense
conversation
with Clark County
Hilton Gardens Hotel near the
Sheriff
Jamey
Noel,
an
ardent Holcomb
airport and on the convention
supporter,
in
a
backroom
corner.
floor making his case, while U.S.
The
second
ballot
results
were
Reps. Susan Brooks and Todd
never
released
by
Cardwell,
but
most
Rokita did the same, sometimes
believe that Dumezich had switched his
just a few feet away. Never
vote from Rokita to Holcomb, giving him
before had such a critical stretch
the magic 12th vote.
of an Indiana gubernatorial
It placed the towering, cowboyrace played out in of all places,
booted
Holcomb into a race with Gregg.
Cleveland, Ohio. In another
The
Democrat
had predicated his entire
unprecedented move, Holcomb,
strategy
on
running
against the polarizBrooks and Rokita all resigned
ing
Pence.
He
now
faced
a nominee with
their nominations on Friday, July
about
$20,000
in
his
campaign
account,
15, since Indiana law forbids dual
and
lack
of
access
to
much
of
the
Pence
candidacies.
warchest,
of
which
only
$1.2
million
When Holcomb, Rokita
would flow to the new nominee.
and Brooks drove back to Indiana
“This year, as many of you know,
that Friday, July 22, the Holhas taken many twists and turns
comb team was expressing
and I am ready to take this next
button-popping confidence.
call and lead us to victory,” HolPence had endorsed him
comb said, flanked by Cardwell,
that Friday, as had Speaker
Brooks, Rokita and Tomes.
Brian Bosma, Senate Presi“We’ve got work to do and a
dent David Long, and U.S.
short time to get there.”
Sen. Dan Coats, along with
With Pence steadying
Marsha Coats, the national
the
Trump
ticket, making the
committeewoman. Central
clarion
call
for Republicans to
Committee members were
come
home,
even as Holcomb
told the Pence warchest
briefly
wavered
himself after the
would flow to his sidekick.
Billy
Bush
tape
emerged,
the
There seemed to be the
two
partners
had
ultimately
split
sentiment that the “next
their
own
tickets
and
forged
two
man up” was trumping the
Lt. Gov. Eric Holcomb campaigns in the lobby of the Hilton
of
the
most
profoundly
unlikely
idea of Indiana Republicans
Gardens in Cleveland last July, winning the Republican Central
chapters in political history.
nominating Brooks for their
Committee vote the following week. Holcomb nominated Pence 		
As they say, they rode
first female governor.
at the Republican National Convention. (HPI Photos by Brian A. the wave. v
There were rumors
Howey and Randy Gentry)
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Pence takes the helm,
shakes up transition
By BRIAN A. HOWEY
INDIANAPOLIS – Vice President-elect Mike Pence
has taken the helm of President-elect Donald Trump’s
transition team and has cleansed it of lobbyists from the
“swamp.” But the real markers of Pence’s emerging clout
could come on how many fellow Hoosiers he can bring into
the new government.
The Washington Post reported today that Pence is
positioned to “exert sweeping authority on all matters foreign and domestic
as Trump’s partner in governing.”
Multiple media reports say
that U.S. Rep. Luke Messer and former
Indiana Supt. of Public Instruction
Tony Bennett are on the top of the
transition team’s list for Department
of Education secretary. Politico is
reporting that four Hoosiers are on a
potential list to head the Agriculture
Department, Mike McCloskey, a dairy executive; Kip Tom, a
farmer who ran for Congress in Indiana this year but was
defeated in the primary; Don Villwock, former president of
the Indiana Farm Bureau; and Ted McKinney, the current
director of the Indiana Department of Agriculture in the
Pence Administration. Previous reports had former deputy
secretary Chuck Connor on that list.
Tom told the Fort Wayne Journal Gazette that said
he has had conversations with members of Trump’s transition team but declined to divulge what those talks entailed. “I’m both humbled and honored to be considered,
and if asked to serve, I will serve,” he said Wednesday
night in a phone interview. Tom, 61, is chief executive officer of Leesburg-based Tom Farms, which grows corn and
soybeans in seven northern Indiana counties. He finished
a close second in this year’s Republican primary election
for northeast Indiana’s seat in the U.S. House.
And at EPA, Politico is reporting that Indiana
Department of Environmental Management Commissioner
Carol Comer is under consideration for an agency that will
be squarely in the Trump/Pence bullseye when it comes to
chopping back regulations propagated during the Obama
administration.
These names come as multiple media reports say
that the transition team is in “disarray” and going through
“purges” since Pence took the helm from New Jersey
Gov. Chris Christie, who is in free-fall in Trump world after
the conviction of two top aides in the Bridgegate scandal. Christie also prosecuted Charles Kushner, the father
of Trump son-in-law Jared Kushner, who is emerging as
a power center. Washington Post reporter Robert Costa
identified Kushner, U.S. Sen. Jeff Sessions and former New
York Mayor Rudy Giuliani as key players along with Pence

in the transition. Trump, however, let everyone know who’s
really in charge when he Tweeted Wednesday morning, “Very organized process taking place as I decide on
Cabinet and many other positions. I am the only one who
knows who the finalists are!”
Gov. Pence met with Trump at Trump Tower on
Tuesday to go over recommendations. One source told
Fox News that the decision to remove the lobbyists “makes
good on [Trump’s] vision of how he wants his government
constructed.” Trump had vowed to “drain the swamp” in
Washington. Pence formally signed a memorandum of
understanding putting him in charge of the transition team
on Tuesday evening. Pence ignored questions from reporters Tuesday, both as he entered Trump Tower with a thick
binder tucked under his arm, and as he left six hours later.
A person familiar with the transition efforts told AP different factions in Trump’s team “are fighting for power.”  Fox
reported the group organized by Christie had featured a
litany of lobbyists, former bureaucrats, academics and
corporate lawyers. That caused consternation from Trump.
Messer, who was renominated as Republican
Policy Committee chair in the GOP conference on Tuesday,
has been active on an array of education issues both in
Congress and as a member of the Indiana House. Bennett was a key reform figure during the administration of
Gov. Mitch Daniels, but was upset for reelection in 2012.
He was a key advocate for the Common Core reforms that
Pence undid as governor and was to be a cornerstone of
Pence’s own 2016 presidential campaign until he was sidelined by the Religious Freedom Restoration Act controversy
in 2015.
Another education name floated is Daniels, though
he told Dave Bangert of the Lafayette Journal & Courier
that he wasn’t interested in leaving the Purdue University
presidency. v

Pence guts Trump policy team
WASHINGTON – Vice-president elect Mike Pence
has gutted the transition’s so-called “landing teams,” the
people responsible for going into federal agencies and
helping to reshape them under a Trump administration,
according to one source inside the transition and one
downtown lobbyist close to it (Politico). The gutting was
part of Pence installing more campaign people in these
slots and pushing aside members of the existing transition
structure that’s been working on the federal agency issues
for months. Overall, there were 25 landing teams, according to a recent Trump transition org chart. Of roughly 200
team members, it’s unclear how many have been ousted.
This complicates the efforts to hand off power and further
stalls the work of setting up a Trump-led government.
And, this means that agencies from the Department of
Homeland Security, Treasury, or HHS have to wait. v
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Ben
Ben Quayle
Quayle sees
sees Pence
Pence
prepared
prepared for
for transition
transition
By
A. HOWEY
By BRIAN
BRIAN A.
HOWEY
INDIANAPOLIS
– Former
Vice President
INDIANAPOLIS Former Vice
President Dan
Dan
Quayle
to a
young congressman
Quayle was
was a
a mentor
mentor to
a young
congressman named
named
Mike
to the
the next
Mike Pence.
Pence. It
It went
went to
next generation,
generation, when
when then
then
Rep.
Rep. Pence
Pence helped
helped bring
bring along
along U.S.
U.S. Rep.
Rep. Ben
Ben
Quayle
Quayle when
when he
he was
was elected
elected in
in 2010.
2010. So
So the
the
Arizona
Arizona Republican
Republican has
has some
some interesting
interesting inin
sights on
on the
the towering
towering task
Indiana
sights
task facing
facing the
the Indiana
governor.
governor.
On
On Friday,
Friday, President-elect
President-elect Donald
Donald
Trump switched
switched gears,
gears, installing
installing Vice
Vice PresiPresi
Trump
dent-elect
to head
the transition
transition team,
team,
dent-elect Pence
Pence to
head the
replacing
Jersey Gov.
replacing New
New Jersey
Gov. Chris
Chris Christie.
Christie. By
By
Tuesday, when
when the
the two
two met
met at
at Trump
go over
over a
a
Tuesday,
Trump Tower
Tower to
to go
list
the process
list of
of potential
potential appointments,
appointments, the
process was
was described
described
as
“disarray,” with
former House
as in
in "disarray,"
with Christie
Christie allies
allies such
such as
as former
House
Intelligence
Intelligence Chairman
Chairman Mike
Mike Rogers
Rogers abruptly
abruptly leaving.
leaving. Some
Some
potential
potential cabinet
cabinet appointees
appointees such
such as
as Dr.
Dr. Ben
Ben Carson
Carson have
have
begged
“Stalinesque purges”
begged off.
off. NBC
NBC News
News was
was citing
citing "Stalinesque
purges"
from the
team and
and Politico
Politico called
called it
it a
a "chaotic
scramble
from
the team
“chaotic scramble
inside
Tower, with
jockeyinside Trump
Trump Tower,
with competing
competing power
power centers
centers jockey
ing
for position
ing for
position and
and influence.”
influence." One
One source
source described
described it
it as
as
an "absolute
knife fight.”
fight."
an
“absolute knife

Drivers
*

Goals
Mission

One
thing is
faces will
One thing
is certain,
certain, the
the transition
transition Pence
Pence faces
will
be
than the
be far
far different
different than
the one
one Dan
Dan Quayle
Quayle participated
participated in
in
in
in 1988
1988 when
when he
he was
was elected
elected with
with President
President George
George H.W.
H.W.
Bush.
“He participated
that one,
Bush. "He
participated in
in that
one, but
but it
it was
was a
a little
little more
more
seamless
vice president
for
seamless because
because Bush41
Bush41 was
was Reagan’s
Reagan's vice
president for
eight
told HPI
Tuesday of
eight years,”
years," Ben
Ben Quayle
Quayle told
HPI on
on Tuesday
of his
his father.
father.
“There were
"There
were a
a lot
lot of
of the
the same
same players
players who
who stuck
stuck
around
“It’s a
around and
and filled
filled some
some of
of the
the holes,”
holes," Quayle
Quayle said.
said. "It's
a
different
different scenario.
scenario. This
This is
is a
a completely
completely new
new administraadministra
tion from
tion
from a
a different
different political
political party.
party. There
There will
will
be
the board.”
that
be changes
changes all
all across
across the
board." He
He noted
noted that
because
because of
of the
the Bush43/Gore
Bush43/Gore recount
recount in
in Florida
Florida
/
in
that transition
transition didn’t
in 2000,
2000, that
didn't get
get fully
fully under
under way
way
until
until mid-December.
mid-December.
“It’s always
from a
fire hose
"It's
always drinking
drinking from
a fire
hose
because
to fill
fill some
because you
you have
have to
some 4,000
4,000 political
political apap
pointee
“But II think
think they
pointee slots,”
slots," Quayle
Quayle said.
said. "But
they are
are
getting
the transi
transigetting into
into a
a position
position where
where some
some of
of the
tion
tion folks
folks had
had been
been in
in place
place for
for quite
quite awhile,
awhile, analyzing
analyzing
what
Trump can
what executive
executive orders
orders President
President Trump
can start
start getting
getting
rid
rid of
of on
on Jan.
Jan. 20.
20. II think
think they’re
they're in
in a
a good
good spot.
spot. Transitions
Transitions
are
to learn.”
are difficult
difficult because
because there
there is
is so
so much
much to
learn."
Quayle
the 2010
Tea Party
Quayle was
was part
part of
of the
2010 Tea
Party movement
movement
when
Arizona’s 3rd
when he
he won
won a
a 10-way
10-way primary
primary in
in Arizona's
3rd CD
CD and
and
then
then the
the general
general election.
election. But
But during
during the
the 2011
2011 redistrictredisrict
ing, Quayle
Quayle was
was drawn
drawn into
into a
a district
district with
with U.S.
U.S. Rep.
Rep. David
David
ing,
Schweikert
Schweikert and
and lost
lost in
in the
the 2012
2012 primary.
primary. He
He currently
currently
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works
firm Clark
works for
for the
the lobbying
lobbying firm
Clark Hill.
Hill.
What
the
What are
are Pence’s
Pence's key
key attributes
attributes in
in heading
heading the
transition
team?
transition team?
“He’s aa good
focus,”
"He's
good communicator.
communicator. He’s
He's a
a calming
calming focus,"
said
“He always
said Quayle.
Quayle. "He
always has
has that
that calm
calm demeanor
demeanor which
which
is
juxtaposition to
to what
is a
a juxtaposition
what President
President Trump
Trump might
might be.
be. He
He
understands
understands Washington
Washington but
but is
is not
not of
of Washington.
Washington. He’s
He's
always tried
tried to
to change
change the
the way
way things
were done.
done. He’s
He's a
a
always
things were
serious
to do
serious reformer
reformer and
and really
really has
has been
been trying
trying to
do that
that for
for
a
years. He’ll
a number
number of
of years.
He'll continue
continue in
in that
that vein.
vein. He’s
He's going
going
to
to that
that conservative
to be
be a
a really
really good
good bridge
bridge to
conservative wing
wing of
of the
the
party
the Repubparty up
up on
on Capitol
Capitol Hill.
Hill. He
He was
was chairman
chairman of
of the
Repub
lican
the conference
lican Study
Study Committee
Committee and
and chairman
chairman of
of the
conference
when they
they were
were in
in the
minority. He
He does
does understand,
understand, has
has
when
the minority.
those
those relationships
relationships and
and how
how to
to bridge
bridge those
those gaps.”
gaps."
Quayle
Quayle pointed
pointed to
to the
the early
early stages
stages of
of the
the
Obama
Obama administration
administration when
when Pence
Pence asked
asked President
President Obama
Obama
to
the Republican
to address
address the
Republican conference
conference and
and take
take questions.
questions.
“That’s something
that no
thought
"That's
something that
no one
one else
else would
would have
have thought
of,”
“They were
the minority
of," Quayle
Quayle said.
said. "They
were in
in the
minority and
and they
they had
had
just lost
just
lost two
two bad
bad elections
elections in
in 2006
2006 and
and 2008.
2008. He
He decided
decided
to
to bring
bring the
the president
president in
in so
so he
he could
could understand
understand where
where
the Republican
Republican conference
conference was
was coming
coming from.
He wanted
wanted
the
from. He
to
from as
to know
know where
where the
the president
president was
was coming
coming from
as well
well
because,
the president.”
because, well,
well, he’s
he's the
president."
What
from Pence
What does
does Quayle
Quayle expect
expect from
Pence as
as the
the
Trump
to emerge?
Trump policy
policy agenda
agenda begins
begins to
emerge? Already
Already there
there is
is

talk
talk of
of a
a infrastructure
infrastructure and
and stimulus
stimulus plan
plan that
that some
some estiesti
mates
trillion to
the national
mates would
would add
add more
more than
than $5
$5 trillion
to the
national debt.
debt.
Pence
Pence has
has been
been a
a long-time
long-time deficit
deficit hawk.
hawk.
“The most
thing will
"The
most interesting
interesting thing
will be
be watching
watching the
the
House,”
“Some 65%
House," said
said Quayle.
Quayle. "Some
65% of
of Republican
Republican conference
conference
has
They’ve never
has never
never had
had a
a Republican
Republican president.
president. They've
never had
had
to
through the
to carry
carry a
a president’s
president's agenda
agenda through
the House.
House. It’s
It's going
going
to
to see
to be
be interesting
interesting to
see how
how people
people react
react if
if it
it doesn’t
doesn't concon
form
to some
form to
some of
of their
their principles.
principles. It’s
It's going
going to
to be
be something
something
Pence
to have
to deal
Pence is
is going
going to
have to
deal with.
with. II think
think there
there will
will be
be
some
some differences.
differences. It
It will
will not
not be
be seamless,
seamless, it
it will
will be
be a
a chalchal
lenge.”
lenge."
Does
to be
from
Does he
he expect
expect the
the policy
policy to
be generated
generated from
Trump, or
or House
House Speaker
Speaker Paul
Paul Ryan,
Ryan, who
who is
is closer
closer to
to
Trump,
Pence
than the
the president-elect.
Pence than
president-elect.
“Mike Pence
to help
"Mike
Pence is
is going
going to
help smooth
smooth some
some of
of those
those
frayed edges
edges that
some folks
folks had
had with
with Trump
Trump during
during the
frayed
that some
the
election,”
“Those are
election," Quayle
Quayle said.
said. "Those
are how
how relationships
relationships are
are
going
to be
going to
be built.
built. President
President Trump
Trump will
will have
have to
to engage
engage
wholeheartedly
wholeheartedly as
as well.
well. One
One of
of the
the biggest
biggest mistakes
mistakes of
of
the
this through
the Obama
Obama administration,
administration, and
and II learned
learned this
through my
my
Democratic
Democratic colleagues,
colleagues, is
is they
they didn’t
didn't engage
engage in
in the
the House
House
or the
Senate. My
My Democratic
Democratic friends
friends were
were not
not too
happy
or
the Senate.
too happy
with
that and
with that.
that. Gov.
Gov. Pence
Pence understands
understands that
and understands
understands
the
the stakes
stakes and
and II think
think he
he will
will get
get the
the whole
whole administration
administration
to
those kinds
to engage
engage in
in Congress
Congress so
so those
kinds of
of relationships
relationships can
can
be
things accomplished.”
be built
built and
and they
they can
can get
get things
accomplished." v
V
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Shelled Democrats
will listen, wait for
opportunities

door in Wayne County.”
Winston and Buttigieg believe that issues will be
critical in the 2018 mid-term elections and the 2020 cycle.
“We should revisit the platform, perhaps come up with a
new one instead of the one we’ve had every two years,”
Winston added. “It needs to be something reflective of
why you are asking people to vote Democratic.”
Buttigieg, who ran for treasurer statewide in
2010 and lost to incumbent Richard Mourdock, used redistricting reform as an issue the party should latch on to. “Is
our party going to be vigorously involved in redistricting
reform, or not? We should be skeptical politicians choosing
their voters. In one sense, our politics does appear to be
rigged. We need to provide an alternative to get politics
out of that process.”
And he echoed Winston, saying that Democratic
politicians “need to do a lot of listening, to make sure
there is a clearer sense of the real needs and concerns of
the voters.”
That is not a criticism of gubernatorial nominee
John Gregg, who based his campaign on some of the
same issues that propelled Donald Trump and Bernie
Sanders to 53% Indiana primary wins on May 3. Both used
Carrier fleeing to Mexico, obscene golden parachutes for

By BRIAN A. HOWEY
INDIANAPOLIS – The embers of a horrific Democratic defeat are still smoldering, yet South Bend Mayor
Peter Buttigieg senses an opportunity just two years away.
“Democrats have to put
forward a positive agenda, but we
need to have a positive response
to those in power,” the secondterm Democrat said Tuesday.
“What is really extraordinary is we
have an incoming president who
is not a conservative, not a liberal
and not a moderate. It’s going to be more difficult to know
in advance what his policies are and what they mean for
people in our community, but it may help set our agenda.”
In talking with Democrats across Indiana after the
Trump/Pence tsunami swept away the gubernatorial, U.S.
Senate, attorney general, superintendent
of public instruction and viable congressional nominee on Nov. 8, the other obvious
bookend to what happens in Washington is
what happens in a place like Washington,
Indiana.
Former Democratic chairman Robin
Winston, who signs off each of his emails
with “The politics of exclusion lead to the
politics of defeat” advocates Democrats fan
out across the state on a listening tour. His
advice comes as Indiana Democrats have
been consigned to Indianapolis, Lake, Porter, St. Joseph counties and college towns.
The party has only a couple of General
Assembly seats south of Bloomington, and
State Rep. Terry Goodin is virtually alone in
South Bend Mayor Peter Buttigieg campaigns for the Democratic ticket in the final week
representing a rural district.
of the campaign. (HPI Photo by Thomas Curry)
“You’ve got to be inclusive,” said
Winston, who led the party from 1999
through the 2000 election and oversaw the party winning
unsuccessful CEOs and a “rigged” economic system as
the Indianapolis mayoralship as well as reelecting Gov.
campaign themes. Gregg consistently talked about sagging
Frank O’Bannon. “We need to have a series of meetings
per-capita income and the need to create higher paying
around the state, inclusive, listening meetings. Listen to
jobs and set the stage for a better workforce by fully fundwhat people have to say, let them talk about their commuing pre-K and extending rural broadband to the last mile.
nities and what can be done in the future.”
The Gregg/Hale ticket was swamped by the
“I would establish clear goals,” said Winston,
Trump/Pence tidal wave that broke in the final week of the
who was deputy campaign manager of O’Bannon’s upset
cycle.
1996 win over Stephen Goldsmith. “Clear, incremental
“Trump won the state by 520,000 votes and John
goals. In county after county after county at their level,
lost by 160,000,” Winston observed. “Somewhere along
not regionally, you hear first hand what the issues are.
the line, people were voting for both Trump and Gregg.
What might work in Randolph County might not work next
Somewhere John made up about 300,000 votes.”
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Winston believes the Gregg campaign missed
ran a great race, but due to Hillary Clinton, they were dissome opportunities. Some 80% of Hoosiers voted for the
missed.” He also said that Evan Bayh’s sudden entry into
constitutional hunting and fishing amendment. “I was an
the Senate race “landed like a thud.”
advocate for taking a position when you had an item that
“There was just a lack of enthusiasm for that
won with 80% of the vote,” he said.
campaign,” he said. “People were voting against the whole
And Winston notes that Rep. Goodin consistently
Washington scene.”
wins in rural Scott and Jackson counties, and Mara CandeMcDermott fears similar fallout to what occurred
laria Reardon recaptured her old House seat in Lake Counin 2010 when Bayh unexpectedly bolted from a Senate
ty. “How did she appeal to voters in Munster?” Winston
reelection. It set in motion what we’ve long called the
asked. “Terry Goodin campaigns from Nov. 9 to November
“Bayh dominoes” that wiped out U.S. Rep. Brad Ellsworth
2018, whether it’s at a fire station in
in the Senate race, Trent Van Haaften in the 8th
Brownstown or Crothersville. We need to
CD and Sen. Bob Dieg from a House race. That lit
sit down with Democrats who won and
the fuse for the loss of legacy Democratic seats
ask them, ‘How did you win?”
throughout the Ohio and Wabash valleys.
And on the gender front,
“Christina Hale has got a great future in
Winston believes the Gregg campaign
politics,” McDermott said. “She needs to be in
missed an opening when it didn’t fashion
leadership. She may be back on ticket in four
an ad campaign around lieutenant govyears. She’s a successful, single mom, bipartisan,
ernor nominee Christina Hale, who could
aggressive. I would hate to see her go back to
have mitigated some of the negative
private sector. We lost Brad Ellsworth as part of
fallout from Hillary Clinton. “We had an
the Evan Bayh fallout.”
articulate, passionate, well-researched,
And McDermott questioned the party’s
well-spoken nominee who could have
aversion to contested primaries. “My party always
articulated it in a current time frame, to
tries to avoid a primary,” he said. “I like primaries.
Former Democratic Chairman
reach out to women,” Winston said. “I
You find out if you have a weak candidate. The
just wish we had seen her in some ads.” Robin Winston.
presidential race was greased for Hillary Clinton
State Rep. Dan Forestal penned
with the super delegates, and it destroyed the
a letter to his party this week. “We told
party. We put a bad candidate at the top of the
Hoosiers that our system is not rigged, when the opposite
ticket. We knew she was in trouble with Bernie Sanders
is true,” the Indianapolis Democrat said. “The system is
and we ignored it. It’s like signs of heart attack and you
rigged against everyday people by a complex web of masignore it. Then you have a heart attack.”
sive amounts of campaign cash dominating our elections
Three-term Kokomo Mayor Gregg Goodnight says
and our legislative processes. We must stand together
Indiana has assets, starting with U.S. Sen. Joe Donnelly,
against these special interests that rig the system against
and then a deep mayoral bench. “Just last year we picked
those we are sworn to serve.”
up the mayor of Indianapolis and in north central Indiana,
He added, “When the Democratic Party held the
we picked up Logansport, Peru, Anderson, Elwood,” said
presidency, the U.S. (House) and the U.S. Senate, did
Goodnight. “We made headway.”
we pass laws to help those working hard to move our
He sees long-time mayors such Fort Wayne’s Tom
economy forward? We did not. Were any of the profiteers
Henry, Lafayette’s Tony Roswarski (his name comes up
responsible for the economic devastation thrown into
often), McDermott, Buttigieg and Gary’s Karen Freemanprison? No. Instead we perpetuated a system in which the
Wilson as a good place to start. “Many of us are doing a
all-powerful pilfered our public coffers at the expense of
lot of good things.”
those we serve. To put it frankly, we bailed out Wall Street
Like McDermott, Goodnight believes that Clinton’s
and left Main Street in shambles, then we lost the public’s
lack of a coherent message backfired. The Clinton camtrust. Our constituents have gone without new streets,
paign focused on Trump’s temperament. “It’s the economy,
new sidewalks and fewer police officers while those rigging
stupid,” Goodnight said, quoting the 1992 slogan that got
the system line their own pockets. This system must end.
Bill Clinton to the White House. “That’s a pretty good way
We must begin the work of rebuilding trust with Hoosiers.”
to describe it. Donald Trump did talk the issues. He took
Hammond Mayor Thomas McDermott Jr.,
some positions on trade that were very different than
believes that Democrats have given up on a key constitusome of his colleagues were in the Republican Party.”
ency. “That’s something the Democratic Party has left beAs for the future, Goodnight said that Indiana
hind, the straight, white males. They voted for Trump. We
Democrats should look at local governments where there
had union leaders who would give John Gregg hundreds of
is plenty of strong leadership in the party. “The best thing
thousands for governor and yet their members voted for
I can do right now is to show how Democrats can be good
Trump.”
stewards with the public money and how we can govern.
McDermott echoed the others. “John Gregg ran
v
the best campaign for governor. He and (Christina) Hale
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Zody blames Dem
loses on tidal wave

Lanane, of Anderson, one of nine Democrats who will be
left in the 50-member chamber. “But there will be another
election, and we’ve got to be thinking now really in terms
of how to prepare for that.”
With no statewide offices up for election for two
years,
Lanane
said party leaders have time to address
By MAUREEN HAYDEN
hard
questions.
“We need to analyze our base,” he said.
CNHI Statehouse Bureau
“Did
they
get
out
to vote? And if they didn’t, why didn’t
INDIANAPOLIS – State Democrats were hoping
they
respond
to
our
message?”
to celebrate a string of election victories at their annual
In
the
traditionally
Democratic stronghold of Lake
holiday party here in the state capital. Instead the early
County,
for
example,
African-Americans
dominate the voter
December event will likely have a more somber tone as
rolls
in
the
cities,
but
turned
out
at
a
lower
rate than white
party leaders dissect what went wrong on Election Day.
voters
in
the
suburbs.
Clinton
won
41,000
more
votes
Democrats lost every
there
than
Trump.
But
back
in
2008,
President
Barack
statewide contest last Tuesday,
Obama won that county by more than 100,000 votes.
including what were seen as com“We’ve got to take a hard look at ourselves,” Lanane said.
petitive races for Senate and govDemocratic leaders around the state echoed his
ernor. Despite money and labor
point.
poured into a handful of legislative
A year ago, Kokomo Mayor Greg Goodnight
seats, the party failed to unlock
helped
usher
in historic results for Democrats in his comthe Republican super majority in
munity,
becoming
the first Democrat to win the mayor’s
the General Assembly, or make a
office
for
the
third
time. All six contested common council
dent in Republicans’ hold on seven
races
were
won
by
Democrats, as well.
of nine congressional seats.
Goodnight
said
he knows people who voted for
		
State Democratic Chairhim
last
year
but
voted
Republican
this year. For him, the
man John Zody blames the
most
surprising
were
autoworkers
who
helped Republican
across-the-board losses on a tidal wave created by GOP
Todd
Young
defeat
Democrat
Evan
Bayh
in the U.S. Senate
President-elect Donald Trump. Late polls projected Trump
race.
Young
opposed
a
2009
auto
industry
bailout that
to win the state by 6 to 10 points. Instead, he and his vice
Bayh
supported.
“Sometimes
people
don’t
vote
in their
presidential candidate, Gov. Mike Pence, won by 19 points,
own
best
interest,”
Goodnight
said.
more than 500,000 votes more than his losing opponent,
There are no easy answers for Democrats, who’ve
Democrat Hillary Clinton. “That’s tough to overcome,” said
been out of power in the Statehouse for
Zody, who seemed as surprised
16 years, he added. Goodnight said the
as anyone by Trump’s strong pull
party will have to convince voters it can
on the down-ballot races.
do things better, a tactic that Gregg tried
Zody said he’s taking
to employ in the governor’s race but
advantage of upcoming gatherfailed. “We have to produce good policy
ings of party activists to find out
and hope it resonates as good politics,”
why their candidates took such a
he said.
pounding. “I’ve got a list started
South Bend Mayor Pete Buttigieg,
already of people I need to talk
a
rising
star in the state party, agrees.
to and places I need to go,” he
Last
November,
the 35-year-old mayor
said. Zody, with another year to
won
reelection
with
80 percent of the
go in his four-year elected term
vote,
after
spending
much of his first
as party chairman, faces a dauntterm
focused
on
boosting
his city’s shifting task analyzing what happened
ing
economy.
Buttigieg
said
Democrats
and deciding what comes next.
need
to
focus
on
fixing
fundamental
Going into Tuesday’s
problems in the economy and the politielection, party leaders were
Indiana
Democratic
Chairman
John
Zody.
(HPI
cal system that leave too many people
convinced their incumbent state
Photo
by
Mark
Curry)
feeling left out. “That’s what the winning
schools chief, Glenda Ritz, would
campaigns in this election tapped into,”
be joined in the Statehouse by
he
said.
“But,
at
the
same time, we can’t make false promgubernatorial contender John Gregg, whose internal polls
ises.”
v
showed him narrowly ahead of Republican Eric Holcomb.
Instead both Ritz and Gregg lost. She was defeated by
Maureen Hayden covers the Indiana Statehouse
Jennifer McCormick, now superintendent of Yorktown
for CNHI’s newspapers and websites. Reach her at
Community Schools.
mhayden@cnhi.com.
“We can be sad. I certainly was,” said Sen. Tim
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Electoral College was
a target for Birch Bayh

That principle has been upended by the Electoral
College four other times throughout history, when the
candidate with the most votes didn’t win the White House.
The most recent was George W. Bush’s victory over Democrat Al Gore in 2000. It also happened during the 1824
election of John Quincy Adams, the 1876 election of Rutherford Hayes, and again in 1888, when Hoosier Benjamin
Harrison ousted the incumbent, Grover Cleveland.
Also in the Bayh archive are documents showing his alarm during the 1968 election in which Alabama
Gov. George Wallace, a populist firebrand, was attempting
to wreak havoc. Wallace knew he couldn’t win the popular
vote, but he was hoping to win enough electoral votes
to force the decision into the U.S. House of Representatives, where he saw some sympathy for his segregationist
agenda. Republican Richard Nixon narrowly won the popular vote that year but handily won the Electoral College.
In the following session of Congress, Bayh again
filed a resolution to begin the long process of abolishing

By MAUREEN HAYDEN
CNHI Statehouse Bureau
BLOOMINGTON – Democrat Hillary Clinton apparently won the most votes last week, but she didn’t win the
White House, a contradiction that is renewing debate over
the system of selecting a president that is baked into the
U.S. Constitution. Calls to abolish the Electoral College,
which gives some states disproportionate influence, aren’t
new.
A half-century ago, an Indiana senator took up the
cause of reforming how presidents are picked, only to be
stymied by an array of forces that included segregationist
Sen. Strom Thurmond and the widow of civil rights hero
Martin Luther King Jr.
The fascinating details of
Sen. Birch Bayh’s quixotic attempt to reform, and later topple,
the Electoral College are forever
preserved in the archives of the
Indiana University Libraries. They
landed there 35 years ago, in some
of the 1,200 boxes of senatorial papers donated by Bayh to his alma
mater.
Archivist Kate Cruikshank
has organized a jumble of material
into a narrative of Bayh’s 18-year
Senate career. “It’s very unusual
to find this much detail,” she said
of a mass of internal memos, staff
correspondence and other material Former U.S. Sens. Birch Bayh (right) and old Electoral College nemesis Strom Thurmond.
that offer a behind-the-scene look at
the Electoral College with a constitutional amendment,
Bayh’s work.
which would require two-thirds votes in both houses of
The materials show Bayh’s persistence, a man,
Congress and ratification by 38 states.
she said, “not likely to give up on anything.” They include
Bayh had 40 co-sponsors in the Senate and a ma2,600 pages of testimony offered in multiple hearings
jority
support
in the House. But his resolution was bottled
on Electoral College reform, organized by Bayh when he
up
in
the
Senate
Judiciary Committee by Thurmond. The
headed the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on ConstiSouth
Carolinian
would
be Bayh’s nemesis on the issue for
tutional Amendments. Much of the testimony supported
years
to
come,
as
the
archival
material shows.
Bayh’s belief that the institution created in 1787 as a
Bayh’s
final
push
came
in 1977, after Jimmy
compromise by populous northern states to appease
Carter
won
the
presidency
with
the
popular vote but a thin
slave-holding states of the South was an anachronism.
margin
of
electors.
By
then,
Bayh
had
widespread public
Under the system, voters cast ballots for electors who in
support
but
not
enough
votes
to
overcome
Thurmond’s
turn choose the president. Each state is assigned a certain
filibuster.
number of electors based on the size of its congressional
In Bayh’s papers is a document from the time, a
delegation, which is tied to population.
telegram
from a group of black leaders addressed to Thur“In the final analysis,” Bayh would later write,
mond,
later
distributed to Bayh and others. It vehemently
“the most compelling reason for directly electing our presiargues
that
abolishing
the Electoral College would dilute
dent and vice president is one of principle. In the United
the
vote
of
minorities.
The
telegram was signed by Coretta
States, every vote must count equally. One person, one
Scott
King,
among
others.
vote is more than a clever phrase, it’s the cornerstone of
It was heartbreaking for the Indiana senator.
justice and equality.”
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Bayh, now 88 and ailing, was unavailable to talk about the
Electoral College after Republican Donald Trump won the
White House last week despite Clinton’s apparent victory
in the popular vote. The outcome inspired a new effort to
abolish the Electoral College, this time filed by Sen. Barbara Boxer, a California Democrat.
Bayh’s papers show that he continued to argue
for the abolition of the Electoral College until the end of
his career. His archive includes a talking-points memo on
the perils of the system in a close election. It was written

Silent majority and
the Electoral College
By MORTON MARCUS
INDIANAPOLIS – Suddenly, on Nov. 9, the majority in the United States woke up to find it has been silent
too long. In fact, it realized, it might not be a majority at
all. The combined Republican and Libertarian vote was
50.59%. From what I know, many of the Libertarian votes
were from Republicans who were
embarrassed to be known as Republicans this year. The 48.76% who voted
Democratic or Green believed strongly
in their causes and could not understand how others could believe otherwise. But they were not the majority.
Now, instead of taking to the
streets, this silent minority needs to
be heard. Now, if it wishes to be successful in the political arena, it must
recognize the urgency of political action. This means ending the corruption of gerrymandering
by political parties and restructuring the Electoral College.
Gerrymandering is the practice of state legislators
drawing district lines to protect
their seats and their party in the
General Assembly. Here in Indiana, through a study committee
report, we have made a good
start toward taking extreme partisanship out of the process. But
that effort must continue and be
intensified next year.
What’s wrong with
the Electoral College is what ails
so many citizens. As it stands today, the candidate who gets the
most votes in a state also gets
ALL of the electoral votes of that
state. If you live in a Red state,

in late October 1980, as Bayh was preparing to be interviewed on national television. A week later, he would lose
his reelection bid to future Vice President Dan Quayle. In
the same election, Ronald Reagan would win the presidency with just under 51 percent of the popular vote, but
91 percent of the Electoral College. v
Maureen Hayden covers the Indiana Statehouse
for CNHI’s newspapers and websites. Reach her at
mhayden@cnhi.com.

there is little reason to vote if you are of a different color.
The same applies to voting in a Blue state.
The Electoral College is part of the U.S. Constitution. But it can be changed by action of legislatures in
the individual states without a Constitutional amendment.
Maine and Nebraska have done that. Let’s see if Indiana
can do likewise.
The sensible change is to assign Indiana’s 11
electoral votes according to the popular vote. Trump won
57.2% of the popular vote and would get 6.3 electoral
votes. Clinton, with 37.9% of the popular votes gets 4.2
electoral votes and the remaining 0.5 electoral votes goes
to Johnson, the Libertarian.
“What?” you say. “How do you divide the electors into parts?” That’s no problem. There is no need for
electors as such, there need be only certification of electoral votes which can be carried to Washington by couriers
we call electors. This system has been proposed for years.
It puts priority on the popular vote while maintaining the
virtues of Electoral College (to be discussed in a later column).
Can the silent minority stop being alternately depressed and outraged about losing an election? Can they
stop holding pity parties and recognize an end to gerrymandering and restructuring the Electoral College are the
imperatives of our times.
Donald Trump will be our new president. He wants
to “drain the swamp.” Let’s
help him by putting an end to
gerrymandering and reforming
the Electoral College, starting
here in Indiana. v
Mr. Marcus is an economist, writer, and speaker
who may be reached at
mortonjmarcus@yahoo.
com.
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What we learned after
a stunning upset
By LARRY J. SABATO, KYLE KONDIK
and GEOFFREY SKELLEY
CHARLOTTSVILLE, Va. – Now that we’ve had a
week to digest the results of the 2016 election, here are
some observations about what happened and what the
results might tell us about the future:

1. Electoral map tilts to the GOP

In close elections, the Electoral College will probably continue to tilt to the GOP. Twice in 16 years, we’ve
had a “misfire,” where
the popular vote went
to one major-party
candidate while the
other candidate secured a majority of the
electoral vote. This is
because Democrats secure large, sometimes
enormous, majorities
in mega-states such
as California, New
York, and Illinois, while
Republicans have just
Texas, where Donald Trump’s margin
of victory was nearly
450,000 votes fewer
than Mitt Romney’s.
(You should never join
“just” with Texas, but
we trust you’ll see
what we mean.) Other
sizable states, such as
Florida, North Carolina,
and Virginia, are closely
divided and add only
small pluralities to the
candidate that wins
them.
While the cumulative popular vote
means nothing under the Constitution, it is not a good
thing for a president to have lost it. The powers of the office are the same for every chief executive, yet it is almost
impossible for a president to claim a mandate when many
more people voted for the opponent. Democratic candidate Al Gore secured a national plurality of 547,000 votes
in 2000; as of Wednesday afternoon, Hillary Clinton has
1.2 million more votes than Donald Trump, and that gap is
very likely to grow.
Most Americans have long favored abolition of the

Electoral College, designed for the 1790s rather than the
21st century. However, no one expects to see the Electoral
College go the way of the horse and buggy anytime soon.
It is also fair to note that if there were no Electoral College, the campaigns would have been run differently, so
we can’t automatically assume that Hillary Clinton would
have beaten Donald Trump under a popular vote system.

2. The map gets more competitive

Because the 2016 contest was far closer than either 2008 and 2012, the number of states decided by five
points or less increased from four in 2012 (Florida, North
Carolina, Ohio, and Virginia) to 11 in 2016 (shown in the
map below). But the nation’s polarization is still obvious,
and only six states flipped from Democratic to Republican
(Florida, Iowa, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and probably
Michigan) -- and none in the
opposite direction. At least we
can say that the playing field was
more broadly competitive, and
especially so until the final GOP
consolidation behind Trump in
late October and early November.
For a while in the fall, Arizona,
Georgia, Utah, and a few other
states appeared to be tightly
contested, and even on Election
Day Arizona and Georgia ended
up being less Republican than
Iowa and Ohio. We may be at a
time of transition in the Electoral
College where the whiter Midwest gets redder and the more
diverse Sun Belt gets bluer.

3. Projections miss
the mark

With credit to 270toWin.
com, here is the final Election
Day forecast for a range of sites
and news organizations. No one
was even close to the final Electoral College results. The Crystal
Ball actually had the largest
allocation of electors to Trump
(216) but we were in a three-way tie for the second-most
electors assigned to Clinton (322). This will be a year
pundits and predictors will want to forget, yet none of us
should. There are many lessons to learn, and we all need
to do much, much better in the future.

4. Many polls were off

By the time all the votes are counted, the RealClearPolitics average of national polls that showed Clinton
winning the national popular vote by about three points
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probably won’t be all that far off -- Clinton may win it by
a point or two or somewhere in between. But many of the
state-level polls missed the mark, and missed badly, particularly in the Rust Belt. Hardly any polls showed Trump
leading in several of these states the whole election, and
yet Trump’s one-point wins in Pennsylvania and Wisconsin
and even narrower lead in Michigan, which the Associated
Press has yet to officially call, ended up being the differ-

Pigs were flying
on Election Night
By JACK COLWELL
SOUTH BEND – When pigs flew over my car as I
drove home on election night, the sight neither startled
nor surprised me. Hey! The Cubs won the World Series.
Donald Trump won the presidency. So why would aerodynamically skilled porkers be a surprise?
Actually, the Cubs were
expected to win this time. Trump
wasn’t.
Not long ago, as Hillary
Clinton won the debates and
Trump was losing it in a tweeting rage, speculation grew about
a political tsunami sweeping
away the Republican presidential
nominee and helpless Republican
candidates all around the nation,
bringing a Democratic Senate for
sure and maybe – just maybe –
even a Democratic House. Could Clinton, surprisingly close
back then in an Indiana poll, even carry the Hoosier state
the way President Obama did in 2008?
Tsunami there was. In Indiana, the waves swept
away helpless candidates, just as predicted when a tsunami hits. But some of those mid-October election forecasts
were like a South Bend weather forecast in winter that
goes wrong as shifting winds off the lake bring something
far different than predicted.
Tsunami waves hit a different place, a different
party. The helpless candidates, drowned without a chance,
were Democrats: Evan Bayh, the long-popular Indiana
vote-getter who came back to run again for senator in
a plan to win control of the Senate; John Gregg, who
seemed in October to be moving toward a clear victory
for governor over a little-known, last-minute appointee
on the Republican ticket; Glenda Ritz, who had survived a
past Republican tide to be state school superintendent and
become a champion of public education.
Clinton didn’t end up surprisingly close to carrying
Indiana, or anywhere close. A Trump tsunami in Indiana
was so big that it washed away any Democratic hopes of

ence in the race: had Clinton carried these three states,
she would have won with 278 electoral votes (as it stands
now, if Trump carries Michigan he’ll end up with 306).
But there were some signs. A Republican
pollster, the Trafalgar Group, released polls of Michigan
and Pennsylvania showing Trump with tiny leads. Another
Republican pollster, Harper, showed the race tied in Pennsylvania. v

wins in statewide races or for congressional district upsets.
Trump didn’t win big everywhere, just barely in most
battleground states, but by enough to win electoral votes
needed to win the presidency.
What happened? Republican voters came home.
No doubt. A lot of that should have been expected. Voters,
even if they dislike their nominee, seek reasons still to return to the party they usually favor. The Oct. 28 bombshell
by FBI Director James Comey, that more emails of possible
interest had been discovered, helped to accentuate that
return home. The thinking: “Well, maybe she really is a
crook. I just can’t vote for her. Gotta vote for Trump.”
Emails, a subject always hurting Clinton, were
back in the news with Comey’s “never mind” just before
the voting. That in itself didn’t doom Clinton. Trump turned
more positive, abandoning tweeting rants and staying on
message, more reason for more undecided voters to vote
for him.
Then there was that vaunted ground game of the
Democrats. They thought all their work to identify potential supporters and get them to the polls, all the calls and
knocking on doors, would assure victory in any close contest. Trump didn’t bother with a ground game.Trump was
convinced that his supporters were enthused enough to
get to the polls without need for all that traditional political
organizing. They were.
Democratic strategists were convinced their work
would bring waves of voters they needed to the polls, big
turnouts of African Americans, Latinos, women in general and suburban women in particular. Didn’t happen in
percentages needed. Enthusiasm just wasn’t widespread
for Clinton. You can identify potential supporters, but you
can’t make them vote if they aren’t energized by the candidate, if they don’t want to bother. As Republicans came
home, Clinton couldn’t convince enough of the wavering
Democrats to do the same.
St. Joseph County, supposedly strongly
Democratic, darn near was carried by Trump – Clinton,
52,247; Trump, 52,019. The tsunami left Bayh, Gregg,
Ritz and Democratic congressional nominee Lynn Coleman
with small margins, nowhere near what was needed to
win. Earlier forecasts before the winds shifted now look as
ridiculous as flying pigs. v
Colwell has covered Indiana politics over five decades for the South Bend Tribune.
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The act of voting
becomes an issue
By LEE HAMILTON
BLOOMINGTON – We’re faced with a fundamental
disagreement among state governments as to how they
should treat Americans’ most basic right.
One of the more intriguing aspects of this unusual
election year is the extent to which the underpinning of
the election itself — voting — has become an issue in
its own right. An act that we used to take for granted is
increasingly being called into question.
Just look at the headlines from the past few
months. Russia, it seems clear,
was trying to meddle in the
process, sowing confusion and
distrust about the integrity of
the vote and about the vibrancy
and fairness of our democracy.
There have been questions about
the cyber-security of voting
infrastructure across the country
— “States Unprepared for Election Day Cyber Attack,” ran the
headline on a Politico story 10
days before the election.
There are worries about the fragility of our voting
system in general, what with its patchwork of procedures,
obsolete machinery, and increasingly complex training
requirements for poll workers. And, of course, you’ve got
the cries from one of the presidential candidates that the
entire system is rigged against him.
But perhaps most notable of all, we’re faced with
a fundamental disagreement among state governments,
which are charged with protecting Americans’ most basic
right, as to how they should treat it. Some states are
seeking to constrain voting, instituting restrictive registration requirements, limiting access to the ballot box with ID
requirements, and even imposing shorter hours for early
voting and for voting on Election Day. In essence, they’re
trying to limit voter turnout. Other states are moving in the
opposite direction, trying to expand the ease with which
citizens can vote by knocking down barriers.
These are mostly, but not entirely, partisan
stances. Jim Sensenbrenner, the senior Republican from
Wisconsin in the House of Representatives, noted in a
March New York Times commentary, “Ensuring that every
eligible voter can cast a ballot without fear, deterrence and
prejudice is a basic American right. I would rather lose my
job than suppress votes to keep it.”
Still, members of his party generally support
restricting voting; Democrats support expanding the vote.
Politicians in each party tend to see the issue through a
partisan lens; they support positions which they believe
will help them win elections.

I’m with Jim Sensenbrenner on this one. The right
to cast a vote is fundamental in a democracy. It is the preeminent emblem of American citizenship; indeed, the right
to vote is synonymous with being a citizen, the essential
attribute of American freedom.
The history of our country can be written in part
by tracking who has the right to vote. The 15th Amendment gave it to African-American men; women of all races
won the right after World War I; discrimination at the polls
constricted the vote for many decades, until the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 once again bolstered access to the ballot; 18-year-olds were given the vote six years later. Over
many decades, from the 19th century on, the electorate
has expanded, contracted, and expanded again.
These days, you pretty much need a scorecard to keep track of voting rights in the U.S., although
I believe that in the long run, seeking to undermine the
privilege of voting is a losing cause. The courts have been
getting heavily involved, and in recent years have often
overturned, challenged or blocked some of the more
restrictive laws passed by state legislatures. Moreover, the
effort to disenfranchise or suppress votes in the name of
“ballot security” runs the risk of antagonizing voters who,
given a chance to vote, will inflict political losses on the
party that tried to block their way.
Instead, we ought to be expansive in championing voting rights. I’ve worked in a lot of precincts over my
decades in politics, and I understand full well that there
are deficiencies in our voting laws and procedures. Registration records get skewed. Errors occur. Incompetence
happens. Inadequate state or local resources result in
confusing ballots, some precincts getting short-changed on
voting machines, and voting machines breaking down.
Voting is an issue worth our sustained attention.
But let’s place our priorities where they belong, on ensuring the fairness, integrity and efficiency of our voting
infrastructure and procedures, and assuring that qualified
citizens exercise democracy’s most fundamental right —
voting. v
Lee Hamilton is a Senior Advisor for the Indiana
University Center on Representative Government;
a Distinguished Scholar, IU School of Global and
International Studies; and a Professor of Practice,
IU School of Public and Environmental Affairs. He
was a member of the U.S. House of Representatives
for 34 years.
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Jerry Davich, Post-Tribune: Are you now

ashamed to be an American after Tuesday’s presidential
election? Or are you prouder than ever? Does the once-unfathomable title, “President-elect Donald Trump,” proudly
roll off your tongue today, or will you be choking on it for
weeks to come? I understand how tens of thousands of
Northwest Indiana residents feel about Trump’s shocking
Election Day victory over Hillary Clinton. My social media sites, email and voice mail have been inundated with
conflicting reader reaction to Trump’s astonishing victory
since late Tuesday night. “I’m so upset,” Catherine Swisher,
of Hammond, told me Wednesday morning. “I didn’t think
I would be so affected by all of this. And now I’m freaking
crying.” Sheila Wood, of Portage, said, “I feel devastated
today. I’m sad, deflated and defeated.” Imam Mongy ElQuesny, leader of the Northwest Indiana Islamic Center in
Crown Point, said, “Nothing worries us because we look
forward, not backward. We live with hope, not fears.”
They’re not alone. I’ve heard from many other women in
this area who were profoundly saddened when they awoke
Wednesday morning. Some of them weren’t
quite sure if it was over Trump’s victory or
Clinton’s loss. Along with the rest of the
country, they learned the hard way that the
only poll that matters is Election Day. Trump’s
controversial campaign as an agent of change,
empowered by a resurrected rural army of
white, middle-class voters, trounced the governmental status quo and all that it stands for. It was as
much a backlash victory against President Obama’s legacy,
Washington, D.C., politics and the mainstream media as it
was against the powerful Clinton family. On Tuesday night,
I jokingly posted on social media this quip in regard to the
way the presidential results were heading: “If Trump wins,
thank God I’m white, male, middle aged and uneducated.”
It’s true, you know. I could very much represent the base
voter for Trump and his vice president-elect, Indiana Gov.
Mike Pence. v

Jim Rutenberg, New York Times: It was mid-

June, and relations between Donald J. Trump and the
news media had taken another dreadful turn. He had
already vowed to change the libel laws to make it easier
to sue journalists, and his personal insults were becoming
more vicious. (One news correspondent was a “sleaze”;
another was “third rate.”) Most troubling was that he was
keeping a blacklist of news organizations he was banning
from his rallies, and it was growing. I called him at the
time, to see what this would look like in a Trump administration. Would he deny White House credentials to select
reporters and news organizations? No, he said. “There, I’m
taking something away, where I’m representing the nation.” We can only hope he means it. Because if Mr. Trump
keeps up the posture he displayed during the campaign —
all-out war footing — the future will hold some very grim
days, not just for news reporters but also for the Ameri-

can constitutional system that relies on a free and strong
press. It’s one thing to wage a press war as a candidate,
when the most you can do is enforce reporting bans at
your rallies, hurl insults and deny interviews and access
(all of which are plenty bad). It’s another thing to do it
from 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, where you have control
over what vital government information is made public,
and where you have sway over the Justice Department,
which under President Obama has shown an overexuberance in investigating journalists and the whistle-blowers
who leak to them. Imagine what somebody with a press
vendetta and a dim view of the First Amendment would do
with that kind of power. v

John Krull, Evansville Courier & Press: Evan

Bayh slept. It was late summer, 1988. We flew in a small
plane, just he, I and the pilot. He was running for governor, the first Democrat in 20 years to have a shot at
claiming the state’s highest office. I traveled with him,
reporting on his campaign. We had spent the day, wheels
up, wheels down, in Southern Indiana bouncing from county fairs to town festivals, stopping
even at a couple of local picnics. Everywhere,
people treated him like a missing prince who’d
wandered home. Bayh wasn’t comfortable with
all the attention. When people came at him,
he took a half step back before grasping the
proffered hand. When one aggressive woman
tried to ruffle his hair, he lunged to evade her reach. Then
32, he was reserved, almost shy. Some of his discomfort
came from an inherent reticence. Some came from growing up in the public eye – of having his family’s tragedies
(the death of his mother, Marvella) and setbacks (the
loss of the U.S. Senate seat his father, Birch, held for 18
years) played out before people he didn’t even know. The
day wore on him. When we got back to the plane at near
midnight for the flight home, he looked at me and said:
“Do you mind if I just go to sleep? I’m beat.” It was while
he dozed as we flew back to Indianapolis that I developed a sense of Evan Bayh I’ve never lost – that he was
a more complicated, conflicted figure than people realize.
His male-model handsomeness and seeming fortunateson upbringing made it easy to overlook his anxieties and
vulnerabilities. Now, in the aftermath of his defeat for
the U.S. Senate race, there are people – not all of them
Republicans – who are gleeful at Bayh’s downfall. They
see his loss to Republican Todd Young as a comeuppance,
a deserved bit of electoral justice delivered to an entitled
scion who never fulfilled his promise and never rendered
full service to the progressive cause. Doubtless, there are
valid reasons for these resentments. Self-absorption and a
sense of grandiosity are occupational hazards for long-time
political leaders. It’s a rare officeholder who doesn’t succumb to those ego traps from time to time. Bayh’s natural
reserve also could come across as arrogance. Still, I never
could understand the animosity he inspired. v
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Gov. Haley eyed
for sec of state
INDIANAPOLIS — South
Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley is under
consideration to be President-elect
Donald Trump’s secretary of state, her
lieutenant governor told the Post and
Courier Wednesday. Lt. Gov Henry
McMaster said he too is being considered for a position in Trump’s cabinet
— including possibly attorney general
— and told the Post
and Courier that he’s in
contact with the Trump
transition team. Haley,
considered a rising star
in the Republican Party,
backed Sen. Marco
Rubio in the Republican primary. The
daughter of Indian immigrants, she
would bring both racial and gender
diversity to Trump’s cabinet. Former
New York mayor Rudy Giuliani is also
a strong contender for the position,
per multiple reports and sources.

Lake Council OKs
pot resolution
CROWN POINT — The Lake
County Council passed a resolution
Tuesday supporting the legalization
of medical marijuana (Dolan, NWI
Times). The council voted 4-2 to support Lake County Councilman Jamal
Washington, D-Merrillville, who is urging state officials to pass “a prescribed
medical marijuana program statute by
the state of Indiana.” Washington was
joined by Council President Ted Bilski,
D-Hobart; Councilwoman Christine
Cid, D-East Chicago; and Councilman
David Hamm, D-Hammond; in supporting legalization. Council members
Elsie Franklin, D-Gary, and Eldon
Strong, R-Crown Point, opposed the
measure. Indiana is one of only a
handful of states and American territories that still consider all marijuana
use a crime. Two bills regarding the
use of medical marijuana were studied
earlier this year by the General Assembly, but neither was passed into

law. Washington said medical marijuana could help people suffering from a
coma, glaucoma and Crohn’s disease.
“Just like the prohibitions against
alcohol and gay marriage, marijuana
will soon be legal in all 50 states, I
believe. I believe we must make our
voice heard.”

Hupfer reported to
be Holcomb’s COS
INDIANAPOLIS — Holcomb
transition co-chair Kyle Hupfer is
reportedly to be named the
incoming governor’s chief of
staff. HPI could not get confirmation from sources close to
Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb. Hupfer
is a former commissioner of the
Indiana Department of Natural
Resources under Gov. Mitch Daniels.

Crouch begins
her transition
INDIANAPOLIS — After a
whirlwind three-month campaign
with running mate Eric Holcomb that
resulted in a big election night victory,
new Lt. Gov-Elect Suzanne Crouch is
starting the transition process from
State Auditor to Lieutenant Governor
(Osowski, Evansville Courier & Press).
Crouch, an Evansville native, said she
is making sure the auditor’s office is
in good shape for whomever GovElect Holcomb appoints to replace
her. The Holcomb-Crouch transition
team is also in the process of going
to the various agencies the lieutenant
governor oversees to get Crouch up to
speed.

in the presidential race, said Nov. 15
he was talking to the new administration but didn’t provide any more
details. If Reed departs for an administration job, it will add to the three
vacancies on the Republican side.
Reps. Jackie Walorski (Ind.), Mike
Bishop (Mich.), Carlos Curbelo (Fla.),
Bradley Byrne (Ala.) and Andy Barr
(Ky.) are among Republicans who are
interested in the openings.

Test scores decline
for second year
INDIANAPOLIS — The number of Indiana students passing the
state math and reading test fell for the
second straight year in 2016—even as
more schools saw their passing rates
inch up. Across the state, 51.6 percent
of students in grades 3-8 passed both
exams, down from 53.5 percent in
2015 (IBJ). That was when tougher
standards caused test scores across
the state to plummet, leaving just four
schools out of 1,500 across the state
with any test score gains at all. This
year, 494 schools saw their passing
rates improve. And far fewer schools
experienced the double-digit drops
that were present for 93 percent of
schools in 2015.

Vermillion to
seek vacant SD17
MARION — Ann Vermillion, a
former editor at the Marion ChronicleTribune and Marion hospital executive,
announced she will seek SD17, the
seat being vacated by U.S. Rep.-elect
Jim Banks.

Walorski seeking
Ways & Means

Trump seeks 5
year lobbying ban

WASHINGTON — At least
one Republican member of the House
Ways and Means Committee is considering a possible role in the Donald
Trump administration, signaling more
change for the tax writing panel
(Bloomberg). Rep. Tom Reed who
threw his support behind Trump early

WASHINGTON — Appointees
to President-elect Donald Trump’s
administration will be asked to sign a
form barring them from being a registered lobbyist for five years after they
leave government service, officials
announced Wednesday -- following up
on his pledge to “drain the swamp.”
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HALE IN 2020? 'ABSOLUTELY, YES': Still rocked by the stunning defeat of Democratic gubernatorial
nominee John Gregg, running mate Christina Hale vowed to stay involved in policy and political matters
in Indiana. Asked in an exclusive interview Thursday with Howey Politics Indiana if that could include a
2020 gubernatorial candidacy, Hale responded, "Absolutely, yes. I love Indiana and want to make sure
that not only does our public discussion stay relevant, but we're planning for future generations. Indiana
is falling behind in some many areas. We had a vision for success, not just to get reelected in four years,
but to set up prosperity for the next 10 years." The Indianapolis Democrat said that while she is planning
her next steps professionally, she added, "This experience makes me more determined to have Indiana
teed up for the future. We talked about issues that really matter. Why are we worried about what could
happen tomorrow when we have outrageous problems today, like one third of our girls who are sexually
assaulted by the time they are teenagers, often my adults in their own homes? Today most kids have a
portal to the Internet and are exposed to people with dangerous and ill intentions. Our laws aren't in
place to deal with this." Hale said the ticket expected to defeat Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb on Nov. 8, but by
mid evening realized they were going to be swamped by the Trump tidal wave. Trump forged a 525,000
plurality in in the state, though the Gregg/Hale ticket carved out split tickets, losing to Holcomb by
164,000 votes. "This has been such a strange political year," she said. "We never took anything for
granted. It was clear from the beginning that anything could happen. No one thought Evan Bayh would
come back and run for a Senate seat he gave away. Everyone thought he'd help the ticket. Then we had
Mike Pence ending up as vice president." She compared the year to the last episode of the "Bob Newhart
Show" where the comedian woke up from a dream with Suzanne Pleshette in bed. "I woke up and I was
running for lieutenant governor and the Cubs were in the World Series," Hale said with a smile.

HALE PAYS TRIBUTE TO GREGG: Christina Hale paid tribute to Gregg. "I appreciate my running mate
John Gregg for his leadership, intensity and intellect," she said ( Howey Politics Indiana). "It was a big risk
but he stepped up to the challenge because he wanted to do good things for people. I admire that. We
need people to step up and John Gregg is one of those people." During his concession speech on Election
Night, Gregg left no doubt that Hale is the future of the Democratic Party. "She gave up her seat,
because she wanted to serve," he said of the two-term House Democrat. "She is the real deal and she
has a bright future. I know we'll see her in the arena again soon."

NSA DIRECTOR SAYS RUSSIA IMPACTED ELECTION: NSA Director Adm. Michael Rogers spoke
candidly this week about the role of nation-states in affecting the outcome of the 2016 presidential
election with cyber attacks (CBS News). "There shouldn't be any doubts in anybody's mind: This was not
something that was done casually, this was not something that was done by chance, this was not a
target that was selected purely arbitrarily," Rogers said at a Wall Street Journal election forum on
Tuesday. "This was a conscious effort by a nation state to attempt to achieve a specific effect." Rogers is
most likely referencing Russia, since U.S. officials have already openly accused Russia of hacking into the
Democratic National Committee's internal email server in July. Similar "spearfishing" tactics were
attempted, according to U.S. intelligence officials, in the breaching of Clinton campaign chairman John
Podesta's personal Gmail account. WikiLeaks distributed nearly 50,000 emails, revealing Clinton campaign
strategy on everything from possible campaign slogans to the handling of the Clinton Foundation should
the former secretary of state have been elected president. The host of hackers is "so large and diverse,"

Rogers said, that it's difficult to identify perpetrators. The solution to countering possibly damaging cyber
breaches, he added, is an integrated approach, one that champions collaboration between public and
private sectors. Otherwise, it's like "fighting with one hand tied behind your back." "My point is that cyber
does not recognize these arbitrary lines that we have drawn-it doesn't recognize the geography," Rogers
said to the Wall Street Journal's Rebecca Blumenstein. "Network structures in the world wide web [are]
not organized that way. Our adversaries don't work that way."

TRUMP TO MEET WITH ROMNEY: Mitt Romney may be in while Newt Gingrich says he is out of the
running for a post in Donald Trump's cabinet as the president-elect's team continued to piece together
key positions in the new administration on Thursday. A source close to Trump told NBC News that
Romney, the 2012 GOP presidential nominee, is being considered for secretary of state. The two men
feuded throughout Trump's 2016 run, with Romney actively calling on Republicans to reject the candidate
he called "a phony" and "a fraud." The frosty relationship seemed to thaw a bit last week after Trump
tweeted that Romney called him to congratulate him on his victory. Also Thursday, Newt Gingrich, the
former Republican House speaker, said in an interview with McClatchy News Service that he would not
have an official role in Trump's administration, despite having previously been identified as a potential
secretary of state. Gingrich confirmed the report in an interview with The Washington Post.

PENCE TELLS HOUSE REPUBLICANS TO 'BUCKLE UP': Vice President-elect Mike Pence told his
former colleagues in the House Thursday to "buckle up" for an ambitious open to the new administration,
marked by efforts to roll back Obamacare and regulations and tackle tax reform ( CNN). "I'm very
confident that as we move towards inauguration, bring together a great team, work in concert with
leaders in the House and Senate, and we're going to move an agenda that's going to rebuild our military,
revive our economy, and - in a word - make America great again," Pence said Thursday after he left his
meeting with the House Republican Conference - a group he used to chair when he was in Congress four
years ago. Pence, embracing his role as a chief liaison to Congress for the new administration of Donald
Trump, was clearly happy as he headed to the Hill. He has multiple meetings with Congressional leaders
throughout the day Thursday, including with House Speaker Paul Ryan, House Democratic Leader Nancy
Pelosi, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell and Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer. House
Republican leaders - emboldened by strong election results last week - already have ambitious plans of
their own, starting with a maneuver that could undo some of President Barack Obama's executive
actions. Republican leaders told rank and file members at this morning's conference meeting that they
intend to use a somewhat obscure statute - the Congressional Review Act - to nullify some of the most
recent Obama Administration regulations, according to multiple GOP sources - including a rule expanding
who qualifies for overtime pay.

TRUMP COULD INSPIRE AWE BY BUILDING SOMETHING GREAT: Here's how President-elect
Trump could unify a bitterly divided America, provide well-paying jobs to many of the millions of
disaffected workers who voted for him, and lift the economy, stock market and tax rolls. All he needs to
do is what he presumably does best: build something (Stewart, New York Times). And I don't mean a
few miles of asphalt or a paint job on a rusting bridge. Build something awe-inspiring. Something
Americans can be proud of. Something that will repay the investment many times over for generations to
come. Build the modern-day equivalent of the Golden Gate Bridge, the Hoover Dam, the Lincoln Tunnel
or the Timberline Lodge. Or even, given Mr. Trump's passion for the sport, another Bethpage State Park
Black Course - the first public golf course to host the prestigious United States Open. All of these are
Depression-era New Deal public works projects started under President Franklin D. Roosevelt that are still

in use. Can anyone name even one infrastructure project from President Obama's $800 billion American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act? I didn't think so.

NORTH POLE 36 DEGREES WARMER THAN NORMAL: Political people in the United States are
watching the chaos in Washington in the moment. But some people in the science community are
watching the chaos somewhere else - the Arctic (Washington Post). It's polar night there now - the sun
isn't rising in much of the Arctic. That's when the Arctic is supposed to get super-cold, when the sea ice
that covers the vast Arctic Ocean is supposed to grow and thicken. But in fall of 2016 - which has been a
zany year for the region, with multiple records set for low levels of monthly sea ice - something is totally
off. The Arctic is super-hot, even as a vast area of cold polar air has been displaced over Siberia. At the
same time, one of the key indicators of the state of the Arctic - the extent of sea ice covering the polar
ocean - is at a record low. The ice is freezing up again, as it always does this time of year after reaching
its September low, but it isn't doing so as rapidly as usual. In fact, the ice's area is even lower than it was
during the record-low 2012. "It's about 20C [36 degrees Fahrenheit] warmer than normal over most of
the Arctic Ocean, along with cold anomalies of about the same magnitude over north-central Asia,"
Jennifer Francis, an Arctic specialist at Rutgers University, said by email Wednesday.

HPI DAILY ANALYSIS: If you're an Indiana Democrat, after this past week the news that Christina
Hale plans to stay involved and will seriously consider a 2020 gubernatorial run should be welcome news.
She has formed a number of Statehouse relationships spanning both parties, and since June has built
more statewide. - Brian A. Howey

Trump 45

TRUMP LANDING TEAMS TO STORM GOVERNMENT: A wave of Donald Trump "landing teams" will
be storming the beaches of the federal government in the coming days and weeks in preparation for the
transition, as the president-elect's vetting of potential Cabinet picks moves into full swing ( Fox News).
The Republican president-elect was holding another packed day of meetings with potential prospects
Thursday at New York City's Trump Tower, the de facto center of the political universe in the wake of last
week's upset election. While Trump prepares to announce his selections, the transition team is
assembling what aides describe as "landing teams" that will visit and interact with federal agencies during
the transition period. The first "wave" will be assigned to national security matters, dealing with the
departments of State, Justice and Defense and the National Security Council. This is expected to be

followed by subsequent teams dealing with economic issues (covering the Treasury and other
departments), domestic policy (covering Veterans Affairs, Health and Human Services and other
agencies) and independent agencies.

TRUMP TAKING 'NUANCED' APPROACH: Donald Trump's campaign was entirely unconventional, and
his transition to 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. is proving to be just that. But there were signs on Thursday that
the weight of the presidency is beginning to sink in for Trump, and that the President-elect may be
shifting from the bomb-throwing tactics he employed during the campaign to a more nuanced approach
(CNN). The President-elect held his first meeting with a world leader, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe, on Thursday. It was a most unusual setup - arranged without any formal briefing for Trump from
the State or Defense departments. The chaotic nature of the Trump transition continues to give jitters to
Democrats, some Republicans in Washington, as well as allies in governments around the world. For
months, diplomats and world leaders have watched Trump deliver incendiary speeches on the campaign
trail with wariness and trepidation. But Abe spoke positively about the meeting afterwards, calling it a
candid conversation and saying he believed they could form a relationship of mutual respect.

FLYNN NAMED NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISER: President-elect Donald Trump has offered retired
Army Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn the role of national security advisor, a transition official told CNN Thursday.
It was not immediately clear if Flynn accepted (CNN). Flynn, 57, was a top adviser and high-profile
surrogate to Trump during his campaign, introducing the President-elect at rallies and serving as a top
cheerleader on his hyper-active Twitter feed. NBC News is reporting this morning that Flynn has accepted
the position.

SESSIONS LIKELY WILL BE A.G.: Sen. Jeff Sessions has emerged as the top candidate to be the next
attorney general in President-elect Donald Trump's administration, a transition official told CNN Thursday.
However, transition sources have indicated that Sessions is being considered for other cabinet positions
as well.

OTHER POTENTIAL CABINET MEMBERS: Billionaire Wilbur Ross is under very serious consideration
for Commerce secretary, with others in the mix, said the people, who requested anonymity because the
selections haven't been finalized. Ross is chairman of WL Ross & Co., the New York investment firm, and
has been an economic adviser to the Trump campaign, calling for stronger trade enforcement ( CNN).
Aides named more than a dozen people who are either candidates for jobs in the Trump administration or
were meeting with Trump to provide advice. The list includes South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley, who
once said Trump represented "everything a governor doesn't want in a president" but more recently has
said she looks forward to working with a Republican president and Congress. Haley met with Trump this
morning at Trump Tower. Also on Trump's schedule for Thursday: Texas Representative Jeb Hensarling,
whose name has been floated for Treasury secretary; FedEx Corp. Chief Executive Officer Fred Smith;
Oracle Corp. co-CEO Safra Catz; former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger; Florida Governor Rick Scott;
retired General Jack Keane; Navy Admiral Mike Rogers; and former Ohio Secretary of State Ken
Blackwell.

MNUNCHIN AT TREASURY RAISES RED FLAGS: A leading candidate to be President-elect Donald
Trump's treasury secretary was deeply involved in running a bank that has received $900 million in
federal bailout money and that has been accused of discrimination - examples of the potentially thorny
conflicts of interest that could plague Trump's nascent administration ( Washington Post). Steven T.
Mnuchin was the finance chairman for Trump's campaign, and three people close to the presidential
transition team said that at the moment he is among the most likely candidates to helm Treasury.
Mnuchin, a Goldman Sachs veteran, made his name as a private investor when he led the 2009 purchase
of failed subprime mortgage lender IndyMac, the California bank whose long lines of customers waiting to
withdraw their money became an enduring image of the financial crisis. Central to the deal was a promise
by federal regulators to cover a significant share of the bank's losses - a guarantee that lasts through
2019. In addition, the bank - later renamed OneWest - has repeatedly faced criticism over its attempts to
foreclose on homeowners who were in the process of modifying their loans, among other practices.

TRUMP PLANNING VICTORY TOUR: President-elect Donald Trump will be embarking on a "victory
tour" to the states he carried, a campaign aide told reporters Thursday ( Politico). "We're working on a
victory tour now; it will happen in the next couple of weeks," said George Gigicos, the campaign's
advance team director, who briefly talked about Trump's first trip, according to pool reports. The tour will
bring Trump "obviously to the states that we won and the swing states we flipped over," Gigicos said.
Trump carried 30 states.

TRUMP EYES KUSHNER: As President-elect Donald Trump considers staffing his administration, the
consideration of one person in Mr. Trump's inner circle is already presenting some potential legal
obstacles: Jared Kushner, husband to Ivanka Trump and the president-elect's son-in-law (CBS News).
The 35-year-old Kushner - who, like his father-in-law, is a New York real estate developer - has taken on
an outsize role in Mr. Trump's tight-knit circle of advisers, first during the campaign and now on the
president-elect's White House transition team. And Kushner's role could expand. There has already been
some implication that he could be privy to the Presidential Daily Briefing (PDB) - in order to receive it,
Kushner would need a "top secret/SCI" clearance, a former top CIA official told CBS News. Top Trump
adviser Kellyanne Conway was asked by reporters Wednesday whether it would be appropriate for
Kushner to get a security clearance. "It's appropriate for whoever's going to get the presidential daily
briefing to have a security clearance," said Conway. "It's not just appropriate, necessary."

GINGRICH WON'T SERVE: Former House speaker Newt Gingrich said Thursday he will not serve in
President-elect Donald Trump's Cabinet (Washington Post). "I want to be free to network across the
whole system and look at what we have to do to succeed," Gingrich said when briefly reached by phone.
Holding a Cabinet post would have been "not physically doable," he said. The remarks from the former
GOP presidential candidate, 73, came after he told McClatchy he intends to focus on "strategic planning"
during the Trump administration rather than run a federal department. The former House speaker said he
does not plan to hold any official role under Trump.

TRUMP TO MEET JAPANESE PM: Donald Trump is set to have his first face-to-face meeting as
president-elect with another world leader today when he meets Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe at
Trump Tower in New York City - the first test of Trump's resolve to stand by caustic campaign rhetoric
that left many world leaders questioning his foreign policy agenda ( ABC News). Before departing for New

York, Abe told reporters that the U.S.-Japanese alliance "only works based on trust," signaling that he will
be looking for reassurance from Trump that he will remain committed to the relationship. Abe also said
he is "honored" to be the first world leader to meet with Trump since the election.

PELOSI ASKS PENCE TO RECONSIDER BANNON: During a meeting on Capitol Hill Thursday, House
Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi asked Vice President-elect Mike Pence to urge President-elect Donald Trump
to reconsider his appointment of Steve Bannon as his chief strategist ( CBS News). A Pelosi spokesperson
said the top Democrat expressed her fellow Democratic lawmakers' "deep concerns" with Bannon, who
critics have called a racist, an anti-Semite and a white nationalist. The topic didn't come up in the brief
statement Pelosi and Pence made to the press afterward, in which they both expressed their desire to
find "common ground" going forward. Both of them made mention of the fact that Pence, who served in
Congress for 10 years, is familiar with Capitol Hill. "You know the territory - no disrespect for the
sensitivity and knowledge of the President-elect, you know the territory," Pelosi said. "So in that territory
we will find common ground when we can, and of course stand our ground when we can't." Pence, too,
mentioned his tenure on the Hill, calling Pelosi a "worthy opponent" and saying he is "grateful for the
time you and I served together when I served in this building."

KIP TOM CONFIRMS AG SECRETARY CONSIDERATION: Kosciusko County farm operator Kip Tom
confirmed Wednesday that he is among prospective candidates for nomination as secretary of agriculture
by President-elect Donald Trump (Francisco, Fort Wayne Journal Gazette). Tom said he has had
conversations with members of Trump's transition team but declined to divulge what those talks entailed.
Tom, 61, is chief executive officer of Leesburg-based Tom Farms, which grows corn and soybeans in
seven northern Indiana counties. He finished a close second in this year's Republican primary election for
northeast Indiana's seat in the U.S. House. He is among at least nine Hoosiers who have been mentioned
as prospective members of Trump's Cabinet. It's little wonder considering Vice President-elect Mike Pence
is Indiana's governor, a former member of Congress and the head of Trump's transition team. Even if
Trump would fail to nominate anybody from Indiana as the secretary of a federal department, he will
need to fill an estimated 4,000 administation jobs, said Joe Losco, chairman of the political science
department at Ball State University. Pence "knows how the system works, he knows the people and of
course he's closest to those in Indiana, he knows them best," Losco said Wednesday. "It's highly likely
that we'll see a number of Hoosiers elevated to prominent positions" in Trump's administration.

CARDS PROMOTE WALORSKI FOR WAYS & MEANS: It's still going to be a while before next year's
House Ways and Means roster is finalized, which means the jockeying by lawmakers is hot and heavy
(Becker & Faler, Politico). For starters, Rep. Peter Roskam (R-Ill.) is fully expected to take over the gavel
of the Tax Policy Subcommittee, according to the word on K Street, right as House Republicans ramp up
their tax reform efforts. Roskam, the current chairman of the Ways and Means Oversight Subcommittee,
would replace Rep. Charles Boustany (R-La.), who unsuccessfully ran for Senate this year. Further down
the dais, Rep. Jackie Walorski of Indiana has been distributing baseball cards with her pitch to grab one
of the newly open GOP seats on the tax-writing panel. The card, shown to Morning Tax by a GOP aide,
talks up Walorski's skill as a communicator, detailing her cable news appearances, experience delivering
the weekly Republican address and ability to speak "passionately about poverty and opportunity."
(Remember: All three of the Republican women currently on Ways and Means are running or considering
a bid for governor in 2018.)

Campaigns

ALLEN COUNTY DEMOCRATS INSIST GALINDO WON ELECTION: Allen County's Democratic Party
contends that the results of the Nov. 8 County Council at-large election cannot be certified (Gong, Fort
Wayne Journal Gazette). At a news conference Thursday, Palermo Galindo, a Democratic candidate for
one of three available at-large seats on the County Council, argued that the death of County Councilman
Roy Buskirk meant that seat should go to the Democrats' top vote-getter. According to the Allen County
Election Board, Galindo received 38,747 votes on Nov. 8, or about 12.25 percent of the total ballots cast.
Buskirk died Nov. 4, just four days before Election Day. He earned 61,257 votes, or 19.37 percent of the
total ballots cast. "It is clear to us under Indiana law when a candidate for public office dies, he ceases to
be a candidate," said Jack Morris, chairman of the Allen County Democratic Party, adding that a person
who ceases to be a candidate cannot be certified as the winner of an election. During a special meeting
Nov. 7, the Allen County Election Board decided not to declare a ballot vacancy, leaving Buskirk's name
on the ballot. At the time of Buskirk's death, early voting was underway. About 30,000 Allen County
residents ultimately took advantage of early-voting opportunities. Under Indiana law, had a replacement
been chosen, any votes that had been already cast for Buskirk would not have applied to his
replacement.

CARSON THROWS SUPPORT BEHIND ELLISON FOR DNC CHAIR: Rep. André Carson (D-Ind.) is
throwing his support behind Rep. Keith Ellison (D-Minn.) to become the next chairman of the Democratic
National Committee (The Hill). Carson, one of two Muslims serving in the House alongside Ellison, argued
Democrats should confront "xenophobia, racism and Islamophobia" in their party. "Keith Ellison is my
friend... He's a Muslim like me, and I think it's time for us, if we are truly the Democratic Party, to
confront our own xenophobia, racism and Islamophobia," Carson said in an interview with The Hill's Molly
K. Hooper.

MONROE COUNTY GOP WORKS TO REBUILD AFTER MAJOR LOSSES: The Monroe County
Republican Party was devastated over the results of this year's election (Metzman, Indiana Daily
Student). The party won big with Donald Trump, Rep. Todd Young, R-Ind. and Trey Hollingsworth on the
national level, and Lt. Gov. Eric Holcomb on the state level. However, locally, the Republican Party did
not win a single election. William Ellis, chairman of the Monroe County Republican Party, said he was
heartbroken over the results. "I really thought Monroe County, the people living here, were better than
that," Ellis said. "Their votes signified a vote for corruption and signified a vote for the status quo." Ann
Collins, the Republican candidate for treasurer in the 2016 election, said she and all of the other

Republican candidates knew going into election day they were the underdogs. However, the local party
worked hard to educate people on the issues, and they had received good feedback, she said. "I knew
we all wouldn't win, but I thought we would be a heck of a lot closer," Collins said on the election results.
Many Monroe County residents are educated, critical thinkers, Ellis said, so he is disappointed to see
them go into the ballot box and vote along party lines rather than educate themselves and to see who
actually is the more qualified candidate.

KAINE SAYS HE WON'T RUN IN 2020: Democratic vice presidential candidate Tim Kaine said he will
not run for president in 2020, according to an interview published Thursday ( CBS News). "I want to run
and I want to serve in the Senate for a long time," Kaine told the Richmond Times-Dispatch in his first
sit-down interview since Election Day. Asked if he planned to run again for national office after being
Hillary Clinton's running mate, Kaine replied: "Nope. Nope." "I have been through the VP stakes twice,
and came close once and got on the ticket, and won Virginia and won the popular vote and lost – so I
came close the second time," he said. "I was really honored to be asked by Hillary, and it was a historymaking race to be the first woman nominated … But I think the Catholic in me likes to go to the place
where there is the most work to be done."

Congress

TRUMP, REPUBLICANS CLOSE TO SPENDING DEAL: Capitol Hill Republicans and the incoming
Trump administration are nearing agreement on a plan to fund the government at current levels through
March 31, House Speaker Paul Ryan (R-Wis.) told lawmakers during a closed-door meeting Thursday
(Politico). The short-term patch is aimed at giving Trump a say in next year's funding priorities and
preventing President Barack Obama from putting his mark on a massive spending deal. "Speaker Ryan
told the GOP conference that in consultation with the incoming Trump administration, it was determined
that a [continuing resolution] into March is the best approach," Ryan's spokeswoman AshLee Strong
confirmed in an emailed statement. The news come as Vice President-elect Mike Pence is on Capitol Hill
for the second time in just over a week to meet with the House Republican Conference, Ryan and Senate
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.). Pence will also meet with Democratic leaders.

REP. TIM RYAN TO CHALLENGE PELOSI: Ohio Rep. Tim Ryan will challenge House Minority Leader
Nancy Pelosi for the top Democratic post, the first real test of her leadership since Democrats lost the
House in 2010 (Politico). "Vote for me and I will dedicate all of my energy to lead us back into the
majority. Our constituents deserve nothing less," Ryan, 43, wrote in a letter to colleagues Thursday

afternoon. "Under our current leadership, Democrats have been reduced to our smallest congressional
minority since 1929. This should indicate to all of us that keeping our leadership team completely
unchanged will simply lead to more disappointment in future elections," Ryan added.

HOUSE DEMS WANT OBAMA TO PARDON DREAMERS: A group of House Democrats called on
President Barack Obama to pardon about 750,000 young undocumented immigrants who are temporarily
shielded from deportation under a 2012 executive order, a move that reflects growing concern about a
shift in immigration policy expected after President-elect Donald Trump takes power in January
(BloombergPolitics). "By no fault of their own, these Americans are prisoners in their own country, living
their daily lives, not knowing if they will be deported to another country," Representative Lucille RoybalAllard, a California Democrat, said at a news conference. She and a group of other lawmakers active on
immigration policy sent a letter to Obama with their request Thursday.

DONNELLY, HOGSETT PRESS REXNORD ON WORKERS, TAX INCENTIVES: A press release from
the office of U.S. Sen. Joe Donnelly (D-IN) stated he joined with Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett to press
Rexnord Corporation's President and CEO on worker benefits and tax incentives ( Howey Politics Indiana).
The Democrats asked Rexnord's Todd Adams to reconsider the decision to move its Indianapolis
manufacturing operations to Mexico, which will impact as many as 350 Hoosier workers. Adams, who is
based in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, was unwilling to reconsider, the news release said. The call came after
Rexnord had declined to speak with Donnelly for more than a month and following Hogsett's offer to fly
to Wisconsin in an effort to discuss the company's plans to ship Hoosier jobs to Mexico. In the wake of
Rexnord refusing to reconsider its decision, Donnelly and Hogsett encouraged Adams to make every
possible accommodation to support workers who will lose their jobs. In addition, Donnelly pressed for
Rexnord to support any application by the workers for federal benefits (Trade Adjustment Assistance)
and Hogsett emphasized his intention to use every available tool to claw back local tax incentives.

YOUNG, RUBIO NOMINATE MCCONNELL FOR MAJORITY LEADER: Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell was re-elected as the chamber's Republican leader Wednesday during a closed-door
organizational meeting (Roll Call). The Kentucky Republican was nominated by Sen. Marco Rubio of
Florida and Sen.-elect Todd Young of Indiana, and received a standing ovation from the caucus. Young
said he highlighted his faith in McConnell's leadership in his remarks to the caucus. "I trusted Mitch
McConnell because I had direct interaction, especially over recent months," Young said.

COATS, WARNER BILL TO PROTECT DIABETES SUPPLIES: U.S. Senators Dan Coats (R-Ind.) and
Mark R. Warner (D-Va.) introduced the Protecting Access to Diabetes Supplies Act Wednesday, according
to a press release from the office of Sen. Coats (Howey Politics Indiana). The bill would help to ensure
that all Medicare beneficiaries have access to their preferred brand of Diabetes Test Strips (DTS). Since
establishment of the National Mail Order program for Diabetic Testing Supplies in July 2013, the Medicare
mail order market has developed differently than the Medicare retail market and the non-Medicare mail
order and retail markets. The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Inspector General has
found that many of the most commonly purchased brands of DTS are no longer available to beneficiaries
through Medicare mail order suppliers. The Coats-Warner bill would strengthen consumer protections by
ensuring beneficiaries are informed of their rights to obtain their preferred products and by preventing
auto-refills of unwanted products. Additionally, the bill would ensure that suppliers seeking to supply

diabetes test strips have demonstrated an ability to obtain the products included in their bids, and it
would reinforce the authority of HHS to terminate suppliers who fail to comply with the terms of their
bids.

CARSON SIGNS LETTER ASKING TRUMP TO DITCH BANNON: More than 150 members of the
House of Representatives have signed a letter urging President-elect Donald Trump to rescind his
appointment of Stephen Bannon to a key White House post, a Rhode Island congressman announced
Wednesday (Prignano, Boston Globe). Rep. Andre Carson (D-IN) was the only Hoosier to sign the letter
which was endorsed by 169 US representatives (Howey Politics Indiana). In a statement tweeted
Wednesday morning, Carson said he signed the letter to rescind the appointment of Bannon, "who
pushed stories promoting xenophobia & racism." Representative David Cicilline (D-RI), who led the effort,
said in a statement Wednesday that the appointment of Bannon "sends a disturbing message about what
kind of president Donald Trump wants to be." The letter, first announced by Cicilline on Tuesday, asks
President-elect Trump to rescind his appointment of Bannon as the White House chief strategist and
senior counselor and also to "build a diverse White House staff who are committed to the core American
values of inclusiveness, diversity and tolerance."

GOP LEADERS CONSIDER REVIVING EARMARKS AFTER RULES SCARE: House Republican
leaders told rank-and-file members they would take a look at reviving legislative earmarks in coming
months after a rules change to ease the ban came close to being adopted at a party meeting
(Nicholson, Bloomberg News). "We're having a discussion. We'll continue the discussion. It's all within the
Article I powers," House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.) said. Members leaving the party rules
meeting Nov. 16 said leaders had agreed to try to find a way by the end of March to address issues
raised by Rep. Tom Rooney (R-Fla.), who proposed easing the anti-earmark ban on Army Corps of
Engineers water resources development projects. The earmark ban was put in place on a party-wide
basis by former Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio) and then formalized into a House rule when Republicans
took control of the chamber after the 2010 elections. It prohibits specific projects from being included in
bill texts or committee reports at the request of lawmakers to benefit their districts. The Nov. 16 meeting
was to agree to party rules for the 115th Congress, many of which will also be set into House rules by
the Republican majority.

MESSER RULE PASSES, CIRCUMVENTS COMMITTEE CHAIRS: A proposal by U.S. Rep. Luke
Messer (R- Ind.) has passed the House Republican conference that would require a committee hearing be
held on a bill if more than half the Republican conference co-sponsors it and those co-sponsors include
one-third of Republican committee members (Bloomberg). The change would mean a powerful
committee chairman could not bottle up legislation that had broad support within the conference, Messer
said.

General Assembly

BOSMA SEEKS LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE: House Speaker Brian Bosma
took an important step earlier this year when he launched a true debate about the future of
infrastructure funding in Indiana (Tully, IndyStar). Now, with another election cycle reaffirming his
Republican supermajority, and with a new governor-elect wisely promising to keep an open mind, Bosma
has a wonderful opportunity to push that critical debate forward. It's not sexy. But it's huge and it plays a
defining role in Indiana's economy and in our quality of life. Yet, squeamishness about funding and taxes,
and a general lack of long-term thinking and action, has cost Indiana mightily. It's time to change that.
"We have kicked the can down the road for years," Bosma said. "In some cases there have been some
really long kicks. But we haven't found the long-term solution we need or had the will to enact one."
That's what is so refreshing about the way Bosma is talking about the issue. His message is that Indiana
needs a sustainable plan that doesn't ebb and flow with each year's revenue projections, legislative focus
or political will. That's a good message, and everyone should be rooting for this issue to take center stage
at the Statehouse in 2017. Given Bosma's position as arguably the Statehouse's most powerful politician,
it's quite likely it will. "I am talking about a plan that looks out over 20 years," he said, "and not four."

FRESHMAN LEGISLATORS LEARN ROPES AT ORIENTATION: With a little over a month before the
General Assembly is in session, the freshmen are in town for orientation (Mullis, Statehouse File). The
two-day new legislator orientation Tuesday and Wednesday offers newly-elected state representatives
and senators an opportunity to learn the basics of what it means to be an Indiana legislator. The
orientation, which is organized by the nonpartisan Legislative Services Agency, explains everything from
how to cast a vote for a bill to where to find the bathroom nearest to the chambers. The 18 new
lawmakers also become acquainted with one another and with the issues that will be most prevalent
during this year's session. When the legislature reconvenes in January, 70 Republicans and 30 Democrats
will hold seats in the House. The Senate will consist of 41 Republicans and nine Democrats.

State

GOVERNOR: HOMEADVISOR TO ADD 170 JOBS HERE IN NEXT YEAR - The governor's office
announced early yesterday that HomeAdvisor, the nation's leading online home improvement
marketplace based on revenue and the number of sales professionals, announced plans today to expand
its operations here, creating up to 170 new jobs by 2017 (Howey Politics Indiana). The Denver-based
company will invest $1.9 million to more than double its footprint in Indiana, expanding its current office
space at 1 Virginia Ave. and adding another facility at 342 Massachusetts Ave. HomeAdvisor is currently
renovating both spaces, adding 5,444 square feet to its existing 6,494-square-foot facility on Virginia
Avenue and readying a new 8,800-square-foot facility on Massachusetts Avenue, which is expected to be
complete in March 2017. HomeAdvisor employs more than 2,000 associates throughout the country,
including 70 full-time employees in Indiana. The company is now hiring for sales positions at both
Indiana locations as part of its growth. The Indiana Economic Development Corporation offered
HomeAdvisor Inc up to $1,250,000 in conditional tax credits based on the company's job creation plans.
The city of Indianapolis supports the project in partnership with Develop Indy, a business unit of the Indy
Chamber.

GOVERNOR: AUTO PARTS CO. PLANS NEW HQ IN BLOOMINGTON - Tsuchiya Group North
America, a supplier of plastic molded components, printed/formed graphics and traded products for the
automotive and transportation markets, announced plans Wednesday to expand its operations in Indiana,
investing $9.2 million to construct a new headquarters and R&D center in downtown Bloomington
(Howey Politics Indiana). According to a news release from the governor's office, the company plans to
break ground on the new facility in 2018 and begin relocating from its current facility at 1151 W. 2nd St.
in 2019. As part of its growth, Tsuchiya Group plans to create up to 18 new jobs by 2020 at its
Bloomington headquarters, which currently houses approximately 34 associates.The Indiana Economic
Development Corporation offered TASUS Corporation up to $300,000 in conditional tax credits and up to
$43,750 in training grants based on the company's job creation plans. The city of Bloomington will offer
additional incentives.

GOVERNOR: FIRST LADY TO WELCOME JANET HOLCOMB TODAY - First Lady Karen Pence will
welcome incoming First Lady Janet Holcomb to the First Lady's office in the Statehouse and to the
Governor's Residence this afternoon, a news release stated ( Howey Politics Indiana). According to the
schedule, First Lady Karen Pence is set to welcome incoming First Lady Janet Holcomb to First Lady's
office at 2:15 p.m. About 3:15 p.m., First Lady Karen Pence will welcome incoming First Lady Janet
Holcomb to the Governor's Residence.

GOVERNOR: FIRST LADY ANNOUNCES SUCCESSFUL PHONE DRIVE - First Lady Karen Pence
announced Wednesday the collection of 1,648 phones for the HopeLine from Verizon initiative that serves
survivors of domestic violence, the governor's office stated in a news release ( Howey Politics Indiana).
This third annual phone drive, which the First Lady sponsored throughout the month of October, collects
no-longer-used cell phones and accessories to refurbish and sell to raise funds for survivors of domestic
violence. According to Verizon, the drive is considered to be one of the largest consecutive HopeLine
collections in the nation. Donations this year surpassed the past drives, in which 1,200 phones were
donated in 2014, and 1,367 in 2015.

GOVERNOR: STATEMENT ON PASSING OF IU PROF. HARVEY - Vice President-elect Governor Mike
Pence issued the following statement regarding the passing of William F. Harvey, the Dean Emeritus and
Carl M. Gray Emeritus Professor of Law at the Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law
(Howey Politics Indiana): "Professor Bill Harvey was a personal mentor of mine and an intellectual giant
who, throughout his distinguished career, garnered the respect and admiration of his peers, colleagues
and students. His awards and recognitions were numerous, and his body of work will serve as a guide for
those studying the law for generations to come. His affinity for the law inspired a generation of Hoosiers,
myself included. Indeed, Indiana's loss with the passing of this extraordinary man is my personal loss. I
will always remember Professor Harvey as a champion of the Constitution, a mentor, a veteran and a
man of faith. The Good Book tells us that the Lord holds his faithful servants in the moment of their
passing, and as we mourn the loss of William F. Harvey, Karen and I offer our deepest condolences to
those who knew and loved him."

COURTS: RFRA 'FIX' LAWSUIT MOVES FORWARD - Conservatives overcame the first hurdle in their
lawsuit that aims to overturn the "fix" to Indiana's Religious Freedom Restoration Act and four city
ordinances that protect lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people from discrimination
(Wang, IndyStar). In an order issued Wednesday, Hamilton Superior Judge Steven R. Nation rejected
claims from the cities of Indianapolis, Carmel, Bloomington and Columbus that the lawsuit should be
dismissed because the groups aren't affected by their ordinances. He also ordered conservatives to bring
their lawsuit against the state, too, since they are challenging the constitutionality of a state law. That
tees up a Republican administration against some of its most influential supporters. The lawsuit also will
test the politically controversial RFRA "fix," and it threatens the local ordinances that LGBT advocates
have turned to for legal protections against discrimination in hiring, housing and public spaces - in the
absence of a statewide law.

STATEHOUSE: COURT RULES ND CAN KEEP POLICE REPORTS SECRET - The Indiana Supreme
Court says the University of Notre Dame can keep campus police reports secret ( Associated Press). The
ruling Wednesday came in a lawsuit filed by ESPN seeking records about alleged crimes by studentathletes from the campus police department. The court's unanimous ruling says the private university's
police department isn't a public agency that falls under the state open records law. "We acknowledge the
importance of an open government, as well as the broad access granted to government records by
APRA," the court wrote in its opinion. "However, the job of this Court is to interpret, not legislate, the
statutes before it." That decision reverses a lower court ruling that the Notre Dame police department
should be subject to public access laws because it has legal authority from the state to make arrests and
has jurisdiction beyond the university's campus. An ESPN attorney argued the abilities of university police
to arrest and apprehend are "the core powers of the state." ESPN is one of several media outlets that had
unsuccessfully requested police reports from the private university. Attorney General Greg Zoeller filed a
friend of the court brief siding with ESPN in the case. Notre Dame says it's a private institution without
government functions.

STATEHOUSE: SUPERINTENDENTS URGE NOT COUNTING ISTEP - Public school superintendents
from across Indiana asked the State Board of Education on Wednesday to suspend accountability again
by not counting last spring's ISTEP scores against schools (Wang, IndyStar). Superintendents blasted
inconsistencies with the testing system and the turbulence of recent changes, saying that ISTEP results
and subsequent A-F school grades are inaccurate and flawed measures of the quality of their districts.
"Indiana needs to get out of the business of delivering tests with so many devastating unintended

consequences," said Steve Thalheimer, superintendent of Fairfield Community Schools in northern
Indiana. They cited several flaws with administering ISTEP in the spring, including interruptions in the
online test, an incorrect instruction manual, a calculator tool that didn't work on math sections and
missing correct responses. Another glitch prevented students from inputting responses, such as rejecting
attempts to include a decimal point in an answer, they said.

STATEHOUSE: SBOE CALLS FOR PRE-K FOR 'HIGH NEEDS' CHILDREN - Preschool expansion will
be a top priority for Indiana's leading education policy body during the 2017 legislative session (BalononRose, Chalkbeat). The Indiana State Board of Education joins a cadre of state business leaders,
philanthropic organizations and Superintendent-elect Jennifer McCormick calling for a specific version of
expanded preschool: one that focuses on "high-needs" children, using both public and private services.
Under a proposed version of expanded preschool in that style, families making up to twice the the federal
poverty level, $48,600 for a family of four, would qualify. Other "high-needs" factors could include
disability, homeless status, foster care status or incidence of child abuse or neglect. Families would be
eligible for public services or pay for private services with state-funded vouchers. In September,
legislators pushed back on the idea of expanded preschool, saying preschool advocates shouldn't expect
tax payers to foot the bill for expansion. The General Assembly will have the chance to address
expanding preschool when the session begins in January.

STATEHOUSE: TEACHER PREP RULES APPROVED - A news release from the State Board of
Education noted the Board approved the final rule for continuous improvement of teacher preparation
programs, approved the final recommendations from the data reporting committee and also received
turnaround academy updates during their meeting Wednesday (Howey Politics Indiana). The Board
approved the final rule for continuous improvement for teacher preparation programs by a vote of 8-0.
The vote adopted rules containing standards for the continuous improvement of teacher preparation
program processes and the performance of individuals who complete teacher preparation programs.
Additionally the Board approved the final six recommendations from the Data Reporting Committee. The
recommendations, individually approved by a votes of 9-0, are designed to cut red tape and limit the
amount of bureaucracy when reporting data. The six recommendations included: 1. Membership, Special
Education, English Learner and Immigrant, Special Education for Vouchers and Membership for Vouchers
Reports. 2. Require an Annual School Performance Report. 3. Streamlining Financial Reporting
Requirements- Department of Local Government Finance. 4. Streamlining Financial Reporting
Requirements- Annual School Finance Report. 5. Streamlining Data Reporting Requirements between
Schools and the Department of Health. 6. Streamlining Collection Data Reporting Requirements.

HEALTH: ALLIANCE TO TACKLE STATE'S STRUGGLES - Leaders from the health care, advocacy and
business communities are coming together to tackle the state's historic health care struggles
(McGowan, Inside Indiana Business). The Alliance for a Healthier Indiana says its first task will be to put
a dent in the high rate of tobacco use, which is considered the leading cause of preventable death in the
state. Indianapolis-based Community Health Network Chief Executive Officer Bryan Mills is spearheading
the collaboration and says the effects of poor health ripple throughout all phases of life and harm
Indiana's national reputation. Mills says the concept was born out of his embarrassment from reading
Indiana health statistics. According to the recently-released America's Health Rankings, Indiana is 41st for
overall health of citizens and below average in all but nine of the 34 measures the group publishes.
Indiana ranks near the bottom in metrics including the aforementioned smoking rate, as well as drug
deaths, infant mortality, obesity and public health funding.

EDUCATION: POSSIBLE SEQUEL TO ESPN'S NOTRE DAME POLICE SUIT - The University of Notre
Dame this week won a widely watched court case filed by ESPN seeking access to records of the campus
police department, but there may be a sequel to the story (Fosmoe, South Bend Tribune). The Notre
Dame Security Police department is not a "public agency" under Indiana law and does not have to
provide information about investigations the sports media company requested in 2014, the high court
ruled. However, in what may have been an inadvertent move, the Indiana General Assembly last winter
changed the state's Access to Public Records Act definition of a "public agency" to include a private
university police department. Since July 1, the public records law has applied to professional police
departments at the state's private universities, including Notre Dame, according to some legal experts.
The change would have no effect on the now-settled ESPN vs. Notre Dame case, but it could potentially
change how private university police departments must respond to requests for records. "I'm fairly
certain it wasn't intentional," but that doesn't change the fact that it's now part of state law, said Luke
Britt, Indiana's public access counselor.

EDUCATION: GROUP SEEKS TO DESIGNATE IU A SANCTUARY CAMPUS - The demands of the
UndocuHoosier Alliance are two-fold (Verschoor, Indiana Daily Student). One, the alliance wants Provost
Lauren Robel and President Michael McRobbie to meet with undocumented students and the
UndocuHoosier Alliance by Nov. 29 to discuss how they will stand by their students when Donald Trump
takes office. Two, the alliance wants McRobbie and Robel to present a plan by Dec. 12 that allocates a
budget and staff to support undocumented students. The alliance's move to deliver the demands comes
as the culmination of their work in the past week. The election of Trump, who has promised to deport
millions of undocumented immigrants, has forced the group into action working for the undocumented
students on campus. UndocuHoosiers met the day after the election for an emergency meeting. A
representative from the alliance attended a community rally Sunday to share their mission and advocate
for the undocumented. Around 30 members from the alliance met Tuesday afternoon at the Bloomington
Faculty Council meeting, hoping to get a resolution to designate IU as a sanctuary campus passed.

EDUCATION: 4,400 CALL FOR IMMIGRANT SANCTUARY AT NOTRE DAME - Undocumented
Mexican immigrant Leslie Vergara was among nearly 4,400 students and faculty members who signed a
petition urging the University of Notre Dame's president to declare the institution a "sanctuary campus"
(Booker, South Bend Tribune). The 19-year-old sophomore, who underscored the issue Wednesday
during a campus walkout, estimated she's among about 40 undocumented students on campus. And
she's afraid they could be deported under the presidency of Republican Donald Trump. "My whole future
is up in the air," said Vergara, who joined a group of student leaders to hand-deliver the petition to the
office of the Rev. John I. Jenkins, university president, at the Main Building. As the group walked up the
steps of the building - known for its Golden Dome - a loud applause from a few hundred students seated
outside for the walkout gave them courage. Many students left classes to participate. Similar walkouts
were held at more than 130 college campuses nationwide to drum up support for so-called sanctuary
campuses, which are havens with policies to protect undocumented students from deportation. It remains
to be seen whether Jenkins, who supported undocumented students Monday during an interfaith prayer
service, will go a step further by declaring the campus a sanctuary.

EDUCATION: IUPUI STUDENTS WALK OUT OF CLASS - IUPUI students walked out of class this
afternoon in hopes their university will become a "sanctuary campus" (Galear, WTHR-TV). They've

written a letter to the chancellor, concerned that undocumented students, staff and family members
would face imminent deportation under a Donald Trump presidency. Close to 100 students gathered on
campus and marched to the chancellor's office to deliver their message. They presented him with a
petition to create a sanctuary campus - which means clear protection not only for undocumented
students and staff, but for all minorities. Chanting, "No hate in our state," the students carried signs as
they marched across campus. Their goal is to protect fellow students from feeling threatened by others
amid an uptick in harassment incidents involving minorities across the United States following the
election. The students we spoke to said they were motivated by flyers distributed around the IUPUI
campus that they say espouses hate speech. They're asking the chancellor to ensure that the university
takes action to protect all students and staff.

ECONOMY: COOK GROUP PLANS $16.5M EXPANSION - Bloomington-based Cook Group Inc. plans
to spend about $16.5 million to expand its medical research and development facility in Indianapolis in a
project that could create 82 jobs over the next five years ( Indianapolis Business Journal). The expansion
plans are contained in tax-abatement request that Department of Metropolitan Development staff
members are recommending for approval by the Metropolitan Development Commission. The facility at
1102 Indiana Ave. opened in 2012 and is home to Cook's General BioTechnology and Regentec divisions.
Cook's 7.7-acre property is in the city's 16 Tech project area - a 60-acre tract of land just north of the
Indiana University School of Medicine campus that is expected to include a mix of research labs,
corporate offices, business incubators, co-working spaces, apartments, retail businesses and parks. The
City-County Council voted unanimously in November to approve $75 million in bonds for infrastructure
improvements to get the 16 Tech development off the ground.

ECONOMY: RISING DEMAND FOR NEW HOMES IN INDY - Area home builders saw surging
demand for new homes for the 11th month in a row in October, the Builders Association of Greater
Indianapolis reported Wednesday (Indianapolis Business Journal). Home builders filed 494 single-family
construction permits in the nine-county area during the month, a 12 percent increase over the 443 they
filed in October 2015, BAGI said. So far, 2016 permit filings are 13 percent ahead of last year's pace, with
4,939 in the first 10 months of the year, compared with 4,378 during the same period of 2015. "Low
mortgage rates coupled with ongoing job growth and a rise in consumer confidence is resulting in the rise
in new home construction not only here in central Indiana but across the country," BAGI CEO Steve Lains
said in a written comment. "In fact, local area builders are having trouble meeting the consumer demand
that exists in our high-volume counties like Hamilton and Hendricks, and labor and lot shortages are also
contributing to that struggle." Area filings have risen on a year-over-year basis in 14 of the last 15
months. The only decrease during that span was a 1 percent dip in November.

ECONOMY: MAJOR LAYOFFS AT BP WHITING FIRST IN 17 YEARS - The BP Whiting Refinery, one
of Northwest Indiana's largest and most stable industrial employers, plans to lay off up to 80 salaried
employees amid a global slump in the oil business (Pete, NWI Times). It's the first mass layoff at the
refinery, which has benefited from high oil and gas prices, since the Clinton administration back in the
20th century. "At this time, we expect a workforce reduction in the range of 50 to 80 salaried
employees," BP spokesman Michael Abendhoff said. "The announcement today does not include the
represented hourly and salaried workforce. BP will comply with its collective bargaining commitments."
United Steelworkers District 7 Director Mike Millsap said contractors were also being laid off, but that the
cuts would not impact the union steelworkers who operate the refinery. The refinery, the main source of
gasoline for the Midwest, employs about 1,850 workers and hundreds of contractors doing maintenance

work at any given time. "Our contractor workforce varies regularly because of maintenance and
turnaround work," Abendhoff said. BP has not done a mass layoff at the BP Whiting Refinery since a
downturn in 1999, according to Times of Northwest Indiana archives. The refinery was still called the BP
Amoco Refinery back then.

ECONOMY: 70 LOSE JOBS IN BEACON HEALTH LAYOFFS - Citing declining reimbursements from
Medicare and private insurers, fewer patients seeking care because of more high-deductible plans and
more patients who can't afford to pay - sometimes because of higher out-of-pocket limits, Beacon Health
System has laid off 70 employees, a spokeswoman confirmed Thursday (Parrott, South Bend Tribune).
"It's a tough regulatory climate out there," said Beacon spokeswoman Maggie Scroope. About 50 of the
positions, both clinical and non-clinical, were in home care, while the rest were in areas such as laundry
services, information technology and marketing, Scroope said. The layoffs didn't have much direct effect
on care provided at the system's two hospitals, Memorial Hospital in South Bend and Elkhart General
Hospital, Scroope said. In a letter to employees announcing the layoffs, chief operating officer Kreg
Gruber noted Beacon's need to cut day-to-day operational spending while continuing to invest in
information systems, equipment and buildings, such as the recently built $15 million Beacon Health &
Fitness center in Granger and Memorial's new $50 million pediatric unit under construction, projected to
open next spring.

VANDALISM: REPORTS INCREASE IN SOUTH-CENTRAL INDIANA - The number of vandalism
reports in South-Central Indiana are growing after someone spray painted a transgender woman's barn
with derogatory messages in Oolitic (Brosher, Indiana Public Media). Evelyn Olivia Stier says she looked
out her window Thursday and saw neighbors pointing at her barn. When she walked outside, she saw
swastikas, a burning cross, an anti-LGBTQ slur and a pro-Donald Trump message spray painted on the
barn's side. "Just your basic pile of hate spewed out from someone who was in a rushed job I suppose,"
Stier says. t's not the first case of vandalism Indiana police have responded to over the past week. Police
are investigating similar cases involving the B-Line Trail, a Bean Blossom Church and a sidewalk near
Highland Park Elementary. While the sentiments of some of the messages are similar, police believe they
are all isolated. Stier says her property's been vandalized before. It happened a little more than a year
ago. Stier says she's hoping to leave the area and move to a place where she won't be bothered. "This
area's not too friendly to me," Stier says.

TAUNTING: INCIDENTS ON RISE IN BARTHOLOMEW SCHOOLS - The number of taunting
incidents directed primarily at Hispanic students in Columbus has increased, followed by disciplinary
actions by school officials as necessary (McClure, Columbus Republic). Bartholomew Consolidated School
Corp. officials said they have received about a dozen reports of taunting in local schools since last week's
election, including some directed at elementary students. First Presbyterian Church Pastor Felipe Martinez
notified school officials that his two children, in middle school and high school, had the words "Build That
Wall" spoken to them in school hallways Nov. 8, Election Day, and also leading up to the election.
Subsequently, another half dozen complaints were reported in BCSC's secondary schools regarding
taunts, said Larry Perkinson, BCSC employee and student assistance coordinator. In addition to those,
the school corporation received about a half dozen reports of taunting from elementary students, he said.
The incidents, which Perkinson described as harassment and intimidation, have been mainly directed at
local Hispanic students, he said. Perkinson said he did not know whether other ethnic groups may also
have been targeted.

HOMELESSNESS: HUD ESTIMATES 6,000 ON THE STREETS - The U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development estimates nearly 6,000 people in Indiana were homeless this year ( Associated Press).
It announced Thursday that volunteers counted 5,798 homeless people during a single night in January.
The agency says that's a 10 percent drop from 2010. HUD says more than 5,100 of the homeless
population was located in emergency shelters or transitional housing programs and nearly 700 were living
on the streets. The count does not include people who were living with friends and relatives. It says the
volunteers counted 663 homeless military veterans and 365 unaccompanied homeless youth and
children.

WEATHER: 50/50 CHANCE OF MILD/COLDER WINTER - Every day this winter may be a surprise
(Russell, NWI Times). Neither local meteorologists nor the National Weather Service want to give a call
that the coming three months will be warmer or colder, wetter or drier than the Region's average winter.
"If I had to bet, it would be warmer than average, but that is not predictive. It is just all over the place,"
said Craig Clark, an associate professor of meteorology at Valparaiso University and seasonal forecaster.
Clark said there are La Nina conditions present this winter, but that doesn't mean a lot either. He said his
best prediction is a 50/50 chance of this winter, overall, being mild or not. "Snow wise, just like with the
temperature. There will be some snowy periods, some not," he said. The National Weather Service
agrees, putting Northwest Indiana in the "equal chance" of being above or below average or normal
temperatures this winter. As for precipitation, the three-month outlook calls for slightly above normal.

Nation

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA WARNS OF POWER SHIFT - President Barack Obama, returning to Berlin
Thursday, intended to reassure his most stalwart global ally, Chancellor Angela Merkel, about her
prospects under Donald Trump. Instead, Obama found himself warning of an impending shift in the
global order, one he advised could lead to a "meaner, harsher, more troubled world" if not stopped
(CNN). "Whoever is president and whoever is the chancellor of Germany and whoever is the leader of
other European nations and other democracies around the world, they need to recognize that," Obama
said. "There are going to be forces that argue for cynicism. For looking the other way with somebody
else's problems. That are not going to champion people who are vulnerable because sometimes that's
politically convenient."

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA TELLS TRUMP TO STAND UP TO PUTIN - President Barack Obama urged
his successor Thursday to stand up for American values in his dealings with Russia and avoid taking a
more practical, "realpolitik approach" (Politico). "I've sought a constructive relationship with Russia but
what I have also been is realistic in recognizing there is some significant differences in how Russia views
the world and how we view the world," Obama said at a joint press conference in Berlin with German
Chancellor Angela Merkel. He added: "And my hope is the president-elect coming in takes a similarly
constructive approach: Finding areas where we can cooperate with Russia, where our values and
interests align" but be "willing to stand up to Russia where they are deviating from our values and
international norms."

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA BLASTS FAKE NEWS - In his strongest public comments since the election,
President Obama on Thursday sharply criticized the spread of fake news online and said that Presidentelect Donald J. Trump would not remain in office for long if he failed to take the job seriously ( New York
Times). Mr. Obama made his remarks at a news conference in Berlin beside the German chancellor,
Angela Merkel, one of his closest allies on the Continent, calling the pair "veterans" of the international
political stage. Ms. Merkel was unusually sentimental. "It is hard to say goodbye," she said. But instead of
basking in the glow of his valedictory tour of Europe, Mr. Obama used the moment to make a passionate
and pointed attack on bogus news stories disseminated on Facebook and other social media platforms,
twice calling such false reports a threat to democracy in his hour-long news conference.

SECURITY: CLAPPER RESIGNS - Director of National Intelligence James R. Clapper Jr. said Thursday
that he has submitted his letter of resignation to President Obama, cementing his long-declared plan to
leave his job as the nation's spy chief when a new president is sworn in ( Washington Post). "I submitted
my letter of resignation last night, which felt pretty good," Clapper said in testimony Thursday morning
before the House Intelligence Committee. "I have 64 days left and I would have a hard time with my wife
for anything past that." U.S. officials emphasized that Clapper's resignation was unrelated to the election
victory of Donald Trump, who has publicly dismissed the work of U.S. spy agencies on critical issues,
including Russia's interference in the election and Moscow's involvement in the war in Syria.

RACISM: A NEW AGE OF HATE SPEECH - Risking arrest and violence, civil rights activists worked for
decades to make racist language and symbols - once pervasive - out of bounds for public discourse
(Allam, Tribune News Service). Now, hate-speech monitors warn, the rise of President-elect Donald
Trump's brand of populism is nudging old taboos back into the mainstream, with his supporters feeling
emboldened enough to put their own names behind letters and online comments that use broad
generalizations and inaccurate statistics to smear racial and religious minorities. The Trump camp's
announcement of a senior White House role for former Breitbart executive Steve Bannon, whose
publication is known as a mouthpiece of the "alt-right" white nationalist movement, only further helps to
move hate speech into the mainstream, civil rights advocates say. Trump is the self-proclaimed leader of
a backlash against what he and his supporters see as political correctness gone too far. Their targets
include affirmative action, "safe spaces" on college campuses and the removal of Christian symbolism
from schools and government. Much of the criticism is telegraphed in thinly veiled racism or bigotry; a
subset is proudly, overtly racist. Since Trump's rise, advocacy groups say, Americans holding such views
appear to be more willing to speak them directly into a camera or to publish them as signed comments
on online news sites.

FED: YELLEN SAYS 'CASE FOR INCREASE' STRENGTHENS - Federal Reserve Chairwoman Janet
Yellen sketched a picture Thursday of an improving U.S. economy and said "the case for an increase" in
interest rates has strengthened. The Fed is widely expected to raise rates when it meets in midDecember (Associated Press). In prepared testimony to a congressional committee, Yellen noted that the
job market has made further improvement this year and that inflation, while still below the Fed's 2
percent target, has started to pick up. Yellen said that delaying a hike in the policy rate, known as the
federal funds rate, for too long could require the Fed to raise rates "relatively abruptly," which would
raise the risks of a recession. "Holding the federal funds rate at its current level for too long could also

encourage excessive risk-taking and ultimately undermine financial stability," Yellen said in her testimony
to the Joint Economic Committee.

AGRICULTURE: DECLINING PRICES WORRY FARMERS - A nationwide survey of 400 farmers
showed worries about the future of the agricultural economy (Quinlan, AgriNews). According to the
monthly Purdue/CME Group Ag Economy Barometer, producer sentiment levels reached 92, the lowest
reading since March 2016 and the second-lowest value since data collection began last October. "The
barometer is an overall measure of sentiment regarding the health of the ag economy," said Jim Mintert,
director of Purdue's Center for Commercial Agriculture. "We topped out back in July with a reading of
112. We've been on a downward path since then. "This month's reading was down significantly compared
to last month and especially compared to this summer." Mintert attributed the pattern to declining
commodity prices throughout the summer.

Local

CITIES: LGBT LANGUAGE IN ELKHART RESOLUTION SPARKS DEBATE - Language protecting
certain contractors from discrimination by the city of Elkhart based on sexual orientation and gender
identity will be removed from a measure mandated by state and federal allowing the city to receive
federal funds (Vandenack, Elkhart Truth). But the change - focus of heated discussion by the Elkhart City
Council last week - won't put the city in jeopardy of losing the money, said Traci Dawson, head of
Elkhart's Human Relations Department. A clause on page 23 of a 40-page support packet for the
proposed resolution took some on the City Council by surprise. The provision, hearkening back to debate
last year over a gay civil rights ordinance proposal that failed, would have protected "disadvantaged
business enterprises" against discrimination by the city based on sexual orientation and gender identity in
bidding out certain road and infrastructure projects. "It seems to me something pretty sneaky is going
on," Councilman Richard Shively, critical of the language, said at the Nov. 7 meeting. "Let's just slip this
in." Dawson assured officials there was no intent to deceive. The paperwork was funneled to Elkhart from
the U.S. and Indiana departments of transportation, to be approved as a condition of receiving certain
federal and state funding. The council rejected the resolution, voting 5-2 along party lines with
Republicans voting against it and Democrats voting for it.

CITIES: MICHIGAN CITY MAYOR DISCUSSES DOUBLE TRACK - In a joint meeting between the
Rotary Club of Michigan City and the Michigan City Lions Club on Thursday, Mayor Ron Meer held a brief
Q-and-A about what's going on around the city (O'Brien, Michigan City News-Dispatch). Much of his
conversation focused on the upcoming double track project that will affect the South Shore tracks along
10th and 11th streets. In the coming years, NICTD will add a second track to speed up service - but this
project will also affect the north end layout. By the time this project is completed, 11th Street will be one
way with eastbound traffic only, and about 13 crossing streets will end in a cul-de-sac. With an overall
estimated cost of about $250 million, Meer said about $120 million of the cost will be centered in
Michigan City. Touting the benefits of the new system, Meer said the double track is expected to bring
more people into the community, will get people between Michigan City and Chicago in about 67 minutes
and will allow the city to market to the Chicago crowd.

CITIES: INDY DRUG SWEEP - U.S. Attorney Josh Minkler announced the charges related to drug
trafficking operation that began Thursday morning during an afternoon press conference. Members of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Internal Revenue Service, Indiana State Police and IMPD Chief Troy
Riggs joined Minkler during the announcement (WISH-TV). Minkler announced there have been federal
indictments against 23 people who are alleged to be dealing methamphetamine on the southwest side of
Indianapolis. In February, law officials determined an organization was responsible for bringing in large
quantities of methamphetamine into neighborhoods on the southwest side of Indy.

CITIES: KOKOMO SOLAR PARK OPERATIONAL NEXT MONTH - The finish line is in sight for
Kokomo's new solar park (Myers, Kokomo Tribune). The park, located at the former Continental Steel
plant site, is likely to be operational in the first part of next month and will include 21,000 solar panels
producing 7 megawatts of energy, according to Austin Williams, an Inovateus Solar senior account
executive. The solar park is being developed by Inovateus Solar, a solar-integration company based in
South Bend that has developed solar-energy facilities in 26 states. In an interview Monday, Williams said
the park, which will encompass roughly 26 acres at 1201 W. Markland Ave., is expected to begin
producing energy in December to be sent to Duke Energy.

COUNTIES: DAVIESS SHERIFF SEEKS MORE JAIL FUNDS - When Daviess County Sheriff Jerry
Harbstreit built his budget about 18 months ago, he looked back on the number of inmates who had
been staying at the jail, did some figuring and estimating and built a budget that included food funding
for an average of 120 prisoners a day (Grant, Washington Times-Herald). His estimate turned out to be
very short. "I had estimated 120 prisoners a day, but for most of this year we have been averaging
around 190 prisoners," said Harbstreit. "That meant we had to come up with some additional money for
food service." The sheriff asked for and received $52,200 in additional appropriations from the county's
general fund to cover the shortfall. "We figured the amount we would need for a couple of months and
that amount should get us through the end of the year," he said. There are apparently a lot of reasons
for the additional inmates and costs for food. Simply put, a few extra law enforcement efforts in the area,
along with a change in state law, left a lot more people in the local jail.

COUNTIES: MARION LOOKS TO FUND CHANGES TO 911 - Marion County officials are now reacting
to the concerns of citizens who say the 911 system is failing them (Allbrittin, WTTV). In response to a
CBS4 investigation showing the wait time for 911 callers due to a shortage of dispatchers at the
communications center, elected leaders are working to make changes. "The concerns that you brought
up in your story are good and valid concerns," said Leroy Robinson, the chair of the city-county council's
public safety committee. As reported, the average Marion County 9-1-1 caller listens to a hold recording
for 25 to 30 seconds before a dispatcher is able to pick up."I think that we as a city need to do more to
ensure that everyone feels safe in our city and that the calls are answered in a timely manner," said
Robinson. Robinson says several agencies are now working to fix the years-long problem.
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Subject: Clean power plan
Even if Trump throws out Obama's clean power plan, we're already ahead of its targets—and the
coal industry will be hard to bring back.
Even though President Obama’s historic Clean Power Plan was stayed by the Supreme Court and
appears doomed in the Trump Administration, the electric sector is getting so green so fast that it
has already met the plan’s 2024 goal for slashing carbon emissions and its 2030 target for
reducing coal use, new data show.
The primary cause of the sharp decline in power-plant emissions is clear: Utilities are rapidly
abandoning coal for cleaner-burning natural gas and zero-emission renewables. It’s also clear
that this shift, driven by rising prices for coal and falling prices for climate-friendlier alternatives,
is happening independently of Obama’s controversial climate rules, which were only finalized in
August 2015 and then suspended by the Court six months later. Even if President-Elect Trump
fulfills his pledge to withdraw from the Paris climate deal, the U.S. is on track to fulfill its
pledges under that deal, a glimmer of good news for environmentalists mourning his election.
What is not clear is whether Trump, who has vowed to undo the Clean Power Plan and end
Obama’s “war on coal,” can reverse the decline of coal or even slow it down. Trump has called
global warming a made-in-China hoax, and the energy section of his transition website reads like
an ode to fossil fuels. But since his election, Trump and other pro-coal Republicans, including
Senate Majority Mitch McConnell of Kentucky, have tried to lower expectations of a coalcountry renaissance, acknowledging that coal’s problems extend beyond Obama’s EPA.
Those problems have gotten even more severe this year. An analysis of government energy data
provided to POLITICO by the Sierra Club, which has led a national Beyond Coal campaign to
try to kill the industry, shows that U.S. power plants are on track to emit 1.76 billion metric tons
of carbon this year, a 27 percent reduction from 2005. That’s already below the Clean Power
Plan’s interim goal for 2024, and most of the way to the 32 percent reduction the plan envisions
for 2030. If you subtract emissions from the 71 operating coal plants that already have
announced retirement dates, the electric sector has just about met the plan’s final emissions goals
15 years early, even though the plan does not now have and may never have any legal teeth to
compel compliance.
Scientists have said the world needs to cut emissions 80 percent by 2050 to avoid the worst

effects of global warming, so the electric sector still has far to go, the rest of the U.S. economy
even farther, and the rest of the world still farther. There are even disparities within the electric
sector; the data show that nine fossil-fueled states, all won by Trump except Colorado, have not
yet whittled their coal fleets enough to meet their 2024 emissions goals. While several western
and northeastern blue states have pledged to go coal-free and are well on their way, red states
like Kansas, North Dakota, West Virginia and Wyoming are as coal-dependent as ever.
But the overall trend is unmistakable. Power-plant coal consumption in 2016 is projected to drop
to 640 million short tons, down 38 percent from 2005. That’s significantly lower than the EPA
expected after 15 years of Clean Power Plan implementation, and with another 15 percent of the
remaining coal fleet already scheduled to shut down, those numbers will drop much lower. In
fact, the Sierra Club found that if the unprecedented rate of coal retirements over the last three
years continues, the power sector will be completely coal-free by 2022.
That’s unlikely, but after a spate of bankruptcy filings by coal giants like Arch, Alpha, and
Peabody, experts believe Trump’s vision of a revived coal industry with plentiful new jobs is
even less likely. Last year, two thirds of all new U.S. power generating capacity came from wind
and solar, and just about all of the rest came from natural gas. Megan Berge, a Washington
attorney who represents power companies, says they’re abandoning coal primarily because wind
and solar prices have dropped by more than two thirds in the Obama era, while gas prices have
hovered near historic lows. Federal tax credits for renewables and state mandates promoting
renewables have contributed as well. Obama’s new carbon rules, designed to accelerate the
clean-energy trend, haven’t had a chance to do much.
“There’s a lot of excitement about rolling back the Clean Power Plan, but as a practical matter,
the impact on power generation should be minimal to none,” Berge said.
The problem for the coal industry is that power-plant investment decisions are usually based on
price, and coal is no longer a cheap choice. Even in fossil-fueled red states like Kentucky, Ohio,
Indiana, and Nebraska, utilities and regulators have chosen to retire aging and uneconomic coal
plants rather than pour ratepayer dollars into expensive modern pollution controls. Climate
activists like former New York City mayor Michael Bloomberg, who has donated $80 million to
the Sierra Club’s Beyond Coal campaign, argue that the market forces squeezing coal are
stronger than anything Trump can do to prop up the industry. Coal is even struggling in China,
and it’s not because that government fears eco-activists.
“Coal is dying because of economics, not politics, and it’s not coming back,” Bloomberg said in
a statement.
Then again, coal’s sour economics are not totally disconnected from politics. Obama has
defended his regulations on mercury, ozone, soot, and other coal-fired pollutants as commonsense measures to stop corporate vandals from defacing America’s air and water, but they’ve
also helped upend the business case for coal. Coal powered half the U.S. grid before Obama, and
now powers just one third. The industry has lost 68,000 jobs in the last five years, and National
Mining Association vice president Luke Popovich says Obama deserves a lot of the blame.
Popovich said the damage from most of Obama’s EPA regulations is already done, and the
industry does not expect Trump or the Republican Congress to undo them. But he said Trump’s
transition team has reiterated that the president-elect will get rid of the Clean Power Plan, along
with a new rule restricting mining discharges in streams and Obama’s moratorium on coal leases
in the Powder River basin. In general, Popovich said that the industry doesn’t expect Washington
to revive its fortunes, but it does expect that Washington will stop attacking it.
“Nobody’s saying coal will go back to 50 percent of the market, but we think under Trump the
industry could stabilize,” he said. “Under Obama, we’ve been in the boxing ring fighting not
only our opponents in the marketplace, but the government. Now the government will be leaving
the ring, so we can compete more fairly.”
But if coal power used to be a dominant heavyweight in the ring, it now has the look of a
lumbering tomato can—and a particularly risky bet. A Texas utility recently argued in court that
it should tax relief because a coal plant it spent $2 billion building just three years ago was

already a relic of the past—and the court agreed, assessing its value at less than $500 million.
Four years ago, investors decided to spend $700 million on new scrubbers for a Pennsylvania
plant rather than retire it; they recently warned that the plant is at risk of default, and they’re now
trying to sell it for a huge loss. Florida Power & Light just agreed to pay $450 million to buy a
coal plant for the sole purpose of shutting it down and escaping an expensive power contract; it’s
replacing the electricity with new solar plants.
In the Obama era, utilities have announced the retirement of about one third of the nation’s coal
fleet, and Beyond Coal has set a goal of retiring half the fleet by the end of next year. But while
Trump can’t repeal market forces, he can help make the economic climate less hostile to coal if
he defangs the EPA. It really matters whether the industry dies quickly, dies slowly, or merely
stagnates; a new report by the Germany-based policy center Climate Analytics found that for the
world to meet the long-term goals set in Paris to limit warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius, the U.S.
and other developed nations will have to phase out coal entirely by 2030.
That would be a heavy lift. But it’s hard to fathom just how far coal has fallen since utilities were
planning scores of new plants early in the Bush administration, or even since coal stocks were
flying high amid a frenzy of mergers early in the Obama administration. The industry has argued
that coal keeps the lights on, that coal keeps electric bills low, but so far, the shift away from coal
has not produced darkness or soaring power prices. It has produced lower U.S. emissions, which
has never happened before during a period of economic growth.
Trump and the Republican Congress will have a lot of power to influence energy policy on the
supply side, by easing obstacles to mining and drilling. And they could roll back some of
Obama’s efforts to increase demand for clean energy through subsidies for research and
deployment as well as tougher oversight of dirty energy. By scrapping the Clean Power Plan,
they could remove a looming force for change in coal-friendly states.
But many of the most consequential battles over coal have been fought in obscure hearings of
state utility commissions and environmental agencies, and the Sierra Club, often fighting
alongside dollar-conscious power consumers like big-box stores, manufacturers, and hospitals,
has had the numbers on its side. Bruce Nilles, director of the group's Beyond Coal campaign,
vowed that even as the political climate changes in Washington, his litigators and activists will
keep winning those battles on the ground.
“Let’s be clear: The coal industry is on the decline, and Donald Trump can’t save it,” Nilles said.
“We are not going to go backwards.”
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Even if Trump throws out Obama's clean power plan, we're already ahead of its targets—and the coal industry will be
hard to bring back.
Even though President Obama’s historic Clean Power Plan was stayed by the Supreme Court and appears doomed in the
Trump Administration, the electric sector is getting so green so fast that it has already met the plan’s 2024 goal for
slashing carbon emissions and its 2030 target for reducing coal use, new data show.
The primary cause of the sharp decline in power-plant emissions is clear: Utilities are rapidly abandoning coal for
cleaner-burning natural gas and zero-emission renewables. It’s also clear that this shift, driven by rising prices for coal
and falling prices for climate-friendlier alternatives, is happening independently of Obama’s controversial climate rules,
which were only finalized in August 2015 and then suspended by the Court six months later. Even if President-Elect
Trump fulfills his pledge to withdraw from the Paris climate deal, the U.S. is on track to fulfill its pledges under that deal,
a glimmer of good news for environmentalists mourning his election.
What is not clear is whether Trump, who has vowed to undo the Clean Power Plan and end Obama’s “war on coal,” can
reverse the decline of coal or even slow it down. Trump has called global warming a made-in-China hoax, and the energy
section of his transition website reads like an ode to fossil fuels. But since his election, Trump and other pro-coal
Republicans, including Senate Majority Mitch McConnell of Kentucky, have tried to lower expectations of a coal-country
renaissance, acknowledging that coal’s problems extend beyond Obama’s EPA.
Those problems have gotten even more severe this year. An analysis of government energy data provided to POLITICO
by the Sierra Club, which has led a national Beyond Coal campaign to try to kill the industry, shows that U.S. power
plants are on track to emit 1.76 billion metric tons of carbon this year, a 27 percent reduction from 2005. That’s already
below the Clean Power Plan’s interim goal for 2024, and most of the way to the 32 percent reduction the plan envisions
for 2030. If you subtract emissions from the 71 operating coal plants that already have announced retirement dates, the
electric sector has just about met the plan’s final emissions goals 15 years early, even though the plan does not now
have and may never have any legal teeth to compel compliance.
Scientists have said the world needs to cut emissions 80 percent by 2050 to avoid the worst effects of global warming,
so the electric sector still has far to go, the rest of the U.S. economy even farther, and the rest of the world still farther.
There are even disparities within the electric sector; the data show that nine fossil-fueled states, all won by Trump
except Colorado, have not yet whittled their coal fleets enough to meet their 2024 emissions goals. While several
western and northeastern blue states have pledged to go coal-free and are well on their way, red states like Kansas,
North Dakota, West Virginia and Wyoming are as coal-dependent as ever.
But the overall trend is unmistakable. Power-plant coal consumption in 2016 is projected to drop to 640 million short
tons, down 38 percent from 2005. That’s significantly lower than the EPA expected after 15 years of Clean Power Plan
implementation, and with another 15 percent of the remaining coal fleet already scheduled to shut down, those
numbers will drop much lower. In fact, the Sierra Club found that if the unprecedented rate of coal retirements over the
last three years continues, the power sector will be completely coal-free by 2022.
That’s unlikely, but after a spate of bankruptcy filings by coal giants like Arch, Alpha, and Peabody, experts believe
Trump’s vision of a revived coal industry with plentiful new jobs is even less likely. Last year, two thirds of all new U.S.
power generating capacity came from wind and solar, and just about all of the rest came from natural gas. Megan Berge,
a Washington attorney who represents power companies, says they’re abandoning coal primarily because wind and
solar prices have dropped by more than two thirds in the Obama era, while gas prices have hovered near historic lows.
Federal tax credits for renewables and state mandates promoting renewables have contributed as well. Obama’s new
carbon rules, designed to accelerate the clean-energy trend, haven’t had a chance to do much.
“There’s a lot of excitement about rolling back the Clean Power Plan, but as a practical matter, the impact on power
generation should be minimal to none,” Berge said.

The problem for the coal industry is that power-plant investment decisions are usually based on price, and coal is no
longer a cheap choice. Even in fossil-fueled red states like Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, and Nebraska, utilities and regulators
have chosen to retire aging and uneconomic coal plants rather than pour ratepayer dollars into expensive modern
pollution controls. Climate activists like former New York City mayor Michael Bloomberg, who has donated $80 million
to the Sierra Club’s Beyond Coal campaign, argue that the market forces squeezing coal are stronger than anything
Trump can do to prop up the industry. Coal is even struggling in China, and it’s not because that government fears ecoactivists.
“Coal is dying because of economics, not politics, and it’s not coming back,” Bloomberg said in a statement.
Then again, coal’s sour economics are not totally disconnected from politics. Obama has defended his regulations on
mercury, ozone, soot, and other coal-fired pollutants as common-sense measures to stop corporate vandals from
defacing America’s air and water, but they’ve also helped upend the business case for coal. Coal powered half the U.S.
grid before Obama, and now powers just one third. The industry has lost 68,000 jobs in the last five years, and National
Mining Association vice president Luke Popovich says Obama deserves a lot of the blame.
Popovich said the damage from most of Obama’s EPA regulations is already done, and the industry does not expect
Trump or the Republican Congress to undo them. But he said Trump’s transition team has reiterated that the presidentelect will get rid of the Clean Power Plan, along with a new rule restricting mining discharges in streams and Obama’s
moratorium on coal leases in the Powder River basin. In general, Popovich said that the industry doesn’t expect
Washington to revive its fortunes, but it does expect that Washington will stop attacking it.
“Nobody’s saying coal will go back to 50 percent of the market, but we think under Trump the industry could stabilize,”
he said. “Under Obama, we’ve been in the boxing ring fighting not only our opponents in the marketplace, but the
government. Now the government will be leaving the ring, so we can compete more fairly.”
But if coal power used to be a dominant heavyweight in the ring, it now has the look of a lumbering tomato can—and a
particularly risky bet. A Texas utility recently argued in court that it should tax relief because a coal plant it spent $2
billion building just three years ago was already a relic of the past—and the court agreed, assessing its value at less than
$500 million. Four years ago, investors decided to spend $700 million on new scrubbers for a Pennsylvania plant rather
than retire it; they recently warned that the plant is at risk of default, and they’re now trying to sell it for a huge loss.
Florida Power & Light just agreed to pay $450 million to buy a coal plant for the sole purpose of shutting it down and
escaping an expensive power contract; it’s replacing the electricity with new solar plants.
In the Obama era, utilities have announced the retirement of about one third of the nation’s coal fleet, and Beyond Coal
has set a goal of retiring half the fleet by the end of next year. But while Trump can’t repeal market forces, he can help
make the economic climate less hostile to coal if he defangs the EPA. It really matters whether the industry dies quickly,
dies slowly, or merely stagnates; a new report by the Germany-based policy center Climate Analytics found that for the
world to meet the long-term goals set in Paris to limit warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius, the U.S. and other developed
nations will have to phase out coal entirely by 2030.
That would be a heavy lift. But it’s hard to fathom just how far coal has fallen since utilities were planning scores of new
plants early in the Bush administration, or even since coal stocks were flying high amid a frenzy of mergers early in the
Obama administration. The industry has argued that coal keeps the lights on, that coal keeps electric bills low, but so far,
the shift away from coal has not produced darkness or soaring power prices. It has produced lower U.S. emissions, which
has never happened before during a period of economic growth.
Trump and the Republican Congress will have a lot of power to influence energy policy on the supply side, by easing
obstacles to mining and drilling. And they could roll back some of Obama’s efforts to increase demand for clean energy
through subsidies for research and deployment as well as tougher oversight of dirty energy. By scrapping the Clean
Power Plan, they could remove a looming force for change in coal-friendly states.
But many of the most consequential battles over coal have been fought in obscure hearings of state utility commissions
and environmental agencies, and the Sierra Club, often fighting alongside dollar-conscious power consumers like big-box
stores, manufacturers, and hospitals, has had the numbers on its side. Bruce Nilles, director of the group's Beyond Coal
campaign, vowed that even as the political climate changes in Washington, his litigators and activists will keep winning
those battles on the ground.
“Let’s be clear: The coal industry is on the decline, and Donald Trump can’t save it,” Nilles said. “We are not going to go
backwards.”
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From: Kent Abernathy <kwapilot@yahoo.com>
Date: November 17, 2016 at 9:43:55 PM EST
To: "joshpitcock@gmail.com" <joshpitcock@gmail.com>, Jim Atterholt
<jatterholt@gov.in.gov>
Subject: Trump-Pence transition team
Reply-To: Kent Abernathy <kwapilot@yahoo.com>
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Josh:
Wanted to touch base following Monday's cabinet meeting. Based on my
unique background and relationship with Vice President-elect Pence, I feel I
may be of benefit to the Trump-Pence transition team.
I have prior experience working with Presidential-level transition
teams. Before entering state government, I had over 30 years of combined
active duty and reserve military service, including 6 years on active duty
(September 2003 - December 2009) immediately prior to joining the Daniels
administration, with two tours in the Pentagon and a tour in Iraq. During
my second tour in the Pentagon, I spent six months (July 2008 to December
2008) as the interim Director of the US Central Command (USCENTCOM)
Washington Liaison office under the command of LTG Martin Dempsey
(acting CENTCOM Commander, later Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff)
and then under GEN David Petraeus (later CIA Director). The USCENTCOM
area of responsibility is comprised of 20 Middle-Eastern countries, including
Iraq and Afghanistan. During that time, I served on the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Chairman's New Administration Transition Team (CNATT) charged with
coordinating the transition of the new US Presidential administration with the
Department of Defense and the Joint Staff. My civilian deputy at CENTCOM
during that time is still serving in that capacity today.
My other duty in the Pentagon centered primarily around serving as one of
four Team Chiefs in the Department of the Army's 24/7 operations center

(AOC), where I lead a team responsible for tracking US Army operations
worldwide, resulting in detailed assessments and recommendations used by
the Army staff, Joint Staff, Congress, the White House and other federal
agencies.
In between my two tours in the Pentagon, I spent one year in Iraq as Chief
of Staff of the Iraq Assistance Group, the administrative headquarters for
over 200 teams training Iraqi security forces (Iraqi Army, National Police and
Border Patrol). In that role, I served as a key link between US, Iraqi, and
other foreign militaries, ministries, government agencies and nongovernmental organizations.
Further, I have a personal connection with several of today's key military
leaders. During my tour in Iraq, I served with LTG Steve Townsend, the
current commander of forces in Iraq. LTG Townsend and I also worked
together when he was Executive Officer to GEN Petraeus while at
CENTCOM. I attended West Point with the current commander of forces in
Afghanistan, GEN John "Mick" Nicholson, who replaced my West Point
classmate GEN John Campbell as senior commander in
Afghanistan. Additionally, I have a Masters in Strategic Studies from the US
Army War College and currently hold an active Secret level security
clearance.
I am sure the Presidential transition team will have access to a huge number
of former military leaders, many seeking jobs in the new
administration. However, I could hit the ground running and contribute
immediately as I am familiar with Washington, know the Pentagon, current
key military players and the transition process but without the influence of
auditioning for a job and with a deep personal loyalty to Vice President-elect
Pence. I am also familiar with New York from days as a banker in New York
City.
I do intend to submit my resume to remain Commissioner of BMV in the
Holcomb administration. The agency is on track to implement historic
legislative changes which take effect 1/1/17 and we are continuing to
implement the operational reforms initiated when I came on board. These
tasks can be ably handled by my senior staff in my absence.
I would like to offer my service to assist in the transition to the Trump-Pence
administration. I am including my resume for your reference.
I will be honored to serve where most needed in whatever role best serves
the citizens of Indiana and the country.
Regards,
Kent Abernathy
kwapilot@yahoo.com

(317) 502-7462

KENT W. ABERNATHY
8751 West Cobblestone Drive
Zionsville, Indiana 46077
kwapilot@yahoo.com

home: (317) 769-0909
mobile: (317) 502-7462
office: (317) 232-2915

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
COMMISSIONER, Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles, Indianapolis, IN
2015-Present
Chief executive of state agency responsible for vehicle registrations and driver licensing. Administer staff of
1400 employees and the collection of $1 billion in fees and excise taxes annually.
 Established a process for continuous improvement and set goals to measure performance; instituted a
structured approach for identifying and reporting issues - achieved 96.3% customer satisfaction rating.
 Completed feasibility study of operating systems; developed short-term and long-term strategic plan for
modernization of information systems.
 Oversaw passage of landmark legislative reform which simplified and streamlined the Indiana motor vehicle
code, reducing the complexity of the BMV fee chart which now fits on a single page.
 Elected to International Board of the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators.
CHIEF OF STAFF, Indiana Department of Environmental Management, Indianapolis, IN
2010 – 2015
Responsible for the coordination and synchronization of staff activities. Ensure the timely flow of information
to and from the Commissioner’s office. Primary liaison with the Governor’s staff, other state agencies, and
external parties. Provide professional assistance and project management covering a broad range of activities.
 Led formulation of the Agency’s strategic goals and objectives and developed the Working Group initiative
with Assistant Commissioners to establish milestones and set timelines for major Agency priorities.
 Oversaw reorganization of the Finance Department, including creation of the position of Chief Financial
Officer and integration of the Procurement and Information Services (formerly IT) departments.
TEAM CHIEF (Colonel, U.S. Army), Army Operations Center,Washington, D.C.2003-2006; 2007-2008; 2009
Supervised Crisis Action Team responsible for tracking U.S. Army operations worldwide resulting in detailed
assessments and recommendations on military capabilities, force options, and priorities, for use by senior Army
leadership, the Joint Staff, members of Congress, the White House, and other federal agencies.
 Lead development and implementation of automated Significant Activities (SIGACT) data base system
adopted Army-wide to track and monitor major combat activities in Iraq and Afghanistan.
 Developed a shift change checklist, revised the official message formatting guide, and designed a color coded
daily situation report template which greatly improved standardization and situational awareness.
DIRECTOR (Colonel, U.S. Army) U.S. Central Command Liaison Office, Washington, D.C.
2008
Coordinated activities of liaison office and acted as primary Washington point of contact with the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, numerous federal agencies, and foreign embassies
on issues affecting Central Command and the 20 Middle-Eastern countries in the area of responsibility.
 Selected as member of Chairman's New Administration Transition Team (CNATT) charged with coordinating
transition of new U.S. Presidential administration within the Department of Defense and the Joint Staff.
 Coordinated Washington transition office space and support requirements for incoming commanders of U.S.
Central Command and Multi-National Force Iraq, both 4-star general commands.
CHIEF OF STAFF (Colonel, U.S. Army), Iraq Assistance Group, Camp Victory, Iraq
2006-2007
Provided strategic vision and guidance for joint-service staff charged with organization, training, and daily
operational support of over 200 U.S. teams training Iraqi security forces (military, national police, border
patrol). Served as the key link between U.S., Iraqi, and other foreign militaries, ministries, government
agencies, and non-governmental organizations.
 Re-designed training plan, established standard operating procedures, and directed operational planning which
resulted in the successful deployment, integration, and re-deployment of over 3,500 U.S. trainers and their
equipment throughout Iraq and the training of over 300,000 Iraqi Security Force members.
 Planned and coordinated first ever country-wide training and logistics conferences bringing together leaders
of multi-national Transition Teams and their counterparts from the Iraqi Army, National Police and Border
Patrol to discuss and resolve major issues to set the conditions for Iraqi self-security.

KENT W. ABERNATHY
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PRINCIPAL, Eagle Advisors, Indianapolis, IN
2001-2008
Business consultant focused on leveraging broad-based contacts in the local banking, accounting and legal
sectors to provide client companies strategic planning and financial management advice and solutions.
 Negotiated and closed $12 million in senior debt and private equity financings for privately-held companies
and one large national organization.
 Served on board of local leasing company. Directed business development efforts of company specializing in
providing project professionals in accounting, human resource management, and information technology.
VICE PRESIDENT, Bank One (JPMorgan Chase), Indianapolis, IN
1998-2001
Responsible for coordinating all aspects of the banking relationship of corporate customers, to include
commercial credit, cash management, international services, and investment banking solutions.
 Managed a $300 million commercial loan portfolio comprised of a diverse base of manufacturing,
distribution, and service companies.
 Generated over $50 million in new loan growth and $250,000 in net incremental fee income.
VICE PRESIDENT, National City Bank (PNC Bank), Indianapolis, IN
1992-1998
Relationship oriented commercial lender accountable for managing commercial accounts and developing new
business relationships. Accountable for the review and presentation of loan requests, documentation and
compliance of credit facilities, and cross selling of supplemental products and services.
 Created a $6 million vendor-financing program for a special industry client that encompassed establishing
underwriting procedures, developing the sales and marketing plan, and supervising the documentation process.
 Organized and directed cross-functional teams which exceeded goals for loan production and fee income as
well as referrals to other departments.
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT, Apple Bank for Savings, New York, NY
1989-1992
Assisted Senior Vice President in all aspects of establishing a new commercial banking region. Managed the
presentation, structuring, and documentation of loan requests, resolution of operational and servicing matters,
and sales of other bank products.
 Built a $25 million loan portfolio of small and mid-sized clients that also utilized a variety of additional
services.
ANALYST / ACCOUNT OFFICER, Chemical Bank (JPMorgan Chase), New York, NY
1986-1989
Analyzed financial, industry and management information on prospects and existing customers culminating in
written credit presentations. Later, managed and developed a diverse commercial client portfolio.
 Increased loan portfolio 34% with fee income 44% over budget.
EDUCATION
Master of Strategic Studies, U.S. Army War College
Master of Science, Management, Oakland City University
Bachelor of Science, Engineering, United States Military Academy (West Point)
TRAINING
Chemical Bank Credit Training Program, (included accredited graduate-level modules in banking,
accounting, corporate finance and credit analysis) New York, New York
MILITARY
COLONEL, U.S. Army (active duty), 2003-2010
COLONEL, Army National Guard, 1986-2003
CAPTAIN, U.S. Army (active duty), 1979-1986

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Atterholt, Jim
Friday, November 18, 2016 1:35 AM
Kent Abernathy
joshpitcock@gmail.com
Re: Trump-Pence transition team

This is great Kent. I am collecting these for Josh and will make sure that he gets all of this information. Please
also submit this information to the transition website at greatagain.gov We so very much appreciate your
service!
Jim
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 17, 2016, at 9:45 PM, Kent Abernathy <kwapilot@yahoo.com> wrote:
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Josh:
Wanted to touch base following Monday's cabinet meeting. Based on my
unique background and relationship with Vice President-elect Pence, I feel I
may be of benefit to the Trump-Pence transition team.
I have prior experience working with Presidential-level transition
teams. Before entering state government, I had over 30 years of combined
active duty and reserve military service, including 6 years on active duty
(September 2003 - December 2009) immediately prior to joining the Daniels
administration, with two tours in the Pentagon and a tour in Iraq. During
my second tour in the Pentagon, I spent six months (July 2008 to December
2008) as the interim Director of the US Central Command (USCENTCOM)
Washington Liaison office under the command of LTG Martin Dempsey
(acting CENTCOM Commander, later Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff)
and then under GEN David Petraeus (later CIA Director). The USCENTCOM
area of responsibility is comprised of 20 Middle-Eastern countries, including
Iraq and Afghanistan. During that time, I served on the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Chairman's New Administration Transition Team (CNATT) charged with
coordinating the transition of the new US Presidential administration with the
Department of Defense and the Joint Staff. My civilian deputy at CENTCOM
during that time is still serving in that capacity today.
My other duty in the Pentagon centered primarily around serving as one of
four Team Chiefs in the Department of the Army's 24/7 operations center
(AOC), where I lead a team responsible for tracking US Army operations
worldwide, resulting in detailed assessments and recommendations used by

the Army staff, Joint Staff, Congress, the White House and other federal
agencies.
In between my two tours in the Pentagon, I spent one year in Iraq as Chief
of Staff of the Iraq Assistance Group, the administrative headquarters for
over 200 teams training Iraqi security forces (Iraqi Army, National Police and
Border Patrol). In that role, I served as a key link between US, Iraqi, and
other foreign militaries, ministries, government agencies and nongovernmental organizations.
Further, I have a personal connection with several of today's key military
leaders. During my tour in Iraq, I served with LTG Steve Townsend, the
current commander of forces in Iraq. LTG Townsend and I also worked
together when he was Executive Officer to GEN Petraeus while at
CENTCOM. I attended West Point with the current commander of forces in
Afghanistan, GEN John "Mick" Nicholson, who replaced my West Point
classmate GEN John Campbell as senior commander in
Afghanistan. Additionally, I have a Masters in Strategic Studies from the US
Army War College and currently hold an active Secret level security
clearance.
I am sure the Presidential transition team will have access to a huge number
of former military leaders, many seeking jobs in the new
administration. However, I could hit the ground running and contribute
immediately as I am familiar with Washington, know the Pentagon, current
key military players and the transition process but without the influence of
auditioning for a job and with a deep personal loyalty to Vice President-elect
Pence. I am also familiar with New York from days as a banker in New York
City.
I do intend to submit my resume to remain Commissioner of BMV in the
Holcomb administration. The agency is on track to implement historic
legislative changes which take effect 1/1/17 and we are continuing to
implement the operational reforms initiated when I came on board. These
tasks can be ably handled by my senior staff in my absence.
I would like to offer my service to assist in the transition to the Trump-Pence
administration. I am including my resume for your reference.
I will be honored to serve where most needed in whatever role best serves
the citizens of Indiana and the country.
Regards,
Kent Abernathy
kwapilot@yahoo.com
(317) 502-7462
<Kent Abernathy resume.doc>

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Hodgin, Stephanie
Thursday, November 17, 2016 8:48 PM
Gilson, Katie
FW: Indiana Education Insight, 11/21/16
aedux2024.pdf

From: Ed Feigenbaum
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2016 8:45:11 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)
To: INGroup
Subject: Indiana Education Insight, 11/21/16

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****

Your newsletter is attached for you to download.
Please bear in mind that this is copyrighted material, and must be treated as a normal paper copy of the
newsletter should be treated. Under federal law, this newsletter may not be electronically forwarded, and copies
may not be made unless arrangements exist with the publisher to purchase the rights to make or forward
additional copies.

Copyright infringement is a serious crime, and can have expensive implications.
Your newsletter is attached in .pdf format. To access it, you must have Adobe Acrobat Reader 3.0 (or higher)
software, the universal program used to view documents in a .pdf format. To download Adobe Acrobat Reader
at no charge, please visit the Adobe website at http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep.html

11/21/16
Volume 20, No. 24

Box 383 Noblesville, IN 46061-0383
317/817-9997
FAX 317/817-9998

Chair pair affair . . . or just hot air?
Indiana poised to wield mega education influence in Washington

We’re picking up signals that Hoosiers may be poised to chair two of the four
subcommittees of the U.S. House Committee on Education and the
Workforce during the upcoming 115th Congress.
U.S. Rep. Todd Rokita (R), who currently chairs the Subcommittee on Early
Childhood, Elementary, and Secondary Education (the K-12 subcommittee),
and U.S. Rep. Luke Messer (R), re-elected to leadership Tuesday as chair of
the Republican Policy Committee for the 115th Congress, are both said to be
under consideration to chair the Subcommittee on Higher Education &
Workforce Training.
If Rokita ends up moving over to the Higher Ed panel, Messer would take his
place as chair of the K-12 subcommittee.

If geography were no concern, Reps. Messer and Rokita landing atop both
education subcommittees would be a slam dunk. That both are in the mix for
what may be a shot somewhere between a three-pointer and a lay-up speaks
to the depth that Indiana has developed on its education bench.
As all of this was percolating, POLITICO also reported that Rep. Messer is
a leading candidate to join the Trump administration in a cabinet-level
position as Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education.

“I don’t know if I’m being considered, but I certainly would be open to the
possibility of serving,” Messer told POLITICO. “I’m excited by Mr. Trump’s
bold education proposals and would love to do whatever we can to make sure
those proposals become a reality.”
If Rep. Messer, the past president of School Choice Indiana and the founder
of the Congressional School Choice Caucus, doesn’t move to the executive
branch, he’ll be in an excellent position to help advance the Trump school
choice agenda with Rep. Rokita.

A top policy staffer in Messer’s congressional office, Rob Goad, took leave
earlier this Fall to join the Trump campaign to help develop its vision for
educational choice. The campaign planned to devote an entire week of the
campaign to publicly rolling out its education agenda, but the education
week never fully materialized, in part because the candidate inevitably veered
off script during his public appearances and also because he proved generally
uninterested in the details of many policy areas that didn’t come to him
intuitively or relate to his business experience.

Rep. Rokita could be the only returning chair among the four subcommittees
of Education and Workforce. As chair of the K-12 panel for the past two
years, he co-authored the re-authorization of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) — known as the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) —
with the outgoing full panel chair, and was an early and vocal supporter of
the controversial Trump proposal for a $20 billion school choice block grant.

Former Indiana and Florida state school superintendent Tony Bennett (R)
was mentioned as another possible candidate for U.S. Secretary of Education
during an event held at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C. But
given Trump team proclivities, Bennett’s friendship with former Florida Gov.
Jeb Bush (R-FL) and his national role in developing the Common Core
principles could be a disqualifier.
For more, please see the following page . . .

McCormick upsets Ritz

Repubs win big and control everything

Dr. Jennifer McCormick (R), superintendent
of the Yorktown Community Schools in
Delaware County, takes office January 9 as
your next state superintendent of public
instruction.
She will be the fourth person to hold the
position in the past 10 years (following a 16
year run by Dr. Suellen Reed(R)) and is likely
the youngest state super in Indiana history.

Dr. McCormick was carried to victory by the
huge Trump wave that engulfed the Midwest.
Her win represents neither an endorsement
nor repudiation of any particular educational
ideology. She campaigned on a promise to
ratchet down the political rhetoric and
improve the communication and
management of the Indiana Department of
Education. She proposes to meet with
stakeholders to review school funding issues,
revisit the requirement that educator
evaluations be tied to high-stakes testing
results, revise the accountability system to deemphasize letter grades, grow broadband
capacity, and expand pre-kindergarten. She is
a firm believer in school choice. She will seek
to be a bridge-builder, even as she assumes a
more pro-teacher attitude than most in her
party. She will also be in charge of the
implementation of the Every Student
Succeeds Act (ESSA).

Dr. McCormick clobbered her opponent,
winning 82 of 92 counties, compared to 53
that Superintendent of Public Instruction
Glenda Ritz (D) won in 2012 (Tony Bennett
(R) won 65 in 2008). McCormick attracted
53.4% of the statewide vote, a slightly higher
share than the 52.8% for Ritz four years ago
and the 51.0% for Dr. Bennett in 2008. The
state superintendent-elect received 1.42
million votes, more than any Democrat on
the statewide ticket (and more than
Governor-elect Eric Holcomb(R)), and
exceeding the 1.33 million for Ritz in 2012
and 1.29 million for Bennett in 2008. Ritz
received 94,000 fewer votes in 2016 compared
to 2012.
McCormick captured 65% of the vote in 17
counties. Four years ago, Ritz reached the
65% threshold in a sole county (Lake). Out
of 41 rural counties in Indiana, Ritz won
only two in 2016 (Perry and Vermillion),
down from the 26 rural counties she won in
2012.
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Hoosier Kevin Chavous, a Wabash College alum, and an
African American former elected Democratic official in the
District of Columbia now with the American Federation of
Children, has also been touted for the national post.
Even if nothing resembling what we’ve just described pans
out, Indiana should still come out ahead with Vice Presidentelect Mike Pence (R) expected to play an influential role in
building bridges with Congress and governors. Trump has
already entrusted the presidential transition process to
Governor Pence.
Should Rep. Messer end up in the Higher Ed chair when the
music stops, expect him to prioritize student affordability,
financial aid modernization, and student debt reduction.

He would seek to allow federal student financial aid to
support micro-credentials, competency-based programs, and
innovative programs like coding boot camps that don’t
necessarily lead to a two-year degree.
With input from a pilot program at Purdue University, he
would likely also look for opportunities to encourage colleges
and universities nationwide to adopt Income Share
Agreements as a vehicle for reducing student debt.

Rep. Messer would also likely unveil a creative proposal to
leverage the tax code to reduce student indebtedness. Akin to
a 401-K, college graduates could set aside a portion of their
pre-tax income to pay down their student debt, and their
employer could then match that amount and write it off on
their taxes as a business expense.

In recent months, Rep. Messer has also been at the forefront
of efforts in the U.S. House to ensure that students and
veterans enrolled in ITT Technical Institute when the forprofit school closed down are able to maintain access to
federal student aid and complete their higher education
aspirations at another institution.
Also worth watching on the higher education docket: Shares
of Navient have skyrocketed since election day on predictions
that the Trump Administration will undo the reforms
enacted under the Obama Administration that ended the role
of banks in originating federal student loans.

The next Congress is expected to take up the re-authorization
of the Higher Education Act, which expired at the end of
2013 but has since been extended. Looming as part of that
debate is a battle over the existing federal ban on a studentlevel higher education data tracking system.
On K-12 issues, Rep. Messer has been the leading advocate in
the U.S. House for “Title I portability,” the concept of
converting Title I funding into a voucher so the dollars
follow students when they change schools. The proposal was
not included in the final version of the Every Student
Succeeds Act.
Rep. Messer is also continuing to collaborate with U.S. Rep.
Jared Polis (D-CO) to overcome resistance from leading
technology companies for new student data privacy
protections.
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While serving in the Indiana House, Messer led the charge to
raise the high school drop out age from 16 to 18, an issue
that he remains passionate about. He also authored
legislation requiring high schools to offer a minimum of two
dual credit and two Advanced Placement courses.
This entire education committee scenario is part of a bigger
picture that we outline more globally in our sister newsletter,
INDIANA LEGISLATIVE INSIGHT, this week. That newsletter
also delves a bit deeper into the internal politics of Rokita
and Messer bids for chairs (and what Rokita remaining as K12 chair would mean) . . . and takes an expanded look at the
coming influence that Indiana’s delegation will have on the
115th Congress, including details on which member is in line
to join the powerful Committee on Ways and Means, the
national tax-writing panel.

IN Elementary & Secondary Ed

! Voters in seven communities approved nine school
referenda tax increases on November 8. Two communities
asked for and received a double referenda for construction
and operations. All but one school district had proposed a
referendum in the past; and voter support grew in each of
these districts on the second go-around.
Q The lone defeat came in the Gary Community School
Corporation — the district that could least afford a loss —
where voters narrowly defeated a 47.5¢ tax increase that
would have generated about $8 million annually to fund
general school operations. The local superintendent and
school board continue to butt heads with the state-appointed
financial advisor over additional personnel cuts and building
closures, and talk of a state takeover is brewing. “We will be
okay through the end of December. After that, I don’t know
what’s going to happen,” the state consultant tells the Times
of Northwest Indiana. Outgoing Sen. Earline Rogers (D) of
Gary explained to the paper that Senate Committee on
Appropriations Chair Luke Kenley (R) of Noblesville has
offered to work with the City of Gary to help. “I don’t know
exactly what it will say, but there may be some language
about school closings and a working relationship between the
school corporation and the city government and how they
can share services, things like snow removal,” Rogers said.
Q M.S.D. of Washington Township voters approved a pair
of tax increases — a $185 million construction project and a
$45 million operating referendum. The operating referendum
renews a levy first approved in May 2010 and tacks on an
additional three cents. The average homeowner will pay an
additional $315 a year in property taxes. This was the largest
construction referenda on the ballot in Indiana since 2009,
and was approved even as voters there also backed tax hike
for local mass transit.

Q The School City of Mishawaka prevailed on both of its
requests — a $13 million capital projects plan and a $12.6
million operating referendum. Three years ago voters rejected
a $28 million construction referendum. More than two-thirds
(68%) said no in November 2013, but this time more than
70% said yes to both proposals. These are the first school
referenda to be approved in St. Joseph County.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
publisher’s permission violates federal law!
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Q Voters approved an 18¢ tax hike raising $500,000 per
year for the Northeast Dubois County School Corporation.
This was the only community on the November 8 slate that
had not previously asked for a referendum. Recall that we
had told you earlier this year that the school board delayed
holding a May referendum vote because of the financial stress
that local farmers were already under due to a major outbreak
of Avian Flu problem at area turkey farms. The
postponement may have helped earn the district some local
goodwill. School employees have taken a pay cut here for five
consecutive years and have not seen a pay raise in six years.
The district anticipates spending 40% of the money on
eliminating the general fund deficit, 35% on extracurricular
and coaching salaries, and 25% on staff retention,
recruitment, and development. Superintendent Bill
Hochgesang explained, “If you eliminate programs, those
students will leave. And the next year more programs have to
be eliminated and the cycle continues. The whole idea behind
the referendum is to save our programs, to be able to
continue to offer what we currently offer and not get into
this downward cycle.”

Q In the Westfield-Washington Schools, 81.3% approved
renewing the operating referendum at three cents less than
the level initially approved in November 2010. Back then just
54% of the electorate approved. The district would have had
to cut $5.5 million if the request had failed. Since November
2009, Hamilton County school corporations are a perfect 12
for 12 in approved referenda requests.
Q Voters in the Clinton-Central School Corporation agreed
to pay an additional 15 cents per year toward district
operations. The rural school district lost a construction
referendum in 2009 when a whopping 85.8% said no (which
remains the largest margin of defeat ever for a construction
project). This year’s operating referenda garnered 64%
support.

Q In the Monroe County Community School Corporation,
81.8% approved the renewal of an operating referendum of
11.5 cents, down from the 14¢ level approved by voters in
November 2010. This constitutes the seventh-highest level of
voter support for any school referenda since 2008. The 2010
referendum passed with 61% support. The pro-referendum
political action committee reported raised $52,000.

Q The New Albany Floyd County Consolidated School
Corporation will move forward with an $87 million
construction project ($136 million if you include interest)
after 53.4% of the electorate voted yes. The project price tag
is $7 million higher than the proposal that voters defeated in
May 2015. Since 2009, school corporations located in
counties that border Kentucky are batting .333 — three for 10
in approving referenda.

IN General . . .

! A new poll by McLaughlin & Associates (10/16-18; 600
likely Indiana voters; margin of error ± 4.0%) released by the
Indiana chapter of PublicSchoolOptions.org finds that
Indiana voters overwhelmingly (85%) oppose closing local
schools based on state standardized test scores alone,
regardless of party affiliation or ideological leaning.
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Q “These results should help guide legislators and
education officials as they consider drafting charter school
reform legislation that could have a broad impact on the
state’s public charter schools,” according to the Indiana
chapter of PublicSchoolOptions.org, a group that supports
charter schools, online schools, magnet schools, and open
enrollment policies. The poll found that 90% of voters
believe students who are succeeding should not be forced to
leave their school just because other students are
under-performing. A total of 67% of voters view ISTEP
unfavorably. A vast majority (75%) believe new students in a
school should not be included in school evaluations until
they have attended a full year. Among a list of choices, the
most important indicators of a school’s quality according to
respondents are teacher quality (32%) and curriculum and
academic programs (30%). Student performance on
standardized tests ranks near the bottom: school environment
(11%), safety and security (9%), student performance on
standardized tests (8%), and parental satisfaction (5%). The
poll also found that 80% prefer evaluating schools based on
how well the school helps individual students improve. Only
15% favor a system that measures the average standardized
test scores for the whole student population of a school each
year. When a public school has done poorly on state
standardized tests over multiple years, 7% of voters said the
public school should be closed versus 93% that said the
school should be kept open and given additional assistance.
! The ISTEP+ embargo has been lifted: 66.1% of students in
grades 3-8 passed English/Language Arts, 58.9% passed math,,
and 51.6% passed both sections, down from 53.5% in 2015.

Q For grade 10, 59% passed English/Language Arts, 34.6%
passed math, and a mere 32.2% passed both sections. The
grade 10 results are not comparable to prior years because
they measure for the first time the percentage of students
meeting college and career ready benchmarks.

IN Administration . . .

! The Wabash City Schools and the M.S.D. of Wabash
County boards of education will meet in joint executive
session to discuss consolidation. The Manchester Community
Schools have also been invited.

Q The Wabash City Schools explained, “The climate of our
state has been to have schools compete for resources. We do
not foresee this climate to change. However, we believe that,
united, we will be stronger to compete with other counties or
regions within our state. Our goal is not for one district to
take over another district; instead, our goal is to investigate
the potential unification of our districts to create a stronger
educational system for the benefit of all of our children.”

IN Budgets & Finance . . .

! The financial situation in the Muncie Community Schools
continues to rapidly deteriorate. Monthly deficits in the
General Fund began in October and have been getting worse.
MCS is on track to end the year with a deficit in excess of
$12 million. The district is working with consultants to
reduce administrative expenditures, improve the efficiency of
the school transportation operation, and increase
outsourcing, but school leaders are looking to the State for
emergency assistance.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
publisher’s permission violates federal law!
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Q The Muncie Star Press reports, “735 students are currently
living in the MCS district but choosing to go elsewhere in the
county. That’s about 13 percent of the Muncie Schools’
current enrollment.” The Liberty-Perry School Corporation
takes the most students from Muncie — 268. Muncie enrolls
just over 100 students who transfer-in from surrounding
school corporations.
! Teachers in the School Town of Griffith are not pleased
with the growing class sizes and have asked administrators to
do better at forecasting enrollment increases. Teachers say the
district needs to hire more special instructors to teach
gymnastics, art, and physical education. According to the
Times of Northwest Indiana, “the lack of special teachers
means 5-year-olds have to spend the whole day in the same
classroom without breaking the monotony by visiting other
rooms for the 30-minute special classes.”
! The Washington Community Schools Board approves a
package assembled by Umbaugh & Associates that will see the
school corporation go to market with $1.52 million in bonds
in December to purchase buses (likely at least 12 such used
vehicles) and pay for them over a six-year period.

IN School Choice . . .

! Another charter school closure: the New Community
School board of trustees votes to permanently close down the
Lafayette school on December 31 due to declining enrollment
and increased debt. Students are welcome to stay through the
last day of classes on December 9, but the wind-down has
been chaotic as students leave to begin their transition to new
schools and teachers resign. The principal also resigned at the
end of October. The board has been unable to pay some of
its vendors, including its janitorial service, so the school has
not been cleaned on a regular schedule. Rent hasn’t been paid
since April. The school’s charter with Ball State University
was slated to expire on June 30, 2017.

! Enrollment at the Thea Bowman Leadership Academy in
Gary has declined by about 100 students from one year ago.
“We went through a six- to nine-month period where it
wasn’t even clear if the school was going to be open,”
explains attorney Tony Walker, a former members of the
State Board of Education and a member of the Thea
Bowman Board of Directors. “We were quite happy that we
probably only did suffer a decline in the neighborhood of
100 kids despite all the negative media and instability.” Trine
University, the school’s authorizer, sends analysts twice a
month to evaluate the teachers and the school’s overall
academic rigor, and regularly shares this feedback with the
Thea Bowman school board. “What they are adding to the
overall operation of this enterprise is phenomenal,” says
Walker. He and Michael Suggs, chair of the Thea Bowman
Board of Directors, traveled to China in November to
establish sister relationships with schools in Beijing and
Nanjing. Thea Bowman has 60 to 80 students each year
studying Chinese language through a Confucius Institute
partnership with Valparaiso University.

! The City of Anderson enters into a one-year agreement
with the Anderson Preparatory Academy to allow APA
students to ride city buses to school.
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Q A similar deal is already in place between the city and the
Anderson Community School Corporation.

! Hayleigh Colombo reports for the Indianapolis Business
Journal that the Ace Preparatory Academy that opened this
Fall on the city’s northside has met only a fraction of its firstyear enrollment goal, forcing the school to eliminate seven
staff members, cut all budgeted staff bonuses, reduce the
school’s contribution to the employee retirement plan, and
renegotiate the contract of the school leader (a former
Indiana teacher of the year).

! The Mind Trust’s Grow Great Schools fundraising effort
aims to raise $32 million by 2019 to provide an additional
7,500 students within IPS boundaries the opportunity to
attend great public schools. The Mind Trust will seek to
incubate education innovators to launch great schools, invest
in proven teacher development pipelines, and build civic
awareness around education change. Honorary campaign cochairs are Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett (D) and former
mayors Greg Ballard (R), Bart Peterson (D), and Steve
Goldsmith (R). In 2016, Bloomberg Philanthropies, the Laura
and John Arnold Foundation, and the Michael & Susan Dell
Foundation invested $14 million in The Mind Trust.

Q Members of the Grow Great Schools campaign cabinet are:

• John Ackerman, Managing Partner, Cardinal Equity Partners
• Ryan Brady, Philanthropic Advisor to the Glick Funds, Director
of Stewardship, Central Indiana Community Foundation
• Rodney Byrnes, VP, Real Estate and Development, Strategic
Capital Partners, LLC
• Molly Chavers, Executive Director, Indy Hub
• Al Hubbard, Chairman, Partner, E&A Companies
• Maggie Lewis, Indianapolis City-County Council President
• Rob MacPherson, VP for Development & Philanthropic Services,
Central Indiana Community Foundation
• Rose Mays, Professor Emerita, Indiana University School of
Nursing
• Mark Miles, CEO, Hulman & Company
• John Mutz, former lieutenant governor, retired Lilly Endowment
president
• Rob Smith, Senior Director, Corporate Responsibility, Eli Lilly &
Company and President, Lilly Foundation
• Jasmin Shaheed-Young, Director of Corporate and Community
Relations, Keystone Construction

IN Contracts & Compensation . . .

! The East Allen County Schools adopts a one-year teacher
contract — the first new agreement for EACS since the
collective bargaining changes went into effect in 2010.
! The Muncie Teachers Association files a second unfair
labor practice complaint against the Muncie Community
Schools alleging that administrators have not been
transparent in sharing financial information. The two parties
have yet to agree to an employment contract for last school
year because negotiations have been stayed due to the first
unfair labor practice complaint. Teachers are still operating
under a status quo contract from 2014-15.
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! Because budget issues preclude raises, the DeKalb County
Central United School District school board instead approves
a one-time 2.5% stipend for all DeKalb Central employees.
! A new one-year contract agreement between the Sheridan
Education Association and the Sheridan Community Schools
provides $6,000 for 2015-2016 per participating teacher
toward the family or single premiums for the medical and
dental insurance policy.

! The Cannelton Classroom Teachers Association and the
Cannelton City Schools agree that a $6,192 annual
contribution toward health insurance premiums will be made
for full-time employees on a single plan, and for a family
plan premium, the district will provide another $848.
! The Mt. Vernon Community School Corporation school
board approves a six percent increase to employee insurance
premiums as of January, boosting individual monthly
premium costs from $25 to $36, while family plans could see
hikes of as much as $100 per month.

! The Muncie Community Schools school board approves
a change in insurance coverage that will see MCS no longer
contribute toward premiums for some retirees (affecting more
than 140 people now), and lower the amount it contributes
toward premiums for more than 150 nonunion staffers,
including administrators.

Q The Muncie Star Press reports Thursday that “The biggest
change will be for single health insurance plans, in which
employees will go from paying $29 per paycheck to $113,
covering about 25 percent of the plan,” according to
Superintendent Steven Baule. “The changes will save around
$2 million over the course of 2017, Baule said. That is
important because the district was initially planning to take
out another $10 million loan next year, like past years, but
will only be approved for $7.8 million .... Benefits make up
a large chunk of the total budget, about 21 percent. Before
Tuesday, benefits were projected to cost MCS $12 million in
2016. Currently, MCS pays 96 percent of a single health
insurance plan for teachers, or about $10,000 per plan ....”

IN Programs & Curriculum . . .

! The New Albany Floyd County Consolidated School
Corporation plans to consider opportunities for expanding
the number of students who participate in and complete the
International Baccalaureate program. Only seven students in
the class of 2015 completed the IB diploma, and six did so in
2016, raising questions among the more fiscally conservative
board members as to whether the outlay for the program is
justified, reports the Louisville Courier-Journal. “Don Hossler,
an emeritus professor at Indiana University Bloomington
who also serves as Senior Scholar at the University of
Southern California’s Center for Enrollment Research, Policy
and Practice said that IB is ‘one of the new gold standards for
academic rigor’ in high schools, and it’s something college
admissions officers look at, especially at highly selective
colleges. Beyond test scores, grades and class rank when
considering an applicant, admissions officers look at ‘high
school contextual factors’ like the number of AP courses the
student’s high school offers, the number of students the high
school sends to a 4-year college and whether the school offers
IB ....”
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! High school athletic departments are livid at the Big Ten
Conference for its decision to schedule six Friday night
conference games beginning with the 2017 season.
Indianapolis Star sports columnist Greg Doyel opined, “How
do you think high schools fund their non-revenue sports?
They fund them with the money they make on Friday night
football. Those $5 tickets. That $1 soda. Those 75-cent
Snickers. It adds up. It won’t add as high now. Not with the
Big Ten televising games on 36 Friday nights over the next six
years, giving football fans around the Midwest another outlet,
an easier outlet, to get their football fix on Friday night.”
One hall of fame football coach told Doyel, “Some high
schools can make enough money on one Friday night to
support two or three other sports for the whole year.”

! Princeton, Boonville, and Mount Vernon high schools
expressed interest in leaving the Big Eight Conference to join
the Pocket Athletic Conference, apparently to get away from
Big Eight powerhouse Jasper High School. However, the PAC
athletic directors have decided not to expand at this time,
preserving the status quo for now in southwestern Indiana.
! Student mentors from Goshen College have been leading
a weekly coding club since October for about 30 students at
Goshen Middle School. The students are learning to code
using Raspberry Pi computers. The program is supported by
a grant from Google.

! The Indiana Economic Development Corporation approves
Regional Cities Initiative funding of just over $500,000 for
the Signature School in Evansville to expand its Science
Center.

IN Policy . . .

! The South Henry School Corporation will now stock
naloxone kits on site after hearing about how the
Bartholomew Consolidated School Corporation used the
medication to successfully revive a student who had
overdosed on prescription drugs.

! American flag decals donated by the Rotary Club of
Michigan City are now displayed on all school buses in the
Michigan City Area Schools.

! The Plymouth Community Schools forms a Blue Ribbon
Committee to develop solutions for teen suicide prevention,
intervention, and support.

IN Referenda. . .

! The West Lafayette Community School Corporation
schedules two public input meetings in early December to
talk about renewing the 43¢ general fund referendum that
66% of voters approved in May 2010.
! In preparation for a possible construction referendum, the
Westfield-Washington Schools schedules a series of five focus
group meetings in November and December.

IN Construction & Facilities . . .

! Preliminary plans in the Hamilton Southeastern Schools
call for construction of a new elementary school to begin in
late 2017 or early 2018.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
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! The Oak Hill United School Corporation receives a
Common School Fund grant for $1.495 million for work at
the junior/senior high including wastewater maintenance,
pool renovation, HVAC replacement, music and art area
improvements, and roof, restrooms, and lighting upgrades.
! The East Allen County Schools awards a contract to
Fetters Construction, Inc. for $1.4 million in improvements
at three schools. Heritage Junior-Senior High School will gain
new bleachers, a press box, scoreboard, and lights; Leo
Elementary School will receive a new secured entrance; and
the auditorium will be renovated at Leo Junior-Senior High
School.

! The Monroe-Gregg Grade School Building Corporation
sells $8.52 million in first mortgage bonds payable under the
terms of a lease agreement with the Monroe-Gregg School
District. The proceeds will be used to renovate and improve
Monrovia Middle School and Monrovia High School.
Construction should begin in April and wrap up by July
2018. By the time the bonds are fully paid back in January
2013, the district will have paid $5.1 million in interest.
! The Wawasee Community School Corporation schedules
a hearing on November 29 to approve proposed construction
projects, including renovations to the high school
auditorium, improvements to the planetarium, and an
expansion of space for the welding program through the
Wawasee Area Career and Technical Cooperative.

! The South Montgomery Community School Corporation
school board votes 5-1 to move forward with a $33 million
renovation project.
! Carmel High School is projected to undergo more than
$15 million in renovations each year in 2017, 2018, and 2019.

! Opponents of the $13.5 million facility improvement plan
proposed by the South Dearborn Community School
Corporation have asked the county for a petitionremonstrance to allow residents to directly decide whether the
project should move forward. Critics are most concerned
about the plans for a 36,000 square-foot Activity Center
featuring three basketball courts and an indoor track and the
synthetic field turf.
! WLFI-TV In Lafayette reports Thursday that the Lafayette
School Corporation “continued to discuss a $98 million
renovation plan Wednesday night. The renovation calls for a
brand new building for Glen Acres Elementary School and
significant upgrades and additions at Tecumseh Junior High
School and Jeff High School. Administrators also want to
turn the Lafayette Life Facility into a career academy where
students can take culinary, engineering and robotics classes.”
Look for renovations to start by next Fall and be completed
by 2021.

IN Transition . . .

! Dave Sturgeon, director of education initiatives, will fill
in as superintendent of the Yorktown Community Schools
beginning in January, when Dr. Jennifer McCormick (R)
leaves the post to become superintendent of public
instruction.
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! The Fayette County School Corporation Board of School
Trustees on Tuesday named FCSC Assistant Superintendent
Scott Collins, a Connersville native, as the corporation’s new
superintendent beginning February 1, when long-time leader
Russell Hodges steps down as super. The trustees also chose
Maplewood Elementary School Principal Kim Corsaro, who
has an 18-year history with FCSC, to success Collins as
assistant superintendent.

! North Putnam Community School Corporation
Superintendent Dan Noel told his school board last week
that he plans to retire effective January 30, 2017. Look for the
Indiana School Board Association to assist in the search for
a successor.
! The Southwest Parke School Corporation names Philip T.
Harrison as the new superintendent. He is a former South
Vermillion music teacher and principal at South Vermillion
High School. He previously served as superintendent of
schools in Sidell, Illinois and as assistant professor at St.
Mary-of-the-Woods College.

! The Union County-College Corner Joint School Board
chooses former Superintendent Lynn Sheets as interim
superintendent following the resignation of Zach Rozelle.
Sheets also is the local superintendent for the College Corner,
Ohio, school district, whose students attend Union County
schools. He served as Union County’s superintendent from
2007-2010, and will work at least six days, but not more than
nine days, per month at $550 per day as a contract employee.
! Eddie Melton formally steps down from the State Board
of Education following his election to the Indiana Senate.

! Long-time Chief Academic Officer Ermalene Faulkner
submits her resignation from the Muncie Community
Schools.

IN Government . . .

! Here are your General Election results for superintendent
of public instruction across the past four elections:
2016
2012
2008
2004

Republican

1,420,075 (53.4%)
1,190,716 (47.2%)
1,294,833 (51.0%)
1,317,612 (56.1%)

Democrat

1,238,685 (46.6%)
1,332,755 (52.8%)
1,243,693 (49.0%)
962,400 (40.1%)

! A very reasonable plan: Eight panelists have put forth
joint recommendations for consideration by the Panel to
Study Alternatives to the ISTEP Program as the group
prepares to meet for the final time on November 29 to vote
on recommendations for improving the assessment system.
The plan calls for consolidating the summative exam into a
single administration window, eliminating technologyenhanced test items, eliminating IREAD-3, eliminating
separate social studies tests, eliminating Accuplacer, allowing
the open-ended writing component of the summative exam
to be graded by Indiana Master Teachers, end-of-course
assessments aligned to the 9th grade standards, replacing the
Graduation Qualifying Exam with college and career ready
measures, and state per-pupil funding for locally chosen
formative assessments.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
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Q Bluffton High School Principal Steve Baker, one of the
eight who developed the proposed plan, says surveys by the
Indiana Association of School Principals have shown that
principals clearly prefer end-of-course assessments at the high
school level. ECAs never suffered from same administrative
and implementation problems that plagued the ISTEP, Baker
noted. But he also elaborated that if Indiana were to adopt an
off-the-shelf test, “we are at their mercy. We don’t own those
tests. With the end-of-course assessments, we created the tests,
we still have them, and we can change them anytime.”
Blackford Community Schools Superintendent Scott Croner
explains that the past few years of owning the ISTEP test has
been extremely turbulent. “We should get out of the testing
business,” Croner said. “We can save the state a tremendous
amount of money” by choosing an off-the-shelf test.

Q Superintendent of Public Instruction Glenda Ritz (D)
explains that Indiana moved away from the end-of-course
assessments in order to be able to measure growth from
middle school to high school and because not every student
needs algebra. Ritz supports a ninth grade exam patterned on
the grades 3-8 test. “If it’s not tied to a single math course, it
allows kids to have more freedom in selecting courses,” she
said. Michelle McKeown explains that for the purpose of a
graduation qualifying exam, an end-of-course assessment
would be more fair than a domain-based test. As kids get
older, they are more likely to take different math classes at
different grades. Some students will take algebra in seventh
grade or eighth grade, but others may not take it until tenth
grade. “When you have a domain-based test, you assume they
all take the same level of math the same year, and frankly,
that doesn’t meet the needs of all kids,” said Dr. McKeown.

! State Board of Education Vice Chair Cari Whicker asks
her Board colleagues to consider adding a measure of school
climate to the A-F accountability system to meet the
requirement of the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) that
schools be rated on at least one non-academic indicator.
Tripod Education Partners, a company based in
Massachusetts, presented information about its researchvalidated student survey products to SBOE at the November
business meeting. Tripod has developed the “7 Cs of Effective
Teaching” and the “School Climate Index.” The seven Cs are
care, confer, captivate, clarify, consolidate, challenge, and
classroom management. Research by the Gates Foundation
found that classrooms in which students rated their teachers
higher on the Seven Cs tended also to produce greater average
student achievement gains. Tripod surveys are used
system-wide in school districts in Pittsburgh, Grand Rapids,
and Tulsa, and in every school in Hawaii. Tripod believes
schools should not be graded on the measured scores but
instead should be rated on the quality of their efforts to use
such measures formatively for the improvement of teaching
and learning. Board member Dr. David Freitas questioned
the reliability and validity of using surveys to provide
feedback from students.

Q When SBOE members proposed addressing his concern
by soliciting the input of the SBOE’s Technical Advisory
Committee, Superintendent of Public Instruction Glenda
Ritz (D) intervened and said the matter should instead be
vetted by her re-constituted Accountability Review panel. The
Tripod surveys start at a cost of about $30 per classroom.
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! The Indiana Department of Education receives approval
from the U.S. Department of Education so that the calculator
issues related to the 2015 Spring ISTEP administration will
not have any negative impact. Along the way, many
superintendents we have heard from express concern that
they have been left completely in the dark.

! The State Board of Education approved recommendations
from the Data Reporting Committee (DRC) for reducing the
reporting burdens currently imposed on local school districts.
The approved recommendations include: change the Fall
student count date to the first business day in October and
the Spring count date to the first Monday in February,
eliminate the collection of average class sizes, eliminate the
requirement that annual performance reports be published in
a local newspaper, eliminate the duplicate reporting of
financial information to multiple state agencies, consolidate
the multiple versions of the annual performance report (APR)
statute into a single unified APR, work with the Indiana
Office of Technology to create a solution that allows the data
a school nurse enters into the Indiana Department of
Education database to transfer into the Department of
Health’s CHIRP immunization database (“That’s a huge
issue,” noted a hopeful Superintendent of Public Instruction
Glenda Ritz (D)), and eliminate redundant personnel data
collections by sharing data with the Indiana Public
Retirement System. The Data Reporting Committee, chaired
by Assistant State Superintendent Danielle Shockey, plans to
meet again in December.
! The State Board of Education votes to table the proposed
creation of an Executive Committee consisting of five
members: the Superintendent of Public Instruction; the State
Board member appointed by the Speaker of the House the
State Board member appointed by the Senate President Pro
Tem; and two gubernatorial-appointed State Board members
nominated and voted on by the State Board as a whole. A
State Board of Education staff member would chair the panel.
The executive committee would serve as a venue for delving
more deeply into education policy issues and for meeting
with stakeholder groups.
Q “I don’t believe in the concept of a smaller group of the
board making recommendations to the full board,” said
Superintendent of Public Instruction Glenda Ritz (D).
“You’ll have five members on here, which is almost a
majority right from the start.” Ritz added, “This could be like
having two separate boards. To me its adding layers that we
shouldn’t have.” Ritz added, “I support tabling it until you
have your next superintendent because I think she should
weigh in.” Superintendent Ritz drew a distinction between the
ad hoc subcommittees that the State Board has previously
convened to study specific issues and this proposal for a
standing committee with a broad mission. She also noted that
the full State Board of Education can hold separate study
sessions if needed. The Executive Committee proposal was
brought forward by SBOE member Dr. Byron Earnest.
! The State Board of Education adopts a resolution at its
November meeting expressing strong support for expanding
pre-kindergarten and calling for a continued focus on quality,
the development of a mixed-delivery system, and assistance
targeted to the most high-need four-year-olds.
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Q The State Board’s emphasis on the most high-risk
children jives with the message of the Senate Majority Caucus.
On Wednesday, Sen. Doug Eckerty (D) of Muncie, a member
of the Senate Committee on Appropriations, described
universal pre-kindergarten to a Prosperity Indiana (formerly
Indiana Association for Community Economic Development)
conference as fiscally “a back-breaking exercise.”
! The State Board of Education votes to allow the Indiana
Department of Education to apply a one-year fix to the A-F
accountability rule for high schools to account for the change
from the end-of-course assessments to the grade 10 ISTEP.

Q Because Spring 2016 marked the first-year of administering
the grade 10 ISTEP in lieu of the end of course assessments,
no growth data exists at the high school level to plug into the
A-F matrix. The current rule calls for growth to count for 20
points toward a high school’s final letter grade. The rule also
provides that when no growth data exists, those 20 points will
be re-assigned based on the school’s overall performance on
the test. The absence of growth data, and the resulting
increased reliance on overall performance, would have a
major detrimental impact on high school letter grades. To
avoid the drop in letter grades and ensure that they accurately
reflect what’s happening in high schools, IDOE and SBOE
staff jointly recommended a one-year fix, which the Board
approved at its November meeting. As a result of the change,
the 20 points for growth will be re-distributed as follows: 5
points to the performance domain and 15 points to be split
evenly between graduation rate and indicators of
college/career readiness (CCR). As a result of the change,
overall performance will account for 25% of the final A-F
grade and graduation/CCR will account for the other 75
percent. Preliminary letter grades based on the one-year fix
were to be distributed to schools following the meeting. “I do
think this is an extenuating circumstance,” says SBOE Vice
Chair Cari Whicker. “I don’t like the idea of having another
excuse, but there’s no growth to calculate, and I believe
growth is important.” If no adjustments were to be made,
“There will be a lot of upset high school people,” warned
Superintendent of Public Instruction Glenda Ritz (D). Ritz
elaborated, “Last year grades 3-8 were held harmless. It did
not apply to high schools really. Now (high schools) have had
their first time to give the test. So it’s only right that we make
sure we are addressing that issue for high schools as well.”
Q The Indiana Department of Education proposed a
similar adjustment for elementary and middle schools, but
SBOE staff felt that they couldn’t acquiesce in a joint
recommendation.
! Don’t forget: For the first time in January, the
superintendent of public instruction will no longer
automatically be chair of the State Board of Education.

! The Decoding Dyslexia group will ask the General
Assembly next year to pass a law requiring teachers to receive
training on dyslexia.

! Fred Klipsch, chair of Hoosiers for Quality Education,
spoke to business and policy leaders in Oklahoma this month
about the role of political action committees and campaign
contributions in advancing conservative policy ideas.
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Q “Since 2004, Indiana has enacted a wide range of
education reforms, including vouchers, charter school
expansion, merit pay and more,” writes the editorial board of
The Oklahoman. “Those policy efforts have been
complemented by serious campaign activity. Klipsch said
education reformers in Indiana now spend between $800,000
and $1.2 million on legislative races each cycle, backing
pro-reform candidates. That money has allowed reformers to
match and counter the campaign funding provided by
status-quo groups, particularly Indiana's teachers unions. In
almost every race where reformers have gone head-to-head
with status-quo forces, Klipsch said the reform candidate has
won. Such results don’t go unnoticed by politicians. He
stressed that political activity remains vital even when
Republicans win supermajorities, as is currently the case in
Indiana. Once Republicans gained strong control, Indiana
teachers’ unions simply started recruiting status-quo
candidates to run as Republicans in primaries.”
Q The Oklahoman editorial page concludes, “Klipsch’s
observations ring true in Oklahoma. Republican
supermajorities in the Legislature have produced too little of
substance in recent years. Indiana’s experience suggests the
solution isn’t to expect legislators to suddenly become bold,
but for the private sector to ensure politicians see political
‘bravery’ as their only option.”

IN Courts & Conduct . . .

! The Indianapolis Public Schools disciplines five employees
at Longfellow Middle School for failing to follow the
administrative guidelines for reporting inappropriate
employee sexual conduct to the police and Child Protective
Services. School staff learned of an allegation on November
7, but the school waited to notify authorities until November
10. The incident in question involves a middle school teacher
who students allegedly observed viewing pornographic images
on his computer during the school day.

! The Anderson Community Schools board votes to fire
boys basketball coach Phillip Washington following his July
arrest on suspicion of driving while intoxicated, even though
his trial won’t begin until November 22. He has been
retained as a teacher, but that could change if he is convicted.
! Racial tensions in schools are rising in the wake of the
presidential election. In the Bartholomew Consolidated
School Corporation, administrators responded aggressively to
the harassment and bullying of Hispanic students, who were
told by some classmates to “go back home” and “go build
that wall.” “Our school system will not tolerate actions that
demonstrate a lack of understanding and respect for our
differences,” writes Superintendent Jim Roberts in a letter to
the Columbus community, which is the hometown of Vice
President-elect Mike Pence (R). “Regardless of our political
leanings, it is imperative that we address each other in a civil
manner, openly communicate, and actively demonstrate
respect and appreciation.”

Q Norwell High School students chanted “Build that wall”
during a girls basketball game on November 8 against Wayne
High School. The Norwell principal immediately put a stop
to the chant, and it did not happen again, reported the Fort
Wayne Journal Gazette.
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Q Noblesville Schools Superintendent Beth Niedermeyer
sent home a letter to parents explaining that “Last week, like
many other schools around the country, we saw a significant
increase in student behavioral issues. Specifically, election
rhetoric being used in a way that was inappropriate and
disrespectful to other students. Those incidents were handled
on a case-by-case basis, but I wanted to make all parents aware
of this concerning situation.”

! Charges have been filed in Gibson County Circuit Court
against four juveniles in connection to hazing allegations
involving the football team at Wood Memorial High School.

! Kisha Nuckols, the former teacher’s aide and substitute
teacher at Mount Vernon High School who pleaded guilty to
child seduction and confessed to having inappropriate sexual
relationships with multiple students, avoids jail time. A judge
sentenced her to two years of home detention and two years
of probation, and she must register as a sex offender for ten
years after she completes her sentence. Principal Scott Shipley
stands trial in December for not immediately reporting the
sexual misconduct allegations.

! Perhaps the biggest winner of Election Day: Hanover
College, which will see the third Hanover grad to run for vice
president on a major party ticket become the second to win
and serve, following Democrat Thomas A. Hendricks, an
1841 graduate, who was elected vice president under Grover
Cleveland in 1884. And come January 20, member
institutions of the Independent Colleges of Indiana will have
accounted for graduating more elected vice presidents since
1968 than all Ivy League institutions combined.

! A math teacher at North Newton Junior-Senior High
School has resigned after the Gary Post-Tribune reported that
she instructed her class to stand up, one by one, and tell a 13year-old male student why they don’t like him.

! Judge Jane Magnus-Stinson of the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of Indiana revokes a previous ruling by
a judge magistrate and orders Vigo County Sheriff’s Deputy
Frank Shahadey held in a correctional facility while he awaits
trial for bribery and theft for allegedly taking kickbacks from
a vendor for the Vigo County School Corporation. Shahedy
served as a liaison between the sheriff and the schools. His
wife, Paula Shahadey, has resigned from her position as
secretary at Terre Haute South Vigo High School after
authorities said recorded phone conversations suggest she was
in on the scheme. She has not been arrested or charged.
! Park Tudor School in Indianapolis enters into a deferred
prosecution agreement with the Office of the U.S. Attorney
for the Southern District of Indiana related to its handling of
the investigation into former basketball coach Kyle Cox, who
was sentenced to 14 years behind bars for preying on a
15-year-old female student. Park Tudor agrees that it failed to
immediately report an allegation of child abuse as required by
law and agrees that the former head of school, how
committed suicide earlier this year, “made false and
misleading statements” to a police detective regarding his
knowledge of the case. The deferral agreement requires Park
Tudor to cooperate fully with the government, disclose all
non-privileged information the USAO requests, and make
staff available for interviews, discussions, and testimony.

Q Park Tudor responded with a statement that read in part:
“Over the past several months, Park Tudor has reviewed and
modified our policies and procedures and trained our entire
faculty, staff and Board on child abuse prevention. In
addition, the school continues to work closely with former
Federal Appellate Court Judge John Tinder on additional
student-safety measures. We will continue to do all that we
can to ensure the safety and security of our entire
community. We cannot undo the past. But we hope that our
ongoing efforts and commitment to strengthening our
student safety polices will both contribute to the healing
process and continue to rebuild trust in our school.”
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IN Higher Education
IN General . . .

! IUPUI launches its first-ever major digital and television
advertising campaign. TV ads will target Indiana markets and
Chicago cable. Two spots began airing the day after the
election.

Q Vice President-elect Mike Pence (R) was also the third
Hanover College alumnus to serve as Indiana’s governor, and
he will be succeeded by another Hanover alum, Lieutenant
Governor Eric Holcomb (R), giving Hanover successive
elected governors and its fourth graduate to lead the state.

Q Don’t forget the Indiana University McKinney School of
Law, either. When Governor Pence takes office as vice
president (following in the footsteps of Dan Quayle (R)), the
former Indiana University School of Law - Indianapolis will
have sent twice as many of its alums to the vice presidency
than Ivy League law schools since at least the 1940s; and no
other law school would be responsible for educating more
vice presidents since at least the 1940s.

! The American Bar Association Section of Legal Education
and Admissions to the Bar issued a public censure of the
Valparaiso University School of Law last week for failing to
comply with accreditation requirements related to
maintaining high admissions standards. ABA orders the
school to submit a plan for specific remedial actions by
December 15. The law school has also been told to turn over
admissions data and its admissions methodology for the Fall
2017 entering class. Valpo Law must provide to all admitted
students and publish prominently on its website a statement
advising of the censure and the specific remedial actions the
school must take. Valpo has two years to fully comply.
Q Valpo law dean Andrea Lyon, who took over in 2013,
notes that the data upon which ABA relied was collected
from 2006 to 2013, and she has since implemented stricter
admissions standards, and points to the school’s recent
downsizing of faculty to better align itself to the new smaller
and smarter cadre of students.

Q Dean Lyon replaced long-time Dean Jay Conison, who
left to join the for-profit Charlotte School of Law. Ironically,
Dean Conison’s Charlotte venture was the only other law
school placed on ABA probation Tuesday, and for largely the
same reasons related to admissions standards and curriculum.
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Q The National Law Journal reports Thursday that “The
ABA has now publicly sanctioned three law schools for
violating admissions rules since August, unusual moves
considering such actions historically are rare. Ave Maria
School of Law is the other campus that has run afoul of the
rules.” As Valpo has cut its class size in half and tightened its
standards, Dean Lyon laments to NLJ, “Part of what
Valparaiso is about is giving opportunity to diverse student
groups, and that means we place less emphasis on the LSAT
than, perhaps, some other places do. The ABA tells us that
they want us to have diversity–economic, racial, religious. At
the same time, they’re telling us [to boost student credentials].
It gets complex.”
! The freshman-to-sophomore retention rate at Wabash
College was a record 91.5% this year. This includes 90% (27)
of the students who participated in the first year of the
Wabash Liberal Arts Immersion Program. This Summer’s
program included 35 students.

IN Rankings . . .

! Ivy Tech Community College awarded more associate
degrees than any other two-institution in the country for the
fourth year in a row, according to Community College Week.
Ivy Tech also awarded the most two-year certificates and
ranked sixth for one-year certificates.

! Purdue University enrolls the eighth-largest international
student population in the country, according to annual Open
Doors report. Purdue ranked 24th for study abroad
participation — its first time ever cracking the top 25.

Q Indiana University Bloomington enrolled the 17th-most
international students in 2015-2016 and ranked tenth for
study abroad participation. Among baccalaureate institutions,
DePauw University ranked sixth for study abroad, and Taylor
University ranked eighth.

! What has Ivy Tech Community College President Sue
Ellspermann been up to during her first 100 days in office?
As the school prepares to launch a year-long strategic
planning process beginning in January, Dr. Ellspermann and
her staff have been exploring new competency-based degree
programs, saving students money by promoting open source
course materials, rolling out the Achieve Your Dream
program to additional employers, expanding Project Early
Success, strengthening counseling and tutoring services,
doubling the private foundation fundraising goals, and
collaborating with the Indiana Commission for Higher
Education and the Indiana Department of Workforce
Development to align training to regional occupational
demand . . . and solons are favorably taking notice.

Q Ivy Tech produces 20,000 student completions annually
and has set a goal of increasing that to 50,000 completions
per year . . . even as Fall enrollment sank by seven percent
compared to a year ago. In the span of five years, enrollment
at Ivy Tech has plunged by 35 percent. On the other hand,
5,000 students who had been out of Ivy Tech for two years
returned this Fall, an increase of 28% compared to a year ago.
! Vincennes University’s system-wide enrollment rebounded
slightly this Fall after a two percent drop in the prior year.
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Q The majority of the growth is attributed to the 20.9%
expansion of the Early College and Early College Career and
Technical Education programs. Enrollment at the Vincennes
campus sank year-over-year by 6.0%, while enrollment at the
Jasper campus fell by five percent.

! Best College Reviews ranks Indiana University Bloomington
11th on its list of the “Most Beautiful Campuses in
Autumn.” The University of Notre Dame comes in at 18, and
Hanover College places 49th.

IN Administration . . .

! IUPUI Chancellor Nasser Paydar has tasked Paul
Halverson, dean of the Fairbanks School of Public Health, to
lead a campus-wide effort aimed at improving the health of
all Hoosiers by tapping into the resources and expertise of
the IUPUI campus in nursing, public health, health
rehabilitation sciences, medicine, and other areas of
distinction.
! Purdue University President Mitch Daniels traveled to
Bangalore, India, and Taipei, Taiwan, from October 22-28 to
raise money toward the $2 billion Ever True fundraising
campaign. He also announced the new Dr. Reddy’s
Laboratories-Purdue Doctoral Fellowship, which will fund a
five-year program supporting two fellows annually from India
to work on their doctorates at Purdue.

IN Programs & Policy . . .

! Purdue University chooses Deltak Wiley to bring its
online instruction to scale. During the 2015-2016 academic
year, Purdue offered 113, 119, and 172 fully online courses
during the Fall, Spring, and Summer sessions, respectively, an
18% overall increase from the 2014-2015 academic year. A
total of 10,632 Purdue students enrolled in at least one online
course last year, with 4,044 students taking more than one.

! The University of Notre Dame and Balkh University in
Mazari Sharif city in Afghanistan cooperatively develop a
master’s program in finance and accountancy for students at
Balkh. Faculty from Balkh University and the Stayer Center
for Executive Education of Notre Dame’s Mendoza College
of Business will work together to develop the graduate
curriculum over the next two years. The Stayer Center will
direct the academic side of the project, and the Notre Dame
Initiative for Global Development will coordinate the
program and oversee all logistics, including use of Notre
Dame facilities and staff overseas. The process for developing
the master’s program will consist of five working meetings
held alternately in India and at Notre Dame’s Global
Gateway in Rome, as well as numerous virtual meetings.

! Trine University will add men’s and women’s bowling
teams beginning in 2017. Thunder bowlers will use the
six-lane alley in the MTI Center, set to open in January 2018.
Trine will seek final approval for the $13.3 million facility
from the Angola Plan Commission in December.
! The funeral service education program at Vincennes
University has been re-accredited for seven years by the
American Board of Funeral Service Education’s Committee
on Accreditation. The seven-year renewal is the longest
allowed by the accreditation panel.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
publisher’s permission violates federal law!
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! Vincennes University will change the name of its English
as a Second Language program for foreign students to
English as an Additional Language. The course curriculum
has also been updated for the program, which currently
enrolls 20 students from 13 different countries.

! Indiana University will offer a dual-degree master’s
program with the Australian National University in arts
administration and museum and heritage studies. Graduates
will receive a Master of Arts Administration from the IU
School of Public and Environmental Affairs and a Master of
Museum and Heritage Studies from the College of Arts and
Social Sciences at ANU.

! Purdue University plans to double the undergraduate
enrollment in the School of Nursing over the next three
years. The expansion will include the hiring of 30 new faculty
members. Of the 100 additional students admitted each year,
40 will be first-year students, 30 will be Purdue students who
change their major or other transfer students, and 30 will be
part of the second-degree accelerated program.
! The University of Southern Indiana Board of Trustees
approves a Bachelor of Science degree in Health Informatics
and Information Management.

! Indiana Wesleyan University begins offering a 10% tuition
discount to veterans who have exhausted or are no longer
eligible for their Post 9/11 GI Bill benefits.
! Indiana University Kokomo pledges a $1,000 scholarship
for each eighth grader who participates in the Wabash
County Promise program that encourages families to save for
college with a 529 account. Fourteen counties fully
participate in Promise Indiana, and another 25 are exploring
pilot participation for 2017.

IN Gifts & Fundraising . . .

! Wabash College has completed the transition of its
endowment management to an outsourced investment
manager, Strategic Investment Group, hoping to reverse
recent declines that saw the value of the endowment fall from
$355 million to $315 million.

! Vincennes University’s Automotive Technology and
Collision Repair programs received new tool box sets and car
parts donated by Ruxer Ford Lincoln of Jasper. The
dealership also made a financial contribution to fund
textbooks for students in the programs for one year.
! Trine University receives a $1 million gift from Larry
Refiners and Judy Reiners of Tulsa, Oklahoma, toward the
construction of the MTI Center, which will open in January
2018. Larry Reiners joined the Board of Trustees in 2009 and
currently chairs the Academic Affairs and Student Services
Board Committee and serves on the Executive Committee.
The Reiners Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering and the Reiners Residence Hall at Trine
University are named in honor of the couple’s commitment.
! Purdue University renames the School of Chemical
Engineering after alumnus Charles D. Davidson in
recognition of his $20 million gift.
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! Ivy Tech Community College Richmond renames its
agriculture lab and advanced manufacturing center after Paul
Lingle and Pat Lingle. The couple made a gift toward a
student emergency fund to provide monetary relief to
students who would otherwise drop out due to unforseen life
circumstances; student scholarships for life sciences; an
endowed scholarship for the advanced manufacturing and
advanced automation & robotics technology programs; and
equipment needs and future technology lab renovations.
! The University of Notre Dame had the 12th largest college
endowment last year ($8.6 billion), according to the National
Association of College and University Business Officers.

Q Purdue University’s $2.4 billion endowment ranked 34th
nationally, while Indiana University’s $2 billion endowment
ranks 45th. Earlham College boasts the second-largest
endowment in Indiana among private schools at $406 million
(ranking 203rd nationally).

IN Construction & Facilities . . .

! IUPUI initiates an external market demand study to
document the need for future campus residence halls. North
Hall, the first traditional residence hall ever built at IUPUI,
opened this Fall and is already full.
! Indiana University Northwest is launching a fundraising
initiative to equip its new Arts and Science building, slated to
open in mid-2017. The NiSource Charitable Foundation has
agreed to match all gifts to the initiative at 100% up to
$25,000. Construction on the $45 million, three-story
building is about two-thirds complete.

! Purdue University opens a new 820 square-foot food
product development laboratory paid for by Skidmore Sales
and Distributing. The laboratory includes industrial cooktops
and steamers donated by Cargill Inc. and Maple Leaf Farms.
Keystone Architecture, Inc. completed the project, which was
designed with guidance from corporate chefs.
! The South Bend Tribune reports that Indiana University
South Bend is considering turning a vacant block on campus
into a Sustainability Showcase to demonstrate the tiny house
movement and examples of how agriculture and gardening
can be integrated into urban designs.

IN Research & Technology . . .

! The Indiana University School of Education’s Center for
Research on Learning and Technology receives a $1.23
million grant from the National Science Foundation to use
the video game “Crystal Island: Ecosystems” to teach
environmental science to middle school students.
! Purdue University and three university partners receive a
$3.5 million grant from the National Science Foundation to
establish a new enterprise to be known as the Midwest
Innovation Corps Node (I-Corps™), a network to connect
academic researchers in the field of entrepreneurship. The
I-Corps™ program is a seven-week intensive course designed
to show scientists and engineers how to commercialize their
research and avoid creating products that no one wants.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
publisher’s permission violates federal law!
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IN Transition . . .

! David Alan Bathe, chancellor of the Ivy Tech Community
College campuses in Lafayette, Kokomo, and Logansport, is
one of four finalists to be the next president of Jackson State
Community College.
! Julie Foster, president of the Elkhart campus of Ivy Tech
Community College, is one of five finalists for the position
of chancellor of Baton Rouge Community College.

! Benjamin Hunter will leave his current position as
executive director of public safety, community relations and
government affairs at Butler University to become the new
superintendent of public safety overseeing the IU system.

Q Before serving two terms as a Republican member of the
Indianapolis-Marion County City-County Council from
2008-2015, Hunter worked as a police officer in Indianapolis
and as an officer for IUPD at IUPUI after graduating with a
political science degree from IUPUI.

! Jeff Lochowicz joins Purdue University Northwest as
executive director of admissions after previously serving as
senior assistant dean of admissions at Marquette University.

! Steven Sturman leaves Valparaiso University where he had
been serving as senior major gifts officer to become the next
vice chancellor for university advancement at Indiana
University South Bend. Previously, he was vice president for
advancement at Antioch College and a senior development
officer at The Culver Educational Foundation.

! Richard Kolbe has been named the new dean of the Judd
Leighton School of Business and Economics at Indiana
University South Bend. He comes from Northern Kentucky
University where he served as dean of the Haile/US Bank
College of Business. He also served as associate dean for
faculty at the College of Business at Kent State University.

! Diondraie Robertson has been appointed director of
multicultural affairs at Vincennes University. His most recent
positions include serving as a doctoral admissions advisor for
Colorado Technical University and as the dean of
students/assistant principal for Charter Schools USA in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.

! Beverly J. Davenport, interim president at the University
of Cincinnati and a former vice provost for faculty affairs at
Purdue University, is a finalist to be the next Knoxville
chancellor in the University of Tennessee system.

! Huntington University appoints Tanner Babb as the new
associate academic dean. He is currently in his seventh year
as associate professor of psychology.

IN Government . . .

! Rep. Holli Sullivan (R) of Evansville, a member of the
House Committee on Ways and Means, attended a two-day
workshop in October hosted by the Lumina Foundation on
the outcomes-based higher education funding policies in
Indiana, Ohio, and Tennessee.
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! The Indiana Commission for Higher Education has been
running television, radio, and digital ads for the Next
Generation Teacher Scholarship program. The application
period opened November 1 and closes December 31.

IN Courts & Conduct . . .

! In ESPN, Inc., et al., v. Univ. of Notre Dame Police Dep’t,
No. 71S05-1606-MI-359, the Indiana Supreme Court holds
that the University of Notre Dame Police Department is not
a “public agency” subject to the Access to Public Records Act
(APRA), overturning a Court of Appeals decision holding
that the department “was acting as a governmental entity by
exercising a governmental function.” That means that a 2014
request for UND police records by ESPN did not have to be
fulfilled by the University.
Q The Supremes find instead the UND police department
“acts under the control of the trustees, who may expand and
constrict its power at will, and free from government
interference. We therefore cannot find that the Department
meets the plain language of APRA’s statutory directive, that
the law enforcement agency be ‘of any level of government.’
It is an ‘agency or department’ of the University, not of the
State of Indiana.” The Court further found that “a grant of
arrest powers enabling university police departments to keep
order on their private campuses does not transform those
officers or the trustees who oversee them into public officials
and employees subject to APRA.”

Q But going forward, such requests just might have to be
produced, because in HEA 1019-2016 (the police body camera
law) private university police departments are designated as
public agencies . . . legislation that was signed by Governor
Mike Pence (R) even as he was vetoing HEA 1022, which
would have allowed private university police departments to
withhold information that was not required to be released
under federal law. You may recall that the Governor’s veto
message stated that “Limiting public access to police records
in a situation where private university police departments
perform a government function is a disservice to the public
and an unnecessary barrier to transparency.”

Q Expect this entire issue of private university PDs as
public agencies to be revisited in the 2017 session, with Rep.
Pat Bauer (D) of South Bend, a Notre Dame alum, at the
forefront.
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Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Atterholt, Jim
Thursday, November 17, 2016 6:40 PM
Brady Brookes
Fwd: Mark W. Everson
MWEResume.docx; ATT00001.htm

Former DWD Commissioner for Mitch also served as head of the IRS under Bush:
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Mark Everson <mweverson53@yahoo.com>
Date: November 17, 2016 at 6:00:23 PM EST
To: "jatterholt@gov.in.gov" <jatterholt@gov.in.gov>, "atterholt@att.net" <atterholt@att.net>
Subject: Fw: Mark W. Everson
Reply-To: Mark Everson <mweverson53@yahoo.com>
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Dear Jim:
I am writing to express my interest in serving in the Trump Administration. Having served in
both the Reagan and second Bush Administration, I realize that it is up to the Trump team to
determine where I might contribute, if at all. I am also well aware that I was critical of candidate
Trump in the months prior to the convention, and this may preclude me from
consideration. Recognizing his victory and respecting the will of the people, please know that it
would be an honor for me to serve and that I would be a loyal team member, as I have been in all
my government positions.
Having reflected on the challenges facing the nation I believe my greatest contribution would be
as Secretary of Homeland Security. Here's why:
---DHS is an extremely complex operation. My experience matches well with the assignment.
In the Reagan Administration I served as Deputy Commissioner of Immigration, supervising all
INS operations including the Border Patrol, Inspectors at the Ports of Entry, Detention and
Deportation, and Refugee Admissions. As OMB Deputy Director for Management under Mitch
Daniels I was a member of the five person, White House team that reviewed government
operations after 9/11 and developed the proposal to create the new department. I then oversaw
the transition of the largest operational elements into DHS from Justice, Transportation and the
Treasury.
---Ramping up deportations of criminal aliens will be no easy task. Having run the IRS, one of
the biggest agencies of government with 107,000 employees at the time, I understand
government and can get it done. At both the INS and IRS I worked successfully with Justice and
other law enforcement agencies. This will be key to rejuvenating DHS enforcement activities,
including tackling the difficult challenge of sanctuary cities.

---While I have a solid law enforcement background, I have favored stronger border and
interior enforcement, but also the path to citizenship and reinforcement of our traditon of
assimilation. Recognizing that the path to citizenship is not Trump policy, in this contentious
area I will be able to advocate the Administration's core positions of stronger borders,
greater interior enforcement and strict screening of refugees without seeming overly harsh. I
would note that of my four children, three are legal immigrants: one a foster daughter from
Cambodia who is a refugee and two who where adopted from an orphanage when I was living in
Turkey. This is a good optic.
---I am a steady hand. If nothing else, the IRS commisioner takes a beating in the public space.
The Trump DHS secretary will do so as well. I testified 50 times before Congress as the IRS
commissioner and earned the respect of both sides of the aisle, including players like John
Cornyn, Chuck Grassley, Chuck Schumer, Rob Portman, Kevin Brady and others.
Jim, I think there is a strong case for the DHS assignment, but of course would be happy to
discuss other areas should the transition team see a better place for me to serve. I would be
deeply appreciative if you could pass on this letter and the attached resume to Governor Pence
and the appropriate members of his team.
Thank you for your help, Jim.
All the best,
Mark

Mark W. Everson
1501 Oak Leaf Circle

Gautier, Mississippi 39553

(mweverson53@yahoo.com)
July 2009 to Present

571-839-3780

alliantgroup, LP, Houston, Texas
Vice Chairman

alliantgroup is a leading provider of specialty tax services for midmarket businesses. The firm
has over 600 employees and helps businesses claim research and development tax credits and
other federal and state tax incentives that are often overlooked or under claimed by nonFortune 1000 businesses. As Vice Chairman, represent the firm externally with partner CPA
firms and clients; advisor to the CEO and senior management. Converted from part to full time
in May 2012.

January 2009—May 2012

Indiana State Government, Indianapolis, Indiana

Commissioner of the Department of Administration (IDOA), and then Commissioner of the
Department of Workforce Development (DWD) starting in May 2010. IDOA provides support
services to other government agencies, including procurement and facilities management.
Reduced headcount by 19% while generating increased cost savings to the state during a period
of revenue shortfalls. DWD operates the state’s unemployment insurance system and Indiana’s
workforce training and adult education programs. While at DWD initiated a new program
placing qualifying offenders in jobs upon release from state prison; implemented first in the
nation mandatory drug testing for recipients of federal funds for third party training; and
oversaw implementation of a new statute restoring solvency to the state’s unemployment
insurance trust fund.

March –December 2008

Dynamis Advisors, Inc., Chagrin Falls, Ohio
Senior Advisor

Coordinated Dynamis programs seeking to develop primary healthcare, workforce training and
related projects in recovering neighborhoods of post Katrina New Orleans. Dynamis is a
boutique consulting firm which works with healthcare delivery systems in challenged urban
communities.

May –November 2007

American Red Cross, Washington, D.C.
President and Chief Executive Officer

Established new partnership with the Department of Defense to augment support for military
personnel and their families; improved disaster response capabilities and supervised widely
praised Red Cross operations during California wildfires (greatest test since Hurricane Katrina).
Installed new senior management team and launched headquarters restructuring to curb
excessive spending.

May 2003—May 2007

Internal Revenue Service, Washington, D.C.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue

Rebuilt enforcement programs and continued modernization of the agency. Timely, balanced
intervention addressed the growing problem of abusive tax shelters, increasing government
revenues and averting a meltdown of the tax administration system like that which unfolded in
the housing and financial sectors. Steady, significant operational improvements achieved
without real growth in the overall IRS budget. After four years, enforcement activities
conservatively estimated to have generated over $60 billion in incremental receipts per annum.
Testified before Congress 50 times. During this period the IRS operated free of major scandals.

August 2001—May 2003

Office of Management and Budget, Washington, D.C.
Deputy Director for Management

Directed all information system, financial and procurement management programs for the
executive branch of government. Member of the five-person White House team which analyzed
government operations after 9/11 and developed the president’s proposal to create the
Department of Homeland Security. Oversaw transition of the largest operational elements into
the new department from the departments of Justice, Transportation and the Treasury.
Promoted to Deputy Director after serving as Controller of the Office of Federal Financial
Management. Accelerated annual financial statement reporting for the government from six
months to 75 days.

October 1998—July 2001

SC International Services, Inc., Arlington, Texas
Group Vice President – Finance

Supervised accounting, tax, treasury, financial planning & analysis, credit & collection, capital
spending and facilities functions of this $2 billion food services company with 23,000 employees
doing business in eight countries as LSG SkyChefs. Helped develop and execute operating plans
during phased sale to foreign purchaser. Improved internal controls through upgrade of
personnel and more stringent contingency monitoring. Successfully developed and deployed
state of the art budget and accounting system across domestic and foreign operations.
Promoted in February 2001 from position of Vice President—Finance and Controller.

July 1988—October 1998

Pechiney Group, Paris, France
Senior Vice President—Control

The only non-Frenchman running a corporate department at one of France’s largest companies,
a $12 billion aluminum, packaging (American National Can) and trading corporation with ten
divisions, over 300 facilities and 34,000 employees worldwide. Prepared the group’s operating
budgets; oversaw monthly internal reporting and performance monitoring against plan; and
made external operating earnings estimates. Designed risk assessment and analytical processes
critical to establishing credibility in the financial markets for a state-owned enterprise which
went public in late 1995, and as Europe’s largest aluminum producer was subject to swings in
commodity pricing. Promoted from Vice President—Control to Senior Vice President—Control,
expanding responsibilities to include preparation of the group’s multi-year plan. Brought to
Paris in April 1995 with no knowledge of French; learned and conducted all activities in French.
Immediately prior to relocation to France, returned to the finance arena from earlier operating
assignments to become Vice President and Controller (1993—1995) of American National
Can’s $700 million glass container division based in Marion, Indiana. In the steadily
consolidating, no-growth glass container industry the company increased market share and
profitability through a blend of productivity improvements, acquisitions and joint ventures.
Successful financial and systems integration of acquired operations contributed to margin gains
at the new units through cost reductions and improved efficiencies.
Returned to the United States after two years in Turkey as Managing Director of Nacanco
Paketleme. With full profit and loss responsibility, guided this beverage can subsidiary through
rapid growth and capacity expansion. A complex operating and financial environment,
characterized by rapid devaluation of the Turkish Lira against the USD required sophisticated
importation, operating, product pricing and hedging strategies. Substantially all raw materials
were imported, as were finished product requirements in excess of plant capacity.
Joined American National Can in July 1988. After initial training program, served as plant
manager of the company’s Chicago beverage can manufacturing facility through March 1991.
This unionized (Steelworkers and IAM), continuous operations factory produced over a billion
cans per year. Reduced labor tensions, resulting in the first promotions of hourly employees
into supervision in over a decade. Over a two year period, improved product quality and the
plant’s relative cost position, (from eighth to sixth best of two dozen plants) without significant
capital investment or technical process improvements.

July 1986 –July 1988

Immigration & Naturalization Service, Washington, D.C.
Deputy Commissioner

Supervised all agency operations, including the border patrol, district offices, inspectors at ports
of entry, criminal investigations and international operations, as well as staff management
functions. Implemented the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, major legislation
which granted amnesty to millions of qualifying undocumented aliens and imposed sanctions
upon employers for knowingly hiring aliens unauthorized to work. Execution of statutory
mandates required the opening of over one hundred offices and the hiring and training of two

thousand employees within six months of enactment. Promoted after one year as Executive
Associate Commissioner, the third ranking official at INS responsible for financial, information
systems, human resource, procurement and planning functions at the agency.

May 1985—July 1986

United States Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.
Special Assistant to the Attorney General

Provided analysis and direct counsel to Attorney General Edwin Meese III concerning
management, budget and technology issues across the entire department, including the FBI,
DEA, INS, and Bureau of Prisons.

July 1982 –May 1985

United States Information Agency, Washington, D.C.
Assistant Director

Participated in the development and implementation of sensitive public diplomacy programs,
including Radio Marti (surrogate broadcasting to Cuba) and support of INF missile deployment
in Europe. Promoted from initial assignment as Special Assistant to the Director.

June 1976—July 1982

Arthur Andersen & Co., New York, New York
Audit Manager

CPA in the firm’s audit practice. Clients included Texaco, International Paper, Phibro
Corporation and other NYSE corporations. Promoted to audit manager in July 1981.

October 1971 – May 1972

Hybrid Poultry Farms (Zambia) Ltd., Zambia

Supervised –in sequence—butchery, grow out and hatchery operations at the largest broiler
farm in recently independent Zambia. A British colony until 1964, there were few Americans in
country. The local language was Bemba, with English understood only by a small portion of the
workforce.

Education:
NYU Business School, MS (Accounting), 1977

Yale University, BA (History), 1976

Other:
Candidate for the 2016 Republican nomination for president, March through November 2015.
Included as one of 18 candidates listed on the RNC straw poll. Actively campaigned in Iowa and
New Hampshire, but withdrew after failing to be in the debates and achieve sufficient visibility.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Atterholt, Jim
Thursday, November 17, 2016 5:02 PM
Bob Rusbuldt;Czarniecki, Cary (Lani)
Re: FW:

Lani copied Bob--he is the best!
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 17, 2016, at 11:28 AM, Bob Rusbuldt <Bob.Rusbuldt@iiaba.net> wrote:
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
I was just informed it was a person named Lonnie on your staff that took my chairman into the
office. Thanks Jim.

From: Bob Rusbuldt
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2016 9:28 AM
To: 'Atterholt, Jim'
Subject:
Jim,
So, the chairman of my board was in the Governor’s office (see attached pic)?! Thank you for giving him
time and showing him the office. He was impressed with seeing the Governor’s Bible.
Will you be joining the Administration in DC?
My son was the Financial Services Committee staffer for Congressman Frank Guinta (R-NH) – he also
worked for Chairman Jeb Hensarling (R-TX). He lost his reelection by about 1% of the vote (like Kelly
Ayotte). I understand your boss called Frank a couple of days ago – he was a very earlier endorser of
Trump and was his number one surrogate in New Hampshire. So, now my son (who also did campaign
work for Trump and Guinta in New Hampshire) is seeking a new position. Can I send you his resume to
pass on to the appropriate transition people? Thank you for your consideration.
Trust you are doing well Jim.
All my best,
Bob

<IMG_0427.jpg>

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kirkland, Tony
Thursday, November 17, 2016 4:29 PM
Tony Kirkland
FW: Morning Clips November 14, 2016

Tony A. Kirkland
Special Assistant to Governor Mike Pence
Governors Office Room 206
200 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
317-234-4257 Office
Email:Tkirkland@gov.IN.gov
From: Gilson, Katie
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 8:48 AM
To: Gilson, Katie <KGilson@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Morning Clips November 14, 2016
GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
Pence, Holcomb holding Cabinet meeting
WISH TV
Vice President-Elect Governor Mike Pence and Lieutenant Governor and successor Eric Holcomb are holding a
Cabinet meeting Monday morning. Holcomb and Lieutenant Governor-Elect Suzanne Crouch are currently
accepting resumes from anyone who wants to work in their administration. It’s part of the next level Indiana Inc.
Non-Profit that was created to manage their transition and inauguration. They launched a
website, nextlevelindiana.com, where you can submit resumes or read information about the transition.
Pence’s transition job could signal key role in White House
IBJ
President-elect Donald Trump's decision to empower his running mate Mike Pence to steer the presidential
transition gives the soon-to-be vice president a powerful hand in shaping the incoming government and could
foreshadow that he will play an outsized role in the White House.
*Subscription required, full text below
Pence promises veterans Trump will reform VA health care
IBJ
Vice President-elect Mike Pence promised military veterans that he and Donald Trump will reform the troubled
Department of Veterans Affairs health system, telling them Friday that their medical care is part of the
compensation for their service.
*Subscription required, full text
Pence’s transition job may be signal
South Bend Tribune

President-elect Donald Trump’s decision to empower his running mate Mike Pence to steer the presidential
transition gives the soon-to-be vice president a powerful hand in shaping the incoming government and could
foreshadow that he will play an outsized role in the White House. Pence’s ascension is in line with a recent trend
toward influential vice presidents and appears similar to the last vice president who was handed the keys to a
presidential transition: Dick Cheney.
Holcomb to speak at Indiana Logistics summit
Maritime Professional
A strong supporter of transportation infrastructure, Governor-elect Holcomb played an important role during
Governor Mitch Daniels' administration in securing passage of the Major Moves initiative, an aggressive 10-year
transportation plan to significantly improve and expand Indiana's highway infrastructure. During the recent
campaign, he spoke often about his desire to complete I-69 and his support for developing a fourth port in
southeast Indiana.
Pence helping in two Transitions
Inside IN Business
Governor Mike Pence and Governor-elect Eric Holcomb will hold a cabinet meeting this morning in the governor's
office. In addition to assisting in the transition in the statehouse, the vice president-elect was last week named
chair of President-elect Donald Trump's transition team.
Governor-elect Holcomb builds his administration
The Statehouse File
Next Level Indiana Inc., the non-profit transition board for Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb, launched a website Friday to
accept resumes. NextLevelIndiana.com will also share information related to the transition and activities related to
the inauguration.
*Subscription required, full text below
What’s Mike Pence hiding in his emails?
Indy Star
Now that the presidential campaign and most of the furor over Hillary Clinton's email scandal are behind us, the
Pence administration is going to court to argue for its own brand of email secrecy. The administration is fighting to
conceal the contents of an email sent to Gov. Mike Pence by a political ally. That email is being sought by
a prominent Democratic labor lawyer who says he wants to expose waste in the Republican administration.
STATEWIDES
State of the Statehouse: New schools chief seeks to refocus education debate
Tribune Star
Jennifer McCormick went into the race for superintendent of public instruction with little name recognition, onesixth of the campaign money of her opponent, Democratic incumbent Glenda Ritz, and media and an electorate
more focused on contests for president, senator and governor.
AROUND THE STATE
Upland getting sour in Bean Town
Inside IN Business
Bloomington-based Upland Brewing Co. is expanding its footprint into one of the East Coast's biggest beer markets.
Indiana's third-largest brewery will sell Hopsynth and Revive in Boston. The two signature ales are produced as
part of its $4 million dollar expansion dedicated to wood-aged sours.
Potential Fourth Port Exploration continues
Inside IN Business
The chief executive officer of the Ports of Indiana says the proposed location of a fourth state port would connect
Indiana to the only major metropolitan area not already covered by the system: Greater Cincinnati. He says
the former American Electric Power Co. Inc. (NYSE: AEP) property is undergoing a rigorous vetting and inspection
process and Rich Cooper says the former Tanners Creek coal power plant site in Lawrenceburg is the best location

right now. During an interview last weekend on Inside INdiana Business Television, Cooper explained the upside
and challenges of the project Governor Mike Pence said should be "vigorously explored."
Colleges helping minority students in STEM
Inside IN Business
Six colleges in the state are joining together on a $4.8 million program focused on doubling degree attainment for
minority students in science, technology, engineering and math fields by 2022. Participating schools will pursue
the goal through emphasizing innovative recruiting and retention strategies.
ArcelorMittal updates Indiana Harbor Reorganization
Inside IN Business
Luxembourg-based ArcelorMittal has updated the progress of a major reorganization at its Indiana Harbor
operation in East Chicago. In its quarterly earnings report, which showed a third quarter return to profitability, the
steel maker says the "footprint optimization" is set to be fully complete in 2018.
EDITORIAL
A Bicentennial epic in importnatville
Kokomo Perspective
We Hoosiers here in our bicentennial year have lived at the center of the political universe. So many fates and
futures passed through the crossroads of America that Donald Trump even called us “Importantville” on the eve of
our May 3 primary. It revealed the double edged blade to Trump in what has essentially become a “post-truth
election.” He clasped our better angels, saying, “Now Indiana is becoming very important .. .you folks belong where
you belong; it’s called Importantville right? I love it.” The following morning, he was accusing Sen. Ted Cruz’s father
of complicity in the assassination of President Kennedy.
Indiana students vote Clinton, Young in statewide mock election
Pence promises veterans Trump will reform VA health care
November 11, 2016
Associated Press
Vice President-elect Mike Pence promised military veterans that he and Donald Trump will reform the troubled
Department of Veterans Affairs health system, telling them Friday that their medical care is part of the
compensation for their service.
Speaking during an outdoor Veterans Day ceremony at the Indiana National Guard's Camp Atterbury south of
Indianapolis, the governor did not address his new role leading Trump's transition team and his only mention of
the president-elect was to reassure his audience he and Trump are committed to improving the VA's delivery of
health benefits. Pence did not take questions and reporters were kept at a distance.
"Help is on the way," he told veterans, their families, active soldiers and others as brisk winds caused the flags
behind to wave.
It was a message that retired hospital administrator and Navy veteran Joseph Durbin of Henry County, Kentucky,
came to hear.
"When you see people with the arms and legs missing, the amount of suicides every day ... we need to do something
for our veterans," said Durbin, 64.
Unofficial or secret lists have been used at VA facilities across the country to hide lengthy delays in care for
veterans. It led Congress to fund the Veterans Choice program, which allows veterans to seek private care at the
government's expense if they have waited 30 days or longer.
Pence also spoke of the "non-physical" scars of many veterans. He said his father returned home from combat in
Korea a changed man with medals that were not displayed but hidden away in a drawer. The governor, who is also
the father of a Marine officer, praised the work of Democratic Sen. Joe Donnelly of Indiana in getting legislation
passed to improve the mental health care of veterans and members of the military.
"We owe a debt we can never fully repay," Pence told the veterans.
Pence's transition job could signal key role in White House
November 13, 2016

President-elect Donald Trump's decision to empower his running mate Mike Pence to steer the presidential
transition gives the soon-to-be vice president a powerful hand in shaping the incoming government and could
foreshadow that he will play an outsized role in the White House.
Pence's ascension is in line with a recent trend toward influential vice presidents and appears similar to the last
vice president who was handed the keys to a presidential transition: Dick Cheney.
As the nation was embroiled in the recount after the 2000 election, George W. Bush informally entrusted Cheney to
begin building the government even before the outcome was settled in favor of the Republican ticket. Some of the
work was done sitting around Cheney's kitchen table in McLean, Virginia, remembered Ari Fleischer, who became
Bush's first press secretary.
"This is a big test for Pence," Fleischer told The Associated Press. "If it goes well, it will portend a bigger job for him
in the White House."
Cheney clearly passed that test and became one of the most powerful vice presidents in recent memory,
particularly during Bush's first term. Cheney not only ran Bush's vice presidential search team — eventually
picking himself — he stocked the administration with veteran Republicans, many of whom he had known for years.
"The vice president was so influential he barely spoke in meetings because he knew he would see the president
alone and could convey his thoughts privately," said Fleischer. "Only the truly powerful can be that silent. And
when he did talk, it was pretty impactful."
It is far too soon to say if Pence will have a similar voice in Trump's White House, but naming him the chairman of
the transition team broadcasts to others in Washington that he will be a key player.
"If you're given an important role in the transition, it sends a signal to other people that you matter," said Joel K.
Goldstein, a law professor at St. Louis University who is widely considered one of the nation's leading experts on
the sometimes obscure history of the vice presidency. "Other political actors want to deal with you due to your
perceived access and influence to the president."
It also gives the vice president a chance to put his own stamp on the administration. While Trump ran as a political
outsider and was not shy in burning bridges to establishment Washington, Pence is a popular GOP figure who may
opt to select longtime allies for key roles.
"Those who get new jobs may feel beholden to the vice president and feel responsive to him," said Goldstein. "It's a
way of guaranteeing a degree of loyalty."
Unlike Bush and Cheney, who were friends for years, or Bill Clinton and Al Gore, who were both of the same
generation of Southern Democrats, Trump and Pence did not have much of a relationship before the celebrity
businessman selected the Indiana governor to be his running mate. Trump then waffled, having second thoughts
about the choice and asking aides if he could replace him.
But those close to Trump say he and Pence, a dyed-in-the-wool social conservative who also served in Congress,
have forged a friendship and there is little doubt that the selection of the Indiana governor — as opposed to
embattled New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie — sent a reassuring signal to some mainstream Republicans who
previously had been ill at ease about the incendiary nominee. Pence's closing argument was that it was time "for
Republicans to come home" and Trump won a higher percentage of Republican votes than his opponent Hillary
Clinton did from Democrats, according to exit polls.
There has also been speculation that Trump would view the presidency as a CEO role and delegate some of the
decision-making elsewhere. Aides to Ohio Gov. John Kasich said that Trump's eldest son had suggested over the
summer that the future vice-president would do much of the heavy lifting on both foreign and domestic policy
while Trump would be in charge of "Making America Great Again," a claim the Trump camp later denied.
It seems likely that Pence will play a key role. For decades, vice-presidents were mere window dressing, given
largely ceremonial tasks and left out of key decisions. That changed in 1976 when Jimmy Carter elevated Walter
Mondale's role — Mondale also ran the transition — and vice-presidents since have large staffs, are often placed in
charge of key administrative priorities and frequently become the administration's liaison to Capitol Hill.
President Barack Obama tasked Vice President Joe Biden with several administration priorities, including its
recent anti-cancer "moonshot," and considers his running mate one of his closest friends.
"Trump has learned to trust Pence, and Pence has years of experience in Congress," said Larry Sabato, head of the
University of Virginia's Center for Politics. "I think it's dawning on Trump that he's now got enormous
responsibilities and needs the help of every experienced, competent person he can find."
Governor-elect Holcomb builds his administration
November 11, 2016 | Filed under: Elections,Quick reads,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer

By Rachel Hoffmeyer
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — The Holcomb administration is now hiring.
Next Level Indiana Inc., the non-profit transition board for Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb, launched a website Friday to
accept resumes. NextLevelIndiana.com will also share information related to the transition and activities related to
the inauguration.
“We encourage any and all aspiring public servants who are ready, willing and able to accelerate Indiana’s forward
momentum to answer this call and make their interest in joining the Holcomb-Crouch Administration
known,” Next Level Indiana co-chairs Earl Goode and Kyle Hupfer said in a statement.
Holcomb has said priorities of his administration include passing a balanced budget, creating a sustainable
infrastructure program and improving the state’s workforce.
“We’ll make sure we’re focused on people, people, people,” Holcomb said at a news conference Wednesday.
Holcomb is already surrounding himself with leaders from the former Gov. Mitch Daniels administration. Goode
served as chief of staff to Daniels for more than six years. Hupfer served as director of the Indiana Department of
Natural Resources for Daniels. Daniels’s Lt. Gov. Becky Skillman is also on the transition team.
The team includes 13 other members including La Porte Mayor Blair Milo, WGU Indiana Chancellor Allison Barber
and Jim Morris, vice chairman of Pacers Sports and Entertainment.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hodgin, Stephanie
Thursday, November 17, 2016 4:13 PM
Jarmula, Ryan L
FW: Mike Pence 2008 Campaign stop in Marion Indiana

Stephanie Hodgin
Deputy Press Secretary
Office of Governor Michael R. Pence
shodgin@gov.in.gov
Office: 317-233-4721

From: Dan Painter [mailto:millfire517@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, November 12, 2016 12:13 PM
To: Hodgin, Stephanie <SHodgin@gov.in.gov>
Subject: Mike Pence 2008 Campaign stop in Marion Indiana

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hello, In 2008 Mr.Pence came to Marion Indiana to campaign for Kevin Mahan and Richard Murdock. I was
there with my mother and my very young son (6 or 7 months old). Mr Pence asked if he could get a picture with
our son. We were happy to let him do that and the photographer told us to get a hold of him to get a copy of the
picture. I had almost forgot about that day until my mother asked me if I had that picture. I was curious if you
could help me get a copy of that picture or refer me to someone who could point me in the right direction. It was
at Moe's Restaurant in Marion Indiana. he was campaigning in his bus.
Thank you very much.
Proud Trump and Pence Supporter. Danial Painter

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Atterholt, Jim
Thursday, November 17, 2016 3:39 PM
Ahearn, Mark
Fwd: Shared Hope Human Trafficking proposal
Trump platform recommendations2.pdf; ATT00001.htm

Could you reach out on this?
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Kuzma, Abigail" <Abigail.Kuzma@atg.in.gov>
Date: November 17, 2016 at 2:59:33 PM EST
To: "jatterholt@gov.IN.gov" <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: FW: Shared Hope Human Trafficking proposal

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Dear Mr. Atterholt—we have met earlier and I am hoping for your help in getting this
important proposal on fighting child sex trafficking to the President-elect Trump transition
team ASAP. As you remember, I am Assistant Attorney General and also the Co-Chair
Designee for the Indiana statewide task force fighting Human Trafficking, Indiana
Protection for Abused and Trafficked Humans (IPATH).
As you know, Human Trafficking is a major issue—even in small states like Indiana. Human
Trafficking is a violent, multi-billion dollar international, national and local criminal
enterprise. In 2016 alone, 178 trafficked youth were identified and served by one Hoosier
service provider, with victims as young as age 7 years of age when they were first exploited
through commercial sex. Further, 83% of sex trafficking victims in the US are our own
citizens. The internet is being used to recruit and traffic children through pornography and
“adult services” pages of internet sites such as Backpage.com. These ads are proliferating:
Indiana saw a 4X increase in Backpage.com adult services ads in just a 2 year period, and
perpetrators such as Jared Fogle—the former Subway celebrity—are in our own backyard
(Zionsville, IN), using child pornography and seeking to buy children for sex.
Shared Hope is one of the major national nonprofits fighting child sex trafficking in the US
and I am on their JuST Response Experts Council. Given the critical need to protect our
children from the scourge of human trafficking, would you assist us in ensuring that this
letter is received by the President-elect Trump transition team?
Thanks so much in advance for your assistance in this matter.
Sincerely, Abby Kuzma
Abigail Lawlis Kuzma
Assistant Attorney General
Chief Counsel for the Division of Victim Services and Outreach
Office of the Indiana Attorney General

302 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
Phone: 317-234-6843
Fax: 317-232-7979
Email: Abigail.Kuzma@atg.in.gov

NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or other confidential information. If you
have received it in error, please advise the sender by reply email and immediately delete the
message and any attachments without copying or disclosing the contents. Thank you.

November 2016
President-elect Donald Trump transition team
1717 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20006
RE: Key recommendations to impact child sex trafficking in America
Like many other issues the new administration faces, the selling of children for sex in the U.S. has been
overlooked by the majority of Americans.
Without question, labor and sex trafficking worldwide is of grave concern. While ongoing efforts
continue to address the global problem, we ask this administration to make its mark by protecting
children from sex trafficking here in America.
In vast numbers, our children are being preyed upon to supply the appetites of those who would use
their bodies as a lucrative business enterprise. Unhindered availability of child pornography via the
Internet is a primary driver as visualization leads to actualization.
In December 2015 the Obama administration appointed eleven survivors of human trafficking to the
U.S. Advisory Council on Human Trafficking but few of the eleven were survivors of the specific
nightmare of child sex trafficking.
President-elect Trump has declared that together we will make America great again. How can our
country be great if we do not protect our children from such danger?
We urge our new President to add to his platform a specific intent to address our problem of child sex
trafficking here in the U.S.
A logical first step would be to appoint an advisory council of survivors who were bought for sex
as minors in the U.S.
A second step which aligns to Melania Trump’s platform of protecting children on the Internet
would be to adopt a system similar to that in the U.K., where consumers utilizing the various
Internet service providers must specifically opt in to access pornography rather than the current
situation that requires users to find a way to opt out in order to shield themselves and their
families. Today a child can come upon pornographic images on his phone in the back seat of the
family car as mom or dad drives him to a soccer game.
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The undersigned individuals and groups represent the tried and true leadership in efforts to end child
sex trafficking here in America. They strongly support the recommendation above, and would be happy
to advise on the topic.
We ask President Trump to make American safe again for our children.
Respectfully,
Linda Smith
U.S. Congress 1994-98
Founder and President
Shared Hope International
Jen Spry, RN, BSN, FNE
Survivor Advocate
Withelma "T" Ortiz Walker Pettigrew
International Policy Consultant
Survivor Advocate and Public Speaker
Marian Hatcher
Survivor Advocate
Senior Project Manager
Human Trafficking Coordinator
Office of Public Policy, Cook County Sheriff's Office
Brittany DeWitt
Author and Survivor Advocate
Deborah J. Richardson
Executive Vice President
National Center for Civil and Human Rights
Ernie Allen
Allen Global Consulting LLC
former President and CEO
National Center for Missing & Exploited Children and the International Centre for Missing and Exploited
Children
Abigail Lawlis Kuzma
Assistant Attorney General
Chief Counsel for the Division of Victim Services and Outreach
Office of the Indiana Attorney General
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Laura W. Boyd, Ph.D.
National Public Policy Director
Family Focused Treatment Association
Bethany B. Gilot, MS
Human Trafficking Director
Office of the Secretary
Florida Department of Juvenile Justice
Stephanie Holt
Founder and Executive Director
Mission 21
Margie Quin
Assistant Special Agent in Charge
Tennessee Bureau of Investigation
Nancy Baldwin
Trustee and Executive Director
Hickey Family Foundation
Margaret A. Talburtt, PhD
Executive Director
Lovelight Foundation
Dr. Gretchen Kerr
Executive Director
Compassion And Reconciliation Center
Northland, A Church Distributed
Alexandra “Sandi” Pierce, PhD
Othayonih Research
Melinda Giovengo, PhD
CEO and President
YouthCare
Yolanda Graham, M.D.
Executive Director of Mental Health Services
3

Devereux Advanced Behavioral Health

Shea M. Rhodes, Esquire
Director and Co-Founder
Villanova Law Institute to Address Commercial Sexual Exploitation
Denise Edwards
Director of Government Affairs
National Children’s Alliance
Becca C. Johnson, Ph.D.
Licensed Psychologist
International Program Director
Rescue Freedom International
Kimberly Grabert
Statewide Human Trafficking Prevention Director
Florida Department of Children and Families
Justice Bobbe J. Bridge, ret.,
Founding President/CEO
Center for Children & Youth Justice
Lisa Goldblatt Grace, LICSW, MPH
Co-Founder & Director
My Life My Choice, A Program of Justice Resource Institute
Carol Smolenski
Executive Director
ECPAT-USA
Yasmin Vafa
Executive Director
Rights4Girls
Kay Duffield
Executive Director
Northern Virginia Human Trafficking Initiative
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Carla Dartis
District Attorney
Alameda County, CA
Chris Semmens
Executive Director
Life for the Innocent
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Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brooks, Kara D
Thursday, November 17, 2016 2:58 PM
Lloyd, Matthew;Atterholt, Jim;McGrath, Danielle;Brookes, Brady;Triol, Shelley;Hodgin,
Stephanie;Vincent, Micah
RE: Readout of Speaker Ryan's Meeting with Vice President-Elect Pence

LOVE!
From: Lloyd, Matthew
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2016 2:51 PM
To: Atterholt, Jim; McGrath, Danielle; Brookes, Brady; Triol, Shelley; Brooks, Kara D; Hodgin, Stephanie; Vincent, Micah
Subject: FW: Readout of Speaker Ryan's Meeting with Vice President-Elect Pence

From: Speaker Ryan Press Office [mailto:speakerryanpressoffice@messages.speaker.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2016 1:50 PM
To: Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Readout of Speaker Ryan's Meeting with Vice President-Elect Pence

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 17, 2016
http://spkrryan.us/2fAo9ws

CONTACT
AshLee Strong, Doug Andres
202-225-0600

Speaker Ryan's Meeting with Vice President-Elect Pence
Speaker Ryan and his friend Vice President-elect Pence had a terrific, productive meeting
about the incoming administration's transition efforts. The meeting lasted roughly 45 minutes
and covered a range of legislative priorities. The two leaders reaffirmed their desire to work
hand-in-glove over the next two months to hit the ground running on day one of the Trump
administration.

Speaker Ryan’s Press Office | H-232 The Capitol | 202-225-0600
This email was sent to mlloyd@gov.in.gov | Manage E-mail Preferences | Privacy Policy
Sent from an unattended mailbox, please do not reply.

Contact the Office of Speaker Ryan

.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lloyd, Matthew
Thursday, November 17, 2016 2:51 PM
Atterholt, Jim;McGrath, Danielle;Brookes, Brady;Triol, Shelley;Brooks, Kara D;Hodgin,
Stephanie;Vincent, Micah
FW: Readout of Speaker Ryan's Meeting with Vice President-Elect Pence

From: Speaker Ryan Press Office [mailto:speakerryanpressoffice@messages.speaker.gov]
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2016 1:50 PM
To: Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Readout of Speaker Ryan's Meeting with Vice President-Elect Pence

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 17, 2016
http://spkrryan.us/2fAo9ws

CONTACT
AshLee Strong, Doug Andres
202-225-0600

Speaker Ryan's Meeting with Vice President-Elect Pence
Speaker Ryan and his friend Vice President-elect Pence had a terrific, productive meeting
about the incoming administration's transition efforts. The meeting lasted roughly 45 minutes
and covered a range of legislative priorities. The two leaders reaffirmed their desire to work
hand-in-glove over the next two months to hit the ground running on day one of the Trump
administration.

Speaker Ryan’s Press Office | H-232 The Capitol | 202-225-0600
This email was sent to mlloyd@gov.in.gov | Manage E-mail Preferences | Privacy Policy
Sent from an unattended mailbox, please do not reply.

Contact the Office of Speaker Ryan

.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Triol, Shelley
Thursday, November 17, 2016 1:39 PM
'Tim Jones - Rushworth Fine Art';Atterholt, Jim
RE: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials to paint
the official portrait of Governor Pence

Mr. Jones – we appreciate you reaching out.
The Indiana State Museum closed its call for applications from Hoosier artists to paint the official portrait of Governor
Mike Pence in September.
Thank you.
Shelley Triol
From: Tim Jones - Rushworth Fine Art [mailto:timj@michelerushworth.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 17, 2016 1:24 PM
To: Atterholt, Jim <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>; Triol, Shelley <STriol@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Governor Mike Pence <MPence@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials to paint the official portrait of
Governor Pence

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol,
Congratulations to Governor Pence on becoming the next Vice President of the United States. I imagine things
are extremely chaotic for both of you as you help in the transition process from his role as Governor to his new
responsibilities in the White House.
Now that Governor Pence’s time as Indiana’s governor is coming to a close, I wanted to follow up with both of
you regarding my previous email communications (which appear below), to inquire whether there are any plans
to honor Governor Pence with a possible official portrait painting in his capacity as governor. If there are, I
would like to formally submit nationally acclaimed portrait artist Michele Rushworth’s credentials for
consideration. The reason I am contacting the two of you specifically is because, when Michele Rushworth has
painted other governors’ official portraits, typically she has worked with either the Chief of Staff of the
Communications Director for these sorts of projects.
In my initial email below from January of this year, I provided a thumbnail summary of Michele Rushworth’s
qualifications and experience as a nationally renowned portraitist. Hopefully if you scroll down to my initial
email you can see a screen capture of two of Michele’s recent portraits – Governor Christine Gregoire
(Washington) and Governor Kenny Guinn (Nevada). You can see more of her official portraits at this page of
her website: http://michelerushworth.com/official2.asp and you can you read comments from some of her
portrait clients here: http://michelerushworth.com/comments2.asp
If there are no plans to honor the governor with a portrait painting, or if a portrait artist has already been
selected, could you please let me know so that I don’t bother you further?
But if there are plans to honor Governor Pence in this manner and a portraitist has not yet been chosen, I
would appreciate knowing the steps required to submit Michele Rushworth’s credentials for consideration. She
is among the most highly respected portrait painters in the country and has been commissioned to paint the
official portraits of several governors, a US Cabinet Secretary, a United States Congressmen, several senior
Pentagon officials, as well as several federal and state supreme court judges and other senior level

governmental officials. You can see a partial list of some of her governmental subjects by scrolling down to first
email I sent at the bottom of this thread.
I would be happy to mail a physical packet of portrait samples if this would be helpful in further evaluating her
capabilities and painting style. Just let me know to whom I should send such a packet of materials, and the
mailing address to send it to.
Finally, if neither of you is the appropriate person to whom I should be reaching out about a possible portrait
honoring Governor Pence, could one of you point me to the appropriate point of contact about this possibility?
Thank you very much.
Respectfully,
Tim Jones
Manager
Michele Rushworth Fine Art
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
PH: 425-681-5106
Email: TimJ@MicheleRushworth.com
http://www.MicheleRushworth.com
From: Tim Jones - Rushworth Fine Art [mailto:timj@michelerushworth.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2016 3:47 PM
To: 'Jatterholt@gov.in.gov' <Jatterholt@gov.in.gov>; 'Striol@gov.in.gov' <Striol@gov.in.gov>
Cc: 'Mpence@gov.in.gov' <Mpence@gov.in.gov>
Subject: RE: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials for when the time comes to
paint the official portrait of Governor Pence
Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol,
I am following up on my email from this past January 27 and more recently March 16 (both emails are below),
to inquire whether there are any plans to honor Governor Pence at the end of his term as Governor with a
possible official portrait painting. I understand that is among the finalists to be considered as Donald Trump’s
running mate, and if chosen, he would not be running again for the governor’s office. I reached out to the two
of you because normally we work with either the Chief of Staff of the Communications Director for these sorts
of projects.
In my initial email, I gave a thumbnail summary of Michele Rushworth’s qualifications and experience as a
nationally renowned portraitist. Hopefully if you scroll down to my initial email you can see a screen capture of
two of Michele’s recent portraits – Governor Christine Gregoire (Washington) and Governor Kenny Guinn
(Nevada). You can see more of her official portraits at this page of her website:
http://michelerushworth.com/official2.asp and you can you read comments from some of her portrait clients
here: http://michelerushworth.com/comments2.asp
If there are no plans to honor the governor with a portrait painting, or if a portrait artist has already been
selected, could you please let me know so that I don’t bother you further?
But if there are plans to honor Governor Pence in this manner and a portraitist has not yet been chosen, I
would appreciate knowing the steps required to submit Michele Rushworth’s credentials for consideration. She
is among the most highly respected portrait painters in the country and has been commissioned to paint the
official portraits of governors, US Cabinet Secretaries, United States Congressmen, senior Pentagon officials,
federal and state supreme court judges and other senior level governmental officials. You can see a partial list
of some of her governmental subjects by scrolling down to first email I sent at the bottom of this thread..

I would be happy to mail a physical packet of portrait samples if this would be helpful in further evaluating her
capabilities and painting style. Just let me know to whom I should send such a packet of materials, and the
mailing address to send it to.
Finally, if neither of you is the appropriate person to whom I should be reaching out about a possible portrait
honoring Governor Pence, could one of you point me to the appropriate point of contact about this possibility?
Thank you very much.
Tim Jones
Manager
Michele Rushworth Fine Art
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
PH: 425-681-5106
Email: TimJ@MicheleRushworth.com
http://www.MicheleRushworth.com
From: Tim Jones [mailto:timj@michelerushworth.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 3:13 PM
To: 'Jatterholt@gov.in.gov' <Jatterholt@gov.in.gov>; 'Striol@gov.in.gov' <Striol@gov.in.gov>
Cc: 'Mpence@gov.in.gov' <Mpence@gov.in.gov>
Subject: RE: Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, submission of Michele Rushworth's credentials for when the time comes to
paint the official portrait of Governor Pence
Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol,
I am following up on my email from January 27, 2016 (below) in which I presented Michele Rushworth’s
credentials for consideration in the event there are any eventual plans to honor Governor Pence at some point
for his service as Governor of the state of Indiana. Would you mind sharing with me whether Governor Pence
has already selected a portrait artist for his eventual portrait? (Or has it already been painted?) Assuming he
has not yet selected an artist and if there are eventual plans to honor Governor Pence with an official portrait
painting, I wanted to submit Michele Rushworth’s credentials for possible consideration.
In my previous email, I gave a thumbnail summary of Michele Rushworth’s qualifications and experience as a
nationally renowned portraitist. I am not sure whether my previous email reached you or not, as it contained in
the body of the email a screen capture showing two of her recent portraits – Governor Christine Gregoire
(Washington) and Governor Kenny Guinn (Nevada). You can see more of her official portraits at this page of
her website: http://michelerushworth.com/official2.asp and you can you read comments from some of her
portrait clients here: http://michelerushworth.com/comments2.asp
Michele Rushworth is among the most highly respected portrait painters in the country. She has been
commissioned to paint the official portraits of governors, US Cabinet Secretaries, United States Congressmen
and many other senior level governmental officials. You can see a partial list of some of her governmental
subjects by scrolling down to the previous email I sent you.
I would be happy to mail a physical packet of portrait samples if this would be helpful in further evaluating her
capabilities and painting style. Just let me know to whom I should send such a packet of materials, and the
mailing address to send it to.
If neither of you is the appropriate person to whom I should be reaching out about a possible portrait honoring
Governor Pence, could one of you point me to the appropriate point of contact about this possibility? And if you
happen to know for a certainty that the Governor has already selected another portrait artist, or has already
had his portrait completed, could you let me know so that I don’t bother you further? Thank you very much.
Respectfully,
Tim Jones
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I understand that Governor Pence will be running for re-election this fall for the Governor’s office of Indiana. I
am aware that it is a longstanding tradition in most states that a Governor is typically honored with an official
portrait painting – usually when their tenure as Governor is nearing its end, but often arrangements for this
portrait are made several months – or several years – in advance of such a transition. And when they are
seeking a portrait painting to be commissioned, typically we are directed to work with their Chief of Staff or
Communications Director to coordinate the logistics of such a portrait.
Would you mind sharing with me whether Governor Pence has already selected a portrait artist for his eventual
portrait? (Or has it already been painted?) Assuming he has not yet selected an artist and if there are eventual
plans to honor Governor Pence with an official portrait painting, I wanted to submit Michele
Rushworth’s credentials for possible consideration. Michele Rushworth has been selected to paint nine
governors’ portraits, as well as numerous senior level leaders of the federal government and the United States
Military, and members of Congress. To the right you can see two of her recent portraits – Governor Christine
Gregoire (Washington) and Governor Kenny Guinn (Nevada). You can see more of her official portraits
here and you can also read comments from some of her portrait subjects here.
In addition to Governor Gregoire and Governor Guinn, Michele Rushworth was selected to paint the official
portraits of several prominent governors, senior level military officials, federal judges and other high-level
governmental honorees, including the following:








United States Secretary of Commerce, Gary Locke, Washington, D.C. (She also did his official
portrait as Governor of Washington)
The Honorable Michael Sullivan, Governor, State of Wyoming and U.S. Ambassador to Ireland
The Honorable James Geringer, Governor, State of Wyoming
Congressman Doc Hastings, Chairman, House Committee on Natural Resources
Air Force Chief of Staff, Norton A. Schwartz, Pentagon
United States Coast Guard Commandant Admiral Thad Allen, Washington, D.C.
United States Coast Guard Commandant Robert Papp, Washington, D.C.

All of the above portraits can be seen on Ms. Rushworth’s website here. (Once there click on the image to
enlarge, then click on the magnifying glass icon to enlarge image to full screen.)
Michele Rushworth’s work has been featured in national publications, including Barron’s and American Artist
Magazine, which wrote about her, “Michele Rushworth is one of the most reputable professional portraitists
today.” She has been a professional artist for over twenty-five years. She specializes in painting commissioned
portraits in oils of high-profile government leaders and other distinguished leaders within their community.
Here are just a few comments from some of her clients:


“Michele has an amazing talent of making the people on her canvas come alive. I was so pleased and
so touched by her portrait of me. She is not only a delightful person to work with, but made the entire
process thoroughly pleasant and comfortable.” – Gary Locke, Governor of Washington State,
Secretary of Commerce and Ambassador to China



“I can't think of anything I would change. [My husband] Mike likes it. Please let Michele know how
pleased we are and that we are really looking forward to the unveiling”. – Christine Gregoire,
Governor of Washington State



"This is a portrait that I am very proud of and exceedingly pleased with. It says exactly what I wanted it
to say. I cannot imagine anyone producing a better pictorial image of my "legacy." – Jim Gibbons,
Governor of Nevada



“Your portrait is magnificent! You have exceeded my exceptionally high expectations, and while I might
be accused of bias, I think it is your best work to date. You've made a simple sailor look
dignified. Thank you.” – Admiral Robert F. Papp, Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard



“Your portrait is truly outstanding and is by far the best portrait of a Commandant ever. It really took my
breath away. Congratulations on creating such an excellent and stunning work of art.” -- MaryAnn
Bader, Office of Public Affairs for Admiral Thad Allen, Commandant, United States Coast Guard



"We are very pleased with the two portraits Michele Rushworth painted for us. She is a pleasant and
efficient person, as well as an excellent artist." —Donald Petersen, former CEO, Ford Motor Company



“I wanted to call and tell you how pleased we are at the outcome… I had a number of my colleagues in
the House of Representatives tell me it was the best, not one of the best but THE best portrait that
they’d seen. We are very pleased.” – Congressman Richard “Doc” Hastings, Chairman, U.S. House
of Representatives Natural Resources Committee



“Michele, I enjoyed meeting you and I certainly did enjoy the painting that you created for Edgar
Martinez. I thought it was magnificent. Hopefully there will be a time when you can do more work for
Major League Baseball.” – Bud Selig, Commissioner of Major League Baseball

You can see many more examples of her professional portraits at her website, MicheleRushworth.com. You
can also download a four-page online brochure with samples of her work, as well as a partial list of
clients here.
Mr. Atterholt and Ms. Triol, I look forward to the possibility of setting up a call with Michele Rushworth and
either of you, or whoever you feel is the logical person she should be talking with to discuss this possibility of
honoring Governor Pence with a portrait painting.
Respectfully,
Tim Jones

__________________________________

Michele Rushworth
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
__________________________________
Tim Jones
Manager
Michele Rushworth Fine Art
Heirloom and Official Portraits in Oils
PH: 425-681-5106
Email: TimJ@MicheleRushworth.com
http://www.MicheleRushworth.com
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5. Marco? Marco? Pool reporters need access
Perhaps you’ve heard about the hissyfit from the media about Donald
Trump ditching his “press pool.” You’d think in a profession dedicated
to lying about Trump that they wouldn’t bother to ensure a small fleet of
reporters constantly shadows the future leader of the free world.
What’s it all for? Eight@8 has three words: “My Pet Goat.” We know
that’s the book President George W. Bush continued reading with
elementary school kids for nearly seven minutes after he learned the
U.S. was under attack on 9/11. Pool reporters were there. And they
were there when Bush set up a command center at the school and
broadcast his initial response to the attacks in the information fog of
that morning. Veteran Washington correspondent Oliver Knox makes a
persuasive argument for the necessity of pools, and Jeremy Stahl at
Slate does a great job defining what the job entails.
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1. ISTEP scores decline again amid tiff over test
Indiana students have surprised education leaders by performing even
more poorly on the state math and reading test in 2016 than they did in
the year prior (which saw steep declines). In ISTEP results made public
this morning, the percentage of students in grades 3-8 who passed
both exams dropped from 53.5 percent in 2015 to 51.6 percent this
year, according to Chalkbeat Indiana. The passing rates were even

worse for 10th graders in the first year of the ISTEP test for high school
sophomores, as were the results for students in the Indianapolis Public
Schools district. Chalkbeat has an online tool for finding results by
school. The current ISTEP test already is slated for the dumpster, so
the question for educators is whether these results help sharpen the
focus of the state committee that’s squabbling over how to the replace
the test, or if it bogs down in the new data.

2. Competitor plans big growth in Angie’s backyard
HomeAdvisor, a fierce competitor of Indianapolis-based Angie’s List
that similarly connects consumers with contractors and other service
professionals, is planning a major expansion of its operations in the
city. The firm plans to spend nearly $2 million to add office space at
two locations in the downtown area and hire up to 170 workers by
2017. IBJ has more on the expansion and $1.25 million in tax credits
offered to the firm by state officials.

3. Chase to settle bribery claims over hiring in China
JPMorgan Chase & Co. is expected to pay roughly $264 million to
settle allegations from federal authorities that it hired the children of
Chinese leaders to win business in the country, according to The New
York Times. An announcement of the settlement is expected as early
as today. The Times, which revealed the investigation in 2013, reports
that Chase offered a “When in Rome” defense, claiming that the hiring
of well-connected employees was routine in China.

4. How to hang a shingle that makes you tingle
So you want to be a lawyer—and, given your debt load from law
school, you’d better be a damn good one. You still need to find your
field from about 20 major areas of practice and 250 subsets. The
Indiana Lawyer has the straight dope on the five practice areas where
the most growth is expected in 2017.

5. Marco? Marco? Pool reporters need access
Perhaps you’ve heard about the hissyfit from the media about Donald
Trump ditching his “press pool.” You’d think in a profession dedicated
to lying about Trump that they wouldn’t bother to ensure a small fleet of
reporters constantly shadows the future leader of the free world.
What’s it all for? Eight@8 has three words: “My Pet Goat.” We know
that’s the book President George W. Bush continued reading with
elementary school kids for nearly seven minutes after he learned the
U.S. was under attack on 9/11. Pool reporters were there. And they
were there when Bush set up a command center at the school and
broadcast his initial response to the attacks in the information fog of
that morning. Veteran Washington correspondent Oliver Knox makes a
persuasive argument for the necessity of pools, and Jeremy Stahl at
Slate does a great job defining what the job entails.

6. ‘Honor thy quarterback, by keeping him upright’

Can Andrew Luck lead the Colts out of the desert and into the
promised playoffs? As we say on Sundays, the AFC South never gives
someone more that they can handle. But it’s going to take more than
faith to win the division, and we all love those who help themselves.
We need to remember that when a defense closes a door, it usually
opens a passing lane. Turnovers are the root of all evil. And a
competent offensive line will set you free. IBJ’s Mike Lopresti has come
down from Mount Indiana Farm Bureau Football Center with 10
commandments for finishing the season strong.

7. New maps reveal more than what meets the eye
Eight@8 loves a good map. He put a giant map of the United State on
the wall next to Baby@8’s crib—ostensibly because it was colorful but
really because he thought they both should memorize the positions of
all the states. (Seriously, do you know where Arkansas is? The far
South is just a big mess.) National Geographic knows all the best
maps, and it’s featuring some next-level stuff in this story about the
“Atlas of Design.” These maps are beautiful, enlightening and
inventive—like charts of UFO sightings, the mythological monsters said
to inhabit each state, and the paths of African or Middle Eastern
refugees who died trying to cross the Mediterranean Sea.

IBJ.com
Indianapolis Weather
• Today: Mostly sunny. High 72.
• Tonight: Mostly clear. Low 53.
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8. You will not believe what’s down this rabbit hole!
Is the “fake news” problem real? An analysis by BuzzFeed finds that in
the final three months of the election there was more traffic for patently
false (or hyper-exaggerated and super-partisan) news stories on
Facebook than for stories from traditional news outlets. It so happens
that the majority of these hoaxes were anti-Hillary Clinton. (For
example, No. 1: “Pope Francis Shocks World, Endorses Donald
Trump.”) Perhaps you’re saying to yourself, “You mean, the same
BuzzFeed that’s promoting its quizzes ‘How Much Of A Gross Girl Are
You?’ and ‘Pick An Outfit And We’ll Guess Your Location and Least
Favorite Food’”? It’s complicated. Meanwhile, CNET confirms fake
news is a serious problem in a story using the classic click-bait strategy
of a headline posed as a question: “Does the internet have a fake-news
problem?” How do you know which questionable sites to avoid?
Several news organizations have written about a list researched by a
communications professor at Merrimack College (which appears to be
real) noting “False, Misleading, Clickbait-y and/or Satirical ‘News’
Sources.” In turn, at least a couple of news sites on that same list are
claiming the list itself is fake or partisan, including conservative
bastions Red State and The Daily Caller. And now Breitbart, which is
also on the list, has a story that reports what The Daily Caller wrote in
ITS story. That said, folks, can I interest you in a print subscription to
the IBJ? (Hey, everybody’s selling something.)
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LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR’S FAMILY OF BUSINESS
AGRICULTURE
Indiana State Department of Agriculture Offers Grants to Study Indiana Swine Industry
Swineweb.com
The Indiana State Department of Agriculture's livestock grants are awarded to nonprofit organizations to foster
growth within the Hoosier livestock ...
Trump has eye on Tom for position in Cabinet
Fort Wayne Journal Gazette
Tom said he believes the Agriculture Department, which has 120,000 ... director of the Indiana State Department
of Agriculture; and former Indiana ...
COMMUNITY AND RURAL AFFAIRS
Strategy includes 3-mile buffer zone
Times-Mail (subscription)
SPRINGVILLE — Radius Indiana, in conjunction with the Indiana Office of Community and Rural Affairs, opened
its third and final series of public ...
HOUSING
Donnelly Announces Federal Grant to Help Homeless Hoosier Veterans in Lake County
RealEstateRama (press release)
Indianapolis, Ind. – (RealEstateRama) — U.S. Senator Joe Donnelly announced that the Indiana Housing and
Community Development Authority has ...
City targets 7 new properties for blight elimination
Kokomo Tribune
The project will be funded with money received through the state's Hardest Hit Fund – Blight Elimination
Program. In total, the city was awarded in ...

GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR/FIRST LADY/LT. GOVERNOR
Joe Biden and Mike Pence meet for lunch at Biden residence
ABC-Video
Pence to meet with Schumer, Pelosi
Politico
Vice President-elect Mike Pence will meet with Sen. Chuck Schumer, the incoming senate minority leader, and
House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi on Thursday, an aide confirmed.
Biden offers Pence an olive branch
CNN
Vice President Joe Biden offered an olive branch to Donald Trump's administration on Wednesday, meeting with
Vice President-elect Mike Pence and offering his full support as the Indiana governor prepares to move to
Washington.
Joe Biden and Mike Pence for lunch at Naval Observatory
ABC
Vice President Joe Biden and Vice President-elect Mike Pence met for lunch today at the Naval Observatory, the
official residence of the vice president. This was the second time Pence and Biden have met since Donald
Trump won the presidential election a week ago.
Biden, Pence strike friendly tone after lunch together
The Hill
Vice President Biden says he is "confident" he’s leaving the vice presidency in "good hands" with Mike Pence. "No
administration is ready on Day One. We weren't ready on Day One. I've never met one that's been ready on Day
One," Biden told reporters after the two men emerged from lunch at the vice presidential residence at the Naval
Observatory on Wednesday afternoon. "I'm confident that, on Day One, everything will be in good hands."
Record number of phones collected during HopeLine drive
Goshen News
State leaders announced Wednesday that 1,648 cellphones had been collected for the HopeLine from Verizon, an
initiative that serves survivors of domestic violence. The annual phone drive, now in its third year, collects nolonger-used cellphones and accessories to refurbish and sell to raise funds for survivors of domestic violence.
Karen Pence, wife of Indiana governor and vice president-elect Mike Pence, sponsored the drive throughout the
month of October.
Pence favors small town barber
FW Journal Gazette
Mike Pence’s Aug. 23 haircut at Jones Barber Shop in Norristown, Pennsylvania, captured national media
attention. Reporters from CNN, ABC, Fox, NBC and NPR appeared, taking notes and pictures. CNN live-streamed the
event on its Facebook page as the now vice president-elect got a campaign trim at a black barbershop.
LEGISLATIVE
Total abortion ban proposed in Indiana
Indy Star
An Indiana lawmaker plans to introduce a bill that would outlaw and criminalize all forms of abortion in Indiana.
State Rep. Curt Nisly said Wednesday he will file so-called "Protection at Conception" legislation when the General
Assembly convenes in January.
Court: Private university’s police not subject to state public records law
Indy Star
A court case pitting broadcasting giant ESPN against the University of Notre Dame — and centering on the
disclosure of campus police records — has been resolved but still leaves unanswered questions.

Statehouse 101: New lawmakers learn the basic at orientation
The Statehouse File
With a little over a month before the General Assembly is in session, the freshmen are in town for orientation.
*Subscription required, full text below
STATEWIDES
IDOE releases ISTEP+ scores
Inside IN Business
The Indiana Department of Education has released the statewide and local 2016 ISTEP+ scores. The results come
as a 23-member panel searches for an alternative to the current ISTEP exam, which will be eliminated next
summer.
Indiana bucks the test score trend and posts a second straight year of declines
IBJ
The number of Indiana students passing the state math and reading test fell for the second straight year in 2016—
even as more schools saw their passing rates inch up. Across the state, 51.6 percent of students in grades 3-8
passed both exams, down from 53.5 percent in 2015. That was when tougher standards caused test scores across
the state to plummet, leaving just four schools out of 1,500 across the state with any test score gains at all.
*subscription required, full text below
AROUND THE STATE
FBI leading sweeps in multiple Central Indiana counties
Indy Star
FBI agents and Central Indiana law enforcement officers started Thursday morning by conducting a large warrant
sweep.
Tsuchiya Expanding in Bloomington
Inside IN Business
The North American division of Japanese automotive parts manufacturer Tsuchiya Co. Ltd. has announced plans to
expand its Bloomington headquarters. Tsuchiya Group North America will invest $9.2 million to build a new
headquarters and research and development center in The Trades District in downtown Bloomington.
Indiana campuses among ‘most beautiful’ in the fall
Inside IN Business
Three Indiana schools are on a national list for their seasonal brilliance. The website Best College Review ranked
the "50 Most Beautiful Colleges Campuses In Autumn" based on factors including presence of an arboretum or
botanical garden, recognition as a Tree Campus USA by the Arbor Day Foundation and historic architecture and
landscaping.
BP plant in Whiting to lay off up to 80 salaried employees
FW Journal Gazette
One of northwest Indiana's largest and most stable industrial employers is planning to lay off up to 80 salaried
employees amid a global slump in the oil business.
HomeAdvisor plans to add second Indy office, create 170 more jobs
IBJ
Fast-growing HomeAdvisor, one of the top companies in the home-services market and a fierce rival of locally
based Angie's List Inc., announced Thursday morning that it plans to expand its downtown Indianapolis
operations, creating up to 170 jobs by 2017.
*Subscription required, full text below
HomeAdvisor beefing up Indy presence
Inside IN Business
Colorado-based HomeAdvisor Inc. has solidified plans to expand in downtown Indianapolis. The online home
services marketplace intends to more than triple the size of its current central Indiana work force with the addition

of 170 jobs in the coming months. In a June interview on Inside INdiana Business Television, Chief Executive
Officer Chris Terrill eluded to the scope of the growth and said the 70-member Indy office had quickly become the
company's most productive since opening in February. He told host Gerry Dick, "we had always really looked at
Indy."
EDITORIAL
Bipartisan target
FW Journal Gazette
Donald Trump caught the attention of Midwesterners most effectively when he talked angrily and vividly about his
determination to stop companies from moving their operations overseas. And the example he used again and again
was the decision to move the Carrier manufacturing plant from Indianapolis to Monterrey, Mexico. Some 2,100
workers are scheduled to lose their jobs as Carrier and United Technologies Electronic Controls in Huntington
begin moving much of their operations across the border.
Statehouse 101: New lawmakers learn the basics at orientation
November 16, 2016 | Filed under: Elections,Quick reads,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Shelby Mullis
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — With a little over a month before the General Assembly is in session, the freshmen are in town
for orientation.
“There’s a tremendous amount of information today and tomorrow that we’re receiving,” said Ryan Hatfield, a
Democrat who will represent Evansville in 2017.
The two-day new legislator orientation Tuesday and Wednesday offers newly-elected state representatives and
senators an opportunity to learn the basics of what it means to be an Indiana legislator. The orientation, which is
organized by the nonpartisan Legislative Services Agency, explains everything from how to cast a vote for a bill to
where to find the bathroom nearest to the chambers.
The 18 new lawmakers also become acquainted with one another and with the issues that will be most prevalent
during this year’s session. When the legislature reconvenes in January, 70 Republicans and 30 Democrats will hold
seats in the House. The Senate will consist of 41 Republicans and nine Democrats.
Hatfield, a former Vanderburgh County Deputy Prosecutor, said the orientation serves as a “wonderful experience”
after being on the campaign trail for the last year. He feels reinvigorated this week as he prepares for the upcoming
legislative session.
“I’m looking forward to getting to work and taking it all in so that I can be as productive as possible as we get
started,” he said.
HomeAdvisor plans to add second Indy office, create 170 more jobs
November 17, 2016
IBJ Staff
Fast-growing HomeAdvisor, one of the top companies in the home-services market and a fierce rival of locally
based Angie's List Inc., announced Thursday morning that it plans to expand its downtown Indianapolis
operations, creating up to 170 jobs by 2017.
The Denver-based company, a subsidiary of New York-based IAC/InterActiveCorp, will invest $1.9 million to
expand existing space at 1 Virginia Ave. by 5,444 square feet and add an 8,000-square-foot office in the Marott
Center at 342 Massachusetts Ave.
Home Advisor early this year opened its Indianapolis office, which now employs more than 70 workers. In
a July interview with IBJ, CEO Chris Terrill called the new office—which has hired a number of former Angie's List
employees—a big success. "I always knew we'd do well. I didn't think we'd do this well this fast," he said.
In a written statement released Thursday, HomeAdvisor President Craig Smith said: “Our Indianapolis team offers
unrivaled talent and energy—and we look forward to expanding our presence in the Hoosier state. With domestic
revenue up 39 percent year over year, the company is on an incredible trajectory. The opportunity for employees
to grow and succeed is significant.”
HomeAdvisor targets urban neighborhoods for all its offices. In addition to its Indianapolis and Colorado offices,
the company has outposts in Kansas City and New York City. Indianapolis is the only city where the 2,000employee company has multiple offices.

The Indiana Economic Development Corp. offered HomeAdvisor Inc up to $1.25 million in tax credits based on the
company’s job-creation plans. The tax credits are performance-based, meaning the company is not eligible to claim
them until workers are hired.
Last fall, the parent of Home Advisor offered to buy Angie's List for $512 million,but the Indianapolis company
rejected the offer.
Indiana bucks the test score trend and posts a second straight year of declines
November 17, 2016
Shaina Cavazos, Chalkbeat Indiana
The number of Indiana students passing the state math and reading test fell for the second straight year in 2016—
even as more schools saw their passing rates inch up.
Across the state, 51.6 percent of students in grades 3-8 passed both exams, down from 53.5 percent in 2015. That
was when tougher standards caused test scores across the state to plummet, leaving just four schools out of 1,500
across the state with any test score gains at all.
This year, 494 schools saw their passing rates improve. And far fewer schools experienced the double-digit drops
that were present for 93 percent of schools in 2015.
But the state did not see the test score gains that many hoped would come as students and teachers adjust to the
new standards. Steep declines are common when tests change dramatically, but researchers have found that scores
typically begin to climb again quickly.
State Superintendent Glenda Ritz pointed out that the 2016 exam had a new vendor for the first time in 20 years—
the state switched to British-based Pearson after a series of difficult testing administrations with CTB. (This year’s
testing was less glitchy but not problem-free.) That could help explain the decline, she said.
“Transitions are never easy,” Ritz said in a statement. “It is important to remember that our students, schools and
teachers are more than just a test score.”
Across the state, students continued to fare better on English tests than on math. Two-thirds of students passed the
English ISTEP test in grades 3-8, down slightly from 67.3 percent in 2015. In math, 58.9 percent of students passed,
compared to 61 percent in 2015.
In the first year for the new 10th-grade ISTEP test, 59 percent of 10th-graders passed English, 34.6 percent math,
and 32.2 percent of students passed both exams.
Indiana is in the middle of replacing ISTEP altogether. It’s not clear how different a new exam, which could be given
as soon as 2018, would be from what the state uses currently—or if it would be much different at all.
Speedway schools had the highest test scores in Marion County, with 61.8 percent of students in grades 3-8 passing
both English and math. Franklin Township followed closely with 60.2 percent of students passing both subjects.
Both districts had slightly lower passing rates than in 2015.
Indianapolis Public Schools had the lowest number of students passing both subjects, with 25.3 percent in 2016,
down from 29.0 percent in 2015.
Franklin Township posted the highest high school scores, with 44.6 percent of 10th-graders passing both English
and math. Washington Township came next, with 34.9 percent of students passing.
Indianapolis Public Schools had the lowest passing rate among 10th-graders passing both subjects at 9.9 percent.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gilson, Katie
Thursday, November 17, 2016 8:45 AM
Gilson, Katie
Morning Clips November 17, 2016

GOVERNOR/FIRST LADY/LT. GOVERNOR
Joe Biden and Mike Pence meet for lunch at Biden residence
ABC-Video
Pence to meet with Schumer, Pelosi
Politico
Vice President-elect Mike Pence will meet with Sen. Chuck Schumer, the incoming senate minority leader, and
House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi on Thursday, an aide confirmed.
Biden offers Pence an olive branch
CNN
Vice President Joe Biden offered an olive branch to Donald Trump's administration on Wednesday, meeting with
Vice President-elect Mike Pence and offering his full support as the Indiana governor prepares to move to
Washington.
Joe Biden and Mike Pence for lunch at Naval Observatory
ABC
Vice President Joe Biden and Vice President-elect Mike Pence met for lunch today at the Naval Observatory, the
official residence of the vice president. This was the second time Pence and Biden have met since Donald
Trump won the presidential election a week ago.
Biden, Pence strike friendly tone after lunch together
The Hill
Vice President Biden says he is "confident" he’s leaving the vice presidency in "good hands" with Mike Pence. "No
administration is ready on Day One. We weren't ready on Day One. I've never met one that's been ready on Day
One," Biden told reporters after the two men emerged from lunch at the vice presidential residence at the Naval
Observatory on Wednesday afternoon. "I'm confident that, on Day One, everything will be in good hands."
Record number of phones collected during HopeLine drive
Goshen News
State leaders announced Wednesday that 1,648 cellphones had been collected for the HopeLine from Verizon, an
initiative that serves survivors of domestic violence. The annual phone drive, now in its third year, collects nolonger-used cellphones and accessories to refurbish and sell to raise funds for survivors of domestic violence.
Karen Pence, wife of Indiana governor and vice president-elect Mike Pence, sponsored the drive throughout the
month of October.
Pence favors small town barber
FW Journal Gazette
Mike Pence’s Aug. 23 haircut at Jones Barber Shop in Norristown, Pennsylvania, captured national media
attention. Reporters from CNN, ABC, Fox, NBC and NPR appeared, taking notes and pictures. CNN live-streamed the
event on its Facebook page as the now vice president-elect got a campaign trim at a black barbershop.
LEGISLATIVE
Total abortion ban proposed in Indiana
Indy Star

An Indiana lawmaker plans to introduce a bill that would outlaw and criminalize all forms of abortion in Indiana.
State Rep. Curt Nisly said Wednesday he will file so-called "Protection at Conception" legislation when the General
Assembly convenes in January.
Court: Private university’s police not subject to state public records law
Indy Star
A court case pitting broadcasting giant ESPN against the University of Notre Dame — and centering on the
disclosure of campus police records — has been resolved but still leaves unanswered questions.
Statehouse 101: New lawmakers learn the basic at orientation
The Statehouse File
With a little over a month before the General Assembly is in session, the freshmen are in town for orientation.
*Subscription required, full text below
STATEWIDES
IDOE releases ISTEP+ scores
Inside IN Business
The Indiana Department of Education has released the statewide and local 2016 ISTEP+ scores. The results come
as a 23-member panel searches for an alternative to the current ISTEP exam, which will be eliminated next
summer.
Indiana bucks the test score trend and posts a second straight year of declines
IBJ
The number of Indiana students passing the state math and reading test fell for the second straight year in 2016—
even as more schools saw their passing rates inch up. Across the state, 51.6 percent of students in grades 3-8
passed both exams, down from 53.5 percent in 2015. That was when tougher standards caused test scores across
the state to plummet, leaving just four schools out of 1,500 across the state with any test score gains at all.
*subscription required, full text below
AROUND THE STATE
FBI leading sweeps in multiple Central Indiana counties
Indy Star
FBI agents and Central Indiana law enforcement officers started Thursday morning by conducting a large warrant
sweep.
Tsuchiya Expanding in Bloomington
Inside IN Business
The North American division of Japanese automotive parts manufacturer Tsuchiya Co. Ltd. has announced plans to
expand its Bloomington headquarters. Tsuchiya Group North America will invest $9.2 million to build a new
headquarters and research and development center in The Trades District in downtown Bloomington.
Indiana campuses among ‘most beautiful’ in the fall
Inside IN Business
Three Indiana schools are on a national list for their seasonal brilliance. The website Best College Review ranked
the "50 Most Beautiful Colleges Campuses In Autumn" based on factors including presence of an arboretum or
botanical garden, recognition as a Tree Campus USA by the Arbor Day Foundation and historic architecture and
landscaping.
BP plant in Whiting to lay off up to 80 salaried employees
FW Journal Gazette
One of northwest Indiana's largest and most stable industrial employers is planning to lay off up to 80 salaried
employees amid a global slump in the oil business.
HomeAdvisor plans to add second Indy office, create 170 more jobs
IBJ

Fast-growing HomeAdvisor, one of the top companies in the home-services market and a fierce rival of locally
based Angie's List Inc., announced Thursday morning that it plans to expand its downtown Indianapolis
operations, creating up to 170 jobs by 2017.
*Subscription required, full text below
HomeAdvisor beefing up Indy presence
Inside IN Business
Colorado-based HomeAdvisor Inc. has solidified plans to expand in downtown Indianapolis. The online home
services marketplace intends to more than triple the size of its current central Indiana work force with the addition
of 170 jobs in the coming months. In a June interview on Inside INdiana Business Television, Chief Executive
Officer Chris Terrill eluded to the scope of the growth and said the 70-member Indy office had quickly become the
company's most productive since opening in February. He told host Gerry Dick, "we had always really looked at
Indy."
EDITORIAL
Bipartisan target
FW Journal Gazette
Donald Trump caught the attention of Midwesterners most effectively when he talked angrily and vividly about his
determination to stop companies from moving their operations overseas. And the example he used again and again
was the decision to move the Carrier manufacturing plant from Indianapolis to Monterrey, Mexico. Some 2,100
workers are scheduled to lose their jobs as Carrier and United Technologies Electronic Controls in Huntington
begin moving much of their operations across the border.
Statehouse 101: New lawmakers learn the basics at orientation
November 16, 2016 | Filed under: Elections,Quick reads,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Shelby Mullis
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — With a little over a month before the General Assembly is in session, the freshmen are in town
for orientation.
“There’s a tremendous amount of information today and tomorrow that we’re receiving,” said Ryan Hatfield, a
Democrat who will represent Evansville in 2017.
The two-day new legislator orientation Tuesday and Wednesday offers newly-elected state representatives and
senators an opportunity to learn the basics of what it means to be an Indiana legislator. The orientation, which is
organized by the nonpartisan Legislative Services Agency, explains everything from how to cast a vote for a bill to
where to find the bathroom nearest to the chambers.
The 18 new lawmakers also become acquainted with one another and with the issues that will be most prevalent
during this year’s session. When the legislature reconvenes in January, 70 Republicans and 30 Democrats will hold
seats in the House. The Senate will consist of 41 Republicans and nine Democrats.
Hatfield, a former Vanderburgh County Deputy Prosecutor, said the orientation serves as a “wonderful experience”
after being on the campaign trail for the last year. He feels reinvigorated this week as he prepares for the upcoming
legislative session.
“I’m looking forward to getting to work and taking it all in so that I can be as productive as possible as we get
started,” he said.
HomeAdvisor plans to add second Indy office, create 170 more jobs
November 17, 2016
IBJ Staff
Fast-growing HomeAdvisor, one of the top companies in the home-services market and a fierce rival of locally
based Angie's List Inc., announced Thursday morning that it plans to expand its downtown Indianapolis
operations, creating up to 170 jobs by 2017.
The Denver-based company, a subsidiary of New York-based IAC/InterActiveCorp, will invest $1.9 million to
expand existing space at 1 Virginia Ave. by 5,444 square feet and add an 8,000-square-foot office in the Marott
Center at 342 Massachusetts Ave.

Home Advisor early this year opened its Indianapolis office, which now employs more than 70 workers. In
a July interview with IBJ, CEO Chris Terrill called the new office—which has hired a number of former Angie's List
employees—a big success. "I always knew we'd do well. I didn't think we'd do this well this fast," he said.
In a written statement released Thursday, HomeAdvisor President Craig Smith said: “Our Indianapolis team offers
unrivaled talent and energy—and we look forward to expanding our presence in the Hoosier state. With domestic
revenue up 39 percent year over year, the company is on an incredible trajectory. The opportunity for employees
to grow and succeed is significant.”
HomeAdvisor targets urban neighborhoods for all its offices. In addition to its Indianapolis and Colorado offices,
the company has outposts in Kansas City and New York City. Indianapolis is the only city where the 2,000employee company has multiple offices.
The Indiana Economic Development Corp. offered HomeAdvisor Inc up to $1.25 million in tax credits based on the
company’s job-creation plans. The tax credits are performance-based, meaning the company is not eligible to claim
them until workers are hired.
Last fall, the parent of Home Advisor offered to buy Angie's List for $512 million,but the Indianapolis company
rejected the offer.
Indiana bucks the test score trend and posts a second straight year of declines
November 17, 2016
Shaina Cavazos, Chalkbeat Indiana
The number of Indiana students passing the state math and reading test fell for the second straight year in 2016—
even as more schools saw their passing rates inch up.
Across the state, 51.6 percent of students in grades 3-8 passed both exams, down from 53.5 percent in 2015. That
was when tougher standards caused test scores across the state to plummet, leaving just four schools out of 1,500
across the state with any test score gains at all.
This year, 494 schools saw their passing rates improve. And far fewer schools experienced the double-digit drops
that were present for 93 percent of schools in 2015.
But the state did not see the test score gains that many hoped would come as students and teachers adjust to the
new standards. Steep declines are common when tests change dramatically, but researchers have found that scores
typically begin to climb again quickly.
State Superintendent Glenda Ritz pointed out that the 2016 exam had a new vendor for the first time in 20 years—
the state switched to British-based Pearson after a series of difficult testing administrations with CTB. (This year’s
testing was less glitchy but not problem-free.) That could help explain the decline, she said.
“Transitions are never easy,” Ritz said in a statement. “It is important to remember that our students, schools and
teachers are more than just a test score.”
Across the state, students continued to fare better on English tests than on math. Two-thirds of students passed the
English ISTEP test in grades 3-8, down slightly from 67.3 percent in 2015. In math, 58.9 percent of students passed,
compared to 61 percent in 2015.
In the first year for the new 10th-grade ISTEP test, 59 percent of 10th-graders passed English, 34.6 percent math,
and 32.2 percent of students passed both exams.
Indiana is in the middle of replacing ISTEP altogether. It’s not clear how different a new exam, which could be given
as soon as 2018, would be from what the state uses currently—or if it would be much different at all.
Speedway schools had the highest test scores in Marion County, with 61.8 percent of students in grades 3-8 passing
both English and math. Franklin Township followed closely with 60.2 percent of students passing both subjects.
Both districts had slightly lower passing rates than in 2015.
Indianapolis Public Schools had the lowest number of students passing both subjects, with 25.3 percent in 2016,
down from 29.0 percent in 2015.
Franklin Township posted the highest high school scores, with 44.6 percent of 10th-graders passing both English
and math. Washington Township came next, with 34.9 percent of students passing.
Indianapolis Public Schools had the lowest passing rate among 10th-graders passing both subjects at 9.9 percent.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mantravadi, Adarsh V
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:30 PM
Rusthoven, Mark
RE:

Look at the tweet right below Kashkari’s plan: “Has Trump thought about any of these unintended consequences of
his econ plan?”
Adarsh Mantravadi
Economic Policy Director
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Indianapolis, IN
Office: (317) 232-4567

From: Rusthoven, Mark
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:28 PM
To: Mantravadi, Adarsh V
Subject: RE:
I was just reading about Kashkari’s plan when you sent me this haha.
From: Mantravadi, Adarsh V
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:27 PM
To: Rusthoven, Mark
Subject:

https://twitter.com/JimPethokoukis

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mantravadi, Adarsh V
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:30 PM
Rusthoven, Mark
RE:

Look at the tweet right below Kashkari’s plan: “Has Trump thought about any of these unintended consequences of
his econ plan?”
Adarsh Mantravadi
Economic Policy Director
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Indianapolis, IN
Office: (317) 232-4567

From: Rusthoven, Mark
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:28 PM
To: Mantravadi, Adarsh V
Subject: RE:
I was just reading about Kashkari’s plan when you sent me this haha.
From: Mantravadi, Adarsh V
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:27 PM
To: Rusthoven, Mark
Subject:

https://twitter.com/JimPethokoukis

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

McGrath, Danielle
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 1:31 PM
Schmidt, Daniel W
RE: Final Draft (2)

From: Schmidt, Daniel W
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 1:03 PM
To: McGrath, Danielle
Subject: FW: Final Draft (2)

From: Comer, Carol
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 11:25 AM
To: McGrath, Danielle; Schmidt, Daniel W
Subject: Fwd: Final Draft (2)

Begin forwarded message:
From: "LeFleur, Lance R" <llefleur@adem.alabama.gov>
Date: November 15, 2016 at 11:01:11 AM EST
To: "Comer, Carol (CComer@idem.IN.gov)" <CComer@idem.IN.gov>
Subject: FW: Final Draft (2)

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Carol
Several states have been drafting on a letter to the transition team of the President-elect to make some
general thoughts known.
It occurred to me that you might have an interest in being included.
Its short notice, but if you do have any interest the attached is going out later today.
Best regards
Lance LeFleur
From: Morris, Mallori G [mailto:mallori.morris@ncdenr.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 9:54 AM
To: LeFleur, Lance R
Subject: Final Draft (2)

Director LaFleur,
Please see the attached final draft.
Best,
Mallori G. Morris
Executive Assistant to Secretary Donald van der Vaart
Department of Environmental Quality
919 707 8661 office
919 339 9400 mobile
mallori.morris@ncdenr.gov
217 West Jones Street
1601 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC 27699-1601

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Atterholt, Jim
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 12:48 PM
Morales, Cesar (Diego)
Fwd: request contact Mike Spence´s Guatemalan assistant
Governor Asa Hutchinson.docx; ATT00001.htm

Thoughts?
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Alison Williams <Alison.Williams@governor.arkansas.gov>
Date: November 16, 2016 at 11:33:33 AM EST
To: "jatterholt@gov.IN.gov" <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>
Cc: Josh Pitcock <jpitcock@sso.org>
Subject: Fwd: request contact Mike Spence´s Guatemalan assistant
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Mr. Atterholt - please see below and attached. Since I don't know all the dynamics here, I
refrained from sending the letter directly to Mr. Morales, but please do feel free to share the
information with him as well.
Josh - thanks for your help in connecting us.
arw
Alison R. Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Governor Asa Hutchinson
500 Woodlane Street
Suite 250
Little Rock, AR 72201
Mobile: 501.779.8089
Begin forwarded message:
From: Asa Hutchinson <asa@ahlawgroup.com>
Date: November 15, 2016 at 12:03:27 PM EST
To: Alison Williams <Alison.Williams@governor.arkansas.gov>
Subject: Fwd: request contact Mike Spence´s Guatemalan assistant
-------- Original message -------From: Fernando Linares Beltranena <flinares@ufm.edu>
Date: 11/15/16 10:51 AM (GMT-05:00)
To: Asa Hutchinson III <ahutchinson@ahlawgroup.com>, Asa Hutchinson
<asa@ahlawgroup.com>

Subject: Fwd: request contact Mike Spence´s Guatemalan assistant
FYI
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Fernando Linares B <flinares@ufm.edu>
Date: 2016-11-09 22:38 GMT-06:00
Subject: request contact Mike Spence´s Guatemalan assistant
To: Asa Hutchinson <ahutchinson@ahlawgroup.com>,

Governor Asa Hutchinson
Guatemala, November 9, 2016
Re: contact for Mike Spence´s Guatemalan Assistant
Dear Asa,
Congratulations on President Elect Donald Trump´s victory. With your help, at
the RNC, I was able to be present at the historical convention that elected him as the
party´s candidate. It sure paid off!
From news items that have appeared in the local press, we know that Mike
Spence´s Assistant is a Guatemalan, from the Department or State of Quiché, and his
name is Diego Morales. We are very proud of his achievement.
A group of Republican-minded Guatemalans and Americans in Guatemala, who
represent the American Society, the American Chamber of Commerce and the
American Legion, and those who are just his admirers, would like to contact him to
invite him to give us a motivational talk. It seems that his mother lives in Quiché and
he may come here with some regularity.
Could you forward this letter to him, or to someone who could send it to him,
so that we may contact him?
As a member of Congress I continue to uphold our Constitutional values. The
current U.S. Ambassador, Todd Robinson, acts as a political activist, hardly a diplomat,
and not only intervenes in local State matters, but does so with threats to the
members of Congress and tries to promote his socialistic and “politically correct”
agenda. I have asked Secretary John Kerry that he be replaced but have not yet been
successful. I shall ask him again to remove the Ambassador but may have to wait for
President Trump to replace both of them.
I look forward to seeing you again and thank you in advance for any help you
may give my query.
Best regards,
Fernando Linares
Congressman, Guatemala

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Meadows, Brad
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 8:48 AM
Woods, Rachel;#All Lieutenant Governor's Office;Cummins, Jeffrey;Embree,
Duane;Dement, John;Sipe, Jacob;'Wuellner, Mark J';Rich, Jane;Rich, Jane;Rice,
Zachary;Triol, Shelley;Oakman, Jake;Meyer, Alexandra (Tourism);Childress,
Colette;Crouch, Matthew;Zarazee, Megan;Konyha, Bill;Schomacker, Geoff;Scott,
Corrie;Philps, Brian;Hughes, Brandi;Newman, Mark;McKinney, Ted;Rekeweg,
Melissa;Bausman, David;Butts, Tammy;Szydlyk, Noelle;Griffis, Andrew (DWD);Johnson,
Kyle;Ensley, Al;Springer, Shane;Gavelek, Benjamin J;Turner, Teresa;Welling, Kyleen
(IHCDA);Patel, Elizabeth C;Rich, Jane;Woods, Elizabeth;Zhang Sonera, Kevin A
(Andre');Seger, Jordan S;Lopez, Daniel (Danny);Jernigan, Heather;Deutsch, Andrea;Curry,
Jill;Ripley, Susie;White, Gerald;Vandeburg, Jennifer;Fiandaca, Ashlee;Schomacker,
Geoff;Lemons, Marni;Gavin, James (Jim);Wilson, Gregory L (Greg);Ferguson,
Hannah;Warner, Robert (Bob);Cole, Lisa;Basile, Joseph (Joe);'Banning, Mary';Lamb,
Shelby;'Murray, Isabella';Brady, Derick;Barnett, Paula (LG);Goodwin, Hannah A;Oakman,
Jake
Turner, Teresa;Duncan, Emily (LG)
Morning Clips: November 16, 2016

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR’S FAMILY OF BUSINESS
AGRICULTURE
During first year, Indiana Grown grows
Journal and Courier
... other retail stores, said Ted McKinney, director of the state Department of Agriculture. McKinney also is
chairman of the Indiana Grown Commission.
COMMUNITY AND RURAL AFFAIRS
Lt. Governor Holcomb and the Office of Community and Rural Affairs Welcome Winamac into the ...
IN.gov
Winamac, along with 121 other Indiana Main Street communities, work towards these four aspects of ... Indiana
Office of Community & Rural Affairs.
Rural Routes to Main Street Cultural Trail includes Putnam County
Terre Haute Tribune Star
DANVILLE, IN – The Rural Routes to Main Street Cultural Trail kicked off its eighth year this week welcoming a
third county into the fold and debuting a ...
HOUSING
Energy Efficiency, Transportation, Poverty Alleviation The Focus Of Moving Forward 2.0
WBIW.com
(INDIANAPOLIS) - The Indiana Housing and Community Development Authority (IHCDA) and Energy Systems
Network (ESN) held a two-day ...
Bicknell Board of Works approves bid to raze more blighted homes
Vincennes Sun Commercial
... houses that are left on the demolition list, work that's funded by a $415,000 grant from the Indiana Housing
and Community Development Authority's ...
TOURISM

Rural Routes to Main Street Cultural Trail includes Putnam County
Terre Haute Tribune Star
A state grant made expansion into Morgan County possible in 2013 and now another Indiana Office of Tourism
Development grant awarded late last ...

GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
Donald Trump to huddle with Mike Pence as he nears Cabinet decisions
Indy Star
Sequestered in his Manhattan high-rise, Donald Trump was huddling Tuesday with Vice President-elect Mike
Pence as he moved closer to filing out his Cabinet, including top national security posts. Former New York Mayor
Rudy Giuliani has emerged as the favorite to serve as secretary of state, a senior Trump official said.
Pence says his administration plans to ‘finish the job’
RTV
Vice President-elect Mike Pence says his administration won't stop working hard in the weeks to come. Indiana's
Republican governor told reporters Monday that his "wonderful team" plans to "finish strong and serve Hoosiers
to the very last hour."
Bennett, Messer on possibility list for Trump’s education secretary
IBJ
Gov. Mike Pence might not be the only Hoosier with a top position in the Trump administration. Among names
bubbling up as possibilities for President-elect Donald Trump as he chooses the country’s next education secretary
are two Indiana political veterans.
*Subscription required, full text below
20,000 people have donated to Planned Parenthood in Mike Pence’s name since the election
Indy Star
People on social media, ranging from regular Janes to celebrities, have been passing around Mike Pence's official
contact information. Why? To encourage others to make a donation to Planned Parenthood in Pence's name and
send him a notification of the gift.
LEGISLATIVE
Donnelly proposes Gulf memorial site
FW Journal Gazette
Sen. Joe Donnelly, D-Ind., announced Tuesday that he and Sen. John Boozman, R-Ark., have introduced legislation to
approve the proposed location of the National Desert Storm War Memorial.
STATEWIDES
Protecting Indiana’s power grid from cyber threats
The Statehouse File
As the threat of cyberattacks grow, state officials and researchers are working to keep Indiana’s power grid safe.
Duke Energy, the Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor and the research institute Battery Innovation Center
are working together to prevent cyberattacks that could threaten microgrids.
*Subscription required, full text below
Warrant: Indiana workers submitted bogus voter registrations
IBJ
Employees of an Indiana voter mobilization group with deep ties to the Democratic Party submitted several
hundred voter registrations that included false, incomplete or fraudulent information, according to a search
warrant unsealed Monday.
*Subscription required, full text below
New Schools chief seeks to refocus education

Times Sentinel
Among Election Day's many surprises was the return of a Republican to the role of state schools chief. Jennifer
McCormick went into the race for superintendent of public instruction with little name recognition, one-sixth of the
campaign money of her opponent, Democratic incumbent Glenda Ritz, and media and an electorate more focused
on contests for president, senator and governor. She came out the other end with a vote count not just higher than
that of Ritz, who was backed by teachers' unions, but more votes than GOP Governor-elect Eric Holcomb received
in his race.
AROUND THE STATE
ISTEP panel denounces ‘generalities’
FW Journal Gazette
Members of a committee charged with recommending alternatives to the much-hated ISTEP+ test pushed back
against the chair Tuesday, saying they want to provide more than just broad strokes for lawmakers. “Generalities
are not enough,” Fort Wayne Community Schools Superintendent Wendy Robinson said after Chairwoman Nicole
Fama repeated that the recommendations will be broad and legislators will take action from there.
Cook Group plans $16.5M local expansion, 82 jobs
IBJ
Bloomington-based Cook Group Inc. plans to spend about $16.5 million to expand its medical research and
development facility in Indianapolis in a project that could create 82 jobs over the next five years. The expansion
plans are contained in tax-abatement request that Department of Metropolitan Development staff members are
recommending for approval by the Metropolitan Development Commission.
*Subscription required, full text below
Options open for Finish Line’s Jackrabbit Brand
Inside IN Business
Indianapolis-based The Finish Line Inc. (Nasdaq: FINL) is considering options for its JackRabbit specialty running
shoe chain, including a potential sale. The athletic shoe and apparel retailer says focusing on the Finish Line brand
and simplifying the business will be better long-term.
General Mills Finds buyer for New Albany plant
Inside IN Business
The shuttered Pillsbury plant in New Albany has new owners. New Mill Capital Holdings and Tiger Capital Group,
both based in New York, are planning to sell off remaining production equipment early next year and put the 34.5acre property back on the market.
State’s largest Foreign trade zone hits milestone
Inside IN Business
As Indiana businesses continue to compete on a global stage, a key asset in the state's global economic
development efforts is marking a milestone. Indiana's largest federal Foreign Trade Zone, which covers 41 counties
and is under the umbrella of the Indianapolis Airport Authority, has turned 35. INzone General Manager Kent
Ebbing says the Greater Indianapolis Foreign Trade Zone is linked to more than 6,000 Hoosier jobs and over $700
million in annual imports.
GM to cut 160 jobs at Kokomo Plant
Inside IN Business
General Motors Co. (NYSE: GM) has announced plans to cut 160 jobs from its Kokomo plant. The company, which
employs more than 755 hourly and salaried employees at the plant, says the cuts are due to the decision to cease
semiconductor production by mid-2017.
Rexford to close Indianapolis plant, move work to Mexico
FW Journal Gazette
Rexnord Corp. has confirmed that it will close its Indianapolis bearings plant and move work from the facility to a
plant in Mexico.

EDITORIAL
Lotter serves both Trump and Holcomb campaigns
FW Journal Gazette
Marc Lotter traveled nonstop alongside Gov. Mike Pence the last few months as he traversed the country in his vice
presidential bid.
Protecting Indiana’s power grid from cyber threats
November 15, 2016 | Filed under: Courts & crime,Quick reads,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
Staff Report
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — As the threat of cyberattacks grow, state officials and researchers are working to keep Indiana’s
power grid safe.
They’re focused, in particular, on microgrids — smaller versions of larger electric grids that serve small geographic
areas such a college campus or downtown area.
Duke Energy, the Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor and the research institute Battery Innovation Center
are working together to prevent cyberattacks that could threaten microgrids.
“Microgrids present unique security challenges that need specific tools to guard against threats,” Rob Caldwell,
Duke Energy senior vice president, said in a statement. “The Battery Innovation Center is already well-known as a
microgrid test facility. We are pleased to partner with them in this research project.”
Duke Energy will contribute $500,000 to the Battery Innovation Center for testing protocols for identifying of
cyber threats, creating of plans to combat threats and the discovering of ways to fight multiple threats
simultaneously.
The money is a part of a settlement agreement reached between Duke Energy, the Office of Utility Consumer
Counselor and other groups surrounding Duke’s coal gasification plant in Edwardsport. The settlement came as the
plant’s operating costs rose while not meeting performance expectations.
Cook Group plans $16.5M local expansion, 82 jobs
November 16, 2016
IBJ Staff
Bloomington-based Cook Group Inc. plans to spend about $16.5 million to expand its medical research and
development facility in Indianapolis in a project that could create 82 jobs over the next five years.
The expansion plans are contained in tax-abatement request that Department of Metropolitan Development staff
members are recommending for approval by the Metropolitan Development Commission.
The facility at 1102 Indiana Ave. opened in 2012 and is home to Cook’s General BioTechnology and Regentec
divisions.
Cook's 7.7-acre property is in the city’s 16 Tech project area—a 60-acre tract of land just north of the Indiana
University School of Medicine campus that is expected to include a mix of research labs, corporate offices, business
incubators, co-working spaces, apartments, retail businesses and parks.
The City-County Council voted unanimously in November to approve $75 million in bonds for infrastructure
improvements to get the 16 Tech development off the ground.
“[Cook Group] is a premier company with deep roots in our state as both as a major employer and a proud
corporate citizen,” Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett said Tuesday in a written statement. “That’s why we are thrilled
at the opportunity to explore how they can continue to flourish as part of a bioscience campus producing research
and innovation that will be felt around the world.”
According to its proposal, Cook wants to spend $12.5 million to construct a 7,000-square-foot mezzanine and add
new office and laboratory space. The company would create the space by expanding the existing building or by
constructing a new, adjacent building at 1200 Indiana Ave. Construction could begin by the end of the year.
Cook said it would spend about $4 million on equipment for the expanded facility, including lab equipment and
instruments, biological safety cabinets and material processing equipment.
The company said the expansion would help it retain 68 employees who make an average of $28.85 per hour
(roughly $60,000 per year).
The additional 82 employees, who are expected to be hired by the end of 2021, would make an estimated $29.03
per hour, the company said. Almost half of the new employees aren’t expected to be hired until 2021.
The DMD is recommending Cook receive a 10-year real property tax abatement on the $12.5 million real estate
project that would save the company about $927,000 (70 percent) over the abatement period.

Cook still would pay almost $400,000 in real property taxes during that time, in addition to the current taxes being
paid on the existing property of $63,827 annually. Taxes on the additional property will rise to about $132,400
annually after the abatement period.
The DMD also is recommending Cook receive a 10-year personal property tax abatement on the $4 million
equipment investment that would save the company about $301,000 (70 percent) over the abatement period.
Cook would still pay almost $129,000 in personal property taxes on the new equipment during the abatement
period, plus about $37,000 annually after the abatement ends.
Project proponents expect 16 Tech to attract $100 million in private development by 2018 and $450 million in the
district’s first decade. If fully developed, 16 Tech would feature 2.8 million square feet of office space for high-tech
businesses, academic, health care and creative design uses; 1.7 million square feet of residential space; and
600,000 square feet for retailers, hotels and other amenities.
Cook Regentec focuses on developing research and clinical tools to advance regenerative medicine therapies. Cook
General Biotechnology works on the science and application of processing, storage and manufacturing of cells and
tissues.
“We are excited about the opportunity to grow Cook Medical’s presence in Indianapolis,” a Cook spokeswoman
said in a written statement to IBJ. “We look forward to working with the City-County Council as this tax abatement
application is under consideration.”
The project represents the first phase of a multistage expansion of Cook's presence in Indianapolis, according to
city staff's analysis of the abatement request. "Should this phase of the project proceed, it would increase the
likelihood that that Cook would continue expansion here in the future," the report says.
Warrant: Indiana workers submitted bogus voter registrations
November 15, 2016
Associated Press
Employees of an Indiana voter mobilization group with deep ties to the Democratic Party submitted several
hundred voter registrations that included false, incomplete or fraudulent information, according to a search
warrant unsealed Monday.
The contents of the warrant, which allowed Indiana State Police to raid the offices of Patriot Majority USA in
October, were revealed at the request of the group, which is at the center of an ongoing voter fraud investigation.
It indicates state police contacted a handful of workers who admitted to falsifying registrations. Several said they
were under pressure and faced the possibility of losing their temporary job if they did not register at least 10 new
voters a day.
Indiana law requires voter registration groups to submit all registrations they collect, even if they know they
contain inaccurate information. Patriot Majority, which targeted black voters and registered thousands of them
before last week's election, flagged many of the registrations that they believed contained incorrect or incomplete
information to elections officials, the warrant states.
It was not immediately known if the fraudulent registrations resulted in illegally cast ballots, but Indiana law
requires voters to show a valid state ID before they can cast a ballot. And experts say cases of actual voter fraud are
rare.
In a statement, Patriot Majority spokesman Bill Buck said the warrant proves the effort was "conducted in a
professional manner designed to protect both voting rights and the integrity of the state voter file."
"The canvassers mentioned in these warrants were fired, let go, not called back or quit before the State Police
became involved in this matter," Buck said in the statement. "As the unsealed documents themselves state, (Patriot
Majority) maintained records of unverified and incomplete applications, in order to help the county clerks do their
jobs of registering only eligible voters."
State Police announced Sept. 15 that they had begun investigating in August whether some voter registration
applications submitted by Patriot Majority contained elements of fraud, including possible forged signatures. The
investigation was later expanded to 56 Indiana counties.
State Police spokesman Capt. Dave Bursten declined to comment Tuesday night, saying the warrant spoke for itself.
He said the investigation was ongoing and declined to provide additional information.
Police seized computers and electronic devices during the Oct. 4 raid of the group's office in Indianapolis.
The warrant states that police tracked down 15 instances where specific employees submitted registrations that
included inaccurate birthdates, signatures that did not match those already on record, or incorrect addresses. In
some instances, voters told investigators that they were already registered to vote and could not recall being
approached by canvassers for the group.

In two cases, police tracked down voters who said they had in fact registered to vote through the group, the
warrant states.
A batch of 570 registrations was flagged by the Marion County Voter Registration Office in Indianapolis because
they were submitted for people who were too young to vote, contained inaccurate information or were submitted
for someone who had no record of living in the state.
The issue became highly politicized in the run-up to last week's election. Then-Republican presidential candidate
Donald Trump repeatedly raised the possibility of a "rigged" election before he ultimately won.
A spokesman for Pence declined to comment Tuesday night.
Indiana's Republican Secretary of State, Connie Lawson, further fueled speculation last month, suggesting
thousands of voter information changes could be indicative of voter fraud. She later backed off those claims,
acknowledging the changes in a database maintained by her office might just be residents rushing to correct their
names or birth dates ahead of the election.
Eventually, Marion County Prosecutor Terry Curry, a Democrat, intervened by calling on Indiana public officials,
investigators and Patriot Majority to tone down their rhetoric.
Patriot Majority has said the police search effectively shut down their voter registration efforts a week before
Indiana's voter registration deadline after the group had collected about 45,000 voter registration applications.
Bennett, Messer on possibility list for Trump's education secretary
November 15, 2016
Dylan Peers McCoy, Chalkbeat Indiana
Gov. Mike Pence might not be the only Hoosier with a top position in the Trump administration.
Among names bubbling up as possibilities for President-elect Donald Trump as he chooses the country’s next
education secretary are two Indiana political veterans.
National education policy watchers, including Education Week’s Alyson Klein, have highlighted former-Indiana
State Superintendent Tony Bennett and Republican Congressman Luke Messer of Shelbyville as potential
candidates. With Pence leading the transition team, a Hoosier could be a particularly good bet.
That’s right: Tony Bennett could be secretary of education.
Bennett was instrumental in Hoosier education policy under former Gov. Mitch Daniels, leading the push to create
tougher standards for schools based on student tests scores and for the state to take control of struggling schools.
But Bennett inspired ire from many teachers in the state, and he lost his re-election bid to Glenda Ritz in a dramatic
upset four years ago.
One reason Bennett might not be an ideal choice for the Trump administration: He was an influential advocate
during his tenure in Indiana for the Common Core State Standards, which Trump has strongly criticized on the
campaign trail.
Bennett had a brief comeback as education commissioner in Florida, but resigned just seven months after taking
office amid allegations that he manipulated school grading rules and broke campaign ethics laws during his time in
Indiana.
Messer’s history with education in Indiana is a bit more obscure, but he is a long-time Trump supporter and a
member of the House Education and Workforce Committee. Messer is a strong advocate for school choice, and he
has called for federal poverty aid to schools to be used for choice programs like charters and vouchers.
Other speculation has included former Chancellor of Washington, D.C., Public Schools Michelle Rhee, charter-school
executive Eva Moskowitz and Ben Carson.
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GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
Donald Trump to huddle with Mike Pence as he nears Cabinet decisions
Indy Star
Sequestered in his Manhattan high-rise, Donald Trump was huddling Tuesday with Vice President-elect Mike
Pence as he moved closer to filing out his Cabinet, including top national security posts. Former New York Mayor
Rudy Giuliani has emerged as the favorite to serve as secretary of state, a senior Trump official said.
Pence says his administration plans to ‘finish the job’
RTV
Vice President-elect Mike Pence says his administration won't stop working hard in the weeks to come. Indiana's
Republican governor told reporters Monday that his "wonderful team" plans to "finish strong and serve Hoosiers
to the very last hour."
Bennett, Messer on possibility list for Trump’s education secretary
IBJ
Gov. Mike Pence might not be the only Hoosier with a top position in the Trump administration. Among names
bubbling up as possibilities for President-elect Donald Trump as he chooses the country’s next education secretary
are two Indiana political veterans.
*Subscription required, full text below
20,000 people have donated to Planned Parenthood in Mike Pence’s name since the election
Indy Star
People on social media, ranging from regular Janes to celebrities, have been passing around Mike Pence's official
contact information. Why? To encourage others to make a donation to Planned Parenthood in Pence's name and
send him a notification of the gift.
LEGISLATIVE
Donnelly proposes Gulf memorial site
FW Journal Gazette
Sen. Joe Donnelly, D-Ind., announced Tuesday that he and Sen. John Boozman, R-Ark., have introduced legislation to
approve the proposed location of the National Desert Storm War Memorial.
STATEWIDES
Protecting Indiana’s power grid from cyber threats
The Statehouse File
As the threat of cyberattacks grow, state officials and researchers are working to keep Indiana’s power grid safe.
Duke Energy, the Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor and the research institute Battery Innovation Center
are working together to prevent cyberattacks that could threaten microgrids.
*Subscription required, full text below
Warrant: Indiana workers submitted bogus voter registrations
IBJ
Employees of an Indiana voter mobilization group with deep ties to the Democratic Party submitted several
hundred voter registrations that included false, incomplete or fraudulent information, according to a search
warrant unsealed Monday.
*Subscription required, full text below

New Schools chief seeks to refocus education
Times Sentinel
Among Election Day's many surprises was the return of a Republican to the role of state schools chief. Jennifer
McCormick went into the race for superintendent of public instruction with little name recognition, one-sixth of the
campaign money of her opponent, Democratic incumbent Glenda Ritz, and media and an electorate more focused
on contests for president, senator and governor. She came out the other end with a vote count not just higher than
that of Ritz, who was backed by teachers' unions, but more votes than GOP Governor-elect Eric Holcomb received
in his race.
AROUND THE STATE
ISTEP panel denounces ‘generalities’
FW Journal Gazette
Members of a committee charged with recommending alternatives to the much-hated ISTEP+ test pushed back
against the chair Tuesday, saying they want to provide more than just broad strokes for lawmakers. “Generalities
are not enough,” Fort Wayne Community Schools Superintendent Wendy Robinson said after Chairwoman Nicole
Fama repeated that the recommendations will be broad and legislators will take action from there.
Cook Group plans $16.5M local expansion, 82 jobs
IBJ
Bloomington-based Cook Group Inc. plans to spend about $16.5 million to expand its medical research and
development facility in Indianapolis in a project that could create 82 jobs over the next five years. The expansion
plans are contained in tax-abatement request that Department of Metropolitan Development staff members are
recommending for approval by the Metropolitan Development Commission.
*Subscription required, full text below
Options open for Finish Line’s Jackrabbit Brand
Inside IN Business
Indianapolis-based The Finish Line Inc. (Nasdaq: FINL) is considering options for its JackRabbit specialty running
shoe chain, including a potential sale. The athletic shoe and apparel retailer says focusing on the Finish Line brand
and simplifying the business will be better long-term.
General Mills Finds buyer for New Albany plant
Inside IN Business
The shuttered Pillsbury plant in New Albany has new owners. New Mill Capital Holdings and Tiger Capital Group,
both based in New York, are planning to sell off remaining production equipment early next year and put the 34.5acre property back on the market.
State’s largest Foreign trade zone hits milestone
Inside IN Business
As Indiana businesses continue to compete on a global stage, a key asset in the state's global economic
development efforts is marking a milestone. Indiana's largest federal Foreign Trade Zone, which covers 41 counties
and is under the umbrella of the Indianapolis Airport Authority, has turned 35. INzone General Manager Kent
Ebbing says the Greater Indianapolis Foreign Trade Zone is linked to more than 6,000 Hoosier jobs and over $700
million in annual imports.
GM to cut 160 jobs at Kokomo Plant
Inside IN Business
General Motors Co. (NYSE: GM) has announced plans to cut 160 jobs from its Kokomo plant. The company, which
employs more than 755 hourly and salaried employees at the plant, says the cuts are due to the decision to cease
semiconductor production by mid-2017.
Rexford to close Indianapolis plant, move work to Mexico
FW Journal Gazette

Rexnord Corp. has confirmed that it will close its Indianapolis bearings plant and move work from the facility to a
plant in Mexico.
EDITORIAL
Lotter serves both Trump and Holcomb campaigns
FW Journal Gazette
Marc Lotter traveled nonstop alongside Gov. Mike Pence the last few months as he traversed the country in his vice
presidential bid.
Protecting Indiana’s power grid from cyber threats
November 15, 2016 | Filed under: Courts & crime,Quick reads,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
Staff Report
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — As the threat of cyberattacks grow, state officials and researchers are working to keep Indiana’s
power grid safe.
They’re focused, in particular, on microgrids — smaller versions of larger electric grids that serve small geographic
areas such a college campus or downtown area.
Duke Energy, the Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor and the research institute Battery Innovation Center
are working together to prevent cyberattacks that could threaten microgrids.
“Microgrids present unique security challenges that need specific tools to guard against threats,” Rob Caldwell,
Duke Energy senior vice president, said in a statement. “The Battery Innovation Center is already well-known as a
microgrid test facility. We are pleased to partner with them in this research project.”
Duke Energy will contribute $500,000 to the Battery Innovation Center for testing protocols for identifying of
cyber threats, creating of plans to combat threats and the discovering of ways to fight multiple threats
simultaneously.
The money is a part of a settlement agreement reached between Duke Energy, the Office of Utility Consumer
Counselor and other groups surrounding Duke’s coal gasification plant in Edwardsport. The settlement came as the
plant’s operating costs rose while not meeting performance expectations.
Cook Group plans $16.5M local expansion, 82 jobs
November 16, 2016
IBJ Staff
Bloomington-based Cook Group Inc. plans to spend about $16.5 million to expand its medical research and
development facility in Indianapolis in a project that could create 82 jobs over the next five years.
The expansion plans are contained in tax-abatement request that Department of Metropolitan Development staff
members are recommending for approval by the Metropolitan Development Commission.
The facility at 1102 Indiana Ave. opened in 2012 and is home to Cook’s General BioTechnology and Regentec
divisions.
Cook's 7.7-acre property is in the city’s 16 Tech project area—a 60-acre tract of land just north of the Indiana
University School of Medicine campus that is expected to include a mix of research labs, corporate offices, business
incubators, co-working spaces, apartments, retail businesses and parks.
The City-County Council voted unanimously in November to approve $75 million in bonds for infrastructure
improvements to get the 16 Tech development off the ground.
“[Cook Group] is a premier company with deep roots in our state as both as a major employer and a proud
corporate citizen,” Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett said Tuesday in a written statement. “That’s why we are thrilled
at the opportunity to explore how they can continue to flourish as part of a bioscience campus producing research
and innovation that will be felt around the world.”
According to its proposal, Cook wants to spend $12.5 million to construct a 7,000-square-foot mezzanine and add
new office and laboratory space. The company would create the space by expanding the existing building or by
constructing a new, adjacent building at 1200 Indiana Ave. Construction could begin by the end of the year.
Cook said it would spend about $4 million on equipment for the expanded facility, including lab equipment and
instruments, biological safety cabinets and material processing equipment.
The company said the expansion would help it retain 68 employees who make an average of $28.85 per hour
(roughly $60,000 per year).

The additional 82 employees, who are expected to be hired by the end of 2021, would make an estimated $29.03
per hour, the company said. Almost half of the new employees aren’t expected to be hired until 2021.
The DMD is recommending Cook receive a 10-year real property tax abatement on the $12.5 million real estate
project that would save the company about $927,000 (70 percent) over the abatement period.
Cook still would pay almost $400,000 in real property taxes during that time, in addition to the current taxes being
paid on the existing property of $63,827 annually. Taxes on the additional property will rise to about $132,400
annually after the abatement period.
The DMD also is recommending Cook receive a 10-year personal property tax abatement on the $4 million
equipment investment that would save the company about $301,000 (70 percent) over the abatement period.
Cook would still pay almost $129,000 in personal property taxes on the new equipment during the abatement
period, plus about $37,000 annually after the abatement ends.
Project proponents expect 16 Tech to attract $100 million in private development by 2018 and $450 million in the
district’s first decade. If fully developed, 16 Tech would feature 2.8 million square feet of office space for high-tech
businesses, academic, health care and creative design uses; 1.7 million square feet of residential space; and
600,000 square feet for retailers, hotels and other amenities.
Cook Regentec focuses on developing research and clinical tools to advance regenerative medicine therapies. Cook
General Biotechnology works on the science and application of processing, storage and manufacturing of cells and
tissues.
“We are excited about the opportunity to grow Cook Medical’s presence in Indianapolis,” a Cook spokeswoman
said in a written statement to IBJ. “We look forward to working with the City-County Council as this tax abatement
application is under consideration.”
The project represents the first phase of a multistage expansion of Cook's presence in Indianapolis, according to
city staff's analysis of the abatement request. "Should this phase of the project proceed, it would increase the
likelihood that that Cook would continue expansion here in the future," the report says.
Warrant: Indiana workers submitted bogus voter registrations
November 15, 2016
Associated Press
Employees of an Indiana voter mobilization group with deep ties to the Democratic Party submitted several
hundred voter registrations that included false, incomplete or fraudulent information, according to a search
warrant unsealed Monday.
The contents of the warrant, which allowed Indiana State Police to raid the offices of Patriot Majority USA in
October, were revealed at the request of the group, which is at the center of an ongoing voter fraud investigation.
It indicates state police contacted a handful of workers who admitted to falsifying registrations. Several said they
were under pressure and faced the possibility of losing their temporary job if they did not register at least 10 new
voters a day.
Indiana law requires voter registration groups to submit all registrations they collect, even if they know they
contain inaccurate information. Patriot Majority, which targeted black voters and registered thousands of them
before last week's election, flagged many of the registrations that they believed contained incorrect or incomplete
information to elections officials, the warrant states.
It was not immediately known if the fraudulent registrations resulted in illegally cast ballots, but Indiana law
requires voters to show a valid state ID before they can cast a ballot. And experts say cases of actual voter fraud are
rare.
In a statement, Patriot Majority spokesman Bill Buck said the warrant proves the effort was "conducted in a
professional manner designed to protect both voting rights and the integrity of the state voter file."
"The canvassers mentioned in these warrants were fired, let go, not called back or quit before the State Police
became involved in this matter," Buck said in the statement. "As the unsealed documents themselves state, (Patriot
Majority) maintained records of unverified and incomplete applications, in order to help the county clerks do their
jobs of registering only eligible voters."
State Police announced Sept. 15 that they had begun investigating in August whether some voter registration
applications submitted by Patriot Majority contained elements of fraud, including possible forged signatures. The
investigation was later expanded to 56 Indiana counties.
State Police spokesman Capt. Dave Bursten declined to comment Tuesday night, saying the warrant spoke for itself.
He said the investigation was ongoing and declined to provide additional information.
Police seized computers and electronic devices during the Oct. 4 raid of the group's office in Indianapolis.

The warrant states that police tracked down 15 instances where specific employees submitted registrations that
included inaccurate birthdates, signatures that did not match those already on record, or incorrect addresses. In
some instances, voters told investigators that they were already registered to vote and could not recall being
approached by canvassers for the group.
In two cases, police tracked down voters who said they had in fact registered to vote through the group, the
warrant states.
A batch of 570 registrations was flagged by the Marion County Voter Registration Office in Indianapolis because
they were submitted for people who were too young to vote, contained inaccurate information or were submitted
for someone who had no record of living in the state.
The issue became highly politicized in the run-up to last week's election. Then-Republican presidential candidate
Donald Trump repeatedly raised the possibility of a "rigged" election before he ultimately won.
A spokesman for Pence declined to comment Tuesday night.
Indiana's Republican Secretary of State, Connie Lawson, further fueled speculation last month, suggesting
thousands of voter information changes could be indicative of voter fraud. She later backed off those claims,
acknowledging the changes in a database maintained by her office might just be residents rushing to correct their
names or birth dates ahead of the election.
Eventually, Marion County Prosecutor Terry Curry, a Democrat, intervened by calling on Indiana public officials,
investigators and Patriot Majority to tone down their rhetoric.
Patriot Majority has said the police search effectively shut down their voter registration efforts a week before
Indiana's voter registration deadline after the group had collected about 45,000 voter registration applications.
Bennett, Messer on possibility list for Trump's education secretary
November 15, 2016
Dylan Peers McCoy, Chalkbeat Indiana
Gov. Mike Pence might not be the only Hoosier with a top position in the Trump administration.
Among names bubbling up as possibilities for President-elect Donald Trump as he chooses the country’s next
education secretary are two Indiana political veterans.
National education policy watchers, including Education Week’s Alyson Klein, have highlighted former-Indiana
State Superintendent Tony Bennett and Republican Congressman Luke Messer of Shelbyville as potential
candidates. With Pence leading the transition team, a Hoosier could be a particularly good bet.
That’s right: Tony Bennett could be secretary of education.
Bennett was instrumental in Hoosier education policy under former Gov. Mitch Daniels, leading the push to create
tougher standards for schools based on student tests scores and for the state to take control of struggling schools.
But Bennett inspired ire from many teachers in the state, and he lost his re-election bid to Glenda Ritz in a dramatic
upset four years ago.
One reason Bennett might not be an ideal choice for the Trump administration: He was an influential advocate
during his tenure in Indiana for the Common Core State Standards, which Trump has strongly criticized on the
campaign trail.
Bennett had a brief comeback as education commissioner in Florida, but resigned just seven months after taking
office amid allegations that he manipulated school grading rules and broke campaign ethics laws during his time in
Indiana.
Messer’s history with education in Indiana is a bit more obscure, but he is a long-time Trump supporter and a
member of the House Education and Workforce Committee. Messer is a strong advocate for school choice, and he
has called for federal poverty aid to schools to be used for choice programs like charters and vouchers.
Other speculation has included former Chancellor of Washington, D.C., Public Schools Michelle Rhee, charter-school
executive Eva Moskowitz and Ben Carson.
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MESSER, BENNETT CANDIDATES FOR EDUCATION SECRETARY: Gov. Mike Pence might not be
the only Hoosier with a top position in the Trump administration. Among names bubbling up as
possibilities for President-elect Donald Trump as he chooses the country’s next education secretary are
two Indiana political veterans (Chalkbeat). National education policy watchers, including Education
Week’s Alyson Klein, have highlighted former-Indiana State Superintendent Tony Bennett and Republican
Congressman Luke Messer of Shelbyville as potential candidates. With Pence leading the transition team,
a Hoosier could be a particularly good bet. That’s right: Tony Bennett could be secretary of education.
Bennett was instrumental in Hoosier education policy under former Gov. Mitch Daniels, leading the push
to create tougher standards for schools based on student tests scores and for the state to take control of
struggling schools. But Bennett inspired ire from many teachers in the state, and he lost his re-election
bid to Glenda Ritz in a dramatic upset four years ago. One reason Bennett might not be an ideal choice
for the Trump administration: He was an influential advocate during his tenure in Indiana for the
Common Core State Standards, which Trump has strongly criticized on the campaign trail. Bennett had a
brief comeback as education commissioner in Florida, but resigned just seven months after taking office
amid allegations that he manipulated school grading rules and broke campaign ethics laws during his
time in Indiana. Messer’s history with education in Indiana is a bit more obscure, but he is a long-time
Trump supporter and a member of the House Education and Workforce Committee. Messer is a strong
advocate for school choice, and he has called for federal poverty aid to schools to be used for choice
programs like charters and vouchers. Other speculation has included former Chancellor of Washington,
D.C., Public Schools Michelle Rhee, charter-school executive Eva Moskowitz and Ben Carson. Another
possibility is William Evers, a research fellow at the Hoover Institution who has worked on education
matters for the Trump transition team (Politico). Evers worked at the Education Department during the
Bush administration and served as a senior adviser to then-Education Secretary Margaret Spellings.
Former Indiana Gov. Mitch Daniels, now the president of the Purdue University System, is also said to be
on the list.

SEVERAL HOOSIERS ON LIST TO BE AG SECRETARY: There are several names being considered by
Trump aides for Agriculture secretary, according to multiple sources familiar with the transition
(Restuccia, Politico). The president elect has a deep bench to pull from with nearly 70 leaders on
agricultural advisory committee. Hoosier reportedly among the many contenders include Mike McCloskey,
a dairy executive; Kip Tom, a farmer who ran for Congress in Indiana this year but was defeated in the
primary; Don Villwock, president of the Indiana Farm Bureau; and Ted McKinney, the current director of
the Indiana Department of Agriculture in the Pence Administration.

COMER SAID TO BE CONSIDERED FOR EPA POST: Carol Comer, the commissioner of the Indiana
Department of Environmental Management, who was appointed by Mike Pence, is said to be among
"other potential candidates" considered for EPA Administrator under Trump (Restuccia, Politico).

PENCE PURGES LOBBYISTS FROM TRANSITION TEAM: Lobbyists are being purged from official
roles in President-elect Donald Trump's transition team, sources told Fox News late Tuesday. The move

to get rid of lobbyists in key roles was one of the first decisions made by Vice President-elect Mike Pence
in his role overseeing the construction of a Trump administration. One source said the decision to remove
the lobbyists "makes good on [Trump's] vision of how he wants his government constructed." Tuesday
evening, Pence formally signed a memorandum of understanding putting him in charge of the transition
team. A similar document had been signed by New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, who spent months running
transition operations before his demotion last week. The switch slowed Trump's ability to coordinate the
transfer of power with the Obama administration. White House spokeswoman Brandi Hoffine told the
Associated Press the administration was waiting on more documents required by law before agencies
could begin sharing information with the transition team. Pence ignored questions from reporters
Tuesday, both as he entered Trump Tower with a thick binder tucked under his arm, and as he left six
hours later. A person familiar with the transition efforts told AP different factions in Trump's team "are
fighting for power." The group organized by Christie had featured a litany of lobbyists, former
bureaucrats, academics and corporate lawyers. That caused consternation from Trump, who won cheers
on the campaign trail for his repeated promises to "drain the swamp" in Washington.

ACRIMONY SURFACES AMONG GOP WITH TRUMP TRANSITION: The bloodletting in Presidentelect Donald Trump’s transition team that began with last week’s ouster of New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie
escalated Tuesday with new departures, particularly in the area of national security, as power
consolidated within an ever-smaller group of top Trump loyalists (Washington Post). Former congressman
Mike Rogers (R-Mich.) announced that he had left his position as the transition’s senior national security
adviser. Rogers, a former chairman of the House Intelligence Committee and the leading candidate for
CIA director, was among at least four transition officials purged this week, apparently because of
perceived ties to Christie. As turbulence within the team grew, some key members of Trump’s party
began to question his views and the remaining candidates for top positions. Sen. John McCain (Ariz.) said
Trump’s efforts to work more closely with Russian President Vladimir Putin amounted to “complicity in
[the] butchery of the Syrian people” and “an unacceptable price for a great nation.” Trump met Tuesday
with incoming vice president Mike Pence, who replaced Christie at the head of the transition Friday, to
discuss Cabinet and White House personnel choices. Little to no information was released by the
transition office, leaving a clutch of reporters gathered in the lobby of Trump Tower in New York to
hustle after team members passing between the front doors and the elevators. The Wall Street Journal
reported that Pence has “purged” all lobbyists from the team. Trump’s occasionally difficult relationship
with Republican members of the Washington establishment also resurfaced. Eliot Cohen, a leading voice
of opposition to Trump among former national security officials during the campaign, blasted Trump’s
transition team in a tweet on Tuesday. “After exchange w Trump transition team, changed my
recommendation: stay away. They’re angry, arrogant, screaming “you LOST!” Will be ugly,’’ tweeted
Cohen, who served from 2007 to 2009 as counselor to then-Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice. Trump
posted a message on Twitter Tuesday night, saying a “very organized process [is] taking place” as he
decides on Cabinet and other positions. “I am the only one who knows who the finalists are!”

FISCAL AMNESIA HITTING GOP ONCE AGAIN: A serious case of fiscal amnesia may soon be
sweeping the GOP (Politico). For eight years, Republicans hammered President Barack Obama for
exploding the national debt. But now a GOP-led spending spree is coming, with Donald Trump riding to
the White House on trillion-dollar promises and a Republican Congress that looks likely to do his bidding.
It’s a potential echo of the last time Republicans ran Washington, when then-Vice President Dick Cheney
memorably remarked, “Deficits don’t matter.” Trump campaigned heartily on a spending splurge and
nothing he’s said since his shocking election suggests he will reverse course. Republican leaders on
Capitol Hill, meanwhile, are papering over divisions with the man who frequently tossed party orthodoxy
aside on the trail. “There is now a real risk that we will see an onslaught of deficit-financed goodies — tax
cuts, infrastructure spending, more on defense — all in the name of stimulus, but which in reality will

massively balloon the debt,” said Maya MacGuineas, president of the Committee for a Responsible
Federal Budget. The non-partisan group estimated Trump’s campaign proposals would increase the
national debt by a whopping $5.3 trillion over the next decade. That would make the debt as a share of
the economy rise from nearly 77 percent to 105 percent, a potentially dangerous level for the
government.

NISLY PLANS LAW TO 'DEREGULATE ABORTION RIGHT OF EXISTENCE': A Hoosier lawmaker
hoping to permanently end abortion in Indiana could get an assist from a U.S. Supreme Court reshaped
by Republican President-elect Donald Trump (Carden, NWI Times). State Rep. Curt Nisly, R-Goshen, said
Tuesday he plans to file a "Protection at Conception" proposal when the Republican-controlled General
Assembly convenes in January. If enacted into law, it would prohibit all abortion in Indiana in all
circumstances and authorize the criminal prosecution of any doctor or woman who participates in an
abortion. "It's time to bring the Roe v. Wade era to its logical conclusion," Nisly said. "My goal is to
deregulate abortion right out of existence in Indiana." The federal right to privacy, clarified by the U.S.
Supreme Court in its 1973 Roe v. Wade decision and subsequent related rulings, prohibits a state from
unduly interfering with a woman's decision to have an abortion prior to fetal viability, generally
considered to be 20 to 24 weeks of pregnancy. Nisly's proposed legislation is unconstitutional under that
standard. But the standard could change, as Trump has promised only to appoint anti-abortion justices to
the U.S. Supreme Court and said Sunday he favors allowing individual states to decide whether abortion
is permitted in their borders.

WORKERS SUBMITTED BOGUS VOTER REGISTRATIONS: Employees of an Indiana voter
mobilization group with deep ties to the Democratic Party submitted several hundred voter registrations
that included false, incomplete or fraudulent information, according to a search warrant unsealed Monday
(Slodysko, Associated Press). The warrant indicates state police contacted a handful of workers who
admitted to falsifying registrations. Several said they were under pressure and faced the possibility of
losing their temporary job if they did not register at least 10 new voters a day. Indiana law requires voter
registration groups to submit all registrations they collect, even if they know they contain inaccurate
information. Patriot Majority, which registered thousands of predominantly black voters before last week's
election, flagged many of the registrations that they believed contained incorrect or incomplete
information to elections officials, the warrant states. In a statement, Patriot Majority spokesman Bill Buck
said the warrant proves the effort was "conducted in a professional manner designed to protect both
voting rights and the integrity of the state voter file." State Police spokesman Capt. Dave Bursten
declined to comment Tuesday night, saying the warrant spoke for itself. He said the investigation was
ongoing and declined to provide additional information. Patriot Majority has said the police search
effectively shut down their voter registration efforts a week before Indiana's voter registration deadline
after the group had collected about 45,000 voter registration applications.

GRAND TAPPED FOR INAUGURAL COMMITTEE: President-elect Donald Trump has tapped a partner
at Indianapolis-based Barnes & Thornburg as part of his Presidential Inaugural Committee
(Fischer, WRTV). Robert Grand, a managing partner at Barnes & Thornburg, will join prominent
Republican donors like Sheldon Adelson, Steve Wynn and Lew Eisenberg as leaders of trump's inaugural
committee - which helps plan and coordinate all official events around the inauguration. Federal election
records don't show any direct donations by Grand to Trump's presidential campaign, although he has
been a consistent donor to Pence.

HPI DAILY ANALYSIS: Remember that great red menace? No, not our new BFF Vlad Putin. You know,
the one Mitch Daniels used in his 2011 CPAC speech to flag crushing debt as a threat to the republic? The
fledgling Trump administration, with Gov. Pence in tow, is about to go on a spending spree that will add
trillions to the national debt. They are preparing a stimulus package that appears to dwarf the Obama
version of 2009, one that brought hackles from Republicans for eight years. It has been fascinating to
watch Republicans compromise their bonafides and core values as they jump on the Trump train. - Brian

A. Howey

Trump46

RED FLAGS FOR GIULIANI GOING TO STATE: Rudolph W. Giuliani, facing a flood of questions
about whether his business dealings should disqualify him from being named President-elect Donald J.
Trump’s secretary of state, on Tuesday defended his lucrative 15 years in the private sector as a
credential for the job (New York Times). “I have friends all over the world,” Mr. Giuliani, the former New
York mayor, said in an interview. “This is not a new thing for me. When you become the mayor, you
become interested in foreign policy. When I left, my major work was legal and security around the
world.” As secretary of state, Mr. Giuliani, a loyal, often ferocious backer of Mr. Trump’s candidacy, would
make fighting Islamist terrorism the centerpiece of the incoming administration’s foreign policy. He
vaulted to national prominence because of his leadership after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, and
he still views foreign policy through the prism of that day. But Mr. Giuliani’s business ties are a major red
flag. He built a lucrative consulting and speechmaking career after leaving City Hall. His firm, Giuliani
Partners, has had contracts with the government of Qatar and the Canadian company that is building the
Keystone XL oil pipeline, and Mr. Giuliani has given paid speeches to a shadowy Iranian opposition group
that until 2012 was on the State Department’s list of foreign terrorist organizations. Mr. Giuliani defended
his firm’s work for Qatar — which he said included training the Qatari police and analyzing the security of
a desalinization plant — because, he said, it was done under the previous emir, Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa
al-Thani, who abdicated in 2013.

GIULIANI WON’T BE ATTY GEN: In one surprise development, former New York mayor Rudy Giuliani
appeared to take himself out of the running for attorney general (Washington Post). Guiliani, a former
U.S. attorney and a top Trump adviser, had been considered a leading candidate for the prestigious post.
“I won’t be attorney general,” Giuliani said Monday at a Wall Street Journal event.

McCAUL EYES HOMELAND SECURITY: House Homeland Security Chairman Mike McCaul is pushing to
become head of the federal agency he oversees in Congress. “I've expressed my interest, and I think the
process is taking place,” McCaul told POLITICO this morning outside a House Republican Conference
meeting, when asked whether he was open to becoming Homeland Security secretary. “I think I have
both a good skill set, and I know the department very well, know what needs to be done,” added the
Texas Republican, who has chaired the House Homeland Security Committee for four years.

ROGERS COMMENTS ON HIS OUSTER: Former Congressman Mike Rogers said Tuesday he parted
ways with Trump's transition team, removing an establishment national security voice from the planning
process of the next president's cabinet (CNN). Rogers was told Monday on the phone that he was out,
according to a source familiar with the transition. The source said this was part of an effort to replace the
transition team members associated with New Jersey Governor Chris Christie, who previously headed up
the transition team's efforts until being replaced by Vice President-elect Mike Pence. "Sometimes in
politics ... there are people who are in and people who are out. And the people who have been asked to
move on have some relationship with Chris Christie," Rogers told CNN's Anderson Cooper Tuesday night.
"And so there's a whole series of about five of them that fit that criteria that were asked to leave in the
last few days. And you know what? That's absolutely the campaign's prerogative. I hope they all stay
engaged," he added.

CARSON WON’T SERVE IN TRUMP CABINET: Ben Carson will not serve in the Trump administration,
according to a longtime confidant of the retired neurosurgeon. "He has no interest in a cabinet position,
or any position in the administration," Carson adviser Armstrong Williams told POLITICO. Carson has
been frequently mentioned as a possible Health and Human Services or Education secretary. But Williams
said Carson believes he can better serve President-elect Donald Trump as an outside adviser, given
Carson's lack of governing experience. "It's not an issue of him turning down anything," Williams said. "It
was clear that he had his pick of what he wanted to do." Carson ran for the 2016 Republican nomination
after becoming a conservative icon for his harsh criticism of Obamacare. After dropping out of the race,
Carson became an enthusiastic supporter of Trump.

TREASURY, COMMERCE APPOINTMENTS IMMINENT: President-elect Donald Trump appears close
to filling two key Cabinet positions with veteran investors who have close ties to Wall Street, according to
one of his major donors and longtime business partners (Washington Post). Billionaire investor Carl Icahn
tweeted Tuesday that he had spoken to Trump and that the president-elect was considering naming his
campaign finance chairman, Steven Mnuchin, and economic adviser Wilbur Ross to lead the Treasury and
Commerce departments. It remained unclear who would receive which title, but Mnuchin has been
considered by Trump insiders as a top pick for Treasury and Ross as an option for both jobs. “Both would
be great choices,” Icahn tweeted. “Both are good friends of mine but more importantly, they are two of
the smartest people I know.”

CARSON WON’T SERVE IN CABINET: Retired neurosurgeon Ben Carson, who has been a confidant to
President-elect Donald Trump since the end of the Republican primaries, is unlikely to join the

administration but will remain an informal adviser. “The way I’m leaning is to work from the outside and
not from the inside,” Carson said in an interview Tuesday with The Washington Post. “I want to have the
freedom to work on many issues and not be pigeonholed into one particular area.”

McCAIN WARNS TRUMP ON PUTIN: Sen. John McCain, the chairman of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, sent his first shot across the bow of President-elect Donald Trump’s national security plans
Tuesday, saying that any attempt to “reset” relations with Russia is unacceptable ( Washington
Post). “With the U.S. presidential transition underway, Vladimir Putin has said in recent days that he
wants to improve relations with the United States,” McCain (R-Ariz.) said in a statement released by his
office. “We should place as much faith in such statements as any other made by a former KGB agent who
has plunged his country into tyranny, murdered his political opponents, invaded his neighbors,
threatened America’s allies and attempted to undermine America’s elections,” he said.

TRUMP WILL ALTER CLIMATE CHANGE: From statements on the campaign trail and his very own
tweets, President-elect Donald Trump has left little doubt where he stands on the issue of climate
change. He wants a dramatic increase in the production of coal and oil, which he says will create jobs.
And his EPA transition team is being led by Myron Ebell, a leading climate change skeptic ( CBS News).
Ebell, who is not a scientist, disagrees with the overwhelming majority of climate scientists who say the
driving force behind the warming planet is the burning of fossil fuels. “We believed that the so-called
global warming consensus was not based on science, but was a political consensus,” Ebell said in a 2012
appearance on PBS’s “Frontline.” “Three feet of sea level rise and Miami is Venice. New Orleans is gone.
The Everglades are underwater,” countered the Natural Resource Defense Council’s Bob Deans. “Three
feet of sea level rise is at the lower end of what scientists expect by the end of this century,” Deans said.

LAPD CHIEF DEFIANT ON MASS DEPORTATIONS: Donald Trump has pledged to begin deporting
millions of undocumented immigrants as soon as he takes office next year ( Washington Post). For now,
Los Angeles Police Chief Charlie Beck has no plans to help him do it. “We’re going to maintain the same
posture we always have,” Beck told KNX 1070 Monday. “We don’t make detentions or arrests based
solely on status, whether that’s immigration status or any other status.” “If the federal government takes
a more aggressive role on deportation, then they’ll have to do that on their own,” he continued.

Campaigns

LIBERTARIAN SUPPORT SAGS IN INDIANA: The Libertarian candidates for Senate and governor
this year failed to meet the performance expectations at the polls they set for themselves (Smith, Indiana
Public Media). Libertarian Senate candidate Lucy Brenton did no better this election than her 2012
counterpart; gubernatorial candidate Rex Bell fared worse than his predecessor. Yet the Libertarian
presidential candidate Gary Johnson did better in Indiana than any national candidate from his party’s
done in at least 12 years – he garnered nearly 100,000 more votes than previous candidates. Mike
Downs Center for Indiana Politics at IPFW Director Andrew Downs says Libertarians need to build a
bench of candidates in the state. “Focus on some county council or city council races and it’s conceivable
that Libertarians could win – and then build from there,” Downs says. Bowen Center for Public Affairs
Director Joseph Losco says that will require building a base of financial support. “And building up an
infrastructure where you’ve got contacts in every county and you can call on individuals to get out the
vote for you on Election Day,” Losco says.

HOGUE TO RUN FOR DNC CHAIR: NARAL Pro-Choice America President Ilyse Hogue on Tuesday
became the first woman to formally express interest in heading the Democratic National Committee,
adding to a field of candidates that has filled out quickly after Democrats' stunning loss at the polls last
week, despite the DNC election being months away (NBC News). Hogue is well known in Washington
progressive circles. After stints with MoveOn.org and in the environmental movement, she took the helm
of NARAL, a pro-abortion rights group, in 2013. With a desire among many Democrats for a woman to
head the party that nominated Hillary Clinton, some are looking to Hogue.

PATRIOT MAJORITY RESPONDS TO OPENING OF FILES: Almost three weeks ago, on October 27,
2016, Patriot Majority USA requested the unsealing of all warrant affidavits associated with the October 4
state-police raid on the Indiana Voter Registration Project (IVRP). Today, those affidavits were
successfully unsealed (Howey Politics Indiana). “We are glad that these warrant affidavits have finally
been released for public inspection, because they confirm that the Indiana Voter Registration Project was
conducted in a professional manner designed to protect both voting rights and the integrity of the state
voter file. As the unsealed documents themselves state, the Project maintained records of unverified and
incomplete applications, in order to help the County Clerks do their jobs of registering only eligible
voters,” said Patriot Majority spokesperson Bill Buck. “Several of the so-called questionable applications
listed in the warrant were in fact accurate, as proven by the Clerks who verified the information and
eligibility of the voters,” added Buck, who concluded: “The professionalism of the Indiana Voter
Registration Project is further proven by the fact that most of the canvassers mentioned in these
warrants were fired, let go, not called back or quit before the State Police became involved in this
matter. In addition, most of the non-verified applications mentioned in the warrants were flagged as
incomplete or inaccurate by the Project itself, as part of its quality-control process, in order to ensure that
no ineligible individual or application made its way onto the Voter File.”

Congress

RYAN REELECTED SPEAKER: Congressional Republicans, donning “Make America Great Again” hats on
Tuesday, celebrated their impending control of government, sidestepping questions about disarray in
President-elect Donald J. Trump’s transition efforts while Democrats struggled to unify behind their
leadership after a brutal election defeat (New York Times). “Welcome to the dawn of a new unified
Republican government,” Speaker Paul D. Ryan said at a news conference Tuesday after a meeting with
House Republicans. “This will be a government focused on turning President-elect Trump’s victory into
real progress for the American people.” Mr. Ryan, whose renomination was unanimous, deflected
questions about Mr. Trump’s selection of Stephen K. Bannon, the former chairman of Breitbart News with
ties to hard-right nationalists, as his chief strategist, and questions about the role of Mr. Trump’s children
in the new administration. Mr. Trump “is so successful because he’s surrounded himself with good
people,” Mr. Ryan said. As for Mr. Bannon, who has relentlessly attacked Mr. Ryan, he said, smiling
stiffly, “I’m not looking backward.”

MESSER NOMINATED FOR POLICY COMMITTEE CHAIR AGAIN: U.S. House Republicans on
Tuesday nominated Rep. Luke Messer, R-6th, for re-election as chairman of the Republican Policy
Committee for the 115th Congress (Francisco, Fort Wayne Journal Gazette). Messer was among five
members of the GOP senior leadership team, including House Speaker Paul Ryan, R-Wis., who were
nominated for re-election. The entire House will vote in January. Messer, of Shelbyville, is completing his
first term as chairman of the Republican Policy Committee, the fifth-ranking leadership post for the House
GOP. He was re-elected last week to a third term in Congress.

DONNELLY RESOLUTION FOR GULF WAR MEMORIAL NEAR NATIONAL MALL: U.S. Senators Joe
Donnelly (D-IN) and John Boozman (R-AR) continued their commitment to ensure veterans of Operations
Desert Shield and Desert Storm are honored with a national memorial in Washington, D.C. by introducing
a joint resolution to approve the location of the National Desert Storm War Memorial on a prominent area
near the National Mall and other war memorials, a news release from Donnelly's office stated ( Howey
Politics Indiana). Donnelly and Boozman introduced the National Desert Storm and Desert Shield War
Memorial Act, to authorize establishment of a National Desert Shield and Desert Storm War Memorial on
federal lands within the District of Columbia in 2013. The bill was included in the National Defense
Authorization Act and signed into law in December 2014. Secretary of Interior Sally Jewell approved the
location of the monument in August. Congress has 150 days to accept this recommendation. No federal
funds will be spent to build this memorial. All funds will be raised privately by the National Desert Storm
War Memorial Association.

HOUSE LAYS DOWN SYRIA MARKERS: The House laid down markers Tuesday as to how it will try to
shape foreign policy going into the new administration by passing two sanctions bills: one targeting Iran,
the other Syria (Washington Post). The House overwhelmingly passed a 10-year extension of the Iran
Sanctions Act (ISA) by a vote of 419 to 1. The ISA forms the basis for energy, banking and defense
sanctions against Iran’s nuclear and missile activities, and was set to expire at the end of the year. The
House also passed by voice vote a measure imposing new sanctions on anyone who provides the Syrian
government with financial, material or technological support — a category that includes Russia and Iran
— in an effort to “halt the wholesale slaughter of the Syrian people.”

BOXER CALLS FOR ELECTORAL COLLEGE DEMISE: In a parting swipe at President-elect Donald
Trump, retiring Democratic California Sen. Barbara Boxer filed legislation Tuesday to abolish the Electoral
College that has propelled the Manhattan mogul into the White House ( NBC News). Noting that Hillary
Clinton got more votes than Trump but still lost the election, Boxer said it is time to do with an "outdated,
undemocratic system that does not reflect our modern society."

State

GOVERNOR: KENTUCKY-BASED CO. TO BRING 80 JOBS TO CHARLESTOWN - The governor's
office announced yesterday that Ohio Valley Precast, a manufacturer of precast concrete products, will
establish operations in Clark County (Howey Politics Indiana). With its growth, the company plans to
create up to 80 high-wage jobs to support increased production of precast concrete components in the
industrial, commercial and civil construction sectors. The Indiana Economic Development Corporation
offered Ohio Valley Precast LLC up to $625,000 in conditional tax credits and up to $50,000 in training
grants based on the company's job creation plans. These incentives are performance-based, meaning
until Hoosiers are hired, the company is not eligible to claim incentives. The Clark County Council
approved additional tax incentives at the request of One Southern Indiana.

STATEHOUSE: ISTEP PANEL HESITATES TO OFFER SPECIFICS - The committee tasked with
replacing Indiana's current suite of testing, including ISTEP, heard proposals Tuesday but won't make a
final decision until the last week of November - just days before a legislatively imposed deadline
(Osowski, Evansville Courier & Press). It remains unclear exactly what the final proposal to lawmakers
will be and how specific the committee will get in its recommendations. Committee Chair Nicole Fama, a
principal in the Indianapolis Public Schools system, said she will work with the state's Legislative Services
Agency over the next few days and send a final proposal to committee members. The committee will
meet again on Nov. 29 for a final discussion and vote. During Tuesday's meeting, State Superintendent
Glenda Ritz outlined her proposed plan which would eliminate IREAD and focus the statewide assessment
on math and reading. She said the plan has gotten 7,000 comments from parents and teachers around
the state who are in favor of the proposed changes. That plan seemed too specific for Fama, who after
Ritz had wrapped up her presentation said she doesn't want to get too detailed in the committee's final
report. "Our recommendations are going to be very broad," Fama said. "From what I understand, this is
just the first step of the process."

STATEHOUSE: RECOMMENDATIONS ON AGENDA AS SBOE MEETS TODAY - An email from the
State Board of Education included a preview of "some of the higher profile issues" slated for a meeting
this morning at the Indiana Government Center (Howey Politics Indiana). Under "New Business," the
Board's Data Reporting Committee's final recommendations will be delivered. Also, the Board intends to
create an Executive Committee "to provide an additional venue for targeted engagement of stakeholders,
including legislative and other policy makers. It will also provide aid in the transition from one
Superintendent of Public Instruction to another and in the timely creation of an ESSA plan and further
educational partnerships."

CRIME: PARK TUDOR REACHES DEAL WITH FEDS OVER COACH - Park Tudor has reached a deal
with the U.S. Attorney's Office to avoid prosecution for alleged efforts by its former headmaster to hide
evidence during the Kyle Cox investigation (WRTV). Cox is now serving 14 years in prison for having an
inappropriate relationship with a 15-year-old Park Tudor student while he was employed as the school's
head basketball coach. Prosecutors accused of him of exchanging explicit photos with the student and
attempting to coerce the student into further sexual activity. On Tuesday, the U.S. Attorney's Office
released a deferred prosecution agreement in which the school agreed to probation and acknowledged
that actions by former head of school Dr. Matthew D. Miller likely would have left Part Tudor subject to
prosecution for misprision of a felony – or deliberately concealing knowledge and evidence of a felonious
act. According to the deferred prosecution agreement, Miller knew about the explicit images shared
between Cox and the student, and in fact had been presented with them and knew the school's outside
council had possession of them. Instead of presenting that evidence to police, Miller reportedly led
investigators to believe the school had no information about photos being exchanged between Cox and
the student. Miller also reportedly turned the laptop containing those images over to the student's
parents, rather than to law enforcement. Miller was found dead in January of this year. His death was
ruled a suicide.

EDUCATION: RACIST FLIERS REMOVED AT IUPUI - Fliers filled with white supremacist messages
were taken down Monday at Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis, a campus spokeswoman
said (IndyStar). Staff members found out about the fliers through social media, and they immediately
notified the Indiana University Police Department, said IUPUI spokeswoman Margie Smith-Simmons.
Campus facility services removed the offensive signs. Smith-Simmons noted that the campus has to
balance free speech rights with fostering diversity and inclusion.

ECONOMY: GM TO PERMANENTLY LAY OFF 160 IN KOKOMO - Around 160 workers will be
permanently laid off from the GM Kokomo facility after company officials last week announced it will stop
producing semiconductors at the plant by mid-2017 (Gerber, Kokomo Tribune). The company said in a
press release that employees were notified last Wednesday about the decision, which will affect around
100 hourly and 60 salaried employees. The total workforce at the facility is now set to drop from more
than 755 employees to around 600 after the layoffs, which amounts to a 20 percent cut to the labor
force.

ECONOMY: NW INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTION FALLS AGAIN - Raw steel production in the Great
Lakes region fell below the threshold of 600,000 tons last week, the sixth straight week it's fallen
(Pete, NWI Times). Steel production fell to 599,000 tons, a decline of 2.1 percent from 612,000 tons a

week earlier. Capacity utilization nationwide was only 66.6 percent last week, the ninth straight week it's
been mired under 70 percent, and well below the 90 percent many analysts consider healthy. Overall
U.S. steel output fell by 22,000 tons last week to 1.58 million tons, a decline of 1.3 percent, according to
an American Iron and Steel Institute estimate.

REGIONAL CITIES: $1.8M APPROVED FOR SOUTH BEND, ELKHART - Regional Cities of Northern
Indiana has allocated an additional $1.8 million in Regional Cities money for three projects in South Bend
and Elkhart, including a climbing gym, technology center and mixed-use hotel project (Blasko, South
Bend Tribune). The group was awarded $42 million last December for projects that help drive population
growth in St. Joseph, Elkhart and Marshall counties by improving quality of life in the region, which is
home to more than 500,000 residents. It previously awarded $38.6 million in Regional Cities money to 15
projects, including mixed-use apartment projects in South Bend and Mishawaka and South Bend
Blueways, an effort to improve the trails and parks along the St. Joseph River in South Bend.

SECURITY: OFFICIALS WORKING TO PROTECT POWER GRID - As the threat of cyberattacks
grow, state officials and researchers are working to keep Indiana's power grid safe ( Statehouse File).
They're focused, in particular, on microgrids - smaller versions of larger electric grids that serve small
geographic areas such a college campus or downtown area. Duke Energy, the Indiana Office of Utility
Consumer Counselor and the research institute Battery Innovation Center are working together to
prevent cyberattacks that could threaten microgrids. "Microgrids present unique security challenges that
need specific tools to guard against threats," Rob Caldwell, Duke Energy senior vice president, said in a
statement. "The Battery Innovation Center is already well-known as a microgrid test facility. We are
pleased to partner with them in this research project." Duke Energy will contribute $500,000 to the
Battery Innovation Center for testing protocols for identifying of cyber threats, creating of plans to
combat threats and the discovering of ways to fight multiple threats simultaneously.

IMMIGRATION: ALLEN COUNTY SHERIFF SUPPORTS TRUMP PLAN - President-elect Trump
campaigned on deporting 11 million undocumented immigrants (Rose, WPTA-TV). "I think they should
just be loaded up and taken back to their country where they came from if they're not going to pay to
live here," Allen County Sheriff Dave Gladieux says. He says he agrees with President-elect Trump's call
to deport "people that are criminal and have criminal records" after they've paid their debt to our society.
"From what I gather, I think Mr. Trump is on the right track with, once they are through our system and
they are a convicted, undocumented individual, they are to be shipped out of this country. And I think
that, I think that will help," Gladieux says. Thirty undocumented immigrants are sitting at the 740 bed
Allen County jail right now.

EDUCATION: FORMER BRITISH PM CAMERON AT DEPAUW DEC. 8 - David Cameron, who served
as Prime Minister of the United Kingdom from May 2010 until stepping down from the post in July, will
come to DePauw University on Thursday, Dec. 8 (Greencastle Banner Graphic). "The Historic Events of
2016 and Where We Go From Here," presented by DePauw's Timothy and Sharon Ubben Lecture Series,
will be one of Cameron's first public speaking appearances since leaving office on July 13. The event will
begin at 4:30 p.m. in Neal Fieldhouse, located within the Lilly Physical Education and Recreation Center
(702 S. College Ave.). Following Cameron's formal remarks, the prime minister will respond to questions,

which may be submitted to UbbenQuestions@depauw.edu. DePauw student journalists will present the
questions to the former Prime Minister at the event.

Nation

DHS: U.S. OFFICIALS WARN ISIS TO TARGET HOLIDAY EVENTS - U.S. officials issued a somber
warning today that the coming holiday season could mean "opportunities for violent extremists" to strike,
especially as terror groups are squeezed abroad (ABC News). "Though we know of no intelligence that is
both specific and credible at this time of a plot by terrorist organizations to attack the homeland, the
reality is terrorist-inspired individuals have conducted, or attempted to conduct, attacks in the United
States," reads a bulletin posted online today by the Department of Homeland Security. The warning said
terrorists could attempt to target "public events and places where people congregate." The bulletin came
days after an ISIS magazine called on the terrorist group's followers to use vehicles to attack popular
outdoor attractions, like a New York parade.

Local

CITIES: 250 RESIDENTS TO SUE EAST CHICAGO OFFICIALS - About 250 current and former West
Calumet residents put state, local and federal officials on notice they intend to file a lawsuit alleging the
government knew about the highly lead- and arsenic- contaminated soil but did nothing to prevent future
exposure (Cross, NWI Times). The 251 individual tort claims — filed by attorneys Walter Alvarez and Eric
Pavlack — put on notice the city of East Chicago, Mayor Anthony Copeland, the city’s department of
public and environmental health, the Indiana Department of Environmental Management, the Indiana
Department of Health, the state of Indiana, Gov. Mike Pence and Carrie Gosch Elementary School.
Anyone wishing to sue a government entity first must file a notice of intent to sue. The 251 residents
represented by Alvarez's law firm include 187 children, according to the firm's news release.

CITIES: CALL FOR MUNCIE MAYOR TO RELEASE LEGAL FEES - A member of Muncie City Council
has called on Mayor Dennis Tyler to release as many details as possible about how much the city is
paying Indianapolis attorneys to defend a federal court lawsuit and advise Tyler on an ongoing FBI
investigation (Roysdon, Muncie Star Press). During Monday evening's city council meeting, Republican
councilman Dan Ridenour asked the city controller about the fees paid to Ice Miller attorneys. The Star

Press has also sought the release of those amounts and been turned down. Ridenour asked Muncie City
Controller Audrey Jones if she could release a "budget" for what has been paid to the Ice Miller law firm.
He noted that some Ice Miller pay claims that have been released indicate what the claims were for,
including bond issues, but others do not. "I would love to see those," Ridenour said in reference to the
legal fees. Jones said she would ask Tyler. She also noted that some payments to Ice Miller may have
been made through the city's insurance carrier. No decision about releasing the legal fees was announced
Tuesday.

CITIES: INDY COUNCIL OKS HOGSETT PLAN TO BORROW $75M - The Indianapolis City-County
Council on Monday overwhelmingly approved issuing bonds to pay for about $75 million worth of projects
to support city infrastructure, road funding and public safety (Colombo, Indianapolis Business Journal).
The move is a win for Democratic Mayor Joe Hogsett's administration, which originally faced skepticism
from council Republicans over the decision to borrow to pay for a number of the city's big-ticket capital
expenses. Hogsett's team says it is a strategy to reduce stress on the city's budget and help with its
budget deficit reduction goal. Some of the projects and expenses include $24.6 million for road funding,
$5.2 million for parks funding, upgrading the city's computer-aided dispatch and E-911 system, building
two Indianapolis Fire Department stations, new solid waste trucks and equipment, new police cars, new
voting machines and fire equipment.

CITIES: McQUILLEN BACKS BONDING - The council's top Republican, Minority Leader Mike
McQuillen, said he decided to vote for the bonding requests out of a desire to "move forward and put
partisan concerns behind us" (IBJ). McQuillen's caucus had been clamoring to spend some of the $39
million recently returned to the city from state income tax reserves on infrastructure, but Hogsett's
administration said the city would be better served with the money sitting in a savings account for an
emergency.

CITIES: AT&T COMES TO MICHIGAN CITY - Residents here will have access to AT&T internet
service (NWI Times). The company is offering a 1 gigabit connection to Michigan City area homes,
apartments and small businesses on its fiber network powered by AT&T Fiber. The service is already
available in parts of Crown Point, Hammond, Munster and St. John. The company also has plans to
provide the service in parts of Merrillville. “The 100 percent fiber network from AT&T will contribute to
our growing economy and high quality of life in Michigan City,” Michigan City Mayor Ron Meer said in a
news release. “Access to high-speed internet will help create new jobs, grow small businesses and
improve access to educational opportunities.”

CITIES: HAMILTON LAYS OUT BLOOMINGTON CHALLENGES - Bloomington residents must talk
about the city’s challenges to realize its bright future, Mayor John Hamilton told the Bloomington Rotary
Club during a Tuesday meeting as he reflected on his first 10 months in office (Banta, Bloomington
Herald-Times). “When I said that Bloomington didn’t change from Monday, Nov. 7, to today, I meant it,”
the mayor said, noting how the election has not changed those things about the city that are good. “It’s
also important to note we’re not some magical nirvana either.” The region has seen some rebounding
after four years of a shrinking economy, but still is down 500 jobs from eight years ago. The city has the
most expensive housing market in the state and has seen an increase in the violent crime rate, in illegal
drug use and in the visibility of vagrancy.

CITIES: REDUCED HEALTHCARE & PREMIUMS FOR LOOGOOTEE - Loogootee city employees will
have reduced health insurance coverage next year, in exchange for a much lower premium increase
(Pinkham, Washington Times Herald). Loogootee City Council unanimously approved the health insurance
recommendation made by Public Works Superintendent Bo Wilson. The employees will continue to be
insured by Federated Insurance, since its premiums, deductibles and co-pays were lower than that of
competitors even with the increase. Wilson said a consensus of employees wanted to drop from this
year's platinum-level coverage to the gold-level in 2017. The platinum-level coverage will increase 23.3
percent, while the gold-level will go up 6.8 percent.

CITIES: $3M WATER MAIN PROJECT NEARLY COMPLETE IN HOPE - A $3 million project that
called for replacing 14,000 feet of the town's antiquated water mains is on target to be completed this
fall, town officials said (Webber, Columbus Republic). The only part of the project that remains is
finishing a butterfly hookup of the main control valve at County Road 600 North, which will be completed
this fall, said David Clouse, Hope's utilities director. The town has been working on the problem since a
2014 study by Strand Associates, Inc., a Wisconsin-based firm with an Indiana office in Columbus,
confirmed that about 45 percent of the town's water was leaking into the ground. When studies showed
that half of the water mains in Hope were more than 80 years old, the town sought and received a
$600,000 grant from the Indiana Office of Community and Rural Affairs and began taking steps to keep
more of the water it purchases from Eastern Bartholomew Water Corp.

CITIES: ANDERSON COUNCIL QUESTIONS MOUNDS GREENWAY - During a recent presentation
on the proposed Mounds Greenway by the Hoosier Environmental Council members of the Anderson City
Council raised questions about funding the project (de la Bastide, Anderson Herald Bulletin). A coalition of
business and environmental groups led by the Hoosier Environmental Council (HEC) has proposed a trail
system connecting Anderson and Muncie as an alternative to the stalled Mounds Lake reservoir project.
Tim Maloney, executive director of HEC, said the Greenway proposal would preserve White River as a
free-flowing river and conserve 2,300 acres. He said the estimated cost is between $15 million and $40
million depending on land acquisition costs. "It would be a great recreational and economic asset for
central Indiana," Maloney said. "The White River is a high-quality warm water fishery and the greenway
would protect historic resources."

CITIES: ELKHART PASTORS, POLICE TOUT ENGAGEMENT - Kevin Adams, pastor of New Season
Ministry, says it's about communication (Vandenack, Elkhart Truth). If residents in Washington Gardens
and the rest of south-central Elkhart want to assure a police presence to guard against the bad guys,
they need to keep authorities informed, something that doesn't always happen. "A lot of it's our fault
right here in our community," he said. "If you're not getting the call, no one's coming around here." More
specifically, when residents see something, they need to tell police. "You have to make the call," he said.
"You have to be able to make calls more frequently." Adams was one of about 30 people who took part
in a town hall meeting on crime Monday night led by Mayor Tim Neese and organized by the
Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance. While those assembled didn't reach any conclusions or propose a
new plan of action, there was plenty of dialogue.

CITIES: INDY RANKS IN TOP 10 FOR VOLUNTEERISM - Congressman André Carson (IN-07) along
with Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett, yesterday congratulated Indianapolis for having the 10th highest
volunteer rate in the nation (Indianapolis Recorder). In a report released this morning by the Corporation
for National and Community Service, Indianapolis ranked 10th among the 51 largest cities across the
country for volunteerism. The report finds residents in Indy volunteered 38.9 million hours equaling an
estimated economic impact of $795 million dollars in 2015.

CITIES: NEW ALBANY RIDS 5 ONE-WAY STREETS - After years of speculation, discussion and
research, New Albany officials decided it's time to convert its one-way streets downtown to two ways
(News & Tribune). The New Albany Board of Public Works and Safety unanimously approved a plan
during its meeting Tuesday that would change five streets — Pearl, Bank, Market, Spring and Elm. The
switch should be in effect by the end of 2017. “I think this is a positive change for our city. After months
of review and preparation, the Board of Public Works and Safety has reached the same conclusion as
planners and engineers," Mayor Jeff Gahan stated in a news release. "The City of New Albany has been
one-way long enough. These changes improve walkability, the connectivity of all residents, and will
further enhance our downtown."

CITIES: MACONAQUAH TEACHER REMOVES AMERICAN FLAG - A teacher at Maconaquah High
School was issued a letter of reprimand last week after school officials say he removed an American flag
from his classroom because of his frustration over the election ( Kokomo Tribune). Maconaquah School
Corporation Superintendent Doug Arnold said the teacher removed the flag the day after the election last
Wednesday during one of his classes. “This teacher did this, I’m guessing, out of some kind of frustration
with the election,” he said. Maconaquah High School Principal Chad Carlson learned about the incident at
the end of the school day, Arnold said, and called the teacher to his office.

COUNTIES: ST. JOSEPH APPROVES 20% HIKE IN BED TAX - The St. Joseph County Council
unanimously approved a 2017 budget on Tuesday for the county's Hotel-Motel Tax Board that calls for a
20 percent increase in spending compared to this year (South Bend Tribune). The larger budget, which
includes $225,000 for a new county tourism development fund, comes as increased hotel occupancy and
higher room rates have translated into more bed tax revenue collected by the county. The revenue,
administered by the tax board, comes from the 6 percent hotel-motel tax charged on rooms. Compared
to this year, total spending in the budget climbed to $4.85 million from about $4.04 million. The money is
used to fund the Century Center in South Bend and Visit South Bend Mishawaka, the county visitors
bureau.

COUNTIES: CROSS DOCKS OPEN IN DAVIESS COUNTY - Dignitaries from around the state and
local area joined in to open the new $2 million cross-dock facility on Washington's east side. The facility is
part of a much larger project, but it opens the way for current and future businesses in the county to
access rail service with CSX (Washington Times-Herald). "What this means is growth and jobs," said
Washington Mayor Joe Wellman. "It is the first of what we are sure will be many future projects, many
future new employers and expansion of the existing employment. We already have some existing
companies here that want to use the rail siding to load product out and get raw materials in. Ron
(Daviess County Economic Development Corporation Executive Director Ron Arnold) is working on that

now to get more businesses lined up. There are certain businesses where it is cheaper to bring
something in or take it out by rail instead of truck."

COUNTIES: ELKHART LATINOS JITTERY - Since Donald Trump's election as president last week,
emotions have been running at a fevered pitch among those in Elkhart County's immigrant and Latino
communities (Vandenack, Elkhart Truth). "It's the fear of being safe," said Dara Marquez, brought to
Elkhart from Mexico as a child and now pursuing her master's degree at Purdue University. It's not just
the election of Trump that has her worried, but the president-elect's talk of cracking down on
undocumented immigrants and the xenophobia she worries that has inspired. So on Sunday, around 50
people – Latinos and undocumented immigrants, their advocates and others – gathered at College
Mennonite Church at Goshen College, one of a handful of meetings around Indiana that Marquez says
was organized by the Indiana Undocumented Youth Alliance. They discussed their fears. On the flip side,
they also talked about the things that bind the Latino and Immigrant communities together, the things
that make them strong.

COUNTIES: BARTHOLOMEW EMPLOYERS HAVING TROUBLE FILLING JOBS - There's a long line
of employers looking for solutions to fill a shallow employment pool (Johannesen, Columbus Republic).
The explanations of why it exists are almost as long, but here are a few key ones. Bartholomew County's
unemployment rate has long been among the lowest in the state, meaning fewer people need jobs. In
September, its 3.1 percent jobless rate was just one-tenth of a percent higher than Dubois County, which
has the lowest in Indiana. The state rate in September was 4.2 percent. For all intents and purposes, the
county is at full employment. Along with this challenge, data indicates that about 500 people will retire
per year as Baby Boomers begin to exit the workforce, said Kent Fuller, human resources and
administration manager at Caltherm. Caltherm and NTN Driveshaft are among the many Columbus
manufacturers that have had difficulty finding qualified employees to fill open jobs. The combination of
companies not investing enough in the skilled trades during the Great Recession and people with the
needed skills seeking employment in other industries created a shortage when the need grew, he said.

Scott.A.Milkey
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To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Atterholt, Jim
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 7:01 AM
Brady Brookes
Fwd: Thank you
S Feeney RC Bio 041111.pdf; ATT00001.htm; S Feeney Resume 080114.pdf;
ATT00002.htm; Political Support Donald Trump.pdf; ATT00003.htm; Positions Seeking
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Long time friend:
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Scott Feeney" <scott.feeney@rockwellcollins.com>
To: "Atterholt, Jim" <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Thank you
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Jim:
Thank you for the call yesterday. I greatly appreciated it.
Hey, I did not get a chance to ask you on the phone, but I just wanted to
confirm that it is still your intention to move out to DC and work in the VP
office. Is it not? VP/Chief of Staff?
If it still is, any notional months our time frames you think you may be
making your first trip out here would be useful. I do not want to
inadvertently schedule a business trip during a time you might be coming
out.
I know you said that you would not be forwarding anything out to Josh
Pitcock yet, but attached please find my updated package that I put
together. It includes the top four positions I am seeking. If you would
discard the other package I sent and keep this for when the time is right, I
would be very grateful.
I understand that Jay Carafino from Heritage is taking lead on transitions to
the State Department and Lt. Gen. (ret.) Joseph "Keith" Kellog is handling
the transition for the Defense Department. If you by chance hear how I can
information to them, for example a Transition Officer address, I would be
grateful. Just trying to stay on top of all the stovepipes. I went through this

before when I got my last Pentagon position and you cannot leave anything
to chance. It's brutal and if you go to sleep, you lose.
FYI, a little birdie told me that Dan is trying to get a contract with Taiwan
stressing his connections to Mike. Also, your guys in DC probably already
have this, but I included a letter from foreign policy and national security
staff opposing President Elect Trump. I could probably add about ten names
to this list.
Best of luck in the weeks ahead.
Sincerely,
Scott Feeney
Director
International Government Relations
Rockwell Collins
1300 Wilson Blvd., Suite 200, Arlington, VA 22209
WK: 703-516-8238, MB: 703-209-0723
Email: scott.feeney@rockwellcollins.com

Talks, and Han Kuang military exercises. In both positions,
Scott was responsible for providing policy analysis to the
Secretary of Defense, Dep. Under Secretary of Defense for
Policy, Asst. Secretary of Defense for Asia & Pacific Security
Affairs, and Dep. Asst. Secretary of Defense for East Asia
Security. He worked closely with the Joint Staff, PACOM,
NSC, DSCA, DTSA, and the State Department to develop
U.S. policy and maintained policy oversight on all U.S.
foreign military and direct commercial sales to Korea and
Taiwan.
Scott Feeney
Director
International Government Relations
Scott Feeney joined Rockwell Collins’ (RC) Washington DC
Washington Operations office as its Director for
International Government Relations in February of 2009.
Scott is responsible for providing support to all RC
international business pursuits that require interface with
the U.S. and foreign governments to facilitate both direct
commercial and foreign military sales. Scott works closely
with the USG and foreign governments to overcome
impediments to RC’s global business, monitors all USG
legislative and regulatory actions the have potential to
impact RC’s international business, develops strategy to
inform the USG policy making process, and coordinates RC’s
participation in trade organizations, regional business
councils, and advocacy organizations that maintain a trade,
licensing, national security, or regulatory focus. As the
Director, Scott's regional focus has been Asia, the Nordic
countries, Russia, Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and
Latin America.
Prior to joining RC, Scott served for six years in the Office of
the Secretary of Defense (OSD). From 2003‐2005, he served
as the Korea Country Director where he represented OSD on
the U.S. negotiating team to the Beijing Six‐Party Talks on
North Korea’s nuclear weapons program helping to
negotiate and coordinate U.S. policy positions with N.
Korea, Japan, S. Korea, China, and Russia.
He also
represented OSD at the Trilateral Coordination and
Oversight Group coordinating U.S.‐North Korea policy with
Japan and S. Korea. From 2006‐2009, he served as Taiwan
Country Director representing OSD at interagency meetings
on Taiwan and U.S‐Taiwan mil‐to‐mil dialogues, such as the
Monterey Talks, Defense Review Talks, Security Cooperation

Tel: (703) 516-8238

In the U.S. Congress, Scott twice served as the principal
foreign policy advisor to the House Committee on
Government Reform.
During his two tenures, Scott
investigated Chinese espionage at U.S. nuclear laboratories
and reviewed U.S. high‐technology sales to China. He was
also responsible for the Chairman’s work on the Committee
on International Relations and its Subcommittee on Asia
and the Pacific.
After the collapse of the Suharto dictatorship in 2000, Scott
accepted a one‐year assignment as the International
Republican Institute’s Governance Program Officer in
Jakarta, Indonesia. Utilizing USAID funding, he advised the
Indonesian House of Representatives (DPR) how to develop
legal drafting skills and an effective legal drafting division.
He also counseled provincial and regency‐level parliaments
on legislative oversight, parliamentary procedure, and
transparency.
From 1997 to 1998, after completing one year of political and
economic training at the State Department's Foreign Service
Institute, Scott researched Japan’s foreign policy making
process and its bilateral relations with Indonesia, Singapore,
Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philippines as a Mike Mansfield
Fellow working in the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Asia Bureau.
From 1994 to 1996, Scott served as Professional Staff on the
House Committee on International Relations Subcommittee
on the Western Hemisphere in the U.S. Congress where his
regional focus was U.S. policy toward Latin America and
Asia.
Scott grew up in Crystal Lake, Illinois. He received a B.A.
degree in comparative politics from Northwestern University
in 1987. Scott is a recipient of the Secretary of Defense
Medal for Exceptional Public Service and the Medal of the
Taiwan Armed Forces.

1300 Wilson Blvd., Suite 200, Arlington, VA 22209
E-mail: srfeeney@rockwellcollins.com Web: http://www.rockwellcollins.com

SCOTT RAPHAEL FEENEY
1418 N Rhodes St., Unit# 130, Arlington, VA 22209

WK: (703) 516-8238
MB: (703) 209-0723
srfeeney@outlook.com

EXPERIENCE
ROCKWELL COLLINS, Arlington, VA
Director, Government Relations, International Business

02/09 – present

Advise Rockwell Collins (RC) senior executives on global sales opportunities, trade policy, direct commercial & foreign military
sales process, and export controls. Seek out international sales. Develop government engagement strategies to facilitate RC
global exports. Monitor regulatory policies and advocate RC positions to the U.S. Government. Expand RC’s global networks.
Serve as RC’s primary liaison to the State Department (regional desks, PM/RSAT, DDTC, and U.S. Embassies), Defense
Department (OSD Policy, DSCA, DTSA, SAF/IA, Navy/IPO, USASAC, and Combatant Commands), Commerce Department,
and foreign diplomats. Manage RC engagement with U.S. embassies. Either identified, improved RC’s competitive position to
win, or secured U.S. Government approval to compete on $1.04 billion in int’l sales opportunities. Key focus: Argentina; Brazil;
India; Italy; Indonesia; Korea; Malaysia; Norway; Russia; Sweden; Taiwan; Ukraine; UK; Saudi Arabia; Thailand; and, UAE.
Top Secret Security Clearance.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, Washington, DC
Office of the Secretary of Defense
Taiwan Country Director, China Team, Asia & Pacific Security Affairs

02/06 – 01/09

Taiwan policy advisor to the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Asia and Pacific Security Affairs. Coordinated U.S.-Taiwan
defense policy with the NSC, State Department, American Institute in Taiwan, Joint Staff, U.S. Pacific Command, DSCA, Navy
IPO, SAF/IA, USASAC, Taiwan’s Ministry of National Defense, and Taiwan’s NSC. Assessed intelligence community
information on PRC and Taiwan military activities. Represented the Defense Secretary at the U.S.-Taiwan Pol-Mil Talks,
Monterey Talks, General Officer Steering Group, Defense Review Talks, Security Cooperation Talks, Missile Defense Dialogue,
Han Kuang military exercises, and U.S. interagency meetings. Provided analysis, policy briefings, and recommendations to the
Defense Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and Under Secretary of Defense for Policy. Monitored and made recommendations to DoD
senior leadership on all foreign military sales to Taiwan.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, Washington, DC
Office of the Secretary of Defense
Korea Country Director, Korea Team, Asia & Pacific Security Affairs

06/03 – 01/06

Korea policy advisor to the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Asia and Pacific Security Affairs. Coordinated U.S.-Korea
policy with the NSC, State Department, U.S. Embassy Seoul, Joint Staff, and U.S. Pacific Command. Represented the Secretary
at the Beijing Six-Party Talks on N. Korea’s nuclear program, Trilateral Coordination and Oversight Group (i.e. U.S., Japan, and
S. Korea), and U.S. interagency meetings. Coordinated N. Korea policy with China, Japan, Russia, and S. Korea at the Six-Party
Talks. Provided analysis, briefings, and recommendations to the Defense Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and Under Secretary of
Defense for Policy on N. Korean nuclear testing and missile tests. Monitored and made recommendations to DoD senior
leadership on all foreign military sales to S. Korea.
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, Washington, DC
Committee on Government Reform
Professional Staff, Foreign Policy Oversight

01/01 – 06/03
10/98 – 09/99

Chief foreign policy advisor to Committee Chairman. Responsible for Chairman’s work on the Foreign Affairs Committee and its
Asia & Pacific Subcommittee. Analyzed operations of U.S. Government organizations responsible for formulating and executing
U.S. national security policy with the goal to improve their efficiency and management. Investigated Chinese espionage at U.S.
nuclear laboratories. Organized hearings on executive branch disciplinary actions taken against Department of Defense China
analysts. Reviewed DEA counter-narcotics programs in SE Asia and U.S. embassy security. Policy focus: U.S.-China relations,
Japan, N. Korean nuclear weapons, Taiwan security cooperation, Turkey-Greece relations, Cyprus, Pakistan-India conflict, SE
Asian terrorism, and WMD proliferation.
INTERNATIONAL REPUBLICAN INSTITUTE, Jakarta, Indonesia
Indonesia Governance Program Officer

10/99 – 12/00

Advised the Indonesian House of Representatives (DPR) General Secretariat how to develop an effective legal drafting division
and improve DPR members’ capacity to draft legislation. Developed programs for and instructed provincial and regency-level
parliamentarians about legislative empowerment, oversight, parliamentary procedure, transparency, privatization, ethics, and
budgeting. These programs, which aimed to promote responsible government and democracy, targeted Jakarta, E. Java, W.
Sumatra, Yogyakarta, S. Sulawesi and S. Kalimantan. Coordinated IRI programs with U.S. Embassy Jakarta and in-country
NGOs. Secured program funding through the USAID.

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, Tokyo, Japan
Government of Japan
Mike Mansfield Fellow, Asia Bureau, Second SE Asia Division

10/97 – 09/98

Researched Japan’s foreign policy making process and Asia policies related to Indonesia, Singapore, the Philippines, Thailand,
Malaysia, and Brunei. Assisted Japan in providing financial and technical support to SE Asian nations impacted by the 1997
Asian financial crisis. Edited foreign policy speeches and correspondence for the Prime Minister, senior Ministry officials and
the Imperial Family. Assisted drafting MOFA materials for the APEC forum 9th Ministerial Meeting and negotiating positions
on collective security for the 2nd ASEAN Informal Summit.
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, Washington, DC
Committee on International Relations
Professional Staff, Subcommittee on Western Hemisphere

12/94 – 09/96

Latin America policy advisor to Subcommittee Chairman. Responsible for Chairman’s Asia work on the Subcommittee on Asia
& Pacific Affairs. Translated Subcommittee’s foreign policy agenda into actual U.S. foreign policy. Recommended and
administered Subcommittee hearings. Analyzed all congressional legislation regarding Latin America and Asia. Drafted
Chairman’s hearing statements, questions, and legislation. Conducted fact-finding missions to Latin America. Provided
Subcommittee members policy guidance. Subcommittee focus: Haiti, Mexican Peso Crisis, U.S.-Chile Free Trade Agreement,
Panama, narcotics trafficking, Andean Trade Preferences Act, Cuba, and Venezuela. Asia focus: China, Taiwan, Japan, Korea,
Pakistan, India, and Vietnam.
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, Washington, DC

6/88 – 11/94

EDUCATION
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL

1983 - 1987

BA in Comparative Politics. Focus on Foreign Policy. Minor in Economics

U.S. Department of State Foreign Service Institute, Arlington, VA

10/96 - 9/97

Studied Japanese government, politics and economy. Studied the Japanese language at Diplomatic Language Services.

Defense Institute for Security Assistance Management, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH

7/07 - 8/07, 5/13

Certificates in Security Assistance Management and International Programs Security Requirements.

AWARDS
Medal of the Taiwan Armed Forces: Awarded by the Taiwan Ministry of National Defense in recognition of one’s contribution to U.S.Taiwan military-to-military relations.
Medal for Exceptional Public Service: Awarded by the Secretary of Defense in recognition of my achievements as Taiwan Country
Director.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Atterholt, Jim
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 7:00 AM
Brady Brookes
Fwd: Trump-Pence transition team

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Abernathy, Kent" <KAbernathy@bmv.IN.gov>
Date: November 13, 2016 at 9:20:40 PM EST
To: "Atterholt, Jim" <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Trump-Pence transition team
Jim:
Wanted to touch base regarding the Trump-Pence transition team. Let me start by saying, we
have unfinished business at BMV and my desire is to continue as BMV Commissioner in the
next administration. That being said, based on my background and relationship with Vice
President-elect / Governor Pence, I feel I might be of benefit to the Trump - Pence transition
team in the near term.
I have prior experience working with Presidential-level transition teams. As you know, prior to
joining state government during the Daniels administration, I had over 30 years of military
service, including 6 years on active duty (September 2003 - December 2009) immediately prior
to joining the administration, including two tours in the Pentagon and a tour in Iraq. During my
second tour in the Pentagon, I spent six months (July 2008 to December 2008) as the interim
Director of the US Central Command (USCENTCOM) Washington Liaison office under the
command of LTG Martin Dempsey (acting CENTCOM Commander, later Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff) and then under GEN David Petraeus (later CIA Director). The USCENTCOM
area of responsibility is comprised of 20 Middle-Eastern countries, including Iraq and
Afghanistan. During that time, I served on the Joint Staff Chairman's New Administration
Transition Team (CNATT), preparing background and information briefings for the Presidential
candidates and then for President-elect Obama. My civilian deputy at CENTCOM during that
time is still serving in that capacity.
My other duty in the Pentagon centered primarily around serving as one of four Team Chiefs in
the Department of the Army 24/7 operations center (AOC), where I lead a team responsible for
tracking US Army operations worldwide, resulting in detailed assessments and recommendations
used by the Army staff, Joint Staff, Congress, the White House and other federal agencies.
In between my two tours in the Pentagon, I spent one year in Iraq as Chief of Staff of the Iraq
Assistance Group, the administrative headquarters for over 200 teams training Iraqi security
forces (Iraqi Army, National Police and Border Patrol). In that role, I served as a key link
between US, Iraqi, and other foreign militaries, ministries, government agencies and nongovernmental organizations.

In addition to working with the CENTCOM Liaison office Deputy, I have served with the
current commander of forces in Iraq, LTG Steve Townsend (served together in Iraq and in his
capacity as Executive Officer to GEN Petraeus at CENTCOM). I also attended West Point with
the current commander of forces in Afghanistan, GEN John "Mick" Nicholson, who replaced my
West Point classmate GEN John Campbell in that role. Additionally, I understand another West
Point classmate, MG Bert Mizusawa, may be serving as a member of the transition team. I have
a Masters in Strategic Studies from the US Army War College and currently hold a Secret level
security clearance.
I am sure the transition team will have access to a huge number of former military leaders, many
seeking jobs in the new administration. However, I am familiar with Washington, the Pentagon,
current key military players and the transition process without the influence of auditioning for a
job and with personal loyalty to Vice President-elect Pence.
To reiterate, my intent, if chosen by Governor-elect Holcomb, is to continue as Commissioner of
BMV in the next administration. The agency is on track to implement the historic changes of
HEA 1087 which take effect 1/1/17. Meanwhile, we continue the operational reform initiated
when I came on board and are evaluating the needed upgrade of our information systems as we
move into the new year. All of these tasks can be ably handled by my senior staff until my
return. In the interim, I offer my service to assist in the transition to the Trump-Pence
administration.
As you know, I will be honored to serve where most needed in whatever role best serves the
citizens of Indiana and the country.
Regards,
Kent

Kent W. Abernathy
Commissioner
Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles
100 North Senate Avenue, Room N400
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 232-2915

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Atterholt, Jim
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 6:32 AM
Brady Brookes
Fwd: Secretary of Labor

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Steven Braun <sbraun13@yahoo.com>
Date: November 15, 2016 at 11:14:29 AM EST
To: Jim Atterholt <jatterholt@gov.in.gov>
Subject: Fw: Secretary of Labor
Reply-To: Steven Braun <sbraun13@yahoo.com>
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****

Jim,
Take a look at the email exchange below. I was wondering if you could give some perspective on the
feasibility of a legitimate opportunity to present my case for the Secretary of Labor position and how I
should coordinate that with discussions with Eric and his transition team. If the Secretary option is not
viable, I don't want to impact my current role discussions.
I appreciate your counsel.
Steve
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Josh Pitcock <joshpitcock@gmail.com>
To: Steven Braun <sbraun13@yahoo.com>
Cc: "mpence1959@aol.com" <mpence1959@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 1:05 AM
Subject: Re: Secretary of Labor

Steve - great to see you today and thanks for your email.
We will be working through these appointments in the coming days/weeks and understand your
interest. And respect your desire for the Secretary position only.
I will circle back with you as we know more.
Thanks,
Josh
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 14, 2016, at 3:57 PM, Steven Braun <sbraun13@yahoo.com> wrote:

Mike,
It was great seeing you today. The opportunity you will have to put the nation
back on the right path is awe-inspiring and I am sure personally humbling to be
able to have that kind of leadership role and impact.
I wanted to follow-up briefly on my previous email and the brief discussion we
had today at the end of the meeting related to my interest in serving with you in
Washington.
First, I am extremely proud of what we have accomplished on the workforce front
here in Indiana. We have created, in only two years, a data-driven, innovative
approach to make certain that we are accountable to our employer's needs as it
relates to building talent pipelines and teaching the right skills at the right time in
the right way to prepare Hoosiers for careers that our employers need to grow
their businesses.
I want to confirm that I would be thrilled to have the opportunity to serve as
Secretary of Labor to bring my collective business, legislative and DWD
experiences to bear to reform the USDOL into an agency that is accountable to
economic and employer outcomes and help you and President-elect Trump use
workforce as the underpinning to strengthening our economy. With that
said, having been a CEO for many years, respectfully I don't believe I would be
effective without the leadership mantle of the Secretary role. I fully believe my
capabilities and experiences would serve you and the President in your quest to
change Washington, but I also understand that there will be many capable and
politically-better choice candidates. Therefore, unless you indicate that you want
me to pursue the Secretary of Labor job with your support, I will focus on
determining if there is an ongoing role here in Indiana. I don't want to pursue an
opportunity that is not attainable.
Thank you for the opportunity to clarify my thoughts.
Steve

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Atterholt, Jim
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 5:00 PM
Jennifer Pavlik
Fwd: Invitation for Vice President-elect Pence
Invitiation to Vice President-elect.pdf; ATT00001.htm

Completely your call Jen:
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Neal Osten <neal.osten@ncsl.org>
Date: November 15, 2016 at 3:03:32 PM EST
To: "jatterholt@gov.in.gov" <jatterholt@gov.in.gov>
Cc: Molly Ramsdell <molly.ramsdell@ncsl.org>
Subject: Invitation for Vice President-elect Pence

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Dear Jim,
Per your conversation with former Senator Tom Wyss, please find attached a letter of invitation for Vice
President-elect Pence to speak at the National Conference of State Legislatures Capitol Forum on
December 9 at the Marriott Wardman Hotel in Washington, D.C., We would like to have the Vice
President-elect speak at the plenary breakfast from 8:30am to 9:45am. If this time does not work for the
Vice President-elect’s schedule, we would be pleased to find an alternative day and time during our
meeting in Washington.
I appreciate your assistance in having Vice President-elect Pence speak to state legislators about the
agenda for the Trump administration and how states and in particular, state legislators, can partner with
the administration in areas of mutual concern.
Thanks,
Neal
Neal Osten
Director, Washington Office
National Conference of State Legislatures
444 North Capitol Street, NW Suite 515
Washington, D.C. 20001
202-624-8660 (o)
202-413-1439 (c)

Michael Gronstal
S e n a t e M a j o r it y L e a d e r
Iowa
President, NCSL

November 15, 2016
The Honorable Mike Pence
Vice President-elect
725 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10022

R a ú l E . B u r c i a ga
Director
L e g i s l a t iv e C o u n c i l S e r v ic e
New Mexico
S t a f f C ha ir , N C S L
William T. Pound
E x e c u t iv e D i r e c t o r

Dear Vice President-elect Pence,

On behalf of the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL), we would like to congratulate you
on your election as the 48th Vice President of the United States. We know that your experience as
Governor of Indiana will bring a strong state voice to the agenda of President-elect Trump and his
administration. We look forward to working with you and the new administration on the many issues
facing our states and our country.
We also would like to congratulate you for being selected as Chairman of the Presidential Transition. As
you and your team prepare for the transition in January, we offer you the expertise of our members and
the staff of the National Conference of State Legislatures as a resource on the many joint state-federal
programs. Please let us know how we can be of assistance.
In this regard, we extend an invitation for you to speak during our upcoming NCSL Capitol Forum, to
state legislators from across the country about the agenda of the new administration, including what
states can expect, and how states and the administration can work together in areas of mutual interest.
The NCSL Capitol Forum will be held at the Marriott Wardman Hotel in Washington, D.C., December
7-9 and we would like you to address our plenary breakfast on Friday, December 9, from 8:30 am – 9:45
am. You may recall that you spoke to us at this same meeting 6 years ago.
The NCSL Capitol Forum will bring together over 700 state legislators, state legislative staff and private
and public sector representatives to discuss state-federal priorities and the top issues for the 2017
legislative sessions. If the scheduled plenary breakfast on Friday, December 9, does not work for your
schedule, we would be interested in finding an alternative day and time during the meeting to
accommodate your schedule.
We look forward to your response to this invitation. If you or your staff have questions regarding this
invitation, please contact NCSL’s Washington Office directors, Neal Osten (202-624-8660;
neal.osten@ncsl.org) or Molly Ramsdell (202-624-3584; molly.ramsdell@ncsl.org).
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Senator Mike Gronstal
Senate Majority Leader, Iowa
President, NCSL
Denv er
7700 E ast F irs t P la ce
D e nve r, Col orad o 80230 -7143
Ph one 303. 364. 7700 Fa x 303.364. 7800

Senator Deb Peters
Assistant Senate Majority Leader, South Dakota
President-elect, NCSL
W as hington
444 North Capit ol S t ree t, N. W. S uit e 515
Wash ingt on, D. C. 20001
Ph one 202. 624. 5400 Fax 202.737. 1069

Webs ite ww w. ncsl. org
Email inf o@ncsl. org

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kane, David
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 11:58 AM
Hill, John (GOV)
Re: Obama administration delays decision on Dakota Access Pipeline

Not helpful news for North Dakota! I heard today that cemetery graves were being desecrated as retaliation. I
can't imagine Native Americans doing such a thing.
David
On Nov 15, 2016, at 11:53 AM, Hill, John (GOV) <jhill@gov.in.gov> wrote:
Note the first article. Not only are the feds not providing support to the demonstrations, they are
now telling the Corps of Engineers to slow walk their decision.
From: API SmartBrief [mailto:api@smartbrief.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 9:31 AM
To: Hill, John (GOV) <jhill@gov.in.gov>
Subject: Obama administration delays decision on Dakota Access Pipeline

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****

Obam a administration delay s decision on Da kota Access Pipeline | Rubicon O ilfield In ternational acquires Top- Co Holdings | Entrepreneurs offer possible sol utio ns in O kla.

November 15, 2016

News for the oil and natural gas industry

TOP STORY

Obama administration delays decision on Dakota Access Pipeline

The US Army Corps of Engineers wants input from the Standing Rock Sioux tribe before deciding whether to
completion of the project. "At the end of the day, the Obama administration doesn't want to do it, and this is a
Director of Research Christine Tezak.
Bloomberg (11/15)

The Right Part. In Stock. Near You.
Ariel's expertise, state-of-the-art distribution center, and network of over
part you need or worry about how to get it quickly. You bought the best
Ariel Parts.

INDUSTRY NEWS

Rubicon Oilfield International acquires Top-Co Holdings

Houston-based Rubicon Oilfield International announced Monday that it has bought Top-Co Holdings, a sup
undisclosed amount. "Rubicon's extremely strong global presence, commitment to customer service and rob
Co branded products," said Phil Vogel, president and CEO of Top-Co.
FuelFix.com (11/14)

Entrepreneurs offer possible solutions in Okla.

Entrepreneurs are working on ways to deal with Oklahoma's earthquake problem, which is believed to be ca
the hydraulic fracturing process. Among the ideas are to extract salt from the water and release the water int
other parts of the drilling operation.
Bloomberg (11/14)

EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION

Study: Pa. has up to 750,000 abandoned oil and natural gas wells

Pennsylvania likely has between 470,000 and 750,000 abandoned oil and natural gas wells, well above a pr
Monday in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. These wells are responsible for 5% to 8%
StateImpact (11/14)

TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION

"Stress maps" may alert oil companies to earthquake potential

New "stress maps" published by Stanford University geophysicists may help predict the potential for earthqu
and Oklahoma. The maps, which show where a small increase in fluid pressure can cause seismic activity, c
earthquakes, the scientists say.
ScienceDaily (11/11)

POLICY WATCH

3 names make Trump's short list for energy secretary

President-elect Donald Trump is considering oil tycoon Harold Hamm, Rep. Kevin C
secretary of energy, transition planning documents show. Grady, a former George H
Interior Department.
The Associated Press (11/14)

Trump (Yuri Gripas/AFP/Getty
Images)

Obama should block offshore drilling in Arctic, Atlantic, Tom Steyer says

Billionaire Tom Steyer has called on President Barack Obama to use his executive authority to ban offshore
sworn in. "The Trump administration has the potential to do serious damage to our climate -- but in the last fe
to secure his environmental legacy," Steyer said.
Politico (11/14)

Texas rejects wastewater regulations

Texas rejected recommendations to require oil companies to report on wastewater disposal wells monthly ra
during the hydraulic fracturing process and pumped back into the ground, is leading to earthquakes.
Houston Chronicle (tiered subscription model) (11/11)
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Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hill, John (GOV)
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 11:53 AM
Kane, David
FW: Obama administration delays decision on Dakota Access Pipeline

Note the first article. Not only are the feds not providing support to the demonstrations, they are now telling the
Corps of Engineers to slow walk their decision.
From: API SmartBrief [mailto:api@smartbrief.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 9:31 AM
To: Hill, John (GOV) <jhill@gov.in.gov>
Subject: Obama administration delays decision on Dakota Access Pipeline

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
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Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Espich, Jeff
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 11:19 AM
espich@mchsi.com
Fwd: [Gov Clips] Howey
image001.jpg; ATT00001.htm; image002.jpg; ATT00002.htm; image003.jpg;
ATT00003.htm; image004.jpg; ATT00004.htm; 11-15-16 HPI Daily.pdf; ATT00005.htm

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Gilson, Katie" <KGilson@gov.IN.gov>
Date: November 15, 2016 at 8:27:29 AM EST
To: "Ahearn, Mark" <MAhearn@gov.IN.gov>, "Anderson, Christopher M" <CAnderson@gov.in.gov>,
"Atterholt, Jim" <jatterholt@gov.IN.gov>, "Bailey, Brian (OMB)" <bbailey@gov.in.gov>, "Bradford, Cale
A" <CBradford2@gov.IN.gov>, "Brookes, Brady" <BBrookes@gov.IN.gov>, "Brooks, Kara D"
<kbrooks@gov.in.gov>, "Bullock, Meredith" <MBullock@gov.IN.gov>, "Craig, Lindsey M"
<LCraig@gov.IN.gov>, "Czarniecki, Cary (Lani)" <LaniCz@gov.IN.gov>, "Davis, Bridget M (GOV)"
<BDavis@gov.IN.gov>, "Espich, Jeff" <JEspich@gov.IN.gov>, "Evans, Benjamin P (GOV)"
<BEvans@gov.IN.gov>, "Fernandez, Marilyn" <MFernandez@gov.IN.gov>, "Ferrell, Curtis L (GOV)"
<cferrell@gov.in.gov>, "Fritz, Pam (GOV)" <pfritz@gov.IN.gov>, "Hill, John (GOV)" <jhill@gov.in.gov>,
"Hodgin, Stephanie" <SHodgin@gov.in.gov>, "Johnson, David" <DJohnson@gov.IN.gov>, "Johnson, Matt
(GOV)" <MatJohnson@gov.IN.gov>, "Kane, Kristen" <kkane@gov.in.gov>, "Karns, Allison"
<AKarns@gov.IN.gov>, "Lloyd, Matthew" <MLloyd@gov.IN.gov>, "Mantravadi, Adarsh V"
<AMantravadi@gov.IN.gov>, "McGrath, Danielle" <DMcGrath@gov.IN.gov>, "Morales, Cesar (Diego)"
<DMorales@gov.IN.gov>, "Neal, Michael" <MNeal1@gov.IN.gov>, "Pitcock, Josh" <jpitcock@sso.org>,
"Price, Kendra" <kprice@gov.IN.gov>, "Reed, Katie" <KReed@gov.IN.gov>, "Rusthoven, Mark"
<MRusthoven@gov.IN.gov>, "Schmidt, Daniel W" <DSchmidt@gov.IN.gov>, "Triol, Shelley"
<STriol@gov.IN.gov>, "Vincent, Micah" <mvincent@gov.in.gov>, "Wall, Kathryn E" <KWall@gov.IN.gov>,
"Whitaker, Steve" <SWhitaker@isp.IN.gov>, "Duncan, Emily (LG)" <Eduncan@lg.in.gov>, "Heater, Ryan"
<RHeater@lg.IN.gov>, "Goodwin, Nicholas R" <NiGoodwin@gov.IN.gov>, "Mcadam, Justin L"
<JMcadam@gov.IN.gov>, "McGuffee, Tyler Ann" <TaMcGuffee@gov.IN.gov>, "Tuggle, Jennifer"
<JTuggle@gov.IN.gov>, "Parr, Riley" <RParr@gov.IN.gov>, "Kenney, Benjamin E"
<BeKenney@idoa.IN.gov>, "Badger, Benjamin J" <BBadger@gov.IN.gov>, "Frain, Samuel J"
<SaFrain@gov.IN.gov>, "Hall, Jordan D" <JHall4@gov.IN.gov>, "Duncan, Emily (LG)"
<Eduncan@lg.in.gov>
Subject: [Gov Clips] Howey
Katie Gilson, Staff Assistant
Office of Governor Mike Pence
KGilson@gov.in.gov
Phone: (317) 232-1198
Fax: (317) 232-3443

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Espich, Jeff
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 11:19 AM
espich@mchsi.com
Fwd: Morning Clips November 15, 2016

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Gilson, Katie" <KGilson@gov.IN.gov>
Date: November 15, 2016 at 8:59:05 AM EST
To: "Gilson, Katie" <KGilson@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: Morning Clips November 15, 2016
GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
Pence vows to continue working for Indiana amid transition
99.3
Largely absent from the state since becoming Donald Trump’s running mate in July, Republican Vice
President-elect Mike Pence has been spending more time in Indiana. “From the very morning after
this election, our administration has been working in a seamless way with the lieutenant governor’s
office and his transition team,” Pence told reporters after the meeting, adding that he’s trying to
make the transfer of power to Holcomb as easy as possible.
Pence sees smooth transition to Holcomb
FW Journal Gazette
Vice President-elect Mike Pence promised a seamless transition for Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb on
Monday and a strong finish to his own tenure during a cabinet meeting in his Statehouse office.
Pence to remain governor as he transitions to VP
The Statehouse File
Vice president-elect Mike Pence said he will not resign as governor of Indiana as he takes on
additional roles within the new presidential administration.
*Subscription required, full text below
Pence celebrates Veterans Day with Hoosiers in Indiana
The Statehouse File
“I’m profoundly honored to be in the presence of men and women who have served in our armed
forces through the course of their lives and a number of active duty members of our armed forces,”
Pence said. “Today is your day. Today is Veterans Day. All of Indiana and all of America pause to
honor your selfless and courageous service and it is my honor to be with all of you today.”
*Subscription required, full text below
Vice President Elect Mike Pence met with Lt. Governor Holcomb
WNDU-Video
Pence congratulated Lieutenant Governor Eric Holcomb who in turn had warm praise for Pence,
who will serve as the next Vice President, alongside Donald Trump.
Pence says his administration plans to ‘finish the job’
WBST

Vice President-elect Mike Pence said Monday that he and those in his administration will keep
working hard through the end of his term and before he moves to Washington to be vice president.
Mike Pence, Eric Holcomb meet to discuss Indiana government transition
RTV
Vice President-elect Mike Pence and Governor-elect Eric Holcomb held a cabinet meeting Monday
morning to discuss the transition of office.
Francesville Joins Indiana Main Street
Inside IN Business
The Indiana Office of Community and Rural Affairs has added the town of Francesville to the
Indiana Main Street Program. The Pulaski County town received the designation through the efforts
of its community organization, known as The UpTown Project. "Francesville has done an excellent
job at identifying that sense of place is dependent on many aspects including the business
community, the town’s heritage and culture and quality events for the residents to take part
in," said Lieutenant Governor Eric Holcomb. "In earning this designation, Francesville is well on
their way to making that vision a reality."
AROUND THE STATE
New Student exam in works
FW Journal Gazette
Members of a state panel criticized by Indiana superintendents for being slow in rolling out a
replacement for the ISTEP student test said they expect to forward a detailed proposal to
lawmakers by the December deadline.
Indiana panel begins forming consensus around ISTEP exam
IBJ
Members of a state panel criticized by Indiana superintendents for being slow in rolling out a
replacement for the ISTEP student test said they expect to forward a detailed proposal to
lawmakers by the December deadline.
*Subscription required, full text below
Rexnord makes Mexico move official
Inside IN Business
Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett says he is "incredibly disappointed" in Wisconsin-based Rexnord
Corp.'s (NYSE: RXN) final decision to move around 300 jobs from its Indianapolis bearings plant to
Mexico. He says the city will begin the process of trying to recover financial incentives that have
been provided to the company.
Westfield Steel to acquire Ohio-based Remington Steel
IBJ
Westfield-based Westfield Steel Inc. plans to acquire Springfield, Ohio-based Remington Steel,
Westfield Steel announced Friday.
*Subscription required, full text below
Hoosier Schools rank high for international students
Inside IN Business
Two Indiana universities have been named among the leading institutions in the country for
hosting international students by the Institute of International Education. The institute's 2016 Open
Doors Report on International Educational Exchange says Purdue University and Indiana University
are ranked among the top 25 institutions, which account for more than 21 percent of all
international students.
35 suspected meth dealers face charges in Johnson County
Indy Star

After a three-month investigation, authorities in Johnson County issued arrest warrants for 35 people
accused of dealing meth

EDITORIAL
Tully: Amid the protests, some other ideas for the left
Indy Star
That’s the question many seem to be asking, and rightfully so, now that Republicans, led by
President-elect Donald Trump, have won just about everything in American political life.
Pence to remain governor as he transitions to VP
November 14, 2016 | Filed under: Elections,Quick reads,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel
Hoffmeyer
By Rachel Hoffmeyer
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — Vice president-elect Mike Pence said he will not resign as governor of Indiana as
he takes on additional roles within the new presidential administration.
Pence is working with Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb to create a smooth transition of power. He joined
Holcomb Monday at the Statehouse for a cabinet meeting and a formal welcome to the governor’s
office.
“We started working together election night,” Holcomb said. “We’ve slept a few minutes but not
many.”
Holcomb thanked Pence for guidance, advice and encouragement during the roughly 100-day
campaign — a quick race for Holcomb who jumped in after Pence was named to the presidential
ticket in mid-July.
The results of last week’s election are a validation of the last 12 years of Republican governors
leading the state, Holcomb said. Indiana Republicans swept every statewide office and maintained
their supermajorities in both the House and Senate.
“I’m excited, flat out excited, that you’re going to be able to take that same proven approach to our
nation’s capital, right to the White House and do for our country what you’ve done for the state of
Indiana,” Holcomb said.
President-elect Donald Trump has named Pence as chairman of the presidential transition team.
Pence said he’s looking for people who share Trump’s vision to make America great again.
“It’s all about finding men and women who have the character and competence to really implement
the vision that Donald Trump has expressed so well across this country,” Pence said.
Pence said his work will take him away from Indiana on a regular basis, but he intends to finish his
time as governor, calling it the greatest honor of his life.
Holcomb takes office as governor on Jan. 9. Pence will be sworn-in as vice president on Jan. 20.
Pence celebrates Veterans Day with Hoosiers in Indiana
November 11, 2016 | Filed under: Elections,People,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Shelby Mullis
TheStatehouseFile.com
EDINBURGH, Ind. — Just days after being named vice president-elect, Gov. Mike Pence came back
home again to Indiana and visited Camp Atterbury to celebrate Veterans Day Friday.
Joined by members of the Indiana National Guard and the Indiana Department of Veterans’ Affairs,
Pence met with Hoosier veterans from across the state and delivered a special message of gratitude.
“I’m profoundly honored to be in the presence of men and women who have served in our armed
forces through the course of their lives and a number of active duty members of our armed forces,”
Pence said. “Today is your day. Today is Veterans Day. All of Indiana and all of America pause to
honor your selfless and courageous service and it is my honor to be with all of you today.”
Pence supporter Anna Young joined her husband, Larry Neal, a Vietnam war veteran, at Friday’s
event, solely for a chance to meet Pence. Young, a Columbus native, said she has two things in
common with Pence, sharing their hometown and hobby of riding motorcycles.

“I just thank God that he got in, him and [Donald] Trump,” Young said. “I think that as our governor,
he has helped all the veterans and he organized veterans’ rights.… I respect him for that. I’m so glad
that he is vice president.”
She said she couldn’t contain her excitement to see Pence in person, just days after the election.
“We wouldn’t have missed it for the world,” Young said. “We know that he’s going to help serve our
country and help Donald Trump.”
The event struck a different chord for 20-year-old Jacob Moles, who, at 16-years-old, volunteered
with the Pence campaign in 2011, making the transition from congressman to governor. Now,
Moles calls it “surreal” to see the man he once helped become governor be elected as vice president.
“Mike Pence takes time for everybody,” Moles said. “He’s a real Hoosier.”
Pence said he wouldn’t have missed the chance to spend Veterans Day with his fellow Hoosiers in
Indiana.
“It’s humbling to be with you today. It’s a joy to be home after fairly busy time in our family’s life,”
Pence said. “I would be nowhere else than here in my beloved home.”
Indiana panel begins forming consensus around ISTEP exam
November 14, 2016
Associated Press
Members of a state panel criticized by Indiana superintendents for being slow in rolling out a
replacement for the ISTEP student test said they expect to forward a detailed proposal to
lawmakers by the December deadline.
Proposals for overhauling ISTEP vary in their approach, but the consensus seems to be that panel
members don't want the state to start from scratch in building a new exam, the Indianapolis Star
reported.
There also appears to be consensus that the test be given once a year at the end of the school year,
rather than the two times it's administered now.
Several panelists also want to end IREAD, a Grade 3 reading exam that can retain students if they
fail.
A combined proposal by eight of the 23 panel members recommends the state "provide relief from
unintended accountability consequences as necessary," which could mean reprieves from tests
negatively affecting A-F school ratings and teacher pay.
None of the plans have suggested a specific test the state should use.
Indiana Superintendent of Public Instruction Glenda Ritz, who lost re-election, wanted to move
toward a test that students in Grades 3-8 would take three times a year — in fall, winter and spring.
The panel will meet again on Tuesday. The group was created after lawmakers repealed ISTEP
during the past legislative session.
Westfield Steel to acquire Ohio-based Remington Steel
November 14, 2016
IBJ Staff
Westfield-based Westfield Steel Inc. plans to acquire Springfield, Ohio-based Remington Steel,
Westfield Steel announced Friday.
Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.
Westfield Steel provides a range of products and services, including fabrication, value-added steel
products, distribution and light manufacturing. The company’s headquarters, main distribution
center and production facility are in Westfield, and it also has a facility in Terre Haute. The
company has 120 employees total, 100 of whom work in Westfield.
Remington Steel, located between Dayton and Columbus, was formed in 1986 as a carbon steel
distribution business. Over time, the company expanded its capabilities. Today, about 40 percent of
its sales come from manufactured parts, with steel materials making up the other 60 percent. The
company has 50 employees.
“We’re so excited to have them, as they bring equipment, skilled operators, a reputation for quality
manufacturing, and a local footprint in central Ohio,” Westfield Steel President Fritz Prine said in a
written statement.

“This adds production capabilities and machines that further expand our value-added production
and manufacturing,” Prine said. “Remington Steel allows us to expand east and southeast, while
building new customer relationships.”
Prine’s father, Fred Prine, founded Westfield Steel in 1977 with two business partners: James Irwin
and Onie Duffer. Fred Prine is still involved with the company as its CEO. The company also has a
wholly-owned subsidiary called Westfield Steel Express, an authorized for-hire carrier.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jarmula, Ryan L
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 11:09 AM
Craig, Lindsey M
RE: The fight starts now -- are you with us, Mike?

Wasn’t me! I wonder if they made a donation in Mike’s name and used your email as the contact.
From: Craig, Lindsey M
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 11:08 AM
To: Jarmula, Ryan L <RJarmula@gov.IN.gov>
Subject: FW: The fight starts now -- are you with us, Mike?
Somebody signed me up for this…

Lindsey Craig

Director of Public Health & Family Policy
Office of Governor Mike Pence ● State of Indiana
From: Cecile Richards, Planned Parenthood Action Fund [mailto:actionfund@ppfa.org]
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 5:11 PM
To: Craig, Lindsey M
Subject: The fight starts now -- are you with us, Mike?

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****

Tell Donald Trump and the next Congress:
We are the majority, and #WeWontGoBack.

Sign Now »

I want to make sure you read this, Mike.
I won't sugarcoat it. As a candidate, Donald Trump laid out a dangerous and
divisive agenda that could hurt tens of millions of Americans. Congressional
leadership seems poised to give Donald Trump a blank check. Together,

they could send our country back decades, undoing so much of the
progress we've made.
Their wish list is long, and every item on it is devastating: Repealing the
Affordable Care Act, filling Supreme Court seats with justices who've vowed
to overturn Roe v. Wade, taking rights and protections away from women,
LGBTQ folks, people of faith, and people of color.
Trump and the next Congress need to know — right now — just how
strong our movement is. They need to be reminded that Hillary Clinton
won the popular vote, that a majority of voters chose her progressive,
inclusive vision for America — not theirs. They need to see that we will
never back down when it comes to people's health and rights. That we
will fight with everything we have.

Sign the Pledge:

To lawmakers and others who think they have a "mandate"
to push policies that punish and attack women, people of
color, the LGBTQ community, people of faith, people with
disabilities, and others and strip away their rights, hear this:
We are bigger and stronger and more powerful and more committed
than you know. We won't shrink or hide away. We're standing strong
— ready to fight. For our lives. For our health. For our rights.
The majority of voters chose Hillary Clinton and her vision for an
inclusive, progressive, respectful America. Most Americans support
access to reproductive health care (including abortion), universal
health care, and marriage equality and LGBTQ rights. We will not
stand for attacks and discrimination based on color of skin or religion.
Americans also understand that immigration is good for our country
and want immigrants treated with dignity and respect.
In short, you may occupy powerful positions now. And you may try to
take away health care from millions of Americans, outlaw abortion,
strip away people's civil rights, and deport millions of immigrants,
breaking apart families.
But we represent the true strength and power and future of this
country. And we have no intention of letting you abuse your power to
take us back.
We are the majority, and we will show up and shut down any attempts

to take away our rights, harm us and our loved ones, and jeopardize
our future.

Mike
lcraig@gov.in.gov

Sign the Pledge

Say you'll stand on the side of justice, equality, and fundamental
rights. Instantly add your name to our #WeWontGoBack letter now.
This election will have consequences, Mike. There's no doubt about that.
But we can't lose sight of the fact that the majority of Americans still
believe in an inclusive, kind, and progressive America. And in this
moment, our work is more important than ever. We can't back down. We
must move forward together.
I commit to standing strong against bigotry and hate, now and for the long
battles ahead. And I also promise to seek out opportunities to make things
better for every American even as we face an onslaught of ultraconservative attacks.
But to win, I need you with me. We need you with us. Are you ready to
stand strong, no matter what may come?
Show them — and the world — just where you stand. Add your name
to our #WeWontGoBack letter with just one click.
In solidarity,

Cecile Richards, President
Planned Parenthood Action Fund

Donate Now »

P.S. I want to thank each and every person who's donated in the last few
days. The outpouring of support we've received has been truly incredible,
and is making us twice as strong as we face tough fights ahead. Thank you,
thank you, thank you — from the bottom of my heart. Every gift helps.

visit plannedparenthoodaction.org
© 2016 Planned Parenthood Action Fund | Privacy Policy | Unsubscribe
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Somebody signed me up for this…

Lindsey Craig

Director of Public Health & Family Policy
Office of Governor Mike Pence ● State of Indiana
From: Cecile Richards, Planned Parenthood Action Fund [mailto:actionfund@ppfa.org]
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 5:11 PM
To: Craig, Lindsey M
Subject: The fight starts now -- are you with us, Mike?

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****

Tell Donald Trump and the next Congress:
We are the majority, and #WeWontGoBack.

Sign Now »

I want to make sure you read this, Mike.
I won't sugarcoat it. As a candidate, Donald Trump laid out a dangerous and
divisive agenda that could hurt tens of millions of Americans. Congressional
leadership seems poised to give Donald Trump a blank check. Together,
they could send our country back decades, undoing so much of the
progress we've made.
Their wish list is long, and every item on it is devastating: Repealing the
Affordable Care Act, filling Supreme Court seats with justices who've vowed
to overturn Roe v. Wade, taking rights and protections away from women,

LGBTQ folks, people of faith, and people of color.
Trump and the next Congress need to know — right now — just how
strong our movement is. They need to be reminded that Hillary Clinton
won the popular vote, that a majority of voters chose her progressive,
inclusive vision for America — not theirs. They need to see that we will
never back down when it comes to people's health and rights. That we
will fight with everything we have.

Sign the Pledge:

To lawmakers and others who think they have a "mandate"
to push policies that punish and attack women, people of
color, the LGBTQ community, people of faith, people with
disabilities, and others and strip away their rights, hear this:
We are bigger and stronger and more powerful and more committed
than you know. We won't shrink or hide away. We're standing strong
— ready to fight. For our lives. For our health. For our rights.
The majority of voters chose Hillary Clinton and her vision for an
inclusive, progressive, respectful America. Most Americans support
access to reproductive health care (including abortion), universal
health care, and marriage equality and LGBTQ rights. We will not
stand for attacks and discrimination based on color of skin or religion.
Americans also understand that immigration is good for our country
and want immigrants treated with dignity and respect.
In short, you may occupy powerful positions now. And you may try to
take away health care from millions of Americans, outlaw abortion,
strip away people's civil rights, and deport millions of immigrants,
breaking apart families.
But we represent the true strength and power and future of this
country. And we have no intention of letting you abuse your power to
take us back.
We are the majority, and we will show up and shut down any attempts
to take away our rights, harm us and our loved ones, and jeopardize
our future.

Mike

lcraig@gov.in.gov

Sign the Pledge

Say you'll stand on the side of justice, equality, and fundamental
rights. Instantly add your name to our #WeWontGoBack letter now.
This election will have consequences, Mike. There's no doubt about that.
But we can't lose sight of the fact that the majority of Americans still
believe in an inclusive, kind, and progressive America. And in this
moment, our work is more important than ever. We can't back down. We
must move forward together.
I commit to standing strong against bigotry and hate, now and for the long
battles ahead. And I also promise to seek out opportunities to make things
better for every American even as we face an onslaught of ultraconservative attacks.
But to win, I need you with me. We need you with us. Are you ready to
stand strong, no matter what may come?
Show them — and the world — just where you stand. Add your name
to our #WeWontGoBack letter with just one click.
In solidarity,

Cecile Richards, President
Planned Parenthood Action Fund

Donate Now »
P.S. I want to thank each and every person who's donated in the last few
days. The outpouring of support we've received has been truly incredible,
and is making us twice as strong as we face tough fights ahead. Thank you,
thank you, thank you — from the bottom of my heart. Every gift helps.

visit plannedparenthoodaction.org
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LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR’S FAMILY OF BUSINESS
AGRICULTURE
Farmers From Hancock, Washington Counties Win Statewide Young Farmer Awards
WBIW.com
... Bureau Federation, Hoosier Ag Today, The Farmer's Exchange, the Indiana State Department of Agriculture
and the National FFA Organization.
Indiana ag tallies election wins
Agri News
INDIANAPOLIS — For the public policy team at Indiana Farm Bureau, ... host of state agencies, including the
Indiana State Department of Agriculture.
COMMUNITY AND RURAL AFFAIRS
Francesville Joins Indiana Main Street
Inside INdiana Business
The Indiana Office of Community and Rural Affairs has added the town of Francesville to the Indiana Main Street
Program. The Pulaski County town ...
HOUSING
Council looks at new ordinance on citation writing
The Washington Times-Herald
car. In other business, Wellman announced the first round of the Blight Elimination Program is winding down.
Lots have been leveled, seeded
HUD, VA TEAM UP TO HELP HOMELESS VETERANS FIND PERMANENT HOMES
RealEstateRama - November 15, 2016
Road $683,100 Illinois Total 150 $1,366,200 Indiana Housing & Community Development Authority 75
$362,700 Indiana Total 75 $
Helping keep Hoosiers warm this winter

Greensburg Daily News - November 14, 2016
county. For the location of each county’s EAP office, visit www.in.gov/ihcda/2329.htm and click on “Community
Action Agencies.” Indiana law

GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
Pence vows to continue working for Indiana amid transition
99.3
Largely absent from the state since becoming Donald Trump’s running mate in July, Republican Vice Presidentelect Mike Pence has been spending more time in Indiana. “From the very morning after this election, our
administration has been working in a seamless way with the lieutenant governor’s office and his transition team,”
Pence told reporters after the meeting, adding that he’s trying to make the transfer of power to Holcomb as easy as
possible.
Pence sees smooth transition to Holcomb
FW Journal Gazette
Vice President-elect Mike Pence promised a seamless transition for Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb on Monday and a
strong finish to his own tenure during a cabinet meeting in his Statehouse office.
Pence to remain governor as he transitions to VP
The Statehouse File
Vice president-elect Mike Pence said he will not resign as governor of Indiana as he takes on additional roles within
the new presidential administration.
*Subscription required, full text below
Pence celebrates Veterans Day with Hoosiers in Indiana
The Statehouse File
“I’m profoundly honored to be in the presence of men and women who have served in our armed forces through
the course of their lives and a number of active duty members of our armed forces,” Pence said. “Today is your day.
Today is Veterans Day. All of Indiana and all of America pause to honor your selfless and courageous service and it
is my honor to be with all of you today.”
*Subscription required, full text below
Vice President Elect Mike Pence met with Lt. Governor Holcomb
WNDU-Video
Pence congratulated Lieutenant Governor Eric Holcomb who in turn had warm praise for Pence, who will serve as
the next Vice President, alongside Donald Trump.
Pence says his administration plans to ‘finish the job’
WBST
Vice President-elect Mike Pence said Monday that he and those in his administration will keep working hard
through the end of his term and before he moves to Washington to be vice president.
Mike Pence, Eric Holcomb meet to discuss Indiana government transition
RTV
Vice President-elect Mike Pence and Governor-elect Eric Holcomb held a cabinet meeting Monday morning to
discuss the transition of office.
Francesville Joins Indiana Main Street
Inside IN Business
The Indiana Office of Community and Rural Affairs has added the town of Francesville to the Indiana Main Street
Program. The Pulaski County town received the designation through the efforts of its community organization,
known as The UpTown Project. "Francesville has done an excellent job at identifying that sense of place is
dependent on many aspects including the business community, the town’s heritage and culture and quality events

for the residents to take part in," said Lieutenant Governor Eric Holcomb. "In earning this designation, Francesville
is well on their way to making that vision a reality."
AROUND THE STATE
New Student exam in works
FW Journal Gazette
Members of a state panel criticized by Indiana superintendents for being slow in rolling out a replacement for the
ISTEP student test said they expect to forward a detailed proposal to lawmakers by the December deadline.
Indiana panel begins forming consensus around ISTEP exam
IBJ
Members of a state panel criticized by Indiana superintendents for being slow in rolling out a replacement for the
ISTEP student test said they expect to forward a detailed proposal to lawmakers by the December deadline.
*Subscription required, full text below
Rexnord makes Mexico move official
Inside IN Business
Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett says he is "incredibly disappointed" in Wisconsin-based Rexnord Corp.'s (NYSE:
RXN) final decision to move around 300 jobs from its Indianapolis bearings plant to Mexico. He says the city will
begin the process of trying to recover financial incentives that have been provided to the company.
Westfield Steel to acquire Ohio-based Remington Steel
IBJ
Westfield-based Westfield Steel Inc. plans to acquire Springfield, Ohio-based Remington Steel, Westfield Steel
announced Friday.
*Subscription required, full text below
Hoosier Schools rank high for international students
Inside IN Business
Two Indiana universities have been named among the leading institutions in the country for hosting international
students by the Institute of International Education. The institute's 2016 Open Doors Report on International
Educational Exchange says Purdue University and Indiana University are ranked among the top 25 institutions,
which account for more than 21 percent of all international students.
35 suspected meth dealers face charges in Johnson County
Indy Star
After a three-month investigation, authorities in Johnson County issued arrest warrants for 35 people accused of
dealing meth
EDITORIAL
Tully: Amid the protests, some other ideas for the left
Indy Star
That’s the question many seem to be asking, and rightfully so, now that Republicans, led by President-elect Donald
Trump, have won just about everything in American political life.
Pence to remain governor as he transitions to VP
November 14, 2016 | Filed under: Elections,Quick reads,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Rachel Hoffmeyer
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — Vice president-elect Mike Pence said he will not resign as governor of Indiana as he takes on
additional roles within the new presidential administration.
Pence is working with Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb to create a smooth transition of power. He joined Holcomb Monday
at the Statehouse for a cabinet meeting and a formal welcome to the governor’s office.
“We started working together election night,” Holcomb said. “We’ve slept a few minutes but not many.”

Holcomb thanked Pence for guidance, advice and encouragement during the roughly 100-day campaign — a quick
race for Holcomb who jumped in after Pence was named to the presidential ticket in mid-July.
The results of last week’s election are a validation of the last 12 years of Republican governors leading the state,
Holcomb said. Indiana Republicans swept every statewide office and maintained their supermajorities in both the
House and Senate.
“I’m excited, flat out excited, that you’re going to be able to take that same proven approach to our nation’s capital,
right to the White House and do for our country what you’ve done for the state of Indiana,” Holcomb said.
President-elect Donald Trump has named Pence as chairman of the presidential transition team. Pence said he’s
looking for people who share Trump’s vision to make America great again.
“It’s all about finding men and women who have the character and competence to really implement the vision that
Donald Trump has expressed so well across this country,” Pence said.
Pence said his work will take him away from Indiana on a regular basis, but he intends to finish his time as
governor, calling it the greatest honor of his life.
Holcomb takes office as governor on Jan. 9. Pence will be sworn-in as vice president on Jan. 20.
Pence celebrates Veterans Day with Hoosiers in Indiana
November 11, 2016 | Filed under: Elections,People,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Shelby Mullis
TheStatehouseFile.com
EDINBURGH, Ind. — Just days after being named vice president-elect, Gov. Mike Pence came back home again to
Indiana and visited Camp Atterbury to celebrate Veterans Day Friday.
Joined by members of the Indiana National Guard and the Indiana Department of Veterans’ Affairs, Pence met with
Hoosier veterans from across the state and delivered a special message of gratitude.
“I’m profoundly honored to be in the presence of men and women who have served in our armed forces through
the course of their lives and a number of active duty members of our armed forces,” Pence said. “Today is your day.
Today is Veterans Day. All of Indiana and all of America pause to honor your selfless and courageous service and it
is my honor to be with all of you today.”
Pence supporter Anna Young joined her husband, Larry Neal, a Vietnam war veteran, at Friday’s event, solely for a
chance to meet Pence. Young, a Columbus native, said she has two things in common with Pence, sharing their
hometown and hobby of riding motorcycles.
“I just thank God that he got in, him and [Donald] Trump,” Young said. “I think that as our governor, he has helped
all the veterans and he organized veterans’ rights.… I respect him for that. I’m so glad that he is vice president.”
She said she couldn’t contain her excitement to see Pence in person, just days after the election.
“We wouldn’t have missed it for the world,” Young said. “We know that he’s going to help serve our country and
help Donald Trump.”
The event struck a different chord for 20-year-old Jacob Moles, who, at 16-years-old, volunteered with the Pence
campaign in 2011, making the transition from congressman to governor. Now, Moles calls it “surreal” to see the
man he once helped become governor be elected as vice president.
“Mike Pence takes time for everybody,” Moles said. “He’s a real Hoosier.”
Pence said he wouldn’t have missed the chance to spend Veterans Day with his fellow Hoosiers in Indiana.
“It’s humbling to be with you today. It’s a joy to be home after fairly busy time in our family’s life,” Pence said. “I
would be nowhere else than here in my beloved home.”
Indiana panel begins forming consensus around ISTEP exam
November 14, 2016
Associated Press
Members of a state panel criticized by Indiana superintendents for being slow in rolling out a replacement for the
ISTEP student test said they expect to forward a detailed proposal to lawmakers by the December deadline.
Proposals for overhauling ISTEP vary in their approach, but the consensus seems to be that panel members don't
want the state to start from scratch in building a new exam, the Indianapolis Star reported.
There also appears to be consensus that the test be given once a year at the end of the school year, rather than the
two times it's administered now.
Several panelists also want to end IREAD, a Grade 3 reading exam that can retain students if they fail.

A combined proposal by eight of the 23 panel members recommends the state "provide relief from unintended
accountability consequences as necessary," which could mean reprieves from tests negatively affecting A-F school
ratings and teacher pay.
None of the plans have suggested a specific test the state should use.
Indiana Superintendent of Public Instruction Glenda Ritz, who lost re-election, wanted to move toward a test that
students in Grades 3-8 would take three times a year — in fall, winter and spring.
The panel will meet again on Tuesday. The group was created after lawmakers repealed ISTEP during the past
legislative session.
Westfield Steel to acquire Ohio-based Remington Steel
November 14, 2016
IBJ Staff
Westfield-based Westfield Steel Inc. plans to acquire Springfield, Ohio-based Remington Steel, Westfield Steel
announced Friday.
Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.
Westfield Steel provides a range of products and services, including fabrication, value-added steel products,
distribution and light manufacturing. The company’s headquarters, main distribution center and production
facility are in Westfield, and it also has a facility in Terre Haute. The company has 120 employees total, 100 of
whom work in Westfield.
Remington Steel, located between Dayton and Columbus, was formed in 1986 as a carbon steel distribution
business. Over time, the company expanded its capabilities. Today, about 40 percent of its sales come from
manufactured parts, with steel materials making up the other 60 percent. The company has 50 employees.
“We’re so excited to have them, as they bring equipment, skilled operators, a reputation for quality manufacturing,
and a local footprint in central Ohio,” Westfield Steel President Fritz Prine said in a written statement.
“This adds production capabilities and machines that further expand our value-added production and
manufacturing,” Prine said. “Remington Steel allows us to expand east and southeast, while building new customer
relationships.”
Prine’s father, Fred Prine, founded Westfield Steel in 1977 with two business partners: James Irwin and Onie
Duffer. Fred Prine is still involved with the company as its CEO. The company also has a wholly-owned subsidiary
called Westfield Steel Express, an authorized for-hire carrier.
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GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
Pence vows to continue working for Indiana amid transition
99.3
Largely absent from the state since becoming Donald Trump’s running mate in July, Republican Vice Presidentelect Mike Pence has been spending more time in Indiana. “From the very morning after this election, our
administration has been working in a seamless way with the lieutenant governor’s office and his transition team,”
Pence told reporters after the meeting, adding that he’s trying to make the transfer of power to Holcomb as easy as
possible.
Pence sees smooth transition to Holcomb
FW Journal Gazette
Vice President-elect Mike Pence promised a seamless transition for Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb on Monday and a
strong finish to his own tenure during a cabinet meeting in his Statehouse office.
Pence to remain governor as he transitions to VP
The Statehouse File
Vice president-elect Mike Pence said he will not resign as governor of Indiana as he takes on additional roles within
the new presidential administration.
*Subscription required, full text below
Pence celebrates Veterans Day with Hoosiers in Indiana
The Statehouse File
“I’m profoundly honored to be in the presence of men and women who have served in our armed forces through
the course of their lives and a number of active duty members of our armed forces,” Pence said. “Today is your day.
Today is Veterans Day. All of Indiana and all of America pause to honor your selfless and courageous service and it
is my honor to be with all of you today.”
*Subscription required, full text below
Vice President Elect Mike Pence met with Lt. Governor Holcomb
WNDU-Video
Pence congratulated Lieutenant Governor Eric Holcomb who in turn had warm praise for Pence, who will serve as
the next Vice President, alongside Donald Trump.
Pence says his administration plans to ‘finish the job’
WBST
Vice President-elect Mike Pence said Monday that he and those in his administration will keep working hard
through the end of his term and before he moves to Washington to be vice president.
Mike Pence, Eric Holcomb meet to discuss Indiana government transition
RTV
Vice President-elect Mike Pence and Governor-elect Eric Holcomb held a cabinet meeting Monday morning to
discuss the transition of office.
Francesville Joins Indiana Main Street
Inside IN Business

The Indiana Office of Community and Rural Affairs has added the town of Francesville to the Indiana Main Street
Program. The Pulaski County town received the designation through the efforts of its community organization,
known as The UpTown Project. "Francesville has done an excellent job at identifying that sense of place is
dependent on many aspects including the business community, the town’s heritage and culture and quality events
for the residents to take part in," said Lieutenant Governor Eric Holcomb. "In earning this designation, Francesville
is well on their way to making that vision a reality."
AROUND THE STATE
New Student exam in works
FW Journal Gazette
Members of a state panel criticized by Indiana superintendents for being slow in rolling out a replacement for the
ISTEP student test said they expect to forward a detailed proposal to lawmakers by the December deadline.
Indiana panel begins forming consensus around ISTEP exam
IBJ
Members of a state panel criticized by Indiana superintendents for being slow in rolling out a replacement for the
ISTEP student test said they expect to forward a detailed proposal to lawmakers by the December deadline.
*Subscription required, full text below
Rexnord makes Mexico move official
Inside IN Business
Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett says he is "incredibly disappointed" in Wisconsin-based Rexnord Corp.'s (NYSE:
RXN) final decision to move around 300 jobs from its Indianapolis bearings plant to Mexico. He says the city will
begin the process of trying to recover financial incentives that have been provided to the company.
Westfield Steel to acquire Ohio-based Remington Steel
IBJ
Westfield-based Westfield Steel Inc. plans to acquire Springfield, Ohio-based Remington Steel, Westfield Steel
announced Friday.
*Subscription required, full text below
Hoosier Schools rank high for international students
Inside IN Business
Two Indiana universities have been named among the leading institutions in the country for hosting international
students by the Institute of International Education. The institute's 2016 Open Doors Report on International
Educational Exchange says Purdue University and Indiana University are ranked among the top 25 institutions,
which account for more than 21 percent of all international students.
35 suspected meth dealers face charges in Johnson County
Indy Star
After a three-month investigation, authorities in Johnson County issued arrest warrants for 35 people accused of
dealing meth
EDITORIAL
Tully: Amid the protests, some other ideas for the left
Indy Star
That’s the question many seem to be asking, and rightfully so, now that Republicans, led by President-elect Donald
Trump, have won just about everything in American political life.
Pence to remain governor as he transitions to VP
November 14, 2016 | Filed under: Elections,Quick reads,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Rachel Hoffmeyer
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — Vice president-elect Mike Pence said he will not resign as governor of Indiana as he takes on
additional roles within the new presidential administration.

Pence is working with Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb to create a smooth transition of power. He joined Holcomb Monday
at the Statehouse for a cabinet meeting and a formal welcome to the governor’s office.
“We started working together election night,” Holcomb said. “We’ve slept a few minutes but not many.”
Holcomb thanked Pence for guidance, advice and encouragement during the roughly 100-day campaign — a quick
race for Holcomb who jumped in after Pence was named to the presidential ticket in mid-July.
The results of last week’s election are a validation of the last 12 years of Republican governors leading the state,
Holcomb said. Indiana Republicans swept every statewide office and maintained their supermajorities in both the
House and Senate.
“I’m excited, flat out excited, that you’re going to be able to take that same proven approach to our nation’s capital,
right to the White House and do for our country what you’ve done for the state of Indiana,” Holcomb said.
President-elect Donald Trump has named Pence as chairman of the presidential transition team. Pence said he’s
looking for people who share Trump’s vision to make America great again.
“It’s all about finding men and women who have the character and competence to really implement the vision that
Donald Trump has expressed so well across this country,” Pence said.
Pence said his work will take him away from Indiana on a regular basis, but he intends to finish his time as
governor, calling it the greatest honor of his life.
Holcomb takes office as governor on Jan. 9. Pence will be sworn-in as vice president on Jan. 20.
Pence celebrates Veterans Day with Hoosiers in Indiana
November 11, 2016 | Filed under: Elections,People,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Shelby Mullis
TheStatehouseFile.com
EDINBURGH, Ind. — Just days after being named vice president-elect, Gov. Mike Pence came back home again to
Indiana and visited Camp Atterbury to celebrate Veterans Day Friday.
Joined by members of the Indiana National Guard and the Indiana Department of Veterans’ Affairs, Pence met with
Hoosier veterans from across the state and delivered a special message of gratitude.
“I’m profoundly honored to be in the presence of men and women who have served in our armed forces through
the course of their lives and a number of active duty members of our armed forces,” Pence said. “Today is your day.
Today is Veterans Day. All of Indiana and all of America pause to honor your selfless and courageous service and it
is my honor to be with all of you today.”
Pence supporter Anna Young joined her husband, Larry Neal, a Vietnam war veteran, at Friday’s event, solely for a
chance to meet Pence. Young, a Columbus native, said she has two things in common with Pence, sharing their
hometown and hobby of riding motorcycles.
“I just thank God that he got in, him and [Donald] Trump,” Young said. “I think that as our governor, he has helped
all the veterans and he organized veterans’ rights.… I respect him for that. I’m so glad that he is vice president.”
She said she couldn’t contain her excitement to see Pence in person, just days after the election.
“We wouldn’t have missed it for the world,” Young said. “We know that he’s going to help serve our country and
help Donald Trump.”
The event struck a different chord for 20-year-old Jacob Moles, who, at 16-years-old, volunteered with the Pence
campaign in 2011, making the transition from congressman to governor. Now, Moles calls it “surreal” to see the
man he once helped become governor be elected as vice president.
“Mike Pence takes time for everybody,” Moles said. “He’s a real Hoosier.”
Pence said he wouldn’t have missed the chance to spend Veterans Day with his fellow Hoosiers in Indiana.
“It’s humbling to be with you today. It’s a joy to be home after fairly busy time in our family’s life,” Pence said. “I
would be nowhere else than here in my beloved home.”
Indiana panel begins forming consensus around ISTEP exam
November 14, 2016
Associated Press
Members of a state panel criticized by Indiana superintendents for being slow in rolling out a replacement for the
ISTEP student test said they expect to forward a detailed proposal to lawmakers by the December deadline.
Proposals for overhauling ISTEP vary in their approach, but the consensus seems to be that panel members don't
want the state to start from scratch in building a new exam, the Indianapolis Star reported.
There also appears to be consensus that the test be given once a year at the end of the school year, rather than the
two times it's administered now.

Several panelists also want to end IREAD, a Grade 3 reading exam that can retain students if they fail.
A combined proposal by eight of the 23 panel members recommends the state "provide relief from unintended
accountability consequences as necessary," which could mean reprieves from tests negatively affecting A-F school
ratings and teacher pay.
None of the plans have suggested a specific test the state should use.
Indiana Superintendent of Public Instruction Glenda Ritz, who lost re-election, wanted to move toward a test that
students in Grades 3-8 would take three times a year — in fall, winter and spring.
The panel will meet again on Tuesday. The group was created after lawmakers repealed ISTEP during the past
legislative session.
Westfield Steel to acquire Ohio-based Remington Steel
November 14, 2016
IBJ Staff
Westfield-based Westfield Steel Inc. plans to acquire Springfield, Ohio-based Remington Steel, Westfield Steel
announced Friday.
Financial terms of the deal were not disclosed.
Westfield Steel provides a range of products and services, including fabrication, value-added steel products,
distribution and light manufacturing. The company’s headquarters, main distribution center and production
facility are in Westfield, and it also has a facility in Terre Haute. The company has 120 employees total, 100 of
whom work in Westfield.
Remington Steel, located between Dayton and Columbus, was formed in 1986 as a carbon steel distribution
business. Over time, the company expanded its capabilities. Today, about 40 percent of its sales come from
manufactured parts, with steel materials making up the other 60 percent. The company has 50 employees.
“We’re so excited to have them, as they bring equipment, skilled operators, a reputation for quality manufacturing,
and a local footprint in central Ohio,” Westfield Steel President Fritz Prine said in a written statement.
“This adds production capabilities and machines that further expand our value-added production and
manufacturing,” Prine said. “Remington Steel allows us to expand east and southeast, while building new customer
relationships.”
Prine’s father, Fred Prine, founded Westfield Steel in 1977 with two business partners: James Irwin and Onie
Duffer. Fred Prine is still involved with the company as its CEO. The company also has a wholly-owned subsidiary
called Westfield Steel Express, an authorized for-hire carrier.
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PENCE, HOLCOMB EXPECT SEAMLESS TRANSITION: Vice President-elect Mike Pence promised a
seamless transition for Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb on Monday and a strong finish to his own tenure during a
cabinet meeting in his Statehouse office (Kelly, Fort Wayne Journal Gazette). Both men – currently
governor and lieutenant governor – were applauded by dozens of state agency heads and before a
throng of reporters. “It’s good to be home,” Pence said. “I want to assure Hoosiers from the very
morning after the election our administration began working in a seamless way with the lieutenant
governor’s office and his transition team.” The event was supposed to be largely a photo opportunity but
Pence did take a few questions. He also said he is busy working on “another transition.” Pence is heading
President-elect Donald Trump’s transition team and said his duties would be taking him to New York and
Washington, D.C., on a regular basis. Pence said he would finish out his term, which ends Jan. 9. “I
believe in finishing what you start,” he said – calling serving as governor the greatest honor of his life.
Holcomb also addressed the group and thanked Pence for his contribution to Holcomb’s campaign –
including his guidance, advice and constant encouragement. He anticipates some staffing announcements
in the coming days. Pence spoke about what he is looking for in new members of the Trump-Pence
administration. “We are looking for men and women who share the President-elect’s vision to make
America great again,” he said. “It’s all about finding men and women who have the character, the
competence and the ability to really implement the vision.”

BANNON BRINGS ALT RIGHT TO WHITE HOUSE: Over the weekend, President-elect Donald Trump
made his first two hires -- Mr. Inside (Reince Priebus as chief of staff) and Mr. Outside (Steve Bannon,
the former president of Breitbart News, as chief strategist and chief counselor) (Todd, Murry &
Dann, NBC News). But it's the Bannon move that's the more extraordinary development in American
politics and government. "Bannon's ascension is the clearest sign yet that Trump will maintain his ties to
the populist white nationalism that helped propel him to the White House against overwhelming
opposition from party leaders and traditional media," NBC's Benjy Sarlin writes. "Under Bannon's
guidance, Breitbart served as a hub for pro-Trump, anti-immigration and especially anti-Muslim agit-prop.
The site faced regular criticism — including from Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton — for its close ties to
the 'alt right,' an online-based counterculture movement associated with white nationalism. Bannon once
called his outlet 'the platform of the alt-right.'" Priebus, the longtime chair of the Republican National
Committee, is the kind of politician who would have served under any GOP administration. Bannon isn't.
The Anti-Defamation League and Council on American-Islamic Relations decry Bannon hire. It's not every
day when these two groups both criticize the appointment of a top official to the incoming White House.
"[T]he ADL strongly opposes the appointment of Steve Bannon as senior adviser and chief strategist in
the White House. It is a sad day when a man who presided over the premier website of the 'alt right' - a
loose-knit group of white nationalists and unabashed anti-Semites and racists - is slated to be a senior
staff member in the 'people's house,'" said ADL CEO Jonathan Greenblatt. Added the Council on
American-Islamic Relations' Nihad Awad: "We urge President-elect Trump to reconsider this ill-advised
appointment if he truly seeks to unite Americans."

CHAOTIC TRUMP TRANSITION TAKES OVER: Top Donald Trump campaign advisers who have taken
charge of the president-elect’s transition team are casting aside much of the work on Cabinet picks that
New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie and his aides put in place over several months — and leaving behind a far
more chaotic operation dominated by Trump loyalists. Trump aides have nixed at least one Christiebacked person being considered for a Cabinet position in the aftermath of last Friday's shakeup, a person
closely tracking the transition told POLITICO. The transition team has yet to publicly release a code of
ethics for itself or for nominees. And an aide to a person being considered for a top position said the
person had not yet been asked to complete a detailed questionnaire to suss out red flags. Trump was
slated to meet Tuesday with Vice President-elect Mike Pence to review names in hopes of announcing
nominees for key posts in the coming weeks. "Obviously, Inauguration Day is not getting further away,"
transition spokesman Jason Miller told reporters waiting in Trump Tower on Monday night. "And people
need to get going." By comparison, the Obama administration was deep into the vetting process by early
November — not just meeting with prospective nominees but compiling fat dossiers on them, according
to emails made public through WikiLeaks. “[The shakeup] definitely caused some confusion,” said one
person on Trump’s transition team. “There’s been a lot of dust that’s been kicked up.” President-elect
Donald Trump and Vice President-elect Mike Pence will meet Tuesday at Trump Tower to review
candidates for federal appointments, according to a campaign spokesman.

PENCE EMBROILED IN EMAIL CONTROVERSY: Vice President-elect Mike Pence is embroiled in a
legal challenge stemming from his decision to withhold information from a public records request in a
case local Democrats say raises the specter of the Indiana governor shielding all of his emails from public
view (LoBianco, CNN). It's a bit ironic as Pence, along with running mate President-elect Donald Trump
blasted their way into the White House in part by hammering away at Democrat Hillary Clinton's own
email scandal. Pence's lawyers have argued, in part, that a state court decision protecting state
lawmakers from releasing their own records should also apply to his office. But Bill Groth, a Democratic
lawyer fighting the Pence administration in state court, cautioned that if the court accepts their
argument, it could shield all his communications from the public. "If the court buys their separation of
powers argument, the executive branch will be exempt from (Indiana's public records law)," Groth said.
"Why are they willing to take that risk if they have statutory arguments and they aren't really seeking to
exempt the executive?" But a top Pence spokesman said that this current email case, which is being
weighed in Indiana's Court of Appeals now, is nothing like Clinton's email scandal. "The plaintiff received
the text of the email in one question. One email," said Pence deputy chief of staff Matt Lloyd. "The court
reviewed the white paper and determined the state was correct in protecting it as attorney client
privilege." Lloyd added that Pence has never had a private email server and never destroyed any devices
containing his emails.

SOCIAL PROGRAM CUTS WILL FUND TRUMP AGENDA, ROKITA SAYS: House Republicans "have
bills piling up" to submit to the next president, with cuts to social spending set to offset new spending
priorities, U.S. Rep. Todd Rokita (R-IN) told Eric Shawn of Fox News on Sunday ( Howey Politics Indiana).
When asked about President-elect Donald Trump's call for $1 trillion in infrastructure spending, Rokita,
vice chairman of the budget committee, said Republicans are committed to paying for the spending by
cutting existing social programs. "So whether that's reducing some of our social entitlement outlays,
reforming those so that they are around for the next generation because right now Social Security,
Medicare, even Medicaid won't be around for the next generation," he said. "If we reform those programs
there is more than enough money to everything else that needs to be done." Shawn noted Trump vowed
no cuts to Social Security and Medicaid, and Rokita said, "As a businessman he can read a spreadsheet.
He knows numbers. Once these are presented, any reasonable person who loves this country has to
come to the same conclusion and that is the $20 trillion of debt that we have right now is really the result
of three programs, the ones I just mentioned. And the $20 trillion isn't even the issue, believe it or not,

it's the $120 trillion that is going to come over the next 25 years or so. I see Mr Trump as a big idea guy.
He gives directions, he gives some parameters, and we have experts - not that we are know-it-alls - but
we have so much experience in the different committees in Congress we can give him products along
those parameters on any give subject. And that's what I see our role being. We need to be bold right
now."

DEMOCRATS LOOK INWARD AFTER BIG LOSSES: State Democrats were hoping to celebrate a
string of election victories at their annual holiday party here in the state capital (Hayden, CNHI). Instead
the early-December event will likely have a more somber tone as party leaders dissect what went wrong
on Election Day. Democrats lost every statewide contest last Tuesday - including what were seen as
competitive races for Senate and governor. Despite money and labor poured into a handful of legislative
seats, the party failed to unlock the Republican super-majority in the General Assembly, or make a dent
in Republicans' hold on seven of nine congressional seats. State Democratic Chairman John Zody blames
the across-the-board losses on a tidal wave created by GOP President-elect Donald Trump. "We can be
sad. I certainly was," said Sen. Tim Lanane, of Anderson, one of nine Democrats who will be left in the
50-member chamber. But there will be another election, and we've got to be thinking now really in terms
of how to prepare for that," he said. With no statewide offices up for election for two years, Lanane said
party leaders have time to address hard questions. "We need to analyze our base," he said. "Did they get
out to vote? And if they didn't, why didn't they respond to our message?"

REXNORD CONFIRMS JOBS HEADING TO MEXICO: Rexnord Corp. on Monday confirmed the news
its employees have been expecting for weeks: It will close its Indianapolis plant and move about 300 jobs
to Mexico (Briggs, IndyStar). The announcement ends a last-ditch effort among union officers and city
officials to keep the Milwaukee-based manufacturer in Indianapolis. "It wasn't anything that shocked any
of us," said Chuck Jones, president of United Steelworkers Local 1999, which represents Rexnord
employees. Rexnord expects to save $15.5 million during its first full year after moving Indianapolis
operations to Mexico, Jones said, citing company figures shared with the union. That savings is expected
to increase by $200,000 a year. Indianapolis employees would have had to cut their pay from an average
of $25 an hour to about $5 an hour to compete, Jones said. "The law don't allow that," Jones said. "Our
people wouldn't work for that wage, either." Rexnord on Nov. 2 reported that it generated $24.6 million
in profit during its fiscal second quarter, up from $22.6 million a year earlier. CEO Todd Adams received
$1.5 million in total compensation in fiscal 2016, including a $750,000 salary. "It's corporate greed,"
Jones said, "because this plant was very profitable."

ST. JOSEPH COUNTY DELAYS LGBT VOTE AFTER CONCERNS: The debate over granting civil rights
protections to the LGBT community in St. Joseph County has been delayed ( WNDU-TV). The proposal
was scheduled to be the subject of a public hearing and possible vote today; at least that was the plan
until mid-afternoon yesterday. "We are going to table the ordinance. We had an institution in the county
raise some concerns this morning about whether it was in compliance with the state law, so we just want
to make sure that all of our language is where it needs to be," said District E St. Joseph County Council
Person Diana Hess. "They just wanted to make sure that they would be exempt, it was a religious
institution." The Twitter page of Freedom Indiana, a statewide LGBT advocacy group, asked followers to
"be there" in the council chambers at 6:00 p.m. to show support. Ryan McCann with the Indiana Family
Institute believes the council would be wise to take its time. "It is currently under litigation so I think it
would be unwise for other cities and counties to take this issue up, let the court do its work and let this

issue play out." The Indiana Family Institute has gone to court to oppose LGBT protection measures
passed by the likes of Indianapolis, Bloomington, and Carmel.

HATE CRIMES V. MUSLIMS LEAP 67% IN 2015: The FBI on Monday released its annual tally of
hate crimes, with numbers that confirmed the fears of Muslim advocacy groups: a 67 percent jump in
offenses against Muslims in 2015 (Associated Press). Long before the FBI released its findings, American
Muslims had sounded the alarm on a rise in attacks they categorized as “Islamophobic,” targeting
Muslims specifically because of their faith. A resurgence of anti-Muslim and anti-immigrant rhetoric, most
notably in Donald Trump’s presidential campaign, correlated with a flurry of reports of assailants ripping
off headscarves, spray-painting slurs on mosques, and harassing or even beating Muslims in the street.
“We saw this coming, and we’ve always thought that it was worse than has been reported,” said Paul
Galloway, executive director of the American Muslim Advisory Council, a statewide advocacy group in
Tennessee.

PBS’ GWEN IFILL DIES AT AGE 61: Gwen Ifill, who wrote for some of the country’s premier
newspapers before transitioning to broadcast journalism and making her greatest mark as one of the
most prominent TV anchors of her generation, died Nov. 14 at a hospice center in Washington. She was
61 (Washington Post). “The PBS NewsHour,” the program she co-anchored with Judy Woodruff,
announced the death and said the cause was cancer. Ms. Ifill also was moderator of PBS’s “Washington
Week” roundtable public affairs show. Earlier this year, she moderated a Democratic primary debate, but
her ill health led to several leaves of absence from her PBS hosting duties. Woodruff called Ms. Ifill a
consummate communicator who exuded “the rare combination of authority and warmth. She came
through the screen as a friend to people who watched her, but she also displayed the authority for
people to believe you, to have credibility.” In addition, Woodruff said, “She didn’t mind telling anyone
when she thought they were wrong, on camera. She kept it respectful. She was one of the most graceful
interrupters I have ever seen.”

HPI DAILY ANALYSIS: During the epic 2008 campaign, I had the good fortune to spend several hours
in the company of Gwen Ifill. She and her crew set up in my office for an interview and during that time
we talked about a number of things ranging from the election at hand to our shared profession. She was
a cutting edge journalist and a wonderful person. We are deeply saddened by her passing at such an
early age. - Brian A. Howey

Trump46

TRUMP TALKS TO PUTIN: President-elect Donald Trump and Russian President Vladimir Putin agreed
in a telephone conversation Monday that relations between their countries were “unsatisfactory” and
vowed to work together to improve them, the Kremlin said in a statement ( Washington Post). Moscow
said the two men discussed combining efforts in the fight against terrorism, talked about “a settlement
for the crisis in Syria” and agreed that their aides would begin working on a face-to-face meeting
between them. Trump’s office later said that Putin had called to “offer his congratulations” and that they
had discussed shared threats and challenges, “strategic economic issues” and the long-term relationship
between the two nations. The president-elect spoke admiringly of Putin during the campaign, praising
him as a stronger leader than President Obama and saying the two countries should join together to fight
terrorists, particularly the Islamic State in Syria. Those views put Trump at odds with many GOP defense
hawks, who have praised his promise to increase military spending but are uniformly suspicious of
Moscow and have denounced Russian actions in Eastern Europe, Ukraine and Syria. The offer of
cooperation could also immerse Trump in a deep controversy with the Pentagon, where military and
civilian leaders have strongly opposed collaboration with Russia, particularly in Syria.

GUILIANI TO STATE, SESSIONS AG? In the midst of the furor over Mr. Bannon’s appointment,
Rudolph W. Giuliani, the former mayor of New York City, emerged as a leading candidate to be secretary
of state, according to people familiar with the deliberations in the 26th-floor office in Trump Tower where
Mr. Trump was ensconced throughout the day ( New York Times). That would make Mr. Giuliani, a
contentious former prosecutor, the president’s emissary to a turbulent world. There has been intense
jockeying among several of Mr. Trump’s highest-profile campaign advisers, suggesting a competition to
lead the new administration’s foreign policy, national security and crime-fighting agencies. Mr. Trump is
also considering naming Mr. Giuliani or Senator Jeff Sessions of Alabama as the next attorney general,
according to the people familiar with the discussions. Mr. Giuliani seems more eager to be secretary of
state, though John R. Bolton, a fierce foreign policy hawk who served as ambassador to the United
Nations and under secretary of state under President George W. Bush, is also under consideration, the
people familiar with the discussions said. Richard Grenell, who was Mr. Bolton’s spokesman at the United
Nations, is being considered as ambassador there. People with knowledge of the process described a
series of chaotic discussions and said Mr. Trump might also choose Mr. Giuliani or Mr. Sessions to lead
the Department of Homeland Security, though neither has expressed interest in that job.

GINGRICH SEEKS BROAD PORTFOLIO: Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich said Monday that he
would prefer an advisory position to President-elect Donald Trump as opposed to a Cabinet post in the
incoming administration (Fox News). "I want to be the general planner, looking out over the next eight
years and trying to design how we fundamentally reshape the federal government," Gingrich told Fox
News' Megyn Kelly on "The Kelly File." "That’s a very broad job. The closest analogy probably is [New
Deal architect] Harry Hopkins and the work he did for Franklin Delano Roosevelt."

TRUMP EYES OPENLY GAY U.N. AMBASSADOR: Trump was considering tapping Richard Grenell as
U.S. ambassador to the United Nations. He would be the first openly gay person to fill a Cabinet-level
foreign policy post (Associated Press). Grenell, known in part for aggressive criticism of rivals on Twitter,
previously served as U.S. spokesman at the U.N. under President George W. Bush. Trump was also

weighing whether to select Michigan GOP chairwoman Ronna Romney McDaniel, a niece of chief Trump
critic and 2012 presidential nominee Mitt Romney.

REPUBLICAN SENATE REJECTED SESSIONS FOR JUDGE: In 1986, before Mr. Sessions became a
senator himself, a Republican-controlled Senate rejected his nomination by President Ronald Reagan to a
federal judgeship (New York Times). Several United States attorneys testified that he had made racist
comments, including calling an African-American lawyer “boy,” and that he had been hostile to civil rights
cases. Mr. Sessions denied making most of the remarks, but apologized for once saying that he had
thought the Ku Klux Klan was O.K. until he heard that some members smoked pot; he called it a joke.

SECURITY CLEARANCE SOUGHT FOR TRUMP KIDS: President-elect Donald Trump is potentially
seeking top secret security clearances for his children, sources tell CBS News. The Trump team has asked
the White House to explore the possibility of getting his children the top secret security clearances.
Logistically, the children would need to be designated by the current White House as national security
advisers to their father to receive top secret clearances. However, once Mr. Trump becomes president, he
would be able to put in the request himself. His children would need to fill out the security questionnaire
(SF-86) and go through the requisite background checks. While nepotism rules prevent the presidentelect from hiring his kids to work in the White House, they do not need to be government officials to
receive top secret security clearances.

BANNON NURTURED HARD RIGHT: In naming Stephen K. Bannon to a senior White House post,
President-elect Donald J. Trump has elevated the hard-right nationalist movement that Mr. Bannon has
nurtured for years from the fringes of American politics to its very heart, a remarkable shift that has
further intensified concern about the new administration’s direction ( New York Times). The provocative
news and opinion website that Mr. Bannon ran, Breitbart News, has repeatedly published articles linking
migrants to the spread of disease. Its authors have criticized politicians who do not support a religious
test for immigrants to screen out potential jihadists. And it has promoted stories that tried to tie Huma
Abedin, a top aide to Hillary Clinton who is Muslim, to Islamic militants. In an interview, Mr. Bannon, 62,
rejected what he called the “ethno-nationalist” tendencies of some in the movement. His interest in
populism and American nationalism, he said, has to do with curbing what he sees as the corrosive effects
of globalization. And he believes his enemies are misstating his views and those of many Trump
followers. “These people are patriots,” he said. “They love their country. They just want their country
taken care of.”

PRIEBUS DEFENDS BANNON: On "Today" this morning, Priebus defended Bannon. "The guy I know is
a guy that isn't any of those [controversial] things," he said. "Here's a guy who's Harvard Business
School… He's a guy who is very, very smart." Priebus added of Trump, "He's going to be a president for
all Americans." Per NBC's Hallie Jackson, "A couple of Bannon's friends and associates -- who spoke with
NBC by phone -- vigorously defended his character, flatly denying charges of anti-Semitism against him,
acknowledging that Breitbart is 'provocative' but calling Bannon a champion of diverse voices. They
describe him as a focused and intense leader."

INGRAHAM EYED AS PRESS SECRETARY: Conservative radio talk show host Laura Ingraham's next
microphone could be behind the White House press briefing room podium (CNN). Ingraham is under
serious consideration for White House press secretary, sources confirmed to CNN on Monday. Other
people are in contention for the post as well, the sources said. But Ingraham's name stands out because
of her nationally syndicated talk radio show and her close ties to Trump.

TRUMP TO RESHAPE TRADE POLICY ON DAY 1: President-elect Donald Trump will begin the
process of reshaping America's trade policy on Day 1 of his administration, according to a memo drafted
by his transition team obtained by CNN. The document lays out the skeleton of Trump's trade policy for
the first 200 days of his presidency, focusing on a set of principles including renegotiating or withdrawing
from the North American Free Trade Agreement -- a frequent promise Trump made on the campaign
trail. The memo itself notes that plenty could change before Trump starts his presidency on January 20,
2017, calling the contents "for discussion purposes only." But the draft memo reveals what the Trump
transition team has developed as a blueprint for Trump's administration based on its pre-election work
and Trump's own campaign promises. "The Trump trade plan breaks with the globalist wings of both the
Republican and Democratic parties," the document notes. "The Trump administration will reverse
decades of conciliatory trade policy. New trade agreements will be negotiated that provide for the
interests of US workers and companies first."

EMANUEL VOWS TO DEFY TRUMP ON SANCTUARIES: Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel promised
Monday to defy President-elect Donald Trump’s deportation orders and vowed that the city will always be
a so-called sanctuary city (Fox News). Chicago laws prohibit government workers and police officers from
asking the locals about their immigration status, according to the Chicago Tribune. Emanuel reaffirmed
that the policy will continue. "To all those who are, after Tuesday's election, very nervous and filled with
anxiety as we've spoken to, you are safe in Chicago, you are secure in Chicago and you are supported in
Chicago," Emanuel said. "Chicago will always be a sanctuary city."

PLANNED PARENTHOOD DONATIONS COME IN PENCE’S NAME: Some Americans unhappy with
last Tuesday's election results have found a new and creative way to protest ( CNN). They're sending
donations to Planned Parenthood in the name of Vice President-elect Mike Pence, who has called for
cutting off federal funds to the organization and -- as governor of Indiana -- imposed tougher restrictions
on abortion for women in his state. Planned Parenthood sends certificates to thank donors -- so all those
certificates are being sent to Pence's address. Pence's controversies have often paled in comparison to
those of his running mate, but many people unhappy with the election results have made an effort to
include him in their protests nonetheless.

STAR SURVEYS TRUMP INDY PROTESTERS: More than 500 people gathered at the Indiana
Statehouse on Saturday and aired their frustration and anger over this past week's election that will place
Donald Trump in the White House (IndyStar). The Indianapolis marchers were mostly well-behaved,
especially compared to the violence, looting and 71 arrests made at anti-Trump demonstrations in
Portland, Ore. IndyStar heard claims that professional protesters were being bused into Indianapolis and
other cities. Trump himself fired off a tweet blaming "professional protesters" for the demonstrations
against his presidential victory. We found no evidence of out-of-town agitators. The event organizer,
contacted by IndyStar before the rally, is from Indianapolis. Many buses were in Indianapolis over the

weekend, but they were carrying marching bands from across the country competing in Music for All’s
Bands of America Grand National Championships at Lucas Oil Stadium. The seven people arrested during
Saturday's protest were from Indiana. Three are from Indianapolis, according to police reports. The
others live in Terre Haute, Bloomington, Lafayette and Washington, Ind.

Campaigns

CLINTON WINS NH; MICHIGAN ONLY UNDECIDED LEFT: Hillary Clinton has been declared the
winner of New Hampshire's presidential race, a victory that comes six days after she lost the national
contest to President-elect Donald Trump (Politico). New Hampshire is worth 4 Electoral College votes,
bringing Clinton's total to 232 votes to Donald Trump's 290. With New Hampshire called, the only state
still undecided is Michigan, where Trump boasts a thin lead but the margin remains too small for a
definitive call on the state's 16 Electoral College votes.

ELLISON TO RUN FOR DNC CHAIR: Rep. Keith Ellison formally announced his candidacy to be
chairman of the Democratic National Committee (Politico). "I am proud to announce my candidacy for
Chair of the Democratic National Committee, and if given the opportunity to serve, I will work tirelessly to
make the Democratic Party an organization that brings us together and advances an agenda that
improves people's lives," Ellison said in a statement released Monday afternoon. Ellison, who played a
prominent role in Sen. Bernie Sanders presidential campaign, has already been endorsed for chairman by
Sanders and Sens. Chuck Schumer and Harry Reid, as well as Rep. Raul Grijalva, co-chairman of the
Congressional Progressive Caucus. Sen. Elizabeth Warren also said Ellison would make a "terrific"
chairman.

SC DEM CHAIR ENTERS DNC RACE: South Carolina Democratic Party Chairman Jaime Harrison
announced his candidacy to be chairman of the Democratic National Committee on Monday
night (Politico). "I'm throwing my hat in Rachel," Harrison said during an interview with MSNBC's Rachel
Maddow, when asked if he was entering the race to be DNC chair. Harrison's announcement came the
same day that Rep. Keith Ellison of Minnesota jumped into the race for DNC chairman, rolling out a list of
endorsements from congressional lawmakers and elected officials. Former Vermont Gov. Howard Dean is
also a candidate to lead the DNC, replacing interim Chairwoman Donna Brazile.

CLINTON, OBAMA TALK TO DEMS ABOUT LOSS: Democrats scrambled on Monday to assess the
damage after Hillary Clinton’s loss, marking the start of a season of jockeying within the party over who
will be its next leader (Washington Post). On a conference call with supporters late Monday, President
Obama congratulated Clinton on a “history-making” race, but he called on his party to assess what went
wrong and retool at a grass-roots level. “We have better ideas, but they have to be heard for us to
actually translate those ideas into votes and ultimately into action,” Obama said. Meanwhile, Clinton
addressed congressional lawmakers on a separate conference call, acknowledging the impact of her loss.
“No one is sorrier than me,” Clinton said, according to a Democrat on the call. “Heartbreaks don’t heal
overnight, and this one won’t.”

Congress

RYAN EXPECTED TO BE REELECTED SPEAKER: Donald Trump and House Speaker Paul Ryan were
not particularly close during the election. But Trump's victory may have helped to save Ryan's job (NBC
News). The House Republican conference Monday discussed leadership elections to be held Tuesday
afternoon. Just two weeks ago, members openly questioned Ryan's effectiveness in the role of speaker,
but they emerged from Monday's meeting supporting the Wisconsin Republican, saying he would face no
challengers for the post. One of those members who are now more likely to support Ryan is Rep. Mark
Meadows of North Carolina, a member of the conservative Freedom Caucus and someone who
threatened a challenge to Ryan just days before Election Day. "To suggest that President-elect Trump's
victory didn't weigh as a factor in terms of the Speakers' race would be disingenuous to suggest
otherwise," Meadows said.

MESSER SEES RYAN MAINTAINING LEADERSHIP: Republicans seem to be embracing House
Speaker U.S. Rep. Paul Ryan (R-WI) and the status quo, even if significant policy disagreements linger
just beneath the surface (Washington Post). "Given all the other moving parts we have to deal with,
given all the big challenges we have in front of us, there's wisdom in taking the team we have in front of
us, uniting that team, and moving forward as a nation," Rep. Luke Messer (R-Ind.), chairman of the
House GOP Policy Committee, said Friday in a C-SPAN interview. One possibility being considered to
make internal peace is to appoint a member of the hard-right House Freedom Caucus to a junior GOP
leadership position. "I think it would strengthen our conference to have a broad cross section of [it]
represented at the leadership table," said Messer, who is running unopposed to keep his own slot.

DONNELLY 'OPTIMISTIC' ABOUT WORKING WITH TRUMP ADMIN: U.S. Senator Joe Donnelly (DIN) said Monday he was "optimistic" about working with the Trump administration if it means helping
secure better health care and jobs for Hoosier families (Haeberle, WISH-TV). President-elect Trump is
scrambling to conjure together appointments to create his newly forming administration. So far, outside
of his appointment as Reince Priebus as his chief of staff, the more controversial of Trump's two
appointments has been Steve Bannon, a former news executive with the conservative-leaning news
agency Brietbart News. Asked directly about the drubbing Democrats took on Election Day, Bannon and if
he could work with Trump and the Republican-led Congress, Donnelly said: "As I look at policy, Trump
has talked about the Affordable Care Act. That is something that we can work together on," he told
reporters Monday in Indianapolis. "He's mentioned other things recently things that we can work together
on and that's encouraging. I'm going to look on the optimistic side and hope that we can move the ball

forward. When they don't want to do that - I'll pass. Mr Bannon or anybody else." Donnelly directed most
of his answers to issues surrounding job creation and opportunity. He said he liked Trump's position that
companies like Carrier should be punished for moving jobs overseas.

DONNELLY ON REXNORD MOVE: U.S. Senator Joe Donnelly (D-IN) released the following statement
after Rexnord formally announced it plans to move its Indianapolis manufacturing operations to Mexico,
firing 350 Hoosier employees in the process (Howey Politics Indiana). Last week, Donnelly called on
Rexnord to come clean and explain its proposed plan after the company's CEO declined to speak with
Donnelly for over a month, the senator's office stated. Donnelly said, "This news is extremely
disappointing, particularly for the hard-working Hoosier families whose lives will be upended. I stand with
these workers and am ready to help them however possible as they try to provide for their families. If
Rexnord is going to upend the lives of hundreds of Hoosier families, the least they can do is come clean
about chasing cheap wages abroad." After Rexnord announced almost a month ago that it had
"tentatively" decided to move its Indianapolis operation to Mexico, Donnelly said he was looking for an
explanation from Rexnord about its plans.

DONNELLY UPDATES ON EFFORT TO BUILD NEW WAR MEMORIAL IN DC: In a gathering at the
Indiana War Memorial yesterday, U.S. Senator Joe Donnelly (D-IN) announced his bipartisan effort to
establish the National Desert Storm and Desert Shield War Memorial in Washington, D.C. According to a
news release from the senator's office, Donnelly was joined by Scott Stump, President and CEO of the
National Desert Storm War Memorial Association; Christine Jensen, an Indianapolis resident and former
President of the Indiana chapter of Gold Star Mothers, who lost her son Army Specialist Brian Simpson in
Operation Desert Storm; Kent Shively, a Kokomo resident, who serves as Vice Chair of the National
Desert Storm War Memorial Association; and former Mayor of Indianapolis Greg Ballard, who served as a
U.S. Marine in the Gulf War. In 2014, Donnelly and Senator John Boozman (R-AR) passed bipartisan
legislation to authorize the Memorial as part of that year's national defense bill, which was signed into
law on December 22, 2014. Donnelly and Boozman will soon introduce bipartisan legislation allowing the
Memorial to be built in Washington, D.C. No federal funds will be used for construction of the memorial.

General Assembly

LONG ANNOUNCES LEADERSHIP POSITIONS, CHAIRMANSHIPS: Indiana Senate President Pro
Tempore David Long (R-Fort Wayne) yesterday announced additional appointments to the Senate
Republicans' leadership team as well as Senate Standing Committee chairmanships for the 2017-2018
Indiana General Assembly (Howey Politics Indiana). The 2017-2018 Senate Republican leadership team is
as follows: President Pro Tempore – Sen. David Long (R-Fort Wayne) Assistant President Pro Tempore –
Sen. Sue Glick (R-LaGrange) Majority Floor Leader – Sen. Brandt Hershman (R-Buck Creek) Majority Floor
Leader Emeritus – Sen. Joe Zakas (R-Granger) Assistant Majority Floor Leader, Communications – Sen.
Randy Head (R-Logansport) Assistant Majority Floor Leader, Parliamentary Affairs – Sen. Rodric Bray (RMartinsville) Majority Caucus Chairman – Sen. Jim Merritt (R-Indianapolis) Assistant Majority Caucus Chair
– Sen. Jim Tomes (R-Wadesville) Assistant Majority Caucus Chair – Sen. Chip Perfect (R-Lawrenceburg)
Majority Whip – Sen. Ryan Mishler (R-Bremen) Assistant Majority Whip – Sen. Erin Houchin (R-Salem)

2017-2018 Senate Committee Chairmanships: Senate Committee on Agriculture – Sen. Jean
Leising (R-Oldenburg) Senate Committee on Appropriations – Sen. Luke Kenley (R-Noblesville) Senate
Committee on Civil Law – Sen. Randy Head (R-Logansport)* Senate Committee on Commerce and
Technology – Sen. Mark Messmer (R-Jasper)* Senate Committee on Corrections and Criminal Law – Sen.
Mike Young (R-Indianapolis) Senate Committee on Education and Career Development – Sen. Dennis
Kruse (R-Auburn) Senate Committee on Elections – Sen. Greg Walker (R-Columbus) Senate Committee
on Environmental Affairs – Sen. Doug Eckerty (R-Yorktown)* Senate Committee on Ethics – Sen. Liz
Brown (R-Fort Wayne)* Senate Committee on Family and Children Services – Sen. Ron Grooms (RJeffersonville) Senate Committee on Health and Provider Services – Sen. Ed Charbonneau (R-Valparaiso)*
Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Transportation – Sen. Mike Crider (R-Greenfield)* Senate
Committee on Insurance and Financial Institutions – Sen. Travis Holdman (R-Markle) Senate Committee
on Joint Rules – Sen. Brandt Hershman (R-Buck Creek) Senate Committee on Judiciary – Sen. Rodric Bray
(R-Martinsville)* Senate Committee on Local Government – Sen. Jim Buck (R-Kokomo)* Senate
Committee on Natural Resources – Sen. Sue Glick (R-LaGrange) Senate Committee on Pensions and
Labor – Sen. Phil Boots (R-Crawfordsville) Senate Committee on Public Policy – Sen. Ron Alting (RLafayette) Senate Committee on Rules and Legislative Procedure – Sen. David Long (R-Fort Wayne)
Senate Committee on Tax and Fiscal Policy – Sen. Brandt Hershman (R-Buck Creek) Senate Committee
on Utilities – Sen. Jim Merritt (R-Indianapolis) Senate Committee on Veterans Affairs and the Military –
Sen. Mike Delph (R-Carmel)*

CHARBONNEAU TO LEAD HEALTH POLICY: A Northwest Indiana lawmaker will lead Senate
consideration of all health-related legislation during the General Assembly’s upcoming session
(Carden, NWI Times). On Monday, state Sen. Ed Charbonneau, R-Valparaiso, was appointed chairman of
the Senate Committee on Health and Provider Services, replacing retired state Sen. Pat Miller, RIndianapolis, who led the panel for the past quarter century. “I’m excited, and yet at the same time I’m
following in the footsteps of somebody that’s been there 25 years,” he said. Charbonneau expects
senators will focus on several unresolved health policy issues when the committee begins meeting in
January, including how best to alleviate doctor and nurse shortages, especially in rural Indiana; the
state’s drug epidemic; regulating telemedicine; and addressing practitioner scope-of-service limits. “I
don’t know at this point what effect, if any, the whole Obamacare discussion in Washington might have
on the state,” he said.

GARY SCHOOLS ASKING LEGISLATURE FOR HELP: Gary Community Schools is asking the state
legislature for help as it struggles with ongoing financial problems (McInerny, Indiana Public Media). This
comes after a school referendum failed last week. The school referendum was posed after years of
financial struggle and failed by only 300 votes. Gary's state-hired financial consultant Jack Martin said the
district is nearly $100 million in debt. However, he said the most critical is $25 million in the operating
budget. The district is current with debt-service payments, including utility payments to NIPSCO and to
the IRS. This is the district's second failed referenda to counter decreasing enrollment in recent years.
When students leave a district, state money goes with them, and Gary schools struggle to maintain staff
and buildings. The district is now talking with legislators about how to keep itself financially stable. Chair
of the Senate Appropriations Committee Luke Kenley said he's been talking with Gary representatives and
the superintendent. He doesn't want to give them more money. He says he wants to help them solve a
bigger problem. "I don't think that's the source of their problem, just to throw more money at them,"
Kenley says. "I think they need to have a whole different management structure there."

CHAMBER TO HOST GENERAL ASSEMBLY Q&A NEXT MONDAY: Hoosiers can get a sneak peek of
the upcoming General Assembly session at the Indiana Chamber Legislative Preview on Nov. 21,
according to a news release from the chamber (Howey Politics Indiana). The annual event, sponsored by
Ice Miller LLP, features caucus leaders in a question and answer session on how they see the upcoming
session playing out. In addition, the Indiana Chamber will reveal its top pro-jobs, pro-economy priorities
for 2017. Topics from a variety of public policy areas - all related to sustaining a pro-economy, pro-jobs
climate - will be discussed. Among them: long-term transportation infrastructure funding; raising the
cigarette tax and legal age to smoke; expansion of Indiana's publicly funded pre-K program; and tax
changes that could negatively impact Indiana's competitiveness, the release stated. The 2017 Indiana
Legislative Preview runs from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. next Monday and will be held at the Hyatt Regency hotel in
the Regency Ballroom (second floor) in downtown Indianapolis. A networking coffee break takes place in
the hour leading up to the event. Tickets are $55 per person, including lunch, for Indiana Chamber
members; $65 for non-members.

State

DEVELOPMENT: PUBLIC INVESTMENT PAYS OFF IN TECH SECTOR - State and federal
investments are helping spur research and development growth in Indiana's tech-related industries, new
research says (Indianapolis Business Journal). The Indiana Economic Development Corp. paid for the
study, which was conducted by Ball State University's Center for Business and Economic Research. CBER
researchers examined results from $30.8 million in state and federal funding that was awarded to 74
organizations around the state between 2010 and 2014. Those awards contributed to the creation of 323
jobs, and an increase of gross domestic product of $18 million and personal income of $16 million during
that period, the study says. The awards came from three state-based programs: Indiana's 21st Century
Research and Technology Fund, the Indiana Angel Network and the Indiana High-Growth Fund. Awards
also came from two similar grant programs offered through the U.S. Department of Energy's Office of
Science. "Our study shows that these funds have had a significant positive impact on various technologyrelated firms in Indiana," CBER Research Assistant Professor Srikant Deveraj said in a written statement.
Deveraj, along with CBER Director Michael Hicks, conducted the research for this study.

ECONOMY: CUMMINS, CHRYSLER SUED FOR POLLUTION STANDARDS - Allegations of cheating
pollution standards have reached U.S. automakers as Chrysler has been sued by consumers who said the
Indiana-made engines in some Dodge trucks were rigged to hide emissions that were as much as 14
times higher than permitted by law (Indianapolis Business Journal). Chrysler and its diesel technology
partner Cummins Inc. hid from consumers that pollutants that were supposed to have been broken down
inside the diesel engines instead had a tendency to escape, almost doubling the emissions and reducing
the vehicle's fuel efficiency, according to the lawsuit. The companies are accused of fraud, false

advertising and racketeering in the complaint, filed Monday in Detroit federal court on behalf of the
owners of almost 500,000 Dodge Ram model trucks. Cummins spokesman Jon Mills, in an email to IBJ,
said the "lawsuit has no merit and contains false and exaggerated claims. We are deeply disappointed in
this attempt to tarnish our image and we plan to vigorously defend ourselves." "We have robust
certification and compliance processes, adhering to all admissions regulations worldwide, and we prohibit
the use of 'defeat' devices in all of our products," Mills said.

EDUCATION: PURDUE, IU AMONG BEST FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS - Two Indiana
universities have been named among the leading institutions for hosting international students in the
United States by the Institute of International Education (Brown, Inside Indiana Business). The institute's
2016 Open Doors Report on International Educational Exchange says Purdue University and Indiana
University are ranked among the top 25 institutions, which account for more than 21 percent of all
international students. Purdue University is ranked at number 8 on the list with 10,563 international
students during the 2015-2016 academic year, which is a 3.3 percent increase from the previous year.
Indiana University comes in at number 17 with 7,159 international students, which is 2.1 percent higher
than the previous year.

EDUCATION: EARLHAM STUDENT BANNED FOR SWASTIKA - A swastika was drawn outside a
dorm room at Earlham College this weekend, leading to the perpetrator being banned from the campus
(Richmond Palladium-Item). On Sunday, Earlham public safety officers were alerted to a swastika being
written on a dry erase board hanging outside a room where two students are living. The officers, along
with personnel from the college's Department of Student Life, conducted a full internal investigation and
offered support for all students affected by the incident, according to a statement released Monday night
by Brian Zimmerman, Earlham's director of media relations. After the investigation, the responsible
individual was identified and action was taken, including banning that individual from visiting campus in
the future. The responsible individual isn't a member of the Earlham community, Zimmerman said. “This
act was completely reprehensible and totally unacceptable,” Earlham President David Dawson said a
news release.

EDUCATION: McROBBIE WARNS OF INTOLERANCE AT IU - Indiana University President Michael
McRobbie said in a campus-wide e-mail Monday that the university’s received reports of intimidation and
harassment since last week’s election (Indiana Public Media). “This kind of behavior is completely
inconsistent with the spirit of tolerance and respect that we must foster, and it is totally unacceptable, as
is any form of vandalism to property,” McRobbie wrote.

Nation

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA WARNS TRUMP ON SCRAPPING IRAN DEAL - President Obama
cautioned his successor against re-opening the debate over the Iran nuclear deal, saying that it was easy
for Donald Trump to promise he would rip up the deal when he was just a candidate. But now, when the
president-elect just "looks at the facts," he will see the deal is working, Obama argued ( Politico). "My
suspicion is that when the president-elect comes in and he is consulting with his Republican colleagues
on the Hill," Trump won't be so eager to revisit the agreement, Obama told reporters at a press briefing
before his final overseas trip as president. Why? "Because to unravel a deal that is working and
preventing Iran for pursuing a nuclear weapon would be hard to explain — particularly if the alternative
would have them freed from any obligations and go ahead and pursue a nuclear weapon," Obama said.

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA REASSURES ALLIES ABOUT TRUMP - President Obama held his first news
conference since voters sharply rejected his candidate and his party at the polls last week, reassuring
people at home and abroad that Donald Trump was committed to governing in a more pragmatic fashion
than his harsh campaign style would suggest (Washington Post). “He’s going to be the next president
and regardless of what experience or assumptions he brought to the office,” said Obama, who met with
Trump for the first time last week. “This office has a way of waking you up.”

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA, PUTIN MAY MEET IN PERU OVER SYRIA - President Obama and Russian
President Vladimir Putin may meet and discuss the latest in Syria when they both travel to Peru for an
international summit this week, according to a report from Reuters ( CBS News). Both Mr. Obama and
Putin will be in Lima, Peru for the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation summit on Saturday and Sunday.
The news of a potential meeting came from Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov, Reuters reported. The
U.S. and Russia have held a series of negotiations aimed at ending the bloodshed in Syria. At the G-20
summit in China earlier this fall, Mr. Obama and Mr. Putin met to negotiate a ceasefire in Syria but
weren’t able to reach an agreement, with Mr. Obama saying “gaps in trust” between the U.S. and Russia
were hindering discussions. Mr. Obama leaves Monday for a week-long trip to Europe and South America.
He’ll travel first to Greece and Germany, followed by the APEC summit in Peru.

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA SAYS RURAL AMERICANS DIDN’T ‘HEAR’ DEMS - President Obama held
his first news conference since voters sharply rejected his candidate and his party at the polls last week,
and acknowledged Democrats need to engage in “some reflection” but the U.S. would continue to uphold
its core principles under president-elect Donald Trump’s leadership (Washington Post). Obama hopes to
use the to reassure America’s allies and to shore up some of his top international priorities before leaving
office. He and other leaders will discuss issues including the global economy, the sanctions Western
nations have imposed against Russia in retaliation for its invasion of Ukraine, and instability in the
Mideast and the refugee crisis that has emerged in its wake. Speaking to reporters, the president said
one of the most important missions he has in the coming week is to carry a message from Trump that
the New York businessman is committed to the NATO and trans-Atlantic alliance. Obama said he intends
to tell European leaders “there is no weakening” in America’s commitment “toward maintaining a strong
and robust NATO alliance.”

SCOTUS: GINSBURG EXPECTS VACANCY TO BE FILLED - Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg hoped for a
different outcome in last week’s election, but she made plain Monday that she accepts that Donald Trump
will fill the Supreme Court’s 9-month-old vacancy (CBS News). The 83-year-old justice said the most
immediate impact on the court of Trump’s election would be to fill the seat that Justice Antonin Scalia
occupied until his death in February. “President Trump will fill it,” Ginsburg said in a question-and-answer
session at a meeting of the Jewish Federations of North America in a Washington ballroom.

TORTURE: ICC SAYS US MAY HAVE COMMITTED WAR CRIMES - International Criminal Court
prosecutors said Monday that a preliminary probe indicates that members of the U.S. armed forces and
the CIA may have committed war crimes by torturing detainees in Afghanistan (Corder, Associated
Press). The prosecution office said in a report that U.S. armed forces personnel "appear to have
subjected at least 61 detained persons to torture" in Afghanistan, mainly in 2003-2004. The report added
that CIA operatives may have tortured at least 27 detainees in Afghanistan and elsewhere mainly in the
same time period. Prosecutors said they will decide "imminently" whether to seek authorization to open a
full-scale investigation in Afghanistan. Established in 2002, the International Criminal Court is the world's
first permanent court set up to prosecute war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide. More than
120 countries around the world are members, but superpowers including the United States, Russia and
China have not signed up.

Local

CITIES: EVANSVILLE PAYS $1M ON MEDICAL DEBT - City officials are trying to pay down $6.7
million in unpaid medical debt bit by bit (Evans, Evansville Courier & Press). City Council on Monday
approved a transfer from various line items to pay down $1 million of the claims. "It'll show a negative
balance at the end of the year," said City Controller Russ Lloyd, "and we'll just have to work to getting
that restored." Mayor Lloyd Winnecke's 2016 budget, as approved by last year's council, budgeted $24
million for medical claims. Lloyd said the city surpassed that, and unpaid medical claims had hit $6.7
million as of last week. Monday, the city asked council for permission to move $500,000 from the income
tax fund, $250,000 from the unemployment insurance fund and $250,000 from the liability insurance
fund.

CITIES: EAST CHICAGO RESIDENTS SEEK ROLE WITH EPA - East Chicago residents have asked a
federal judge to let them be part of the EPA’s lead and arsenic clean-up agreement with chemical
companies (Indiana Public Media). Attorney David Chizewer wants to intervene in a consent decree

between the Environmental Protection Agency and the companies responsible for toxic waste in East
Chicago. It’s essentially a settlement, saying Dupont and Atlantic Richfield will pay for the EPA to clean up
the affected area. Chizewer says it’s not normal for affected residents to legally join an agreement like
that, but the East Chicago situation isn’t normal. This summer, some residents were unexpectedly told to
move because of the contamination, while he says others were left completely in the dark. “So that’s
when we thought things got dramatic enough that they needed to have a voice in the actual litigation
that was controlling the clean-up at this point,” Chizewer says.

CITIES: COLUMBUS TO TACKLE JUNK CARS, OVERSIZED VEHICLES - Columbus city government
will be tackling the issues of abandoned vehicles, oversized vehicles parked on narrow streets and other
vehicle-related problems with changes to several city ordinances, tomorrow night (WCSI). Among the
changes, the city would identify any inoperable vehicle as one that is partially dismantled, mechanically
inoperable, or unsafe to drive. That would also include vehicles with broken windows or windshield,
missing wheels, flat tires, and collision damage. Under the proposal, inoperable and unlicensed vehicles
could not be parked on private or public property, including city streets or right-of- way, except in a
garage, carport or other enclosure.

CITIES: CHANGES IN STORE FOR GARY SANITARY DISTRICT - The city's sanitary district is
expected to complete closure of the Ralston Street lagoon and begin work on a long-term plan to
minimize overflows of wastewater and stormwater into the area's waterways (Bierschenk, NWI Times).
The city's sanitary district signed off on a tentative new consent decree two weeks ago with the U.S.
Department of Justice, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and the Indiana Department of
Environmental Management having to do with combined sewer overflows. The agreement still has to be
approved by federal and state officials. The long-term control plan being done in conjunction with the
consent decree still has to be developed. As a result, what it will cost and its potential impact on rates is
not yet known.

CITIES: INDY PASSES PEDAL PUB REGULATION - Two months after the proposal was introduced,
the Indianapolis City-County Council approved regulations for local "pedal pubs" (Hays, I ndyStar).
Councilors passed the proposal 20-2 on Monday evening, allowing the pubs to be included in the city's
pedal cab ordinance. The proposal, introduced to the council in September, requires the businesses to
get licenses - to be renewed every year - and requires liability insurance. Authors cited noise complaints
made by residents. Councilor Jeff Miller, one of the proposal's authors, said the new requirements offers
the city more protection and holds the businesses more accountable. Dan Eliason, owner of the Pickled
Pedaler, told Fox59 in September that the new regulations, specifically the yearly license renewal, could
hurt his business. "We can't possibly do that," he said. "We are a brick-and-mortar business. We have 19
part-time employees and a full-time manager. We have a payroll. We are thinking five years in advance,
just trying to keep up."

CITIES: ELKHART MAY REPEAL SNOW SHOVELING ORDINANCE - The city of Elkhart is taking a
hard look at repealing its snow shoveling ordinance (Ernstes, WSBT-TV). It requires property owners to
shovel their sidewalks when there is a heavy snow. If not, they can be fined. There is a legal precedent
for the move to repeal the ordinance. The courts say cities cannot require residents to shovel. Elkhart's
mayor and several city council members are in favor of repealing the shoveling ordinance. It could

happen before the end of the year. The ordinance originally went on the books in 2009. It said, following
a heavy snow, sidewalks walks needed to be shoveled within 24 hours. A number of homeowners
complied. If the property owners were elderly, disabled or poor, city work crews would clear their walks.
But enforcement proved to be a big issue. "This one I don't think is enforceable," said Elkhart Mayor Tim
Neese. "I don't like the idea of city employees clearing sidewalks. There's a constitutionality issue; city
employees have more important tasks that they need to be involved in."

COUNTIES: FBI LOOKING FOR EVIDENCE OF LAKE TOWING BRIBERY - State and federal agents
are looking for evidence of bribery, extortion and fraudulent denial of honest government services in
connection with car towing ordered by the Lake County Sheriff's Department (Dolan, NWI Times). The
Times has obtained a copy of a federal search warrant served Thursday on the Lake County E-911 offices
demanding telephone, radio and email data as well as paper documents, including a list of towing firms
authorized by county government to tow cars and documents tracking their activity. State police and FBI
agents raided the Lake County Sheriff's Department and descended on Sheriff John Buncich's Crown
Point home Thursday before leaving with several boxes of documents from the entrance of the sheriff's
office building. Federal agents also raided a Portage business site, whose owner said was connected to a
Merrillville-based towing firm. Agents served a subpoena seeking documents from the Lake County Voter
Registration and Elections Department, which tracks campaign contributions and spending for all
candidates for county, township and municipal offices.

COUNTIES: FORMER SHELBY JUDGE TO LEARN SENTENCE TODAY - A former Lawrence Township
judge will learn his fate Wednesday after pleading guilty to official misconduct (Kenney, WRTV). Attorney
Clark Rehme was arrested in 2015 for inappropriate sexual conduct with female inmates. According to a
plea agreement signed Sept. 21, Rehme agreed to plead guilty to felony official misconduct, and in
exchange prosecutors dismissed a felony sexual misconduct charge. Rehme is expected to receive a
sentence of 2.5 years of probation and he can have no contact with the victims. Rehme must also pay
restitution in the amount of $183 and pay other probation and court costs. The former Lawrence
Township judge must complete the sex offender management program through community corrections.
At a 10 a.m. hearing Wednesday a judge will officially sentence Rehme in Shelby County.

COUNTIES: A&E SHOW PROMPTS CHANGES AT CLARK JAIL - Clark County Jail officials have
made several changes in response to an A&E Network show that planted undercover inmates in the jail
(Winer, Louisville Courier-Journal). Some of those changes include adding new officers, more resources
for inmates upon release, and two TSA body scanners worth over $36,000 to better detect contraband
and drugs smuggled into the jail, said Sheriff Jamey Noel at a press conference at the jail Friday. "We
went into this as a learning experience," Noel said. "Not only did we critically look at what we're doing
wrong, but also in some instances, what we were doing right." Noel teamed up with A&E for the
documentary series "60 Days In," where seven "innocent volunteers" spent 60 days as undercover
inmates. Hundreds of cameras filmed around the clock in the jail to give viewers a first-hand look of
incarceration. Only a select few jail personnel knew about the project. During the show, Noel said seven
officers resigned and five were fired for unacceptable behavior. He said surveillance equipment - worth
over $200,000 that A&E let the jail keep after the show - also helped them charge inmates with an
estimated 35 criminal charges. Charges included intimidation, battery and criminal mischief.

COUNTIES: VIGO APPROVES RACE TRACK DESPITE CONCERNS - Despite neighborhood backlash,
plans move forward in the relocation of a popular weekend hangout in Terre Haute (Yates, WTHI-TV).
The area on the corner of Houseman Street is currently listed as agriculture. Garmong requested the 30acre plot of land be rezoned for commercial purposes. After months of consideration, on Monday morning
County Commissioners approved the rezoning of the property. Concerned neighbors have been speaking
out against the proposal. "I have spoken to a real-estate agents that have estimated at least a 25%
decrease in our property values," said Marylee Hagan. She lives at the top of the hill on East Davis Drive.
Thirty residents have signed a petition. However, the Area Planning Commission gave the rezoning a
favorable recommendation. The track is currently located at 13th Street and Lockport Road. The problem
is, several chemical companies boarder the family venue. Those in support of the proposal want to
remind folks that it's not the high-power action track.

COUNTIES: DEMAND UP, DAVIESS MAY FUND FULL-TIME ZONING STAFF - For the first two
years that zoning laws existed in Daviess County, the county was able to inexpensively handle permits
and requests by running them through the Washington Building Commissioner's Office
(Grant, Washington Times-Herald). The interlocal agreement between the city and county had the city
providing permit services to the county for roughly $12,000 per year. City officials say that with the
county now generating around 100 permit requests per year to go with the 100 requests already coming
into the city, something has to change. "We have faced an uptick, both in our jurisdiction and yours,"
said Washington Building Commissioner Bryan Sergesketter. "In 2014, when this began we had maybe
one application per week. Now, we're getting several a week, sometimes several a day.”

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lloyd, Matthew
Monday, November 14, 2016 7:48 PM
matthewhlloyd@gmail.com
FW: Request on behalf of the Russian Imperial House

From: Russell E. Martin [mailto:martinre@westminster.edu]
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2016 4:12 PM
To: Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Request on behalf of the Russian Imperial House

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Dear Mr. Lloyd,
I am writing at the request of the Head of the Russian Imperial House, Her Imperial Highness the Grand Duchess Maria
of Russia, who has written a letter of congratulations to President-Elect Trump and would like to find the best way to
deliver it to him. I am an American member of her Chancellery (Advisor for Foreign Media and Communications) and I
serve also as the translator for her official webpage (please see www.imperialhouse.ru, and
http://www.imperialhouse.ru/rus/imperialhouse/office/office6/3048.html)
The Grand Duchess would like to send the letter to President-Elect Trump both by email (via me) and by post (directly
from Madrid, where she lives). Would you be able to provide me please the addresses, electronic and postal, that Her
Imperial Highness may use to send her letter of congratulations? Or, alternatively, suggest to me to whom I might
better direct this request?
Thank you very much,
Russell E. Martin
Professor of History
Westminster College
New Wilmington, PA 16172-0001
Editor-in-Chief, Canadian-American Slavic Studies
Advisor to the Chancellery of the Head of the Russian Imperial House,
H.I.H. the Grand Duchess Maria of Russia

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Lloyd, Matthew
Monday, November 14, 2016 7:46 PM
matthewhlloyd@gmail.com
FW: please forward to Mike Pence or Ben Carson
Wood white house letter.docx; CV Wood 2016 3 22 then 11 12 no abstracts.docx

From: Wood, Brad (NIH/CC/DRD) [E] [mailto:BWood@cc.nih.gov]
Sent: Sunday, November 13, 2016 1:28 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D; Lloyd, Matthew; Hodgin, Stephanie
Subject: FW: please forward to Mike Pence or Ben Carson

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****

Hi Kara, Matt, & Stephanie
Thank you for receiving my email- So sorry to trouble you, but I wanted to ask a huge favor...
I am a physician at the National Institutes of Health and Director of the Center for Interventional
Oncology, & am trying to send a CV & a cover letter to Mike Pence & Dr Ben Carson.
Can you please forward the attachments to him if at all possible. Thank you so much in advance.
Warm regards
Brad Wood, MD
301-728-0362 cell
Bradford Wood, MD
Director, Center for Interventional Oncology
Chief, Interventional Radiology
National Institutes of Health
301-443-8191 admin
http://www.cc.nih.gov/centerio/index.html
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Curriculum Vitae
Bradford J. Wood, M.D.
Email: bwood@nih.gov
301 -728-0362
Websites:
http://irp.nih.gov/pi/bradford-wood
http://www.cc.nih.gov/about/SeniorStaff/bradford_wood.html
http://www.cc.nih.gov/centerio/index.html
http://www.cc.nih.gov/drd/irlab/index.html
http://www.cancer.gov/aboutnci/ncicancerbulletin/archive/2009/061609/page4
What is the CIO?
https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/how-technologycreates-smart-methods-for-treating-cancer
What is IR / IO?
https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/what-isinterventional-oncology
Why I like working at the NIH?
https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/why-do-you-likeworking-at-the-nih
CURRENT POSITIONS
Director Center for Interventional Oncology
Chief Interventional Radiology
Tenured Senior Investigator
EDUCATION
1991 M.D.
1987 B.A.

University of Virginia School of Medicine
University of Virginia (Echols Scholar Interdisciplinary Program)

POSTDOCTORAL TRAINING
1996-1998 Fellow, Division of Abdominal and Interventional Radiology,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston
1995-1996 Chief Resident, Diagnostic Radiology, Georgetown University,
Washington, DC
1992-1996 Resident, Radiology, Georgetown University, Washington, DC
1991-1992 Intern, Internal Medicine, Washington Hospital Center, Washington
DC
TRAINING COURSES AND CERTIFICATION
2015
Advanced Cardiac Life Support
1996-life
American Board of Radiology Certification, permanent
2000-2021 Certificate of Added Qualifications, Maintenance of Certification in
Vascular and Interventional Radiology - American Board of
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2006
2006
1995-2016
1996-2000

Radiology (last renewed 2011 x 10 years)
Certification for Venous Ablation, Yale
Thoracic Aortic Stent Graft Certification Course, UVA / Gore
District of Columbia License Medicine & Surgery
Massachusetts Medical License

ACADEMIC AND PREVIOUS POSITIONS
2009-present Chief Interventional Radiology, Radiology & Imaging Sciences,
National Institutes of Health Clinical Center
2009-presentDirector, Center of Interventional Oncology, National Cancer
Institute (2009-present), Radiology & Imaging Sciences, NIH
Clinical Center (2009-present), National Heart Lung & Blood
Institute (2009-2011)
2008-presentSenior Investigator with Tenure, Radiology & Imaging Sciences,
National Institutes of Health, Clinical Center
2006-2008 Acting Director, Radiology & Imaging Sciences, NIH Clinical
Center, NIH Intramural Research Program, Bethesda, MD
2010-2014 NIH Central Tenure Committee, NIH Intramural Research Program.
2011-present Chair, Radiation Safety Committee, Intramural Research Program,
NIH, Reporting to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
2009-presentAdjunct Investigator, Urologic Oncology Branch, Center for Cancer
Research, National Cancer Institute, NIH
2006-2008 Tenure-Track Investigator, National Institutes of Health, Clinical
Center
2006-presentChief Interventional Radiology Research Lab, NIH Clinical Center,
Diagnostic Radiology Department
2002-present Adjunct Investigator: Surgery Branch, National Cancer Institute,
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD
2000-2002 Clinical Assistant Professor of Radiology: Georgetown University
Medical School, Washington, DC
1999-2000 Assistant Professor of Radiology: Georgetown University Medical
School, Washington, DC
1996-1999 Instructor in Radiology: Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
1994-1996 Lecturer: Anatomy, Georgetown University Medical School,
Washington, DC
1995-1996 Director: Radiologic Anatomy Course for first-year medical
students, Georgetown University Medical School, Washington, DC
1996-1998 Clinical Assistant, Radiology: Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA
1998
Course Instructor: Practical Imaging and Intervention in the
Abdomen, Harvard Medical School, Cambridge, MA
1998-2006 Clinical Investigator: National Institutes of Health, Diagnostic
Radiology Department, Bethesda, MD
1999-present Visiting Investigator: US Food and Drug Administration, Office of
Science and Engineering Laboratories - Laboratory of
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Cardiovascular and Interventional Therapeutics (LCIT)
Hospital Appointments:
1995-1996 Chief Resident, Radiology, Georgetown University, Washington,
DC
1996-1998 Instructor and Clinical Fellow in Radiology, Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston, MA
1998-1999 Assistant Radiologist, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA
1998-2006 Staff Clinician, Staff Interventional Radiologist, Department
Diagnostic Radiology, Clinical Center, National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD
1999-2000 Staff Interventional Radiologist, Georgetown University Medical
Center, Washington, DC
1999-2001 Clinical Associate in Radiology, Massachusetts General Hospital,
Boston, MA
Other Professional Positions and Visiting Appointments:
1994 1995 Volunteer Radiologist, Whitman-Walker Clinic, Washington, DC
2001Mentor Biomedical Engineering Summer Internship Program,
Whitaker Foundation [’01-‘04], NIBIB [’05-present], NIH, Bethesda,
MD
2002-2004 Mentor, Clinical Research Masters Program, NIH / University of
Pittsburgh
2001-Mentor, Clinical Research Training Program, NIH, Bethesda, MD
2002-Mentor Howard Hughs Medical Institute Medical Student
Fellowship, NIH, Bethesda
2004-2005 Mentor Howard Hughs Medical Institute Medical Student
Fellowship, NIH, Bethesda
2005-2006 Mentor Howard Hughs Medical Institute Medical Student
Fellowship, NIH, Bethesda
2006-2007 Mentor Howard Hughs Medical Institute Medical Student
Fellowship, NIH, Bethesda
2006-2007 Mentor & Tutor, Clinical Research Training Program, NIH,
Bethesda, MD
2007-2008 Mentor Howard Hughs Medical Institute Medical Student
Fellowship, NIH, Bethesda
2007-2008 Mentor & Tutor, Clinical Research Training Program, NIH,
Bethesda, MD
2008-2009 Mentor & Tutor, Clinical Research Training Program, NIH,
Bethesda, MD
2008-2009 Mentor Howard Hughs Medical Institute Medical Student
Fellowship, NIH, Bethesda
2009-2010 Mentor & Tutor, Clinical Research Training Program, NIH,
Bethesda, MD
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2009-2010

Mentor Howard Hughs Medical Institute Medical Student
Fellowship, NIH, Bethesda
2010--2011 Mentor & Tutor, Clinical Research Training Program, NIH,
Bethesda, MD
2011--2012 Mentor & Tutor, Clinical Research Training Program, NIH,
Bethesda, MD
2012-2016 Mentor & Tutor, NIH Medical Research Scholars Program
2011-2012 Mentor Howard Hughs Medical Institute Medical Student
Fellowship, NIH, Bethesda
2007-- 2012 Clinical Research Training Program Board of Tutors, NIH
2012-presentMedical Research Scholars Program Board of Tutors, NIH
2006-Mentor & Advisor, National Research Council / The National
Academies: NIH / NRC / NIST research fellowship
2007-NIH Academy Preceptor
2005-Registered Investigator NCI Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program
2007-Editorial Board, Journal of Interventional Oncology
2009
Advisor to Federal Trade Commission
2012Editorial Board, Journal of Therapeutic Ultrasound
2011- present
NIH Liaison to the Board of Directors, Coalition for
Biomedical and Bioengineering Research (& Academy for
Radiology Research)
2010-2014 NIH Central Tenure Committee, NIH Intramural Research Program.
2011- present
Chair, Radiation Safety Committee, Intramural Research
Program, NIH, Reporting to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
2012
Member, NIH Assembly of Scientists
2012
NCI Radiation Oncology Contract Review Committee
2013-2014 NIH Clinical Center Third Party Reimbursement Pilot Stakeholder
Steering Committee
2012-2013 Search Committee, NIH NINDS Tenure Track Surgical Neurology
2013-2014 Search Committee, NIH NCI Tenure Track Thoracic Surgery
2013-2015 Search Committee, NIH NCI Tenure Track Urological Oncology
2013Surgical Administration Committee / subcommittee of Medical
Executive Committee
2014
NHLBI Scientific Review Committee
2014
NCI CCR Genitourinary Malignancies Scientific Review Committee
2011- present
Multidisciplinary Prostate Tumor Board
2011-present Multidisciplinary Gastrointestinal Tumor Board, co-coordinator with
Tim Greten NCI
GRANTS [details available upon request]
Principal Investigator, Intramural Research Program, NIH Clinical Center, Senior
Investigator Tenured Budget: Radiology & Imaging Sciences 2006-present, NIH Clinical
Center, Bethesda, MD, details upon request
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Principal Investigator & Director, Center of Interventional Oncology, Intramural
Research Program, NIH Clinical Center, NCI & NHLBI, 2009-present, NIH Clinical
Center, Bethesda, MD, details upon request
Principal Investigator, NIH Grant Support Intramural Research Program:
-Z1A / Z01 CL040011-01 (-09) = Navigation tools for Image Guided Minimally invasive
Therapies, 9 years funding
-Z1A / Z01 CL040012 = Image Guided Focused Ultrasound For Drug Delivery and
Tissue Ablation, 8 years funding
-Z1A / Z01 CL040013 = Core Research Services for Molecular Imaging and Imaging
Sciences, 2 years funding
-ZIA CL040015-01 (-08) = Interventional Oncology, 8 years funding
-ZID BC011242-01 (-08) = Center for Interventional Oncology, 8 years funding
-Z99 CL999999 = official duty at NIH/CC, 18 years funding
Principal investigator: Integrated Planning, Navigation, Ablation and Monitoring for
Prostate Cancer. Bench to Bedside Program, NIH intramural – extramural partnership
2016-2018 - Co PI Zion Tse, Univ Georgia ($220,000 total)
Grant No. 1 U01 CA183027-01
Title: Integrative Molecular Imaging and Sequencing of Prostate Cancer, Associate
Investigator, PI Marston Linehan & Arul Chinnaiyan
Children’s National Medical Center Matching grant for MRI HIFU lysis of growth plates
for hemi-growth syndromes, Associate Investigator, PI: Peter Kim, $ 50,000
Univ Chicago grant for heat sensitive liposomal doxorubicin for deployment of
nanoparticle chemotherapy with MRI guided HIFU in large animal prostate cancer
model. Associate Investigator, PI: Aytek Oto
Localizing Reservoirs of HIV Persistence in Lymphoid Tissue. Bench to Bedside
Program, Associate Investigator, PI: Frank Maldarelli, MD. NIAID
Principal investigator: Optical guidance for improved prostate cancer surgery. Bench to
Bedside Program, NIH intramural – extramural partnership 2010- Co PI Umar
Mahmood, MD PhD, Massachusetts General Hospital ($416,300 total, $80,000 total to
NIH Lab over 2 years)
Principal Investigator: Cooperative Research and Development Agreement,
Biocompatibles, UK, Ltd: Studies into the Application of Biocompatibles’ Drug Eluting
Beads in the Treatment of Colorectal Metastases to the Liver, 2008-2017 $250,000$300,000/year
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Principal Investigator: Cooperative Research and Development Agreement, Philips
Medical Systems, 2004-2016: Assessment of Cancer by Magnetic Imaging and CTAngiography Image-Guided Procedures, $150,000/year (2007-2010)
Principal Investigator: Cooperative Research and Development Agreement, Philips
Medical Systems, 2009-2017: High Intensity Focused Ultrasound Guided by MRI for the
image guided treatment of cancer and uterine fibroids
Principal Investigator: Cooperative Research and Development Agreement, Celsion Inc,
2004: the Development of Radiofrequency Ablation Using ThermoDox® in the
Treatment of Cancer, 2004-2017, $300,000/year peak, no funding 2016
Advisor / Partner: HIFU CHEM Project: Application of MRI-guided HIFU to Improve
Cancer Chemotherapy with Temperature-Sensitive Targeted Nanomedicines, Center for
Translational Molecular Medicine, Principal Investigator: Gert Storm, PhD. 6.7 Million
Euros total project budget.
Principal Investigator: Society of Interventional Radiology Foundation Pilot Grant 20032004: “Multi-Modality Image Guidance for Minimally Invasive Percutaneous Therapy”
$25,000
Principal Investigator: Cooperative Research and Development Agreement, Gore 20102016: Gore: Development of Aneurysm Model in Large Animals $100,000/year (20112013)
Coinvestigator: Bench to Bedside Program, NIH intramural – extramural partnership.
Targeting Lysyl Oxidase-like-2 to Inhibit Hepatic Fibrogenesis in HIV. PI: Caryn Morse
NIH SBIR grant 1R43CA114960: March/2005-March/2007: Clinical lead / coinvestigator. Integrated Image-guided RF Ablation for Liver Tumors. Principal
Investigator: Neil Glossop, PHD
Co-investigator and clinical lead for RSNA Holman Pathway Research Resident Seed
Grant, Fil Banovac 2002: Development and Validation of a New Magnetic Position
Sensing Technology Used to Assist in Precise Placement of Radiofrequency Probes
During Hepatic Tumor Ablation
NIH RO1 grant: 1R01CA124377-01 co-investigator, Principal Investigator = Kevin
Cleary: Treatment Planning for RFA with Electromagnetic Tracking
Conditional Gift, Worldwide Technologies Corporation, 2003-2005: Design and study of
radiation protective devices for interventional radiology procedures.
HONORS AND AWARDS:
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1983
1981-1983
1984
1986
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1997
2000
2001
2002
2001
2003

2003

2004

2005

2005

2005

High School Valedictorian and Class President
All-American in Lacrosse
William Randolph Hearst Foundation Scholarship
Raven Honor Society - Board
Ralph Sampson Scholar / Athlete Award
Echols Scholar
Academic All-Atlantic Coast Conference in lacrosse
Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society
Gamma Gamma Gamma Honor Society
Certificate of Merit for scientific exhibit, Radiological Society of
North America, Chicago
2nd place innovative research: Percutaneous Radiofrequency
Ablation of Renal Cell Carcinoma at Society of Uroradiology annual
meeting, Kauai, Hawaii, 2000
Magna Cum Laude scientific exhibit, Radiological Society of North
America, Chicago: Radiofrequency thermal ablation: Lessons
learned from complications. RSNA, Chicago 2001
Best Exhibit at Institute for Operations Research and Management
Science Annual Conference, San Jose, 2002: Optimal Treatment
Planning for Radiofrequency Ablation of Hepatic Tumors.
NIH Service Award – Diagnostic Radiology Department
Certificate of Merit: Info Rad Exhibit: Cleary K, Ibanez L, Roderick
S, Lindisch D, Levy E, Wood BJ: Volumetric Treatment Planning for
Radiofrequency Ablation of Hepatic Tumors using the Insight
Toolkit (ITK) for Segmentation, Radiological Society of North
America annual meeting, Chicago
Certificate of Merit: Info Rad Exhibit: Wood BJ, Yanof JH, Mcauliffe
M, Renisch S, Hvizda J, Cleary K: PET-CT Treatment Planning
Interface for Robot-assisted Biopsy and Tumor Ablation.
Radiological Society of North America annual meeting, Chicago
Exhibit Award: Wood BJ, Zhang H, Glossup N, Krueger S, Levy E,
Durrani A, Banovac F, Cleary K: Magnetic Tracking Navigation for
Angiography and Interventional Procedures: Poster at Society of
Interventional Radiology annual meeting 2004
1st place prize 300 euros: CT-integrated treatment planning for
robot-assisted thermal ablation and laser guided sphere packing.
Computer Aided Radiology and Surgery Annual Meeting 2005,
Berlin
2nd place prize at Computer Aided Radiology and Surgery Annual
Meeting 2005, Berlin Germany: Banovac F, Wood BJ, Cleary K:
Carotid Stent Placement in swine with electromagnetically tracked
guidewires
Excellence in Design Award, Education Exhibit: Radiological
Society of North America annual meeting: Patient-specific
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Treatment Planning for Liver RFA Using Thermal Modeling and
Integrated Image-Guided navigation Tools
2005
NIH Clinical Center Director’s Award: Patient care – “for creative
application of radioablative techniques in the treatment of patients
with malignancy”
2006
Featured Abstract Award: Society of Interventional Radiology 2006
Annual Meeting: Radiofrequency Ablation of Small < 4 cm
Hereditary or Familial Kidney Tumors: Long Term Results > 5
Years
2007
Featured Abstract Award: Society of Interventional Radiology 2007
Annual Meeting: Radiofrequency Ablation Promotes a TumorSpecific Immune Response
2007
Electronic Poster Award: Society of Interventional Radiology 2007
Annual Meeting: Fine needle aspiration of normal-sized lymph
nodes for immunologic assessment
2008
Science Award: Semi-automated Non-invasive CT Assessment of
Sickle Cell Secondary Pulmonary Hypertension, Workshop on
Vasculopathy in Sickle Cell Disease, NIH, Bethesda, MD
2008-2014 Castle Connolly America’s Top Doctors
2008
NIH Director’s Award for Interim Leadership of Radiology
2008
NIH NCI Top CCR Advances for 2008: Development of an MR
Guided Ultrasound Biopsy/Therapy Platform for Prostate Cancer
2008-2014 America's Top Doctors for Cancer, Castle Connolly Medical Ltd.
2009
Magna Cum Laude Award - Radiological Society of North America
Annual Meeting: Drugs + Devices + Imaging: Optimization and
Translation of Image-guided Combination Therapies
2010
Runner up Best Poster Presentation: International Symposium on
Endovascular Therapy and Clinical Interventional Oncology 2010,
Miami, FL: Electromagnetic Tracking for Renal Biopsies and RFA in
the Setting of Multifocal Synchronous renal cell carcinoma,
2010-2011Washington’s Best Doctors – Washingtonian Magazine
2010
Faculty Achievement Award, Society of Interventional Radiology
Workshop Coordinator: Video Games in IR: Navigation Tools
2010
NIH Clinical Center Director’s Award 2010: “for recognizing the
value of bedside ultrasound as a clinical tool for intensivists, and
teaching the staff the requisite skills”
2011
2011 NIH Merit Award: Prostate Cancer Group: “For making
enormous strides in the treatment of several different stages of
prostate cancer”
2011
NIH Clinical Center Director's Award - Scientific/Medical “For
outstanding leadership and scientific achievement in directing the
NIH Center for Interventional Oncology”
2012
Society of Interventional Radiology 37 th Annual Meeting, Best
Educational Exhibit – Poster Award
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2012
2013

2013

2013
2014

2015
2016

American Urological Association 2012 Annual Meeting Poster
Award: 1st Place
Center for Cancer Research Top Science Advances of FY2012:
Advances in Prostate Cancer: Magnetic resonance
imaging/ultrasound fusion guided prostate biopsy improves cancer
detection following transrectal ultrasound biopsy and correlates with
multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging
Best Clinical Research Project At The World Congress Of
Endourology: Natural History of Small Index Lesions Identified on
Multiparametric Prostate MRI: Recommendations for Interval
Imaging Follow-Up
Certificate of Merit, Electronic Exhibit, Radiological Society of North
America Annual Meeting: 3 Different Tools to Fuse MRI to
Ultrasound for Prostate Biopsy
Best Paper Award: “Ultrasound-based Prediction of Prostate
Cancer in MRI-guided Biopsy”: MICCAI workshop on Clinical
Image-based Procedures: Translational Research in Medical
Imaging, MICCAI 2014 Annual Meeting, Boston, 2014I
Distinguished Laboratory Investigation for 2014, Journal of
Vascular and Interventional Radiology: Electrically Conductive
Catheter Inhibits Bacterial Colonization
Distinguished Laboratory Investigation for 2015. Journal of
Vascular and Interventional Radiology . “Direct Quantification and
Comparison of Intratumoral Hypoxia following Transcatheter
Arterial Embolization of VX2 Liver Tumors with Different Diameter
Microspheres,”

Other Prior Employment:
1986-1989 Research Assistant for University of Virginia Dept. of Neurosurgery
Cerebrovascular Research Lab, Charlottesville, VA
1990
Research Assistant for Hospital for Special Surgery Dept. of
Orthopedic Surgery, New York, NY
1987
Guide / Manager for Browne-Ladd European Tours,New York
1987-1991 Assistant Varsity Lacrosse Coach, University of Virginia
COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS / INVITED LECTURES / VISITING APPOINTMENTS /
GRANT & MANUSCRIPT REVIEW:
1994-1996
1997-1998
1997

Graduate Medical Education Committee of Executive Board,
Georgetown University Hospital, Washington, DC
Education Committee, Massachusetts General Hospital,
Department of Radiology, Boston, MA
Massachusetts Radiological Technologist Society Quarterly
Lecture: 3D and Virtual Reality Imaging, Boston, MA
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1997

University of Maryland Department of Radiology Grand Rounds:
Interventional Applications of Helical CT, 3D CT, and Virtual Reality
Imaging, Baltimore, MD
1998
Grand Rounds / Visiting Clinician Series, Lawrence Memorial /
Melrose-Wakefield / Whidden Hospitals: Helical CT and PostProcessing Update, Boston, MA
1998
Practical Imaging and Intervention in the Abdomen Review Course,
Harvard Medical School: Workshop-Interventional Techniques,
Lecture: Advances in 3D and Virtual Reality Techniques,
Cambridge, MA
1998-1999 Consultant and Reviewer, Professional Pipeline, Experient
Technologies: Continuing Medical Education Multimedia Website,
www.neweducation.com
1998
Internet CME Lecture, Professional Pipeline: Update on Helical CT
and Intravenous Contrast, Experient Technologies, Richmond, VA
1998
National Cancer Institute Surgery Branch Rounds: Thermal
Ablation: Overview and Clinical Applications, Bethesda
1999
National Institutes of Health Clinical Center Roundtable Satellite
Video Conference: Update on Radiology: Thermal Ablation,
CenterNet, GE Tip TV, and Digital Satellite Network
1999
Workshop Course Instructor: Tissue Ablation and Biopsy
Techniques. Society for Cardiovascular and Interventional
Radiology annual meeting, Orlando
1999
Workshop Course Instructor: Hands-On Ultrasound. Society for
Cardiovascular and Interventional Radiology annual meeting,
Orlando
1999
Hematology / Oncology Multidisciplinary Grand Rounds,
Radiofrequency Thermal Ablation of Tumors, Washington Hospital
Center, Washington, DC (October, ‘99)
1999
Oncology Grand Rounds: Percutaneous Cancer Therapy, Veteran’s
Administration Hospital, Washington, DC
1999
Oncology Grand Rounds: Percutaneous Cancer Therapy, Martha
Jefferson Hospital, Charlottesville, VA
1999
Radiology Grand Rounds: Percutaneous Cancer Therapy,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA
1999Reviewer: Journal of Vascular and Interventional Radiology
1999
Moderator: Cardiovascular / Interventional Scientific SessionAmerican Roentgen Ray Society, New Orleans
1996
Reviewer, Southern Medical Journal
1996-1998 Book Reviewer, Williams & Wilkins publishers, Baltimore, MD
1999-present Reviewer: Journal of Vascular and Interventional Radiology
2001-present Reviewer: Cardiovascular and Interventional Radiology
2001-present Reviewer: International Journal of Hyperthermia
2002-present Reviewer: Cancer
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2004-present Reviewer: American Journal of Roentgenology
2004-present Reviewer: Medical and Biological Engineering and Computing
2005
reviewer: Urology
2006
reviewer: Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
2006
reviewer: Technology in Cancer Research and Treatment
2005
reviewer: The Cancer Journal
2007
reviewer: Clinical Cancer Research
2007
reviewer: Gastroenterology
2007
reviewer: Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology
2012
reviewer: Journal of Materials Science
2012
reviewer: Clinical Cancer Research
2012
reviewer:
2001
National Institutes of Health Clinical Center Grand Rounds:
Radiofrequency Thermal Tumor Ablation: Minimally-Invasive
Cancer Treatment, Bethesda
2000
National Institutes of Health Diagnostic Radiology Department
Radiology Technologist CME Lecture: Cooking Tumors with
Needles: The Technologists Role, Bethesda
2000
Workshop Course Instructor: Ultrasound-guided Interventions.
Society for Cardiovascular and Interventional Radiology annual
meeting, San Diego
2000
Visiting Faculty: Radiofrequency Ablation of Adrenal and Renal
Tumors, Interventional Radiology and Vascular Imaging 2000,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
2000
Lombardi Cancer Center Breast Tumor Rounds: Radiofrequency
Ablation of Breast Cancer: A Research Opportunity, Georgetown
University Medical Center, Washington
2001-presentReviewer: CardioVascular and Interventional Radiology
2001
Percutaneous Interstitial Ablation: Update and Overview. North
American Hyperthermia Society. San Juan, Puerta Rico
2001
Vascular Access Device Committee – NIH Clinical Center
2001
MR in the Operating Room Committee – NIH Clinical Center
2001
Clinical Advisor and Lecturer – Department of Energy / NIH
Workshop: Thermographic Applications to Medical Diagnosis and
Therapy
2001
Invited faculty – Instructional Course, Tumor Ablation with
Radiofrequency: American Roentgen Ray Society Meeting, Seattle
2001
Invited Lecture: Imaging and Intervention. Catholic University
Engineering Graduate School
2001
Invited Lecture: Cooking Tumors with Needles. National Institutes
of Health Critical Care Department Grand Rounds
2001Reviewer: International Journal of Hyperthermia
2001Genitourinary Malignancies Faculty Working Group – NIH / NCI
2001Course Coordinator and Preceptor – Clinical Electives Program –
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2002
2002
2001
2002
2002
2002
2002
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2004
2003
2003
2004
2004
2004
2004

NIH Office of Education
Workshop Coordinator: Tumor Ablation. Society for Cardiovascular
and Interventional Radiology annual meeting, Baltimore
Invited Lecture: Philips Interventional CT Focus Group Meeting,
Cleveland, OH
Invited Faculty: “Freeze, Fry or Shake” SCVIR / CIRREF / ACRIN /
ACS / NIBIB / Interventional Oncology: From Benchtop to Bedside,
Tysons Corner
Reviewer: Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology
Refresher Course Faculty: Radiofrequency and Intraarterial Tumor
Ablation, Radiological Society of North America Annual Meeting
2002, Chicago
National Institutes of Health Diagnostic Radiology Department
Radiology Technologist CME Grand Rounds: Procedural Suite of
the Future, Bethesda
Reviewer: Technology in Cancer Research & Treatment
University of Maryland, Radiology Department Grand Rounds:
Operating Room of the Future: “From Pac Man to R2D2”
Radiological Society of North America: Refresher Course Faculty
on Tumor Ablation, Chicago
Society of Interventional Radiology Sponsored Lecture: New
Technology in Tumor Ablation, Salt Lake City 2003
RSNA Public Information Advisors Network
Invited Faculty: Interventional Oncology: Current Practice, Future
Trends, October 2003 San Francisco
NIH Anesthesia and Surgical Services Chief Search Committee
RSNA Media Briefing on Image Guided Therapies, Operating
Room of the Future, New York, June 2003
Society of Interventional Radiology Invited Lecture: Future of IR:
What will you be doing in 10 years? , Pheonix, AR, March 2004
George Washington University Hospital, Radiology Department
Grand Rounds: Image-Guided Oncology in the Future: Cooking
Tumors with Needles
Workshop Coordinator: Tumor Ablation. Society of Interventional
Radiology annual meeting, Salt Lake City
Invited Faculty Scripps Cancer Canter’s Annual Conference:
Clinical Hematology and Oncology 2004, La Jolla, CA
Workshop Coordinator: Tumor Ablation. Society for Cardiovascular
and Interventional Radiology annual meeting, Pheonix
Invited Moderator: Oncology Scientific Session. Society for
Cardiovascular and Interventional Radiology annual meeting,
Pheonix
Chesapeake Interventional Radiology Society invited lecture: Local
and Regional Cancer Therapies. quarterly meeting, Falls Church,
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VA
2004-present Society of Interventional Radiology Task Force on Interventional
Oncology
2004
Society of Interventional Radiology Task Force on Interventional
Oncology, working group on professional education and
development
2004
Society of Interventional Radiology Task Force on Interventional
Oncology, Working group on standards
2003
American College of Radiology Imaging Network = ACRIN: External
Protocol and Image Quality Reviewer
2002-3
Adjunct reviewer National Cancer Institute Diagnostic Imaging
Program Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program, Division of Cancer
Treatment and Diagnosis
2004British Journal of Radiology, Reviewer
2004American Journal of Reontgenology, Reviewer
2004Medical and Biological Engineering and Computing, Reviewer
2004
US Food and Drug Administration Guest Presentation : Image
Guided Therapy in the 21st Century
2004
Interagency Image-Guided Interventions Group Invited Speaker:
Future of Image Guided Therapy: “From Woody Allen to Star Trek
to Marvin the Martian”
2004
National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering invited
Speaker: Operating Room of the Future
2004
Inter Institute Imaging Group (I3G) invited Speaker
2004
US Food and Drug Administration Center for Devices and
Radiological Health Expert Advisory Panel Member
2004Imaging Sciences Program Scientific Review Committee
2004
INOVA Fairfax Hospital Grand Rounds: “Image Guided Oncology”
2004
4th International Conference on Image Guided Ablation Therapies
Faculty, Milan
1999International Working Group on Tumor Ablation
2005
Oncology Advisory Roundtable – Boston Scientific, Inc
2005
Ablation Advisory Board – Valleylab / TycoHealthcare / Radionics
2005
Society of Interventional Radiology Annual Meeting 2005 Invited
Speaker / Faculty
2005
Advisory Board Oncology: Philips Medical Systems, Bothel, WA
2005
Medical Advisor: Philips Medical Systems: Philips Research
Briarcliff
2005
Refresher Course Faculty: Techniques of Freehand Invasive
Sonography with Thermal Ablation ("Hands-on" Workshop) Annual
meeting of the Radiological Society of North America, Chicago
2005
Workshop Faculty: Tumor Ablation. Society of Interventional
Radiology annual meeting, New Orleans
2006
Association of University Radiologists (AUR): Radiology Research
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2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006

Alliance Symposium, "Image-Guided Therapy" 2006, Austin TX
Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, Reviewer
International journal of Hyperthermia, Reviewer
NIAID Biodefense Imaging Interest Group: Invited Speaker:
Imaging and Intervention in Inhalational Anthrax, March 2006, NIH
Biomedical Imaging Research and Opportunities Workshop =
BIROW IV faculty: Image Guided Therapy in the Fourth DimensionTime: Real time position sensing of organ motion for minimally
invasive procedures, physiologic challenges of
complex organ motion in imaging and motion compensation,
Bethesda, MD
Thermal Ablation in the Clinic: Update and Overview. Society of
Thermal Medicine Annual Meeting 2006, Bethesda, MD
Image Guided Surgery and Drugs, US Food and Drug
Administration Annual Science Forum: A Century of FDA Science:
Pioneering the Future of Public Health, Washington, DC
Multi-modality Fusion, World Congress of Interventional Oncology
Inaugural Meeting 2006, Lake Como, Italy
Improving drug delivery / medical oncology with thermal ablation,
World Congress of Interventional Oncology Inaugural Meeting
2006, Lake Como, Italy
Faculty, Tumor Ablation Workshop, Society of Interventional
Radiology Annual Meeting, Toronto, CA
Moderator – Liver Ablation Session: Society of Interventional
Radiology Annual Meeting, Toronto, CA
Integrating State of the Art Imaging Into Therapies. Invited Lecture:
Society of Interventional Radiology Annual Meeting, Toronto, CA
Food and Drug Administration Investigational New Drug license
Meeting, CRADA partner Celsion Corp
Interventional Ultrasound: An Update: Liver Lesion Ablation. Invited
speaker: American Institute for Ultrasound in Medicine Annual
meeting, Washington, DC
unpaid advisory board on official government duty for Valleylab, Inc
unpaid advisory board on official government duty for Philips
Research, Briarcliff, NY
American College of Surgeons Annual Meeting 2006, “OR of the
Future” special session, Chicago
Refresher Course Faculty: Techniques of Freehand Invasive
Sonography with Thermal Ablation ("Hands-on" Workshop) Annual
meeting of the Radiological Society of North America, Chicago
Chair, Special Focus Session and Panel: “OR of the Future”,
Annual meeting of the Radiological Society of North America,
Chicago
Focus Session on Imaging and thermometry, International Society
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2007

2007
2007
2007
2007

2007

2007
2007
2007
2007
2007

of Therapeutic Ultrasound, Oxford, England
Cardiovascular and Interventional Radiology Society of Europe
Annual Meeting, Rome, Italy
Planning Committee: Society of Thermal Medicine / World
Congress of Interventional Oncology Annual joint meeting 2007,
Washington, DC
External Advisory Board: Image Guided Therapy Program, Brigham
and Women’s Hospital, c/o Ferenc Jolesz, MD
Board – International Society of Therapeutic Ultrasound
Board of Tutors, NIH Clinical Research Training Program (CRTP)
Invited Faculty: Hereditary and Familial Renal Cell Carcinoma:
Natural History and Integration of Laparoscopic and Percutaneous
Ablation into Treatment. Society of Interventional Radiology Annual
Meeting, Seattle, WA
Invited Faculty, Tumor Ablation Workshop. Society of Interventional
Radiology annual meeting, Seattle, WA
Invited Lecture, “New Guidance Techniques: Fusion Imaging.
Society of Interventional Radiology annual meeting, Seattle, WA
Invited Lecture, “The OR of the Future: Extending Radiology into
Other Specialties”. American Roentgen Ray Society Annual
Meeting, Orlando
Invited Lecture, “Percutaneous Ablative Techniques: Tools &
Specific Applications in Liver: Image Guidance: Monitoring and
endpoint determination”: Joint Annual Meeting of the World
Conference on Interventional Oncology and the Society for Thermal
Medicine, Washington, DC
Invited Lecture, “Combined Liposomal Chemo / Ablation and / or
Hyperthermia”: Joint Annual Meeting of the World Conference on
Interventional Oncology and the Society for Thermal Medicine,
Washington, DC
Invited Lecture: Ultrasound Guided Vascular Access. Department
of Anesthesia and Surgical Services, NIH
Invited Lecture: Ultrasound Guided Vascular Access. Critical Care
Medicine Department, NIH
Radiological Society of North America Annual Meeting, Invited
Faculty, Refresher Course Session Coordinator: Molecular
Interventions, Chicago
Radiological Society of North America Annual Meeting, Invited
Faculty, Refresher Course: Techniques of Freehand Invasive
Sonography with Thermal Ablation (Hands-on Workshop), Chicago
Radiological Society of North America Annual Meeting, Invited
Faculty, Refresher Course: Radiofrequency Ablation: Principles,
Techniques, Equipment, and Tricks of the Trade (Hands-on
Workshop), Chicago
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2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008

Radiological Society of North America Annual Meeting, Faculty
coordinator, Refresher Course: Interventional Radiology in the Era
of Molecular Medicine: Focused and Integrated Image Guided
Delivery of Molecular Medicines: Clinical Applications and Tools,
Chicago
Radiological Society of North America Annual Meeting, Invited
Faculty: RSNA / NCI Interventional Oncology Series: Tools and
Technologies for Imaging and Intervention in Cancer: Fusion
Imaging / Robotics / Therapies Part II, Chicago
Invited Lecture: Minimally invasive management of
Pheochromocytoma. at Pheochromoctyoma 2007, Bethesda
Advisor: National Research Council, The National AcademiesResearch Associate Programs, NIST / NIH Fellowship
NCI – Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program - The Investigational
Drug Steering Committee (IDSC) Biomarkers Task Force
International Society for Strategic Studies in Radiology, Invited
Faculty, Munich Germany: Smart Drugs + Smart Devices:
Radiology’s Next Frontier
NIH Clinical Center Grand Rounds: Smart Drugs & Smart Devices:
Drug Delivery & Multimodality Image Guided Molecular
Interventions
Pheochromocytoma 2007 International Conference, Invited Faculty,
Image Guided Ablation of Pheochromocytoma
Society of Interventional Radiology, Multimodality Symposium on
Interventional Oncology, Invited Faculty, Palliative Interventions in
the Thorax
Invited Faculty: Society of Interventional Radiology Annual
Meeting: Innovations in Imaging and Guidance plenary session,
Washington, DC
Society of Interventional Radiology Annual Meeting Symposium
Coordinator, Future horizons in Interventional Oncology;
Washington, DC
World Conference of Interventional Oncology Annual Meeting,
Symposium Coordinator, Los Angeles
World Conference of Interventional Oncology Annual Meeting,
Program Committee, Los Angeles
Invited Lecture: Minimally invasive management of
Pheochromocytoma. at Pheochromoctyoma 2008, Cambridge, UK
European Congress of Radiology / European Society of Radiology:
What to do with all these small renal masses? Alternative
Treatment: RF Ablation. Invited refresher course faculty
European Congress of Radiology / European Society of Radiology:
Interventional Radiology in Drug Delivery and Gene Therapy.
Invited Lecture, New Horizons Session
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2008
2008
2008
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009

2009

2009
2009-2011
2009
2009
2009
2009
2010

Refresher Course Director: Radiological Society of North
America 2008 annual meeting: Focused and Integrated Imageguided Delivery of Molecular Medicines: Clinical Applications and
Tools
Keynote Speaker: Radiological Society of North America 2008
annual meeting: Molecular Imaging Keynote Speaker: Quantitative
Delivery of Molecular Therapeutics
Invited Faculty, Moderator: Molecular Imaging Scientific Session,
Radiological Society of North America 2008 annual meeting
Moderator, Focused Ultrasound Surgery Foundation, 1st
International Symposium on MR-Guided HIFU, Oct 2008, Tyson’s
Corner, VA
Reviewer: Annals of Surgery
Invited Faculty: Oncology: Outside the Liver: Percutaneous Ablation
of Adrenal Tumors. Society of Interventional Radiology annual
meeting 2009, San Diego
Reviewer – Critical Care Medicine
Reviewer - Cancer Immunology Immunotherapy
Invited Faculty, Refresher Course, Radiological Society of North
America 2009 annual meeting: Focused and Integrated Imageguided Delivery of Molecular Medicines: Clinical Applications and
Tools
Invited Faculty, Symposium: Interventional Oncology Series:
Cutting Edge Technology for Guidance, Monitoring, and treatment:
Image Guided Drug Dose Painting: Drugs and Devices.
Radiological Society of North America 2009 annual meeting: Image
Guided Drug Dose Painting
Member, Search Committee for Tenure Track Physician-Scientist
for the Laboratory of Tumor Immunology and Biology (LTI B), NCI
Member- The NCI Experimental Therapeutics (NExT) program
Development Committee: DCTD and CCR
Invited Lecture: Imaging and Multi-modality Navigation
in Interventional Oncology: Board of Scientific Advisors National
Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD
Radiation Oncology Branch NCI Lecture Series: Drugs + Devices +
Imaging in Interventional Oncology
Invited Lecture: Imaging and Multi-modality Navigation
in Interventional Oncology. NCI Network for Translational
Research, NCI Cancer Imaging Program, Bethesda, MD
Clinical Research subcommittee to select Stadtman Investigators,
NIH Intramural Research Program
Invited Faculty: Society of Surgical Oncology, 63 rd Annual Cancer
Symposium: New Concepts in Image Guided Cancer Therapy:
Image-Guided Cancer Therapy at the NIH Center for Interventional
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Oncology
Invited Faculty & Workshop Director: Society of Interventional
Radiology Annual Meeting: Navigation and Video Games in IR
2010
Invited Faculty: Focal Therapies Annual Meeting, Washington, DC
2010
Invited Faculty & Moderator: World Conference of Interventional
Oncology 2010, Philadelphia
2010
Invited Faculty: European Conference of Interventional Oncology
2010, Firenze, Italy
2010
Invited Faculty: Global Embolization Symposium and Technologies,
San Francisco, CA 2010, MRI-guided High Intensity Focused
Ultrasound: Novel Applications in Image Guided Therapy
2010-2012 Search Committee for Chairman of Anesthesiology, NIH Clinical
Center and Intramural Research Program
2011
Invited Faculty: World Conference of Interventional Oncology, NY
2011
Invited Faculty: 1st International Symposium MRI-Guided HIFU,
Rome, Italy
2011
Invited Faculty: Cardiovascular and Interventional Radiology
Society of Europe, Munich, Germany
2011
Invited Faculty: Society of Interventional Radiology annual Meeting,
Chicago
2011
Keynote Speaker: Biomedica 2011, Eindhoven, Netherlands
2011
Invited Keynote Lecture: University of Virginia Symposium on
Focused Ultrasound Therapies
2011
Invited Lecture: Micro-invasive Therapies, University of Innsbruck,
Innsbruck, Austria
2011
Invited Faculty: European Congress of Radiology
2011
Keynote Lecture: Utrecht Inauguration Center for Interventional
Oncology, Medical University of Utrecht, Utrecht Netherlands
2011
Invited Lecture: Clinical needs in Liver Cancer, Focused Ultrasound
Foundation: Working Group on Image Guided Drug Delivery, 2011
2010-present NIH Central Tenure Committee, NIH Intramural Research Program.
2010-2011 Focused Ultrasound Foundation:: Working Group on Image Guided
Drug Delivery.
2011-presentChair, Radiation Safety Committee, Intramural Research Program,
NIH
2011
HHS Federal Facilities Advisory Board Lecture on state of the art
translational technologies, NIH
2012
Reviewer- Cancer Research
2012
Invited faculty: European Society of Drug Delivery , Netherlands
2012
Invited Faculty, Society of Interventional Oncology Annual meeting,
San Francisco
2012
Invited Faculty: European Conference of Interventional Oncology,
Florence, Italy
2012
Invited Faculty: Global Embolization Symposium and Technologies:
2010
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2012
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2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012-2013
2012
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

2013

NY
Invited Faculty: World Conference of Interventional Oncology,
Chicago
Invited Faculty, Cardiovascular and Interventional Radiology
Society of Europe, Lisbon, Portugal
Invited Faculty: Image Guided Therapies Workshop, Center for
Image Guided Therapies, Brigham & Women’s Hospital, Boston
Director’s Scientific Applications Invited Lecture: NCI / CCR
Principal Investigator Annual Retreat
Invited Symposium Coordinator: World Conference of Interventional
Oncology, Chicago
Invited Navigation Workshop Coordinator: World Conference of
Interventional Oncology, Chicago
Editorial Board Member: Journal of Therapeutic Ultrasound
Invited Faculty, MICCAI Workshop on Clinical Image-based
Procedures: From Planning to Intervention. 15th International
Conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted
Intervention. Nice, France
Invited Faculty, Moderator, Press Conference: Current and Future
Applications of Focused Ultrasound 2012: 3 rd International
Symposium, North Besthesda, MD
Invited Faculty: Radiological Society of North America 2012
Invited Faculty: Synergy 2012: A Multidisciplinary Approach to
Interventional Oncology, Miami
Contract Review Panel, Radiation Oncology Branch, National
Cancer Institute, NIH
Member, NIH Assembly of Scientists
Search Committee. NIH NINDS Tenure Track Surgical Neurology
Invited grant reviewer: Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada / Conseil de recherches en sciences naturelles
et en génie du Canada
Invited Faculty: European Conference on Interventional Oncology,
Budapest, Hungary
Invited Faculty: CT / Cone beam CT Navigation.at - Interventional
Oncology Sans Frontieres Congress 2013, Como, Italy
International Experts Working Group on Standardization of
Interventional Oncology Therapies
Invited Partner / collaborator:4 Dimensional Ultrasound and the
Interventional Cockpit, Erasmus University
Keynote Speaker: Society for Thermal Medicine Annual Meeting
2013: Emerging Thermal Therapies in Interventional Oncology,
Aruba, April 2013
International Scientific Advisory board European Union Project VPH-
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2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016

PICASSO
Collaborator- 4D ultrasound for improved image guidance in
minimally invasive needle interventions: the interventional cockpit,
Dutch Government funded project in collaboration with Erasmus
University Rotterdam and Adinda Freudenthal of the Delft
University of Technology
Grant Reviewer, Israel Science Foundation
Grant Reviewer, Society of Interventional Radiology Foundation
NIH Clinical Center Third Party Reimbursement Pilot Stakeholder
Steering Group
Referee / Reviewer for Nature Reviews Cancer: Perspectives
section
RadiologicaL Society of North America Annual Meeting:
Interventional Oncology Series: Progress, Challenges and
Opportunities: Procedural Image Guidance, Chicago
Search Committee: Thoracic Surgical Oncology Senior Investigator.
NCI / CCR.
Thesis Advisor / Thesis Committee: William Hong, Cleveland Clinic
Lerner College of Medicine / Case Western Reserve university
European Conference of Interventional Oncology Annual Meeting,
Moderator, Invited faculty, invited speaker, Berlin
Society of Interventional Radiology Annual Meeting, Plenary
Speaker, Workshop coordinator, Faculty, invited Speaker,
Moderator, San Diego
World Conference of Intrerventional Oncology Annual Meeting,
New York, Invited speaker, Moderator, Faculty, New York
Global Embolization Symposium and Technologies Annual
Meeting, Invited Speaker, workshop faculty, moderator, San
Francisco
American Urological Association Annual Meeting, invited speaker,
workshop faculty, Orlando
Cardiovascular Interventional Radiology Society of Europe Annual
Meeting, Invited Speaker, Glasgow, Scotland
ECIO, Nice, France
SIR, Atlanta GA
AUA, Orlando, FL?
WCIO
RSNA
Italian Radiology Society ICIO
European School of Interventional Radiology: European Society of
Radiology & CIRSE Symposium Workshop on Expert focal ablation
therapies, Innsbruck, Austria
Synergy, Miami
CIO ISET, Miami
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SIR, Vancouver
AUA
WCIO, Boston
ECIO
AIM VEITH, New York
Synergy, Miami
RSNA 2016, Chicago
Oxford, Plenary Speaker, Innaugural Bio-ingenuity Lecture, Oxford
Center for Drug and Device Development

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIPS:
Radiological Society of North America – Member & Former Committee Member
Society of Interventional Radiology – Member & Former Task Force Member
World Congress of Interventional Radiology – Former Planning Committee Member
International Society of Therapeutic Ultrasound – Former Board Member
Focused Ultrasound Surgery Foundation – Clinical Member
European Society of Radiology – Corresponding Member
Society for Clinical and Translational Science – past Member
Society for Thermal Medicine – past Member
RESEARCH INTERESTS:
1. See: http://www.cc.nih.gov/about/SeniorStaff/bradford_wood.html
2. See: http://www.cc.nih.gov/centerio/index.html
3. See: http://www.cc.nih.gov/drd/irlab/index.html
4. See
http://www.cancer.gov/aboutnci/ncicancerbulletin/archive/2009/061609/page
4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Image-guided oncology
Locally-activated, targeted drug delivery
Heat-deployed nanoparticle vectors
Image-guided focused ultrasound
Multi-parametric real-time image fusion for image-guided therapies
Navigation systems for minimally-invasive procedures
Robotics in image-guided therapies
Heat-augmented immunotherapy
Radiofrequency thermal ablation for kidney and adrenal tumors
Operating room of the future

SELECTED MEDIA:
What is the CIO?
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https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/how-technologycreates-smart-methods-for-treating-cancer
What is IR / IO?
https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/what-is-interventionaloncology
Why I like working at the NIH?
https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/why-do-you-likeworking-at-the-nih
Why students like IR IO
https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/what-attracts-studentsto-interventional-oncologyradiology
How can IR combine with immunotherapy?
https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/what-are-newinnovations-in-cancer-research
What is Focused Ultrasound?
https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/what-is-focusedultrasound
How does biopsy inform personalized medicine and drug discovery?

https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/what-role-do-biopsies-play-inpersonalized-medicine

Prostate Fusion Biopsy and Ablation: What is “medical GPS”?
https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/how-technologycreates-smart-methods-for-treating-cancer
https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/what-is-medical-gps
https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/is-cancer-fusiontechnology-widely-accepted
Prostate Fusion Biopsy JAMA:
http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2091987
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ExAZ0XQ0dEA&feature=youtu.be
The image-able drug paintbrush: Image-able drug eluting bead chemoembolization and
navigation:
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https://www.sharecare.com/video/healthmakers/bradford-wood/how-does-fusiontechnology-help-with-targeted-drug-delivery
Radiopaque Embolic Beads Shed Light on Tumor Embolization:
http://www.hmphealthcare.com/blast/display.php?M=327268&C=eb9ff063f6463977f56d2a23
6da5882e&S=1284&L=41&N=1303
http://www.interventionaloncology360.com/content/radiopaque-embolic-beads-shed-lighttumor-embolization
NIH Center for Interventional Oncology:
http://www.interventionaloncology360.com/content/multidisciplinary-innovations-nih-centerinterventional-oncology
http://www.interventionaloncology360.com/content/center-interventional-oncology-nationalinstitutes-health-interview-bradford-wood-md
First in human radio-opaque embolization bead:
https://www.btgplc.com/media/press-releases/first-patient-treated-with-lc-bead-lumiradiopaque-embolic-bead-supported-by-philips-live-image-guidance/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27206503
NIH Record:
http://nihrecord.nih.gov/newsletters/2015/07_17_2015/story3.htm
NIH CC Grand Rounds: Contemporary Clinical Medicine: Great Teachers: Video Game
Medicine at the NIH: How Image-Guided Therapies Depend Upon Interdisciplinary
Translational Team Science:
http://videocast.nih.gov/launch.asp?19000
CBS News
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-18563_162-20070716.html
http://clinicalcenter.nih.gov/about/news/newsletter.html#story3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8AOxg4so3w
USA Today: Science Goes Beyond Surgery to Fight Cancer Head-On: ‘Cooking,’
Freezing Help Kill Tumors. By Liz Szabo. June 14, 2005.
http://pqasb.pqarchiver.com/USAToday/offers.html?message=The%20document%20for
mat%20was%20not%20specified.
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http://incenter.medical.philips.com/doclib/enc/fetch/2000/4504/3634249/3634100/498
7812/5044906/3122686/5318357/5_Research.pdf%3fnodeid%3d5318734%26vernum%
3d1
http://www.renalandurologynews.com/targeted-fusion-biopsy-may-improve-pcadetection/article/234355/
http://www.renalandurologynews.com/targeted-approach-may-improve-prostate-cancerdetection/article/202857/
http://www.cancer.gov/ncicancerbulletin/archive/2009/061609/page4
http://www.cancer.gov/ncicancerbulletin/101910/page6
http://www.imagingcoalition.org/2009/11/cibr-academy-visit-to-nih-highlights-imagingresearch/
http://www.rsna.org/NewsDetail.aspx?id=1801
http://www.renalandurologynews.com/mr-us-fusion-targeted-biopsy-boosts-detection-ofprostate-cancer/article/272514/
http://www.healthimaging.com/topics/molecular-imaging/nih-opens-interventionaloncology-center-imaging-research
http://www.molecularimaging.net/topics/molecular-imaging/nih-opens-interventionaloncology-center-imaging-research
http://clinicalcenter.nih.gov/centerio/index.html
http://www.nih.gov/news/health/apr2009/cc-22.htm
http://www.cancer.gov/ncicancerbulletin/101910/page6
http://www.civco.com/docs/eTRAX-VirtuTRAX-Brochure-low-res.pdf
http://www.clinicaloncology.com/ViewArticle.aspx?d=Solid+Tumors&d_id=148&i=Octob
er+2012&i_id=902&a_id=22005
http://www.diagnosticimaging.com/articles/high-tech-suite-future-integrates-imagingrobotics
http://www.acadrad.org/woodbiography.php
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http://www.cxvascular.com/in-interventional-oncology/in-interventional-oncology/newvenue-for-research-collaborations-in-interventional-oncology
http://www.mddionline.com/article/magnetic-sensors-carry-ultrasound-greater-heights
http://www.healthtechwire.com/philips-healthcare/philips-and-traxtal-to-deliver-imageguided-therapy-solutions-using-electromagnetic-navigation-1096/
http://www.medpagetoday.com/HematologyOncology/OtherCancers/3018
http://www.forbes.com/forbes/2006/1016/095.html
http://www.federallabs.org/flc/news/top-stories/articles/?pt=top-stories/articles/070906.jsp
http://www.cxvascular.com/in-newspaperspdfs?DocumentScreen=detail&cl=394&ccs=695
http://clinicalcenter.nih.gov/about/news/newsletter/2009/may09/CCNewsMay09.pdf
2011
CBS News:
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/ultrasound-replaces-scalpel-for-some-tumor-ops/
2013

2013
2013

2012

2012

2013

Renal & Urology News: Prostate Cancer Focal Therapy Shows Promise:
http://www.renalandurologynews.com/prostate-cancer-focal-therapyshows-promise/article/289018/
April 17, 2013
ISSUU: Renal & Urology News (Paper version) July 2013 issue, page 31:
http://issuu.com/haymarket/docs/july13rundigital__1_
NIH Clinical Center News: Fusion Imaging and Cancer Treatment
http://clinicalcenter.nih.gov/about/news/newsletter/2013/jul2013/newslette
r.html
July, 2013
Renal & Urology News: Targeted Fusion Biopsy May improve PCa
Detection
http://www.renalandurologynews.com/targeted-fusion-biopsy-mayimprove-pca-detection/article/234355/
March 30, 2012
Prostate Cancer News: Targeted Fusion Biopsy May Improve PCa
Detection:
http://prostate-cancer.fut-the-wuck.com/targeted-fusion-biopsy-mayimprove-pca-detection/
Uro Today : Magnetic resonance imaging/ultrasound-fusion biopsy
significantly upgrades prostate cancer versus systematic 12-core
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transrectal ultrasound biopsy.
http://www.urotoday.com/Prostate-Cancer/magnetic-resonance-imagingultrasound-fusion-biopsy-significantly-upgrades-prostate-cancer-versussystematic-12-core-transrectal-ultrasound-biopsy-abstract.html
Aug 2, 2013
Uro Today: Multimodality fusion with MRI, CT, and ultrasound contrast
for ablation of renal cell carcinoma.
http://www.urotoday.com/Renal-Cancer/multimodality-fusion-with-mrict-and-ultrasound-contrast-for-ablation-of-renal-cell-carcinomaabstract.html
April 29, 2013
Uro Today: Current status of MRI and ultrasound fusion software
platforms for guidance of prostate biopsies:
http://www.urotoday.com/Prostate-Cancer/current-status-of-mri-andultrasound-fusion-software-platforms-for-guidance-of-prostate-biopsiesabstract.html
Jan 6, 2014
Us TOO Prostate Cancer:
Focal Prostate Laser Ablation - Study by NIH Shows Promising Results
https://www.inspire.com/groups/us-too-prostate-cancer/discussion/focalprostate-laser-ablation-study-by-nih-shows-promising-results/
Most Cited JVIR Papers Since 2009: Journal of Vascular and
Interventional Radiology. http://www.journals.elsevier.com/jvir-journalof-vascular-and-interventional-radiology/most-cited-articles/
ScienceDirect Top 25 Hottest Articles:
http://top25.sciencedirect.com/subject/medicine-anddentistry/17/journal/european-urology/03022838/archive/47
US News & World Report: 10 Changes in Surgery in 25 Years.
http://health.usnews.com/health-news/hospital-oftomorrow/slideshows/10-changes-in-surgery-in-25-years/5

2013

2014

2013

2014
2014
2014

MENTORING:

•
•
•
•

Partial list of Fellows / Students / Post-docs Mentored / Advised
Degrees Mentored:
Pavel Yarmelenko -PhD in Biomedical Engineering: (Duke-NIH Graduate Partnership
Program) (2009-2013)
Ari Partanen, PhD – Helsinki (2009-2013)
Seth Billings -PhD in Biomedical Engineering and Computer Science (Johns Hopkins
School of Engineering – NIH Graduate Parternership Program) (2011- 2013)
Elliot Levy, MD, Masters Degree in Clinical Research: Duke-NIH Clinical Research
Masters Program: (2012-2014 )
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•
•
•
•

Julia Locklin-Mikulla. RN, MS, MBA Masters Degree in Clinical Research NIHUniversity of Pittsburgh: Primary Mentor: (2004-2006)
Cheng William Hong MD physician scientist thesis in research (Thesis Committee,
Thesis Advisor), Cleveland Clinic Lerner College of Medicine (2012-2013)
Meryl Castro, MS candidate, Johns Hopkins Univerity
Prateek Katti, MD PhD candidate, NIH-Oxford Scholar Program (PhD), & University of
North Carolina (MD) (2015-2017)

•

2008-2016: Julia An, Angela Chen, Pingkun Yan, PhD, Reza Seifabadi, PhD, Jin Tae
Kwak, PhD, Kavi Krishnasamy, MD, Meryl Castro, Shelby Leonard, John Thompson,
Lauren Severance, Harish Narananyan, Janice Thai, Venkatesh Krishnasamy, Liwei
Jiang, Andrew Mikhail, PhD, Reza Seifabadi, PhD, Jin-Tae Kwak, PhD, Fereshteh
Aalamafar, Avinash Eranki,MS, Roxanna Juarez, MD, Manoj Matthew MD, Cheng
William Hong MD, Yilun Koethe MD, Kim Imbesi MD, Lucy Chow MD, Seth Billings
MS, Caitlin Burke PhD, Carmen Gacchina, PhD, Pavel Yarmolenko PhD, Ashish Ranjan
PhD, Goutham Reddy MD, Hayet Amalou MD, Elma Carvajal-Gallardo MS, Genevieve
Jacobs, DO, David Tabriz, MD, Faezeh Razjouyan MS, Avi Beck MD, Vishal Saxena
MD, Guy Jones MD, Ashesh Thaker MD, Nidhi Jain MD, Hari Trivedi MD, Bobbak
Mansouri MD

•
•

2007-2008:
Karun Sharma, MD PhD, Sergio Dromi, MD, Jenna Miller, Sapna Shah, Adriana
Nicholson, Emily Beck, Abigail Fong, Pavel Yarmelenko, Ashesh Thaker, Babek Orandi,
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CT-integrated treatment planning for robot-assisted thermal ablation and laser
guided sphere packing. Computer Aided Radiology and Surgery Proceedings 2005
355. Xu S, Kruecker J, Viswanathan A, Wood BJ: Automatic localization of fiducial
markers for transrectal ultrasound-guided needle biopsy – phantom study. Computer
Assisted Radiology and Surgery 2006; Japan, Elsevier
356. Xu S, Kruecker J, Wood BJ: Speed Enhanced Reconstruction of 3D Free-Hand
Ultrasound. Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery Proceedings 2007, Berlin
357. Kruecker J, Xu S, Wood BJ: Electromagnetic Needle Tracking and Multimodality Imaging for Biopsy and Ablation Guidance. Computer Assisted Radiology
and Surgery Proceedings 2007, Berlin
358. Banovac F, Abeledo H, Campos-Nanez E, Munuo SS, Wood BJ, Popa T, Cheng
P, Cleary K: An image-guided system for optimized volumetric treatment planning
and execution for radiofrequency ablation of liver tumors. Computer-Assisted
Radiology and Surgery Proceedings 2007
359. Navigation Techniques.(Video Games in IR) Chapter in 2010 Workshop Manual
for Society for Interventional Radiology
360. Navigation Techniques.(Video Games in IR) Chapter in 2011 Workshop Manual
for Society for Interventional Radiology
361. Navigation Techniques.(Video Games in IR) Chapter in 2012 Workshop Manual
for Society for Interventional Radiology

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Public Health Service

Bradford J. Wood, M.D.
Senior Investigator
Director Center for Interventional Oncology (NCI & CC)
Chief Interventional Radiology
Radiology & Imaging Sciences(CC)
National Institutes of Health
Bldg. 10, Room 1c-341
Bethesda MD 20892-1182
301/728-0362
Email: bwood@nih.gov
November 13, 2016
Dr. Ben Carson,
Donald Trump Transition Team

Dear Dr. Carson,
It is with great enthusiasm that I write this letter asking for your consideration supporting your efforts to advise
the new administration. Health care and technology are at the heart of a successful transition and care of an aging
American workforce, and I would love to investigate ways in which I can help inform or advise the new administration. I
would like to share ideas on the NIH budget, the electronic health record as a research tool and a cost saving maneuver,
as well as ways to retool American medicine via public-private partnerships between academics, community, and
industry.
I feel a deep and spiritual calling to serve at this critical time in our great national story. We are at a defining
point for America. I have a unique perspective with decades of experience in public service leadership, with successful
innovation and discovery, industry experience, public private partnerships, and the will to help make American medicine
great again.
I have a unique perspective to offer. I am not a politician, nor am I political, but I am already in a leadership
position within the US Government, & have been in public service, without losing sight of what is great about American
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medicine. Being a successful U.S. Government physician scientist at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) for almost 2
decades has taught me first-hand the operations of this great institution at many levels. My team & I have invented
devices and approaches that were commercialized and have changed the way prostate cancer is diagnosed & liver
cancers are treated.
I have experience overseeing both clinical & research activities within the Center for Interventional Oncology at
NIH. This effort is a public-private partnership with industry, NIH & the FDA & commercializes & translates novel
technologies & discoveries. These interagency synergies between NIH, FDA, Universities, & drug & device industries
have been poorly incentivized & hold golden fruits. I have also overseen a > $20 million dollar budget. The barriers
between the public & private sectors could also be reworked in a way that better serves both sectors, & allows for
recruitment and retention of America’s finest brains. Past NIH Director Elias Zerhouni was my leadership model &
mentor in the early phases of my NIH career. I could advise on NIH-related budgetary activities, drug or device
regulatory policies, or the electronic medical record, which is an untapped & fertile ground for cost savings, new
research & treatments, with a few minor changes in privacy laws. I believe you know my Medical School classmate
George Jallo as well.
There has never been a time of greater need for vision, leadership, & new direction. This is both a time of great
opportunity, as well as a time for difficult decisions. I feel the ability & the need to serve this great land. I believe that
my unique inside perspective is valuable to the White House in an ongoing advisory role. I deeply appreciate your time
and consideration.
Best regards,
Brad Wood, MD

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Lloyd, Matthew
Monday, November 14, 2016 7:47 PM
matthewhlloyd@gmail.com
FW: Position in the Trump-Pence Administration
Bel-Pres Lukashenko-p1.BMP; Bel-Pres Lukashenko-p2.BMP; Mid-America & Nikolai
Pankratz.pdf; Mi-America - Governor Haslam.pdf; BusCards1.pdf; BusCards2.pdf;
LukashenkoPhotos.pdf

From: Pan-Trax Pictures [mailto:info@pan-trax.com]
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2016 6:32 PM
To: Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Position in the Trump-Pence Administration

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Dear Mr. Lloyed,
I just sent this email President elect Mr. Trump but am not sure if he will receive it with everything that is going on.
First, I am so excited of the outcome of the elections and for the first time feel like I could be involved in something worth my
time. I want to be part of the white House team and this is what I wrote Mr. Donal Trump. See below.
"My expertise lies in eastern block countries. I was born in Russia and since coming to America in 1979-80 I was very vocal
and appeared on many TV programs see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ivLPo7EJfY4&t=4s. I believe that I, to some
extend I contributed to the fall of the Soviet Union and helped to bring awareness to the American people and the plight that
communism posed to the world. After the collapse I was one of the first people to travel back helping the U.S. Government
on many occasions in their discussions with the former Soviet leaders. If there was a way to attach documents I would
probably overwhelm because I have files of documents with pictures with pictures from heads of states, letters of
endorsements etc., etc.
I speak fluently English, Russian and German and was one of the first immigrants to come to the U.S. from that part of the
world. I graduated from Jerry Falwells’ Liberty University and was almost every Sunday on his TV shows. He in fact Mr.
Falwell called me “my Russian boy”. I understand free democracy and how the world functions. I also deeply understand the
Russian mentality and Mr. Putin. I am respected in that part of the world I think that I can contribute greatly to your success
when it comes to the eastern block countries. In fact I do not think anyone in the U.S. is better qualifies to help you than I
when it comes to Putin, Ukraine and the rest of the former Soviet Union Republics. Below I am attaching my biography from
Mid-America Committee that I have been part off for many years. http://www.mid-americacommittee.com
Thank you for considering me”.
Can you please forward this email to Mr. Pence?
Sincerely,
Nikolai Pankratz
310 299 7223
cell: 615 739 2711
3616 Barham Blvd., App X-109, Los Angeles CA 90068
Www.pan-trax.com

Www.mid-americacommittee.com
Www.ambassadorfrolife.com
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THE
MID-AMERICA
COMMITTEE
for International Business and
Government Cooperation Inc.

Chicago, May 4, 2011
Dear Governor Bill Haslam:
As a Founder and Chairman Emeritus of The Mid-America Committee in Chicago,
Illinois, I hosted more that 800 distinguished guests, including 10 Presidents of the
United States, over a 100 chiefs of states, numerous cabinet officers and ambassadors,
head of united nations and others, since its founding in 1966.
Currently, I am seriously considering working with Nikolai Pankratz to establish a
similar committee to be headquartered in Tennessee, to include Tennessee and its
neighboring states. It would be not for profit, government-private organization, to
promote international trade and investment in the area. The organization would be
supported by the business community with assistance from neighboring state
governments.
I have known and work with Nikolai in the last 20 years and plan to establish this
organization with him as my successor in the future. I have known Nikolai personally
for many years as well as his business experience, both domestically and
internationally. He is highly regarded by everyone he comes to contact with.
If this is of any interest to you, I am happy to come down and discuss it with
appropriate members of your administration, and discuss detail of establishing such an
organization. If you have any immediate questions, please feel free to discuss them
with Nikolai. His telephone number is 615 739 2711.
I appreciate you taking the time to consider establishing this new venture in the state of
Tennessee.
Respectfully yours,

Thomas H. Miner
Chairman Emeritus
The Mid-America Committee

THE
MID-AMERICA
COMMITTEE

for International Business and
Government Cooperation, Inc.

G. ALLEN ANDREAS

October 26, 2001

Chairman and Chief Executive
Archer Daniels Midland Company
WILLIAM J. BRODSKY

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Chicago Board Options Exchange
JOHN H. BRYAN

Chairman
Sara Lee Corporation
ROBERT N. BURT

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
FMC Corporation

To Whom It May Concern:

JAMES R. CANTALUPO
President and Vice Chairman

McDonald's Corporation
THOMAS A. COLE
Chairman, Executive Committee
Sidley Austin Brown & Wood
LESTER CROWN
Chairman

Material Services Corporation

As founder and chairman of The Mid-America Committee, who has hosted more
than 700 distinguished guests including the President of the United States, chiefs

of state, cabinet officers, and ambassadors since its founding in 1966, 1 highly
recommend Mr. Nikolai Pankratz.

DEBORA DE HOYOS
Managing Partner
Mayer. Brown & Piatt
W. JAMES FARRELL

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Illinois Tool Works Inc.

ROBERT H. FORNEY
President and Chief Executive Officer
America's Second Harvest
JAMES E. GOODWIN

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
United Airlines. Inc.
SCOTT GORDON

Chairman of the Board
Chicago Mercantile Exchange, Inc.
JOHN R. HORNE
Chairman, President and

Chief Executive Officer
International Truck and Engine Corporation
HIROSHI ITO

Senior Vice President and General Manager
Mitsubishi International Corporation

I have known Nikolai since 1994 where he has been tremendously resourceful to
the Committee, particularly in assisting us with VIP visitors from the former
Soviet Union. In addition, I have relied heavily on his resourcefulness on several
personal projects. I consider him a good friend and partner over the years. He is
held among the international business community to be very honest and reliable.
Whether with governments, corporations, or individuals, he has always conducted
himself honorably while upholding the highest moral standards and
professionalism. Nikolai, I consider, is a man of integrity and good character, and
without reservation can highly recommend him. Should you need more

information or elaboration, I would be happy to provide it at any time.

HARRY M. JANSEN KRAEME R, JR.
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Baxter Internationa! Inc.
LEONARD H. LAVIN
Chairman of the Board
Aiberto-Cuiver Company

Sincerely,

DOUGLAS A. PERTZ

President and Chief Executive Officer
IMC Global Inc.

THOMAS J. PRITZKER
President
Hyatt Corporation
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BARRY M. SABLOFF

Chairman. Bank One International Corrpor.,li

Executive Vice President, Bank One. NA
i
SAMUEL C. SCOTT

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Thomas H. Miner

Corn Products international. Inc.

Chairman

FRED G. STEINGRABER
Chairman Emeritus

The Mid-America Committee

A.T. Kearney, Inc.
DONA. TURNER

President
Chicago Federation oi Labor. AFL-CIO
MILES D. WHITE

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Abbott Laboratories
DENIS J. HEALY

Chief Executive Officer
Turtle Wax, Inc.
Chairman. Executive Committee

Mid-America Committee
THOMAS H. MINER
Chairman

Mid-America Committee
CARL A. SWANSON
President and Chief Operating Officer
Mid-America Committee

Headquarters:

150 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 2910

Chicago, IL

1025 Thomas Jefferson Street NW, Suite 700E

Washington, DC 20007-5214

60601-7569

Phone 31 2-236-8745

Fax 31 2-781 -5925

Phone 202-625-3595

http://www.midamericacommittee.com

Email info@midamericacommittee.com

Fax 202-625-3599

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lloyd, Matthew
Monday, November 14, 2016 7:46 PM
matthewhlloyd@gmail.com
FW: Vice President Pence's staff

From: Lloyd, Matthew
Sent: Sunday, November 13, 2016 2:31 PM
To: Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Fwd: Vice President Pence's staff

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: BOB CAREY <bobcarey@mac.com>
Date: November 13, 2016 at 2:21:50 PM EST
To: mlloyd@gov.in.gov
Subject: Vice President Pence's staff
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links
from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
________________________________
Me. Lloyd,
Has Vice President Pence named his photo staff?
I am very interested in talking with you about serving him on his photo staff. I believe the still
image still has the ability to impact the world and help America grow under the Trump-Pence
administration.
I have vast experience in photojournalism and multimedia. I'm a 40 year photojournalist and
board member of Christians in Photojournalism, past president of National Press Photographers
Association, and a regular contributor to Baptist Press.
I am currently a college chair in Communication and Journalism.
I look forward to discussing opportunities to tell the Vice President's stories.
Thanks,
Bob
Dr. Bob Carey

Chairman
Dept of Communication
& New Media
Gardner-Webb University
===================
Visual Journalist
Sent from my iPhone
(704) 974-7691

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Lloyd, Matthew
Monday, November 14, 2016 7:38 PM
matthewhlloyd@gmail.com
FW: Job Consideration - Prof. Assistant in w/HPI and Entertainment Industry
pdf2Nov 2016 TINA SMITH RESUME.pdf

-----Original Message----From: Tina Smith [mailto:tina.louise.smith@me.com]
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2016 7:06 PM
To: Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Job Consideration - Prof. Assistant in w/HPI and Entertainment Industry
**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or
unexpected email. **** ________________________________
Dear Mr. Lloyd:
I have attached my resume for your consideration. If you would be so kind to put me front and center for any
opportunities with President Elect Mr. Donald Trump and Vice President Elect Mike Pence. I was invited and attended
the inauguration of President George W. Bush when I managed Naomi Judd. I have been in the same circles for many
years in Politics and Entertainment Industry.
I have been reaching out to the Republican Party for months to get involved and to join everyone in the White House. I
have had the opportunity to meet Mr. Trump years ago when I managed Naomi Judd at an evening event. Mr. Trump
was very encouraging to me as a business woman to “not put all of my eggs in one basket.” and get out there and brand
myself as well…which was exactly what Ivanka Trump said in her speech. I am now 53 years old, single professional
white female.
I am searching for a job and there is no other place I would like to be than working with Mr. Trump and Mr. Pence or the
First Ladies. I have been a voice for Mr. Trump each time someone laughed and didn’t take him serious…I was very
much shunned and I think even fired last year by my employers who are best friends to Governor Haslam.
Governor Haslam was clear that he would not vote for him and that what I told my employers about Donald Trump was
not true and not who he was. Again, I stood firm. Hire me!!! I know there is a place for me there and I really need a
job. I know I will find something, but not as passionate about being a part of what half of America thought would never
happen.
Please see attached resume. Kind regards, Tina

Tina L. Smith
615.830-0487
tina.louise.smith@me.com

QUALIFICATION SUMMARY:
Extremely professional…a gladiator, ready to anticipate and respond quickly to all situations with poise and quiet efficiency. A natural coordinator and
highly organized, anticipatory and professional while managing expectations, outcomes and schedules. Friendly and outgoing personality with the ability
to function well in any social environment. Confidential with a “can do” work ethic. A positive, intuitive thinker. Extremely flexible; considers no job too
small. Highly dedicated and loyal, with outstanding follow-through. Executive Assistant, Personal Assistant, Management background with extensive experience in house and estate management. Coordinate and schedule complex travel arrangements, private jet or commercial. Event planning, and calendar
management. A strong liaison, manages multiple properties. Wardrobe and fashion experience; knowledge of bookkeeping and tech-savvy: Microsoft
Word, MS Outlook proficient. Excellent writing skills and the ability to multi-task, self-reliant, sense of humor, exercises discretion at all times.
TIME LIFE MANAGEMENT, United States
11/15-Present
President
Manage multiple properties, vendors, events and calendars for clients. Represent client in Estate Management, Executive Assistant, Personal Assistant as
needed, Secure staff for clients properties; Secure complex travel arrangements including private jet and yacht or clients, advanced book tours, liaised
with attorneys, business managers, agent and publicists. Handled routine communications, i.e., phone, email, and regular mail for the principals. Secures
principals’ activities, both family and professional. Hosting and planning all events. Managed storage site inventories. Secure and supervise all vendors in
principals home. Prepare each home for arrival and guests. Fund Raising, communicating to all staff the details of daily schedules. Management of multiple vehicles. Gatekeeper.
AYERS ASSET MANAGEMENT, Nashville, TN
5/13 - 11/15
Executive Personal Assistant to Janet Ayers
Heavy calendar management for both principal’s business and personal appointments; including all extended family. Works closely with accountants and
principal’s private owned bank. Collaborates with all domestic staff and vendors at each property. Makes VIP Travel Arrangements while traveling commercial, and secures communication with two pilots for principal’s private jets. Secures all ground transportation in USA and other countries. Yacht management, captain and crew supervision and management; manages offices located in numerous homes and business in USA. Secures homes security at
all locations. Insures all guests are accommodated at every location. Very resourceful, Event Planning and Management. Secures art purchases and wine
selection for all properties. Management of eight properties and staff, yacht, jet, ship “The World.” Home purchasing and selling.
TIME LIFE MANAGEMENT, Nashville, TN
5/10 - 5/13
President
Booked complex travel arrangements for clients, advanced book tours, liaised with attorneys, agent and publicists. Handled routine communications, i.e.,
phone, email, and regular mail for the principals. Was intuitively involved with the principals’ various personal activities, both family and professional.
Ordered, received, cataloged, and sent things on to designated locations. Managed storage site inventories. Communicated to all staff the details of daily
schedules. Had general oversight of multiple vehicles. Acted as a gatekeeper. Managed and coordinated lists such as Christmas cards, gifts, birthday calendar, board meeting calendar, etc. Songwriting catalog management. Coordinated with the principals’ household staffs; managed homes and estates.
Was responsible for tasks for the client’s extended family. All event planning. personal shopping and errands. Handled reconciliation of credit cards.
Made self available 24/7. Exercised confidentiality at all times. Clients included; John Henry, Owner of The Boston Red Sox and Fenway Sports
Group.
DESMOND CHILD, Nashville, TN
11/07 – 2/10
Personal Assistant - Property Manager
Was responsible for the management of three properties; Nashville, New York, and Miami Beach, and maintained staff at all locations. Worked with vendors and managed the building of a new home and recording studio in Nashville; served as a liaison with architects and all contractors, paid household
bills and interfaced with two Personal Managers in both Nashville and New York. Coordinated publicity, facilitated all domestic and international travel including commercial and private air for entire family, staff, and guests. Managed studio and supervised studio employees, supervised nanny of two small
children, and interfaced with music publishing companies and business manager on a daily basis. Scheduled all meetings and songwriting appointments,
managed calendar and contact database, and planned and coordinated all VIP and personal events, large and small, in addition to red carpet and television appearances. Worked out of Nashville main residence and traveled to other properties before principals or guests arrived.
TIME LIFE MANAGEMENT, Nashville, TN
3/04 – 10/07
President
Responsible for day-to-day management of clients, interfaced with agents on speaking engagements, touring, film, and television opportunities, and script
reading. Headed preparation for artist/actor. Respectful of client and families’ personal space at all times. Managed Personal and professional calendar/
schedules, which include touring, family appointments and activities, stylist, salon appointments, wardrobe, etc., and coordinated all publicity and press.
Accompanied artist/actor at all times, booked all travel arrangements and VIP services, managed household staff and coordinated all security. Managed all
event planning. Coordinated travel and prepared itineraries. Clients included; Anna Kournikova; Skip Ewing; Keni Thomas, and other confidential clients.
LeANN RIMES, Nashville, TN
4/03 - 3/04
Personal Assistant
Liaison between management, agent, publicists, producers, business management, record label, fan club, website designer, and attorneys. Hiring and
supervising home staff, grocery shopping, and gift purchasing. Made travel arrangements, toured with artist, managed calendar, stylist, wardrobe, and
quick change. Was aware of environment, safety, and security at all times. Worked out of artist’s home office and bus while touring.
QUEEN NOOR OF JORDAN, Washington, DC
1/03 – 4/03
Executive Personal Assistant, Book Tour (contracted 3 months)
Served as US-counterpart of a “larger” organization; worked with branches in the UK and Jordan. Coordinated aspects of travel; commercial and private,
ground and air within the USA and overseas; planned, supervised, and coordinated events, meetings, conferences, book tours, speaking engagements,
television and radio appearances and maintained itinerary and social calendar; scheduled and rescheduled appointments, meetings, and telephone calls.

Managed Her Majesty’s day-to-day scheduling including all political events, supervised household staff and prepared meals as needed. Traveled with Her
Majesty at all times, worked out of her home and coordinated all security in the US, UK, and Jordan. (3-month contract position).
NAOMI JUDD, Nashville, TN
1/98 – 1/03
Personal Manager
Provided full administrative, personal, and management support to artist; multiple calendars, celebrity family coordination, and communications. Accompanied Artist on tour and traveled with Artist to all locations; facilitated travel including tour buses, charter, and commercial air. Advanced all personal
appearances, book signings, speaking engagements, and all tour press interfacing with agent, speaker’s bureaus and buyers. Booked studio musicians and
recording studios, advanced Heart to Heart National Radio Show; worked directly with writer and producers; scheduled studios in USA and Canada while
traveling. Coordinated all areas of media including radio interviews, photo sessions and television appearances. Arranged housing and managed budgets.
Traveled 200 plus days per year; booked all travel, advanced all movie premieres, celebrity events including those attended with daughter actress Ashley
Judd, and advanced and escorted Naomi to major events including Inaugurations. Managed home staff and handled all inquires. Worked out of Naomi’s
home office and personal home if in Nashville. Coordinated wardrobe changes on the road, and quick-change room during concert (four complete
changes); coordinated all hairstylist and makeup artists locally and traveling. Film and TV on location experience. CBS, Lifetime, and “Someone Like You”
film with Ashley Judd credits.
MR. TRACY LAWRENCE, Nashville, TN
1/92 – 1/98
Co-Manager
Planned and coordinated all areas of media including appropriate interviews, photo sessions, personal and television appearances, and tour press, worked
directly with event promoters in advancing concerts, private engagements, including all technical requirements, and served as a liaison between Artist,
record label, attorneys, and accountants. Responsible for day-to-day communication with tour sponsors, instrumental in developing and coordinating yearly marketing plans and continuously interacted with and coordinated with record label including; album release dates, single release dates, record promotion and single selection. Interfaced with record promoters, knowledge of radio charts and Sound scan and preliminary planning and on-site direction of all
videos. Served as Chairperson and organized annual Celebrity Golf Tournaments in addition to all personal assistant duties including supervising home
staff.
OTHER
Passport

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Czarniecki, Cary (Lani)
Monday, November 14, 2016 4:54 PM
Johnson, Matt (GOV)
FW: This might be a good thing to show to Mike

Matt,
Will you see if this story has any validity?
Thanks,
lani
From: Dr. Jay L. Wile [mailto:jlwile@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 4:48 PM
To: Czarniecki, Cary (Lani)
Subject: This might be a good thing to show to Mike

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hi Lani,
I promise to not bother you a lot, but you might show this to Mike. If the Trump/Pence administration can do
something to get this veteran taken care of, it would be great PR. More importantly, it's the right thing to do.
https://www.change.org/p/don-t-let-disabled-us-veteran-heather-laurie-starve-todeath?recruiter=2146467&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=facebook&utm_campaign=share_for_sta
rters_page&utm_term=des-lg-no_src-no_msg
As I texted you on election night, I think the US has the best possible Vice President Elect. I am looking
forward to seeing what he and Trump accomplish together!
Jay

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

McGrath, Danielle
Monday, November 14, 2016 4:32 PM
Fritz, Pam (GOV)
RE: Overtime Plans

Hi Pam –
Yes, there are several who will now be eligible for overtime. Their names are included below:
Bridget Davis
Kendra Price
Katie Gilson
Katie Reed
Kristen Kane
Mark Rusthoven
The only current employee whose salary will be adjusted is Sam Frain, who is currently at $45,000.
Danielle
From: Fritz, Pam (GOV)
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 4:28 PM
To: McGrath, Danielle
Subject: FW: Overtime Plans

Danielle –
Have you spoken with SPD, do we have any positions that qualify under the FLSA change?
Pam
Pam Fritz
Office of the Governor
200 W. Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
P: 317-232-2588
F: 317-234-4641

From: Jackson, Zachary
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 4:18 PM
To: Spotts, Caroline; Tooley, Ben; Purcell, Stuart; 'chall@iga.state.in.us'; 'dreynold@iga.in.gov'; Nicholson, Amy (LRC);
Powers, Diane; 'ktooley@iga.state.in.us'; Miller, Ryan J (SBA); 'wbarrett@wbwlawyers.com'; Miller, Christina; Habig, Joe;
Miller, Ryan J (SBA); 'aaron.hood@courts.in.gov'; 'brad.lile@courts.in.gov'; Carusillo, Tom; 'aaron.hood@courts.in.gov';
'anthony.warfield@courts.in.gov'; 'kathy.wethington@courts.in.gov'; 'brad.lile@courts.in.gov'; 'aaron.hood@courts.in.gov';
'aaron.hood@courts.in.gov'; Kidwell, Jenny; 'karyn.graves@courts.in.gov'; Fritz, Pam (GOV); Mcdonald, Devon; Fritz, Pam
(GOV); Lewis, Evelyn; Moss, Mitzi (LG); Moss, Mitzi (LG); Parker, JT; Gramling, Ann; Stanton, Christina F. (SOS); Smith,
Marisa A. (SOS); havaadministrator; Hatcher, Kent (IEERB); Deuth, Derek J; 'william.fulton@atg.in.gov';

'dawn.ewing@atg.in.gov'; Pool, Vicki; Frick, Mike; Memmer, Beth; Sheridan, Erin; Courtney Everett; Oware, Deanna;
Jackson, Zachary; Richey, Brenda; Richey, Brenda; Corridan, Jim (IARA); Hollowell-Williams, Kimmy; King, Brad;
Nussmeyer, Angela M; Richey, Brenda; Davis, Jeremy; Bradshaw, Terry; Michalak, Thomas; Aitken, Allen; Michalak,
Thomas; Aitken, Allen; Brown, Donna F; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Carrasco, Cynthia (Cyndi); Bozymski, Mike; Carrasco,
Cynthia (Cyndi); Hunt, Valerie; James, Mickey; Miller, Debbie (ISP); Long, Kathy; Bailey, John; Hagerty, Patty; Darrah,
Sara (SBA); Miller, Christina; Ibragic, Alexandra K; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Nigg, Kendra; Molitor, James; Nigg, Kendra;
Taber, Pam; Becerra, Mary; Keen, Tammie J; Romdall, Paula; Williams, Gina; Lohman, Barbara; Darrah, Sara (SBA);
Miller, Christina; Habig, Joe; Parkinson, Matthew L; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Elrod, Jonathan; Asher, Dirinda; Babu, Ambat;
Egunyomi, Olusola; Moon, Jeff; Cooper, Tamytha; Mcdonald, Devon; Bennett, Maureen; Hite, Richard A (Rick); Darrah,
Sara (SBA); Chang, Georgia; Kimmick, Matthew; McAfee, Connie; Huge, Dan; 'lpeckham@portsofindiana.com'; Levy, Ike;
Dunbar, Vinya; Butler, Trevor S; Samuelson-Dull, Wendi; Miller, Christina; Habig, Joe; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Vance, Tristan
S (OED); Kinsworthyblye, Dhiann L (IPSC); Smith, Mike (DNR); Saucerman, Jeffrey; Henderson, Melissa; Henderson,
Melissa; Strycker, Steve; Miller, Christina; Habig, Joe; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Sears, Jessica; 'jmelton@nirpc.org';
'rodr@mrbc.org'; 'sjrbcdir@macog.com'; Moon, Jeff; Cooper, Tamytha; Haynes, Gary; Rosemeyer, Debra A; Darrah, Sara
(SBA); Hampshire, Beth (DHS); Fistrovich, Joseph (ISDH); Diller, Kimberly; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford,
Donna L; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford, Donna L; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford, Donna L;
Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford, Donna L; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford, Donna L; Bowling,
Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford, Donna L; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford, Donna L; Bowling, Paul; Nelson,
David A; Trump, Valerie; Davidsen, Mary; Miller, Christina; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Keller, Caran; Bowling, Paul; Nelson,
David A; Eustace, Kevin; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Heyward, Krishna L; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Bowling,
Paul; Nelson, David A; Bohm, Clinton A; Degner, Robin; Melton, Leslie D; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Hatcher, Kent
(IEERB); Darrah, Sara (SBA); Miller, Christina; Habig, Joe; Nonte, William (Bill); Williams, Les; Smith, Deetra L; Hatcher,
Kent (IEERB); Spratt, Mark; 'howens@isbvik12.org'; Skjeveland, John; Crider, Doug; Sharp, Linda (IVH);
'lstevenson@pdo.in.gov'; 'bbowden@pdo.in.gov'; Little, Tina; Schaney, Toni; Babb, Carmen; Reagle, Christina; Reagle,
Christina; Babb, Carmen; Babb, Carmen; Babb, Carmen; Babb, Carmen; Babb, Carmen; Little, Tina; Little, Tina; Babb,
Carmen; Babb, Carmen; Little, Tina; Babb, Carmen; Little, Tina; Little, Tina; Little, Tina; Little, Tina; Babb, Carmen; Babb,
Carmen; Little, Tina; Little, Tina; Little, Tina; Flanagan, Beverly; Cummings, Andy; Hatcher, Kent (IEERB); Cummings,
Andy; Hatcher, Kent (IEERB); Miller, Christina; Habig, Joe; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Hatcher, Kent (IEERB); Ricci, Lewis;
Michaelsen, Miah; Butler, Trevor S; Hatcher, Kent (IEERB); Cummings, Andy; Flanagan, Beverly; Darrah, Sara (SBA);
Hawkins, Matt (CHE); Chase, Dominick (CHE); Williams, Les; Knapp, Wendy; Speer, Jacob; Anders-Jordan, Katrice;
Darrah, Sara (SBA); Bruder, Connie; Lighty, Chandler (IHB); Anders-Jordan, Katrice; Ziller, Sherri; Cummings, Andy;
Cummings, Andy; Cummings, Andy; Cummings, Andy; Cummings, Andy; Cummings, Andy; Cummings, Andy; Brassard,
Dan; Koester, Joy; Delpha, Larry; 'dellis@indianastatefair.com'; 'jlambert@littlecalumetriverbasin.org';
'lpeckham@portsofindiana.com'
Cc: #SBA Analysts; Krevda, Stefanie; Hall, Kristi L
Subject: Overtime Plans

Agency Heads, CFOs, and HRDs,
As a follow up to the Town Hall meeting a couple of weeks ago on the FLSA rule change, I am passing along guidance for
submitting Overtime Plans to the Strategic Hiring Committee (SHC). Every agency should submit an Overtime Plan to
the SHC by COB Thursday, December 1st. Your agency’s plan should include the following information for the
remainder of FY17:
o Positions Impacted
 Applicable positions or groups of positions/job codes that are likely to have OT, or
 PCNs/employee name (as applicable)
o Fiscal Impact
 Estimated expense of overtime
 Plans for funding the OT
 Eligibility of federal reimbursement for any portion of OT
o Justification for the overtime

 Why is it necessary?
 What are the consequences of not performing the overtime work?
o Opportunities for minimizing overtime by using the following strategies:
 Reallocation of work
 Delay of work
 Adjustment of metrics
o Plans should be signed by the agency head, agency CFO, and agency HRD
The SHC will review each agency’s plan and engage with agencies for further discussion prior to approval. Please reach
out to your Budget Analyst if the new overtime expenses result in budget challenges. As we experience the impact of
the rule change post implementation, the Budget Agency will continue to partner with you to evaluate overtime
expenditures and adjust strategies for managing as needed.
For any emergencies that result in overtime that was not part of the submitted plan, agencies must notify the SHC
within one business day following the accrued overtime.
Thanks,
Zac
Zachary Q. Jackson
Deputy Budget Director
317-232-5628

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fritz, Pam (GOV)
Monday, November 14, 2016 4:28 PM
McGrath, Danielle
FW: Overtime Plans

Danielle –
Have you spoken with SPD, do we have any positions that qualify under the FLSA change?
Pam
Pam Fritz
Office of the Governor
200 W. Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
P: 317-232-2588
F: 317-234-4641

From: Jackson, Zachary
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 4:18 PM
To: Spotts, Caroline; Tooley, Ben; Purcell, Stuart; 'chall@iga.state.in.us'; 'dreynold@iga.in.gov'; Nicholson, Amy (LRC);
Powers, Diane; 'ktooley@iga.state.in.us'; Miller, Ryan J (SBA); 'wbarrett@wbwlawyers.com'; Miller, Christina; Habig, Joe;
Miller, Ryan J (SBA); 'aaron.hood@courts.in.gov'; 'brad.lile@courts.in.gov'; Carusillo, Tom; 'aaron.hood@courts.in.gov';
'anthony.warfield@courts.in.gov'; 'kathy.wethington@courts.in.gov'; 'brad.lile@courts.in.gov'; 'aaron.hood@courts.in.gov';
'aaron.hood@courts.in.gov'; Kidwell, Jenny; 'karyn.graves@courts.in.gov'; Fritz, Pam (GOV); Mcdonald, Devon; Fritz, Pam
(GOV); Lewis, Evelyn; Moss, Mitzi (LG); Moss, Mitzi (LG); Parker, JT; Gramling, Ann; Stanton, Christina F. (SOS); Smith,
Marisa A. (SOS); havaadministrator; Hatcher, Kent (IEERB); Deuth, Derek J; 'william.fulton@atg.in.gov';
'dawn.ewing@atg.in.gov'; Pool, Vicki; Frick, Mike; Memmer, Beth; Sheridan, Erin; Courtney Everett; Oware, Deanna;
Jackson, Zachary; Richey, Brenda; Richey, Brenda; Corridan, Jim (IARA); Hollowell-Williams, Kimmy; King, Brad;
Nussmeyer, Angela M; Richey, Brenda; Davis, Jeremy; Bradshaw, Terry; Michalak, Thomas; Aitken, Allen; Michalak,
Thomas; Aitken, Allen; Brown, Donna F; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Carrasco, Cynthia (Cyndi); Bozymski, Mike; Carrasco,
Cynthia (Cyndi); Hunt, Valerie; James, Mickey; Miller, Debbie (ISP); Long, Kathy; Bailey, John; Hagerty, Patty; Darrah,
Sara (SBA); Miller, Christina; Ibragic, Alexandra K; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Nigg, Kendra; Molitor, James; Nigg, Kendra;
Taber, Pam; Becerra, Mary; Keen, Tammie J; Romdall, Paula; Williams, Gina; Lohman, Barbara; Darrah, Sara (SBA);
Miller, Christina; Habig, Joe; Parkinson, Matthew L; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Elrod, Jonathan; Asher, Dirinda; Babu, Ambat;
Egunyomi, Olusola; Moon, Jeff; Cooper, Tamytha; Mcdonald, Devon; Bennett, Maureen; Hite, Richard A (Rick); Darrah,
Sara (SBA); Chang, Georgia; Kimmick, Matthew; McAfee, Connie; Huge, Dan; 'lpeckham@portsofindiana.com'; Levy, Ike;
Dunbar, Vinya; Butler, Trevor S; Samuelson-Dull, Wendi; Miller, Christina; Habig, Joe; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Vance, Tristan
S (OED); Kinsworthyblye, Dhiann L (IPSC); Smith, Mike (DNR); Saucerman, Jeffrey; Henderson, Melissa; Henderson,
Melissa; Strycker, Steve; Miller, Christina; Habig, Joe; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Sears, Jessica; 'jmelton@nirpc.org';
'rodr@mrbc.org'; 'sjrbcdir@macog.com'; Moon, Jeff; Cooper, Tamytha; Haynes, Gary; Rosemeyer, Debra A; Darrah, Sara
(SBA); Hampshire, Beth (DHS); Fistrovich, Joseph (ISDH); Diller, Kimberly; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford,
Donna L; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford, Donna L; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford, Donna L;
Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford, Donna L; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford, Donna L; Bowling,
Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford, Donna L; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Rutherford, Donna L; Bowling, Paul; Nelson,
David A; Trump, Valerie; Davidsen, Mary; Miller, Christina; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Keller, Caran; Bowling, Paul; Nelson,
David A; Eustace, Kevin; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Heyward, Krishna L; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Bowling,
Paul; Nelson, David A; Bohm, Clinton A; Degner, Robin; Melton, Leslie D; Bowling, Paul; Nelson, David A; Hatcher, Kent

(IEERB); Darrah, Sara (SBA); Miller, Christina; Habig, Joe; Nonte, William (Bill); Williams, Les; Smith, Deetra L; Hatcher,
Kent (IEERB); Spratt, Mark; 'howens@isbvik12.org'; Skjeveland, John; Crider, Doug; Sharp, Linda (IVH);
'lstevenson@pdo.in.gov'; 'bbowden@pdo.in.gov'; Little, Tina; Schaney, Toni; Babb, Carmen; Reagle, Christina; Reagle,
Christina; Babb, Carmen; Babb, Carmen; Babb, Carmen; Babb, Carmen; Babb, Carmen; Little, Tina; Little, Tina; Babb,
Carmen; Babb, Carmen; Little, Tina; Babb, Carmen; Little, Tina; Little, Tina; Little, Tina; Little, Tina; Babb, Carmen; Babb,
Carmen; Little, Tina; Little, Tina; Little, Tina; Flanagan, Beverly; Cummings, Andy; Hatcher, Kent (IEERB); Cummings,
Andy; Hatcher, Kent (IEERB); Miller, Christina; Habig, Joe; Darrah, Sara (SBA); Hatcher, Kent (IEERB); Ricci, Lewis;
Michaelsen, Miah; Butler, Trevor S; Hatcher, Kent (IEERB); Cummings, Andy; Flanagan, Beverly; Darrah, Sara (SBA);
Hawkins, Matt (CHE); Chase, Dominick (CHE); Williams, Les; Knapp, Wendy; Speer, Jacob; Anders-Jordan, Katrice;
Darrah, Sara (SBA); Bruder, Connie; Lighty, Chandler (IHB); Anders-Jordan, Katrice; Ziller, Sherri; Cummings, Andy;
Cummings, Andy; Cummings, Andy; Cummings, Andy; Cummings, Andy; Cummings, Andy; Cummings, Andy; Brassard,
Dan; Koester, Joy; Delpha, Larry; 'dellis@indianastatefair.com'; 'jlambert@littlecalumetriverbasin.org';
'lpeckham@portsofindiana.com'
Cc: #SBA Analysts; Krevda, Stefanie; Hall, Kristi L
Subject: Overtime Plans

Agency Heads, CFOs, and HRDs,
As a follow up to the Town Hall meeting a couple of weeks ago on the FLSA rule change, I am passing along guidance for
submitting Overtime Plans to the Strategic Hiring Committee (SHC). Every agency should submit an Overtime Plan to
the SHC by COB Thursday, December 1st. Your agency’s plan should include the following information for the
remainder of FY17:
o Positions Impacted
 Applicable positions or groups of positions/job codes that are likely to have OT, or
 PCNs/employee name (as applicable)
o Fiscal Impact
 Estimated expense of overtime
 Plans for funding the OT
 Eligibility of federal reimbursement for any portion of OT
o Justification for the overtime
 Why is it necessary?
 What are the consequences of not performing the overtime work?
o Opportunities for minimizing overtime by using the following strategies:
 Reallocation of work
 Delay of work
 Adjustment of metrics
o Plans should be signed by the agency head, agency CFO, and agency HRD
The SHC will review each agency’s plan and engage with agencies for further discussion prior to approval. Please reach
out to your Budget Analyst if the new overtime expenses result in budget challenges. As we experience the impact of
the rule change post implementation, the Budget Agency will continue to partner with you to evaluate overtime
expenditures and adjust strategies for managing as needed.

For any emergencies that result in overtime that was not part of the submitted plan, agencies must notify the SHC
within one business day following the accrued overtime.
Thanks,
Zac
Zachary Q. Jackson
Deputy Budget Director
317-232-5628

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kirkland, Tony
Monday, November 14, 2016 3:48 PM
Tony Kirkland
Emailing: Apply

The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

Thank you for your interest in serving in the Trump Administration. This website is designed for
applicants interested in non-career positions within the Trump Administration. If you previously
applied for a non-career Presidential appointment with the Trump Administration and your
information has not changed, you do not need to re-submit your application.

Contact Information
First Name *
[

]

Warning
Please enter your first name

Middle Name
[

]

Last Name *
[

]

Warning
Please enter your last name
Your Email Address *
[

]

Please use your personal email address and not a campaign specific address.

Warning
Please enter a valid email address
Address *
[

]

Warning
Please enter your address
Address 2
[

]

Phone Number *
[

]

Warning
Please enter 10 digits if your country is U.S.
City *
[

]

Warning
Please enter your city
State *

[--None-- \/]
Select "Other" if the country selected is not the United States.

Warning
Please enter your state
Zip Code *
[

]

Warning
Please enter a 5 digit zip code
Country
[United States \/]
Current Employer
[

]

Are you a U.S. Citizen?
[--None-- \/]
If you are not a U.S. Citizen, are you eligible to work in the United States?
[--None-- \/]
Are you a Veteran of the U.S. Armed Forces?
[--None-- \/]

Optional Information
Race
[--None-- \/]
Gender
[--None-- \/]
Date of Birth
[

]

Warning
Please use this date format: MM/DD/YYYY

Geographic Affiliation
[--None-- \/]
Political Party
[--None-- \/]
Please describe why you hope to be a part of the President Elect's administration:
Cover Letter
Please describe any additional qualifications:

Resume
Please copy and paste your resume in the space above. Do NOT include your Social Security Number.
Be sure to include the number of years of experience for any given position. There is a limit of 131,072 characters (including markup). Please use
a plain text editor, or if using a publishing tool (e.g. Microsoft Word), we recommend fewer characters as the formatting will be translated to
markup.

Desired Departments
[Presidential Transition Team \/]
[Presidential Transition Team \/]

[

\/]

Desired Functions
[Finance and Budgetary Positions \/]
[Finance and Budgetary Positions \/]

[

\/]

Desired Policy Areas
[Agriculture \/]
[Agriculture \/]

[

\/]

Desired Agency, Board, and/or Commission
[Administrative Conference of the United States \/]
[Administrative Conference of the United States \/]

Warning
Please complete the captcha
[Submit]

[

\/]

If you have a question about your submission, please contact apply@ptt.gov

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kirkland, Tony
Monday, November 14, 2016 3:46 PM
Tony Kirkland
Emailing: www.greatagain.gov
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Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lloyd, Matthew
Monday, November 14, 2016 2:05 PM
Brooks, Kara D;Atterholt, Jim
RE: Inaugural Events & Galas

Send all inaugural inquiries to Marty Obst at Mobst45@hotmail.com

From: Brooks, Kara D
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 1:17 PM
To: Atterholt, Jim; Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: FW: Inaugural Events & Galas
I have no idea where to send this…
From: Nick Kulb [mailto:nickk@beckonentertainment.com]
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 1:15 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Subject: Inaugural Events & Galas

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hello Kara,
Congratulations on your historic win last week!
I was a fan of Donald Trump’s since day one, and was simply amazed to see him, and the RNC win the election
with such an amazing mandate.
I wanted to reach out in the event the RNC and/or the Transition team are currently seeking support as it relates
to entertainment, major music talent acquisition and logistical management. I have been producing major
events for the last 16 years, including events for the RGA, Brexit, along with Fortune 500 companies.
I am attaching copy of my corporate deck, which provides more detailed overview. I am willing to do whatever
I can to assist your team.
I wish you all the best and nothing but success.
Best,
-Nick Kulb
Beckon Entertainment, Inc.
C: 615.812.5301
W: www.beckonentertainment.com

Talent Acquisition | Major Music Event Management | Live Show Logistical Operations

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Brooks, Kara D
Monday, November 14, 2016 1:17 PM
Atterholt, Jim;Lloyd, Matthew
FW: Inaugural Events & Galas
BeckonEntertainment.pdf; ATT00001.htm

I have no idea where to send this…
From: Nick Kulb [mailto:nickk@beckonentertainment.com]
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 1:15 PM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Subject: Inaugural Events & Galas

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hello Kara,
Congratulations on your historic win last week!
I was a fan of Donald Trump’s since day one, and was simply amazed to see him, and the RNC win the election
with such an amazing mandate.
I wanted to reach out in the event the RNC and/or the Transition team are currently seeking support as it relates
to entertainment, major music talent acquisition and logistical management. I have been producing major
events for the last 16 years, including events for the RGA, Brexit, along with Fortune 500 companies.
I am attaching copy of my corporate deck, which provides more detailed overview. I am willing to do whatever
I can to assist your team.
I wish you all the best and nothing but success.
Best,
-Nick Kulb
Beckon Entertainment, Inc.
C: 615.812.5301
W: www.beckonentertainment.com
Talent Acquisition | Major Music Event Management | Live Show Logistical Operations
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OVERVIEW

Beckon is a full service entertainment agency focusing on music
event logistical management, talent buying and artist acquisition,
along with production and festival operations.
Founded in 2009, Beckon Entertainment has its finger on the pulse of the ever-changing
landscape of the live music industry.
The company was created with the vision of providing customized, quality, personal, and
knowledgeable corporate and consumer music event / festival planning.

CAPABILITIES
CAPABILITIES
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EVENT P RODUCTIONS & LOGISTICS
WE PROVIDE TURN-KEY SOLUTIONS FROM INITIAL
EVENT CONCEPT THROUGH DAY-OF-SHOW
MANAGEMENT AND EXECUTION.
Our years of experience provides clients with assistance from
start to finish, or by simply providing management of various event
departments, and in specific capacities.
This can include, but is not limited to:
• Design & CAD Layouts
• Production Requirements & Rentals (third parties)
• Permits and Emergency Management Coordination
• Detailed On-Site Logistical and Operational Management
• Script Writing & Live Conference / Meeting Development
• Award Shows / Corporate Conference Management, Including
Executive Producer & Director

TALENT BUYING & ACQUISITION
IT’S DIFFICULT TO SECURE THE RIGHT ARTIST, BAND,
GUEST SPEAKER OR HOST AT THE RIGHT PRICE.
Beckon has vast experience acquiring talent and knows the fair price
for any size event and artist. Whether the client is a festival, non-profit
charity outreach, corporate meeting / concert or private event, Beckon’s
experience prevents our clients from overpaying and ensures a budget is
maintained. Once talent is secured, Beckon provides clients with a handson approach through the day of show, by managing the event advance
and production aspects.

• Works with internationally renowned talent / speakers, management
and agencies, across all music styles, genres and corporate topics
• Creates a memorable line-up & consumer experience within all budgets
• Based on client preferences and experience, is involved in the
negotiation, advance and live show process

FESTIVAL MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS
WE HAVE SPENT MORE THAN 16 YEARS MANAGING
AND PRODUCTION MAJOR MUSIC FESTIVALS FROM
20,000 - 80,000 IN ATTENDANCE.
Whether staffing a single department / position, or an entire team of
seasoned professionals, Beckon’s staff and network consists of industry
experts to ensure the event is executed properly, and provides the client’s
attendees with a memorable experience.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Production Design & Execution
Talent Advance & Communications
Emergency Management Coordination
Detailed Logistical & Operational Management
Production Requirements & Rentals (third parties)
Parking & Camping Implementation & Execution
Complete turn-key solution for all festival departments and divisions

RECENT
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LIGHT PARTY
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BUD LIGHT
LIGHT PARTY
PARTY @
@ SUPER
SUPER BOWL
BOWL 50,
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PROVED TO BE ONE OF HOTTEST TICKETS SURROUNDING THE BIG GAME.

Beckon teamed
teamed up
up with
with Bud
Bud Light’s
Light's branding
branding and
and activation
activation team
team to
to produce
produce and
and direct
direct several
several events,
events,
Beckon
including
including the
the VVIP
VVIP Party
Party @
@ Super
Super Bowl
Bowl 50.
50.

DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT

Beckon
Beckon provided
provided a
a turn-key
turn-key solution
solution for
for Bud
Bud Light,
Light, from
from initial
initial site
site visits,
visits, budget
budget development,
development, production,
production, event
event advance,
advance,
security management
management and
and the
the like.
like.
security

EXECUTION
EXECUTION

The VVIP
Party was
was a
a attended
attended by
by senior
senior executives
executives of
of parallel
parallel industry,
industry, countless
countless celebrities,
celebrities, NFL
NFL Team
Team Owners,
Owners, NFL
NFL players
players
The
VVIP Party
and
and other
other guests.
guests.

SUCCESS
SUCCESS

Beckon
with the
the Bud
team as
their event
Beckon continues
continues to
to work
work with
Bud Light
Light team
as the
the Executive
Executive Producer
Producer and
and managers
managers of
of their
event operations.
operations.

RECENT PROJECTS – WHET TRAVEL

WITH PARTNERS INCLUDING WHET TRAVEL, BECKON ENTERTAINMENT WAS TASKED WITH THE
OPERATIONAL LOGISTICS / MANAGEMENT OF SEVERAL EVENT BRANDED CRUISES.
Featuring some of the World’s Largest “Floating Music Festivals,” this family of cruises conquer the
oceans each spring and fall with the likes of Deadmau5, Fedde Le Gand, Chain Smokers, Five Finger
Death Punch, Slayer and more.

DEVELOPMENT

Beckon was tasked with a complete turn-key solution of all operations and logistics surrounding the family of cruises. Initial
budget creation, production requirements, staffing, artist and venue advance, travel, security and the like are managed by
Beckon Entertainment.

EXECUTION

Groove Cruise LA | Groove Cruise Miami | Inception at Sea | Salsa Cruise - all produced by Beckon. Over 12 hours of heart
pumping music entertain over 2,000 attendees per cruise, with both on-ship and island based concerts.

SUCCESS

Beckon is honored to be retained as the Executive Producers for these and other cruises under the Whet umbrella.

RECENT PROJECTS – EXPRESS EMPLOYMENT

GRAMMY AWARD WINNING TALENT AND ARTISTS FROM ABC’S HIT SERIES SHOW “NASHVILLE”
FEATURED OVER THE YEARS AT EXPRESS EMPLOYMENT PROFESSIONALS’ ANNUAL
“INTERNATIONAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE.”
Each year, Express Employment Professionals seeks to engage and delight their franchisees with
top music entertainment at their annual franchisee meeting, occurring in various cities coast-to-coast.
Express looked to Beckon for a complete turn-key process including talent buying, venue negotiation,
artist lodging and transportation, production and logistical management.
DEVELOPMENT

Beckon developed, negotiated and executed unforgettable live concerts with artists such as Sheryl Crow, Amy Grant, Chip Esten, Clare Bowen, talent from ABC’s
“Nashville” and more. This is in addition to the event’s world-renowned guest speakers such as Former Secretary of State Condoleezza “Condi” Rice, Founder of FUBU
and investor on ABC’s “Shark Tank,” Daymond John, Actor Dan Aykroyd and several others.

EXECUTION

With 3,000+ in attendance at each event, the “small private concert” proves to be one of Express Employment’s highly
attended events.

SUCCESS

Beckon is honored to be retained to continue to work with Express for all live music event needs.
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ANHEUSER-BUSCH'S “EXCELLANCE
ANHEUSER-BUSCH’S
"EXCELLANCE AWARDS
AWARDS &
& BEACH
BEACH BASH”
BASH" TOOK
TOOK OVER
OVER THE
THE BAHAMAS
BAHAMAS FOR
FOR 3
3
DAYS...AND IT
IT WAS
WAS THE
BEST YET.
DAYS…AND
THE BEST
YET.
In
their marketing
teams, Beckon
In association
association with
with their
marketing and
and travel
travel teams,
Beckon was
was tasked
tasked with
with securing
securing 3-days
3-days worth
worth of
of high-energy
high-energy
talent and
talent
and produced
produced all
all aspects
aspects of
of entertainment.
entertainment. The
The event
event was
was capped
capped off
off with
with Anheuser-Busch’s
Anheuser-Busch's annual
annual Excellence
Excellence
& Awards
Awards Show
Show &
& Dinner,
Dinner, which
which Beckon
Beckon not
not only
only produced
produced and
and directed,
directed, but
but also
also secured
secured CBS’s
CBS's James
James Corden
Corden as
as
&
show
show host.
host.

DEVELOPMENT
development

Beckon provided
provided a
a complete
complete turn-key
solution and
and secured
secured // programed
programed talent
talent for
for multiple
multiple indoor
indoor and
and outdoor
outdoor stages,
stages,
Beckon
turn-key solution
managed
production,
advance,
international
work
permits
/
duties,
transportation,
and
lead
the
entire
event
as
Executive
managed production, advance, international work permits / duties, transportation, and lead the entire event as Executive
Producer.
Producer.

EXECUTION
EXECUTION

Beckon’s
wholesalers from
the country
witness flawless
Beckon's execution
execution allowed
allowed over
over 1,000
1,000 corporate
corporate executives
executives and
and wholesalers
from around
around the
country to
to witness
flawless
logistics, first
first class
class entertainment
entertainment and
and 3-days
3-days of
of relaxation
relaxation and
and fun.
fun. All
All documented
documented by
by Beckon’s
Beckon's award
award winning
winning and
and worldlogistics,
worldrenouned
renouned video
video crew.
crew.

SUCCESS
SUCCESS

The
week, along
the Awards
Anheuser-Busch Senior
The week,
along with
with the
Awards Show
Show &
& Dinner,
Dinner, was
was pegged
pegged by
by Anheuser-Busch
Senior Executives
Executives as
as “one
"one of
of best
best events
events
ever produced
for us.”
us."
ever
produced for

RECENT PROJECTS – BOOTS & HEARTS

SUCCESSFULLY CO-FOUNDED, LAUNCHED, BRANDED AND PRODUCED THE ANNUAL BOOTS &
HEARTS MUSIC FESTIVAL OUTSIDE OF TORONTO.
Beckon developed and presented the Boots & Hearts Music Festival, which saw over 20,000 in
attendance in year one. The festival occurs annually and has since become the largest festival in
Canada.

DEVELOPMENT

From the initial concept, to funding, to the critically acclaimed production and logistics, Beckon managed the entire
development of this new festival.

EXECUTION

With more than 20,000 in attendance in year one, Beckon executed upon all festival departments, including, but not limited
to talent acquisition, ticketing, branding & marketing, sponsorship sales, production rentals, volunteer staff, event operations,
community relations and the like.

SUCCESS

Today, Boots & Hearts thrives and has become not only an award winning festival, but the largest festival in Canada.

RECENT PROJECTS – BUDWEISER LIVE @ NACS

COUNTRY MUSIC A-LISTER, ZAC BROWN BAND, ROCKS THE HOUSE AT BUDWEISER’S VIP PARTY
IN LAS VEGAS.
In conjunction with Anheuser-Busch’s marketing team, Beckon was tasked with producing and providing
the client with a turn-key solution surrounding Budweiser’s VIP Party at the 2015 NACS Convention.

DEVELOPMENT

All aspects from budget creation and event advance, to production and artist relations were managed and executed by
Beckon. Beckon also filled the role of live Executive Producer day of show.

EXECUTION

The private concert was one of the hottest tickets in Las Vegas during the Convention, with the venue reaching full capacity.

SUCCESS

Beckon is being retained by Anheuser-Busch and their marketing team as an Executive Producer and management of event
operations.

RECENT PROJECTS – EXPRESS RANCHES

COUNTRY MUSIC HALL OF FAMERS & GRAMMY WINNING ARTISTS DELIGHT AMERICA’S
RANCHERS AT EXPRESS RANCHES’ “BIG EVENT.”
Each year, Beckon is sought to create a special and unique evening during one of North America’s
Largest Annual Cattle Sale. Previous line-ups have included Kenny Rogers, Randy Owen (Alabama
Band). Lee Ann Womack, Oak Ridge Boys and more.

DEVELOPMENT

All aspects, from talent acquisition and advance, to outdoor production and catering, were managed and executed by
Beckon.

EXECUTION

The event proved to be the most successful sale in the history of Express Ranches, with multi-million in sales, and a record
breaking attendance.

SUCCESS

Beckon is once again honored to work with the Express family brands, and is gearing up for their future events.
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With
the music
With over
over 16
16 years
years of
of experience
experience in
in the
music and
and live
live
event
event industries
industries under
under his
his belt,
belt, Nick
Nick has
has established
established

L

K

r l

himself as
as a
a specialist
specialist in
in event
event logistics
logistics and
and production,
production,
himself

major
major festival
festival management,
management, operations
operations and
and talent
talent
acquisition.
acquisition.

Today,
Today, Nick
Nick manages
manages dozens
dozens of
of clients,
clients, which
which has
has
him both
both consulting
consulting and
and producing
producing major
major events
events and
and
him
music festivals.
festivals. He
He works
works hand-in-hand
hand-in-hand with
with Beckon’s
Beckon's
music

strategic
the development
strategic partners
partners in
in the
development process
process of
of new
new
festivals and
and large
large scale
scale events.
events.
In addition,
addition, Nick
Nick
festivals
In
focuses heavily
heavily on
on the
the private
private events
events of
of Beckon’s
Beckon's
focuses

\

corporate
corporate partners
partners and
and clients.
clients.
Additionally,
Nick has
has orchestrated
orchestrated sponsorship
sponsorship and
and
Additionally, Nick

MM ;

advertising
Apple
advertising deals
deals with
with major
major companies
companies such
such as
as Apple
// iTunes,
iTunes, Sony,
Sony, Disney,
Disney, General
General Motors,
Motors, Pepsi
Pepsi and
and the
the

United
United States
States Military.
Military.
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P.O. Box 158984 | Nashville, TN 37215-8984 | BeckonEntertainment.com | info@beckonentertainment.com

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brooks, Kara D
Monday, November 14, 2016 12:23 PM
'Cook, Tony'
Lloyd, Matthew
RE: Cabinet meeting

I’m not going to speculate…there may or may not be another meeting.
From: Cook, Tony [mailto:Tony.Cook@indystar.com]
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 11:01 AM
To: Brooks, Kara D
Cc: Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: RE: Cabinet meeting

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
So this is his last full cabinet meeting?
Tony Cook
Reporter
IndyStar
317-444-6081 direct
317-938-1323 cell
From: Brooks, Kara D [mailto:kbrooks@gov.in.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 10:59 AM
To: Cook, Tony
Cc: Lloyd, Matthew
Subject: Re: Cabinet meeting
The meetings are about quarterly. This year the meetings took place Feb. 10, July 29 and today. He also has issue specific
meetings with agency heads as necessary. The Governor will complete his term.
Kara Brooks
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 14, 2016, at 10:31 AM, Cook, Tony <Tony.Cook@indystar.com> wrote:

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hi Kara,
Just to follow up: Will this be Gov. Pence’s final cabinet meeting? How often does he typically hold
cabinet meetings.

Also, several readers have asked me if Pence plans to continue collecting his state pay while leading
Trump’s transition. I assume he will, but wanted to double check with you.
Thanks for your help!
Tony Cook
Reporter
<image001.png>

Direct: 317.444.6081 | Mobile: 317.938.1323
tony.cook@indystar.com | @indystartony

Download our apps to stay connected with what’s going on in central Indiana.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hill, John (GOV)
Monday, November 14, 2016 11:26 AM
Josh Pitcock - Personal
FW: Trump/Pence Transition Team

Josh: From the Indiana and National Sheriffs Association. Could help you with some of the law enforcement
issues nationally.
John
From: Stephen P. Luce [mailto:sluce@indianasheriffs.org]
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 10:21 AM
To: Hill, John (GOV) <jhill@gov.in.gov>
Subject: Trump/Pence Transition Team
Importance: High

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
John, I hope you are doing better from your injuries. I have been following the latest updates with President Elect
Trump and Vice President Elect Pence. I know transition is a key to holding this country together while changing of the
guard. I have been thinking how can the Indiana or American Sheriff can help not only in Indiana , but nationwide. The
National Sheriffs’ Association is an organization I believe could assist with the transition team. Having over 3,000
elected Sheriffs can make a transition successful with their support. We all face the same issues and are holding the
most important thing that can make a community rise and support this transition……. “ TRUST”.
I have been a part of the NSA for the last fifteen years as an Elected and Retired Sheriff. In my capacity, as the ISA
Executive Director, the last 8 years I have seen the NSA transition itself to an organization that it connected more than
ever to the issues Sheriffs face on a national scale. Having an organization supporting a Sheriff and lending resources
shows that they care about our communities in our states.
The Indiana and American Sheriff has an advantage over any other Law Enforcement Official in the land that is they are
elected by the people. Having the pulse of each community in the nation through the NSA is an advantage that no one
else has today. It only makes sense to have a Sheriff on the transition team for our country. The ISA and NSA respects
all appointed LE heads, but being elected gives one a slight edge on their community as a whole.
In closing, I wanted to reach out to you to have you forward my message to Vice President Elect Mike Pence. If you
could please follow up with me by responding or send me the information on how I can get this message to Vice
President Elect Pence. I know he is a busy man and he will be in my prayers.
Stephen P. Luce ( ret.)
Executive Director
Indiana Sheriffs’ Association
147 E. Maryland Street
Indianapolis, In. 46204-3608
317-356-3633 Office
1-800-622-4779 Indiana Only
317-356-3996 Fax
812-890-1099 Cell

CONFIDENTIAL - PROTECTED COMMUNICATION!!
This message is confidential, intended only for the named recipient(s)
and may contain information that is privileged, attorney work product,
law enforcement sensitive information, intelligence or other information
exempt from disclosure under applicable laws. If you are not the
intended recipient(s), you are notified that the dissemination,
distribution or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you
receive this message in error, or are not the name recipient(s), please
notify the sender at either the e-mail address or telephone number above
and delete this e-mail from your computer. Receipt by anyone other than
the named recipient(s) is not a waiver of any applicable privilege under
federal or state law.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brooks, Kara D
Monday, November 14, 2016 10:59 AM
Cook, Tony
Lloyd, Matthew
Re: Cabinet meeting

The meetings are about quarterly. This year the meetings took place Feb. 10, July 29 and today. He also has issue specific
meetings with agency heads as necessary. The Governor will complete his term.
Kara Brooks
Press Secretary
Office of Governor Mike Pence
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 14, 2016, at 10:31 AM, Cook, Tony <Tony.Cook@indystar.com> wrote:

**** This is an EXTERNAL email. Exercise caution. DO NOT open attachments or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Hi Kara,
Just to follow up: Will this be Gov. Pence’s final cabinet meeting? How often does he typically hold
cabinet meetings.
Also, several readers have asked me if Pence plans to continue collecting his state pay while leading
Trump’s transition. I assume he will, but wanted to double check with you.
Thanks for your help!
Tony Cook
Reporter
<image001.png>

Direct: 317.444.6081 | Mobile: 317.938.1323
tony.cook@indystar.com | @indystartony

Download our apps to stay connected with what’s going on in central Indiana.

Scott.A.Milkey
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Goodwin, Nicholas R
Monday, November 14, 2016 10:43 AM
Johnson, David
FW: Morning Clips November 14, 2016

In regards to our earlier conversation, I wanted to make sure you saw this:
What’s Mike Pence hiding in his emails?
Indy Star
Now that the presidential campaign and most of the furor over Hillary Clinton's email scandal are behind us, the
Pence administration is going to court to argue for its own brand of email secrecy. The administration is fighting to
conceal the contents of an email sent to Gov. Mike Pence by a political ally. That email is being sought by
a prominent Democratic labor lawyer who says he wants to expose waste in the Republican administration.
Nicholas Goodwin
Deputy Legislative Director
Office of Governor Mike Pence
(317) 232-7987
nigoodwin@gov.in.gov

From: Gilson, Katie
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2016 8:48 AM
To: Gilson, Katie
Subject: Morning Clips November 14, 2016
GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
Pence, Holcomb holding Cabinet meeting
WISH TV
Vice President-Elect Governor Mike Pence and Lieutenant Governor and successor Eric Holcomb are holding a
Cabinet meeting Monday morning. Holcomb and Lieutenant Governor-Elect Suzanne Crouch are currently
accepting resumes from anyone who wants to work in their administration. It’s part of the next level Indiana Inc.
Non-Profit that was created to manage their transition and inauguration. They launched a
website, nextlevelindiana.com, where you can submit resumes or read information about the transition.
Pence’s transition job could signal key role in White House
IBJ
President-elect Donald Trump's decision to empower his running mate Mike Pence to steer the presidential
transition gives the soon-to-be vice president a powerful hand in shaping the incoming government and could
foreshadow that he will play an outsized role in the White House.
*Subscription required, full text below
Pence promises veterans Trump will reform VA health care
IBJ
Vice President-elect Mike Pence promised military veterans that he and Donald Trump will reform the troubled
Department of Veterans Affairs health system, telling them Friday that their medical care is part of the
compensation for their service.

*Subscription required, full text
Pence’s transition job may be signal
South Bend Tribune
President-elect Donald Trump’s decision to empower his running mate Mike Pence to steer the presidential
transition gives the soon-to-be vice president a powerful hand in shaping the incoming government and could
foreshadow that he will play an outsized role in the White House. Pence’s ascension is in line with a recent trend
toward influential vice presidents and appears similar to the last vice president who was handed the keys to a
presidential transition: Dick Cheney.
Holcomb to speak at Indiana Logistics summit
Maritime Professional
A strong supporter of transportation infrastructure, Governor-elect Holcomb played an important role during
Governor Mitch Daniels' administration in securing passage of the Major Moves initiative, an aggressive 10-year
transportation plan to significantly improve and expand Indiana's highway infrastructure. During the recent
campaign, he spoke often about his desire to complete I-69 and his support for developing a fourth port in
southeast Indiana.
Pence helping in two Transitions
Inside IN Business
Governor Mike Pence and Governor-elect Eric Holcomb will hold a cabinet meeting this morning in the governor's
office. In addition to assisting in the transition in the statehouse, the vice president-elect was last week named
chair of President-elect Donald Trump's transition team.
Governor-elect Holcomb builds his administration
The Statehouse File
Next Level Indiana Inc., the non-profit transition board for Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb, launched a website Friday to
accept resumes. NextLevelIndiana.com will also share information related to the transition and activities related to
the inauguration.
*Subscription required, full text below
What’s Mike Pence hiding in his emails?
Indy Star
Now that the presidential campaign and most of the furor over Hillary Clinton's email scandal are behind us, the
Pence administration is going to court to argue for its own brand of email secrecy. The administration is fighting to
conceal the contents of an email sent to Gov. Mike Pence by a political ally. That email is being sought by
a prominent Democratic labor lawyer who says he wants to expose waste in the Republican administration.
STATEWIDES
State of the Statehouse: New schools chief seeks to refocus education debate
Tribune Star
Jennifer McCormick went into the race for superintendent of public instruction with little name recognition, onesixth of the campaign money of her opponent, Democratic incumbent Glenda Ritz, and media and an electorate
more focused on contests for president, senator and governor.
AROUND THE STATE
Upland getting sour in Bean Town
Inside IN Business
Bloomington-based Upland Brewing Co. is expanding its footprint into one of the East Coast's biggest beer markets.
Indiana's third-largest brewery will sell Hopsynth and Revive in Boston. The two signature ales are produced as
part of its $4 million dollar expansion dedicated to wood-aged sours.
Potential Fourth Port Exploration continues
Inside IN Business

The chief executive officer of the Ports of Indiana says the proposed location of a fourth state port would connect
Indiana to the only major metropolitan area not already covered by the system: Greater Cincinnati. He says
the former American Electric Power Co. Inc. (NYSE: AEP) property is undergoing a rigorous vetting and inspection
process and Rich Cooper says the former Tanners Creek coal power plant site in Lawrenceburg is the best location
right now. During an interview last weekend on Inside INdiana Business Television, Cooper explained the upside
and challenges of the project Governor Mike Pence said should be "vigorously explored."
Colleges helping minority students in STEM
Inside IN Business
Six colleges in the state are joining together on a $4.8 million program focused on doubling degree attainment for
minority students in science, technology, engineering and math fields by 2022. Participating schools will pursue
the goal through emphasizing innovative recruiting and retention strategies.
ArcelorMittal updates Indiana Harbor Reorganization
Inside IN Business
Luxembourg-based ArcelorMittal has updated the progress of a major reorganization at its Indiana Harbor
operation in East Chicago. In its quarterly earnings report, which showed a third quarter return to profitability, the
steel maker says the "footprint optimization" is set to be fully complete in 2018.
EDITORIAL
A Bicentennial epic in importnatville
Kokomo Perspective
We Hoosiers here in our bicentennial year have lived at the center of the political universe. So many fates and
futures passed through the crossroads of America that Donald Trump even called us “Importantville” on the eve of
our May 3 primary. It revealed the double edged blade to Trump in what has essentially become a “post-truth
election.” He clasped our better angels, saying, “Now Indiana is becoming very important .. .you folks belong where
you belong; it’s called Importantville right? I love it.” The following morning, he was accusing Sen. Ted Cruz’s father
of complicity in the assassination of President Kennedy.
Indiana students vote Clinton, Young in statewide mock election
Pence promises veterans Trump will reform VA health care
November 11, 2016
Associated Press
Vice President-elect Mike Pence promised military veterans that he and Donald Trump will reform the troubled
Department of Veterans Affairs health system, telling them Friday that their medical care is part of the
compensation for their service.
Speaking during an outdoor Veterans Day ceremony at the Indiana National Guard's Camp Atterbury south of
Indianapolis, the governor did not address his new role leading Trump's transition team and his only mention of
the president-elect was to reassure his audience he and Trump are committed to improving the VA's delivery of
health benefits. Pence did not take questions and reporters were kept at a distance.
"Help is on the way," he told veterans, their families, active soldiers and others as brisk winds caused the flags
behind to wave.
It was a message that retired hospital administrator and Navy veteran Joseph Durbin of Henry County, Kentucky,
came to hear.
"When you see people with the arms and legs missing, the amount of suicides every day ... we need to do something
for our veterans," said Durbin, 64.
Unofficial or secret lists have been used at VA facilities across the country to hide lengthy delays in care for
veterans. It led Congress to fund the Veterans Choice program, which allows veterans to seek private care at the
government's expense if they have waited 30 days or longer.
Pence also spoke of the "non-physical" scars of many veterans. He said his father returned home from combat in
Korea a changed man with medals that were not displayed but hidden away in a drawer. The governor, who is also
the father of a Marine officer, praised the work of Democratic Sen. Joe Donnelly of Indiana in getting legislation
passed to improve the mental health care of veterans and members of the military.
"We owe a debt we can never fully repay," Pence told the veterans.

Pence's transition job could signal key role in White House
November 13, 2016
President-elect Donald Trump's decision to empower his running mate Mike Pence to steer the presidential
transition gives the soon-to-be vice president a powerful hand in shaping the incoming government and could
foreshadow that he will play an outsized role in the White House.
Pence's ascension is in line with a recent trend toward influential vice presidents and appears similar to the last
vice president who was handed the keys to a presidential transition: Dick Cheney.
As the nation was embroiled in the recount after the 2000 election, George W. Bush informally entrusted Cheney to
begin building the government even before the outcome was settled in favor of the Republican ticket. Some of the
work was done sitting around Cheney's kitchen table in McLean, Virginia, remembered Ari Fleischer, who became
Bush's first press secretary.
"This is a big test for Pence," Fleischer told The Associated Press. "If it goes well, it will portend a bigger job for him
in the White House."
Cheney clearly passed that test and became one of the most powerful vice presidents in recent memory,
particularly during Bush's first term. Cheney not only ran Bush's vice presidential search team — eventually
picking himself — he stocked the administration with veteran Republicans, many of whom he had known for years.
"The vice president was so influential he barely spoke in meetings because he knew he would see the president
alone and could convey his thoughts privately," said Fleischer. "Only the truly powerful can be that silent. And
when he did talk, it was pretty impactful."
It is far too soon to say if Pence will have a similar voice in Trump's White House, but naming him the chairman of
the transition team broadcasts to others in Washington that he will be a key player.
"If you're given an important role in the transition, it sends a signal to other people that you matter," said Joel K.
Goldstein, a law professor at St. Louis University who is widely considered one of the nation's leading experts on
the sometimes obscure history of the vice presidency. "Other political actors want to deal with you due to your
perceived access and influence to the president."
It also gives the vice president a chance to put his own stamp on the administration. While Trump ran as a political
outsider and was not shy in burning bridges to establishment Washington, Pence is a popular GOP figure who may
opt to select longtime allies for key roles.
"Those who get new jobs may feel beholden to the vice president and feel responsive to him," said Goldstein. "It's a
way of guaranteeing a degree of loyalty."
Unlike Bush and Cheney, who were friends for years, or Bill Clinton and Al Gore, who were both of the same
generation of Southern Democrats, Trump and Pence did not have much of a relationship before the celebrity
businessman selected the Indiana governor to be his running mate. Trump then waffled, having second thoughts
about the choice and asking aides if he could replace him.
But those close to Trump say he and Pence, a dyed-in-the-wool social conservative who also served in Congress,
have forged a friendship and there is little doubt that the selection of the Indiana governor — as opposed to
embattled New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie — sent a reassuring signal to some mainstream Republicans who
previously had been ill at ease about the incendiary nominee. Pence's closing argument was that it was time "for
Republicans to come home" and Trump won a higher percentage of Republican votes than his opponent Hillary
Clinton did from Democrats, according to exit polls.
There has also been speculation that Trump would view the presidency as a CEO role and delegate some of the
decision-making elsewhere. Aides to Ohio Gov. John Kasich said that Trump's eldest son had suggested over the
summer that the future vice-president would do much of the heavy lifting on both foreign and domestic policy
while Trump would be in charge of "Making America Great Again," a claim the Trump camp later denied.
It seems likely that Pence will play a key role. For decades, vice-presidents were mere window dressing, given
largely ceremonial tasks and left out of key decisions. That changed in 1976 when Jimmy Carter elevated Walter
Mondale's role — Mondale also ran the transition — and vice-presidents since have large staffs, are often placed in
charge of key administrative priorities and frequently become the administration's liaison to Capitol Hill.
President Barack Obama tasked Vice President Joe Biden with several administration priorities, including its
recent anti-cancer "moonshot," and considers his running mate one of his closest friends.
"Trump has learned to trust Pence, and Pence has years of experience in Congress," said Larry Sabato, head of the
University of Virginia's Center for Politics. "I think it's dawning on Trump that he's now got enormous
responsibilities and needs the help of every experienced, competent person he can find."
Governor-elect Holcomb builds his administration

November 11, 2016 | Filed under: Elections,Quick reads,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Rachel Hoffmeyer
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — The Holcomb administration is now hiring.
Next Level Indiana Inc., the non-profit transition board for Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb, launched a website Friday to
accept resumes. NextLevelIndiana.com will also share information related to the transition and activities related to
the inauguration.
“We encourage any and all aspiring public servants who are ready, willing and able to accelerate Indiana’s forward
momentum to answer this call and make their interest in joining the Holcomb-Crouch Administration
known,” Next Level Indiana co-chairs Earl Goode and Kyle Hupfer said in a statement.
Holcomb has said priorities of his administration include passing a balanced budget, creating a sustainable
infrastructure program and improving the state’s workforce.
“We’ll make sure we’re focused on people, people, people,” Holcomb said at a news conference Wednesday.
Holcomb is already surrounding himself with leaders from the former Gov. Mitch Daniels administration. Goode
served as chief of staff to Daniels for more than six years. Hupfer served as director of the Indiana Department of
Natural Resources for Daniels. Daniels’s Lt. Gov. Becky Skillman is also on the transition team.
The team includes 13 other members including La Porte Mayor Blair Milo, WGU Indiana Chancellor Allison Barber
and Jim Morris, vice chairman of Pacers Sports and Entertainment.
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To Chairwoman Susana Martinez, Governor Scott Walker and all my fellow Republican
Governors serving on the RGA executive committee, it is a distinct privilege to call you my
colleagues, my peers and most importantly, my friends,

I have never been more humbled to stand before a group of courageous leaders who have, time
and again, fought the good fight for commonsense, conservative values in state capitals across
this great nation.

And what a difference a week makes.

Just last Monday, the talking heads, pundits and pollsters said that Republican, conservative
values were on the eve of a historic defeat that would call into question the very future this party
and all that we stand for.

They said that this could be it for the Republican Party unless we became Democrat-lite.

Today, I’m privileged to join to you, with new marching orders and an eye towards our nation’s
capital, simply to say thanks.

Because of your hard work, we’ve proven the professional political class wrong.

Starting next year, we’ll have more Republicans leading more states than we’ve had in nearly a
century.

We’ve held our majorities in the United States Congress.

And let me just say, when Donald Trump takes the oath of office as President of the United
States, his Vice President will know the challenges faced by governors across the country and
you will find the Trump Administration working to finally get the federal government off your
back starting in January of 2017!

And these great victories are really a credit to your leadership.

As a point of personal privilege, I want to single out Governor Walker, who, as you all probably
heard, served as my sparring partner and Senator Kaine’s stand-in for my preparation in advance
of the Vice Presidential debate.

To say that Scott was a bulldog during those mock debates would be an insult to Badgers all over
Wisconsin, but the fact of the matter is that Scott Walker played a tremendous role in that night’s
victory just as the RGA ensured such a great Election Night this past Tuesday.

This organization is just so instrumental in bringing the resources to bear so that Republicans
could compete in any state.

You did so in Indiana, where our Lieutenant Governor, Eric Holcomb, won a decisive victory
over his Democrat challenger. Indiana is in great hands and I know that with Eric’s leadership,
he will build on the successes our state has enjoyed over the last 12 years.

But, let me also say from my heart that when it was time for Republicans to come home and
support our nominee for President of the United States, you stood with us.

The time you took to stand with me and my little family as we made case to send Donald Trump
to the White House is something I’ll forever cherish and never forget.
As I said in Cleveland this past July, “We will win the hearts and minds of the American people
with an agenda for a stronger and more prosperous America.”

Because you stood with us, the American People stood with us and together, we will write the
next chapter in the American experiment. When generations of Americans look back on this time
in the life of our nation, I am confident that they will know that this was the moment when
America found her footing once again.

And when Donald Trump raises his right hand and becomes the 45 th President of the United
States, we will start the hard work of Making America Great Again.
You know, this last week has served as a reminder of just how blessed I am.

Blessed by a loving family who has stood by me both in times of great triumph and difficulty.

Blessed to have been able to fulfill a lifelong dream of representing my hometown in our
nation’s Capitol.

Blessed to have the opportunity to serve as Governor of the state I will always call ‘home.’

But, I am deeply humbled to stand among men and women of such caliber who have
demonstrated the leadership and garnered the type of results to say it will be my honor to soon
assume the Office of the Vice President of the United States of America.

I’ve learned over these last few months that credit lies mostly with those in our lives who have
raised us up.

For me, it is my faith in Him who would see us through to better days, my family whose
unyielding love and support allowed me to run for national office and my colleagues like each of
you who continue to demonstrate the type of leadership that has drawn me to public service since
I was a young boy.

I’m reminded of that old quote that says, “If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders
of giants.”

Make no mistake about it: your example as governors in state capitals, the leadership you have
shown has carried us to this day and I make this solemn promise that we will work our hearts out
ever day in our nation’s capital to make you proud.

My only ask is this:
-That you continue to support our President-elect as he prepares to assume the highest office in
the land and Make American Great Again.

-That you continue to lead in your state as we would lead in Washington, D.C. For our states will
continue to be the laboratories of democracy where policy innovations can serve as an example
for how to better the lives of our citizens.

-And lastly, I’d ask each of you for your continued prayers. The duties before our President-Elect
and before me are immense, and the challenges facing our nation are great. Pray that we serve
with integrity, pray that we keep a discerning heart and a servant’s attitude.

Together, I believe the incoming administration has an opportunity to renew the American
Dream and provide opportunity like no time ever before. But as a governor, I know that can only
be achieved by partnering with each of you.

So as I prepare to meet these duties with our President-elect, I will do so through the eyes of a
governor. And as we bring about real change for this nation from the White House, let me simply

commit to each of you that Donald Trump and I will Make America Great Again in full
partnership and cooperation with governors across the United States of America.

Thank you for the opportunity to serve alongside each of you, thank you for your friendship and
may God bless each of you in service to your service to your state and nation and as leaders of
the Republican Governors Association.
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Just
as we all expected (yeah, right!)
Trump’s towering coat-tails; ‘bigly’ depth of win decimates Demos

On the cusp of Indiana’s bicentennial, we can thank Hoosier founding fathers
for giving us one year of respite in the four-year-cycle of madness, and making
the election-free 2017 an oasis in a sea of madness. While 2014 was a welcome
relief from nasty 2012 elections and 2015 didn’t produce bitter mayoral races,
2016 — from top to bottom — will linger for many cycles, and we deserve a break.
Heck, we heard and saw more radio and TV spots on Election Day itself than
we can ever remember as candidates took hit right up until poll closing time
this year. Popular Monday night television shows were replete with candidate
ads — costing a pretty penny — as hopefuls pushed for every last possible vote.

And in the end, election night was as surprising as was the election season; an
Indiana Republican Party — as an organization and as individual candidates
and rank-and-file party members — that so obviously and so long shunned
Donald Trump (R) now is the undeniable yuuuge beneficiary of a Trump
Phenomenon (88 of 92 counties, with mega-margins in both rural and autobelt areas) that gave the Hoosier GOP perhaps the largest and most stunning
victory in decades. Seems like just yesterday that Reps. Bob Morris and Alan
Morrison (R) were the only two public officials of any rank who dared to back
Trump in the Indiana primary. Remember, even Governor Mike Pence (R), the
guy who ended up being his vice presidential nominee, didn’t back Trump in
the primary — but he has to be given credit for helping Trump successfully
solidify his bases and smoothing things over with the party establishment, and
will be The Legislative Whisperer.
The breadth and depth of the Republican Hoosier victory cannot be
understated. Democrats went into the night expecting to win the presidency
and governorship, and hold the one statewide downballot office they had pried
from Republicans four years ago; hoping that they could win back the U.S.
Senate seat that had seemed a no-brainer in July and wrest open CD 09 from
a multimillionaire outsider; and believing they could disrupt the Republican
House supermajority and perhaps pick off a Senate seat. The almost 20-point
Trump margin in Indiana — and lota of straight tickets and not the extensive
scratching we expected — totally destroyed any such notions.

Polling. Pollsters, wedded to their longstanding methodology, absolutely blew
it, and pundits, mired in conventional wisdom, were also sucked in. By
Election Day, the insider consensus was that Trump would win the Hoosier
State by as few as seven and as much as 11 points. Some Republicans were
hinting that if the Trump phenomenon could crank the Indiana margin up
to the remarkable 11- to 15-point range, they would sweep . . . but none were
publicly that optimistic. The incredible 19.3-point margin of victory was no
surprise to Trump state vice chair Tony Samuel, who earlier that day was
talking seriously about an expected 20-point spread — and was thought to be
delusional in that vision (can you say, “Ambassador Rex Early”?!).
Pollsters may have been the biggest losers outside of Hoosier Democrats last
week. We’ve suspected through the primary season that polls — particularly the
most-respected methodology that relied upon in-person interviews — were
underestimating Trump strength, because many people were just reluctant to
acknowledge that they were supporting the non-traditional candidate. While
the much-maligned online or automated polling methodology was picking up
more Trump support than in-person calls, those too seemed to be lighter on
Trump support than reality . . . but were still largely dismissed.
For more, please see the following page . . .

Property taxes trend up

New LSA reports serves up fun details

Call it Christmas come early for Hoosier
property tax aficionados . . . the Legislative
Services Agency released its annual county
property tax report, and a deep dive should
provide you with interesting county-bycounty tidbits (at least after the initial torpor
wears off!).
On a statewide basis, total property tax levies
increased by 2.3% in Indiana in 2016, to $7.1
billion. This compares to a 2.75% increase in
total property tax in 2015 (to $6.9 billion).
Total property tax levies had increased by
1.9% in 2014, to $6.7 billion.

Certified net assessments rose a bit less, by
1.7% in 2016, led by homestead assessment
increases. This followed a 3.75% bump in
2014, led by agricultural and homestead
assessment increases.

The statewide average tax rate increased
slightly, by just 0.5% (one-half of the 1.0%
growth in 2015, but by more than the 0.3%
growth posted in 2014), but overall, tax rates
rose in 61% of taxing districts and fell in
only 39% during 2016. That was just about a
total flip from the results in 2015, where 62%
of taxing districts saw a decrease in tax rates,
while rates grew in only 38% of such districts.
Property tax bills in continue to show
progressive increases, as 2016 saw an average
2.9% boost vs. an average hike of 1.95% in
2015 and just 1.0% in 2014. Taxes on existing
homesteads increased by 2.6% in 2016 after
falling slightly, by 0.95%, in 2015 and
dropping by 0.9% in 2014.
In total, agricultural, homestead, business
real, business personal property, and
commercial apartment tax bills increased,
while nonhomestead residential property
taxes fell.

The base valuation rate for farmland
assessments was held constant at $2,050 per
acre for 2016 taxes. Consequently, any change
in agricultural tax bills was caused mainly by
changes in the levy. The increased levy,
coupled with an increase in circuit breaker
credits, caused a slight increase in tax cap
losses as a share of levies, from 10.4% in 2015
to 10.5% in 2016 following a small reduction
in tax cap losses as a share of levies, from
10.9% in 2014 to 10.4% in 2015.
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Indiana Convention Center — Indianapolis
The 25th annual Bingham Greenebaum Doll LLP
Legislative Conference, presented in cooperation
with INGroup, will feature presidential historian and
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Doris Kearns
Goodwin as its 2016 keynote speaker. She will
present “How Did We Get Here? A Historical
Perspective on Our Wild 2016 Election” during the
luncheon. Advanced reserved luncheon tables are
available.
For 25 years, the conference has brought together
thought leaders, elected officials, policy advisors,
business leaders and professionals to discuss
important topics facing Indiana as the new legislative
session approaches.
Be sure to check out the LegCon agenda now
available on the conference website to see how we’ve
continued to bring you timely and relevant policy
components.
Discounted pricing for the BGD LegCon in
association with INGroup, which takes place at the
Indiana Convention Center on December 14, is
available for INGroup newsletter subscribers.
Register for LegCon now . . .
https://www.bgdlegal.com/legcon/
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Mix that in with the shift from landlines to cell phones and a
mobile millennial generation with cell phone numbers from
unrecognizable area codes, and you’ll not be able to place much
trust in polling going forward. Just a few years ago Hoosiers
were lamenting the dearth of independent polling in key
elections after the Indianapolis Star and South Bend Tribune
and Indianapolis television stations opted against pre-election
polling. In 2016, the polling was omnipresent, independent and
otherwise, but didn’t tell us much, save broad trends. Even both
parties had the U.S. Senate race well within the margin of error
on Election Day, and it was almost a 10-point (9.8) blowout,
but the final SurveyMonkey poll was spot-on for Young at 52%
to 43% (vs. an actual 52.2% to 42.4%).
The Big Picture. The bottom line is that Trump’s incredible
strength pulled the entire Republican ticket through in Indiana,
despite a state party organization that was not at the top of its
game (and largely seemed to be just a direct-mail generator), but
they couldn’t and wouldn’t have won with mediocre candidates.

And Indiana Democrats are lost right now. They had what
appeared to be a strong statewide slate of candidates in July —
though we cautioned you about their age and baggage — but in
what could have been a year of opportunity for them, their
legislative slates were victim to poor recruiting. They lost 79 of
92 counties even as their gubernatorial candidate out-polled the
top of the ticket by 203,000 votes. If you thought that they
seemed to be in the wilderness in the mid 1980s, before a 30year-old Evan Bayh (D) led them on the road back in 1986, they
are on a different planet (or alternative universe) today, with no
leader, no bench, no base, and no leverage. And they must try
to save a U.S. Senate seat in 2018 under tough circumstances.
Their only hope is GOP overreach, and if that didn’t happen
with a far more ideological governor in Mike Pence, it won’t
transpire under Governor-elect Eric Holcomb (R) and cautious
veteran legislative leaders who understand the responsibility
that comes with a super-majority . . . and it helps that much of
the agenda that the Class of 2010 and Class of 2012 sought to
accomplish was achieved. While they may wish to go further on
religious liberties and abortion, that will have to wait until
appropriate cases and controversies come before a new Supreme
Court of the United States, and that will be a few years.

Republicans must continue to do the blocking and tackling
that comprises the “stuff of government,” and continue to
build on the Daniels-Pence foundation that Holcomb spoke of
in his victory speech. By maintaining legislative supermajorities
and gaining control of the entire statewide apparatus of
government, Republicans can now even push through a tax
hike for infrastructure funding that everyone knew would be
coming after the interim panel exploring options declined to
publicly discuss funding mechanisms until after the election
(shades of the 1984 gubernatorial election where the Orr
Administration suddenly seemed to discover a post-election
deficit that needed to be addressed). But even Democrats will
have to sign on (remember their own split earlier this year on
funding mechanisms?) now that John Gregg (D) and his
detailed plan for bonding and dipping into the Major Moves
Trust Fund won’t be on the table.
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
publisher’s permission violates federal law!
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Back to that bigger picture. Hoosier Republicans are now
rightfully emboldened, and they’ve not neglected their bench.
They can focus on running government and on the 2018 U.S.
Senate race, where a plethora of potential top-tier challengers
are now expected to emerge against Sen. Donnelly.

Democrats also need a vision. Perhaps the detailed Gregg-Hale
platform was an appropriate tool for the party, but in the end,
it may not have been effectively communicated, or was lost in
the larger noise of 2016.

Can it be revived? Is it what Hoosiers are looking for? Can it
Democrats, on the other hand, must now address every even be what Democrats need to unite all points on their
possible shortcoming, and do it from a position of weakness. spectrum?
In the short-run, they must provide viable legislative Indiana Democrats are a lot more diverse than their GOP
alternatives to Republican programs(Senate Democratic Leader counterparts, and what unites the organized labor faction from
Tim Lanane (D), who turns 65 next year, is the de facto top- Lake County or the auto belt with butternut Demos along the
ranking state Demo, like Frank O’Bannon in the late 1970s), Ohio River may not be what brings together urban Democrats
and since they have little in the way of obstructionist options, from Indianapolis and South Bend with rural Democrats from
they need to look cooperative where they can with popular North Central or Southeastern Indiana . . . but the Trump
programs which they’ve helped to advance (expanded pre-K voters seemed to be able to unite even such working-class
and kindergarten and highway funding, in particular). And Democrats (as well as Republicans) all across the state, and even
they will find, perhaps, an even kinder hand extended on this the ability of Trump to bite off a chunk of such voters in
by the new governor than by the GOP legislative leaders, who traditionally Democratic areas probably spelled doom for what
also have bent over backwards in recent years not to appear was probably a winning Gregg gubernatorial campaign in any
arrogant in the exercise of power they could rightfully wield. other environment.
But as they do this, they must also rebuild their party. They Democrats face a tall task, and the first order may be trying to
have no titular leader; Gregg or Bayh would have fulfilled this figure out how to return Reagan/Trump Democrats to the fold
role for them, with both far more willing to play in political (and then to find a set of candidates who can exploit social
waters than Sen. Donnelly. Now Sen. Donnelly must decide media to their advantage like a certain president-elect did).
just what role he will play in trying to rebuild the party that While there will be some pressure on them to make an
he needs to save his seat for Democrats in two short years. immediate change and quickly implement wide-ranging changes
Many expect that Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett (D), a so as to not fall further behind headed into the legislative
former Democratic Party state chair himself, will step up and session, they are probably best advised to put some time and
play the role of party rebuilder (even as he has his hands full distance between the election and their next steps, putting
with Marion County Democratic Party Chair Joel Miller).
things into perspective before acting too precipitously.
The party needs cash, an organization that can be rebuilt from
the bottom up (there is no path for it to be rebuilt from the
top down), and a bench. While there has been internal Demo
grumbling about how gerrymandering has resulted in their
inability to grow party leaders through the legislature, the
opportunity is there through targeted recruiting and campaign
cash (just look at how much money House and Senate
Republicans were able to shift in the final weeks to prop up a
handful of races involving credible candidates that were
teetering).

GOP Statewides. U.S. Sen.-elect Todd Young (R) is the new
Hoosier political rock star, having handed the Hoosier political
gold standard, Evan Bayh, his first political defeat — and he did
so winning 84 of the 92 counties. The previous political gold
standard, Richard Lugar (R) was topped in a primary contest,
but Bayh dropped a general election, and one which he entered
with a $10 million treasury, decades of goodwill, and at least six
years of distance from any questionable Senate votes. Young
came out swinging from the moment of Bayh’s entry,
immediately setting the tone for a largely negative campaign
Democrats have also talked tough about using mayoral races that easily could have backfired had he let up on the accelerator
to develop future regional or statewide candidates, but it has or not been reinforced by outside spending (that would not
been Republicans who have been able to use the past two have been there absent his progress).
mayoral cycles to bring such candidates into the mix (look at
Evansville, Fishers, Frankfort, Greenwood, LaPorte, and While the scorched-earth campaign may have cost him a few
Lebanon, to name a few). Demos largely have only the mayors Democrats going forward, look for Young to quickly impress
of Hammond, Kokomo, Lafayette, and South Bend as future folks on a national scale who might have been unaware of him
from his under-the-radar work on the House Committee on
statewide leaders.
Ways and Means. And if they should learn that he’s also a
After running a slate of 60-somethings (Bayh, Gregg, Ritz, former Marine . . .
Arredondo) this year punctuated only with Christina Hale (D)
for lieutenant governor, Democrats must reach out to the Republicans have a charismatic new statewide face in Attorney
millennials, and not — as we described for you late this General-elect Curtis Hill (R), who some are already viewing as
Summer — simply appeal to the AARP crowd and a Bayh-gone the gubernatorial candidate to follow an eight-year Holcomb
era. Couple the losses Democrats suffered this year with the tenure. The first elected GOP statewide African American
2012 defeat of then-U.S. Sen. Richard Lugar (R), and it appears official, he’s also not from Indianapolis, and helps the GOP
Hoosiers are looking for a new generation of leaders.
build a new constituency geographically and ethnically.
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The election of Dr. Jennifer McCormick (R) as superintendent
of public instruction — a surprise, just like the Glenda Ritz (D)
election in 2012 — may give Republicans an opportunity to
lower the rhetorical level of the education debate. A public
school superintendent, Dr. McCormick avoided saying much
in the way of details during her limited campaign, and is
effectively a blank slate . . . and her election could also serve
to help revive discussion of making the office appointed
instead of elective at the end of her term. With the
McCormick election, there will be four female Republicans
elected to statewide office come January, and depending upon
who the new governor appoints to succeed Lieutenant
Governor-elect Suzanne Crouch (R) as state auditor, GOP
women could hold all of the state offices save governor and
attorney general next year.
Who will be the new state auditor? Add in the interim folks,
and it seems like just about everyone has had an opportunity
to put the office on his or her resume over the past couple of
years. Tim Berry (R) stepped down in August 2013, and was
replaced by Dwayne Sawyer (R) for about four months until
he left under mysterious circumstances and was replaced by
then- Rep. Crouch.

Democrats thought that they had solved the big-dollar dilemma
in the 2016 U.S. Senate race by bringing to bear the $10 million
Bayh bankroll, combined with decades of name ID and
goodwill, but Republicans quickly began to pick at the Bayh
residency scab, and when that started to bleed, others saw an
opportunity. National media (POLITICO and CNN) and the
Indianapolis Star jumped in on investigative reporting — largely
aided by leaked old Bayh schedules — that made it easy for
outside groups and national party (and related) entities to pile
on and spread and pound away at the narrative. With almost
$70 million reportedly spent in this race alone, it was a lot like
2012, with Hoosiers just sick of this particular contest and a lot
of the look-alike ads simply morphing into indiscernible spots.
Obviously Hoosiers felt that “He left us for them,” as anti-Bayh
spots portrayed it, but Democrats didn’t learn the lesson that
they had benefitted from in 2012: candidate money simply isn’t
sufficient to win an election if national groups sense weakness
and decide to jump in with an open wallet. The Center for
Responsive Politics figures reported Thursday by the Wall Street
Journal show that Bayh’s campaign spent $11,083,281 to
$8,897,232 for Young, combining for not even 30% of the
overall expenditures in this contest. Bayh benefited from
$17,606,820 in spending by Democratic-affiliated committees
and SuperPAC, while such Republican entities aided the Young
cause to the tune of $26,824,799, with the remaining $6 million
or so overall coming from nonpartisan entities.

Lots of options abound for Governor-elect Holcomb,
including some of those previously considered for the post.
You might look at a few different universes for a prospective
auditor: the legislature, mayors, and former local government And Democrats (and Bayh) are also no longer able to hold up
the threat of an 800-pound gorilla with a $10 million war chest
officials.
swooping into races. That $10 million has been squandered (as
Rep. Holli Sullivan (R) was just a few votes away from being others wonder about the fate of the $5 million or so still left in
our likely selection for chair of the House Committee on the Pence state campaign coffers).
Roads and Transportation until Rep. Ed Soliday (R) rallied to
win re-election, and she could once again follow in Crouch’s The gubernatorial race was also dominated by outside spending.
footsteps. Mayor Blair Milo (R) of LaPorte pulled herself out Shortly after the race was called for Holcomb, the Republican
of the running for appointment once, but with re-election Governors Association issued a (self-congratulatory statement)
under her belt, she might be interested this time, and, like congratulating him, noting that back in January it made the
Holcomb, she’s a Naval vet (and might be being vetted as part early decision “to help design and fund a robust field
of the gubernatorial transition team). Frankfort Mayor Chris program,” and “RGA spent over $10 million on the effort to
McBarnes (R) is also another rising GOP star, and Greenwood elect Eric Holcomb as governor, including $6.75 million in
Mayor Mark W. Myers (R) has made no secret of his interest contributions directly to his campaign, a multi-million dollar
in moving up the political food chain. Allen County Auditor TV ad campaign statewide, 2.5 million pieces of direct mail, and
Tera K. Klutz (R), a CPA (her husband is a member of the a targeted digital ad campaign which had over 10 million
Indiana Election Commission) is a possibility. Keep an eye as impressions. The RGA also assisted the campaign’s field
well on Hoosier Lottery Executive Director Sarah Taylor and program, which knocked on 1.7 million doors and made 5.6
Doris Anne Sadler, both former elected multi-term Marion million volunteer phone calls. The RGA ran 4 TV ads targeting
County clerks. Fishers attorney Jeff Heinzmann (R), a former Democrat John Gregg as a wasteful spending, tax loving former
deputy state auditor who made an early bid for the top spot in lobbyist who chose Hillary over Hoosiers.”
2006 could also be in the mix. Rep. Tom Saunders (R) was
interviewed when the post was vacant once before, and he may Indeed, we showed you that well over 75% of Holcomb’s 100be part of the long list.
day funding had come from RGA or Pence, and Gregg was the
beneficiary of a seven-figure chunk of change from the
Outside Groups and Big Bucks. These two elements played a Democratic Governors Association as well. While initial
major role in Tuesday’s races — on both sides (although not in concerns over Pence, questions about Gregg strength and
the Trump-Clinton contest, here or nationally!). Hoosiers had Holcomb winnability, and the compressed campaign timetable
felt whip-sawed four years ago when tens of millions were had led many major GOP donors to either simply not
poured into Indiana by national party entities and super PACs contribute to Holcomb or to donate on a much more reduced
in the Lugar-Mourdock and Mourdock-Donnelly Senate races basis than would otherwise be expected, Holcomb was able to
and control of the message — and campaigns — were taken from turn to that national cash after an initial couple of weeks
concerned about from where the next dollar might come.
the hands of the candidates and respective state parties.
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RGA claimed credit for that as well. “Within 24 hours of Eric
Holcomb being selected as the nominee, the RGA was on TV
defining Democrat John Gregg while Holcomb built his
campaign’s infrastructure and fundraising operation. Once
that infrastructure was in place, due to cost efficiency, the
RGA began making direct contributions to Holcomb’s
campaign for TV ad blitzes and message definition. When
Labor Unions pumped several million dollars late into the
race in support of John Gregg, the RGA stepped up and
matched them ....”

House Republicans, with the help of more than $1 million in
targeted cash directed to troubled House races in the final two
week or so, lost but one seat, that of freshman Rep. Bill Fine
(R) in Lake County even as most prognostications called for at
least three seats to be lost (perhaps all in Lake County) and
some Democrats suggesting the supermajority would be broken.
A late-counted surge of votes saved Rep. Julie Olthoff (R) in
Crown Point, an expected victim, and while early numbers
looked grim for Rep. Ed Soliday (R), he was able to pilot his
race to victory. Give House Speaker Brian Bosma (R) lots of
credit, as well as House Republican Campaign Committee guru
Just as importantly, the bulk of the RGA bucks came in the Mike Gentry, who had to contend with an early drop in
form of direct contributions, which allowed campaign resources as some former steady sources of cash were no longer
manager Mike O’Brien (whose father-in-law, ironically, was the physically (or fiscally) available.
sole House incumbent to lose his re-election bid) to direct the
dollars toward the execution of the internal Holcomb strategy The net result: no major change in operations in either
and objectives — with both a discipline and focus that was chamber. While some thorns in the side of Senate President Pro
diametrically opposite that of the Trump presidential Tem David Long (R) may be gone (and there may be a touch
campaign, and a tenor that was in striking difference to the more moderation and pragmatism from the change), you
Young Senate campaign. Yet all were, in a way, shouldn’t expect any difference in the leadership style of Sen.
complementary, and all succeeded in the end even though Long, nor his effort to be inclusive. As some of the more
questioned all along the journey. And Holcomb burned no conservative members move up the seniority chain and assume
bridges and scorched no earth that would make reaching committee chairs, some of the pressure on Sen. Long from the
far right (with which he has deftly dealt for the past decade) will
across the aisle or governing difficult.
be alleviated.
Approximately $19.4 million was spent on television ads in
the governor’s contest, with 58% of the TV spend by Gregg or Speaker Bosma welcomes a new crew of freshmen who may not
be quite as homogenous as past classes, and, like Sen. Long, not
on his behalf.
much has changed, although he may find members of the tea
Then there was CD 09. U.S. Rep.-elect Trey Hollingsworth (R) party faction of his 70-member caucus a bit less willing to bide
was a phenomenon of his own. And yes, money did buy his their time. He acknowledges a key task will be managing
primary win, and money did buy his general election victory. expectations. How he handles shifts in committee chairs will be
That someone can move into Indiana with no local ties, important, and you might expect more of the younger crew to
answer so few questions about his personal background and move up into leadership, with a focus on rising stars like Reps.
business dealings in the state (and be so dismissive of those Sullivan, Kevin Mahan (R), Todd Huston (R), Mike Braun (R),
who raised the questions) is almost as astounding as his ability Ben Smaltz (R) (perhaps the next to tackle public policy), and
to win the race without the support of key Republican party Dave Ober (R) (maybe the next utilities leader) . . . and a last
and elected officials in his own district (some of whom were hurrah for reliance on some veteran faces he has come to call
also privately more than a bit resentful that he didn’t put a and depend upon when the going got tough in recent years.
penny of his family’s money into any party or candidate
coffers). He even overcame the derisive “Tennessee Trey” The Speaker must also decide what his own future holds. With
moniker. And that all goes back to his cash, and that which an option to run for governor in 2020 effectively out of the
his father poured into the Hollingsworth-exclusive Indiana picture now, and a long line of 2018 GOP U.S. Senate
Jobs Now political action committee. Like fellow Wharton challengers already quietly queuing up, a road that once held
alum Trump, Hollingsworth ignored the rules of modern many forks now looks like many Hoosier roadways: bumpy and
politics (save voter calls and door-to-door work that someone lined with lots of orange barrels, okay if you want to keep
with a full-time job couldn’t dream of undertaking for a full driving slowly straight ahead, but not offering much in the way
year), and won. Shelli Yoder (D) rang up a margin of almost of attractive alternate routes. If he keeps his head down and
17,000 votes in Monroe County, but that wasn’t enough to continues to focus on doing his job as Speaker, he’ll have to
counter the 44,000-vote margin that Hollingsworth posted make it clear that his heart is in it just as deeply as his head to
district wide in his strong 54.3% to 40.2% win (the Libertarian continue to be successful and be able to effectively marshal the
won 5.4% of the vote).
resources of his caucus.

The General Assembly. Yawn. No net partisan change. Read That he is Speaker of the House and not just speaker of his
that again: No Net Partisan Change. And only one incumbent caucus has been abundantly clear in recent sessions, but insiders
believed that Speaker Bosma just might be a more effective
lost, while no races were even particularly close.
leader of the chamber if he would have had to deal with a
Hard to believe there could be another district in which this former speaker and former colleague, John Gregg, as governor
could happen, but Senate Republicans pick up yet another than he will be with a continued GOP General Assembly
seat, the open SD 08, giving Senate Rs 41 of the 50 members. supermajority and a new Republican governor.
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Next Level. “We probably have just witnessed the most bizarre
and bruising election of our lifetimes,” commented Indiana
Chamber of Commerce President and CEO Kevin Brinegar on
the election aftermath. “It’s critical to move on quickly from
any bitterness of the campaigns or results and come together
as a state and nation.”
The lack of 2017 elections and the grace that each of the key
statewide candidates showed and olive branches extended by
both winners and losers in their respective victory and
concession speeches on election night will help accomplish
just that.

Q Don’t look for his wife, former Sen. Amanda Banks (R)
who filled in for him for a full session during his military
service in Afghanistan, to run, but Banks told WIBC 93.1-FM’s
Eric Berman on election night that there are “a handful of very
good candidates already running.”

Q Perhaps the frontrunner: Andy Zay (R) of Huntington,
who runs Zay Leasing & Rentals, Inc. there, a vehicle rental
service. He’s well tied in with the local party, and has been
active in past Banks campaigns as well as those for other
statewide Republicans.

IN Presidential Race . . .

! Priceless election night tweet from Dan Carden of the Times
of Northwest Indiana: “Former Gary businessman elected
president of the United States.” And, of course, you should
know that no publication covered the Donald Trump Gary
Federal Office Races . . .
casino pursuit, operation, and sale, as well as his French Lick
! While U.S. Sen.-elect Todd Young (R) was entirely gracious casino escapades, more obsessively than our sister newsletter,
to his opponent in an election night victory speech, U.S. Sen. INDIANA GAMING INSIGHT, perspective that we’ll bring to our
Roger Wicker (R-MS), chair of the National Republican coverage in these pages of the Trump-Pence Administration.
Senatorial Committee was anything but in a statement after
Rep. Young’s victory, saying that “Hoosiers were presented IN Political News . . .
with a clear choice [and] rejected Evan Bayh, who used his ! Biggest winner of Election Day: tiny Hanover College, which
elected office to get rich on the backs of Hoosier families.”
will see the third Hanover grad to run for vice president on a
major party ticket become the second to win and serve,
! Just like they did a few years ago in CD 02 to try to siphon following Democrat Thomas A. Hendricks, an 1841 graduate,
votes away from the GOP nominee there, the Indiana who was elected vice president under Grover Cleveland in 1884.
Democratic Party, purportedly without the knowledge of their And, as we tipped you to a few months back, come January 20,
own CD 09 nominee, sent mailers to strong Republican voters member institutions of the Independent Colleges of Indiana
in conservative strongholds within the district comparing the will have accounted for graduating more elected vice presidents
conservative “records” of Russell Brooksbank (L), the since 1968 than Ivy League institutions.
candidate who recently skirmished with police in Kentucky,
and Trey Hollingsworth (R), describing Brooksbank as the real
Q Vice President-elect Mike Pence (R) was also the third
conservative in the contest . . . Indiana Jobs Now, the super Hanover College alumnus to serve as Indiana’s governor, and
PAC funded and run by Hollingsworth’s father, was busy he will be succeeded by another Hanover alum, giving Hanover
making expenditures on Trey’s behalf right through Election successive elected governors and its fourth graduate to lead the
Day, spending $10,738 Tuesday on media production to state.
oppose Shelli Yoder (D).
Q Don’t forget the Indiana Unversity McKinney School of
Law, either. When Governor Pence takes office as vice president,
Legislative Races . . .
! With Rep. Dave Niezgodski (D) winning his Senate race the former Indiana Unversity School of Law - Indianapolis will
last week, he will apparently be the first Democratic House have sent twice as many of its alums to the vice presidency than
member elected directly by the people to the Senate from the Ivy League law schools since at least the 1940s; and no other
House in recent memory — and, with the retirement of Sen. law school would be responsible for educating more vice
Earline Rogers (D), he will be the sole sitting Senate Democrat presidents since at least the 1940s.
with any House experience (and the only sitting Senate
Democrat who will have served in a legislative majority in the ! Using the Capitol & Washington Indiana Political History
Database, it appears that while the (unofficial) 1,556,220 votes
General Assembly).
that Donald Trump (R) won Tuesday is an Indiana record for
Q Don’t hold us to this, but the most recent Democrat we a presidential candidate, it is not an all-time Indiana-best total.
recall moving directly from the House to the Senate in a
Year
Winning Candidates
Votes
general election was Bob Hellman (D) in 1986.

IN Politics

! After his election to Congress on Tuesday, Sen. Jim Banks
(R) submitted a letter of resignation from his SD 17 seat on
Wednesday, effective at 6:00 p.m. that day, allowing his
replacement to be chosen before the start of the 2017
legislative session.
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2016
2012
2008
2004
2000
1996
1992
1988

Trump/Pence
Romney/Ryan
Obama/Biden
Bush/Cheney
Bush/Cheney
Dole/Kemp
Bush/Quayle
Bush/Quayle

1,556,220
1,420,543
1,374,039
1,479,438
1,245,836
1,006,693
989,375
1,297,763
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Q The apparent new all-time leading vote-getter in any single
Indiana election seems to be Attorney General-elect Curtis
Hill, Jr. (R), with 1,642,608 (unofficial) votes. That total would
shatter the record set by then-Gov. Mitch Daniels (R) in his
2008 re-election race in which Gov. Daniels racked up
1,563,885 votes. That Hill was so high on the list may not be
all that much of a surprise; GOP candidates for attorney
general occupied three of the top nine slots statewide headed
into this election (including third place), and each of the last
three races for AG made the top 10.

! Federal search warrants were served Thursday on the Lake
County Sheriff’s Department and agents were at the home of
Lake County Sheriff John Buncich (D), the Lake County
Democratic Party chair, with WGN-TV in Chicago reporting
“the investigation centers around allegations of bribery
concerning the contracts of towing companies and campaign
donations.” Hammond Mayor Tom McDermott, Jr. (D) said
on his WJOB 1230-AM radio show Friday morning that he
now has second thoughts about giving up the party post at
mid-term to be succeeded by Sheriff Buncich.
! Keep an eye on this one: In our last issue, we told you that
Indianapolis attorney Robbin Stewart, a Voter ID opponent,
filed a notice of tort claim with the Marion County Election
Board, fulfilling a condition precedent to an anticipated
lawsuit over an election judge allegedly barring him from
voting in the May primary because he would not produce the
requisite identification. Last week, a litigation counsel for the
Marion County Office of Corporation Counsel responded to
Stewart’s filing, reminding him that “Indiana’s voter ID law
was upheld by the United States Supreme Court in the case of
Crawford v. Marion County Election Board, 53 U.S. 181
(2008.).” The response concluded by flatly telling Stewart that
“The poll workers complied with the law.”

IN Brief

IN Federal Circles . . .

! U.S. Rep. Todd Rokita (R), chair of the House Committee
on Education and the Workforce Subcommittee on Early
Childhood, Elementary, and Secondary Education, and coauthor of the Every Student Succeeds Act, is among 25 House
and Senate Republicans on the Senate and House education
committees (including U.S. Rep. Luke Messer (R)) who sent a
letter to U.S. Secretary of Education John B. King, Jr. pushing
back on the Obama Administration's proposal “for supplement,
not supplant” — what Politico Education explains is “a Title I
spending rule that aims to ensure at-risk students aren’t getting
shortchanged when it comes to state and local education
funding.” The letter suggests that the U.S. Department of
Education draft rule “draws broad and inaccurate conclusions
about what Congress intended when amending the
[supplement, not supplant] provision that are not supported by
the statutory text and violate clear and unambiguous
limitations on the secretary’s authority.”

IN State Circles . . .

! There are only nine Senate Democrats and 23 standing
committees (several of which have subcommittees). You do the
math; our calculator does that overflow thing when we try.

! On Tuesday’s ballot: 10 public questions in eight different
counties for school corporation capital projects (two for
construction/renovation, and one for renovation) and tax
referenda (five establishing and two continuing). All passed,
save the referendum that would have established a tax hike for
the Gary Community School Corporation, which failed for a
second consecutive year — with far-reaching implications about
Q But that’s not only not the last word you’re going to hear which we elaborated in the most recent issue of our sister
about Tort Claim Notice 16-T-803, but it’s also a misstatement newsletter, INDIANA EDUCATION INSIGHT — by just 321 votes
of the law. As top election law academic Rick Hasen of the out of more than 18,000 votes cast.
University of California, Irvine School of Law explains on his
Election Law Blog, “Stewart’s right that under federal law Q Intriguingly, all of the nine issues on the ballot which won
Marion County needs to offer him a provisional ballot — they did so handily, with only one receiving less than 64% of the
don’t have to count it though.” For his part, Stewart observes vote.
that Crawford “opinions discuss provisional ballots 30 times.”
! Buoyed by one recent high-profile case in which this would
! Not only did the Indiana State Teachers Association not have played a key role in earlier resolution, Reps. Greg
win any of its legislative challenge races after starting the cycle Steuerwald (R) and Pat Bauer (D) will reintroduce a bill to
with high hopes, it was unable to retain Superintendent of require collection of a DNA sample from suspects arrested for
Public Instruction Glenda Ritz (D).
felonies — for a third consecutive session. Sen. Jim Merritt (R)
plans to author a similar bill in the Senate. More than 30 states
! Some familiar names in new places (and not): former now require DNA collection from people who are arrested for
LaPorte mayor Kathy Chroback (D) returns to the ring as felonies. Rep. Bauer contends that “DNA collection is like the
LaPorte County clerk . . . former Department of Local 21st Century version of fingerprinting,” and will “put more
Government Finance commissioner Cheryl Musgrave (R) violent criminals behind bars. Solve more crimes.”
reclaims her former seat on the Vanderburgh County Board of
Commissioners after losing a House race in 2014 . . . 2014 ! The Senate Select Committee on Immigration Issues held its
state treasurer nominee Mike Boland (D), a former Illinois
state legislator, lost his uphill bid to unseat Rep. Todd Huston sixth and final meeting Thursday, and opted against making
(R) . . . former Sen. John Waterman, Sr. (R) cruised to win a any recommendations . . . counting on President-elect Donald
seat on the Sullivan County Board of Commissioners, with the Trump (R) to take the lead and pave the way for federal action
former long-term county sheriff returning to county office. on immigration concerns.
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Q Sen. Frank Mrvan (D), however, says that his caucus plans
to offer a trio of measures in 2017 that would address the issue
of driver’s licenses for the undocumented for the sole purpose
of driving; allow the undocumented to be eligible for a card
for ID purposes only; and permit the undocumented to
qualify for in-state tuition at state-supported colleges and
universities.

† For the past year gasoline prices have boosted retail spending. Gas
prices have increased in recent weeks and could be an impediment to
retail spending and make the difference in overall holiday spending.

! Don’t tell Carmel Mayor Jim Brainard (R), but according to
Bond Buyer, “Fishers is trying to spread the word of its status
as Indiana’s only city with a triple-A rating from S&P Global
Ratings. Fishers has issued more than $44 million of general
! With the retirements of veteran Sens. Patricia Miller (R) obligation bonds since earning the top grade in May in an
and Earline Rogers (D), and the election results producing no upgrade from AA-plus. Officials say they have seen savings but
new female winners, the number of female senators is down to want to highlight the city’s status to develop broader investor
just seven.
appeal and further lower its borrowing costs.” “The problem
with our AAA,” according to City Controller Oscar Gutierrez,
“is that it’s new. Not a lot of people are aware that we are a
AAA community in Indiana and we haven’t had a chance to
truly market ourselves.”
! The National Digital Inclusion Alliance last week released Q The trade publication notes that “Gutierrez believes Fishers
its list of “The Top 25 Worst Connected U.S. Cities, 2015,” could save the city an extra 10 to 20 basis points on upcoming
ranking all 185 U.S. cities bigger than 50,000 households by
the total percentages of those households that still didn’t have transactions. ‘We were able to see the difference in pricing for
fixed broadband connections last year (the four categories: no a well-established triple-A credit when our 2016B issue sold the
home Internet access at all, dial-up access only, mobile same day as Indiana University’s $65 million bond issue, which
broadband only (or with dial-up), and ‘Internet access without is a an established triple-A credit,’ he said. The spread difference
a subscription,’ which the Census Bureau attributes to between the established triple-A credit and Fishers AAA bonds
community wifi networks and free services for students on ranged from 16 basis points to 31 basis points. ‘We think
college campuses). While Indiana had no communities in the getting our story out could get us help us fully capture the
top 25 worst-connected cities (nor did Illinois or Kentucky), value of our AAA rating as well as expose us to buyers that
Ohio (home to Agile Networks) placed one in the top three target AAA credits,’ Gutierrez said. ‘Getting our story out helps
worst-connected and two in the top 10. Among our neighbor to establish us as a well-known AAA rated municipality and
states, only Michigan had a city in the top 10, and that was draws the attention of buyers who would not look to Indiana
Detroit, which led the nation because 54% of all households municipalities for a AAA credit.’ Savings will come in handy as
in Motown didn’t have fixed broadband connections last year. the city looks to fund several infrastructure projects and
anticipates issuing about $20 million in tax-supported debt
! Holiday retail sales should increase by two percent to four within the next year, according to S&P. Up next is a $1 million
percent over last year, but retailers should not be expecting a general obligation sale for Fishers’ road resurfacing program
similar profit boost, according to Purdue University retail slated to price in November. The city has also planned $7
management expert Richard Feinberg, who expects retailers million of county option income tax revenue bonds that would
will lose pricing power due to online competition. He expects pay off an existing bond anticipation note for a downtown
holiday shopping revenue to be close to $17 billion in redevelopment project ....”
Indiana. But growing online sales will keep pressure on
storefronts as internet sales are expected to have another a ! Indiana single-family building permits increased by 21%
double-digit increase (10% to 15%) over 2015. Professor from September 2015 to September 2016, according to the latest
Feinberg reveals that for the first time since Purdue has been data from the U.S. Census Bureau and the U.S. Department of
tracking consumer sentiment and holiday shopping, more Housing and Urban Development. In September 2016, there
than 50% of shoppers prefer internet holiday shopping, and were 1,265 single-family building permits issued compared to
Purdue research shows that 90% of consumers will actually 1,046 in 2015. Permits decreased by 10% in September over the
spend more for a product if shipping is free. Feinberg also previous month. Overall, single-family permit numbers for the
notes other holiday shopping trends:
first nine months of 2016 are up by 15% compared to the first
† Facebook and Pinterest are significant in influencing consumers nine months of 2015, with housing officials attributing this to
low mortgage rates, continued job growth, and tight inventory
on what and where they purchase.
levels.

IN the Economy

† Retailers must pay attention to online review sites.

! In Monroe Co. Assessor v. SCP 2007-C-26-002, LLC a/k/a

† Retail loyalty clubs have become increasingly important in both CVS 3195-02, No. 49T10-1509-TA-00029, Indiana Tax Court
communication and capturing consumers.
Judge Martha Blood Wentworth affirms an Indiana Board of

Tax Review final determination valuing a CVS store in

† Black Friday is no longer king. The Saturday or Sunday just
before Christmas have been the biggest shopping days the past five Bloomington for 2009 through 2013 assessments, the latest in
the so-called “dark store” cases.
years.
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Q Here, the assessor contended that the IBTR ruling was
contrary to law and must be reversed because it is “muddled,
inconsistent ... [and] doesn’t make sense,” and because it does
not value the subject property in accordance with Indiana’s
market value-in-use standard, arguing that a series of cases was
“wrongly decided by the Tax Court and thus, the Indiana
Board’s ‘attachment to them for purposes of determining a
property’s market value-in-use is ‘unreasonable,’ ” but Judge
Wentworth observes that “This very same argument has already
been advanced in — and rejected by — the Tax Court ....
Because the Court believes its previous cases correctly explain
the market value-in-use standard and that the Court is not the
proper arena to change a law, it continues to stand by its
analyses in those cases and need not repetitively address the
argument in this opinion .... The Assessor has not
demonstrated that the Indiana Board’s final determination is
either contrary to law or arbitrary and capricious.”

Q Senate Democratic Leader Tim Lanane (D) is re-elected by
his colleagues, and Sen. Karen Tallian (D) joins the leadership
team, taking over as Democratic Caucus chair from retired Sen.
Jim Arnold (D).

Q The House Democratic Caucus again selected Rep. Scott
Pelath (D) as House Democratic leader, State Rep. Linda
Lawson (D) as House Democratic floor leader, and Rep. John
Bartlett (D) as caucus chair. This will be Rep. Pelath’s third
consecutive term as leader; Rep. Lawson’s third term in her
post; and Rep. Bartlett’s second term as caucus chair.

! Co-chairing the transition team for Governor-elect Eric
Holcomb (R): former Daniels Administration officials Kyle
Hupfer and Earl Goode. Next Level Indiana, Inc. will be the
entity overseeing the transition and inauguration. Goode, a
former utility company president, served as gubernatorial chief
of staff for six+ years. Attorney Hupfer is chief administrative
officer and general counsel of Indiana Mills & Manufacturing,
! Richmond Mayor Dave Snow (D) and a team of economic Inc, was director of the Department of Natural Resources, and
development officials from Wayne and Rush counties will be chaired the Indiana State Fair Commission.
in Japan on a November 10-18 economic development mission.
Q Other members include: Allison Barber, chancellor of
! Express Group Holdings, LLC’s ST2 subsidiary will be closing its WGU Indiana; Brian Bauer, CEO of Lutheran Health Network;
industrial design services operations in Michigan City this month, former deputy state treasurer Brian Burdick, managing partner
ending jobs for five people . . . Pennsylvania-based Select Medical of the Indianapolis office of Barnes & Thornburg, LLP; former
Corporation plans to permanently close its Select Speciality Hospital vice presidential aide Anne Hathaway, president of Hathaway
in Fort Wayne by early January, putting 100+ people out of work.
Strategies; Rebecca Holwerda, Northwest Regional Director for
U.S. Senator Dan Coats (R); Jeff Knight, executive vice
! Elwood automotive parts supplier ELSA Corporation, a subsidiary president and chief legal counsel for Old National Bank in
of Japan-based Sakamoto Industries, plans to invest $111 million into Evansville; LaPorte Mayor Blair Milo (R); former Amb. Jim
a three-year, multi-phase, 686,000 square-foot expansion across Morris, vice chair of Pacers Sports and Entertainment, Inc.;
multiple buildings on its Elwood campus to allow it to increase its Clark County Sheriff Jamey Noel (R), also the county GOP
production of fuel tanks, exhaust systems, air cleaners and air ducts chair; former secretary of state Ed Simcox (R), president
for Subaru of Indiana Automotive (SIA) in Lafayette. With its growth, emeritus of the Indiana Energy Association; former Lt. Gov.
ELSA expects to create almost 115 new jobs. The Indiana Economic Becky Skillman (R), senior advisor for Radius Indiana; Jamal
Development Corporation offers ELSA Corporation up to $500,000 Smith, athletic director for Indianapolis Public Schools and
in performance-based tax credits (based on the company’s plans to former executive director of the Indiana Civil Rights
create up to 83 new jobs by 2018) and the City of Elwood approved Commission; Zionsville Town Council President Susana Suarez
additional tax incentives last week . . . General Motors plans to make
a new $37.6 million investment in its Bedford Casting Operations, as (R), also a member of the Indiana Commission for Higher
a part of an overall corporate investment of $900 million across three Education; and Rudy Yakym III of St. Joseph County, senior
Midwestern facilities. The investment, backed by a 10-year property vice president at Bradley Company, a full service commercial
tax abatement from the Bedford City Council, helps retain 45 jobs. real estate firm. The transition website: www.NextLevelIndiana.com.

IN Transition

! The Senate Majority Caucus re-elected its leadership team
for the 120th General Assembly: Sen. David Long (R) as their
choice for Senate president pro tempore and Sen. Jim Merritt
(R) as Majority Caucus chair, posts expected to be ratified by
the full body on Organization Day.
Q The House Republican Caucus re-elected House Speaker
Brian Bosma (R) to his historic fifth term as Speaker. Rep.
Kathy Richardson (R) was elected to her fifth term as Majority
Caucus chair, and Rep. Matt Lehman (R) was elected to serve
his second term as majority floor leader.
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! U.S. Rep.-elect Jim Banks (R) introduces his congressional
transition team, chaired by former Rep. Casey Cox (R), a Fort
Wayne attorney. Members will include: Columbia City Council
member Jennifer Romano (R), director of the Whitley County
Chamber of Commerce; Huntington County Commissioner
Larry Buzzard (R); Linda Buskirk, president of Accountable
Solutions, Inc. in Fort Wayne and a former local government
leader; and Byron Lamm, co-founder and president of the
board of the Indiana Policy Review Foundation. The
five-member team will help build the Banks congressional
organization and provide input on CD 03 priorities.
! Larry Hopkins becomes vice president of government affairs
at Thomas P. Miller and Associates. He previously served as
CEO and CAO respectively for attorney generals Steve Carter
(R) and Greg Zoeller (R).
Copying, FAXing, or e-mailing without written
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Q Prior to that, Hopkins served as the town manager of
Fishers, for seven years and as executive director of the
Hoosier Heritage Port Authority, which owns and manages the
northeast rail corridor. He has also served as Hamilton
County Republican Party chair. Early in his career he was an
aide to then-Lt. Gov. John Mutz (R).

! The Indiana State Department of Agriculture beefs up its
INfield Advantage farm management program designed to
improve soil health by promoting program manager for
agriculture and environmental affairs Meg Leader as director
of soil health, and the Division of Soil Conservation also adds
Matt Williams as a resource specialist, based in Danville, to
provide conservation technical assistance to landowners, while
collaborating with the Indiana Conservation Partnership.

.... Kip Tom, a farmer who ran for Congress in Indiana this
year but was defeated in the primary, [is] also among those
being considered, Arabella said. Other top Republican insiders
expect that Chuck Conn[e]r, president and CEO of the
National Council of Farmer Cooperatives, Don Villwock,
president of the Indiana Farm Bureau and Ted McKinney, the
current director of the Indiana Department of Agriculture in
the Pence Administration, are also likely to be in the running
for the post.” Benton County native Conner is a former longtime Lugar Senate aide and former deputy secretary of
Agriculture and acting Ag secretary . . . and Carol Comer, the
commissioner of the Indiana Department of Environmental
Management, who was appointed by Mike Pence,” is on the list
for Environmental Protection Agency administrator. The first
EPA administrator, Bill Ruckelshaus, was a Hoosier.

! The Governor makes several new appointments and Q One person who won’t be getting a Cabinet post: former
reappointments to assorted boards and commissions, U.S. Sen. Evan Bayh (D). He seemed to be laying the
including: Board of Chiropractic Examiners — Dr. Marian F. Klaes groundwork in a thinly veiled line about future public service
of Jackson County appointed to serve a three-year term through during his concession speech Tuesday, but it seemed to come
October 31, 2019 . . . Community and Home Options to precisely at the time of the inflection point in the presidential
Institutional Care for the Elderly and Disabled Board - CHOICE — returns.
James M. Leich of Marion County appointed to serve a four-year
term through October 31, 2020 . . . Drug Utilization Review Board
— Keith D. Huff of Hancock County appointed to serve a three-year
term through October 31, 2019 . . . Indiana State Egg Board — Darrin
M. Karcher of Tippecanoe County appointed to serve a three-year
term through October 31, 2019 . . . Healthy Hoosiers Foundation —
Dr. Maria G. Del Rio Hoover of Vanderburgh County appointed to
serve a three-year term through October 31, 2019 . . . Kids First Trust
Fund Board of Directors — Candes M. Shelton of Marion County
reappointed to serve a two-year term through July 1, 2018 . . . Motor
Vehicle Sales Advisory Board — David W. Mann of Marion County
appointed to complete an unexpired three-year term through April 15,
2017 . . . President Benjamin Harrison Conservation Trust Project
Committee — Elizabeth J. Yankowiak of Allen County appointed to
serve a two-year term through October 31, 2018 . . . Board of
Licensure for Professional Geologists — Ronald J. Hosek of Hamilton
County appointed to serve a four-year term through October 31, 2020
. . . Rehabilitation Services Commission — Emily A. Munson of
Marion County appointed to serve a three-year term through October
31, 2019 . . . Veterans Affairs Commission — William K. Coley of
Johnson County; Jay A. Kendall of Miami County; and Richard A.
Jewell of Franklin County each appointed to serve a respective term
beginning November 1, 2016 and expiring on July 1, 2017 . . . State
Board of Veterinary Medical Examiners — Natalie C. Duncan of
Marion County and Dr. Jerry L. Rodenbarger of Porter County each
appointed to serve a respective four-year term through October 31,
2020 . . . Indiana Commission for Women — Melissa C. Cotterill of
Marion County appointed to complete and unexpired four-year term
through July 1, 2017 . . . State Workforce Innovation Council —
Robert D. Moore of Spencer County reappointed to serve a two-year
term and Mary K. Jenner of Jefferson County appointed to serve
respective two-year terms through October 31, 2018 . . .

! POLITICO.com reports on Wednesday that “the Trump
campaign is seriously considering Forrest Lucas, the
74-year-old co-founder of oil products company Lucas Oil, as
a top contender for Interior secretary” . . . several Hoosiers are
under consideration for Agriculture secretary, including Fair
Oaks Farms’ “Mike McCloskey, a major dairy executive in
Indiana, according to Arabella Advisors, a firm that advises
top foundations and is closely tracking both transition efforts
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IN Court

! Much was made of appointments to the Supreme Court of
the United States in the presidential race, but there was no real
mention of the plethora of appellate judges that the next
governor (particularly if he were to serve for eight years) would
likely make to the Indiana Court of Appeals and Supreme
Court. Governor-elect Eric Holcomb (R), who is the first nonattorney to be elected governor since Gov. Bob Orr (R), will be
able to replace Justice Robert Rucker, a Democratic nominee
who has indicated he will retire next year.
Q If you look at the roster of the 15 intermediate appellate
judges, there are six who were appointed in the last century, and
a total of 10 who were appointed by Democratic governors,
which means they have served a minimum of 12½ years. The
new governor may be pretty busy making appointments,
particularly in a potential second term.
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LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR’S FAMILY OF BUSINESS
AGRICULTURE
Indiana Grown Homegrown By Heroes boosts Hoosier veterans through farming
WTHR
INDIANAPOLIS (WTHR) - Hoosier veterans are getting a big boost thanks to the Indiana Grown program. The
Indiana Department of Agriculture ...
COMMUNITY AND RURAL AFFAIRS
NSA Crane Joint Land Use Study final public forums scheduled
Washington Times Herald
Radius along with the Indiana Office of Community and Rural Affairs will host the third and final series of public
forums for the NSA Crane Joint Land ...
Georgetown Downtown Revitalization Plan presented to the public
Evening News and Tribune
The town applied for and received a $40,000, 12-month grant from the Indiana Office of Community and Rural
Affairs to have a team of three firms put ...
TOURISM
Indiana Military Museum to apply for tourism grant
The Daily Progress
The Indiana Military Museum is applying for a $250,000 matching grant from the Indiana Office of Tourism
Development, The Vincennes

GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
GOVERNOR/LT. GOVERNOR
Pence, Holcomb holding Cabinet meeting
WISH TV

Vice President-Elect Governor Mike Pence and Lieutenant Governor and successor Eric Holcomb are holding a
Cabinet meeting Monday morning. Holcomb and Lieutenant Governor-Elect Suzanne Crouch are currently
accepting resumes from anyone who wants to work in their administration. It’s part of the next level Indiana Inc.
Non-Profit that was created to manage their transition and inauguration. They launched a
website, nextlevelindiana.com, where you can submit resumes or read information about the transition.
Pence’s transition job could signal key role in White House
IBJ
President-elect Donald Trump's decision to empower his running mate Mike Pence to steer the presidential
transition gives the soon-to-be vice president a powerful hand in shaping the incoming government and could
foreshadow that he will play an outsized role in the White House.
*Subscription required, full text below
Pence promises veterans Trump will reform VA health care
IBJ
Vice President-elect Mike Pence promised military veterans that he and Donald Trump will reform the troubled
Department of Veterans Affairs health system, telling them Friday that their medical care is part of the
compensation for their service.
*Subscription required, full text
Pence’s transition job may be signal
South Bend Tribune
President-elect Donald Trump’s decision to empower his running mate Mike Pence to steer the presidential
transition gives the soon-to-be vice president a powerful hand in shaping the incoming government and could
foreshadow that he will play an outsized role in the White House. Pence’s ascension is in line with a recent trend
toward influential vice presidents and appears similar to the last vice president who was handed the keys to a
presidential transition: Dick Cheney.
Holcomb to speak at Indiana Logistics summit
Maritime Professional
A strong supporter of transportation infrastructure, Governor-elect Holcomb played an important role during
Governor Mitch Daniels' administration in securing passage of the Major Moves initiative, an aggressive 10-year
transportation plan to significantly improve and expand Indiana's highway infrastructure. During the recent
campaign, he spoke often about his desire to complete I-69 and his support for developing a fourth port in
southeast Indiana.
Pence helping in two Transitions
Inside IN Business
Governor Mike Pence and Governor-elect Eric Holcomb will hold a cabinet meeting this morning in the governor's
office. In addition to assisting in the transition in the statehouse, the vice president-elect was last week named
chair of President-elect Donald Trump's transition team.
Governor-elect Holcomb builds his administration
The Statehouse File
Next Level Indiana Inc., the non-profit transition board for Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb, launched a website Friday to
accept resumes. NextLevelIndiana.com will also share information related to the transition and activities related to
the inauguration.
*Subscription required, full text below
What’s Mike Pence hiding in his emails?
Indy Star
Now that the presidential campaign and most of the furor over Hillary Clinton's email scandal are behind us, the
Pence administration is going to court to argue for its own brand of email secrecy. The administration is fighting to
conceal the contents of an email sent to Gov. Mike Pence by a political ally. That email is being sought by
a prominent Democratic labor lawyer who says he wants to expose waste in the Republican administration.

STATEWIDES
State of the Statehouse: New schools chief seeks to refocus education debate
Tribune Star
Jennifer McCormick went into the race for superintendent of public instruction with little name recognition, onesixth of the campaign money of her opponent, Democratic incumbent Glenda Ritz, and media and an electorate
more focused on contests for president, senator and governor.
AROUND THE STATE
Upland getting sour in Bean Town
Inside IN Business
Bloomington-based Upland Brewing Co. is expanding its footprint into one of the East Coast's biggest beer markets.
Indiana's third-largest brewery will sell Hopsynth and Revive in Boston. The two signature ales are produced as
part of its $4 million dollar expansion dedicated to wood-aged sours.
Potential Fourth Port Exploration continues
Inside IN Business
The chief executive officer of the Ports of Indiana says the proposed location of a fourth state port would connect
Indiana to the only major metropolitan area not already covered by the system: Greater Cincinnati. He says
the former American Electric Power Co. Inc. (NYSE: AEP) property is undergoing a rigorous vetting and inspection
process and Rich Cooper says the former Tanners Creek coal power plant site in Lawrenceburg is the best location
right now. During an interview last weekend on Inside INdiana Business Television, Cooper explained the upside
and challenges of the project Governor Mike Pence said should be "vigorously explored."
Colleges helping minority students in STEM
Inside IN Business
Six colleges in the state are joining together on a $4.8 million program focused on doubling degree attainment for
minority students in science, technology, engineering and math fields by 2022. Participating schools will pursue
the goal through emphasizing innovative recruiting and retention strategies.
ArcelorMittal updates Indiana Harbor Reorganization
Inside IN Business
Luxembourg-based ArcelorMittal has updated the progress of a major reorganization at its Indiana Harbor
operation in East Chicago. In its quarterly earnings report, which showed a third quarter return to profitability, the
steel maker says the "footprint optimization" is set to be fully complete in 2018.
EDITORIAL
A Bicentennial epic in importnatville
Kokomo Perspective
We Hoosiers here in our bicentennial year have lived at the center of the political universe. So many fates and
futures passed through the crossroads of America that Donald Trump even called us “Importantville” on the eve of
our May 3 primary. It revealed the double edged blade to Trump in what has essentially become a “post-truth
election.” He clasped our better angels, saying, “Now Indiana is becoming very important .. .you folks belong where
you belong; it’s called Importantville right? I love it.” The following morning, he was accusing Sen. Ted Cruz’s father
of complicity in the assassination of President Kennedy.
Indiana students vote Clinton, Young in statewide mock election
Pence promises veterans Trump will reform VA health care
November 11, 2016
Associated Press
Vice President-elect Mike Pence promised military veterans that he and Donald Trump will reform the troubled
Department of Veterans Affairs health system, telling them Friday that their medical care is part of the
compensation for their service.
Speaking during an outdoor Veterans Day ceremony at the Indiana National Guard's Camp Atterbury south of
Indianapolis, the governor did not address his new role leading Trump's transition team and his only mention of

the president-elect was to reassure his audience he and Trump are committed to improving the VA's delivery of
health benefits. Pence did not take questions and reporters were kept at a distance.
"Help is on the way," he told veterans, their families, active soldiers and others as brisk winds caused the flags
behind to wave.
It was a message that retired hospital administrator and Navy veteran Joseph Durbin of Henry County, Kentucky,
came to hear.
"When you see people with the arms and legs missing, the amount of suicides every day ... we need to do something
for our veterans," said Durbin, 64.
Unofficial or secret lists have been used at VA facilities across the country to hide lengthy delays in care for
veterans. It led Congress to fund the Veterans Choice program, which allows veterans to seek private care at the
government's expense if they have waited 30 days or longer.
Pence also spoke of the "non-physical" scars of many veterans. He said his father returned home from combat in
Korea a changed man with medals that were not displayed but hidden away in a drawer. The governor, who is also
the father of a Marine officer, praised the work of Democratic Sen. Joe Donnelly of Indiana in getting legislation
passed to improve the mental health care of veterans and members of the military.
"We owe a debt we can never fully repay," Pence told the veterans.
Pence's transition job could signal key role in White House
November 13, 2016
President-elect Donald Trump's decision to empower his running mate Mike Pence to steer the presidential
transition gives the soon-to-be vice president a powerful hand in shaping the incoming government and could
foreshadow that he will play an outsized role in the White House.
Pence's ascension is in line with a recent trend toward influential vice presidents and appears similar to the last
vice president who was handed the keys to a presidential transition: Dick Cheney.
As the nation was embroiled in the recount after the 2000 election, George W. Bush informally entrusted Cheney to
begin building the government even before the outcome was settled in favor of the Republican ticket. Some of the
work was done sitting around Cheney's kitchen table in McLean, Virginia, remembered Ari Fleischer, who became
Bush's first press secretary.
"This is a big test for Pence," Fleischer told The Associated Press. "If it goes well, it will portend a bigger job for him
in the White House."
Cheney clearly passed that test and became one of the most powerful vice presidents in recent memory,
particularly during Bush's first term. Cheney not only ran Bush's vice presidential search team — eventually
picking himself — he stocked the administration with veteran Republicans, many of whom he had known for years.
"The vice president was so influential he barely spoke in meetings because he knew he would see the president
alone and could convey his thoughts privately," said Fleischer. "Only the truly powerful can be that silent. And
when he did talk, it was pretty impactful."
It is far too soon to say if Pence will have a similar voice in Trump's White House, but naming him the chairman of
the transition team broadcasts to others in Washington that he will be a key player.
"If you're given an important role in the transition, it sends a signal to other people that you matter," said Joel K.
Goldstein, a law professor at St. Louis University who is widely considered one of the nation's leading experts on
the sometimes obscure history of the vice presidency. "Other political actors want to deal with you due to your
perceived access and influence to the president."
It also gives the vice president a chance to put his own stamp on the administration. While Trump ran as a political
outsider and was not shy in burning bridges to establishment Washington, Pence is a popular GOP figure who may
opt to select longtime allies for key roles.
"Those who get new jobs may feel beholden to the vice president and feel responsive to him," said Goldstein. "It's a
way of guaranteeing a degree of loyalty."
Unlike Bush and Cheney, who were friends for years, or Bill Clinton and Al Gore, who were both of the same
generation of Southern Democrats, Trump and Pence did not have much of a relationship before the celebrity
businessman selected the Indiana governor to be his running mate. Trump then waffled, having second thoughts
about the choice and asking aides if he could replace him.
But those close to Trump say he and Pence, a dyed-in-the-wool social conservative who also served in Congress,
have forged a friendship and there is little doubt that the selection of the Indiana governor — as opposed to
embattled New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie — sent a reassuring signal to some mainstream Republicans who
previously had been ill at ease about the incendiary nominee. Pence's closing argument was that it was time "for

Republicans to come home" and Trump won a higher percentage of Republican votes than his opponent Hillary
Clinton did from Democrats, according to exit polls.
There has also been speculation that Trump would view the presidency as a CEO role and delegate some of the
decision-making elsewhere. Aides to Ohio Gov. John Kasich said that Trump's eldest son had suggested over the
summer that the future vice-president would do much of the heavy lifting on both foreign and domestic policy
while Trump would be in charge of "Making America Great Again," a claim the Trump camp later denied.
It seems likely that Pence will play a key role. For decades, vice-presidents were mere window dressing, given
largely ceremonial tasks and left out of key decisions. That changed in 1976 when Jimmy Carter elevated Walter
Mondale's role — Mondale also ran the transition — and vice-presidents since have large staffs, are often placed in
charge of key administrative priorities and frequently become the administration's liaison to Capitol Hill.
President Barack Obama tasked Vice President Joe Biden with several administration priorities, including its
recent anti-cancer "moonshot," and considers his running mate one of his closest friends.
"Trump has learned to trust Pence, and Pence has years of experience in Congress," said Larry Sabato, head of the
University of Virginia's Center for Politics. "I think it's dawning on Trump that he's now got enormous
responsibilities and needs the help of every experienced, competent person he can find."
Governor-elect Holcomb builds his administration
November 11, 2016 | Filed under: Elections,Quick reads,Top stories | Posted by: Rachel Hoffmeyer
By Rachel Hoffmeyer
TheStatehouseFile.com
INDIANAPOLIS — The Holcomb administration is now hiring.
Next Level Indiana Inc., the non-profit transition board for Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb, launched a website Friday to
accept resumes. NextLevelIndiana.com will also share information related to the transition and activities related to
the inauguration.
“We encourage any and all aspiring public servants who are ready, willing and able to accelerate Indiana’s forward
momentum to answer this call and make their interest in joining the Holcomb-Crouch Administration
known,” Next Level Indiana co-chairs Earl Goode and Kyle Hupfer said in a statement.
Holcomb has said priorities of his administration include passing a balanced budget, creating a sustainable
infrastructure program and improving the state’s workforce.
“We’ll make sure we’re focused on people, people, people,” Holcomb said at a news conference Wednesday.
Holcomb is already surrounding himself with leaders from the former Gov. Mitch Daniels administration. Goode
served as chief of staff to Daniels for more than six years. Hupfer served as director of the Indiana Department of
Natural Resources for Daniels. Daniels’s Lt. Gov. Becky Skillman is also on the transition team.
The team includes 13 other members including La Porte Mayor Blair Milo, WGU Indiana Chancellor Allison Barber
and Jim Morris, vice chairman of Pacers Sports and Entertainment.
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PENCE HEADING UP TRUMP TRANSITION: Vice President-elect Mike Pence is taking over Donald
Trump's transition effort (IndyStar). New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie has led the transition team for several
months, but Trump is turning to Pence because of his experience in Washington and the Trump family's
comfort with Pence's ability to steer the operation, a source familiar with the plans said. Trump said in a
statement that Christie will join several others as vice chairmen of the transition effort. Others include
former New York City Mayor Rudy Guliani, retired Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, former Speaker of the House
New Gingrich, U.S. Sen. Jeff Sessions and onetime primary opponent Ben Carson. “Together this
outstanding group of advisers, led by Vice President-elect Mike Pence, will build on the initial work done
under the leadership of New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie to help prepare a transformative government
ready to lead from day one,” Trump said in the statement. “The mission of our team will be clear: put
together the most highly qualified group of successful leaders who will be able to implement our change
agenda in Washington." Three of Pence's top staffers will assist him in the transition effort: Nick Ayers,
Josh Pitcock and Marc Short. Rick Dearborn, chief of staff to Sessions, will serve as the transition team's
executive director.

PENCE COULD BE AS POWERFUL AS CHENEY: President-elect Donald Trump's decision to empower
his running mate Mike Pence to steer the presidential transition gives the soon-to-be vice president a
powerful hand in shaping the incoming government and could foreshadow that he will play an outsized
role in the White House (Fox News). Pence's ascension is in line with a recent trend toward influential
vice presidents and appears similar to the last vice president who was handed the keys to a presidential
transition: Dick Cheney. As the nation was embroiled in the recount after the 2000 election, George W.
Bush informally entrusted Cheney to begin building the government even before the outcome was settled
in favor of the Republican ticket. Some of the work was done sitting around Cheney's kitchen table in
McLean, Virginia, remembered Ari Fleischer, who became Bush's first press secretary. "This is a big test
for Pence," Fleischer told The Associated Press. "If it goes well, it will portend a bigger job for him in the
White House." Cheney clearly passed that test and became one of the most powerful vice presidents in
recent memory, particularly during Bush's first term. "The vice president was so influential he barely
spoke in meetings because he knew he would see the president alone and could convey his thoughts
privately," said Fleischer. "Only the truly powerful can be that silent. And when he did talk, it was pretty
impactful." It is far too soon to say if Pence will have a similar voice in Trump's White House, but naming
him the chairman of the transition team broadcasts to others in Washington that he will be a key player.
"If you're given an important role in the transition, it sends a signal to other people that you matter," said
Joel K. Goldstein, a law professor at St. Louis University who is widely considered one of the nation's
leading experts on the sometimes obscure history of the vice presidency. "Other political actors want to
deal with you due to your perceived access and influence to the president."

NO ONE KNOWS WHAT KIND OF PRESIDENT TRUMP WILL BE: The battle for Donald Trump’s
presidency is underway, and there’s nothing orderly about it. Washington is rife with rumor, speculation
and trepidation. The rest of the country is in the dark and divided. Trump always said he liked to be
unpredictable, and so it is left to others right now to imagine how all the conflicts, contradictions and
questions will be resolved (Balz, Washington Post). Two signs of the absence of clarity came Friday when
Trump reshuffled the leadership of his transition team, jettisoning New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie and

some of his loyalists and installing Vice President-elect Mike Pence to run the show. At the same time
came suggestions that Trump might back away from several key campaign pledges, raising once again
the question of what his real convictions are. These might just be hiccups. If not, look out. One big
question ahead is which Donald Trump will emerge after Inauguration Day. Will it be the bombastic
Trump of the campaign, the one who insulted his rivals and offended one group of people after another?
Or will it be the more temperate, subdued and inclusive-sounding Trump who has been on display since
the electoral college vote turned stunningly and decisively in his favor early Wednesday morning?
Republicans spent months encouraging Trump to “pivot” to a more presidential style.

TRUMP NAMES PRIEBUS CHIEF OF STAFF; BANNON STRATEGIST: President-elect Donald Trump
announced on Sunday that he has chosen Reince Priebus as his White House chief of staff, putting his
trust in a Washington party figure after railing against the political establishment from the start of his
candidacy (Politico). Steve Bannon will serve as chief strategist and senior counselor to the president,
Trump added. "I am thrilled to have my very successful team continue with me in leading our country,"
Trump said in a statement. "Steve and Reince are highly qualified leaders who worked well together on
our campaign and led us to a historic victory. Now I will have them both with me in the White House as
we work to make America great again."

CONNOR IN CABINET MIX FOR AG SECRETARY: Indiana native Chuck Conner is in the mix to be
the next secretary of agriculture, according to The New York Times (Groppe, IndyStar). Conner, who
handled agriculture issues for former U.S. Sen. Richard Lugar for years and later held the No. 2 job at the
U.S. Department of Agriculture under President George W. Bush, is one of four people the Times
reported are being considered to head the agency. The others are Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback, former
Georgia Gov. Sonny Perdue and Texas agricultural commissioner Sid Miller. Conner heads the National
Council of Farmer Cooperatives, a Washington, D.C.-based trade association which represents agricultural
cooperatives. His consideration could be a sign of the influence of Vice President-elect Mike Pence, who
knows Conner and took over the transition team Friday. Indiana native Chuck Conner is in the mix to be
the next secretary of agriculture, according to The New York Times. Conner, who handled agriculture
issues for former U.S. Sen. Richard Lugar for years and later held the No. 2 job at the U.S. Department of
Agriculture under President George W. Bush, is one of four people the Times reported are being
considered to head the agency. Conner heads the National Council of Farmer Cooperatives, a
Washington, D.C.-based trade association which represents agricultural cooperatives. His consideration
could be a sign of the influence of Vice President-elect Mike Pence, who knows Conner and took over the
transition team Friday.

PENCE RETURNS TO AN INDIANA STILL ROILING AFTER ELECTION: Vice President-elect Mike
Pence returned to Indiana late this week to bask in he and Donald Trump’s historic election upset, to
reaffirm his commitment to military veterans at Camp Atterbury, and spent Friday night at the Aynes
House, the gubernatorial retreat at Brown County State Park. But Indiana, like other points across the
nation, was still reverberating from last Tuesday’s election where Trump upset Hillary Clinton (Howey
Politics Indiana). Fourteen miles to the east of Aynes House, in Pence’s hometown of Columbus, Latino
students were intimidated by taunts of “build that wall” at one of the local high schools prompting school
administrators to intervene. And 16 miles to the west in Bloomington, residents woke up to find swasticas
and KKK symbols spray painted on the B-Line trail, an incident the mayor tied directly to the election.
WTHR-TV reported that Columbus school officials are investigating at least half a dozen incidents where
Latino students were harassed and taunted, by some accounts by groups of classmates telling them to

"go back home" and "Go build that wall." "This is the issue we are facing right now, and it needs to be
dealt with right now," said Larry Perkinson, a spokesperson for Bartholomew Consolidated School
Corporation. Rev. Felipe Martinez of the First Presbyterian Church, reacted, saying, "It was traumatic, it
was troubling; it was the language of intimidation.” Later in the week some 200 Columbus residents
gathered to protest the intimidation. Bloomington Mayor John Hamilton reacted to the hateful graffiti,
tying it to the election. “Deep in my bones I know our country – and our community – are stronger
because of our diversity,” Hamilton said. “Our differences assure change and learning, creativity and
energy. Those differences also demand respect, civility, and empathy. This past campaign had some
terrible instances and words lacking respect, civility, and empathy. Since the election, people are taking
to the streets across the nation. Prior to the election, some expected angry Trump supporters to be the
ones protesting. “Don’t be afraid,” Trump said (Washington Post). “We are going to bring our country
back. But certainly, don’t be afraid. You know, we just had an election and sort of like you have to be
given a little time.” When asked of reports of racial slurs, harassment and personal threats against
African-Americans, gay people, Latinos and Muslims and others by some of his supporters, Trump said he
didn’t hear it but that he “hates” to hear that. “I am so saddened to hear that. And I say, stop it. If it – if
it helps. I will say this, and I will say right to the cameras: Stop it,” Trump said.

3,000 PROTEST IN INDY; 7 ARRESTS; 2 COPS HURT: An Anti-Trump protest reportedly grew
violent downtown Saturday evening (WTHR-TV). Around 3,000 protesters first came together around 5
p.m. on the south lawn of the Statehouse. They stayed there for roughly an hour and a half, roughly 500
started marching toward Monument Circle. After lapping the Circle a few times, they broke off with one
group going north from the Circle, and a second going south. The north group splintered off further,
entering the roadway. Drivers had to stop to avoid hitting anyone. Even though protesters violated city
ordinances by crossing into the street and blocking traffic, Metro Police said they focused on stopping
traffic to keep the protesters safe and didn’t arrest or cite anyone for violating those ordinances. Police
said protesters later started chanting and making threats directly at IMPD officers like, “Kill the police.”
IMPD eventually decided to arrest protesters they referred to as "instigators” in order to keep the rest of
the crowd peaceful. When they tried to make those arrests, though, others in the crowd started throwing
rocks at the cops. Two officers were hurt, but their injuries were minor. IMPD Chief Troy Riggs said they
even continued working afterward instead of getting medical treatment. “We believe we had some
instigators who arrived from out of town, but there were locals as well,” Chief Riggs told the media.

BEAN BLOSSOM CHURCH VANDALIZED WITH ‘HEIL TRUMP’: St. David's Episcopal Church in Bean
Blossom was vandalized sometime Saturday night (Berg, IndyStar). Vandals painted tags on the walls,
depicting a swastika, an anti-gay slur and "Heil Trump." The Rev. Kelsey Hutto, priest in charge at St.
David's Episcopal Church, said she was disheartened after finding the graffiti on the walls of the church
Sunday morning. But her next thought was more positive. "Well, we must be doing something right,"
Hutto said she thought. "We stated one time that doing the right thing was not always the popular thing.
We were targeted for a reason, and in our mind it was for a good reason." Hutto said there is no doubt
the atmosphere in the country has changed since president-elect Donald Trump and his running mate
Pence were elected on Tuesday. "But what we really need to focus on is not the election, but rather the
fact that love conquers all hate," Hutto said. "Anytime hate is presented, love needs to be our response.
That's how we're responding."

BLOOMINGTON DEMOCRATIC HQ VANDALIZED WITH SLURS: The Bloomington Democratic Party
headquarters, located at 627 N. Morton Street, was vandalized sometime Friday night with slogans and

rallying cries adopted by supporters of GOP presidential candidate Donald Trump during the recent
campaign (Bloomington Herald-Times). On several of the windows were scrawled "#MAGA," referencing
President-elect Donald Trump's campaign slogan "Make America Great Again" in front of campaign signs
for former Democratic candidates. On the front door was written "#YUUGE," "Safe Spaces Aren't Real"
and "Hillary 4 Prison." At Trump rallies a favorite slogan has been "Lock her up," in reference to the email
scandal that embroiled Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton's campaign. #MAGA and #YUUGE are Twitter
hashtags used by Trump supporters. In front of a Hillary sign inside a window, a "K" was written over the
"H" in her name. Monroe County Democratic Party Chairman Mark Fraley said he surveyed the damage
Saturday morning with representatives from the city of Bloomington and the Bloomington Police
Department. "This is something that I find heavily disappointing," Fraley said. "We pride ourselves in this
county in holding civil discussions that lead to civil elections. It is really unfortunate to be met with such
uncivil behavior in our community, which we've now seen in several places."

A DEMOCRATIC DISASTER IN INDIANA: It was a parade of concession speeches Tuesday night as
hundreds of Democrats gathered for what they thought would be an historic night of success (Kelly, Fort
Wayne Journal Gazette). Depression deepened on their faces with each loss. U.S. Senate. Governor.
Superintendent of Public Instruction. President. “This is probably the lowest point for Democrats in
Indiana,” said longtime Fort Wayne Democrat Win Moses. “When you lose everything, there’s nothing left
to lose. Hopefully there’s a new group of people who want to spring up and go to work.” There’s a lot of
soul-searching going on as leaders try to figure out what went wrong. But Indiana Democratic Party
Chairman John Zody is trying his best to remain calm and optimistic. “Everybody needs to take some time
to digest the election,” he said. “As the state party, we’ll examine what we need to do differently. We do
that every election whether you win or lose. “ Overall, Zody’s only real explanation is that the presidential
race nationalized all the other races, and those casting ballots for Donald Trump followed suit for other
Republicans. “The Republican tidal wave just swept them all aside,” Moses said. “In a democratic sense,
it was an unmitigated disaster.” Andrew Downs, head of the Mike Downs Center for Indiana Politics at
IPFW, said each race has its own factors but in addition to a groundswell of Republican turnout, it’s clear
Democrats stayed home nationally as well as in Indiana. For example, about 993,000 voters supported
the Democrat candidate in the Attorney General race compared to more than 1 million in 2012 and 1.2
million in 2008. About the same number of Democrats voted in the governor’s race “Democrats just didn’t
show up,” Downs said. “It’s clear in the race margins that Republicans did.” Moses said the Democrats on
the edge didn’t have the fervor for Hillary Clinton like they did for President Barack Obama. And “the
other side just wanted it more.”

UNCLEAR WHO WILL HEAD INDIANA DEMOCRATS: Former Republican Party Chairman Mike
McDaniel said he feels empathy for Zody (Fort Wayne Journal Gazette). “It really is the lowest I have
seen that party … and this is not of his making,” McDaniel said. “When they win it’s the candidates, but
when they lose it’s the campaign manager and the state chair.” It’s unclear if Zody will remain chairman.
It’s debatable who is the figurative head of the Indiana Democratic Party right now. U.S. Senator Joe
Donnelly? U.S. Rep. Andre Carson? Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett? McDaniel said the Democrats should
focus their energy on cultivating some strong mayors as statewide leaders, such as Pete Buttigieg in
Sough Bend and Tony Roswarski of Lafayette.

CLINTON BLAMES COMEY FOR LOSS: Hillary Clinton blamed the renewed FBI inquiry into her State
Department email system for blunting her momentum in the presidential election and the closure of that
inquiry two days before Election Day for energizing voters for Donald Trump ( Washington Post). “There

are lots of reasons why an election like this is not successful,” Clinton told top donors on a farewell
conference call Saturday. “But our analysis is that [FBI Director James B.] Comey’s letter raising doubts
that were groundless, baseless, proven to be, stopped our momentum,” she said. “We dropped, and we
had to keep really pushing ahead to regain our advantage — which going into the last weekend, we had.
We were once again up in all but two of the battleground states, and we were up considerably in some
that we ended up losing. And we were feeling like we had put it back together,” she continued. The
surprise announcement of a revival of the shuttered FBI inquiry came at a time when the campaign was
riding high, Clinton said. “After the third debate, we felt so good about where we were,” she said.
Trump's performance in the Oct. 19 debate was widely panned, especially his refusal to say that he
would respect the outcome of the election if he lost. Democrats called him a sore loser. “We were up
considerably in all but two of the battleground states where we were tied or one behind, according to our
data,” Clinton said. “We were tied in Arizona. We just had a real wind at our back,” before the first,
stunning letter from Comey.

HPI DAILY ANALYSIS: Vice President-elect Pence is emerging as a new Washington power center with
his appointment heading President-elect Trump’s transition. We’ll be watching to see if Hoosiers such as
Forest Lucas and Chuck Connor end up in the Trump cabinet. - Brian A. Howey

Campaigns

REPUBLICAN SWEEP SETTLES SOME ISSUES: The Republicans’ sweeping win in Indiana on Election
Day means Lt. Gov. Eric Holcomb should be able to stay the course when he takes over as governor for
Mike Pence, who leaves in January to become vice president (Davies, Associated Press). Holcomb’s
election and the continued GOP dominance of the Legislature likely guarantees that there won’t be a
rapid expansion of the state-funded preschool program or an extension of civil rights protections to the
LGBT community. Republicans also grabbed full control over education policy by taking the state schools
superintendent’s post from the lone Democrat who held a state office. Significant debate is expected next
legislative session about finding a long-term boost in infrastructure funding. Holcomb wants to tackle
some big-ticket transportation projects but hasn’t specified any funding sources. His priorities include
building a new I-69 bridge over the Ohio River near Evansville that’s estimated to cost $850 million and
adding a second rail line for much of northwestern Indiana’s South Shore commuter railroad, which is
projected to cost about $200 million. Holcomb hasn’t ruled out raising the gasoline and cigarette taxes,
which some legislative Republicans proposed this year but Pence rejected. Democratic gubernatorial
candidate John Gregg pushed for an aggressive expansion of the state’s current pre-K program, which
was launched in five counties last year and sent about 2,300 low-income children to preschool at annual

cost of about $10 million. Holcomb also backs expansion, but with a slower approach. He said he wants
to focus on opening the program to more low-income families. He hasn’t yet detailed the scope of any
expansion.

LGBT STATUS QUO LIKELY TO PERSIST: Holcomb’s election likely ends any prospect of state civil
rights protections being extended to gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender people ( Associated Press).
Gregg called for that step, saying it was needed to improve the state’s reputation after the national
backlash over the religious-objections law signed by Pence last year. The Indiana Chamber of Commerce,
a strong GOP ally, has also endorsed LGBT rights expansion. Holcomb said he doesn’t believe the state
has suffered lasting economic harm from the tumult and that he sees “zero percent probability” of
legislators advancing an LGBT rights bill after a compromise attempt failed earlier this year. Bosma said
he believes current state law is appropriate since it allows cities and counties to adopt local gay-rights
ordinances. “Rather than try to shove one heartfelt side’s agenda or the other, when there’s not some
sense of agreement among Hoosiers on this, I think that would be a mistake,” Bosma said.

DEMOCRATS STUNNED BY ELECTION: Did Indiana Democrats get caught up in a Donald Trump
tsunami in this election or did they simply fail to pick progressive candidates who could tap into the
frustrations of working-class voters? It’s a question they’ll be trying to answer as they autopsy big losses
they suffered Nov. 8 when their establishment candidates—John Gregg in the governor’s race and Evan
Bayh in the Senate contest—got trounced (Colombo, IBJ). “The ultimate takeaway is, there’s a sense that
the establishment has failed people,” said South Bend Mayor Pete Buttigieg. But some Democrats say it
was President-elect Donald Trump’s decisive victory in Indiana that propelled Republicans to success in
the key races: Republican Eric Holcomb was elected governor. U.S. Rep. Todd Young was elected as the
next U.S. senator. State Superintendent of Public Instruction Glenda Ritz, the sole Democrat holding
statewide office, lost to newcomer Republican Jennifer McCormick. And the GOP held onto its
supermajorities in both chambers of the Indiana General Assembly. “Quite frankly, we’re a little stunned
and shocked tonight,” Gregg Campaign Manager Jeff Harris told IBJ on Nov. 8 as supporters trickled out
of the Indiana Convention Center, where they had gathered to watch returns. “I think this is a direct
correlation to the Trump effect. It was a wave … and took out the whole ticket.” Maybe it was pride
talking, Harris acknowledged, but he was unsure how Indiana Democrats could top the fundraising and
organization Gregg’s team accomplished. The former House speaker raised more than $13 million, more
than doubling the amount he raised in his unsuccessful 2012 gubernatorial bid against Gov. Mike Pence.

BOSMA EXPECTS MORE OF DANIELS FROM HOLCOMB: Because Gov.-elect Eric Holcomb has rarely
been in charge during his career, many are wondering what kind of leadership style he will bring to the
Statehouse (Fort Wayne Journal Gazette). House Speaker Brian Bosma worked closely with both Gov.
Mike Pence and former Gov. Mitch Daniels. Pence had a much more collaborative, easy-going approach
where he let the legislature take the lead. Daniels, though, was hands-on and often demanded action in a
precise way. “Eric cut his policy teeth at the side of Mitch Daniels, so I suspect that he’s going to be more
of that vintage, but Eric Holcomb is his own man too. He has his own style. It’s less combative than
Mitch’s was.” He noted that Daniels’ forceful nature was in a positive way – “Mitch got in your face and
told you what you needed to know. Eric is more collegial than that. He won’t be either approach, really.
He’ll be his own man.” Bosma said he wasn’t criticizing Daniels, though. “I got along great with Mitch, but
he forgot to say, ‘Hey, how are you doing’ sometimes before he started telling you what’s going on.”

McCORMICK WON’T BE RUBBER STAMP ON REFORMS: Indiana’s Republican establishment finally
got what it wanted — the return of the Indiana Department of Education to GOP control after the
shocking defeat of Democrat Glenda Ritz, who had seemed a shoo-in for re-election
(Schneider, IndyStar). But in Ritz’s successor, Jennifer McCormick, Republican leaders don’t appear to be
getting a rubber stamp for many of the education policies that have angered public school advocates for
nearly a decade. McCormick, a school superintendent from Yorktown, ran her campaign on ideas that,
well, seemed pretty Democratic. Consider this: She’s skeptical of the money Indiana spends on private
school vouchers. She doesn’t like that schools are rated based on a single A-F grade. And on the
campaign trail, she distanced herself from Tony Bennett, the GOP schools chief who lost to Ritz in 2012
and left a controversial legacy that included tying teacher pay and school ratings to standardized test
scores. Still, her win threw a surprising twist into an already surprising election night. And results suggest
her victory had more to do with presidential politics than of discontent with Ritz. In a state where Donald
Trump dominated, and in an election year where party loyalty reigned, McCormick benefited from being
the Republican option on the ballot. She outpaced Ritz by 7 percentage points — about the same margin
as Lt. Gov. Eric Holcomb, who captured the governor’s office.

TRUMP HAD LONG COATTAILS: President-elect Donald Trump’s unexpected victory propelled some of
his fellow Republicans to victories in Indiana, according to political experts (Banta, Bloomington HeraldTimes). “What happened is there was a Trump wave that went through the industrial Midwest, including
Indiana, and I think it was a lot bigger than anyone foresaw,” said Paul Helmke, a professor of practice at
Indiana University’s School of Public and Environmental Affairs. Governor-elect Eric Holcomb pulled off
the biggest upset, defeating Democrat John Gregg despite a lack of name recognition and being behind
in most polls in a race most pundits were prepared to hand to Democrats. U.S. Sen.-elect Todd Young, a
Republican who currently represents the 9th Congressional District including Monroe County, upset
Democrat Evan Bayh in a race that was expected to be neck-and-neck, but ended up being called early
for Young. In that race, Young beat Bayh by 10 points, pulling victories in nearly every county in Indiana
and getting as much as 70 percent of the vote in at least two counties. By comparison, Bayh won mostly
in Democratic strongholds, such as northwestern Indiana, Indianapolis and Monroe County. But even
when he won, he never broke more than about 60 percent of the vote. The race for Indiana’s 9th
Congressional District also turned out a lot less close than people had predicted. U.S. Rep.-elect Trey
Hollingsworth pulled in 54 percent of the vote, beating Democrat Shelli Yoder by about 44,000 votes and
nearly 14 percentage points in a race that had been statistically tied in polling.

HILLARY HURT DELAWARE DEMOCRATS: As votes were being tallied in the presidential race
Tuesday night, national political pundits, struggling to make sense of it all, did find a trend in many
corners of the nation (Walker & Roysdon, Muncie Star Press). Republican Donald Trump’s vote totals in
those areas were very similar to those of the 2012 GOP presidential nominee, Mitt Romney. Hillary
Clinton, meanwhile, was not drawing nearly so many votes as her fellow Democrat, President Barack
Obama, had four years earlier. That wasn’t the case in Delaware County, however. While Clinton received
about 4,500 fewer local votes than Obama did in 2012, Trump also drew significantly more — nearly
3,000 — votes than Romney had four years earlier. Hard as it is to imagine, does that mean voters who
supported Obama in 2012 were Trump supporters this year?

STRAIGHT TICKETS HELP MADISON REPUBLICANS: If your name had Republican attached to it in
Madison County, the odds were in your favor on Election Day (de la Bastide, Anderson Herald-Bulletin).
Republican Party candidates swept almost all county offices losing only in the coroner’s race and one of

the county council at-large seats. Incumbent Lisa Hobbs held on to her seat on the Madison County
Council and Marian Dunnichay was retained as coroner. Republicans picked up a seat on the county
council, captured the Middle District commissioner position, gained the auditor and surveyor’s office and
retained the North District commissioner and judge of Madison Circuit Court Division 6. Tuesday's results
hinged on straight-party voting with 3,100 more Republican ballots being cast than for the Democratic
Party. Four years ago, Democrats held a 469 straight-ticket edge over the Republicans. That was
trimmed to seven votes in 2014. In county races, the Republican straight-party vote didn't help first-time
candidate Tiffany Paddock from losing to Dunnichay by 1,100 votes. But it swept Tom Shepherd past
incumbent Democrat Patrick Manship in the surveyor’s race and helped Mike Phipps defeat incumbent
Jeff Hardin in the Middle District commissioner’s contest.

DAVIESS COUNTY WENT 79% FOR TRUMP: Daviess County has long been known as a Republican
stronghold in a state that normally supports the GOP, but during the 2016 election the county moved to
the top of the heap in its backing of President-elect Donald Trump (Grant, Washington Times-Herald).
When the counting was finished Tuesday night Donald Trump had received 8,545 votes to 1,800 for
Hillary Clinton. The 79 percent of the vote was the largest for Trump anywhere in Indiana. "That's pretty
exciting," said Daviess County Republican Party Chairman Jan Schuler-Hicks. "The results aren't
surprising. There are 33,000 residents in Daviess County and they are exactly the people Donald Trump
campaigned for. Daviess County is mostly blue collar workers, coal miners and farmers. He spoke our
language. He's going to protect jobs and bring better paying jobs to Indiana." Veteran Democratic Party
insider Mike White said Friday he wasn’t certain about that, but also said he believed those casting ballots
on Tuesday included “a group of voters who we typically don’t see coming out.”

MONROE REPUBLICANS THRILLED: Republican Monroe County Council member Marty Hawk was
following the results on television and Facebook on election night (Bloomington Herald-Times). She said
she was astonished when she saw the results for Florida. Soon, other swing states fell in line, paving the
way for now President-elect Donald Trump’s victory over Democratic challenger Hillary Clinton. “It was
stunning,” Hawk said. “It was not what I expected the evening to end up being. I am sure some family
members were not as happy as I was, but several of us were rejoicing together through Facebook.”
County Republican Party Chairman William Ellis said the election showed that the United States wanted a
change in how Washington operates and Trump was the man to do that. But the victory was bittersweet
for the local GOP chairman; while the rest of the state and country voted to align with the Republican
Party, Monroe County remained a Democratic stronghold. “It was a double-edged sword for me,” Ellis
said about the results on election night. He said it was disheartening to watch the rest of the country
seeing a need for change but finding that locally, that message was missed.

Presidential 2016

DANIELS NOT INTERESTED IN TRUMP POST: Any truth behind those rumors of Purdue President
Mitch Daniels in a Trump cabinet? (Bangert, Lafayette Journal & Courier). Better yet, any interest if
President-elect Donald Trump — or perhaps Vice President-elect Mike Pence, now in charge of the White
House transition — comes knocking on Daniels’ door at Westwood, the Purdue president's home off
McCormick Road. “Sincerely,” Daniels said this week, “answers are no and no.”

BANNON APPOINTMENT DRAWS FIRE: President-elect Donald Trump's decision to appoint Stephen
Bannon as his chief strategist in the White House has drawn a sharp rebuke from political strategists who
see in Bannon a controversial figure too closely associated with the “alt-right” movement, which white
nationalists have embraced (Washington Post). Bannon, who was the executive chairman of Breitbart
News before joining the Trump campaign in August, will serve as chief strategist and senior counselor for
Trump; that will give Bannon authority over the strategic direction of the White House. Bannon will
assume a similar role to that of Karl Rove during George W. Bush’s administration and recently by
longtime strategist John Podesta under President Obama. He and Republican National Committee
Chairman Reince Priebus, who will become White House chief of staff, will be among Trump's top
advisers. The Southern Poverty Law Center, a hate-watch group, has accused Breitbart of explicitly
embracing ethno-nationalism. After Bannon's elevation was announced, the law center tweeted several
controversial stories written by Breitbart under Bannon's control, including a piece published two weeks
after a mass killing at a black church in Charleston, S.C., last year: “Hoist it high and proud: the
confederate flag proclaims a glorious heritage.” “Stephen Bannon was the main driver behind Breitbart
becoming a white ethno-nationalist propaganda mill,” the law center wrote via Twitter in its first
statements on Bannon’s elevation. “Trump should rescind this hire. In his victory speech, Trump said he
intended to be president for 'all Americans.' Bannon should go.”

TRUMP SAYS SOCIAL MEDIA HELPED HIM WIN: Donald Trump says he'll continue to tweet as
president (Politico). In a preview clip of a CBS “60 Minutes” interview to air Sunday, the president-elect
said social media is a "modern form of communication" that played a key role in his election victory.
"When you give me a bad story or when you give me an inaccurate story or when somebody other than
you and another-- a network, or whatever, because of course, CBS would never do a thing like that right?
I have a method of fighting back," Trump told Lesley Stahl. When asked whether he will continue to
tweet as president, Trump said he is "going to be very restrained." "There should be nothing we should
be ashamed of. It's where it's at. I do believe this," he said. Trump said Twitter, Facebook and
Instagram, on which he claimed a combined 28 million followers, helped him win the primary and general
election even though his opponents spent "much more money than I spent." "I won," he said. "I think
that social media has more power than the money they spent, and I think maybe to a certain extent, I
proved that."

TRUMP WILL KEEP PART OF OBAMACARE: President-elect Donald Trump reaffirmed his
commitment to keeping portions of the Affordable Care Act under his administration in his first on-air
interview since being elected to the presidency (Politico). In a preview clip of the CBS’s “60 Minutes”
interview to air Sunday, Trump tells Lesley Stahl that he intends to include ACA provisions that cover
those with pre-existing conditions and adult children who stay on their parents' plans until age 26 in his
administration’s healthcare plan. “It happens to be one of the strongest assets,” Trump said. “Also with
the children living with their parents for an extended period, we’re going to very much try to keep that in.

[It] adds cost, but it’s very much something we’re going to try and keep.” Trump maintained that he
would keep his campaign-trail promises to “repeal and replace Obamacare,” despite his apparent
willingness to incorporate it into his own plan, saying that the two-step process would be seamless.
“We’re going to do it simultaneously. It’ll be just fine. That’s what I do. I do a good job,” he said. “We’re
not going to have like a two-day period and we’re not going to have a two-year period where there’s
nothing. It will be repealed and replaced. It’ll be great healthcare for much less money.”

TRUMP WILL SEEK TO DEPORT 2 TO 3 MILLION ‘CRIMINALS’: President-elect Donald Trump
highlighted some of his first priorities in an interview on CBS’s “60 Minutes,” vowing to “immediately”
deport up to 3 million immigrants in the country illegally after he is inaugurated and to simultaneously
repeal and replace President Barack Obama’s Affordable Care Act ( Washington Post). Trump said on the
Sunday broadcast of “60 Minutes” that his administration will “get the people that are criminal and have
criminal records, gang members, drug dealers, we have a lot of these people, probably 2 million, it could
be even 3 million. We are getting them out of our country, or we are going to incarcerate. But we’re
getting them out of our country; they’re here illegally.” The remarks are another sign of retreat from
Trump’s vows throughout much of the presidential campaign to remove all of the estimated 11 million
illegal immigrants in the country. By focusing on criminals only, Trump would be mirroring current Obama
administration priorities, and experts say his numbers are highly inflated.

TRUMP SEEKS CLIMATE PACT EXIT: President-elect Donald Trump is reportedly looking at ways for
the U.S. to back out of a landmark climate pact, which would defy an agreement to cut carbon emissions
across the globe (Fox News). A source on Trump’s transition team told Reuters that the team was looking
for ways to bypass the procedure to leave the Paris accord, which was agreed upon last December.
Trump has previously stated his disbelief in global warming. Other global governments, including China,
have expressed their reaffirming support for the deal. "It was reckless for the Paris agreement to enter
into force before the election,” the source told Reuters on Tuesday. One of the alternatives he said was
to withdraw from the 1992 Convention that was a parent to the 2015 Paris accord. It would void U.S.
participation in the deal in a year’s time. Trump could also “delete” the U.S. signature from the deal.
Other nations still hope Trump comes around on the climate deal. However, one Moroccan official said
that even if the U.S. does pull out it won’t hurt the deal. "If one party decides to withdraw that it doesn't
call the agreement into question," Foreign Minister Salaheddine Mezouar said.

TRUMP, CONGRESS WANT TAX CUTS: Several economic issues divide many Republicans in Congress
from Donald J. Trump, the Republican president-elect. Free trade versus tariffs to limit imports.
Immigration reform versus a border wall. Cutting Social Security and other benefit programs versus
protecting them (New York Times). But one economic matter unites just about every member of the
Republican party: support for tax cuts, particularly for those at the top of the income ladder. Whatever
fault lines have emerged during this campaign, the belief that lower taxes targeted at “job creators” will
unleash a roar of economic growth crosses them. Both Donald J. Trump and Paul D. Ryan, the House
speaker, have released tax proposals that hark back to the supply-side programs of the Reagan and
George W. Bush eras, promising that the multitrillion-dollar cost will be more than offset by the extra
revenue flowing into the Treasury from the growth that will follow. “Tax reform is the thing that always
unites Republicans,” said William Gale, a co-director of the nonpartisan Tax Policy Center and a former
economic adviser to President George H.W. Bush. “I would guess that that’s Item 1 on the congressional
agenda.”

WHO BENEFITS FROM TAX CUT? President-elect Donald Trump has proposed the largest tax cuts
since Ronald Reagan (CNBC). If Trump were to get everything he has proposed from a Republicancontrolled Congress, a taxpayer who makes between $48,000 to $83,000 a year would save about $1,000
under his plan, said Howard Gleckman, a senior fellow at the Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center. People
in the top 0.01%, making $3.7 million or more in a year, would receive $1 million in annual tax savings.
"He is proposing tax cuts for the very people he ran against in his campaign," Gleckman said. Expect
significant tax changes under a Trump administration, according to Howard Wagner, managing director
at Crowe National Tax Services.

TRUMP ‘FINE’ WITH SAME SEX MARRIAGE: Donald Trump said he is “fine with” same-sex marriage
but offered few specifics about his plans for the first 100 days of his administration during his first
television interview since becoming the president-elect (Politico). In an extensive interview with CBS’s
Leslie Stahl broadcast Sunday night on "60 Minutes," Trump sought to ease the anxieties of LGBTQ
Americans that a new conservative Supreme Court majority might overturn last year’s decision legalizing
same-sex marriage. Ducking a question about his personal view on the issue, which he dismissed as
“irrelevant,” Trump asserted, bluntly, “it’s done.” “These cases have gone to the Supreme Court. They’ve
been settled. And I’m—I’m fine with that,” he said.

TRUMP COMMITTED ON ABORTION ISSUE: President-elect Donald J. Trump appeared to soften
some of his hardest-line campaign positions on immigration on Sunday, but he also restated his pledge to
roll back abortion rights and used Twitter to lash out at his critics, leaving open the possibility that he
would continue using social media in the Oval Office and radically change the way presidents speak to
Americans (New York Times). In his first prime-time television interview since his upset victory on
Tuesday, Mr. Trump repeated his promise to name a Supreme Court justice who opposed abortion rights
and would help overturn the 1973 Roe v. Wade decision that recognized them, returning the issue to the
states. Asked where that would leave women seeking abortions, Mr. Trump, on the CBS program “60
Minutes,” said, “Well, they’ll perhaps have to go — they’ll have to go to another state.”

TRUMP MULLS CLINTON SPECIAL PROSECUTOR: President-elect Donald Trump stunned the
political world at one of last month’s presidential debates when he said he would appoint a special
prosecutor to investigate Hillary Clinton and her private email server ( CBS News). Now, just days after
being elected the 45th president, Trump told CBS News’ Lesley Stahl he has not decided whether to
follow through on that particular statement. “I’m going to think about it,” he said in the “60 Minutes”
interview, his first sit-down interview since Election Day. “Um, I feel that I want to focus on jobs, I want
to focus on healthcare, I want to focus on the border and immigration and doing a really great
immigration bill. We want to have a great immigration bill. And I want to focus on -- all of these other
things that we’ve been talking about.” Trump told “60 Minutes” that Clinton “did some bad things,” but
that ultimately the Clintons are “good people.”

TRUMP TALKS WALL & FENCE: The "big, beautiful wall" along the United States-Mexico border that
Donald Trump made a central promise of his presidential campaign could be part fence, the presidentelect said in an interview that will air Sunday night (NBC News). Trump's promises to build a wall "and

make Mexico pay for it" were rallying cries throughout his march to the White House, but in the new "60
Minutes" interview, the president-elect said he would accept building a fence instead of a wall "in certain
areas." "For certain areas I would, but certain areas, a wall is more appropriate," he said. "I'm very good
at this, it's called construction."

TRUMP RANTS ON TWITTER: After promises last week to curb his sometimes controversial use of
Twitter, President-elect Donald Trump went on another of his infamous tweetstorms early Sunday,
targeting the New York Times for their “BAD coverage” of his presidential campaign ( CBS News). Here
are Trump’s critical tweets about the Times, in which he claims the newspaper had sent a letter to their
subscribers apologizing for their election reporting: Trump was likely referring to a letter to readers sent
from the paper’s publisher, Arthur Sulzberger Jr., and their executive editor, Dean Baquet, on Friday. But
the tweet from the president-elect mischaracterizes what Sulzberger and Baquet wrote in their message,
which contained no apology and maintained that the Times covered the election “with agility and
creativity.” “We believe we reported on both candidates fairly during the presidential campaign,” the
letter reads. “You can rely on The New York Times to bring the same fairness, the same level of scrutiny,
the same independence to our coverage of the new president and his team.”

74% ACCEPT TRUMP PRESIDENCY: A strong majority of Americans accept Donald Trump as the
winner of the presidential election last week, but a significant minority of Hillary Clinton supporters say
his victory was illegitimate, according to a new Washington Post-ABC News poll. The survey was
conducted immediately after Election Day as anti-Trump protests sprang up across major cities, at the
end of an acidic campaign in which Trump himself said he may not accept election results if Clinton
prevailed. The Post-ABC poll finds 74 percent of all Americans say they accept the election of Trump as
legitimate while 18 percent do not. That result parallels a Post-ABC Tracking Poll just before the election,
which found 79 percent of likely voters saying they were prepared to accept the outcome of the election
regardless of who they support.

GOP NATIONAL SECURITY COMMUNITY ROILED: Nowhere did Donald Trump’s candidacy inspire
more trepidation or alarm than in the national security community, inhabited by many Republicans who
vehemently denounced their party’s nominee as dangerously unfit to be commander in chief (Washington
Post). Now, as President-elect Trump begins assembling his government, scores of former senior national
security officials, foreign policy specialists and career civil servants are wrestling with a dilemma: refuse
government service or join the administration of the 45th president? Whether these seasoned experts
step forward to help — and whether Trump accepts them into his administration — will send a powerful
signal about the new president’s intentions and ability to broaden his sphere of influencers beyond the
loyalists who helped steer him to an improbable triumph in the election. “I think it’s time for the
intelligence guys to be professional and to suck it up,” said Charles Allen, who served nearly five decades
in the CIA and is the unofficial dean of former intelligence community officials. “We work for the
president and the Congress, and that’s all we do. We’re capable, and we have to do our job.”

LATINO STUDENTS INTIMIDATED IN PENCE HOMETOWN: The hateful fallout of the presidential
election has come to Columbus, Indiana - home of Vice President-elect and governor Mike Pence (WTHRTV). Rev. Felipe Martinez, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church, was angry when he heard his two sons
were bullied and harassed.

"It was traumatic, it was troubling; it was the language of intimidation," he said. Columbus school
officials are investigating at least half a dozen incidents where Hispanic students were harassed and
taunted, by some accounts by groups of classmates telling them to "go back home" and "Go build that
wall." "It is not okay to be driven by hate. It is not okay to intimidate,” Martinez said. "This is the issue
we are facing right now, and it needs to be dealt with right now," said Larry Perkinson, a spokesperson
for Bartholomew Consolidated School Corporation.

PROTESTS IN BLOOMINGTON SUNDAY: In events across Bloomington Sunday, activists showed that
“Don’t mourn, organize” is more than just a comforting slogan for those concerned by the results of
Tuesday’s presidential election (Bloomington Herald-Times). Hosted by the Indiana Recovery Alliance,
including Shalom, Mother Hubbard’s Cupboard, Students Against State Violence and the Bloomington
NAACP joined together to host a rally at Indiana University’s Sample Gates. Called “Community Defense
and Resistance” in its Facebook event, the rally offered an opportunity for local activist organizations to
tell community members about their causes and introduce ways to get involved. “This is not a protest
against the election of Trump,” said Joe Varga, labor studies professor at IU. Instead, he said, “We are
gathering to share information about how to best protect vulnerable groups and individuals here, now, in
our community, against all threats.”

PENCE PROMISES HELP FOR VETERANS: Vice President-elect Mike Pence promised military veterans
that he and Donald Trump will reform the troubled Department of Veterans Affairs health system, telling
them Friday that their medical care is part of the compensation for their service ( WISH-TV). Speaking
during an outdoor Veterans Day ceremony at the Indiana National Guard’s Camp Atterbury south of
Indianapolis, the governor did not address his new role leading Trump’s transition team and his only
mention of the president-elect was to reassure his audience he and Trump are committed to improving
the VA’s delivery of health benefits. Pence did not take questions and reporters were kept at a distance.
“Help is on the way,” he told veterans, their families, active soldiers and others as brisk winds caused the
flags behind to wave.

FED BRACES FOR TRUMP: Paul A. Volcker, the Federal Reserve chairman, received an urgent warning
two weeks after Ronald Reagan won the 1980 presidential election. Some of the president-elect’s
advisers, he was told, wanted to abolish the central bank and replace it with a computer program that
would manage interest rates and monetary policy (New York Times). Today, a Democratic Fed leader is
once again bracing to see whether victorious and emboldened Republicans will try to overhaul the central
bank. In almost three years as the Fed’s chairwoman, Janet L. Yellen has led an aggressive campaign to
stimulate economic growth. Donald J. Trump, the president-elect, has embraced criticism that the Fed is
causing more problems than it is solving, and he has surrounded himself with advisers who would like to
rein in the institution that has the greatest influence over the direction of the nation’s economy. Mr.
Trump can fill a majority of the Fed’s seven-member board with his own nominees over the next 18
months, including replacing Ms. Yellen in February 2018. He also could work with Congress on new
constraints, including some form of an old idea on the right that a formula should dictate the Fed’s
movements of interest rates.

TRUMP POPULISM ELECTRIFIED OHIO: Gerry Noble, a 64-year-old electrician from northeast Ohio,
voted for President Obama in 2012 because “he was trying to help the common man” (New York Times)

But he scoffs when asked about Hillary Clinton. “I don’t trust Hillary,” he said. So, in this election, Mr.
Noble, a lifelong Democrat, broke with the tradition of his union, the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers Local 540, and voted Republican. “I voted for Trump, and I’m not ashamed of it,” he
said. “He’s straightforward and honest. He’s pragmatic. At least he’s willing to try something different.”
The seeds of the biggest upset in American politics in recent memory were sewn here, in the Midwest,
where decades of economic decay largely ignored by Democrats came back to haunt Mrs. Clinton. Mr.
Trump’s populist economic message electrified blue-collar workers in ways that those of previous
Republican candidates had not. Stark County, a former manufacturing center south of Cleveland where
voters have chosen Democrats in the past three presidential elections, was one of more than 215 that
flipped to Mr. Trump.

TRUMP WON MICHIGAN REAGAN DEMOCRATS: This state was one of the biggest upsets in last
week’s jolting election, going narrowly to Donald J. Trump and giving the Republican Party its first victory
in a presidential race here since 1988 (New York Times). In Macomb County, just north of Detroit, where
the term “Reagan Democrats” was coined after white autoworkers abandoned the party for Ronald
Reagan in the 1980s, Mr. Trump captured 53.6 percent of the vote, compared with 47.6 percent
statewide, according to preliminary results. Many of his supporters here were blue-collar Obama voters
who saw modern-day Republicans as out of touch with their interests until Mr. Trump, with his brash
outsider message, came along.

VOTER ID LAW HURT MILWAUKEE TURNOUT SAYS ELECTION HEAD: Milwaukee’s elections chief
said Wisconsin’s voter ID law caused problems at the polls in the city and likely contributed to lower voter
turnout (CBS News). The head of the Milwaukee Elections Commission says thousands of people in the
City of Milwaukee didn’t vote because of laws that restricted voting, CBS affiliate WDJT reports. It’s a
claim Governor Scott Walker’s office is working hard to counter. Milwaukee Elections Commission
Director, Neil Albrecht, says the city had almost 41,000 fewer people vote this week compared to 2012.
“We saw some of the greatest declines were in the districts we projected would have the most trouble
with voter ID requirements,” Albrecht said

ERRANT POLLSTER EATS A BUG: Poll expert Sam Wang is eating his words. Wang, a professor at
Princeton University, ate a bug live on CNN Saturday after host Michael Smerconish asked, "Really, what
about the bug?” (Politico). On Oct. 18, Wang tweeted: "It is totally over. If Trump wins more than 240
electoral votes, I will eat a bug." President-elect Donald Trump won the election with 290 electoral votes.
"There are things that can happen that could bring the country together, but I don't think the bug thing
is one of them, I just wanted to point it out," Wang said, after detailing how there are more important
issues to discuss, such as who Trump will nominate to the Supreme Court. Smerconish, however, said it
was time to "put it to bed," in regards to the bug promise.

Sunday Talk

RYAN SAYS THERE WON’T BE MASS DEPORTATIONS: House Speaker Paul Ryan said Sunday
despite Donald Trump's campaign rhetoric, lawmakers are not prepared to form a deportation force to
round-up and deport undocumented immigrants.
"We are not planning on erecting a deportation force. Donald Trump's not planning on that," Ryan told
CNN's Jake Tapper on "State of the Union" (CNN). "I think we should put people's minds at ease: That is
not what our focus is. That is not what we're focused on. We're focused on securing the border. We think
that's first and foremost, before we get into any other immigration issue, we've got to know who's
coming and going into the country -- we've got to secure the border," he added.

ELLISON TO ANNOUNCE DNC CHAIR CANDIDACY: Rep. Keith Ellison of Minnesota, a leading
member of the Democratic Party's progressive wing, said today that he’ll announce "real soon” whether
he will run to head the party in the wake of its stunning 2016 election losses. Ellison said on ABC
News' "This Week" that the next chair of the Democratic National Committee needs to have “vision” and
the ability to mobilize party members at the grassroots level. Democratic politicians need to be talking to
“guys in the barber shop, the lady in the diner, the folks worrying whether or not the plant is going to
close. They should be our focus,” Ellison said. Democrats "need to put the voters first, not the donors
first." In 2006, Ellison became the first Muslim elected to Congress and the first black member of
Minnesota’s congressional delegation. He co-chairs the Congressional Progressive Caucus, and a member
of the Congressional Black Caucus.

GIULIANI SAYS OBAMACARE FLIPPED ELECTION: Former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani said early
Sunday that the presidential election came down to ObamaCare ( The Hill). "You know, I actually think it
was ObamaCare," Giuliani told George Stephanopoulos on ABC's "This Week" when asked if he thought
FBI Director James Comey's letter caused Hillary Clinton to lose the election. "The blue states we were
able to turn red and basically haven't been read since Ronald Reagan. I think ObamaCare was the bigger
hit, the fact that those premiums hit on November 1," Giuliani, a top Trump adviser, said. Trump broke
"the blue wall" in the presidential election, winning several states that traditionally go blue, including
Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.

GIULIANI URGES TRUMP BUSINESS IN BLIND TRUST: Rudy Giuliani, vice chair of Donald
Trump's transition team, is advising the president-elect to put his businesses in a blind trust ahead of
taking office "for the good of the country" (ABC News). "For the good of the country, and the fact you

don't want a question coming up every time there's a decision made, he should basically take himself out
of it, and just be a passive participant in the sense that he has no decision-making, no involvement,"
Giuliani said on ABC's "This Week." "And those decisions get made separate from him, which is the way
it's done for most cabinet offices."

GIULIANI SAYS NO TRUMP CONTACT WITH RUSSIANS: Rudy Giuliani denied Sunday Russian
officials' claims they'd been in touch with Donald Trump's campaign, saying he's aware of no such
conversations (CNN). "I know of no such contacts with the Russian government. I was pretty deeply
involved in the campaign -- I was with Donald Trump day and night for about 100 days, actually," the
former New York City mayor and top Trump adviser told CNN's Jake Tapper on "State of the Union." "So
if that's going on, it's going on somewhere that I didn't see it," Giuliani said.

MASS DEPORTATIONS DOWNPLAYED BY McCARTHY: House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy (RCalif.) says President-elect Donald Trump may struggle with deporting America’s illegal immigrant
population (The Hill). “I think it’s difficult to do,” he told host Chris Wallace on Fox News’s “Fox News
Sunday." "The first thing you have to do is protect our border.” McCarthy said Trump’s pledge for a wall
along the U.S.-Mexico border, meanwhile, could be either physical or “virtual.” “I think No. 1, yes, you
have to secure the southern border,” he said. "I think that’s very doable and one of the things that has to
be done. I believe you have to have security all the way through.”

CONWAY SAYS BANNON, PRIEBUS WILL BE IN ADMINISTRATION: A top aide to President-elect
Donald Trump says both Steve Bannon and Reince Priebus will serve in his future administration ( The
Hill). “It tells you a great deal about President Trump that both of those men are to have important roles
or senior roles in this administration,” campaign manager Kellyanne Conway told host Chris Wallace on
Fox News’s “Fox News Sunday.” “President-elect Trump will rely on them and a cadre of other
supporters,” she added of Bannon, Trump’s campaign CEO, and Priebus, chairman of the Republican
National Committee (RNC). Reports emerged last week Trump is weighing both Bannon and Priebus as
his potential White House chief of staff.

MICHAEL MOORE SUGGESTS OPRAH, HANKS FOR PRESIDENT: Oprah or Tom Hanks for
president, and Minnesota Rep. Keith Ellison for Democratic National Committee chairman (CNN). That's
the leadership that liberal documentary filmmaker Michael Moore is pitching as Democrats navigate a
leadership vacuum now that Hillary Clinton has lost to Donald Trump and President Barack Obama is
preparing to leave the White House. "Democrats would be better off if they ran Oprah or Tom Hanks ...
why don't we run beloved people?" Moore told CNN's Jake Tapper on "State of the Union. "We have so
many of them," he said. "The Republicans do this -- they run Reagan and the Terminator and other
people." It was a reference to former California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, as well as former President
Ronald Reagan. "Why don't we run somebody that the American people love and are really drawn to, and
that are smart and have good politics and all that?" Moore said.

State

GOVERNOR: PENCE, HOLCOMB TO HOLD CABINET MEETING - Vice President-elect Governor
Mike Pence and Governor-elect Lt. Governor Eric Holcomb will hold a Cabinet meeting in the Governor’s
office at 9:30 a.m. today (Howey Politics Indiana).

INDOT: I-69 BRIDGE CONTRACTOR COMING - The Indiana Department of Transportation is
expected to announce a contractor for the Interstate 69 bridge project in the next week or two, an
INDOT spokesman said (Osowski, Evansville Courier & Press). Will Wingfield, spokesman for INDOT, said
his department and the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet short-listed four companies who are interested
in completing the environmental study and preliminary design for the bridge. Those two entities, along
with members of the Federal Highway Administration and Evansville Metropolitan Planning Organization
conducted interviews with the final four companies back in October. HDR Engineering, Inc., Michael
Baker International, Inc., Parsons Brinckerhoff, Inc. and Parsons Transportation Group, Inc. are the four
companies that were invited for interviews, according to INDOT.

EDUCATION: PURDUE TO RENAME ENGINEERING SCHOOL FOR DONOR - Purdue University is
renaming its School of Chemical Engineering after an alumnus and his wife who donated $20 million to
the school (Associated Press). Purdue President Mitch Daniels on Friday announced the gift from Charles
D. "Chuck" Davidson and his wife, Nancy. The school will be renamed the Charles D. Davidson School of
Chemical Engineering. Davidson received his bachelor's degree in chemical engineering from Purdue in
1972 before embarking on a career as an oil and gas industry executive. Purdue says the Davidsons' gift
will be through multiple endowments allocated to specific purposes.

Nation

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA, CLINTON CONFERENCE CALL WITH DEMS TODAY - President Barack
Obama and Hillary Clinton are planning calls with Democrats on Monday as the party struggles to come
to terms with a devastating election defeat. Obama will host a Monday afternoon call with the Democratic
National Committee, according to a notice obtained by POLITICO. The post-election call comes amid
ongoing infighting about what direction the party should take and who should be its next leader with
Obama leaving the White House and Clinton's surprising defeat. Clinton will participate in a separate call
with House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi and House Democrats on Monday. "Your support throughout

this campaign meant everything to Hillary and her entire team, and we are so grateful to you," Clinton's
team wrote in an email sent to House Democrats.

WHITE HOUSE: OBAMA LEGACY ZIG ZAGS - As he raced across the country before the election,
President Obama warned supporters about the stakes. “All the progress we’ve made over these last eight
years,” he said, “goes out the window if we don’t win this election” ( New York Times). Hillary Clinton, his
anointed successor, did not win, and so now Mr. Obama will find out whether his prediction was just
campaign hyperbole or if his legacy really has just gone out the window. Not only are specific initiatives
like his health care and climate change programs at risk, but so, too, is the broader vision Mr. Obama
articulated for America. Suddenly, the progressive, post-racial, bridge-building society he promised has
given way to an angry, jeering, us-against-them nation to be led by a new president who relishes realityshow name-calling with racial overtones. In none of Mr. Obama’s worst-case scenarios when he came to
office was this the way he imagined leaving. Since the electoral earthquake that made Donald J. Trump
his designated successor, Mr. Obama has consoled his team — and himself — by telling them that they
moved the country forward despite this obvious setback. Change does not follow a straight line, he told
crying aides. Instead, it tends to zig and zag.

PENTAGON: 4 AMERICANS KILLED IN AFGHANISTAN - Four Americans were killed in an apparent
suicide bomb attack early Saturday at Bagram Airfield, the largest US base in Afghanistan, US Defense
Secretary Ash Carter said (Associated Press). Two of those killed were service members, and two were
contractors, he said, adding he was “deeply saddened” by the news. The explosion also wounded 16
other US service members and one Polish soldier participating in the NATO mission, Carter said in a
statement. The Taliban claimed responsibility in a tweet praising the “strong attack” on Bagram Airfield.
In a statement, Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid said a suicide bomber had targeted “a sports
ground where more than 100 military officers, important people and soldiers were busy exercising.”

Local

CITIES: LAKE COUNCILMAN PROPOSES MED POT RESOLUTION - Indiana legislators may not
want to tackle the issue of medical marijuana in the Statehouse, but one Lake County Council member is
looking to gain the support of his peers for a resolution supporting the practice ( Post-Tribune). Lake
County Councilman Jamal Washington, D-Merrillville, said he would like fellow council members to
consider a resolution supporting the decriminalization of marijuana for medical purposes when the council
meets Tuesday. Washington said that with more states approving the decriminalization or legalization of

medical or recreational marijuana, it is time for Indiana to allow access to the product that has been
found to be effective treating symptoms of myriad diseases, from Alzheimer's to cancer. "People should
be able to have access to medical marijuana if it will help relieve their pain," Washington said.

CITIES: CROWN POINT DONATES FIRETRUCK TO GUATEMALA - The Fire Department is donating
one of its old fire engines to Guatemala (NWI Times). The 1979 Mack Fire Engine was retired six years
ago and has been on loan to the Indiana District 1 Training Center. Fire Chief Greg DeLor said the engine
is still fully functional but because of its open cab, no longer meets OSHA standards. The engine, worth
scrap value to the department, will provide much-needed use for firefighters in Guatemala, where
standards are different and they need equipment. DeLor said the department previously donated an old
hydraulic rescue tool, known as the Jaws of Life, to Guatemala and within four days of being there was
used to extricate a child from an accident. “When we donated it there were four sets of Jaws like that in
the entire country of Guatemala,” he said. “I have four on my engines.”

CITIES: ELKHART TO SPEND $350K ON MAIN STREET - The path is in place to create an easier
walk along South Main Street (Elkhart Truth). The Elkhart Redevelopment Commission is spending
$350,000 from the Consolidated Tax Increment Finance District to design a three-phase project that will
provide sidewalks and lighting on Main Street from the U.S. 20 Bypass interchange north to Indiana
Avenue. Each phase of the project will go from intersection to intersection until the entire stretch of road
is refurbished.

